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"TANDEM" ANTI-FRICTION METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A

'Tandem" Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH ft McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.
THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED

The largest smelters of Anti-Friction Queen victoria St., London, E.C.
Metals in Europe.

Poultry Netting.
Specify Lysaght's make, which is always

well woven, thoroughly galvanized, and
true to length, width and gauge.

Netting galvanized after weaving is

the safest and most durable.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, LIM TED.

n sf^~ ^ /J (/problem of I

Confidence means success—past, present,

success. The SafTord Radiators were never
wanting in a single, vital part. They solve the

problem of Steam or Hot-Water Heating, because—hav-

ing no joints they ca"hnot leak, standing a pressure of 140
lbs. to the square inch they cannot break, having no ob-

structions in the pipes the heat circulates freely in one
minute after the heat is turned on.

The Safford Radiators
are light,

yet strong—handsome as a Radiator can be. They fit

circles, curves, angles. There are twenty-five different

styles. They are the Radiators of Confidence—the original

invention in screw threaded nipple connections. Send for

our free, illustrated Booklet—it will give you "Confidence"
in the largest Radiator Manufacturers under the British flag.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited,

TORONTO, ONT.



Seasonable Goods
OUR SELECTIONS ARE

ENGLISH CUTLERY
CONSISTING OF

st CARVERS E- KNIVES
IN SETS AND CASES.

BRASS KETTLES s SEES CHAFING DISHES.

»*

RICE LEWIS & SON
Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets, — .TORONTO.

THE-

Abbott-Mitchell

Iron and Steel Company
3
1

of ONTARIO, LIMITED.

Manufacturers of . . .

Bar Iron and Steel -,

| Nails, Spikes

| Horse Shoes . .

i Bolts, Washers, etc.

iiUWlUiWUliUUUUlUiUlUU4iUiUiUiUWIUlUUtUiiUiUiUiUiUUUttlUiUlUiUWiU4UiUiUUiiUiUiUWK

Belleville,

Ontario. 3
3
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Garden Hose
/

<
•n

RT NORTHY.
EucudAve

TORONTO.
Sample ofHoseinhis

use for Eleven Years
i

Disg&tffits for the new season

\* now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

*

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

1 THE NEW BALDWIN
!

I

I

I

\

\

\

i

t

t

i

i

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanahle Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable

Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Looks

Bail-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Boors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. ^

Handsome Besigns.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East,

run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

SOME OF THE NEWER "VANI/ET" Tfifll Qm . nun W mjk I JM W 1L I & .# V I ft. J

NO. 41 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN HANDLE

NO. 42 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN BOX.

NO. 50 RECIPROCATING DRILL, FOR WOOD OR METALS-

Sold by Leading Jobbers NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,

throughout the Dominion. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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WEstablished I860. HERE YOU HAVE THEM.
THE
HOTTEST,
NEATEST,
CLEA ISEST,
STRONGEST,
CHEAPEST,

HEATERS
ON THE MARKET.

No small parts to break,

easily cleaned and filled,

made of best materials,

they ensure greatest dur-

ability.

Built on honor, they

never fail to satisfy.

You cannot afford to be
without them.

Write us for

Prices.

Incorporated 1895.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

BLACK SHEETS
Common,

Dead Flat,

Imitation Russia
,

Genuine Russia.

STANDARD SIZES IN STOCK. SPECIAL SIZES FOR IMPORT.
PRICES ON APPLICATION.

SAMUEL, SONS ft BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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^ jr TTT T|T ^^ ^ STARR MFG. CO'S

^% J^^ JTx X *^ yj^ standard lines of

======;ii;i====i==^^^^^ Acme and Hockey Skates

also UNION HARDWARE CO'S Hockey.

Toronto Office:

32 Front St.West

H. T. Eager.

Branch House:

George D. Wood

& Co.,

Winnipeg.

LADIES' SKATE WITH LEATHER ANKLE SUPPORT.

YYR1TE FOR PRICES
"O

Wood, Vallance & Co., - Hamilton

EASILY THE LEADER IN

ELEGANCE,
EFFICIENCY

and ECONOMY.
THE.

if

GOOD CHEER ART
n

BASE BURNER.
-SECOND YEAR-

Don't wait until the last moment, but ORDER NOW.
It will help us in estimating requirements and

will assure you prompt shipment.

!£ Jas. Stewart Mfg. Co.
WOODSTOCK, ONT.

Limited
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The Demand for our

MPERIAL OXFOR
kitchen range increases daily.

Every one sold causes other sales, so enthusiastic are

householders over its improved features.

ITS EASE OF REGULATION
ECONOMY IN USING FUEL
DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE
OVEN THERMOMETER
DRA.W-OUT OVEN RACK

and other conveniences, give it a superiority quickly

appreciated.

You're sure of speedy sales when handling the

Imperial Oxford. Write us for full information and

price, list if you have none in stock. •

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL.

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn" Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

High and Low Wheels,
from Il-in. to so-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

these articles

.SEND DIRECT TO US.

Steel Frame.

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches
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OUR NEW YEAR
WISHES.

We wish to convey to the hard-

ware trade and every purchaser of

our "Q" brand horse shoe nails

in Canada, our sincere appreciation

of their orders during the past year.

Our aim shall be in the year 1901
and the century upon which we
have now entered, to adhere to our

high standard for quality and to

spare no efforts on our part to main-

tain the position accorded to the

"Ql" brand for the past 35 years,

as being the best horse shoe
nail in Canada and without

a superior anywhere.

The quality is the best;

the workmanship is the

best ; the patterns are the

best, and they sell the

best, and are the best for

you to buy. The best

resolution you can make for the

year 1901 is to sell the best horse

nails only, in which case your trade

is ours.

RETURNED
TO

office.

MAR 11 1902

CANADA
HORSE NAIL
COMPANY

MONTREAL.
1 ^MMkik^ N>
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Living Facts are better than dead issues.

VWWWWWWWWWW1

"Plymouth"
Binder Twine

appeals successfully to live, goahead dealers.

A wise dealer always takes advantage of a popular

demand—that's one reason why it pays to sell "Plymouth,"

and another is that the selection of " Plymouth " for the

Government farms was not made haphazard, but after careful practical test

had demonstrated it to be the

1 THE STAMP OF
2 EXCELLENCE.

44 Plymouth" is sure, always uniform.

Plymouth Binder Twine Agency, McKinnon BIdg., Helinda St., Toronto, Can.
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

1901

Dondas Axes
are up-to-date in appearance

and second to none in quality.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, CANADA.

VanTuyl 4 Fairbank
Potrolla, Ont.

Headquarters for . .

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps,Casing,Tubing
Fittings, Drilling
Tools, Cables, etc.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed

Nuts, Square and Hexagon

tcBRASSITE»

*e,

KNOX HENRY, - Canadian Agent, 220^ Board of Trade,

^reneD trad* *

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money-

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales ?

THE CUI CASTOR CO.
Limited.

MONTREAL.

•

The Annual Special

Number of HARD-

WARE and Metal
will be issued March

9th this year, about

two weeks earlier

than corresponding

•

issues in the past.

T THE AUER
GASOLINE

LAMP
No. 9,

200 Candle Power

Suitable for

STORE,
RESIDENCE

0R CHURCH.

The only Lamp on the Canadian market which
is guaranteed not to clog, flicker or smell.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED.

For Catalogues and Prices on Lamps, Mantles and Sundries,
write

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Dame St., MONTREAL.

E. SIMPSON & CO., Moose Jaw, Agents for the Territories.
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HOW TO SAVE CAS Peebles' Automatic Gas Governors

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents. Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Incorporated

1851.WESTERNH ASSURANCE COMPANY

Fire and Marine
Capital, subscribed $2,000,000.00
Capital - - - 1,000,000.00
Assets, over - - 2,340,000.00
Annual Income - 2,290,000.00

Head Office: TORONTO. ONT.

Hon. Geo. A. Cox, President. J.J. Kenny, Vice-President

C. C. Foster, Secretary.

Wire Guards
FOR

Store Fronts

Factory and Mill Windows
Basement Windows

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO. LIMITED
HAMILTON, ONT , AND MONTREAL, QUE.

KEMP'S
Broad-Hoop

Roll-Rim

Milk Can Bottoms
possess all the points which go to make perfection in Can Bottoms. They have been

used by a criticizing public for two seasons, and their popularity is evidence of the

satisfaction which they gave. The roll rim has no sharp turns, which break the grain

of the metal and lessen its wearing qualities. It has a broad wearing surface and will

not damage floors. They do not cost more than inferior bottoms.

The Iron Clad Trimmings are made the same as the Broad Hoop, and differ from

them only in having a narrower and thicker hoop, which does not require the roll-rim,

and, therefore, can be sold cheaper.

Manufactured by
^_Tor durability and finish, our Trimmings are unequalled.

Kemp Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto,

Canada.
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President, relieving steamers on the St. Lawrence A GOOD YEAR IN TORONTO.
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,

Montreal. River. ' I 'HE past year has been a satisfactory

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO It is said that the idea of the formation of one to all connected with building

Limited. tne new company arose out of the depart- operations in Toronto. The report of

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir- Ure from Montreal, in the last days of the city commissioner for the year shows
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia, ,

North-WeBt Territories, Manitoba, Ontario, November, of four vessels, belonging to the that permits have been taken out for the

Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.E. Algoma Central Railway Co., carrying steel erection of buildings with a total value of
Island and Newfoundland.

offices rails, without any insurance. Mr. F. H. $1,957,274, against ^2,010,996 the previous

Montreal - - - - Board of Trade Building. Clergue, of Sault Ste. Marie, came to year, showing a decrease of about $50,000.

Toronto 10 Front street East. Montreal at the time and found, to his This, in view of the fact that 1899 was thelelepnone 2140, ' ^^
London, enq 109 Fleet street^E.e.. extreme annoyance, that he could place no best year since 1892, and that it was equal
MANCHESTER, ENG. - - - 18 St Ann Street! .. . „ j- * 1 n^.o v-jl i.r

H. s. Ashburner, insurance on the boats. He immediately 101896 and 1897 combined, shows a lot of
WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block. •'.*.« ^t ... ,.~

j. j. Roberts, set to work and founded a "St. Lawrence building was done in Toronto last year.
ST. JOHN, N. B. - - - No. 3 Market Wharf.

I. Hunter white, Lloyds " by the aid of Montreal financiers. But not only has the volume of trade doneNEW YORK. 176 E. 88th Street,
' J

w.j.Brandt. The capital of the company is set at $5,- being larger, but it has been more remuner-
Travelling Subscription Agents : „ .. , , _. , . . ,

T. Donaghy. F. s. Millard. ooo.ooo. By this means the organizers ative than usual. The high range of prices

Subscription, Canada and the United states, $2.00. hope to solve the difficulty of Canadian for materials and the high wages paid had
Great Britain and elsewhere - - 12s.

Published every Saturday. marine insurance rates. not been followed up by contractors as they

Cable Address
\ t

<*script, London The same company hope to keep navi- might have been in previous years. Then

gation of the St. Lawrence open a few the talk of a strike and the consequent

weeks longer each fall by the employment discussion last spring as to the cost of ma-

of a powerful ice-breaker, many plans of terials spread abroad enough information to

which have been before Montreal business make householders expect high prices, and

men during the last few months. make it easier for contractors to get them.

A noticeable fact is that there is no falling

Failure to accomplish all that was desired
off }n the erection of buildings for industria l

THE ST. LAWRENCE LLOYDS. i,-
t VMr chonlrl exrite and not retard the . . , ~,.last year snouia excite, ana not retard, tne and comrnercial purposes. There has been

THE fruits of the agitation that has efforts in this the New Year ,. , ^ • ^ i. r •enons in ims, me iNew lear.
a sllght decrease in the number of resi-

been going on for some time for the , , .

dences erected, put permits to the value of
lowering of marine insurance on CONSOLIDATED COMPANIES.

$988,000 have been taken for warehouses,
vessels trading in the St. Lawrence channel, "The Consolidations and Listed Stock .

offices and factones, as compared with
Canada's national waterway, are at last Companies of the Iron and Allied Trades

"

$724,000 the previous year. The extension
appearing. is the title of a supplement to The Iron Age.r

of these works is all the more satisfactory in

Mr. Louis Boyer, of the legal firm of It consists of 56 large pages, and gives the
.

. view of the fact that there will thus be given
Dandurand, Brodeur & Boyer, Montreal, capital stock, the productive capacity,

, employment to more labor, and thus necessi-
has given notice in the official Gazette of names of directors, etc., of the large com-

. ; tate the erection of more dwelling houses in

application for an Act to incorporate "The binations allied to the iron and steel trades

, ,..-,.',- the future.
St. Lawrence Lloyds

'

' for the purpose of which have been formed in the United States

carrying on an ocean and inland marine during the last few years. The supplement When you turn over a new leaf, there is

insurance business with the right to main- is a valuable contribution to the subject nothing like will-power to keep it from being

tain and navigate ice-breaking and wreck- with which it deals. blown back.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER
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HARDWAREMEN AND PRICES.

HARDWAREMEN should conform

their prices to market conditions,

just as a mariner sets the sails of

his vessel to meet weather conditions.

Necessity compels him to do so if he is

to make his business a success.

The man of business, like the yachtsman,

must ever be on the alert to grasp oppor-

tunities to facilitate his progress. This

means, paradoxical as it may seem, that he

has got to conform his prices to the con-

dition of the market, whether it be reducing

them or advancing them.

Hardwaremen, as a rule, are not slow in

following the market when it is declining.

Competition compels them to do so. And

it is wise that they should do so, for, if they

do not, they will be handicapped in the

race for trade.

But, the fact that they are compelled to

follow the market when its tendency is

downward emphasizes the necessity for

their following it with equal readiness when

the tendency is upward.

Of course, this is more easily said than

done, but, just as competition facilitates the

downward tendency of prices, so a little

understanding among the merchants in a

community would assist them in advancing

their prices to a basis warranted by the con-

dition ot the general market.

PERSONALITY IN BUSINESS.

IT
is not surprising that the phrase, "the

man behind the gun " became popular

throughout the Empire. There is so

much of generality in our songs as well as

in conversation that this definite reference

to the personality responsible for the results

produced won natural approval.

It is the same everywhere. Business

men discuss this man's store ; that man's

windows ; the advertisements of another.

We even go to the extent of imitating what

we consider he has done well.

But, after all, it is not the store in which a

man starts his business or the amount of

goods he is able to stock that is the best

criterion of his probable success. It is

rather the man himself. There are some

men who would succeed in the face of seem-

ingly insurmountable difficulties, and there

are others who would fail where everything

is most advantageous, and between these

two classes are practically all the rest. A
man's business, store, window, advertising,

clerks, are pretty much what he makes of

them.

Therefore, it would be well for business

men generally to spend a few days during

the opening weeks of the new century

studying themselves to see wherein they

lack in the qualities that go to make a man

successful.

UNSALABLE GOODS.

THERE is in every store at the end of

the year goods which have proved

unsalable. The measure of them is

largely in proportion to the ability of the

merchant as a buyer. But, whatever the

reason, the fact that there are goods on the

shelves which should have been sold makes

it evident that something should be done to

dispose of them.

Whenever the wideawake merchant finds

himself thus situated, he marks the price of

such goods down until he has found cus-

tomers. And not only does he mark them

down, but he adopts ways and means to

acquaint the public of the fact.

He will probably start a bargain •ounter.

He is also likely to make a display in his

window, while advertising he, of course,

does not overlook.

Aside altogether from the inconvenience

of having goods in stock which cumber the

ground, it is to be remembered that every

dealer tied up in such a way means so much

capital unrenumerative. There is no doubt

about that. And it is well that every

merchant who hesitates to mark a line of

goods down to a figure which will probably

make it attractive to buyers should remem-

ber this.

Every dollar that is not earning is help-

ing to eat up the merchant's substance.

MORE REASON TO HOPE.

After an interview with the New Bruns-

wick Government, Messrs. Chas. Burrill

and B. F. Pearson, directors of The Do-

minion Iron and Steel Co., are reported to

have said that within a year they would be

building steel ships at St. John and Halifax.

Five million dollars will be invested in two

plants. Two thousand to three thousand

hands will be employed.

The Government seems to look favorably

upon the project and a subsidy will likely

be granted.

PUTTY IS HIGHER.

A
CHANGE is announced this week

in the price of putty, quotations

being 5c. per 100 lb. higher on

bulk in barrels and 10 to 15c. on bladder

in barrels.

The old and the new prices are now as

follows :

New Old
prices, prices.

Bulk in barrels $2 00 Si 95
Bulk in less quantity 215 2 10

Bladder in barrels 2 20 210
Bladder in 100 or 200-lb. kegs or

boxes, or loose 2 35 2 25

Bladder in 25-lb. tins in 100-lb.

lots 2 45 2 35

Bladder in I2j4-lb. tins in 100-

lb. lots 2 75 2 60

Bladder, bulk or tins in less than
100-lb. lots 3 00 2 80

The above figures are f.o.b. Montreal,

Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London and

Guelph. Freights may be equalized from

Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto.

Quotations for the Maritime Provinces

are 10c. per 100-lb. higher than those for

the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

SHEETS AND PLATES.

THERE is nothing in the present con-

dition of the market for plates and

sheets that would indicate a lower

range of values, at any rate for several

months to come. We gather this from the

perusal of the correspondence of a well-

known metal house in Toronto.

Its correspondence is with several manu-

facturing firms in Great Britain and in the

United States. For example, one of the

largest manufacturing firms in Pittsburg says

that, owing to the large number of orders

on its books, it will be impossible to make

delivery of sheets till June. A British con-

cern reports that the mills are so loaded up

with orders that only present stocks are

available, while several firms report that

they will be unable to make delivery of

plates and sheets earlier than February and

March.

Jobbers in this country are being some-

what inconvienced by this condition of

affairs.
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A WISE CHOICE FOR PRESIDENT.

THE St. John, N.B , Board of Trade

showed good judgment in electing

G. Wetmore Merritt to the presidency

of that institution for the coming year.

Mr. Merritt is not only a keen business

man, but his interests are various and his

connection so widespread that he should

make a first-class president.

Mr. Merritt, who is a partner in the

wholesale grocery firm of Merritt Bros. &
Co., started his business life as a clerk with

Turnbull & Co., wholesale grocers, St.

John, in 1873. Eleven years

later he was admitted into

partnership, under the old

style, which remained un-

changed until 1893, when Mr.

Turnbull retired from active

business, and the present firm

was formed, Mr. Turnbull

continuing as a special partner

till January 31, 1896.

In addition to his grocery

business, Mr. Merritt is inter-

ested, to a large extent, in

lumbering, gold and coal min-

ing, and in the steamship carry-

ing business. His investments

in all these lines are reputed

to be particularly successful.

In every way Mr. Merritt

has proved himself deeply in-

terested in the commercial

development of St. John, most

of his work in that respect

being done through his con-

nection with the board of trade

of that city.

support of its church. Pastors are under

the general stress to save money by not

spending it, and no class of men are sub-

jected to more anxiety, as a rule, than they

in finding the revenue wherewith to main-

tain property intrusted to their care. They

naturally, but mistakenly, object to opening

doors and windows of places of religious

meeting during the cold weather. People

are always to be found to complain if a

church be cold, others if it be warm. Pastor

and sexton alike try to meet an average

standard by starting the furnaces none too

fSti/ff

CHURCH VENTILATION.

Official inspection finds

Chicago churches, says The

Chronicle, uniformly defective

in means of purifying the air.

That germ diseases may be

widely disseminated through

places of assembly is a fact so

well established that it is in-

cumbent upon all ecclesiastical I

authorities to take note of it.

In plague times prohibition of pilgrimages

and dispersion of caravans has been the

first indispensable to extirpation ofa scourge.

It is a pathetic commentary on the supposed

advance of the building arts that in places

of religious worship there should be uniform

and complete lack of ventilating appliances

other than doors and windows.

After a sexton has started furnace fires in

a church he is expected, as a rule, to avoid

waste of the heat thus expensively produced.

Whether a congregation be rich or poor, or

composed of various categories of good

fortune, it contributes reluctantly to the

Q. WETMORE MERRITT.

many cases, will throw off unavoidable

morbid germs caught up in the swirl of a

town or developed in unsanitary homes.

Ventilation of churches and schools ought

to be deemed of paramount importance in a

great city, where of necessity all manner of

people are compelled to have closest bodily

contact with every other manner of people,

juvenile, adult and senile, bathed and

unbathed.

This necessity is aptly illustrated in an

incident which happened in a public school

since the arrival of frost this year. A
kindergarten teacher undertook

to loosen the jacket of a boy in

order that he might more com-

fortably participate in gymnastic

exercises. " Please, don't,
'

gently protested the lad. "I'm
sewed up for the winter."

A complete change of air

ought to be effected by throw-

ing open all the windows and

doors at least before and after

each church service. Venti-

lation of school rooms should

be accomplished with corres-

ponding frequency and thor-

oughness.

soon and sealing up the edifice for the day

after combustion begins to raise the temper-

ature.

For these reasons, for which neither

sexton nor pastor should be held blame-

worthy, the air in most churches is noxious

during winter.

Air is especially liable to be exhausted or

corrupted in the most popular churches

where more than one service is held in a

day. A thousand people gathered together

within walls anywhere will throw off enough

animal heat to raise temperature, and, in

A BUSINESS MEN'S
LEAGUE.

Notice is given in the Official

Gazette that application will be

made to the Quebec Legislature

by Henry Miles, importer
;

Fred W. Evans, insurance

manager ; Charles Chaput,

merchant
;
James W. Knox,

merchant ; George E. Drum-

mond, manufacturer, all of

Montreal, for a bill to incor-

porate them and others under

the name of the '

' Montreal

Business Men's League," with

the following objects : To

promote and develop tourist

and sportsmen travel in] Que-

bec Province; to encourage and

facilitate the holding of con-

ventions and other gathering;

in the city of Montreal ; to promote muni-

cipal improvements therein, more especially

with regard to the cleanliness of streets

and the embellishment of parks and

squares, and other objects of a kindred

character.

ANSWERS TO INQUIRERS.

A Hartford, Ont., subscriber writes : "We are

in a position here to get what is known as cat tails.

Can you inform me who are handlers of the same ?

I saw in some paper that furniture or upholstering

firms used them for stuffing."

[Remarks : Can any of our readers supply

the desired information ?—The Editor.]
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HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS.
SOME PERTINENT SUGGESTIONS FROM ONE WHO HAS SUCCEEDED.

JUST now, when prosperity is in every-

body's mouth, and when hosts of new

business enterprises are likely to be

launched and hosts of old ones reorganized,

it may be timely to consider the general

subject of success in business.

Statisticians tell us that 98 per cent, of

all persons who embark in business on their

own account fail at one period or another

in their lives.

Did it ever occur to the reader how great

a loss to the whole community is involved

in the large percentage of failures? asks

J. E. S. in News -Tribune. It is suffered not

alone in the great mass of bad debts, which

after the failure occurs have to be borne by

creditors, but every unprofitable business

carried on at a loss, often a long time

before the collapse comes, is a direct injury

to every legitimate enterprise in the same

line with which it comes into competition.

It is an obvious wrong for one concern,

which pays its employes regularly, and

meets all its obligations honestly, to have to

suffer the competition of another concern

which is living on its creditors. Legiti-

mately conducted business is unjustly as-

sailed by rotten concerns, and every man
who pays his debts indirectly has to bear

a share of the losses entailed by those who

do not pay.

The question arises, is failure in business

avoidable ? Would it be possible to reverse

the figures and have but two per cent, of

failures to 98 per cent, of successes ? Would
not the prosperity of the whole community

be enhanced by such a condition ? I be-

lieve all these may be answered in the

affirmative.

How may it be done ?

1. By the exercise of judgment in the

choice of a field of business. The estab-

lishment of an art store or a jewelry store in

a locality frequented only by a poor class of

people one can readily see would be an act

of folly. Such folly, only varying in

degree, too often attends the establishment

of a business enterprise. The question of

adequacy of the field is not sufficiently con-

sidered. By choosing a comparatively

unoccupied field capital is not wasted in

driving another occupant from it. I think

it is generally the safer and wiser policy to

buy out a prior occupant than to waste

capital and energy in driving him out.

But, in any case, there must be a field

adequate to the business expected to be

done.

2. The scale of one's business must be

adjusted both to the field and to the extent

of his capital. The man who attempts to

do a business which should command a

capital of #50,000 with only $10,000 to

work with, takes a great chance of making

a failure of it. Nor must borrowing be

relied upon. There should be sufficient

capital in a business to create a condition

of easiness, and where the capital is in

excess of the needs it is an additional

guarantee of success, provided the business

is conducted with the same careful conser-

vatism that it would be on a smaller capital.

A successful business, I confidently assert,

may be established on any amount of capi-

tal, no matter how limited, but the amount

of business undertaken must be propor-

tioned according to it.

3 . I believe it will be found to be true, as

a rule, that the most successful businesses

have been begun in a small way and have

grown up, while the large percentage of

failures have occurred in cases where it has

been set out to create a large business from

the outset. It is the order of nature for

things to grow up, and not come into exist-

tence full fledged, and I believe the rule

applies preeminently in the realm of busi-

ness. Many a legitimate business may be

started upon a $500 capital, and may grow

to become a great concern, but the projector

must at the outset put himself in direct

competition with rivals enjoying 20 times

the capital, nor seek to grow too rapidly.

4. Do not borrow the capital to start upon,

or any considerable portion of it. It is not

safe. There are two important reasons for

this : One is that the interest and repay-

ment are a burden upon the business which

it ought not to be subject to ; the other is

the fact that the sense of responsibility is

much greater where a person is dealing

absolutely with his own, and he is more

likely to employ his means with wisdom and

safety than where he is operating at

another's risk.

5. Every business man should not only

thoroughly understand bookkeeping, but

should, to an extent, keep his own books.

There is only one person in a concern who
knows exactly all the time the true condition

of the business, that is the bookkeeper. He
may submit statements and trial balances

and balance sheets to his principals, but in

rare instances he can communicate by them

that subtle knowledge which comes of daily

and hourly familiarity with the accounts.

The proprietor who does not keep his own
books is always at a disadvantage, and he

who does not understand the science is in

absolute peril. I have no doubt that a very

large share of the failures result from the

ignorance of the true condition of one's

business. The keeping of books is not an

uninteresting occupation, especially where

one has a personal interest in the results. I

know a millionaire merchant who, until

compelled by advancing age and infirmities

to entrust the work to others, always kept

his own ledger, his bookkeeper's work

extending only to the journalizing and bill

making. In large houses where this may
be impracticable, a new system has come

into vogue by which a secondary ledger is

kept for the special use of the proprietor, in

which the transactions are summed up in

compact shape. If the entries in this could

be made by the principal himself, the ad-

vantages of the system would be still in-

creased.

6. Another frequent cause for business

failure is indiscretion in giving credit. I

imagine it is a very common thing for a

man with a moderate capital to engage in

the retail grocery business ; in his zeal to

gain business he gives credit to a host of

irresponsible persons, and in the course of

a few months discovers that his entire

capital is absorbed in uncollectable ac-

counts. Of course he has to give up, and

another person comes in to repeat the

experience. Wholesale houses do the same

thing on a larger scale. For a small

margin of profit they will risk the entire

value of the goods sold. Every bankrupt

house will be able to show you a long array

of bad accounts, which, if they could have

been collected, would have averted the

failure.

And there is no use in catering to a dead-

beat custom. Better far to keep the goods

and lose the customer. A good plan is to

have an understanding with the customer

at the time of the sale as to when payment

is to be made. A debtor will often pay at

a time he has promised to, where he would

allow the debt to run indefinitely where

there is no date of payment fixed. Then,

too, if there is an agreement to pay at a

certain time and default is made, there is

no reasonable obligation to further increase

the credit, and the merchant may get off

with a small loss, where by a looser system

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE^

Prompt Shipmen'u

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT
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THE BEST PAINTING MATERIAL
on the market to-day is good prepared paint.

The best prepared paint on the market is

The Sherwin-Williams Paint
S.-W. P. is better than white lead and oil because it contain

zinc white to prevent the chalking and powdering of the

Because it covers 360 square feet—often more—two
the gallon.

Because it is absolutely pure.

Because it is always uniform in color and quality,

Because the linseed oil in it is specially preparj

color—there's no oil so good in any other paint.

Because machinery can grind finer and mix n

than hand work—giving paint in which the oil a

together better and present a more solid surface for

against. New Way-Making S.-W.

by Machinery.

faner and clearer in color,

more durable gloss.

in all climates— it won't powder or chalk as lead

'always do.

jnakes painting cost less through its greater covering

ter durability.

' works easier under the brush.

jaint requirement S.-W. P. is better than lead and oil and
as a painting material all over Canada, just as it has in the

;s ajjfother parts of the world.

IHead and oil were the best paint we would make S.-W. P. from lead

and oil alone. We've no more interest in lead than in zinc, or in zinc

than in lead. Our whole interest is in good paint and we know that the

best good paint is made by a combination of lead and zinc with the

linseed oil.

The dealers who have given up pushing lead and oil and are taking

hold of S.-W. P. prove what we have just said by their success.

»»k The Old Way-Making Paint by Hand.

CANADIAN DIVISION:

MONTREAL,
21 St. Antolne St.

TORONTO,
86 York Street.

The Sherwin-Williams Co,

PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO.

NEW YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.
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it would be difficult to close the account,

and a more serious loss would result.

If an absolutely cash business cannot

be done, the next best thing is to have the

terms of the sale distinctly understood. It

is a common plan with the larger retail

houses to render statements at the end of

each month and expect payment on or

before the tenth of the following month.

Where customers are held rigidly to this rule,

the losses by bad debts are probably very

small, I have observed that the debtor always

gives first attention to the payment of the

bills of those who are most strict in insisting

upon a prompt payment, and leaves to the

last those bills rendered by easier, more
careless or more good-natured dealers ; and

so, in case of inability to ultimately pay all,

these easy ones have to sufif&L It is never

a cause for ill feeling on tnWpart of an

honest buyer that the seller insisflLupon the

prompt payment for the goods sold^If one

is disposed to resent it, he is just the^cus-

tomer that it will be profitable' to lose. ^*
Some people think that a great volume of

business is a sign of success, and are

tempted into risks which they ought not to

take. A small, safe business is immeasur-

ably preferable.

7. Another very important requisite to

success is persistence, tenacity in sticking

to a business through the to-be expected

period of discouragement. Too many
persons embark in an enterprise, expend

upon it a lot of intelligent thought, skill and

industry, and then, when they see the

returns are inadequate, throw it up or sell

out at a sacrifice, forgetting that the efforts

they have put into it are of the nature of

capital, something essential to the enter-

prise, and which will one day bring returns.

What we call the good will of a business is

simply the accummulation of all this brain

and hand work not shown on the books,

and often it is of even more value than the

real money capital. Wherever an enter-

prise is abandoned, of course, all that has

been done to advertise it, make friends and

build up a trade is thrown away. It is

really the same thing as throwing away
cash, because if nursed and persistently

stuck to it would in time have a cash value.

Many a man, after a long period of dis-

couragement, provided he has been work-

ing on correct lines, has suddenly found his

business past the turning point, and as con-

tinuously prosperous as before it was the re-

verse. But this cannot be predicted upon

a business improperly conducted, or where

a false policy has been pursued.

A very important thing to be considered

and built up is the good-will of a good class

of customers. Poor customers there is

nothing to be gained in cultivating. As

Capt. E. B. Ward used to say : "Cultivate

the best customers and let your rivals have

the others." It it is possible to establish

such relations with one's customers that no

persuasion or inducements will tempt them

to leave you. Great care to furhish entirely

satisfactory goods, prompt readiness to

rectify any errors or make good any imper-

fections, and zeal to see that no one is over-

charged will always inspire a confidence

which becomes a valuable asset in business.

I have known merchants to consider only

how they can swell their bills, forgetting

that while they for the moment made a

profit they endanger the permanent loss of

The

Safest

Fire Arms

in the

.World

rrfe of

v>

AIver

Johnson

Make
V

Hardware Dealers
SHOULD HANDLE

Iver Johnson
Revolvers

They are recognized as standard, and
are in great demand for Police, House or

Pocket use.

Their Accidental Discharge is Impossible.

The Iver Johnson Single Guns—too

—

are good sellers on account of their safety

Vfeatures, fine finish and general make-up.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York -99 Chambers St.

Boston 165 Washington St.
Worcester—361 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

BOECKHi \

80 York St.

The following lines carry the usual

BOECKH GUARANTEE: Your

money back if ie goods are not

^ satisfactory." T ley are the best

£* selling lines on t

BRUSHES
No matter what size or style

you require, we have it or can
make it for you. They are trade-

winners.

DISPLAY TABLES
Write for our illustrated book-

let ; it tells you all about them.
Begin the century with good
displays and prosperity will be
yours.

STEP LADDERS ,

Made of clear Norway pine,

with pail rest. As light as is

consistent with strength and
durability. Sizes, 3 to 10 feet.

CINDER SIFTERS

Made in four styles, of the

best quality of wire. Neatly

and strongly put together.

e market.

SC EENS

Stoned, oiled or varnished, in

all standard sizes. Do not place
your order without first getting
our prices.

AXE HANDLES
Two doz. in

selected hickory
Five grades.

a crate. Best
Perfect finish.

SAW-HORSES
Folding, made of hardwood.

Neat in appearance and strong.

CHURNS
Barrel, cradle and dash churns.

Our ash dash churn is a winner
and the price is right.

CLOTHES LINES

Sisal, Jute and Cotton lines in

48, 60, 72 and 100 ft. lengths.

Boeckh Bros. & Company
TORONTO, ONT.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
only 37-39 Front Street West, TorontO- ONLY

WHOLESALE

SPRING SKATES. ££,.
No. 5—Ordinary Quality $ .80

7—Best, Quality 1.50

10- " " Plated 1.90

12— Concaved Blades 2.80

All sizes to 12'i inches.

LADIES' SKATES.
No. 415—Ordinary Quality, Plated $1.40

1422—Best Quality, Plated 2 30
1424— "

#

" " Con. Runners 2.70

447—Extyi' " " Light Runners 3.50

All sizes, S'A to 10> 2 inches.

HOCKEY SKATES.
No. 510K—Ordinary Quality, all sizes,

7 to 12 in $ .60

1531—Best Quality, all sizes, 8 to 12 in. 1.60

No. 631—Best Quality, all sizes, 9 to 12 in. . $1.80
632— " " Plated, all sizes,

9 to 12 in 2.50

No. 634—Best Quality, Plated, all sizes,
9 to 11 M in., Concave Blades. $2.90

No. 3697-Best Quality, Plated, all sizes,
10 to 12 in $4.00

Also the following lines of

Genuine "Starr" Halifax Skates.
List per pair.

No. 90—"ACME" Spring, all sizes, 7 to 11 in ... $. 80
25— " " " 8 to 12 in... 1.80

7— " " "
to WA in.. 3.00

20—Hookey, all sizes 9 to WA in.. 1.60

20 PS— " " 9 to 115* in.. 1.80

25 PS— " " 9 to 12 in ... 2.40

"Mic-Mac" Hockey Sticks.
1900
BRAND.

"Mic-Mac"
Yellow Birch, Toughest and Strongest, $8.00 doz.

Our stock this season has been carefully selected, and the " Mic-Mac" 1900 is the
BEST STICK on the market.

The above are List Prices and subject to Liberal Trade Discount.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
PROMPT
SHIPMENTS Graham Wire and Cut Nails are the Best.

OUR PRICE6
ARE RIGHT.
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the customer. I once contracted with a

dealer for a large quantity of carpets '
' made

and laid." When the bills came in the

thread, tacks and a lot of other things were

charged extra. Of course it was my last

transaction with that house.

The golden rule of business, and the one

which in the long run is most profitable, is

to aim at entire reciprocity of interest be-

tween buyer and seller. In other words, it

should be as much the interest of the buyer

to buy as it is of the seller to sell. Where
both are equally advantaged, a basis of

solid, profitable and permanent business is

created, most valuable to all concerned.

8. Lastly, it is important to everyone

embarking in business to establish for him-

self a bank credit. The concern which

keeps no bank account may be set down as

doing business in a very slouchy way.

Perhaps the firm will tell you "we never

have money enough on hand to make it

worth while opening an account." One
would not be far wrong in hazarding the re-

ply that •
' you never will have.

'

' Although

the amounts handled may be small, and

the balance never great, it is still better to

deposit in a bank all the receipts and pay

at least all the larger bills by checks. Be-

sides the element of safety in having a bank

in charge of one's funds, there is a con-

stant stimulus to increase the balance on

hand; and a credit, which at any time may
be valuable, is being built up. The con-

cern which deposits regularly and never over-

draws its account will imperceptibly come
to have a standing at its bank which will

do it good service when from any cause

bank accommodation is needed.

Then by all means establish confidential

relations with your banker. Let him know,

of course in confidence, the exact condition

of your business affairs. His advice may
be valuable to you, and unless absolutely

rotten, he will go a long way to help a cus-

tomer through a pinch.

DID IT ON AN IVER JOHNSON.
Harry Elkes, the Iver Johnson flyer,

made another good win when he defeated

Jimmie Michaels in a special motor-paced

race of 15 miles at Madison Square Garden,

December 22. Not only did he defeat

Michaels, but he also lowered the Garden

track record held by that rider from

27.56 2-5 to 26.03 2 5-

Wm. Rodden & Co., founders, Montreal,

have assigned to A. W. Stevenson, and a

meeting of creditors will be held on January

10. The principal creditors are : Estate

of Robert Hamilton, mortgage, $16,234.10;

Crathern & Caverhill, $1,325 ; A. C. Leslie

& Co., $1,650 ; S. E. L. Bricker, $8,000;
George E. Douglas Trading Co., secured,

$2,237.

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

THE Canada Paint Co., Limited, are

out with a handsome new "Century"

catalogue, which has been printed in

the firm's own premises and by their own

staff of printers. Its neat style and high-

class color-printing and decoration would

lead one to think that it came forth from a

specialty publishing house. It is strictly up

to date, and can be relied upon as a most

useful and handy price list. A number of

new features are offered by this firm for

1901, full particulars of which will be found

in the catalogue. Any reader of Hard-
ware and Metal who has not received

this useful book by mail would do well to

apply to the company's headquarters,

Montreal.

AN ENAMELLED WARE CATALOGUE.

TheThos. Davidson Manufacturing Co.,

Limited, Montreal, Can., have undoubtedly

reached a high standard of excellence in

their enamelled and embossing department.

Hardware and Metal has just received

from them a calendar which has enamelled in

six colors a face of an Indian chief in war

dress. The design and coloring is so

artistic, so true to life, that one wonders at

the skill of the mechanical genius which

has created the effect produced. The

accompanying cut shows the design, but

gives no idea of the brilliant effect that is

produced by the contrasts and harmonies of

the various striking colors used.

interior decoration in metal.

The hardware dealer who keep on hand

literature which will help him to explain the

advantages of any lines he wants to sell

follows a wise custom. For this reason, a

booklet which The Metallic Roofing Com-

pany of Canada, Limited, Toronto, have

just issued should be of considerable value

to everyone in the trade. It is an ex-

quisitely-printed booklet, dealing with the

use of metallic ceilings and walls. It is in

no wise a catalogue, but is rather an edu-

cative pamphlet, gotten up with a view to

convince readers that the artistic metal pro-

ductions of this company are the proper

material for interior decorations. And, from

a perusal of the illustrations and reading

matter of the booklet, it bids fair to convince

many. Hardwaremen, therefore, should

get one or more copies and interest prob-

able customers in its contents.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES. ASSIGNMENTS.COMPROMISES.

MAX COHEN, general merchant,

Hawkesbury, Ont., has assigned

to G. S. Bowie.

Alphonse Guimond, hardware dealer,

2628 Notre Dame street, Montreal, has

assigned. Real Angers has been appointed

provisional guardian. The chief creditors

are Frothingham & Workman, $1,026 ; L.

H. Hebert, $648 ; Nap. Sarrazin. $690 ;

Dame Nap. Mathieu, $500; Caverhill,

Learmont & Co., $714 ; A. Ramsay &Son,
$4oo;Jas.Robertson&Co ,$500. Total liabi-

lities, $9,327. A meeting of the creditors

has been called for January 10.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Brett & Leighton, hardware dealers,

Orangeville, Ont.. have dissolved, M. J.

Leighton retiring and S. Taylor being ad-

mitted under the style of Brett & Taylor.

John Lumsden & Co., manufacturers of

tools, etc., Montreal, have dissolved, John

Lumsden continuing.

Jack & Robertson, importers of metals, etc.

,

Montreal, have dissolved, and Watson Jack

has registered as prdprietor under the style

of Watson Jack & Co.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

W. H. Hayes, blacksmith. Sussex, N.B.,

has sold out to H. H. Dryden.
E. H. Heaps & Co., sawmillers, etc.,

Vancouver, have removed to Cedar Grove,

B.C.

C. W. Lurtey, machinst, Rossland, B.C.,

has sold ont to J. W. Pownall and J. L.

Sanders.

The Dominion Cordage and Manufac-

turing Co., Limited, Peterboro', Ont., have

been incorporated.

Stewart T. Patterson, dealer in agricul-

tural implements, Rodney, Ont., has sold

out to W. Livingstone.

A meeting has been held to organize The
McFarlane-Neill Mfg. Co., Limited, manu-
facturers of hames, etc., St. Mary's Ferry,

N. B.

Henry Yost, carriagemaker and black-

smith, Tavistock, Ont., has sold out to

KruspeBros., Sebringville, who have moved
to Tavistock.

FIRES.

McFadyen & McQuade, tinsmiths, Col-

lingwood, Ont., have been burned out.
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INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP.

Those having any items of news suitable for this column wi 1

confer a favor by forwarding them to this office addressed

to the Editor.

SIR LOUIS DAVIES. Minister of

Marine and Fisheries, in the Cana-

dian Cabinet, has awarded to A.

Wallace, Vancouver, a contract for a

cruiser, 136 x 24 ft., for Pacific Coast

cruising service, to cost between g6o,ooo

and 570,000, and to The Albion Iron

Works, Victoria, B.C., a contract for a 60

x 11 -ft. cruiser, to be used at the mouth of

Fraser River. The price of this cruiser is

about 58,000.

The Dominion Rock Drill and Foundry

Co., Napanee, Ont., are asking exemption

from all taxes, except for school purposes.

The ratepayers of Napanee will vote on the

matter January 7

.

The McArthur Export Co., lumbermen,

Quebec, have applied for a charter.

The Owen Sound, Ont., Iron Works Co.,

Limited, are extending their premises.

The North-West Gold Dredging Co.,

Lmrited, Ottawa, have obtained a charter.

The Walkerville Wagon Co.. Limited,

Walkerville, Ont., have been incorporated.

The Hanover Portland Cement Co.,

Limited, Hanover, Ont. , have been incor-

porated.

A. H. Raymond, of Philadelphia, has

taken the management of The Perth Flax

and Cordage Co., Stratford, Ont. He is

also taking a financial interest in the con-

cern, and new machinery sufficient to

double its capacity is being installed.

During the holidays the McClary Manu-

facturing Co. have had a large staff at

work making numerous changes to their

factory at London. Two new boilers of the

latest pattern and very large capacity have

been placed in position, and the plant

changed so as to economize labor and to

make the work as systematic as possible.

They have also made large additions to

warehouse and factory, which will increase

their capacity in both these departments.

Work was resumed on Wednesday.

NEW RAILWAY FOR MANITOBA.

In reply to a deputation, Premier Roblin

of Manitoba promised to have a railway

built from Brandon towards Virden, reach-

ing the boundary of the Province, and to

have it ready for operation in time to haul

out next season's grain. He gave no dis-

tinct pledge that the line would be built by

the Government, although there was a

possibility of the Government moving in

that direction, neither did he give an

answer as to what points would be touched

by this railway.

WANTED
Wanted—An experienced advertising and cata-

logue man by a Montreal Wholesale Hardware
House. Must be well up in hardware. Apply,
stating age, experience, and salary expected, to

Box 38, Hardware and Metal
() Merchant, Montreal.

WELLAND CANAL.
Tenders for Supplies for the year 1901.

SEALED TENDERS for suppli s, addressed to the
Superintending Engineer, Welland Canal, St.

Catharines, wi.l be received until 20 o'clock on Wednesday,
i6th January, 1901, for the supply and delivery of various
ai tides of Timber, Hardware, Castings, Fuel, Paints,

Oils, etc., for use on the Welland Canal and its branches
for the year 1901.

Specifications, forms of tender and other information
can be obtained at the Superintending Engineer's Office,

St. Catharines, on and after Monday, the 24th December,
1900.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

L. K. JONES,
Secretary.

Department of Railways and Canals,
Ottawa, December 20th, 1900. (2)

THE OAKVILLE
BASKET CO.,

Manufacturers ot

I, 2, 3 Bushel

THE OAKVILLE

BASKET CO.

TRADE
JSTobles 8f Hoare

CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENC.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY
MARK Which can be obtained direct from the works

or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada.

WIRE RODS I -+-

Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,

In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

"DAISY" CHURN *
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady while churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sides to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT
Kastern Hranclj. 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que
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QUEBEC MARKETS.

Montreal, January 4, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE travellers are again on the road

and orders are coming in. The

volume of business being done is

not large, as retailers are busy settling

accounts and ending the year's business.

The outlook, however, seems to be exceed-

ingly bright. The sea of commerce is not

disturbed by any strong wind of inflation or

depression and with a fair pressure of steam

good progress ought to be made. Movements

from stocks are not large, but the making

of spring contracts goes merrily on. Barb

wire, lawn mowers, freezers, sprayers,

rubber hose, poultry netting, green wire

:loth are all demanding attention for spring

delivery. Some fair amounts of nails have

been moving this week at steady prices.

Horseshoes are in light stock and still in fair

request. Cordage is a little higher. Shelf

joods are rather quiet. Wrenches have

been put on a new price list.

Barb Wire—From stock trade is very

s'ow, but some orders are being placed for

spring delivery at $3.20 f.o.b. Montreal

in less than carlots.

Galvanized Wire—Business is con-

fined to ordering for spring. We quote :

No. 5, $4.25 ; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge

$3-75 :
No - 9. $3-°° ;

No - IQ
. #375 :

No. 11, $3.85; No. 12, $3.15; No. 13,

$3.25; No. 14, 84-25; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 16, $5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—There are no new

features to note. Business is slow at $2.80

per 100 lb.

Fine Steel Wire—There is nothing

new to note, the discount remaining at 17 yi

per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—The usual

business is being done at last week's quota-

tions. Discounts are 55 and z% per cent,

on brass, and 50 and 7.% per cent, on cop-

per.

Fence Staples—This line is featureless.

We quote : $3.25 for bright, and $3.75 for

galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails— Quite a number of small

orders havejtome to hand this week. We

quote: $2.85 for small lots and $2.75 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Gananoque, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails — Cut nails are in moderate

request. We quote as follows : $2. 35 for

small and $2.25 for carlots; flour barrel

nails, 25 per cent, discount; coopers' nails,

30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails—Trade seems hardly so

brisk as it was last week. The discounts

are 50 percent, on Standard and 50 and 10

per cent, on Acadia.

Horseshoes — Stocks continue light

and the demand brisk. We quote

as follows : Iron shoes, light and me-

dium pattern, No. 2 and larger, S3. 50;

No. 1 and smaller, $3.75 ; snow shoes, No.

2 and larger, S3. 75 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$4.00 ; X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5,

No. 2 and larger, S3- 60 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.85 ; feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe

weight steel shoes, all sizes, $5. 95 f.o.b,

Montreal ; f.o.b. Hamilton, London and

Guelph, 10c. extra.

Poultry Netting—Orders for spring

delivery are being taken quite generally at

OUR AVELLERS
are now in CONFE

Refrigera

decide upon the most suitable makes of the following

carry for the season of 1901

:

Oil Cooking: Stoves
endeavor to

a box of

ct

onstruction

Superb

Finish

and at a . .

Most

Reasonable

Price.

In this connection

it will be our

special aim to

procure an article

Much

Superior

to anything yet

offered to the

Canadian Trade.

Not only will we strive to have the best quality, but

also an exceptionally low price can be Guaranteed.

DON'T place your orders for 1901 in these lines till you examine the samples and prices carried by our travellers.

THE McCLARY MFG. CO.
LONDON. TORONTO. MONTREAL. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.
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Why do you buy a com-
mon galvanized iron—that

is, if you do? Because your

jobber happens to not have

Apollo.

Why do you think, he

hasn't Apollo?

American Sheet Steel Company, New York.

Representatives for Canada

B. & S. H. Thompson & Company

26 St. Sulpice Street

Montreal

Drain Pipes

Portland Cements
Fire Bricks

Contractors' and

Founders' Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
ji Wellington street, MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

sewbtmpe
Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable

Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-

draulic and other Machinery where great strength

is required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry

Purposes.

50 per cent. off. The situation has been

unsettled lately, and we hear that some

firms have been selling at 50 and 5 per

cent. off.

Green Wire Cloth — The travellers

report trade to be active on spring account

at $1.50 per 100 sq. ft.

Freezers—Ice cream freezers are be-

ginning to move, but the number ordered is

not large, as yet.

Screws—The demand is only moderate

this week at former quotations. Discounts

are as follows : Flat head bright, 80 per

cent, off list; round head bright, 75 per

cent.; flat head brass, 75 percent.; round

head brass, 67 '4 per cent.

Wrenches—New prices have been put

on wrenches not long since. Agricultural

wrenches are quoted at 60 and 10 per cent,

off; "Acme," 50, 10 and 5 percent, off;

Whitman Barnes knife-handle, 6 to 12 in.,

40 per cent, off; 15 in. up, 45 per cent. off.

Bolts—A fair trade continues to be done

in some lines, but the total amounts moving

are not large. Discounts are : Carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; machine bolts, 65 per cent.

;

coach screws, 75 per cent.; sleigh shoe

bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends, 65 per cent.;

plough bolts, 50 per cent.; square nuts,

4^c. per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4^c
per lb. off list; tire bolts, 67^ per cent.;

stove bolts, (>TYz percent.

Cotterpins —; There is no change to

note. We quote as follows : 55 per cent, off

English list, or, according to American list,

%-\n. and under, 80 and 20 per cent.,

5-16-in., 80 and 10 percent., and y% in., 70

and 10 per cent. off.

Rivets—Continue quiet and unchanged.

The discount on best iron rivets, section, car-

riage, and wagon box, black rivets, tinned

do., coopers' rivets and tinned swedes rivets,

60 and 10 per cent.; swedes iron burrs are

quoted at 55 per cent, off; copper rivets, 35

and 5 per cent, off; and coppered iron rivets

and burrs, in 5 -lb. carton boxes, are quoted

at 60 and 10 percent, off list.

Cordage — The tone of the cordage

market is firm. Manila is now quoted at

I3^c. per lb. for 7-16 and larger; sisal is

worth 9^c. per lb. for 7-16 and larger, and

lathyarn 9c. per lb.

Spades and Shovels — There is little

being doing in this article just now. Dis-

counts are 40 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—There is no change to note. We
quote : Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk,

blued, 80 and 5 per cent, discount ; tinned,

80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks, blued, in

dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Firebricks — Trade is dull at $18.50 to

$26, as to brand.

Cement—Sales from stock do not amount

to much. We quote : German, $2.50 to

IRON

STEEL

TIN PLATES Etc.

Close prices for import
to wholesale buyers.

A. C. LESLIE A CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
ING-OT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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We wish you all a Happy and Prosper=

ous New Year.

To start the new century well nothing could be more
appropriate than a cabinet of our

ELASTILITE VARNISH

The above cuts represent a front and back view of show can.

Manufactured only by-

IS Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

We have received large consignments of

ass
Both Single and Double

via the following steamers, viz

CEBRIANA,
FITZCLARENCE, DALTONHEAD,
CAMBRIAN KING, SYLVANIA,

and from our large and complete stock can fill all orders

promptly.

$2.65 ; English, $2.40 to $2.50; Belgian,

51.90 to 52.15 per bbl.

METALS
The metal market does not show as much

strength as it did some time ago, but, on

the whole, the situation is steady. Trade is

quiet in most lines.

Pig Iron — There seems to be no pre-

dominant changing influence and the mar-

ket appears steady. Summerlee is worth

524 to #25, and Canadian pig $19 to $20.

Bar Iron—Quite a fair amount of trading

is being done at 51.65 to 51.70 per 100 lb.

Black Sheets — This line is featureless

at the present moment. The base price is

52.85 for 8 to 16 gauge.

Galvanized Iron—We hear that some

import orders are being placed at very low

prices. The travellers are making con-

tracts for spring delivery. Out of stock

there is not much moving. We quote

:

No. 28 Queen's Head, 54-65 to $485 ;

Comet, No. 28,54-3° to $4-55. and Appolo,

10^ oz., 54 65 to 54-85.

Ingot Copper—A fair amount of busi-

ness is being done at I7j£c.

Ingot Tin—The foreign markets are un-

settled. Locally there is little trading being

done. Lamb and Flag is selling at 33 to

34C
Lead—The market continues steady at

54-65-

Lead Pipe—A fair amount of business is

being done at 7c. for ordinary and 7J£c.

for composition waste, with 15 per cent,

off.

Iron Pipe—A fair trade is being done.

We quote as follows : Black pipe, '4
, 52.80

per 100 ft.; ft, 52.80; #. 52.85; %, 53-°5:

i-in., 54.35; i#.$5-95: i#.S7-io; 2-in.,

59.50. Galvanized, %, 54-Qo ; %, 55-4o;

1 in., 57.35 ; 1%, 59-75: l %> $"-7o ;
2-

in., 515-75-

Tinplates— The market does not show

much strength. We quote : Coke, 54-5°;

charcoal, 54-75-

Canada Plate—This article is not at-

tracting much attention at the moment.

Quotations are unchanged. We quote :

52's, 52.85; 60' s, 53; 75's, 53-»o; full

polished, 53.75, and galvanized, 54.60.

Tool Steel—We quote: Black Diamond,

8c; Jessop's 13c.

Steel—We quote : Sleighshoe, 51-85;

tire, 51.95 ; spring, 52.75 ; machinery,

52.75 and toe-calk, 52.50.

Terne Plates—A fair trade is still doing

in terne plates at 58 25.

Swedish Iron—Unchanged at 54-25.

Coil Chain—There has been no change

in local quotations. Some spring orders

will likely be placed while the travellers are

on their pesent trip. The tone of the

market is firm. We quote as follows :

No. 6, 11 j£c. ; No. 5, 10c; No. 4, gj^c;
No. 3, 9c; X-inch, 7>£c. per lb.; 5-16,

54.60; 5-16 exact, 55-io; ft, 54.20; 7-16,

5400; ft, 53.75; 9-i6, 53-65; ft, 53-35;

#.$3- 2 5; H.$3-2o; i-in., 53- 15-

Sheet Zinc — Values are steady at 6 to

6*c.

Antimony—Unchanged, at 10c.

GLASS.
The market for glass is without any

new feature. We quote as follows

:

First break, 52; second, 52.10 for 50
feet ; first break, 100 feet, 53.80 ;

second, 54 ; third, 54.50; fourth, 54.75;

fifth, 55-25 ; sixth, 55-75. and seventh,

56.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.
Owing to supplies coming in freely from

Georgia aud South Carolina, turpentine has

been reduced ic. per gallon. Putty has

been advanced 5c. per 100 lb. In dry

colors, such as vermilion, permanent greens

and oxides, a capital business has been

done since our last report. In Canadian

oxides, especially, some good orders have

been received for shipment into the United

States. Locally, a very fair inquiry exists

for all classes of painting material, and

inquiries are coming from all parts of the

Dominion. As to price and prospects for

paris green the market is not as yet formed

and chemicals are unsettled, no quotations
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-2b~~
having as yet been available. Colors ground
in oil and in japan have met with a fair

measure of attention. White lead, as usual,

at this time of year, is rather quiet, and
quotations at the last meeting of the associa-

tion were not changed. All lead products

may be described as steady. Putty is mov-
ing freely at the advance. We quote :

A fair trade has been done this week,
although orders were very scarce during the

first few days. The feeling in linseed oil is

a little stronger. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, $6.50; No. 1, $6.12^ ; No. 2,

*S-75 I
No. 3, $S-37%, and No. 4. $S> all

f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

Dry White Lead— #5.75 in casks;
kegs, $6.

Red Lead — Casks, $5.50; in kegs,

SS-75-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.
1, 6y£c; in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7%c.
Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

$2 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, $2.15;
bladders, in barrels, $2.20 ; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, $2.35; in tins,

$2.45 to $2,75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c; boiled, 83c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20-bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and 0>hawaat 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 59c; 2 to 4
bbls., 58c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,
the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8% to 9^c. in wholesale
lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47^ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

#2.75 to S4.50, as to brand ; coal tar, $3.25
t0 53-75 I

cotton waste, 4% to 5^c. for

colored, and 6 to 7}4c. for white ; oakum,
5/4 to 6^c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

SCRAP METALS.

There are no new features to notice this

week. The demand seems rather quiet.

Dealers are paying the following prices in

the country : Heavy copper and wire,

13 to i3j£c. per lb.
; light copper,

12c; heavy brass, 12c; heavy yellow,

Zyi to 9c; light brass, dyz to

7c; lead, 2^ to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2% to

2^c. ; iron, No. 1 wrought, $13 to $14 per
gross ton ; No. 1 cast, $13 to $14 ; stove
plate, $8 to $9; light iron, No. 2, $4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

PETROLEUM.
The demand continues steadily brisk. We

quote as follows: "Silver Star," 15 to

16c. ; "Imperial Acme," \b% to I7^c.
;

" S.C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's
Astral," 19 to 20c.

HIDES.
The demand for hides continues slow,

and there is little trading doing. We quote:
Light hides, 8^c. for No. 1

;
7>£c.

for No. 2, and 6^c. for No. 3. Calfskins,

Our Metallic

Ceilings and Wall's^

are the ideal finish for all kinds of build

ings, because they combine beauty an
utility.

We make an almost countless assort-

ment of artistic designs—the plates fitting

accurately, the joins imperceptible, and
the pattern continuous in perfect precision

throughout.

Their sanitary superiority, fireproof protection, handsome effect, and

moderate cost appeal to all progressive people.

Catalogue and Price List at your service.

METALLIC ROOFING CO., Limited, •»»«£• Toronto.

Wholesale Manufacturers.

8c. for No. 1 and 6c. for No. 2.

skins, 90c.

Lamb-

MONTREAL NOTES.

Rope is about ic. per lb. higher.

Turpentine is ic. per gal. lower.

The price list of wrenches has been re-

cast.

Putty has been advanced in price 5 to 10c.

per 100 lb.

Mixed paints are firm and, in some cases,

higher, being now quoted at $1.25 to $ 1.45.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, January 4, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE wholesale hardware trade is still

enjoying its holidays' quiet feeling.

The wholesale houses are still busy

taking stock and the travellers remain in

the warehouse lending their assistance to

this task. On Monday next practically all

the travellers will be again on the road and

we may, therefore, look for an improvement

in trade next week. The manufacturers

are meeting this week in Toronto, but so far

we hear of no change being made in any

line appertaining to the iron trade. In

fact, the only change worthy of note in any

line is in putty, which is from 5 to 10c. per

100 lb. dearer. In all staple lines, such as

nails and fencing wire, the volume of busi-

ness is small indeed, but, of course, nothing

else could be expected at this season. The

letter order trade is fair for this time of the

year.

Barb Wire — Nothing is being done in

the way of prompt shipment, but a few

orders are being booked for spring delivery.

We still quote f.o.b. Cleveland at $2 .97 }4

in less than carlots, and $2.85 for carlots.

From stock, Toronto, $3. 10 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire — Much the same

remarks apply to this as to barb wire, the

demand being only for spring shipment.

We still quote No. 9 at $3. 10, Toronto.

The base price f.o.b. Cleveland is still

$2 72yz per 100 lb.

Smooth Steel Wire — There are a few

orders being taken for oiled and annealed

wire for spring shipment, but nothing is

being done in shipment from stock. There

is a little movement in hay-baling wire from

stock. The base price is #2.80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails — Business in this line is

almost at a standstill. The nail manufac-

turers are meeting in Toronto as we go to

press, but so far no change in prices has

been announced. We, therefore, still quote

the base price at $2.85 per keg for less

than carlots and $2.75 for carlots.

Cut Nails — Dull and featureless with

the base price unchanged at $2.35 per keg.

Horseshoes — Very little doing, and

prices are as before. We quote as follows

f.o.b. Toronto : Iron shoes, No. 2 and

larger, light, medium and heavy, $3.60 ;

snow shoes, $3.85 ; light steel shoes, $3. 70;

featherweight (all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ;

light steel shoes, $3.95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4- 95-

Horse Nails—Much the same remark

applies to these as to horseshoes. Discount,

50 per cent. on standard oval head and 50

and 10 per cent, on Acadia.

Screws — Just a moderate trade is

being done. Prices are as before. We
quote wood screws as follows : Flat
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head bright, 80 per cent, off the list; round

head bright, 75 percent.; flat head brass,

75 per cent.; round head brass, 67% per

cent.; flat head bronze, 67% per cent.;

round head bronze, 62 j£ per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—These are quiet and

unchanged. We quote : Carriage bolts (Nor-

way), full square, 7opercent.; carriagebolts,

fulls quare, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 7.5 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4^c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4Vc off; tire bolts, 67% per cent.; stove

bolts, 67^ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs — These are also

quiet and without change. Discount, 60

and 10 per cent, on iron rivets; iron burrs,

55 per cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35

and 5 per cent.

Rope—Is dull and unchanged at last

week's advance. Sisal, 9c. per lb. base,

and manila 13c. Cotton rope is unchanged

as follows: 3-16 in. and larger, i6^c; 5-32

in.. 21 }4c, and y% in., 22 %c. per lb.

Cutlery — There is practically nothing

doing in this line as is to be expected

after the holiday season.

Building Paper — There is a little

movement in this line and stocks are now

fairly complete. Ready roofing, 3-ply,

$1.65 per square ; ditto, 2 ply, $1.40 per

square. Quotations are f. o. b. Toronto,

Hamilton, London.

Green Wire Cloth—Very little is being

done at the moment in the way of booking

for future delivery. We still quote $1.50

per 100 sq. ft.

Rules and Planes—The Stanley Rule

and Level Co. have issued a new list of

prices on the articles they manufacture. A
new list of prices has been issued, but the

discounts are unchanged. The new list of

prices, compared with those which went

into force a year ago, is as follows :

BOXWOOD RULES.

New list Old list

per doz. per doz.

No. 4 $1100 jjio 00

No. 12 16 00 14 00

No. 18 6 00 5 00
No. 26 11 00 9 00

No. 27 13 00 12 00
No. 29 4 5° 3 5°
No. 66 10 00 8 00

No. 66 'A 10 00 8 00

No. 67 6 00 5 00

SIANI.KV PLANES.

New list Old list

each. each.

No. 100 $ 3° $ 25

No. 130 8S 80

Cement—There is practically nothing

doing. Prices are unaltered. We nomin-

ally quote in barrel lots : Canadian Port-

land, J2.80 to $3; Belgian, $2.75 to $3;

English do., $3 ; Canadian hydraulic

cements, $1.25 to 81.50; calcined plaster,

$1.90 ; asbestos cement, $2.50 per bbl.

METAL,S.

This being the period of the year when

most dealers are taking stock very little

business is naturally being done in the

metal trade. Although in the outside markets

there have been some fluctuations in prices

in some lines of metals, our figures are un-

changed.

Pig Iron—Some good orders have been

placed by large users of pig iron in Canada

recently for delivery during the next six

months and prices rule steady. For small

lots of pig iron the Ontario furnaces are

quoting $18, but for quantities this figure is

shaded.

Bar Iron—The feeling in regard to bar

iron is firm. A scarcity of scrap is reported,

and it is asserted that the mills are selling

bar iron close to the cost of production. The

ruling base price is $ 1 . 70.

Pig Tin—There has been a great deal of

fluctuation in prices in the outside markets

during the past week, but the general ten-

dency is toward lower prices. Locally,

there is very little being done, but prices

are unchanged at 33 to 34c. per lb.

Tinplates— The demand for these is

light with quotations as before.

Tinned Sheets — Business is almost at

a standstill in this line. We still quote 28

guage at 9 to gyic. per lb.

Terne Plates—There is nothing doing

in this line.

Black Sheets — Like nearly all other

metals very little is being done in black

sheets. We quote $3.50 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Sheets—The demand from

stock has fallen off somewhat, but import

orders are being booked with freedom. We
quote English at $4.85 and American at

$4.50 for ordinary quantities.

Canada Plates—There has been a little

more movement in this line. We quote :

All dull, $315; half and half, $3.25;

and all bright, $3 85 to $4..

Iron Pipe—The demand keeps up fairly

well, but jobbers' prices are rather low com-

pared with the condition of the market.

We quote as follows : Black pipe # in.,

#3.00 ; y% in., $3 00
; }4 in., $3.00 ; %

in., $3.30; 1 in., $4 5°: 1 X in., J6.25 ;

i^in., $7.75; 2 in., $10.40. Galvanized

pipe is as follows: x/z in, $4.50; tf in.,

$5; 1 in., $7; \% in., #9.50; i'A in.,

$11.75; 2 in -> $ I 5-7S>

Solder—A fairly good trade is being

done. We quote half-and-half, 19 to 20c;

refined, 19c.

Pig Lead — The demand is fair, with

prices unchanged at 4 V to 5c.

Copper—There has been a small move-

ment in ingot copper during the week, and

trade is fair in sheet. We quote : Ingot,

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

fCOVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PR1E5T'5QL1PPER5
B*HiftS --^^Lmrgert V»rieh,.

BE** l-^Vvit ToUeti Hand, Electric Power

7ARETHE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep -Shearing Machine*.

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOB CATiXOOtTI TO

••rl«u Sbf.r.r WfK . C«.. Nt.hm. «.H.T.«i

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all the qualities desirable in a Door Closer,
They work silently and effectually, and never get I

out of order. In use in many of the public build-

1

ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies.
MADE SOLELY BY

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

BURMAN & SONS', LIMITED cuWIrs
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
upplied to Her Majesty's War Oflice to clip the
avalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers iu many qualities.

Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Field Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, Petrolia, Ont

Pullman Sash Balance Go

Makers of the

44 Pullman"
Hardware
Specialties

Main Office and Works,

Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
On aale all round the globe.
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1910200. ; bolt or bar, 23*4 to 25c; sheet,

23 to 23>£c.

Brass— Business continues quiet with the

discount on rod and sheet unchanged at 1

5

per cent.

Zinc Spelter — The demand has been

rather good during the week. We quote 6

to 6#c. per lb.

Sheet Zinc—Business appears to have

fallen off a little during the week, it now

being characterized as quiet. We quote

casks at $6.75 to $7, and part casks at

$7 to $7.50 per 100 lb.

Antimony — Trade is quiet and prices

unchanged. We quote 1 1 to 1 1 *4c. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

There is not much doing. Travellers

have been out since Wednesday, but find

little demand. Some orders for linseed oil

for spring delivery are reported. Prices

are easy, a decline of 2c. being noted.

Turpentine is also ic. lower, but since the

reduction was made the market has

strengthened, and the present quotations

are not likely to be followed by lower ones.

Putty has been advanced 5c. for bulk and

10c. for bladders. It is firm at the new

prices. The manufacturers of white lead,

who met late last week, decided not to

make any change. An advance was ex-

pected by many. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.62^; No. 1, $6.25; No. 2. $5.87^;

No. 3, $5.50; No. 4, #4 75; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., #5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.; #5.25 to $5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c
Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8j£c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c.

Whiting — 60c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 75 to 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2.15; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, #1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, 51.20 to $1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io>£c. per lb. and io}i to no for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 80c;

84,000 Daily Production.
S Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,
Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies: 107 Cannon Street. London, E.C.—128 Hope Street. Glasg< v —
12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Paradise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address : "Glass, St. Helens." Telephone >n
68 St Helens.

GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS of every description.

Reliable Tools at low prices.

A. SHAW & SON, 52 Rahere St., Goswell Rd„ London, E.C., Eng. The oldest house in the trade,
lineal successors of the inventor and patentee, J. SHAW.

boiled, 84c.
; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 79c.

;

boiled, 83c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, 2c. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 57c; 2

to 4 barrels, 56c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5-gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
There is a strong disposition in favor of

an advance, but as yet no change has been

made. There is practically nothing doing.

We still quote first break locally : Star,

in 50 foot boxes, $2.10, and 100-foot

boxes, $4; doublediamond under 26 united

inches, $6, Toronto, Hamilton and Lon.

don ; terms 4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
There is a fair delivery and a good de-

mand. The feeling keeps steady. We quote

jobbers' prices as follows : Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 55c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 40c; No. 1 wrought

55c. per 100 lb. ; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, io^c. ; heavy

copper, izyic. ; coil wire scrap, 13c.
;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

ioj^c. ; heavy red brass, io^c. ; scrap

lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2j£c ; scrap rubber, 7c;

good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c; clean

dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

SEEDS.

Though there is practically nothing doing,

prices are nominally steady at $6 for the

best values of alsike, and $5. $0 to $6 for

ordinary to the finest clover.

PETROLEUM.
A good movement continues. Prices

keep firm as follows : Pratt's Astral, 16 j£

to 17c. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra) ; Ameri-

can water white, 16)4 to 17c. in barrels
;

Photogene, 16 to i6^c; Sarnia water

white, 15 j£ to 16c. in barrels; Sarnia prime

white, 14^ to 15c. in barrels.

COAL.

There is a large movement, but dealers

state that they still have difficulty in getting

cars. Prices are unchanged. We quote

anthracite on cars Buffalo and bridges :

Grate, #4. 75 per gross ton and $4.24 per

net ton
; egg, stove and nut, $5 per gross

ton and $4.46 per net ton.

MARKET NOTES.

Putty is 5 to ioc. per 100 lb. higher.

The Stanley Rule and Level Co., New
Britain, Conn., has issued a new list of

prices on the lines it manufactures. The
discounts are unchanged, but the list is

higher.

The stove and furnace manufacturers

held a meeting in Toronto on Wednesday,

but made no change in prices. And no

change is anticipated, at any rate, for some
time to come.

PAINT AND OIL AGENT WANTED.
A large manufacturing firm in England

who manufacture paints and varnishes, and

export oil, turpentine, harness oil, petroleum

jelly, cycle oil, etc., is anxious to secure a

thoroughly good firm or agent in Canada
who will take up its line of goods. Hard-
ware and Metal will be pleased to put

any reliable firm or individual in communi-

cation with the manufacturers in question.

For particulars address, Agent, care of

Advertising Department, Hardware and
Metal, Toronto.

A petition in insolvency was filed

December 15 by Locke & Hodder, general

merchants, Twillin Gate, Newfoundland.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.
AMERICAN BARS IN ENGLAND.

THERE is no diminution in the importa-

tion of American steel bars for con-

sumption by South Wales works-

The imports up to November reached the

enormous total of 41,000 tons, of which

25,000 were landed at Newport for the large

sheet works in operation in that town. It

is now reported, on a trustworthy authority,

that an American shipping firm has con-

tracted to deliver 20,000 tons of American

bars at Newport for distribution among the

various sheet and tinplate works in South

Wales. There is, as will readily be seen,

no improvement in the state of the local

trade, and Welsh steel manufacturers may
well be, as our South Wales correspondent

puts it, at their " wit's end." The growth

of the new American connection has badly

disorganized both the steel and tinplate

trades. It is worse than useless, however,

for Welsh makers to stand idly by witness-

ing the disappearance of a valuable trade

without making a real effort to retain it.

—

Hardwareman.

NEW YORK ME1AL MARKET.

The London metal market closed to-day

at noon, but during the short business

session the fluctuations in the price of pig

tin were marked. At one time the market

stood at .£122 5s., and again at ,£121, but

at the close the quotation for spot was

,£121 15s., or 17s. 6d. under Friday's clos-

ing. The trading in spot tin was light and

in futures moderate in the English market,

but here there was scarcely anything done.

There was no call at the New York Metal

Exchange, and speculative interest seemed

to be entirely withheld. At the close spot

tin was nominally quoted at 27c. Total

imports of tin for the month of December

amounted to 3,311 tons, leaving 1,445 tons

afloat. The deliveries for consumption

during December aggregate 2,400 tons,

while the stock in store and loading is 3.041

tons.

Copper—Continued firmness character-

izes this market, although there was hardly

a call for stock in any quantity to-day.

Lake Superior is held at 17c, while for

electrolytic and casting stock, \6%c. is

quoted. In London this morning an

advance of 2s. 6d. was recorded, the market

closing firm.

Pig Lead—There was virtually no mar-

ket to-day, current wants of consumption

being supplied and buyers deferring pur-

chases for future needs until after the turn

of the year. The close was dull at 4.37 j£c.

for lots of 50 tons or over.

Spelter—The market remained dull,

with prices nominal and unchanged at

4.15c. There was no change in St. Louis

or London.

Antimony — Regulus remains steady

though quiet at 9 to \o%c, as to brand and

quantity.

Iron and Steel -The last day of the

year witnesses little buying or selling, as

both buyers and sellers are occupied with

other concerns which, for the time being,

are of greater consequence. To day was

no exception to the general rule, and there

was nothing new to be noted in any depart-

ment. The record of the past two months,

so far as the volume of business is con-

cerned, was eminently satisfactory, and the

trade is awaiting the opening of the new

year and the dawning of a new century in

the confident expectation of a continuance

of the prosperous conditions of the immedi-

ate past.—New York Journal of Commerce,

December 31, 1900.

PIG IRON IN ENGLAND.

The pig iron makers in the country have,

in the majority of cases, obtained, within

the last two or three weeks, such a marked

abatement in the prices of raw materials

that they are in a considerably better posi-

tion than they were previously. The reduc-

tion in the price of coke has, generally

speaking, been more considerable than the

reduction in the price of pig iron. As a

case in point, we may note the fact that in

Cleveland warrants, as compared with

this time last year, there is a fall of us.

9^d. per ton, but the fall in the cost of

coke delivered at works from the highest

point reached during the year has, in

some cases, been 6d. to is. per ton more

even than that. The imports of iron ores

having fallen, too, during the past 11

months to the extent of something like 750,-

000 tons, we are justified in anticipating

that the reduction in the total output of

pig iron for the year will be at least 300, -

000 tons, and the fact that stocks are phe-

nomenally low contributes to make the pig-

iron situation a reasonably healthy one.

The general expectation is that prices will

fall somewhat lower still, but that this does
not necessarily mean that pig iron will be in

a worse position because the prices of raw
material are likely to decline pari passu.

The following is a statement of the public

stocks of pig iron in tons :

Decrease
during 1900.

Tons.

173.936

Tons.
Connal's at Glasgow 71,603
Connal's at Middlesbrough. 31,700 I

Railway Stores, " . 11,000]
Connal's at Middlesbrough,

hematite 555
Hematite, West Coast 22,863

27.493

8,948

175.384

—Iron and Coal Trades Review.

NEW CAR AND MACHINE WORKS-

The new shops which the Ottawa and
New York Railway built in Ottawa in con-

sideration of a bonus $75,000 have been
started.

The shops are located on Ann street,

between King and Nicholas streats, and the

main building is 125 ft. long. 60 ft. wide
and two storeys in height. It is well

equipped with machinery and tools neces-

sary for the carrying on of the work.

Adjoining is a blacksmith shop, 45 x 60 ft.

in size, and a boiler house, 20 x 25 ft.

A boiler of 100 horse-power, along with a

main engine of 75 horse-power, furnishes

power for the shops, which have been in

operation for five or six days, and at

present 15 men are employed making
repairs to cars.

ESTABLISHED 1874.

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and HONTREAL.

White Lead and Zinc Paints

Colored Paints in Oil

Anchor Liquid House Paints

Anchor Floor and Roofing Paints

Anchor Varnishes for All Purposes

Lacquers, Japans and Dryers

Anchor Carriage Gloss Paints

Anchor Pure Colors in Oil

Anchor Superfine Colors in Japan

Dry Colors, Wall Tints and Putty

Anchor Straw Hat Enamel
Etc., Etc., Etc.

Sole Agents In Canada for 1
Brandram Bros. & Co., London, England,

White Lead, Zinc and Colored Paints.
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A TRAVELLER'S ADVENTURES.

HARDWARE AND METAL had the

pleasure a few days ago of meeting

Mr. F. W. Franks, a representa-

tive of Aspinall's' Enamel, Limited, of

London, England. Mr. Franks is making

a tour of the world, and he is more than an

usually interesting man to talk with because

of the incidents, many of them exciting, in

which he has been directly and indirectly

concerned.

It is about 15 months since he started out

on his tour, which is chiefly a business one.

During that time he has visited Gibraltar,

Malta, Egypt, Ceylon, Straits Settlements,

Dutch East Indies, Australia, New Zealand,

Tasmania, the Philippine Islands, China

and Japan. He is now in Canada and from

here will go to New York and thence home.

In New Zealand he suffered the incon-

venience of being quarantined on account

of the bubonic plague. But that was only a

small item in the list of his adventures. On
his way to the Philippine Islands on the ss.

Futami Maru, he was shipwrecked on

Mindoro Island, the steamer striking a coral

reef during a typhoon. On this Island,

which was'an uninhabited one, he lived for

a week with 180 other persons, at the end

of that time being fortunately taken off by a

passing steamer, which the one boat they

had saved from the wreck managed to

intercept.

On the day he arrived at Hong Kong,

the edict of the Dowager Empress of China

was posted up urging the massacre of

Europeans and Christians, and, strange to

say, the day he reached Shanghai a similar

edict was posted up there. In the latter

city, an alarm was raised one night to the

effect that the Boxers were marching on the

city, and Mr. Franks, armed with a revolver

which one of the volunteers loaned him,

joined the ranks of those called out to

defend the city. It was, fortunately, only

an alarm.

Mr. Franks considers he has now only to

be in a railway wreck to complete his list of

adventures.

The visit of Mr. Franks to Canada is

chiefly with a view to establishing distribut-

ing agencies in the chief commercial centres

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It is his

first visit to Canada, and he is much sur-

prised at the development which it has

reached.

AN EXPENSIVE ERROR.

SOMEWHAT over a month ago the

Canadian linseed oil market was dis-

turbed and weakened by low quota-

tions offered by a Montreal broker and

merchant who was making contracts for

February to August delivery at prices two

to four cents below those of any other firm.

At the time that these low prices were being

scattered by telegraph over the country

Hardware and Metal made bold to say

that it was difficult to understand how any

firm could offer goods at such rates, and

hinted that there must be a mistake some-

where.

Our suspicions have been only too correct,

for the merchant who was revelling in such

low prices now finds that his English house

used a revised code of which he had not

heard, and that he read the quotation 100s.

a ton too low.

On the broker himself the misfortune en-

tails a great loss, for he intends to fill all his

contracts or pay damages. It has been

prophesied in the trade that he would refuse

to abide by his agreement, but we are glad

to be able to say that he has no intention of

ruining his reputation gained in 20 years of

business experience by such a procedure.

He will fill his contracts even at a loss of

several thousand dollars unless his customj

ICE TOOLS.

To the ice harvester it is of the utmost

impcrtance that he possesses the most

per'ec: working tools it is possible to buy.

None but the very best are economical to

him. The cutting season is short, the

weather is cold, the men are hurried, and

an unnecessary delay on account of un-

managable or imperfect tools is both aggra-

vating and expensive. W. T. Wood's ice

tools have a worldwide reputation, and
Rice Lewis & Son, Limited, their Canadian

DAIRYMAN'S ICE PLOW.

Fork Ice Man.

c

Splitting Bars.

;•

Ice Hooks.

see fit to return the written agreement.

Some firms have already voluntarily returned

the papers, sympathizing with him in his

misfortune. Others have refused to accede

to his request to be allowed to withdraw and

are claiming damages or the goods.

agents, will be pleased to quote prices
to all interested. Below we illustrate a few
of their most useful tools:

John H. Birch, general merchant, etc.,

Dorchester Station, Ont., has been burned
out; partially insured.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
GIVE US FRESH AIR.

THAT portion of civilized humanity

which lives in large cities, says The
Chicago Chronicle, is awaiting the

coming of a benefactor to whom it will

erect statues and sing pseans of praise. This

benefactor will be the man who shall devise

a cheap and effective method of ventilating

flats and office buildings. No such method

has yet been devised.

There is no ventilation of the class of

buildings named. The unhappy tenant

may choose between suffocation and pneu-

monia. He can either keep his "windows

down and stifle or he can raise them and

creat a draft which shall be his undoing.

He occupies a steam-heated box in which

no provision has been made for fresh air.

He breathes over and over again an atmos-

phere charged with carbonic acid gas. He
may pay $5 per month, or he may pay $500,

but he will get no ventilation.

The ordinaiy dwelling is better. It is

usually heated by a furnace and that in-

volves the introduction of fresh air into the

house through the furnace flues. Usually,

too, there is an open fire in the parlor or

library or dining-room, and the open fire is

an unsurpassed ventilator. Unless the

householder be crazy enough to throw away

his advantages and substitute steam heat

for the fuinace and fireplace, the average

dwelling is fairly well ventilated.

But for the flat dweller and the tenant of

the office building, there is no present hope.

They are doomed to stifle or to shiver until

some ingenious American—and it really

doesn't seem as though he need be a marvel

of ingenuity, either—shall devise a means

of letting a little fresh air into steam-heated

rooms without subjecting the tenants thereof

to the peril of serious illness.

Is there not somewhere in this broad land

a budding Edison who shall solve the

problem and make his name blessed to

countless generations yet unborn ?

NICKEL-PLATED LEAD PIPE.

Purdy, Mansell & Co. have successfully

made an experiment which is likely to be of

practical value. They put a piece of lead

pipe through nickel plating apparatus. It

was doubted whether the plating would

hold to the soft lead and retain the clear,

bright appearance that the plated brass

pipe presents. The result of the experi-

ment, however, was so satisfactory that the

nickel-plated lead pipe could not be dis-

tinguished from plated brass pipe by the

eye. The lead pipe retains its softness and

pliability, but the plating is clear and firm.

It has already been used in plumbing work

by Purdy, Mansell & Co.

WILL MAKE STEEL PLATES.

On Saturday evening a meeting of the

shareholders of The Dominion Iron and

Steel Co., Limited, was held in Montreal,

when the issue of $5,000,000 of preferred

stock was ratified. A. J. Moxham, the

general manager of the company, stated

that the first iron furnace would be blown in

during January and that many contracts for

iron for European and American delivery

had been secured. Work on the construction

of the new steel rolling plant will be com-

menced at once.

BUILDING PERMITS.

Building permits"4 have been issued in

Toronto to John Ewing, for three two-storey

and attic residences at 135, 137 and 137^
North Beaconsfield avenue, to cost $5,000,

and to G. B. Cameron, for a detached brick

residence on Macpherson avenue, to cost

$2,800.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

Hanover, Ont., has offered The Knechtel

Furniture Co. a bonus of $25,000 on condi-

tion that they will replace their building,

which was destroyed by fire, with a better

one. It is thought that the offer will be

accepted.

Manager Abbott, of the Butte Hotel and

concert hall, Phcenix, B.C., intends erect-

ing, immediately in the rear of the hotel, an

addition 60 x 70 ft. in size and two stoieys

in height. The ground floor will be fitted

up as a concert hall, and the upper storey

will be used as rooms for the hotel.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

J. H. Midgley & Co., plumbers, Brandon,

Man., have been succeeded by T. D. M.

Osborne.

Owing to a falling off in the pressure from

the Kingsville, Ont., natural gas wells and

a fear that the flow may become very small,

many householders in Windsor, Ont., have

installed coal stoves to take the place of gas

heaters. The plumbers, tinsmiths, gas-

fitters, coal dealers, etc., of Windsor, are

consequently working night and day.

HOW A TRAP TEST SHOULD BE
CONDUCTED.

THE following appeared in a recent

issue of The Plumbers' Trade Jour-

nal : "The recent heralded test of

traps in one of our eastern cities leads one

to suppose that, after all was said and done,

there was very little to demonstrate the true

worth of a trap. An abnormal test of the

sort represented does not demonstrate the

actual sanitary worth of a trap, the one

great fact being evident that, in order to

stand a test of the sort reported, a trap must

have mechanical features that of a necessity

make it really insanitary.

'

' Built on lines for a perfect resistance of

non-sy phonic action proves a mechanical

construction internally that is a danger in

itself, permitting the deposit of grease, etc.,

that in time accumulate and make it a most

insanitary trap.

"I have seen traps so constructed that are

certainly a menace to the good health of

those coming in contact with them in every-

day usage.

"A normal test of traps on scientific

principles, quantities of water used must be

commensurate with that ordinarily used by

the average person in basin or bath ; with the

fall natural the test on lines of good plumb-

ing from say three or four-storey construc-

tion, the fall from storey to storey gives the

results of a good wholesome test.

" To exert a syphon on a trap and let it

go just to see what it will do is not a proper

test. A test of the sort I write will demon-

strate the true worth of a trap as a sanitary

fixture ; obviously, the best trap is the one

that has the least internal construction,

compartments, etc. ; in fact, anything that

is used for resistance is bad. A clear water-

way made scientifically self-cleaning, pure

and wholesome at all times under all con-

ditions, those are the traps that count ; they

are in the market and are being used every

day ; have stood the test of time, and will

always be recognized by the expert work-

man and sanitary engineer as being the

nearest perfection, the best for all. There

are a number of this class I write of, all

good, all safe."

H. S. Skilson & Co., general merchants,

Roland, Man., have been burned out. The

loss is covered by insurance.

D. O. Bourdeau, of D. O. Bourdeau &
Fils. general merchants, Victoriaville, Que.

,

is dead.
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No. 219 Never
Screw Drive

SOLID STEEL FERRULE
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Fools never turn. Neither*noes No
turns screws and not in the handle.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,

WINNIPEG, CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker

Room 220% Board of Trade, MONTREAL.

TACKS, CUT NAILS, WIRE NAILS, HORSE
SHOES, HORSE NAILS, SPIKES,

BOLTS, NUTS, ETC.

SPECIALTIES — " C " Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

ii BRASSITE " GOODS — Gunn Castor Co ,

Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

Manufacturers ot

Heating
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

The , . .

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

— TORONTO.

FIXING-UP TIME
follows stocktaking and is the best t'me to put in

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
and the

KLONDIKE SAMPLE HOLDER.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., Toronto.

X.B.-Dpn't forget we make boxe3 to fit your pre-

sent shelving.

Hardwood CHARCOAL **&***>.

WffUUU ALOUIIUL equalling Methylated Spirits as a solvent.

Manufactured only by..

THE STANDARD CHEMICAL CO., Iimited

'"»"•{£;:!::£" Gooderham Building, TORONTO

DIAMOND EXTENSION STOVE BANK
They are easily

adjusted and
fitted to a stove

by any one.

Please your
customers by
supplying them
immediately
with what
they want.

. Patented, July 11th, 1893. Cnnndlan Patent, June 14th. 1894.
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EXTENDED

Sold by
Jobbers
of . . .

Hardware
Tinware
and

Stoves.

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.

" A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ontario.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—S'eel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operated/rom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNSare equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placiDg of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best, None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE —

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

STANLEY RULE k LEVEL CO,,

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U.S.A.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS'
TOOLS

SOLD BY ALL HARDWAR

E

DEALERS.
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THE MAKING OF A RADIATOR.

THE Dominion Radiator Co., Limited,

Toronto, always displays good taste

in its advertising schemes. Another

evidence of this is a New Year's card, or,

rather, folder, which it has just issued. The
first and second pages on the inside have

illustrations showing two stages in the

manufacture of the Safford radiator. The

one shows the start, where the metal is

being poured from the furnace. This illus-

tration is herewith reproduced. The other

shows the finished radiator. The whole

the 25, years .of its existence it had paid out

no less than $274, 8 19 in benefits. -*

The '
' Parliament of Canada '

' was

responded to by Mayor Prefontaine, M.P.

,

and F. D. Monk, M.P.; that of the " Leg-

islature" by Hon. E. J. Flynn, leader of

the Opposition in the Quebec Legislature.

T. W. Burgess, president of the White

Mountain Commercial Travellers' Associa-

tion, and T. W. Barnard, jr., of Boston,

brought fraternal greetings. Good speeches,

good songs and good comradeship united to

make a most enjoyable evening.

The Start in Making a Radiator.

folder is nicely designed and printed, and

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited, is to

be congratulated.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS DINE.

THE twenty-eighth annual banquet of

The Dominion Commercial Travellers'

Association was held in the Place

Viger Hotel, Montreal, on Saturday even-

ing. There were about 200 guests present.

The new president, T. L. Paton, occupied

the chair.

The dinner proved a choice repast, but

was equalled in point of quality by the

excellence of the speeches which followed.

After the toast of "The Queen," Mr. Paton

referred to the growth of the association,

which had increased from 251 members in

1875 to a membership of 3,485 in 1900. It

now has an investment of 5174,000. During

TORONTO TRAVELLERS' OFFICERS.

At the annual meeting of the Toronto

City Travellers' Association, on Monday

evening, the following officers were elected :

President—M. A. Muldrew, of Lumsden Bros.

First Vice-President — W. Anderson, of T. A.

Lytle & Co.

Second Vice-President—W. A. Mitchell, of Tod-

hunter, Mitchell & Co.

Chaplain—D. J. Ferguson, of Fairies Milling Co.

Guard—James Scott, of T. A. Lytle & Co.

Marshal—T. Holman, of The Christie, Brown

Co., Limited.

Treasurer—J. Mortimer, of The Christie, Brown

Co., Limited.

Secretary— W. F. Daniels, of Lyman, Knox
& Co.

INQUIRIES FOR CANADIAN
PRODUCTS.

The following were among the recent

inquiries relating to Canadian trade

received at the High Commissioner's office,

in London, England :

1. A north of England firm who are already
engaged in the importation of eggs, cheese and
butter, etc., are open to buy further supplies from
Canada, and desire to be placed in communication
with some large exporters in the Dominion.

2. The names of sound business firms in Canada
who deal in mining materials are asked for by the
manufacturers of steel wire screening for gold-
mining.

3. Two applications have been received for
names of asbestos mine owners
in Canada.

4. The manufacturers of tin-

ned, japanned, and enamelled
hollow-ware, who have shipped
several consignments of enamel-
led ware to Canada, are anxious
to push the business and will be
glad to hear from Canadian
houses interested in it.

5. The names of manufactur-
ers of the various kinds of wood
pulp and oakum are asked for

by a north of England firm.

[The names of the firms

making the above inquiries,

can be obtained on applica-

tion to the editor of Hard-
ware and Metal. When
asking for names, kindly

give number of paragraph

and date of issue.]

Mr. Harrison Watson,

curator of the Canadian

Section of the Imperial

Institute, London, England,

is in receipt of the follow-

ing inquiries :

1. The proprietors of a patent

water-feed filter and grease ex-

tractor would like to hpar from
Canadian firms prepared to in-

troduce same in the Dominion.

2. A Liverpool firm desires in-

formation as to the production
of corn oil in Canada and also

the names of any manufacturers
of the article.

3. A Birmingham firm asks for names ot Cana-
dian makers of dowels who can quote in good
specification.

4. A French syndicate interested in wines,

brandy, chocolate, preserves, etc., would be pleased
to hear from a Canadian firm who would act as

their representatives.

5. A South-African firm would like to secure the

services of a reliable Canadian firm who could act

as buying agent for timber and o'her lines in which
they are interested. First-class rettrences required.

D. C. Thiesen, general merchant,

Rosendoff, Man., has assigned to C. H.

Newton, and a meeting of his creditors has

been held.

MR. JEANDRON'S NEW POSITION.

W. J. Jeandron, representing J. C. Mc-

Carty & Co., manufacturers' agents, New
York, for the past three years in Canada

and Eastern States, leaves shortly to take

up his residence in New York to act as

American buyer for Rayer & Rangier Freres,

hardware jobbers, Paris, France.

Mr. E. W. McCarty succeeds him in

Canadian territory.
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EMBARRASSMENT OR FAILURE?
By Hugo Kanzler.

IT
seems to have become the custom of

late to divide smashups into higher and

lower classes, both of them having

formerly been termed failures. But a

marked distinction is now being made in the

application of this term, depending largely

upon the circumstances necessary to gloss

over the true facts, or those not intended for

publication. In the former case, the word

"failure" is regarded as a harsh epithet,

and the milder word "embarrassment" is

substituted ; while, if a small merchant

meets with reverses, his misfortune is un-

feelingly denominated a " failure," and he

Is not held in the same kind regard by the

commercial community as in the other case.

Of course, in order to justify the term
'

' embarrassment
'

' and administer the

necessary sedatives to the creditors, delays

are resorted to that are a mere mockery to

the business world, more particularly so if

the "embarrassed" firm has enjoyed

unlimited credit for a number of years ; and

such artful pretexts are employed as " Books

not posted," "Accounts to be investigated,"

"Expert bookkeepers to be employed,"

etc., in order to gain time to formulate plans

while the storm is blowing over—to eventu-

ally induce creditors to accept a settlement

satisfactory to the friends of the debtor.

The appointment of a receiver is unques-

tionably a most favorable modus operandi,

as only in case of unreasonable delay on

his part can the machinery of the courts be

put into operation; and while the courts are

ready to have their officers act promptly in

administering the affairs of the defunct

firm, it is nevertheless, with great hesitancy

that the same rigid rule is adopted as to the

receiver as under the assignment law or

bankruptcy.

In the usual and ordinary course of busi-

ness, the members of a firm look forward to

the monthly trial balance on the first day of

every month or shortly thereafter, and from

this and the proper books kept by the con-

fidential clerk a firm is well able to ascer-

tain its true condition without having recourse

to experts to do the work of commonsense
bookkeepers.

Every firm or corporation, large or small,

should see to it that a trial balance is

handed down shortly after the close of the

previous month ; and it must now be

regarded as a lax method of doing business

if such statement is not rendered within at

least ten days after the proper time. It

seems incredible than any large mercantile

concern at the present day should not know
its true condition at least once every 30
days, more particularly so when the omis-

sion on the part of the small dealers to keep

proper books is severely criticized in case

of failure. And no substantial reason can

be assigned why the same complaint ought

not justly be made against the rich man's

failure.

SUBSTITUTION CAUSES SUSPICION.

THE attempt by a dealer to sell his

customer a substitute in place of the

article the buyer calls for at once

places that dealer under the ban of

suspicion. The only reason why the buyer

does not invariably realize the suspicious-

ness of substitution and promptly resent it,

is probably because in many cases the

money transaction involved is so small that

it does not suggest the motive for fraud.

Suppose a jeweler advertises a diamond at

$50. He places it in his window. A would-

be buyer enters the store and asks for this

particular diamond. But the jeweler says :

" I can give you that diamond if you want,

but here's another that's just as good as the

one advertised." The buyer's suspicions

would be aroused at once. He would insist

on the stone in the window and he'd keep

an eye on it to see it wasn't changed. But

in the case of a 50c. transaction it is differ-

ent. The buyer is offered as " just as

good " as a widely - advertised article,

although substitution is just as suspicious in

a 50c. transaction as in one involving $50.

Look at the question from another point

of view. A sale of stock is advertised.

There are horses with pedigrees and records

to be sold. Farmer Brown attends the sale

with the purpose of buying one of these

good horses. But the seller says to him :

" That horse you want is a good horse, of

course, but I've got another here that is just

as good which I'd like to sell you."

" Has he just as good a pedigree ?
"

" Well, no, he hasn't any pedigree to

speak of."

" Has he any record ?
"

"Well, no, we never held a watch on

him that I know of, but he's just as good as

the horse you want."

Would Farmer Brown buy the "just as

good " horse ? The question answers

itself. And yet, this same farmer will allow

himself to be swindled time and again by

accepting "just as good" articles in place

of those called for. The article he called

for has, so to speak, a pedigree and a

record. It's a standard in the markets of

the world. Yet, in place of this standard

article, he will accept a substitute which

nobody knows anything about—an untried,

unproved article which has no record of

value and no proof of origin.

Let the buyer who is offered a substitute

bear in mind that substiution is suspicious,

and that a substitute always carries the ear-

marks of a swindle.—Belleville Sun.

NEW YEAR'S DAY

NINETEEN HUNDRED ! ONE.

572 William Street,

Montreal.

Dear Sirs ;

II S we open our doors for business on this kirst day of

ihe new century, we feel it more than usually fitting

to write a word of thanks to our constituents over the

Dominion and abroad, and to express our good wishes for

your continued well-being and success.

lllE have tried to supply just what you wanted, and in

" the most convenient form for sale and use. We have

also recommended to you from time to time such additional

features as our investigations suggested, and we have the

satisfaction of knowing that these have been appreciated

by you and profitable to you.

AL'R new Catalogue, "Century Edition," mailed to

you to-day, is fresh from our own press, and is revised

to date. You will find it to contain several new features

to which we will call your attention more in detail from

time to time

'T'HE following call for special notice :

1. Empire Permanent Red—THE NEW-
EST IN BRIGHT REDS—improves by exposure.

Specially adapted for store fronts, wagons, implements,

etc. This Red is offered for sale in paste or liquid form,

and is used to lend permanence to our prepared Coach
and Wagon Colors.

2. Decorative and Permanent Water
Paints.—These are really Chemical Paints. We
call them "Water Paints," because water is used to dissolve

them for use. Their characteristic feature is that, after

application, they become hard and fast. The illustrated

cards will show the beauty of these goods, both for interior

decoration and exterior wear.

3. Painters' Perfect White Lead, an

entirely new combination, which will give a whiter surface,

last longer, and cover more than Pure Lead. It has already

been tested by leading painters, who say that it does all

we claim for it.

4. Shellac Sorfacer—a perfect line—a time

and money saver— fills and varnishes by one application-

rubs freely to a perfect smoothness.

These are some of the additions ; and all the well-

known staple line-- continue to receive our scrupulous care.

"VURING 1903 we ended a new Dye House, for the

manufacture of Greens, Chromes, Blues, Scarlets

Maroons, Vermilions, etc. This new factory gives us

three times the capacity of our former Dry Color plant,

with some saving in cost of manufacture.

N the same year we set up an important addition to our
tankage in Toronto for Fine Varnishes, with the

newest appliances for making and handling our growing
business in these first-grade good*.

{CATALOGUE PRICES are revised to date, and are as

low as the cost of materials admits of. All other

quotations are withdrawn.

THE year tqoo his been the largest in our turnover o f
Mixed Paints, Coach Colors, and general lines of Pre-

pared Paints and Stains. The outlook for business in

1901 is certainly bright, and the New Year finds us better

equipped than ever to furnish promptly our ever-widening
range of manufactures, and to give the best value afforded

by a large turnover and the most approved appliances.

JELYING on your continued support of the various

departments of our operations, we are,

Yours truly,

THE CANADA PAINT COMPANY,
Limited.
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A CORNER FOR CLERKS.
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ONE WAY TO KEEP TRACK OF A
CLERK

JOHN BROWN, of Brownville. has the

best store in that thrifty village. He
has been bothered about to death by

his clerks. There hasn't been anything

they haven't done and won't do again if

they have a chance. Their leading idea in

life is to get ahead of him in some way and

so far they have succeeded. For a long

time he satisfied himself by discharging

them when they proved not to his liking.

He soon learned that he was teaching a

COMMERCIAL KINDERGARTEN

and that other storekeepers were ready to

take his pupils by the time he was ready to

graduate them. He found that his old idea

of taking raw hands and moulding them

into his pet forms, while it did carry out the

idea of "clay in the hands of the potter,"

did as surely carry out the kindergarten

thought, and of that he had had more than

enough.

He made up his mind to

CHANGE HIS PLAN.

For some years now his showcase had

furnished his youthful helpers shirt studs

and sleeve buttons. His neckties went the

same way. He supplied at less than cost

the collars and cuffs which none of them

had when they came to him, and while he

had been willing to do this and so help the

boys along in the world—at all events to

get started in it—he began to find that it

was only so much patience and generosity

thrown away, and he made up his mind to

have no more of it.

He noticed that the two clerks he now

employed were pretty well fixed so far as

goods were concerned which his stock could

furnish, and he noticed, too, that both were

showing those unmistakable signs which

mean
AN EARLY GOOD BYE.

He sat down and made a little calculation

—his books furnished him the needed data

and he found it would be money in his

pocket to raise the boys' wages and save

himself the trouble of breaking in another

pair of clerks and the expense of supplying

them with the usual outfit.

So far as he could judge, the trouble

seemed to be in the fact that the boys began

by being out nights and getting into the

kind of mischief which ends in making

them uneasy and discontented and good for

nothing. Every case he could think of

was traced directly or indirectly to that, and

the problem, so far as be understood it,

was how to prevent the young fellows from

being up and out at night long after the

time when they ought to be in bed.

To add to the difficulty, Brownville was

at that stage of its existence when, like the

meeting of the waters, it was neither rivulet

nor river.

A BIG. CLUMSY GAWK

of a place, it had spread itself over a large

territory and had a frame like a giant,

which the years in time might fill up, but

there were no strong inducements for the

boys to stay and grow up with it, and, the

minute they were plumed for their flight, off

to the city they went, and the Brownville

which knew them once knew them no more
forever. Like most places, as it grew it

fought vigorously against the evils which

attack the growing town. The saloon came
and stayed. There were some billiard

tables set up, and they thrived.

CARDS BEGAN TO BE PLAYED,

and almost before the people knew it the

young folks began to be fast. The Sunday-

school began to grow thin, and nobody but

women went to church. In a word, while

the town could not be said to be going down

at the heel, it did seem to be a bad place

for a boy who was inclined to fear being

called a •
' wayback '

' or, what was far

worse, " not up to date."

Mrs. Brown was in every sense of the

word a helpmeet. She had no longings

which took her away from her husband

and his calling, and, while it had been

years since she had given up her place

behind the counter, she never cared to look

beyond the horizon which shut in the

Brownville store. When, therefore, the

question was asked if she couldn't take the

boys into the house, just as she did years

ago, and she had been told the reason, like

the devoted wife she was there was but one

answer to be thought of and that was given

promptly and heartily, and the childless

woman made up her mind

TO TAKE THE BOYS

in and do for them and love them as if they

were her own flesh and blood.

That night after closing the storekeeper

had the boys stay for a while for a talk.

" I've made up my mind," he began, "to

raise your wages, boys. You've been doing

good work and you've been faithful enough

to please me, and, while I shan't give you

much more, it's something, and it'll let you

know anyway that I want to keep you.

There are two conditions that I want to

make and insist on if I raise your wages

—

one is that you live with me, and the other

is that you are

AT HOME NIGHTS

by 9 o'clock ; unless I know where you

are and what you are doing. I'll give you

good board and each of you shall have a

good room ; but I want you to be in at 9

o'clock and stay there. Think it over and

tell me your decision to morrow. I'll raise

each of you 10 per cent. Good night."

The boys left the store on air and came

back the next morning in the same frame

of mind. Mrs. Brown came down during

the morning to report that the rooms were

ready and that afternoon saw the transfer of

bag and baggage.

EVERYTHING WAS DONE

for the young men that could be thought of

or asked for and Brown himself was forced

to admit that he had hit on the only thing

that could ever have worked with those

fellows. They were honest to a dot. They

were industrious to a fault. They meant

well from first to last, and all they needed

was just that little bit of restraint which

John Brown had wit enough to insist upon
;

and on that and on every night, after the

town clock struck nine and he knew both

boys were in, he

LOCKED THE ONLY DOOR

they could get out of and put the key

under his pillow ; and every night Susan

Brown heard him say to himself with in-

finite satisfaction, " There, darn ye !

With the windows fastened on the outside,

and the only key under my pillow, you can

skin out and carouse all night if you can,

and I'll never say a word !"

It was a good while before the boys found

out that they were locked in from nine

o'clock until morning. The first thought

was rebellion ; but when sober sense came

to the front and they saw what an advan-

tage the rest and the home had been to

them they kept the matter to themselves,

glad that "Uncle John," as they learned

to call the storekeeper, had marked out the

way and compelled them to walk in it
;

while Brown himself, to this day, affirms

that '
' the only way to get along with clerks

is to put 'em under lock and key and keep

'em there !"—Richard Malcolm Strong, in

Michigan Tradesman.

Campbell & Cahill, dealers in agricultural

implements, Rodney and West Lome, Ont.,

whose premises in the latter place were

burned the other day, have dissolved. Mr.

Campbell continues in Rodney and Mr.

Cahill in West Lome.
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

HJKS&C

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office

:

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL.

F. A. YORK, Manager.

COOPERS

ONE-PIECE ELBOWS.
Scheipe's Patent Stove Pipe

Best In the world.

Ask for

COOPER'S
PATENT ELBOW.

Price Guaranteed.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO.
Sole Owners. HAMILTON, ONT.

"JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

*wwwv*vw

PERFECTION VENTILATOR
New, Simple, Ornamental, Effective

and Storm Proof. The REAL THING
to produce perfect ventilation.

WRITE FOE PRICES TO

BER6ER BROS. CO.
231-237 Arch St.,

PHILADELPHIA
Patented Fob. 28, 1899.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron

and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra

if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co.
shelburne « ont -

The Latest and Best

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single

Model
1900.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Richardson

er, Mass., U.
Descriptive Catalogue quest.

STEVENS IDEAL, NO. 44
Stevens Ideal NS44-

This is as reliable and
accurate a rifle as can be
constructed. Placed at a

moderate price to meet the

demand for such a rifle. It

is recommended without

qualification and fully guar-

anteed. Made in the following styles :

.22 Long-Rifle R. F., 25 Stevens R. F., and .32 Long R. F. "Standard length of barrel for rim-fire

cartridges, 24 inches. Weight 7K pounds.
.25-20 Stevens C. F., .32-40 C. F., .38-55 C. F., and .44-40 (.44 W. C. F ) Standard length of barrel

forcenter-fire cartridges, 26 inches. Weight, 7K pounds.

Half-octagon barrel, oiled walnut stock and fore-arm, rifle butt, case-hardened receiver, sporting rear

and Rocky Mountain front sight.

Price, with standard length of barrel, $13.00.

Can be obtained of any of the leading jobbers in Canada at liberal discount from this price.

Send for complete catalogue of our full line of Rifles, Pistols and Machinists' Tools.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co,, P. 0, Box 217, CMcopee Falls, Mass., D S.A,

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored, Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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HARDWARE SPECIALTIES.

THE Smith & Hemehway Co., one of

the youngest and most enterprising

houses in their line of business, here-

in illustrate a few of theirjnew specialties:

this line that Hardware and Metal has

ever had the pleasure of inspecting.

LAKE OF THE WOODS GOLD FIELD.

The Central Canada Chamber of Mines,

Winnipeg, are sending out a pamphlet

N-
The No. 219 screwdriver Qnade

a new process from a cold draVn mat

They warrant it to be perfect ajra it wil

turn, bend or break in driving screws

handle is made from hardwoqd)S(nd

so that it fits the palm of the

insuring a perfect grip.

show?

mineral de

district, Ont,

an exc

of the

statistics

otable development of the

ts in the Lake of the Woods
The pamphlet contains

showing the location

mines in the district ;

ng the output of ore and

gold in the region during 1899, the output

The No. 149 Eureka skate-sha

one of the newest automatic skat

eners on the market. The beauty oi

is that it is automatic in adjustment,

will sharpen, with equal ease, either a

or a convex skate blade. It is beaut

nickel-plated, and small enough to

carried in the vest pocket.

Canada from 1887

old in the different

: 1890. and the

er in the British

98. There is also a

s of Ontario and

vinces containing

ds.and the results

The No. 191, Waldorf-Astoria can opener

is a new departure in the can-opener line,

being made from one " solid piece of

steel " with a centre cut, which insures per-

fect gripping on the can. These can-openers

are beautifully nickel-plated, and mounted

on display cards to be placed on the

counter.

In addition to the specialties herein illus-

trated, the Smith & Hemenway Co. are

one of the largest manufacturers of this line

of goods in the United States. They also

manufacture a full line of vises, from

amateur to the largest machine vise, and

market the entire product of nippers and

plyers of the Utica Drop Forge and Tool

Company.

They state to us that they do nat publish

a catalogue, but get out what they call the

"Green Book of Hardware Specialties,"

which is one of the most unique things in

of 1 24 assay tests. As the purpose of this

bureau is to disseminate reliable informa-

tion and statistics through the medium of

the press throughout the world, and as

these essays are published under affidavit

this pamphlet of the Central Canada

Chamber of Mines should be of much value,

especially to those immediately interested

in mining affairs.

NEW CENTURY GREETINGS.

Upon another page will be found the new

century greeting of that enterprising go-

ahead company, the Canada Paint Com-
pany, of Montreal and Toronto. They are

out for nineteen hundred and one, as the

circular indicates, with a number of new
features which the hardware trade will do

well to study. This company have found it

necessary to enlarge their manufacturing

facilities very largely and energetic firms

throughout Canada will, as heretofore, un-

doubtedly find it to their advantage to con-

tinue to push the manufactures of the Canada
Paint Company.

CARLOADS OF MOLTEN IRON.

THE construction of a new bridge across

the Monongahela, to be opened for

service within the next few days,

directs attention afresh to a striking feature

of modern metallurgy. The usual way to

make steel is to melt up cold pig iron, to

which other materials are added, and then

purify the mixture by burning out certain

undesirable elements. Pig iron, however,

is itself the product of a previous heating

process, in which the ore is melted with

carbonate of lime to remove the oxygen.

It occurred to some ingenious Yankee a few

years ago that, if the product of the blast

furnace could be converted into steel before

it had cooled sensibly, a great economy in

fuel would be secured.

The new bridge just mentioned has been

built for the Carnegie Company, and will

be used to convey molten iron from the

Carrie furnaces to the Homestead Steel

Works, nearly a mile off. At the present

time, Homestead obtains molten metal from

Duquesne, about four and one-half miles

away ! The new route has been laid out

so as to save time and distance, and,

possibly, caloric, too. There has been for

some time one '
' hot metal

'

' bridge across

the Monongahela, controlled by the Car-

negie Company, and, besides the new one

about to be opened, a third is in process

of erection for the Jones & McLaughlin

interest. It will thus be perceived that the

practice has proved so successful that it is

being rapidly extended.

One gets a vivid idea of this remarkable

procedure when he reads about the precau-

tions taken in the construction of the new

bridge to prevent harm in case any of the

melted metal leaks or slops over while in

transit from the iron furnace to the steel

works. The spaces between the ties are to

be filled with sand so that no iron may fall

to the decks of passing steamers. The ties

will be of wood, but are to be protected by

a covering of sand. On either side of the

track their will be raised a screen of heavy

metal plates, faced with firebrick and

reaching to a height of four feet. An

extension of thinner plates will bring the

screen up six feet farther. The cars are

ladle-shaped, and the molten metal runs

directly into them when the furnaces are

tapped. A locomotive then draws the train

to the steel works at a moderate pace. The

glowing freight, says The New York Tribune,

is still in a fluid condition when it reaches

the mixers there. If it were not, the cars

would be ruined.
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a
MIDLAND

55

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture^^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS.

All our goods are guaranteed.

James Warnock <& Co., - Gait, Ont.

CUHHE^T JVIABKET QUOTATIONS.
Jaauary 4,1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
1 west figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-
quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list, as the desre
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.
Tin.

Lamb and Flag and Straits—
56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 33 34

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L. 8., equal to Bradley. Per box
EC, usual sizes $7 00
I.X., "

8 50
I.X.X., " 1000

Famous—
1.0 7 50
IX 8 50
I.X.X 9 50

R wen & Vulture Grades—
I.C., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X. " 7 0)
I.XXX., "

8 00
D.O.,12%xl7 4 75
D.X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel

—

I.C., usual sizes 4 ?0
I.C., special sizes, base 4 SO
20x28 8 75

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 75
I.X., Terne Tin 10 75

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X., 14x56, 50sheetbxs )
" 14x60 " I 07 07%
•' 14x65, "

)

Tinned Sheets.
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

" 26 " 08% 09
• 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.
Common Bar, per 100 lbs .... 165 170
Refined " " 2 15
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05
Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base .... 2 00
Tire Steel 2 00

Machinery iron tinish 2 05

Cast Steel, per lb 00 00
ToeOalkSteel 2 31

T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13

Jesiop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inch 21V,
2 " 13%
2% " 16

3 " 017%
Steel Boiler Plate.

% iiob 2 25
3-16inch 2 2i

*& iioh and thicker 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 gauge sin
20 gauge 3 10

22to24 " 3 20
26 " 3 31
28 " 3 40

Canada Plates.
All dull, 52 sheets 3 15
Half polished 3 25
\U bright 3 85 4 00

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

U inch 3 00

% "
3 00

% " 3 CO

\ " 331
1

"
4 50

l'/i " 6 fa
1'/, " 7 75

2
" 10 4J

2%-6 inch, iliscour.t 60 p c.

Galvanized pipe—
V, iDCh 4 50

% " 5 00

1 " 7 no
1'4 " 9 50

i% " 11 <5

2 " 15 75

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16gauge .... 4 5 4 10
18 to 24 gauge 4 35 4 20 4 35 4 35
26 " 4 6) 4 45 4 35 4 60

28 ' ' 4 83 * 70 4 E0 4 85

gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16in., per 1001b

Vi
"

8 0) 8 50
5-16 " "

5 35 5

% " " 4 35 4 85
7-16 ' "

4 15 4 65

% " "
4 35 4 50

" % " " 3 85 4 35

% •• '• 3 81 4 00

Halter .kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 25 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis
count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cu lengths round, Vi to % in. 23% 25

'
' round and square

1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25

Sheet.
Untinned ,14 oz., and light, 16
oz., 14x48 and 14x60 23 23Vi

Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz, irregular sizes 23 23Vi
Note.—Extra for tinning, 2 cents per

pound, and tinning and half planishing 3
cents per pound.
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4t6ft.25 to301bs. ea., per lb 25Vi
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%

. " 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%
Boiler and T.K. Pitts .

PI vin Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, perlb 32

Brass.
Rod »ud Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge , 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2i 4 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zine Spelter
Foreign, perlb C6 06%
Domestic '*

Zinc Sheet.
5cwt. casks 6 75 7 00

Partcasks 7 CO 7 50

Lead .

I nported Pig, perlb n 0434 05

Rar.llb 005% 05V
Sheets. 2% lbs. sq. ft., by ro 1

' .... 06Vi
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,' .... 06

Note.—Cut sheets Vi cent per lb. extra
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lists

at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net pric, waste pipe

?-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.
Shot.

Common, $6.50 per liO lb. ; chilled, $7.CO
per 100 lb. ; buck, se al and bal , $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% pc ' PriceB are fob. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized on
Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on mtdium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Perlb. Per It.

Bar half-and-half 19 20
Refined 19
Wiping 18
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities o.

solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition

.

Antimony

.

Cookson's, perlb Oil Oily,

White Lead . Percwt
Pure 6 62%
No. 1 do 6 25
No. 2 do 5 87Vi
No. 3 do 5 to
No. 4 do 5 1!%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 12%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 6 87%

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 5601b. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 0(9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks , 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1, casks 5 50

No . 1 , kegs 00

Prepared Paints.
In Vi, Vi &nd 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 120
Second qualities, per gallon 100
Barn (in bbls.) 75 85

The Sherwin-Williams Paints 145
Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 20
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality

.

Venetian Red, per lb 05

Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06

French " 05

Marine Black 09
" Green 09

Chrome " 08
FrenchlmperialGreen 019

Colors, Dry.
TellowOchre(J.C.)bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre (J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), percwt. 180 190
English Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt .. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt 175 2 00
Surier Magnetio Oxides. 93 D o. 2 00 2 25

Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" TTmber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure o 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre 03%

Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb
boxes, per Hi

r/ire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb. ..

Genuine Eng. Litharge, per lb ..

Mortar Color, per 100 lb
English Vermillion
Pure Indian Red, No. 45,1b. .,

Whiting, per 100 lb
Bine Stone.

Casks, for spraying , per lb
100-lb.lots, do. per lb

Putty.
Bulk in bbls
Bulk in less quantity
Bladders in bbls
Bladders in kegs, boxes or lot se.

Bladders in 25-lh. tins
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins
r ladder* in lu k or tins lessthan

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.).

Carriage, No. 1 2
" body 8 00
" rubbing 4 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00
Brown Japan 2 40
Elastic Oak 2 90
Furniture, extra 2 40

No. 1 160
Hard Oil Finish 2 70
Light Oil Finish 3 20
Demar 3 30
Shellac, white 4 40

" orange 4 00
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60
Black Japan 2 40

" No. 1 1 60

24
1 00

07
1 25
80
80
55

07
(8

.... 2 00

.... 2 15

.... 2 20
2 S5

.... 2 45

.... 2 75
1001b 3 CO

Per gal.
90 3 30

9 00
5 00
3 40
2 80
3 30
2 80
2 00
3 10
3 60
3 70
4 80
4 40
2 00
2 80
2 00

The Imperial
Varnish & Color
Co's., Limited
ElastiliteVarni8h

1 gal. can, each.

$2 00.

Granatine Floor
Finish, per gal.

$2 00.

Maple L eaf
Coach Enamels ;

Size 1, 60c. ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each.

Linseed Oil.

i t„ i ku. a i- j Raw - Boiled.
1 to 4 bbls delivered $0 82 $0 85
5 to 9 bbls gj 84

2c
T
°ess

lt0
'
Hamilton

'
Lon<ion and Guelph

Turpentine

.

Single barrel, freight allowed ... Oil)
2 to 4 barrels " " , q (3

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%

" smalllots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
CodOilpergal 50 55Pure Olive

j jjo" Neatsfoot ,,,'
°'°°

gp

Glne.
Common 08% 09
French Medal 14 14v
Cabinet, sheet 12 13'
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
fluttner o 18
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THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Cloth
Corn
FlourEMERY

We carry all numbers of Corn and Flour Emery in io-pound packages, from 8 to 140,

in stock. Emery Cloth, Nos. OO., O., F., FF., 1 to 3.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., Wholesale Agents for Canada, MOtltreal.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition .

Cartridges.
B. B. Caps. Dom. 50 and 5 percent.
Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 P.O. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartr dges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer.,
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass shot Shells, 55 per cent.
Primers, Dom., 30 per oent.

Wads. per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 "0

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-lb. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of oOO each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M
Hand smaller gauge 60

9 and 1C gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90
5and6gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'b Anvils, .lb. 09 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour'B, discount 50 and 10 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes-

Single bit, per doz 6 50 10 00

Double bit, " 12 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33V4 per cent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy'sAxes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00
Axle Grease.

Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best quality.... 13 00 15 00
Bath Tubs.

Zino •• 600
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim, 1st quality 30 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

" B 21

C " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

D
Sl°::v:v::::::::::::::::::::::::: oil

Aluminum, 99 p.o. pure "Syracuse". . 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per oent.
Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant'8 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, eaoh 125 3 00
House.

American, perlb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 50 and 10 per cent.
Standard, 60 per cent.
No. 1 Agricultural, 60 and 10 p.c.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 50 and 10 per cent
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 1 00 1 50
Nail and Spike, perpross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65

_ Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts •,. 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts , square 4%c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off
Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Plough Bolts 60
Boot Calks.

Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M. 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 55 per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 11 00
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 00

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 6U per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per oent.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 1 00 1 50
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% peroent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English " 3 00
Belgian " 2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulio I 25 1 50

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon , per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock'8, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.
Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $8 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 8 50

Fittings 1 25
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 4 75
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 5 25

Fittings 1 25
Plain Richelieu 3 75
Emb. Richelieu 4 00

Fittings 1 25
Closet connection 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 60

" oval, 17x14 in 150" " 19x15 in 2 25

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles .Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. &D.,No. 3, perpair 17%

" 5, " 22%
" " 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, is., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets.
Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1, per doz 1 80
No. 2, per doz 1 60
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 50 and 10 to 60 per oent
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 p.c. to 60, 10, 10.

Nicholson File Co., 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft
Inches.

Under26 2 10 4 00 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
41to50 4 75 .... 7 25
51to60 5 00 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 35 .... 9 25
71to80 5 75 .... 10 50
81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75

86to90 14 00

91to95 15 50

96tol00 18 00

GAUGES.
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 9 00
" %to'4 14 00

Leather, I in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web.-perdoz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.
25 to 27% per cent.

Tack.
Magnetic, per doz 110 120

Sledge.
Canadian, perlb 07% 08*

Ball Pean.
English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz., net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B, dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

CroBs-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs,

Steel barn door :. 585 600
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-ft. run 10 80
No. 12,10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in. , per lb 06%

" 5-in., " .... 06%" " 6-in., " ... 06
" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pain
Spring 12 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.o.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Discount 45 and 5 per cent.

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.

"O" brand 50 p.o. dis. I _ .

.

"M" brand 50 p.o. rOval head.

Acadian, 50 and 10 per cent.
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Use Syracu abbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories \ 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.
factories,

j and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES.
F.O.B. Montreal

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. .. 3 50 3 75

Snow shoes 3 75 4 00
Steel Shoes.

Light 3 GO 3 85

Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85

F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WAKE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent, off list, June

1899.
ICE PICKS.

Starperdoz 3 00 3 25
KETTLES.

Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, SO and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c

.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door,japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERN8.
Cold Blast, per doz. . , 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined, 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90

King, glas3 4 00 4 50
Allglass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 190 7 40

LOCKS
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell 4 Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.
Padlock.

English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 100 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS

.

Iron and Brass.

Flat head, discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount20p.c.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00

Caulking, each 60 2 00
MATTOCKS

Canadian, per doz 8 50 100
MEAT CUTTERS.

American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

German, 15 per cent.
MILK CAN TRIMMINGS

Disoount, 25 per cent.
NAILS

Quotations are : Cut. Wire.
2d. and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4and5d....r 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
10andl2d 2 45 2 95
16 and 20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per cent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis . 25 per cent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb
Navy 6 00

(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16'/2
Prime White (U.S.) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 00 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 50 to 50 and 10 p.c.
Flaring pails, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 1 75 3 00
Brass head

,

" 40 100
PICTURE WIRE.

Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American , 37%
to 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Impression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste oocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins
'
disk globe and angle valves, dis-

count, 55 percent.
Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves, discount 55 per cent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c!
Quick opening valves, discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4

" " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No. 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more o 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES .

Discount, 25 percent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' Bolid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100
RANGE BOILERS

Galvanized, 30 gallons 6 50
" 35 " 7 50

40 " 8 80

Copper, 30 " 22 00
" 35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c. revised list.
Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 p.c.
Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler 4 Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00
Wade & Butcher's... 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, discount 60 and 10 per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Black and Tinned Rivets, 60 p.c.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c

per lb.
Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartonB,

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. Der lb.

Terms, 4 mos. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 37% per cent.

ROPE, ETC.

, ... .. „ Sisal. Manila.
7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9 13%in 10 14
% and 5-16 in j5
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
" %inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea I5ys
Jute 8
Lath Yarn g%
New Zealand Rope 10%

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 70" No. 50, nickle-plated 75

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 2% per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand , Disston's, dis. 12% p.o.
S. 4D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. 4 D.,dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES
B. S. 4M. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

" Dominion, 55 p.c." Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Ohatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's, per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., iron, and steel, 80 pWood R. H., " dis. 75 p.o.
" F. H., brass, dis. 75 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 67%p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 67% p.c.
" R.H. " 62% p.c.

Drive Screws, 80 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" "on, " 4 25 5 75

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net1

900
SCYTHE SNATHS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p c
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 n 50

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 551 Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40
Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. ,75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 00 00

£
lam •,•••: 00 3 45

Coopers , discount 45 per cent
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,
Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

T „. .
S,'P 09 09

Labrador
g jo

11 Axe ni^
Tur^y ;\\:;\ ^ g J°Arkansas n 00 ISO
Water-of-Ayr So 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
Nestable in crates of 25 lengths.

6 inch Per 100 lengths 8 007inch " '.'.'.'.

8 50
ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.

S°'!~2 j
0zen in case

>
net ca8n •••• $4 80

'No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40
TACKS BRADS, ETC.

o. v. t . . . Peroent.
Strawberry box tacks, bulk ... 75 & lo
Cheese-box tacks, blued .80 4 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned ... 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 5

tinned 80 & 10

n.11 ,.
.l™ kegs) 40

Out tacks, blued, in dozens only . .75 & 15
^weights 60

Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—
In bulk 80410
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk .85 4 12%
" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 412%Zmo tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper taoks ,',"50

Copper nails .'52
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB. „ „ A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Mont.™*! ' -Canadian Representatives- Montreal

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Trunk nails, blaci tji ana 5

Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10

Clout nails, blued and tinned 65 and 5

Obair nails ..'.' 35

Cigar box nails 35

Patent brads 40

Pine finishing 40

Picture frame points 10

Lining tacks, in papers 10
" in bulk 15

" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60
Tin capped trunk nails 15
Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz 2 75 5 00
English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75
Chesterman's each 90 2 85

" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson's per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)
Game, Newhouse, dis. 2>p c.

Same, H. &N„ P. S. k W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72Vi, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00
S. & D. , discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb ... . 22 26
Wrapping, nnttled, per pack. 50 60
Wrapping cotton, 3-Dly 20

4-ply 26
Mattress

, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35
Broom, " 30 55

VISES.
Hand.perdoz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 012 013
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.
WIRE.

Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the
list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 percent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nos. 2 to 5, ad-

vance 7c. per 100 lb.—Nos. 6 to 9, base-
No. 10, advanoe 7c— No. 11, 14c—No. 12,

20c-No. 13, 35c—No. 14, 47c-No. 15,

60c—No. 16,75c. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c— special hay-bailing wire, 30c
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net,
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5-No.l8, 85.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20,

86.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30-No. 23,

$7.65 -No. 24, $8-No. 25, $9-No. 26,

$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28. $11—No 29,

$12-No. 30, $13—No. 31, $14-No. 32, $15
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31,

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil-

ing, 10c—in 25-1K bundles, 15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c- in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks or cases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanized Wire, per 100 lb.—Nos. 6, 7, 8, $3.85
No. 9, $3.10-No. 10, $4.00—No. 11, $4.05
No. 12, $3.25-No. 13, $3.35-No. 14,

$1.40-No. 15, $4.91-No. 16. $5.15.

Clothes Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1,000 feet 3 30

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B
Galvanized 4 barb, 2'a and 5 Toronto

inches apart 3 10
Galvanized, 2 barb, 4 and 6

inches apart 3 10
Galvanized, plain twist 3 10
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. 'Cleveland, $2.97Vi

in less than carlots, and $2.85 in carlois.
Terms, 60 days or 2 per cent, in 10 days.

Ross braid truss cable 4 53

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . . 1 50
Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c off 30 days.

WRENOHE8.
Acme, 35 to 37V4 percent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 CO

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. 4 K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell'8 Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, perdoz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader perdoz. $60 00
Royal Canadian " 58 00
Royal American " 50 00
Discount, 45 per cent.; terms 4 months, c r

p.c 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS
.anadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope Tarred Hemp Rope Lathyarn Spunyarn

Sisal Rope White Hemp Rope Shingleyarn Pulp Cord

Jute Rope Bolt Rope Bale Rope Lobster Marlin

Russian Rope Hide Rope Lariat Rope Paper Cord

Marline Halyards Hemp Packing Cheese Cord

Houseline Deep Sealine Italian Packing Hay Rope

Hambroline Ratline Jute Packing Fish Cord

Clotheslines Plow Lines Drilling Cables and Sand Lines

"FIRMUS" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila hemp obtainable.

Orders will not be accented for second quality or "mixed" goods.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY, Limited

Western Ontario Representative—WM. B. STEWAET
TEL. 94. 27 Front Street West, TORONTO. Montreal, Que.



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SENE for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldeBt

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to thooe who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference by a large number
of Arms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

6s per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
D. Phillips, M.IM.E.. Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

graphic address "Machinery, Newport, Mon '

IN BUYING-

LINSEED OIL
it is always well to get the purest and

best—something you can recommend and

guarantee to your customers.

Stewart Bros. & Spencer's

is the best. Name on every barrel.

Special quotations for import.

J. WATTERSON & CO.
MONTREAL, Agents for Canada.

Lockerby & McGomb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining

AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S. --Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PBBSCUPPKG BUREAU,

5C5 Board of Trade Bldg., MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.* ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. iRJHPCTSa
9° Chan,ber' st '

Not connected with any Sbear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849—

T'
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Exeoutire Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the

merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results mayjustify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its,offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.

Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

-OFFICES IN CANADA-
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPKd, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING, Gen. Man. Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A. FULTON, Gen, Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie ^ Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel

and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section

,

it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

^ This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States

'

is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited,
NIAGARA FALLS,

ONT.
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Black Diamond FileWorks

G. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve -**• — *- Medals

\

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895
-*—^

1901
E.

<90l
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We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Co.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms
49-6 1-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, C*? 2ti
Factories— I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers,^^m^^-

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and'

BLACK PLATE.

B.SS.H. THOMPSON « CO'Y

26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

Galvanized corrugated sheets

"BLACKWALL" BRAND
'WWWWWVWWWW* ^v***.

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, ENG.
..Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



Get the Best.

Extra 1, 2, and 3.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.
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TIBET AHT1-FRICTI0H METRL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

'Tandem" Metals are better than
any other lor their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPlOUGH A McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters of Anti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

ALWAYS BRIGHT.
Galvanized Iron often turns

black after a short exposure to the

weather. If so, it's not "Queen's
Head," which not only keeps its

color, but outlasts the other iron

by years. *

CANADA

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTBEAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, LIH . TE o

Confidence means success—past, present,

future success. The Safford Radiators were never
yet found wanting in a single, vital part. They solve the

problem of Steam or Hot-Water Heating, because—hav-
ing no joints they cannot leak, standing a pressure of 140
lbs. to the square inch they cannot break, having no ob-

structions in the pipes the heat circulates freely in one
minute after the heat is turned on

The Safford Radiators
are light,

yet strong—handsome as a Radiator can be. They fit

circles, curves, angles. There are twenty-five different

styles. They are the Radiators of Confidence—the original

invention in screw threaded nipple connections. Send for

our free, illustrated Booklet—it will give you "Confidence"
in the largest Radiator Manufacturers under the British flag.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited,

TORONTO, ONT.



^LS OF ALL KINDS
We are handling a complete line of Wood's famous ice

tools and will be pleased to give you estimates on supplies

for 1901.

SAWS
_ _ PLOWS

WRITE
I
M MARKERS

FOR m. M U * CHISELS
PRICES - TONGS, Etc.

ICE

RICE LEWIS & SON
-Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets, toponto

mlrrmmnTmmltrmmTfTTtTttTWm

THE -""

^

Abbott-Mitchell

Iron and Steel Company
OF ONTARIO, LIMITED.

Manufacturers of . . .

Bar Iron and Steel ^

I Nails, Spikes
Horse Shoes . .

Bolts, Washers, etc. •

Belleville,

Ontario.
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James Cartland & Son
nufacturers of every description of Limited

cBELTING

INET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

' The writer has perTj

tween t\vent>

able tto be ,

ustoiArs.

JQ lACHINKRY lO.

THE
Canadian RubberC°

MONTREAL -:•> TORONTO
WINNIPEG

, 10440 t: W
1 t\ N?ll

'55 38 Jl^S537

London Showrooms: 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

SOME OF THE HEWER
"YANKEE" TOOLS

No. 15 "Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT AND LEFT HAND, AND RIGID, WITH FINGER TURN ON BLADE— 2, 3, 4 and S-in. BLADES.

No. 20 " Yankee " Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT HAND ONLY, AND RIGID. 3 SIZES, EXTREME LENGTH OPEN, INCLUDING BIT— 14, 17 and 19-inches

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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SAP SPOUTS ^y

EUREKA "

Cuts Show
Full Size

Of Spouts.

Patented189

THE "EUREKA"
Steel Sap Spouts

Are Ever Popular

iStt
1 Ecdhttmical ana J/urai^fc

US9
J Safe and*SccDrc—No CeakaBecause l Safe and^Secore—No leakage

i Easily inserted, does .not injure the treeare

\ Secure Full Flow of Sap

"IMPERIAL
ft The "IMPERIAL" is made of

Heavy Tinned Steel, neatly
retlnned. Specially adapted
for covered Sap Buckets.

ALL PACKED IN CARDBOARD BOXES, 100 EACH.

Berlin Bronze, made in 22 and 24 gauge. Tinned Steel, made in 20 gauge.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

BLACK SHEETS
Common,

Dead Flat,

Imitation Russia
,

Genuine Russia.

STANDARD SIZES IN STOCK. SPECIAL SIZES FOR IMPORT.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

SAMUEL, SONS ft BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, ONT.
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SKATES STARR MFG. COS
standard lines of

Acme and Hockey Skates

also UNION HARDWARE CO'S Hockey.

Toronto Office:

32 Front St,West

H. T. Eager.

Branch House:

George D. Wood

& Co.,

Winnipeg.

LADIES' SKATE WITH LEATHER ANKLE SUPPORT.

WRITE FOR PRICES O

Wood, Vallance & Co., - Hamilton

THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation—

Sanitary—Odorless

.

Latest Cleanahle Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable

Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Bubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. V

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East,

run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

rtfrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

EXTENDED
INSURANCE.

One of the many liberal features embodied in the

UNCONDITIONAL ACCUMULATIVE POLICY
issued by the

v-

.

Confederation

Life Association.

HEAD OFFICE-TORONTO.

is the provision for Extended Insurance. After three full annual premiums
have beer, paid, the insured is entitled to Extended Insurance for the full

amount of the policy for a term of years definitely stated therein. Paid-up

and Cash Values also guaranteed.

Rates and full information sent on application to the Head Office, To«
ronto, or to any of the association's agents.

W. C. Macdonald,
Actuary.

J. K. MACDONALD,
Managing Directot
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The Selling Qualities

Of our splendid Range

—

The
Imperial Oxfo
make them the most desirable stock you

can handle.

THEIR DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE
OVEN THERMOMETER
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK

and other improved features, give them a quickly ap-

preciated precedence over other ranges.

Housewives everywhere praise them enthusiastically.

Customers realize the superiority on sight —sales

are easy.

They're the popular range of Canada.

Write for our Price List.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn " Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

High and Low Wheels,
from 12-in. to ao-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

Steel Frame.

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you
these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches
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The Canada Hardware Co., Limited

who.esaie
| DE BRESOLES ST., MONTREAL

Wh
°r

ie

Importers

OUR TRAVELLERS are now on the road to secure

Spring business. DON'T place your orders till you
examine their samples and prices, which cannot BE
EQUALLED.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES ARE :

Chas. Maxwell
Eastern Townships

J. A. Laporte
Quebec Province, South-East

J. E. Auger
Quebec Province, North-East

J^ "J# IMF iff9 'V* ifffr"

A Happy
and

Prosperous

NEW YEAR
to all

our

friends

and

CUSTOMERS.

•jjk•jj^jjk•g^^j%•gk

Jos. Dore
Montreal City and District

William Leslie
Ontario Province

Alex. Henault
Quebec City and Lower Province

J. W. RichardSOn, Montreal City

WE ARE
AGENTS FOR

TThe Arcade
File Works

Send us a sample

order, and if the

FILES are not per-

fectly satisfactory,

return them at our

expense.

Write us for prices on any lines you may require.

The Canada Hardware Co., Limited, Montreal
Heavy Goods, 45 Common St. Shelf Goods, 10 De Bresoles St.
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PLYMOUTH" TWINEii

vwvwwwwwvwww
is the kind that sells without urging, because it is

Right in Qu3lity
Right in Strength
Right in Length
Right in Price

Satisfaction for the Farmer.

Satisfaction for the Dealer.

11 Plymouth " is a pleasure as well as a profit to handle, and it is

all that a binding twine should be.

Plymouth Binder Twine Agency, McKinnon Bldg., Helinda St., Toronto, Can.
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

1901

Dundas Axes
are up-to-date in appearance

and second to none in quality.

VanTuyl & Fairbank
Petrolla, Ont.

Headquarters for . . .

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps, Casing, Tubing;,
Fittings. Drilling Tools,
Cables, etc.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

THE . . .

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

XL » 11 \ '

:r^
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Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, CANADA.

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

Special list of low-priced Japanned

and Regalvanized Wire Cloth.

o
24, 30, 36 in. wire, in 50 ft. rolls.

SAMPLES SENT WHEN DESIRED. WRITE FOR PRICES.

MURALO

Awm.
1 [rjilillia Suilirj fill FaisL

L

JtstSS

—Tij'ixir"

THE .URALO CWWANY.

The B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited
Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.

E. B. SALYERDS
Manufacturer of

Hockey Sticks
PRESTON,

Ontario, - Canada.

The Best Stick.

Made of Bock Elm.

Wholesale Trade Only Supplied.

Ask your Wholesale House for

the Preston make of Stick.

Write for Prices.

THE CENTURY'S
WALL TINT

Wonderful strides were made in Wall Tints
in the 19th century—Muralo, the greatest
and best of all cold water wall tints, will

lead in the 20th. Dealers should secure
agencies quickly. It is well advertised and
will be more so. The advertising methods
will bring customers to your store.

It Sells. It's a Money Maker.

A. Ramsay & Son, Montreal
General Agents for Canada.

J. H. ASHDOWN, Winnipeg, Agent for Manitoba
andN.W.T.

MoLEXNAN, McFEELY k CO., Limited, Van
oouver, Agents for Biitish Columlia.

it DAISY" CHURN oe
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand ste-dy while churning When churn is locked lo stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sides to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, wuh Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co,,

Limited
LONDON, ONT.

Eastern Branch, 60 McGlll Street, Montreal, Que
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HOLD-BACK

SPRING HINGES.
NO. 20, JAPANNED.
NO. 120, ANTIQUE COPPER.

Have been sold for several years, and

are acknowledged the most satisfac-

tory style ever placed upon the mar-

ket. Only the best material is used

in its construction.

Sold by every Jobber in the Dominion.

e=sr'•'

A. R. WOODYATT & CO.,
eu
o
E
«
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KEMP'S
Broad-Hoop

Roll-Rim

Milk Can Bottoms
possess all the points which go to make perfection in Can Bottoms. They have been

used by a criticizing public for two seasons, and their popularity is evidence of the

satisfaction which they gave. The roll-rim has no sharp turns, which break the grain

of the metal and lessen its wearing qualities. It has a broad wearing surface and will

not damage floors. They do not cost more than inferior bottoms.

The Iron Clad Trimmings are made the same as the Broad Hoop, and differ from

them only in having a narrower and thicker hoop, which does not require the roll-rim,

and, therefore, can be sold cheaper.

Manufactured by
- For durability and finish, our Trimmings are unequalled.

Kemp Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto,

Canada.
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President,

JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,
Montreal.

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Limited.

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-

culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,

Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.E.

Island and Newfoundland,

orrioica

MONTREAL • - - - Board of Trade Building.
Telephone 1155,

TORONTO 10 Front Street East.
Telephone 2148,

LONDON, ENQ. .... 109 Fleet Street, E.C..

J. M. McKim,
MANCHESTER, ENO. - - - 18 St Ann Street.

H. S. Ashburner,
WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block.

J. J. Roberts.
ST. JOHN, N. B. - . . No. 3 Market Whari.

I. Hunter White,
NEW YORK. 176 E. 88th Street,

W.J.Brandt.

Travelling Subscription Agents :

T. Donaghy. F. S. Millard.

Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.
Great Britain and elsewhere • 12s.

Published every Saturday.

Cable Addre..{Ad,crip
p
t,London

>

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER

LINSEED OIL AND THE TARIFF.

INQUIRY for spring supplies of linseed

oil is developing unusually early this

season, supposed to be partly owing to

the fact that merchants in Ontario had a

good demand for this article during the fall

months, on account of the unusually fine

weather, so that their stocks are believed to

be lower than ordinarily at this season.

During the past year a large quantity of

linseed oil came into this market under the

British preference clause in the Customs

regulations, especially so after the month of

July. Some interest is now being evoked

about this supply for the coming year.

Linseed oil imported from England is

produced from flax seed reaching there from

four different sources, namely, East Indies,

Russia, United States and Argentine

Republic. The flax seed shipped from

India usually comes from Calcutta, and is

always quoted in the market prices in

England at a slight advance over others.

Oil produced from this seed may be entitled

to the British preference, but, as all goods to

come under this preference must have a

substantial portion of British labor entering

into their production, to the extent of not

less than one-fourth of the value of such

article in the condition in which it is ex-

ported, it is evident that linseed oil produced

from seed of foreign growth cannot be

imported into Canada under the preference

clause of the tariff.

Oil produced from Calcutta seed usually

is consumed in England in the months of

December, January and February.

Flax is harvested in South America about

the month of November, and seed exported

in the month of January reaches England,

freely, in February and March. Oil pro-

duced from this seed is then ready for ship-

ment the last of March or the beginning of

April, and, for the past seasons, it is oil

from this seed that has usually reached

Canada in the months of May and June.

As the exporter has to make a declara-

tion, as the following, to enable the goods to

be passed by the Customs here, and receive

the British preference, it is believed that no

producers of linseed oil in England, whose

attention is called to this fact, will be pre-

pared to sign the declaration for oils made

from seed grown in the Argentine Republic:

ForrrT'of Certificate prescribed to be written,

printed or stamped on the face or back of in-

voices of all articles, except raw and refined

sugars, for entry under the British Preferential

Tariff of Canada, when made and signed by an

individual exporter personally.

I. (1)

the exporter of the articles included in this invoice,

have the means of knowing and do hereby certify

that said invoice being from myself to (2)

and

amounting to (3)

is true and correct ; that all the articles included in

the said invoice are bona fide the produce or manu-

facture of one or more of the following countries,

viz.:—(4)

and that a substantial portion of the labor of one or

more of such countries has entered into the pro-

duction of every manufactured article included in

said invoice to the extent in each article of not less

than one- fourth of the value of every such article

in its present condition ready for export to Canada.

Signed

Dated at this

.19.

LOWER PRICES ON SCREWS.

A
REDUCTION has been made in

the price of wood screws. The

change was made a few hours after

we went to press last week, and amounts to

a reduction of about 20 per cent. The new

discounts, together with those previously in

force, are as follows :

New Old

discounts. discounts.

Flat head , iron 85 8a

Round head, iron 8o 75
Fl .t head, brass 77K 75

Round head, brass 70 67 1/2
Flat head, bronze yo by%
Round head, bronzj 65 62%

The reduction is the concomitant of a

similar course which the United States

market took a couple of weeks ago.

The market in the United States is rather

demoralized owing to competition, and the

association over there has found it necessary

to dissolve the pool and adopt a less rigid

agreement than that heretofore in existence.
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A CALL FOR MORE STEAM.

SOME of the officials of the Inter-

colonial Railway should put on more

steam and pull a little harder on the

throttle or their system will stop altogether.

This is the conclusion reached by many

merchants who have had occasion to use

the Intercolonial Railway service during the

last few months. The reason is that it has

been excessively, disappointingly and, in

cases, expensively slow.

Accidents are bound to happen in the

best regulated families, and some tardiness

in delivery is excusable, but, when timely

deliveries are the exception rather than the

rule, there is need of an investigation into

the principles on which the road is being

run.

It is not only essential that freight should

reach its destination, but also that it should

reach it on time. If a railway company

does not haul its freight in three times the

length of time taken by an express com-

pany, then it is not providing reasonable

accommodation. Judge the Intercolonial

Railway freight service by that standard

and one will not find it efficient.

The loudest complaints come from the

Maritime Provinces where merchants have

to rely on this one line entirely. The ser-

vice this fall seems to have been execrable,

and travellers who have toured through the

country find that great dissatisfaction

exists.

A merchant in Truro is reported on good

authority to have entreated incessantly with

the railway authorities to have a car, which

had come into the station loaded with goods

for him, moved into a position where the

goods could be unloaded, but his prayers

went unanswered for nine days and only on

the tenth was the car shifted to where it

could be approached.

We have heard of a case within the past

month where it took more than a month to

get a car of merchandise from Montreal to

Moncton, N.B. We have been told that

goods coming from Halifax to a Montreal

agent were a month in transmission ; this

was just before Christmas, and, as part of

the goods had to be sent to Vancouver,

B.C., for the holiday trade, the agent was

put to no small extra expense expressing

Stock that might have been freighted had

the Intercolonial given even fairly good

service.

A Montreal grocery house sent goods to

Halifax for the Christmas trade, but, occu-

pying 10 days in transmission, they were

too late, and their value was discounted.

There is no doubt that such instances could

be multiplied, for the line has been in a

congested condition for months.

On Halifax particularly this poor accom-

modation is having an injurious effect, for

importers are sending orders to England to

have all goods sent by St. John or Portland.

Any way appears to be satisfactory rather

than that via Halifax.

A leading Montreal dry goods importer

remarked to a representative of this paper

not long since :
" We must have goods as

soon as we can get them, else they are out

of style before they arrive. According to

my reckoning it takes about twice the time

to bring goods from Liverpool by Halifax

that it does by Portland. I won't have

goods come by Halifax any more."

All the fault of this does not lie at the

doors of the Intercolonial railway, for the

steamers to Halifax are slower than those to

Portland. We grant that. But how does

it come that goods landed off the Allan Line

steamer at Halifax, as she is leaving her

mail, do not reach Montreal till a week

after goods that came by the same boat

have arrived via Portland ? Surely this is

to be accounted for only by slow train

service.

Just as the Intercolonial by its slow

service is driving the local freight into

C.P.R. cars, so is it encouraging importers

to have their goods brought in by Portland

rather than by Halifax. This is serious.

Steam is needed somewhere. Is it in the

offices or on the road ?

Deceased, who was 69 years of age at the

time of his death, was a hardwareman early

in life, and used to give interesting reminis-

cences of his experiences in that vocation.

MR. JAMES PENNYCUICK DEAD.

Mr. James Pennycuick, inventor of the

Luxfer prism, died at the Emergency

Hospital, Toronto, on Wednesday, January

9. Mr. Pennycuick was a Scotchman by

birth, and had lived in Newfoundland,

Boston and Montreal, leaving the latter

city nine years ago to take up his residence

in Toronto. His wife is in Boston. The

cause of death was epilepsy.

A TOURIST ATTRACTION SCHEME.

THE energy of Mr. F. H. Clergue, of

Sault Ste. Marie, appears to be as

applicable to all requirements as it

is tireless. Mr. Clergue has established

various manufacturing industries in Sault

Ste. Marie, he is developing iron mines in

Northern Ontario, he is building a railway

that will enormously facilitate the opening

up of the country through which it will

run, and now comes the announcement

that next summer he will inaugurate two

steamship lines in order to attract tourist

travel to points on Lake Erie, Lake Huron,

Lake Superior and the Georgian Bay. One

route will be from Midland, via Parry Sound

and Little Current, to Sault Ste. Marie,

while the other will make its start at Toledo

with the Sault as its terminus, calling en

route at Detroit, Port Huron, Goderich,

Kincardine, Southampton, Owen Sound,

Collingwood and Parry Sound.

Indirectly, this all interests the merchants

of the places to which these lines of steam-

ships will bring passengers. Each year

sees increased numbers of tourists attracted

to points in Northern Ontario. Last sum-

mer, as we pointed out in a previous issue,

the Grand Trunk Railway landed about 30,-

000 tourists at the Muskoka wharf. But,

marked as has been the increase in the

number of tourists attracted to that part of

the country, the number would have been

still greater had there been better hotel

accommodation.

No doubt Mr. Clergue and those associ-

ated with him in his latest enterprise will

take some steps to increase the accommo-

dation for tourists. But the merchants at

the points of attraction should interest

themselves in the matter. Their shoulders

are needed to the wheel. By, in season and

out of season, urging the necessity of

improved accommodation for travellers

upon their fellow townsmen they can do a

great deal toward bringing about the im-

provements desired. Self-interest, if noth-

ing else, should actuate them, for there are

none that reap greater benefit from tourist

travel than the merchants.
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NO STOVE CONSOLIDATION.

THE undertaking began early last year

to consolidate the stove manufacturers

in Ontario has failed.

The concerns which were to form the

proposed consolidation were : The Buck

Stove Co., Limited, Brantford ; The Mc-

Clary Mfg. Co., Limited, London ; Stewart

& Co., Woodstock; The Smart Manufac-

turing Co., Brockville ; The Gurney-Tilden

Co., Copp Bros., Burrow, Stewart & Milne

and Bowes, Jamieson & Co., Hamilton.

On the plant, etc., of all these firms an

option was secured by the promoters, the

basis of purchase being a cash one.

The amount of money wanted to carry

out the idea was between $7,000,000 and

$8,000,000. To interest that amount was

one of the first difficulties experienced.

And the manufacturers who had given

options were asked to take part of the

purchase price in stock. This, some of

them, at anyrate, would not do. And now

the time limit is expired and the deal is off,

although a press despatch says that another

option has been secured on the plant, etc.,

of some of the stove foundries in Ham-

ilton.

A CANADIAN AGENT WANTED.

AT a recent meeting of the Bristol

Chamber of Commerce, a letter

was read from Mr. Savile Webb,

urging that an effort be made to induce the

Canadian Government to appoint an agent

for that city. Mr. Webb, who is a member

of the firm of Purnell, Webb & Co., Bris-

tol, pointed out that the Council of the

Chamber had, two years before, urged the

Canadian authorities to make such appoint-

ment.

The Chamber concurred in the views of

Mr. Webb and resolved to make another

urgent request to the Canadian Govern-

ment for the prompt appointment of an

agent.

Trade between Canada and Bristol is

growing, and a practical business man

located there as the representative of Can-

ada could do much towards still further

developing it. A direct line of steamships

has for some time been running between

this country and that port.

The merchants of Bristol want the agent

appointed, so that they can be kept in-

formed as to tariff and other matters apper-

taining to Canada. But, useful as such an

agent may be to the merchants of Bristol,

he would be equally or more so to the

businesss men in Canada interested in the

export trade.

It is not necessary to dwell upon the

importance of Bristol as a commercial

centre. That is already well known. And

that is all the more reason why there should

be a speedy compliance, on the part of the

Dominion Government, with the wishes of

such an important body as the Bristol

Chamber of Commerce.

THOROUGHNESS IN BUSINESS
MATTERS.

THE importance of training for a com-

mercial career is daily becoming

more recognized. There was a time,

and not very distant, either, when this was

not so generally recognized as it is to-day.

Circumstances, we are told, alter cases.

And the circumstances of to day are such

as to demand a higher state of efficiency in

men intended for commercial careers than

was the case even a decade ago.

To succeed in business men must know

more than those whose places they are

taking. "They must be up-to-date" as

we commonly express it. Everywhere

thinking men are preaching this doctrine.

In an address recently delivered in

London, Eng., Sir Courtenay Boyle, K.C.B.,

permanent secretary of the Board of Trade,

said that his experience was that in business

there was as much technique to be learned,

as much method to be acquired, as there

was in any other of the spheres of life.

There is no question as to the truthfulness

of that statement. Of lawyers, of doctors,

of skilled mechanics we demand knowledge

in their respective vocations before we

engage them. And if in such vocations,

why not in that of business ?

Of all vocations, there is none that calls

for more intelligence, more practical know-

ledge, more executive ability than a com-

mercial career. The business man must

know when to buy, how to buy, and what

to buy. He must be in a position to judge

the quality of the goods he handles. He

must be conversant with business customs

and methods. In a word, he must be so

well acquainted with the commercial

machinery that he will know how to get

the best results from it.

We have been passing through an age of

drift. The most of us pick up a book to be

entertained. To gather knowledge from it

is often foreign to our thought. Our reading

is consequently superficial. And it is the

same, too often, in our daily vocation. We
do not enter it with a determination to

familiarize ourselves with it and thereby

reach the highest rung in the ladder. We
may desire to reach the topmost rung, but

we do not care to climb there. We want to

slide there, just as, when boys, we used to

slide down the stair bannister. We forget

that sliding takes us down and not up.

But we are realizing this. And born of

this realization is a desire to be Thorough.

It is time, too, for in every community there

is a search for the Thorough man.

AUGERS AND AUGER BITS LOWER.

A change is announced in the price of

Gilmour's augers and auger bits.

In the augers, both the list and discounts

are new. The list price shows an advance

of about 50c. per dozen all through, but the

cost to the trade is about 20 per cent, less

than before, on account of an increase in

the discount.

No change has been made on auger bits,

but the discount has been increased, so that

the price is really from 10 to 12^ per cent,

lower than before.

AN AGREEMENT COLLAPSES.

The agreement which has for some time

existed among the manufacturers in regard

to the price of stovepipe elbows has col-

lapsed. The cause was the belief that

some parties to the agreement were not

keeping it.

Prices are now open and, as a result,

lower. No. 1, which was formerly quoted

at $1.80, is now being offered at $1.40, and

No. 2 is quoted at $1.20, instead of $1.60.

It is asserted that purchases can be made

at even lower figures than those named.

The agreement in regard to stovepipes

has not been affected, although prices are

this week $1 per 100 lengths lower. Five

and six-inch pipes are now quoted at $7 per

100 lengths, and 7-in. at $7.50. It is a

year since a change was last made in the

price of stovepipes.
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A TRAVELER'S CONTRACT.

WE have before us the copy of a

contract made by a certain travel-

ling man with a customer to whom
he had just sold a bill of goods, upon which

the traveller, while the ink was still wet,

doubtless looked with admiration as ex-

pressing in the briefest possible form what

he intended to say, but when it reached the

credit man of his house, and particularly

when the account became, as the credit

man understood it, due, there did not seem

to be so much reason for gratulation.

The clause of the contract relating to the

time of payment read as follows :

The goods ordered herein to be settled by note due in

two months from date of invoice ; all on hand at end of

two months to be credited on note given and new note

given for like amount due in four months without interest.

Naturally enough, the purchaser, at the

end of two months from the date of invoice,

claimed four months more time on the

goods remaining unsold ; but this was not

what the traveller had intended ; he claimed

that the note was to be due four months

from the date of the invoice.

The question naturally arises, if that was

what he meant, why did he not say so ?

The man who draws up a contract must

cultivate the ability to detect, in forms of

expressions which he is tempted to employ,

other meanings than those which he

intended to put into them. If he makes an

agreement providing for " payment in four

months," he certainly ought to know that

unless he is careful to state the beginning

of the period very clearly the other party to

the contract will claim the interpretation

which is most favorable to his own interests.

It may be said that this is a question for

the schoolmaster rather than for the credit

man ; that what is required is the ability to

write good, plain, unmistakable English.

That is exactly the point. The travelling

man must cultivate that ability. If he

missed the training while a schoolboy, he

must make it up by extra care now.

A young Kansas lawyer has convinced

himself that the decrease of business for

lawyers is due to the increase in general

culture ; that men carefully trained in the

schools are less likely to find themselves in

a position where the advice or assistance of

a lawyer is necessary than one who has not

availed himself of such advantages. We
think he is right. Certainly, the travelling

man whose " mind's eye" is keen to detect

the various constructions that may be placed

upon an ambiguous sentence will find that

the contracts made by him involve his

house in less differences of opinion with

the customers than will he who is content to

write what he thinks will express his inten-

tion, and leave the credit man to fight it

out.—Credit Man.

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP.

Those having any items of news suitable for this column wiU
confer a favor by forwarding them to this office addressed

to the Editor.

T
HE SEYBOLD & SONS CO., whole-

sale hardware dealers, Montreal, are

seeking incorporation.

The Imperial Oil Co. propose establish-

ing an oil depot to be situated at Frederic-

ton, N.B.

The Ottawa and Hull Power and Manu-

facturing Co., Limited, Hull, Que., are

seeking incorporation.

The Hamilton Bridge Works Co. has

closed a contract to construct a big steel

tow barge, about 200 feet long, for the

Montreal Transportation Co.

On Monday, a bylaw was submitted to

the voters of Kingston, Ont., in favor of

bonusing and exempting from taxes a

smelter proposed for that city. It was

carried by a vote of 1,296 to 166.

R. L. F. Strathy, formerly of Welland,

Ont., has organized a company in Owen
Sound, Ont., to manufacture a patent wire

fence. He expects to have a 120 x 40 ft.

two storey factory running by spring. Fifty

hands will be employed at the commence-

ment, and in two years it is expected that

200 hands will be at work.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY

Asbestos

Disk

Valve

A First-Class

and Reliable Valve.

Also.

The Fairbanks

Standard Scales

Pipe Fittings

Pipe and Mill Supplies

Send for

our New Catalogues.

THE FAIRBANKS CO., 749 Craig St., MONTREAL
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CANADIAN EXPORTS TO BRITIAN.

THE statistics for the year 1900, which

have been compiled by the London,

Eng., Board of Trade and which

were issued this week, show that Canada's

export trade with Great Biitain continues to

show steady development.

The three years preceding 1900 showed

such a remarkable increase in exports of

our food products that it was held by many
that we would do well to maintain the

volume of business done in 1899 Others

were more optimistic, and expressed con-

fidence in our ability to supply, and

Britain's willingness to purchase, a still

greater quantity of our produce.

The returns show that with the exception

of butter and flour, which were not produced

in as large quantity as in 1899, our exports

show large increases.

Our exports of grains show increases of

$2,025,000 in wheat
; $2, 045,000 in oats,

and 1 1 80, 000 in peas. This more than

compensates for the decrease shown in our

flour trade, $2,915,000. Our sales of

cheese were $3,925,000 larger than in the

previous year. This effectually offsets the

loss in butter trade, which fell off $2,365,-

000 in the year. Our sales of bacon and
hams were $2,290,000 larger than in 1899.

Our exports of fish increased $1,415,000.

Of eggs, we sent $275,000 more than in the

previous year.

Apart from produce the only change of

consequence was an increase in wood pro-

ducts. The sales of Canadian-sawn wood
to Britain increased $2,110,000 during the

year, while our sales of wood pulp were

$655,000, and of hewn wood $350,000
greater than in 1899.

A FALLACIOUS POLICY.

SOME business houses which otherwise

would have a fair rating are practically

blacklisted because they pursue the

highly fallacious policy of trying to take

advantage of everyone with whom they do

business, says an exchange. Some one

connected with the house poses as a

"kicker." He disputes every bill, every

shipment of goods received, every order

placed, and practically everything. By
sedulously cultivating this unenviable trait

for a few years he reaches the point where

he tries to take advantage of people as a

matter of course, and really thinks it is a

trait of superior business attainments for

him to be able to find fault as he does, and
scale down bills, get allowances, etc.

No doubt a persistent faultfinder of this

kind can succeed in getting many a con-

cession. A business concern, in many
instances, will sooner stand the loss than

keep up a contention, although it may be

Out of Your Own Pocket

you pay good money for every pound of white lead you sell.

Figure it for yourself:

How much do you make on 100 lbs. of lead? How much

does it cost you to do business ? What, then, are you paying for the

privilege of selling lead and oil ?

If you want to make a profit on paint drop lead and oil and

push

The sherwin Williams paint

It gives both a money profit and a reputation profit. It sells

better, wears better and is a better proposition in every way than

lead and oil or any other painting material on the market.

It brings big business for your whole store. The quality of

the paint and the methods back of it bring success.

"B-13 "—a booklet—will tell you more.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

NbVt YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

positive that it is right. 1c prefers to stand

that loss and either not do business with the

faultfinder afterward, or watch him so

closely that he cannot ply his favorite call-

ing successfully. It doesn't pay to be small

in regard to anything in this day and age

of the world, and one small man can soon

ruin a big business, if he is left to carry out

his smallness. Faultfinding will speedily

bear a crop of retribution, which has

swamped more than one concern in the

end. It not only pays to be honest for

honesty's sake, but it is a splendid policy

to pursue. To such an extent is this recog-

nized by the leading mercantile agencies,

that they invariably make a note in their

reports whether a house deals fairly and

above board, or whether it tries to take

advantage of those with whom it does

business.

If you discover that a house is in the

habit of doing business of this kind, the

thing to do is to shun it as you would the

plague, because no matter how much you

may endeavor to conduct trade with it

satisfactorily, you are sure to suffer in the

end. Frequently a small man is elevated

to an important position in a large house,

and he thinks he can earn his salary best

by meanness of this kind. If he isn't

pulled down, he will pull the house down,

no matter what its reputation may have

been in past years. That is why there is

always an opportunity for honest, honor-

able and progressive young men in all lines

of industry. Perhaps it is well that it is so,

because otherwise the rising generations

wouldn't have a chance.

COMPANY TO LIQUIDATE.

The Ossekeag Stamping Company,
manufacturers of granite and tin ware at

Hampton, N.B., has decided to go into

liquidation. The industry, which is the

largest in King's county, employing from

75 to 100 hands, was established by Charles

Palmer and James E. Whittaker. On the

death of Mr. Palmer it passed into the

control of creditors, by whom the works
were kept going. The Bank of Nova
Scotia recently issued writs against the

company to collect notes made by Fred S.

Whittaker, of St. John, who is now in

Dorchester penitentiary under a forgery

charge. Though the company denies lia-

bility for the notes, it was decided, in view

of the litigation, to go into liquidation.

The Kingston Locomotive Works are again

showing signs of the activity of former

years. Two hundred men are now em-
ployed and the men are all working full

time. The force is being gradually

increased.
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CANADIAN TRADE WITH JAPAN.

SOME valuable suggestions regarding

Canadian trade in Japan are con-

tained in a letter from Malcolm C.

Fenwick, of Kobe, formerly of this country,

to George Anderson, who, it will be remem-

bered, visited the land of the chrysan-

themum as Canadian trade commissioner a

couple of years ago. Mr. Fenwick has had

considerable experience in Japan in the

commission business and writes of what he

knows. He says that during the past sea-

son he has sold goods in the following

lines :

Foodstuffs — Canned goods (fruits and

vegetables), packing-house products (hams,

and bacon), butter in tins and wood, con-

densed milk (sweetened and unsweetened),

cheese (small full cream, about 9 lb., most

popular).

Dry Goods — Suspenders, furs, cotton

fabrics. There is a large market in woollen

cloths, woollen underclothing, woollen

blankets, Mr. Fenwick says, which he has

barely touched.

Sundries—Soaps, perfumes, cosmetiques,

for which there is much and constant

demand ; iron, nails, watches, watch

cases, jewellery, cutlery, bicycles, guns,

sewing machines, in each of which there is

an enormous trade.

Mr. Fenwick quotes the present through

rate of the combined railways and steam-

ship companies connecting with the east,

and says he presumes the Canadian divi-

sions of these lines will conform thereto.

R. H. Countess, San Francisco, is the

agent, and the following the present tariff

per 100 pounds :

Per Less than
car. car.

Canned goods $ 90 $1 50

Packinghouse products... 1 10 1 60

Piece goods 1 10 1 75

Machinery K. D. in pieces 1 00 2 50

Machinery K. D in boxes. 1 00 2 00

The writer goes on to say that he receives

a commission from the manufacturers on all

goods, and usually gives the agency of a

given product to a resident merchant, and

then works up a trade through him by

securing him orders. His idea of working

up a trade for Canadian manufacturers is to

secure a sample room temporarily in each

port or large city, visited for a month or six

weeks at a time periodically, and samples

being displayed and advertisements pub-

lished in the local papers, native and

foreign. The Japanese are now making

every effort to deal direct, and independent

of the foreign commission merchant. Mr.

Fenwick says if this were thought advisable,

goods would have to be shipped against

B.L. and freight paid by draft with order.

This freight would also serve the second

purpose of bargain money. He regards

this as a popular scheme and one that would

help to secure a footing against American,

English, French and German goods already

established. Mr. Fenwick concludes with

an expression of opinion that our Canadian

railways, especially the Canadian Pacific,

should be prepared to do something better

for Canadian trade than the regular through

rates quoted above.—The Globe.

The owners of the Coldbrook Rolling

Mills, St. John.N.B., have decided to rebuild

the mills. It is estimated that the restora-

tion will cost about $30,000.

IVER JOHNSON
PROGRESSIVENESS

OPULARIZES
RODUCTS
ROTEOTS
RICES AND
RESERVES
ROFITS

The Iver Johnson Bicycle
-Is-

An Honest Cycle at an Honest Price.

Send for new illustrated catalogue showing new improvements.

Harry Elkes and Major Taylor, Champions of the World,

ride the Iver Johnson Racer.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
FITCHBURG, Mass.

Branches—New York— 99 Chambers St.
Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

»••«

OUR REPRESENTATIVES

are now on the road with

a full line of samples and

revised prices, and will soon

be with you. It will be to

your advantage to await

their arrival, as they have

with them the best brush

values on the market

i

BOECKH BROS. & COMPANY

80 York Street - TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
H

°only
LE

37-39 Front Street West, foronto. wholesale

SPRING SKATES. pe?&;
« ""..;.-

^~™T8!B1^^ No. 5—Ordinary Quality $.80

IIP^jmIwM 7 -Best, Quality 1.50

rih^ y ^ ~_ ^jj =mv,^^:§&
. jfg^ 10 Plated 1.90

12— " " " Concaved Blades 2.80

All sizes to 12', inches.

LADIES' SKATES.
No. 415—Ordinary Quality, Plated $1.40

1422—Bgst Quality, Plated 2.30

JM& " " " Con. Runners 2.70

*4j£-Extra " " Light Runners 3.50

^f *^ ^» All sizes, 8H to 10 M inohes.

y fr* ^vWtfKEY SKATES.
No. 510ji—Ordinary Quality, all sizes,

7 to 12 in $ .60

1531—Best Quality, all sizes, 8 to 12 in. 1.60

'%) f* JA^^ a> No. 631—Best Quality, all sizes, 9 to 12 in. . $1.80

632— " " Plated, all sizes,
9 to 12 in 2.50

No. 634—Best Quality, Plated, all sizes,

9 to UK in., Conoave Blades. $2.90

No. 3697—Best Quality, Plated, all sizes,
10 to 12 in $4.00

Also the following lines of "Mic-Mac" Hockey Sticks. S„,
Genuine "Starr" Halifax Skates. ^—

—

j...._ «>
List per pair.

No. 90—"ACME" Spring, all sizes, 7 to 11 in .... $. 80
25- 8 to 12 in... 1.80 "Mic-Mac"7— 9 toll' : in 3 00 SB mic mac
20-Hookey, all sizes 9 to UK in.. 1.60 ^J Yellow BircK, Toughest a.id Strongest, $8.00 doz.

9 to 11 M in. . 1.80 Our stock this season has been carefully selected, and the " Mic Mac" 1900 is the
25PS- " " 9tol2in... 2.40 BEST STICK on the market.

The above are List Prices and subject to Liberal Trade Discount.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
sh?pm

p
.
t
nt8 Graham Wire aid Gnt Nails are tbe Best. S5 ™ht

s
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A COMBINATION OF NORTHERN
AND SOUTHERN ENERGY.

ON page 27 will be found a combina-

tion advertisement of The Smith &
Hemenway Co., Utica Drop Forge

& Tool Co., and Thomson Bros. & Co., the

latter manufacturers of the Seavey mitre

box.

Mr. L. P. Smith, president of The Smith

& Hemenway Co., is a Southern man, born

and bred in the good old State of Ten-

nessee, educated in the hardware business

in Memphis and afterwards in St. Louis in

one of the well known jobbing houses in

this branch of business.

Deciding to come East in 1895 in order

to cast his lot with "the big fish," he

formed the firm of Smith, Herlitz & Co.,

who were importers of hardware specialties,

and continued under that name for sorrte-

more commodious quarters at No. 20

Warren street. After the expiration of

another year they found these quarters

entirely too small, and removed to No. 296

Broadway, in order to have room enough

to conduct their growing business on the

lines they desired.

Ttte Smith & Hemenway Co. succeeded

to the business of the following concerns :

Smith & Patterson, Maltby-Henley Co.,

Bindley Automatic Wrench Co., Anderberg
Importing Co , John Byrnes, glass-cutter

manufacturer, all of New York City.

Sjon after their organization, the Smith

& Hemenway Co. associated themselves

with the Utica Drop Forge and Tool Co.,

of Utica, New York. The Utica Drop Forge

and Tool Co. are successors to the Inter-

changeable Tool Co. and the Russell Hard-

ware and Implement Manufacturing Co.

turers of the well known Seavy mitre box

,

and since that time have improved this

article, until they have to day what they

might call perfection in this individual line.

thing over a year. ^S^Their New York office is with the Smith &
His next venture was with Mr. £ '<B. Herfrenjy.y Co., New York City, where all

Patterson, and the partnership under the \catalogues'frldi(*M<$ipns can be obtained.

*^=»

FOR STORE AND WINDOW
DISPLAYS.

A novelty to help store or window display

is the Adjustable Display Stand which E.

M. Marshall, of Strathroy, Chit., is offering

the trade. It is made so that it can be hung

on the wall, set down close on the base of

the window, or used

as an adj ustabl e

table. A more use-

ful or practical piece

of store furniture is

hard to imagine, as

it may be put to so

many purposes, is so

durable, and displays

goods to perfection.

A card to Mr. Mar-

shall will bring prices

and full description.

The Other illustra- " The Marshall."

tions, which appear in the advertisement,

will show to the reader how the display

stand can be made to assume different

shapes, thus adapting itself to the place and

thfepurpose required. In recent noveltiesth^l

V£sVore appliances it stands pre-eminent.

Seavey Mitre Box.

name of Smith & Patterson was continued

for two years, when early in 1898 an incor-

porated company with the name of The

Smith & Hemenway Co. was formed on

broader lines, and with Mr. J. F. Hemen-

way, a native of the "Empire State," as

secretary and treasurer, whose earlier

experience as manager and treasurer of the

Empire Wringer Co., of Auburn, N. Y., and

as assistant general manager and assistant

treasurer of the American Wringer Co., of

Providence, R I., and New York City, had

eminently fitted him to take an active part

in pushing to the front the new enterprise.

They combined forces with a view of be-

coming leaders in their special line of busi-

ness, that is, manufacturing hardware and

hardware specialties. For less than a year

they continued at the old stand, No. 10

Warren street, New York City; but, finding

the place entirely inadequate for the grow-

ng business, they moved to larger and

At the organization both companies were

small, but, both being composed of young

blood, they forged their way forward until

they have a line of hardware specialties and

tools second to none in the world, showing

conclusively that young blood and energy

will assert itself under all conditions. The

Smith & Hemenway Co.'s line comprises a

large number of different articles in the

hardware specialty line. The Utica Drop

Forge and Tool Co. manufacture the largest

line of nippers and pliers made by any one

factory in the world.

The Smith & Hemenway Co. have re-

cently organized The Schatz Hardware

Manufacturing Co., Mount Carmel, Conn.,

for the manufacture of nail pullers and

hardware specialties.

In the fall of 1899 The Smith & Hemen-

way Co. associated themselves with Thom-

son Bros. & Co., Lowell, Mass., manufac

CREATING TRADE.

If a merchant were to close his store and

suspend business every time trade lagged

he would rightly be branded as a simpleton,

remarks a contemporary. And yet in what

essential would he differ from the advertiser

who stops advertising for the same reason ?

One sells goods by means of spoken words,

and the other by means of printed ; their

object is identical. It should be plain to

the crudest understanding that the time to

bid most aggressively for trade is when

trade seems most elusive. The alert store-

keeper, instead of waiting for something to

turn up, turns up something. He changes

his window display and show cards, offers

particularly tempting values, and employs

every device suggested by a nimble wit to

turn dullness into activity. He is bold and

persistent, and therefore in most instances

wins his way.

Mr. W. S. Leslie, of Montreal, arrived in

Toronto on Thursday morning.

Mr. S. H. Warnock, who has for some

time, successfully represented Lewis Bros.

& Co., Montreal, in Manitoba and the

Northwest Territories, has severed his con-

nection with this firm and engaged to travel

for Limplough & McNaughton, Montreal.
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THE LIGHT
- OF —

EIGHT OIL LAMPS
— FOR THE -

COST OF TWO.

100 CANDLE POWER
FOR

50 cents a month with

gasoline at 40 cents a

gallon.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

The Auer Gasoline Lamp
CHEAPER { tui A m f

ANY
BRIGHTER }

THAN
I OTHER LIGHT

Write for Catalogue"*"""*-* ^*

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Dame, .... MONTREAL

E. SIMPSON ft CO., MOOSE JAW, Agents for the Territories.

HANDLE THIS FOR 1901.

•*AMSAY&SOl*
^PAINT MANUFACTUHERS.MOI!Ig^.

RAMSAYS are mon '*y-iTiakirig paints for Paint Handlers. Are
f? *T'? -T~V^ y°u handling paints? Write to us and see what we
P/VIIM I S can do for you. Hundreds of well-known paint men

are making money with Ramsays Paints. Paints for

the house, the barn, the carriage, the waggon—paints for everything. Ramsays
Paints sell on their merits and retain custom . Prices are right and profits

are sure.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINT
MAKERS Montreal

HOW SATIN WHITE IS MADE.

SATIN white is a pigment much used in

the paper making and wall paper

trades, for various purposes, on

account of its being fairly cheap, being

very light, its purity of color, and the fact

that it has a strong lustre and takes a polish

when rubbed. It can be made in several

ways. The following are given by a writer

in a London technical journal : 280 lb. of

good, well-burnt quicklime are carefully

slaked with water, and made into a thin

milk. This is strained, so as to free it from

grit and lumps of matter, and the liquor run

into a tank. There is next added 90 lb. of

soda crystals dissolved in 90 gal. of water,

which is followed by a solution of 200 lb.

of alumina sulphate in 200 gal. of water.

The "white" precipitates out, is allowed

to settle ; the top liquor is run off, and fresh

water run in to wash the white, which is

then filtered off, pressed, and dried in the

usual way.

A rather better quality is made by taking

3 cwt. of good quicklime, and straining, as

before. To the milk of lime so made there

is added a solution of 6 cwt. of sulphate of

alumina in 600 gal. of water. The satin

white precipitates out at once, and it is

washed, filtered, pressed, and dried in the

usual way.

The first of these two whites will consist

of a mixture of sulphate of lime and alumina

CONDENSED OR '« WANT
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word
each insertion ; cash in advance. Letters, figures,
and abbreviations each count as one word in estimat-
ing cost.

WELLAND CANAL.
Tenders for Supplies for the year 1901.

SE\LED TENDERS for supplies, addressed to the
Superintending Engineer, Welland Canal, St.

Catharines, wi.l be received until 20 o'clock on Wednesday,
161b. January, 1901, for the supply and delivery of various

articles of Timber, Hardware, Castings, Fuel, Paints,

Oils, etc., for use on the Welland Canal and its branches
for the year 1901.

Specifications, forms of tender and other information

can be obtained at the Superintending Engineer's Office,

St. Catharines, on and after Monday, the 24th December,
1900.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

L. K. JONES,
Secretary.

Department of Railways and Canals,
Ottawa, December 20th, 1900. (2)

hydrate only. A preparation where mag-
nesium carbonate replaces the lime is made
in the following way : ioo lb. of magnesium
chloride and ioo lb. alumina sulphate are

dissolved in water, and 400 lb. of soda
crystals are dissolved separately in water.

The two solutions are mixed, and the
" white," which is a mixture of carbonate

of magnesia and alumina hydrate, is filtered

off, washed, pressed, and dried in the usual

manner. In making the white by any of

these processes, the more dilute the liquids

the finer will be the white which is produced.

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES-
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible
terms, or who are willing to become agents for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-

ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

"SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over
the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-

ceipt of a post card.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine
For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, January n, 1901.

HABDWAEB.

AS is to be expected at this time of

year the hardware business is not

brisk. The demand maintains fair

proportions, however, and there is not that

post-holiday sluggishness sometimes experi-

enced in the first month of the year. Letter

orders are quite frequent for sorting stocks

of winter goods. Any real activity that is

noticeable is to be found in connection with

booking orders for spring delivery. Poultry

netting is being sold now quite generally at

50 and 5 per cent, off, and green wire

cloth at $1.35 per 100 sq. ft. The discounts

on screws have been raised 5 per cent, all

around. White lead has advanced 25c.

per 100 lb. Some of the smaller sizes of

galvanized wire have been lowered, and

some of the larger raised in price. These

comprise the changes in prices for the week.

Barb Wire — A little future business

continues to be done at $3.20 f.o.b. Mont-

real in less than carlots.

Galvanized Wire — The price list has

been altered slightly in the smaller sizes,

some of the smaller sizes being reduced

20c. , and some of the larger raised 10c. We
quote: No. 5, 54.25; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge

$3.55 ; No. 9, #3.10; No. 10, $3.75 ;

No. 11, I3.85; No. 12, $3.25; No. 13,

53-35: No - x 4. 54-25; No. 15, $4-75;

No. 16, $5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—There is still little

doing from stock, but a few lots of oiled and

annealed wire for spring shipment are being

booked. The price is $2.80 per 100 lb.

Fine Steel Wire—This line is feature-

less. The discount is 17 >£ per cent, off the

list.

Brass and Copper Wire — Few in-

quiries are being received for these goods

just now. Discounts are 55 and z% per

cent, on brass, and 50 and 2 j£ per cent, on

copper.

Fence Staples—There is little doing in

staples. We quote : $3.25 for bright, and

53-75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—Prices remain unchanged.

Trade continues in a quiet, steady way, at

52.85 for small lots and $2.75 for carlots,

f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, London,

Gananoque, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails — The existing prices of cut

nails have been confirmed. A fair trade is

passing. We quote as follows : J2.35 for

small and $2.25 for carlots; flour barrel

nails, 25 per cent, discount; coopers' nails,

30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails—A small trade has been

done this week with the discounts 50 per

cent, on Standard and 50 and 10 per cent,

on Acadia.

Horseshoes — The demand keeps

up remarkably well. We quote as

follows : Iron shoes, light and me-

dium pattern, No. 2 and larger, $3.50;

No. 1 and smaller, 53.75 ; snow shoes, No.

2 and larger, 53-75 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$4.00 ; X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5,

No. 2 and larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.85 ; feather-weight, all sizes, 5485; toe

weight steel shoes, all sizes, 55-95 f-°-b-

Montreal ; f.o.b. Hamilton, London and

Guelph, ioc. extra.

Poultry Netting—The ruling discount

now is 50 and 5 per cent., where it was 50

The "SAMSON" Seamless Mill Can Bottom

Patented July 23, 1900.
NO STRAINED METAL.

is made from ONE PIECE of SHEET STEEL.

The construction is such that no sharp

corners are left on inside of can, after inserting

the body tin, to allow of dirt lodging, and requiring

only one-half the amount of solder to make a

can that it does with a pieced bottom.

No Rivets in bottom to break away.

All Bottoms of each size are uniform, being

drawn by the same die.

The Large Roll at bottom always wears
round and allows filled cans to be easily drawn

«»'over the floor.

WILL NEVER WEAR THROUGH.

Patented
July 23, 1900.

Will not tear the flooring or bottom of waggon. STRONGEST, CLEANEST, CHEAPEST to make up.

We also carry a full line of Tinned Sheets for Milk Can Body and Cheese Vat stock.

BETURNED-

TORONTO. ^VlNNrHTORONTO. MONTREAL. WlNNrWEoiyOl VA

YOU want the BEST so order the "SAMSON.''
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For difficult work in gal-

vanized iron, you use Apollo

of course.

For common work, you

are not obliged to
; perhaps

you'd better though.

American Sheet Steel Company, New York.

Representatives for Canada

B. & S. H. Thompson & Company

36 St. Sulpice Street

Montreal

Drain Pipes

Portland Cements
Fire Bricks

Contractors' and

Founders' Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 Wellington street, MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWERWE
Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT,

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND " DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tabes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulirtlMfcBjjjjjr-^achinery where great strength
is required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

a few weeks ago. Some future orders have

been booked again this week.

Green Wire Cloth—The price of green

wire cloth has been reduced to $1.35 per

100 sq. ft. Some spring business is being

done.

Freezers—Ice cream freezers are meet-

ing with more attention this week.

Screws—The discounts have been raised

S per cent, on bright and 2 l
/£ per

cent on brass screws. Discounts are

as follows : Flat head bright, 85 per

cent, off list; round head bright, 80 per

cent.; flat head brass, 77% percent. ; round

head brass, 70 per cent.

Bolts—There has been no change made
in the prices of bolts, and a fair trade

continues. Discounts are : Carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; machine bolts, 65 per cent.

;

coach screws, 75 per cent.; sleigh shoe

bolts, 75 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per cent.;

plough bolts, 50 per cent.; square nuts,

4>£c. per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4^c
per lb. off list; tire bolts, 67 yi per cent.;

stove bolts, 67 yi percent.

Building Paper — Spring orders in

building paper are now being booked. We
quote : Dry sheathing, 30c. per roll

;

cyclone dry do., 42c. per roll ; straw do.,

30c; heavy straw do., $1.40 per 100 lb.;

I.X.L., dry sheathing, 65c. per roll
;

cyclone, tarred do., 50c. per roll ; tarred

ordinary do., 40c. per roll ; tarred felt,

$1.60 per 100 lb.; ready roofing, 2 ply, 75c.

per roll
;

3-ply, Si per roll.

Rivets—There is nothing new to note.

The discount on best iron rivets, section, car-

riage, and wagon box, black rivets, tinned

do., coopers' rivets and tinned swedes rivets,

60 and 10 per cent.; swedes iron burrs are

quoted at 55 per cent, off; copper rivets, 35

and 5 per cent, off; and coppered iron rivets

and burrs, in 5 -lb. carton boxes, are quoted

at 60 and 10 per cent, off list.

Cordage — The tone of the market now

seems to be steady. Manila is quoted at

I 3/4c. per lb. for 7-16 and larger; sisal is

worth gy£c. per lb. for 7-16 and larger, and

lathyarn 9c. per lb.

Spades and Shovels—Business is of

small proportions in this line. Discounts

are 40 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—Prices remain as befor<

quote : Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk,

blued, 80 and 5 per cent, discount; tinned,

80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks, blued, in

dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Firebricks—Very little trading is being

done in this line. The price is $18.50 to

$26, as to brand.

Cement—A small trade is passing. We
quote: German, $2. 50 to $2.65; English,

$2.40 to $2.50; Belgian, $1.90 to $2.15

per bbl.

SANDERSON'S STEEL
THE BEST FOR

Tools, Drills,

Dies, etc.
LARGE ASSORTMENT IN STOCK.

A. C. LESLIE & CO,
Canadian Agents,

MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Co.

"i(E«r-e

Limited

LASBOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

'

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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We wish you all a Happy and Prosper=

ous New Year.

To start the new century well nothing could be more
appropriate than a cabinet of our

ELASTILITE VARNISH
For Inside or Outside Use.

13 f=^

The above cuts represent a front and back view of show can.

Manufactured only by

S Imperial Varnisti & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

V[RTAI-S
The metal market is steady, but there is

little business being done as dealers are

busy taking stock.

Pig Iron — Some sales have been made

this week at unchanged figures. Canadian

pig is worth $18 to $20, and Summerlee $24

to $25.

Bar Iron — The feeling is towards

stationary prices. The ruling price is $1.65

to $1.70 per 100 lb.

Black Sheets — There is but small in-

quiry for this article. The base price is

$2. 80 for 8 to 16 gauge.

Galvanized Iron— Quite a few addi-

tional spring orders have been booked in

galvanized iron this week. We quote for

immediate delivery : No. 28 Queen's

Head, $4.70 to #5 ; Apollo, 10^ oz.,

#4.70 to $5, and Comet, No. 28, $4. 30 to

$4-55-

Ingot Copper—The price is unchanged

at i7J^c.

Ingot Tin— Foreign markets continue

weak and Lamb and Flag is worth 33c. in

the local market.

Lead—Small lots are selling at $4.65.

Lead Pipe—Trade is not active in this

line. We quote : 7c. for ordinary and

7j£c. for composition waste, with 15 per

cent. off.

Iron Pipe— Trade continues of fair

dimensions. We hear that the ruling prices

on galvanized pipe are below our schedule.

We quote as follows : Black pipe, %, $2.80

per 100 ft.; y%, $2.80; %, $2.85; tf, $3-05;

i-in., $4.35; i#.#5-95: i#. $7-io; 2-in.,

$9,150. Galvanized, %, $4.90; #, #5.40;

i-in., $7.35 ; i#, $9.75; ij£, $".70; 2-

in., $15.75-

Tinplates—Inquiries are few with prices

unchanged at $4.50 for coke and $4.75 for

charcoal.

Canada Plate—Some movement is

noticeable this week. We quote as follows :

52's, $2.90; 6o's, $3; 75's, $3.10; full

polished, $3.75, and galvanized, $4.60.

Tool Steel—We quote: Black Diamond,

8c; Jessop's 12c.

Steel—No change. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, $1.85 ; tire, $1.95 ; spring, $2.75 ;

machinery, $2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates—Business is at a stand-

still in this line. We quote $8.25.

Swedish Iron—Steady at $4.25.

Coil Chain— The price remains un-

changed. The spring business has not

opened up well with the retailers yet. We
quote: No. 6, 11 J^c; No. 5,ioc.;No.4,9J£c;

No. 3, 9c; j^-inch, l%c per lb.; 5-16,

$4.60; 5-16 exact, $5.10; ft, $4-20; 7-16,

$400; %, $3-75; 9- 10 - $3-65; H< $3-35;

&\$3- 2 5; #.$3>2o; i-in., $3.15.

Sheet Zinc — Values are steady at 6 to

6#c.

Antimony—Unchanged, at 10c.

GLASS.
The demand is very light. We quote :

First break, $2; second, $2.10 for 50
feet; first break, 100 feet, $3.80;
second, $4 ; third, $4.50; fourth, $4.75;

fifth, $5.25; sixth, $5.75, and seventh,

$6.25.
PAINTS AND OILS.

Turpentine is a little stronger in the

Southern markets, but not sufficiently so to

warrant an advance here this week. Should

the firmness be maintained, in alf probability

there will be a slight appreciation in value

of turpentine within the next few days. No
change of moment is taking place in linseed

oil, which continues in fair inquiry.

General business has been tolerably brisk

during the week, and the midwinter slug-

gishness generally experienced seems to be

absent this season. The majority of groups

of travellers are busily engaged preparing

for their early spring trips. White lead is

25c. higher, and the quotations for Paris

green are now published. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, $6.75 ; No. i, $6 37^ ; No. 2,

$6 ; No. 3, $5 62^, and No. 4, $5 25, all

f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.
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Dry White Lead— #5.75 in casks;

kegs, $6.

Red Lead — Casks, $5.50; in kegs,

*5-75-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.

I, 6>£c. ; in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7%c.

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

$2 per 100 lb ; bulk, in less quantity, $2.15;

bladders, in barrels, $2 20 ; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, $2.35; in tins,

#2.45 to $2.75 ; in less than 100 lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c; boiled, 83c,

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and O^hawaat 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 59c; 2 to 4
bbls., 58c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.4$ per gal.

Castor Oil—8^ to 9#c. in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47^ to 49 c.

Cod Oir.

—

32%, to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

$2.75 to $4. 50, as to brand ; coal tar, $3.25

to S3. 75 ; cotton waste, 4% to SJS^c. for

colored, and 6 to 7%c. for white ; oakum,

S
lA to 6%c, and cotton oakum, 10 to lie.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.

per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, 17%c ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages, i8j£ c; %-\b. packages, 20^ c;
1 lb. tins, I9>£c.; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The tone of the scrap metal market is

steady with goods scarce. Dealers

are paying the following prices in

the country : Heavy copper and wire,

13 to i3#c. per lb. ; light copper,

12c. ; heavy brass, 12c; heavy yellow,

%% to 9c; light brass, 6% to

7c; lead, 2^ to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2% to

2%c; iron, No. 1 wrought, $13 to $ 14 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, #13 to $14 ; stove

plate, $& to $9; light iron, No. 2, #4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

PETROLEUM.
This midwinter necessity continues to go

out freely. We quote: "Silver Star," 15 to

16c. ; "Imperial Acme," i6>£ to iTyic. ;

" S.C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's

Astral," 19 to 20c.

HIDES.
Green hides are lower in sympathy with

the decline in the United States. The
demand for hides is improved. We quote :

Light hides, 7%c. for No. 1 ; 6^c. for

Our Metallic Cornices l^ZS&S*"**"-

They are light in weight, convenient to handle, easy to apply, and offer

fireproof protection, at the same time being ornamentally artistic. Made in

many beautiful designs and thoroughly economical.

They're an important fearure of all up-to-date buildings. Progressive

builders realize their superiority.

In addition to our stock designs, we make to order, any size, shape, or

pattern required.

METALLIC ROOFING CO., Limited, ™- Toronto.

Wholesale Manufacturers.

No. 2. and $%c. for No. 3. Lambskins,

90c.

MONTREAL NOTES.

White lead is advanced 25c. per 100 lb.

A new price list is out on galvanized

wire.

The discounts on screws have been

raised.

Green wire cloth has been reduced 15c.

per 100 sq. ft.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, January 11, 1901.

HARDWARE.

TRADE is gradually recovering from its

holiday quietude. The travellers are

again on the road, and the orders

they have been sending in during the last

few days appear to be, on the whole, rather

better than expected. There has also been

quite a nice complement of letter orders.

No apparent improvement is shown in the

demand for nails. Fence wires are still

not wanted for immediate shipment, and but

few orders are being booked for future

delivery. Some orders are being booked

n poultry netting for future shipment. The
same is to be said in regard to green wire

cloth. Quite a few orders have been re-

ceived during the week for such small

goods as tacks, shoe nails and shoe rivets. A
fair trade is to be noted in rules and other

lines of carpenters' tools. A nice trade is

opening up in milk can trimmings. The
week has witnessed a number of changes in

prices, the most important of which is a

reduction in wood screws. Stovepipes are

$1 per ioo lengths lower, and elbows show

a reduction of 40c. Lower prices also rule

on Gilmour's augers and auger bits. White

lead, on the other hand, is 25c. per 100 lb.

higher.

Barb Wire—Business is practically nil,

for future as well as for present delivery.

We quote $2,97% f.o.b. Cleveland for less

than carlots, and $2.85 in carlots. From
stock, Toronto, $3 10 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire — There is nothing

scarcely doing. We still quote No. 9 at

#3.10, Toronto. The base price f.o.b.

Cleveland is still $2 72 x/z per 100 lb.

Smooth Steel Wire—A small business

only is being done in both oiled and an-

nealed and hay-baling wire. Base price is

unchanged at $2.80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails — Trade is still quiet and
without any apparent improvement. The
manufacturers, after a session of several

days, decided to make no change in price.

Base price is still, therefore, $2.85 per keg
for less than carlots and $2.75 for carlots.

Cut Nails—These are dull and feature-

less, with the base price still at $2.35 per

kee.

Horseshoes — Busines is moderate and
without special feature. We quote as follows

f.o.b. Toronto : Iron shoes, No. 2 and
larger, light, medium and heavy, $3.60 ;

snow shoes, #3.85 ; light steel shoes, $3.70;

featherweight (all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and
heavy (all sizes), #3.85 ; snow shoes, #4 ;

light steel shoes, #3.95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4 .95.

Horse Nails— Quiet and unchanged.

Discount, 50 per cent, on standard oval

head and 50 and 10 per cent, on Acadia.

Screws—Prices are lower on wood
screws by about 20 per cent., the manu-
facturers having decided upon a reduction
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shortly after we went to press last week.

The reduction is in sympathy with a decline

in thev Unitejd Stat£s^market,, where the

association has dissolves ^Jie.pool owing to

outside competition. We now quote %'Flat *

head bright, 85 per cent, off the list; rotrnd

head bright, 80 per cent. ; flat head brass,

77 XA P«r cent - ; round head brass, 70 per

cent. ; flat head bronze, 70 per cent.;

round head bronze, 65 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—Trade is just fair and

without any particular feature. We quote

as follows : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 70 per cent.; carriage bolts,

fulls quare, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

cent. ; nuts, square, 4^c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4Vc off; tire bolts, 67# per cent.; stove

bolts, 67 >£ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs — These are dull.

Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on iron rivets;

iron burrs, 55 per cent.; copper rivets and

burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

Rope—Business is still light. The hemp

market is fairly firm, but the manufacturers

in the United States are disinclined to pay

present prices. We quote : Sisal, 9c. per lb.

base, and manila, 13c. Cotton rope is un-

changed as follows: 3- 16 in. and larger,

i6^c; 5-32 in., 2i^c^, and y% in., 22j£c.

per lb.

Cutlery — The quietness which settled

down in this line of trade after the holidays

still obtains.

Sporting Goods—Only small quantities

are going out.

Building Paper — Business is quiet.

Ready roofing, 3-ply, $1.65 per square ;

ditto, 2 ply, $ 1. 40 per square. Quotations

aref.o.b. Toronto, Hamilton, London.

Gilmour's Augers and Auger Bits —
These are lower in price. Fuller particulars

will be found on our editorial pages.

Green Wire Cloth—Prices have been

reduced 15c. per 100 lb., the quotation now

being $1.35 per 100 sq. ft. A fairly good

trade is being done for spring delivery.

Skates—While trade is not active it is

fair, and stocks in jobbers' hands are get-

ting fairly well reduced.

Harvest Tools—There is a great deal

of hesitancy on the part of the retail trade to

place orders for future delivery. Discounts

50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Poultry Netting—A fair number of

orders are being booked for spring delivery.

Discount off the Canadian list is still 50 per

cent.

Enamelled Ware—Very little business

is being done.

Tinware—There is a little movement in

tinware, particularly in milk can trimmings.

Stovepipes—Prices have been reduced

$1, the quotations now being as follows :

5 and 6 in., $y pefMoo lengths, and 7 in.,

S7.50 per 100 length.. It is about a year

since the last change was made.

Elbows—The agreernent in regard to

the price of stovepipe elbows has been

dissolved and lower prices rule. No. 1 are

now quoted at $1.40, and No. 2 at $1.20

per dozen.

Stoves and Furnaces—Very little is

being done in stoves and practically nothing

in furnaces.

Cement—The season is over. We nomin-

ally quote in barrel lots : Canadian Port-

land, $2.80 to $3; Belgian, $2.75 to 53;

English do., $3 ; Canadian hydraulic

cements, 51.25 to $1.50; calcined plaster,

51.90 ; asbestos cement, $2.50 per bbl.

METALS.
A slight improvement has taken place in

the demand for metals, but the volume of

business is still light.

Pig Iron—There is not much doing. For

small quantities of pig iron the Ontario

furnaces are quoting 518 per ton.

Bar Iron — The demand is fairly good

with 51.70 as the ruling base price.

Pig Tin— The outside markets are quiet

and lower, particularly in London. Locally

the demand is fair for small quantities at

32 to 33c.

Tinplates —While the movement is not

large, it is fair for this time of the year.

Tinned Iron—Some fairly good ship-

ments have been made dbring the past week

on cheese factory account.

Terne Plates—There has been a little

better movement in this line during the past

week.

Black Sheets—The demand is fair.

We quote 53- 50 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Sheets —While the demand

is better than it was. trade is not yet active.

We quote English at $4.8$ and American at

54.50 for ordinary quantities.

Canada Plates—A little movement is

still to be noted in them. We quote :

All dull, 53 15 ; half and half, 53.25 ;

and all bright, 53.85 to 54.

Iron Pipe—Trade keeps fair in this line.

We quote as follows: Black pipe % in.,

53.00; y% in., 53 00 ; yt in., 53-°°; %
in., 53.30; 1 in., 5450; 1% in., 56.25 ;

i^in., 57.75; 2 m" 510.40. Galvanized

pipe is as follows: yi in., $4.50; }{ 'nM

55; 1 in., $7; 1% in., 59-5°: ! ^ in -.

5u.7S; 2 »"--. $*$ 75-

Solder — The demand is good. We
quote half-and half, 19 to 20c; refined, 19c.

Lead—A moderate demand is to be

noted. We quote 4^ to 5c.

Copper—Business is quiet in both sheet

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

^COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'5QL1PPER5|
^t-eS '^fljaS^ Varied.

flEAr"
1^"-s'/l Toilet, Band, Electric Power|

'are the best.
Higheat Quality Grooming and
Sheep-Shearing Machine!.

WE MAKE THEM.
SEND FOB CATALOGm TO

tw.rlaaa Sb..r»v Wfr. Co.. Raabna. W.H..VS*

The Best Door Closer Is

Newman's Invincible Floor Spring.

Will close a door silently against any pressure of
wind. Has many working advantages over the or-
dinary spring, and has twice the wear. In use
throughout Great Britain and the Colonies, (lives
perfection. MADE ONLY BY
W. NEWMAN & SONS, Hospital St , Birmingham.

BURMAN & SONS', LIMITED cuppIrs
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.

Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Fie'd Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, Petrolia, Ont

Pullman Sash Balance Co,

Makers of the

"Pullman"
Hardware
Specialties

Main Office and Works,

Rochester. N.Y.. U.S.A.

On aale all round tbe globe.
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and ingot copper. We quote : Ingot, 19 to

20c; bolt or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to

23'Ac.

Brass—The demand is fair. Discount

on rod and sheet 15 per cent.

Zinc Spelter — Very little business is

being done. We quote 16 to i6#c. per lb.

Sheet Zinc—In this line the demand

has been fair during the past week. We
quote casks at $6.75 to $7, and part casks

at $7 to #7.50 per 100 lb.

Antimony — A good trade is to be

reported this week. We quote 11 to 1 1 }£c.

per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.
There is some improvement in the de-

mand but the movement is still light.

Orders for linseed oil for spring delivery

are coming in well, as it is expected that a

firm market will be found when the spring

trade begins. Turpentine has advanced

2c. here, and is steady at the higher figure.

White lead was advanced 25c. for all grades

this week. This was unexpected, as at a

meeting of the manufacturers a few days

ago the matter was considered and no

change was made. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6 Sj%; No. 1, #6.50; No. 2. $6.12^;

No. 3, $5 75; No. 4, $5.37 '^; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5.25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.
; $5.25 to $5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7#c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7 .25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c.

Whiting — 60c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 75 to 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

J 2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$215; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per

gal.; -No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

\o]/z z. per lb. and xoyi. to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 80c;
boiled, 84c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 79c;

boiled, 83c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, 2c. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 59c; 2

to 4 barrels, 58c, to all points in Ontario.

84,000 Daily Production.
5 Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

Established 1773BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited.

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhcad, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street. London E.C — r28 Hope Slreet, Glas-

gow— 12 East P.t. de, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Ttlegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 63 St. Helens.

GLAZIERS DIA IV1 NDS '"
ReUabieToola at low prices.

A. SHAW & SON, 52 Rahere St., Goswell Rd„ London, E.C. Eng. The oldest house in the
trade, lineal successors of the inventor and patentee, J. SHAW.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 -gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
There is not much doing, and there is

little indication of an immediate advance.

We still quote first break locally : Star,

in 50-foot boxes, $2.10, and 100-foot

boxes, $4; doublediamond under 26 united

inches, $6, Toronto, Hamilton and Lon.

don; terms 4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL
A strong feeling is manifested, but prices

are unchanged. Delivery is moderate. We
quote jobbers' prices as follows: Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 55c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 40c. ; No. 1 wrought

55c. per 100 lb. ; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, io^c. ; heavy

copper, i2yic. ; coil wire scrap, 13c.
;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c; heavy red brass, io^c. ; scrap

lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2j£c ; scrap rubber, 7c;

good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c; clean

dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

ff.OS*. "JKIN8 AND WOO).
Hides — Prices are steady with little

doing. We quote as follows : Cow-

hides, No. i,7%c. ; No. 2, 6%"c. ; No. 3,

5^c. Steer hides are worth ic. more.

Cured hides are quoted at &%c.

Skins — The market is dull with

prices unchanged throughout. We quote as

follows: No. 1 veal, 8-lb. and up, 8c. per

lb.; No. 2, 7c; dekins, from 40 to 60c.

culls, 20 to 25c. Sheep are selling at 90

to 95c.

Wool—A decline of ic. is noted. The

market is listless. We quote as follows :

Combing fleece, 15 to 16c, and unwashed,

9^ to 10c.

PETROLEUM.
An advance of ^Jc, is noted throughout.

There is a good movement. \ We quote
as follows: Pratt's Astral, 17 |to I7^c.
in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)

; Ameri-
can water white, 17 to I7^c. in barrels

;

Photogene, i6j£ to 17c; Sarnia water
white, 16 to i6j£c. in barrels; Sarnia prime
white, 15 to i5^c. in barrels.

COAL.
A good movement continues, but not as

large as would be the case if more cars could
be had. Prices are unchanged. We quote
anthracite on cars Buffalo and bridges :

Grate, $4.75 per gross ton and #4.24 per
net ton

; egg, stove and nut, #5 per gross
ton and $4..46 per net ton.

MARKET NOTES.

Pig tin is ic. per lb. lower.

Petroleum is ^c. per gal. dearer.

Turpentine has advanced 2c. per gal.

White lead is 25c. per 100 lb. higher.

Gilmour's augers and auger bits are

cheaper.

Wood screws are quoted about 20 per

cent, lower.

Green wire cloth has been reduced 15c.

per 100 square feet.

Stovepipes are $1 per 100 lengths

cheaper, and stovepipe elbows are quoted
40c. per doz. lower.

The outlook for export for pig iron, billets

and all cruder forms is decidedly discour-
aging. It will take the foreigners some
time to get over their scare, until they
realize that the market here has changed.
The financial situation is unfavorable,
notably in Germany, and prices abroad
have come down with a run. For some
months deliveries on old orders will go for-

ward, but then, unless there are new
developments, we may expect a sharp
decline.—Iron Age.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, January 7, 1900.

THE demand for all lines of shelf and

heavy hardware, and paints and oils,

is light indeed, practically nothing

being done. The staffs of the various

houses are chiefly employed in clearing the

remnants of last year's business preparatory

to stock-taking.

Price list for the week is as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb $3 75
Plain twist 3 75
Staples 4 25
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" ri 4 00
12 4 05

13 4 20

14 4 35
15 \ 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 45
16 and 20 3 5°
10 3 55
8 365
6 370
4 385
3 4 10

Cut nails, 30tobo<iy 300
20 to 40 3 05
10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 30

3 3 65

Horsenails, 40 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No r 4 90
No. 2 and larger 4 bs

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 5 15
No. 2 and larger 4 9°

Steel, No. o to No. 1 520
No. 2 and larger 4 95

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, ro to 20 gauge, roo lb.. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb . . , 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge 8 00
Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75

IX " 1275
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18x21 and 18 x 24 3 90
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch ... .50 an 10 p.c.

" Over 2 inch 45 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00
ft 10 50

" % and 5-16 11 00
Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50

" H 14 00
" % and 5-16 1450

Solder 22
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 17^
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00

" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 75 and 10 p.c.

Round " " 70 p.c.

Flat '
' brass 70 p c.

Round " " 60 and 5 p.c.

Coach 57'A p.c.

Bolts, carriage 42 'A p.c.

Machine 45 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 50c. lb.

Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 5°. and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.

.

$2 50
No. 1 • 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley 's soft, 12 gauge 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

American, M 16 25

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 7 50

Powder, F.F., keg 4 75
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white Ametican.
Water white Canadian

.

Prime white Canadian.

24KC.
23c
2ic.

19c

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 74
Less than barrel lots 79

Linseed oil, raw 87
Boiled 90

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25

&

Eldorado engine 24M
Atlantic red 27%
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23K to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61
Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11 M

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

.

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 5 50
51 to6o 6 00
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2K
kegs " 2%

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color . . per gal. $1 . 30 to $1 . 90

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

A PRETTY CALENDAR.

£. K. Spinney, iron and hardware

merchant, Yarmouth, N.S., has sent us one

of the prettiest calendars of the season. It

depicts a sailor-suited girl sitting on a rock

on the wild sea shore, and she is beautiful

enough to attract every eye within range to

the notice that E. K. Spinney sells iron and

hardware, is agent for several fire and

marine insurance companies and for the

White Star Line and Dominion Line S.S.

Cos. The object of the calendar is thus

accomplished. The calendar itself is large

and clear, and has been printed with appro-

priate notices on each sheet.

a bank's calendar.

The Royal Bank of Canada, Montreal, is

distributing a useful and attractive calendar

for the current year. This bank has

developed rapidly in the last few years, and

now has branches in all the principal

centres in Canada. The calendar is one

worth having, and no doubt any of our

readers sending a post card with the request

for one will get it.

DEMAND FOR BOOK AND BROOM
WIRE.

The Peerless Wire Co., Hamilton, has

recently received large orders for book and
broom wire. Owing to the pressure of

business the company is considering the

advisability of running its mill night as well

as day. This company, it will be re-

membered, makes a specialty of broom and
book wire.

The sheriff's sale of the realty of C.

Locke & Co., general merchants and fish

dealers, Lockeport, N.S., is advertised for

January 16.

"Anchor" Liquid House Paint.
Before placing order buyers should get quotations for "Anchor"

Brand, as there is no better ready-mixed paint in the market.

It is made from the very best materials, giving maximum body,

and dries hard with great durability.

" Anchor" Liquid House Paint is made in a large selection of

shades for body colors, trimmings, roofs and floors.

Having made this Paint for over 20 years, we can warrant it to

give satisfaction to the consumer.

There are higher-priced paints on the market, but none are

better than the " Anchor " Brand.

Sample cards and quotations on application.

HENDERSON & POTTS
Manufacturers,

HALIFAX and MONTREAL.
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TO THE * «

CANADIAN

flERCHANTS
ij£ <e5* «<JS»

Your prosperity goes hand-in-hand with the increased

use of our productions, so we wish you all the good wishes

of the season. Don't forget that of the best Paints, Lead,

Varnishes, Coach Colors in Japan, Pure Colors in

Oil, the old firm of P. D, Dods & Co, are the manu-

facturers. Their brand of uIsland City" on the package

is a guarantee of quality and that they are not surpassed

by the product of any other Paint manufacturer. This

firm abhors combines and intends to offer its productions on

merit and value. The best goods in these lines are the

cheapest and most durable. All kinds of Glass, Oil,

Brushes and Painters' and Decorators' Supplies and

Finishes always in stock. Insist upon getting the "Island

City" goods and take no others. The best line of Paint

goods for merchants to handle. Catalogues and color sam-

ple cards on application to dealers in this line.

P. D. DODS Sl CO.
HALIFAX, TORONTO,

, , MOMTPPftl
WINNIPEG, VICTORIA. m\JM* I rtC*%L..
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
EXPLOSION OF GAS METERS.

THE following communication from

J. A. Painchaud, Montreal, com-

menting on the article on " Explo-

sion of Gas Meters," in The Metal Worker
of December 22, appeared in that journal

on January 5 :

"The statement of W. R. Park, relating

to the particulars of gas meter explosion,

clearly shows how exceedingly dangerous

it is to have a mixture of air and illumin-

ating gas, a fortiori acetylene, in a recep-

tacle. It seems to me that the sooner

acetylene gas generator manufacturers

realize that only absolutely airless acetylene

will afford absolute security and adopt some
means of avoiding any possible admission

of air into the system, the better it would

be for the public and the acetylene industry.

It would not take many reports of accidents

similar to what happened at a ball in Aix-

en Othe, France, where several lives were

lost through an acetylene explosion, due to

the meddling with the acetylene apparatus

by a couple of ignorant guests, to cripple

this promising industry for many years.

As a true friend of acetylene, I believe that

people should be made aware of the possible

dangers of this illuminant. From a report

made by an insurance inspector to me not

long ago, of a generator manufacturer in

the West, who tried to accelerate the

emptying of acetylene from his apparatus

in the inspector's presence by the same
means as mentioned by Mr. Park, with the

result of an explosion which fortunately did

no more than frighten them, some generator

manufacturers also need advice on this

subject. A flame should never be applied

to acetylene issuing from any opening

except from proper burners. Plumbers,

who are more liable than others to forget

this in looking for leaks, should be made to

understand it."

PROSPECTS ARE BRIGHT FOR
WINNIPEG.

The outlook for the plumbing and heating

trade in Winnipeg seems good, as several

large contracts are being considered. The
Bank of Hamilton intend making a 2 5 x 1 20

ft. addition, the same height as their present

premises, to cost about $50,000. The new
Y.M.C.A. building, to be two storeys high

and to provide for four large stores, is to

be started by W. F. Alloway and D. E.

Sprague early next spring. John Leslie,

furniture dealer, Main street, proposes ex-

pending $15,000 on alterations. The Lake

of the Woods Milling Co. are having plans

prepared for a new office building on Mc-

Dermot street, to cost about $35,000. A
syndicate of business men have decided to

erect a large block for mercantile offices on

the northwest corner of Arthur and Mc-

Dermot streets. G. Olson, flour and feed

dealer, King street, intends erecting a brick

building near his present premises, to cost

$20,000. Plans have also been prepared

for many smaller business houses and

residences.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

Geo. A. Wooten & Co. have started as

plumbers in Halifax.

Lindsay, Ont., voted in favor of munici-

pal ownership of the electric light plant.

Thorold, Ont., carried, by a majority of

16, a by-law in favor of installing water-

works, on Monday.

Chas. H. Coursolles, who has been doing

business in Ottawa as an electrician under

the style of Cote & Coursolles, has started

to do business under his own name.

On Monday, Parry Sound, Ont., voted

on two by laws, one for $29,500 for the

purchase of an electric light plant and

extension and improvements of waterworks

system, and the other for $2, 500 for the con-

struction of a steel bridge across Seguin

river. Both by-laws were carried.

The employes and friends of Purdy,

Mansell & Co., plumbers, Toronto, intend

holding their annual supper on Friday of

next week at the Morris House, Lambton

Mills. The party will leave Purdy, Man-

sell & Co.'s at 8 o'clock p.m., and proceed

by carriage to the hotel. A big time is

anticipated.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

The council of St. Patrick's Home,

Ottawa, propose erecting a new wing, to

comprise a children's dormitory, lecture

hall and chapel next spring.

Saxe & Archibald, architects, Montreal,

will soon invite tenders for work on the

Bellevue Building, St. Catherine street,

Montreal, which M. S. Foley is erecting.

Permits have been issued in Toronto to

L. J. Greenway for a two-storey and attic

residence on Pearson street, near Ronces-

valles avenue, to cost $1,800, and to the

Macpherson estate (J. N. Townsend,

architect) for a brick residence on the north

side of Crescent road to cost $4,000.

A. F. Dunlop, architect, Montreal, is

preparing plans for a front addition of

marble 63 ft. and five additional storeys to

the St. James street side of the Carsely '

departmental store, Montreal. A main

feature of the new building will be one

large entrance from St. James street, the

vestibule to be very spacious, and the

surroundings quite imposing in appearance.

There will be two new rapid elevators, and

a separate one from the basement to the

kitchen, for restaurant work. The plans

include a restaurant on the last storey.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

The John Ritchie Plumbing and Heating

Co., Limited, Toronto, have the contract

for alterations to the plumbing and heating

of the addition to the Grand Union Hotel,

Toronto.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. Wm. Poison, president of the Poison

Iron Works, shipbuilders and engine manu-

facturers, Toronto, died at his home, 102

Pembroke street, Toronto, on Tuesday.

Mr. Geo. F. Stephens, senior partner of

the well-known jobbing firm, Messrs. G. F.

Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, was in Montreal

during the week visiting the different

paint factories.

On Saturday morning of last week J. T.

Peacock, of the James Morrison Brass Mfg.

Co., Toronto, was presented with a hand-

some portmanteau by his fellow employes.

Mr. Peacock is leaving the James Morrison

Company to take an agency of the Canada

Life Assurance Company at Port Hope,

Ont.

It is understood that one of the largest

locomotive manufacturing firms in the

United States has decided to establish a

branch at Sydney, Cape Breton.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE^

Prompt Shipment

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT,
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20th Century Nail Pullers
WE MAKE 5 STYLES.
WE MAKE 5 GRADES.
THE GREEN BOOK TELLS THE STORV

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., Utica DropTorgfe&Tool Co., 296 Broadway, New York City.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

ADVERTISING in WESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG, CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 220% Board of Trade. MONTREAL.

HORSE NAILS — "C" Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Gunn Castor Co,
Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

Manufacturers ol

Heating
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

The

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

— TORONTO.

FIXING-UP TIME
follows stocktaking and is the best time to put in

BENNETTS PATENT SHELF BOX
and the

KLONDIKE SAMPLE HOLDER.
J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., Toronto.

N.B. -Don't forget we make boxes to fit your pre-

sent shelving.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,

In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

THE ADAMS STOVE PIPE REGISTER.
Design Patented

June 29, 1897.

Design Patented

August 31, 1897.

Made by

The Adams

Company

Dubuque,

Iowa, U.S-A.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNSare equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE ^

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

MATTRESS AND BROOM WIRE
Uniform Size and Temper Guaranteed.

HIGH GRADE,
DOUBLE

TINNED

Fine Annealed Brush and Market Wire,
TINNED WIRE OF ALL KINDS.

SAMPLES AND QUOTATIONS SENT ON APPLICATION.

The Peerless Wire Co., - Hamilton
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER" TH
day s move in the otMANUFACTURED IRON AND STEEL IN

ENGLAND.

IN
the finished branches of the trade an

improvement was hardly to be expected

at holiday time, and the depression

which has now prevailed for some weeks

past shows no diminution. Business has,

of course, been on a very small scale dur-

ing the past week, and there have been

some further reductions. In South Stafford-

shire marked bars still command ,£io ios.,

although that price is sometimes not

obtained without difficulty, but common

bars have been reduced to ^8. A good

deal is heard of American competition in

South Wales and Scotland. Several cargoes

from the United States are reported to be

on their way over, and some orders for

which British firms have been competing

have apparently been placed across the

Atlantic instead of in this country. At the

same time a good many rumors are abroad

as to the shutting down of iron works in

this country, but many of them are unre-

liable, and the general situation is not so

bad as these alarmist reports would make

it seem to be.—Iron and Coal Trades

Review.

PIG IRON IN GREAT BRITAIN.

The pig iron market has remained very

quiet during the past week, and the Christ-

mas holidays have reduced business to a

very small compass. Although prices con-

tinue to show signs of weakness, no further

reduction of any consequence has taken

place. As we pointed out last week, the

pig iron position is by no means so unsatis-

factory as might be hastily assumed at first

sight from the comparatively low rates now

quoted. The fall in the price of coke,

exceeding that of pig iron, the low stocks,

and the better demand in the United States,

all point to an improvement in the future,

and certainly makers do not appear to be

quite so despondent as they were a week or

two ago, although they hardly expect any-

thing but a quiet time over the winter. It is

reported from the United States that fuel and

ores are going down in price. This might

prove an unfavorable factor leading to

increased exports to Great Britain ; but if

the demand is equal to the production, as it

seems not unlikely to be if present expect-

ations are fulfilled in the New Year, British

makers will have nothing to fear on this

head.— Iron and Coal Trades Review.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET.

The promise of an upward movement in

tin values held out by the recovery reported

yesterday has now been fulfilled. At least

there has been a break in the London mar-

ket.and while not as decided as was yester-

OWN.
\t\ fiiijpct.igjL has had

a depressing effect. \ In the^neljsh market

this morning there was a declineSpY 17s. 6d.

in spot tin, but part of this loss was regained

before the close, when the quotation stood

at ;£i20 ios., or 7s. 6d. under last night's

figures. There was comparatively little

trading there in spot and only a moderate

business in futures. To the relatively better

demand for the latter than for spot tin is

probably due the fact that the decline in

futures amounted to 5s. In the New York
market the feeling was depressed, though

the change in prices was not marked. The
demand was light and the close dull, with

sales of spot tin at 26.87^0. and buyers at

26.70c. January- February was nominally

quoted at 26.50c. Two steamers were

posted from London to-day with a total of

825 tons, making the stock afloat 2,440

tons. But 35 tons have arrived since the

beginning of the month, 25 tons at Boston

on Saturday last and 10 tons at this port

to day.

Copper—There was a slight decline in

the London market, but no change in the

situation here was to be noted, trade con-

tinuing light, while the firm tone of the

market was retained. For Lake Superior,

the quotation was 17c, while electrolytic

and casting were held at 16^ c.

Pig Lead—Buyers are not anticipating

requirements, and, as their current wants

are small, there is little business doing at

the moment. Prices are steady, however,

on the basis of 4-37^c. in carload lots.

The St. Louis market was reported by wire

to be easy at 4. 17 j£c.

Spelter—The easy feeling previonsly

noted stilt prevails, as a result of continued
dullness. No further change in prices is

reported, however, the qnoted range being

4 10 to 4.15c. St. Louis was easy, 3 90c.

bid and 3.92^. asked.

Antimony—Regulus remains quiet, but

steady, at the range of 9 to ioy£c, as to

brand and quantity.

Tinplate—No change in the situation is

noted. Deliveries on existing contracts

make up the bulk of the current business,

but an active demand is looked for later on,

and the tone of the market is firm.

The improvement in trade appears to be
making rather slow progress, but as sellers

have not looked for any decided increase in

the volume of business this month they are

very well satisfied with the situation as it

stands, finding ample encouragement in

such inquiries as are received for the con-

fidence in the future. Advices from Chicago
state that business there is within moderate
limits, but it was not thought that it will

assume active proportions much before the

close of the month, the disposition being to

wait for the announcement of ore prices,

which it is expected will be made in about
two weeks.—New York Journal of Com-
merce, January 9.

44 THE
" DAWN
"OF
"THE
"NEW
" CENTURY

A copy of the New
Century Catalogue of

The Canada Paint
Company has been

mailed to each customer

throughout the Domin-
ion. Any of our friends

failing to receive one

will kindly write, and

the catalogue, contain-

ing a number of inter-

esting features, will be

sent at once.

THE
PAINT
PROVIDERS

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED.
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the WATSON, FOSTER CO., limited

^ <# ^ MONTREAL

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL GRADES OF

<* WALL PAPER <*

WORKS, ONTARIO STREET EAST.

CAPACITY, 70,000 ROLLS PER DAY.

PREPAID SAMPLES TO
PROSPECTIVE BUYERS.

ORDER WHILE THE
LINE IS COMPLETE.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS,COMPROMISES.

HUNTER & CO., (Morton E. Hunter)

general merchants, Morewood, Ont.,

have assigned to Francis Elliot.

F. D. Ramsay & Co., general merchants,

Chesley, Ont., have compromised.

Herbert Bond, harness dealer, Inwood,

Ont., has assigned to Wm. T. Fuller.

Cyprien Primeau, general merchant, St.

Urbain, Que., is offering 25c. on the dollar.

Romain Boursier, general merchant,

Lefaivre, Ont., is offering 30c. on the

dollar.

A. Leclair, general merchant, North

Lancaster, Ont., is offering 40c. on the

dollar.

The Stevens Mfg. Co., iron and brass

founders, etc., London, Ont., have sus-

pended.

The Hyde Trading Co., general merch-

ants, Hyde. N.W.T. , are asking for an

extension.

H. Duchesneau, general merchant, Pointe

Claire, Que., has compromised at 25c. on

the dollar.

D. Ticker & Co., general merchants, St.

Cyrille de Wendover, have assigned to V.

E. Paradis.

Wm. Goldsmith, dealer in agricultural

implements, Alexander, Man., is offering to

compromise.

The estate of John Verret, general

merchant, Becancour, Que., is offering 50c.

on the dollar.

D. McLeod Vince has been appointed

assignee of C. H. Taylor, general merchant,

Hartland, N.B.

A statement of the affairs of L. A. Dion,

general merchant, St. Eustache, Que., is

being prepared.

Lamarche & Benoit have been appointed

curators of A. D. Denis, general merchant,

Farnham, Que.

A meeting of the creditors of Alex. J.

McDonald, general merchant, Seaside,

N.S., has been held.

Bilodeau & Chalifoux have been ap-

pointed curators of A. Guimond, hardware

dealer, etc., Montreal.

J. Boydell & Co., general merchants,

Robinson, Que., have assigned, and a

meeting of their creditors has been held.

A meeting to appoint a liquidator for The
British Columbia Iron Works Co., Limited,

New Westminister, B.C., has been called.

E. Christie, general merchant, South

Mountain, Ont., has assigned to J. K.

Allen, Kemptville, Ont., and a meeting of

his creditors will be held on January 11.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

T he John Tetrault Tool and Axe Works,

Maissoneuve, Que., have dissolved.

H. St. Germain & Cie have registered as

carriagemakers in St. Hyacinthe, Que.

Hooben & Wooten, wholesale and retail

stove dealers, Halifax, have dissolved.

Dupont & Lacroix, have registered part-

nership as bicycle repairers, etc., Montreal.

Pinder & Kenzie, general merchants,

Dutton, Ont., have dissolved, D. M. Kenzie

continuing.

Morrow Bros. , general merchants, Portage

la Prairie, Man., have dissolved, Albert

Morrow retiring.

Brett & Leighton, hardware dealers, etc.,

Orangeville, Ont., have dissolved. They

are succeeded by Brett & Taylor.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

S. A. Torrance, blacksmith, etc., Carleton

Place, Ont., has sold out.

Lawther & Co., general merchants, Rus-

sel. Man., are selling out.

Charles Shaw, blacksmith, Caroll, Man.,

is advertising his business for sale.

Theodore R. Constantine, blacksmith,

Elgin, N.B., is advertising his business for

sale.

The stock of A. M. Wilson, general

merchant, Barrington, N.S., has been sold

by sheriff.

CHANGES.

George McKim, blacksmith, Omemee,
Ont., has sold out to Richard Morton.

E. A. Baker & Co., flour and feed

dealers, have been succeeded by Charles
Gass.

M. A. Akesley, coal dealer, etc.,

Fredericton, N.B., has sold out to John S.

Scott.

E. McCarthy & Co., general merchants,

Condie, Man., have sold out to George H.
Brown.

A. J. Ford & Co., general merchants,

Woodham, Ont., have sold out to W. E.

Doupe.

Anderson & Merrick, general merchants,

Oakville, Man., have sold out to Alex. B.

Dalzell.

Robinson & Co., general merchants,

West Lome, Ont., have sold out to P. J.

Lindenman.

C. H. Clements & Co., general mer-

chants, Aylesford, N.S., have sold out to

Caldwell J. West.

Joseph Scott, dealer in agricultural im-

plements, Souris, Man , has been succeeded

by A. J. Hughes.

Dame Caroline Bergeron has registered

as proprietress of Joseph Dion & Co., hard-

ware dealers, Quebec.

R. J. Greenwood & Son, harness dealers,

Shoal Lake, Man., have sold their New-
dale, Man., branch to T. L. Grove.

H. W. Folkins, dealer in agricultural

implements, etc., Sussex, N.B., has sold

out to The Sussex Mercantile Co., Limited.

deaths. '

Alex. Smith, tinsmith, etc., Stratford,

Ont., is dead.

Marcus Oxner, of M. & H. Oxner,

general merchants, Chester Basin, N.S., is

dead.

Morfit & Raincock, late general merch-

chants, Gladstone, Man., have assigned to

C. H. Newton.

Weldon W. Melville, who bought out J.

A. Phillips, general merchant, Bath, N.B.,

has leased the store occupied by Mr. Phillips

and will continue the business. Mr. Phillips

will devote all his time to buying and ex-

porting farm implements.

Use Syracu abbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Faotories
332 William St., MONTREAL,

and SYRACUSE, N.Y.
QUE. Syracuse Smelting Works
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of__^^J^

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

COOPERS

ONE-PIECE ELBOWS.
Scheipes Patent Stove Pipe

Best In the world.

Ask for

COOPER'S
PATENT ELBOW.

Price Guaranteed.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO.
Sole Owners. HAMILTON, ONT.

SEP

"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

BERGER S HOOKS
SOIL PIPE HOOKS
CAS PIPE HOOKS

PLUMBERS' HOOKS
CAS PIPE STRAPS
FLASHING HOOKS

Wrought or malleable, as desired. Large stock. Per-

fect goods. Write for catalogue and prices.

BERGER BROS. CO.
RoofeJ^SU^PLIES* 231 and 237 Arch St., Philadelphia

^/VVVV%'VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV^/VVVVVVVV%'%'VV%*I^^

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, %g*2S5h2*L

The Latest and Best

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

^
STEVENS FINE TOOLS

We make a perfect line

of m

CALIPERS and DIVIDERS
Also such tools as Surface Gauges, Tool Makers'
Clamps, Center Punches, etc.

Write for our New Catalogue containing a description of our Tools. It is also
a valuable hand-book of information for mechanics and people interested in

such lines.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
P.O. Box 216, Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.

Carried by our representatives at Toronto and Montreal.

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared
to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored. Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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HAS THE JOBBER ANY RIGHT TO DO A
RETAIL BUSINESS?*

1WISH to call your attention at the outset

to the fact that this question does not

interest usalonein the State ofWashing-

ton, but is agitating the minds of the retailers

and jobbers all over the country, particularly

in the South and Middle West and on this

Coast, where so many of the jobbing houses

do a retail business, while in the East the

retail business is done almost exclusively by

retail houses, the jobbers being distributors

to the retail trade.

It is easy to account for this difference in

policies, the South and West being newer

sections of the country and the trade con-

ditions not so thoroughly adjusted. Many

of the jobbing houses located in the Southern

and Western States started in business

years ago as retail stores, and, as the

country developed and their business grew

got to doing a wholesale business, until

to-day finds many of them immense, exclu-

sive jobbers, while others are doing both

wholesale and retail business in varying

proportions.

Now these two systems of conducting a

jobbing business cannot both be right. The

question follows, which is right ? From the

standpoint of the retailer it is unfair for the

jobber to load him up with all the goods he

will buy, and then cut off his outlet for them

by selling to his customers.

THE JOBBER WHO RETAILS

is unfair with the retail dealer when he

claims the right to buy cheaper than he

does, even if the retailer can use the same

quantity of goods.

He is unfair with the manufacturer in try-

ing to persuade him not to sell direct to the

retail trade, when he is himself doing a re-

tail business.

He is unfair with the legitimate jobber,

who asks the manufacturer for a reasonable

differential for distributing his goods, when

it is shown on investigation that a large

majority of the so-called jobbers on this

coast are doing the principal retail business

in their respective cities.

The retailer is not alone in his view of

the matter, for he is backed by the jobbing

houses which do a legitimate jobbing busi-

ness.

I desire to call your attention to an address

made by John Donnan at the Southern

Hardware Jobbers' convention last June,

when he discussed the question, "Can a

manufacturer sell a jobber and a retail

merchant in the same territory and conserve

both interests ? " If you have not read this

article, I would refer you to The Iron Age

•Paper read Be ore the Washington Hardware Asso-

ciation.

of June 21, as I consider it one of the most

comprehensive articles that has appeared in

that magazine this year. In it he says : "I
unhesitatingly state that I do not think a

jobber has any right whatever to be a com-

petitor of his customer."

I will also read a short letter from one of

the Portland hardware jobbers, which I

clipped from The Iron Age recently, as

follows :

" We note with pleasure in the proceed-

ings of a number of retail hardware associa-

tions the effort that is being made to

INDUCE THE JOBBER

to refrain from selling at retail. This effort

during the year should in all cases develop

into a demand, and, if not acceded to,

should be taken past the jobber to the

manufacturer, or trust, controlling lines of

hardware, metals or other goods pertaining

to the retail hardware business. We, as

jobbers, ask and demand of the manufac-

turers that they refrain from selling to the

retail trade, and if that point is not con-

ceded, then that they grant a differential,

which we are entitled to as distributers,

relieving them of the expense and risk

incurred in attempting to be manufacturers

and jobbers.

THE RETAILER

is entitled to the same protection from the

jobber that we ask from the manufacturer,

and should not be forced to come into com-

petition with him. In many cities, east and

west, as well as on this coast, there are

large firms that properly should come under

the head of large retailers, rather than

jobbers. True, they are on the jobbers' list

and buy at bedrock, but that enables them

to take an unfair advantage of a competitor

confining himself to wholesale, while they

have their retail profit to cut down their

store expense if they hold to retail prices,

and if not, as is often the case, their jobbing

costs and carload rates of freight, to take

undue advantage of retail competitor. We
trust this issue will be fought to a finish."

When in San Francisco last June, I

noticed one of the principal jobbing hard-

ware houses had a prominent sign near the

door which read, " We sell no hardware at

retail," and I was told that none of the San

Francisco jobbers do a retail business, all of

which shows that the sentiment of a large

percentage of the jobbers is with us on this

point.

There are a number of important ques-

tions that will come up for our consideration

in the association from time to time, but,

as Mr. Bryan expresses it, I believe this

to be
THE PARAMOUNT ISSUE,

for on it hinge most of the others.

We cannot be in favor of large freight

differentials between carloads and less, nor

of the manufacturer allowing the jobber who

is selling his goods at retail much preference

in the matter of price, if we have to sell in

direct competition.

We must not overlook the fact that this

system of doing business has been in force

on this coast for years and a custom that

has been practiced so long cannot be

revolutionized at once.

All sorts of

RETALIATORY SCHEMES

have been suggested in the past for the

purpose of '
' getting back at

'

' the retail

jobber. I tell you, gentlemen, this asso-

ciation is not organized for the purpose of

antagonizing or "getting back at" any

one. Two wrongs do not make a right.

We are joined together for the purpose of

drawing the interests of the hardware busi-

ness closer, not for the purpose of fighting,

and from the attitude that jobbers have

taken toward us it will not be necessary to

fight. They have intimated their willing-

ness to give us a hearing, to discuss this

and other matters with us, and grant every-

thing in reason that we ask. They have

come half way. It rests with us, by using

wise counsel, piudent management and

common sense, to have this and other

differences adjusted.

CANNOT TAX ENGINE AND BOILER.

On Monday Recorder Weir, of Montreal,

gave judgment in a case of appeal from the

assessor's decision in the case of Dame
Jane Drummond, widow of the late John

Redpath, and Francis Robert Redpath, in

their quality of testamentary executors of

the will of the late John Redpath, levying

an assessment of $1,500 on a boiler and

engine which does not belong to them as

proprietors of premises containing it, but to

the tenants leasing the premises.

In giving judgment, Recorder Weir refers

to a section of a statute exempting from

taxation machinery that is used for '
' motive

power," which would clearly exempt the

machinery in question. He then continues,

" I, therefore, order that the assessment

and valuation roll be amended by striking

out the sum of $1,500 placed against the

names ofpetitioners for machinery contained

in their property , 45 St. Maurice street,

each party to pay its own costs, as the

presumption naturally was against the pro-

prietors at the moment of valuation."
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MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents :

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture^*^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS.

All our goods are guaranteed.

James Warnock & Co., - Gait, Ont.

CURHE^T IVLAHKET QUOTATIONS
Janua'y 11, 190).

These Fries a>e for such qualili s and
quantities as are usually rder d oy retail

dealers on the usual te ms of c edir,, the
1 west figure . being fur larger quantiti- s mid
inouit t p-y. Large cash I uyd's can fre-

quently make mrchase a httverpticts The
Edit* r is anxious to be informed at once i>f

ai y apparent error* in this list as the defile
is co make it peifectly .ecurate.

METALS.
Tin.

Lamb and Flag and Straits—
56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 33 U 34

Tinplates.

Charcoal Plates— Bright
M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Per box

I.O., usual sizes $7 00
I.X., " 8 50
I.X.X., " 10 00

Famous—
1.0 7 50
l.X 8 50
I.X.X 9 50

Karen & Vulture Grades—
I.C., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 0J

I.XXX., " 8 00

D.U.,12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel

—

I.C., usual sizes 4 30

I.C., special sizes, base 4 3d

20 i 28 8 75

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade

—

I.O., 20i28, 112 sheets 8 75

I.X., Terne Tin 10 75
Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per 11

.

X.X., 14x56, 50 sheet bxs)
•' 14x60 " ) 07 07%
•' 14x65, " J

Tinned Sheets.
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08^

'• 26 " 08% 09
• 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.
Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 165 170
Kenned " " 2 15

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base .... 2 00

TireSteel.... 2 00

Machinery iron finish 2 05

Cast Steel, per lb 00 00

ToeCalk Steel .... 2 30

T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per 11). 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tube?.
'Vinch 21%
2 '• 13%
2* " 016
3 » 17'/2

Steel Boiler Plate.
^i.eb 225
3-16inch 2 25

«4 iaohandthickir 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 gauge 3 10

20 gauge 3 10

22to24 " 320
2« " 3 30

28 " 3 40

Canada Plater.
All dull. 52 sheets 3 15

Half polished 3 25

All bright 3 85 4 00

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% in. h 3 00

% 3 00
% ' 3 10
>« " 3 3/

1 " 4 50

1% " 6 15
l l
/2 " 7 75

2 " 10 4J
2 1

2-6 inch, di :count 6 * p c.

Q Ivanized p pe -
"- i. ch 4 50

54 " 5 uo
1 " 7 n0
V/t

"
9 53

l'/2
"

11 (5

2
"

15 75

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 45 4 10
18 to 24 gauge 4 35 4 20 4 35 4 35
26 " 4 6 1 4 45 4 35 4 60
28 " 4 85 4 70 4 50 4 85

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% "
8 00 8 50

5-16 " "
5 35 5

% " "
4 35 4 85

7-16 " "
4 15 1 65

% " "
4 35 4 50

% " "
3 85 4 35

% " "
3 8J 4 U0

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 25 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis
count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis.

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25

'

' round and square
1 to 2 inches. ... 23% 25

Sheet.
Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Note.—Extra for tinning, 2 cents per

pound, and tinning and half planishing 3
cents per pound.
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4i6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea.. per lb 25%

35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain TiDned, ptr lb 28
Spun, per.lb 32

Brass.

Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 percent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 u 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06 06%
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5cwt.casks 6 75 7 00
Partcasks 7 tO 7 5d

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% 05
Bar.llb 05% 05 5,4
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... m /t

Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,
"

.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard,lists

at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toron'o.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-f . lengths lists at 7% cents.
Shot.

Common, $6.50 per 1 lb. ; chilled, S7.C0
per 100 lb.; buck, seal and bah, $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalised
on Montreal.

Soil I'lpe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and lo percent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half 19 2'i

Refined .9

Wiping 18

Note.—Prices of this graded according tn

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indioated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Percwt.
Pure 6 62%
No. 1 do 6 25
No.2do 5 87%
No.3do 5 50
No. 4 do 5 12%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 12y2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 6 87%

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. caBks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75

No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, percwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 0(9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 06'/2

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kega 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %. % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 10

Barn (inbbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25

Toronto Lead* OilorCos Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperial Green.... i 9

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre (J.C. ) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre (J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 180 190
English Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt., . 175 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides, 93p.c. 2 00 I 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
GolfUn Oobre 03%

Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb

boxes, per lb 08 21
Fire Proof Mineral, per 1001b 10)
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 8)
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 81
Whiting, per 100 lb u 55

Blue Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 0(8

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 221
Bladders in kests, boxes orljise. ... 2 35
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
Bladders ia Lu k onios less than 1001b3 00

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 41 2 8J
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 3) 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 8 J

" " No. 1 ... 1 6J 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's , Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamels ;

Size 1, 10c ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each

Linseed OH.
1 t~ 1 v-wi j - j,

Raw - Boiled.
1 to 4 bbls delivered $0 82 $0 85
5 to 9 bbls " gi g4

Toronto, Hamilton, London and Guelph
jJC. I6SJ.

Turpentine.
Single barrel, freight allowed .... Hi
2 to 4 barrels '• *'

, i<# u ^3

Castor Oil
East India, in cases, per lb. .0 10 10%
" " small lots lu(/2 oil

Cod Oil, Etc
Cod Oil per gal 50 55
Pure Olive 120" Neatsfoot ',

90

Glue.
Common 08% C?
French Medal rj 14 OH'/,
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 2u
Gelatine 21 3d
Strip 18 20
Coopers 1» 20
Huttner jg
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STEEL, PEECH & TOZER, luw
Phoenix Special Steel Works. The Ickles, near Sheffield, England.

Manufacturers of

Axles and Forgings of all descriptions, Billets and Spring
Steel, Tyre, Sleigh Shoe and Machinery Steel.

Sole Agents for Canada.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL
HARDWARE.
Ammunition .

Cartridges.
B. B. Caps. Doni. 50 and 5 per cent.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, lOp.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap ' and

"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb

Best thick white felt wadding, in 34-lb

bags •
:

! 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 530 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5 j0 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of l,0u0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
oloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M

11 and smaller gauge U 60

9 and It gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5and6gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined — 4 50

Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils.. lb. U9 09%
Wilkinsons Co. 's Vices., lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilraour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes-

Single bit, per doz 6 50 10 00

Double bit, " 12 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33Vs per cent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

best quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc .... 600
Capper, disoountl5 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5'/,-inch rolled rim, Ut quality 30 00

2nd " 22 00

Anti-Frlctlon Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21

C " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYRACUSE BMELTINO WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special •••••- ,;• 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse .. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.

Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
Amerioan make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 50 and 10 per cent.
Standard, 60 per cent.
No. 1 Agricultural, 60 and 10 p.c.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross 2 25 5 20

Blindand Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07% 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolls, full square, Norway 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square 4%c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 55 per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dls., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8 , " 6 00
HeniB, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 165
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per c nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent
Plate, diB. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nob. 31 and 32, par gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulic 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon , per gross 14 18^

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.;

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8 -

No. 1, $8.50— v o. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4. $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. caBh in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet §8 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 8 50

Fittings 1 25

Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 4 75
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 5 25

Fittings 1 25
Low Down Teu'onic, plain 14 50

" " embossed 15 00
Plain Richelieu 3 75
Emb. Richelieu 4 00

Fittings 1 25
Low Down Ont. Syphon Jet, plain. . 20 00

" " " " emb'd. 20 50
Closet connection 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 60

" oval, 17x14 in 150
" " 19x15 in 2 25

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.

J

American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.
Cradles.Grain.

Canadian, dis. 25 to 33 1

3 per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" " 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets .

Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No.l.perdoz 1 4

No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
"

Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 p.c. to 60, 10, 10.

Nicholson File Co., 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inohes.
Under 26 2.10 4 00 .... 6 CO
26 to 40 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 75 .... 7 25
51 to 60 5 00 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 35 .... 9 25
71 to 80 5 75 .... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75
86 to 90 14 00
91to95 15 5j
99tol00 18 On

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per groSB

% '• 9 00
" %to% H00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 1 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Maguetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb. ..0 22 25
HANDLES.

Axe.perdoz.net 150 2 00

Store door, per doz 100 150
Fork.

C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 125

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 7o

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 per cent.

Cross-Cut SawB.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.

Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered

—

No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40

No. 11%,10-ft. run 10 80

No. 12, 10-ft .run 12 60

No. 14, 15-ft- run 21 00

Lane's O.N.T- track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

" " 5-in., " .... 06'/«
" 6-in., " .... 06
" 8-in., " .... 05%

" " 10-in., " .... 05fr
Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.

Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50

14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50
Per gro. pai s

Spring 12 00
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c
Planter, per doz 100 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63

Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dls.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, discount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.

"O" brand 50 p.o. die. I _ , .

"M" brand 50 p.o. |°'al h(;a<J -

Acadian, 50 and 10 per oent.
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MALEHAM & YEOMANS,
Highest Award. Manufacturers of.

Table Cutlery, Razors,
Scissors, Butcher Knives
and Steels, Palette and
Putty Knives.

SPECIALTY

:

Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1889.

Cases of Carvers and
Cabinets of Cutlery.

SHEFFIELD,
ENGLAND.

"W BRAD SHAW*. SON

WHOLESALE ONLY.

F. H. SCOTT, 360 Temple Building, MONTREAL.
HORSESHOES.

F.O.B. Montreal
No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light medium, and heavy. . . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Ouelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent, off list, June

1899.

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door .japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per gross 1 30 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk ,T

1 90 7 40
LOCKS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell & Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 26
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flat head discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.c.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Yitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 8 50 100

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are

:

Cut. Wire.
2d. and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2o. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per cent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 1 85 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb
Navy 6 00
(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (US ) .... 16'/2
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 00 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dutferin pattern pails, dis. 50 to 50 and 10 p.c.
Flaring pails, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 10 per cent, off list, June, 1899.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOODS.
Impression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, E0 per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent." " " standard, dis, 60 p.c
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1.CO0 lb. or more 80

Net 3) days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 25 pe cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 1 00
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 30 gallons 6 50
35 " 7 50
40 " 8 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
"•

35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c. revised list.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 p.c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler* Co.'s 8 00 18 00

Boker's 7 50 11 00

Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00

Theile 4 Quack's 7 00 12 00

Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, discount 60 end 10 per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Black and Tinned Rivets, 60 p.c.

Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c
per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

Terms, 4 mos. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9 13
%in 10 14

% and 5-16 in 15

Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger ' i 16%
" 5-32iDdi 21%

Viinch .22%
Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute -v 8
Lath Yarn 934
New Zealand Rope .

.

10%
RULES.

Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.

Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set-

Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 70" No. 50, nickle-plated... . 75

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 2% per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft.... 35 55
S. * D. , dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and 3.

Hack, complete, each 75 2 75
' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. 4 M. Scales, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

Dominion, 55 p.c." Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's, per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., iron, and steel, 85 p.

Wood R. H., " dis. 8> p.c.
" F. H., braes, dis.77% p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 70 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 70 p.c.
" R.H. " 65 p.c.

Drive Screws, 80 per cent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron, " 4 25 5 75

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co , full nickeled, dis. 69 p.c
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 50 11 50

SOLDERING IRONS.
I,l%lb.,perlb 37

2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

*

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.

Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 00 00
Plain 00 3 45
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,
Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

" slip 09 09
Labrador 13

'"" Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
Nestable in crates of 25 lengths.

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
7 inch " " 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, net cash .... $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
Percent

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 5

" " tinned 80 & 10
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . .75 & 15" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk 85 & 12%
" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 4 12%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet lacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 52



3ti CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

PITTSBURGH,

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB. „ j. „ * *• A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal ' -Canadian Representatives- Montreal

U. S. A.

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Trunk nails, blac* Bj ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10

Clout nails, blued and tinned 65 and 5

Chair nails 35

Cigar box nails 35

Patent brads 40
Fine finishing 40
Picture frame points 10

Lining tacks, in papers 10
•• " in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin oapped trunk nails 15
Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
" " " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz . . 2 75 5 00
English, Patent Leather 5 50 9 75
Chesterman's each 90 2 85

"
steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson's per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. &N.. P. S. ft W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72y9 , 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00
S. k D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian , per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb ... . 22 26
Wrapping, mauled, per pack. 5) ON)
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

" 4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35
Broom, " 30 55

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.
WIRE.

Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the
list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nos. 2 to 5, ad-

vance 7c. per 100 lb.—Nos. 6 to 9, base-
No. 10, advance 7c— No.ll, 14c—No. 12.

20c—No. 13, 35c—No. 14. 47c—No. 15,

60c—No. 16, 75c. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, Sp-
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.

—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.

bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net,
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c.

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5-No. 18, $5.50-No. 19, $6 -No. 20,

$6.65-No. 21, $7-No. ii, $7.30—No. 23,
$'.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

89.50-No. 27, $10-No. 28. $ll-No 29,

$12- No. 30, 813—No. 31, $14—No. 32, $15
No. 33, $16—No. 34. $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31,

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil-

ing, 10c—in 25-1' . bundles, 15c.—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in H-lb. hanks, 81—
packed in casks or cases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanized Wire, per 1001b.—No». 6, 7,8,$3.85
No. 9, $3.10-No. 10, 34.00—No. 11, $4.05
No. 12, 83.25-No. 13, $3.35-No. 14,

$4.40-No. 15, $4.93-No. 16. $5.15.

Clothes Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1,000 feet 3 30

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.

Galvanized 4 barb, 2V+ and 5 Toronto
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, 2 barb, 4 and 6
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, plain twist 3 1"

Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2 97Vi
io less than carlots, and $2.85 in carlots.
Terms, 60 days or 2 per cent, in 10 days.

Ross braid truss cable 4 5J

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 50
Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c. off 30 days.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" 8., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. 4 K.'s Pipe, perdoz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $60 00
Royal Canadian " 58 00
Royal American " 50 00
Discount, 45 per cent.; terms 4 months, or 3

p.c 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cen

^"THE MARSHALL" v^
Up-to-Date

Adjustable Display Sta^d
^' Window Dresser

Easily adjusted to

More than 20 Different Positions.

Having a ledge on each of the shelves to support the goods

when at different angles.

ORNAMENTAL, HIGHLY FINISHED,
STRONGLY MADE.

Manufactured by-

E. M. MARSHALL, SATA
-

™T -

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Houseline

Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlin
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

" FIRMUS" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable.

Orders will not be accepted for second quality or "mixed" goods.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Western Ontario Representative —

WM. B. STEWART.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in
Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SEND for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.
Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to tho e who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per aunum, all over the
world, and is used for continual reference by a lar^e number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

Cb. per annum, price per oopy, *>d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
D. Phillips, M.I ME.. Newport, Mon, England. Tele-
graphic address "Machinery, Newport, Mon.'

IN BUYING-

LINSEED OIL
it is always well to get the purest and

best—something you can recommend and

guarantee to your customers.

Stewart Bros. & Spencer's

is the best. Name on every barrel.

Special quotations for import.

J. WATTERSON & CO.
MONTREAL, Agents for Canada.

WO fO-PAV -fH^fJ,
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' fM A flf3fr*l *NP

DO YOlf?

rvertiserneeit
in the 4»

To^orJ-ro
u/itl bringyou,

tenders/ram tfif

f/J. t -', fast contractors

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PRESULlrriNG BUREAU,

505 Board of Trade Bldg., MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 73 YEARS

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.r ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. n1Sa)£
r,

n.j
,

.

ff
£s

e
a
90 Ch",nber• st

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

•ESTABLISHED 1849—

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connexions have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING, Gen, Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

dearly shows that they are

the best.

The

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie • Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section

,

it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States

'

is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties _

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited, """"Sitf*"*
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Black Diamond FileWorks

G. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve -
c**^^^>t

Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895
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We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms -

49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories -I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers —^bi^^-

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

B.SS. H. THOMPSON *C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

CALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS

Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

GALVANIZED CORRUGATED SHEETS

"BLAGKWALL" BRAND
-WWW^/WVWWWWV* V****.

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, ENG.
Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



Get the Best.

Extra 1, 2, and 3.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal.

^

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades in Canada.
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'TANDEM" ANTI-FRICTION METIL
'Tandem 1

' Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents t

LAMPLOUGH ft McN AUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice- Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofA nti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals tn Europe,

ALWAYS BRIGHT
a?.««y*TO Galvanized Iron often turns

black after a short exposure to the

weather. If so, it's not "Queen's
Head," which not only keeps its

color, but outlasts the other iron

by years.

CANADA

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, LIMITED.

/yi^L^LA—A.

A i*
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Confidence means success—past, present,

"Xrfd "Future success. The Safford Radiators were never
yet found wanting in a single, vital part. They solve the

problem of Steam or Hot-Water Heating, because—hav-
ing no joints they cannot leak, standing a pressure of 140
lbs. to the square inch they cannot break, having no ob-

structions in the pipes the heat circulates freely in one
minute after the heat is turned on.

The Safford Radiators
are light,

yet strong—handsome as a Radiator can be. They fit

circles, curves, angles. There are twenty-five different

styles. They are the Radiators of Confidence—the original
invention in screw threaded nipple connections. Send for

our free, illustrated Booklet—it will give you "Confidence"
in the largest Radiator Manufacturers under the British flag.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited,

TORONTO, ONT.
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E
0LS OF ALL KINDS

We are handling a complete line of Wood's famous ice

tools and will be pleased to give you estimates on supplies

for 1901.

SAWS
_ _ PLOWS

WI*ITE M MARKERS
FOR JL^^^JLdl CHISELS

PRICES. TONGS, Etc.
ICE

RICE LEWIS & SON
-Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets, Toponto

1 THE
'

1

Abbott-Mitchell
1 — 1Iron and Steel Company

OF ONTARIO, LIMITED.

Manufacturers of . . .

i Bar Iron and Steel s

I Nails, Spikes

I Horse Shoes . .

I Bolts, Washers, etc. ,

Belleville,

Ontario. 3
3

6 ^
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cBELTING

ME' i

' Para ' brand of
past ; we have

ire satisfaction."

jeai. Grain Elevating Co.,

.^11 .Montreal, P.Q.

Canadian RubberC -

MONTREAL -:•> TORONTO
WINNIPEG

NEW BALDWIN \

DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Kodern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN. SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanahle Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable

Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Ball- Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Bubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prioes.

i

I

Built in ihe newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively; stock goods; spccia

A refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

• Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
\ BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

I
f

i

!

!

SOME OF TH E NEWER »VAN!/ ETC"" T(\(\\ C^— TrliiiMLL I UULO

NO. 41 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN HANDLE.

^^YANKEE" -—""
AUTOMATIC DRILL NS42

*•#*&»

NO. 42 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN BOX.

-V

NO. 50 RECIPROCATING DRILL, FOR WOOD OR METALS.

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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SAP SPOUTS ^\

"EUREKA "
i

Cuts Show
Full Size

Of Spouts.

4*

Patented 1896.

THE "EUREKA") ..„„„ (?T"
,

?t"
,dD^^f Because i $afe an(j Secure—No Leakage

Steel Sap Spouts C
are j Easily inserted, does not injure the tree

) \ Secure Full Flow of SapAre Ever Popular

"IMPERIAL
• • The "IMPERIAL" is made of

Heavy Tinned Steel, neatly
retlnned. Specially adapted
for covered Sap Buckets.

ALL PACKED IN CARDBOARD BOXES, 100 EACH.

Berlin Bronze, made in 22 and 24 gauge. Tinned Steel, made in 20 gauge.
PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

Brass
Rods

Sheets
Tubes.

Copper
Bars

Sheets
Ingots.

LARGE STOCKS. PRICES ON APPLICATION.

SAMUEL, SONS 4 BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West. TORONTO, ONT.

-
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^ Tjr y\ n^c cr starr MF6 - cos
^% JA^ Jf^ J^

1"^ j^| standard lines of

=^===^=========ii====^== Acme and Hockey Skates

also UNION HARDWARE CO'S Hockey.

Toronto Office:

32 Front St.West

H. T. Eager.

#s

Branch House:

George D. Wood

& Co.,

Winnipeg.

LADIES' SKATE WITH LEATHER ANKLE SUPPORT.

WRITE FOR PRICES
"O

Wood, Vallance & Co., - Hamilton

Does your twine trade

vvvvwwwwvwwww
Try

44

need a tonic ?

PLYMOUTH"

THE STAMP OF
i EXCELLENCE.

It is world- renowned as a trade invigorator and stimu-

lator. This is the experience, not only of the dealers who
have handled it, but is also the verdict of thousands of

farmers who use only " Plymouth."

"PLYMOUTH" does its work, and does it well.

Plymouth Binder Twine Agency, McKinnon BIdg., flelinda St., Toronto, Can.
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THE PATENT
FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE

OF OUR

FOR
is one of the special features that

give it precedence over all other Ranges.

This arrangement is of special advantage, as nothing

—

not even the warping of the frame—can interfere with its easy

working. The

DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK
OVEN THERMOMETER

are other improvements that have made the Imperial

Oxford the popular range of Canada.

If you're not handling them, write for price list

—

they're wonderful sellers.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. » minimi itmmmmimiimsmmtaimBi^^si

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL

«

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn " Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

High and Low Wheels,
from 12-in. to ao-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholeaale House does not offer you

Wheelbarrows.

Steel Frame.

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

In Four different
these articles

Sizes. ...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"

^ Lawn Mower

i^fefe^ High Wheel 10 inohes
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Brok:r,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

<jiic?itli'aZ-

CC-Mrr ^.44tT rtt, ni>kil\'c*L6t>t

Dundas Axes
are ground sharp. If you are

as sharp you will wait to

see them before buying, or

write for samples and prices

to

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, CANADA.

WANT TO
MAKE
MONEY?

^IR4L0
1 CqiMii Sullirj fill FiisL

^SCfXSf

THE «IT*A1.0 COfVANY.

Get a good

WALL TINT

MURALO
The advertising methods of The Muralo Co.

are up-to-date. The goods sell and stay sold.

Repeat orders are certain and profits sure.

AGENTS.
A. RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL,
J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.
McLENNAN, McFEELY &. CO., - - VANCOUVER.

VanTuyl & Fairbank
Petrolia. Ont.

Headquarters for . .

.

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps, Casing, Tubing,
Fittings, Drilling Tools,

Cables, etc.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

"DAISY" CHURN ^
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady while churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sides to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT
Eastern Brancn, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

IMPROVED STEEL WIRE TRACE CHAINS.

Every chain guaranteed. Most profitable and satisfactory chain to handle.

The B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited

Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.

"BRASS.TE"

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"GuDn's'
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales ?

THE GUNK CASTOR CO.

Limited.

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, 220^ Board of Trade, MONTREAL.
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A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph
CANADA.

The Woodyatt Lawn Mower
has proved itself

THE REST —i

HIGH-GRADE MOWER

'

in the market.
Sizes 12, 14, 16, 18 20 In. Cut.

THE WOODYATT

THE STAR LAWN MOWER
is a Medium-Grade Mower
of exceptional value.

Sizes—12, 14, 16 In. Cut.

Sold only through the Wholesale Trade. THE STAR

KEMP'S
Broad-Hoop

Roll-Rim

Milk Can Bottoms
possess all the points which go to make perfection in Can Bottoms. They have been
used by a criticizing public for two seasons, and their popularity is evidence of the

satisfaction which they gave. The roll rim has no sharp turns, which break the grain

of the metal and lessen its wearing qualities. It has a broad wearing surface and will

not damage floors. They do not cost more than inferior bottoms.

The Iron Clad Trimmings are made the same as the Broad Hoop, and differ from
them only in having a narrower and thicker hoop, which does not require the roll-rim,

and, therefore, can be sold cheaper.

Manufactured by
_ For durability and finish, our Trimmings are unequalled.

Kemp Manufacturing Co.,
l0™™
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WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER

THE BICYCLES FOR 1901.

A
MEMBER of Hardware and

Metal's staff is in New York, at

the Motor Exhibition, and writes :

There are some surprises at the Sixth

Annual Cycle Show which opened in Madi-

son Square Garden this week. It is an

exposition not only of bicycles of twentieth-

century design, but of motor cycles and

automobiles of improved types. As such it

is more comprehensive and more generally

attractive than any of its predecessors.

All available space in the Garden amphi-

theatre has been pressed into service for the

show. Two great balconies were built over

the arena boxes to accommodate the over-

flow. More than 100 individual exhibitors

expose to the scrutiny of the public their

respective contributions toward perfection in

cycle and motor vehicle construction.

In the wheel models of 1901 on view are

found improvements that will be welcomed

by experienced riders. In their twentieth-

century initial output manufacturers all

seem to be animated by the same idea

—

that is, to provide for the comfort of the

cyclist, even at the sacrifice of speed. A
visit to the show demonstrates that the

bicycle of 1901 is pre-eminently a comfor-

table bicycle.

In the new models seven features are

conspicuous at the show. These all cater

to ease of running and comfort. They
are :

Cushion frames, of hygienic principles, on high-

grade machines.

General use of chainless gear on better grades of

machines.

General use of coaster brakes on same machines.

General use of handle bars that may be adjusted

to any position without necessitating a dismount.

Use of improved spring saddles.

Slight lengthening in pedal cranks.

Small reduction in weight of better grades of

machines.

With bicycle equipped with cushion

frame and improved spring saddle the

rider may pedal over cobblestones or other

uneven pavement without the disagreeable

jarring sensation experienced on a rigid

machine. The use of -adjustable handle-

bars will obviate the cramping of the rider's

wrists or arms because of being held con-

stantly in one position. The advantages of

the chainless gear and coaster brake already

have been proved, while larger pedal cranks

will give greater power in climbing grades.

These, however, are not the only changes

in wheel construction that may be seen at

the Garden. Scarcely a machine is exhib-

ited that does not have some improvements

in detail work. One model alone shows 1

1

alterations, most of which are in small de-

tails. In motor bicycles, tricycles and quad-

ricycles, the display is probably the most

complete ever made in this country. Many

bicycle manufacturers have begun the build-

ing of small motor machines, and such as

have vehicles ready for the market exhibit

their models. The regular automobile ex-

hibits, while necessarily curtailed, are

interesting and instructive.

One established feature of the show is

not lost sight of this year. That is the dis-

tribution of souvenirs. There are several

voting contests, the prize in one of which,

for the most popular schoolteacher, being

a chainless bicycle. To the most popular

public school scholar a chain wheel will be

given ; while to the bicycle club member

receiving the most votes a tandem will be

awarded.

IN A NEW FORM.

The American Manufacturer comes to

hand in a new form. Its pages have been

reduced about one half in size, making them

conform to the ordinary magazine. There

has, however, been no diminution in the

character of the articles. They are as in-

teresting and as timely as under The Manu-

facturer's old style, which is, after all, the

most important consideration in a trade or

any other journal.

WATCH THE MARKETS.

The present year is not likely to witness

the same sudden drop in values that 1900

did, but he is a wise merchant who keeps

his stock prepared for eventualities. Keep

your stock nicely sorted and watch the

markets closely is the advice we would give

members of the trade.
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THE LATE MR. F. S. FOSTER.
Colin McArthur, and Miss McArthur, the

office and travelling staff.

THE death of Mr. Francis Stuart Foster,

of the firm of The Watson, Foster Co.,

wall paper manufacturers, Montreal,

which occurred at his late residence, 904

Dorchester street, Montreal, on Sunday,

January 6, 1901, deprived Canada's busi-

ness community of one of its most respected

members and cut short one of the most

promising business careers that could be

prophesied for a young man.

Although he had acquired a leadership in

his line of business, Mr. Foster had not had

an exceedingly long experience, being born

only somewhat over 41 years ago in

Kingston. He received his education in

the " Limestone City," attending the High

School there, previous to the family's

removal to Montreal.

It was in 1880 that Mr. Foster first became

connected with the wall paper business,

entering the firm of Watson & McArthur,

which had just been formed, as bookkeeper.

Four years later Mr. McArthur withdrew and

the business was carried on by John C.

Watson & Co. In 1891 Mr. Foster really

entered into partnership in the firm, but not

till 1894 did his name appear in the firm's

style. In 1897 the business was formed

into a joint stock company and the trading

title has since been The Watson, Foster

Co., Limited.

Mr. Foster's special duties belonged to

the manufacturing part of the establishment,

and he had acquired a thorough knowledge

of the practical side of the business. In

fact, to his ingenuity and enterprise is

largely due the excellence which Canadian

wall paper manufactories have learned to

give to their products since they started to

learn their business in 1880, on the adoption

of the National Policy. Canadian mer-

chants long found difficulty in selling the

domestic-made wall decoration, but, thanks

to the zeal and perseverance of such

pioneers in the industry as Mr. Foster, we are

now not only supplying our own trade, but

entering into the export business as well.

Mr. Foster's influence extended into the

office also, where his grasp of financial

questions and his business ability of no

mean order were valued very highly.

Honesty and intergity were equally pre-

dominant with enterprise in his make-up.

An example of his high principle, which he

never would allow to be published, was

shown one time, when, about eight months

after he had made a settlement with an

insurance company upon some losses the

firm had sustained through fire, he found a

mistake had been made in the valuation of

some factory apparatus, and his firm sent

the insurance company a cheque for $800.

Acting upon such principles as actuated

them in this case, he and his partners

builded even better than they knew, and

their business expanded to enormous pro-

portions.

As a man, few business figures were held

in respect equal to that enjoyed by Mr.

Foster. Although he was very attentive to

his private business, he had for some years

been a member of the Montreal Board of

Trade. He was a governor of the Montreal

General Hospital and a warden of Christ

Church Cathedral. His personality was

affable, yet always impressive.

Mr. Foster had been away from business

two years and eight months, seeking a

recovery of health in different climes, but

it was only during the last two months of

his life he was seriously ill. He leaves a

family of a widow and three children who,

needless to say, have the warmest sympathy

of his hosts of business friends.

The funeral service, rendered in the

Cathedral in full chorus, was very impres-

sive. The chief mourners were the two

young sons of the deceased ; Mr. W. Foster,

brother ; Mr. W. I. Gear, brother-in-law
;

Messrs. Hugh Watson and D. S. Boxer,

partners of the deceased, and Wm. Cooper.

Among the others present were : Sir M. W.

Tait, Messrs. Alfred .Griffin, George Creak,

Capt. Riley, H. Adams, E A. Barton, J.

H. Hutchison, M. Fitzgibbon, David Smith,

R. J. Notan, Lieut. Col. Butler, C. Richards,

H. Ryan, George Howard, J. Fraser, C. P.

Greaves, R. K. Howland, C. C. Howland,

H. H. Howland. There was a large num-

ber of floral tributes sent by the immediate

relatives of the deceased, and from Mr. and

Mrs. W. B. Foster, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh

Watson, G. Howland, Son & Co., Madame

M. J. A. Prendergast, Cadieux & Derome,

HAD IT ONLY BEEN CANADA!

IT
appears that, owing to the inability to

maintain a comfortable temperature, it

has been found necessary to close a

number of schools in the United States.

The cause, however, appears to be due

more to lack of knowledge in regard to

manipulation of furnaces and other heating

apparatus than to the severity of the weather.

But we wonder what newspapers in the

United States would have said had such a

thing happened in Canada ? They would

certainly have said a great deal and em-

phasized it with headlines out of all propor-

tion to the importance of the matter.

Canada has one of the best climates in

the world, but one would imagine, from the

statements made at times by sensational

journals, that it was an annex of the North

Pole.

A BUSINESS MAN'S ELECTION.

The election of Mr. George H. Gooderham

as Public School Trustee in Ward 3, Toronto,

is a matter for congratulation.

He is not only a young man of means

and energy, but he is a business man and

the descendant of a family which for more

than half a century has exerted a great deal

of influence upon the commercial career of

the " Queen City."

It is to be hoped that more men of his

stamp and ability will follow his example

and allow themselves to be elected to

positions of honor and trust in our various

municipal institutions.

The ward-heeler and the professional

politician have had their day. It is now

time that practical business men like Mr.

George H. Gooderham superseded them.

PRICE CUTTING IN DAWSON CITY.

A despatch from Ottawa states that,

according to recent reports received there,

the large mercantile houses of Dawson City

are engaged in a price-cutting war on the

smaller merchants. The despatch need-

lessly adds that the miners are making the

most of their opportunity and are laying in

large supplies of provisions at prices only a

little higher than those charged in Seattle

and Victoria.
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NO INSOLVENCY LAW THIS SESSION.

MR.
FORTIN, M.P. for Laval, will for legislation now that there was two or

not introduce his insolvency bill three years ago, and that "eminent legal

in Parliament during the coming authorities are unable to see how the posi-

session. This is the report that comes from tion of creditors in insolvency cases could

Ottawa, and it has been confirmed by the be improved by a Dominion Insolvency

^ gentleman in question to a representative of Law." These are purely makeshift ex-

this paper. cuses.

We learn that Mr. Fortin considers it In reply to the latter argument, all we

useless to press his measure upon the have to say is that Mr. Fortin, M.P., a

House, thinking it foredestined to defeat. learned and practical Canadian jurist, has,

He says the banks are strongly opposed to in his insolvency bill, offered a remedy and

it, the Maritime Provinces are giving it the it is idle talk to say a remedy cannot be

cold shoulder, and the commercial organi- found,

zations are only lukewarm in their support. The argument that we stand in less need

If these be the true considerations that of such legislation than we did some years

weighed with Mr. Fortin when he was ag°. carries as Uttle weight -
Happily,

making his decision, it is truly unfortunate times have improved and failures are fewer,

that he should not have been given more but insolvency legislation is not to prevent

encouragement, for our business men and failures. Men still get into difficulties and

manufacturers are laboring under a veritable win so l°ng as business lasts. When they

curse in being ill-provided with insolvency do
-
we want that creditors should get what

legislation. What with slow settlements, theV should out of the estate and that as

exorbitant legal charges, the custom of speedily as possible. A case just came to

giving preferences and numerous subter- our notice recently in which the settlement

fuges, a debt against an insolvent's estate is
sheet of insolvent shows all the proceeds to

worth very little. And, in Ontario, a man have been gobbled up in winding-up ex-

cannot be compelled to assign. Nor would Penses -
Not even one cent was saved t0

it be allowable in the other Provinces, if the PaV on the rent account, and, of course, the

law were tested, for the Federal Govern- ordinary claimants got nothing. And this

ment is the only body constitutionally pro- occurs frequently.

vided with the power to pass legislation for 0ur business men are crying out for in-

such a purpose. That is why we want a solvency legislation and they must have it

Dominion measure, and the boards of trade t0 save themselves and our national repu-

and other bodies interested should immedi- tation.

ately agitate to have the matter discussed in PRICES ON PARIS GREEN.
the House during the coming session. It is The opening prices on paris green have

a disgrace to Canada, to say nothing of the Deen announced by the manufacturers,

loss of trade, to have our insolvency laws Compared with last year, they are slightly

advertised in the columns of English papers lower. The figures are as follows :

as they have been during the past few Per lb.

Barrels i6%c.
years. If we are so desirous of encouraging Kegs 17

_ '•
, , _ . , 50 and 100-lb. drums 17%

English trade as to adopt a preferential 25-lb. drums 18

tariff, we should not be unmindful of the
\^Va. tins?...!....... ............. ig'A

fact that we can mightily improve our *
;{j; ^e,s

,\;/"/.\\\..\ \\ 1°%

^ business reputation in England by improved Prices are guaranteed up to the time of

insolvency legislation. shipment. On the strength of this, a few

The Montreal Chambre de Commerce is orders have been booked during the week.

hitting the nail on the head when it

approaches the Government on the matter, TIME FOR STOCK-TAKING,

for it would appear that Mr. Fortin' s ardor Now is a good time for careful stock-

has received a severe dampening in Ottawa. taking. Every merchant should take

The Government organs say that times advantage of the comparative quiet which

have improved, that there is not the need prevails at this season to find out just what

stock he has on hand, in order that he may

know just what is his financial standing.

Laxity in this regard is a mistake.

DANGEROUS OUTSIDE VENTURES.

EVERY business man should think not

only once or twice, but several times,

before he branches out in some

venture other than that in which he is im-

mediately engaged. Even merchants with

liberal capital cannot afford to ignore this

principle, for, while their business may not

be directly affected thereby, the old maxim

in regard to too many irons being in the

fire still holds good.

But, when merchants with but a moderate

amount of capital take a part of the same to

invest in something altogether aside from

their regular business they are simply

courting suicide. And then, this is a prac-

tice that is all too common. Not satisfied

with the volume of business they are doing,

or the profits they earn, they are induced to

lend their time and money to some scheme

or schemes which usually promise well but

turn out bad.

If the business in which a man is engaged

is not, for one or more reasons, to his liking,

it is better that he should go out of it

altogether than he should, while trying to

retain it, devote a part of his time to another

concern.

We have in mind at the moment a retail

merchant who was doing a nice business

and seemed prosperous. Being fond of

horses he gradually drifted into speculation

in them. Now his business is gone and he

is in financial difficulties. This is only one

of many similar instances that might be

cited.

The successful man to-day is he who
gives his undivided attention to the business

in which he is engaged. There is no other

alternative, for divided attention is like

trying to travel simultaneously on two roads

in order to reach a given point.

A WEAK TIN MARKET.

Pig tin has been the feature of the metal

market for several days past.

Last week closed with prices much lower

in both London and New York than they

were at the opening. When the market

opened this week the tendency was still

downward, but at the time of writing the

tone is steadier.

In Canada there have been some fluc-

tuations, but quotations are much the same
as they were a week ago.
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SLOW DELIVERIES OF ENGLISH CUTLERY.

DURING the past year, the Canadian

cutlery importers have not found the

deliveries of English goods to

improve, and the old grievance of slow

delivery still exists. In many cases, it

exists in an aggravated form.

So slow have the deliveries of some

Sheffield manufacturers been during the

last 12 months that agencies of 20 years'

standing have been given up, and importers

here who have a connection with the trade

are concluding that the best firm to repre-

sent is that which gives the speediest

deliveries. It has not been an uncommon

thing lately for wholesalers to have to wait

for 9 to 10 months to have orders filled.

Naturally, this is an inconvenience, when it

is taken into account that they do not wait

nearly as long on any other class of impor-

tations.

The tendency to give the house which

gives the quickest deliveries the preference

is growing, and agents who have repre-

sented firms whose goods have given entire

satisfaction when at last they arrived here

have been compelled, for the sake of getting

deliveries in a reasonable time, to transfer

their allegiance to speedier cutlery lords.

Although the Sheffield manufacturers

have been seriously handicapped in their

productions this year by the South-African

War, which called out a large number of

their men, the entire cause of the slow

delivery evil this year is not to be laid at

the doors of the War Office.

If ever a remedy is to be applied to put

this business on a proper footing, it must

first be applied in Sheffield itself where the

whole scheme of manufacturing must be

changed. The Sheffield manufacturer must

first learn—and learn from the simplest

rudiments up—that speedy deliveries are

not only desirable, but also necessary to

stimulate trade. This he does not realize

at the present moment. So long as he has

enough orders on hand to keep his works

running he does not appear to worry ; a

pile of unfilled orders does not cause him

an anxious thought as it would an American

manufacturer, who would immediately in-

crease his capacity to keep his business up-

to date. So long as he has orders on hand

the Sheffield manufacturer rests as easy as

do his employes, who invariably neglect

their work to see a football or cricket match.

They say it is not an uncommon thing to

see the works closed down entirely for a

half day for some more or less important

sporting event.

Of course, a certain latitude must be

allowed the English manufacturer, for his

trade extends over an area measured only

by the limits of the east and the west, and

the number of patterns used the world over

is so enormous that stocks cannot be kept

to fill orders. But three or four months

ought to be sufficient time to fill any order

that is going to be filled, and when more

than double this time is habitually taken,

the complaints are well grounded.

The prices of English cuttlery have

advanced during the past season, probably,

from 5 to 10 per cent, all around. A Can-

adian agent,who has lately been in Sheffield

two or three weeks, says that while he was

there ebony advanced 75 per cent., bone

over 100 per cent., pearl very materially;

grinders and hafters were given a 10 per

cent, increase in wages, and so scarce was

labor that it was difficult to have cheap

cutlery made at all. It is the general

opinion that prices are up to stay, and that

there will be no receding from the new

values.

A GOOD ANNIVERSARY NUMBER.

The Age of Steel, St. Louis, Mo., is to

be congratulated on the number which

marks its 43rd anniversary. Few trade

journals can boast a better advertising pat-

ronage, a more comprehensive and up-to-

date news and editorial service, or a more

attractive appearance than our St. Louis

contemporary presents in this issue. The

subjects discussed cover practically every

branch of the steel industry, from the iron

ore transportation problem to a comparison

between the steel industry of America and

Europe. Several of the articles are well

illustrated.

E. W. GILLETT'S CALENDAR.

The calendar which E. W. Gillett is

sending out this year is one of the striking

productions of the season. The design is

of a laughing negro boy, straddled over

some packages of Gillett' s goods, on one

of which in large letters is the notice :

" Gillett' s Lye Eats Dirt." The calendar

pad is big enough to be useful in any office

or room.

HARDWARE SPECIALTIES HIS LINE.

Mr. James Burridge, Winnipeg, who is

opening up an agency business in that city,

has been in Toronto on a visit. Mr.

Burridge has been a resident of Winnipeg

for 20 years, and for some time was the

manager of the branch business of The

Gurney-Tilden Co., Hamilton. He severed

his connection with that firm in May. He
is starting up on his own account, and is

prepared to accept the agency of manufac-

turers of hardware specialties.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

J-

J. Brownley, stove and tinware dealer,

Halifax, is reported to have left

• Halifax, and his landlord is in pos-

session.

M. Forget, general merchant, St. Jerome,

Que. , has assigned to Gagnon & Caron.

Alfred Gibault, general merchant, St.
(

Lucie de Doncaster, Que., has assigned.

J. G. Terryberry, general merchant, Bur-

ford, Ont., has assigned to Arthur G. Olive.

Cooper & Co., bicycle dealers, Brantford,

Ont., have assigned to John P. Hemphill.

Jacob Lennis, hardware dealer, etc.,

Winnipeg, has assigned to C. H. Newton.

A. W. Stevenson has been appointed

curator of Wm. Rodden & Co., founders,

Montreal.

R. Bourcier, general merchant, Lefaivre,

Ont., has compromised at 35c. on the

dollar, cash.

Eugene Guay, general merchant, St.

Jerome (Chicoutimi) Que., fs offering 40c.

on the dollar.

Assignment has been demaded of Alf.

Mercier, general marchant, St. Angele

(Rimouski), Que.

S. Renaud, general merchant, etc., St.

Tite des Caps, Que., has compromised at

25c. on the dollar.

J. A. Andrews, tinsmith, etc., Kinburn,

Ont., has assigned to W. A. Cole and a

meeting of his creditors will be held on

January 23.

A meeting of the creditors of J. A.

Schneider, tinsmith, etc., Thornbury, Ont.,

who has assigned to Andrew Grier, has been

called for January 21.

New copartnership has been registered

by Joseph and W. J. Hunt under the style

of Joseph Hunt & Son, general merchants,

Mahon, Que.

Chisholm & Copeland, general merchants,

Grenfell, Man., have dissolved, and R. A.

Copeland continues under the style of R. A.

Copeland & Co.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Adams & Coate, hardware dealers,

Kingsville, Ont., are about dissolving.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipmerm

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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Partnership has been registered by Girard

& Roy, general merchants, Ste. Flore, Que.

E. A. Walker, hardware dealer, Grenfell,

Man., has admitted J. A. Walker under the

style of E. A. Walker & Son.

Hay Bros., founders, Portage la Prairie,

Man., have dissolved. Edward Hay con-

tinues.

The Rock Island Hardware Co., Rock

Island, Que., have dissolved, and a new

partnership has been registered.

James P. and Ralph B. Simmonds have

registered partnership under the style of

James Simmonds & Co., hardware dealers,

Dartmouth, N.S.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

The assets of T. Ross, general merchant,

Aurque, Que., are advertised for sale.

The assets of E. Huared, general mer-

chant, Bonfield. Ont., have been sold.

D. McCuig, dealer in agricultural imple-

ments, Treherne, Man., has sold out.

The business of John Wynn, blacksmith,

Brussels, Ont., is advertised for sale.

The assets of Alphonse Guimond, hard-

ware dealer, Montreal, are to be sold on

January ?.2.

The assets of the estate of Hector Grenier,

hardware dealer, Quebec, are to be sold on

January 24.

The business of James Elsey, harness

dealer, Mount Brydges, Ont., is advertised

for sale.

The assets of C. Pearson & Co., general

merchants, Cedar Hill, Que., are advertised

for sale.

The assets of B. S. Chaiffer, general

merchants, Magog, Que. , are to be sold on

January 21.

Edgar Scott, general merchant, Halifax,

is advertising his stock for sale under

warrant of distraint.

The business of the estate of Thos. Mc-

Neely, general merchant, Ladner, B.C., is

advertised for sale.

F. I. Labrance, general merchant, Thet-

ford Mines, Que. , has sold out his business

and is applying for a hotel license.

Schofield & Co., general merchants,

Pincher Creek and McLeod, N.W.T., are

advertising their McLeod business for sale.

CHANGES.

L. P. Venne is starting as hardware

^ dealer in Montreal.

J. W. Saulnier, tinsmith, Weymouth
Bridge, N.S., is giving up business.

D. A. Shindler has started as hardware

and bicycle dealer in Atlin, B.C.

Pepper & Stonehouse are starting as

blacksmiths, etc., in Forest, Ont.

Kersey & Kersey have succeeded Isaac

Kersey as general merchant, Edy's Mills,

Ont.

Every Paint Dealer

In Town
can furnish lead and oil. Only one dealer in a town can furnish

The Sherwin-Williams paint

When you build a good trade on S.-W.P. no one else can satisfy

the demand. The trade is YOURS.

When you advertise S.-W.P. you advertise yourself alone.

We give you the exclusive agency for your locality, and furnish

you with ammunition for the hottest sort of advertising campaign.

If you take hold with us you can get the lion's share of the

paint business of your town.

And all the effort you put into the work pays permanently.

You can always keep trade that is once made. The quality of

S.-W.P. does it.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Nkto YORK.
MONTREAL

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

Charles Hartleib, hardware dealer, etc,

Zuricn, Ont., has sold out to Charles Greb.

John Roulson, general merchant, Garnet,

Ont., has been succeeded by Chas. A.

Walker.

H. S. Cook & Co. have started as

manufacturers of stove polish, Yarmouth,

N. S.

Alton, Beatty & Alton, dealers in agri-

cultural implements, etc., Sidney, Man.,

have sold their harness business to James

Tait.

FIRES.

P. A. Allen and J. M. Gibson, black-

smiths, and R. J. Nicholson, harness dealer,

Brigden, Ont., have been burned out. All

are insured.

DEATHS.

T. Rivard, of T. Rivard & Co., saddlers,

Joliette, Que. , is dead.

Thomas Gilbert, tinsmith, St. George

East, Que., is dead.

P. Gagnon, saddler, Three Rivers, Que.

,

is dead.

J. Milton O'Brien, blacksmith, Richi-

bucto, N.B., is dead.

James Shea has started as harness dealer

in Liverpool, N.S.

W. A. Maclauchlan has been appointed

agent in St. John, N.B., for the cutlery firm

of Askham & Co., Sheffield, Eng.

INQUIRIES FOR CANADIAN
PRODUCTS.

The following was among the recent

inquiries relating to Canadian trade

received at the High Commissioner's office,

in London, England :

1. A London firm ask to be placed in communi-
cation with Nova Scotian dealers in, and shippers

of salted and dried codfish, packed in drums of 128

lb. each.

[The name of the firm making the

above inquiry, can be obtained on applica-

tion to the editor of Hardware and Metal.
When asking for names, kindly give number
of paragraph and date of issue.]

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

London, England, is in receipt of the

following inquiries :

1. A London house asks to be placed in corres-

pondence with Canadian producers of lard oil.

2. A manufacturing company wishes to hear from
Canadian producers of crude asbestos suitable for

spinning purposes.

3. A Scotch cycle manufacturing company de-
sires information as to prospects of securing trade
in Canada, and invites correspondence from im-
porters interested.

4. An old-established timber merchant contem-
plates adding a few lines of wood manufactures to

his business, with which they could be advantage-
ously worked. He would be pleased to hear from
Canadian manufacturers equipped for export trade
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"FAMOUS" TRAVELLERS MEET.

THURSDAY and Friday, January 3

and 4, at the head office of The Mc-
Clary Mfg. Co., London, were spent

in most instructive talks among all their

travelling men. Representatives came fj^om

as far east as Nova Scotia and
West, making a gathering of 2

ested in selling *' Famous

be calling on their various customers with
their "Famous" popular and useful lines.

Theyerritoicy will be covered by the
tra»ejrers natfne.d below :

w ith HeOTtouaVters at Montreal. — W. Owen,
ova ScotiatfJew Brunswick and Prince Edward
sland ; M A. St. Arnaud, Northern Quebec ; L.

Tarletojjf Ottawa District ; H. LePage, Montreal
d O. R. Anderson, Eastern Quebec.

ith Headquarters at Toronto.—S. T. Smith,
tern Ontario ; W. E. Bulmer, Central Ontario

;

W.Jeffrey, Northern Ontario, and J. D. Laidlaw,
Toronto City.

With Headquarters at London.—E. H. Grenfell.
Southern Ontario

; J. Chalmers, Northern Ontario
Peninsula

; M. F. Irwin, Western Ontario Penin-
sula, and D. G. Clark, London City.

With Headquarters at Winnipeg.—J. Brockest,
Northwest Territories, and Mr. Anderson, Mani-
toba.

With Headquarters at Vancouver, B.C.—T. R.
Ella, Interior British Columbia, and N. R. Turner,
Coast cities. ,

city and village in Canada. The meeting is

an annual affair, to exchange views as to

the best needs of the trade in different sec-

tions of the Dominion and to recommend
such changes and add such new goods as th©s«,

trade requires.

Needless to say that with such an enter-

prising company the interests and wants of

their patrons are carefully considered and
changes made accordingly.

As a result of this conference many new
lines will be added this year and others still

further improved, keeping the output of this

company in the lead, as in the past. As a

part of the proceedings some time was de-

voted to new goods, which will include lines

"of well-known refrigerators and oil stoves,

besides other lines of Jiew goods. Much
useful and instructive information was
given by members of the home office, which
will be beneficial to many agents by aiding

them with many of their problems, Mr. Foot
(manager of sales department) speaking on
general goods and new lines, Mr. Herrick
(superintendent of stove department) on
stove construction, and Mr. Irwin (furnace

expert) on selling and setting furnaces.

On Thursday evening a banquet was
given to the travellers and foremen of

departments where some hours of social

and instructive intercourse were spent.

The toast to "The Queen" called forth a

reply with a true patriotic ring, including a
description of the visit of the Canadian
officers and men to Windsor Palace and
their reception by the Queen.

The toast of " Our Guests " was replied

to by representatives from Nova Scotia,

Ontario and Manitoba, while other toasts,
'

' The Office, " " The Factory "and others

were responded to by employes in those
departments. "Reminiscences" was re-

plied to by one who has been in the employ
of the McClary Manufacturing Co. for

nearly 40 years and his description spoke
volumes for the enterprise of this company
In having grown from a few small wooden
buildings to the many acres of busy depart-

ments which it now covers.

The McClary Manufacturing Co. have
many surprises in the shape of new lines to

offer their agents and it will pay to hold

orders for spring goods until their travellers

call.

Immediately after the closing of the meeting

on Friday evening the travellers took train

for their various territories where they will

IVER JOHNSON

p

ROGRESSIVENESS
OPULARIZES
RODUCTS
ROTEOTS
RICES AND
RESERVES
ROFITS

The Iver Johnson Bicycle
—is—

An Honest Cycle at an Honest Price.

Send for new illustrated catalogue showing new improvements.

Harry Elkes and Major Taylor, Champions of the World,
ride the Iver Johnson Racer.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
FITCHBURG, Mass.

Branches—New York—99 Chambers St.
Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

BOECKH'S 80 YORK STREET

The following are some of our best-selling lines. Write for

our prices. They are the lowest, quality being considered:

BUTTER MOULDS
The Jersey oblong mould is

made of the best seasoned maple,

with patent adjustable screws.

Special designs, names or initials

made to order.

CHURNS
The Ash Dash Churn is made

in 5, 7 and 10 gal. sizes. The
staves are tongued and grooved,
and the bottom is set well up in

the body of the churn in such a
manner as to make leakage im-
possible.

BUTTER BOWLS
Made from the best sugar

maple. Superior finish. Packed
in racks, which prevents break-
age in shipment. A sample
order will convince you that it

pays to sell our bowls.

RAISIN SEEDERS
The Perfection is made me-

chanically correct. All working
parts of steel, nicely tinned.

They are simple, strong and
easy to clean.

CAN OPENERS
The Peerless are well made,

nickel plated, steel blades ground
sharp. Packed one dozen in

neat display case. Will open
any shape or size can.

MOPS
The Star Combination is a

leader. A!l selected castings.

Well finished handles. Superior

to any mop in the market.

STABLE BROOMS
Bass, Cane or Split Cane. All

selected stock. Special sizes

and styles made to order.

DISPLAY TABLES
Good displays are assured by

the use of this useful and inex-

pensive article. Write for our
illustrated booklet. It tells you
all about them.

SCREENS
Stained, oiled or varnished, in

all the standard sizes. Do not

place your order without first

getting our prices.

Boeckh Bros. & Company
TORONTO, OPJT.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

HORSE
SINGERS

ONLY
WHOLESALE

No. 162.—5-inch Wick.

ECLIPSE" 4-inch Wick.

HORSE CLIPPERS.

No. 162.-^-inchWick with Stop Cock.

"BORER'S"

"Keen Cut."

"Perfection."

"Dandy."

1704, Bali-Bearing.

'NEWMARKET."

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE-SHAFT HORSE CLIPPERS.

No. 98.—To Swing with Rope. No. 98.— Standard Machine. The "LIGHTNING" Round Belt Clipper.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
OUR PRICES
ARE RIGHT. Graham Wire and Gut Nails are tbe Best.

WE SHIP
PROMPTLY.
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SEVERAL HARDWARE SPECIALTIES.

HARDWARE AND METAL last week

gave a brief history of The Smith

& Hemenway Co., 296 Boadway,
New York. It is now proposed to deal with

some of the specialties it makes.

No. 2000, Farmers' and Machinists'

Universal Tool.—This is a combination of

eight tools in one. The demand for a good

farmers' and machinists' universal tool has

steadily increased for the last two years,

until this company has de;ided to put out

No. 159, Model No. 5, shows their

pattern, which was ready for the

first of this month. We menti

the points of superiority in fftisJTOx

made entirely of iron andMteel ; icgp be*

folded up and carried in the p

special saw is needed ; any ordi

or cross- cut saw may be used; accurate
1 and

easily adjusted to any angle desired
;

parts are interchangeable ; it is the only

mitre box that will saw moulding of any

width or depth. It is made only in one

size. One of the strong features is that a

carpenter can carry it to the top of a ladder

and saw moulding with as much ease as he

can with the ordinary mitre box fixed on a

permanent work bench. It retails at a

popular price.

No. 1900 illustrates the celebrated Russell

Bill

tj|d*esjt that mechanical skill can

iroduce. *Thfc/is made from the finest

quaMp^>f Brj6cran steel.

Jn\>. 888/Bent 01

4/
or Curved Nose Plyer.

manufacture the Ajax, Eureka and Pipe

Pullers. We are informed that they are the

largest manufacturers of nail pullers, varying

in price from the cheapest to the best grade.

They are at the present time equipping a

factory in the vicinity of New York for the

ufacture of nail-pullers and a few of

ei^hardware specialties exclusively.

s company also puts out the No. 118 ,,

peclal linemen's or electricians' tool with

insulated handles. The beauty of this can

be seen at a glance.

The No. 427 is their special Ran-Tan-

Ka-Rus Red Devil Razor, made from 60

small wires, the blank of which is herein

illustrated. This is a new departure in the

razor world. We are told that they have

been experimenting upwards, of four years

to perfect this article. The value of this is

that in hammering the wires together they

make a perfect condensation of the metal,

thereby insuring a Damascus effect. They

positively guarantee that it is never neces-

sary to hone this razor, and should it be-

come worn sufficiently to require honing, it

will be exchanged for a new one. It is

beautifully Hamburg concaved with finely

polished back and sides.

This is especially adapted, so we are told,

for electricians, machinists, textile mills,

oculists and jewellers. The beauty of this

tool can be seen at a glance.

No. 1900.

It would be well for all live, wide-awake

hardware houses to keep their eye on this

young firm. They are making their mark,

and so deep that it will not be erased from

the memory of the older hardware houses

all over the country. The Smith &
Hemenway Co. issue a unique catalogue,

known to the trade as the " Green Book of

Hardware Specialties," which will be sent

gratis to anyone on application.

Staple Pulling Button Plyer. It is a com-

bination of seven tools in one, being two

staple pullers, two hammers, two wire

cutters, a wire splicer, a small wrench and

a pair of flat-nose pincers. This tool weighs

\y2 lb., and no farmer or machinist can

afford to be without one. It does its work

perfectly, and is handy in the hands of any

one.

No. 805, Improved Hall's Compound

Nipper.—This is one of the latest patterns

manufactured under the Hall's patent of the

Utica Drop Forge and Tool Co. This tool

is too well known to need any further com-

ment.

No. 13, Diamond B.—The Smith &
Hemenway Co. are owners of the genuine

Giant Nail-Puller, and have, so we are in-

formed, enjoyed the bulk of the nail puller

business in this country. Owing to the

increased demand for a cheaper tool, they

have put out what is known as their No. 13

Diamond B. In addition to this they also

ANSWERS TO INQUIRERS.

S. B. McC. & Co. writes: " Can you inform us

where we can obtain Ladd's Discount Book, also

price of same ?
"

[Remarks : Can any of our readers

supply the desired information ? — The
Editor 1

WIREHOIOEBS

«A!W DRIVE*

BURNER GRIP
j

UR WIRE SPLICER'

No. 2000.
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CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

A GOOD ONE.

WITH the birth of each new year it is

the custom of many wholesalers,

manufacturers and retailers to send

out booklets, calendars, etc., to their cus-

tomers and probable customers. Some of

these are very attractive, dainty, and use-

ful. Money spent on the majority is

wasted, for many are consigned to the

1901, advertising their famous productions.

The illustration is a well-printed portrait of

a pretty maiden. A copy may be had on

application.

MR. IRVING TO LEAVE TORONTO.
Mr. John Irving, who for the past nine

years has represented the Montreal Rolling

Mills Co. in Toronto and Western Ontario,

has accepted the position of sales agent with

<C^

dealer named Gilmour sued Greville & Co.,

of Toronto, for an alleged debt amounting

to #377.84. The case came up before the

court of Kootenay county. The Toronto

firm entered no defence, and a judgment

was given in favour of the plaintiff with

costs. Gilmour recently moved before the

local County Court to have the judgment

enforced.

In his judgment Judge McDougall de-

clares that the judgment of the British

Columbkhs court has no force in Ontario,

out that it could not have, unless

the defendant had

he writ.

gone to Kootenay in

ceC-A^Aftlwaste baskeW^WC bf the tastiest and most

novel sent out this year is the one gotten up

by the Montreal Rolling Mills, Montreal.

The cover is of white celluloid, on the front

of which is printed a Union Jack in colors,

and underneath the flag the words "Com-
pliments Montreal Rolling Mills, Mont-

real." The effect is very pretty. The

most useful part of the book lies in the

calendars for the four years 1901, 1902,

1903, 1904, and its blank pages for memos.

Those who have not received a book will

get one by sending a request on a post

card.

A NEW CENTURY CATALOGUE.

The Toronto Lead and Color Co.,

Limited, have just issued to their many

ova Scotia Steel Co. , New Glasgow,

and will shortly leave for New
Glasgow, where he will in future reside.

Mr. A. H. Hough, who has represented

the Montreal Rolling Mills Co. between

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP.

Those having any items o£ news suitable for this column will

confer a favor by forwarding them to this office addressed

to the Editor.

The Canadian Electric Chemical Co.,

Limited, have been incorporated in Sault

Ste. Marie with $100,000 capital to manu-

facture alkalis, chemicals and chemical

Montreal and Toronto, succeeds Mr. Irving

in Toronto.

Mr. Irving has a great many friends in

Toronto who will regret his departure from

among them. Hardware and Metal

compounds, and all electrical, hydraulic,

mechanical or automatic machinery. Pro-

visional directors : Wm. V. Gibbs, Clayton

E. Piatt, F. H. Clergue, B. J. Clergue and

Henry C. Hamilton.

A Vancouver despatch says that T. H.

Davies & Co., iron manufacturers of Hono-
lulu and Liverpool, have purchased Arm-
strong & Morrison's iron works in that city

for $250,000.

No. 427.

patrons a new century catalogue and price

list, a most complete, handsome and unique

work, reflecting much credit upon the

enterprise and management of the com-

pany. The paint, oil and varnish trade

will, no doubt, obtain valuable information

^ by keeping a copy before them. Any
member who has not already received a

copy will cheerfully be supplied with same

upon application being made to the com-

pany's office, corner Leslie street and

Eastern avenue, Toronto.

McCaskill, Dougall & Co., Montreal,

have issued a beautiful, artistic calendar for

joins with them in wishing him success in

his new sphere among the " Bluenoses."

AN IMPORTANT LAW DECISION.

On Friday Judge McDougall, of Toronto,

gave a decision of importance to business

men. Some time ago a Rossland, B.C.,

BAD FIRE AT BRIGDEN. ONT.

On Thursday, last week, the business

portion of Brigden, Ont., was practically

wiped out by fire. The flames were first

noticed in A. Harkness & Son's general

store, a wooden building, which was speedily

consumed, and from which the flames soon

spread. Harkness & Son's loss is placed

at $10,000; insurance $5,000.

Among the other losers were P. A. Allan

and J. M. Gibson, blacksmiths; loss, $1,000;

insurance, $400 ; and R. J. Nicholson,

harnessmaker ; loss, $1,500; fully insured.

No. 118.
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MONTREAL RETAIL ASSOCIATION.

IT
was a well-attended and enthusiastic

meeting that the Retail Hardware and

Paint Dealers' Association, of the city

and district of Montreal, held in Monument
National last Wednesday evening. President

F. Martineau occupied the chair, and among
those present were: Secretary Magnan,

Treasurer A. Prudhomme, Messrs. Drys-

dale, Surveyer, Colleret, Denis, Dufault,

Mailhot, Millen, Surveyer, U. Granger,

Nap. Granger, A. A. Wilson, Huberdeau,

G. Prudhomme, Belanger, Ponton, Jubin-

ville, Young, Chausse, Tremblay, Couillard,

Papineau, Shea, Beland, Marceau and

others.

The meeting opened about 8.30 p.m.,

and until 10.45 P-m> the gathering indulged

in a mild, sensible discussion of the present

condition of Montreal hardware retailers.

After the minutes of the la st meeting had

been read and adopted, the president

welcomed the new members and wished all

present a happy and prosperous New Year.

He said that the organization had already

acquired a good deal of strength by pre-

senting a long list of members. He out-

lined the objects of the association and gave

its raison d'etre, stating that it had in

immediate view the discontinuing of the

wholesale houses selling retail, and particu-

larly selling retail at wholesale prices. He
instanced the case of a man going to a

wholesale fur establishment on St. Paul

street and asking for a fur coat ; the first

question put to him was :
'

' Who are you
;

are you in business ? " The reply coming

in the negative, he was politely referred to

a retailer. '
' Why should that not be done

in the hardware business?" asked Mr.

Martineau. He added that they did not

expect to accomplish their objects in a day,

but he felt sure that ways and means would

be found of alleviating their grievances.

The secretary read a letter from Jenkins

and Hardy, the secretaries of the Tarred

Paper Manufacturers, stating that the re-

quest of the Retail Hardware Association

had been laid before the manufacturers and

that the latter wished to know, first, the

names and addresses of the members of the

retail association, and, second, what quali-

ties of goods covered by the association

were purchased in 12 months.

This gave rise to a lively discussion in-

dulged in by Messrs. Belanger, Prud-

homme, Millen, Wilson; Surveyer, Drysdale,

Lariviere and Huberdeau. Finally Mr.

Surveyer proposed, seconded by Mr.

Belanger, that the request for a list of

members be complied with and that the

manufacturers be asked to estimate the

amount of goods sold by the members of

the association for themselves, as they are

acquainted with the purchases of the Mont-

real retailers. This was adopted. The list

of members now comprises 46 merchants,

among whom are most of the important

retailers of the city. Although this means

more than half of all the hardware mer-

chants in the district of Montreal, there are

more names to be added. Here is the list

of members as it reads at present :

Martineau. F., 1381 St. Catherine street.

Surveyer, E. J. A., 6 St. Lawrence street.

. Prudhomme, A., 1940 Notre Dame street.

Prudhomme, G. , 174 CerHre street.

Belanger, E., 1213 NSrTe •ame' street. *~^
Drysdale, D., 648 Craig street. W*»*"*
Granger, N.,262 Lagauchetierre street.

Trudel; L., 1999 St. James street.

Denis, L. N., 313 St. Lawrence street.

Cauchon.O., 32481. Lawrence street.

Denis, J. A., 235 St. Lawrence street.

Huberdeau, J., (H. Lamontagne & Co.) St.

Lawrence street.

St. Amour, J. C, 927 Ontario street.

Leblanc, A., Rachel and Rivard streets.

Dufresne & Pratt, 135 St. Paul street.

Desforges & Geoffrion, 123 St. Paul street.

Provost & Baigne, 107-109 St. Paul street.

Granger, U. , 1268 Ontario street.

John Millen & Sons 1325 St. Catherine street.

Tremblay, P., 2633 Notre Dame street.

Lavoie, F. U. ( Pellascis Hardware Co. ) 1901

Notre Dame street.

Amiot, Lecours & Lariviere, 593 St. Lawrence
street.

Beland, C. J., 1379 Ontario street.

Leroux, A., 192 St. Antoine street.

Granger, S. J., 691 St Catherine street.

Dufault, A. (Ed. Cavanagh & Co.) 24S3 Notre
Dame street.

Duval, J. A., 1313 St. Catherine street,

- Watts & Mailhot, 1031 Ontario street.

Noiseaux, L. N. and J. E., 2157 Notre Dame
s treet.

Granger, W., 1192 Ontario street

Marceau, U. A., 3595 Notre Dame street.

Sylvestre & Fils, H., 701 St. Lawrence street.

Shea, J. A., 991 St. Catherine srteet.

Magnan Freres, 306 St. Lawrence street.

Jubinville, P., 352 Rachel street.

Chausse, W., 947 St. Lawrence street.

Ponton, L., 325 Notre Dame street.

Couillard, L., 3174 Notre Dame street.

Papineau, E. J., 1123 St. Lawrence street.

Colleret, E. D., 25 St, Lawrence street.

Papineau, Z., 3293 Notre Dame street.

Wilson, A. A., 219 St. Paul street.

Young, Geerge, 1888 St. Catherine street.

L'Allemand, A., 2721 Notre Dame street,

James Walker Hardware Co., Limited, 234 St.

James street.

James Robertson & Co. sent a letter to

the secretary since the last meeting, saying

they were in hearty sympathy with the

association. This was read and received

with appreciation. The reading of Messrs.

Robertson's letter led to a discussion upon

the association's relationship with the whole-

salers and manufacturers. It was pointed

out that the retailers wish the wholesalers

nothing but good, but that they have some

grievances which they would like the whole-

salers to alleviate. The members of the

association would like to meet the whole-

salers and have a talk over the matter. It

was decided that conferences were abso-

lutely necessary and Mr. Larivierre's

motion, seconded by Mr. Wilson, that the

paper manufacturers be asked to attend the

next meeting to discuss their common
interests, was adopted.

Mr. Beland moved, seconded by Mr.

Mailhot, that the different members of one

firm should be considered as units, having

only one vote per concern and paying only

one fee, any employe of a house to have

a right to represent it if he possess creden-

tials to that effect.—Adopted.

Mr. Beland proposed and Mr. Gideon

Prudhomme seconded a motion authorizing

the secretary to send a list of members to

all wholesale houses asking for such infor-

mation.

Treasurer A. Prudhomme submitted a
financial report to the meeting showing the

finances to be in a highly-satisfactory con-

dition, a balance of $109.10 remaining on

hand.

•^Mr. Huberdeau brought forward a motion,

which was ifteondejj by Mr. Gideon Prud-

homme, thanking Messrs. Martineau and
Beland for the work done on behalf of the

association in visiting the merchants of the

city and authorizing the treasurer to pay

their expenses.

"Not their champagne," interrupted

Mr. Prudhomme, but, in spite of the objec-

tion, the motion passed with applause.

The next meeting will be held on Wed-
nesday, February 6, when it is hoped that

the tarred paper manufacturers will be
present to confer.

THE STEEL INDUSTRY.

A lecture was given in the rotunda of the

Toronto Board of Trade on Thursday
evening by Mr. Walter Kennedy, mechanical

engineer of the Cramp Ontario Steel Co.,

Limited, on "The Steel Industry of

America." The lecture was under the

auspices of the Canadian Manufacturers'

Association, whose president, Mr. P. W.
Fllis, was in the chair.

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. John Henderson, of Henderson &

Potts, Halifax, was noticed in Montreal last

week.

THE DEMAND EXCEEDED THE
SUPPLY.

One of the prettiest calendars in the

metal and hardware trades this year is that

issued by M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin &
Co. It represents an old-time coaching

scene, and is done in natural colors. It is

no wonder the demand has exceeded the

supply.

FIXING-UP TIME
follows stocktaking and is the best time to put in

-

BENNETTS PATENT SHELF BOX
and the

KLONDIKE SAMPLE HOLDER.
J, S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., Toronto.

N.li. Don't forget we make bojfei tfffl I
your pri'.

si-MI sIlc.N Irjg.
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HAD NO USE FOR ASSOCIATIONS.

I

HAVE heard of a hardware dealer who

joined an association and then resigned.

He explained the situation in this way :

"I became a member and attended the

annual meeting. There were a lot of good

fellows present and we had a pleasant time,

especially at the dinner, though I couldn't

see why they didn't put it on the table all

at once instead of bringing on parts at a

time and making you hungry before the

next dish came along. Still, it was a good,

square meal and my ticket didn't cost me
anything, so I enjoyed and thought the

whole show was a success. But I figured

up that the trip cost me pretty near $18

and I haven't been able to see that I've

sold any more goods just because I spent

that money and joined the association. If

you can show me that I'll get any of that

money back by keeping on as a member,

why, I'll do it, of course, but I don't see

how I can make more money unless I sell

more goods, and I'm plagued certain that

the association hasn't helped me to sell a

dollar's worth. Why, the other members

are all dealers and do not have to buy my
goods, so what's the use of my mixing up

with people and spending money when they

won't become my customers?"

There isn't a bit of use, Mr. Amos Bach !

You're the kind of a man who puts the

brake on a wagon going up hill, for fear

the horses will have too easy a job and

won't earn their oats. Keep out of the

association until you have had a surgical

operation peformed on your head, so that a

few modern and progressive ideas can get

in and stay. The association doesn't want

you, anyway, but it does want live men of

advanced and advancing thought, and

when I attend or hear from the meetings of

the next two or three months I expect to

learn that all these men are active members

but that the dead ones have been buried.

—Exchange.

CAT TAILS.

Editor Hardware and Metal,—In

answer to an inquiry of your correspondent,

which appears in Hardware and Metal
of January 5, asking where he can find a

market for cat tails, I beg to refer the

inquirer to Messrs. Gum Choo & Wun
Lung, Chinatown, British Columbia. They
keep the "Yellow Dog" restaurant, a

celestial feeding joint familiarly known
locally as the '•Stuffed Pup." Their

patrons, it is said, will consume all the tails

of the feline species which your Hartford

correspondent can furnish. John Pigtail

says: " Muchee plefer tailee catte to tailee

oxee for soupee."

Ski Hi.
P.S.—Manx cats are barred.

RAMS AINTS
ai^/rne paints that pay the dealer to handle,

eca*rs£ they are high-grade paints for the

le^t money.

MSAYS PAINTS are not

grade paints for fun, but for business and

for money-making, for wear and tear on build-

ings, or for competition with any paints made.

RAMSAYS PAINTS are well

advertised and are asked for. Consumers de-

mand them because they know they are the best

paints in Canada, and bring the best results

from practical experience.

Dealers should send in their numbers early

to have color cards prepared.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
Paint Makers,

Est'd 1842, MONTREAL

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER.
U.S. Patent June 25th, 1895. Canadian Patent December 13th 18J4

Made by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A. A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ont.

CONDENSED OR "WANT"
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word
each insertion ; cash in advance. Letters, figures,
and abbreviations each count as one word in estimat-
ing cost.

FOR SALE.

TINSMITH AND PLUMBING BUSINESS
for sale cheap. A splendid opening in a Nova

Scotia town. Address, jas. R. Gloster, Moncton,
N. B. (5)

AGENT WANTED.

WE WANT TO APPOINT AN AGENT IN
Canada to handle our well-known and re-

liable Glaziers' Diamonds. Good connection with
the paint and oil branch of llie hardware trade
necessary. A Shaw & Son, 52 Rahere Street, E.C.,
London, Eng. (5)

SITUATION WANTED.

A YOUNG MAN WITH BEST REFERENCES,
for seven years connected with the hardware

business, having a thorough knowledge of book-
keeping, would like to make a change. A week's
notice solicited. Box 41, Hardware and
Metal, Toronto. (4)

J. H. Grout, of J. H. Grout & Co., manu-
facturers of agricultural implements, etc.,

Grimsby, Ont., is dead.

Book, Broom
and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.
Hamilton, Ont.
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, January 18, 1901.

niBDWARI.

THE wholesale houses are devoting

more time to getting ready for spring

business than they are to pushing

sales for immediate shipment. In shipment

from stock, trade is quiet, but prospects for

the season's business are bright. Prices

are now being settled for spring goods, and,

while they will be somewhat lower than last

year in many lines, the tendency at present

seems steady. American travelers have

been here this week quoting values for

spring, and, while a few lines are lower, the

general list stands unchanged, with some

lines 5 to 10 per cent, higher. They report

trade on the other side to be flourishing,

and the tone of the market firm. Steel

has been advanced 20c. during the last two

weeks, and structural work is about $3 a

ton higher. They also report that angles

and crowbars have been advanced in price.

Locally, prices are not much changed.

Stovepipes and stovepipe elbows are lower.

The list price of two numbers of Stanley

wood rules ha* -Ojeeri lowered to $10 for

No. 66 and $6 Fof'iNo. 18. Agricultural

wrenches have been "ch'anged to 60 and 10

and 10 per cent, for the Province of Quebec,

and 60 and 10 per cent, for j
Ontario.

" King Cutter" razors are now 'Selling at

$13.50 for white handle and #12 50 for

black. Screen doors and windows are now

quoted at values somewhat below those in

vogue last year, the manufacturers not hav-

ing succeeded in forming a combine. The
discounts on augers and bits have been

changed, and the new rates will be found in

our schedule. Open prices now prevail on

coil chain. Shelf goods are moving fairly

well and heavy goods very slowly. The

rebate of 7}4c per keg on nails is not now
being allowed the Montreal retail merchants.

Barb Wire — A few carlots are selling

for spring, but business is not very active.

The price is unchanged at $3. 20 f.o.b.

Montreal in less than carlots.

Galvanized Wire—The same remarks

apply to galvanized wire. The feeling is

steady and business fair. We quote as fol-

lows : No. 5, $4- 2 5; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge

$3.55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10, $3.75;
No. ii, $3.85; No. 12, $3.25; No. 13,

253-35 ;
No- H. $4-25 ;

No. 15, $4-75;

No. 16, $5.00.

Smooth SteelWire—There is virtually

nothing doing, 14 guage hay wire being the

only line that is moving at all. The price

is $2.80 per 100 lb.

Fine Steel Wire—A small trade is

passing at 17^ per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire — There is

always a little demand being experienced.

Discounts are 55 and 2}4 per cent, on

brass, and 50 and 1% per cent, on copper.

Fence Staples—This line is featureless.

We quote : $3.25 for bright, and $3.75 for

galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—Business is quiet so far as

carlots are concerned, but a fair number of

small 25 and 50 keg shipments are being

made at 52.85 for small lots and $2.75 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Gananoque, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails—Business in this line is con-

fined to small lots, which are moving as

the consumers' demands compel pur-

The ONLY ONE in the market is

The "SAMSON" Seamless Milk Can Bottom
MADE FROM ONE PIECE OF SHEET STEEL.

Do not forget that it is the

STRONGEST, CLEANEST
and CHEAPEST t0 make UP-

No Rivets in bottom to break away.

No Sharp Corners on inside of can to allow

of dirt or soured milk lodging.

Takes one-half the solder to make a can

that it does with a pieced bottom.

All Bottoms of each size are uniform, being

drawn by the same die.

Large Roll Rim at bottom allows filled

cans to be moved readily. *
Patented

July 23, 1900.

Patented July 23, 1900.
NO STRAINED METAL.

WILL ALWAVS WEAR ROUND.

oP

Tinned Sheets for Milk Can Body and Cheese Vat Stock always on hand.

pWrO DEC 13 19M

El McCLARY IN/IF
-©. CO-

LONDON. TORONTO. MONTREAL. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

%£Tt
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If a thing is first-class, a

second-class man avoids it

by instinct—without any
reason—Apollo galvanized

iron for instance.

American Sheet Steel Company, New York.

Representatives for Canada

B. & S. H. Thompson ci Company

26 St. Sulpice Street

Montreal

Drain Pipes

Portland Cements
Fire Bricks

Contractors' and

Founders' Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 Wellington street, MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWERPIPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

ihe CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, OHT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
is required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

chases. We quote as follows : $2.35 for

small and $2.25 for carlots ; flour barrel

nails, 25 per cent, discount; coopers' nails,

30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails—The demand is fair with

the discount unchanged at 50 per cent, on

standard, and 50 and 10 per cent, on

Acadia.

Horseshoes—Business is still flourishing

and supplies are light. We quote as

follows : Iron shoes, light and me-

dium pattern, No. 2 and larger, $3.50;

No. 1 and smaller, $3.75 ; snow shoes, No.

2 and larger, $3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$4.00 ; X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5,

No. 2 and larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller,

#3.85 ; feather-weight, all sizes, $4.S$; toe

weight steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b.

Montreal ; f.o.b. Hamilton, London and

Guelph, 10c. extra.

Poultry Netting — Some business is

being done at 50 and 5 per cent, for spring

delivery. Travellers are meeting with fair

success in this line.

Green Wire Cloth—The price is steady

at $1.35 per 100 sq. ft. with contracts being

freely made.

Freezers — Most houses are booking

orders for ice cream freezers and quite a

large number are being sold.

Screen Doors and Windows — Open

prices will prevail on screens during tbe

coming season, manufacturers having failed

to come to an agreement. We quote

:

Screen doors, plain cherry finish, $8.25 per

doz.; do. fancy, $1 1.50 per doz.; windows,

$2.25 to $3.50 per doz.

Augers and Bits—The discounts on

augers have been changed. The list adopted

August 10, 1896, is still in use. Discounts

are as follows : Augers, nut, short eye, long

eye and boring machine, 60 and 5 percent.;

millwright's and rafting, yjyi per cent.;

Thompson's, 32^ per cent.,and ship, 12^
per cent. Auger bits, 60 and 5 per cent.,

and wood boxes, sets of 9, $1.90 net, and

sets of 13, $2.50 net; car bits, 45 per cent.,

and dowel bits, 32^ per cent.

Screws—Prices are steady and a sorting

up trade is being done. Discounts are

as follows : Flat head bright, 85 per

cent, off list; round head bright, 80 per

cent.; flat head brass, 77 j£ percent.; round

head brass, 70 per cent.

Bolts—Trade is confined to sorting-up

proportions. Discounts are : Carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; machine bolts, 65 per cent.

;

coach screws, 75 per cent.; sleigh shoe

bolts, 75 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per cent.;

plough bolts, 50 per cent.; square nuts,

\,%c. per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4j^c.

per lb. off list; tire bolts, 67^ per cent.;

stove bolts, 67 j£ percent.

Building Paper— Business on spring

account is reported as being very successful.

SANDERSON'S STEEL
THE BEST FOR

Tools, Drills,

Dies, etc.
LARGE ASSORTMENT IN STOCK.

A. C. LESLIE k CO.
Canadian Agents,

MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pun
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE 5. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAJl HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIBMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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ORDER BY LETTER.

If our traveller is not on hand when you are

wanting goods you cannot afford to wait for him

nor can you afford to pass us, by placing your order

elsewhere.

Letter orders are promptly and carefully filled.

Our prices are the same whether bought from our

representative or by mail, and the traveller gets

credit for the sale in every case.

There is nothing in the Varnish or Sundry
Lines we cannot supply you. If you have not

received one of our Store Catalogues and General

Price Lists or our Lithographed Linen Store

Hanger, write for them—mailed free for the asking.

Si Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage
Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

We quote : Dry sheathing, 30c. per roll
;

cyclone dry do., 42c. per roll ; straw do.,

30c; heavy straw do., J? 1.40 per 100 lb.;

I. XL., dry sheathing, 65c. per roll ;

cyclone, tarred do., 50c. per roll ; tarred

ordinary do., 40c. per roll ; tarred felt,

$1.60 per 100 lb.; ready roofing, 2-ply, 75c.

per roll ;
3-ply, $1 per roll.

Rivets — A fair trade has been done

in rivets this week. The discount on

best iron rivets, section, cairiage, and

wagon box, black rivets, tinned do.,

coopers' rivets and tinned swedes rivets,

60 and 10 per cent.; swedes iron burrs are

quoted at 55 per cent, off; copper rivets, 35

and 5 per cent, off; and coppered iron rivets

and burrs, in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted

at 60 and 10 percent, off list.

Stovepipes — Quotations on stovepipes

and elbows are lower. In stovepipes, 5 and

6 in. are selling at $7 per 100 lengths and

7 in., $7.50 per 100 lengths. We hear that

some houses are cutting on elbows; perhaps

51.15 per doz. is a fair quotation.

Cutlery—Only a small trade is being

done in cutlery just now. " King Cutter
"

razors are now selling at #13.50 for white

handles and $ 12. 50 for black handles.

Builders' Hardware—Some American

travellers have been here this week and

quotations are on the whole firm. Locally,

agricultural wrenches have been changed to

60 and 10 and 10 per cent, for the Province

of Quebec and 60 and 10 per cent, for

Ontario. Stanley wood rules are changed

in the list price of No. 66, which is now
listed at $10, and No. 18, now listed at $6.

Other sizes and discounts remain the same.

Discount is 75 per cent.

Cordage—The cordage market is firm.

Manila is quoted at 13^°- Per 1°- f°r 7" x^

and larger; sisal is worth Qj£c. per lb. for

7-16 and larger, and lathyarn g'/ic. per lb.

Spades and Shovels—The prevailing

tone of the market seems to be a certain

firmness. Discounts are 40 and 5 per cent.

Tacks — Unchanged. A fair trade is

passing. We quote : Carpet tacks, in

dozens and bulk, blued, 80 and 5 per cent,

discount ; tinned, 80 and 10 per cent.; cut

tacks, blued, in dozens, 75 and 15 per

cent, discount.

Firebricks—A winter quiet now prevails

in this line. The price is $18.50 to $26, as

to brand.

Cement—There is no demand being felt.

We quote: German, $2. 50 to $2. 65; English,

$2.40 to $2.50; Belgian, 51.90 to 52.15

per bbl.

MKTAU.
The metal market is quiet, but the under-

tone seems to be firm.

Pic; Iron — The pig iron market is quiet

and somewhat depressed at the moment.
Canadian pig is worth 518 to 520, and Sum-
merlee524 10525.

Bar Iron—The market is steady at the

moment. The ruling price is 5 1 . 65 to 5 1 . 70.

Black Sheets— The inquiry is small at

52.80 for 8 to 16 gauge.

Galvanized Iron—Some import orders

for spring are being taken. We quote : No.

28 Queen's Head, 55 to 55.10; Apollo, ioj^

oz., 55 to 55. lot Comet, No. 28, 54.50 with

25c. allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—The ruling price is 1 7# c.

Ingot Tin—Values continue at the old

level in foreign markets, and there is little

business doing. Locally, Lamb and Flag

is worth 33c.

Lead — The market is steady with some
transactions occurring at 54 65.

Lead Pipe —There is nothing new to

note. We quote : 7c. for ordinary and
7#c. for composition waste, with 15 per

cent. off.

Iron Pipe—There is a little moving.

The general trend of the market is strong.

We quote as follows: Black pipe, V, 53
per 100ft.

; #. 53 ! #. $3 I X, *3-i5
!

i-in., 54.50; iX.J6.io; \%, 57-28; 2-in.,

59-75- Galvanized, %, 54.60 ; M, 55.15 ;

i-in., 57-5°: llA. $9- 8° ; !^> *"-75 \
»-

in., 516.
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Tinplates—A small business is passing

at $4.50 for coke and $4.75 for charcoal.

Canada Plate—Dealers seem to be eager

to clear out stocki. We quote as follows :

52*5, $2.90; 6o's, 53 ;
75's, 53- 10; full

polished, $3.75, and galvanized, $4.60.

Tool Steel—We quote: Black Diamond,
8c; Jessop's 12c.

Steel—No change. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, J! 1. 85 ; tire, J? 1.95 ; spring, $2.75 ;

machinery, 52.75 and toe calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates—Business is at a stand-

still in this line. We quote $825.
Swedish Iron—Steady at $4. 25.

Coil Chain—A few small lots are

moving. Open prices prevail now. We
quote: No. 6, 1 1 j£c. ; No. 5, 10c; No.4,9 %c. ;

No. 3, 9c; V-inch, 7>£c. per lb.; 5-16,

$4.60; 5-16 exact, $5.10; y*, 54.20; 7-16,

5400; %, 53-75; 9-16, 53-65; H> #3-35:

X, 53-25; H, 53-2o; i-in., 53- T 5- In c^-
load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—There has been no change,

the ruling price being 6 to 6j^c.

Antimony—Unchanged, at ioq.

GLASS.
Some houses are preparing to take import

orders for glass, while others do not intend

to adopt this course. The market appears
to be in a good condition to buy. We quote

:

First break, 52; second, 52.10 for 50
feet; first break, 100 feet, 53.80;
second, 54 ; third, $4.50; fourth, 54.75;
fifth, 55-25; sixth, 55.75, and seventh,

56.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.
Trade is opening up early and well, and

paint manufacturers are extremely well

pleased with the volume of business already
done. All lines show an improved demand
this week. We hear that values for summer
delivery of oil are lower this week. As the
market is falling, we cannot but advise our
readers to defer the making of contracts fo

summer supply. There are no changes in

prices to report. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, 56.75 ; No. 1, 56 37^ ; No. 2,

56 ; No. 3, 55 62^, and No. 4, 55.25, all

f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

Dry White Lead— 55-75 in casks;
kegs, 56.

Red Lead — Casks, 55-5o ; in kegs,

55-75-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.
1, 6^c; in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7%c.
Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

52 per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, 52.15;
bladders, in barrels, 5220; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52. 35; in tins,

52.45 to 52.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c; boiled, 83c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic less, 10 to 20-bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2C. for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oihawaat 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 59c; 2 to 4
bbls., 58c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,
the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51.25 to 51.45 per gal.

Experienced Builders

Value

EASTLAKE
SHINGLES

Galvanized or Painted.

Because they are easier and quicker

applied, last longer, and give better

protection than others.

Experienced dealers are doing a big business in these reliable shingles.

They satisfy the requirements of those who want permanent fire and lightning

proof roof protection that withstands all weather conditions and is economi-
cally trustworthy.

If you're not handling them, write us for Price Lists.

METALLIC ROOFING CO., Limited, >«»»• Toronto.

Wholesale Manufacturers.

Castor Oil—S%( to 9^c in wholesale

lots, and y2 c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 >£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

52.75 to 54 50, as to brand ; coal tar. 53 25
to 53 75 ; cotton waste, 4% to 5X C - f°r

colored, and 6 to 7^c for white ; oakum,

5^ to 6}4c., and cotton oakum, 10 to lie.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, I7j£c; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages, i8^c; J^-lb. packages, 2o}4c.
;

1 -lb. tins, I9^c; J^-lb. tins, 21 yic. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
The scrap metal market is quiet and

steady. Dealers are paying the following

prices in the country : Heavy copper and
wire, 13 to I3>£c per lb. ; light copper,

12c; heavy brass, 12c; heavy yellow,

Z% to 9c; light brass, 6^ to

7c; lead, 2^ to 3c per lb.; zinc, 2^ to

2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, 513 to 514 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, 513 to 5 T 4 ; stove

plate, 58 to 59; light iron, No. 2, 54 a ton;

malleable and steel, 54.

PETROLEUM.
Trade has fallen off slightly. We quote:

"Silver Star," 15 to 16c ; "Imperial
Acme," 16^ to 17'Ac. ; "SC. Acme,"
18 to 19c, and " Pratt's Astral," 19 to

20c.

HIDES.
Trade is in about the same position as

last week. We quote : Light hides, 7#c
for No. 1 ; 6}4c. for No. 2, and 5>£c for

No. 3. Lambskins, 90c

MONTREAL NOTES.

American building tools are firm.

Stovepipes and elbows are lower.

Nos. 66 and 18 Stanley wood rules are

changed in regard to their listed prices.

It is rumored that the wholesale houses

are trying to fix the prices of axes.

"King Cutter" razors are now selling at

513 50 for white handle and 512.50 for

black.

Montreal retailers have been deprived of

the rebate of 7j£c per keg that has re-

cently been allowed them on cut and wire

nails.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, January 18, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE wholesale hardware trade is not of

a particularly interesting character

this week. Business can only be

termed moderate, and the situation, as far as

prices are concerned, is much about the

same as a week ago. For prompt ship-

ment the demand is light, most of the

orders the travellers are sending being for

future delivery. The orders for future de-

livery are not, however, large, as a rule.

Practically all the business that is being

done at the moment in fence wire is for

future delivery. The feature of the nail

trade is the booking of orders for spring de-

livery, a little business having developed in

this particular during the past week. A
few orders for future shipment are also

being booked in harvest tools, spades and

shovels, and churns. A little business has

been done during the week in skates and

sleigh bells. Payments are rather slow.

Barb Wire—A few small lots have been

booked for future delivery, but practically

nothing is being done in the way of prompt

shipment. We quote 52. 97
lA f.o.b. Cleve-

land for less than carlots, and 52.85 in

carlots. From stock, Toronto, 53 10 per

100 lb.

Galvanized Wire—Practically nothing

is being done. We quote : Nos. 6, 7 and
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8. #3-55'. No - 9. S3-i°; No-. IO
- 8375;

No. 11, $3 85; No. 12. $3 25; No. 13,

$3.35; No. 14, $4.25; No - I S. M--75. and

No. 16, $$.

Smooth Steel Wire — A few small

orders are being booked in oiled and

annealed wire for future delivery, but

nothing scarcely is being done in the way

of prompt shipment. A little business has

been done in hay-baling wire during the

week. The base price is unchanged at

$2.80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails — Orders for future delivery

have been taken during the past week, al-

though not a great many. Business for

immediate requirements is also light. Base

price is unchanged at $2.85 per keg for less

than carlots and $2.75 in carlots.

Cut Nails—Immediate business is still

small. For future delivery a little business

is being done. The base price remains at

$2.35 per keg.

Horseshoes — Busines continues quiet

at unchanged prices. We quote as follows

f.o.b. Toronto : Iron shoes, No. 2 and

larger, light, medium and heavy, $3 60 ;

snow shoes, $3.85 ; light steel shoes, $3. 70;

featherweight (all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes). $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4. ;

light steel shoes, $3.95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4 95.

Horse Nails—Business is moderate.

Discount, 50 per cent, on standard oval

head and 50 and 10 per cent, on Acadia.

Screws—Business is fair at the recent

reduction. We quote as follows : Flat

head bright, 85 per cent, off the list; round

head bright, 80 per cent. ; flat head brass,

77 }4 per cent. ; round head brass, 70 per

cent. ; flat head bronze, 70 per cent.;

round head bronze, 65 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—A fairly good trade is

being done in bolts, and there is some talk

of an attempt being made to raise prices.

We quote : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 70 per cent. ; carriage bolts,

fulls quare, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

cent. ; nuts, square, 4^c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4^c. off; tire bolts, 67# per cent.; stove

bolts, 67 >4 ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent. ;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—These remain quiet.

Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on iron rivets;

iron burrs, 55 per cent.; copper rivets and

burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

r pe—The demand for rope keeps quiet.

The hemp markets rule steady to firm.

We quote as follows: Sisal, 9c. per lb.

base, and manila, 13c. Cotton rope is un-

changed as follows: 3-16 in. and larger,

i6j£c; 5-32 in., 2i^c, and y% in., 22#c.

per lb.

Cutlery — Being between the seasons,

business is naturally light.

Sporting Goods—Very little is being

done.

Building Paper — Business remains

much about the same as it was a week ago.

Ready roofing, 3-ply, $1.65 per square;

ditto, 2 ply, $1.40 per square. Quotations

are f.o.b. Toronto, Hamilton, London.

Green Wire Cloth—Some business is

still being done on spring delivery account.

We quote $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Skates—A few of these have been going

out during the past week.

Churns—Some orders are being booked

for spring delivery.

Spades and Shovels—There is just the

usual trade being done for immediate

requirements, and a few orders are being

booked for future delivery. Discount 40

and 5 per cent.

Harvest Tools — Orders for spring de-

livery are being booked, and with rather

more freedom than immediately preceding

the holidays. Discount 50, 10 and 5 per

cent.

Poultry Netting — Orders for future

delivery are being booked with some free-

dom. Discount on Canadian make 50 and

5 per cent.

Cement—There is nothing doing. We
nominally quote in barrel lots : Canadian

Portland, $2.80 to $3 ; Belgian, #2.75 to $3;

English do., $3 ; Canadian hydraulic

cements, #1.25 to 81.50; calcined 'plaster,

$1.90 ; asbestos cement, $2.50 per bbl.

METALS.

The metal markets are quiet, and, with

the exception of lead, steady.

Pig Iron—Very little business is being

done, but prices rule steady. The Cana-

dian furnaces are quoting $17 for No. 2 in

100 ton lots.

Bar Iron—The demand continues fairly

brisk at $1.65 to gi.70 per 100 lb.

Pig Tin—The outside markets are at the

moment steady, but they have ruled weak,

some sharp declines having taken place,

particularly in London, Eng. Trade, locally,

while not large, is fair for this time of the

year. We quote 32 to 33c. as the ruling

price.

Tinplates — Coke plates are 15 to 25c.

lower. The demand has improved. We
now qnote bright coke plates as follows :

I.C., usual sizes, $4.15 ; I.C., special sizes,

base, $4 5°; 20x28, $8.50.

Tinned Sheets—The demand is more

active than it was.

Terne Plates — Trade is quiet and

featureless.

Black Sheets—Business is rather quiet.

We quote $3.50 per 100 lb.

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-

paration for Cleaning Cutlery.
6d. and ts. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON'
KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OP

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

iCOVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

I

J

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS, f

" /ARE THE BEST. A I
Hlgheat Quality Grooming
Sheep-Shearing Machlnet.

WE MAKE THEM.
6ETD FOB CATALOGUE TO

••irliu Skearw Bft. Co.. Ha>haa. H.H..D81
*

Oon't Forget the Name. . .

NEWMAN'S INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRINCS

Strong, Quick, Reliable, Effective.

Will close a door against any pressure of wind. Far
ahead of ordinary door springs, pneumatic or other-
'wise. Ask your wholesaler.

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

HORSE
CLIPPERS

as
ip the

BJRMAN & SONS', LIMITED
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth,

supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip

cavalry horses in South Africa.

Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.

Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Fie'd Marshal Lord Roberts.

Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, - Petrolia, Ont

Pullman Sash Balance Co,

Makers of the

"Pullman"
Hardware
Specialties

Main Office and Works,

Rochester, N.Y.. U.S.A.

On tale all round the globe.

f*\
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Galvanized Sheets—Orders are being

booked for spring and summer delivery,

and business is, on the whole, fairly good.

We quote English at $4.75 and American

at $4.50.
Canada Plate—Dealers are beginning

to book for delivery next fall, and quite a

few orders have been booked. We quote :

All dull, $3.15 ; half and half, $3.25;
' and all bright, $3 85 to $4.

Iron Pipe—A fairly good trade is still to

be noted. We quote : Black pipe % in.,

$3.00 ;
i/
s in., 83 00

; yi in., $3 05 ; ^
in., $3.20; 1 in., $4 60 ; i# in., #6.35 ;

ij^in., $7.55; 2 in., $10.10. Galvanized

pipe is as follows: yz in., $4.6$; % in.,

*5-3S: 1 in., 57.25; \% in., $9.75; *'A in.,

$11.25; 2 m -> $ : 5 5°-

Hoop Steel— Business is fair in this line.

Copper — The demand for ingot copper

has been active, and in sheet copper a fairly

good trade is to be noted. We quote :

Ingot, 19 to 20c; bolt or bar, 23^ to 25c;

sheet, 23 to 23 %c.

Brass—Business is quiet. Discount on

rod and sheet 15 per cent.

Solder — The demand is quiet. We
quote : Halfand half, guaranteed, 19c;

do., commercial, i8^c. ; refined, i8j£c,

and wiping, iSc.

Lead — Business is rather quiet. We
quote 434' to 5c.

Zinc Spelter—Not much doing. We
quote 6 to 6#c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—A fair business is to be

noted. We quote casks at $6.75 to $7, and

part casks at $7 to $7.50 per 100 lb.

Antimony—Business is quiet at 11 to

11 J^c. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.
There is a considerable increase in the

orders for immediate shipment, but the bulk
of orders are, of course, for spring delivery.

Jobbers are looking for a big spring trade,

though price conditions are quite changed
from a year ago. It will be remembered
that at this time last year prices were all

advancing, and dealers bought ahead freely.

This year prices are high now, and some
buyers are holding off for lower prices.

There is no definite assurance of a decline,

however, except in linseed oil, which, in

any; case will not reach its low point till

May. English oil is being sold for May
shipment (which means arrival here about
July 1) at 63c. Canadian crushers have
placed contracts for seed which will make
67c. a possible price in May. At the
moment, all lines are firm and there is little

prospect of an immediate change. We quote

:

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white
lead, $6 87^; No. 1, $6.50; No. 2. $6.12^;
No. 3,$5.75; No. 4. $5.37^; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5.25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.
; $5.25 to $5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c,

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8#c.

84,000 Daily Production.
S Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevolled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 707 Cannon Street, London E.C — 128 Hope Street, Glas-
gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."
Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS of every description.

Reliable Tools at low prices.

A. SHAW & SON, 52 Rahere St., Goswell Rd„ London, E.C. Eng The oldest house in the
trade, lineal successors of the inventor and patentee, J. SHAW.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c.

Whiting — 60c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 75 to 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

JJ2.15 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than
100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90
per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, #2.50 per
cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, £1.20 to #1.30 per
gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

\oyz z. per lb. and \oyi to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 80c.

;

boiled, 83c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 79c;
boiled, 82c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, 2c. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 59c. ; 2

to 4 barrels, 58c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per
gallon extra will be added, and for 5 gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,
80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
Trade is not active, though a fair num-

ber of orders for spring delivery are noted.

We still quote first break locally : Star,

in 50-foot boxes, $2.10, and 100-foot
boxes, $4; doublediamond under 26 united
inches, $6, Toronto, Hamilton and Lon-
don;terms 4 months or3per cent. 3odays.

OLD MATERIAL.
The market is decidedly quiet. Stove

cast and No. 1 wrought scrap have declined

5c. 100 lb. Scrap rubber is %c. lower. We
quote j obbers' prices as follows : Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 55c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 35c; No. 1 wrought

50c. per 100 lb. ; new light scrap copper,
12c. per lb. ; bottoms, io^c. ; heavy
copper, I2^c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c. ;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

\oyiz. ; heavy red brass, io^c. ; scrap
lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2j^c ; scrap rubber, 6^c;
good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c; clean
dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

PETROLEUM.
A good movement continues. Prices are

steady since the advance of j£c. last week.
We quote: Pratt's Astral, 17 to \7%c.
in bulk (barrels, $1 extra) ; Ameri-
can water white, 17 to I7^c. in barrels

;

Photogene, 16*4 to 17c; Sarnia water
white, 16 to \6yic. in barrels; Sarnia prime
white, 15 to 1

5

yic. in barrels.

COAL.

There is practically a famine in nut size.

The delivery of other lines is reduced by
the shortage of cars. Prices are unchanged.
We quote anthracite on cars Buffalo and
bridges : Grate, $4 .75 per gross ton and
$4.24 per net ton ; egg, stove and nut, #5
per gross ton and $4 46 per net ton.

MARKET NOTES.

Scrap rubber has declined }4c per lb.

Stove cast, and No. 1 wrought scrap iron

are 5c, per 100 lb. lower.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co , agents for

the "Micmac" hockey stick, report that,

notwithstanding the large number they have
sold this season, not one complaint has been
received. They claim that the " Micmac "

will stand more rough usage than any other

stick.

The merchants in many of the Manitoba
towns and villages have instituted early

closing. Moosomin, Man., has recently

added to the number. The stores there

now close at 6.30 o'clock p.m. every

evening except Saturdays and days before

holidays.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, January 15, 1901.

THE hardware market, as far as

Winnipeg is concerned, is remark-

ably quiet at the time of writing. All

the houses are busy stock-taking and pre-

paring for the spring business.

Price list for the week is as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb S3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" 11 4 00
12 4 05

" 13 4 20

14 4 35
15 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 45
" 16 and 20 350

10 3 55
8 365
6 3 7°

4 3 85

3 4 1°
Cut nails, 30 to bo dy 300

20 to 40 3 05
" 10 to 16 310

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 °°
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50

24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00

28 gauge 5 25
Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge 8 00
Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75

IX " 1275
IXX " 14 75

Ingot tin 35
Canadaplate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00

H 10 50
" % and 5-16 11 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
y& 14 00

5i and 5-16 1450
Solder 21 lA
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 75 and 10 p.c.

Round" " 70 p.c.

Flat '
' brass 70 p c.

Round " " 60 and 5 p.c.

Coach 57K p.c.

Bolts, carriage 42K p.c.

Machine 45 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c

Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 5° P c -

Copper, No. 8 50c. lb.

Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 5°. and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.

.

$2 50
No. 1 1 5°
No. 2 r 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C. F. pistol 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

American, M 16 25

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 750

Powder, F.F., keg 4 75
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.
"

plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.
Water white Canadian

.

Prime white Canadian.

24MC.
23c
2ic.

19c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68
Less than barrel lots 73

Linseed oil, raw 87
Boiled 90

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25 !4

Eldorado engine 24K
Atlantic red 27^
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23 1

/£ to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55 to 74
Harness oil 61

Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50

41 to 5° 5 5°
51 to 60 6 00
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2K
kegs " 2%

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 700

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, .per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

NOTES.

Mr. Falls, buyer for Geo. D. Wood &
Co., the well-known hardware dealers,

returned from the East last week.

THEIR 47TH ANNUAL REUNION.

The employes of Caverhill, Learmont &
Co. , Montreal, held their 47th annual din-

ner at Her Majesty's Cafe last Friday even-

ing, and not only was it well attended, but

the evening was a most enjoyable one

throughout. Previous to the dinner they

were present at the presentation of " Car-

men '

' in the theatre, and shortly before

midnight they assembled in the cafe, where

an excellent dinner was served. The menu
card was a characteristic hardware one.

After dinner the chairman, Mr. James

Reid, rose and proposed "The Queen,"

which was most enthusiastically honored.

The other toasts were :
*' Our Employers,"

proposed by Mr. J. W. Dowling, and

responded to by Mr. Frank Ross Newman
;

"Our Guests," proposed by Mr. G. H.

Cornell, and responded to by Messrs. Wm.
Percival, R. W. Garth and Wm. Grose, and

"The Ladies," proposed by Mr. J. R.

Terrill. Mr. George McGowan proposed

the health of the chairman, and Mr. Reid

ably responded. The health of Mr. John

Gouldthorpe, one of the oldest employes,

and who has attended nearly every dinner,

was also drunk with eclat. During the

evening songs were given by Messrs. R.

Piatt, Alex. Bain, F. R. Newman, Jack

Davidson, Fred Cockburn, Wm. Grose and

Archie Macfarlane, and Mr. Dick Terrill

gave a whistling solo. A vote of thanks

was tendered to Mr. Wilfred Lawson for the

able manner in which he had gotten up and
carried out the dinner, and the proceedings
terminated at an early hour with '

' God
Save the Queen."

LudgerDoucet.sawmiller.Thetford Mines,
Que. , has been burned out.

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

Sole Manufacturers iu Canada of

Brandram Bros.

& Co., London, Eng.,

B.B.
Genuine White Lead.

Brandram's Genuine B. B. is the best White Lead made. It is unequalled for white-

ness, and fineness and body, and will cover more surface than any other White Lead

Paint. It is the favorite White Lead in England, Canada, United States, Australia
)

Russia, etc. Made by a special process, and is superior to all other White Leads for

durability.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
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THE SPECIAL NUMBER

*W OF

The Hardware and
Metal Merchant

now in course of preparation, which
will be issued March 9ii?, will be big-

ger and better than any previous
issue.

In our new premises and with our
new presses we have more room,
greater capacity and better facilities

for doing high-class work than for-

merly.

All our facilities and energies will

be turned to account in producing a
Special Edition of exceptional merit.

The MacLean Publishing Co.,
LIMITED

Trade Newspaper Publishers

MONTREAL AND TORONTO
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
VIEWS ON THE PLUMBING

BUSINESS.

By John E. Allen, of Des Moines.

WHAT are the conditions existing in

our business to-day ? Is there a

future for it in the professions or

are we on the downward road to obliteration ?

Are plumbing laws and inspectorship being

a benefit to us or the public, and last, but

not least, are we the only trade receiving

the boasted protection granted by manu-

facturers and jobbers ? Let us reason the

matter together and see if our trade justifies

us to devote the time and energy to it that

is being done, and whether you or I would

recommend our sons to continue in our

footsteps by sticking to it through thick and

thin.

Gentlemen, it's a fact that the business is

in worse condition today than it has ever

been and the future is not very bright.

There is no longer any protection to the

master plumber in any manner that it may

be received. I could not purchase goods

from a grocer, jeweller or boot and shoe

manufacturer or jobber by still remaining

in the plumbing business, having a card

and letter heads printed, stating that I

carried the goods mentioned above and de-

served wholesale prices and purchased suf-

ficient only to supply my family for their

immediate wants. I would be refused point

blank ; this is protection that is protection,

and it is right and proper that I should not

be allowed to purchase at wholesale prices

until there was no doubt in their minds that

my intentions were honorable before quoting

me prices, much less sell me the goods.

Does this protection exist in the plumbing

business ? No sir, it does not ! If an

owner desires to furnish plumbing goods at

wholesale prices, all he has to do is to have

a bursted boiler painted, rent a store

that has remained idle for some time

with shelving already in, for 30 days pur-

chase a number of cracked washnuts that

can be had for the hauling of them away,

have a card and letterhead printed and write

the manufacturers and jobbers for prices,

cash before goods are shipped, and he will

not be disappointed in getting all he needs

to finish his first and last job of plumbing to

the injury and detriment of the legitimate

trade. But no one can deny that under our

present condition any manufacturer or

jobber would call him a plumber and

entitled to purchase goods. There is more

of this work being done at the present time

than has been known in the history of the

trade.

Every implement store has in stock,

sinks, lead pipe, lead traps, bibbs, check

and wastes and iron pipe, bench vise stock

and dies, and are allowed to sell to anyone

whether in the trade or not, gradually under-

mining the jobbing part of the business.

Under these conditions does it justify any-

one to carry a large stock of goods when

you can purchase in small quantities just

as cheap, and save the interest on your in-

vestment, insurance, etc.? You can pick

up daily, any newspaper in your large city

and see advertisements calling your atten-

tion to cheap plumbing goods that your

customer is posted on, and on account of

the supposedly enormous profit in the busi-

ness by some hook or crook they manage to

get a catalogue and discount sheet. It is

wonderful to see the number of plumbing

and gas fixture catalogues that are carefully

stowed away and treasured by your patrons.

It is a household word with owners of

flats, " buy from so-and.so Wrecking Co."

How long such methods will continue and

then that they will be allowed to progress is

the question. No one will doubt but that

the situation is a trying one, and calls for

immediate action on the part of all the

trade before it is too late. I fear though

that our business will gradually fall into

other hands and before many years. The
business will be a side line taken up by

other trades with more capital, so that they

can carry larger stocks and fill the long felt

want of the manufacturer and jobber in our

line. I have no desire to prevent any am-

bitious plumber from starting in the business

free from restrictions. But I am strongly

against usurpers being allowed to purchase

goods at wholesale prices so easily ; in fact,

it is the easiest business on record to pur-

chase material if you have the cash.

Some remedy certainly should be given

us ; why not adopt the one successfully

carried out by the jobber ? How many
manufacturers will quote you prices and

sell you direct, saving middleman's profit,

and if they should, what would be the

result ?

The past year's experience certainly

should prepare us all to settle this important

matter once for all in a just and business-

like manner, satisfying all and harmony

and good fellowship exist forever.

True there are other improvements neces-

sary which relate to ourselves individually,

which have puzzled us for years and one is

ruinous estimating, or I might truthfully say

guessing. Anyone of us certainly would

prefer to figure with a competitor who was
t

conservative instead of the competitor who

does not need to figure. We then stand a

better chance of making a fair profit.—John

E. Allen, in Plumbers' Trade Journal.

A CONTESTED CLAIM.

Lessard & Harris, plumbers, and L.

Cohen & Son, coal dealers, both of Montreal,

are contesting a claim for payment of certain

goods which they bought from a clerk by

the name of Marsily, in the employ of Mr.

B. J. Coghlin. They gave the following

account of the transaction :
" Marsily left

some samples of brass which he said had

been consigned to a firm in Sherbrooke,

who had refused them on 'account of

quality, and that he was selling for account

of the shippers, representing himself as a

commercial agent. After 10 days of delay,

it was agreed to purchase the goods at their

regular market value for the purpose of

remitting. The goods were delivered by a

carter, who brought instructions from Mar-

sily that he be paid $1-25. An invoiceVas

presented and payment was made by

cheque to Marsily' s order. The cheque,

which was endorsed by Marsily, bears the

imprint of a rubber stamp, ' George Marsily,

Agence Commerciale.' This closed the

matter so far as Messrs. Cohen were con-

cerned. They have since been informed,

however, that Marsily told his employer he

had sold the goods on time, and that he had

obtained Mr. Coghlin' s consent to do so.

The goods were removed, as has been seen,

by an outside carter whom Marsily repre-

sented to have been sent by the purchasers.

Neither Cohen & Son nor Lessard &
Harris were aware of Mr. Coghlin' s interest

in the goods, and only because so when

they were asked for payment. Lessard &
Harris have instituted a counter action

against Mr. Coghlin."

BIG LIGHTING COMBINE PROPOSED.

According to a despatch from Montreal,

Rodolphe Forget, president of the Royal

Electric Co., of that city, is promoting a

company to be known as the "Lighting and

Power Co., of Montreal," with a capital of

$25,000,000. It is proposed that this com-

pany will absorb Chambly Manufacturing

Company, the Royal Electric Company, the

Montreal Gas Company, and the Lachine

Rapids Hydraulic and Land Company, and

thus control the lighting and power of the
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Nippers and Plyers
IS THE BEST GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU ?

ASK FOR THE GREEN BOOK.

Smith & Hemenway Co., rTo
c
oL

D
co
OP F0RGE

296 Broadway, New York City.

T>

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 220% Board of Trade. MONTREAL.

HOR8E NAILS — "C" Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRA38ITE" COOD8 — Gunn Castor Co..
Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

Manufacturers of

Heating
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

The

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

—

—

TORONTO.

WIRE RODS ! *
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,

In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

TRADE

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

JVobies 8f Moarc.
CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY
Which can be obtained direct from the works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNS are equipped with BICYCLE BAL L

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE —
Dowswell Manufacturing Co.

Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
;Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

HOW TO SAVE GAS Peebles* Automatic Gas Govemors

wiiiTiiiiiiiiia

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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city. It is understood that several wealthy

capitalists are behind Mr. Forget in his

scheme.
"

MEETING OF BATHTUB MAKERS.

A
MEETING of the manufacturers of

steel-clad, copper-lined bathtubs,

all-steel enameled tubs and solid-

copper tubs was held in Buffalo, N.Y., on

Thursday, January 10. A rumor was

current during the closing part of last year

to the effect that higher prices would be

announced at this meeting. This, it is be-

lieved, will not be the case, owing to the

fact that the manufacturers of enameled

iron bathtubs have considerably reduced

their prices, thus bringing the enameled tubs

of the unguaranteed quality and the seconds

of the first quality into close competition

with steel-clad, copper-lined tubs. It would

not surprise the trade if the price of steel-

clad tubs was slightly reduced after this

meeting.

There is very little profit in the steel-clad

tub at the present price, but if the manufac-

turers intend to keep it in the market they

will have to make some reduction, no matter

how small, in order to keep the selling price

at a safe distance from prices ruling on the

lower grade enamelled iron tubs. That there

will always be a market for a cheap tub is

manifest to everybody, but it is not unlikely

that in the near future this market will go to

the all-steel painted tub. The present

prices of the lower grade enamelled iron

tubs and of full weight steel-clad tubs are

so close together that the preference will go

to the enamelled iron one, and, unless

copper takes a drop in price, the steel clad

copper lined tub may be put entirely out of

the market. —Metal Worker, January 12.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

The Amherst, N.S., council have ap-

pointed a committee to consider the advis-

ability of erecting a new gaol.

The towns and villages in Lanark county,

Ont., have carried a by-law to have a House

of Industry erected in Perth, the county

town.

The members of the St. John, N.B.,

Congregational church have decided to

either build a new church or to make exten-

sive repairs to the present one.

TORONTO BUILDING PERMITS.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to The Wm. Davies Co., Limited,

for a store building at the corner of College

and Bathurst streets, to cost #3,600, and to

W. S. Kellow, for a pair of two storey and

attic residences, near Albany avenue, on

Wells street, to cost $5,000.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

Joseph Lafrance & Co., plumbers, Mont-

real, have~assignVl^(. A

Dupont & LeveiHe, plumbers, etc., Farn-

ham, Que., have registered partnership.

The Frankford Electric Ligbt Co. , Limited,

Frankford, Ont., have been incorporated.

Mrs. Felix Gaulin has registered as pro-

prietress of F. Gaulin & Cie, plumbers,

Granby, Que.

The Brome Lake Electric Power Co.,

Knowlton and Waterloo, Que., have been

incorporated.

P. F. Moore and S. Walsh have registered

partnership under the style of Moore & Co.,

plumbers, etc., St. John's Nfld.

Paquet & Godbout, St. Hyacinthe, Que.,

have secured the contract for an addition to

the Convent of the Congregation St. Hya-

cinthe.

The Methodists of Wingham, Ont., have

given S. Bennett the contract for building a

new church to cost #11,400, exclusive of

seats and furnace.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

The contracts for plumbing and kindred

work in the G.T.R.'s new freight sheds at

Montreal, which aroused such keen interest

in the trade in the Montreal, Toronto and

other centres, have at last been let. The
Bennett & Wright Co., Limited, get the

contracts for heating, ventilating and

plumbing, while the conduit wiring and

electric lighting has been given to the

Western Electric Co., New York.

A CREDITABLE NEW YEAR NUMBER.
The new Year number of The Plumbing

Trade Journal, New York, is one of the best

of the kind that has been issued by its

publishers. Its cover is of exceptionally

artistic design, and is printed and embossed

in red, green and gold. In addition to the

usual amount of reading matter and illus-

trations, there are some excellent Christmas

stories and poetry written especially for the

plumbing trade.

HARDWARE CLERK GETS A
COMMISSION.

W. R. H. Dann, one of the seven

Canadians to whom commissions in the

British army were granted recently upon the

advice of the Earl of Minto, is employed in

Geo. D. Wood & Co.'s hardware ware-

house, Winnipeg. Mr. Dann, who is about

25 years of age, is a native of Ireland, but

has resided for many years in Canada.

R. C. Cassady, dealer in agricultural

implements, Boissevain, Man., has been

succeeded by Owen Bell.

1901
A

PHENOMENAL
SUCCESS
We are now booking the largest

business in Ready Mixed Paints

since the Company was inaugu-

rated. The reason is not far to

seek—The Canada Paint Com-

pany are, veritably, the only first

hands in Canada for painting

material of every description. We
manufacture every item from start

to finish, consequently, we can,

and do, give the best value.

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

IF
the best PARIS GREEN is requir-

ed insist upon this Company's
make. We manufacture guaran-
teed Pure Paris Green.

NONE BETTER.

THE PAINT COMPANY

CANADA I Hill I LIMITED

MONTREAL
TORONTO
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THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY
r^^SfT-SY

Asbestos

Disk

Valve

A First-Class

and Reliable Valve.

Also.

The Fairbanks

Standard Scales

Pipe Fittings

Pipe and Mill Supplies

Send for

our New Catalogues.

THE FAIRBANKS CO., 749 Craig St., MONTREAL
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WHAT WE DO IN JANUARY.

GET ready for it first during the week

intervening between Christmas'

ending and the first day of the new

year
;
get ready for inventory by measuring

rolls of belting, oilcloth, screen wire,

poultry netting, rubber hose, leaving a

memorandum slip with each line ; count

the loose bolts, lag screws, twist drills, hand

taps, cap and set screws, finished and semi-

finished nuts ; count, weigh and mark and

clean up everything that will permit of it

and is not of a class constantly depleted by

sales each day.

INVENTORY.

In this way it is wonderful how greatly

the time of inventory is shortened. By the

way, the inventory is never finished until

every set of men in each department have

submitted with their sheets a memorandum
of all shortages for the want book (it is the

ideal time of the year to find correctly your

wants). White newspaper stock, cut to

size, is splendid for purposes of stock-

taking, using two men together, one to call

off and one to set down ; then all to be

handed in for copying in books Nos. i, 2 and

3, as the case may be—leaving it in good

shape for reference as an insurance record,

and for the year's buying of new stocks as

a guide. While copying, figuring and

carrying out is being done in the office, all

f loose stocks and short goods, such as bolts,

screws, nuts, washers, rivets, etc., can be

filled up and rearranged for the year's

beginning.

As the next best thing after finishing

stocktaking would suggest getting at

NEGLECTED AND OVERDUE ACCOUNTS.

They are the bane of every merchant's

existence, and at this time, as at no other

of the year, very many of them can be col-

lected. Many customers will settle then

from whom it is hard to collect later in the

year. The temptation is so great to depend

for one's financing on those accounts that

are easy to get and always certain to come
in or to be had for the asking, while the

slow ones are let run or neglected. It is

surrpising what a little hard work will do at

this time of year with a capable man back

of the collections. Very many customers

will not pay until asked to do so, and on

the other hand only await the asking.

Many of us have a large country client-

age—hard to get at and particularly hard

when the account exists—yet a cleverly-

worded letter stating your case and asking

for funds in a way that will not antagonize

will bring the majority of them on first trial.

Threatening letters are no good—they are

utterly without value. The old saying that

you can coax where you cannot drive is

essentially applicable in making collections.

After starting the right man or men at

this vital part of the month's work, it is

well to put the best man in the house for

the purpose at preparing the sale of

DEAD STOCK OR UNSALABLE GOODS

Many of us insist that we do not have it

—or but little of it. All of us have more or

less, and nothing is lost just now by going

over and bringing it out, giving it a

table or counter of its own, marking any

price on it that will sell it, and instructing

every man in the house to make a special

effort to see it disposed of. It occurs in

different finishes of builders' hardware,

locks, knobs, butts, etc., in old and old-

style sash locks, sash lifts, escutcheons,

cabinet trim, household goods, such as old-

time coffee mills, clothes wringers, and

various items scattered through the store,

and easily found if hunted for.

Large sale cards in plain figures, at half

their original value, with a little general

effort, will sell every dollar's woith, and

you are rid of it for all time.

LINES THAT HAVE NOT PAID

show up with every January invoice, and it

becomes a good time to find out why—to

either strengthen or change them, or drop

them altogether. Perhaps the latter is the

safest policy where good, strong efforts

have been put forth on the goods without

paying results. The same money put into

another and better line may bring good

profits.

It is a good time, too, to make a stronger

effort, so that every month and each week

of the coming year may be filled with goods

that sell and that make the entire year a

busy one—without the two old-time dull

seasons supposed to belong to the hard-

ware merchant. It is possible to add sea-

son goods, novelties and strong lines that

will do this. More and more of it is being

done by the merchants each year and the

change in the business becomes a most

agreeable one to all.

ECONOMIES FOR THE YEAR

may be better placed in January than any

other month ; not the economies that come

from cutting salaries of worthy employes

—

that is a false one—but the cutting off and

shutting down on the little everyday leaks

and expenses. The light and heat bills are

nearly always excessive and can generally

be improved on. The last few years have

shown wonderful changes in methods of

heating and lighting. Perhaps your dray-

age and delivery account (always a large

one) can be lessened for the year—even

with a growing business.

You may for the time being—for good

reasons—have given up discounting your

invoices. Make some arrangement to keep

it up. No one thing creates as much revenue,

no one thing is so abused and so greatly

misunderstood. It is not only the fact that

in an average store it will pay a good clerk's

or bookkeeper's salary for the year, but it

is a money investment not made or allowed *

in any bank. As stated in The Iron Age a

number of times, 2 per cent, at 6o days

equals an investment of nearly 16 per cent.,

and 2 per cent, at 30 days an investment of

nearly 36 per cent. Everyone does not

get the time to carefully go over and check

invoices—it means dollars a great many
times. There are other and many economies

to be found.

THE MONTH OF SPRING CONTRACTS

is at hand in January. Your steel goods

are to come in. It's a good time to make

a new rack for them. Your bulk seed stock

will need attention now, and no other one

line pays so well if bought right

and put in proper shape for sale. The

paint stock is to be gone over and

gotten ready, and new colors select-

ed for the early spring months. Quo-

tations are to be sought on and contracts

made for lawn mowers, also ice cream

freezers and refrigerators. A new and better

line of hammocks are to be carried. Then

there are lawn swings and lawn seats,

screen doors and screen windows, poultry

netting and screen wire, water coolers and

filters—all to obtain quotations on and con-

tract for. A very vital thing is to see that

contracts or season goods get in early—very

early—they nearly all have a spring dating,

and in many cases you have largely sold

and are reordering by the time^our com-

petitors' first shipment is in.

CULTIVATING THE TRADE,

old and new, should begin in January.

Forms for attractive and well-worded per-

sonal letters should be gotten ready, the

advertising of previous years improved

upon, the reaching of trade that has never

been in your house sought for. The manu-

facturers from whom you buy goods will aid

you largely in your " spring cultivation " of

trade with fresh cuts, new printed matter,

catalogues, folders, vest pocket memoranda,

metallic fence signs, food chopper and

chafing receipts and books, tool catalogues,

etc., which can be had for the asking.

January becomes the pivotal month of

the year, and should have much attention.

On it largely depends the results of the 1

1

months that follow—and the year's busi-

ness. Instead of a month of dullness and
rest, it should be a primal one—one full of

good schemes for the year. Individual

personal work will bring the year of 1901

up to what it should be.— " A Western
Merchant," in Iron Age.
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAN!
Manufacturers of the celebrated

a.ns&c

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
F. A. YORK, Manager.

COOPER'S

ONE-PIECE ELBOWS.
Scheipe's Patent Stove Pipe

Best In the world.

Ask for

COOPER'S
PATENT ELBOW

Price Guaranty d.

E. T. WRIGHT <Sc CO.
Sole Owners. HAMILTON, ONT.

"JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

ARE AND METAL /^^T^M 31•»»•»
ValYes and Plungers.

Only the very best leather and rubber are used

4fe in these goods, and all are carefully and evenly

fitted, making them the best of their kind. J

Berger Bros. I

Co. I
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. t

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very bandy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. 5Sik5^si^92i

The Latest and Best

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Aims Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Dpsciiptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS ...FINE TOOLS
Stevens; |

bench
Surface
Gauge

We make a perfect line

CALIPERS and DIVIDERS
Also such tools as Surface Gauges, Tool

Makers' Clamps, Center Punches, etc.

Write for our New Catalogue containing a description of our Tools.
It is also a valuable hand-book of information for mechanics and people
interested in such lines.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
P.O. Box 216, Chicopee Falls, Mass, U.S.A.

Carried by our representatives at Toronto and Montreal.

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored. Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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THE TWENTIETH CENTURY MAN.
BY T. JAMES FERNLEY, SECY. TREAS. NATIONAL HARDWARE ASSOCIATION.

THE century is dead ! Volumes by

the thousand could be written in

addition to the many thousands of

volumes which have already been produced

narrating the history of the past ioo years.

You have undoubtedly written to many

gentlemen for an expression of views of the

century which has passed, and you doubt-

less have many excellent articles which will

be read by the favored subscribers of your

organ. I leave it to others to write of the

great events of the past century, and simply

avail myself of the opportunity to say a few

words to those who will be responsible for

the making of the history of the twentieth

century.

In our city, at the present time, we find

many signs on the doors of leading institu-

tions of industry, " Boy Wanted !" " Man
Wanted !" We think we see hanging on

the great door-knob of the twentieth cen-

tury an immense placard bearing the words:

" Man Wanted !"

We know the kind of men that have been

wanted during the past century, but we are

not quite sure that the same type of man is

the one "wanted" for the twentieth cen-

tury. Things are beginning to move very

rapidly ; stage coach and Conestoga wagon

days are over ; steam is giving out, electri-

city and compressed air seem to be the

forces that will be used in the early days of

the twentieth century. The man who is

"wanted" may not be a wonderful genius.

He certainly should not be a theorist, but

must in every way be practical. It will not

be so much a question of ability as of

availability. By this we mean, the power

to avail one's self of every opportunity to

exert the talents which are inborn to the

greatest extent and at the right time.

COMMON SENSE.

He must be a man endowed to the fullest

extent with what is known as common
sense. This quality with an education will

be preferable, but if a man is not endowed

with common sense, an education, in our

opinion, will give emphasis to this lack to

the detriment of the individual involved.

We once heard of a lawyer who was cross-

examining a witness. The lawyer had the

reputation of not being particularly bright,

although very well educated. A farmer who
was noted for his common sense was under

cross-examination by this lawyer, and,

objecting to the way a certain question was

put, the lawyer said to him :
" Do you

presume to object to my proposition ? You,

an ignorant farmer, while I graduated at

two universities !

"

The farmer replied: "That's nothing.

I had a calf once that sucked from two

cows, and the more it sucked, the greater

calf he became.
'

'

QUICK DECISIONS NECESSARY.

Now, I would not have you understand

that an education is not going to be neces-

sary for the twentieth century man, but I

feel that the man who is wanted is one who

has common sense, one who knows what to

do and when to do it. The man wanted in

the twentieth century will be the one who is

able to come to quick decisions. We know

of many men who are willing, and who

have ability, and would be available men
were it not for the fact that they move too

slowly. They do not come to quick

decisions. It is dangerous for them to ride

on a train that is run by compressed air

—one of those trains that rushes up to the

station, where the conductor has his hand

on the rope connected with the air valve,

even before the train comes to a stop, who

calls out "All aboard !
" and quickly shuts

the gate until it reaches the next station.

The twentieth century man, the man who

is wanted, must be ready to step aboard as

quickly as the train pulls up to the platform,

and, if possible, before it comes to a stop.

ENTHUSIASM

The man wanted must be a man brim full

of enthusiasm, not too dignified, only digni-

fied to the extent of commanding proper

respect, but not of that same dignified

condition that he will be in after life leaves

his body. We have seen many men in the

latter days of the nineteenth century who

have ability and would have been available

men were it not for the fact that they are as

cold as a corpse and as dignified.

The man who answers the call of the

twentieth century— " Man Wanted !
"—

must be one full of enthusiasm ; whatever

he does must be done under high pressure
;

the gauge of the reservoir wherein the

power is held must ever show a supply

equal to any emergency. The twentieth

century man must throw himself almost

bodily into the work in which he is engaged -

MULES AS AMMUNITION.

We some time ago heard of an instance

that happened before the Pacific railroads

were built. A company of soldiers was

crossing the mountains. Mule power was

being used; a mountain howitzer was lashed

to the mule's back. The company was

attacked by Indians ambushed behind huge

rocks. The attack was so sudden that the

soldiers had not time to unlimber the guns

and get into position. The captain was a

young man full of enthusiasm. He whirled

the mule around and fired the cannon from

the mule's back. So great was the recoil

of the cannon that it hurled cannon

and mule end over end down the hill

towards the rocks where the Indians were

ambushed. They fled like sheep when

they saw the strange shot coming.

The next day the chief was captured and

brought into camp. The young captain

asked him why he fled so yesterday when

they had lost their gun and the whole party

might have been scalped. The old chief

straightened himself up and said : "Look
at me ! Me big Injun. Me no 'fraid little

guns. Me no 'fraid big guns, but when

white man fires whole mule at Injun me
very much 'fraid."

The twentieth century man must be ever

ready for emergencies such as confronted

this little band of soldiers, and his very

enthusiasm will lead him to victory.

BROADNESS.

Another quality which the man answering

the call of the twentieth century must

possess is that of broadness. This is a

term which was very much used in the last

days of the nineteenth century. Indeed, the

writer has heard it used by some men who

are extremely narrow. The broad-gauged

man is one who constantly has before him

the fact that "There are others." He
must concede that the difference between

the weight of his brain matter and that of

his fellow is not very considerable and that

by exchanging ideas with his fellowmen he

can be made more efficient and more avail-

able for the development of work which the

twentieth century demands.

COOPERATION THE KEYNOTE OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY.

During the past six years I have had rare

opportunity to study the characteristics of

many men who were engaged in making

the commercial history of that era, and I

say, without any fear of successful contra-

diction, that the most successful of these

were those who would rank as broad-gauged

men. Cooperation will be the keynote of

the twentieth century, therefore the man
who is "wanted" is the one who will be

willing to cooperate with his fellowmen in

developing the best thought and plan of

action.

It will not be the privilege of the present

readers of this journal to review the history

of the twentieth century, but we venture

that those whose privilege it will be to read

The American Artisan in the year 2001 will

find that the men who will leave their im-

print on the pages of history of the twen-

tieth century will be those who have the

qualities to which we have alluded.

—

American Artisan.
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MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents :

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture""^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS.

All our goods are guaranteed.

James Warnock & Co., - Gait, Ont.

CURRENT |V[ARKET QUOTATIONS
January 18 1901.

These prhes are for such qualiti s and
iiuaatitiej as are usually order d by retail
dealers on the usual te ms of c edit, the
1 .west figure j being for larger quantities und
prompt p»y. Large cash tuyera can fre-
quently make purchase* a better prices The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the doBiie
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 32 33

Tlnplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M
. L. 8. , equal to Bradley. Per box
I.O., usual sizes $7 00
IX., " 8 50

„ I.X.X., " 10 00
Famous

—

JO. 7 50
JX 8 50
I.X.X 9 50

Karen & Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 5 00
IX., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 00
l.XXX., " 8 00
D.V., 12%xl7 4 75
D.X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Ooke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.G., usual sizes 4 15
I.C., special sizes, base 4 5u
20 x 28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. Q. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 75
I.X., Terne Tin 10 75

Charooal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

XX., 14x56, 50sheet bis
)" 14x60 " } 07 07%

•' 14x65, " )
Tinned Sheets.

72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08",
" 26 " 08% 09
' 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.
Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 165 170
Refined " " 2 15
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05
Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 00
rire Steel.... 2 00
Machinery iron finish 2 05
Oast Steel, per lb 00 00
ToeCalkSteel 2 30
T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13
Jesiop s Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inoh 21'/,

2 " 13%
S<4 " 016
3 " 17%

Steel Boiler Plate.
'4 ioch 2 25
3-16 inch 2 25

H inoh and thioker 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 gauge 3 10
20 gauge 3 10
22to24 " 3 20
2« " 3 30
28 " 3 40

Canada Plates.
AH dull, 52 sheets 3 15
Half polished 3 25
All bright 3 85 4 00

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% inoh 3 00
% ' 3 00
% " 3C5
% " 3 20

1 " 4 SO
1% " 6 35

1% " 7 55
2 '" 10 10
2%-6 inch, discount 60 p c.

Galvanized pipe—
V. ioch 4 65
% " 5 35

> ;; 7?5
1% " 9 75
1% " 11 25
2 " 15 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G O. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge 4.-5 4 00
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 50
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 50 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
ProofCoil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

% " 8 00 8 50
5-16 " "

5 35 5
% " "

4 35 4 85
" 7-16 " "

4 15 4 65
% " "

4 35 4 50
" % " "

3 85 4 35" % " " 3 80 4 00
Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis.
count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25

'

' round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25

Sheet.
Untinned, 14 oz. , and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Note.—Extra for tinning, 2 cents per

pound, and tinning and half planishing 3
cents per pound.
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea„ per lb 25%
" 35to45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, perllb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06 06%
Domes tio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 owt. casks 6 75 7 00
Partcasks 7 00 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 0434 05
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. tq. ft., by 06'/4
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Notb.—Cut sheets % oent per lb. extra

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lists

at 7o. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.
Shot.

Common, $6.50 per 1U0 lb. ; chilled, $7.00
per 100 lb.; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c. Prioes are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discoun t, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 19
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 18%
Refined 18%
Wiping 18
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Per 100 lb

Pure 6 87%
No. 1 do 6 50
No. 2 do 6 12%
No. 3 do 5 75
No.4do 5 37%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85

" " No. 2 6 00
- Red Lead.

Gspiuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 09
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 06%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 110
Barn (in bblB.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams PaintB 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 125
Toronto Lead & Color Co's Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil

.

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperial Green 09

Oolors,I>ry.
Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre (J.F.L.S.), bbli .... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per owt. 180 190
English Oxides, per owt 3 00 3 25
Amerioan Oxides, per owt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,.. 175 2 00
Super Magnetio Oxides, 93p.c. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " o 10
do Raw 09

Drop Blaok, pure 09

Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..

boxes, per lb 08 24
Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb .... 100
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Blue Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Pntty.
Bulk in bbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose 2 35
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
Bladders in bulk or tins less than 1001b3 00

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No.l 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan, 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

'' No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's., Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamels ;

Size 1, 60c.

;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each

Unseed Oil.
Raw. Boiled.

1 to'4 bbls delivered $0 82 $0 85
5 to 9 bbls " 81 84

Toronto, Hamilton, London and Guelph
2c. less.

Turpentine

.

Single barrel, freight allowed 59
2 to 4 barrels " "

.... 58
Castor Oil.

East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" " small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
Cod Oil per gal 50 55
Pure Olive 120
" Neatsfoot 90

Glne.
Common 08% 09
French Medal 14 14-/,

Cabinet sheet 8 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers IS 20
Huttner 18
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Joseph Rodgers & Sons^ Limited
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Each blade of our Goods bears the

exact mark here represented.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL SOLE AGENTS
IN CANADA.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition .

Cartridges.
B. B. Gaps. Dom. 50 and S per cent.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., SO and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.
Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.

add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent Rival

and Nitro, net i ist.

Brass shot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-,b. bags SO 70
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5X1 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5 ,0 each, 8 gauge 5.5

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20
Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

eaoh, 10 gauge 25
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M

11 and smaller gauge 60
9 and U gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15
9 and 10 gauges 1 40
7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Per lb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson ftCo.'s Anvils.. lb. 09 09/a
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 0(9% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes-

Single bit, per doz 6 50 10 00
Double bit, " 12 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordiuary, per gro36 5 75 6 00
Best, quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zino 6 00
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Knameled.

5%-inch rolled rim 1st quality 30 00
" " 2nd " 22 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

B " 21

C " 11'/,

Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb 25

SYRACUSE 8MK0TINO WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29
Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse".. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.
Nickel, 55per cent.

Cow.
Amerioan make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

- " Peterboro'. discount 45 per oent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 50 and 10 per cent.
Standard, 60 per cent.
No. 1 Agricultural, 60 and 10 p.c.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.

'

Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47%. to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per pross.... 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07 34 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 70

" " full square 7J
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square 4%c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c. A
Plough Bolts 60 *

Boot Calks

.

Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 55 per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " .... 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Batchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred rooting, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 iO

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 6 J per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Bui lard 's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, p jr gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 3 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon , per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnocb's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns

.

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-
No. 1, $8.50— ">o. 2. $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 68

p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet *8 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 8 50

Fittings 1 25T
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 4 7,'iy
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 5 25

Fittings 1 55
Low Down Teutonic, plain 14 50
" " " embossed 15 00

Plain Richelieu 3 75
Emb. Richelieu 4 00

Fittings 1 25
L"w Dow a Oat. Syphon Jft, plain. . 20 009

" " emb'd. 20 50
Closet connection 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 60

oval, 17x14 in 1 51
" 19xl5in 2 25

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles.Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33' '

3 per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c. ) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 percent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis.. 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets
Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No.l.perdoz J 45
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Kearney 4 Foote, 60 and 10 p.c. to 60, 10, 10.
Nicholson File Co. , 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per oent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc, dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft

.

Inohes.
Uoder26 2 10 4 00 6 00
26to40...... 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 75 .... 7 25
51 to 60 5 . .... 8 50
61 to 70 5»3? .... 9 25
71 to 80 5 75 .... 10 50

81 to 85
86 to 90
91 to 95.
99 to 100

6 50 11 75
14 00
15 50
18 tO

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 5o to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web,-perdoz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08H
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25
HANDLES.

Axe, per doz. net 1 50 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 7o

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 4U per cent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pain.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11. 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%,10-ft. run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in„ per lb. . . . 06%

" " 5-in., " .... 06'A" " 6-in., " ... t6
8-in., " .... 05%

" 10-in., " .... 05%
Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pai s
Spring 12 OO

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.o.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 100 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 1 00

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.

"C" brand 50 p.

"M" brand 50 p.

Aoadian, 50 and 10 per cent.

).c. dis. I
Oval head.
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u Syracu Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories • J &2 William St -. MONTREAL, QUE.faoiones .
j and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

<\

HORSESHOES.
F.O.B. Montreal

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. . . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 BO 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B Toronto. Hamilton, London and
Onelnh, 10c per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent, off list, June

1899.

ICE PICKS.
Starperdoz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per In 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Look, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door japanned and N.P., per

doz 150 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. * L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 1 ' ner cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. . , 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 0. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
All glass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell & Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.
Round Head, discount 20 p. o.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 8 50 1 00

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 percent.

NAILS.
Quotations are

:

Cut. Wir«
2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d---- 3 CO .152
< a°d5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
JOandlM 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 91
30. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanmng 2c. per lb. netextra.
Steel (Jut NailB lOo. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per oent
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barral nails, dis 25 per cent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb
Navy 6 00
C. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (US ) 16V2
Prime White (U.S ) 0)5%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 00 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per oent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 50 to 50 and 10 p.c.
Flaring pails, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 1 75 3 00
Brass head '* .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOODS.
Imnression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's wirk, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk g'obe and angle valves, dis-
count. 55 percent.

Standard volves. discount, E0 per per rent.
JenkinB radiator valves discount 55 per cent.

' " " standard, dis., 60 p.c
Quick opening values discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 SO
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less o 85
1.G0Q lb. or more 80

Net 31 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 25 pe oent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 1 00
Axle 22 33
Screw o 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, ner inch n 00 100RANOE BOILERS.
Oalvanized, 30 gallons , 6 50

35 " 750
«0 " 8 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
fi 35 " 26 00

40 " 30 00
Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c. revised list.

Wood, 25 per oent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 p."..

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.o.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler* Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount, 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS,
iron Rivets, discount 60 end 1" per cent.
xrun Burrs, liscount £5 rer cent.
Black and Tinned Rivets, 60 p.c.
Extras on Iron RivetB in 1-lb. cartons, Vic

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs. 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

Terms, 4 mos. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.„ ., ,
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9 13
%ia 10 14
'4 and 5-16 in 15
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%" 5-32ioch 21%

" %inch 22%
Russia Deep Sea 151/,

Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9^
New Zealand Rope 10%

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set-

Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 70" No. 50, nickle-plated 75

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B * A. sand, 40 and 2% per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. * D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft. . . , 35 55
S. & D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and 3.

Hack, complete, each 75 2 75
' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. * M. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion. 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard. 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c."

Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's, per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., iron, and steel, 85 p.
Wood R. H., " dis. 8' p.o.
" F. H., brass, dis. 77% p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 70 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 7u p.o.
" R.H. " 65 p.o.

Drive Screws, 80 per cent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron, " 4 25 5 75

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co , full nickeled, dis. 69 p.c
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Cauadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' ." 450 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1,l%lb.,perlb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, per doz 2 40 2 55" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40
Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev list
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.o.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis., 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Ketinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 00 00
rlain 000 345
Coopers', discount 45 per cent
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

w i,- t
STONE. Per lb,

•"."J"
1
? 28 60

Hindostan 06 07

T , .
8liP. 09 09Labrador n j|
Axe niE

T^key
] ;;; „ &

w.r^
Sa

f a 00° 150Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
Nestable in crates of 25 lengths.

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths .

.

7 00
7 mch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
2°' »~? 4ozen in caae

- net 01»8h .... *4 80Mo. b—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.

8trawberry box tacks, bulk ... 75 fc'iof

°

Cheese-box tacks, blued .*80 & 12%Trunk tacks, black and tinned ... 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 5" " tinned .'.'.'80*10

(in kegs) 40
Cutbacks, blued, in dozens only ..75 & 15

V4 weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80*10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk .'.'.'.'.'.'
85 & 12%

brush, blued & tinned, bulk..7T>
gimp, blued, tinned and

zinc tacks
j

.

api
.

nned
::::::..::::::3

7
|
4121/2

Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 52
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB. „ A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal

' "Canadian Representatives- Montreal

OF ALL KINDS.

For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Trunk nails, black Bo ana 5

Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10

Clout nails, blued and tinned. . . .65 and 5

Chair nails 35

Cigar box nails 35

Patent brads 40

Fine finishing 40

Picture frame points 10

Lining tacks, in papers 10
" " in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
• bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz.... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Ohesterman's each 90 2 85
" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson's per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. &N,, P. S. * W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent. .

German, per doz 4 75 6 00
S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb.. 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb. . . . 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 50 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35
Broom, " 30 55

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.
WIRE.

Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the
list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nos. 2 to 5, ad-

vance 7o. per 100 lb.—Nos. 6 to 9, base-
No. 10, advance 7c— No.ll, 14c—No. 12.

20c-No. 13, 35c—No. 14, 47c—No. 15,

60c—No. 16, 75c Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.

bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net,
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5-No. 18, $5.50-No. 19, $6 -No. 20,

$6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30-No. 23,

$7.65-No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28. $11—No 29,

$12-No. 30, $13-No. 31,$14-No. 32, $15
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31,

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil-

ing, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c.—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanized Wire, per1001b—Nos. 6, 7, 8,$3.55

No. 9, $3.10-No. 10, 33.75-No. 11, $3.85
No. 12, $3.25-No. 13, $3.35-No. 14,

$4.25-No. 15, $4.75-No. 16. $5.00.

Clothes Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1,000 feet 3 30

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.

Galvanized 4 barb, 2% and 5 Toronto
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, 2 barb, 4 and 6
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, plain twist 3 10
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.97y2

in less than carlots, and $2.85 in carlots.
Terms, 60 days or 2 per cent, in 10 days.

Ross braid truss cable 4 50

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35
Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c. off 30 days.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37V4 per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. * K's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $60 00
Royal Canadian " 58 00
Royal American " 50 00
Discount, 45 per cent. : terms 4 months, or 3

p.c 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHER8.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cen

THE AUER

GASOLINE LAMP
The Light of Eight Oil Lamps

for the Cost of Two.

Safe,

Strong, Satisfactory.

Covered by the broadest

possible Guarantee. The

construction, finish and

appearance are unequalled,

but it Is your satisfaction which we guarantee. If

you don't like the lamp for any reason you can get

your money back. No other lamp In Canada is so

broadly guaranteed, for no other Is as good.

CORDAGE
TWINE

Write for Catalogue.

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Dame St.,

E. Simpson & Co.,

Moose Jaw, Agents for the Territories. — MONTREAL.

and

OF ALL KINDS

Manufactured from Manila,

Sisal, Russian, New Zealand,

Jute, Italian and Flax.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY
LIMITED

MONTREAL, QUE.
Western Ontario Representative :

WM. B. STEWART, 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SENE for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5,000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to thone who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference by a large number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

6a per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
D. Phillips, M.IM.E.. Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

graphic address "Machinery, Newport, Mon.'

IN BUYING-

LINSEED OIL
it is always well to get the purest and

best—something you can recommend and

guarantee to your customers.

Stewart Bros. & Spencer's

is the best. Name on every barrel.

Special quotations for import.

J. WATTERSON & CO.
MONTREAL, Agents for Canada.

Lockerby <& McComb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S.--Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc.' You can get commercial-
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PREsTcUPPiNG BUREAU,

505 Board of Trade Bldg., MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 TEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKH0WLEDGED THE BEST .

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. SiwA^
RK
N .?.

FF
^sV°

chamber' 8t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849—

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING, Gen. ManVWestern Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen, Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie /Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture

is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel

and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,"
is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its

short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited.
NIAGARA FALLS,

ONT.



Inc. IMC

Black Diamond File Works

6. & H. Barnett Company

i!

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve ^^^ Medals

Awarded
By JURORS *

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

>%^*^%f%/+W%*sv%^%s%*&%sv%^%^'%n

oo< GARDEN HOSE. «.

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive, *

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO. LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories -I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers.^^m^^-

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

B.S S.H.THOMPSON* COY
26 St. Suipice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar- brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

<VWWWWWW«'WWVW«/V%'V

GALVANIZED ClMIGATED SHEETS

"BLACKW" BRA1
wx/wwwwwww%<v»^ww

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, ENG.
Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



Get the Best.

Extra 1, 2, and 3.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal. qM %?

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.
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TANDEM" IITI-FRICTIDI METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

"Tandem" Metals are better than

any other lor their purpose,

and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH * McNAUGHTON. 59 St. Sulpico Street, MONTREAL

THE TANDEH SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

We used to say

As Flat as a Pancake

Now the Standard is

As Flat as " Queen's Head" Iron.

The extra flatness means a better Job
and labor saved.

" Fleur de Lis " ^and is as rut as " Queen's Head."

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, u-.teo.

&43L
nfidence means success—past, present,

cess. The Safford Radiators were never
yet founa wanting in a single, vital part. They solve the

i^pwlem of Steam or Hot-Water Heating, because—hav-
/ing nojpmts they cannot leak, standing a pressure of 140

ltfeytolne square inch they cannot break, having no ob-

structions in the pipes the heat circulates freely in one
minute after the heat is turned on.

The Safford Radiators
are light,

yet strong—handsome as a Radiator can be. They fit

circles, curves, angles. There are twenty-five different

styles. They are the Radiators of Confidence—the original

invention in screw threaded nipple connections. Send for

our free, illustrated Booklet—it will give you "Confidence"
in the largest Radiator Manufacturers under the British flag.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited,

TORONTO,' ONT.



EL» OF ALL KINDS
We are handling a complete line of Wood's famous ice

tools and will be pleased to give you estimates on supplies

for 1 90 1.

SAW5
_ _ PLOWS

WRITE g I M MARKERS
FOR m. MM * CHISELS

PRICES. TONQS, Etc.
ICE

RICE LEWIS & SON
-Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets, TnpniMTo

IffmTHTHlrrHrmWTTflmTflTO

THE -

1

Abbott-Mitchell

Iron and Steel Company
OF ONTARIO, LIMITED.

Manufacturers of . . .

£
Bar Iron and Steel

Nails, Spikes
Horse Shoes . .

Bolts, Washers, etc. •

Belleville,

Ontario.



<*~^a: .A^B^METAL

cBelting

Canadian Rubber^
MONTREAL -:•> TORONTO

W/NNIPEG

&mes Cartland k Son
Manufaclurers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms: 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

SOME OF THE NEWER
"YANKEE" TOOLS

No. 15 "Yankee " Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT AND LEFT HAND, AND RIGID, WITH FINGER TURN ON BLADE 2, 3, 4 and 5-in. BLADES.

. No. 20 " Yankee " Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT HAND ONLY, AND RIGID. 3 SIZES, EXTREME LENGTH OPEN, INCLUDING BIT— 14, 17 and 19-inches

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.



CANADIAN HARDWAJl-ETVlND «METAL*M]

SAP SPOUTS ^

ifc

"EUREKA "

Cuts Show
Full Size

Of Spouts.

4*

THE "EUREKA'
Steel Sap Spouts

Are Ever Popular

Patented 1896.

> \ i Economical and Durable

Because \ Safe and Secure—No Leakage

ar
°/ \ Easily inserted, does not injure the tree

\ Secure Full Flow of Sap

"IMPERIAL ff The "IMPERIAL" is made of
Heavy Tinned Steel, neatly
retinned. Specially adapted
for covered Sap Buckets.

ALL PACKED IN CARDBOARD BOXES, 100 EACH.

Berlin Bronze, made in 22 and 24 gauge. Tinned Steel, made in 20 gauge.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

Brass
Rods

Sheets
Tubes.

Copper*
Sheets

Ingots.

LARGE STOCKS. PRICES ON APPLICATION.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, ONT,



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

^ tjt rr ttt ^^ ry STARR MFG. CO'S

^| J^^ /"x X "^ ^| standard lines of

Acme and Hockey Skates

rt
also UNION HARDWARE CO'S Hockey.

<M

Toronto Office:

32 Front St.,West

H. T. Eager.

Branch House:

George D. Wood

& Co.,

Winnipeg.

LADIES' SKATE WITH LEATHER ANKLE SUPPORT.

WRITE FOR PRICES
"O

Wood, Vallance & Co., - Hamilton

Inspires Confidence
ww^wvwwwwwvw does

"PLYMOUTH" TWINE
because its ... .

Quality is Highest,

Length is Longest,

Strength is Greatest,

Business is Largest.

It is endorsed by all prudent dealers, and every economical farmer.

It gives your full money's worth of economical, pure twine.

Plymouth Binder Twine Agency, McKinnon Bldg., Helinda St., Toronto, Can.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

THE SUCCESS of our

PERIAL OXFOR
NGE

ever since we put it on the market, has been enormous.

Its splendid construction and new patented features

give it precedence over all others.

THE FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE
DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK

And other improvements, need only to be seen to

be appreciated by your customers.

If \ou haven't them in stock, better write for full

information and price list.

There's steady demand for them all over Canada.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL

Stael Frame. 7^[

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

u
Maxwell Favorite Churn" Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

High and Low Wheels,
from ii-in. to 20-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shaftiog, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

these articles

.SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

I THE NEW BALDWIN
| DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanahle Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Ball- Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; specia

rtfrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

EXTENDED
INSURANCE.

One of the many liberal features embodied in the

UNCONDITIONAL ACCUMULATIVE POLICY

issued by the

Confederation

Life Association.

HEAD OFFICE-TORONTO.

is the provision for Extended Insurance. After three full annual premiums

have beer, paid, the insured is entitled to Extended Insurance for the full

amount of the policy for a term of years definitely stated therein. Paid-up

and Cash Values also guaranteed.

Rates and full information sent on application to the Head Office, To*

ronto, or to any of the association's agents.

W. C. Macdonald, J. K. MACDONALD,
Actuary. Managing DirectOf

BROWNIN G Automatic Repeating Pistol
MODEL 1901

SEVEN SHOT-?"'

SAFE, RAPID, ACCURATE

CATALOGUE AND PRICE ON APPLICATION.

CAVERHILL, LEARMONT & CO., - Montreal



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND -METAL

the WATSON, FOSTER CO., limited

^ <& & MONTREAL

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL GRADES OF

^ WALL PAPER <&

O.t-ar

i^t^k'
WORKS, ONTARIO STREET EAST.

CAPACITY, 70,000 ROLLS PER DAY.

PREPAID SAMPLES TO
PROSPECTIVE BUYERS.

ORDER WHILE THE
LINE IS COMPLETE.



GANA^AN
-tOU.

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Brok-r,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

DUNDAS AXES

HARDWARE AND METAL
^

YanTuyl k Fairbank
Petrolla, Ont.

Headquarters for . . .

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps, Casing, Tubing,

,. Drilling: Tools,

etc.

ARE-

American in Sharpness,

Canadian in Reliability,

JUST WHAT YOU WANT TO SELL.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, ONT.

IN
BUSINESS
FOR
MONEY?

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

"DAISY" CHURN ^
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady white churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
heels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
""tre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel

with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

I mar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfe*j«B of its kind— will wash
more cjotlbes in less time, do it better
and easTei^tuj^h less wear and tear,
than anyfc^etXiachine.

THE.

Vortmtn 4 Ward Mfg, Co,,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

BROWN'S PATENT STEEL
PATENT NO. 32840.

WIRE CHAIN

Mm*
1 Cry< Ullin Sllilll) Will FiUk.

TttE MITCALO COMPANY.

If you are Interested in chains examine carefully the perfect mechanical construction of the Brown's. It is the most
perfect chainWUdeA We make it in 15 sizes. We use it exclusively in all our Halter, Dog, Tie-out, Cattle, Trace
Chains, etc. YoWVU make no mistake in handling our line exclusively.

THE B. <3LF=REENING WIRE CO., LIMITED
Hamilton and Montreal.

f

WHY DON'T VOU GET

A1URALO
THE GREATEST OF ALL

WALL TINTS
It is a sure paying investment. The advertising
methods bring you good business. It goes to
every country in the world.

AGENTS.
A. RAMSAY & SON, MONTREAL.
J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.
McLENNAN, McFEELY &, CO,, - - VANCOUVER

Is not the sujbjeoj abo^t wh
medium through jvhictfv*e intro

HARDWARE
we are talking now.

PS

The term here refers only to the

to the trade for the season of 1901.* Up*fo-date dealers are' interested in handling goods that
have both a record of value and proof of origin ^»^"

ALABASTINE is patented in Canada an&other countries ;_is thoroughly advertised and
time tested, and sells on its own merits. DealeRihandlingSALABASTINE run no risk what-
ever on account of infringement on the rights oWbtn^nj, or thaVilfey will have stocks left on their

hands that they cannot sell.
. i Kg. -»

Church's ALABASTINE is always in demand ; *«the only permanent and sanitary wall
coating known to science. W"""

If offered a substitute, or something "just as good," bear in mind that the party so offering may
well be regarded with suspicion, and that a substitute always carries the earmarks of a swindle.

ALABASTINE is sold by leading dealers throughout Canada.

The attention of Contractors, Builders and Building Owners Is called to our
PAMSTONE Wall Plaster and SHIELD BRAND Calcined Plaster.

None Better.

Address, THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont

The trade supplied by—
Sanderson Pearcy & Co.. Toronto, Ont.
G. F. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver, B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND

STEEL

THE ATLAS
ROLLER BEARING

Three Sizes, Nos. 0, I, 2.

THE PERFECT (covered)

THE ROYAL (uncovered)

Three Sizes, Nos. I, \

lA, 2.

QUALITY, FINISH and PRICE CANNOT BE BEATEN.

Manure, A R WqodYATT & CO., GUELPH, ONT.
SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

Can Bottoms
posseallll the poi/tTwhich go to make perfection in Can Bottoms. They have been

a crVyjuFng public for two seasons, and their popularity is evidence of the

lich they gave. The roll-rim has no sharp turns, which break the grain

id lessen its wearing qualities. It has a broad wearing surface and will

k>rs. They do not cost more than inferior bottoms.

The fron (SrfcMTrimmings are made the same as the Broad Hoop, and differ from./

them only in having a narrower and thicker hoop, which does not require the roll-rim,

and, therefore, can be sold cheaper.

Manufactured by
— For durability and finish, our Trimmings are unequalled.

Kemp Manufacturing Co.,
l0

Z™Canada.
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President, but far and wide throughout the Dominion. BUSINESS MEN IN THE SENATE.
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,

Montreal. All the credit is certainly not due to Mr. r~\ USINESS men are beginning to mul-

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO. Kemp. He had good officers at his back |j tiply. Four men were appointed to

Limited. and a membership that was beginning to the Upper House during the past
Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir- , , .•««.'»* .,,,, , «
cuiate in the Provinces of British Columbia, wake up, but the standing of the board of week, and all are business men, three of
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, p.e. trade in the community would not have whom, by their connection with large and
Island and Newfoundland.

ofhobs been what it is to day had there been a man important industries, are widely known in

Montreal ^Mc^Gm^Stre.t.
in the presidential chair whose qualifica- the commercial world.

r<

Teiephone till' ^on for the office were less pronounced than The four gentlemen are Mr. A. T. Wood,
LONDON, ENO. - - - - log Fleet Street, EX.! . ., __ , , ....-.',,«.

j. M. McKim

,

those of Mr. Kemp. of the wholesale hardware firm of Wood,
MANCHESTER, ENQ. - - 18 St Ann Street.

H. s. Ashbumer, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, and one of the
WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block. nwAKinPQ in DQircc
st.john.n.b. . . - No.aMiVk-et^ha?.: . *™ , h v i.

^ers of the Dominion Board of Trade,

NEW YORK. !-
76
H
E
Un
88th^e?; A *EW further chang* in pncei have and one of the originators of the Ontario

Travelling Subscription Agents

:

f\ taken Place duri,,& the Past week ' Cotton Co. Mr. Robert McKay, for many
T.Donaghy. F.S.Millard. While, of course, the general a member of the firm of Joseph

Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00. , , , ' . • ,. . .

Great Britain and elsewhere - - - 12s. tendency of values in lines appertaining to McKay & Bros and a shareholder in the
Published every Saturday. , ., . , , , ,

'

'

c bi Add J Adscript, London.
hardware is downward, there are advances Montreai Rolling Mills Company, and in

as well as reductions to be reported. the Edwardsburg starch Co., not to men-

Mrs. Potts sad irons have dropped to tfon other commercial enterprises with

62^c. per set for polished and to 67j£c. which he was connected; Hon. Lyman
per set for nickel-plated. The previous Jones, general manager of the Massey-

quotations were 70 and 75c. respectively. Harris Manufacturing Co., Toronto; Mr.

The discounts have been increased to 45 George McHugh, an auctioneer in Lindsay,

HE WAS A GOOD PRESIDENT. per cent, on 10-quart flaring sap buckets
;

Ont. Messrs. Wood and McHugh have

NO retiring president of the Toronto 6, 10 and 14 quart I.C. flaring pails and both sat in the House of Commons. Hon.

Board of Trade—for a great many creamer cans. The discount was formerly Lyman Jones has been mayor of Winnipeg,

years, at any rate—is more deserving 40 per cent., at which figure it has ruled and from 1888 to 1889 was Treasurer in the

of commendation than Mr. A. E. Kemp, for some time. Greenway Administration, Manitoba. Mr.

M.P., the senior member of The Kemp Iron bench screws, grindstone fixtures McKay was an unsuccessful aspirant for

Manufacturing Company. and chest handles are all lower in price. Parliamentary honors in 1896.

When he assumed office, two years ago. Wringers, as noted elsewhere, are also The appointment of business men like

it is true that the board was recovering lower. these to the Senate raises the ability and

from the ennui which had characterized it Ebony knives and forks are quoted higher morale of that branch of Parliament, and

for some time. But Mr. Kemp, putting by some of the English manufacturers makes less potent opposition to its existence,

^.nto action that same energy and business owing to the scarcity of ebony. By this The late Sir John A. Macdonald set the

qualities that had proved so potent in advance the prices of the lines mentioned example in regard to business men for the

the firm of which he is the head, soon have been advanced to figures about equal Senate, when he appointed the late John

caused a rapid multiplication in the mem- to those of knives and forks with white-bone Macdonald thereto. Neither Sir John nor

bership of the board, and, what is more handles. his successors strictly adhered to the prin-

important still, made it a body whose We note as well a rise in the price of ciple, but the principle is gradually asserting

recommendations and opinions were re- French mariners' compasses, magnifying itself with more force, and for that let us be

spected not only in the city of Toronto, glasses and goods of that description. truly thankful.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER
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A TUSSLE OVER FIXED PRICES.

THERE promises to be a lively tussle

in Greater New York over the ques-

tion of a minimum fixed price for

patent medicines, which will, no doubt,

excite the interest of all business men,

whether or not they deal in the articles in

question.

For some time a movement has been on

foot to secure minimum prices on proprietary

medicines, and within the last few days it

was announced that 98 per cent, of the

retail druggists of Greater New York had

signed an agreement to that effect. It was

further announced that this agreement was

backed by the National Wholesale Drug-

gists' Association and the Proprietary

Association of America, both of which had

covenanted not to supply retail dealers who

refused to subscribe to the agreement.

The following is the schedule of prices as

agreed upon by the 98 per cent, of the

retail druggists : All 5, 10 and 15c. articles,

full price ; all 25 c. articles, not less than

20c. ; all 35c. articles, not less than 25c.
;

all 50c. articles, not less than 45c. ; all 60c.

articles, not less than 55c. ; all 75c. articles,

not less than 65c. ; all $1 articles, not less

than 85c. ; all $1.25 articles, not less than

$1.10 ; all $ 1. 50 articles, not less than

$1.25 ; all $2 articles, not less than $1.75.

Infant food and beef extracts are not in-

cluded in the list. It was decided that the

agreement should be operative on Jan. 24.

A similar agreement is in operation in

several cities of the United States and, it is

claimed, with success.

But an obstacle to the success of the plan

has arisen in Greater New York during the

last few days. It is none other than the

department stores which, through the Retail

Dry Goods Association, have notified the

promoters of the agreement that they do not

propose to subscribe to it.

Nothing daunted, however, a joint com-

mittee, representing the manufacturers, the

wholesalers and the retailers who are at the

back of the agreement, decided on Friday

last to put it in operation on January 24,

as originally intended. A letter to that

effect was sent to all retail druggists, grocers,

dry goods, department stores and all hand-

ling patent medicines.

Our readers will possibly remember that a

few months ago the courts in the United

States held that manufacturers or whole-

salers could refuse to supply goods to

dealers who neglected to comply, in

selling them, with the conditions stipu-

lated by said manufacturers or whole-

salers. If our memory serves us right it

was in regard to the very matter of a fixed

price on patent medicines.

Prices have for a long time been slaugh-

tered on proprietary medicines and it is a

pity that, through the perverseness of a few,

the success of a scheme should be endan-

gered which has for its object the discon-

THE DEATH OF THE QUEEN
The death of Her Majesty Queen Victoria

and the accession of King Edward VII
,

are events that the commercial world can-

not regard with indifference. The Queen's

personality inspired much of the vigor and
enthusiasm by means of which British trade

and dominion have been extended since

1837. Her pure life and character are

bright examples for all engaged in commer-
cial pursuits. Her death is sincerely

mourned by all her subjects, and the ex-

pressions of sympathy from Boards of

Trade, Chambers of Commerce, etc., prove

that the illustrious name of Victoria was a

reality and a power in business life.

The new King we greet loyally and
cordially. He has been a good son, atten-

tive to all his public duties, a man of wide

information, travel and knowledge of life.

No better King could be found to preside

over a great commercial Empire.

tinuance of a reprehensible practice. Agree-

ments are distasteful to most people, but it

is often necessary to do that which is

distasteful in order that something which is

more so may be circumvented.

BEGAN AT THE WRONG END.

While the reaction against low-priced

goods is gathering momentum, there are

merchants who do not yet appear to be

influenced by it. An instance of this came

under our observation a few days ago.

A gentleman entered a retail store and

asked for a certain article. He was a man

in comfortable circumstances and well

known by the clerk, yet, he was first shown

the lowest-priced article of the kind in the

store, and he had to ask no less than three

times for the quality he wanted before it

was produced. The clerk began at the

wrong end, and he is not the only one who

is daily doing the same thing.

A CHANCE FOR BUSINESS MEN.

ONE of the members of the Con-

servative party is out with a

proposition to the effect that the

policy of the Opposition during the session

of Parliament should be mapped out and

controlled by a committee of the party^

rather than, as hitherto, the details being

left to the leader.

The idea is a good one. Not that we are

concerned in the welfare of the Conservative,

any more than in the welfare of the Liberal,

party. But we see in it an opportunity for

the business men of one of the political

parties to exercise a greater influence in

Parliament than under the present system.

The leader of each ot the political parties

is usually, at one and the same time,

a professional man and a professional

politician. Consequently, he is not as

well seized of the business requirements

of tbe country as he who is a unit in

the commercial world. Now then, with

the programme or policy of one or both of

the parties controlled by a committee, there is

an opportunity for business men being placed

on that committee. And the influence of a

business man would obviously be greater on

such a committee than could be possible

under the conditions as they obtain to day.

A NEW LIST ON WRINGERS.

A new list has been issued by manufac-

turers of wringers. The purport of them is

a reduction in prices. The list is as follows :

Name. size. Price,

tnches. l'er Doz.

Mogul 14by3M »"0
Ajax HbyV* 120

Ajax 12 by 2 96

Hamilton 12 > y 2 120

Paragon II by 15< 81

Cycle 11 by 1« 62

Bayslde 11 by 1% 58

Colonial llbyl'j 58

Anchor llbylfc 84

Improved RoyalCanadian 11 by 19< M
Roval Canadian 11 by IV 50

Royal Dominion 11 by 1& 80

Royal American 11 by 1^ 50

Premier 11 by H» 48

Novelty lOi-y.'V *•

Noveltv II by 1% 46

Novelty 12 by \ 48

Handy Bench 11 r.y ljf 78

Universal 10 by 1* 26

Universal It by m 40

Crescent . 10 by l ',

Crescent llliyn4
3«

s ar llbylH 50

Xew Eureka Ilbyl3 4
5i

Rex 11 l>y I", «8

Eureka. 10 by 1% I '

Eureka i2hyl"- 4
48

Eureka llh.vl', 41

Magic 1 » by 1 % 3H

Magic llbyljf, 40

Magic 12 by I v. 41

Dux 10 by I
3

,
:: '

Dux 11 by!-, 82

Dux '-by 1". M

No change has been made in the dis-

count, which is still 45 per cent., with the

terms 3 per cent. 30 days, or 4 months.
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TRADE COMMISSIONER FOR ENGLAND.

AT the last regular meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association, Mr. Geo. H. Hees, of

the large firm of Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co.,

Toronto, and chairman of the Tariff Com-
»mittee of the Association, introduced for

discussion a subject of great importance to

the manufacturers of Canada ; namely, the

advisability of urging upon the Government
the appointment of a Trade Commissioner
for England.

In discussing this matter Mr. Hees spoke

as follows

:

"I desire to draw the attention of the

Manufacturers' Association to a matter of

great importance to every manufacturer

and shipper in Canada; namely, the advisa-

bility of suggesting to the Government the

appointment of a Trade Commissioner in

England on the same lines as has been

already done in Australia.

" Every exporter who has ever tried to

find a market for his goods in England has

felt the need of some such office as would
be connected with a Trade Commissioner in

order that he might be supplied with the in-

formation that is so necessary. At present

he has to go single-handed and alone, groping
for customers, and, after he has covered the

ground as well as he can, is compelled to

leave, feeling that he has left undone much
that he might have done had proper facili-

ties been at his disposal, such as would be

afforded by a Trade Commissioner acting

under the Dominion Government.

"We all know the splendid trade thathas
developed between Australia and Canada,
and we can safely say that 75 per cent, of

the business now being done between that

country and Canada is due to the zeal and
energy of our Trade Commissioner, Mr.

Larke.

"An office fitted up in London, to be the

headquarters of Canadian exporters, with

all the information that is necessary to

assist manufacturers and others in securing

prospective customers, would undoubtedly
meet with success greater in proportion to

the much vaster population of the Mother
Country."

Mr. Hees then outlined his proposition

as follows

:

"The appointment of a Trade Cornmis-
' sioner to Britain, with headquarters at

London, would be a forward step in the

direction of largely increasing the export

trade of Canada, and would prove very

V popular with the manufacturers and pro-

ducers of this country.

"The appointee should be a Canadian
conversant with all sections from the

Atlantic to the Pacific.

"To equip and furnish him for his work
he should visit all the leading trade centres

in the Dominion and meet the various

boards of trade and merchants interested in

the advancement of Canadian trade.

"An office should be opened in London,
furnished entirely with Canadian furniture,

carpets, etc. , with a sufficient staff to answer
all inquiries in regard to Canadian trade

matters.

"London being the centre of the world's

business, the Commissioner could easily

ascertain the possibilities and probabilities

of trade between other foreign countries

and Canada.

"It would be the duty of the Commis-
sioner to visit trade centres in Britain, such

as Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham,
Leeds, Glasgow, Dundee, Aberdeen, Cardiff,

Belfast, Dublin, etc., and to come into

touch with the various Chambers of Com-
merce in these cities.

" It should be the object of the Commis-
sioner to assist in bringing merchants in

Britain and other foreign countries into

close relations with the manufacturers and
shippers of Canada, and for this purpose a

well-equipped bureau of information should

be maintained, the function of which would
be to supply any needed information con-

cerning foreign markets, the goods sold

therein, the requirements of the markets and
the names of the principal buyers in Britain

and various parts of the world. Foreign

merchants should be furnished with any
desired information about goods that are

manufactured or produced in Canada. A
comprehensive directory of merchants in

ever}' part of the world should be kept, with

full particulars about the lines of goods they

handle, and with information as to whether
they areinterestedin Canadian merchandise

or not. These merchants would be brought

in direct contact with the manufacturers and
producers of Canada. Those who deal in

Canadian goods and desire to increase the

range of their business in this line, and who
wish to be informed concerning Canadian

goods which they could sell to advantage,

should be invited to make their wants known
to the Commissioner, with the assurance

that their inquiries would receive .prompt

and careful attention.

"Samples of any merchandise wanted
might be sent to the Commissioner. These

samples could be placed in the hands of

Canadian manufacturers who supply such

goods, and would enable them to know
exactly what is wanted by the buyer, and to

submit prices and terms more intelligently.

"The Commissioner would be able to

answer inquiries relative to shipping to any

foreign countries either via Britain or direct

from Canada.

" A trade index of those who manufacture

goods suitable for export should be kept as

follows

:

"1st.—An alphabetical list of manufac-

turers and merchants, with a brief enumera-

tion of the articles they manufacture and
deal in, and other information helpful to the

buyer,

"2nd.—The names of manufacturers and

merchants grouped according to the articles

manufactured and dealt in, an arrangement

that will be of much assistance to the buyers

who wish to find manufacturers and mer-

chants in anj' particular line.

"3rd.—The registered cable addresses of

those whose names are contained in the

index."
Geo. H. Hees.

Mr. Hees drew attention to another

important matter, of which he spoke as

follows :

"I would also suggest that the Associa-

tion ask the Government to recall Mr.

Larke from Australia and post him on

present conditions in Canada, as it is six

years since he went out to Anstralia, and he

has not since returned to Canada to take

note of the great changes that have taken

place in that period.

"Notwithstanding that Mr. Larke has

been handicapped by his lack of intercourse

with the manufacturers and exporters of

Canada, he has succeeded in building up an

enormous business. But how much more
could he do if he returned and met the

different exporters and manufacturers in all

the various parts of Canada, and obtained

from them up-to-date information as to the

products which they are prepared to offer

for sale. Could he then return to Australia,

armed with this up-to-date information, he

would have something new and original to

present to prospective customers there, and

the influence of such personal contact would

at once be seen in the large trade which

would result.

" We all know that great changes in the

business world have taken place during the

last six years, especially among manufac-

turers, and, unless a Commissioner meets

with the manufacturers every year, or year

and a half, and learns what is going on, he

soon becomes obsolete, and from necessity

talks ancient history.

"I would further recommend, if we
succeed in inducing the Government to

appoint a Trade Commissioner in England,

that we should have him first become
thoroughly posted as to the ability of

Canadian firms at present to compete for

foreign trade, and that once he has estab-

lished his office he should return annually

to confer with manufacturers and shippers

in the various parts of Canada."

This important subject will be discussed

by the Commercial Intelligence Committee,

and finally dealt with at the next regular

meeting of the Executive Committee, on

Tuesday, February 12.

TORONTO BOARD OF TRADE.
The following officers have been elected

by acclamation by the members of the

Toronto Board of Trade

:

President—A. E. Ames.
)st Vice-President—W. E. H. Massey.
Treasurer—J. L. Spiuk.
Harbor Board—W. A. Geddes and J. T. Matthews.

The election of the Council, the Board of

Arbitration and the representatives to the

Industrial Exhibition will take place on
Tuesday week.
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GEM JAR PACKAGES.

tt

T
'HERE were more complaints

about broken gem jars last year

than in any previous year in our

history,' said Mr. Fred M. Watt, of the

Toronto Glass Co., Limited, to Hardware
and Metal one day this week. " It is,

therefore, easy to believe that there was

more breakage."

" How do you account for the increase?"

he was asked.

" I think it was largely, if not altogether

due to a new regulation made by the rail-

ways at the beginning of the new shipping

season last year. They then for the first

time insisted that all glass should be sent

over their lines ' at owner's risk.' We ob-

jected, but to no avail. They insisted on

double freight charges unless the owner

took the risk of shipment. Our customers,

of course, did not want to pay double

freight charges and took the risk."

"Why should this clause increase lia-

bility to damage ?"

" For the simple reason that freight

handlers are too human to take as much

care with packages their company is not

responsible for safe delivery of as if they

were responsible. Every freight handler

soon knew gem jars were shipped ' owner's

risk ' and treated them accordingly."

" Is this the only reason you assign for

a large breakage?"

"No; not altogether. In sending out

shipments we fill a car, when it is attached

to a way freight. The jars for the nearest

stations are placed in the centre of the car

so that they can be easily reached. When
half or more of the car has been emptied,

there are at each end of the car two piles of

boxes. If the car were to get an unusually

bad jolt when being shunted about the

whole front tier might give way. This may
have lead to some of the most severe break-

ages reported. We will try to overcome

that this year by having the cases so

arranged that they will not rise from the

floor in one abrupt tier at anytime, but have

them packed so that after every unloading

the tiers will be graded in height from front

to back."
'

' Do you not think you could improve

the package ?

"

" I cannot conceive of any means of so

doing. You can depend on it that we have

spent much time and thought in trying to

devise the most satisfactory package. It

has been suggested that we increase the

height and thickness of the cardboard. But

that would be useless—come out to the

works and I will show you."

We went out. Mr. Watt picked up the

first case he came to in a great pile in the

storeroom; then continued ;
" You see this

cardboard comes slightly above where the

jar begins to diminish in size. To bring it

much above that point would be a sheer

waste. There is enough there to keep each

jar separate from all the others, and to keep

them all from moving in the package.

Thicker cardboard than we use would be

practically no safer, but would add con-

siderably to the cost of the jars to the mer-

chant. We have tried everything we can

conceive of to effect an improvement in our

cases, and the present package is, in our

opinion, the most practical that has been

suggested."

" Do you anticipate as big a loss this

year as was the case last season ?
"

"No. We have gone into the matter

with the railways, and they have promised

to do everything possible to prevent a recur-

rence of the troubles of last year. The
most important change will be in the pack-

ing of goods in the car. If the railway

companies give satisfactory service, there

should be very little loss through breakage.

The ' owner's risk ' regulation will remain

in force, however."

" Do many customers ask you to assume

the risk ?
'

'

" A fair number do. But they forget that

if we did that we would have to raise prices

to meet the loss. If the losses amounted to

5 per cent., then prices would have to be

advanced a like proportion. There are a

number of customers who think we are, as

sellers, bound to deliver our goods in sound

condition. These must learn that this is

not customary in any line of trade, unless

delivery is specifically agreed to. When
we deliver our goods to the railway and get

our receipt, our responsibility ends. It is

then a matter between the railway and the

customer. We do our best to send out our

goods in the best case to stand a trip in a

freight train. We want to find a better

package, but have failed, so far, and no

suggestion that has been made has proven

practicable."

Mr. James Kent, of Gowans, Kent & Co.

was also seen by the representative of Hard-
ware and Metal. " While there may be

objection to the proportion of gem jars

that get broken," he ssid, "there is no

reason for attributing this to the fault of the

package. Many kinds have been tried.

Up to a few years ago the jars were packed

in straw. These packages caused such a

storm of criticism because of the muss and

dirt made in opening them that the glass-

makers set about to construct a more satis-

factory case. The present package is

certainly the most practical that has yet

been used. There is just enough cardboard

between the jars for protection without

adding any unnecessary cost to the jars.

'

' You can depend on it that, owing to the

number of companies competing for busi-

ness, if one of them could conceive of a

more practical case, they would speedily

use it—and the others would speedily follow

suit.
4

" The real cause of the heavy breakage

reported has undoubtedly been careless

handling by trainmen. The package is

small and light and could easily be tossed

by one man to another. As some would be

dropped, breakage would be the natural

result.

" We always find it the case that where

a package is small and light, the breakage

is heavier than when a larger, heavier

package is used, as trainmen are able to use

it more carelessly."

DISASTROUS FIRE AT MONTREAL.

The worst fire that has ever visited

Montreal took place on Wednesday even-

ing. It started in M. Saxe & Co.'s clothing

warehouse in the heart of the wholesale

section of the city, and swiftly spread along

St. Peter and St. Paul streets, destroying a

score or more of important warehouses and

the great Board of Trade building. Among
the losers are : H. A. Nelson & Sons,

fancy goods dealers ; Choillan & Co.,

brokers ; Seybold & Sons, wholesale hard-

ware dealers ; The St. Lawrence Fence

Co.; W. H. De Courtney & Co., wholesale

hardware dealers ; The Thos. Davidson

Manufacturing Co.

In the Board of Trade building, offices of

the following were destroyed : Pillow,

Hersey & Co. ; Peck, Benny & Co. ; The

Dominion Commercial Travellers' Associa-

tion ; A. McKim & Co., advertising agents;

G.T.R. and C.P.R. freight departments.

The office of Hardware and Metal,

situated in the Board of Trade building, was

also destroyed. This will not, however,

cause any interruption in business.

Herbert C. Coy has registered as pro-

prietor of The H. Coy Novelty Co., manu-

facturers of metal goods, Montreal.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE -.

Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

NOE PAGE, general merchant, Crysler,

Ont, has assigned to Daniel Davis,

Cornwall, Ont.

C. Primeau, general merchant, St. Ur-

bain, Que., has compromised.

* J. A. Plamondon, general merchant, St.

Raymond, Que., has assigned.

Hain & Co., general merchants, Midway,

B.C., are asking an extension.

Alf. Mercier, general merchant, St.

Andele (Rimouski), Que., has assigned.

L. B. Cormier, general merchant, Notre

Dame, N.B., is offering to compromise.

E. A. Athinson, general merchant,

L'Avenir, Que., has consented to assign.

H. Le Vasseur, general merchant, Fanny-

stelle, Man. , has been granted an exten-

sion.

J. L. Desilets, general merchant, St.

Gertrude, Que., has assigned to Gagnon &
Caron.

A meeting of the creditors of Edgar

Scott, general merchant, Halifax, has been

called.

Rosaire Bourbeau, general merchant,

Victoriaville, Que., has assigned to J. McD.
Hains.

Lalonde & Frere, general merchants, St.

Benoit, Que., have assigned to Lamarche &
Bjnoit.

Assignment has been demanded of F.

A. Cantwell, general merchant, Franklin

Centre, Que.

D. Licker & Co., general merchants, St.

Cyrile de Wendover, Que., are offering 40c.

on the dollar.

Masterson & Griffin, general merchants,

Trout Lake, B.C., are reported to be asking

an extension.

P. J. Stinson & Co., general merchants,

Singhampton, Ont., have assigned* to

Thomas Brown.

The Standard Manufacturing Co., manu-

facturers of tin cans, etc., Toronto, have

assigned to George Nicholson.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

S. Prevost & Co., hardware dealers,

Montreal, have registered partnership.

Partnership has been registered by The
Canadian Aluminum Works, Montreal.

Joseph Arthur, general merchant, Shanty

Bay, Ont., is advertising his business for

sale.

McGowan& Abraham, general merchants,

Delhi, Ont., have dissolved. J.D.Abraham
retires.

Capsey & Frary, general merchants,

Frelighsburg, Que., have dissolved and
Wells & Frary continue.

Reynolds & Reynolds, blacksmiths, car-

riagemakers, etc., Stroud, Ont., have dis-

solved. Sylvester Reynolds continues.

Alfred Doig, hardware dealer, Glenboro,

True Paint Economy.
The Sherwin-Williams Paint win sen better

than lead and oil, because it is more economical to use.

It is more economical for these reasons :

1st : Because it covers more surface, gallon for gallon, than lead

and oil. Figure 360 square feet of S.-W.P., two coats to the gallon,

and there'll usually be paint left over.

2nd : Because S.-W.P. lasts longer in good condition than lead

and oil. You'll find houses all over the Continent painted with

S.-W.P. that have stood six to ten years of service.

3rd : Because S.-W.P. saves labor of application. It works easier

under the brush than lead and oil. The better method of grinding

and mixing makes it so.

4th : Because you don't have to spend valuable time making the

paint. S.-W.P. comes to the painter ready for use.

Wouldn't talking points like these help you sell more paint ?

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Nbto YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

Man., has taken in a partner under the

style of Doig & Wilson.

D. W. Anderson & Co., general merch-

ants, Harrow, Ont., have dissolved. D.

W. Anderson continues alone.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

A. Guimond, hardware dealer, Montreal,

has sold his stock at 65c. on the dollar.

Walter Winning, hardware dealer, etc.,

Armstrong, B.C., is advertising his business

for sale.

The assets of Mrs. Gariepy, general mer-

chant, Lachine, Que., are to be sold on

January 26.

The assets of Wright & Co., wholesale

paper bag dealers, etc., Montreal, are to

be sold on January 28.

The stock of The W. F. Horton Co.,

bicycle dealers, etc., London, Ont., will be

sold by auction on January 29.

CHANGES.

Marchant Bros, are starting as paint

dealers, etc., in Quebec.

John Graham, general merchant, Valetta,

Ont., has sold out to Robertson Bros.

Louis Goldstein, general merchant, Rosen-

fieldt, Man., has retired from business.

C. W. Watson, general merchant, Ridge-

town, Ont., has sold out to Joseph Baker.

Thomas Label, sawmiller, Fraserville,

Que., has sold his mill to Price Bros. & Co.

J. M. Anguish, tinware dealer, Milton,

Ont., has sold out to Suggett & Co.

Herbert J. Little, harness dealer, Lindsay,

Ont., has sold out to The Rudd Harness
Co.

H. D. Ashcroft, blacksmith, Nelson,

B.C., has been succeeded by Reilly &
Benoy.

Wm. Beattie & Co., general merchants,

Ethel, Ont., have sold out to John Mc-
Donald.

Guilbault & Cote, hardware dealers, St.

Boniface, Man., has sold out to Georgine

Guilbault.

S. C. Cochrane, general merchant,

Medicine Hat, N.W.T., has been succeeded

by Cochrane & Sons.

F. W. Carscadden, dealer in agricultural

implements, Strathcona, Man., has sold out

to John C. Wainwright.

T. G. Hawthorn has registered as mana-
ger of the business of the American Axe
Co., axe manufacturers, at Three Rivers,

Que.

FIRES.

J. Corbett, general merchant, Browns-
ville, Ont., has been burned out

; partially

insured.

DEATHS.

Robert Millar, of Millar & Co., hardware

dealers, Moosomin, Man., is dead.

W. McDonagh, of W. & J. McDonagh,
potash manufacturers, Perth, Ont., is dead.
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UNITED STATES COPPER PRODUC-
TION IN 1900.

THE regular monthly meeting of the

Copper Producers' Association was

held on Tuesday in New York, at

which the figures of production and exports

for December, compiled by Secretary

Stanton, were given out as follows :

Dec, Nov., Dec.,
Production— 1900. iooo. 1899.

By U. S. reporting mines 18,724 19,876 20,388
By outside sources (estimated).. 3,400 3,400 3,400
By foreign reporting mines 8,483 7,752 7,360

Exports 11,223 9,508 15.550
All in tons of 2,240 lb.

The total production of the mines in the

United States and the exports for the full

calendar year 1900 are as follows :

Inc'se.

1900. 1899. Incr'se. p.c.

Produciion 268,787 262,206 6,581 2.9

Exports 159,602 119,812 39,790 33.2

The significance of these figures may be

better appreciated when it is stated that pro-

ducers allow for a 10 per cent, increase in

production annually to meet increase in

demand, whereas the increase in 1900 was

less than 3 per cent. One reason for this

probably is that the older mines devoted

their attention to poorer grades of ore and

rock which can be worked at a profit at

current prices for copper, saving richer

grades until later.

Production and exports for a series of

years compare as follows :

Production. Enports.

1900 268,787 150602
1899 262,000 119,812

1898 , 235,000 143,1x5

1897 216,000 129,210

1896 203,922 125,605

IMPROVEMENTS IN LANTERNS.

We would call the attention of the many

readers of Hardware and Metal to The

Ontario Lantern Co.'s advertisement on

page 17, where they show the new century

"Banner" cold-blast lantern.

An embossed or corrugated lantern is an

entirely new departure, which not only adds

greatly to the appearance, but has the effect

of strengthening the same very materially.

They have several new features combined

in this lantern, all of which have been

patented.

The company are now in a position to

supply the jobbing trade with samples for

their travelers.

The "Banner" will undoubtedly sell

well during the coming season.

WILL EXECUTE ALL CONTRACTS

J. Watterson & Co., commission hardware

and oil merchants, Montreal, have issued a

circular to the trade stating that, owing to

the fact that some of their competitors had

asserted that their quotations for linseed oil

sent out on November 28, 1900, were

bogus, and that they would not be able to

fill their contracts made on those quotations,

they wish it thoroughly understood that the

quotations were not bogus or issued with the

object of depressing the market, and that

they are ready to fill all orders booked by

them on the basis of said quotations. They

furthermore make the offer to forfeit $500 to

any charitable object if any of their com-

petitors can produce facts to show one

instance where they have failed during the

nine years they have been in business to

fulfil any of their obligations.

A WOMAN'S IDEA.

A
WOMAN, according to an exchange,

thus gives her ideas regarding what

a hardware store should be : "I like

to see a look on everything in the store that

seems to tell me I am welcome. I try to

keep my own home in order and when I go

out calling, either socially or on business, I

want to find matters in such good shape

that I can learn something about the ever-

lasting fitness of things. If 1 see a store

with dirty windows, I stay out. Things

that are dirty on the outside are sure to be

dirty within, and I don't want them. If the

windows look all right but the goods in the

store are not kept in order, I am quickly

out on the street again. I don't like to

trip over coal hods or bruise my knees

against a stray keg of nails, but I do like

to see all the goods nicely arranged, and in

such a position that there is no trouble in

either showing or looking at them. I like

to be waited on by a courteous and accom<
modating clerk, not by one who acts as if

he were performing an act of condescension

in waiting on me at all. I especially object

to the clerk who thinks that shirt-sleeves

are good form behind the counter, whose

finger-nails are in mourning, or who indi-

cates other evidences of ill-breeding. It is

a positive pleasure to go into some stores

but positively disagreeable to go into others,

and I keep away from these others as far

as possible. I know it is said that women
are a good deal of a nuisance about a store

—sometimes—but I notice that they pur-

chase a good many goods and I think that

their peculiarities as buyers ere worth cater-

ing to by the owners if they have any desire

to increase their business. Besides, we
women have a habit of talking, and if one
of us doesn't like a store the others are

likely to hear about it."

IVER JOHNSON

p

ROGRESSIVENESS
OPULARIZES
RODUCTS
ROTECTS
RICES AND
RESERVES
ROFITS

The Iver Johnson Bicycle
-Is-

An Honest Cycle at an Honest Price.

Send for new illustrated catalogue showing new improvements.

Harry Elkes and Major Taylor, Champions of the World,

ride the Iver Johnson Racer.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,

FITCHBURG, Mass.
Branches—New York-99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

WIRE RODS !

Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,

In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
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WHOLESALE
ONLY

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS
37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

PRUNING

SHEARS

&C0
ONLY

WHOLESALE

No. 0—9-inoh, Cast Steel Blades, Japanned Handles,
Spiral Brass Springs.

" BOXER'S "

8-inch, Flat Spiral Steel Springs, Black
%% " " " Bow Handles.

TREE PRUNERS

Complete, with Pole, 6. 8, 10 and 12 feet. "KEYSTONE" Dehorning Shears.

SHIEEIr? SHE^HS.

" BOKER'S "

No. 1500—11-inch, Bent.
1501—12-

6654 B—11-

BURGON & WILKINSON
No. G 5—6-inch. Blades Half Polished.
K 20—

5

% -inch, 6-inch, 7-inch, Blades Full Polished.

No. K 22—6-inch Blades, Full Polished. No. 4—5-inch Blades, Polished, Trowel Handles.

OUR PRICES
ARE RIGHT.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
Graham Wire and Got Nails are the Best.

WE SHIP
PROMPTLY.
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DOMINION INSOLVENCY LEGISLATION.
THE VIEWS OF BUSINESS MEN REGARDING ITS NECESSITY.

ALTHOUGH Mr. Fortin, M.P.,:who

has been the particular champion

in the House of Commons of a

Dominion bankruptcy law during the last

few years, has declared that he will not

introduce a bill for that purpose at the

ensuing session of Parliament, the question

is by no means a dead one, as will be

gathered from the following interviews with

some of the leading merchants in Montreal :

ATTITUDE OF THE BANKS.

Mr. James Elliott, general-manager of

the Molsons Bank, says the banks are not

opposed to an insolvency law that would

afford a means of giving a just, speedy and

equitable division of estates among-Hlje

creditors and that would prevent dishonest

merchants from obtaining a clearance which

they find no difficulty in getting at the

present moment. He believed, too, that

the law should be made general all over

Canada, and thus remove the deficiencies

in several of the Provincial Acts in opera-

tion now. But he is opposed to any measure

that would disallow the banks having the

estates of

TWO PERSONS AS SECURITY FOR THEIR
PAPER.

This is one of the understandings upon

which banks discount notes—they must have

two names upon them. "Banks," said

Mr. Elliott, "do not do business on ordinary

business principles; they do not turn over

goods at high profits like ordinary business

concerns ; their rates of interest are low,

consequently their returns must be sure.

We cannot afford to incur any losses, so we

must have two names on the paper we hold

or we shall have to refuse to put money out

on interest. So, you see, that any insol-

vency bill introduced into Parliament con-

taining a provision to the effect that the

banks cannot come upon two estates to

recover the full value of the paper they

hold will not meet with our approval so far

as that part of the measure is concerned.

Otherwise, I cannot see why the banks

should be opposed to improved insolvency

legislation. In fact, they ought to favor

it."

A commercial man of the highest standing

in Montreal, who does not wish his name

disclosed, gives his opinion on insolvency

matters as follows :

INSOLVENCY LAW BADLY NEEDED.

"We need a Dominion insolvency law

very badly. Each of the Provinces has

grievances that are decidedly vexatious,

particularly to the wholesale merchants of

Montreal. In Ontario, Manitoba and the

Territories we have to meet chattel mort-

gages, which pop up here and there and

everywhere, giving undue preference to

certain creditors. We have a case on hand

just now in Ontario where

A BANK'S CHATTEL MORTGAGE TAKES

EVERYTHING.

"In the Maritime Provinces we meet

with the same preferences."

"But are these not registered ?"

" Yes, they are. But what good is that

to us when merchants can give chattel

mortgages after they have bought goods

from us."

" Is the Quebec law satisfactory ?"

rIHE QUEBEC LAW.

" The law as we have it in Quebec is the

most satisfactory in the JQominion, but it is

not an id»jj|* law. HL. is too elastic. We
can make a demand o4*assignment here,

but it can be contested, and while it is being

forced the debtor can dispose «f all his

goods. The law is not quick and ps^cjical

enough."
EXCESSIVE CHARGES. *\

"What about excessive §harges ?"

"To-day they are certafnly outrageous

and should be regulated as suggested by

Mr. Fortin in his draft of a bill. My opinion

coincides with Police Magistrate Denison, of

Toronto, who says that the lawyers are

virtually robbing the community in the

slick way they have of doing things. We
have just had to deal with a case where an

estate should easily have paid 75 c. on the

dollar, but after the lawyers had preyed to

their full satisfaction it paid only %c. on the

dollar. These official notices of assign-

ment, notices of meetings and all the rest of

the tomfoolery form useless and needless

expense. As Mr. Fortin suggests the

assets of an insolvent should be put into the

hands of the creditors who own it, not into

the possession of any official receiving."

THE PRIVILEGES OF THE BANKS.

" Have the banks too much privilege ?
"

'
' Most decidedly they have. Why should

they have a preferred claim over any other

creditor ? A bank can register its claim

with the other creditors, but while the estate

is being settled it goes on collecting on the

paper it holds, and, then, when the time of

giving dividends comes, it registers the bal-

ance of the claim which it has not collected.

Thus it gets 100c. on the dollar for part of

its debt which generally amounts to the

whole. That is not right. The banks

should hand over the paper they hold when

an insolvent assigns."

"Do you think Mr. Fortin should intro-

duce his measure this session?"

"Considering the needs of the country

he should. Times are good now, and the

present is the best time to put such a

measure into operation. However, as there

are so many lawyers in Parliament, who

make their livelihood out of the existing

state of affairs, I suppose Mr. Fortin runs 1.

slim chance of having his bill passed if he

should introduce it, and I don't blame him

for not undertaking a task foredestined to

bear no fruit."

VIEWS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE CHAMBRE
DE COMMERCE.

Mr. L. E. Geoffrion, manager of L.

Chaput, Fils & Cie, Montreal, is an earnest

advocate of a Dominion insolvency measure.

He is president of the Chambre de Com-

merce, and he is striving to have a powerful

deputation go to Ottawa to represent the

commercial organizations of Montreal and

urge the Government to remedy the existing

evils. He is much opposed to the present

methods of allowing preferences, and con-

siders the privileges legislated to the banks

extremely unjust.

'
' Why should the banks not be classed

as ordinary creditors?" said he. "They

jnaJje 6 per cent, on their money, while we

mjfce'^o. more than 7 per cent, and have to

handle gVods. Why should these powerful

corporation!' be allowed a preference ? It

is the height of injustice. In Ontario, the

banks ar$ allowechto seize the goods we

ship our customers and hold them on their

accoun^ and th'elh we have to whistle for

the payment of the goods. The banks

have no right to get a chattel mortgage on

goods that are not paid for, and the sooner

we have legislation to make such seizures

criminal the better it will be for the com-

mercial prosperity of this country.

"We want an insolvency law to cover

the whole Dominion, and I want to see the

Government take hold of the matter."

BUSINESS WILL GO ON AS USUAL.

The fire which destroyed the Montreal

premises of H. A. Nelson & Sons is not

likely to seriously interfere with the firm in

supplying the grocery trade, for the broom

factory is in Toronto, and the branch busi-

ness there also carries in stock such lines

as woodenware and cordage. g

Arbuckle Bros, have started as dealers in

agricultural implements, etc., in Carleton

Place, Ont.
,

The Fredericton, N.B., Tourist Associa-

tion have appointed the following officers :

Chairman, C. F. Chestnut; treasurer, F. B.

Edgecombe, and secretary, R. P. Allen.
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A BUSINESS OF ADVERTISING.

THAT manufacturers would reap far

greater profits from their advertise-

ments if they put the same business

methods into advertising as they do in the

other branches of their business is so often

asserted, that, like many another self-

evident fact, many allow it to pass un-

heeded.

A business man, a manufacturer of steam

appliances in New York City, recently con-

solidated his business with a rival. The
two men had carried the same-sized adver-

tisements in the same papers. The first

mentioned manufacturer had made a study

of catchy advertisements ; made his own
drawings, and originality stood out all over

them. You could not turn the page where

his advertisement was located without seeing

and stoping to examine, perhaps to criti-

cize his characteristic advertisement. The
other manufacturer had used one plain,

stereotyped, dignified, unchanged advertise-

ment. After the consolidation the new
concern took up the question of advertising,

and, as might be expected, they each held

divergent views as to its value. The result

was a comparison of results, when the

remarkable fact appeared that the man with

the carefully-prepared advertisements had

received some seven times as many re-

sponses to his advertisements as had the

other.

Advertising is just as much a part, and

an important part, of a manufacturer's

business as is selling, since it is done as a

means of selling. Why not, then, make it

the most effective possible.

Business men read a man's characteristics

in advertisements. A wide-awake manu-
facturer will do wide-awake advertising.

His advertisements will reflect his business

methods and genius. An up-to-date
advertisement does not emanate from a dull

or ultra - conservative manufacturer. A
man's policy and genius are disclosed in

his advertisements. The advertising pages

of all leading papers in these later times are

replete with genius and made beautiful with

fine cuts. To such a point have these ideas

been carried that the advertising columns

of our standard industrial papers are read

with as much interest as are the editorials.

And often more can be learned from the
advertising columns than from the reading
pages. This fact enforces the necessity of
.attractive advertisements. — " Lapis," in

Age of Steel.

The following officers have "been elected
by the Portage la Prairie, Man., Board of
Trade : President, A. H. Dickins ; vice-
president, W. Bell ; secretary -treasurer,
H. W. B. Douglas ; council— E. Brown,
W. J. Cooper, Geo. Davidson. J. A. Mar-
shall, C. R. Garland, C. S. Burley, W. J.
May and Horace Ormond.

HIGH
GRADE
PAINT

rid^ou do pay a little more, isn't it

'eryto have a good trade and customers

satisfied ? High-grade paints—Pure paints.

RAMSAYS PAINTS will satisfy your cus

tomers, because they are paints made right

—pure paints—best paints.

RAMSAYS PAINTS cannot compete in

price with the cheap paints—and they don't

intend to—but they will compete in quality

with any paints made, and the price is not

high. Dealers can make money handling

Ramsays Paints. Write us and see.

A. RAMSAY & SON
PAINT MAKERS

Est'd 1842

MONTREAL

DIAMOND EXTENSION FRONT GRATE.
Ends Slide in Dovetails similar to

Diamond Stove Back.

m i i 1

1

mwj.| .|.rn-«. iii i . iii m b
;h

Diamond

Adjustable Cook
Stove Damper

Patented March 14th, 1893.

For Sale by Jobbers of Hardware.

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
" A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelpb, Ontario.

Here it is S^T
THE NEW CENTURY

BANNER
COLD BLAST
LANTERN

(Patented January, 1901)

Possesses the following advantages over

all other makes :

Handsome in Design.
Perfect in Construction.
Magnificent Light—20 Candle Power.

The Lantern of the age for outside light, either on
land or sea. Every BANNER Lantern has a brass
plate bearing our name and guarantee.

The Ontario Lantern Co.,
Hamilton, Ont.

WALTER GROSE, Montreal,
Sole Selling Agent.
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, January 25, 1901.

HARDWARE.
TRADE shows a decided improvement

this week. Retail merchants are now

through stock-taking, have settled the

year's accounts, and are looking through

the stocks for shorts. Quite a number of

letter orders have been received this week

for seasonable goods. All shelf goods are

moving freely, and some lines of heavy

goods are in steady request. The travellers

are meeting with good success in their

search for spring orders, and good quan-

tities of freezers, green wire cloth, netting,

rubber hose, screen doors and windows,

churns, building paper, etc., are being

booked for spring shipment. In fact, the

season's business is opening up satisfactorily

in every way. The market is steady, and

manufacturers seem to be so busy that they

are stiffening in their attitude. Market

changes have been few this week. The list

on *' Royal Dominion" and "Rcyal Cana-

dian " wringers has been reduced from $58

to $50 per dozen, the discount remaining at

45 per cemv, and the lisfpri<;e of " Ajax
"

has been reduced to $120 from $124 ; all

other grades remain unaltered. Common
sad irons have been slightly reduced, and

£5 to $3.60 per 100

shoe

are now selling at

lb. The discount on shoe nails has been

slightly changed, and Swedes shoe nails, 14

gauge and heavier, are now selling at a

discount of 65 per cent. Horseshoes are

scarce.

Barb Wire — A few lots are being

booked for spring shipment, but business

for immediate shipment is dead. The price

is still $3.20 f.o.b. Montreal in less than

carlots.

Galvanized Wire—The market shows

no change. Business is very quiet. We
quote : No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge

$3.55 ; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10, #3.75;
No. 11, $3.85 ; No. 12, $3.25; No. 13,

23-35; No- '4. $4-25; No. 15, $4-7S>
No. 16, $5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire — The demand is

limited, but a very few lots of hay-baling

wire are moving. The price is $2.80 per

100 lb.

<f

Fine Steel Wire—The usual inquiry

has been experienced. The discount

17% percent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire — There is

nothing special to note. Discounts are 55
and 2}4 per cent, on brass, and 50 and

2/4 per cent, on copper.

Fence Staples—A small trade is passing.

We quote : $3.25 for bright, and $3.75 for

galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—This is naturally a quiet

season in nails, but business is quite up to

the average for immediate shipment. There

is little heavy business being done. We
quote $2.85 for small lots and #2.75 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Gananoque, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails—There have been no new
developments in the nail business. Trade

is confined almost entirely to immediate

wants. We quote as follows : $2.35 for

small and $2.25 for carlots; flour barrel

nails, 25 per cent, discount; coopers' nails,

30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails—A good trade is being

UNIFORMITY of SIZE is another great feature to be considered in the

less Milk Can Bottom

Jl^uw's Sanson Bottom
. ttKS HO SUMS TO COUt'CT OtKI

Old St\l&
TEARS Tttt FLOORING.

This is a great conveni-
ence in fitting body

tin to bottoms.

Slides easily.

No sharp corners to

tear the flooring.

Will always wear round.
f

LONDON.

Patented July 23, 1900.

HE McCLARY IVI
TORONTO. MONTREAL. WINNIPEG.

A SURE THING because it's Guaranteed.

VANCOUVER.
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FIXING-UP TIME
follows stocktaking and is the best time to put in

d

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
and the

KLONDIKE SAMPLE HOLDER.
J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., Toronto.

N.B.-Don't forget we make boxes to tit your pre-
sent she.ving.

Drain Pipes

Portland Cements
Fire Bricks

Contractors' and

Founders' Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO,
31 Wellington street, MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWERPIPE.

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

»E CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

done at 50 per cent, on standard, and 50

and 10 per cent, on Acadia.

Horseshoes—Jobbers say that the de-

mand for horseshoes this year has been

phenomenal. Supplies are light and the de-

mand heavy. We quote : Iron shoes, light

and medium pattern, No. 2 and larger,$3.5o;

No. 1 and smaller, $3.75 ; snow shoes, No.

2 and larger, $3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$4.00 ; X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5,

No. 2 and larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.85 ; feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe

weight steel shoes, all sizes, $5. 95 f.o.b.

Montreal ; f.o.b. Hamilton, London and

Guelph, ioc. extra.

Poultry Netting — Business on spring

account is still going on. The discount is

50 and 5 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—The price remains

as before at $1.35 per 100 sq. ft. Business

is being freely done.

Freezers — Trade in freezers is in full

swing this week. The demand has opened

up well.

Wringers—Orders for spring shipment

are now being booked. Within the past

week the list price on Royal Dominion and

Royal Canadian has been lowered from $58

to $50 per doz. The discount remains at

45 per cent. off. Ajax wringers have alsc

been marked down from $124 list to $ 120.

All other grades remain the same.

Sad Irons — Common sad irons have

been reduced about 20c. per 100 lb. by the

manufacturers this week and are now

quoted at $3.55 to #3.60 per 100 lb.

Screen Doors and Windows— Trade

has opened up well and fair orders for

screens have been booked. We quote :

Screen doors, plain cherry finish, $8 25 per

doz.; do. fancy, $ 11. 50 per doz ; windows,

$2.25 to $3.50 per doz.

Screws— Like other shelf goods, screws

are in good demand. Quite a number of

shipments have been made this week in re

sponse to letter orders. Discounts are

as follows : Flat head bright, 85 per

cent, off list ; round head bright, 80 per

cent.; flat head brass, 77 j£ percent.; round

head brass, 70 per cent.

Bolts — The demand for bolts is fair.

Discounts are as follows : Carriage bolts,

65 per cent.; machine bolts, 65 per cent.;

coach screws, 75 per cent.; sleigh shoe

bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends, 65 per cent.;

plough bolts, 50 per cent. ; square nuts,

4^c. per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 42^c.

per lb. off list; tire bolts, 67^ per cent.;

stove bolts, 67%. percent.

Building Paper—Shipments from stock

are small, but a good deal of business on

spring account is being done. We quote

as follows : Dry sheathing, 30c. per roll
;

cyclone dry do., 42c. per roll ; straw do.,

30c; heavy straw do., $1.40 per 100 lb.;

TINPLATES
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,"
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

AU s zes and gauges imported.

A. C. LESLIE k CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE H. MeDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIGr TIN
ING-OT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASBOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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""THERE is an old saying :
" You cannot get too

* much of a good thing." That is why we
keep harping at you about

ELASTILITE VARNISH.

If you get tired reading our ads. about it, send for one of

the above cabinets and you will never have to tire yourself

talking to sell it. One can sells another. You cannot afford

to be without it.

-MANUFACTURED ONLY BY-

!S Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil Screen Doors
Paints Lawn Mowers
Window Glass Cordage
Building Paper Paris Green
Harvest Tools Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

I.X L , dry sheathing, 65c. per roll
;

cyclone, tarred do., 50c. per roll ; tarred

ordinary do., 40c. per roll ; tarred felt,

Ji.6o per 100 lb.; ready roofing, 2 ply, 75c.

per roll
; 3 ply, $1 per roll.

Rivets — Trade continues unchanged.

The discount on best iron rivets, section,

carriage, and wagon box, black rivets, tinned

do., coopers' rivets and tinned swedes rivets,

60 and 10 per cent. ; swedes iron burrs are

quoted at 55 per cent, off; copper rivets, 35

and 5 per cent, off; and coppered iron rivets

and burrs, in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted

at 60 and 10 percent, off list.

Cordage—The situation is steady to firm.

Manila is quoted at i3^c per lb. for 7-16

and larger; sisal is worth 9>£c. per lb. for

7-16 and larger, and lathyarn g^c. per lb.

Spades and Shovels — Some business

is being done at 40 and 5 per cent, dis-

count.

Harvest Tools—A few orders are being

booked for spring shipment at 50, 10 and 5

per cent, discount.

Tacks—The feature this week is a change

in the price of shoe nails, which are now

quoted from 14 gauge and heavier, instead

of 15 guage and heavier. Swedes shoe

nails, soft steel nails and iron nails are now

quoted at a discount of 65 per cent. Other-

wise prices are unchanged. We quote :

Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk, blued,

80 and s per cent, discount ; tinned, 80 and

10 per cent.; cut tacks, blued, in dozens,

75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Firebricks—This line continues feature-

less. The price is $18.50 to $26, as to

brand.

Cement—Inquiry is small. We quote :

German, $2.50 to $2.65; English, $2.40 to

$2. 50 ; Belgian, $1 .90 to $2. 15 per bbl.

METALS.
The market is steady to strong in most

lines. Pig iron is rather weak. Tin and

copper seem to be rather firmer in primary

markets.

Pig Iron—The market for Scotch pig on

spot is firm at $24 to $25 for No. 1 Sum-

merlee. No. I Hamilton is easier, and

lower, and quoted at $20, although transac-

tions have occurred below that figure.

Bar Iron—The market is steady at #1.65

to $1.70 in small lots.

Black Sheets — The inquiry is small.

Prices rule as before at $2.80 for 8 to 16

gauge.

Galvanized Iron—A few lots of galvan-

ized iron are going out, but business seems

pretty well confined to spring account. We
quote : No. 28 Queen's Head, $5 to $5. 10

;

Apollo, 10^ oz., $5 to $5.10 Comet, No.

28, $4.50 with 25c. allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper— The ruling figure is

steady at iy}4c-

Ingot Tin—A small business is being

done at the base 33c. for Lamb and Flag.

Lead—Steady at $4 65.

Lead Pipe—Business is confined to small

proportions. We quote: 7c. for ordinary and

7J£c. for composition waste, with 15 per

cent. off.

Iron Pipe—A fair business is being done.

We quote as follows: Black pipe, '/, $3
per 100 ft.

; ft, $3 ; %, $3 ; %, $3.15 ;

i-in., $4.50; 1X.J6.10; 1K.jjS7.28; 2 -in.,

$9.75. Galvanized, #, $4.60 ; %, $5.25 ;

iin., $7.50; 1%, $9.80 ; 1 j£, $11.75 I
2 -

in., $16.

Tinplates—There is nothing new to

note. A seasonable trade is being done
at $4.50 for coke and $4.75 for charcoal.

Canada Plate—Trade is not very brisk.

We quote : 52's, $2.90; 6o's, $3; 75's,

$3.10; full polished, $3.75, and galvanized,

$4.60.
j

Tool Steel -We quote: Black Diamond,
8c; Jessop's 12c-.

Steel—No change. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, $1.85 ; tire, $1.95 ; spring, $2.75 ;

machinery, $2.75 and toe caik, $2.50.

Terne Plates—Trade is quiet and fea-

tureless. We quote $8 25.

Swedish Iron— Steady at $4 .25.
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Coil Chain— Some business is being

done. The tone of the market is firm. We
quote: No. 6, 1 1 j£c. ; No. 5, 10c; No.4,9J^c.

;

No. 3, 9c; X-inch, 7yic per lb.; 5-16,

$4.60; 5-16 exact, $5.10; y%, $4.20; 7-16,

5400; #, $3-75; 9-16, 53-65; H> 53-35".

M\$3-25; #.$3-2o; i-in., $3.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

& Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6Xc
Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

GLASS.
Business on spring account is beginning

to be dene by some houses. For immediate

shipment, prices are unchanged. We quote:

First break, 52; second, $2.10 for 50

feet ; first break, 100 feet, 53.80 ;

second, 54 ; third, 54-5°; fourth, 54-75;

fifth, 55.25; sixth, 55-75. and seventh,

6.25.
PAINTS AND OILS.

There are no special features this week.

If anything, business has been on the quiet

side. A number of the travelling salesmen

have been laid up with the grippe and a good

many firms throughout the country com-

plain of being short handed through the

indisposition of members of the staff.

Severe weather has also contributed to quiet

the demand, except in paris green. This

article has suddenly sprung into light, and
the bookings have been pretty heavy. Dry
colors do not show any great change.

Kalsomine has been advanced ic. per lb.

Colors in oil are only in fair inquiry and
house painting has been seemingly affected

by the cold weather. Prices of liquid

paints are well maintained. Varnishes are

steady. Gold leaf is somewhat easier and
is now quoted in single packs at $6 per

pack. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, 56.75 ; No. 1, $6 37^ ; No. 2,

56 ; No. 3. 55 62}4, and No. 4, 55.25, all

f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

Dry White Lead— 55-75 in casks;
kegs, 56.

Red Lead — Casks, 55.50; in kegs,

55-75-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.
1, 6j£c; in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7>£c.

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

$2 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, 52.15;
bladders, in barrels, 5220; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52- 35; in tins,

52 45 to 52.75 ; in less than 100 lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c; boiled, 83c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

*open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and dhawaat 2c per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 59c; 2 to 4
bbls., 58c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,
the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—5125 to 51.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—85^ to 9#c. in wholesale
lots, and >a'c. additional lor small lots.

OUR METALLIC SKYLIGHTS
Made in all sizes and styles—for flat or pitched roofs—with or without ventilators

—

glazed with our fireproof glass if desired—every possible variety.

They a e both light in weight and strong—made from hollow bars of

galvanized steel or copper.

Our Halitus Ventilator
OR CHIMNEY COWL.
Thoroughly stormproof—with a positive upward draft under all conditions

that exhausts more cubic feet of air per minute than any other.

Fitted with or without glass tops to admit light—positively the best

ventilator made.

Full practical details of i formation in our Catalogue.

METALLIC ROOFING CO., Limited, ™- Toronto,

Wholesale Manufacturers.
Canada

Seal Oil—47^ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

$2.75 to 54 50, as to brand ; coal tar, 53 25

to 53 75 ;
cotton waste, 4j£ to $H C - f°r

colored, and 6 to 7>£c. for white ; oakum,

5^ to 6^c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6|^c.

per lb.; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, I7^c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages, i8^c; j£-lb. packages, 2oj£c;
i-lb. tins, I9>£c.; 'A lb. tins, 21 j£c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The market is still quiet, with little busi-

ness being transacted. Dealers are paying
the following prices in the country : Heavy
copper and wire, 13 to i$J4c. per lb. ; light

copper, 12c; heavy brass, 12c. ; heavy
yellow, %yz to 9c. ; light brass, 6yi to

7c; lead, 2}£ to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2% to

2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, $13 to 514 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, 513 to 514 ; stove

plate, 58 to 59; light iron, No. 2, $4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

PETROLEUM.
A good trade continues to be done, but the

demand is for smaller quantities. We quote:

"Silver Star," 15 to 16c. ; "Imperial
Acme," \6%. to I7j£c. ;

" S C. Acme,"
18 to 19c, and " Pratt's Astral," 19 to

20c.
HIDES.

Tanners are not buying very freely, and
business is rather slow. Dealers are paying
7^c. for No. 1 light, and tanners are asked
to pay 8^c. for carlots. We quote : Light

hides, 7>£c. for No. 1; 6^c. for No. 2, and
5>£c. for No. 3. Lambskins, 90c.

Mr. Stearnfield, representing The Mark-

ham Air Rifle Co., Plymouth, Mich., was

in Toronto this week. He is said to have

taken away some nice orders for " King "

rifles.

ONTARIO MARKETS.

Toronto, January 25, 1901.

HARDWARE.

A
LITTLE better business is probably

being done this week, but still the

volume, generally speaking, is

light. It is the general opinion that the

volume of business is much smaller this

month than it was for the corresponding

period last year. Tinware is particularly

quiet, although it is asserted that it is no
worse than is usual at this season in pre-

vious years. Wire nails continue quiet,

and in fence wires there is little or nothing

being done outside of booking orders for

future delivery, and, even in this par-

ticular, the volume of business is not

large. In screws, bolts and rivets,

there is the usual steady trade being

done. Rope is quiet and featureless.

In cuttlery, a slightly better trade is

to be noted. A few orders are being booked
for green wire cloth, poultry netting, harvest

tools, and spades and shovels for future

delivery. There have been a few changes
in prices this week. French mariners'

compasses and magnifying glasses are

quoted higher. On flaring sap buckets and
flaring pails and creamer cans the discount
has been increased. A new list has been
issued on wringers, which shows a decline

in prices. Prices are also lower on iron

bench screws, grindstone fixtures, chest

handles and Mrs. Potts sad irons. Letter

orders are fair and the same can be said of

payments.

Barb Wire—Nothing doing in shipments

from stock and we hear of no orders being

placed during the past few days for future

delivery. We quote 52.97^ f.o.b. for less
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than carlots, and $2.85 in carlots. From

stock, Toronto, $310 per ico lb.

Galvanized Wire— This is dull and

featureless. We quote : Nos. 6, 7 and

8, $3-55; No
- 9' #3i°; No-. 10. $3-75;

No. 11, $385; No. 12. #325; No. 13,

$3.35; No. 14, #4-25; No. 15, $4-7S> and

No. 16, $5.

Smooth Steel Wire — A few orders

for future delivery have been booked in

oiled and annealed wire and a little has

been done during the past week in hay-bal-

ing wire for prompt shipment. We quote

the base price at $2.80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails—A few orders are reported

but they are only for small quantities. The

base price is unchanged at $2.85 per keg

for less than carlots and $2.75 in carlots.

Cut Nails — These are still dull and

featureless with the base price unchanged

at $2.35 per keg.

Horseshoes — Just a steady trade is

to be reported. We quote as follows

f.o.b. Toronto : Iron shoes, No. 2 and

larger, light, medium and heavy, $3.60 ;

snow shoes, $3 85 ; light steel shoes, $3.70

featherweight (all sizes), #4 95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ;

light steel shoes, $3.95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4-95-

HorseNails— Business continues moder-

ate. Discount, 50 per cent, on standard oval

head and 50 and 10 per cent, on Acadia.

Screws—A fair sorting- up trade is being

done at unchanged prices. We quote : Flat

head bright, 85 per cent, off the list; round

head bright, 80 percent.; flat head brass,

77 % per cent.; round head brass, 70 per

cent. ; flat head bronze, 70 per cent.

;

round head bronze, 65 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts — There is the

usual steady trade being done. We
quote as follows: Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 70 per cent.; carriage bolts,

fulls quare, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent.; bolt ends, 65 per

cent. ; nuts, square, 4>£c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4V C - off; tire bolts, 67^4 per cent.; stove

bolts, 67 j£ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—The demand is

steady and prices unchanged. Discount, 60

and 10 per cent, on iron rivets ; iron burrs,

55 per cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35

and 5 per cent.

Rope—Business is still quiet. We quote :

Sisal, 9c. per lb. base, and manila, 13c.

We quote cotton rope : 3-16 in. and larger,

\6y2 c.\ 5-32 in., 2i^c, and y% in., 22j£c.

per lb.

Cutlery—There is little going out, and

trade appears to be improving over that of

the early part of the month.

Sporting Goods — Some rifles, loaded

shells and cartridges are wanted, but the

demand is not brisk.

Green Wire Cloth — Orders are still

being booked for future delivery at $1.35

per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Windows—Shipments have gone

forward this week to British Columbia.

Difficulty was experienced in securing some

of the sizes to complete orders.

Wringers—A new list has been issued

by the Canadian manufacturers. It is lower

than that which previously existed, while

the discount is unchanged at 45 per cent.

Terms 4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

The list will be found on our editorial page.

Mrs. Potts Sad Irons—The price of

these has been reduced and we now quote

No. 55, polished, 62 %c. ; No. 50, nickel-

plated, 67 %c.

Harvest Tools — A few orders have

been booked during the week for harvest

tools for future delivery. Discount 50, 10

and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—A little business

has been done on future account during the

past week. Discount 40 and 5 per cent.

Poultry Netting—No orders are being

taken for present shipments, but a few are

still being booked for future delivery. Dis-

count on Canadian is 50 and 5 per cent. On
English, prices are quoted at net figures.

Tinware—There has been a reduction

in the price of certain lines. On ioquart

flaring sap buckets ; 6, 10, 14 quart I. C.

flaring pails and creamer cans the discount

is now 45 per cent, instead of 40 per cent,

as formerly. The tinware trade is, as a

rule, quiet, although quite a few milk can

trimmings have gone out.

Enamelled Ware—Business in this line

is still quiet.

Elbows—The reduction in prices has

caused an improvement in the trade for

delivery next fall. There is an idea that

prices will be a little stiffer rather than

lower, while the vaiious manufacturers have

been rather aggressive in securing orders.

Cement—There is nothing doing. We
nominally quote in barrel lots : Canadian

Portland, $2. 80 to $3 ; Belgian, #2.75 to $3;

English do., $3 ; Canadian hydraulic

cements, 51.25 to Si. 50; calcined plaster,

$1.90 ; asbestos cement, 52.50 per bbl.

METALS.
While there is not an active trade doing

in metals, as a rule, the demand is fair for

this time of the year. Tin has shown a

steadier tone.

Pig Iron—The market is quiet with the

Canadian furnaces quoting $17 for No. 2 in

100-ton lots.

Bar Iron—A fair trade is still being done

[I
A l/ry'O The original and only Genuine Pre-

I II l\ | I i\ paration for Cleaning Cutlery.
wlll»Lil \J 6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, Limitfi
MANUFACTURERS Ot

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England.
Agent:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL,

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
L»rge«t Variety,
Toilet, H»nd, Electric Power

ARE THE BEST.
HigheX Quality Grooming mud
Sheep-Shearing Machine!

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOB OATALoetni TO

'"l"> Shaarar Mf*. Co., Vaibna. >.R..rjAi

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all the qualities desirable in a Door Closer,
They work silently and effectually, and never get
out of order. In use in many of the public build-
ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies.
MADE SOLELY BY

W. NEWMAN * SONS, Birmingham. •

HORSE
CLIPPERSBURMAN & SONS', LIMITED

Ths Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses iu South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Bussia's Stables and Field Marshal Lord Boberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, Petrolia, Ont.

Pullman Sash Balance Co"

Makers of the

"Pullman"
Hardware
Specialties

Main Office and Works,

Rochester. N.Y.. U.S.A.

On tale all round the globe.
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at ihe base piice of $1.65 to $1.70 per

100 lb.

Pig Tin—While the market is still some-

what irregular a better tone prevails than a

week ago. Locally, however, business is

quieter than
#
it was with quotations un-

changed at32 to 33c, according to quantity.

Tjnplates — Quite a few tinplates are

going, out showing that the tinsmiths in the

(gantry are making up stock in anticipation

of their requirements.

Tinned Sheets—The demand is more
active, and there is already some scarcity of

stocks on the local market. Spring stocks

have not yet arrived, and wholesalers are

finding that they will require them earlier

than was anticipated.

Terne Plates — These are still quiet

and unchanged in price.

Black Sheets—Trade is fair with the

base price unchanged at $3. 50 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Sheets—Trade has been

fair, and a number of orders have been

booked during the week for spring and
summer delivery.

Canada Plates—A fairly-good trade is

being done, the volume of business being

larger than was expected at this time.

Quite a few 5 -box lots are still required.

Import orders are being booked for next

fall's delivery. From what can be gathered,

local jobbers are not going to carry over as

large stccks of Canada plates as was antici-

pated. For this they are quite gratified, in

view of the probable future of the market
as far as prices are concerned. We quote :

All dull, $2 ; half and half, $3. 15, and all

bright, $3.65 to #3.75.

Iron Pipe—A fair business continues to

be done in this line. We quote : Black pipe

% in., $3.00; y% in., $3 00; ]/2 in., #3.50 ;

% in., $3.20; 1 in., $460; i# in., $6.35;

lyi'xn., $7.55; 2 in., $10.10. Galvanized

pipe is as follows: yi in., $4.65; ^ in.,

$5.35; 1 in., #725; \% in., $9.75; i*A in.,

$1 1.25; 2 in., $1$ 50.

Hoop Steel—The demand during the

past week has been fairly good with $3.10
as the base price.

Copper — Ingot copper is rather quiet,

but a good business is being done in bar

and sheet. We quote : Ingot, 19 to 20c;
bolt or bar, 23^ to 25c. ; sheet, 23 to 23^c.

Brass—Trade continues quiet with the

discount on rod and sheet still 15 per cent.

Solder—A fairly good business is re-

ported in solder for small quantities.

Lead— The demand is moderate at

\Va to Sc
Zinc Spelter—Trade is rather quiet at

6 to 6^c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—A fairly active trade is to be
noted. We quote casks at $6.75 to $7, and
part casks at $7 to $7.50.

FAINTS AND OILS.
There is no change. Flax seed has ad-

k/anced in Chicago, but there is no indica-

tion that this will affect conditions here or

in Great Britain. Turpentine fluctuates

somewhat, but is practically at an unchanged
basis. White lead is firm. There continues

a good receipt of orders for spring delivery.

We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white
lead, $6. 87 >£; No. 1, $6.50; No. 2. $6.12)4;
No. 3,185.75; No. 4,55.37^; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

84,000 Daily Production.
5 Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R.. 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited.
Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and

Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address : Glass, St. Helens.

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS of every description.

Reliable Tools at low prices.

A. SHAW & SON, 52 Rahere St., Goswell Rd„ London, E.C. Eng. The oldest house in the

trade, lineal successors of the inventor and patentee, J. SHAW.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5.25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.; $5 .25 to #5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7J£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.
White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to S7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c.

Whiting — 60c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 75 to 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

J2.15; bladders, bulk or tins, less than
100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1-9°
per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

ioy2 c. per lb. and 10^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 80c.

;

boiled, 83c.
; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 79c.

;

boiled, 82c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, 2c. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 59c. ; 2

to 4 barrels, 58c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5-gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
A feeling is manifesting itself that prices

for import will be reduced before long, but

there is such an absence of definite

information that there is no certainty

of a decline. Stock prices are firm.

We still quote first break locally : Star,

in 50-foot boxes, $2.10, and 100-foot

boxes, $4; doublediamond under 26united

inches, $6, Toronto, Hamilton and Lon-
don;terms 4 months or3per cent. 3odays.

OL.D MATERIAL,.
The market is easy, but prices are un-

altered. We quote jobbers' prices as

follows : Agricultural scrap, 55c. per

cwt.; machinery cast, 55c. per cwt.
;

stove cast, 35c; No. 1 wrought 50c.

per 100 lb. ; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, loyic. ; heavy
copper, \2]/z c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c. ;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c; heavy red brass, loyic ; scrap
lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2j£c ; scrap rubber, 6^c.;
good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c; clean
dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

PETROLEUM.
The demand keeps brisk. Prices are steady.

We quote: Pratt's Astral, 17 to i7j£c.

in bulk (barrels, $1 extra) ; Ameri-
can water white, 17 to \7yic. in barrels

;

Photogene, 16 >£ to 17c; Sarnia water
white, 16 to i6^c. in barrels; Sarnia prime
white, 15 to i^YzC. in barrels.

COAL.
There is still a big shortage of nut size,

and delivery of other lines is reduced by the

shortage of cars. Prices are unchanged.
We quote anthracite on cars Buffalo and
bridges : Grate, $4-75 per gross ton and
$4.24 per net ton ; egg, stove and nut, $5
per gross ton and $4. 46 per net ton.

MARKET NOTES.

French mariners' compasses and magni-
fying glasses are higher.

A new list of prices has been issued by
the manufacturers of wringers.

The discount has been increased to 45
per cent on flaring sap buckets, flaring pails

and creamery cans.

Mrs. Potts sad irons are quoted lower at

6zyic. per set for polished, and 67 5£c. per
set for nickel-plated.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. are in receipt

of a shipment of German hardware and
cutlery, mostly Boker's goods.
The hockey team of H. S. Howland, Sons

& Co. on Wednesday night defeated the

team of the Dominion Bank by 3 to 1. One
of the staff declares that " Mic-Mac

"

hockey sticks helped to secure the victory.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.
Winnipeg, January 21, 1901.

TRAVELLERS are again on the road

and report a fair amount of busi-

ness. In the city, however, the

wholesale houses have an air of profound

calm, but time is not being wasted. Many
houses are arranging matters in such a way
as to handle with the greatest despatch the

spring rush when it comes. There is every

expectation of being an enormous amount
of building and this will mean a corres-

ponding trade in building hardware. No
prices have been altered during the week.

Price list for the week is as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" 11 4 00
12 4 05

" 13 4 2°

14 4 35
15 * 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 45
" 16 and 20 3 5°

10 '. 3 55
8 3 65
6 3 7°

4 3 85

3 4 10

Cut nails, 30tobody 300
20 to 40 3 05

" 10 to 16 310
8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00

Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 °°

Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50
20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00

Galvanized American, 16 gauge ... 2 54
18 to 22 gauge 450
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00

28gauge 5 25
Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge 8 00
Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75

IX " 1275
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18x24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch ... .50 an 10 p.c.

" Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00

H 1050
" yi and 5-16 11 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
H 14 00

"
\L and 5-16 14 50

Solder .* 21 %
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 75 and 10 p.c.

Round" " 70 p.c.

Flat " brass 70 p.c.

Round" " 60 and 5 p.c.

Coach 57^ p.c.

Bolts, carriage 42 J4 p.c.

Machine 45 p.c.

Tire 60 p . c

Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 50c. lb.

Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz. . $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.
"

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 P-C
C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

American, M 16 25
Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75

Chilled 7 5°
Powder, F.F., keg 4 75

F.F.G. 5 °°
Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

" "
plain 7oandiSp.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.
Water white American 24KC.
Prime white American 23c.

Water white Canadian 21c.

Prime white Canadian 19c.

PAINTS. OILS AND GLASS.
Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68

Less than barrel lots 73
Linseed oil, raw 87

Boiled 90
Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25%

Eldorado engine 24K
Atlantic red 27^
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23K to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55 to 74
Harness oil 61

Neatsfoot oil % 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11

K

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50

41 t° 5° 5 5°
51 to 60 6 00
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2%
kegs " 2%

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and co'.or. .per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.
HENDERSON k POTTS' PitlCE LIST.

Henderson & Pjtts, proprietors of The
Nova Scotia Paint and Varnish Works,

Halifax and Montreal, have issued their

catalogue for 1901. In arranging this new
catalogue, they have adopted a somewhat

different plan from that used in forrnrr

issues, namely, to have, as nearly as pos-

sible, one uniform discount for all lines of

goods. Henderson & Potts are sole agents

in Canada for Brandram Bros., which fact

increases their facilities for putting first-class

paints, white leads, varnishes, etc., on the
market. Their catalogue is a neat, handy
one, and is worth writing for.

MONTHLY STOCK LIST.

The Bourne-Fuller Co., Cleveland, O.,

are sending out the January number of their

monthly stock list of heavy iron, galvanized
iron sheets, steam pipe, gas pipe, water
pipe, rivets, angles, fence channels, steel

tire, spring steel, Norway iron, steel hoops
and bands, machinery steel, bar iron, etc.

These lists are a convenience which every
cnstomer of this firm should appreciate.

A NEAT DESK CALENDAR.

A desk calendar for 1901 has been issued

by the Canada Horse Nail Co., Montreal.
It is neat and attractive. On one corner is

the trade mark of the firm in gold, while the
calendar itself is printed in red and brown.
On the back of the calendar are a few re-

minders for the trade.

ARE REBUILDING THEIR PLANT.

The Djminion Snath Co., Waterville,

Que., whose building and part of their

plant was destroyed by fire on January 10,

have issued a circular stating that they have
already begun to rebuild, and with stock

saved from the fire, and new stock coming
in, they expect to fill all their orders
promptly.

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.M

,£

lAwHITE LEAD
^%>^S^REG1STERED TRADE MARK

Sole Manufacturers in Canada of

Brandram Bros.

& Co., London, Eng.,

B.B.
Genuine While' Lead.

Brandram's Genuine B. B. is the best White Lead made. It is unequalled for white-

ness, and fineness and body, and will cover more surface than any other White Lead

Paint. It is the favorite White Lead in England, Canada, United States, Australia,

Russia, etc. Made by a special process, and is superior to all other White Leads for

durability.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
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AN AUTOMATIC PISTOL.

THE invention of the automatic pistol

illustrates an enormous improvement

upon the ordinary revolver, which

may be compared in the artillery to the

invention of the Maxim over other quick-

firing guns.

The "Browning" is the simplest, the

most practical, the surest and strongest of

all. Its most remarkable features are its

accurate and quick-firing qualities. It

represents really a perfect weapon.

Some revolvers have been called auto-

matic because the ejection of the shells is

made by one movement, the "breaking"

of the weapon, but in the

"Browning" pistol the ejec-

tion of the empty shells, the

introduction of the cartridge

into the chamber, and the

cocking of the firing pin are entirely auto-

matically effected by the action of the

recoil.

The following are a few of the advant-

ages of this pistol :

Rapidity—Seven shots can be fired sujj-
;

cessively by pressing the trigger sev

times, and in less time than with any other

small arm.

Accuracy—With the revolver, on ac-

count of the recoil which throws tne barrel

upwards, the shooter must aim much lower

than the object in view, and, if the handle

is tightly gripped, the mouth of the barrel

rises up when firing.

With the "Browning" pistol, the recoil

acts firstly on the sliding mechanism, and

does not affect the barrel until the bullet

has left the latter, so that the accuracy of

the shot is perfect, and is not influenced in

any way by holding the handle more or less

firmly.

Another point that unfavorably influences

revolver shooting, is that the bullet must

first of all go from the chamber of the

revolving cylinder into the barrel, which is

seldom in a mathematically precise line

with the cylinder, whereas, in the " Brown-

ing" pistol, the bullet is placed in the same
way as with a magazine rifle. Further, no

loss of gas takes place from the breech as

it is the case with any revolvers.

Rapidity and Accuracy—With this pistol,

the recoil, being largely absorbed by the

recoil-spring, does not jerk the arm out of

the firing line; this, combined with the

easiness of the trigger, allows of much
quicker firing than a revolver.

Safety.—The pistol can be carried with-

out the least danger. The safety-catch can

easily be worked, but it is made in such a

way that it cannot be moved accidentally.

When the firing mechanism is locked,

which can be seen at a glance, the pistol is

absolutely harmless.

Construction.—The construction is sym-

metrical and of a most graceful shape.

The weight is well apportioned ; the hand

being in its natural position renders ac-

curate aim much easier, and, as there is no

cylinder as in a revolver, the arm is abso-

lutely flat and consequently very portable.

Weight.—The weight of a non-loaded

pistol does not exceed i % lb.

"ATLAS" BARN-DOOR HANGERS.

A. R. Woodyatt & Co., of Guelph, Ont.,

are, this year, placing upon the market,

through the jobbing trade, the "Atlas"

The " Browning " Automatic Pistol.

barn-door hangers with roller bearings, as

shown on page 8, which they claim will

equal, and in some respects, excel any

similiar line made in the United States. As

this firm have a reputation of turning out

only the best quality of goods, we feel sure

the trade will find it to their own advantage

in future to carry this line in their stock.

COMPETING WITH THEIR
CUSTOMERS.

Editor Hardware and Metal,— I am
sorry to see by your paper that the retail

hardware merchants of Montreal are placed

in the uncomfortable position of having to

compete for trade with the wholesale houses

from whom they buy. Fortunately, we

hardware dealers of Toronto are better pro-

tected by the wholesale houses, and have

very few complaints to make about their

selling retail. The reading of the report of

the meeting of the Retail Hardware Associa-

tion in last week's paper reminded me of

some trouble the Toronto retail grocers had

with their wholesale houses in regard to the

latter selling retail some years ago. The Retail

Grocers' Association approached the whole-

salers on the matter, and, after a conference

had been held, the wholesalers one and all

signed a pledge that they would cease sell-

ing retail entirely. This declaration was
printed and a copy sent to each of the

grocers of the city.

Thereafter, when any retailer detected a

case of a wholesaler selling retail, he
reported it to a committee of retailers, who
waited on the wholesale house concerned
in regard to the matter. If this proceeding

was not efficacious for the purpose intended,

the Grocers' Association boycotted the

wholesaler who refused to abide by his

pledge. I remember quite distinctly that

one wholesaler was boycotted for some time,

and so successfully that he was finally

forced to come around and respect the

wishes of the retail merchants.

I would suggest that the retailers and
wholesalers hold a conference and discuss

the matter frankly. By this means they
ought to be able to arrive at an under-
standing.

Toronto Retailer.

FIRE NOTICE.
The fire in the Board of Trade Build-

ing, Montreal, destroyed our city office

only. All our works are running as

usual and orders are being filled with

our usual promptness.

Pillow & Herscy Mfg. Co.,
LIMITED

MONTREAL.
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HEATING and PLUMBING
VERDIGRIS DUETO COPPER BOILERS

IN
his report to D. Stewart, acting warden

of the St. Vincent de Paul penitentiary,

Quebec, the medical officer of the insti-

tution, L. A. Fortier, drew attention to the

danger of using copper-lined boilers and

pipes for culinary purposes as follows :

" The said boilers being of pure copper

with their long pipes for the escape of

steam, I was compelled to examine them
and inquire if there had been some verdigris

observed inside of the said boilers and

pipes. I received the assurance that no

verdigris had been observed and that these

pipes were kept perfectly clean by the steam

running through the said copper pipes. My
fears for a good while remained silent, but

in presence of the large number of diseases

in the alimentary canal of the convicts, I

lately pushed an investigation so far as to

discover numerous warts of verdigris grow-

ing inside of the said copper pipes.

" Copper does not change in dry air, but

in moist air becomes covered with a green

coat of carbonate, known as verdigris. In

the present case the large and long surface

exposed to the moisture is under tbe most

favorable circumstances for the production

of the said carbonate of copper, a poisonous

salt of powerful action on animals. The
soluble salts of copper are no more corrosive

when largely diluted, but their action is but

irritating or inflaming. The carbonate of

copper is one of the soluble salts of the

metallic copper.

' • Experience teaches that copper becomes

poisonous with time in small doses. In the

present case, we are in presence of fraction-

ally copper daily consumers. The elimin-

ation of copper is slow, being operated by

the mucous membrane of the alimentary

canal, the salivary glands, the liver and the

kidneys.

" No wonder now that an immense sur-

face of metallic copper being exposed to an

easy production of verdigris, a soluble salt,

becomes an active factor in the generation

of a multitude of diseases in the alimentary

canal of the convicts.

" But every convict is not equally apt to

become sick by copper ingestion ; it is of

daily observation as for many other noxious

substances. The five large boilers actually

in use are in bad order, being now coated

with tin. The present cooking system is

a dangerous, manifestly a dangerous one.

" And I terminate my report with a re-

mark taken from page 575 of Dispensatory

of the United States : ' Vessels of copper

which are not coated with tin should not be

used in pharmaceutical or culniary opera-

tions ; for, although the metal uncombined

is inert, yet the risk is great that the vessels

may be acted on and a poisonous salt

formed.'
"

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

WM.
HODGSON, architect, Ottawa, is

preparing plans for a new public

school on Wellington street,

Ottawa.

A new Presbyterian manse is being built

at Lyn, Ont.

Work has been started on the Medical

building for Queen's University^ Kingston,

Ont. ^Vto* '*'

The Vancouver Times, in a recent ed^j
torial article, declared that a new^hrg^,

school is needed in that city.

Architect Ellis, Kingston, Ont., is pre-

paring plans for a residence which he will

build for John Marshall, M.A.] The new

residence will be located on Union street.

Building permits have been granted in

Toronto to Wm. Moss for a pair of semi-

detached houses on Arthur street, to cost

$3,800, and to Geo. Isaac, for a pair of

semi detached houses at 18 and 20 Dupont

street, to cost $4 400.

A deputation representing the Alexandria

school for girls, East Toronto, have asked

the Ontario Government for a grant of

#2,500, or half the cost, to erect a laundry

and assembly hall. Premier Ross, in reply,

stated that the Government would make the

grant if possible.

Arthur Thompson, Ottawa, has had plans

prepared by Mr. Baker, architect, New
York, for an office building on the north-

east corner of Sparks and Metcalfe streets.

The building, which will be of stone and

pressed brick, will be 66 x 99 ft. in size and

six storeys high. The estimated cost is

$140,000, but in Ottawa it is probable that

the work can be done at a figure somewhat

below the estimate. Modern conveniences

will be installed throughout. It is proposed

to start the building early in the spring and

rush it through to completion.

by the destroyers of plumbing in vacant

houses.
Jt

The police might be assisted by a charge
in the law which would "surround the sale

of second-hand plumbing materials with

some safeguards. If the vendor of old

lead had to register his name and address,

every transaction could be traced, and
greater risks would attend the sale of the

booty secured in these raids upon the

plumbing of vacant houses. —Telegram,

Toronto.

FREE TRADE IN OLD LEAD.

It is a disgrace that plumbing worth #500

or $1,000 should be ripped out of the interior

of a house and sold by thieves for what it

will bring as old junk.

The question is raised as to whether the

demands of the junk shop have not a tend-

ency to create the supply which is furnished

TORONTO PLUMBERS TO MEET.

For some time the Toronto Journeymen
Plumbers' Union have been in negotiation

with the Toronto Master Plumbers' Associa-

tion, with a view to secure shorter hours

and an advance in the rate per hour.

The minimum rate is now 27 %c. per

hour, the masters having agreed to a raise

of 2^c. in August, 1898, previous to which

time the minimum rate was 25c. per hour.

The journeymen now want 31c. per hour.

They further ask that the day's work be

reduced from 9 hours per day to 8 hours.

It was reported by one of the daily papers

on Wednesday that the masters had de-

cided to forestall the possibility of a strike

by declaring a lockout. There was no

ground for the report, as the meeting to

discuss the matter has not yet been held.

It was reported also that a conference

between the masters and the journeymen
had been held on Wednesday evening.

This wasalso erroneous, though a meeting is

to be held this week.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.
Pelletier & Daniel have registered as

plumbers in Montreal.

A. Desmarteau has been appointed cura-

tor of J. Lafrance & Co., plumbers, Mont-
real.

D. McKenzie & Co., plumbers, Winni-

peg, Man., have dissolved. D. McKenzie
continues.

Cornelius Brady has registered under the

style of The United Incandescent Light Co.,

Montreal.

Manchester, Robertson & Allison, Limited,

have been incorporated in St. John, N.B.,

with a capital of #800,000, to generate, sell

and use electric power, light and heat in St.

John.

QUICK WORK.

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limite''.

did some quick work on their contract for

heating the new office building of the Grand
Trunk Railway's headquarters in Montreal.

In 10 days, they had the boilers and steam

pipes in position and the fire started. And
yet, the contract was one of the largest, if

not the largest, ever awarded in Montreal.

The statement made in last week's issue,

that the contract was for the heating of the

G. T. R. sheds, was hardly correct. It

should have read " office building."
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ass.GLASS CUTTERS that cut gi

We have 'em ; You need 'em. Have you the GREEN BOOK ?

Ask for it. Contains good goods at right prices.

Smith & Hemenway Co.,

296 Broadway, New York City.

UTICA DROP FORGE
& TOOL CO.,

/CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY
1TREAL.

ADVERTISING in WESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,

WINNIPEG. CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker

Room 220% Board of Trade, MONTREAL.

HORSE NAILS — "C" Brand Horae Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

" BRASSITE" GOODS — Gunn Castor Co.,

Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

Manufacturers ol

Heating
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

The

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

^mm. TORONTO.

THE . . .

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

XL XX ww-m ^FH-TFFFFT

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

E. B. SALYERDS
Manufacturer of

Hockey Sticks
PRESTON,

Ontario, - Canada.

The Best Stick.

Made of Bock Elm.

Wholesale Trade Only Supplied.

Ask your Wholesale House for

the Preston make of Stick.

Write for Prices.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double r-versible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNSare equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothiDg to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain -

ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents

:

Limited.

W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

Use Syracu

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

Babbitt Metal
For

Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,
Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.
and SYRACUSE, NY. Syracuse Smelting Works
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THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.

FOLLOWING is the balance of the

address of Mr. Walter Kennedy,

mechanical engineer of the Cramp
Ontario Steel Co., delivered before the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

Toronto, on January 17, and unavoidably

held over from our last issue :

Dealing with the growth of blast furnaces

in the United States, Mr. Kennedy said he

could not go back further than the old

charcoal furnaces that were operated at one

time, and had an average output of four or

five tons a day. Twenty years ago 50 and

60 tons per day was considered a large out-

put. He remembered when Lowthian Bell

came from England to the United States to

see the blast furnace near Youngstown.Ohio,

which had an output of 6o tons per day.

Ten years after that, 200 tons was considered

a good day's work. Now there were at

least 10 blast furnaces in the United States

having a product of more than 600 tons a

day; in fact, one had averaged 700 tons a

day for a month. There were people who

claimed that within the next few years there

would be furnaces making 3,000 tons a day,

though this seemed an extravagant estimate.

" I have been asked what is to be done

at Collingwood," continued Mr. Kennedy.

"Our idea is to equip a plant there suitable

for the present needs of the local markets,

and, if possible, something additional will

be exported to foreign countries.

THE LATEST EQUIPMENTS.

" It will be equipped with machinery that

is the latest and best of its kind for every

department. The intention is to form an

organization that will be capable of solving

the different problems as they arise, just as

Mr. Clergue and his associates have done

at the Soo, and then encourage and branch

out into any kind of business that seems

most profitable and will build up other busi-

ness in the Province of Ontario. (Ap-

plause.)

"Our plans for Collingwood contemplate

the erection of four blast furnaces, one of

which will be built immediately ; 10 open-

hearth furnaces, four of which will be built

immediately ; and a blooming mill, which

breaks down large ingots and produces the

billet that may be put into any kind of

finished article. (Applause.) There has

been some talk of starting a wire rod mill,

as the wire fence business is becoming a

very large one in the western part of this

country. There are many lines that could

be developed to advantage, but we do not

propose trying to do everything at the start.

I don't think it possible to try to cover at

first bo large a ground as The Carnegie

Steel Company. Even the Carnegie Com-

pany began in a small way, and developed

with proper management and skill.

A SAFE POLICY.

"Do I think Canada can compete with

the United States in the manufacture of

steel for export ?

"This involves the question of coal,"

Mr. Kennedy answered. It would be

highly important to put soft coal on the free

list, so that it could be brought to the works

and there converted into coke, saving a

very large amount of fuel that was wasted

at the coke ovens. In the United States

they were not up to the Gerrrians in the

economic use of coal. Every good German

firm had its plant for the saving of by-

products, and if proper precautions were

used, he thought it was possible in Canada

to compete with the United States. (Ap

plause.) The Carnegie Steel Company
had lately purchased several thousand
acres on the southern shore of Lake Erie,

where they contemplated building steel

works, at a cost of several million dollars,

so as to have their new works on the shore

of the great lakes. If they could operate

successfully at that point there was cer-

tainly no disadvantage in coming a little

further up the lake. There were many
arguments now for assembling the raw
material closer to the ore than the coal,

because it required about only one-half as

much coke now to make a ton of iron as it

did some years ago, and the proportion

now is about two tons of iron to one of

coke.

THE CONSUMPTION OF FUEL

in the manufacture of iron has been cut

down at least 15 or 20 per cent, in the last

five or six years. The probability is that

the reduction will continue, and if it does

there will be another great argument on the

point of cost. Duluth, I think, will become
a great iron manufacturing centre. It may
be some time, but it is very probable. All

the locations on the lake shore in the

Dominion of Canada will .have a future

very much of advancement equal to Duluth
and equal to the United States. There are

some kinds of manufactures, like the manu-
facture of fine wire and dental instruments

—

things of that kind—that can never be
manufactured in any part of the world as

cheaply as in Pittsburg, unless it is in

China. The Chinese have facilities that

should make them master of the situation

when it comes to the struggle for cheapness

and the survival of the fittest. That-may yet

be a long time, unless God in His providence

should ordain otherwise.

NUMBER OF MEN TO BE EMPLOYED.

The number of men employed at Colling-

wood would probably not be less than

1,200, from that to 2,000 to commence
work. But a great deal would have to

depend on the grade of the finished ma-
terial. It takes many more men to finish

a ton of material in thin sheets than in

heavy material such as bridges. A great

deal also depends on how prosperous is the

enterprise, how energetically it is pushed.

If you require good

VARNISHES
for every class of work, why
not purchase from the largest

makers in Canada,

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Ample stocks of every de-

scription of painting material

at our factories and ware-

houses in

MONTREAL
AND
TORONTO

THE

CANADA

COMPANY

LIMITED

Special

attention to letter orders.
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The Fairbanks Company
THE CANADIAN AG^W^FOR C*^

The Rg^Aff]^ Co.'s

y^

TOOLS
SECTIONAL JAW PIPE VISE. ROLLER PIPE CUTTER-

PIPE STOCK.

The Fairbanks Company,
749
Craig
Street, Montreal, Que.
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RELATION OF ADVERTISING TO THE COST
OF GOODS.*

By Walter H.

ONE of our representatives a short

time ago suggested that perhaps

the recent change in price was

made necessary by the large expenditure

we are making in advertising and he made
the suggestion that we give less advertising

and a lower price.

Now, good advertising, as I have tried to

explain during this session, does not make
goods more expensive. Good advertising

will lower the cost of doing business, and

if it does not do this it is not good advertis-

ing. I want everybody to feel perfectly

satisfied on this point.

We are often thus accused of making our

prices high on account of our advertising.

The fact is, if we did not do so much ad-

vertising and do it so well, our prices would

have to be higher.

To me, a proposition to increase advertis-

ing expenditures, or, let us say, to do better

advertising in order to lower prices, would

be more practical than a proposition to do

less advertising to accomplish the same
object.

Our advertising expenditure for the past

year, while it was considerably larger in the

aggregate, was materially lower in percen-

tage to sales than it has been for many
years past. Such results are what we aim

to achieve in this department, and they are

largely dependent upon the character of the

advertising and tife care wit^Wiich it is

put into effect. "^ ^^
^^*

COTTINGHAM.

We watch the results in a very thorough

and careful manner. Each division and

every department is charged with the

amount of the advertising, and the amount

spent in this way is constantly compared

with the sales. If. the sales warrant the

expenditure it is all right, but if the results

are not forthcoming, then there is something

wrong.

An advertising report is furnished by

each division quarterly. It shows the cost

of each different line of advertising for each

line of goods. It shows the amount of ad-

vertising used and the amount on hand,

and it shows the total amount compared

with the total sales. It takes a great deal

of time and money to get up this report,

but only in this way are we able to watch

results and determine what is profitable and

•what is not.

This company are not going to throw away

any money on advertising if they can help

it.

Our advertising has been a great help in

building up this large business and it has

enabled us to increase our output and give

us as low a cost as we can expect.

Take as an illustration a man who r

doing a business of $100,000 pCKAnjum,
and let us suppose his expenses are $25,01

which is 25 per cent, to his sales. He
wishes to increase this business and he de-

cides to advertise. Let us suppose that he

decides on an expenditure for this purpose

of $7,500 per annum. His expenses are

then increased to $32,500. By this expen-

diture, let us suppose, he is able to increase

his sales to $130,000 and at this rate his

expenses with advertising added would

amount to same percentage as before,

namely, 25 per cent. He has not increased

the percentage of his expense and has sold

$30,000 more goods, and if his net profit

was 5 per cent, he has increased his net

earnings by $1,500. The amount I have

named for advertising such a business

should bring even larger results.

What I want to make plain is that adver-

tising well done does not increase expenses,

but will lower them. That is the way we

figure in our business.

*Ponion of an address delivered by Managing Director
Cotlingham at the recent convention of the representatives

of the Sherwin-Williams Co at Cleveland.

INQUIRIES REGARDING CANADIAN
TRADE.

The following were among the recent

inquiries relating to Canadian trade

received at the High Commissioner's office,

—Uj.London, England :

German firm desirous of importing from
, carriages, sporting goods, boat motors,

etc. ; "SH^kinds of wood goods, office, and other
furniture, Wys, etc., will be glad to hear from Cana-
dian exporters op^a^o do business.

^fe. Canadian firms desiring a representative in

Scotlanff lean be fut'hefeed with the name of a
gentlematf, in Glasgow \&fc^J'ishes to take up
agencies. ' ^^ j

^^»

[The names pk^tlie firmsShaking the

above inquiries, can oe oCTftned on applies)

tion to the editor of H^RDWjN^^p MpflnSsj

'

When asking for names, kindly give n/inflMi^

of paragraph and date of issue.]
1*

"Nw<

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

London, England, is in receipt of the

following inquiries :

1. A Glasgow house seeks supplies of Canadian
oak staves for coopers' purposes and invite quota-
tions.

2. A house possessing a considerable connection
in Australia and New Zealand in boots and shoes

would like to hear from Canadian manufacturers
who are in a position to compete with American
goods in the Australasian market.

3. A London timber house is prepared to under-
take the agency of a first-class Canadian shipper
of hardwoods. Old established connection.

4. A firm of Sheffield cutlery manufacturers
would like to hear from a first-class Canadian house
which could take up the sale of their goods for

Canada.

CONDENSED OR "WANT"
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a woru
each insertion ; cash in advance. Letters, figures,
and abbreviations each count as one word in estimat-
ing cost.

FOR SALE.
,;

TINSMITH AND PLUMBING BUSINESS.
1 for sale cheap. A splendid opening in a Nova

Scotia town. Address, Jas. R. Gloster, Moncton,
N. B. (5)

A6ENT WANTED.

\17E WANT TO APPOINT AN AGENT IN
*
" Canada to handle our well-known and re-

liable Glaziers' Diamonds. Good connection with
the paint and oil branch of the hardware trade
necessary. A Shaw & Son, 52 Rahere Street, E.C.,
London, Eng. (5)

SITUATION WANTED.

A YOUNG MAN WITH BEST REFERENCES,
for seven years connected with the hardware

business, having a thorough knowledge of book-
keeping, would like to make a change. A week's
notice solicited. Box 41, Hardware and
Metal, Toronto. (4)

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES.
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible
terms, or who are willing to become agents for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-
ilars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

"SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE, 1

168 Fleet Street, London, England.
"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over

the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-

ceipt of a post card.

Book, Broom
and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.
1

Hamilton, Ont.

PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England

(^Manufacturers of_^_^^^

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., • MONTREAI

F. A. YORK, Manager.

COOPERS

ONE-PIECE ELBOWS.
Scheipe's Patent Stove Pipe

Best in the world.

Ask for

COOPER'S
PATENT ELBOW.

Price Guaranteed.

E. T. WRIGHT <3c CO.
Sole Owners. HAMILTON, ONT.

"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

Gutter Hangers.

The very best mide. Strong and easy to put up and adjust. By proper selection of the shank the requirements
for any style eave will be met. Other kinds of Hangers, Pipe Hooks and Fasteners, Gutter and Pipe, and a general
line of Tinners' and Roofers' Supplies.

BBRGER BROS. CO., PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, !5H5H53&S5L

The Latest and Best

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIl ttHtHlkttttHHLLt*A*AAAmA*AAA*JLtmAAAi

STEVENS TOOLS make a valuable line for those
interested in such goods.

lii ARANTKKii-By a company of :!7 years
reputation. Fine Sellers — Liberally
advertised throughout the country. Sold
to the Trade—We desire to have our
goods carried and represented by the
trade, and refer all inquiries to them.

This is our Angle Indicator No. 151.

Price, Only $1 00.
It is Accurate—no guess work about it.

I isiSoi.in- not Himsy or a makeshift, but a
real tool for every day use, under all con-
ditions, wherever you need angles.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Tools.
We have a busines proposition fo' the trade.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
P.O. Box 217. Chicopee Falls, Mass.

New York office : 318 Broadway.

>*»VT»»»*¥»W¥¥VT»¥V»»*

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored. Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, .Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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QUEBEC BOARD OF TRADE.

THE sixtieth annual meeting of the

Quebec Board of Trade, which was

held on Tuesday afternoon, January

15, was attended by a large proportion of

the prominent business men of the city,

and proved to be one of the most successful

meetings held for some time.

The report of the treasurer, James Brodie,

showed the finances of the board to be in a

healthful, satisfactory condition.

A communication was received from J. G.

Scott, general - manager of the Canada

Atlantic Railway, agreeing to place at the

disposal of the Quebec Board of Trade a

special train with sleepers, to leave Quebec

and run through to Parry Sound at any date

that may be convenient to the board after

the opening of navigation in the spring.

On motion of J. B. Garneau, seconded by

W. H. Wiggs, a resolution was passed

condemning the rule recently inaugurated

in Her Majesty's Customs in Quebec, viz.:

That of insisting that all invoices (without

exception) have to be checked before the

entry can be passed. It was pointed out

that other cities, including Montreal, were

not " saddled " with this new rule. A
motion was, therefore, passed requesting

the Customs authorities of this port to rescind

this rule, and that invoices be checked

as heretofore, and refund entries be made

in event of any errors, the collector to re-

serve the right to check the invoices of

strangers.

A. B. Van Felson reported to the meeting

that while freight from Montreal was de-

livered free in Three Rivers, that from

Quebec was delivered at the expense of the

receiver, notwithstanding the fact that the

rate is the same and Montreal is five miles

farther away than is Quebec.

The report of the council dealt with

freight and passenger service to Quebec
;

the establishment of a Canadian Lloyds,

with $5,000,000 capital, which will prob-

ably have the affect of prolonging naviga-

tion on the St. Lawrence ; the establishment

of abattoirs throughout the Province ; the

establishment of technical education in the

Province ; the laying of the corner stone of

the Quebec bridge ; the opening of the Great

Northern Railway and its elevator, and the

shipment of its first cargo of grain. Regard-

ing bankruptcy, the council favors the enact-

ment of a severe Act, uniform throughout

the country, and has appointed a sub-

committee which is now studying the matter

in detail.

With respect to winter navigation the

report says :
" The most important ques-

tion of the winter navigation of the St.

Lawrence is now more than ever on the

tapis, owing to the requirements of the

Western grain trade, and it is evident that

we are nearing a favorable solution of the

problem. The principal requirement is

the replacing of the lightships and gas buoys

by permanent lights, an improvement which,

we understand, has already been carried

out on the lakes."

The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year :

President—George Tanguay, M.P. P.

First Vice-President—John Ritchie.

Second Vice-President— P. J. Bazin.

Treasurer—D. J. Rattray.

Council—V. Chateauvert, J. G. Garneau, Joseph

Winfield, G. E. Amyot, V. Lemieux, R. H. Smith,

Napoleon Drouin, M. Joseph, D. Arcand, Nazaire

Lavoie, P. B. Dumoulin and O. Poitras,

A vote of thanks was passed on motion of

Messrs. Tanguay and Van Felson to the

retiring president for his active interest in,

and adequate efforts towards, the success of

the Quebec Board of Trade during his term

of office.

BC.'S FIRST CONVERTER.

A
DESPATCH from Greenwood,

B.C., says : " The announcement

that the British Columbia Copper

Co. has let a contract to the E. P. Allis Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis., for the immediate con-

struction of a converting plant, is one of

great importance, as this will be the first

converter in the Province. That the com-

pany should have placed the order before

its smelter had turned out a pound of matte,

leaves a little room to doubt the immense

amount of confidence the directors place in

the ability of Paul Johnson, the manager of

the smelter department. He designed the

local smelter, and most of the machinery is

of his own invention. There now appears

every probability that ere the installation of

the bessemerising plant, the machinery for

which is to be completed in three months,

a second furnace will have been added to

the reduction works, bringing the daily

capacity up to 600 tons.

" The contract calls for a blowing engine,

40-ton electric crane, one stand of con-

verters, crushing plant and accessories. Mr.

H. V. Croll, manager of the Spokane

branch of the E. P. Allis Co., stated that

the cost would be in the neighborhood of

540,000 at the works, and by the time it is

installed there an additional 115,000 will

have been added. It is to be capable of

treating a daily output of 600 tons of ore,

producing roughly 40 tons of matte. This

amount passing through the converter

means about 20 tons of blister copper,

averaging 98^ to 99 per cent. The next

step will be the making of electrolytic cop-

per, and in time such a refining plant will

be added. With the exception of the Butte

smelters, none of the other Western reduc-

tion plants have yet installed converters.

The Northport smelter has a calcining

plant to reduce the sulphur excess in the

ores."

Charles Pearson & Co., general mer-

chants, Cedarhall, Que., have sold their

stock at 75 X c - on trje dollar to J. B. E.

Bergevin, Matane, Que., and their book

debts at 52c. on the dollar to P. Z. Dube,

Am qui.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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U
MIDLAND

JJ

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron
^ Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
™ Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-

land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture^^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS.

A 1

! our goods are guaranteed.

James Warnock <& Co., - Gait, Ont.

CURKEflT JVLAHKET QUOTATIONS
January 25, 19)1.

These prices ale for such qualities and
'liian'ities as are usually o dered by retail
dealers on the usual te ma of c edic, the
lowest figures !>eiog for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash tuyere can fre-
quently make pu rchases at better prices The
Kditor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 32 33

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Per box
10., usual sizes $7 00
LX., "

g 50
I.X.X., " 10 00

Famous—

Jg- 7 50
{•X .. 850
I-X.X 9 50

Ka7en & Vulture Grades—
t.C, usual sizes 5 00
I.X., "

6 00
I.X.X "

7 OJ
t.XXX., "

g 00
D.O., 12%xl7 4 75»X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Brigit
Bessemer Steel—

I.C. , usual sizes 4 15
I.C., special sizes, base 4 5u
20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade

—

I.C, 20x28, 112 sheets 8 75
I.X., Terne Tin 10 75

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

XX., 14x56, 50sheetbxs)
" 14x60 "

f- 07 07%
•' 14x65, " J

Tinned Sheets.
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

" 26 *' 08% 09
28 " 09 09%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 165 170
Refined " " 2 15
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05
Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base .... 2 00
Tire Steel 2 00
Machinery iron finish 2 05
Cast Steel, per lb 00 00
ToeOalk Steel 2 31
T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13
Jes lop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
I'/s-incb 21%

tf ' 13%
^'« " 16
3 " 17%

Steel Boiler Plate.
V< i eh 2 25
3-lKiuch 2 2i
^ i ich and thicker 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 gauge Sir)
20 gauge 3 10
22to24 " 3 20
2« " 3 31
28 " 3 40

Canada Plate*.
AH dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
AH 1. right 3 6) 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

'i inch 3 00
\ ' 3 00
% " 3 15
% " 3 2d

1 " 4 SI
1% " 6 35
1% " 7 55
2 " 10 10
2 1

2-6inch, discount 6) p c.

Galvanized pipe—
V. iich 4 65

% " 5 3)
1 " 7 5
1% " 9 75
1% " 1125
2 " 15 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 45 4 CO
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 50
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 50 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% "
8 03 8 50

5-16 " "
5 35 5

% " "
4 35 4 85

7-16 " "
4 15 4 65

% " "
4 35 4 50

" % " "
3 85 4 35

% " " 3 89 00
Halter, kennel and post chains, 4(1 and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, di£-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis.
count 40 p.c •

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cutlengthsround,%to%in. 23% 25

'

' round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25

Sheet.
Unturned, 14 oz., and light, 10 •

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Note.—Extra for tinning, 2 cents per

pound, and tinning and half planishing 3
cents per pound.
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6f t. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25%
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, perjlb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2i4 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb C6 06%
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 6 75 7 05
Part casks 7 tO 7 51

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% 05
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by C6>4
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lists

at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-'t. lengths listB at 7% cents.
Shot.

Common, $6.50 per 1' lb ; chilled, $7. CO
per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c Prices are fob. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd .... 19
B»r half-and-half, crurxerl .... 18'/,

Refined 18%
Wiping 18
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Per 100 lh.

Pure 6 87%
No. 1 do 6 50
No. 2 do 6 12%
No. 3 do 5 75
No.4do 5 37%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00
Red Lead.

Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc -. 08 C9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6 l/2

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 10
Barn (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 125
T, rontoLead& Odor Go's Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil .

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
ChromeYellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperial Green 03

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre (J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per cwt. 180 190
English Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,. . 1 75 2 00
Super Magnetic OxideB, 93p.c. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09

Chrome Yellows, pure IS
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Dolden Ocbre 0. V„

Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..

boxes, per lb 08 2)

Kire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 1 00
Genuine Eng. Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 81
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Blue Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 18

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 2D
Bladders in kegs, boxes or lot se 2 35
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
Bladders in luk oriios less than 1001b3 00

Varnishes.
In5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No. 1 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 360
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 160 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 8)

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's., Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamels ;

Size 1, fOc ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each

Linseed OH.
i i: , v.x.i j, i- ^ Raw - Boiled.
1 to 4 bbls delivered $0 82 $0 85
5 to 9 bbls " 8i g4
Toionto, Hamilton, London and Guelnh

2c. Iks.

Turpentine.
Single barrel, freight allowed ... 59
2 to 4 barrels " " g 53

Castor Oil.
East India, incases, per lb.. 10 10%
" " small lots 10% Oil

Cod Oil, Etc.
Cod Oil per gal 50 55
Pure Olive 120
" Neatsfoot 90

Glue.
Common .. 08% 0(9
French Medal '4 1«%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 1« 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 18
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THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Clothom
lourEMERY

We carry all numbers of Corn and Flour Emery in io-pound packages, from 8 to 140,
in stock. Emery Cloth, Nos. OO., O., F., FF., 1 to 3.

JAMES HUTTOIM & CO., Wholesale Agents for Canada, Montreal.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition •

Cartridges.
B. B. Caps. Dom. 50 and 5 per cent.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. c, Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, lOp.o. Aroer.

Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.
30 per cent.

Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

"Dominion" grides, 25 per cent Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib.bags 70
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5J0 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5 (0 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of l,0u0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 0.'25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M

11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and K gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 115
9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils.. lb. 09 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes-

Single bit, per doz 6 50 10 00
Double bit, " 12 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy'sAxes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

best quality 13 00 15 00
Bath Tubs.

Zinc 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inch rolled rim, 1st quality 30 00
" " 2nd " 22 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21

C " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

HYRACOSB SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

l>ynanio 29

Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse".. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, GO per cent.
Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 68% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent-

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 50 and 10 per cent.
Standard, 60 percent.
No. 1 Agricultural, 60 and 10 p.c.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07 34 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 73
Sleigh 8hoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts , square 4%c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Plough Bolts 60
Boot Calks .

Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 55 per cent.

Broilers.
Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% percent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 165
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Kings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Cast Iron.
Looie Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast.Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

American, per doz 100 150
Bullard's, per doz 6 50

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, par gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulic 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket. Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnncb's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-

No. 1, $8.5'i—' o. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4. $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, £8

p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $8 00

Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 8 50
Fittings ' 1 25

Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 4 75
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout.... 5 25

Fittings 1 55
Low Down T-u'onic, plain 14 50
" " - " embossed 15 00

Plain Richelieu 3 75
Emb. Richelieu 4 00

Fittings 1 25
L«w Dowa Ont. Syphon J't, plain. . 20 00
" " " " " emb'd. 20 50

Closet connection 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 60

" oval, 17x14 in 15')
" 19x15 in 2 25

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62 x4 to 65 per cent.

Cradles. Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair

" 5, "
.17%
.22%
.15

.20Boynton pattern "

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz ..(15p.<\) 2 00
Ooil.perdnz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wairon. dis 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 percent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis.. 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets
Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 p.c. to 60, 10, 10.

Nicholson File Co., 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS--Win.low—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft

Inches.
2110 4 nn 6 f0

26 to 40 2 30 4 35 6 65
41 to 50 4 75 7 25
51 to 60 5 . 8 50
61 to 70 5135 9 25

71 to 80 5 75 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75
86to90 14 00
91to95 15 50
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % '• 900
" %to 34 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25
HANDLES.

Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50

Fork.
C. 4 B. , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. k B , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 73

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 4u percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.

Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%,10-ft. run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINHES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb. . . . 06%

" " 5-in., " 06%
" 6-in., " .... 16

" " 8-in., " .... 05%
" " 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pai s.

Spring 12 00
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Discount 45 and 5 per cent

HOOKS.
' Cast Iron. *

Bird Cage, per doz 50 1 10 *
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, discount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.

HORSE NAILS.

"C" brand 50 p.c. dis. I _ , . ,

"M" brand 50 p.c.
f
°val head -

Acadian, 50 and 10 per cent.
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MALEHAM & YEOMANS,
Highest Award. Manufacturers of.

Table Cutlery, Razors,
Scissors, Butcher Knives
and Steels, Palette and
Putty Knives.

SPECIALTY
Exposition Uoiverselle, Paris, 1880.

Cases of Carvers and
Cabinets of Cutlery.

SHEFFIELD,
ENGLAND.

Granted I780

3 ^j^RAWt^
"W BRAD SHAW A. SON

WHOLESALE ONLY.

F. H. SCOTT, 360 Temple Building, MONTREAL.
HORSESHOES.

F.O.B. Montreal
No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 50 3 75

Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85

Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85

F.O.B Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent, off list, June

1899.
ICE PICKS.

Star per doz S 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per In 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door. japanned and N.P., per

doz 150 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00

Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.
screw, per gross 130 4 00

White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and in per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined, 2 20 5 60
Galvanized ... 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
All glass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell A Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.
Padlock.

English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 100 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 8 50 1 00

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

Jberman, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMING?.
Discount, 25 percent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 S5
3d 3 CO 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6 and 7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 9J
30. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. netextra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per cent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 55 per cent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per groBS 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb
Navy 6 00
(J. 8. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (US ) 16'/„

Prime White (U.S ) U 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 00 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 1 25 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 50 to 50 and 10 p.c.
Flaring pails, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.

PICKS.
Per doz . , ; 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per sross.... 175 3 00
Rrass head " .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Impression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk g'obe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent.

' " " standard, dis, 60 p.c
Quick opening values discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

100 lb. or less ; 85
1,(01 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 25 pe cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 1 00
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 1 00
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 30 gallons 6 50 '

35 " 7 50
40 " 8 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
r'

35 " 26 00
40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c revised list.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 p.c.
Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler 4 Co.'s, 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile 4 Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, discount 60 md 10 per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Black and Tinned Rivets, 60 p.c.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

Terms, 4 mos. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9 13
%in 10 14
% and5-16in ]5
Cotton, 3-16inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
" % inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope .. 10%

RULKS.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.

Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%
" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper. 47% per cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 2% per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. 4 D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. AD., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

frame only o 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 TO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. 4 M. Scales, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

Dominion, 55 p.c.
Richelieu, 55 p.c.

Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's, per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., iron, and steel, 85 p.
Wood R. H., " dis. 8") p.c

F. H., brass, dia. 77% p.c.
Wood, R. H., " dis. 70 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 70 p.c.
" R.H. " 65 p.c.

Drive Screws, 80 percent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

iron, " 4 25 5 75

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co , full nickeled, dis. 65 p.c
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 450 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55" Mo. 494, " 325 340
Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p c rev list
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p c

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. ,75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 00 00
rlain 00 3 45
Coopers', discouot 45 percent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

w^htt. STONE. Per lb,Was
.
h ' ta 28 60Hindostan 06 07

T , .
shP' 09 09Labrador

jj
jS

_ " Axe "."'
,c

Turkey
50Arkansas n nn , Vk

Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00
STOVE PIPES.

Nestable in crates cf 25 lengths.

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths .... 7 00
7 mch "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4-3 dozen in case, net casn .... *4 8U
-No. b—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk lll'io"
1

Cheese-box tacks, blued '80 A 12V„Trunk tacks, black and tinned . . 85
Carpet tacks, blued ' 80 4 5

!.'
!! ,

t
.

lun
,

ed v
•''•' •'•'•80 4 10

(in kegs) 40
Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only ..75 & 15% weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In
5
ulk 80410

In dozens 75
Swedes, upholsterers', bulk ..,'.'.'.'.85 4 121

/,
' brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk.'.70

gimp, blued, tinned and
japanned 75 * in/

Zinc tacks St
Leather oarpet t acks 55
Copper tacks 59
Copper nails 52
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

MANUFACTURERS
OF-

OF ALL KINDS-

ALEXANDER OIBB. n j- n *• A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal

' -Canadian Representatives- Montreal
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provlnoes.

Trunk nails, blacn So ana 5

Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10

Clout nails, blued and tinned 65 and 5

Chair nail? 35

Cigar box nails 35

Patent brads 40

Fine finishing 40

Picture frame points 10

Lining tanks, in papers 10
" " in bulk 15
" " toUd heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tanks, papers 90 and 10
" bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85

steel, each ... . 080 800

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson's per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Game, Newhouse, diB. 25 p c.

Game, H. &N„ P. S. & W., 65 p.c.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00
S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb.... 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, pec pack. 5 J 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-p'y 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35
Broom, " 30 55

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.

Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10
and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2'/2 per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nob. 2 to 5, ad-

vance 7c. per 100 lb.—Nos. 6 to 9. base-
No. 10, advance 7c.-No.ll, 14c—No. 12.

20o.-No. 13. 35c.-No. 14. 47c—No 15,

60c—No. 16, 75c. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c— tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net,
15c— packed in casks or cases, 15c

—

bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, «5-No. 18, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20,

$6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,
$7.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28 $11—No 29,

$12-No. 30, $13—No.31.$14-No 32, $15
No. 33, $16-No. 34. $17. ExtraB net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31,

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c— oil-

ing, 10c—in 25-Hi. bundles, 15c.—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles, 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in '4-lb hanks. $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanized Wire, perlOO lb.—Nos. 6, 7, 8,$3.*5

No. 9, $3.10-No. 10, 33.75-No. 11. $3 85

No. 12, $3.25—No. 13, $3.35-No. 14,

$4.25-No. 15, $4.75-No. 16. $5.C0.

Clothes Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1,000 feet 3 30

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.

Galvanized 4 barb, 2V4 and 5 Toronto
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, 2 barb, 4 and 6
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, plain twist 3 1"

Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2 97*/2
in less than oarlots, and $2.85 in carlots.

Terms, 60 days or 2 per cent, in 10 days.
Ross braid truss cable 4 5U

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35
Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c. off 30 days.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37V, per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe's Genuine, dis. fO to 25 p.c
TowerB' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" 8., per doz 5 80 6 00
O.tE'i Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz... 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $
Royal Canadian " 50 00
Royal American " 50 00
Discount, 45 per cent.: terms 4 months, or 3

p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per oent

THE LONG EVENINGS OF WINTER ARE

COMING—WHAT SORT OF LIGHT ARE YOU

GOING TO USE?

Greasy Candles, Smelly Oil Lamps,
Poor Electricity or Flickering Gas?

Isn't it about time to make

a change and

GET more Light
For . . .

Less Money ?

Get 100 Candle
Power
for 50c. a month.

No. I

GET
AN

GET the Light of Eight Oil

Lamps for the cost of Two.

AUER GASOLINE LAMP.
Your money bach if you don't like It.

Write for Catalogue.

AUER LIGHT CO.
L!aS°«h.

c
riSSi".

J*"''
I6J2 NOTRE DIME ST. MONTREALAge

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Houseline
Hambrollne
Clotheslines
Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

'RED THREAD'' Transmission Hope from
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln

Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

the finest quality Manila

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative

WM. B. STEWART,
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

MONTREAL, QUE.



SENE for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to thote who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference by a large number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

6s per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.

D. Phillips, M.IM.E.. Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

graphic address "Machinery, Newport, Mon.'

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clotbes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine
For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

*0VlH> 10*0*1 <HfJr4,

•'—
. £,<rrv<rf-e&£<rur.

VO YOtf?

tidi/erlisemetitr
«#• in the *r

CONTACT'-*

for^otf-ro
- utltl bring you.

tendcrs/rem th*

b€Jft contractors

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PHESSlUPPIHE BUREAU,

506 Board of Trade Bldg., MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

73 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1823. 73 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
.CKrl0WLE00ED THE BEST .

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. SIwa^n.?.^!\9° Chmmbt" st

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK. President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849—

r*
Capital and Surplus, $1,600,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the

merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and vvorthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

-OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.8.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING, Gen. Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie * Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,

'

is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited,
NIAGARA FALLS,

ONT.



Inc. 18»6

Black Diamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

:

Awarded
By JURORS «

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

1901 [, 1901

4/%.'%^%%^%^^%^%^^%^%^v%^%^%^%^%^%^%^%^''%^

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Outta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories- I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers,^*^d^-

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

B.SS. H.THOMPSON « COY
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

Galvanized Corrugated sheets

"BLACKWALL" BRAND
'VWWWWWVWWX'W* ^/v****.

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, ENG.
...Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



Stands Comparison.
LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal. ec

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware, Metal. Heating. Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.

VOL. XIII. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, FEBRUARY 2, 1901. NO. 5

'TIBET AHTI-FRICTIOH METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

'Tandem" Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH a McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The latest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.

MONTREAL.

Address since the Fire :

Rooms 509, 510 and 511

Merchants Bank Building
No damage to warehouse or interruption

to business.

gj^^U^c^^^

TO LEAK The Safford Radiators for Steam
or Hot Water Heating have no

joints, because the makers of the Radiators do not believe that it's

the mission of a Radiator to leak. Joints require rods, bolts and
packing, which are the promoters of leaks.

The connections of the Safford Radiators are made by screw
nipples which make them absolutely unleakable. And, too, the
"Safford" is the original invention in screw nipples, hence, best by
the longest test. Think of the money loss that leaky Radiators
entail. Save that money and win the good-will of a customer by
installing the "Safford," which is made by the largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British flag. Send for our free booklet

telling all about it.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.



PLUflBERS'
AND

STEAMFITTERS' TOOLS
p VALVES
| FITTINGS
P TONGS
E WRENCHES

ALL
KINDS
OF

PIPE
STOCKS
AND

DIES

RICE LEWIS & SON
Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets,

— ..,. TORONTO.

n
Meat & Food Chopper

/is

/is

/is

/is

4
4s
/s
/is

/is

u
ENTERPRISE"

No. 5, - $2.00
» » ii'ti"** ?K

Rapid Grinding & vf/

Pulverizing Mills
SJj

S
$
I

No. 2H, - S4-.50 *

Fruit,Wine & Jelly Press <fe

patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprising ^*r-\

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST
Write for Descriptive

Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa., V. S. A.
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

/Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

t

THE NEW BALDWIN
j

DRY AIR CLEANABLE \* ^

REFRIGERATOR. I
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS. *

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable

Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Looks

Bali-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the Eas
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; specia
refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co., I
i

BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
f

SOME OF THE HEWER
"YANKEE" TOOLS

NO. 41 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN HANDLE.

NO. 42 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN BOX.

NO. 50 RECIPROCATING DRILL, FOR WOOD OR METALS

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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SPOUTS
"EUREKA "

^\

THE "EUREKA") „„.„,„ (?r"
,^",dD

Z
,

?\f Because i Safe and Secure—No Leakage

Steel Sap Spouts C
are \ Easily inserted, does not injure the tree

Are Ever Popular J \ Secure Full Flow of Sap

"IMPERIAL
9* The "IMPERIAL" is made of

Heavy Tinned Steel, neatly
retinned. Specially adapted
for covered Sap Buckets.

ALL PACKED IN CARDBOARD BOXES, 100 EACH.

Berlin Bronze, made in 22 and 24 gauge. Tinned Steel, made in 20 gauge.
PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

GALVANIZED SHEETS

"
Gordon Crown" Brand

From stock or importation. Enquiries Solicited

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, ONT.
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SKATES STARR MFG. COS
standard lines of

Acme and Hockey Skates

also UNION HARDWARE CO'S Hockey-

Toronto Office:

32 Front St.,West

H. T. Eager.

mm

Branch House:

George D. Wood

& Co.,

Winnipeg.

LADIES' SKATE WITH LEATHER ANKLE SUPPORT.

WRITE FOR PRICES
~^>

Wood, Vallance & Co., - Hamilton

"PLYMOUTH" TWINE
VVVVVVVVVVVWA/VW^WV

I
THE STAMP OF
EXCELLENCE.

* 'vwvwwwwwvwwv

and some of its selling advantages:

Every farmer knows it.

Everybody likes it.

More farmers use it than

any other Binder Twine.

" Plymouth" is sold at prices that are right.

It is celebrated for its great length, strength, evenness,

and is always absolutely reliable.

There is a certainty about "Plymouth."

Plymouth Binder Twine Agency, McKinnon Bldg., flelinda St., Toronto, Can.
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Our

KFOR
Represents the very highest development attained in

range construction.

Its patented improved features give it precedence over

all others—and the improvements need only to be seen to ba

appreciated.

ITS FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE
DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
OVEN THERMOMETER
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK

and handsome appearance are "talking points" that

sell it everywhere.

Are you handling them ?

If not, write for our catalogue and price list

—

they are leading favorites all over Canada.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL.

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn" Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved f.or sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Fr p me as desired

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

Steel Frame

maxwell mower
8-inch Low Wheel.

High and Low Wheels,
from 12-in. to ao-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you

these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

yfjUi/tui£ac&L}6l*(.

OUNDAS AXES
ARE-

American in Sharpness,

Canadian in Reliability,

JUST WHAT YOU WANT TO SELL.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, ONT.

MONEY
IN IT!!

few
1 CrjsUIliB Soilu] Will PilisL

C?W',S?tSf"'

THE MURALO COflPANV.

SEE THAT PACKAGE?
There's money in it if you want it. It holds the

finest, the purest, the healthiest, most thoroughly
up-to-date cold water

WALL FINISH
in the world. That's what

4
' MURALO"

is, and it's backed up by one of the strongest finan-
cial institutions in America, and it makes money
all the world over to-day. Want to hear about it ?

Write to-

A. RAMSAY & SON, MONTREAL.
J. H, ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.
McLENNAN, McFEELY & CO., - - VANCOUVER.

AGENTS.

VanTujl & foiftenk
Petrolia,\Ojit.

Headquarters for . . . **,

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps, CasingvTuJbing,
Fittings. Drilling Tools,

Cables, etc.

i

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

"DAISY" CHURN oe
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and m|rfj convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. 'Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting postufe. Has -four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whiJi churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be usefl as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy SSfu baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giving free Sp^ce,for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks onty^pr Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Worta 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT,
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited

HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.

Lang's Patent Wire
Rope for

Colliery and Mining
Use.

MANUFACTURERS
OF

Wire Rope
of every description and
for all purposes.

HARDWARE DEALERS
And merchants in any line will have solved the problem of Success in Business, if, when they buy goods for their
stock in store, consideration is given to articles that have a record of value, and are in demand by the people.

Firmness on the pirt of a dealer in buying only goods of this character will absolutely prevent the accumulation of
dead stock, and by investing in goods that are constantly on the move, because they are in demand stocks
are always fresh and clean.

For more than a quarter of a century CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE
manufactured ready for use by mixing with cold water, has been before the people; advertised extensivelv
and in general demand.

oi.u 1Jr ,

ALABASTINE is the recognized standard wall-coating in England and America. Is manufactured in Canada
patented in this and other countries.

Dealers are sometimes induced to try something eise on representation that " it is thej>ame thins " or " iust as
good forgetting for the time being that there is but one CHURCH'S ALABASTINE, and with the result that thevhave dead stocks to remain on the shelves for an indefinite length of time.

Our supply of advertising matter is complete and attractive, and, through our special system of distrib 'tion thepeoplearemadeacquamted with the merits of ALABASTINE, and its superiority over anything else for the purpose.CHURCH S ALABASTINE is put up in packages. Never sold in bulk. Buy only the genuine.

The attention of Contractors, Builders and Building Owners is called to our
PARISTONE Wall Plaster and SHIELD BRAND Calcined Plaster.

None Better.

Address, THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.
The trade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
G. F. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver, B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.
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LARGE SIZE STANDARD SIZE

No. 10 JAPANNED

No. 5-ROVAL BRONZE

STANDARD SIZE "spring hinges
No. 20—JAPANNED

No. 120—OLD COPPER

STANDARD SIZE

Manufactured by

AJ. &C0. -<

No. 50 JAPANNED

6UELPH, CANADA.
Sold by every Wholesale House.

SUGAR ERS'S
DD

+S Sap Buckets.
Extra deep and straight. Three sizes. They possess many

advantages over the Ordinary Flaring Buckets—being small
in diameter they do not catch the rain or snow, and, as they
are very deep, they hang perpendicularly, and, consequently,
will not overflow until full. Covers supplied if required. They
nest close for shipping or storing.

We can supply the Ordinary Flaring Sap Fails.

E. T. Sap Spouts.
Made of Retinned Steel. Strong and Durable. Only re-

quire a J^-in. hole in a tree. It does not cover the inside sur-

face of the hole, therefore, a larger amount of Sap is obtained.

Maple Leaf Sap Spouts.
Made in Bronzed Steel. Require a J^-in. hole. Has a

shoulder which prevents it being driven in too far. The hole
in the tree is not exposed to wind and snow, consequently,
sap will flow longer.

Sprup Cans.

X OT|£C

Plain or Decorated. Made in yt , % and i gallon sizes.

Either Wine or Imperial Measure.

Kemp Manufacturing Co., ^c,"*,;
Canada.
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President, ers have begun to consider the question AN OPPORTUNITY TO PLAN.
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,

Montreal. in relation to themselves. ' I 'HE time of the year when trade is

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO. Somewhat more than a year ago several slack is the season that tests the

Limited. of the retail merchants of Sussex, N.B., quality of a merchant's or a clerk's

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir- joined forces under the style of The Sussex energy or progressive spirit. The "dull
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-west Territories, Manitoba, Ontario, Mercantile Co. That thev have been days " show that altogether too many clerks
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.E. '

island and Newfoundland.
satisfied with their experiment is evidenced and merchants are lacking in the true

offices
b the f that f months ago they ab- elements of progressiveness. The business

MONTREAL 231 McGill Street,
J b 1

Toronto 10 Front
1

itr
1

ee
n
t

e
E
I

ast;
sorbed tw0 other concerns in the place. man who is bound to make the best of the

London, eng. . - - - tog Vtofi&Z£%& Several amalgamations have been reported seasons of activity and rush is the one who

Manchester, eng. - - - 18 k An "aire*: from British Columbia lately. One of the finds in the slack season not a necessity to

H. S. Ashburner. , ... . ,, . , .

Winnipeg .... Western Canada Block, most recent is the consolidation of the busi- "kill time, but rather an opportunity to

J. J. Roberts. .

ST. john, n.b. - - - N0.3 Market Whan. ness of The Russell Hardware Co., W. M. Plan means of improving his stock, his
|. Hunter White,

new york. 176 E. 88th street, Law & Co., general merchants, and Caul- store methods, the store itself, his advertis-

Traveiiing subscription Agents:
field Lamon, hardware dealers, Green- inS. and to study the business he is

T. Donaghy. r. 0. Millard. '

wnnA R r ,,nHnr rh#» ctvi<» n( The Rn^*»il engaged in, the local conditions that have
Subscription. Canada and the United States, $2.00. WOOd, U.C., under ttie Style Ot Itte KUSSdl- &&
Great Britain and elsewhere

- -
i2s.

Law .Caulfield Co., Limited. The new t0 be recognized in order to be most satis-

Pubiished eve^aturda^^ ^^ ^ ^ .^^^ with an factorily dealt with, and the characteristics of

cable Address
{ £££$. Canada'. authorized capital of $ioo,ooo. his helP that he mav be enabled to make

_, . . . , the most of their services. There is no
There seems to be sound economy at the

, , r . ... .. ., Ti limit to the directions in which a merchant
bottom of such consolidations as these. It

.,., ^ ., , , may direct his thoughts during a slack
is unquestionable that the business house
.... a. . „ x „ .

'

„ , „ ., season. And thought, well directed, has a
which has sufficient capital to take all its

,. . , . , „ value equivalent to that of the hardest
discounts is at a big advantage over all

n

- . ccmpetitors unable to do so. Not only in " y

RETAIL STORE AMALGAMATIONS. this respect, but in the saving of floor space,
OPEN PRICES ON HORSESHOE

THE spirit of consolidation seems to be shelf room, bookkeeping, etc., affected by NAILS.

gradually reaching into and perme- this means
<
there U an advantage which The Canadian Horseshoe Nail Associa-

ating every branch of industry and makes h reasonable to expect many such Uon was dissolved on January 1, and during

commercial activity.
amalgamations as those mentioned above.

this month open prices have preva.iled on

The discussion of the "Trust" question horseshoe nails.

.. . ., .. a , ., AN INFLUENCE ON PROFITS. A „ , , ,. , .—the question whether the influence of the As a result of the dissolution prices have

great combinations of capital in recent years A merchant cannot afford to be on bad been reduced this week, the discount being

is likely to be good or bad, has waged long terms with his competitors any more than
SOt IO and-

5 per cent- on ovai head, and

and waxed warm. The only apparent ne can with his customers, jo IO an(j IO per cent. n countersunk

result has been to increase the tendency Customers are the only ones likely to head horse nails.

toward amalgamation. gain from the flow of bad blood between It seems that the break-away was made

Practically, the last department of trade merchants, and what the former gain the by concerns wishing a wider scope in which

to be affected by the movement is the retail latter lose. to do business.

business in the various lines. But evi- The better the terms on which merchants A meeting is to be held in the first week

dences are accumulating that the retail- live the better the profits they earn. in February, but reorganization is uncertain.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER
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BUSINESS MEN IN PARLIAMENT SHOULD
ORGANIZE.

THAT the Parliament of Canada should

be conducted on business principles

is now a recognized truism. It was

not always so, for, by implication at any

rate, it was generally held that the applica-

tion of business principles to Parliamentary

affairs was incompatible, and that those

who held to the contrary were dreamers

and faddists. Now, even the professional

politician subscribes to the doctrine though,

through ignorance or design, he seldom

practices it.

But, while the belief in the soundness of

the doctrine that business methods should

be applied to Parliamentary practice is so

general that no one probably would gainsay

it, each session of the House forcibly re-

minds one that the leaven of business

influence there is still very small.

The fact of the matter is that, while there

are a good many business men in the

House, and in theory business practice is

a good thing and a necessary thing, the

business men therein are practically without

influence. And they are not lacking in

influence because they are not numerous

enough. There are over 80 business men

in the House, or something like 37 per cent,

of the total membership. The relatively

small influence of the business men is not,

therefore, due to lack of numbers. Nor is

it due to the want of ability. The most

useful members of the House are business

men. It is due to lack of organization.

Hardware and Metal is not an advo-

cate of a third party, whether it be

business men or any other class of men.

Organization of the business men in Parlia-

ment does not mean obliteration of party

lines any more than adherence to party

principles means the renunciation of

religious beliefs.

A man can be a Liberal or a Con-

servative and at the same time be a Roman

Catholic or a Protestant.

The business men who are members of

the House of Commons could in like

manner have an organization of their own

and yet at the same time still be associated

with one or other of the two great political

parties.

The representatives from the different

Provinces hold their occasional conclaves.

So sometimes do those of various religious

beliefs. Why then should not business

men ? There is no reason why they should

not. But there is every reason why they

should.

As we have already intimated, the appli-

cation of business methods to Parliamentary

practice is essential to the successful con-

duct of the latter. No one will dispute

that. It follows, therefore, that the more

the business men in Parliament are working

in unison on business questions the nearer

is it possible to get to the ideal.

Supposing, for instance, the eighty-odd

business men in the House were to get

together and express themselves in favor of

the much-desired insolvency law, does any-

one for one moment imagine the Govern-

ment would any longer defer introducing

such a measure ?

The Government is perfectly aware that

the commercial exigencies of the country

demand it, but it fears, as previous Admin-

istrations have feared, the political exig-

encies that the introduction of an insolvency

bill might create.

Assured of the support of the business

element, the Government would not be long

in developing action in regard to this or any

other question affecting the commercial

interests of the country.

It should not be a difficult thing for the

business men of the House of Commons to

organize. There would be no tenets,

either political or religious, to which they

need subscribe. All that would be neces-

sary would be to call a meeting, appoint a

chairman and a secretary, and gather to-

gether again when it was necessary to con-

sider, from a practical business standpoint,

such Bills before the House as directly or

indirectly affected the commercial interests

of the country or to discuss measures of

that character which it was thought wise

should be brought forward.

Party exigencies would possibly prevent

such an organization taking a united stand

on every question of a commercial nature,

but that is not an argument against its

existence. On the contrary it is an argu-

ment for, rather than against, for it shows

the necessity of controlling the party spirit

when it conflicts with the commercial wel-

fare of the country. And the longer such

an organization existed the more potent

would its influence become in regulating

the action of Parliament.

Long before barb wire was used in actual

warfare, it was the subject for warfare

among manufacturers and dealers.

HEAVY PURCHASE OF PIG IRON.

A
GREAT deal of interest is being

taken in a large purchase of Besse-

mer pig iron by The Carnegie Steel

Company. The quantity concerned is

150,000 tons.

The Carnegie Steel Company is already

a large producer of pig iron. It has no less

than 17 furnaces, and, with others that it is

building, will have the facilities for making

2,700,000 tons of pig iron per annum.

But, in spite of its capacity for making

pig iron, its capacity for making steel is

greater ; hence, in order to supply its steel

plant, it is necessary to go into the open

market. It is estimated that at present the

Carnegie Company uses 900,000 tons of pig

iron per annum in excess of what it

produces.

Besides the purchases of Bessemer pig

iron by the Carnegie interests, good quan-

tities have been bought during the past

month by The American Steel and Wire

Company and other concerns.

As stocks of Bessemer pig iron have been

decreasing for some time, the recent heavy

purchases have given strength to the

market, and some of the Valley furnaces

have advanced their prices to $13, an

appreciation of 50c. per ton. The price at

which the sales were made to the Carnegie

and other interests was $12.50 per ton.

With ore costing the furnace $6. ic

delivered, coke $1.75 to $2, and limestone

and wages high, it is doubted by some

authorities in the United States that the*

furnaces can make and sell pig iron at

$12. 50 per ton and earn a profit.

The United States Tinplate Trust has

bought out another rival. It evidently has

the "tin."
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UNITED STATES PIG IRON PRODUCTION FOR 1900.

THE American Iron and Steel Associa- 68,309 tons on December 31, 1899, and 342,-

tion has received from the manu- 907 tons on June 30, 1900. The total stocks

facturers complete statistics of the in the above-named warrant yards on

production of all kinds of pig iron in the December 31, 1900, amounted to 16,400

United States, in 1900 ; also complete tons, against 4,900 tons on December 31,

statistics of the stocks of pig iron which 1899, and 5,800 tons on June 30, 1900.

* were on hand and for sale on December Furnaces.—The whole number of furaaces

31, 1900.
in blast on December 31, 1900, was 232,

Production.—The total production of pig against 289 on December 31, 1899, and

iron in 1900 was 13,789.242 gross tons, 283 on June 30, 1900.

against 13,620,703 tons in 1899, 11. 773,- Production of all kinds of pig iron from

934 tons in 1898 and 9 652,680 tons in l8o7 t0 I900 by States .

1897. The production in 1900 was 168,539
, Gross tons of 2,210 pounds

tons greater than in 1899. The following
. JSSSSmmM 'Jfo % ^ Tsfo

table gives the half-yearly production of $™42g\= «!$« 2
£™ $™ #jg

Dip iron in the last four vears New Jersey 95
>
69<! m

<
6il 127

'
598 170

-
2S2pig iron hi uic idM iuux years. Pennsylvania ... . 4,631,634 5,537,832 6,55«,878 6,365,935

D . , „ Maryland 193,702 191,974 234,(77 291,073
Periods— 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900 Virginia 307,610 283,274 365,491 490,617

First half ... . 4,403,476 5,869,703 6,289,167 7.642,569 NorihCarolinaand
Second half.. 5,249,204 5,904,231 7.33 I >53° 6,146,673 Georgia 17,092 13,762 17.835 28,984

Alabama 947,831 1,033,676 1,083 905 1,184.337
Total ... 9,652,680 11,773,934 13,620,703 13789,242 Texas 6,175 5,178 5,t03 10,150

West Virginia 132,907 192/99 187,858 166,768

The production of pig iron in the second Kentucky 35,899 100,724 119,019 7i,5<!2r r ° Tennessee 272,130 263,489 346,166 362,190

half of 1899 and the first half of 1900 aggre- Ohio 1,372,889 1,986,3)8 2,378,212 2,470,911y aa
Illinois 1,117,239 1,365,898 1.442,012 1,363,383

gated 14071,101; tons, or almost ic.ooo.- Michigan 132,578 147,640 134,443 i63,mB ^'*' 3 3 Wisconsin and
OOO tons. Minnesota 103,909 172,781 203,175 184,791

*Missouriand Col-

It will be observed that there was a de- orado 30
'
m J^ x »'m ™m

cline in production in the second half of jrotai 9,052,680 11,773,934 13,620,703 13,71,9,212

I90O, as compared with the first half, of *Missouri, 23,883 tons
;
Colorado, 6,583 tons.

1,495,896 tons.

_,. , .. , D GERMANY'S PIG IRON PRODUCTION
The production of Bessemer pig iron in

1900 was 7,943,452 tons, against 8,202,778 Germany's pig iron output for 1900 was

tons in 1899. 8,422,842 tons, an increase of 393,537 tons

The production of basic pig iron in 1900,
for the Preceding year -

The December

all made with coke or mixed anthracite and outPut was 7 20,790 tons.

coke, was 1,072,376 tons, against 0815,033
: '

8 y 5 J AUTOMOBILES IN THE POSTAL
tons in 1899. SERVICE.

The production of spiegeleisen and ferro- . , .. . it . ,r ° An exchange states that the postal
manganese in 1900 was 255 ,977 tons, ., - t. . ,, TT -^ , . .b y 3? ?" > authorities in the United States are con-
against 219,768 tons in 1899. ... . , , . , , .." sidering a project for making local mail
The production of charcoal pig iron in conections by automobiles.

1900 was 339.874 tons, against 284,766 For some time automobiles have been in

tons in 1899. use jn Berlin for this purpose, while in

Unsold Stocks.—Our statistics of unsold Toronto the local collections and the con-

stocks do not include pig iron sold and not veying the mails to and from the railway

removed from the furnace bank, or pig iron station have been done by the horseless

in the hands of creditors, or pig iron manu- carriage.

factured by rolling mill owners for their own The United states is evidently a little

use, or pig iron in the hands of consumers. behind Berlin and Toronto in the utilization

The stocks which were unsold in the hands of the au .omobi:e in the postal seivice.

of manufacturers or their agents on Decern-

ber 31, 1900, amounted to 442,37° tons, GLASS DEARER IN THE UNITED
against 63,429 tons on December 31, 1899, STATES.
and 338,053 tons on June 30, 1900. On Thursday last week contracts were

Included in the stocks of unsold pig iron signed by the National Window Glass

«) on hand on December 31, 1900, were 12,- Jobbers' Association of the United States

750 tons in the yards of The American Pig for 700,000 boxes at an advance of 30 per

Iron Storage Warrant Co. which were yet cent, over former quotations. The cause

under the control of the makers, the part in of the advance is reported to be chat, while

these yards not under their control amount- in past years the American Window G ass

ing to 3.650 tons, which quantity, added to Co. and the independent companies have
the 442,370 tons above mentioned, makes a been *' at war " and prices were kept down
total of 446,020 tons which were on the by the keenness of competition, this year

market at that date, against a similar total of an understanding has been reached whereby

prices have been raised and contracts

divided in proportion to capacity. A further

advance is anticipated.

This rise in prices in the United States

will not affect the Canadian market.

ANOTHER DROP IN SCREWS.

For the second time since the beginning

of the year, a decline is to be reported in

the price of wood screws. The cause of

these declines is American competition.

The discounts are now as follows : Flat

head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off list;

round head bright, 82 j£ and 10 per cent.;

flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round

head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

FORT WILLIAM BOARD OF TRADE.

THE annual report of President Morton

and the election of officers of the Fort

William, Ont, Board of Trade, were

the features of the annual meeting on Mon-

day evening last week.

The report showed that since the organi-

zation of the board, ten years ago, Fort

William has grown in population from 750
to about 5,000 ; that a town hall and town

public schools have been erected at a cost

of $50,000 which would be a credit to any

city; a first-class system of waterworks and
electric lighting have been installed, and that

there has been a steady improvement in

every respect.

During the past year the Standard Oil

Co. have established in Fort William a

branch from which they intend to supply the

Canadian Northwest ; the C.P.R. have ma-
terially increased their dockage and round-

house facilities. Arpin, Scott & Finger have

decided to locate large saw and planing

mills in Fort William. It is likely the

American Steel and Wire Co. will build iron

ore docks and establish offices there.

The report concluded by suggesting that

a strong effort be made to have a quarantine

station established by the Dominion Gov-

ernment at Fort William.

The following officers were elected for

1901 :

President— E. A. Morton, reelected.
Vice-President—C. W. Jarvis.
Secretary-Treasurer— E. R. Wayland.
Council—W. F. Hogarth, A. McDougTll, E. S.

Rutledge, S. C. Young, J. H. Perry, J. J. Wells,
John King, Alex. Snelgrove, W. L. Morton, Don
McKellar, W. H. Whalen, James Murphy.

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. John J, Drummond, managing-

director of the Midland Iron Furnace was
in Toronto last week.

Mr. A. O. Campbell, of the Vancouver
Hardware Co., and Mr. Fred. Buscombe,
crockery and fancy goods dealer, Van-
couver, have left for a three months' tour

of the manufacturing and trade centres of

Eastern Canada, the United States, Great

Britain and continental Europe.
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CREDIT- -WHO TO EXTEND IT TO AND FOR
HOW LONG*
BY HERBERT F. HALEY.

ftcIREDI T—who to extend it to and

for how long" is the bane of

every merchant's successful

existence; to extend credit to the worthy,

who will show their appreciation of the favor

by paying their bills promptly when they

fall due, is a question which must be

handled with every discretion and abso-

lutely without sentiment.

THE BASIS OF CREDIT.

This worthiness and ability must be

thoroughly determined as to time and

amount before a single dollar's worth of

goods are charged, and to allow the

maxim "A credit well made is an account

half collected " to always confront us.

In determining this credit, we must first

consider the moral responsibility of our

prospective customer, as well as his ability

to pay ; also how he has been paying our

fellow-merchants.

DRAWING THE LINE.

No matter how good rating, this same

customer has misfortunes, and to draw the

lines at the proper time—good and strong

—is the hardest proposition with which we

have to deal.

Yet, if we do not draw them promptly,

we invariably regret our inaction, and the

result is a balance that is not only hard for

us to carry out, but one which is too often

left unpaid.

Human nature is sympathetic, and our

former good customer expects us to share

his misfortunes to the fullest.

AN INJURY TO BOTH.

In extending too much credit to a cus-

tomer, we not only injure ourselves, but our

customer as well. We lead him to extrava-

gant living, buying goods that perhaps he

would not have bought otherwise, soon

becoming careless in his payments. Mis-

fortunes of some kind overtake him, or,

equally as bad, he decides to buy a home
on the installment plan, uses our money to

make the first payment, invests our money
for us, but always in his wife's name.

The only way to avoid this is to

EXACT PROMPT PAYMENTS,

and in full, the day they are due ; and,

when extensions are given, make the time

short, and see that the agreement is carried

out to the letter.

The old saying, "That will be all right,"

is the most dangerous one that a merchant

can use ; it seems to mean at the time only

a common courtesy, but later it means that

* Paper read before the Retail Grocers' Association,
Chattanooga,

if we have not the money coming from our

" prompt payers," we will have to ask

these same extensions from our creditors,

which, if granted, are unpleasant, to say

the least. .

THINGS TO CONSIDER.

Often were we to consider in granting

credit that we are iisking, say, 80 percent,

of hard cash for a prospective 20 per cent,

gain ; and often, after our expenses are

deducted from this 20 per cent., we have a

net of, say, 8 per cent., or, in other words,

we have risked 80 per cent, for a possible

8 per cent.—a ratio of 10 to 1, which cer-

tainly behooves us to make " caution " our

ever watchword.

Credit and collections are so closely

entwined that one cannot survive without

the other. " Take care of the collections,

and the credits will take care of them-

selves." is a very broad assertion, but one,

which, if simmered down, contains a great

deal ot logic.

Many a good customer has been allowed

to become careless in his payments on

account of not being promptly and properly

seen.

CREDIT AND BOOKKEEPING.

are also very closely linked. To success-

fully handle an account, you must know its

standing at all times ; to do this your books

must be kept up to the minute, thus enabl-

ing you to quickly use tact and discretion in

saying "Yes" or "No" at the proper

time.

Keep track of your customer—as to all

that pertains to him ; of his successes or

reverses ; thus you will be in a position to

increase or diminish the account, as the

case may be.

BE CAREFULL.

We must be careful not to drive away a

good customer whom it is safe to trust, and

more careful not to extend credit to custom-

ers who either cannot or will not pay.

Fear and Friendly Hope and Envy
watch the issue, while the lines "By which

thou shalt be judged " are written down.

SALUTING THE QUEEN.

One of the best calendars and especially

appropriate at the present time is " Soldiers

of the Queen," which the Queen City Oil

Co. are sending out. It represents a High-

lander, a South Wales lancer and a Cana-

dian mounted infantryman saluting and

cheering a large portrait of the Queen. The
drawing is excellent and there is no doubt

that the whole calendar will be much

appreciated by anyone fortunate enough to

get one before the supply is exhausted. No
doubt any of our readers may have one by

writing them.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES. ASSIGNMENTS . COMPROMISES.

A
MEETING of the creditors of E.

A. Atkinson, general merchant,

L'Avenir, Que., has been called.

John W. Gordon, harness dealer, Embro,

Ont., has assigned.

Alp. Boulanger, general merchant, St.

Eugene, Que., has assigned.

Premont & Co., general merchants, St.

Felicite, Que., are offering 40c. on the

dollar.

L. A. Dixon, general merchant, St.

Eustache, Que., is offering 40c. cash on the

dollar.

Leask & Rankin, merchants, Cranbrook,

B.C., have assigned to Creighton R.

Palmer.

A meeting of the creditors of Noe Page,

general merchant, Crysler, Ont., has be«n

called.

J. O. A. Dequire, general merchant, Glen

Robertson, Ont., has assigned to Nap.

Geneau.

G. Bremner & Son, general merchants,

Cranbrook, B.C., have assigned to Robert

E. Sherlock.

A meeting of the creditors of R. Bourbeau,

general merchant, Victoriaville, Que., has

been called.

John J. Wiens, general merchant, Low
Farm, Man., has assigned to John Russell,

and his stock has been sold.

Brown & Brown, general merchants, etc.,

Whitebourne, Newfoundland, have applied

for declaration of insolvency.

Esdras Paradis, general merchant,

Plessisville, Que., has assigned, and a

meeting of his creditors has been called.

A meeting of the creditors of P. J.

Stinson & Co., general merchants, Sing-

hampton, Ont., will be held today (Friday).

Fanny Markson, general merchant, Glen

Robertson, Ont., has assigned to A. Mark-

son, Alexandria, Ont., and a meeting of

her creditors will be held on February 4.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipmen:i

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT-
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T. N. Gauthier, general merchant,

Carillon, Que., has assigned to Kent &
Turcotte. He is offering 50c. cash on the

. dollar.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Moreau & Desjardins, blacksmiths,

Montreal, have dissolved.

Roussin & Desjardins, blacksmiths,

Montreal, have registered partnership.

Partnership has been registered by J. P.

Luneau & Frere, blacksmiths, St. Helene,

Que.

W. H. Otto & Co., general merchants,

Elmira, Ont., have dissolved. W. H. Otto

continues.

Van Blaricom & Currie, dealers in agri-

cultural implements, Arden, Man., have

dissolved.

Partnership has been registered by John

McDougall & Co. as car wheel manufacturers

in Montreal.

Partnership has been registered by

Gregoire & Bourque, sawmillers, St. Ger-

main, Que.

E. C. McLellan & Co., general merch-

ants, Tatamagouche, N.S., have dissolved.

The business will be continued by E. C.

McLellan alone.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

L. Robins, general merchant, Albuna,
Ont., has sold out.

The assets of M. Forget, sawmiller,

Quebec, have been sold.

T. W. Davis, hardware dealer, etc.,

Ripley, Ont., has sold out.

H. Davis, blacksmith, Kinnicott, Ont.,

is advertising his business for sale.

The assets of J. A. Andrews, tinsmith,

Kinburn, Ont., are to be sold at auction.

The assets of J. E. I. Clavel, coal and

wood merchant, Montreal, are to be sold.

T. G. Lewis & Co., hardware dealers,

etc., Montreal, have retired from business.

Gaun Christie, general merchant, South

Mountain, Ont., is advertising his business

for sale by tender.

The stock of Lewin & Co., general

merchants, Moosomin, Man., is advertised

for sale by tender.

The stock of the estate of H. Grenier,

hardware dealer, Quebec, has been sold at

75 'Ac. on the dollar.

The assets of Eugene Guay, general

merchant, St. Jerome (Chicoutimi), Que.,

are to be sold on Saturday.

The stock of the W. F. Horton Co.,

bicycle dealers, etc., London, Ont., is to be

sold by auction on February 4.

E. C. Corbett, general merchant,

Verschoyle and Mount Elgin, Ont., is

advertising his business for sale.

The stock, etc., of the estate of E. J.

Crawford, general merchant, Souris, Man.,

is advertised for sale by auction.

The stock, etc., of F. G. Terryberry,

The Nails and Sugar

of the Paint Business.
White lead is to the paint dealer what nails are to the hard-

ware dealer and sugar to the grocer.

But only in one respect.

It's the no profit line, but it isn't a necessity.

The hardware men and grocers have nothing to offer in the

place of nails and sugar. They are forced to sell them, profit or

no profit.

The paint men have S.-W.P.—better than white lead in every

way and sold at a good profit. They can push white lead out of the

market with it.

They can make money and reputation with it. And if that's

what you are in "business for, why do you keep on advocating goods

that are losing money for you ?

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Ntfr YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

general merchant, Burford, Ont., is adver-

tised for sale by auction to day (Friday).

The stock of J. A. Plamondon, general

merchant, St. Raymond, Que., has been

sold at 53c. on the dollar to J. T. Marcotte,

St. Bazile.

CHANGES.

Adams & Coate, hardware dealers,

Kingsville, Ont., have sold out to Telfer &
Oliver.

Lowther & Co., general merchants, etc.,

Russell, Man., have sold out to Smellie

Bros. & Co.

Wellwood & Sales, carriagemakers, etc.,

Merlin, Ont., have been succeeded by

Sales & Archer.

J. U. Charters, dealer in agricultural im-

plements, Melita, Man., has been succeeded

by James McCallum.

D. W. Mathewson & Co., general mer-

chants. Lower Woodstock, N.B., have been

succeeded by A. W. Hay.

The style of The Diamond Oil and

Grease Co., Hamilton, Ont., has been

changed to The Commercial Oil Co.

FIRES.

The stock of D. Irwin, general merchant,

Elgin, Man. , has been damaged by fire.

J. Fennell & Son, hardware and coal

dealers, Berlin, Ont., have suffered loss by

fire ; insured.

Temple & McGuire, hardware dealers,

and W. H. Bull, harness dealer, etc.,

Elgin, Man., have been burned out.

DEATHS.

C. J. Chisholm, importer of steel, etc.,

Montreal, is dead.

INQUIRIES REGARDING CANADIAN
TRADE.

The following were among the recent

inquiries relating to Canadian trade

received at the High Commissioner's office,

in London, England :

t. Inquiry has been received from an agent in London
for names of Canadian firms desiring to be represented at

the forthcoming Exhibition in Glasgow

2. A correspondent asks for information concerning ihe

manufacture of soap, candles, starch, paper and turnery in

Canada

[The names of the firms making the

above inquiries, can be obtained on applica-

tion to the editor of Hardware and Metal,
Toronto. When asking for names, kindly

give number of paragraph and date of issue.]

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

London, England, is in receipt of the

following inquiries :

r. A Manchester firm of brokers would like to hear

from Canadian shippers of tallow, paraffin wax, starch,

resin, e'.c.

2. A Scotch firm asks for names of Canadian produ.ersof
excelsior.

3. An Irish firm desires to be placed in correspondence

wih Canadian makers of cur ed hair.

4 A firm manufacturing engineers' tools, turbines, fans,

steam pumps, etc., would be prepared to appoint resident

Canadian agent if an opening exists fcr the sale of above
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PAINT VS. RUBBER.

A
SWIFT, hot and spirited old-time

game of hockey, was enjoyed by

quite a crowd of spectators in the

White Star rink, Montreal, on Tuesday

evening last, when teams from The Canada

Paint Co. and The Canadian Rubber Co.,

crossed sticks. The rubber men, while

more elastic in their movements than the

••Elephants," stormed The Canada Paint

Co.'s goal without avail till near the close

of the game. At each attack they harm-

lessly rebounded to the far end of the rink,

while the puck in its various ramifications

was shot into the goal of The Canadian

Rubber Co. no less than four times, three

goals being scored in the first half. Briefly,

the match was won by The Canada Paint

Co.'s team by 4 to 1. It is conceded on all

sides that The Canadian Rubber Co.'s team

played a brilliant game, and with a little

more practice would give the paint men a

hard rub. It was the team play of the paint

men that carried the day, and Capt. Munro

is to be congratulated, not only on his own

brilliant work, but also on the effectiveness

of his team. Mr. H. Brigger, the rubber

captain, is also deserving of a good deal of

commendation.

The feature of the match was a bold

length-of-the-rink dash by Mr. Russell, of

the paint staff, who is said to have limbs on

him like those of a derrick, making him a

tower of strength. The attacks of the

catachouc men against him availed them

little more than nothing.

This makes the second victory for the

Canada Paint Co., they having defeated the

Baylis Manufacturing Co. 2 goals to 1.

At the close of the match a French-

Canadian spectator remarked :
" B' gosh,

zee puck, she go fro and too like zee chain

lightning de grease. She remin' wan of

my bob-tailed stallion Jeanette when she go

two twenty on de (h)ice on ze grand course

de trot."

A BRANCH HOUSE FOR WINNIPEG.

Caverhill, Learmont & Co. are opening a

branch office and sample-room in the city of

Winnipeg, which will be under the manage-

ment of Mr. Thos. L. Waldon, well known

by the hardware trade of Manitoba and the

Northwest.

Leading lines of heavy hardware will be

carried in stock in Winnipeg. Mi. Waldon

will travel on the branch lines, giving a

large share of his attention to the city of

Winnipeg.

Mr. Norman J. Dinnen will cover the

territory on the main line. Mr. John Burns,

jr., and Mr. Colin C. Brown will retain

their present districts in British Columbia.

Iver Johnson Bicycles
Honest Cycles

At ^^
Honest Prices.

THE DISTINCTIVE CYCLE OF THE FUTURE.

We want good agents to handle the Iver Johnson line of cycles. We
have an interesting agency proposition, and our goods are recognized as standard.

Thoroughly up-to-date, they are well known, well liked and well advertised.

They are in demand and the Iver Johnson agency will prove profitable.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND AGENCY PROPOSITION.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York— 99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester- 364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

We manufacture first

quality AND RASPS. All shapes, sizes and
cuts.

Made from first quality Crucible File Steel. Every file tested and warranted. Prices always right. For sale
by all prominent hardware merchants from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

THE GLOBE FILE MANUFACTURING CO., - PORT HOPE, ONT,

BOECKH'S 80 YORK STREET

We pay special attention to the design and quality of all our
brushes and our long experience enables us to turn out an article

that will give satisfaction in every detail. Our prices are lower
than those of other manufacturers.

PAINT BRUSHES
The most attractive and best wearing

lines on the market. All neatly boxed

and labelled.

FINE BRUSHES
Suitable for Carriage Painters, Artists,

etc. The best assortment to be found

anywhere. Quality unsurpassed.

HOUSEHOLD BRUSHES
All the latest and most improved designs

and styles. They are possessed of a last-

ing quality not found in others.

KALSO. BRUSHES
A superior line in all lengths and sizes.

They never fail to give satisfaction, and

will outwear any other make.

HORSE DANDY and CflRR|flGE brushes

A high standard of quality and finish in

all lines. Half a century's experience

enables us to make a perfect brush.

FLEXIBLE BRIDLES
Are the simplest and best method for bridling

Round or Flat Faint Brushes. They are an
immense advantage in making sales. You have
something that will interest and benefit your
customers and no extra charge for the bridle.

When in the city give us a call. We want you to see our samples.

Boeckh Bros. & Company
TORONTO, ONT.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES.

ONLY
WHOLESALE

rjm*. sZ^Hl Ji^ > £̂>. f^b. /^^a>
^0 ^Md ^^^h*# ^^M0 ^^^ t^^^^9 <«^
<^^f <^^^ ^4fc^^ ^^f V.fcr-^0 '^^^

Axes.

Handles.

X Cut Saws.

Repair Links. Proof Coil Chain.

Files,

Hammers,
Wrenches,

etc.

Repair Links.

Bright

3-16 to % -inch in Stock.

/ ' IRAN WEDGES.

"Ingall's" Japanned.

Hfc

Cant Hooks. Peavies.

Lumbermen's Boot Calks.

Pike Poles.

i

- - -— — - ...,. ,,—- -..->. —

_

t^w^^ ,^..-^.-
;

-:„ . ,,- _ -„.-„_. ._ _,m

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP
PROMPTLY. Graham Wire and Cut Nails are the Best.

OUR PRIOES
ARE RIGHT.
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CATALOGUES. BOOKLETS. ETC.

A TALK ABOUT RANGES.

THE Gurney Foundry Co., Limited, are

sending out one of the most practical

pamphlets Hardware and Metal

has read for some time. It purports to be

a conversation between Mrs. Needarange

and Mr. Active Hustler. Mrs. Needarange

enters Mr. Hustler's store and asks to see a

range. The manner in which the good

points of the "Imperial Oxford" are

described by the latter is well worth read-

ing. Hardware merchants should read this

carefully, and then pass it on to their

clerks.

A DAINTY CALENDAR.

The Rollman Manufacturing Co., Mount

Joy, Pa., have issued an attractive calendar,

which should prove handy to hang up in an

office, as, while it is of moderate size, the

calendar pad is large enough to be easily

read at some distance. Above the calendar

pad is a half-tone drawing, showing a Roll-

man cherry seeder in position, with a couple

of plates of luscious cherries near by. The

calendar will be sent to any of the trade.

CLAYTON AIR COMPRESSORS

The Clayton Air Compressor Works, New
York, are sending out their catalogue No.

ii. It includes descriptions of the entire

machine and parts of compressors of every

type, and for all pressures and for every

purpose to which compressed air is applied.

This firm make it their endeavor to avoid

complicated innovations, adopting only such

changes as have proven of practical value.

Their claims for superiority are based upon

the fundamental points of a good air com-

pressor, such as simplicity of design,

economy in consumption of power, effi-

ciency in air compression, accessibility and

durability of working parts and perfect

automatic regulation.

On account of the reputation of this firm,

their catalogue should be secured by all

who use or handle air compressors. Their

address is Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt

street, New York.

MR. DACK IS PRESIDENT.

At the anual meeting of the Commercial

Travellers' Mutual Benefit Society, on

Saturday, the following were elected

officers for the ensuing year :

President—W. B. Dack (acclamation).
Vice-President—Dan A. Rose.
Treasurer—John A. Ross.

Trustees for Toronto to fi.l vacancies on the
board—John Orr. John Brasier, Geo. McQuillan,
W. R. Madill and J. M. Woodland.

Trustees for Hamilton—John Hooper and E. A.
Dalley.
Auditors—Henry Barber and H. J. M. Bryant.

President Dack, on assuming his office,

made an appropriate and interesting ad

dress. Votes of thanks were tendered to

the retiring members of the board, Messrs.

W. J. Hopwood, R. L. Patterson, W. F.

Smith, F. J. Zamaners and N. A. Cockburn.

ELECTRIC LIVERY IN TORONTO.

C. A. Ward, Arch. Fairgrieve, W. S.

Jackson, A. M. Thompson, J. T. Smith and

A. F. Dodge have been incorporated under

the style of The Electric Cab Co., Limited,

of Toronto, to operate automobiles in

Toronto. A meeting of the company was

held at the Arlington Hotel, and the follow-

ing officers elected : President, C. A. Ward,

manager of the Arlington Hotel; vice-

president, A. M.Thompson, of The Canadian

Motor Co., Limited ; secretary-treasurer,W.
S. Jackson, of James Robertson & Co.

The Cyclorama building, near the Union

Station, has been rented by the company.

Two electric tally-hos and a number of

smaller vehicles are nearly ready, and busi-

ness will begin in the course of a month or

so.

WILL PAY 50C. ON THE DOLLAR.

A Kingston despatch says that the divi-

dend statement of the defunct Kingston

Locomotive Works Co. , as prepared by A

.

F. Riddell and K. W. Blackweel, joint

liquidators, and accepted by Judge Price,

has been presented to the creditors. The
liabilities are $339 .494, on which the assets

will pay 50c. on the dollar, or a total o

$169,747.

The principal creditors are the Bank of

Montreal, $ 172, 533 ; F. Edgar, Montreal,

$75,296; James W. Pyke & Co., Montreal,

$40,185; The Canada Switch and Spring

Co., Montreal, $16,351.

REDUCTION IN PRICE.

We learn from the Canadian agent, Mr.

Knox Henry, 1 Place Royale, Montreal,

that Brassite goods have been reduced about

20 per cent, all down the list. This will

immensely increase the popularity of these

goods in Canada, for, at these prices, their

superiority of finish will give them a pre-

eminent position on the market. Already

inquiries are more numerous and orders

heavier.

SYDNEY AS A PORT.

Over 17,000 vessels, including 700 ocean-

going steamers, arrived in this harbor

during the past season, their registered ton-

nage amounting to upwards of 1,000,000,

and their crews numbering over 27,000 sea-

men. In point of arrivals, Sydney is thus

to be classed among the great shipping

ports of the world, and as regards ocean-

going vessels, one of the greatest in Canada.

—Sydney Record.

MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE
OFFICERS.

The following are the new officers of the

Montreal Board of Trade :

President, Mr. Henry Miles ; 1st Vice-president,

Mr. F. W. Evans ; 2nd Vice-president, R. W.
MacDougall ; Treasurer, A. J. Hodgson.

Members of Council—Geo. E. Drummond, W.
I. Gear, A. E. Ellis, R. Wilson-Smith, Robt.
Munn, Alex. McFee, Charles Chaput, Alex.

McArthur, P. W. McLagan, A. B. Evans, W. H. •
Browne, J. C. Holden.

Board of Arbitration—James Crathern, E. B.

Greenshields, John McKergow, Robert Archer,
Charles F. Smith, Robert Bickerdike, Robert
Reford, Edgar Judge, Robert McKay, David
MacFarlane, Adam G. Thomson, Charles Mc-
Lean.

RE-CUT FILES.

On account of the many inquiries from

the large consumers of files throughout the

Dominion during the past two or three

years, The Globe File Manufacturing Co.,

of Port Hope, Ont., have been compelled

to add a re cutting department to their

manufactory, and are now prepared to

receive old files for re-cutting. Providing

the blanks are shipped to them, sound, and

free from rust, they claim that they can

return the same goods re-cut, which will be

in every respect equal to new files. They

have issued a special net price list for this

work, which may be had on application.

WALKERVILLE MATCH FACTORY
BURNED.

The factory of The Walkerville. Ont.,

Match Co. was destroyed by fire on Friday,

January 25, causing a loss estimated at

$20,000 on stock and $5,000 on the build-

ing. The fire, in the opinion of Mr. Ander-

son, proprietor and manager of the company,

was started by rats, and, owing to the

inflammable nature of the contents, it spread

rapidly. Two explosions were caused by

carbide of potash becoming ignited. These

blew the end and one side out of the build-

ing. A deplorable feature in regard to the

fire was the death of two firemen, caused

by the explosion.

OFF TO NEW GLASGOW.

Mr. John Irving, the Montreal rolling

mills representative in Toronto and the

West, whose appointment as sales agent of

The Nova Scotia Steel Co. was noted a

couple of weeks ago, leaves on Sunday

night for New Glasgow, N.S., where he will

in future reside.

A GRIPPE JOKE.

Mr. J. H. Lyons, of Sidney, Shepard &
Co., Buffalo, is in Toronto on a brief visit.

" Did you hear the latest grippe joke ? " he

said. And] then by way of explanation

added: "The traveller comes in, lays

down his'grip with the remark, ' I've got

the grip, but (here he steps over it) I'm

getting over it.'
"
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THE MONTREAL FIRE.

THE hardware trade suffered rather

severely from the disastrous fire that

raged in the wholesale section of

Montreal a week ago last Wednesday night.

The destruction of the magnificent Board of

Trade building turned a large number of

agents out of quarters for the time being,

and this week they have been able to do

nothing but look for suitable offices and fix

them up. Withal the loss, the fire has

show that there is sympathetic feeling down
deep in the hearts of the business men

stock. He has taken temporary quarters at

i Place Royale.

Alex. McArthur & Co., tarred and felt

paper manufacturers, whose warehouse was

situate next to Saxe & Co., lost their entire

stock, which amounted to about $7,000.

The loss is covered by insurance. All the

firm's papers were saved. Temporary

offices were taken at 87 St. Peter street,

but a warehouse has been rented at 82

McGill street, and the offices have been

removed to this address. Business is being

carried on as usual.

View on Commissioners street, Montreal, showing where the big fire was stopped, two blocks*
away from where it originated The tallest building is the ruin of Seybold, Sons J\

& Co.'s big hardware establishment. The rear entrance was on Com- 'L/
missioners street, the front on St. Paul street.

, .—1—tfc^

towards their confreres. Many acts of kind-

ness have been shown this week, and we do

not need to say they will not be forgotten.

Firms devoid of stock have been offered

goods at special discounts by their con-

temporaries, desks have been freely offered

and all sorts of invaluable offers have been

made. Most of the fire sufferers have

secured new quarters and are carrying on

business as usual.

It is generally agreed that the Board of

Trade building must be rebuilt. Action

will probably be taken next week at the first

meeting of council. The site will probably

not be changed.

A. C. Leslie & Co., who had offices in

the Board of Trade building, lost every-

thing in their office, except the contents of

the vault, which were saved in good con-

dition. Rooms have been rented in the

Merchants Bank building, St. James street,

and business will be continued as usual.

Knox Henry, hardware agent, who had

his office in the Board of Trade building,

lost all bis stock and office furniture. His

vault preserved his papers, but his insurance

did not come within $300 of covering his

The Thos. Davidson ManufacturinglCq.'s

salesroom at 474 St. Paul was compjgtjjy

gutted. The staff has been removecU to

their works where all their customers' wants

will be attend to. A down town office will

probably be fitted up in due time.

The Dominion Travellers' Association,

which had its quarters in the Board of Trade

building, lost everything, including some

pictures and paintings of priceless value.

New quarters have been fitted up at Room
9, Bank of Toronto Chambers.

H. A. Nelson & Sons' establishment was

burned to the ground, forming one of the

heaviest losses of the fire. The firm have

decided to liquidate and go out of business

so far as the Montreal end is concerned.

The Toronto branch will be continued as

heretofore. Temporary offices have been

taken at 27 Common street.

Peck, Benny & Co. saved all their papers

and documents that were kept in their three

vaults, and business is being conducted as

usual. The city offices are now situate in

the Chesterfield Chambers, St. Alexis street.

Pillow & Hersey Manufacturing Co.,

Limited, were also sufferers. One vault,

holding the heavy books, saved their con-

tents, but the light copy books were de-

stroyed. However, orders were filled on

the following day without delay. The firm's

city address is now 232 McGill street.

Seybold, Son & Co.'s large hardware

establishment, facing on St. Paul street and

running back to Commissioners street, was

one of the last buildings attacked by the

flames, but it was completely gutted, and

only the rear wall on Commissioners street

was left standing. Mr. Seybold and his

office staff were in the office when the fire

broke out, and were busy balancing the

books for the year. The books and papers

were all saved, but the entire stock of shelf

hardware, valued at $82,000, was destroyed.

Fortunately, the heavy hardware was stored

elsewhere. The insurance amounts to $70,-

500. On the morrow after the fire, Mr.

Seybold rented a warehouse at 148 McGill

street, but the structure was found to be

defective, and the address has been changed

to 18 and 20 St. Sacrament street, which

affords an office connection with the heavy

hardware warehouse in the rear. Here the

firm will be located until a large new ware-

house is built on the old spot. Mr. Seybold

says he will erect quarters unexcelled in the

city for convenience and safety ; they will

be especially for the hardware trade. Until

he has laid in a stock of shelf goods, Mr.

Seybold has made arrangements to fill all

orders promptly through the courtesy of his

confreres in the trade, and his customers

need not fear that shipments will be slow or

goods unsatisfactory.

The Imperial Oil Co., who were in the

Board of Trade building, have changed

their address to 71 St. James street. Other

hardware losers by the fire were : The
NorthernElevatorCo. ; The Copeland Chatt-

erson Co., (now in the Merchants Bank)
;

J. B. Goode, hardware agent
; James

Hutton & Co., hardware agents ; Magnolia

Metal Co., American machinery ; Beard-

more Belting Co., and Gall-Schneider Oil

Co., Limited. H. W. DeCourtenay Co.,

Commissioners street, lost a stock of heavy

metals valued at $25,000.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker,

MONTREAL.
The big fire in the Board of Trade destroyed my office,

but work goes on as usual, and al! enquires and orders wil

be promptly attended to.

Present Address, No. I Place Royale, Montreal.
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A "PATENT LAW" DECISION.

THE Court of King's Bench at Montreal

last week, gave an important decision

on an action arising out of the Cana-

dian patent law. The Asbestos and Asbestic

Co., Montreal, appealed from a judgment

which dismissed a demand for a perpetual

injunction and quashed the interlocutary

injunction issued. The Asbestos Co. alleged

that they acquired from the Danville

Asbestos and Slate Co. asbestos mines in

the township of Shipton ; that on July 5,

1899, the company transferred and assigned

to them a trade mark obtained by the former

and registered on February 3. 1896. This

trade mark has the words, " Asbestic Wall

Plaster " surmounting a trowel, on which is

inscribed the letter A. They state that the

William Sclater Co. have been and are still

using the words of the trade mark, and

selling what purports to be an asbestic wall

plaster stamped and lablelled as such, and

the public is led to believe that it is buying

a product of the Asbestos Co. The appel-

lants claim that they have extensively

advertised their product and established a

lucrative business in selling asbestic wall

plaster and have acquired a right of property

in the trade-mark words.

They asked for an injunction to restrain

the Sclater Co. and their agents from further

selling any goods or materials under the

name of " asbestos wall plaster," and that

the respondents be condemned to pay

$1,000 damages.

The Sclater Co. pleaded to the effect that

the Asbestos Co. could not by the alleged

trade mark, obtain the uses of the words,

" asbestic wall plaster," and the Govern-

ment of Canada could nojMke them the

sole right to use those worB Bo, that they

had sold "asbestic wallplaster " long

previous to February 3, 1896, and since,

and have the right to make use of the words

•• asbestic wall plaster," the word " asbes-

tic " being merely an indication and des-

cription of the article sold by them. Their

plea was maintained and the action dis-

missed, the court being of opinion that the

words "asbestic wall plaster" were des-

criptive of the materials of which the com-

pound consisted. In appeal the judgment

was held to be well founded, and it was

confirmed.

WILL EXTEND THEIR WORKS.

At the annual meeting of The Brandon,

Man., Machine Works Co., the following

officers were ejected : President, D. A.

Hopper ; vice-president, E. H. Johnson ;

manager, James Shirriff; secretary treasurer,

Fred. Adolph. It was decided to erect this

year new works which will be larger and

better fitted in every respect than the present

premises. The company now employs over

30 men during the summer, and about 16

during the cold weather. With the exten-

sion of premises and largely increased plant

now contemplated about 50 men will be

employed all year round.

SELF-CHALKING CHALK LINE.

The Smith & Hemenway Co. are just

putting on the market the automatic self-

chalking chalk line. This is unique in its

way, and is so constructed that it is impos-

Self-Chalking Chalk Line.

give anyone an insight to the merit of the

article.

The above firm publishes what is known
as the " Green Book" of hardware special-

ties, which will be sent out to anyone in the

hardware business on application. When
writing for this kindly mention that you saw

it in Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

P. Denis, general merchant, St. Cesaire,

Que., has assigned to Lamarche & Benoit.

SIR FRANK SMITH'S ESTATE.

THE estate of the late Senator Sir

Frank Smith, according to his will,

is valued at over a million and a

quarter. The estate is made up as follows :

Real estate in Toronto, London and Inger-

soll, Ont.. $126,380 ; stock and bonds of

Niagara Navigation Company and various

bank stocks, $645,080 ; stock in gas com-

panies, $257,077 ; bonds of various com-

panies, $116,000; other stocks, $120,131 ;

furniture, horses, carriages and sundry

assets. $14,895 ; total, $1,279,564.

By the will, which is dated July 10, 1897,

the Toronto General Trusts Corporation is

appointed executor and trustee, and all the

estate is devised to the trustee in trust. The
trustee is authorizod to sell any of the estate

from time to time and to make investments

on certain named securities, to give leases,

also to change investments from time to

time, and to retain, so long as the trustee

thinks fit, any lands, property, assets of

every kind. The succession duties are to

be paid out of the capital of the estate.

(These duties, amounting to about $65,000,

go to charitable institutions of the Provin-

cial Government.)

Sir Frank leaves to the House of Pro-

vidence, Toronto, $1,000 ; St. Michael's

Hospital, $1,000, and to the House of

Industry, $1,000 ; to his niece, Mary
Munro, $400 per annum during her life,

and to four other nieces, daughters of his

sister Margaret, $500 each. To his nephew,

Andrew Munro, $500. In respect to his

only surviving son he makes a provision of

$4,000 per year. He gives $600 per annum
out of income to each of his grandchildren

so long as the parent of such grandchild is

living. On the death of the parent of such
grandchild the income of the grandchild is

increased and such grandchild takes a
share of the income of the estate in propor-

tion to the number of grandchildren. One-
third of the rest of the income is given to

each of his daughters for her life. On the

death of either of his two daughters now
living the present husband of any such
daughter \$ to receive $1,200 per annum.

At the expiration of 20 years from Sir

Frank's death, or on the death of the last

surviving of his children (whichever date or

event shall last happen), the capital is to be
divided between his grandchildren in equal

shares.

The wish is expressed that John Foy and
Robert H. McBride continue as directors of

the Niagara Navigation Company, and
directs that John Foy receive a power of $
attorney to represent his estate at meetings

of shareholders of the Niagara Navigation

Company and of the Home Savings and
Loan Company. Any unexpected income
of an infant, who may die before coming of

age, falls into and forms part of the estate.

He wishes his grandson, Frank A. Harrison

(an orphan), to be brought up by one of his

daughters, Mrs. Macdonald or Mrs. John
Foy.
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GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS.

THERE is a popular misconception that

the diamonds used by glaziers are

the rejected stones, of poor quality,

that are worthless as gems, but such is not

the case. It is incorrect, at least as far as

it applies to such glaziers' diamonds as pass

trough the hands of A. Shaw & Sons. Mr.

Robt. Shaw, the present head of this old

established house, in fact, the oldest house

in the trade, recently gave us some informa-

tion about the setting of these diamonds that

is of interest. Mr. Shaw's great-grandfather

founded this business over a century back,

and invented the glaziers' diamonds now in

universal use. During four generations,

therefore, this house has been building up a

reputation, with the result that now, not

only do they supply their own regular

customers, but they have a large and increas-

ing trade with other manufacturers of

glaziers' diamonds.

The diamonds used for glass cutting are

imported chiefly from Brazil and South

Africa. They come in the rough form and

vary in size from 30 to toe carat up to 10 to

the carat. From the original parcels, but a

small proportion is selected, the fine quality

stones suitable for cutting glass being very

scarce. Any diamond will scratch glass,

but all will not cut, so as great care is

required in selecting stones for glaziers'

purposes as for jewelers'. If the stones are

of the proper sort, of good shape, with good

angles, etc., they do not require cutting or

other treatment before being set.

The greatest care must be taken to have

the cutting angles adjusted perfectly true,

otherwise the diamond will not cut satis-

factorily, but will soon become useless. A
diamond-setter who knows his business can

set a poor stone in such a way that it will

do better work than, and outlast a good

stone that has been set improperly. Things

are not done by chance in the workrooms of

A. Shaw & Son. Skilled workmen only

are employed and the article in hand is

put through numerous tests during Us treat-

ment, so by this means none but reliable

cutters leave the factory.

In addition to the ordinary glaziers'

diamonds, with and without racks, they

produce folding diamonds, pocket knives

with diamonds, and many devices in the

form of circle arms, beam compasses, etc.,

for doing circular cutting and for cutting

guage glass, glass shades etc. Mr. Shaw
is prepared to reset diamonds for any

readers of Hardware who may have

stones that have become useless, the

charge being very low as compared with the

ultimate value of the reset stone.

R. K. McKenzie, general merchant,

Middle River, N.S., is dead.

PAINT
PROGRESS

SAYS PAINTS are progressive paints.

Id modes and styles have changed. Don't
keep ofrjselling cheap, poor paints. Don't
beg|0 wi^h cheap paints. Money is made

th the best.

RAMSAYS PAINTS are paints for the

money-maker because they are pure paints

—

best paints.

RAMSAYS PAINTS are money-making
paints because they are sold at a price that

allows the dealer a handsome profit.

The whole thing in paint progress is money-
making paints — Ramsays Paints — Best

Paints.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
Est'd 1842

PAINTMAKERS, MONTREAL.

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER AND CLIP.

..psMp/V,

U. S. Patent June 25th, 1895.

Canadian Pat. Dec. 13th, 1894.

^^H Sold by Jobbers of - - -

s

BS® HARDWARE9 t TINWARE
and STOVES,

feS'SUQUE, V°*!

for furnace pipe, to support

the sheet steel blade

-t

Manufactured by
THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ontario.

Here it is

THE NEW CENTURY

BANNER
COLD BLAST
LANTERN

(Patented January, 1901)

Possesses the following advantages over

all other makes :

Handsome in Design.
Perfect in Construction.
Magnificent Light—20 Candle Power.

The Lantern of the age for outside light, either on
land or sea. Every BANNER Lantern has a brass
plate bearing our name and guarantee.

The Ontario Lantern Co.,
Hamilton, Ont.

WALTER GROSE, Montreal,
Sole Selling Agent.
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QUEBEC MARKETS.

Montreal, February i, 1901.

HiRDWARE.

ALTHOUGH trade continues to im-

prove, the advance is slow and

the volume of business being done

jast now is not great. Heavy goods are

quiet, a few lots are being shipped from

stock, but business is mostly confined to

spring account. Nails remain in about the

old position, inquiry being for small

amounts. Wires are not attracting much
attention. Shelf goods are the most active

articles on the list and the demand for them

continues in a sorting way. Poultry netting

and green wire cloth are being booked for

spring in fair sized lots and ice cream

freezers are now beginning to go. Glass is

now being booked for import, although

some houses refuse to take orders. Mrs.

Potts sad irons have been slightly reduced

during the week, and are now selling at 70c.

for polished and 75c. for nickle plated.

Screen doors and windows are being ordered

in good supply, while harvest tools and

spades and shovels are also commencing to

be booked, v^ ^
Barb Wire '—"Little orino bnsiness is

doing, and the market i,s)freBtureless. The
price is still $3.20 f.o.b. Montreal in less

than carlots.

Galvanized Wire—No attention seems

to be paid to this line, and very little

business is being done in it. We
quote : No. 5. #4.25; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge

#3-55 :
No - 9. $3-!°; No. 10, 13.75 ;

No. 11, $3.85 ; No. 12, S3. 25 ; No. 13,

$3.35; No. 14, $4.25; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 16, $5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire — There is no new
feature to note, and trade continues in the

same lines as before. The price is $2.80

per 100 lb.

Fine Steel Wire — A small trade is

passing The discount is 17 }4 per cent, off

the list.

Brass and Copper Wire — The usual

demand is being experienced. Discounts

are 55 and z% per cent, on brass, and

50 and 2j£ per cent, on copper.

Fence Staples—Little business is being

done as yet. We quote : $3. 25 for brigfc*,"

and S3. 75 for galvanized, per keg of

100 lb.

Wire Nails—The demand for wire nails

is not brisk, and only immediate needs

create an inquiry. Quite a number of small

lots have been shipped this week. We
quote 52.85 for small lots and #2.75 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Gananoque, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails — The demand is limited,

only small lots are moving. We quote as

follows : S2.35 for small and #2.25 for

carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25 per cent,

discount; coopers' nails, 30 per cent,

discount.

Horse Nails — The Manufacturers'

Association has been dissolved and open

prices now prevail. As yet values have not

been changed. At their meeting this week,

the manufacturers may reorganize. Dis-

counts are still 50 per cent, on standard,

and 50 and 10 per cent, on Acadia.

Horseshoes — The demand continues

UNIFORMITY of SIZE Is'

dfl inirnA»T5).

^Cuky's Sanson Bottom
i

ttKSKO SlAMb 10 :0UfX7 Dlitf.

>ther great feature to be considered in the

less Milk Can Bottom
This is a great conveni-

ence in fitting body
tin to bottoms.

Slides easily.

No sharp corners to

tear the flooring.

Will always wear round.

LONDON.

Patented July 23, 1900.

£ McOLARV M
TORONTO. MONTREAL. WINNIPEG.

A SURE THING because it's Guaranteed.

VANCOUVER.
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DISPLAY
Your stock on the front of

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
and your store will be a great attraction

to customers.

Prices and full particulars from

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave,, Toronto.

N.B. -Don't forget we make boxes to fit your pres-
ent shelving.

Drain Pipes

Portland Cements
Fire Bricks

Contractors' and

Founders' Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 Wellington street, MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

StWLfWPE
Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.
Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND " DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
iraulic and other Machinery where great strength
-s requirec ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

quite brisk. There has been no change

in prices. We quote : Iron shoes, light

and medium pattern, No. 2 and larger, $ 3. 50;

No. 1 and smaller, $3.75 ; snow shoes, No.

2 and larger, $3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$4.00 ; X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5,

No. 2 and larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.85 ; feather-weight, all sizes, 54.85; toe

weight steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b.

Montreal ; f.o.b. Hamilton, London and

Guelph, ioc. extra.

Poultry Netting—The discount is s i'l

50 and 5 per cent. More spring business

has been done this week.

Green Wire Cloth—Fair orders are

being taken. The price remains at #1.35

per 100 sq. ft.

Freezers — A few orders are coming in,

although some houses are not out with their

quotations yet.

Sad Irons—Mrs. Potts sad irons have

been slightly reduced this week and are now

selling at 70c. for full polished and 75c.

for nickel-plated.

Screen Doors and Windows — The

travellers are booking fairly good orders.

We quote: Screen doors, plain cherry finish,

J8.25 per doz.; do. fancy, #11.50 per doz.;

windows, $2.25 to 53.50 per doz.

Screws—A good sorting trade is being

done and some letter orders have been

received this week. Discounts are

as follows : Flat head bright, 85 per

cent, off list ; round head bright, 80 per

cent.; flat head brass, 77^ percent.; round

head brass, 70 per cent.

Bolts—Inquiry has been moderate this

week. Discounts are : Carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; machine bolts, 65 per cent.

;

coach screws, 75 per cent.; sleigh shoe

bolts, 75 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per cent.

;

plough bolts, 50 per cent.; square nuts,

4>£c. per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4^c.
per lb. off list; tire bolts, 67% per cent.;

stove bolts, 67% percent.

Building Paper— Quite a number of

orders for spring delivery have been placed

this week, but trade is not at all brisk. We
quote: Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb.; 2 -ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
; 3-ply, $ 1.05

per roll; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X L
,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, #28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — A fair business is being done

at unchanged prices. The discount on

best iron rivets, section, carriage, and

wagon box, black rivets, tinned do., coop-

ers' rivets and tinned swedes rivets,

60 and 10 per cent.; swedes iron burrs are

quoted at 55 per cent, off; copper rivets, 35
and 5 per cent, off; and coppered iron rivets

TINPLATE8
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,"
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

All s zes and gauges imported.

A. C. LESLIE k CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADMl HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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'T'HERE is an old saying :
" You cannot get too

* much of a good thing." That is why we
keep harping at you about

ELASTILITE VARNISH.

If you get tired reading our ads. about it, send for one of

the above cabinets and you will never have to tire yourself

talking to sell it. One can sells another. You cannot afford

to be without it.

-MANUFACTURED ONLY BY-

ThefJ Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

and burrs, in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted

at 60 and 10 percent, off list.

Cordage — Prices are steady. Manila

isquoted at 13c. per lb. for 7-16 and larger;

sisal at 9c and lathyarn 9c. per lb. In

small lots y2 c. per lb. higher is charged.

Spades and Shovels—A little business

for spring delivery has been done this week.

The discount is still 40 and 5 per cent, off

the list.

Harvest Tools—A few orders are being

placed at 50, 10 and 5 per cent, discount.

Tacks—Prices are unchanged this week.

We quote : Carpet tacks, in dozens and

bulk, blued 80 and 5 per cent, discount

;

tinned, 80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks,

blued, in dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, dis-

count.

Churns—Some spring business is being

done at a discount of 56 per cent.

Firebricks —A small jobbing trade is

being done at $18.50 to $26, as to brand.

Cement — Few sales are taking place.

We quote: German, $2.50 to $2. 65; Eng-

lish, $2.40 to $2.50; Belgian, J1.90 to

$2.15 per bbl.
METALS.

The market is generally steady. Canada

plates are rather weak, cable quotations

being somewhat lower this week. Tin-

plates, terne plates and galvanized iron are

all beginning to move for next year. The

rolling mills seem to be pretty busy, and

are not disposed to make concessions.

Pig Iron—Summerlee continues at $24

to $25, with Canadian pig worth $19 to $20.

It is said that the demand shows some

slight improvement.

Bar Iron—The market is steady at $1.65

to $1.70 per 100 lb.

Black Sheets—A little better inquiry is

noticed this week. Prices rule at $2. 80 for

8 to 16 gauge.

Galvanized Iron—Spring business is

flourishing. Buying seems to be safe,

as the market bears a firm tone. We
quote: No. 28 Queen's Head, $5 to $5.10 ;

Apollo, 10^ oz., £5 to $5.10 Comet, No.

28, $4.50 with 25c. allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—Some business is being

done at i7J^c.

Ingot Tin—Foreign markets appear to

be very much unsettled, but yet steady.

London quotes about /122, varying from

day to day about this figure, which means

27c. laid down in New York. Prices here

are 32 to 33c.

Lead—The price of lead is steady at

$4- 65.

Lead Pipe—A moderate demand is being

experienced. We quote : 7c. for ordinary

and 7J£c. for composition waste, with 15

per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—Business is of fair volume.

We quote as follows: Black pipe, Jf, $3
per 100 ft. ; #, $3 ; %, $3 ; %, JS3.15 ;

1 -in. ,#4.50; \%,%(y.\o\ i%,$7.2S; 2-in.,

$9.7?. Galvanized, % t $4.60 ; %, $5.25 ;

lin., $7.50; 1%, $9.80; 1 }£, $11.75 ;
2-

in., $16.

Tinplates—A fair demand continues to

be experienced, and some business is doing

on spring account. The ruling figures for

immediate delivery are $4. 50 for coke and

$4. 75 for charcoal.

Canada Plate—There is little buying

going on just now, as cable advices indicate

a falling market. Stocks in hand now are

light, and bring full figures. We quote as

follows: 52's, $2.90; 6o's, $3; 75's,

$3. 10; full polished, $3.75, and galvanized,

$4.60.

Tool Steel—We quote: Black Diamond,

8c; Jessop's 12c.

Steel—No change. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, $1.85 ; tire, $1.95 ; spring, $2.75 ;

machinery, $2. 75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates—Some little inquiry is

coming in this week, and spring stocks are

being arranged for. We quote $8 .25.

Swedish Iron—Unchanged at $4.25.

Coil Chain — The coil chain market is

quite firm, and an advance is anticipated.

A good many orders are being booked. We
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quote: No. 6, 1 1 %c. ; No. 5, ioc. ; No. 4,

9

%c. ;

No. 3, 9c; X-inch, 7%c. per lb.; 5-16,

84.60; 5-16 exact, $5.10; ^,$4.20; 7-16,

$4.00; %, $3.75; 9-16, $3-65; #. #3-35;

tf.*3- 2 5; #.$3-2o; i-in., $3.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of ioc. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6# c.

Antimony—Quiet, at ioc.

GLASS.
Orders for spring delivery are being

booked on a basis of 52.75 for first break,

and $ 1. 85 for second break for 50 feet.

The primary markets are firm. Small

amounts are being shipped from stock. We
quote: First break, $2; second, $2.10

for 50 leet ; first break, 100 feet, $3.80 ;

second, $4 ; third, $4.50; fourth, $4.75;

fifth, $5.25; sixth, 85-75. and seventh,

6.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Raw and burnt sienna ground in oil has

been advanced 2c. per lb., and pure raw

and burnt umber ic. per lb. by the leading

colormakers. A fair amount of business

has been done since last week, and, as

Febiuary is now at hand, prospects seem to

be brightening. Turpentine is keeping

low and steady, while linseed oil, for pre-

sent delivery, is quite firm. A brisk in-

quiry has opened out for paris green, and

all the jobbers are busily engaged placing

orders. Spring sales seem to be larger than

last year. Stocks in the country are light.

There has been some inquiry heard for

brick paint and oxides for spring shipment,

and while at present the factories are not

extra busy, it is thought that the trade will

open out with vim in the first week of

February. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, #6.75 ; No. 1, $6 yj l/t ; No. 2,

$6 ; No. 3, $5 62^, and No. 4, $5.25, all

f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead— $5-75 in casks;
kegs, $6.

Red Lead — Casks, $5.50; in kegs,

*5-75-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.

1, 6%z.\ in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7j£c.

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

$2 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, $215;
bladders, in barrels, $220; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, $2 35; in tins,

$2 45 to $2.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

* Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c; boiled, 83c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and 0>hawaat 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 59c; 2 to 4
bbls., 58c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8 tf to 9^c. in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 j£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resinsr

82.75 to $4 50, as to brand ; coal tar, $3 .25

to 53.75 ; cotton waste, \Y2 to 5>£c. fo,

colored, and 6 to 7j£c. for white ; oakum,

$
lA to 6j£c, and cotton oakum, 10 to lie.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, I7^c; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages, i8^c; >£-lb. packages, 20 j£c.

;

i-lb. tins, ig'/ic.; ^ -lb. tins, 21 y2 c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
The market is quiet, and remains

steady. Dealers are paying the fol-

lowing prices in the country : Heavy
copper and wire, 13 to I3j£c per lb. ;

light

copper, 12c. ; heavy brass, 12c; heavy
yellow, Zyi to 9c. ; light brass, 6yi to

7c; lead, 2|^ to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2% to

2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, $13 to 814 per

gross ton; No. 1 cast, 813 to $14; stove

plate, $8 to $9; light iron, No. 2, #4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

PETROLEUM.
A fair business is still kept up. We quote:

"Silver Star," 15 to 16c. ;
" Imperial

Acme," i6>£ to i7J^c. ;
" S.C. Acme,"

18 to 19c, and " Pratt's Astral," 19 to

20c.
HIDES.

Trade is rather dull on account of poor de-

mand from the tanners. Dealers are paying

7J^c. for No. 1 light, and tanners are asked

to pay 8^c. for carlots. We quote : Light

hides, 7 j^c. for No. 1; 6^c. for No. 2, and
5>£c. for No. 3 Lambskins, 90c.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, February 1, 1901.

HARDWARE.

TH E wholesale hardware trade is lacking

in activity, and the month which has

just closed has experienced a much

smaller business than January of 1900. It

must be remembered, however, that in

January, 1900, the demand was abnormally

good on account of the anticipated advances

in prices in many staple lines of hardware.

This year the conditions, as far as prices

are concerned, are the very opposite to

what they were a year ago. Generally

speaking, the demand is light both for

present and for future shipment. Wire nails

are still quiet and cut nails dull. Very few

orders of any kind are reported in fencing

wire. Horseshoes and horse nails are quiet,

and on the latter prices are lower on account

of the dissolution of the agreement among the

manufacturers. Bolts and nuts are meeting

with a fair demand. In screws, another

decline, the second for the month, has

taken place. In cutlery and sporting goods,

business is still only light. In both tinware

and enamelled ware trade is small. The

feature of the trade this week is an improved

business in screen doors and windows and

in green wire cloth for future delivery.

Although prices are being quoted for binder

twine for future delivery, very little business

has so far been done.

Barb Wire—There is no improvement,

the demand being almost nil for importation

as well as from stock. We quote $2 .97

f.o.b. Cleveland for less than carlots, and

$2.85 in carlots. From stock, Toronto, 83. 10

per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire—On account of an

idea that no lower prices will be seen,

retailers are holding back their orders for

future delivery. In fact, this may be said

in regard to future business for all kinds of

fence wire. We quote : Nos. 6, 7 and

8, 83-55; No. 9. #3-i°; No., 10, 83.75;

No. 11, 83-85; No. 12, 8325; No. 13,

83-35; No. 14, 8425; No. 15, 84.75, and

No. 16, 85.

Smooth Steel Wire—There is a little

being done in hay-baling wire, but, in oiled

and annealed, business is practically at a

standstill. The base price is unchanged at

82.80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails—The chief business is con-

fined to orders for future delivery, but, even

in this particular, trade is small, indeed. The
base price is unchanged at 82.85 per keg

for less than carlots and 82.75 in carlots.

Cut Nails—No improvement is to be

noted in the demand, the volume of busi-

ness still being very small. The base price

is 82.35 per keg.

Horseshoes — The season is getting

pretty well over, and business, in conse-

quence, is light. We quote as follows

f.o.b. Toronto : Iron shoes, No. 2 and
larger, light, medium and heavy, 83.60 ;
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snow shoes, $3.85 ; light steel shoes, S3. 70;

featherweight (all sizes), $4-95 ; 'ron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ;

light steel shoes, $3.95-; featherweight (all

sizes), $4 95.

Horse Nails—The feature in this line is

a decrease in prices consequent upon the

dissolution of the Manufacturers' Associa-

tion. The discounts are now : Oval head,

50, 10 and 5 per cent.; countersunk head,

50, 10 and 10 per cent.

Screws—On account of American com-

petition still another decline, the second

inside of three weeks, has taken place. The

discounts are now as follows : Flat head

bright, 87 j£ and 10 per cent.; round head

bright, 82^ and 10 per cent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent. ; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent. Round head

bronze is unchanged at 65 per cent., and

flat head bronze at 70 per cent.. The

screw trade is fair.

Bolts and Nuts—The steady trade

noted in last week s issue continues. We
quote as follows: Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 70 per cent.; carriage bolts,

fulls quare, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent.; bolt ends, 65 per

cent. ; nuts, square, 4^c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4 3̂ c. ^ tire bolts, 67 yi per cent.; stove

bolts, 67% ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—Trade is steady

with prices as before. Discount, 60 and 10

per cent, on iron rivets ; iron burrs, 55 per

cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35 and 5

per cent.

Rope—Very little business is being done.

We quote : Sisal, 9c. per lb. base, and

manila, 13c; cotton rope, 3-16 in. and

larger, i6^c; 5-32 in., 21 yz c, and yi in.,

22j£c. per lb.

Binder Twine — Although prices are

being quoted, very little business is being

done. We quote : Pure manila, io^c. per

lb.; mixed, %% c. per lb. ; sisal, 7^ c. per

lb.

Cutlery—The volume of business in this

line is still only of a small character.

Sporting Goods — Business in this line

continues quiet.

Green Wire Cloth—Business for future

delivery has been a little more active during

the past week. We quote $1.35 per 100

sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—There

has also been an improvement in the

number of orders in this line for spring

delivery.

Mrs. Potts Sad Irons—The market

for sad irons is somewhat demoralized on

account of the cutting in prices, and there

is in consequence a wider range in quota-

tions than is usual. Some are quoting

No. 55, polished, at 62 %c, while others are

trying to get 65c. No. 50, nickel- plated,

are quoted at from 67 % to 70c. An effort

is being made to put a stop to the cutting

that is being done.

Enamelled Ware—Dealers are only

buying for immediate requirements and in

small lots.

Tinware—A fairly good shipment of

milk-can trimmings are still being made.

In other lines of tinware trade is dull.

Leather Belting—This season has not

yet opened up and trade in consequence is

light. Discounts are 60 and 10 per cent,

on standard, and 60 per cent, on extra.

Harvest Tools — There is only an oc-

casional order being booked for future

delivery. Discount 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels — A light trade

only is being done. Discount 40 and 5 per

cent.

Building Paper—Very little business is

being done and prices are unchanged.

Poultry Netting—A little is being done

for future delivery. Discount on Canadian

50 and 5 per cent.

Cement—There is nothing doing. We
nominally quote in barrel lots : Canadian

Portland, $2. 80 to $3 ; Belgian, $2.75 to $3;

English do., $3 ; Canadian hydraulic

cements, $1.25 to $1.50; calcined plaster,

$1.90 ; asbestos cement, 52.50 per bbl.

METAL.H.
The tin and copper markets have been

somewhat irregular during the week, but

local quotations have not been changed.

The metal trade, taken on the whole, is

fairly good for this time of the year. Al-

though the demand is not, perhaps, as brisk

as it was last week.

Pig Iron— In consequence of some

heavy purchases of Bessemer pig iron in

the United States, a rather healthier tone

has been imparted to the pig iron market

generally. In Canada, trade is quiet and

prices much as before. No. 2 Canadian

iron is quoted at $17 in 100-ton lots.

Bar Iron —An active trade continues to

be done in bar iron. The ruling base price

is still $1.65 to $1.70 per 100 lb.

Pig Tin — The outside markets have

fluctuated somewhat during the week with

the tendency towards lower prices. Prices

locally have not been quotably affected,

the rulling figure still being 32:. per lb.

Tinplates—The demand has been rather

more active during the past week, and

some orders have been booked on importa-

tion account. Quotations are about 25c.

lower than they were a week ago.

Tinned Sheets—Trade has also become

II A |#Llf The original and only Genuine Pre

lilt n T I «\ paration for Cleaning Cutlery.UnlXLI M 6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON'
KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LINKS
MANUFACTURERS Or

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL.

SCOVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale bv
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
lSK>- * Largert Variety,

Toilet, H»nd, Electric Power

ARE THE BEST.
Bighert Quality Grooming and
Sheep-Shewing Machine!

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOB CATALOGUE TO

aawiaaa Shearer Mtt . Co.. lU.bo.. «.n..l'S.

The Best Door Closer is . . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRING

Will close a door silently against any pressure of
wind. Has many working advantages over tbe
ordinary spring, and has twice the wear. In use
throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. Gives
perfect satisfaction. Made only by

W. NEWMAN & SONS,
Hospital St., - - BIRMINGHAM.

BURMAN & SONS', LIMITED cuppIrs
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Fie d Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B, Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, Petrolia, Ont

Pullman Sash Balance Co,

Makers of the

"Pullman"
Hardware
Specialties

Main Office and Works,

Rochester. N.Y.. U.S.A.

Ob mIc all round the globe.
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more active in this line, and it can now be

termed fair. Prices are quoted as before.

Black Sheets—These are quoted ioc.

lower, the base price being $3.30 per 100 lb.

Business is a little better tban it was.

Galvanized Sheets—Trade is moderate

ior shipment from stock, and orders are

being booked freely for spring and summer

selivery. Jobbers are making delivery from

the United States for orders booked for

February 1.

Canada Plates—Trade in this line con-

tinues fairly good. We quote : All dull,

$3; half and half, #3.15, and all bright,

$3.65 to $3.75-

Iron Pipe—The demand keeps good and

prices unchanged. We quote : Black pipe

% in., $3.00; y% in., $3 00; yt in., #3.50 ;

% in., $3.20; 1 in., $4.60; \% in., $6.35;

i^in., $7.55; 2 in., $10.10. Galvanized

pipe is as follows: ^ in., #4.65; }i in.,

$5.35; 1 in., 5725; i lA in-. $9-75: l *A in -.

$11.25; 2 >n -> #'5 5°-

Hoop Steel—Trade keeps fair. The

base price is unchanged at $3.10.

Copper — There is ra'.her more inquiry

for ingot copper, but the volume of business

is small. A fair trade is to be noted in

sheet copper. We quote: Ingot, 191020c;

bo'.t or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 t0 23j£c.

Brass — Business is moderate. Dis-

count on rod and sheet 15 per cent.

Solder — The demand is good, with

prices as quoted last week.

Lead—Trade is quiet at 4^ to 5c.

Zinc Spelter—This is still quiet with

prices unchanged at 6 to 6j£c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—Only a few sheets are going

out. We quote casks at $6.75 to $7, and

part casks at $7 to $7.50.

Antimony—There is more inquiry, but

not a great deal of business is being done.

We still quote 11 to n^c. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.
The market is dull. The price of linseed

oil has fluctuated at outside markets, but

locally there is no change. Import ship-

ments, which will be here about July 1,

are offered at considerably reduced prices.

Turpentine is stronger in the South, but

unchanged here. Some orders for paris

green are being booked, but the trade is not

large. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.87^; No. 1, $6.50; No. 2. $6. 12^;
No. 3, $575; No. 4 $5.37 '^; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.; $5. 25 to $5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

84,000 Daily Production.
5 Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."
Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

GLAZIERS D IA IVIONOS ^ ReTtebi'e Tools at low prices.

A. SHAW & SON, 52 Rahere St., Goswell Rd„ London, E.C. Eng. The oldest house in the
trade, lineal successors of the inventor and patentee, J SHAW.

Paris White—90c.

Whiting — 60c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 75 to 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., 16^0. ; kegs, 17c;

50 and 100 lb. drums, \J%c.\ 25-lb. drums,

1 8c. ; 1 -lb. papers, i8^c. ; 1 -lb. tins, i(j]/z z.\

yz Va. papers, 20^c; J^ lb. tins, 2i^c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2.1$; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, ioc. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $ 1.20 to $ 1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io%c. per lb. and \oyi to uc. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 80;.

;

boiled, 83c.
; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 79c.

;

boiled, 82c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, 2c. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 59c. ; 2

to 4 barrels, 58c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

OLD MATERIAL
Trade is not brisk, but prices are

easy. We quote jobbers' prices as

follows : Agricultural scrap, 55c. per

cwt.; machinery cast, 55c. per cwt.
;

stove cast, 35c; No. 1 wrought 50c,

per 100 lb. ; new light scrap copper,

12c. pet lb. ; bottoms, io_j£c. ; heavy

copper, i2}4c ; coil wire scrap, 13c.
;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c; heavy red brass, io^c. ; scrap

lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2j^c ; scrap rubber, 6}£c.;

good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c; clean

dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

GLASS.
There is still no information as to prices

for import. Stock prices are firm. We
still quote first break locally : Star,
in 50 foot boxes, $2.10, and 100-foot
boxes, $4.; doublediamond under 26 united
inches, $6, Toronto, Hamilton and Lon-
don;terms 4 months or3per cent. 3odays.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is falling off somewhat.

Prices are steady. We quote : Pratt'

s

Astral, 17 to 17J4C. in bulk (barrels, $1
extra) ; American water white, 17 to

I7^c. in barrels ; Photogene, i6>£ to

17c; Sarnia water white, 16 to i6}4c in

barrels; Sarnia prime white, 15 to I5^c. in

barrels.
COAL.

Pea size has advanced 50c. per gross ton
during the last few weeks. There is still a
scarcity of nut sizes. Otherwise the market
is easy, with a sufficient quantity offering.

We quote anthracite on cars Buffalo and
bridges : Grate, #4.75 per gross ton and
#4.24 per net ton

; egg, stove and nut, #5
per gross ton and $4 46 per net ton.

MARKET NOTES.

Quotations on tinplates are 25c. lower.

Wood screws have again been reduced in

price.

A reduction of ioc. per 100 lb. is to be

noted in black sheets.

New and higher discounts are this week
being quoted on horse nails.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co., are in re-

ceipt of a shipment of Samson's lumber
crayons in blue black. The crayons are

six inches long, by one inch in diameter.
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MANITOBA MARKETS
Winnipeg, January 28, 1901.

BUSINESS remains in practically the

same condition as last week. Prices

are firm, but demand in all lines is

small. In paints and oils also there appears

to be no change of price. Travellers for

these lines, however, report better business

than for hardware.

Price list for the week is as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb S3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

n 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
'5 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy , keg 3 45
16 and 20 3 50
10 3 55
8 365
6 3 70

4 3 85

3 4 10
Cut nails, 30 to bo dy 300

20 to 40 3 05
10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 30

3 3 65

Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 05
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb... 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80
28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 1275
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb. 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

" Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger •.

.

gio 00

H 10 50
}i and 5-16 11 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
fi 14 00

\i and 5-16 1450
Solder 21}*
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 75 and 10 p.c.

Round" " 70 p.c.

Flat " brass 70 p c.

Round " " 60 and 5 p.c.

Coach 57 'A p.c.

Bolts, carriage 42% p.c.

Machine 45 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 50c. lb.

Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tooli 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.

.

$2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 125

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.
Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, OF., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.
C. F. pistol 5P-C.
C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

American, M 16 25
Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75

Chilled 7 50
Powder, F.F., keg 4 75

F.F.G s 00
Tinware, pressed, retinned. ... 75 and 2K p.c.

plain 70 and 15 p.c.
Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

NOTES.

Over 450 commercial travellers' certificates

have been issued in Manitoba during the

present month.

T. Waldon, for the last 10 years Western

traveller for Clare Bros., has severed his

connection with that house and is taking a

position in the East.
,

I. W. Martin, manager for the Gurney

Co., has returned from a visit to the East,

which included Hamilton, Toronto and

Montreal in Canadian cities and many of

the leading American cities.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.
Water white Canadian

.

Prime white Canadian.

24 %c.
23c.

2ic.

IQC

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels
Less than barrel lots

Linseed oil, raw
Boiled

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor.

Eldorado engine
Atlantic red
Renown engine ,

. % 68

73
87
90
25 %
2*14

41
Black oil 23^ to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55 to 74
Harness oil 6i
Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 t° 5° 5 5°
51 to 60 6 00
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2%
kegs " 2%

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-
cording to shade and color, .per gal. #1.30 to J1.90

THE GREENING CO.'S TRACE CHAIN

The B. Greening Wire Co., Hamilton,

are placing, this year, on the market a

trace chain, which their long experience in

this business convinces them will be appre-

ciated by their customers, enabling them to

procure a chain combining the greatest

amount of toughness with its already well-

known strength. It i s practically unbreak-

able with fair usage.

They have also decided to give their

customers the advantage of the reduction in

the price of wire, by giving them a cheaper

chain, and expect to do a large business in

this line during the present season.

The contract for a 1,500,000 bush, elevator

to be erected at Port Arthur, Ont., has been

let to J. A. Jamieson, Montreal, by Mac-

kenzie & Mann. The elevator is to cost

$350,000, and is to be completed next Sep-

tember, in time for next season's grain

crop. The elevator is to be run in connec-

tion with the Canadian Northern Railway,

now in course of construction.

"Anchor" Liquid House Paint.
Before placing order buyers should get quotations for "Anchor"

Brand, as there is no better ready-mixed paint in the market.

It is made from the very best materials, giving maximum body,

and dries hard with great durability.

" Anchor " Liquid House Paint is made in a large selection of

shades for body colors, trimmings, roofs and floors.

Having made this Paint for over 20 years, we can warrant it to

give satisfaction to the consumer.

There are high-priced paints on the market, but none are*

better than the " Anchor " Brand.

Sample cards and quotations on application.

Henderson & Potts
Manufacturers,

HALIFAX and MONTREAL.
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THE INSOLVENCY QUESTION.

THIS week we give two additional

opinions of Montreal business men,

on the need of Dominion insolvency

legislation :

MR. S. H. EWING'S VIEWS.

Mr. S. H. Ewing, of S. H. Ewing &
Sons, Montreal, vice-president of the

jrolsons Bank and intimately connected

with many other commercial concerns, is

quite decided in affirming our need for an

insolvency law that will cover all the

Provinces, and is in favor of urging the

Government to bring forward an insolvency

measure.

" Do you consider the chattel mortgages

of Ontario and the preferences of the

Maritime Provinces to be unjust in their

practical workings ?
"

" I consider the chattel mortgages in the

Provinces where they are legal can and

have been very much abused by people

taking a chattel mortgage and not registering

till a few days before a failure, whereby the

debtor is able to buy goods, as the seller is

ignorant of the existence of a chattel mort-

gage. As to preferences in the Maritime

Provinces, f consider them immoral and

dishonest, and that they bring discredit on

the trade of Canada generally, as it is well

known that many foreign merchants do not

care to place their property in the hands of

parties who at any time can make a prefer-

ence to any person they wish."

" Do you think the banks would or should

object, to the adoption of an insolvency

law ? '

'

"I do not see why the banks should

object as their interests are the same as

those of all other merchants."

" Do you find the winding-up charges

excessive at present ?"

"Yes, very excessive in small estates.

In many cases they eat up everything there

is in the way of assets."

" Do you think they should be regulated

by law ? '

'

' I think that certain charges should be

taxed at a much less figure than they are

at present. Referring to the law as it now
stands, I think with small estates a curator

should be appointed to wind up the affair

for a nominal fee or .percentage of the

assets of the estate."

LOCKERBV BROS. WANT AN INSOLVENCY

^ LAW.

Lockerby Bros., wholesale grocers, Mont-

real, are another firm that would like to see

a Dominion insolvency law. They say that

their losses under the old insolvency law

were heavier than they are now because the

assignees managed to absorb the bulk of

the assets. But they believe that a law,

such as that which Mr. Fortin suggests,

would be practical and beneficial, for it

would place the assets of an insolvent in

the charge of the creditors who could wind

up the estate as they pleased. They say

they find it very inconvenient to be forced to

keep track of different laws in all the Prov-

inces, and they believe that a Dominion

insolvency law should be passed. In their

opinion the Government will not prove itself

a business Government unless it takes hold

of this matter.

The annual meeting of the Toronto Steel-

Clad Bath and Metal Co., Limited, will be

held on Tuesday next.

Removal Notice.

ALEX. McARTHUR & CO.,

Paper Makers
MONTREAL

have located at 82 McGill Street, and
are now fully prepared to fill all orders

that may be entrusted to them, as they

keep a full stock of material at the fac-

tory at HOCHELAGA and also at the

PAPER MILLS at JOLIETTE.

SEYBOLD, SON & CO.

FIRE! FIRE!
Notwithstanding the serious loss we sustained at the big Montreal fire, we
beg to notify the trade throughout the country that it will not interfere with

orders being promptly and carefully executed as heretofore. Fortu-

nately our stock of heavy goods was in another building

—

please re-

member this. We had intended locating at 148 McGill Street,
permanently, but, owing to the warehouse being unsuitable, we have decided
to rebuild a magnificent warehouse on the old site, St. Paul and Com-
missioners Streets. Our present address is

:

SEYBOLD, SON & CO.,
18-20 St. Sacrament

Street, Montreal.

TRADE

MARK

JXTobles 8f Hoare.
CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY

Which can be obtained direct from the -works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada.

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, No. 1 Place Royale,

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money-
look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales '

THE GIN CASTOR CO,
Limited.

MONTREAL
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
DEFECTIVE FLUES.

OFTEN we are hustled out of an

evening by the rushing and clang-

ing of fire engines, hose reels, etc.,

and the street is turned into a pandemonium.

For what ? Why, there is a large fire rag-

ing, and in a few minutes at best a large

business house or fine dwelling, together

with its contents, is nothing but a smolder-

ing pile of ashes and debris. The wise

chief and long headed inspector are called

in to hold the inquest. The verdict—What
is it ? "A defective flue " is the finding in

the majority of cases. Who is to blame ?

I answer—custom, old tradition, etc., and

then the architect, the brick mason, or the

tinner who constructs it. The architect

reasons with himself that if he lines the flue

with tile lining he will have a safe flue.

That we will admit, if he stays on the

ground and sees personally every section of

the lining built in, which, unfortunately, he

cannot do. The joints between these sec-

tions are often more unsafe than the naked

brick flue would be, from the fact that the

flue is obstructed and the products of com-

bustion are forced between the outer surface

of the lining and the inner surface of the

brick covering, which is more loosely built

by reason of the lining being present.

In other instances, the architect specifies

that the flue must have an area of so many
square inches and be well plastered on the

inside. This is the poorest construction

that could be used for a flue. In the course

of time, the expansion and contraction,

under the influence of heat, together with

the rain beating down into the flue, loosens

the plastering, and it falls off. If it fell off

smoothly, there might still be a safe flue
;

but, unfortunately, this is not the case in a

single instance. The plastering, in coming

away from the brick, takes a long section

of mortar from the joints between the brick.

Thus, an opening is created through the

wall of the flue, and the flue leaks and

refuses to draw. Now is the stage where

the wise man is called in to remedy the

trouble. He decides at once that there

must be a chimney pot put on, made of

either -rra cotta or sheet iron. He pro-

ceeds to measure the chimney top, and

attaches his construction. Let us examine

and analyze it.

The flue may be 9x9 in., with an area

of 81 sq. in.; a chimney pot 8 in. in dia-

meter has been attached, the area of which

is 50 sq. in. If the pot is of terra cotta or

of sheet iron, the same proportion holds

good. What is the result ? What is this

wise man trying to do ? Why, he is trying

to perform something that cannot be done.

He is trying to force the products of com-

bustion from a flue having an area of 81

sq. in. through a chimney top having an

area of 50 sq. in. In other words, he is

trying to force a substance through an open-

ing that is 30 per cent, smaller. Can it be

done ? I rather think not ! Now this flue

is in a fine condition for a fire in that build-

ing. The plaster has fallen off from the

sides, making openings through the walls

of the flue, arid the stopping of the free

outlet at the top crowds the heated gases

back and they are forced through the walls

of the flue, in contact with wood or what

not, and, ergo, away she goes upward in

smoke. Now if this supposed chimney had

been pointed by a careful man, this sup-

posed building could not have been burned

in a hundred years from that cause.

The chimney pot, whether it be terra

cotta or sheet iron, whether it be placed for

ornament or utility, is the direct cause of a

majority of fires. Millions in structures

and goods have gone up in smoke through

the direct medium of a chimney pot. To
prove the theory, take a 3 or 4 in. hose

attached to an engine in operation
;
punch

a hole % in. in diameter in the side of the

hose. Then put a 1 or 2 in. nozzle on the

hose and the water will be thrown 20 or 30

ft. through the X' n - hole. Now take off

the nozzle and note the result. When the

water can freely discharge from the full-

sized opening of the hose very little will go

through the X m - hole. The action is the

same in the case of a flue. If the top is left

off, or one is attached of equal area with the

opening in the flue, the air will draw inward

instead of the gases being forced outward.

A flue should be built square, of good

sound brick, laid in mortar made of two-

thirds lime and one-third good cement. The

brick should be bedded in the mortar and

the joints struck smoothly, and the chimney

carried above the highest point of the roof.

Then there would not be any fires caused

by defective flues. A flue should be at

least 25 per cent, larger at the top than it

is at the point where the smoke enters it.

This increase should be carried gradually

from the lowest point to the opening at the

top ; for example, say from 9 x 9 to 1 1 x 1

1

or 12 x 12 inches. A half brick might be

knocked out of the side of a flue of this

build and it would still be safe from fire.

—

By Caesar, in Metal Worker.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

IT
is probable that several fine blocks

will be erected in Portage la Prairk

Man., this summer. The Agricultural

Society propose erecting a $4,000 hall ;
R.

P. Campbell intends building a business

block ; an addition will be built to the Mer-

chants Bank ; T. T. Bailey will build a

business block ; The Northern Pacific will

probably build a depot there fitted with

modern conveniences, and J. K. Hill con-

templates erecting a drug store. It is also

expected that several residences will be

built.

P. Binder, Rodney, Ont., intends erect-

ing a house on Main street.

P. Reedy intends erecting a house at

Kingscote, Ont., this summer.

W. T. Alexander, near Britton, Ont.,

intends erecting a new house next spring.

The Presbyterians of Moose Jaw, N.W.T.,

have decided to erect a church to cost

$8,000.

Architect Witton is preparing plans for

another storey to the New Royal Hotel,

Hamilton.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to Wm. Howland, for a residence

at 20 Concord avenue, to cost $1,200; to

Edward Drew, for a residence on Wilcox

stieet, near Huron, to cost $3,500; and

to P. Roach, for additions in the rear of

325 Queen street west, to cost $2,500. The

total value of buildings for which permits

have been taken during January is about

$40,000, as compared with $109 000 last

year and $31,800 in 1899.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

Lessard & Harris, Montreal, have secured

the contract for the plumbing, heating and

ventilating of Geoffrey Hales' Hospital, at

Quebec ; the plumbing and ventilating of

St. Peter's Church, Sherbrooke, and the

heating and ventilating of Sisters of St.

Anne's Convent, St. Jacques, Que. This

firm are busily engaged plumbing the new

C.P.R. Telegraph building in Montreal.

THE CONFERENCE IN TORONTO-

The conference between committees

representing the Toronto Master Plumbers'

Association and the Toronto Journeymen

Plumbers' Union has been more prolonged

than was anticipated. Several meetings

have been held, but the agreement has not

yet been definitely settled. It is believed,



OUR AIM
To raise the standard of American Tools. We
devote our time to manufacturing perfect goods.
Ask for the Green Book of Hardware Specialties.

It is full of good things.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.
296 Broadway, NEW YORK.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THEV E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY
TTONTREAL.

ADVERTISING in WESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,

WINNIPEG, CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

"SECCOTINE"
FOR STICKING EVERYTHING

HORSE NAILS — "C" Brand Horse Nails
Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS -
.Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

Qunn Castor Co.,

Manufacturers oi

Heating
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

The . . .

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

— TORONTO

c*£c)*mi/e<v

GWUMZe/

u/xwucrr; (Qui.

STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U.S.A.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS'
TOOLS

v

SOLD BY ALL HARDWAR

E

DEALERS.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
AllLEADER CHURNS are equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader,

THE-

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Sou, Montreal, Que.

HOW TO SAVE CAS PeeMes-

^

u
. TJSE3 . .

matic Gas Governors

gUUIIIIMIli

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor House Governor Burner Governor for Incandescsnts. Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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however, that the ultimate settlement will

be on the basis that the minimum wage be

27 J4c. per hour ; a day's work to consist of

nine hours, and that the number of helpers

be as hitherto.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

The assets of J. Lafrance&Co., plumbers,

etc., Montreal, are to be sold on February 7.

J. Williams, plumber, St. Thomas, Ont.,

has moved across the street to better

premises.

ANOTHER BIG BLOCK FOR
TORONTO.

William Davies, president of The Wm.
Davies Co., Limited, who bought the

property at the corner of Queen and James

streets, Toronto, known as the Shaftesbury

Hall, some time ago, has had plans for a

five storey business block prepared by

Burke & Horwood, architects, Toronto.

Tenders have been received from the

various trades, but contracts will not be let

for at least two weeks.

CALCIUM CARBIDE IN GERMANY-

THE United States Deputy Consul-

General at Frankfort, writes :
" On

November 30 last, the convention of

Swiss, Austrian, Swedish, Norwegian, and

German manufacturers of calcium carbide,

which was in session at Frankfort, combined

in establishing price schedules and a mode

of controlling the sale of their products.

The Deutsche Gold und Silber Scheide-

Anstalt, of Frankfort (which has branches

in the United States and other countries),

was appointed the sole agent for the sale of

the syndicate's products. It is expected

that by this combination the acetylene in-

dustry will be considerably strengthened.

The members have adopted measures to

avoid the fluctuating and ruinously low rates

which, owing to heretofore existing sharp

competition, have made the manufacture of

their products unprofitable.

"The German acetylene industry is very

important, there being at present in the

Empire over 200,000 plants producing this

gas. New patents for improved methods

of production are constantly being issued.

Thirty-two of the smaller towns in Germany

are lighted by acetylene gas, and a number

of other plants are in course of erection.

The gas is also used by the railroads for

lighting passenger cars.

'
' This year' s production ofcalcium carbide

in Germany is estimated at 20,000 metric

tons, equivalent to 360,000 hectoliters

(9,500,000 gallons) of petroleum."

The assets of Mrs. C. H. Gariepy,

general merchant, Lachine, Que., have

been sold.

THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION.

THE prospects that the Glasgow Inter-

national Exhibition will be a

thoroughly representative affair,

are excellent. Official support has been

secured from Russia, France, Austria,

Japan, Denmark, India, Persia, Morocco,

Australia and Canada. Though the United

States will not be officially represented,

manufacturers from that country have

taken considerable space, especially in the

machinery section. Some of the nation-

alities mentioned above are erecting

special pavilions in addition to the

space allotted to them in the main

building. Russia, for example, is to have

four, in order to fittingly display mining,

timber, and other industries. One will be

reserved for the display of the appurten-

ances of the Imperial estates, which are

similar to the British Crown lands, and, by

arrangement with the refreshment con-

tractors, there will be a dining room, in

which dinners will be served in the Russian

style, with wines, savouries, and other food

products of the Empire which the Govern-

ment are anxious to see introduced into

other countries.

In the building to be occupied by the

Japanese will be found a display of arts and

manufactures, with native artisans at work

illustrating some of the industries peculiar

to that country. It will be surrounded by

a Japanese garden, in itself no small attrac-

tion. Over 400 exhibitors are expected

from France, whose section is being organ-

ized by a committee nominated by the

French Government. Rhodesia's produc-

tions will include gold, industrial, and

agricultural exhibits ; Western Australia's

display will include gold in various forms to

the value of between ,£80,000 and ^100,-

000 ; South Australia deals chiefly in wines;

while the remainder will stage striking

examples of their industries and resources.

In addition to 9,000 square feet in the

main building, Canada is to have a special

building, covering about 12,000 square feet,

placed immediately at the main entrance to

the grounds, wherein to exhibit minerals,

manufactures, agricultural products, and

fruit in season.

Free transportation will be given by the

Dominion Government from the point of

shipment. Exhibitors who do not care

to have a special representative at the

Exhibition, which will last from May to

November, will have their exhibits cared

for by the officials appointed by the Gov-

ernment. W. D. Scott, who represented

Canada at the Paris World's Fair, is the

Canadian Commissioner at Glasgow.

Incorporated 1892.

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

President,
S. F. McKINNON.
Managing Director,
ROBT. MUNRO.

Treasurer,
HUGH W. AIRD.

Secretary,
H. M. PELLATT.

OIL BOILERS
LEAD GRINDERS
COLOR MAKERS
OXIDE MINERS
VARNISH

MANUFACTURERS
TURPENTINE

IMPORTERS

WORKS AT

ST. MALO
MONTREAL
TORONTO

HEAD OFFICE:
572 WILLIAM STREET,

MONTREAL.

THE

LIMITED

SPECIAL

The Canada Paint Company respect-

fully announce to their customers that

the works and offices at ST. MALO,
MONTREAL and TORONTO will be
CLOSED and no business transacted
on Saturday, 2nd February, 1901.
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e Fairbanks Standard Scale
Absolutely accurate and reliable . . .

The best of material and workmanship

After three-quarters

of a century— still

"The——
Standard"

We make scales of
every description.

A most complete
stock a/ways at our
warerooms.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND PRINTED MATTER.

The Fairbanks Company,
749
Craig
Street Montreal, Que.
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LIABILITY ON MINING SHARES.

OUR readers are well aware that we

have always taken a firm stand

against any attempts made by

Canadian promoters of mining companies

to sell shares to the investing public in this

country by offering them at a considerable

reduction below the face value. They al-

ways endeavor to assure their purchasers

that these shares are fully paid and non-

assessable, irrespective of any disparity

between the price paid and the face value.

This custom of selling shares at a discount

has been so universally in vogue in Canada

for some years past without the point of

their non-assessability being called into

question that one as come to regard the

statement as one of fact. The recent judg-

ment given at Rossland, by Mr. Justice

Walkem, of the Supreme Court, has put

quite another complexion on the matter,

and shows that a number of holders of

these twopenny ha'penny shares, which

they thought they were picking at a bargain,

have been living in a fool's paradise. The

case which has resulted in this important

decision, is one concerning the Kettle River

Mines, Limited, capital $1,200,000 in

shares of $1 each. The company issued

450,000 of these shares to the owners of the

property, the promoters taking 495,000

shares for their trouble, and setting aside

the balance for the development of the

mine.

Regarding the 450.000 vendors' shares,

these were given for value received, and,

of course, are properly regarded as paid up

and non-assessable, but the promoters sold

1 12,000 of their shares at a few cents each,

the proceeds of which they apparently put

in their own pockets, and when they saw

that they could not sell the shares reserved

for working capital, and that the shipwreck

of the company was imminent, they

endeavored to abandon the remainder of

the promoters' shares which they held.

This was owing to a meeting of the trustees

of the company having made an assessment

of 2c. per share on the 495,000 promoters'

shares, which the promoters refused to pay

and endeavored to divest themselves of

their liability. In regard to the 112,000

shares which they had disposed of, the

holders were sued in order to enforce pay-

ment of the assessment, but this, the judge

decided, was not due from them, and he

summed up the position in the following

words :

"If you buy shares at 10c. each on certifi-

cates which represent them to be of a par

value of $ 1 each, paid up, direct from the

company, you must pay the difference be-

tween the ioc. and the par value, because

you knew at the time you bought that you

had not paid their face value. If, however,

you have bought the same shares in the

open market, on the same certificates, and

at the same price, you are not responsible

for the payment of the difference, as you are

entitled to rely on the company's statement

in the certificates that the shares are paid

up and non assessable." The holders of

shares in locally- registered Canadian com-

panies will not have to sort out their certifi-

cates, and those which they bought direct

from the company at a discount must be in

future regarded as only partly paid up. If

this decision should have the effect of

making local mining companies postpone

their operations until there is a reasonable

amount of cash in their treasury it will have

a good effect, for the number of abortive

companies in Canada is enormous, and has

done much to bring discredit upon mining

undertakings. — British Columbia Review.

CORK FOUNDATIONS.

In Germany, cork is said to have been

used with success in isolating the vibra-

tions and consequent noise caused by

machines installed in or near dwelling

houses. A sheet made up of flat pieces of

cork, in mosaic fashion, of corresponding

size to the bed-plate of the machine, and

held together by an iron frame, is laid

under the machine. The source from

which we gather this information also

alludes to the isolation, by means of cork,

of each bolt or connection between the bed-

plate of the engine and its foundation, but

does not describe in what manner such

isolation is effected. It is, of course,

apparent that the mere sandwiching of a

sheet of cork between the bed -plate of a

machine and its foundation would not

necessarily absorb troublesome vibrations,

since each anchor bolt is a medium whereby

the vibrations of the engine may be trans-

mitted to its foundation, thence to the floor

and walls of the building unless effectively

isolated from the same. How this effective

isolation is obtained by the use of cork sheet-

ing remains to be explained. For our part,

we should be more inclined to rely

upon a specially-prepared foundation of

extra area and solidarity and to a careful

balancing of the reciprocating parts of the

machine.—Kuhlow.

DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH
BUSINESS.

The Thos. Davidson Mfg. Co., Limited,

beg to notify their customers that the fire in

their local Montreal city office and sample-

room does not interfere, in any way, with

the prompt filling of orders. The staff of

the local office are temporarily located at

the general office, 187 Delisle street. Tele-

phone "Main 3608."

CONDENSED OR "WANT"
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a wor^
each insertion ; cash in advance. Letters, figures,
and abbreviations each count as one word in estimat-
ing cost.

FOR SALE.

TINSMITH AND PLUMBING BUSINESS
' for sale cheap. A splendid opening in a Nova

Scotia town. Address, Jas. R. Gloster, Moncton,
N. B. (5)

AGENT WANTED:

Y\IE WANT TO APPOINT AN AGENT IN
* ' Canada to handle our well-known and re-

liable Glaziers' Diamonds. Good connection with
the paint and oil branch of the hardware trade
necessary. A Shaw & Son, 52 Rahere Street, E.C.,
London, Eng. (5)

Book, Broom
and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.
Hamilton, Ont. _

THE OAKVILLE
BASKET CO.,

Manufacturers of

i, 2, 3 Bushel

Grain
AND

Root

B askets

THE OAKVILLE

BASKET CO.

Thos. Gebbie & Sons, general merchants,

millers, etc., Howick, Que., have dissolved.

Thos. Gebbie & Sons continue the milling

business and Wm. Gebbie the general store.
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

ans&c'

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full lint

of samples.
Canadian Orace

:

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.
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GET THE ORIGINAL
We lead, others imitate.

E. T. WRIGHT dc CO.
Manufacturers. HAMILTON, ONT.

"JARDINE
w

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

ItSsN^
cepan Handles. \

Neatest designs, greatest strength and finest finish of any made. Large stock of all sizes

constantly on hand, and all orders filled promptly. By the gross, package, or in bu k, as y
desireL Send for Catalogue. m

BERGER BROS. CO., - Philadelphia.
|

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, S552HSi»E-

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

The Latest and Best

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Model
1900.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS TOOLS
•IVMVMW Mt\v»VVVVV\V\V

Make a valuable line for

tbose interested in such goods.

Stevens,
:

Bench «$y
Surface
Gauge

Guaranteed— By a company of 37 years' reputation.
Fine Sellers—Liberally advertised throughout the

country.
Sold to the Trade—We deMre to have our goods

carrier! ami represented by the trade, and refer all inquiries
to them.

GAUGES—A Complete Line.
This is our Bench Surface Gauge, No. 58.

List Price, f 2.00. We have 6 other gauges fully described
in the catalogue.

Send lor our complete Catalogue of Tools. We have a
business proposition for the trade.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.
P 0. Box 217, CHICOPEE FALLS, Mass., U.S.A.

New York' Office, 818 Broadway.
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HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clotbea Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored. Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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BUSINESS MORALITY.

THERE are men in various positions

who have few or no compunctions of

conscience as to the manner of effect-

ing their designs, though, for the sake of

policy, they assume a disinterested purpose

toward their intended victims, says John R.

Ainslie, a writer in an exchange. Some

thrive upon the misfortunes and necessities

of others, and we are not disposed to doubt

that many shrewd, calculating adepts in the

practice of morality, from the respectable

position they falsely occupy in the com-

munity, escape to quite an extent the

observation of the public eye and profit in

their deception.

I once read of an individual who had

failed three times in business. The first

time he was wholly unprepared for his mis-

fortune ; the second somewhat surprised

him, but at the third he had become hard-

ened, and remarked, with a peculiar ex-

pression of satisfaction, " I had them,"

meaning he had gotten the advantage over

his creditors. This person kept up his

respectability for a time, but it was evident

to those who knew him that his ill-gotten

gains gave him no peace, and he was not

able to realize the joy and happiness of

those who are governed by right principals.

During the busy hours of the day his mind

was occupied with the engrossing cares of

business, but when the shades of darkness

fell, he was of all men the most miserable.

On retiring to his chamber he would walk the

apartment for hours, lamenting his many

misdeeds and the obligations he had vio-

lated.

It is to be regretted that the reputation of

the dishonest man passes scrutiny for all

business purposes, and that misrepresent-

ation and fraud are allowed to pass un-

rebuked by public opinion. Most men
characterize such proceedings as "clever"

and "smart," and the men who are guilty

of such questionable practices, instead of

being shunned, are more likely to be

regarded as desirable customers and com-

panions, and it is not difficult to point out

many individuals to-day who have gained

wealth and position through unscrupulous

methods and criminal carelessness as to the

rights or welfare of others.

Not many years ago, I heard of a man
who was in good standing in the community

in which he lived, was known as a large

dealer in merchandise, paid his bills with

commendable promptness, securing the

best discounts, but, invariably, from each

remittance he would deduct an amount of

shortages. Goods were doubly and trebly

checked before being shipped, and every

precaution adopted to insure correctness.

Still the "shortages" continued. Then, a

new plan was devised, and articles were

enclosed without being charged—not only

once, but two or three times. Of course, these

"overs " were never reported. Then, con-

vinced of his fraud and dishonesty, a bill

was sent, covering all "overs" and "short-

ages," with an intimation that an imme-
diate settlement was not only proper, but

wise. Needless to say, payment was not

long delayed. This man, today, is wealthy,

has retired from business, and passes as a

respectable member of society.

GROWING FLAX SEED.

The Commercial has received a letter

from Northern Alberta, asking for informa-

tion about flax seed, and stating that there

is a movement on foot to grow flax seed in

that section. The rich land of Northern

Alberta should be particularly well adapted

to the production of fUx seed. The crop is

one which is believed to be particularly well

adapted to breaking in new land, and as a

large area of new land will annually be pre-

pared for crop in Northern Alberta for some

years to come, no doubt considerable flax

seed could be produced to advantage. Flax

can be grown to advantage where wheat,

oats and barley flourish. There is always a

good market for flax seed. In fact, there is

less liability of a depressed market for this

cotr.modity than for almost any other farm

product. This being the case, it will un-

doubtedly be found a profitable crop in

Northern Alberta, as well as in other grain

sections of our western prairie country.

—

Commercial, Winnipeg.

ACETYLENE GAS VS. PETROLEUM.

U.S. Consul Hughes, of Coburg, under

date of December 18, 1900, writes as

follows :

" Up to the present time, Germany has

imported each year from $25,000,000 to

$30,000,000 worth of American petroleum.

This industry, however, seems to be

threatened somewhat by the introduction of I

acetylene as an illuminant, in a convenient

and safe form, for house, store and other

uses. This has resulted from the low price

at which calcium carbide is being produced

here, and also from the rise in the cost of

petroleum in the German markets."

LOOKING FOR A SITE.

The Sherbrooke, Que., Examiner of a

recent date notes that the Messrs. Croker,

a firm of Fitchburg, Pa., paper machinery

manufacturers, have had an interview with

the council of the Sherbrooke Board of

Trade with a view to their locating in that

town. " They were satisfied," says The.

Examiner, " with what they saw of Sher-

brooke, with its fine railway facilities and

water power. It is not their intention to

ask for a bonus, but look to the good-will

of the people in that the price of any site

they may agree upon would not be raised

to an exorbitant price."

The Messrs. Croker are at present visit-

ing other points in the Province of Quebec,

but will again return to Sherbrooke.

R. C. Sharpe, harness dealer, Amherst,

Ont., is dead.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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MIDLAND
55

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made fsom carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Orummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture""^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS.

All our goods are guaranteed

.

James Warnock & Co., - Gait, Ont.

CURRENT MARKET QUOTATIONS.
February 1, 1931.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-
quently make purchases at betterprices The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 32 33

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Perboi
I.O., usual sizes J 6 75
LX., " g 25

„ I.X.X.. " 9 75
Famous—

J-X 8 25
LX.X 9 50

Karen & Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual Bizes 5 00
LX., " 6 00
LX.X " 7 0J
t.XXX., " 8 00
D.O., 12%xl7 4 75
D.X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Ooke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.C. .usual sizes 4 15
I.C., special sizes, base 4 5U
20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade

—

I.C., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 75
I.X., Terne Tin 10 75

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

XX. ,14x56, 50sheetbxs)
" 14x60 " ^ 00? 07%
•' 14x65, " J

Tinned Sheets.
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08'/,

" 26 " 08% 09
28 " , 09 09%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs 165 170
Refined " " 2 15
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05
Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 00
Tire Steel 2 00
Machinery iron finish 2 05
O ast Steel, per lb 00 00
r e Oalk Steel 2 30
T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13
Jesiops Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tnbes.
1%-inch 12%
' " 13

2<i " 15
* " 16
3Vt " 20
* " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
l4 i "h 2 25
3-16 inoh 2 2i
>4 iich and thickt r 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 gauge <mo
20 gauge 3 00
22to21 " 3 io

" 3 20
28 "' 330

Canada Plate*.
All dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Halt polished 3 15
All bright 3 65 3 75

, .

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

'A inch 3 00
% *' 3 0U
% " 315

,74 3 20

\Y*
" 6 35

•% " 7 55

f„
„" 10 10

•i'i-o inch, discount 60 p c.
Galvanized pipe—

% irjch 4 65
,% " 5 35

L ;
7?s

\& 975
'% 11 25
2 15 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G O. Comet. Amer. Head.
16gauge ... 45 4 CO
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 50
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 50 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% "
8 00 8 50

5-16 " "
5 35 5

% " "
4 35 4 85

7-16 " "
4 15 4 65

% " "
4 35 4 50

" . % " "
3 85 4 35

% " " 3 8J 4 00
Halter, kennel and post chains, 4Uand 50 rCow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, die-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dip
count 40 p.c

Copper.
Ingot

English B. 8., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25" round and square

1 to 2 inches 23% 25
Sheet.

Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23

Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Note.—Extra for tinning, 2 cents per

pound, and tinning and half planishing 3
cents per pound.
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25%
" 35to45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tirmed, per lb 28
Spun, per -lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06 06%
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 6 75 7 00
Partcasks 710 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 0434 05
Bar.llb 05% 05>i
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by 06 /4
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard,lists
at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-f t. lengths listB at 7% cents.
Shot.

Common, $6.50 per 1.0 lb. ; chilled, $7.00
per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and bal , $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.
Bar half-and-half, guaraot'd 19

~

Bar half-and-half, cjmirer'l 18 l4
Refined 18%
Wiping 18
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Per 100 1^
Pure 6 87%
No. 1 do 6 50
No. 2 do 6 12%
No. 3 do 5 75
No. 4 do 5 3'%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85" " No. 2 6 00
Red Lead.

Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 (9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6'/2Dry White Lead.
Pure, caska 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. l.casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities.per gallon 1 10
Barn (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 145
Canada Paint Co's Pure 125
Toronto Lead & Color Go's Pure.... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors In Oil.
25 lb. tins. Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow n
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperial Green 09

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre (J.C.) bbla.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre (J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 275
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Oohre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per owt. 180 190
English Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt. . 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per owt., . 1 75 2 00
Super Magnetic Oxides, 93p c. 2 00 2 2*
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure.... 09

Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..

boxes, per lb 08 24
fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 1 00
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 1001b 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes orlocse 2 ?5
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
Bladders ia Lu k orlios less than 1001b3 00

Tarnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No.l 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 31 3 70
Shellao, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's., Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach EnamUs ;

Size 1, £0o ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each.

Linseed OH.
... . . , ... . Raw. Boiled.
1 to 4 bbls delivered $0 82 $0 85
5 to 9 bbls " 81 84
Toronto, Hamilton, London and Guelph

iC. I6Sd.

Turpentine.
Single barrel, freight allowed ... 59
2 to 4 barrels " " 58

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. .0 10 10%" small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
CodOilpergal 50 55
PureOlive

1 2o" Neatsfoot go
Glue.

Common 08% C°
French Medal 14 1«%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 1« 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Cooperr 19 20
Huttne
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Joseph Rodgers & Sons
Limited

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Each blade of our Goods bears the

exact mark here represented.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL SOLE AGENTS
IN CANADA.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition .

Cartridges.
B. B. Caps. Dom. 50 and S percent..
Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. c, Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 n.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.
Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer.

add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40
per cent. Amer.

Loaded and empty Shells, " Trap " and
"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent Rival
and Nitro, net ist.

Brass shot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb
Best thick white felt wadding, in 54-lb

bags 1 00
Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib. bags 70
Beat thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 550 each, 10 gauge 35
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5 j0 each, 8 gauge 55
Thin card wads, in boxes of l,0u0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20
Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 0"25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000
each, 8 gauge

Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M

11 and smaller gauge 60
9 and K gauges 70
7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15
9 and 10 gauges 1 40
7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzeg.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Per lb 10 12 l/2
Anvil and Vise combined .... 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 09 09V,
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes-

Single bit, per doz 6 50 10 00
Double bit, " 12 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
SDlitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
best, quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zino 6 00
Copper, discount 15 p o. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim. 1st quality 30 00
" " " 2nd " 22 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

B " 21

C " 11%
Maznolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special 25
Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse".. 50

Hells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per oent.
N ickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

Amerioan, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 50 and 10 per cent.
Standard, 60 per cent.
No. 1 Agricultural, 60 and 10 p.c.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, perpross.... 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07 34 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway... 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square 4%c. off
Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off
Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 55 per cent.

Broilers.
Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8 , " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Oast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per c nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

American, per doz 1 00 1 50
Bullard's, per doz 6 50

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per oent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nob. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
Euglish " 300
Belgian "

2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraullo 1 25 1 50

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per owt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon . per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-

No. 1, $8.50— > o.2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4. $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 68
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $8 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 8 50

Fittings 1 ?5

Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 4 75
Emh. Teutonic Syphon Washout 5 25

Fittings 1 55
Low Down T -u'onio, p'ain 14 50
" " " embossed 15 00

Plain Richelieu 3 75
Emb. Richelieu 4 00

Fittings 1 25
L^w Down Ont. Syphon J't, plain.

.

20 00
" " emb'd. 20 50

Closet connection 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 60

oval, 17 x 14 in 15 1

" 19x15 in 2 25

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles. Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.

)

2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wwon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis.. 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. -50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets
Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent,.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 p.c. to 60, 10, 10.
Nicholson File Co., 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

8ize Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inohes.
Under 26 2 10 4 00 .... 6 00
26 to 40 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 75 .... 7 25
51 to 60 3j ... 8 50
61 to 70 (a .... 9 25
71 to 80 5 .... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75
86 to 90 14 00
91 to 95 15 51
99 to 100 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each.. . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb ... 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb 22 25
HANDLES.

Axe, per doz. net 1 50 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. SB., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 125

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 7=

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 4u percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns. 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%,10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06'/9

5-in., " .... 06'/4" " 6-in., " ... 16
8-in., " .... 05%

" 10-in., " .... 05%
Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs
Spring 12 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount, 45 and 5 per oent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 1 00

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.

"C" brand 50, 10 and 5 p.o. . l rl„, u„«;
"M" brand 50, 10 an 15 p.o. | Oral head.

Acadian, 50, 10 and 5 per oent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire. Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Faotories [332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.
and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES.
F.O.B. Montreal

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent, off list, June

1899.

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz J 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun. 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per ih 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.o.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door. japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. ft L.

screw, per gross 1 30 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and in per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast

, per doz 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's "•. 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk ,T

1 90 7 40
LOCKS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russell ft Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.c.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 8 50 1 00

MEAT CDTTER8.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 percent.

NAILS.
Quotations are ; Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 CO "52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 TO
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanising 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per cent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb
Navy 6 00
(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U S ) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 00 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 1 25 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 50 to 50 and 10 p.c.
Flaring pails, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Poroelain head, per gross 1 75 3 00
Brass head " .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOODS.
Imoression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's wnrk, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, CO per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1011b. or less 85
1.C01 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKEP.
Discount 25 ne cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 1 00
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10 !'

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollnw. ner inch 00 100
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 30 gallons 6 50
35 " 7 50
40 " 8 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
•• 35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c. revised list.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 p.c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler* Co.'s 8 00 18 00

Boker's 7 50 11 00

Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00

Theile ft Quack's 7 00 12 00

Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, discount 60 tnd ln ter cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Black and Tinned Rivets, 60 p.c.

Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %e
per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets ft Burrs. 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

Terms, 4 mos. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9 13
%in 10 14

% and 5-16 in 15
Cotton, 3-ifi inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
" Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8

Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10%

RULES. .

Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.

Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.

Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B ft A. sand, 40 and 2% per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. ft D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per f t. . . . 35 55
S. ft D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and 3.

Hack, complete, each 75 2 75
frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
.Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
.Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALER.
B. S. ft M. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion. 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

11 Dominion, 55 p.c." Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's, per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., iron, and steel, 85 p.

Wood R. H., " dis. 81 p.c.
" F. H., brass, dis. 77% p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 70 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 70 p.o.
" R.H. " 65 p.o.

Drive Screws, 80 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron, " 4 25 5 75

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cir.lery Co . full nickeled, dis. 6D p.c
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 00 00
Plain 00 3 45
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,
Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

" slip 09 09
Labrador -013

Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per grosB 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
Nestable in crates of 25 lengths.

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
7 inch " " .... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, net cash .... $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
Per cent.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 83
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 5

" " tinned 80 & 10
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacka, blued, in dozens only . .75 & 15"
Yi weights 60

Swedes, cut. tacks, blued and tinned—
In bulk 80 & 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk 85 ft 12%
" brush, blued ft tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 ft 12%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 52
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, „ j- t» * *• A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Mortal ' -Canadian Representatives- Montreal

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Trunk nails, blac* 66 ana 5

Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10

Clout nails, blued and tinned. . . .65 and 5

Chair nails 35

Cigar box nails 35

Patent brads 40

Fine finishing 40

Picture frame points 10

Lining tacks, in papers 10
" " in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tackB, papers 90 and 10

bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz... . 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85
" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson '8 per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Game, Newhouse, dis. 25 p c.

Game, H. &N.. P. S. & W., 65 p.r.

Same, steel, 72%, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D. , discount 35 per cent.
TWINES.

Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, perpack. 50 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

" 4-p!y 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35

Broom, " 30 55
VISES.

Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.

Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10
and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nos. 2 to 5, ad-

vance 7o. per 100 lb.—Nos. 6 to 9, base-
No. 10, advance 7c.-No.ll, 14c—No. 12.

20c—No. 13. 35c—No. 14. 47c—No. 15,

60c—No. 16, 75c. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c— tinned wire, Sp-
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.

bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net,
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c.

—

bagging or papering, 10c.

ine Steel Wire, dis. 17Vs per cent
List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No.
17, $5-No.l8, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20,

$6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,

$7.65-No. 24, $8-No. 25, $9-No. 26,

S9.50-NO. 27, $10-No. 28. $11—No 29.

$12-No. 30, $13-No. 31,$14-No. 32, $lf
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil

ing, 10c.—in 25-1K bundles,15c—in 5 ana
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6, 7,8,$3.P5

No. 9, $3.10-No. 10, J3.75-No. 11, $3 85
No. 12, $3.25-No. 13, $3.35-No. 14,

$4.25-No. 15, $4.75-No. 16. $5.C0.

Clothes Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1,000 feet 3 30

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.

Galvanized 4 barb, 2% and 5 Toronto
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, 2 barb, 4 and 6

inches apart 310
Galvanized, plain twist 3 10
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2 97%

in less than carlote, and $2.85 in carlots.
Terms, 60 days or 2 per cent, in 10 days.

Ross braid truss cable 4 5U

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35
Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c off 30 days.

WRENCHES.
4cme, 35 to 37V, per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. & K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $
Royal Canadian " 50 00
Royal American " 50 00
Discount, 45 per cent. ; terms 4 months, or 3

p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent

THE AUER
GASOLINE

LAMP
No. 9,

200 Candle Power

Suitable for

STORE,
RESIDENCE

OR CHURCH.

The only Lamp on the Canadian market which
is guaranteed not to clog, flicker or smell.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED.

For Catalogues and Prices on Lamps, Mantles and Sundries,
write

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Dame St., MONTREAL.

E. SIMPSON & CO., Moose Jaw, Agents for the Territories.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Slsat Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD'' Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Western Ontario Representative —

WM. B. STEWART.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

* Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.



PERSONS addressing advertisers

will kindly mention having
seen tneir advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SENE for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to tho.e who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world and is used for continual reference by a lar^e number
>f firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

6s per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
D.' Phillips, M.IM.E., Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

graphic address "Machinery, Newport, Mon."

Incorporated

1851.WESTERNH ASSURANCI [PANY

Fire and Marine
Capital, subscribed $2,000,000.00
Capital - - - 1,000,000.00

Assets, over - - 2,340,000.00

Annual Income - 2,290,000.00

Head Office: TORONTO. ONT.

Hon. Geo. A. Cox, President. J J. Kenny, Vice-President.

C. C. Foster, Secretary.

Lockerby & McComb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S. --Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from , and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject,"

CANADIAN PRESS~CUPPING BUREAU,

2 2 MCGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 12SS.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
.CKH0WlED6ED THE BEST .

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. SK^a' ^" 8''

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

..ESTABLISHED 1840—

Capital and Surplus, $1,600,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, ff.'S,

OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C, IRVING, Gen, Man, Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A. FULTON, Gen, Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow He •Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern

.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States.
is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited,
"'"'*§$/*'-'-*•
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Black Diamond File Works

6. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

1901
E. '901

>^>^%%^^%^t>^t>%^f>%%%^^tvf>%^^fvfvfv%^

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories -1 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers .-—^i^»-

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

B.SS. H.THOMPSONS COY
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

Galvanized Corrugated sheets

"BLACKWALL" BRAND
-vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvw*%/ww

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, ENG.
..Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.
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LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal
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"TANDEM" ANTI-FRICTION METAL.

""Tandem" Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saying.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH * McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofA nti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

Black Sheets.
Lysaghts "Best" and "Southern Cross"
Steel Sheets are second to none for quality

and finish.

"Dead Flat" and "Electrical" Sheets

a specialty.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTBEAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, limits*

>L*&

"
r PA K The Safford Radiators for Steam

1 U L" L-n,V or Hot Water Heating have no
joints, because the makers of the Radiators do not believe that it's

the mission of a Radiator to leak. Joints require rods, bolts and
packing, which are the promoters of leaks.

s^ The connections of the Safford Radiators are made by screw
nipples which make them absolutely unleakable. And, too, the
"Safford" is the original invention in screw nipples, hence, best by
the longest test. Think of the money loss that leaky Radiators
entail. Save that money and win the good-will of a customer by
installing the "Safford," which is made by the largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British flag. Send for our free booklet
telling all about it.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.



PLUflBERS'
AND

STEAMFITTERS'

P VALVES
| FITTINGS
P TONGS
E WRENCHES

TOOLS
ALL
KINDS
OF

PIPE
STOCKS
AND

DIES

RIGE LEWIS & SON
Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets,

TOPOMTO

m NEOSTYLE DUPLICATORS
Print from 100 to 5,000 original hand and typewritten

circulars, at less cost than printing, jfi jfi & jfi jt

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

Rebuilt Typewriters £. $I5
00

to $50 00
::*.

Typewriters Rented—$2.50 to $5.00 per month.

Repairing on all makes a specialty. Write for prices.

CREELMAN BRO'S TYPEWRITER CO.

Sole Dealers in

Underwood Typewriters.

15 Adelaide St. East, - TORONTO.
97 St. Francois Xavier St., MONTREAL.
28 King St. West, - HAMILTON.
Temple Building - - LONDON.
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.www
CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

SOME OF THE NEWER
"YANKEE" TOOLS

No. 15 "Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT AND LEFT HAND, AND RIGID, WITH FINGER TURN ON BLADE—2, 3, 4 and 5-in. BLADES.

• No. 20 " Yankee " Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT HAND ONLY, AND RIGID. 3 SIZES, EXTREME LENGTH OPEN, INCLUDING BIT-14, 17 and 19-inches

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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KITCHEN RANGE BOILERS-GALVANIZED

44APOLLO **

Made of Apollo Open Hearth Steel,

severely tested at 200 lbs. before galvan-

izing (making tightness doubly sure) and

are perfectly galvanized inside and out.

25, 30, 35, 40, 52 GALLON.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL

GALVANIZED SHEETS

"
Gordon Crown" Brand

From stock or importation. Enquiries Solicited.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, ONT.
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SKRT
i#

also UNION

^TARR MFG. COS
,

standard lines of

Acme and Hockey Skates

E CO'S Hockey-

Toronto Office:

32 Front St.,West

H. T. Eager.

Branch House:

George D. Wood

& Co.,

Winnipeg.

6B#
LADIES' SKATE WITH LEATHER ANKLE SUPPORT.

WRITE FOR PRICES
"O

Wood, Vallance & Co., - Hamilton

"PLYMOUTH" TWINE
wvwwwwwwwwwr

/WWWWlfWWWWV

has effectually, and in ever increasing magnitude, won its

way to the Very top notch of

Binder Twine Perfection

It is the noblest twine of them all, and its unequalled

reputation for absolute uniformity makes it easier to sell than

any other brand.

"PLYMOUTH" is the acknowledged twine standard.

Plymouth Binder Twine Agency, McKinnon Bldg., Helinda St., Toronto, Can.
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The Best Selling
Range Ever Made.

Popular with dealers in every part of the country ».,

—-because it is so enthusiastically praised by
every buyer.

Our Imperial Oxford
has won its laurels— it is the favorite range of

Canada—widely advertised, and everywhere ap-

preciated for its practical superiority.

Are you familiar with its

Diffusive Flue Construction
Front Draw=Out Grate
Draw=Out Oven Rack

and other talking points

>
If there's any range business in your locality you'll

get it by handling the Imperial Oxford. Fullest details

if you write

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. IBi

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL

David Maxwell & Sons

Steel Frame.

MAXWELL MOWER!
8-inch Low Wheel.

ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

* Maxwell Favorite Churn " Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved f.or sea-
son of 1901. Steel or Wood Frame as desired,

High and Low Wheels,
from 12-in. to 20-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Kniyes and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

these articles

.SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches
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EVERYTHING GOOD AND, PROFITABLE IN WALL PAPER.

21-inch Ingrain Frieze, No. 2030.

*fr •
.

•** >£» J& jtf* J£* fi£± „>•&' ..^ ,4, #& Jfr Jfa.

21-inch Ingrain Frieze, No. 2043.

A*o

THE ABOVE ARE TWO OF MANY SUCCESSFUL FRIEZES
IN OUR 1901 COLLECTION > * * j,

IF OF INTEREST WE WILL MAIL SMALL BOOK OF
INGRAIN SHADES WITH ILLUSTRATED MATCHED
COMBINATIONS, OR SAMPLES OF ABOVE OR OTHERS
IN ANY DESIRED SHADE * * j> j> ^

Feb. 1st.

the WATSON, FOSTER CO., limited

MONTREAL.
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THE NEW BALDWIN t
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

CE.Y'.'Ml'."-'.".V W/.'.'.',.Vi>; I .'J.JiAi'iWEEEWBALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Bubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the Eas
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; specia

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

EXTENDED
INSURANCE.

One of the many liberal features embodied in the

UNCONDITIONAL ACCUMULATIVE POLICY
issued by the

Confederation

Life Association.

HEAD OFFICE-TORONTO.

is the provision for Extended Insurance. After three full annual premiums.

have been paid, the insured is entitled to Extended Insurance for the full

amount of the policy for a term of years definitely stated therein. Paid-up

and Cash Values also guaranteed.

Rates and full information sent on application to the Head Office, To*
ronto, or to any of the association's agents.

W. C. Macdonald,
Actuary.

J. K. MACDONALD,
Managing Directot

We are starting outwhe yyar withjQpCery large line of new goods. If you are not a cus-

tomer of ours now, we t^unk-flf will pay you to become one.

We are Not iif^he Truster members of any Silverware Association or Combine, which

means that we ra-akerour own prices and terms and are not in any way dictated to by others.

If yojA haAJb not revived a copy of our last Catalogue, and would like one, please write

Y
E. G. Gooderham

Managing TM rector.

The Toronto Silver Plate Co., Limited,

Silversmiths and Manufacturers of Electro Plate,

Factories and Salesrooms, King St. West, Toronto, Canada.
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

~&W2r /!fa/v/&m- - o(-{a/tans'

/-> tjlT f/lr fl/>A>A'ai-&r>ti

DUNDAS AXES
ARE

American in Sharpness,

Canadian in Reliability,

JUST WHAT YOU WANT TO SELL.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, ONT.

MONEY
OR

SENTIMENT?

toio
1 CrjiUUn Sullirj III Tusk.

THE MURALO CO.TPANV.

Will you stick to old fashioned

WALL TINTS
for sentiment, or will you go in for the latest and
best for money (

-MURALO
is the latest and best, because it is up-to-date and

no old fashioned notions about it. Advertising

plans are up-to-date, and dealers are backed up

by one of the stronge t financial institutions in

America to assist in selling. Muralo goes to every

country in the world.

AGENTS:
A. RAMSAY & SON, MONTREAL.
J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG,
McLENNAN, McFEELY L CO., - - VANCOUVER.

MERCHANTS OF CANADA
Especially dealers in paints and wall-coatings ! When you took account of stock at the dawn of the new
century, did ycu find in store some goods that you had been induced to buy, and for which there is absolutely no
demand? Possibly some that you carried over from i8go? Musingly, did you exclaim, " I got fooled when I

bought these goods, but it was the fault of the man or firm who sold me ; if I get fooled the second time, it will

be my fault !

"

The moral of it all is .—Buy goods that are manufactured by men with experience in their particular line,

and in whom the people have confidence ; who advertise their product, guaranteeing it as represented, and whose
goods sell on their own merits.

Why put in stock, that in order to sell, you have to tell your customers is "the same thing " or "just as

good " as something else ? CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE
the permanent wall-coating,trjeady for use by mixing with cold water, is in demand everywhere. Is sanitary to
the highest degree. Has a record of value, and proof of origin.

ALABASTINE for more than a quarter of a century has been prominently before the people. Anyone
can brush it on—no one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE is the acme of perfection in wall-coating material, either for plain tinting, or the
most elaborate work known to the decorator's art. Is adapted to all kinds of relief work, and is a special
favorite with practical men.

ALABASTINE is manufactured in Canada. Patented in this and other countries. Do you sell it ? If
not, why not? Write for prices. '

Address, THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

The trade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
Q. P. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver, B.C.
< Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

The attention of Contractors, Builders and Building Owners is called to our PARI STONE Wall Plaster, and
SHIELD BRAND Calcined Plaster. None better.

VanTuyl & Fairbank
Petrolla, Ont.

Headquarters for . .

.

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps, Casing, Tubing,
Fittings, Drilling Tools,

Cables, etc.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

"DAISY" CHURN <*
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady while churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sides to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

fataii 4 Waid Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que,

Wire Guards
FOR

Store Fronts

Factory and Mill Windows
Basement Windows

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited
HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.
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THEY ARE SATISFA*

CAST
Sap Spouts

These do not buckle and pull out of the

trees if the wind bloi

xJrySjnder Di^/tmvniof

RFEGT"
§F\ ifcLOTHES LINE HOOK.

v * Mofektjjfe line without a knot. The more weight hung on line,

ype tngMer \{t binds. Clothes lines can be put up or taken down

<Jiin ag insta/t.

Manufactured

by. dv<

ORDER A SAMPLE FROM YOUR JOBBER.

A. R. Woodyatt & Co., Guelph, Canada.

SUGAR n DD

«r= Sap Buckets.
Extra deep and straight. Three sizes. They possess many

advantages over the Ordinary Flaring Buckets—being small
in diameter they do not catch the rain or snow, and, as they

are very deep, they hang perpendicularly, and, consequently,
will not overflow until full. Covers supplied if required. They
nest close for shipping or storing.

We can supply the Ordinary Flaring Sap Pails,

E. T. Sap Spouts.
Strong and Durable. Only re-

It does not cover the inside sur-

face of the hole, therefore, a larger amount of Sap is obtained.

Maple Leaf Sap Spouts.
Made in Bronzed Steel. Require a M-in. hole. Has a

shoulder which prevents it being driven in too far. The hole

in the tree is not exposed to wind and snow, consequently,

sap will flow longer.

Made of Retinned Steel,

quire a 5^-in. hole in a tree

Sprup Cans.
Plain or Decorated. Made in

Either Wine or Imperial Measure.
}4, % and i gallon sizes.

Kemp Manufacturing Co.,

1^*

Toronto,

Canada.
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President, A. R. Woodyatt & Co., Guelph, received a TROUBLE OVER RAILWAY REBATES.
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,

Montreal. large order from Germany, and the same IN every country there are people who

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO. company is just shipping a carload of pride themselves that in this or that par-

Limited. mowers to Edinburgh. ticular their own land is not like other

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir- What the British market demands as a lands. Not infrequently something happens
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,

Rec^c1^ rule . is g°ods of reliable
<l
uality- At which knocks their ideal to the ground.

island and Newfoundland.
present, Canadian products of many kinds For instance, it has been popularly sup-

OFFIOEa . .

Montreal a3i McGiil Street, stand high in public favor there. And our posed in Great Britain that that country was

TORONTO io Frolt'ltreet'East; lawn mowers promise to eventually become not as other countries in regard to railway

London, end. - - - - tog Pi™it?clt?e.£\ so. freight rebates. Rebates might be given in

J. M. McKim. . TT . , „ , .

Manchester, eng. - - - 18 St Ann street. the United States and other countries, but

WINNIPEG .... Wester
H
n-cln

A
ad|

bS; SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT.
not in Great Britain.

ST. JOHN, N. b. ... no. 3 Markefwharli ^^yUIET seasons in business should be
If we are t0 jud (rom t exposures

I. Hunter White, f 1 .,..., . ,

jb rt
new york. ,76 E. 88th street, II times of active thinking on the

the Mother Country is by no means so free

S°rM?&C:?^^ Part of hardware
-

as wel1 as °-n
of the evil as it imagined. And if what

Pubii.hed every Saturday. the part of other merchants. some of the London papers say be true, the

cable Address
{ Adscript', Canada". It is when there is little doing that the evil is of an aggravated, not of a mild type.

—————

—

opportunity comes for preparing plans of The Midland Railway Company, it

campaign. In the height of business activity appears, is the chief sinner. According to

there is not much time for consecutive a secret rebate agreement between the rail-

thought and careful planning, and when way and Rickett, Smith & Co., the latter*

opportunity comes for doing so it should be were to be allowed 1 % per cent, on all

grasped just as opportunities should be sums paid by them to the former for the

OUR LAWN MOWERS IN ENGLAND, grasped for securing customers. carriage of coal.

IN
a quiet and unobtrusive way Canada is A subject which retail hardwaremen might The coal factors and merchants, who

building up a nice export trade in lawn discuss during the present quiet season is claim to have for some time suspected the

mowers of domestic manufacture. the formation of associations. There is now existence of such an agreement, are up in

Canadian-made lawn mowers are of a high but one retail association in Canada, arms, and the coal men, other than the firm

standard and should sell well abroad, but, namely, that in Montreal, whereas there which has been enjoying the special privi-

like everything else, they need to be should be a dozen or two at the least. leges, are demanding retrospective compen-
'

' pushed
'

'
on the foreign market as well as Many of the associations across the border sation.

on the lawn. This, fortunately, they have have been holding their annual conventions The Society of Coal Merchants has

been, and the result is a growing export lately, and one cannot regret, when one "solved to take action against the railway,

trade. rea(js the reports of the many interesting and as the stake involved it over $2,400,-

Unfortunately, lawn mowers are not meetings, that there are not more of such 00° a g°od deal of interest is naturally

classified in the trade returns. Consequently. educative institutions among the retail hard- excited.

the extent of the growth cannot be demon- waremen of Canada. Tne railway company pleads justification

strated by figures. Think about these things. on the ground of the enormous through

The chief market at present is Great traffic which the Rickett Co. furnishes, but

Britain, but a trade is being developed with He who would be successful in business this is no solace for those who have been

some of the continental countries of Europe, should study not only the methods of others, placed at a disadvantage on account of the

Only this week one Canadian manufacturer, but should experiment with ideas of his own. rebate.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER
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THE SITUATION IN MANITOBA.

WHILE one cannot ignore the fact that

the partial failure of the wheat crop

in Manitoba entailed a loss to the

people in that Province, yet it is not suffi-

ciently heavy to retard the steady develop-

ment of that part of the Dominion. If it

were it would be a reflection on the natural

advantage possessed by the Province about

which it has been our wont to boast.

It is only right and proper that business

men should be guided by the conditions as

they exist in Manitoba and cut their gar-

ments, financially speaking, according to

their cloth. But care, on the other hand,

is necessary in order that we do not fly to

the other extreme. This we may possibly

do if we overlook certain compensating

factors. The wheat crop of Manitoba last

year was undoubtedly much smaller than

for several years. As the president of the

Winnipeg Grain and Produce Exchange

remarked in his recent annual report, in

size it was closely pressed by that of 1887,

when the yield was 12,350,000 bushels.

But, while the crop was small, a good deal of

it ranked high in quality, no less than 70

per cent, of the wheat inspected at Winni-

peg being No. 1 hard, the highest per-

centage recorded. Furthermore, there is

the testimony of millers who used last year's

Manitoba wheat in their mills as to its

excellent flour-producing qualities.

Then, it must be remembered that the

dairy and live stock industries are expand-

ing in a most substantial manner, so that

the farmer in Manitoba is becoming less

dependent upon grain producing as a source

of revenue, although it will always probably

be the chief source of money supply.

Although the partial failure of the Mani-

toba wheat crop last year no doubt meant

a great loss to the farmer, it does not

appear to have crippled him. This is

evident from the reports of the loan com-

panies doing business in that Province.

One of them, the Canada Landed &
National Investment Co., Limited, in its

annual report, which was issued a few days

ago, says that, notwithstanding the disap-

pointing harvest in Manitoba, " payments

by borrowers have been met very good

indeed." And then it adds : "Manitoba

is beyond any doubt a great and valuable

Province, into which an industrious and

frugal population is flowing steadily, and

will become one of the greatest sources of

the world's supply of wheat and flour, and

dairy products as well."

In the annual report of the Winnipeg

Grain and Produce Exchange, already

referred to, Mr. William Martin, the presi-

dent, estimates that this spring over 2,000,-

000 acres will be under wheat in Manitoba,

and 500,000 acres in the Territories, "so

that," he adds, "50,000,000 crop is no

flight of the imagination."

Mr. Martin may be a little high in his

estimates, but from what we can gather

1901 will see a much larger wheat acreage

in Manitoba than last year. The acreage

in Manitoba last y«ar was 1,800,000, but, of

course, the unusual drought prevented the

Province from securing a crop that, under

ordinary circumstances, would have approxi-

mated to it. In 1887 the acreage was only

432,134, and yet the yield was about as

large as that of 1900.

when it is believed the furnace of the

Cramp Company at Collingwood will be in

blast.

ANOTHER BLAST FURNACE IN
OPERATION.

ANOTHER step forward was taken

in the iron industry of Canada on

Saturday last when the charging of

the first furnace of the Dominion Iron and

Steel Co. at Sydney, N.S., took place.

This furnace, which is 90 feet high and 18

feet in diameter, was charged with 400 tons

of Belle Island ore, 225 tons of coke, and

125 tons of lime.

This is the first of four blast furnaces

which the company is to shortly have in

operation. The capacity of each furnace is

250 tons per day. The estimated cost of

the blast furnaces is $2,500,000. Besides

these a steel mill is to be constructed at a

cost of $ 1, 500, 000 and coke ovens at a cost

of about $1, 250,000. It is expected that the -

full battery of furnaces will be in operation

a couple of months hence.

There are now two blast furnaces in

operation in Nova Scotia and six in the

whole of the Dominion, there being, besides

the two already mentioned, three in Ontario

and two in Quebec. It is expected that

Ontario will have a fourth by October next,

THE TOURIST QUESTION IN NEW
BRUNSWICK.

THE annual meeting of The New

Brunswick Tourist Association, which

was held in St. John, N.B. recently!-

shows that that body is not yet weary in

well doing.

According to the report of the executive

committee, two booklets were issued, one

for distributing abroad, the other for visitors

to St. John. Over 25,000 of the former

were printed, and all but 600 disributed.

The association has had illustrated articles,

descriptive of New Brunswick, published in

several newspapers, magazines and trade

papers in Canada and in the United States.

Over 22,000 picture post cards were issued

by the association and sold to local

stationers. Photographs for lantern slides

and descriptive matter have been sup-

plied lecturers in New England. These

have already been shown in Boston, New

York and Philadelphia. In several other

ways efforts have been made to advertise

the Province.

W. S. Fisher, the president of the asso-

ciation, sketched briefly the progress of the

work in St. John since its inauguration, and

told of the work of organization in other

cities of Canada. He appealed for greater

interest and more energetic work in bringing

forward these advantages. A report was

read showing that about 200 non-resident

sportsmen took out licenses last year, bring-

ing to the Government $6, 000 for game and

$3 000 for Ashing licenses. These would

spend in the Province about $200,000, and

from ordinary tourists, numbering, say,

6,000 per week for 10 weeks, the receipts

would probably be $2,400,000. An estimate

of travel compiled from the different railways

and steamship services showed that about

5,300 tourists per week visited New Bruns-

wick last year.

The New Brunswick Tourist Association-

is to be congratulated on the success that

has followed their efforts to advertise the

great attractions of the Province to summer
tourists. It should, moreover, encourage

merchants and others in many sections of

Canada to organize for the purpose of dis-

seminating information regarding their

respective localities.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

THERE is some unevenness in the

wire cloth market in the United

States, as represented by the quota-

tions of both manufacturers and jobbers.

The low prices made by some makers are

vnot, however, to be taken as representative

of the market at large, in which the

principal manufacturers are maintaining

prices pretty steadily, some, indeed, antici-

pating that, with the advance of the season

and the possible development of a scarcity,

higher values will rule. The price to retail

merchants who buy in ordinary small lots

may be named as about 95c. to $1, a slightly

lower figure being obtainable by those who

buy in round lots from the manufacturers.

—Iron Age.

SCOTCH IRON TRADE IN 1900.

The annual trade statement of the Scotch

ironmasters shows that the production of

iron in iqoo was 1,153,000 tons, a decrease

of 1 3 000 tons.

The consumption in foundries was 295,-

000 tens, an increase of 106,000 tons.

Malleable iron and steel, however, showed

a decrease of no fewer than 109,000 tons.

The exports were 331,000 tons, or 16.000

tons more.

Stocks in Connal's stores are down 174.-

000 on the year", while iron in makers'

yards is up to 31,000 tons.

IRON AND STEEL EXPORTS OF THE U.S.

We have opportnnity merely to refer in a

general way to the exhibit of iron and steel

exports for 1900, the advance sheets having

just been received from the Treasery De-

partment bureau. The $100,000,000 mark

in this trade was passed in 1899, when the

total was $105,689,645 ; but 1900, even

with its slump in prices, goes well beyond

this, showing the imposing total of $129,-

633 480 for all iron and steel sent abroad,

including machinery. In 1897 the total

was less than half this, or 562,737,250.

Pig iron exports last year amounted to

286 783 tons, as compared with 228,640

tons in 1899. The billet transactions of

last summer were heavy, as is well known
;

for the year the shipments abroad were

107,476 tons, or more than four times the

^total of 25,605 tons in 1899. Steel rail ex-

ports were 356,245 gross tons in 1900, and

of this amount 125,931 tons went to British

North America. For 1899 tne ra'l exports

were only 171,272 to all countries. The

exports of structural material were 67,7:4

gross tons, against 54,244 tons in 1899 ;

steel bars, 81,366 gross tons ; wire rods,

10,651 tons ; wire, 78,014 tons ; wire nails,

27,404 gross tons, against 37,500 tons in

1899 and 15 000 tons in 1898. The " pipes

and fittings " sent abroad in 1900 were

valued at $5,994,521, as against $6,763,-

396 in 1899 — Iron Trade Review.

WEAK METAL MARKETS IN ENGLAND.

S. W. Royse & Co., Manchester, Eng.,

in their monthly report on the metal trade,

say: "Prices of pig iron show a heavy

fall since the beginning of the year—about

8s. per ton in Scotch iron, and about 4s.

6d. per ton in Cleveland. Shipments from

Glasgow and Middlesbrough during this

year are only about half of what they were

in the corresponding period of last year.

These facts show a very bad state of trade,

and, indeed, there has been little business

doing at Glasgow latterly, and scarcely any

at Middlesbrough during the last fortnight.

The higher-priced metals also, have not

commenced the year well. Copper has lost

ground steadily, and is £2 5s. per ton

cheaper than at the beginniugof the month.

Tin, however, after a considerable drop

early in the month, has advanced again and

is practically unchanged. Spelter is prac-

tically unchanged. Lead is down 5s. per

ton, and is easy."

7HE IRON TRADE SITUATION.

Increased activity in finished materials,

as compared with the earlier weeks of the

year, is now apparent, and close students

of conditions believe that buying will soon

show itself that will give indications of the

scale of operations in important consuming

lines in 1901 . Pig iron buying by foundries

and mills is still postponed, and it may be

some time before liberal contracting will be

seen. There is no doubt of the better tone

given to the market at large by the heavy

purchases of Bessemer iron reported last

week. These showed that in spite of the

large increase in blast furnace capacity, the

leading interests still require considerable

outside iron. Two important consolidations

are expected to be in the market later for

Bessemer iron for shipment in the first

half. The price has advanced 25c, as

shown by sales of the past week, and it is

now reported that Bessemer iron is not to be

had below $13 at valley furnaces.—Iron

Trade Review.

PROFITS IN THE BRITISH CYCLE TRADE.
Whatever other trades have languished in

1900 the wheels of the cycle manufacturing

business, at any rate, would seem to have

continued spinning briskly during all that

time. In this connection, we have heard

nothing of the complaints of bad trade and

low prices with which aforetime we had be-

come increasingly familiar. We are not

sure if this has been the result of an increased

demand on the part of the public for the

means of enjoying this exhilarating method

of locomotion. We should be inclined to

say that to better organization on the part of

manufacturers, rather than to any phenom-

enal increase in the number of sales, has

success in this instance been due—success,

too, which must be all the more gratifying,

inasmuch as it has been attained despite a

very sensible advance in the cost of mater-

ials and accessories.

The 27 leading cycle firms, representing

together a total capital of ,£4,803,573, have

earned in the twelvemonth last gone by a

profit of .£343.921 amongst them,, which

works out at an average of 2 9 per cent.

That is not a very large amount, perhaps,

but it is, at all events, something to go on

with, and in these days small things are not

to be despised. Very many businesses did

not do so well as that even. In the same

period the nine leading tyre manufacturing

companies, who possess an aggregate capital

of ,£5,344,212, earned a matter of ,£343,921,

an average profit per company of 6.4 per

cent. Here, again, the increment has been

due chiefly to their improved method of

carrying on business, by which the big

fluctuations of the past have been entirely

obviated.—Commerce, London.

HARDWARE TRADE IN THE STATES-

The important fact, so far as market

values are concerned, is the announcement

on Tuesday of an advance of $2 per ton in

the products of the American Steel & Wire

Company. This came upon the trade as a

surprise, although it had been contemplated

as a possibility.

There may be some difference of opinion

as to the wisdom of the advance, as it will

tend to stimulate competition, which, how-

ever, is not as yet at all a serious matter
;

but the effect on the market will probably

be to give a more confident tone to values.

There has of late been a good deal of ac-

tivity in nails and wire, and the trade have

been purchasing considerable quantities
;

but it is not thought that this was done in

anticipation of the advance, as there was

no public intimation that it was coming.

In most lines of general and shelf hardware

the market is held pretty steadily, with a

very gradual drift toward somewhat lower

values. The changes which are taking

place are not, however, of sufficient impor-

tance to prevent the trade from buying in

quantities to meet their requirements, and
both wholesale and retail merchants are
placing orders to keep their stocks up to a
good working size. There are, indeed,
some who think that with the passing of the
dull season, which should now be nearly

over, there may be a strengthening in

values and some slight advance.—Iron

Age, January 31.
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THINGS I LEARNED WHILE STOCKTAKING.

FIRST, the necessity of thoroughness.

Stock taking being the time when all

stock was handled, and probably par-

cels and articles examined in a way that time

does not allow during ordinary business hours,

it was essential that not one slip should be

made, but everything turned out of hand

should be perfect and ready for sale, or fit

to be placed in the fixtures without requiring

any additional attention.

2. To insure this, it was evident that

overtime was necessary, as customers con-

tinually interrupted, making a chance of

mistakes, preventing thorough examination

of articles, and making stocktaking itself

drag out for an indefinite period—a thing

obviously undesirable.

3. Those firms whose assistants work till

9 o'clock each evening have their stock

done almost as soon as those who work till

10 o'clock, and the workers do not have

that tired, worn-out look with them all the

time.

4. Overtime being paid for, and not only

tea money given, as in some instances, put

interest in the work for all the assistants,

they endeavoring to use their energies and

care to prove that they had earned it.

5. It is necessary to take every parcel

out of the hole or fixture—a, to make sure

that no odd line, as hooks, screws, broken

lock, is left out of sight ; b, so that the hole

may be swept, and it was noticed in doing

this to be best to sprinkle with damp saw-

dust to prevent the dust from flying to other

fixtures, and then to sweep direct on to the

dustpan held at the edge of the hole, so as

to prevent the dirt from falling on the

parcels below ; c, that parcels may be pro-

perly sorted.

6. All broken parcels should be opened

—a, that as many original ones as possible

may be made ; b, that the contents may be

thoroughly examined for shortages, as locks

without keys, or barrel bolts without staples,

etc. ; c, for sorting when lines, as cup hooks,

screws, bolts, etc., are mixed ; d, for taking

out damaged articles not fit to sell at full

price.

7. Careful parceling and dusting saves

contents from damaging, so ragged parcels

should have ne*w paper and broken boxes

be replaced by sound ones, and then be

marked showing the nature and quantities

of contents. If full quantities are in a

parcel or box, the string should be tied in a

knot, or the bow twisted under the fold of

the paper or lid, to save time and labor

when full parcels are required.

*A prize essay which appeared in Australian
Ironmonger.

8. Fire and box irons, crosscut and cir-

cular saws, all bright steel goods, as well as

guns, revolvers, etc., should be oiled to save

from rust and kept in a dry place, and not

downstairs where the damp gets to them.

Wrought kettles, saucepans, etc., stained

by straw, should be painted again with

black, and if bruised they should be

straightened before putting into stock, thus

preventing delay when required. Ice chests,

wood buckets, mirrors and woodenware

should not be placed on the top storey

where the sun plays on them, causing them

to crack. Different sizes of lamp glasses

should each have separate holes to prevent

unnecessary handling and liability of

breakage.

9. That ladders are the cause of a good

deal of the untidiness of the stock, for if

too long or short to reach the fixture they

are leaned against the stock, pushing it out

of place, and the assistant, grasping a cor-

ner of the parcel to pull it forward, tears it,

or else leaves it pushed back in the holes.

10. When overstocks are made, tickets

should always be placed over the stock hole

to denote same ; this prevents errors in

double ordering, and often saves time in

searching.

11. That samples should not be tied to

stock parcels, but samples of cutlery,

scissors, pen and pocket knives, razors, etc.,

should be kept in wrappers, and those of

hinges, all classes of hooks, screws, locks,

bolts, etc., be fastened on boards, and
placed so as to attract customers' attention;

this will save considerable time in serving,

and will prevent the customers from hand-

ling the stock, thus saving from tarnished

and often damaged articles, and the mixing

of the keys in the case of locks.

12. When it is really necessary to show

customers packages, sheep shears, shear

stones, shovels, spades, handles, etc., to

select from, only one parcel at a time should

be opened, and not another till most of the

contents of the first are sold, thus stopping

an accumulation of lines well picked over

which will need pushing later on.

13. That tins or boxes suitable to fixtures

should be made to hold all classes of small

lines constantly required, as hinges, screws,

etc.; this will save time in serving, tying of

parcels and keep the apperance of stock

clean and attractive, as well as pre-

venting two or three parcels of the one line

being opened.

14. There should always be a counter for

job or damaged articles, and the articles

should be placed on this counter when
noticed, and not allowed to wait till there is

a large accumulation. All repairs when
noticed should be put in the repair book

;

this will save keeping useless stock.

15. To prevent an accumulation of odd

or obsolete lines, as special sizes and makes
in lamp glasses, sheep shears, nails, var-

nishes, cutlery, new inventions, etc., only

sufficient to supply orders in hand should

be purchased, remembering in all stock

ordering that, with the speedy means of

transport we have compared with the earlier

days of the colonies, it does not pay to

stock heavily.

16. It is best to have a price book con-

taining the selling price of all lines, thus

saving labor in making or altering prices on

parcels, preventing errors, as prices are con-

stantly torn off parcels and tickets, or par-

cels are overlooked in remarking, then a

customer may have his list price direct from

the desk without going around to the various

fixtures, and in invoicing errors and guess-

work are dropped.

17. As the stock of a hole is taken, it

should be entered direct in the stock book

and a ticket branded T fastened on the hole

or fixture. Assistants in entering up these

lines should mark their entries with a T in

the sales book, and at the finish all T sales

lines can be added up and deducted from

the gross amount.

GASOLINE LAMPS PROHIBITED.

A despatch from Toledo, Ohio, says :

"State Oil Inspectors, Frank L. Baird, of

Toledo and John R. Mallow, of Columbus,

to-day issued a positive mandate that all

manufacturers of gasoline lamps in the

State must discontinue such manufacture

and use at once. There are several large

factories in Ohio and many thousand users.

It is intended to serve notice on all at first

and if the order is not obeyed in reasonable

time, radical measures will be inaugurated

It is anticipated that the manufacturers will

fight the matter through the courts. The

statutes of Ohio are very positive on the

subject, but have never been made effective

by former State Oil Inspectors."

WIRE NAILS
TACKS •

Prompt Shipment

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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BUSINESS SUCCESS.

THE chief cry from all great institu-

tions—railroad, big manufacturing

establishments, trusts, insurance

companies, publishing houses, banking

and merchandising concerns—is for men of

brains—clever, keen, enterprising men of

executive ability—men who do things.

For such men there is no practical limit to

the salaries they can attain. Since the

beginning of time there never was a period

when genius, or even first-rate ability could

command in the business world anything

like the salary it commands to day.

The fact is that capital alone is pitiably

helpless. Brains mean more than capital

the world over. Capital is much more

dependent upon man than man is upon

capital. The human being who thinks and

works can do something without capital

;

capital can do nothing without human aid.

In business it is not so much a question

of money as of brains. The strongest

house with a weak management, I care not

how old or how respectable its history, will

go to the wall, while the weak house with a

strong management will become big and

powerful. This is inevitable. Man is king,

not capital, and this will hold true through-

out the ages, whether there be trusts or no

trusts, combinations of capital or no com-

binations. Brains must at all times and

under all conditions be reckoned with.

I am not so pessimistic as Mr. Croker

about the future of the young man. This

is a problem that the latter will work out for

himself. There doubtless will be fewer

individual business men, but it doesn't

follow at all that there will be less success-

ful men, and measured, too, by the dollar.

But what is success anyway ? It cannot

be measured alone by the accumulation of

money. This would be a most imperfect

and misleading measurement. Many things

enter into the problem of working out a suc-

cessful career. The very brief span of life

allotted to man must be taken into considera-

tion. If one sacrifices health, comfort,

pleasure, family and friends merely to build

up a name as the head of a business, gain-

ing with all a fortune at middle life, has he

lived wisely and well ? Has his life been

full and rich ? Has he got all out of it that

he was entitled to, has it meant to him what

*it should mean, according to his own estim-

ate ? With all his worries and strife—with

all his business losses from failures and

dishonesty—with meeting ruinous competi-

tion, and a thousand other annoying and

trying conditions inevitable in the life of

the business man who has carved out his

own career—has he worked out the problem

of Hying as well as the chum of his boyhood

MAKE A NAME
FOR YOURSELF

by selling a paint that no one else in your

locality can sell, and that will build your reputation by giving

satisfaction to all users.

The Sherwin Williams paint is the best

paint to do it with. We protect you in the sale of it. The

profit on every gallon used in your locality goes into your

pocket. No one can take the business away from you when

you've built it up.

S.-W. P. gives the greatest satisfaction because it gives the

best value for the money ; because it covers most, wears longest
(

looks best and is most economical. We can prove these paints

to you.

You can't make a name on lead and oil, but you can on

S.-W.P.

The "B-13" booklet tells you how.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Ntto YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

who has had all these 20 odd years a snug

berth and salary ?

The latter has had no serious cares, no

worries, and no notes to pay. He has had

time to be a good fellow—to be a good

husband, and a good father, and to make

friends—time to get pleasure out of each

day and each week and each year as they

went by—time to read and think, and grow

broader, and sweeter, and wiser—time to

keep health and youth. Possibly he is not

worth as much in hard cash at 50 as his

boyhood friend, and possibly he is worth a

good deal more. At all events, he has

sipped daily of the sweets of life, while the

other has waited for success to crown his

efforts before tasting these pleasures. But

pleasures do not wait on any man. They

must betaken as they pass by.—Munsey's

REVISED PRICE LIST ON
HORSE NAILS.

C"

HARTNEY MERCHANTS MEET.
The business men of Hartney, Man.,

have formed an association for the purpose

of advancing the interests of the town and

the surrounding district. At their meeting

on Wednesday evening, last week, it was

decided to encourage the proposal to start a

creamery at that place. The officers of the

association are : President, James Innes :

first vice-president, R. Shone ; second vice-

president, E. Chapin ; secretary, T. D.

Sutherland ; treasurer, E. K. Strathy.

THE following is a copy of a circular

which the Canada Horse Nail Com-
pany is sending out to the hardware

trade under date of February 7 :

We beg to submit to the hardware trade of
Canada our revised trade list for " C " brand horse
shoe nails ; also a farrier's retail box price list

which we have this day adopted for use in Ontario,
Quebec and the Maritime Provinces.

The farrier's price list represents a price per box
at which our nails may be sold to farriers in the
Provinces above named, and which we shall re-
quire hereafter to be maintained as a minimum
selling price by those who sell our "C" brand
horse nails.

We desire, by the radical changes above an-
nounced, to secure for those who deal in our "C '

brand horse nails, a legitimate business profit on
their sale. This has not been the case, as you are
aware, for some time past.

We are fully determined to spare no efforts on
our part to assist those who sell our " C" brand
horse nails, and who will maintain our quotations,
to secure a fair profit on their sale.

We shall in future refuse to supply our nails to
any firm against whom complaints are made and
proved to be true of persistently underselling the
quotations which we shall endeavor to establish.
We are the oldest and largest manufacturers of

horse nails in Canada ; our business being estab-
lished in 1865. We manufacture only by the old
reliable "hot forged'' process from the best
Swedish charcoal steel nail rods. This process and
the material we use is the best known used by any
maker.
Every nail is carefully examined and every box

is warranted perfect. They may be returned at
our expense if found otherwise.

All horse nails made and sold by us have our
registered trade mark (the Gothic " C ") and name
ill full on every box.
We ask the hardware trade for their loyal and

generous support in making our efforts on their
behalf successful.

/
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YOUTH AS A FACTOR OF SUCCESS.

IN
one of the articles recently published

in The London Times concerning Ameri-

can supremacy, it is said :

" It has been asked what are the Ameri-

can manufacturer's advantages over his

British confreres, and to what these advant-

ages are due ? It is a bigger question than

can be answered in a few words, but I will

attempt to set down what appear to me to

be the chief moving causes. Apart from

physical resources—such as mineral wealth,

etc., a subject already dealt with in former

articles—perhaps the primary cause, if not

the mainspring, of American enterprise is

the consideration shown to youth. Mr.

Lecky has said, in the introduction to

' Democracy and Liberty '

:

" 'The respect for old age is one of the

strongest English instincts, and is often

carried so far that it will be found that men
only attain their maximum of influence at a

time when their faculties are manifestly

declining.' The truth of this is strongly

brought home to an Englishman on first

visiting the United States. The great

Carnegie Steel Works, which made a profit

of between $40,000,000 and $42,000,000

in one year, afford an example ; one in

many. Those who meet the founder of the

company see a man full of vitality, but who
has retired from the active management of

the business at an age when many in this

country look forward to years of control.

The acting president is a young man, who
was apparently not much above 30 years of

age when he was appointed. There are

three principal steel works owned by the

company, each controlled by superintend-

ents equally young,

"In the whole course of my last trip to

the United States, when I made the matter

one of close observation, I can remember
only two instances of elderly men taking

the leading part in the management of

works, and in one of these the business,

although of great reputation, did not give

promise of further advancement.

" The Americans go on the principle that

youth is the season of energy. As a man
advances in life he has less to hope ; some-

thing has gone out of him. He ventures

less and wins less. In this country we are

overcautious, and, though our caution may
avoid some mistakes, it loses more good

chances.

" That the young men in the United

States successfully fill positions for which

we consider matured experience a first

essential is due, no doubt, to a variety of

causes, the first of which is to be found in

the early treatment of children. I have

sometimes been almost led to think there

are no children in America, only some
immature men and women."

WHITE LEAD IN THE STATES.
This market shows a moderate activity,

with both contract deliveries and fresh

orders, and prices are firmly held. Grinders

are busy, and the outlet for dry lead is

large, contract deliveries moving freely.

The remaining supply is not large, so that

orders in excess of contracts cannot com-

mand concessions in price. Distributing

houses are receiving their stocks of lead in

oil for spring division among their retail

customers, and, upon the whole, the market

appears brisk for a late January week. The
foreign brands in oil show no change in

price or other feature.— Paint, Oil and Drujjt

Review, Chicago.

F IT'S A=
~N

Good Gun, Revolver or
t>lCyCle you want

BUY AN

IVER JOHNSON
None Better—Few as Good,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES FREE.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York- 99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

What
About BRUSHES

for Spring
Trade ?

Our Revised Catalogue for 1901 now ready and our travellers are work-

ing your way. Don't buy till you get our prices. We guarantee

good values and prompt shipment. .....
Meakins & Sons

Hamilton, Ont.

Meakins, Sons & Co.

Montreal, Que.

E. B. SALYERDS
Manufacturer of

Hockey Sticksr
PRESTON,

Ontario, - Canada.

The Best Stiok.

Made of Rook Elm.

Wholesale Trade Only Supplied.

Ask your Wholesale House for

the Preston make of Stiok.

Write for Prices.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. ONLY
WHOLESALE

Sap Buckles.
10 quarts.

Eureka Sap Spouts.

Lightning. Barclay's. T Handle. L Handle. Heath's.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP
PROMPTLY. Graham Wire and Cut Nails are tbe Best.

OUR PRICES
ARE RIGHT.
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HARDWARE SECTION OF THE TORONTO BOARD
OF TRADE.

THE annual report of the Hardware

and Metal Section of the Toronto

Board of Trade, as presented by the

chairman, Mr. Peleg Howland, was as

follows :

An occasion for the calling together of this sec-

tion has not arisen during the past year.

The volume of business, which promised at the

beginning of the year to be very large, was checked

in the late spring by the downward tendency of

prices which set in at that time, and, as a conse-

quence, purchases during the latter half of the

year were comparatively light, an effort being

made to reduce the rather heavy stocks existing.

The short crops in Manitoba and th« Northwest

Territories also affected the sales of those doing

business in that section. Notwithstanding these

drawbacks, the year may be characterized as

good.

Prospects may be said to be encouraging, parti-

cularly in this Province, where progress is being

made in the development of the natural and indus-

trial resources, and where the fatmeris prosperous,

the yield of agricultural products having ' been

large and better than average prices having Been

realized. These conditions should lead to a good

demand, with reasonable safety in granting credits,

but do not warrant the elimination of caution,

which is again recommended.

In spite of your partially successful effotts,

freight discrimination against this city on the part

of the railroad companies continues.

The difficulties of doing business in the North-

west country are intensified by the seeming deter-

mination of these companies to compel the distri-

bution of all goods through Winnipeg by granting

special traders' rates outward from that place.

Whether relief will ome from the appointment

of a railroad commission, which seems to before-

shadowed, will depend largely upon its composition

and powers.

To be of any value, its members must be men

absolutely incorruptible, of more than ordinary

determination, and furnished with power to enforce

their decisions. A judicial body, whose judgments

must be referred to Government, will be practically

useless.

HARDWARE VS. DRY GOODS.

A
FAIR attendance was present at the

hockey match last Monday even-

ing at McQueen's rink, and once

more the Drys were turned down, this time

by the hardware players. After the game
had been going only for a few minutes the

"All-Wools" found they were up against

something even harder than the tailors.

Doc Stanton played in his usual position,

cover point, and he was altogether too

strong for his opponents, but whenever the

rubber did pass him Charlie Boyd got it,

and he would certainly lift the puck. Goal-

keeper Crabb did good business, and made
some splendid stops. Kendall and Broad,

although spare men, are star forwards.

The former apparently is an old-time

shinney player. Terry, Whitehead, Sove-

reen and H. Pauline put up good games.

The score stood 40 in the first half in favor

of the hardware and the second 4-3 mak-

ing the score 8-3 for the " Nail Handlers."

The teams lined up as follows :

ALL-WOOLS. NAIL HANDLERS.
Crabb Goal Murdoch
Sovereen Point Boyd
Terry Cover Point Stanton
Pauline, V ^j i Kendall

?
r°ad

- Forwards. |

—
"'

Pau,in/' H '

Thompson I Austin
Wyckoff j \ Whitehead

Referee, Jack Cribb.

Timekeeper, W. E. Tisdale.

Goal umpires—W. Anderson and G. Winters.

— Reformer, Simcoe, January 31.

BUYERS AND SELLERS.

THIS is an age, probably more than

any other when men are devising

ways and means of facilitating busi-

ness. The conditions under which business

is tlone to-day necessitate it. And he who
would keep in the van cannot afford to

ignore the facilities thinking minds have

provided.

One thing it is important that a man in

business should know is the names and

addresses of those from whom he can buy

goods and of those to whom he can sell

goods.

To secure this is usually a most difficult

undertaking, and the wider his trade the

more difficult it is. This has now been

made easy for every business man, manu-
facturer, or wholesaler, no matter in what

branch of trade he is engaged, consequent

upon the appearance of a book which gives

the name of every manufacturer in every

branch of trade within the confines of the

Dominion of Canada. •• The Manufac-

turers' List Buyers' Guide of Canada" is

the name of the book, and the publishers

are The Manufacturers' List Co., 34
Victoria street, Toronto.

It tells where to obtain any article that a

buyer may want. About 22,000 articles

are indexed in the book, and the names of

7,800 manufacturers are alphabetically

arranged for addressing purposes, giving

the kind of factory of each. Not included

in this, and also arranged alphabetically

and classified, are 350 butter factories and

creameries, 800 cheese factories, 250 fish,

lobster and salmon packing houses, 150

electric light plants, 45 steam railway cor-

porations, 500 shippers of grain, eggs, etc.

Another valuable list is that of the classified

manufacturers. In this 4,995 classes of

goods are enumerated alphabetically, with

the different makers of each below them.

Altogether there are over 10,000-manufac-

turers named in the book.

To obtain the technical information con-

tained in this book for classification it was

necessary to visit each factory personally

throughout the Dominion, as in no other

way could it be gathered so completely and

intelligibly. And no manufacturer has been

omitted because he did not see fit to adver-

tise in the book or subscribe for it.

It is well printed, and bound in a strong *

cloth cover, stamped in gold, contains 483
pages, 8 x 10, and is sent to any place in

the Empire on receipt of $5

.

The Department of Trade and Commerce
has, through the King's printer, ordered a

sufficient number of copies of this book for

distribution among the Canadian commercia 1

agents in Great Britain, Australia, South

Africa, Norway and Sweden, Trinidad,

Argentine Republic, etc.; also copies for the

Glasgow Exhibition and Imperial Institute,

London.

INQUIRIES REGARDING -CANADIAN
TRADE.

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

London, England, is in receipt of the

following inquiries :

i. A company manufacturing crucible tool and

mining drill steel, files, machine planing irons,

etc.-, would be prepared to arrange for its agency

with a first-class Canadian firm possessing the

necessary connection.

a. A London house seeks the service of a good

Canadian representative to introduce glues.

3. The manufacturer of a patent file-cuttipg

machine wishes to appoint a Canadian agent.

4. A firm manufacturing carriage upholstery,

etc., asks for names of Canadian shippers of sea

grass.

5. A Leeds house wishes to secure the services of
*

a responsible Canadian agent to attepd to the pur-

chase and shipment of apples on their behalf.

First-class references required.

6. A London firm dealing in oils, wax, honey,

minerals, drugs, gums, etc., would be pleased to

hear from Canadian shippers of their lines.

7. A company using considerable quantities of

asbestos is prepared to hear from Canadian owners

of developed deposits of asbestos of good quality.

TWINE FACTORY IN CHATHAM.

The promoters of The Chatham Binder

Twine Co. report that stock has been so

readily subscribed that the factory is an

assured fact. Mr. Cummings, one of the

directors, has gone to Montreal and other

points to make definite arrangements for

the binder twine factory.

STEEL PLANT FOR OTTAWA.

It is understood that Canadian and

United States capitalists will soon erect and

operate in Ottawa a steel plant for the

manufacture of tools and hardware.
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CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

A GOOD CATALOGUE OF SPECIALTIES.

The catalogue of The Dowswell Manufac-

turing Co., Limited, for 1901 is one that

should interest all Canadian hardware

dealers. It comprises full illustrated de-

scriptions of the clothes wringers, washing

^nachines, mangles, revolving barrel churns,

egg crates, lawn swings, garden hose reels,

butter workers, and repairs for these goods,

which are manufactured by them.

The reputation this firm has obtained for

producing up-to-date goods, and the great

range in design, price and quality of their

product is such that every salesman who

handles these lines should make himself

familiar with the contents of this book. A
copy of it can be had from either the Hamil-

ton office or from the eastern agents of the

firm, W. L. Haldimand & Son, 32 and 34

St. Dizier street, Montreal.

'an attractive catalogue.

We have just received a copy of Boeckh

Bros. & Company's 1901 catalogue, which

is more attractive this year than in former

years. The cover is of an exceptionally

neat design, and, while the coloring is not

too bright, it is rich in its effect.

The late date of its appearance, we are

informed, was due to the revising of the

prices on all lines, and many reductions

have been made, where it was possible,

without cutting the quality of the goods.

It will be worth your while to write for

this useful book. It will prove "a friend,

indeed" when you are making up your

orders.

ST.'JOHN HARDWAREMEN MEET.

Tke »eventh annual meeting of the St.

John (N.B,) Iron and Hardware Association

was held a few days ago in the board of

trade rooms. The following officers were

elected :

President—S. Hayward.

Vice- President— P. Carmichael.

Secretary-Treasurer—J. J. Barry.

Directors— R. B. Emerson, W. H. Thome and
Thomas McAvity.

The following resolution was unanimously

adopted :

" That the association lament the

death of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen

Victoria, and desire to record our great

sympathy for the irreparable loss that the

British Empire has sustained, and at the

^.me time express our devotion to her

worthy successor, King Edward VII.

" Further resolved, that, in consequence

of the death of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,

the usual annual dinner be not held this

year."

The Swansea Forging Co., Limited,

Swansea, Ont., is applying for permission

to surrender their charter of incorporation.

Paint 1is Paint—to a certain extent. Perhaps

it looks alike to you ; but is it ? How about

its working qualities, its wearing qualities ?

Are you handling paints that sell, and sell

again ? Does your paint trade increase as it

ought ?

RAMSAYS PAINTS
will increase your trade, and bring you money,
because they are the best that are made in

paints, and at the lowest cost. Once sold they

sell again—all your work is not for nothing.

A paint that won't sell again is direct loss for

you—don't you think so ?

A. RAMSAY & SON,
Est'd 1842

PAINTMAKERS, MONTREAL.

DIAMOND VISE AND DRILLING ATTACHMENT
U. S. Patent Jan. 15, '95. Canadian Patent July 22, '95.

JAWS are faced with steel % inch wide, 4 inches long,
firmly fastened to jaw, checked and hardened.

VISE weighs 38 pounds. DRILL weighs 13 pounds.
For Site by Jobbers of Hardware.

Made by—
The Adims Company, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
Made by A. R. Woodyatt & Co., Guelph, Ont

Here it i^ff^jr*
THE NEW CENTURY

BANNER
COLD BLAST
LANTERN

I Patented January, 1901)

Possesses the following advantages over

all other makes :

Handsome In Design.
Perfect In Construction.
Magnificent Light—20 Candle Power.

The Lantern of the age for outside light, either on
land or sea. Every BANNER Lantern has a brass
plate bearing our name and guarantee.

The Ontario Lantern Co ,

Hamilton, Ont.

WALTER GROSE, Montreal,
Sole Selling Agent.
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, February 8, 1901.

HARDWARE.
ALTHOUGH trade is not brisk, it

seems to be in a healthy condition.

Business runs principally in shelf

goods for immediate delivery, while for later

shipment all lines are in demand. The
travellers are booking nice orders for spring

and summer goods, and in most lines there

seems to be no hesitation in ordering good

supplies. One of the healthiest signs in the

hardware trade at the present moment is

the fact that stocks throughout the country

are light, and, if the consumptive demand

comes on at all brisk, the wholesalers and

manufacturers must soon feel it. Merchants

have been buying on a falling market, and

their stocks are now pretty well cleared out.

This is proven by the number of letter and

sorting orders that are being received. The

feature of the week is the unsettled condition

of the horse nail market. The general run

of discounts now seems to be 50, 10 and 5

per cent, on oval head, and 50, 10 and 10

per cent, on countersunk head. The

Canada Horse Naii Co. have decided to

inaugurate a new price list altogether, men-

tion of which will be found in another

column. Their discounts will also be

different. That the American wire market

is improving is shown by the fact that The

American Steel and Wire Co. have raised

their prices of plain and barb wire and wire

nails $2 per ton. This will not directly

affect Canadian values, but it shows the

trend of the market. Screws have taken a

slump since our last report, due to a trade

war being carried on by American manu-

facturers. All manufacturers' supplies, such

as bolts, nuts and rivets, are in good de-

mand. Payments are fair.

Barb Wire—Trade is quiet, with few

transactions occurring. The price is still

$3.20 f.o.b. Montreal in less than carlots.

Galvanized Wire—This line is feature-

less at present. The market is steady. We
quote : No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge

#3-55 I
No. 9, S3. 10; No. io, $3.75;

No. ii, 83.85; No. 12, #3.25 ; No. 13,

$3.35; No. 14, $4-25; No. 15, $4-75 '<

No. 16, $5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire — The feature in

this line is that the price has been advance^

loc. per 100 lb. across the border. The

price here remains the same, $2.80 per

100 lb.

Fine Steel Wire—The usual demand
continues. The discount is iy}4 percent,

off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire — There is

nothing new to note. A fair trade is being

done. Discounts are 55 and 2^ per cent,

on brass, and 50 and z% per cent, on

copper.

Fence Staples—Trade is of a limited

character. We quote : $3.25 for bright,

and $3.75 for galvanized, per keg of

100 lb.

Wire Nails—The advance on the part

of the American Wire and Steel Company

affects this product in the United States

also. Trade here is quiet and consists of a

small sorting nature. We quote 52.85 for

small lots and #2.75 for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, London,

Gananoque, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails—Inquiry is very small, and,

Samson
<?\ Bottoms
Wear LONG

SMOOTH
FOREVER

They are made from pne piece of heavy sheet steel, heavily tinned after being made up. A
y% inch iron rod is fastened in bottom rim making it solid. Always wear round and smooth.

CANNOT BREAK AND LEAVE RAGGED EDGES .

THE MOST SANITARY BOTTOM MADE. *

Milk can and cheese vat tinned sheets carried in stock at Montreal and London.

Prices Cheerfully Given. —

The McClary Mfg. Co.
LONDON TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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DISPLAY
Your stock on the front of

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
and your store will be a great attraction

to customers.

Prices and full particulars from

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., Toronto.

X.B. -Don't forget we make boxes to fit your pres-
ent shelving.

Drain Pipes

Portland Cements
Fire Bricks

Contractors' and

Founders' Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 Wellington street, MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

™i CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, OUT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

* DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND " DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and othpr Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

as is to be expected at this time of year,

trade is dull. Prices are steady. We quote

as follows : $2. 35 for small and $2.25 for

carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25 per cent,

discount; coopers' nails, 30 per cent,

discount.

Horse Nails—On account of the open

prices that are now prevailing the condition

of the horse nail market is unsettled. The
ruling discounts are 50, 10 and 5 per cent,

on oval head 50, 10 and 10 per cent, on

countersunk head. " C " brand has been

put on a new price list and has a discount

of its own.

Horseshoes — Trade keeps up remark-

ably well and the market is in a good

condition. We quote : Iron shoes, light

and medium pattern, No.2 andlarger,$3.5o;

No. 1 and smaller, $3.75 ; snow shoes, No.

2 and larger, $3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$4.00 ; X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5,

No. 2 and larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.85 ; feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe

weight steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b.

Montreal ; f.o.b. Hamilton, London and

Guelph, ioc. extra.

Poultry Netting — Business seems to

have started very well, dealers buying freely

at a discount of 50 and 5 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—Values remain at

$1.35 per 100 sq. ft. Business continues

as before.

Freezers— New price lists have been

issued and orders are being booked. "Peer-

less
'

' is quoted as follows :
" Two quarts,

J1.85 ; 3 quarts, $2.10; 4 quarts, $2.50;

6 quarts, $3.20 ; 8 quarts, $4 ; 10 quarts.

$5.25 ; 12 quarts, $6 ; 16 quarts, with fly

wheel, $11 ; toy, 1 pint, J1.40.

Screen Doors and Windows —Fair-

sized orders are being booked at old figures.

We quote: Screen doors, plain cherry finish,

$8.25 per doz.; do. fancy, $11.50 per doz.;

windows, $2.25 to $3 .50 per doz.

Screws—Again, on account of the war

being waged by the manufacturers of the

United States, values have declined here.

Discounts are now as follows-: Flat head

bright, Zyyi and 10 per cent, offlist; round

head bright, 82% and 10 per cent. ; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The country manufacturers have

been placing some good orders for imme-

diate shipment this week. Discounts are :

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent. ; machine bolts,

65 per cent. ; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4#c. per lb. offlist ; hexagon

nuts, 4&c. per lb. offlist ; tire bolts, 67^
per cent.; stove bolts, 67 j£ percent.

Building Paper — Spring business is

being done as before. We quote as fol-

lows : Tarred felt, 51.70 per 100 lb.; 2 ply,

TINPLATES
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,"
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

All s zes and gauges imported.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with

—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE 5. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE &CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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T HERE is an old saying .
" You cannot get too

much of a good thing." That is why we

keep harping at you about

ELASTILITE VARNISH

As Follows
'c'C

/6/>MrAr,'s 16 Pints

12 Quarts <SHi\ir6iii

^^3 g/lt-'S^D-

If you get tired reading our ads. about it, send for one of

the above cabinets and you will never have to tire yourself

talking to sell it. One can sells another. You cannot afford

to be without it.

-MANUFACTURED ONLY BY—

£ Imperial Varnish k Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil Screen Doors

Paints Lawn Mowers

Window Glass Cordage

Building Paper Paris Green

Harvest Tools Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

ready roofing, 8oc. per roll ; 3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, #28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — Some fair orders have

been placed this week. The discount on

best iron rivets, section, carriage, and

wagon box, black rivets, tinned do., coop-

ers' rivets and tinned swedes rivets,

60 and 10 per cent.; swedes iron burrs are

quoted at 55 per cent, off; copper rivets, 35

and 5 per cent, off; and coppered iron rivets

and burrs, in 5 -lb. carton boxes, are quoted

at 60 and 10 percent, off list.

Cordage—A fair trade continues to be

done at last week's quotations. Manila

is quoted at 13c. per lb. for 7-16 and larger;

sisal at 9c, and lathyarn 9c. per lb. In

small lots yic. per lb. higher is charged.

Spades and Shovels—Trade is rather

small. The discount is still 40 and 5 per

cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools — A little business is

being done on future account at 50, 10 and

5 per cent, discount.

Tacks — The demand is seasonable.

We quote : Carpet tacks, in dozens and

bulk, blued 80 and 5 per cent, discount

;

tinned, 80 and 10 per cent.; cut tacks,

blued, in dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, dis-

count.

Churns—Some spring business is being

done at a discount of 56 per cent.

Firebricks — Business is dull. The

price is unchanged at #18.50 to #26, as to

brand.

Cement — Supplies are not wanted.

We quote: German, $2.50 to $2.65; Eng-

lish, $2.40 to $2.50; Belgian, $1 90 to

$2.15 per bbl.

MKTAL.F.

The demand for metals on local and

country account is not large for immediate

shipment, but in all lines, except for Can-

ada plate, spring business is being done.

Pig Iron—Canadian pig is worth about

#19 on the Montreal market, Summerlee

bringing $24 to #25.

Bar Iron—The feeling is steady. The
rolling mills report the demand brisk and

prices well maintained. Dealers are ask-

ing #1.65 to #1.70 per 100 lb.

Black Sheets—A small seasonable de-

mand has been felt this week. Prices rule

at $2. 80 for 8 to 16 gauge; $2.85 for 26

gauge, and $2 90 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron— Some important

orders have been placed this week at un-

changed figures. We quote: No. 28 Queen's

Head, $5 to $5.10 ; Apollo, 10^ oz., $5 to

$5.10; Comet, No. 28, $4.50, with 25c.

allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—The statistics for the

end of January show on the half-month a de-

crease of 350 tons in American stocks, and

an increase in afloats of 300 tons. The

cable advices report a firmer market, and,

although there is not much activity, prices

are steady. Values here rule about i7#c.

Ingot Tin—The statistics for the end of

the month are unfavorable, but the actual

figures do not surprise the market. The

visible supply for America increased 2,440

tons, and the total visible supply increased

2,131 tons. The market is quiet at 32 to

33C
Lead—The price of lead is steady at

#4 65.

Lead Pipe—A small demand only is be-

ing felt and the market is quiet. We quote :

7c. for ordinary and 7#c. for composition

waste, with 15 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—There is no change to note.

We quote as follows: Black pipe, }i, 53

per 100ft. ; ft. $3 ; #, 53 ; tf, $3.15 ;

i-in.,$4.5o; i^,#6.io; i#,$7.28; 2-in.,

59-7S- Galvanized, #, #4.60 ; %, $$.2$ ;

1 in., $7.50 ; 1 %, #9.80 ; 1'A, $11.75 I
2 '

in., $16.

Tinplates—Spring shipments are being
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arranged for now. The ruling figures for

immediate delivery are $4.50 for coke and

$4.75 for charcoal.

Canada Plate—Business is rather slow

on spring account. Some shipments for

immediate requirements are being made.

We quote: 52's, $2.90; 6o's, 53 ;
75's,

$3.10; full polished, $3.75, and galvanized,

H $4.60.

Tool Steel -We quote: Black Diamond,

8c; Jessop's 13c.

Steel—No change. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, 51.85 ; tire, #1.95 ; spring, $2.75 ;

machinery, $2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates— Some few shipments

mm are being made. We quote $8.25.

Swedish Iron—Unchanged at #4 25.

Coil Chain — A good business is being

done in coil chain. American manufactur-

ers report that they are very busy. We
quote: No. 6, 11 lAc; No. 5,10c; No. 4,9^0.;

No. 3, 9c; j^-inch, 7%c. per lb.; 5-16,

$4.60; 5-16 exact, $5.10; }i, 54.20; 7-16,

$4.00; %, $3.75; 9-i6, $3.65; %, $3-35;

#>53- 2 5; H> $3-2o; i-in., $3.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6#c.

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c

GLASS.
Quite a large number of import orders

have been booked this week on a basis of

$1.75 for first break of 50 feet and $1.85

for second break. Small shipments are

being made from stock. We quote as

follows : First break, $2 ; second, $2.10

for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, $3. 80 ;

second, $4 ; third, $4.50; fourth, 54.75;

fifth, $5.25; sixth, 555.75, and seventh,

$6.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The feature of the paint and oil market is

the series of slumps in linseed oil for sum-
mer delivery on the English market; during

the last two weeks it has declined 9c. per

gal. This is due to the dullness prevailing

in London, and low speculative offers have
been made in anticipation of a huge River
Platte crop. A reaction is expected. There
has been no change locally as light stocks

keep values firm, but linseed oil buyers are

holding off, buying merely from hand-to-

mouth. Last week in nearly all depart-

ments of the paint and oil business was
decidedly flat. Saturday was universally

observed as a holiday throughout the

Dominion. It is thought that a brisk trade

will not be done for a week or 10 days, as

the weather is very severe and indoor paint-

ing and finishing has been seriously inter

-

^b fered with. White lead is looking brighter

in the Old Country. Values in varnishes,

dry colors and painters' supplies are gener-
ally unchanged. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, 56.75 ; No. 1, $6.37^ ; No. 2,

56 ; No. 3, 55.62^, and No. 4, 55.25, all

f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

Dry White Lead— 55.75 in casks;
kegs, 56.

Red Lead — Casks, $5.50; in kegs,

55-75-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.

1, 6^c; in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7^c.

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

52 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, $2. 15

;

bladders, in barrels, $2. 20 ; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.35; in tins,

52.45 to 52.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c; boiled, 83c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

-open, net cash, plus 2c for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oihawaat 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 59c; 2 to 4
bbls

, 58c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51 .25 to 51.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^ to 9J^c in wholesale
lots, and }£c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47^ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c
Naval Stores — We quote : Resinsr

52.75 to 54 5°. as to brand ; coal tar, 53.25
to 53 75 ; cotton waste, 4J^ to 5^c fo,

colored, and 6 to 7%c. for white ; oakum,

5^ to 6y£c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, 17 %c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages. i8j£c; ^-lb. packages, 2o)4c.;

lib. tins, i9^c; J^-lb. tins, 21 y£c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The market continues inactive, with

values steady. Dealers are paying the fol-

lowing prices in the country : Heavy
copper and wire, 13 to I3^c per lb. ; light

copper, 12c ; heavy brass, 12c; heavy
yellow, $)4 to 9c ; light brass, 6% to

7c; lead, 2% to 3c per lb.; zinc, 2% to

2_^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, 513 to 514 per

gross ton; No. 1 cast, 513 to 51 4; stove

plate, 58 to 59; light iron, No. 2, 54 a ton;

malleable and steel, 54-

PETROLEUM

.

A steadier business continues. We quote :

"Silver Star," 15 to 16c. ; "Imperial
Acme," i6>£ to i7^c. ;

" S C. Acme,"
18 to 19c, and " Pratt's Astral," 19 to

20c
HIDES.

Dealers still report trade slow, on account
of poor demand from the tanners. Dealers
are paying 7JS^c for No. 1 light, and tanners

are asked to pay 8>£c for carlots. We
quote: Light hides, 7>£c for No. 1; 6_^c
for No. 2, and 5>£c. for No. 3. Lambskins,
90c

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, February 9, 1901.

HARDWARE.
ALTHOUGH trade is not active it is

more so than it was a week ago.

Nearly all orders for prompt ship-

ment are small and of a sorting up nature.

Quite a few orders are being booked for

future delivery, but these also are small.

The orders that are being booked for future

delivery are mostly poultry netting, screen

doors and windows, green wire cloth,

spades and shovels, harvest tools, etc.

Barb wire has been advanced 52 per ton in

the United States, but no change has been

made in prices for the Canadian market.

Locally, barb wire is dull. The same ap-

plies to galvanized wire. In smooth steel

wire, business is light. Business in wire

nails is still small, while cut nails are dull.

Horse nails are moving a little better since

the reduction in prices. Horseshoes are

quiet. Cutlery and sporting goods continue

quiet. Business, if anything, is a little

better in screws. Very little is being done

in enamelled ware and a moderate sorting-

up trade is to be noted in tinware. Pay-

ments are on the whole fair.

Barb Wire—Scarcely anything is doing

in barb wire. Notwithstanding an advance

of 52 per ton in the price in the United

States, the combination over there has not

so far made any change in prices for the

Canadian market. We still, therefore, quote

52.97 f.o.b. Cleveland for less than carlots,

and 52.85 in carlots. From stock, Toronto,

53 10 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire—This is also higher

in the United States, but unchanged here,

with business almost nill, We quote : Nos.

6, 7 and 8, 53-55 > No. 9- $3- IQ ; No. 10,

53.75; No. 11, 53-85; No. 12,53 25; No. 13,

53.35; No. 14, 54 25; No. 15, 54 75, and
No. 16, 55.

Smooth Steel Wire—A few orders for

oiled and annealed for future delivery have

been booked during the past week, but

nothing is doing in the way of immediate
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shipment in this particular line. A little,

howevor, is being done in hay-baling wire

for present shipment. The base price is

$2.80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails—Business is small indeed,

and disappointing to most jobbers. The

little that is being done is of a hand-to-

mouth character. The base price is

unchanged at $2. 85 per keg for less than

carlots and $2.75 for carlots. The advance

of $2 per ton in the United States does not

appear in any way to affect the Canadian

market.

Cut Nails—Business is almost nil in cut

nails, and the proportion is even more un-

unsatisfactory than that in wire nails. The

base price is $2.35 per keg.

Horseshoes — Business is only moder-

ate, with prices unchanged We quote

f.o.b. Toronto : Iron shoes, No. 2 and

largar, light, medium and heavy, $3.60 ;

snow shoes, $3. 85 ; light steel shoes, S3. 70;

featherweight (all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoe*,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4. ;

light steel shoes, $5.9$ ; featherweight (all

sizes), #4.95.

Horse Nails—An error was made last

week in quoting " C " brand at 50, 10 and

5 per cent, the price for that brand not

having been fixed. A new list of prices

and new discounts have been issued, and

the latter is now 50 and 7 y£ per cent. On
other brands of oval head horse nails the

discount is 50, 10 and 5 per cent., as noted

last week, and on countersunk head, 50, 10

and 10 per cent. Since the reduction in

prices business has been a little better in

horse nails.

Screws—Trade is fair with an indication

that people are inclined to buy a little more

freely since the reduction in prices were

made. It is a fact worthy of note that the

decline in wood screws is over 43 per cent,

from the highest point. Discounts are: Flat

head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent.; round

head bright, 82^ and 10 per cent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent. Round head

bronze is unchanged at 65 per cent., and

flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts — Just a moderate

business is being done. We quote as

follows : Carriage bolts (Norway), full

square, 70 per cent. ; carriage bolts, full

square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.

;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4>£c. off; nuts, hexagon,

43^c. off; tire bolts, 67% per cent.; stove

bolts, 67 j£ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs— Rather a small

trade is to be noted in this line. Discount,

60 and 10 per cent, on iron rivets, 55 per

cent, on iron burrs, and 35 and 5 per cent,

on copper rivets and burrs.

Rope—Business continues quiet, with

quotations as before. We quote as fol-

lows : Sisal, 9c. per lb. base, and manila,

13c; cotton rope, 3-16 in. and larger,

i6%c.\ 5-32 in., 21 %c. t
and % in., 22%c.

per lb.

Binder Twine — Very little is being

done. We quote : Pure manila, io^c. per

lb.; mixed, &% c. per lb. ; sisal, 7^ c. per

lb.

Cutlery—Taking it altogether, trade is

not very brisk. The feature of business in

this line is the demand on British Colum-

bian account which the wholesalers are

experiencing.

Sporting Goods — Business in this line

is quiet and featureless.

Green Wire Cloth—A fairly good trade

on future account is being done at $1.35 per

100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — The

improvement noted last week in this line

for future delivery has been maintained,

quite a few orders having been received

during the week.

Enamelled Ware—Business in this line

is still quiet, being only of a small sorting-

up nature.

Tinware—There is still a good demand

for milk can trimmings, and delivery is

beginning to be made of sap buckets and

sap spouts.

Eavetrough — An occasional order is

being booked for spring delivery. Prices

are without change.

Harvest Tools — Some business for

future delivery has been done during the

past week. Discount 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—A little business

for spring delivery is also to be noted in this

line. Discount 40 and 5 per cent.

Poultry Netting—A fairly good trade

on future account is still being done. Dis-

count on Canadian, 50 and 5 per cent.

Cement—There is nothing doing. We
nominally quote in barrel lots : Canadian

Portland, $2. 80 to #3 ; Belgian, $2.75 to #3;

English do., $3 ; Canadian hydraulic

cements, $1. 25 to 81.50; calcined plaster,

$1.90 ; asbestos cement, $2.50 per bbl.

METAL,S.

Business in metals during the past week

has been a little more active lately. The

most active lines are Canada plates and

galvanized sheets. Our quotations on terne

plates are 25c. lower.

Pig Iron—Business is quiet and prices

are rather easy. We quote $17 for Cana-

dian iron in 100-ton lots.

Bar Iron—Business is fair, with the base

price ruling at $165 to $1.70 per 100 lb.

f\ k IX|™\/'0 The original and only Genuint Pre-

I 1 11 |\ P T «N paration for Cleaning Cutlery.Uni\LI \J 6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON'
KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England,
Agent :

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL,

gCOVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
' ft'AU-.-t ^1 Largest Variety,

Toilet, Hand, Electric Power

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
So©ep Shearing Machine*.

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOB CATALOOUB TO

Asaarlaaa Shearer Mfg. Co.. Naahna. H.H..CB4

Don't Forget the Name. . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRINGS

Strong, Quick, Reliable, Effective.

Will close a door against any pressure of wind. Far
ahead of ordinary door springs, pneumatic or other-
wise. Ask your wholesaler.

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

BJRMAN & SONS', LIMITED cuppers
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Field Marshal Lord Roberta.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, Petrolia, Ont

Pullman Sash Balance Co,

Makers of the

"Pullman"
Hardware
Specialties

Main Office and Works,

Rochester, N.Y.. U.S.A.
On aale all round the globe.
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Pig Tin—A fair movement is to be noted

in this line, and prices are unchanged at 32

to 33c. per lb. Tin is lower in London, but

steady in New York.

Tinplates—Trade is fairly good and

stocks, with 'at least some houses, are

becoming depleted. Prices are unchanged.

Tinned Sheets—A few shipments are

being made for milk can purposes, but,

generally speaking, trade is quiet.

Terne Plates—These are lower, at

$8.50 to $10.50. Business is light.

Black Sheets—Trade has been active

during the week in both large and small

lots. The base price is $3 30, as reduced

last week.

Galvanized Sheets — The demand is

fair, and quite a few orders have been booked

for future delivery. American are quoted at

$4.50, and English at $4 75.

Canada PlatAs—A few lots are going

out, but trade is, *on the whole, quiet. A
few orders have been booked for importa-

tion during the week. We quote: All dull,

$3 ; half and half, $3 15, and all bright,

$3.65 to $3.75-

Iron Pipe—Business is rather quiet this

week with prices as before. We quote :

Black pipe % in., $3. 00; y% in., S3 00; yi

in., #3 05; % in., $3.20; 1 in., $4. 60; 1%
in., $6.35; 1 ^in., $7.55; 2 in., $10.10.

Galvanized pipe is as follows : ]/z in.,

$4.65; tf in., $5.35; 1 in., $7 25; 1% in.,

$9-75; 1 'A in -i $"-25; 2 in., $15 50.

Hoop Steel—Business in this line has

improved a little during the past week. The

base price is still $3.10.

Copper—Ingot copper is quiet, but in

sheet copper a fair trade has been experi-

enced during the past week. We quote :

Ingot, 19 to 20c; bolt or bar, 23^ to 25c;

sheet, 23 to 23 j^c.

Brass—A fair trade is to be noted. Dis-

count on rod and sheet 15 per cent.

Solder—A fairly active trade has been

experienced during the past week. We
quote : Bar, half-and-half, guaranteed, 19c;

ditto, commercial, i8^c. ; refined, i8j£c;

wiping, 18;.

Lead—No improvement is to be noted,

the demand still being light at 4^ to 5c.

Zinc Spelter—Trade is quiet at 6 to

6j£c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—A fair trade is to be noted

in this line. We quote casks at $675 to

$7, and part casks at $7 to $7.50.

Antimony—Business in this line is quiet,

the improvement noted last week evidently

not having been maintained. We quote 1

1

to IIJ^C.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The movement is light at the moment,

but a large number of orders are coming in

for spring delivery. The markets are steady.

L'nseed oil declined 4c. per gal. here last

84,000 Daily Production.
5 Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sala ail

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London EC —128 Hope Street, Glas-
gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."
Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS of every description.

Reliable Tools at low prices.

A. SHAW & SON, 52 Rahere St., Goswell Rd„ London, B.C.. Eng The oldest house in the
trade, lineal successors of the inventor and patentee, J SHAW.

Saturday, and is now steady at the new

prices. Turpentine and white lead are

firm. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6 87^; No. 1, $6.50; No. 2. $6. 12 yi;

No. 3, $5. 75; No. 4 $5 37 '<£; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 5601b.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.
; $5. 25 to $5 50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7yic.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c.

Whiting — 60c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 75 to 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Faris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 1 7c.

;

50 and ioo-lb. drums, 17 yic; 25-lb. drums,

18c. ; 1 lb. papers, lSyic. ; i-lb. tins, i<j%c.
;

yz lb. papers, 2oj^c; J^ lb. tins, 21 y£c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., #2.20; blad

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2.
1 5 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1 .90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, #2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10;. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1 .20 to $1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io^c. per lb. and ioyi to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 76c.

;

boiled, 79c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 75c;
boiled, 78c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, 2c. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 59c; 2

to 4 barrels, 58c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per
gallon extra will be added, and for 5-gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,
80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
There is not yet any information re prices

on glass for import. The movement from
stock is light at steady figures. We
still quote first break locally : Star,

in 50-foot boxes, $2.10, and 100-foot

boxes, #4; double diamond under 26united
inches, #6, Toronto, Hamilton and Lon-
don ; terms 4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
The movement is moderate though the

demand is good. Prices are firm. We quote
jobbers' prices as follows: Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 55c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 35c; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,
12c. per lb. ; bottoms, io%c. ; heavy
copper, I2^c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c. ;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c. ; heavy red brass, loyic; scrap
lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2j£c ; scrap rubber, 6^c;
good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c; clean
dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is falling off somewhat.

Prices are steady. We quote: Pratt's

Astral, 17 to I7j£c. in bulk (barrels, $1
extra) ; American water white, 17 to

I7j^c. in barrels ; Photogene, 16% to

17c; Sarnia water white, 16 to ldyic in

barrels; Sarnia prime white, 15 to i5>£c. in

barrels.
COAL.

Pea size is firm at the high prices now
quoted. Other sizes are steady, with a
scarcity of nut. We quote anthracite on
cars Buffalo and bridges : Grate, $4. 75
per gross ton and 54.24 per net ton ; egg,

stove and nut, ^5 per gross ton and $4. 46
per net ton.

MARKET NOTES.

Linseed oil was reduced 4c. last Saturday.
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MONTREAL RETAIL ASSOCIATION.

THE Montreal Retail Hardware Associ-

ation held another well attended,

enthusiastic and fruitful meeting at

the Monument National last Wednesday

evening.

President Martineau occupied the chair,

and associated with him about the table

were, besides the secretary, ist Vice-

President D. Drysdale and 2nd Vice-

President L. J. A. Surveyer. Among others

present were: A.Prudhomme, J.Prudhomme,

U. Granger, W. Granger, E. D. Colleret,

Leger (Lecroix & Leger), L. Prevost,

Huberdeau, Chausse, Leblanc, Belanger,

Jubinville, Watts, Mailhot, Leblanc and

Mederic Martineau.

When the minutes had been read and

approved, the president scanned the faces

of the audience to see if he could seek out,

any of the tar-paper manufacturers who

had been invited to the meeting to discuss

the common interests of the manufacturers

and retailers. Unsuccessful, he appealed to

the secretary who read a letter from Mr.

Patterson, stating that he would be unable

to come on account of sickness. The

absence of the other invited guests was not

explained. However, a copy of a letter

from the Canada Hardware Company to the

Patterson Manufacturing Company was read,

showing that at least one wholesale house

has recognized the question of the retailers'

pleas and is willing to aid them in the attain -

ment of their objects. It read as follows :

The Patterson Manufacturing Co., Montreal.

Dear Sirs,— Replying to yours of yesterday, we
are pleased to say that we are of the op nion that

the members of the Retail Hardware Association
should be allowed 5 per cent, off the face of the in-

voice on building paper, coal tar, etc., as we know
for a fact that the merchants of Montreal in general

are selling these goods at a loss, as they have to

compete with some of the smaller jobbers who are

selling to consumers, and some large retailers who
can buy the maximum quantity, so that the ordinary
merchants are obliged to sell these goods at cost 10

keep their customers. We are also of the opinion
that the jobbers should be allowed to give same
rebates for same amount as the manufacturers, so
that we can fill the orders of the larger buyers who
can purchase $1,200 worth in a year.

Trusting this will have your consideration, we
remain,

Yours truly,

The Canada Hardware Co.,
Per A. M. St. Arnaud, Mgr.

This letter aroused a keen discussion.

Finally, Mr. Watts moved, seconded by

Mr. Mailhot, that a delegation be appointed

to wait on the manufacturers to explain to

them the objects and aims of the associa-

tion, the present difficulties of the retailers,

and to ask them for a rebate of 7^ per

cent, for the members of the association, to

be paid every six months. This motion

passed unanimously and the interviewing

committee will be Messrs. Martineau, Prud-

homme, Surveyer and Drysdale. A report

upon these interviews may be expected next

meeting, February 20.

A discussion then took place upon the

fact of the wholesalers selling retail and the

idea seemed to prevail that their entreaties

had had no effect as yet. Some members

threw out plans by whrch the retailers them-

selves might do something to have this

practice discontinued or at least curtailed.

One member said that a certain hardware

merchant was getting his customers into the

habit of going to the wholesale houses by

sending them there for goods which he did

not have in stock. An attempt will be

made to have this stopped.

Mr. Belanger proposed, seconded by Mr.

Huberdeau, that the committee appointed

to wait on the paper manufacturers should

also be charged with the duty of visiting

the wholesalers and urging upon them the

necessity of going out of the retail business.

Adopted.

Mr. Mederic Martineau gave a notice of

motion that Lacroix & Leger be admitted to

the membership of the association at the

next meeting.

Mr. Martineau also proposed a resolution

of condolence to be tendered to Mr. E.

Lecours, of Amoit, Lecours & Lariviere,

who has lately passed through sad bereave-

ment on account of the death of his wife.

In the motion was included the idea that the

letter of condolence be published in the

daily newspapers and Hardware and

Metal. The president suggested that the

latter paper be paid for the publication of

this item, but a representative present in-

formed him that this paper never published

any paid reading-matter, and that the pub

Ushers would be pleased to publish an item

of this character.

The gathering then adjourned to Wed-

nesday, February 20.

HONORS FOR MR IRVING.

As Mr. John Irving, the newly appointed

agent for the Nova Scotia Steel Co., was

taking leave of his firm, The Montreal

Rolling Mills Co., last week, a family

gathering was held in the manager's office,

Montreal, and Mr. Irving was presented

with a purse by the firm and a handsome

cabinet of cut glassware by his fellow-

employes. Mr. Irving leaves with his

former associates' best wishes for his

success in New Glasgow.

CRAMP STEEL WORKS STARTED.

The mayor of Collingwood, Mr. T. Silver,

was a visitor at the Parliament buildings on

Wednesday. Mr. Silver was there in con-

nection with some additional water lots

which the town proposes giving the Cramp

Ontario Steel Co. The work on the com-

pany's ore docks will commence this week,
and, it is said, that when completed they
will be superior to the best ore docks at

Cleveland. Mr. Silver says that the town is

booming. Work is being carried on at the
steel shipyard on the new steel ship for the

Beatty Line. This ship will be one of the
finest on the great lakes. The Cramp
Ontario Steel Co. intend doing as much as

possible in excavating the ground for their 1

furnaces this winter. They expect to blow
in the first furnace in October next.

ADVANCE IN WIRE AND WIRE NAILS
Iron Age. January 31 : An advance was

made on January 20, by The American
Steel and Wire Co. to take effect at once, of

$2 per ton on wire nails and plain and barb
wire. The advance came unexpectedly to

the trade, as no intimation had been given
of an advance at this time. It should be
borne in mind, however, that shipments
from Pittsburgh after February i, to points

affected by the reduction in freights will not

net the full advance of io5. The announce-
ment of a reduction in freight rates has not

had the effect of increasing orders for future

delivery to any noticeable extent. Quota-
tions at the advance are as follows, f.o.b,

Pittsburgh, terms 60 days, or 2 per cent,

discount for cash in 10 days :

To jobbers in carload lots $2 30
To jobbers in less than carload lots 2 35
To retailers in carload lots 2 40
To retailers in less than carload lots 2 50

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. Duncan Gunn, hardware merchant,

Manitou, Man., is in Toronto this week.

MAKES BUSINESS BETTER.
Editor Hardware and Metal,—We

have just bought over the stock of Adams &
Coate, Kingsville, Ont., and, as we feel that

the hardware business is far easier to run
with such a valuable paper as yours, we
would ask you to send it regularly to us,

beginning February 2, 1901.

Telfer & Oliver.

King-sville, Ont., February 2 1901.

CEALED TENDERS addressed to the undersigned, and
13 endorsed "Tenier for Elev.it >r Wharf Extension at
Depot Harbour, Ont." will be received at this ortioe until
Fridiy, 22nd February, 1901, for the construction of an
addition ill length to the Elevator Wharf at Depot Harbour,
Mmkoka District, Ontario.

Plain and specifications can be seen at thij Department;
at the offices of Mr. H. A. Gray, resident engineer, Con-
federation Life Building, Toronto ; The Resident Engineer,
Room 411, Merchants Bank Building, St. James St., Mont-
real ; Mr. Ph. Beland, Clerk of Works, l'o t < iltire, Quebec,
and on application t»the Postmaster, at Parry Sound, Ont.
Forms of render can also be obtained at the above men-
tioned places.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will not be
considered unlets made on the printed forms supplied, and
signed with their actual signatures.

The contractor will be required to conform to regu'ations
to be made by the Governor-3eneral-iu-L'ouncil, respect-
ing the accommodation, medical treatment and sanitary
protsotion of thewjrking men employed on the work.

Each tender must be accompanied by an accepted cheque
on a chartered bank, made payable to the order or the
Honourable the Minitterof Public Works, for twenty-five
thousand dollars (425,000). The cheque will be forfeited if

the parly decline the contract or fail to complete the work
contracted for. If the tender be not accepted, the cheque
will be returned

The Department doej not bind itself to accept the lowest
or any tender.

By order,

J03 R. ROY,
Acting Secretary.

De.artmeut of Public Works of Canada.

Ottawa, January 22nd, 19i 1.

Newspapers inserting this advertisement without authority
from the Department, will not be paid for it. (7)
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BROWNIN G Automatic Repeating Pistol

' SEVEN SHOT-
SAFE, RAPID, ACCURATE

Catalogue and

Price on

Application.

CAVERHILL, LEARMONT & CO., - Montreal

a J9

BEAVER
Portland Cement
Stands the very highest requirements.

Great Strength—Absolute Soundness.

Extremely Finely Ground.

"THE MARSHALL"
Up-to-Date

Adjustable Display Stand

^ Window Dres:

THE CANADIAN PORTLAND CEMENT CO.,
Limited

Manufacturers,

Works at STRATHCONA and MARLBANK, ONT.

Daily Capacity 1,800 Barrels.

For Prices, Tests, etc., write

THE RATHBUN COMPANY
Sole Sale Agents ...DeSGrOtltO

Easily adjusted to

More than 20 Different Positions.

Having a ledge on each of the shelves to support the goods
when at different angles.

ORNAMENTAL, HIGHLY FINISHED,
STRONGLY MADE.

Manufactured by-

E. M. MARSHALL, ST IA
- T

Send for Catalogue and Prices
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REVISED HARDWARE TRADE PRICE LIST

HORSE .TRADE c MARK NAILS
No. U 1 2 I I 10

\
8 7 6 5 4

Length 3
l
/s 2j4 *x 2^ ty* 2^8 »tf 2>6 2 \"yi in.

List $ .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .22 .24 .28 •32 .48 cents

In boxes of 25-lbs. each, (either loose, or in 5-lb. cardboard packages).

Extra for 1 -lb. cardboard packages ^c. per lb. net.

RACE SHOE, OR PLATE NAILS.
EXTRA SELECTED.

No.

Length

List

*i Y? inch.

$2.50

i$4 inch.

1.50

3

1 24 inch. r~£hort Oval and

.75 per lb. t Short Csk.

In boxes of 5-lbs., 10-lbs and 25-lbs. each, i-lb. packages.

Discount, 50 per cent, and 7^ per cent, (to Hardware Trade only).

Delivered free on board cars or boat at Montreal.

Terms Cash : Discount 3 per cent, for prompt settlement within 30 days.

PATTERNS AND SIZES.

Oval Head
Nos. 4 to 14.

Short Oval

Nos. 1 to 8,

Countersunk Head
Nos. 5 to 12.

Short Countersunk

Nos. 3 to 8.

Revised and Adopted.

Montreal, Feb. 7th, 1901.

FARRIERS' PRICE LIST

HORSE TRADE c MARK NAILS
Adopted Feb. 7th, 1901

No. 14 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4

Length i
lA 2lA -V\ 2^ *% 2 -'S •X 2}i 2 lyi in.

Price $2.50 2.50 2.50

In boxes of 25-lbs.

2.50

each.

2.50 2-75 3.00. 3-5° 4.00 b.oo per box.

Terms Cash: Discount 3 per cent, for prompt settlement within 30 days.

SPECIAL NOTICE:

The above list represents the minimum retail prices at which our "(J"

brand Horse Shoe Nails may be sold to Farriers in the Provinces of Ontario,

Quebec, and Maritime Provinces.

CANADA HORSE NAIL COMPANY.
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THE SPECIAL NUMBER
r OF=

HARDWARE / METAL

which we are now preparing, will

be a very handsome one, and good

in every way. It will interest

readers, and pay advertisers.

As every retailer interested in

hardware and kindred lines will get

a copy, every manufacturer and

wholesaler should be represented

in the advertising pages.

The MacLean Publishing Co
LIMITED.

TORONTO.
MONTREAL.
LONDON, ENG
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, February 4. 1901.

BUSINESS continues exceedingly quiet,

and no change of price is reported.

Preparations for spring and the final

winding up of stock taking are the principal

employments at the various wholesale

houses.

Price list for the week is as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" 11 4 00
" 12 4 °5

13 4 20

14 4 35
15 + 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 45" 16 and 20 3 5o
10 3 55
8 365
6 3 7o

4 3 8
s

3 4 io
Cut nails, 3otooody 3 o

" 30 tO 40 3 Oj
" 10 to 16 3 i

8 3 15
6 3 2

4 3 3o
3 3 6

s

Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65

No. 2 and larger 4 40
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Steel, No. o to No. 1 495

No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4-5° basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 °°

Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00

Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50
20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00

Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50

24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 °°

28 gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 12 75
IXX " 14 75

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00

Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.
" Over2inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00
" # 10 50
" % and 5-16 11 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
" H 14 °°

% and 5-16 1450
Solder 21 %
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 75 and 10 p.c.

Round" " 70 p.c.

Flat " brass 70 p.c.

Round" " 60 and s p.c.

Coach 57# P-c.

Bolts, carriage 42^ p.c.

Machine 45 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c

Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c
Rivets, iron 5° P-c.

Copper, No. 8 5°c lb.

Spades and shovels 4° P-c
Harvest tool* 5°, »nd 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.

.

$2 50

No. 1 1 5°

No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 175
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

American , M 16 25
Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75

Chilled 7 50
Powder, F.F., keg 475

F.F.G 5 00
Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

" plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.
Water white American 24MC
Prime white American 23c.

Water white Canadian 21c.

Prime white Canadian 19c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68
Less than barrel lots 73

Linseed oil , raw 87
Boiled 90

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25%
Eldorado engine 24}^
Atlantic red 27K
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23 !4 to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61
Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 5 50
51 to 60 6 00
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2%
kegs " 2K

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 700

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, .per gal. $1.30 tojjSi.90

NOTES.

H. B. Ashelman, who has been in charge

of the National Cash Register Co.'s branch

in this city for the past year, is leaving to

rejoin his brother, B. F. Ashelman, in the

Fargo agency of the company, where he was

before coming to Winnipeg. Mr. Ashelman

has made many friends in the Canadian

West, who are sorry that he is returning to

his old home. Mr, Whipple, of Wisconsin,

succeeds Mr. Ashelman.

The partnership of Rosen & Duggan, '

Selkirk, has been dissolved, Jacob Duggan

continuing the business.

The new Commercial Club of Winnipeg

has purchased the old Ontario Bank for a

club house, and will have the same hand-

somely fitted for the new club. It is a

central location and admirably adapted

for the purpose. The club is making rapid

strides in membership.

ODD ADVERTISEMENTS.

An observer of the peculiarities of people

copied, according to an exchange, the

following from advertisements from various

sources :

"Annual sale on. Don't go elsewhere

to be cheated—come in here."

" A lady wants to sell her piano, as she

is going abroad in a strong iron frame."

" Mr. Brown, furrier, begs to announce

that he will make up gowns, capes, etc.,

for ladies of their own skins."

*' Bulldog for sale ; he will eat anything
;

very fond of children."

"Widow in comfortable circumstances

wishes to marry two sons."

"To be disposed of, a small phaeton, the

property of a gentleman with a movable

headpiece as good as new."

"ANCHOR" BRAND
Superfine Coach Colors

GROUND IN JAPAN.

Our Coach Colors are largely used by manufacturers, and are

giving general satisfaction.

The Pigments, Colors and Grinding Japans used are

all Of OUT own manufacture, ensuring uniformity in quality,

and permanence of color.

"Anchor" Coach Colors are quick sellers, and a profitable line

to keep in stock.

SAMPLE COLOR BOOKS ON APPLICATION.

We also manufacture a full line of High-Grade Coach Varnishes, and

have reason to know that our Pale Rubbing Varnish and Special Gold Size
Japan are the best on the market.

HENDERSON & POTTS,
HALIFAX AND MONTREAL.
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1901. THE MANUFACTURERS' LIST 1901.

BUYERS' GUIDE OF CANADA.

FOR UP-TO-DATE BUYERS.

There are few men in business

at the beginning of this 20th Cen-

tury who do not at times need the

information this book contains.

The smallest as well as the

largest buyer can profit by having

it at hand.

We do not tell you how to buy

goods. We suppose you know that

or you would not be in business.

We only tell you where you can get

any article manufactured in Canada

that you may want

.

We index 22,000 articles and

name 10,000 manufacturers in this

book.

We have to travel the length

and breadth of Canada to gather

this information, for it cannot be

got together intelligibly in any

other way.

This book is in the interests

of all manufacturing industries in

this country using electric, steam

or water power.

This work is just out of press,

bound in cloth, 8x10, stamped in

gold, and contains 483 pages. The

publication is compiled from a

personal canvass of the Dominion,

and VERIFIED to date.

There are 7,800 Manufacturers

alphabetically arranged for ad-

dressing purposes, giving the kind

of factory of each. In addition

to this, there are classified in

alphabetical order, and not in-

cluded in the above, 350 Butter

Factories and Creameries, 800

Cheese Factories, 250 Fish, Lob-

ster and Salmon Packing Houses,

150 Electric Light Plants. 45

Steam Railway Corporations, 500

Shippers of Grain, Eggs, Hides,

Wool, etc., etc. We also give a

list of 1,500 Merchants who carry

a full line of Hardware.

This work will fully meet your

requirements for Addressing, Buy-

ing or Selling purposes.

Mailed to any address on re-

ceipt of price, $5.00. Money in

letter at sender's risk. Express

or Money Orders cost but 5c,
which you can deduct from the

order. Personal cheques cost 25c.

for collection.

THE MANUFACTURERS' LIST CO.,

M. J. HENRY, Sole Proprietor. Publishers, 34 Victoria Street, TORONTO.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
SEWER VENTILATION.

IN
a system of sewer ventilation now being

introduced by J. Stone & Co., a Dept-

ford firm, 'according to Hardwareman,

water is employed as a means both to ex-

tract foul gas from the sewer and to purify it

before it is discharged into the atmosphere.

The apparatus consists of a small tank which

is placed at any convenient position in the

upper part of the sewer. In this tank,

which is always filled with water up to a

certain level, there is an ejector arrange-

ment, laid horizontally, which is worked by

a jet of water derived from the ordinary

water main. The mere act of admitting

the water from the main puts the appartus

into action, and it so continues until the

water is shut off. The suction produced by

the jet is arranged to do three things

:

First, to draw in water from the tank (the

ejector arrangement being submerged)
;

secondly, to suck in air from the sewer ;

and, thirdly, to suck in fresh air from the

outside.

Thus, the sewer gas is thoroughly churned

up with clean water and fresh air by the

action of the jet, and the result is to wash it

of its offensive constituents, the water, after

use, passing away down the sewer, while

the purified air escapes to the atmosphere.

Air taken from a sewer in Deptford, in

which this apparatus has been fitted for

about a year, was submitted to bacterio-

logical examination. When an untreated

sample was used to infect a gelatine culture,

three days' incubation yielded 26 colonies

of micro organisms visible to the naked eye,

1 q being molds ; but, with a treated sample

used in the same way, only three colonies

were to be discerned, and none of them

were molds.

In another experiment the air in the

sewer was artifically contaminated with

sulphuretted hydrogen and ammonium sul-

phide so that when taken into the apparatus

it contained 0.71 per cent, of the latter and

0.32 per cent, of the former ; analysis of

the issuing air showed that the sulphuretted

hydrogen had been reduced to 0.04 per

cent., while the amount of ammonium sul-

phide was inappreciable. The cost of

water for treating 10,000 cubic feet of gas

is put at about is. 6d., and it is considered

that only intermittent employment of the

apparatus, at times when the ordinary

means of ventilation are particularly in-

efficient, would be required. One machine,

it is stated, could deal satisfactorily with

half a mile of sewer, and the cost of its

installation would compare favorably with

that of the tall ventilating shafts which are

employed in some districts, even if they

were erected only at such long intervals as

200 or 300 yards.

TORONTO'S BIG HOTEL.
The contract for the mammoth hotel,

which is to be erected on Victoria, King

and Colborne streets, Toronto, has at last

been let. A meeting of the board of direc-

tors of the company was held on Wednes-

day to consider the tenders for demolishing

the buildings now on the premises and

construction of the hotel. The lowest

tender, that of James Howard, jr., of

Pittsburg, Penn., was accepted, and he

will start as soon as the contracts are

signed. His contract includes all the

construction work that will be done. The
plumbing, heating, etc., will probably be

sublet.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.
The Baptists of Owen Sound, Ont., pur-

pose building a new church this summer,

which will probably cost from $10,000 to

J? 1 2,000.

H. T. Godwin is preparing to build a

house in Richmond, Ont.

John Weir is building a residence in

Malvern, Ont.

McCormack & Hagarty, contractors,

Brockville, Ont., are making an extension

to the Canadian Oak Belting Co., Brock-

ville. In the spring a large addition will be

erected.

Thomas Hooper, architect, is calling for

tenders for a two-storey brick residence and

office at the corner of Douglas and Kane

streets, Victoria. The building is to be

modern in every respect, including electric

bells, speaking tubes, and lighted by elec-

tricity.

WINNIPEG BUILDING PROSPECTS.
The indications are that next summer

will prove active in building opera-

tions in Winnipeg. It is understood that

Architect Brown is preparing plans for a

700 room apartment house in the South

End, to cost $50,000 ; S. Spence, of the

Gault House, has secured a 75-ft, frontage

on Portage avenue, where he intends to

erect an up-to-date hotel
; J. A. M. Aikins

will erect a residence ; The Toronto Type

Foundry Co. , Arthur Congdon and George

Gregg have secured lots and, it is under-

stood, will build this summer.

BRAZING BRASS TO COPPER.

THE best solder for uniting brass to ,

copper is soft brass, which, as stated

in a technical journal, will melt

much easier than the brass which is to be

joined to the copper, otherwise the work

would melt at the same time as the '

solder.

The edge of the work must be carefully

cleaned, and then the parts brought

together in their proper place and secured

with iron wire. The flux to be used is borax,

rubbed up in water until it is like a fine

cream. The solder, which may be in the

form of beads, strips or wire, is next distri-

buted along the joint. The amount of heat

and the method of applying it depend

entirely upon the size of the work to be done.

If the work is small the blowpipe is by far

the most convenient and safest, because if

the heat is too great there is danger that the

brass part of the work will be melted. The

heat is to be applied until the solder melts.

As soon as the solder melts or "flushes,"

the work should be struck so as to jar it just

enough to make the solder flow into the

joint. To find out whether the solder is soft

enough for the work, a piece may be laid

upon a bit of brass of the same kind as that

of which the work is made and put it into

the fire. If the solder melts considerably

sooner than the brass it will be safe to use it

for the work. If, on the other hand, they

both melt about the same time, a softer

solder will be needed. Spelter solder may

also be used for the purpose.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

J. A. Carslake, plumber, Stratford, Ont.,

has assigned to John B. Capatine.

Thomas Forest, plumber, Montreal, has

assigned, and a meeting of his creditors

will be held on February 12. His liabilities

are about $6, 500. The chief creditors are

the Sun Life Insurance Company, mortgage,

$3,450 : the Jas. Robertson Co., $650 ; C.

Rochon, mortgage, $600
; J. A. Beaudoin,

mortgage, $1,000; Theo. Theberge, $238.

A. L. Tanguay & Co. have registered as

plumbers in St. Henri de Montreal, Que.

R. H. Smith. Tilbury, Ont., is advertis-'

ing his electric light plant for sale.

During the month of January, Mr. Dore,

sanitary engineer, Montreal, examined 27

building plans, visited 147 houses where
plumbing required inspection, issued 16

notices about improper workmanship, and
issued four plumbers' certificates. He com-
plains that many plumbers are using lighter

material than the by-law calls for.
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Nippers and Plyers of Utica's name
Put to hard usage remain just the same.

Only the best is made in that town
All buyets' wives can have a new gown.

MORAL.
The Utica Drop Forge & Tool Co. make the best. Are they too

good for you ?

UTICA DROP FORGE & TOOL CO ,

296 Broadway, NEW YORK.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

* Montreal.

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,

WINNIPEG. CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker

No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

HORSE NAILS — "C" Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Ounn Castor Co
Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

Manufacturers ol

Heating
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

The

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

am —TORONTO.

THE

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

3^f H ii i_ii_i_«_i_Bc
ii i i i i i ii ii a ii i i

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHTJRNSare equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best, None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited. &

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

u

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

Syracu Babbitt Metal
For

Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories I
33^ William St., MONTREAL. QUE.

factories .

j and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works
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LUMBER TRADE OF NEW
BRUNSWICK.

THE spruce export of the year 1900 has

been only a moderately paying one.

Early sales for choice cf dimensions

were good, but not extraordinary when the

enhanced cost of production is taken into

consideration. Prices were not higher than

first cost justified. Spruce deals in 9 and

1 1 by 3—particularly the latter size in long

lengths—are scarce, and outside prices are

demanded. Logs suitable for making these

dimensions are obtainable only in limited

and fast- diminishing quantities, a fact that

consumers are slow to realize.

Advanced freight and high insurance

rates had a curtailing effect on fall business,

producers refusing to ship without seeing a

prospect of realizing first cost ; consequently,

wintering stocks are slightly larger than last

year, and shipments proportionately less.

Winter operations on the River Miramichi

are on a reduced scale, assumed to be 20 to

25 per cent, less than last season's produc-

tion. Shipments from the Miramichi are

not able to keep pace with the cheaper pro-

ductions from the ports of Nova Scotia and

the Bay of Fundy, as the latter largely

escape the high stumpage tax to which

lumbermen in the northern portion of New

Brunswick are subject; cheaper supplies

and labor are also available.

The stock of merchantable spruce and

pine wintering at Miramichi is about 33,-

000,000 superficial feet, against 32,000,000

last year and 40,000,000 in 1898; 44,500

superficial feet being pine, against 6,293,000

superficial feet last year.

The shipments from the principal ports,

for the last two years, were as follows :

Year.
Port. 1899 190\

Sup. feet. Sup. feet.

Miraiuicbi l
.ll.i,000,OCOfeetiul8 f) 1:9,000,000 122,000,000

St. John (244,399,666 In 1897) 181,192,415 236,45,838

Moncton 41,509,441

Dalhousie 21,060,221

All other porta 112,807,565 61,970,494

Total for New Brunswick 426,0O0,C0O 489,000,000

The total shipments of deals from Nova

Scotia last year were 146,294,110 feet,

against 123,009,504 feet in the previous

year.—Gustave Beutelspacher, U.S. Com-

mercial Agent at Moncton, N.B.

THE COUNTRY GENERAL STORE.

If the books of the universe could be

balanced in order to show the relative use-

fulness of the different branches of trade

and industry, it is probable that the busi-

ness of general storekeeping would rank

high, remarks Merchants' Review, New

York. It even might, like Ben Adhem's

name, " lead all the rest." It has served

as the training school of more great

Americans than our colleges have done,

and it fills a field in which hard work and

anxiety are more commonly met with than

the usual rewards of industry and persever-

ance.

The country storekeeper fills a position of

great responsibility and ought to be better

remunerated. He at least should receive

more consideration when oleo legislation,

pure food legislation and collection bills

are on the tapis.

At the beginning of the new century this

is a good time to reverse the traditional

treatment of the country dealer and give

him as much consideration as the pimply-

faced bulbous-nosed saloon-keeper receives.

Success to the general stores of the

country and their proprietors !

LIVING IN THE PAST.

SOME years ago, in Pennsylvania, says

a writer in Stores and Hardware

Repotter, I was intimately acquainted

with a gentleman of the old school who had

a bad habit of living in the past. He spent

most of his time at home, because he was

rich and could afford it, attending to his

business through messengers, of whom I

was frequently one. One day when I had

returned from an errand on his account,

and possibly wishing to avoid further trips,

I said :

"Judge, why don't you put in a tele-

phone ? It doesn't cost much and it will be

very much more convenient and save a

good deal of time."

"Young man," he replied, "I have

lived seventy five years on this earth and

have got along and made money without

needing telephones. I don't understand

them and what I can't see through I won't

use, so you needn't try to work off any new

fangled ideas on an old man who has made
a success by following the ideas of his an-

cestors."

That settled me, of .course, but 1 felt like

telling him the story of an old fossil down

in Alabama forty years ago who attended

a town meeting for the purpose of consider

ing a proposition to grant a franchise to a

telegraph company. His speech illustrated

the difficulties then encountered by the

spirit of progress. It was long drawn out

but he finally got down to the point of his

argument.

" Fellow citizens," he concluded, " I

don't see any use in this contraption, any

way. They say it can carry letters and

may be it can, but I've seen the wires and

don't believe they're strong enough to carry

cotton bales, and that's what we want."

Starr, Son & Franklin, and L. W. Sleep,

hardware dealers, Wolfville, N.S., have

decided to close at 6 p.m. on Mondays,

Wednesdays and Saturdays during the

winter.

"Breathes there the Painter

" With Soil so Dead

" Who Never to Himself

"Hath said---

"This is my own

"My Perfect Lead!"

PAINTERS'

PERFECT

WHITE LEAD

The success of the new Century

!

Hardware and Paint dealers, do

not wait for your opposition to

have a stock of PAINTERS' PER-

FECT WHITE LEAD, but buy a

ton at once. KEEP AHEAD.

In 25-Ib. Irons.

Particulars from our travellers, or

write direct to

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Montreal and Toronto
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"ALWAYS RELIABLE."
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standard Scales

>Our Counter
Scales

Watch this

Space^^
are most attractive

and ornamental.
next week and see some
of our other styles.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES.

The Fairbanks Company,
7

%»;?„t Montreal, Que.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

ALEX. J-ARVIS, hardware dealer,

Cornwall, Ont., has assigned to

Jas. A. C. Cameron, and a meeting

of his creditors will be held to day (Satur-

day).

T. N. Gauthier, general merchant, Caril-

lon, Que., has compromised.

F. X. Julien, general merchant, Lambton,

Que., is offering to compromise.

Dugald Campbell, general merchant,

Little Metis. Que., has assigned.

E. Ryerson, harness dealer, Hamilton,

Ont., has assigned to E A. Scott.

L. J. Desilets, general merchant, St.

Gertrude, Que., is offering 50c. on the dol-

lar, cash.

J. O. A. Deguire & Co., general mer-

chants. Glen Robertson, Ont., have com-

promised.

J. O. Faubert & Co., general merchants,

Barrington, Que., have assigned to Alex.

Desmarteau.

J. McD. Hains has been appointed curator

of Mrs. E. A. Atkinson, general merchant;

L'Avenir, Que.

Arthur Hotte, general merchant, St.

Cyrille de Wendover, Que., is offering 50c.

on the dollar.

J. McD. Hains has been appointed

curator of R. Bourbeau, general merchant,

Victoriaville, Que.

V. E. Paradis has been appointed curator

of Alph. Mercier, general merchant, St.

Angele (Rimouski), Que. ; also of F.

Veilleux, grocer, etc., St. Francois, N.E.,

Que., and of Esdras Paradis, general

merchant, Plessisville, Que.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Bellefeuille & Corbeil, blacksmiths,

Three Rivers, Que., have dissolved.

Partnership has been registered by The

John Terreault Tool and Axe Works,

Maissonneuve, Que.

Coppleman & Hartwell, general mer-

chant, Wawanesa, Man., have dissolved.

W. F. Hartwell continues.

W. W. Lewis & Co., general merchants,

etc., Louisburg, N.S., have dissolved. W.
W. Lewis continues under the old style.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

The assets of J. E. I. Clavel, coal and

wood dealer, Montreal, have been sold.

Morris Watts, dealer in agricultural

implements, Cartwright, Man., has sold

out.

The stock of the estate of E. J. Crawford,

general merchant, Souris, Man., has been

sold.

Charles Mason & Co., general merchants,

Shelburne, Ont., are advertising their busi-

ness for sale.

The stock of the estate of H. Bond,

harness dealer, Inwood, Ont., is advertised

to be sold by auction.

The assets of Lalonde & Frere, general

merchants, St. Benoit, Que., have been sold.

Mrs. A. F. McDonald, harness dealer,

Ingersoll, Ont., is advertising her business

for sale.

Joseph Schnitzler, Mildmay, Ont., is

offering his planing mill and electric light

plant for sale.

CHANGES.

A. R. Smith, general merchant, Brussels,

Ont., has removed to Stratford.

Alexander Cockburn, blacksmith, Cottam,

Ont., is removing to Essex, Ont.

J. H. Partridge, blacksmith, Newdale,

Man., has sold out to J. Livingston.

M. S. Houle, general merchant, Letellier,

Man., is removing to St. Boniface, Man.

George Arnold, general merchant, Louis-

ville, Ont., has sold out to F. H. Bedford.

J. G. Quarry, general merchant, Mount
Carmel, Ont., has sold out to Hall &
Glavin.

D. W. Marsh, general merchant, Calgary,

N.W.T., has been succeeded by Wood &
Greene.

Ann Carnahan, general merchant, etc.,

Wetaskiwin, N.W.T., has sold out to J. W.
Herrick.

John Robinson, general merchant, Grand

Valley, Ont. , has been succeeded by Warren
& Grayden.

P. P. Mailloux, wholesale saddler, hard-

ware dealer, Montreal, has gone into volun-

tary assignment.

Mrs. Alphonse Guimond, has registered

as proprietress of A. Guimond & Co., hard-

ware dealers, Montreal.

Hunter & Moore, general merchants,

Boissevain, Man., have been succeeded by

Hunter, Moore & Aitkens.

FIRES.

On Wednesday night last week W.
Mitchell's general store, Brownhill, Ont.,

was destroyed by fire. The loss is placed

at $1,500, partly covered by insurance.

DEATHS.

P. Grandy, general merchant, Belle

Oram, Nfld., is dead.

James Dixon, sash and door manu-

facturer, Lansdowne, Ont., is dead.

SHIPBUILDING AT HALIFAX.

The preposal to erect a shipbuilding

plant in Halifax is obtaining hearty support

from the merchants of that city. The Hali-

fax Chronicle of last Saturday contains

interviews with a score or so of the mer-

chants, all of whom expressed warm
approval of the scheme, and were in favor

of the payment of a considerable bonus by

the city for the establishment of such a

plant.

CONDENSED OR " WANT -

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word
each insertion ; cash in advance. Letters, figures,

and abbreviations each count as one word in estimat-
ing cost.

PLUMBER WANTED.

WANTED A FIRST-CLASS PLUMBER, .

who could work at tinsmithing when there is

no plumbing to do. Address, Williamson & Rae,
Medicine Hat, N.W.T. (6)

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362 Main St., WINNIPEG.

Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

eih r by carrying slock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

*ftvtiO fO-PAV tuft*,

* £<*{OtiQ AMP S\l({£.

U/|1*H A f I 81*1 ANP
anrvz 0as£.*

DO YOtf?
«&%*»&&
tidvetrltsemeett
4» in the *

1\£QORG<

u/itl bringyou.
iertdersfrem t/>»

rf contractors

Book, Broom
and

Mattress Wire
High ferade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.*
Hamilton, Ont.

Application is being made by The Can-

ada Iron Furnace Co., Limited, authorizing

the payment by Midland of a bonus of

$50,000 to the company. Notice is given

that it is intended to make provision in the

Act for the employment of at least 200 men.
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of___jg^J^

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

• St. Sacrament St., - MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

C
u

-J 52

o

-CET THE ORICINAL
We lead, others imitate.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO.
manufacturers. HAMILTON, ONT.

"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

B. B. Wrough&J^namerital

gflKSS ^/^V f / _*UVD^kf8lK MALLEABLE IRON.

§CiAsfi\Q ajvance over the old plain straps, being much stronger ana

/ . "JJWijte for Catalogue and Prices.

ERGER BROS. CO.

Factory at

Germamown Junction.

Tinners' and Roofers' Supplies,

PHILADELPHIA.
Office and Stores,

231 and 237 Arch Street.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, *££2E5h2*L

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Model
1900.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS ARMS MAKE AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE

LINE FOR THE HARDWARE TRADE
All Carefully Boxed—Shelf Goods in fact.

All Fully Guaranteed—By a company of 37 years' experience and reputation.

All Fine Sellers—Not a line which costs money to carry and moves slowly.

1 ,T-meiEiS6i,

STEVENS FAVORITE N9 17

The Favorite is

made in the

following styles :

NO. 17—Plain Open Sights
NO. 18—Target Sights -

NO. 19—Lyman Sights

Send tor Complete Catalogue to

22, 25 and 32 Calibres. Rim Fire.

- $6.00
8.50

- 9.00

Weight, fully boxed, 5 pounds.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO., P.O. Box 217, Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.
New York Office, 318 Broadway. We desire to correspond with the trade everywhere.

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored. Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines,
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HOW PRICE-CUTTING BEGINS

A JOBBER, according to an exchange,

gives the following somewhat terse

account of how price-cutting by

jobbers generally commences :

" A travelling man starts out on his route

and finds business exceedingly dull. A
man sitting in the office of a wholesale

house employing him drops him a note,

asking him why no orders are received.

The traveller writes back the condition of

things, but does not send any memoranda
with it. He works conscientiously and

hard, but the roads are bad, farmers are not

getting their produce to market and are un-

able to get to town to buy what little they

need and are ready to purchase. The

merchants on the traveller's route still refuse

to place orders in advance of actual require-

ments, although he dilates nobly on the

trade that soon must materialize.

'
' More letters come from the man paid

to do the ' punching up ' for the house.

More explanations and the sole results of

additional letters, now of an exceptionally

severe tone. Then he gets desperate, walks

into a store where he is well known and

says : ' Mr. , my house, tells me I

must sell goods ; can't I take your order ?

'

Something in the expression of the travelling

man's face checks the refusal which was on

the merchant's lips when he saw him com-

ing, and a conference ensues, with the final

result of an order for goods, it is true, but at

prices which startle the ' house ' when it is

received. A very strong interrogation point

comes in the next letter, and the poor

traveller writes back that he had to do it to

meet prices made by another house. That

is a clincher for his employers, and they

have to grin and bear it. Inside of a week

the prices made by the salesman are known

within a radius of a hundred miles, and are

met by the representatives of other houses

in the same line.

" I have told you what many of the

jobbers really believe to be the genesis of

most of the demoralization of jobbers'

prices that you hear so much about, but I

leave it to you to determine whether the

travelling man is altogether to blame, and

whether, if such an impossible state of

affairs should exist as the transaction of

business without the travellers, conditions

would be difficult."

"OLD RUT" BUSINESS MEN.

It is queer how some business men of

ample means, remarks Ad. -Writer, continue

year after year in the old rut, doing business

without advertising, and complaining of

dull trade and too much competition, when

they can look across the street and see

some pushing young fellow who started on

borrowed capital building a fine trade and

hiring additional clerks each year, and

succeeding admirably, by liberal advertising

—letting the people know that he has goods

to sell at the right prices, and goods that are

fresher and better than "the other fellows

keep," because he is constantly selling his

and getting new stock. And still, these

same merchants will oftimes decline to give

a drummer an order for certain articles

because " they don't sell good any more —
people call for articles of soap, coffee, hams,

shoes, clothing, etc., that the factories or

wholesale houses advertise." Thus, he sees

all around him the righteous effect of

advertising, but continues blind to the fact

that it could be effectively applied to build

up his business. The time is not far distant

when this class of men will be compelled to

retire from the field, which will be fully

occupied by the more progressive business

men—men who not only see, but profitably

apply, the merits of advertising.

BAD DEBTS.

BAD debts ! This is the reason for the

wrecking of many a good man and

of many a good business, says the

National Provisioner:

When the store bookkeeper has finished

adding up the accounts and has taken all

credit for stock on hand and cash in the

drawer, he takes up the commercial paper

of the house and wades through these as

"Bills Receivable" and "Bills Payable."

When he has finished his work of auditing

the accounts of his firm, he draws his credit

balance and sees just where the business

stands. His cold-blooded work has ended

when he hands the result to his employer,

who passes his eye over the footings of the

various items and sees where the 1 2 months

of 1900 have landed him. Maybe he has

made both ends meet and maybe not.

Perhaps he finds that he is heading for
t

bankruptcy in the year 1901. At any rate,

he finds a very annoying item, a big item,

and more often than not the item which has

caused all of his troubles. On a big stock

of papers representing a long line of ghastly

figures are the items over which appear the

the words " Bad Debts," " Worthless

Accounts," or some other accounting equiv-

alent for goods sold upon which no payment

has been made. The proprietor of that

store lays his fevered cheek upon his

nervous hand, gives a longing glance at

them and then moans :
" If I only had the

money they represent, or even the half of it,

I'd be all right and money to the good."

But, alas ! they represent what is gone.

The storekeeper paid for it, but the pur-

chaser from him got it for nothing.

Bad debts represent a species of over-

trust and reckless business speculation

which cannot be indulged in without

accumulating the pile of accounts which

represent the loss of profits and competence.

While one may not be able to collect

these accounts or make them good, he can,

at least, avoid the system of business which

made them, so that the next New Year will

find more money in the cash box and less

of these "dead-beat" souvenirs in the

account books.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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a
MIDLAND

»

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents :

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture^^-

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS,

All our goods are guaranteed.

James Warnock & Co., - Gait, Ont.

CURRENT MARKET QUOTATIONS.
February 8, 1931.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually oidered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-
quently make purchase? at better prices The
Editor is anxious to be informed at, once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56and281b. ingots, perlb. 32 33

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Perhox
I.C., usual sizes {6 75
I-X., " s 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
JO- 675
IX g 25
I-X-X 950

Karen & Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., "

6 U0
I.X.X "

7 0)
I.XXX., "

8 00
D.O., 12%xl7 4 75
D.X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel

—

I.C. .usual sizes 4 15
I.C., special sizes, base 4 50
20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.C., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 75
I.X., Terne Tin 10 75

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X., 14x56, 50sheet bis)
" 14x60 "

Y 07 07%
•' 14x65. " J

Tinned Sheets.
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

" 26 " 08% 09
1 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.
Common Bar, per 100 lbs 165 170
Refined " " 2 15
Horse Shoe Irtn ' 2 05
Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3)0
Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 00
Tire Steel 2 on
Maohinery iron finish 2 05
Cast Steel, perlb 00 00
ToeCalkSteel 2 31

T. Firth & Co's special cist 8' eel, per lb. 1.3

lesiop 3 Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inch 12%
2 " 13
2 ', " 15
^ " 16

3V4 " 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
Vt i ion 2 25
3-16 inch 2 25

Si iioh and thicker 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 eauge 3 (n
20 gauge 3 00
22 to 24 " 3 10
26 " 3 20
28 " 3 30

Canada Plate?.
All dull. 52 sheets 3 On
Half polished 3 15
All bright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

Vi inch 3 00
fs " 3 00
'/2 " 3(5
\ " 3 2u

1 "
4 51

1'/, " 6 35
'% " 7 55
2 "

10 10
2'

2-6 inch, discount 60 p c.

Galvanized pipe—
V, icch 4 65

% " 5 35
1 " 7 V5
1% " 9 75
1% " 11 25
2 " 15 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge 4 5 4 00
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 50
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 50 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

% "
8 00 8 50

5-16 " "
5 35 5

% " "
4 35 4 85

7-16 " "
4 15 4 65

% " " 4 35 4 50
% " "

3 85 4 3.3

% •• "
3 80 4 U0

Halter, kennel and post chains, 4oand 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
.Tack chain, iron, Bingle and double, dif-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dip.
count 40 p.c '

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cu t lengths round, % to % in. 23% 25

" round and square
1 to 2 inches. . . . 23% 25

Sheet.
Untiuned, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
TJntinned, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Note.—Extra for tinning, 2 cents per

pound, and tinning and half planishing 3
cents per pound.
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea.. per lb 25%
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%

50-lb. and above, " .... 23%
Boiler and T. K. Pitts

Plain TiDned, pt r lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge. '5 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zine Spelter
Foreign, per lb C6 06%
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 6 75 7 00
Part caBkB 7 1 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb n nm 05
Bar, lib 05'/, 05 J

(
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by " 06*4
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lists

at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toronro.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-f t. lengths lists at 7% cents.
Shot.

Common, $6.50 per ltO lb. ; chilled, 37.00
per 100 lb.; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c. Prices are fob. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Perlb. Perlb.
Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 19
Bar half-and-half, commer'l .... 18 L4
Refined 18%
Wiping 18
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11^4

White Lead. Per 100 1*
Pure 6 87%
No. 1 do 6 50
No. 2 do 6 12%
No. 3 do 5 75
No. 4 do 5 37%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandrjm's B B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 '6 85

" " No. 2 6 00
Red Lead.

Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 19
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 0(6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 110
Barn (inbbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 145
Oanada Paint Co's Pure 125
T rontiLead& C'IcrOo's Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
ChromeYellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
FrenchlmperialGreen 03

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Oohre(J.C) bbla.... 135 140
Yellow Oohre(J.F.L.S.),bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per cwt. 180 190
Pnglish Oxides, per cwt S 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.. . 1 75 2 00
Super Magnetic Oxides, 93p c. 2 00 2 2">

Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09

Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb u 12
Oolden Ocbre

03$fc
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxes, per lb 08 24

Kire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 1 00
Genuine Eng. Litharge, perlb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion n 8fj

Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb f 8

Putty.
Bulk in bbls., 2 00
Bulk in less quantity ,'. 2 15
Bladders in bbls

"
2 20

Bladders in kegs, boxes orlocse . 2 35
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins „ 2 75
Bladders in lu k ortios less than 1001b3 uO

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots. ). Per ge 1.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 240 2 80

No.l 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 440 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 8J

" " No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's. , Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamtls ;

Size 1, 60c ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each.

Linseed Oil.

1 t~ . uvi j i- , Raw. Boiled.
1 to 4 bb s delivered $0 82 $0 85
5 to 9 bbls " si f4

Toronto, Hamilton, London and Guelph

Turpentine.
Single barrel, freight allowed ... 19~
3 to 4 barrels " " q 68

Castor Oil
East India, in cases, per lb.. 10 10%

" small lots 11% oil
Cod Oil, Etc.

Cod Oil per gal 50 55
Pure Olive 120" Neatsfoot gn

Glue.
Common 08% tr>
French Medtl 14 u u%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 1» 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttnei
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STEEL, PEECH & TOZER, l™w
Phoenix Special Steel Works. The Ickles, near Sheffield, England.

Manufacturers of^^^msm^Mfc.

Axles and Forgings of all descriptions, Billets and Spring <

Steel, Tyre, Sleigh Shoe and Machinery Steel.

Sole Agents for Canada.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL
HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.
B. B. Oaps.Dom. 50 and 5 peroent.
Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 4U p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, lOp.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.
Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer,

add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40
per cent. Amer.

Loaded and empty Shells, " Trap " and
"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent Rival
and Nitro, net ist..

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib. bags 70
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5 j0 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 0"25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
oloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M

11 and smaller gauge 60
9 and 1C gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in
boxes of 250 each—

11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40
7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Oo.'s Anvils, .lb. 09 09%
Wilkinson & Co. 's Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 63 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes-

Single bit, per doz 6 50 10 00
Double bit, " 12 00 18 00

Benoh Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33x/3 per cent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy'B AxeB 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
Bestquality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 6 00
Copper, discount 15 p.c off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim, 1st quality 30 00
2nd " 22 00

Antl-Frlction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21
" C " 11'/,

Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

STBAODHE SMELTINO WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29
Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse".. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.
N lckel, 55 per oent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 50 and 10 per cent.
Standard, 60 per cent.
No. 1 Agricultural, 60 and 10 p.c.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per pross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 70" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square 4%c. off
Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off
Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 55 per cent.

Broilers

.

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred rooting, per 100 lb 165
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per oent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers

.

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new liBt, dis. 55 to 57% peroent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulio 125 160

75
65
06
18

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45
White lump, per owt 60
Red 05
Crayon , per gross 14

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnoek's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-
No. 1, $8.50— so. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, £8
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.
Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $8 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 8 50

Fittings 1 25
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 4 75
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 5 25

Fittings 1 25
Low Down Teutonic plain 14 50

" embossed 15 00
Plain Richelieu 3 75
Emb. Richelieu 4 00

Fittings 1 25
L"w Down Oat. Syphon Jet, plain. . 20 00
" " " " " emb'd. 20 50

Closet connection 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 60

" oval, 17x14 in 1ST
" " 19x15 in 2 25

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles.Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33V3 per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
8. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c)
Coil, per doz 88
English, per doz 2 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast,.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis.. 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets
Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent..

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1, per doz
No. 2, per doz
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEON8.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per oent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Disoount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Blaok Diamond, 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.
Kearney & Fnote, 60 and 10 p.c. to 60, 10, 10.

Nicholson File Co., 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc, dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window— Box Price.

2 00
1 60
4 00

1 40
1 20

Star D. Diamond
Size Per Per Per Per

United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft

Inches.
Under 26 . 2 no 4 00 6 00
26 to 40 . 2 30 4 35 6 65
41 to 50 4 75 7 25
51 to 60.... 35 8 50
61 to 70.... 75 9 25

71 to 80.... 5 10 50

81 to85 6 50 .... 11 75
86to90 14 00
91to95 15 50
99 to 100. 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. So to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 9 00
" %to?4 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web.-perdoz 187- 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Taok.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25
HANDLES.

Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
CUB., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 135

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No.ll%,10-ft.run '.. 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run... 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per oent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

" 5-ln., " .... 06%
" " 6-in., " 06

8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.
Spring 13 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron. ^.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, discount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C" brand 50 and 7% p.c.on* new lilt \ Oval
"M" brand 50, 10 and 5 p.c i bead
Countersunk, 50, 10 and 5 per oent.
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& YEOMANS,
Table Cutlery, Razors,
Scissors, Butcher Knives
and Steels, Palette and
Putty Knives.

SPECIALTY

:

Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1880.

Cases of Carvers and
Cabinets of Cutlery.

SHEFFIELD,
ENGLAND.

•WBRADSHAWiSON

Granted I780.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

F. H. SCOTT, 360 Temple Building, MONTREAL.
HORSESHOES.

F.O.B. Montreal
No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. . . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent, off list, June

1899.

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% P-o. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door .japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. . , 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined 2 20 5 60
Oalvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
All glass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk ,T

1 90 7 40
LOCKS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russell fc Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.
Round Head, discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 8 50 1 00

MEAT COTTERS.
^American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
Merman, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 CO s 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 TO
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per cent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 per cent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb
Navy 6 00
(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (US ) 016%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can. ) 15
Prime White (Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

ean, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 00 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 1 25 3 50
Brass, " 150 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtuba, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40peroent. off list, June, 1899.
10-qt flaring san buckets, di?. 45 n.c.
P, 10 and 14-qt. rl tring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.

Creamer cans, dis 45 p c
PICKS.

Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button '8 Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Impression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per eent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, CO per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 ' 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
l.COO lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 25 De cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS. *

Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers

, per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 1 00

RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 30 gallons 6 50

35 " 7 50

40 " 8 5U

Copper, 30 " 22 00
"•

35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c. revised list.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 p.c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler & Co.'s 8 00 18 00

Boker's 1 50 11 00

Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00

Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, discount 60 end 10 per tent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Black and Tinned Rivets, 60 p.c.

Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, Vic

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

Terms, 4 mos. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% Per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9 13
%in 10 14

% and 5-16 in 15
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
%inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8

Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10%

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.

Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.

Mrs. Potts, No. 55. polished.. 62% 65
" No. 50, nickle-plated 67% 70

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 2% per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.

S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. k D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nob. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 TO
Solid,

"
2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALEP.
B. S. & M. Scales, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

K" Dominion, 55 p.c.
" Richelieu, 55 p.c.

Chatillon Spring Balanoes, 10 p.o

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's, per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel. 67% and 10 p.o.

Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.o.
" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and lOp.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 7Up.o.
" R.H. " 65 p.o.

Drive Screws, 80 per oent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron, " 4 25 5 75

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
21b. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized o 00 00
Plain 00 3 45
Coopers', discount 45 percent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c

STONE. Per lb,
Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

T ." . 8»P 09 09
Labrador q 13

_, " Axe •'•'

15
Turkey 50
Arkansas o 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
Nestable in orates of 25 lengths.

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
7 inch " " .... 1 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, net cash .... $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks , blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned ... 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 5

tinned 80 & 10
(in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . .75 & 15" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80&10
In dozens 75

8wedes, upholsterers', bulk 85 4 12%
" brush, blued & tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 412%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks .55
Copper tacks _ .'50

Copper nails 5

j
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties. etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB. « .,- „ * * A. C. LESLIE & CO..
Montr^l ' -Canadian Representatives-

Montreal

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Trunk nails, blact 6i ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued and tinned 65 and 5

Ohair nails 35

Cigar box nails 35
Patent brads 40
Fine finishing 40

Picture frame points 10

Lining tacks, in papers 10
" " in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
11 " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60
Tin oapped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5
Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

' bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00
English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75
Chesterman's each 90 2 85

" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.o.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson'a per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)
Game, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. &N., P. S. & W.. 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00
S. & D. , discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb ... . 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 50 0H0
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35
Broom, " 30 55

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.
WIRE.

Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the
list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nos. 2 to 5, ad-

vance 7c. per 100 lb.—Nos. 6 to 9, base-
No. 10, advance 7c— No.ll, 14c—No. 12.

20o.-No. 13, 35c—No. 14. 47c—No. 15,

60c—No. 16, 75c Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c— tinned wire, Sp-
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c- in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net,
15c— packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

ine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, 85-No. 18, $5.50—No. 19, $6-No. 20,

«6.65-No. 21, $7-No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,
$7.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

89.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28. $11—No 29.

$12-No. 30, $13-No. 31,$14-No. 32, $lf
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c— oil

ing, 10c—in 25-lt. bundles,15c— in 5 ana
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in H-lb. hanka, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanized Wire, per 1001b.—Nos. 6, 7, 8,$3.f5

No. 9, 33.10—No. 10, $3.75—No. 11, $3 85
No. 12, $3.25—No. 13, $3.35—No. 14,

$4.25-No. 15, $4.75-No. 16. $5.C0.

Clothes Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1,000 feet 3 30

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.

Galvanized 4 barb, 2% and 5 Toronto
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, 2 barb, 4 and 6
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, plain twist 3 10
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2 97%

in less than carlotp, and $2.85 in carktt-.
Terms, 6U days or 2 per cent, in 10 days.

Ross braid truss cable 4 51)

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35
Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c. off 30 days.

WRENCHES.
4cme, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. t K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $
Royal Canadian " 50 00
Royal American " 50 00
Discount, 45 per cent. ; terms 4 months, or 3

p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cert

THE LICHT
- OF —

EIGHT OIL LAMPS
— FOR THE —

COST OF TWO.

100 CANDLE POWER
FOR

50 cents a month with
gasoline at 40 cents a

gallon.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

CORDAGE

The Auer Gasoline Lamp
CHEAPER
BRIGHTER

Write for Catalogue**-"

"

THAN ANY
OTHER LIGHT

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Dame, .... MONTREAL

E. SIMPSON * CO., MOOSE JAW, Agents for the Territories

ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Houseline
Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlin
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

the finest quality Manila

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Western Ontario Representative

WM. B. STEWART,
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

^"^ Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.



PRSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen tbeir advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SENE for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

teoond-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to thOBe who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference by a large number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

Medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

* per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, CHAS.
A Phillips, M.I ME. . Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

graphio address "Machinery, Newport, Mon."

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES-
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible

terms, or who are willing to become agents for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-

ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

"SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,"
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over

the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-

ceipt of a post card.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine
For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.
Write us, giving us particulars of what

you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return. ,

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PRKsliPPING BUREAU,

232 McGlll Street. MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc
.CKN0WLEDGED THE BEST .

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. &i2gRfi?Eh? ""*"•"'

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849...

T"
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results mayjustify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized
world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are p vailable only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C, IRVING, Gen, Man. Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A, FULTON, Gen, Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie /Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is'such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,"
is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited, ^^T
^^-



I: BlackDiamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company

Inc. 18»5

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

1901
E. 1901

'%^%W%*^%&%^%^+'

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— I 15-166 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers.^^md^-

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

B.SS. H. THOMPSON* COY
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

GALVANIZED CORRUGATED SHEETS

"BLACKWALL" BRAND
'VV^VVV'VV^VVV'V'VV'V^/VV* %•%/%/%•%.

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.
Limited

LONDON, ETSG(.

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



Unequalled for quality and
service at price.

LANGWfcLL'S BABBIT, Montreal

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades in Canada-

VOL. XIII. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, FEBRUARY 16, 1901. NO. 7

'TANDEM" UIl-FlltllOl MML.
'Tandem" Metals are better than

any other lor their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Having.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, EX.

Metals m Europe.

Black Sheets.
Lysaghts "Best" and "Southern Cross"
Steel Sheets are second to none for quality

and finish.

"Dead Flat" and "Electrical" Sheets

a specialty.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, uin-n.

yj(Jl ~Hs<~C**-y

s

TO LEAK The Safford Radiators for Steam
or Hot Water Heating have no

joints, because the makers of the Radiators do not believe that it's

the mission of a Radiator to leak. Joints require rods, bolts and
packing, which are the promoters of leaks.

The connections of the Safford Radiators are made by screw
nipples which make them absolutely unleakable. And, too, the
"Safford" is the original invention in screw nipples, hence, best by
the longest test. Think of the money loss that leaky Radiators
entail. Save that money and win the good-will of a customer by
installing the "SafTord," which is made by the largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British flag. Send for our free booklet
telling all about it.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.



PLUflBERS'
AND

STEAMFITTERS' TOOLS
P VALVES
| FITTINGS
P TONGS
E WRENCHES

ALL
KINDS
OF

PIPE
STOCKS
AND

DIES

RICE LEWIS & SON
Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets,

— TORONTO.
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Meat & Food Chopper

No. 5,

Rapid Grinding &
Pulverizing Mills *

"ENTERPRISE"
patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprising ^^-\

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST
Write for Descriptive

^~m Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co, of Pa
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

¥ ¥

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

r THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Bubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices. V y
Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East

run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

SOME OF THE NEWER "VAMI/CT" THOI QMMMMM IIIHHI IIMIHIIII W LA I « W^L I I B J 1 ^ J

NO. 41 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN HANDLE.

NO. 42 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN BOX.

NO. 50 RECIPROCATING DRILL, FOR WOOD OR METALS.

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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BOILERS—GALVANIZED

OLLO
>*

iadpVW Apollo Open Hearth Steel,

severely tested at 200 lbs. before galvan-

izing (making tightness doubly sure) and

are perfectly galvanized inside and out.

25, 30, 35, 40, 52 GALLON.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

GALVANIZED SHEETS
ii

Gordon Crown" Bud
From stock or importation. Enquiries Solicited

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West. TORONTO, ONT.

<L
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Wood, Vallance & Co.,

IroD Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George O. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Offioe : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

ARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

"PLYMOUTH" TWINE
VWWWWWWWWWWI

THE STAMP OF
EXCELLENCE.

wwwvwwwwwww.

makes the greatest number, and the best

satisfied customers.

It is the surest foundation for a success-

ful twine business. It is a good seller, because

it is strongest, longest, smoothest, and because

every farmer who uses it advertises its good
qualities

11 PLYMOUTH » never varies.

Plymouth Binder Twine Agency, McKinnon Bldg., Helinda St., Toronto, Can.
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The Popularity

of Our Splendid

N
Insures Speedy Sales.

Its splendid new features and patented improvements give

it a superiority quickly appreciated—its practical ease of regula-

tion and economy with fuel commend it to everyone.

ITS DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE
OVEN THERMOMETER
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK

and other details of construction appeal irresistibly to

the buyer.

Write us for full information, if you aren't handling

them.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn" Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved f.or sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

High and Low Wheeli,
from 12-in. to ao-in
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

Steel Frame Churn

If your Wholesale House does not offer you

these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

High Wheel 10 inches.
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NA/e all acknowledge Gold to be "the best St
So do consumers sckcno>A/ledge

andard.

Henry Disston
& Sons^-

SAWS ^ FILES
H MAD

TRADE

(yrV~2>

MARK

They are always up-to-date in Quality an$ finish, and will

give your customers entire satisfaction.

Manufactured by.

Lewis Bros. & Co.
Agents

MONTREAL, QUE.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

U.S.A.
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m
Woman is

ra Responsible

s - 9R S

for the sale of ice cream freezers

Fifteen million women have considerable influence

Ten thousand of them wrote to us in three months.

We are talking to them all the time—winter and summer

They are all familiar with the Peerless Iceland Freezer.

Reports from them prove that we are right, and that

one motion is enough.

We want your help in distributing Peerless Iceland

Freezer. DANA & CO.,
New York Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco Branch, 105 Front St.

Cincinnati.

The Fairbanks Standard Scales

GIVE UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION.

y&ySve Scales to

"FAHirfytfvRS STANDARD"
suit all purposes.

NO SUBSTITUTE.

Write us for complete
Catalogue and Prices.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY

749 Craig Street.

-^MONTREAL.
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.
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DUNDAS AXES
ARE

American in Sharpness,

Canadian in Reliability,

JUST WHAT YOU WANT TO SELL.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, ONT.

ARE YOU
IN IT?

j^ 1 "* -VilTrc^

'a

1
1

Itelift
1 GryslilliM SuiUrj Will FiikL

^.-^--..-.j-k.

THE MURALO COflPANV.

1m
*"bo you want to hear about a few who made
money and are making it, ordering and re-

ordering the very latest and best in Wall Tint?

Made it in

„ MURALO!
We can tell you the names of hundreds of

leading merchants of Canada who dropped old-

fashioned goods a couple of years ago, and are

now glad of it—and this is a world-wide story.

AGENTS:

A. RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL.
J. H, ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.
McLENNAN, McFEELY &. CO., - - VANCOUVER.

"FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS."
Enterprising Merchants understand" it is easy to sell goods that are in demand because

they are known to be reliable. It is an admitted fact that CHURCH'S Cold Water

ALABASTINE
is a wal'-coating of wide merit. It has stood the test of time.

M. B. Church was the first to offer to the trade a practical wall-coating adapted for use by
mixing in cold water. The Compound is patented, the process of manufacturing is patented in

Canada and other countries.

ALABASTINE of to-day is manufactured under Mr. Church's general direction. Hot water
wall coating is a thing of the past, made so by the introduction of Cold Water ALABASTINE.

Attempts have been made to imitate ALABASTINE, which of course is "sincerest
flattery," but it is the genuine ALABASTINE that is in demand, and in selling it there is no
risk on account of infringement on anybody's rights.

Our goods, our advertising, our business methods are up-to-date. Prices are right, terms
easy, and supply of advertising matter liberal. Is your assortment complete ? Order early.

Prompt service to all.

Address, THE ALABASTINE CO.. LIMITED, Paris, Ont

The trade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Q. F. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

VanTnjl & Fairbank
Petrolla, Ont.

Headquarters for . .

.

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps, Casing, Tubing,
Fittings. Driliing Tools,
Cables, etc.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

"DAISY" CHURN ^
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady while churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman & Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que,

Special list of low-priced Japanned

and Regalvanized Wire Cloth.

24, 30, 36 in. wire, in 50 ft. rolls.

SAMPLES SENT WHEN DESIRED. WRITE FOR PRICES.

The B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited
Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.
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T¥ "WOODYATT"
LAWN MOWER

Hill I KIIII I

IS Still being made, to maintain

the reputation it has gained during past

seasons,
THOROUGHLY
SATISFACTORY.

Only the best quality of material is used in its construction.

IOK-lnch Drive Wheel. 12, 14, 16, 18, 20-Inch Cut.

Manufactured and
Patented
by . .

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Canada.

S" su
DD

Sap Buckets.
Extra deep and straight. Three sizes. They possess many

advantages over the Ordinary Flaring Buckets—being small
in diameter they do not catch the rain or snow, and, as they
are very deep, they hang perpendicularly, and, consequently,
will not overflow until full. Covers supplied if required. They
nest close for shipping or storing.

We can supply the Ordinary Flaring Sap Pails.

E. T. Sap Spouts.
Made of Retinned Steel. Strong and Durable. Only re-

quire a 2-6-in. hole in a tree. It does not cover the inside sur-

face of the hole, therefore, a larger amount of Sap is obtained.

Maple Leaf Sap Spouts.

Made in Bronzed Steel. Require a }4-in. hole. Has a
shoulder which p-events it being driven in too far. The hole
in the tree is not exposed to wind and snow, consequently,

sap will flow longer.

Syrup Cans.
Plain or Decorated. Made in yA , K and i gallon sizes.

Either Wine or Imperial Measure.

Kemp Manufacturing Co.,
To

E£;
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Montreal.

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Limited.

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.B.
Island and Newfoundland.

MONTREAL 331 McGill Street,
Telephone 1155.
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Telephone 1148.
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WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER

BRITISH AND UNITED STATES
EXPORTS TO CANADA.

THE monthly report of the Canadian

Department of Trade and Commerce

gives the returns for the first five

months regarding the exports to Canada

from both the United States and Great

Britain. The figures are taken from the

official returns of Great Britain and the

United States respectively.

The exports from Great Britain to Canada

during the five months aggregated $9,345,-

856, and from the United States $38,105,-

096. This was an increase, compared with

the same period in 1899, °f nearly $6,000,-

000 in the figures of the latter country,

although of less than $1,000,000 compared

with 1898. The figures relating to the

British exports show a decline of over

$800,000, compared with the same period

in 1899, and an increase of nearly $1,000,-

000, compared with 1898.

The figures of most interest to our readers

are those relating to hardware and metals.

As enumerated, for the five month period

ending November 30 for the past three

years, they are as follows :

FIVE MONTHS' EXPORTS FROM GREAT BRITAIN.

1898. J899. 1900.

Hardware, unenu-
merated $ 59,616 $ 48,884 $ 56,025

Cutlery 143,954 114.720. 129,137
Pig iron 24.832 152,198 ' 84,967
Bar, angle, bolt and
rod 23,966 132,431 16,109

Railroad iron, all

sorts 50,617 643,304 169,102
Hoops, sheets, boiler

and armor plates. . 217,798 384,141 218,762
Galvanized sheets. . . 200,019 188,776 156,926
Tinplates and sheets 416,102 770,761 892,824
Cast and wrought

iron and all other
manufactures 75.684 215,864 49.295

Old iron for remanu-
facture 2,428 29.520 2025

Steel, unwrought.. . . 93,701 534,398 115,020

FIVE MONTHS' EXPORTS FROM THE UNITED
STATES.

1898. 1899. I900.

Builders' hard-
ware,saws and
tools $ 260,644 $ 261,266 $ 298,224

Steelbarsor rails

for railways . . 1,083,678 1,158,937 2.432,319

We regret that we cannot give the returns

in greater detail, but we are reproducing

them as they appear in the official returns

before us and cannot well do more. Grouped

as they are, however, it is evident that the

trend of trade with Canada during the

first five months of the present fiscal year

has been more favorable to United States

than to British products.

A DANGEROUS EXPERIMENT.

It is a fallacious idea to think you can

all the time palm off on your customers a

low-quality article at a low price and boast

that its quality is high.

Part of the time you may be able to do

it, but even that is dangerous, for it may

prevent your being in business all the time.

HEAVY FIRE LOSSES.

FIRE losses in the United States and

Canada during the month of January

were unusually heavy.

According to the figures compiled by The

Journal of Commerce, New York, the losses

for the month aggregated $16,574,950;

compared with $11,755,300 for January,

1900, and $10,718,000 for January, 1899.

Unfortunately, nearly 20 per cent, of the

total loss was contributed by the three big

fires in Montreal, the aggregate losses of

which are placed at nearly $3,300,000.

The city with the next largest fire during

January was New York, where the loss was

$1,140,000.

With losses so heavy, one is led to

wonder how much less they might have

been had more precaution against fire been

taken. One thing is certain, employes are

often not as careful as they should be, and

if the danger arising therefrom was more

frequently impressed upon everyone in and

about stores, warehouses and factories we

believe fires would be less frequent than

they now are.

EXPECT TO PROGRESS.

The merchant or clerk who believes he

has reached the limit of the possibilities of

his position is almost sure to find out that he

has done so. On the other hand, the busi-

ness man, whether he be employer or em-

ploye, who confidently looks forward to, and

prepares for, growth or progress, finds new

possibilities continually opening up before

him. The habit of seeking about for oppor-

tunities for development is bound to bear

fruit, sooner or later. It is essential,however,

that preparation should be made to fill

creditably the larger field one ;hopes to

occupy.
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STEEL SHIPBUILDING OUTLOOK IN CANADA.

CANADA once occupied an important

place among the nations as a builder

of vessels. That was in the days

before wooden ships were supplanted by

those of iron and steel. Now, the industry

has shrunk out of all proportion to what it

once was.

Compared with 27 years ago the number

of vessels built in Canada is over 43 per

cent, less, and in tonnage there is a decline

of 88 per cent. Twenty- five years ago we

sold to other countries 160 vessels, with an

aggregate tonnage of 64, 134 and a value of

$2,189,270. In 1899 the number was only

14, the tonnage but 7.562 and the value

$ 1 26. 466. Here is a decline of 9 1 per cent,

in the number of vessels, 88 per cent, in

tonnage and 94 per cent, in value.

But most deplorable as has been the

decline in the shipbuilding industry in Can-

ada, we are not without hope for it in regard

to the future.

The iron industry in this country is at a

stage of development which scatters to the

wind all doubt which may previously have

existed as to its future. And concomitant

with the development of the iron industry

will be the growth of our shipbuilding

industry.

During the last two or three years, the

Bertram Company in Toronto have built a

number of steel steamers and canal barges.

Some of the former are among the finest on

the lakes, and only a few days ago the keel

was laid for a steel passenger steamer

which will be larger than any yet con-

structed on Lake Ontario, she having a

length of 340 ft. over all and will cost

nearly $500,000. Then, on the upper lakes,

there is theCramp Company now being

organized, which, in addition to its iron and

steel plant to be erected at Collingwood,

Ont., has already a large steel steamer in

course of construction.

In the palmy days of shipbuilding in

Canada, the centre of activity was in Nova

Scotia and New Brunswick. And in the

development of the steel shipbuilding

industry which Canada now promises to

experience, these Provinces are likely to

be by no means unimportant factors.

Both Halifax, N.S., and St. John. N B.,

have for some months been the centres of

agitation for the establishment of steel ship-

building yards. The Provincial Government

of New Brunswick has already intimated

its intention to assist the scheme as far as

St. John is concerned, and only on Monday

last there was a conference in St. John

between the representatives of the City

Council and members of the Provincial

Cabinet with a view to arranging the nature

of the assistance. The Dominion Steel Co.

also appears to be interesting itself in the

project. In Nova Scotia the agitation has

so far advanced that application is to be

made at the present session of the Dominion

Parliament to incorporate the Dominion

Shipbuilding Co.

The large iron and steel plant which is

being erected at Sydney should greatly

facilitate steel shipbuilding in the Maritime

Provinces.

REFUSE DEFACED COINS.

A
NUISANCE, which is steadily grow-

ing, and which, of late, has obtain-

ed much attention from business

men, is the large number of mutilated

coins that are in circulation. This increase

is due to the fact that no organized attempt

has been made to put a stop to it. Of

course, it is illegal to deface coins in any

way, but that does not deter the mischiev-

ously-inclined from doing that which the law

declares they shall not do.

The street railway conductors in Hamil-

ton have petitioned the Government in

regard to the matter, and the retail grocers'

association, of that city, has decided to

back up that of the conductors with another

petition and ask to have the mutilated

coins called in.

In the House of Commons on Tuesday

last the question came in for a little atten-

tion, and, in reply to a question, Hon. W.

S. Fielding, Minister of Finance, said there

was no provision in the Canadian law for

the calling in of defaced or mutilated coins,

and the Government had no authority at

present to take such action. Persons who

clipped or defaced coins or who altered

such coins were liable to imprisonment.

Defaced coins were not currency and not

legal tender, and should be refused by

everybody. Whether there should be an

amendment in the Currency Act he said

was a matter for consideration.

The position taken by the Minister of

Finance clears the way for merchants to be

decidedly firm in rejecting defaced coins.

A coin with a hole caused by some silver

having been bored out of it, or with such a

hole plugged with tin or lead ; a coin with

its edge cut away or its features worn off by (

much handling is not currency, and so should

not be accepted as money.

If all persons were firm in adhering to

this ruling, those who bore holes in silver

coins for the sake of the silver they thus

secure would find their business a poor one,

and those individuals who deface coins for

the mere '
' fun of the thing' ' would have

to themselves bear the loss which they

occasion.

The subject is one which should be taken

up by boards of trade and business men'

s

organizations of various kinds throughout

the country. This will put a stop to the

practice of defacing of coin currency more

quickly than ever legislative enactments can.

THE OFFICERS OF THE WINNIPEG
BOARD OF TRADE.

MR.
WILLIAM GEORGESON, who

was, on February 5, unanimously,

elected president of the Winnipeg

Board of Trade, has been a resident of the

"Prairie City" for over 20 years, and

during all that time has been closely identi-

fied with the wholesale interests there.

In the early eighties he was manager for

Thompson Codville Co.'s branch in Winni-

peg, and, after the death of Mr. Thomp-

son, sr., when the firm was reorganized as

Codville & Co., Mr. Georgeson became a

partner in the concern.

No man in the West is better posted on

trade conditions, and, in addition to his

actual knowledge, he has a charming,

tactful manner and a pleasing personal

appearance.

The vice-president, Mr. John Russell, is

well and favorably known in Manitoba,

while Mr. Andrew Strange, the treasurer, is

one of Winnipeg's pioneers, whom not to *

know is to argue yourself unknown.

The office bearers of the board for the

first year of the new century are men in

every way calculated to add to the already

established prestige of the Winnipeg Board

of Trade.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

A
REMARKABLE demand is in pro-

gress for both black and galvanized

sheets, not only from the mills, but

also from local jobbers' stocks. The

demand for black sheets is especially

peculiar, as at this season black sheets

are ordinarily quiet. The demand is very

' heavy for galvanized sheets, and stocks still

continue inadequate to the demand. It

might be expected, under the circumstances,

that jobbers' prices on galvanized sheets

would be advanced, as they say they have

seldom sold on such a small margin.—Iron

Age.

WIRE PICTURE CORD UNSETTLED.

The market for wire picture cord is in a

very unsatisfactory condition. There ap-

pears to be no agreement among the manu-

facturers in regard to the list prices, some of

them using the revised list of October 2,

1900, and others the old and lower list.

Some of the prices reported are exceedingly

low, and referred to as down to the cost of

the wire. There i:s also a good deal of

complaint in regard to the quality of the

goods—the gauge of the wire, number of

strands, shortage in measurement, quality

of coating, etc. There is evidently an

opportunity here for the trade to give careful

attention to the matter of price and grade of

goods purchased.— Iron Age.

PIG IRON IN GREAT BRITAIN.

In the pig iron market, business is

exceedingly dull, and values have been

falling away during the week. Warrants

have gone down a great deal more, so that

makers' iron, Cleveland, which we quoted

at 48s. 7d. in our last, now stands at 47s.;

while, in Glasgow, Scotch finish sells at

52s. 7^d., as against 56s. 8d. a week ago.

In Middlesbrough, there seems to be a very

apathetic feeling, and buying is confined to

urgent requirements, because there is appar-

ently no confidence in the maintenance of

present prices, which are 47s. for No. 3 and
63s. for hematite. A similar feeling is noted

elsewhere, and altogether the trade is in a

very unsatisfactory state. At the piesent

time, there should be a good deal of buying

for spring delivery, but with a falling market

this cannot, of course, be expected, and the

outlook at the moment is certainly not very

encouraging.—Iron and Coal Trades Re-

f
view, February 1.

TINPLATE TRADE IN ENGLAND.

Sim & Coventry, Liverpool and London,
in their report in regard to the tinplate

market, say :
" The year 1900 cannot be

looked back upon with unmixed feelings of

satisfaction so far as the tinplate trade is con-

cerned. The year opened with a feeling of

doubt as to whether the high prices then

ruling could be sustained for a much longer

period, the boom in the market having

already lasted considerably longer than on

some previous occasions. The prophecy of

a well known tinplate maker that before

1899 was out cokes would be up to 20s. had

been lamentably falsified, and, as a matter

of fact, the result showed that the opening

year found the upward movement well nigh

spent. The average price for cokes in

January may be put down at 15s. i'/£d.,

and although during February a sharp spurt

took place until 15s. 9d. to 15s. io^d. was

paid, and this level was practically main-

tained for a month or six weeks, it proved

to be the last dying struggle of the boom,

and from that time dates a decline in values

which has continued practically without

break to the close of the year, the end of

December finding the price of cokes at 12s.

ioj^d. f.o.b. Wales.

SCREWS LOWER IN THE UNITED STATES.

For some time the screw market has been

irregular, with a decided drift toward lower

prices. So much so has this been the case that

the base discount of 87 >£ per cent, agreed

upon by the manufacturers became largely

nominal, in view of the series of extras

which were more or less freely given. To
meet this condition of things reduced prices

were announced under date February 1 in

which the base discount was made 90 per

cent. The manufacturers are anticipating

that this discouut will be pretty closely

adhered to, so that the announced prices

will represent the market as usual.—Iron

Age.

MANUFACTURED IRON AND STEEL IN
ENGLAND.

For finished material the market is dull

at present, and, notwithstanding the recent

reduction in prices and the general antici-

pation that bottom had been reached, some

further declines are reported from various

districts. In Middlesbro', for instance,

plain iron columns have been put down 105.,

while chairs have fallen to £2 I 7$- 6d. and

£4. 2s. 6d. Common bars are also 10s.

lower, and best iron is correspondingly

cheaper. These reductions, however, seem

to be of little use in stimulating business.

Lancashire makers are also feeling the

prevailing depression, and although £5 5s.

is quoted for steel billets, they have difficulty

in realizing that price. The average selling

price of Scotch iron during November and

December is returned at £7 13s. 8d. per

ton, which will have the effect of reducing

wages north of Tweed. Mr. Waterhouse's

statistics give the average selling price in

the North of England during the same

months as ,£8 5s. 2d., as compared with

£8 5s. 1 id. in September and October.

This leaves wages unchanged.—Iron and

Coal Trades Review.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET.

There is a fairly active demand for pig

iron for prompt delivery, but with the current

production closely concentrated there is not

much stock to be picked up. There is little

show of interest in futures as yet, and in some
quarters there is increasing pressure to sell.

This is particularly true of Southern foundry,

which, in some instances, it is understood,

has been offered at a concession from quoted
prices. Pittsburg advices indicate a firm

tone to the market for Western iron, but,

reports from Philadelphia complain of dull

trade, and intimate that the Carnegie affair

has had a tendency to increase the feeling

of depression, as it is not apparent how it

will help to enlarge the consumption. There
is something of a disposition on the part of

buyers to await the outcome of the Carnegie-

Morgan negotiations before taking further

steps to cover their requirements, and
business in the different lines is less active.

There is a very firm tone to the market
throughout, and in some quarters there is

still talk of a probable early advance in the

price of billets and rails at least.

Tinplate— In a jobbing way business
is of fair proportions, and this, together
with regular deliveries, gives the market a
moderately active appearance. The Lon-
don market is slightly higher than a week
ago.

Pig Tin—The London market had ad-
vanced 1 os. up to noon on Tuesday, but
after that a reaction set in and prices con-
tinued to decline until the close to-night,

when they were 12s. 6d. below the last

quotations of Monday and £1 2s. 6d. under
yesterday ' s highest. Following the holiday
of Tuesday there was a better feeling in the
New York market, and despite the decline
in London a much firmer tone was
developed, buyers increasing their bids to

26 45c, which they offered for both spot
February and March delivery, without
bringing out sellers. The Kensington,
sailing from this port to day for Southamp-
ton, took 180 tons, part of the recent pur-
chases made in this market for London.

Copper—The market remains quiet, but
the tone is steady and prices are maintained
at 17c. for Lake Superior and i6^c for

electrolytic and casting. London has
declined 10s. since Monday, the previous
advance being thus lost.

Pig Lead—The market remains dull,

with prices somewhat nominal. The trust

continues to quote on the basis of 4.37XC.
for lots of 50 tons or over. In London, the
price of soft Spanish has declined 2s. 6d.
since Monday.

Spelter—The market remains very dull,
with the tendency in buyers' favor. Nom-
inal quotations at the close were 3.90 to
3.95c. London shows a decline of 5s.

Antimony—Regulus remains quiet, but
steady, at the range of 8^ to io^c., as to
brand and quantity.

Old Metals—The market is steady,
though at the moment there is little de-
mand.—New York Journal of Commerce,
February 14.
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TRADE CONDITIONS IN MANITOBA.

THE following is a part of an interest-

ing address delivered by Mr. D.

K. Elliott, the retiring president, at

the recent annual meeting of the Winnipeg

Board of Trade :

The business of the year past has in many re-

spects fallen short of our expectations. The in-

creased area placed under crop last spring inspired

us with the reasonable hope of a corresponding
increase of business, but the early drought, which
affected every part of the country, retarded the

growth of the grain, and this, followed by the heavy
autumn rains, seriously

REDUCED THE YIELD OF ALL CEREALS,

The shortage of crop, and consequent decrease in

business, has told heavily against the business in-

terests of this city, which are so largely dependent
upon the wheat crop of the West. When it is re-

membered that our total export of wheat for the

crop of 1900 will not exceed 17,000,000 bush., and
that principally in the lower grades, against 30,000,-

000 bush., largely of No. 1 hard, of the 1899 crop,

it will be readily seen that the purchasing power
of the farmer and his means for paying off existing

liabilities have been very much curtailed.

It is gratifying, however, in spite of this to note

that there is .

NO TRACE OF 1'ANIC,

nor any doubt in the minds of our people as to the

future. All feel that the country is no longer on
trial, but that stability and confidence are firmly

established, and the past year may have its com-
pensations in lessons of carefulness and frugality,

taught to everyone, merchants and farmers alike.

A reference to the last crop bulletin issued by the

Provincial Government shows that farmers, too, are

confident of the future, as is evidenced by the fact

that there are already prepared for the crop of 1901

,

apart from the work of the coming spring, over
one and a half millions of acres of land. I give

the following extract from Dunn's Review of

January 5. 1901, referring to failures for the past

year: "Considering the severe loss to wheat-
growers in Manitoba, that Province makes a
splendid exhibit."

One of the best indications of the

FINANCIAL STRENGTH

of a country is the view taken of it as a field for

investment by loan companies and capitalists, and
1 learn on good authority that money is being
loaned on farm security as freely as ever, both in

Manioba and the Northwest Territories, and in-

deed that the West is looked upon as among the
best and safest parts of the Dominion for such
investments.

WINNIPEG HANK CLEARINGS

continue to show a satisfactory volume, and
although the average decrease in Canada for the

past year is nearly 4 per cent., that of Winnipeg is

only about K per cent. During the past year two
of our leading banks, the Canadian Bank of Com-
merce and the Dominion Bank, have erected pre-
mises that would do honor to any city, and the
Merchants Bank of Canada have now in the
hands of their contractors a magnificent building of
eight storeys, that will be, for many years to come,
if one may ju ge from the plans, a prominent ex-
hibition of the confidence felt in our country by
ihe leading monetary institutions of Canada. In
addition to these a number of fine warehouses and
manufacturing blocks have been erected, and we
believe the coming year will see a material addilion
to their number.

POSTAL MATTERS,

One important feature in the development of a
new country is the necessity for a liberal and rapid
expansion of the postal service, and it is a source of
satisfaction that this Department of the Federal
Government has shown a proper conception of the
growth of the country and the requirements of its

business interests Daily mails have followed as

quickly as possible daily train service, and the
representations of your postal committee have been
met by a ready response from the Department. A
glance at statistics shows that there we e, in Mani-
toba and the Territories, in the year 1880, 147 post

offices ; 10 years later, the number had increased to

523, and, in 1900, to the large number of 869.

IMMIGRATION.

The work of this Department of the Dominion
Government is being prosecuted vigorously, and its

splendid results are shown in the large number of

38,324 added to the population of the West during
the year 1900. Of these, 14,000 were Canadians,
and 5,136 came from the United States, and are

principally well-to-do farmers, who have a thorough
knowledge of the requirements of the country and
can adapt themselves to the state of affairs existing

here. They bring with them a large amount of

money and personal effects, and, in most cases,

either enter direttly upon land previously selected

by them or purchase improved farms and engage
at once in the cultivation of their properties

It is reported by the Department that the

foreigners who have come to our country are

rapidly becoming self-sustaining, and exhibit a keen
desire to remain upon and cultivate their farms,

and it is evident that they will prove a valuable

addition to our population.

There have been 8,827 land entries and sa'es

during the year, aggregating nearly 2,000,000 acres,

and, in addition to this, the C.P.R. company have
made 2,283 contracts, containing 432,000 acres and
amounting in cash to $1,377,715.48.

RAILROAD MATTERS.

While the year 1900 has not seen a marked
activity in railway building, yet some important
branches have extended in different parts of the

country, opening up new districts and giving

needed accommodation t > others

Commencing east of us, we find that the C.P.R.
company have built a small spur east of Rat
Portage, to one of the well-known mines in that

district, and that the Lac du Bonnet branch, of
about 22 miles, has opened up communication with

that largely-timbered country drined by the Eng-
lish and Winnipeg rivers, both of which are tribu-

tary to this beautiful lake. Draining tile and superior

brick for building and paving purposes are being
manufactured, thus adding another to the large and
varied number of our industrial concerns. Coming
to the prairie country, a line is being extended from
McGregor to a point on the Great North West
Central, and the Pipestone branch has been
carried forward 100 miles into the well-known,
fertile and finely-situated Moose Mountain district.

It has been found necessary by the C.P.R. to build

a substantial steel bridge, supported on masonry
piers, across the Red river, on account of the increas-

ing traffic and larger engines used, and I have good
reason to believe this will be followed soon by a large

and commodious depot. It seems unfortunate that

some reasonable arrangement could not have been
arrived at between the city council and the C.P.R.
and been ratified by the ratepayers for the build-

ing of a subway on Main street. The condition of

things now existing is anything but satisfactory

to either the railway company or the citizens,

and, in addition to this, it has, I believe, caused
the postponing for some time longer the erection

ofasp'endid hotel in this city. The volume of

traffic, both through and local, is increasing so

rapidly that the C.P.R. has practically decided to

establish, early next summer, two daily trans-con-

tinental trains, one a fast limited, making but few
stops, and the other to accommodate local traffic.

Great progress, too, has been made by the Can-
adian Northern Railway Co., who, during the year

1900, constructed 224 miles of railway, and who
expect before the end of the present year to have
their line in operation from Port Arthur to Winni-
peg, and from Winnipeg to a point within a very
short distance of Prince Albert. They are now
advertising for tenders for the construction of a

magnificent steel bridge, with a draw span of 380
feet, to cross the Rainy river, and tenders are likely

to be called for in a few days for a bridge across

the Red river at Winnipeg. With the completion
of these works, and the additional mileage to be
constructed this year, this company expect to have
not less than 1,100 miles of railway in operation,

thus bringing them into the rank of the

THIRD RAILWAY IN CANADA.

It is pretty generally understood that a large

portion of the fine timber, through which the road
runs, will be brought into this city, and lumber
mills established here for its manufacture, thus
giving employment to a large number of men.

Mining interests, too, should be greatly benefited,
as the Canadian Northern runs largely through
mining country tributary to the Seine river, and
the improved transportation facilities should be of
great value, both in shipping in machinery and
exporting the products of the mines.

Thus it will be seen that very important railway
works have been carried on during the year, and,
if we are to believe current reports, even more will

be accomplished before another crop is harvested.

CHAMBER OF MINES.

An institution which has come into considerable
prominence during the past year is the Chamber of

Mines, which was formed in this city early last f

spring, and is composed of thoroughly representa-

tive men, from all parts of Canada. The disinter-

ested work of this voluntary association is meeting
with favorable results; reliable information is being
obtained and disseminated in the best possible
form throughout the world, and this, doubtless,
will be an important factor in inducing capitalists

to invest in and develop the great mining region
between this city and Lake Superior. The value
of the work being accomplished has lately been
recognized in the form of liberal grants and dona-
tions in support of the movement made to the

chamber by the Dominion Government, the Gov-
ernment of Ontario, the Canadian Pacific Railway
Co. and other influential corporations.

ELECTRIC CARS IN ENGLAND.
A London paper, calling attention to the

fact that during the past year over 6,000

electric tramway cars were manufactured in

America, says: "The magnitude of the

business will be better understood by recall-

ing the fact that there are probably not

more than 6,000 tramway cars of all kinds

in use in the United Kingdom to-day.

Unfortunately, from the standpoint of

British workmen, our manufacturers are not

yet able, says The Sheffield Telegraph, to

supply the increasing demand for cars, and

from all parts of the country complaints

come of great delay in filling orders. One

large corporation was recently obliged to

delay the opening of its electric tramways

several months because cars could not be

got. " As to the iron trade, it says : ' 'Short

time is ruling in the steel and iron trades

throughout the North and Midlands in con-

sequence of the falling off in orders. A
dozen forge works have closed down in the

Midlands, and at many others the number

of hands is considerably reduced. To
ameliorate these conditions cheaper raw

material—coal and pig iron—is regarded as

imperative. With prices reduced to the

1896 7 level it is claimed that American

manufacturers would be unable to compete

with the British market."

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE^

Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.

DIFFICULTIES. ASSIGNMENTS. COMPROMISES.

ARTHUR HOTTE, general merchant,

St. Cyrille de Wendover, Que., has

assigned, and is offering 50c. cash

on the dollar.

Joseph Bernier, carriagemaker, L' Islet,

Que. , has assigned.

John D. Morrison, general merchant,

* Milan, Que., has assigned.

Chapleau & Leboeuf, contractors, Mont-

real, have consented to assign.

Mrs. E. G. E. McKee, general merchant,

Orton, Ont., is offering to compromise.

Assignment has been demanded of F. X.

Julien, general merchant, Lambton, Que.

AH. Boulanger, general merchant, St.

Eugene (L' Islet), Que., is offering 17c. on

the dollar, cash.

A meeting of the creditors of G. Gibeault,

general merchant, St. Lucie de Doncaster,

Que., has been held.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

A. R. Pruneau & Co., coal dealers,

Quebec, have dissolved.

Partnership has been registered by Roy

L. Caron & Co., sawmillers, St. Julie, Que.

Hawkesworth & Springford, general

merchants, Morris, Man., have dissolved.

Partnership has been registered by La-

pointe & Beauchamp, general agents, etc.,

Montreal.

Partnership has been registered by Lemay
& Marchand, general merchants, Shawene-

gan Falls, Que.

Boese & Unruh, general merchants,

Rosthern. N.W.T., have dissolved
; J. J.

Boese continues.

Rosen & Dugan, general merchants,

Selkirk West, Man
.

, have dissolved
; Jacob

Rosen continues.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

Aaron Lewis, tinsmith, Victoria, B.C.,

is selling out by auction.

The assets of L. J. Desilets, general

merchant, St. Gertrude, Que., are to be sold.

The assets of X. Savard, general mer-

chant, St. Felicien, Que., have been sold.

John Hiles, general merchant, Dungan-

non, Ont., is advertising his business for

sale.

The assets of P. Denis, general merchant,

St. Cesaire, Que., are to be sold on Febru-

ary 15.

The stock of the estate of J. W. Schoe-

man, hardware dealer, Virden, Man., is

^ advertised for sale.

The Sackville Machine and Foundry Co.,

Sackville, N.B., are offering their business

for sale by public auction.

Hugh McDonald, general merchant,

Little Glace Bay, N.S., is advertising his

property and plant for sale by auction

March 4.

How Can White Lead

Help You Win Business?

Can it give you any advantage over your competitor ?.

Can it pay you a good money profit ?

Can you build a reputation on it ?

Can you display any individuality in selling it ?

Can it supply you with unique and effective advertising

material ?

Can you hold old trade with it ?

Can it advertise itself, so that old trade brings new trade ?

Can it help increase your business in other lines ?

Can you be progressive with it ?

The paint quality and selling methods that do these things

are in

The Sherwin-Williams paint

But they're not in white lead.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO.

Nt Vv YORK.

MONTREAL.
BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

The stock, etc., of the estate of Johnson
j

Bros., hardware dealers, Seaforth, Ont., is/

advertised for sale by auction on February'

21.

CHANGES.

JohnHisler.blacksmith.Okotoks.N.W.T..

has sold out to Robert Graham.

Charlotte Ward, harness dealer, Seaforth,

Ont., has sold out to Andrew Oke.

John Malcolm, hardware dealer, Rose

bank, Man., has sold out to F. & E. Leggatt

Tocher & Klump, general store, Wapella,

Man., have sold out to G. E. Nugent &
Co.

D. C. Crosby, general merchant, Port

Maitland, N.S., has sold out to James S.

Gray.

Cattle & Porter, harness dealers, Ridge-

town, Ont., have been succeeded by John

Porter.

Miss A. Chalifoux, general merchant,

Wendover, Ont., has been succeeded by

W. J. Storey.

C. M. Sherwood, general merchant,

Woodstock, N.B., is closing his branch

store in that place.

A. J. McPherson, general merchant,

Head of Millstream, N.B., has sold out to

S. H. White & Co.

The Connors Bros., Limited, general

merchants, etc., Black's Harbor, N.B.,

have applied for incorporation,

Thomas G. Holmes, founder, Clarksburg,

Ont., has been succeeded by Ferguson &
Rogers.

James E. Mattinson, sawmiller, Lower
Stewiacke, N.S., has sold out to G. M.
Mattinson.

M. W. McKim, dealer in agricultural

implements, Elkhorn, Man., has been suc-

ceeded by McKim & Duxbury.

The assets of the estate of The W. F.

Horton Co., bicycle dealers, etc., London,
Ont., have been sold to S. V. Horton.

Armstrong & Morrison, manufacturers

of steel pipes, etc., Vancouver, have sold

out to The Vancouver Agency, Limited.

FIRES.

J. McLellan, harness dealer, Allenford,

Ont., has been burned out.

B. Bolliver, sawmiller, Baker Settlement,

N.S., has been burned out.

Jolly & Donaldson, general merchants,
Allenford, Ont., have been burned out.

The insurance is light.

DEATHS.

John Irvin, coal dealer, etc., Brampton,
Ont., is dead.

Pearson, Covert & Pearson, Hamilton,
have made application for the incorporation

of the Dominion Shipbuilding Co , for the

purpose of building, repairing, equipping,

opeiating and maintaining ships.
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BUSINESS FIRMS IN THE STATES.

THE following is an extract from the

address of President Hanson, at the

annual convention of the National

Retail Grocers' Association of the United

States, at Detroit :

'
' Six or eight months

ago, I received the following figures from

Dun's Commercial Agency and they should

be as near correct as any to be obtained.

The number of concerns engaged in the

trades in the United States is as follows :

Wholesale grocers. 2,226
Retail grocers 109, 145
General stores 121,558
Butchers and meat market men 38,900
Confectioners 7,917
Booksellers, stationers and newsdealers.. 5,101
Boots and shoes 22,280
Cigars and tobacco 22,817
Clothing 14, 171
Drugs 37,146
Dry goods 14.539
Flour, grain and feed I 5. I43
Hardware 21 ,395
Harness and saddlery 15,143
Music and musical instruments 4.445
Milliners 18,268
Saloon and liquor dealers 94,°94
Or a grand total of 572,178 in all lines.

'
' These figures show that the dealers in

food products, such as groceries, meats,

bakers' goods, confectionery, flour and feed,

number 302,756, as against 269,394 in all

other lines of trade, or 33,362 more in food

products than in all others. This table also

shows that the retail grocery business out-

ranks all others in point of numbers, for all,

or nearly all, general stores keep a line of

groceries, and it is this large number that

we must organize, and nearly every one of

these lines of trade have national associa-

tions and hold national conventions, and

get together and discuss methods for the

betterment of their condition. In view of

these stupendous figures and facts, I would

recommend that the incoming officers do

all they can to promote and push forward

the work of organization as fast as possible

until every State and Territory has a good,

live State association and every State asso-

ciation is affiliated with the national

association."

THE OSSEKEAG STAMPING CO.

The matter of the winding up of The
Ossekeag Stamping Company, Limited,

came up before Chief Justice Tuck in

chambers on Tuesday, in St. John, N.B.

Mr. Peter S. Archibald, who has been acting

as provisional liquidator, was appointed

permanently. Mr. H. A. Powell appeared

for the petitioning creditor, and in response

to inquiries from Mr. L. A. Currey and Mr.

A. P. Barnhill, who appeared for creditors,

stated that the raw material now on hand

would be manufactured and sold. He
doubted if the dividend to the creditors

would be very large. The principal creditor

is Senator Wood, who holds securities

amounting to nearly #60,000. The question

of disposing of the property would probably

come up at a later period.

If you would sell good goods
We have good goods to sell.

IVER JOHNSON BICYCLES
Are recognized as Standard

the world over. The line for

1901 is the most up-to-date

on the market.

We want good agents to sell

our Iver Johnson Bicycles.

Our agency proposition is a

profitable one.

Send for Catalogue and Agency Proposition NOW.

WE CAN INTEREST YOU

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York— 99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

FILES AND RASPS.We manufacture first
quality.

All shapes, sizes and
cuts.

Made from first quality Crucible File Steel. Every file tested and warranted. Prices always rigid.

For sale by all prominent hardware merchants from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

THE GLOBE FILE MANUFACTURING CO. PORT HOPE. ONT.

BOEGffffS BRUSHES.

WHAT THEY ARE MADE OF

Only the best materials are used in our brushes. All materials we
import direct from the producers, and being the largest consumers
in our line we are enabled to secure better stocks at lower prices

than other smaller buyers.

THOSE WHO MAKE THEM

Our workmen are all skilled mechanics, whose long training in

our service has made them perfect in every detail, thereby enabling

us to produce a reliable article.

WHY THEY ARE GOOD

Because we spare no expense to keep the quality of our brushes

up to the highest standard, and they have gained a reputation that

has created a demand in every city from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

80 York St.,

TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. ONLY
WHOLESALE

CLOTHES WRINGERS

I*

S

"EUREKA," Rols iixiK inches.

A
I v "CRESCENT," Rolls 10 x i% inches, as cut.

"CRICKET," nxiK

"NEW MODEL" 1898, Rolls 11 xz% inches.

SAMSON," Rolls 11 x iK inches.
"THE RE-ACTING" Washing Machine.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP
PROMPTLY. Graham Wire and Gut Nails are the Best.

OUR PRICES
ARE RIGHT.
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BRANTFORD BOARD OF TRADE.

THE annual meeting of the Brantford,

Ont., Board of Trade, which was

held on Tuesday of last week, was a

satisfactory one to all members of the board.

President Major J. S. Hamilton occupied

the chair. There was a good attendance.

Eleven new members were admitted, while

Wm. Grant and Alfred Watts were made

life members.

The annual address of the president was

a stirring one. During the year 115 new

members were admitted, bringing the mem-

bership to 233.

The year's trade had been good. Two

important industries have commenced opera-

tions in the city, viz.: The Malleable Iron

Works of The Pratt & Letchworth Co., and

The Farmers' Packing Co., Limited.

The Adams Wagon Co., Paris, Ont.,

have decided to remove to Brantford, and

will shortly start the erection of their

premises in the latter place. The old Con-

sumers' Cordage Co.'s building in West

Brantford, has been taken over by The

Canada Farmers' Cordage Co., Limited,

who expect to start operations in a few days.

The number employed in the factories of

the city during 1900 was 3.896, as com-

pared with 3,515 in 1899. The wages paid

amounted to $1,323,017 in 1900, and

51,234 888 in 1899.

The speaker commented on the high

freight rates to the seaboard, which inter-

fered with the export trade, and expressed

the opinion that the Railway Committee of

the Privy Council should see that the prices

charged from Canadian points were not

higher in proportion to those charged from

points in the Western States. He also com-

plained about the delay in payment of

refunds of duty on exports. The secretary-

treasurer's report showed the finances of

the board to be in a healthy condition.

The following officers were elected :

President—Major J. S. Hamilton.

Vice-President—Lloyd Hair's.

Secretary-Treasurer—George Hately,

The council and committee will be elected

at the next regular meeting.

AN INCANDESCENT OIL LAMP.

Professor W. L. Emerson, Ottawa, has

invented and interested a number of capital-

ists in an incandescent oil lamp. It is

announced that the company, which has

obtained a special charter from the Ontario

Government, will shortly establish large

works on Sussex street, Ottawa, where they

will manufacture exclusively the new light-

ing and heating apparatus invented by

Professor Emerson. It is claimed that an

ordinary light will contain 2,000 candle

power yet will be so small that it can be

carried around in the coat pocket. A
miniature table lamp will give 600 candle

power and can be operated at one-tenth of

a cent an hour. Professor Emerson says

that his new light, which is generated

entirely from coal oil, will be the cheapest

and most powerful illumination extant, and

will supersede, on account of the low cost

and brilliancy, all other kinds. There is no

danger of explosion and the power of an

ordinary light at one tenth of a cent an hour

is equal to that of the ordinary arc lamp

which costs about 50c. an evening. In

fact, it is said, the expense of operating the

new light will not exceed the cost of an

ordinary carbon in an arc electric lamp.

Each light is self-contained being fed

through a hollow wire, which is installed in

the house very much the same as an ordin-

ary dwelling is wired for electric lighting.

THE NEW LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

On Monday The Canadian Locomotive

Company, Limited, of Kingston, with a

capital stock of $500,000, recently incor-

porated, had its inaugural meeting in

Toronto, and elected the following officers :

President, Hon. Wm.Harty; vice-president,

M. J. Haney, Toronto ; managing direc-

tor, C. Birmingham, of Pittsburg ; treasurer,

J. H. Birkett, Kingston, and superintendent,

H. Tandy, Kingston. Il will be remem-

bered that Mr. Harty purchased the works

from the liquidators of The Canadian Engine

and Locomotive Company that had

formerly carried them on in Kingston.

NEW COMPANIES INCORPORATED.

The following companies have been in-

corporated : The Strathy Wire Fence Co.,

Limited, Owen Sound, Ont.; the Litho-

graphed Tin and Can Co., Limited, Toronto;

the Canadian Oak Belting Co., Limited,

Brockville, Ont.; the Petrolea Combination

Rack Co., Limited, Petrolea, Ont.; the

Northern Hardware Co., Limited, Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont.; the Defiance Lantern and

Stamping Co., Limited, Toronto.

GODERICH BOARD OF TRADE.

A strong Board of Trade was organized

in Goderich, Ont., on Monday at a meeting

attended by practically all the leading busi-

ness men of the town. The following

officers were elected :

President — R. S. Williams, of the Bank of
Commerce.

Vice-President—J. H. Colborne, grain dealer.
Secretary — Jam s Mitchell, of The Goderich

Star.

Treasurer—W. A. McKim, dry goods dealer.

A council composed of 12 business men
was foimed, and a platform for future work

laid down.

The Wright Taper Roller Bearing Co.,

Limited, Montreal, has been incorporated.

KENTVILLE BOARD OF TRADE.

THE annual meeting of the Kentville,

N.S., Board of Trade was held on

Monday evening, January 21. Presi-

dent R. W. Eaton occupied the chair.

The president' s address, which is a feature

of the annual meeting, was a comprehensive

one. He first reviewed the volume of trade

and the conditions of business during the *

year. With the exception of the export

apple trade, everything had been even more

satisfactory than customary. The imports

amounted to $12,435, an increase of almost

$2,000. The export apple trade had been,

however, exceedingly bad, ^the balance

being nearly $100,000 on the wrong side.

This he attributed to the inefficient and

unsuitable class of vessels engaged in the

ocean transport business during the season.

These vessels received subsidies from the

Government, but, as no provision had

been made to secure suitable vessels, the

subsidies served only to kill off competition

and give employment to slow and unsuitable

vessels. He was convinced that the Gov-

ernment should appoint a commission to

inquire into the circumstances connected

with the transportation and marketing of

the apple crop of the Annapolis Valley with

a view to remedying existing grievances.

In referring to the tourist business of the

town, which is steadily increasing, the

speaker stated that 20,000 copies of a

booklet descriptive of the town had been

issued.

The principal event of the year, as far as

the board was concerned, was the annual

meeting of the Maritime Board of Trade,

held in Kentville on August 15, 16 and 17,

last. The session, he considered, had been

successful in every respect.

The industries of Kentville are in satis-

factory condition. The Nova Scotia Car-

riage Co., which was organizsd during the

year, has proven a valuable addition to the

institutions of the town. All the other con-

cerns have grown in size and strength

during the year.

A vote of thanks was given to the presi-

dent and secretary for the valuable service

and reports.

The following officers were elected :

President—James Sealy.

Vice-President—W. P. Shaft.ier.

Secretary-Treasurer—G. E. Calkin. i

Anditors—J. W. King, Dr. Saunders.

After the discussion it was unanimously

resolved to endorse the action taken by the

municipal council and the Kings County

Board of Trade in reference to the appoint-

ment of a commission of inquiry in refer-

ence to apple transportion by the Federal

Government.
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A TAX PROPOSED ON NICKEL ORES.

A
LENGTHYand comprehensive peti

tion has been sent to the Ontario

Government which is believed to

have the solid support of all the iron manu-

facturers of the. Dominion. It is officially

signed by A. T. Wood, president ; C. S

Wilcox, general manager Hamilton Steel

and Iron Co., Limited ; The Nickel Steel

Co. of Canada, John Patterson, secretary ;

The Canada Furnace Co., Limited, per

Geo. E. Drummond, managing director

and treasurer.

The petition sets forth the richness of the

Ontario nickel' mines and calls attention to

the increased price of refined nickel in the

markets of the world during the past 18

months, which gives Ontario a correspond-

ingly less price for her share, the Province

receiving now less than 28 per cent.

UNITED STATES LEGISLATION.

The legislation of the session to remedy

this, the petitioners argue, needs supple-

menting. The United States prohibitory

duty upon Canadian nickel and nickel

alloys, while admitting the raw material

free, is quoted as wholly destructive of the

manufacturing of Ontario nickel.

USE ONTARIO ORE.

The petitioners say that the Ontaiio

nickel ores are now, and for ten years have
been, used in the construction of powerful

navies and powerful guns by the United

States and other foreign countries whose
interests may at any time become adverse

to the interests of Canada and the Empire.

WHAT IS ASKED.

The petition asks that the Government
exercise the power granted in the Mines Act
for the imposition of taxes upon nickel ores

and upon nickel and copper ores and their

partially treated products, whether the same
be smelted and refined in Canada or not,

and that the tax thus collected be paid as a

bonus upon the manufacture of nickel-steel

in Ontario, and they further ask, in order

that the policy for the manufacture of nickel

iron and nickel steel may be successfully

carried on in Canada, and that Ontario

may have such a monopoly of the raw
material of this metal, that the Government
convey no fuither lands or any title to or

interest in any lands containing nickel ores

to any individual or individuals, companies
or corporations, who will not refine and use

the nickel derived from such ores in the

manufacture of this metal and its various

alloys in Ontario.

The general store of George Dean, in

Lobo, was destroyed by fire at an early

hour Monday morning. Little was saved,

and the insurance is light.

CONSIDER
A MOMENT

How much^do IVhiake ouL of this paint

busines^^/way ? What you/make depends

j»p*n/#nat you handle.*2^Un a/cheap paint you

Tifie'is lofft convincing andu never sells again.

MSAYS PAINTS

are high-grade paints, the best paints and the

best sellers. Once sold they sell again. It's

easy work, and you save time. Then, besides,

you buy them at a price that yields you a profit,

not so low as cheap paints, but better pay in the

end. That's business, isn't it ?

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL.

DIAMOND EXTENSION STOVE BACK
They are easily

adjusted and
fitted to a stove

by any one.

Please your
customers by
supplying them
immediately
with what
they want.

PaUntod, July Uth, 1S83. Canadian Patent, June Uth. 1394.

Sold by
Jobbers
of . . .

Hardware
Tinware
and

Stoves.

EXTENDED.

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY. Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
" A. R. WOODYATT & CO.. Guelph, Ontario.

"BRASSITE»

KNOX HENRY,

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales ?

THE GUNS CASTOR CO.
Limited.

Canadian Agent, No. i Place Royale, - MONTREAL.
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ONTARIO MARKETS.

Toronto, February 15, 1901.

HARDWARE.

A
RATHER better trade is to be noted

this week, there being a better

movement in hardware generally.

Business, however, for immediate require-

ments is still of a hand-to mouth character,

and the greatest improvement is in the way

of orders for future delivery, but even in

this latter particular the buying is nothing

like as free as it was a year ago. Of course,

nothing else could be expected, for, while a

year ago prices were tending upward, now

the tendency is in the opposite direction.

The outlook is for a fair spring and summer

trade, as stocks generally throughout the

country are not heavy. Payments are, on

the whole, fair.

Barb Wire—A little business has been

done during the past week on future

account, but only an occasional order is

reported from stock. We quote: $2.97

f.o.b. Cleveland for less than carlots, and

$2.85 in carlots. From stock, Toronto, $3 10

per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire — Business in this

line is altogether confined to orders for

future delivery, but even in this particular

the ordersere very small. We quote : No.

6, 7 and 8, $3. 55 ; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

$3.75; No. 11, #3.85; No. 12. $3.25; No. 13

$3.35; No. 14, #4.25; No. 15, $4. 75. and

No. 16, $5.

Smooth Steel Wire—Few odd ton "lots

are being booked for oiled and annealed for

future delivery, and an occasional order is

being received for hay-baling wire for

prompt shipment. Base price is unchanged

at $2.80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails—Prompt business is veiy

small indeed, but there is a little improve-

ment in the orders for spring delivery, there

evidently being a little more confidence in

the market since the advance of 10c. per

keg took place in the United States a few

weeks ago. Locally, the price is steady and

unchanged at $2.85 per keg in less than

carlots, and $2.75 for carlots.

Cut Nails—The reports from all quarters

in regard to cut nails fail to show any im-

provement in business, the market still

being decidedly dull. The base price is

unchanged at $2.35 per keg.

Horseshoes — These are still quiet

and unchanged in price. We quote

f.o.b. Toronto : Iron shoes, No. 2 and

larger, light, medium and heavy, $3 60
;

snow shoes, $3.85 ; light steel shoes, S3. 70;

featherweight (all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, -medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ;

light steel shoes, $3. 95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), #4.95.

Horse Nails—The demand is moderate

and prices unchanged at recent decline.

We quote oval head at 50 and 7^ per cent,

discount on "C" brand, and 50, 10 and

5 per cent, on "M" brand. Both these

nails, it will be remembered, are now sold

from different lists. Countersunk head is

still quoted at the discount of 50, 10 and

10 per cent.

Screws—Trade is good in this line with

prices unchanged. Discounts are : Flat

head bright, Sy}4 and 10 percent.; round

head bright, 82^ and 10 per cent. ; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

BUILT TO WEAR.
tt MSON"

Seamless Milk Can Bottoms

Make Clean Cans.

Make Strong Cans.

Make Cheap Cans.

Solid Rim Roll.

Uniform Size.

Easily Made Up. |l

BUY THE BEST. Viz., THE "SAMSON."

LONDON,

Ask for our prices on Milk Can and Cheese Vat Tinned Sheets,
they are sure to be right.

HE McCLARY MFG.
TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.
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THE PACE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE 00.
-Limited

Montreal
% Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

Silica Bricks
HIGHEST GKADE FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Magnesia Bricks
FOR LINING

Smelting, Refining and
Matte Furnaces, also

Converters and
Rotary Cement Kilns.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWERTIPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
Iraulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required

; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

brass, 75 and 10 per cent. Round head

bronze is unchanged at 65 per cent., and

flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—Trade in this line is

without any special feature, there being very

little business doing, while prices are un-

changed. We quote : Carriage bolts (Nor-

way), full square, 70 percent.; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4}4c off; nuts, hexagon,

X^c. off; tire bolts, 67% per cent.; stove

bolts, 6yyi ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs— There is very little

being done in this line also. Discount,

60 and 10 per cent, on iron rivets, 55 per

cent, on iron burrs, and 35 and 5 per cent,

on copper rivets and burrs.

Rope—The demand for rope continues

small. We quote as follows : Sisal, 9c. per

lb. base, and manila, 13c; cotton rope,

3-16 in. and larger, i6^c; 5-32 in., i\%c,
and y% in., 22j£c. per lb.

Binder Twine—A good trade has been

done so far this season, and it is estimated

that fully 75 to 80 per cent, of the orders

required have been placed with the manu
facturers, and there is still a fair demand.

Although our quotations are the same as a

week ago, one large United States manu
facturer, who does a large business in Can-

ada, advanced prices X c Per lb. on February

15. We still quote pure manila, io^c. per

lb.; mixed, 8^c. per lb. ; sisal, 7|/c. per

lb.

Cutlery—General trade is still small,

although quite a number of orders continue

to arrive from the Coast.

Sporting Goods—Some loaded shelis

and cartridges are going out, but trade in

this line is small for this time of the year.

Churns—A few orders are being received

for immediate shipment, but business is

mostly for later requirements.

Green Wire Cloth—Some business on

future account is still being done at $1.35

per ico sq. ft.

Tinware—Milk can trimmings are still

going out, and some delivery is being made
of sap buckets and sap spouts.

Harvest Tools — A few orders are

coming in for future delivery. Discount,

50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—Orders for spring

delivery, while a little more numerous than

they were, are small individually. Discount,

40 and 5 per cent.

Poultry Netting—There is still a little

being done for future delivery. Discount

on Canadian, 50 and 5 per cent. English

is quoted net.

TINPLATES
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,''
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

All 3 zes aid gauges imported.

A. G. LESLIE k GO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

TEE 1?. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADA/B HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG- TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WHITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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THERE is an old saying :
" You cannot get too

much of a good thing." That is why we

keep harping at you about

ELASTILITE VARNISH

fi% Follows
' 6

"

/6flAirPiHn /OPmrs

12 Qwra> 6H/u.f6m

^<£^ 5 6ALS<C>-

1
I

1

If you get tired reading our ads. about it, send for one of

the above cabinets and you will never have to tire yourself

talking to sell it. One can sells another. You cannot afford

to be without it.

-MANUFACTURED ONLY BY-

]h Imperial Varnish <& Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

Hockey Sticks and Skates—There has

been quite an active demand for hockey

sticks and an occasional order is still being

received for skates.

Lawn Mowers— Orders are being taken

for future delivery, and a few shipments

have been made to the Coast during the

past week.

Cement—There is nothing doing. We
nominally quote in barrel lots : Canadian

Portland, $2.80 to $3 ; Belgian, #2.75 to $3;

English do., $3 ; Canadian hydraulic

cements, $1.25 tojjSi.50; calcined plaster,

$1 90 ; asbestos cement, $2.50 per bbl.

METAL, 8.

The metal trade has been more active

during the past week, and business may now

be considered fairly good for this time of

the year. The demand is principally for

tin plates, black sheets, galvanized iron and

copper.

Pig Tin—Up to three or four days ago

the markets in London and New York were

easy, but since then the tendency has been

the other way, and at the moment prices

are steady, Locally, a good business has

been done during the past week both in

large and small lots, and quotations are

unchanged at 32 to 33c.

Pig Iron — There is not much business

being done, but prices are steady. We

quote $17 per ton for Canadian iron in 100

ton lots.

Bar Iron— Business is still fair, with the

base price unchanged at $ 1.60 to $1.70 per

100 lb.

Tinplates—Trade has been fair during

the past week in small lots, and several

orders have been taken for spring delivery.

According to the latest cable advices prices

are a little higher in the London, Eng.,

market than they were a week ago.

Tinned Sheets— The demand during

the past week has been fair with prices

ranging from 9 to g}4 c. for 23 gauge.

Terne Plates—Trade in this line is

quiet and prices are unchanged at last

week's edecline, our quotations still being

$8 50 to $10.50.

Black Sheets—The demand during the

past week has been active, both in large

and in small lots. The base price is $3.30.

Galvanized Sheets—Business has im-

proved during the past week and it is now

fairly brisk. The primary markets are firm

in price and ton lots for import are reported

to be worth $4.65. We quote English at

$4.75 for small lots and American at $4. 50.

Canada Plates—Small lots are being

shipped from stock and orders for fall

delivery are being freely booked. We

quote all dull, $3 ; half and half, $3. 15,

and all bright, $3 65 to $3.75.

Iron Pipe—Business in iron pipe is still

rather quiet, with quotations much as before.

It is understood, however, that an effort is

being made among the jobbing trade

to fix a uniform price on iron pipe,

whether or not it will be successful,

we cannot at the moment say. We quote :

Black pipe % in., $3.00; y% in., $3 00; ^
in., S3. 05; #" in., $3.20; 1 in., $4 60; ijtf

in., $6.35; 1 %\vl., $7.55; 2 in., $10.10

Galvanized pipe is as follows :
l/2 in.,

%\ 65; % in., 55.35; 1 in., $7 25; 1% in.,

$9-7S> l '<4 m -> $ lI - 2
S'<

2 m -« $ l S 5°-

Hoop Steel—The demand is good, and

the base price is still quoted at $3.10 for

ordinary quantities.

Copper—Ingot copper is quiet, but an

active demand is being experienced for sheet

copper. The outside markets are quiet but

steady. We quote : Ingot, 19 to 20c; bolt

or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to 23 }£c.

Brass — The demand continues fairly

good, with the discount on rod and sheet un-

changed at 15 per cent.

Solder—Trade is fair, with prices un-

changed. We quote : Bar, half-and half,

guaranteed, 19c; ditto, commercial, i8#c.

;

refined, 18^ c, and wiping, 18c.

Lead—Locally, trade is quiet and the
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outside markets are dull, with prices easier

in London, Eng. Locally, we still quote

4% to sc.

Zinc Spelter — Trade continues quiet

locally with the market dull and easy in

both London and New York. We quote 6

to 6#c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet — Trade is dull at £6 75 to

^ $7 for casks and $7 to $7. 50 for part casks.

Antimony—Business is still quiet at 1

1

to n#c.
FAINTS AND OILS.

Orders for spring delivery continue to

come in to jobbers in large numbers. As a

rule they are large and well assorted. Quite

a few orders for immediate delivery are

being filled and sent out with invoices dated

ahead. Linseed oil has again stiffened, an

advance of 2C. being made last Saturday.

We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, 86.87^; No. 1, $6.50; No. 2. $6.12)4;

No. 3, $5. 75; No. 4 85. 37 '4; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5-75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., 85 to $5 .25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.; $5.25 to $5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7_j£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c.

Whiting — 60c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 75 to 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100-lb. drums, I7^c; 25-lb. drums,

1 8c. ; 1 -lb. papers, i8^c. ;
1 -lb. tins, 19^0.;

%. lb. papers, 2o^c; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$ 2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2. 15; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

\oyz c. per lb. and \oyz to uc. for single

* tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 78c.

;

boiled, 81c.
; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 77c;

bailed, 80c., delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, 2c. more.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 59c; 2

to 4 barrels, 58c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
A large number of orders for shipment

for stock in March and April are being

received. Prices are steady. We still

quote first break locally : Star, in 50-

foot boxes, $2.10, and 100-foot boxes, $4;

double diamond under 26 united inches,

$6, Toronto, Hamilton and London; terms

4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
There is no change. The demand keeps

good, but deliveries are moderate. We quote

jobbers' prices as follows : Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 55c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 35c; No. 1 wrought

50c. per 100 lb. ; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, io^c. ; heavy

copper, i2^c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c. ;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c. ; heavy red brass, io^c. ; scrap

lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2j^c ; scrap rubber, 6^c;
good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c; clean

dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

COAL.

There is a good movement, but nut is

not yet as freely offered as might

be desired. We quote anthracite on

cars Buffalo and bridges : Grate, $4 75

per gross ton and $4.24 per net ton ; egg,

stove and nut, $5 per gross ton and $4 46

per net ton.

PETROLEUM.
There is a steady reduction in the volume

of business, but for this time of year the move-

ment is satisfactory. We quote : Pratt'

s

Astral, 17 to I7j£c. in bulk (barrels, $1

extra) ; American water white, 17 to

\7yiz. in barrels ; Photogene, \6)/z to

17c; Sarnia water white, 16 to i6^c. in

barrels; Sarnia prime white, 15 to i5#c. in

barrels.

QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, February 15, 1901.

HARDWARE.

TRADE has been quiet this week from

every point of view. Travellers in

the west still complain of a dull

retail business, and while trade in the east

is somewhat better, it is not at all brisk.

Orders for immediate shipment are few and

small while there seems to be no activity to

make contracts for spring importation.

Prices, however, are steady. Cut nails are

dull and wire nails are not moving freely.

Wire is as yet in small inquiry. Horse

nails are in better demand since the decline,

and horseshoes are still one of the most

active articles on the market. Lawn mowers,

garden hose, screens, green wire cloth,

poullry netting, and freezers are all being

considered for spring business. Screws are

in good demand since the drop in prices,

while such goods as bolts and other manu-

facturer's supplies continue to be inquired

for in moderate quantities.

Barb Wire—There is no new feature to

note, prices remaining as before at $3.20

f.o.b. Montreal in less than carlots.

Galvanized Wire—There is little on

the market to interest the trade. Business

is extremely quiet. We quote as follows :

No. 5, 54-25 ; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge

#3-55 : No. 9. #3-!o; No. 10, #3.75 ;

No. 11, S3. 85 ; No. 12, $3.25; No. 13,

$3.35; No. 14, $4-25; No. 15, $4-75 I

No. 16, $5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—A fair demand
has been noticed for this article throughout

the week. Values are steady at $2.80 per

100 lb.

Fine Steel Wire—There is no change

to note. The discount remains as before,

17 Yi per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire — A small

trade is passing. Discounts are 55 and

2^ per cent, on brass, and 50 and 2j£

per cent, on copper.

Fence Staples—Only a few lots are

being shipped. We quote : $3.25 for bright,

and 83.75 for galvanized, per keg of

100 lb.

Wire Nails—A few small shipments

have been made this week ; but no one

appears to be eager to lay in heavy stocks.

We quote 82.85 for small lots and 82.75 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Gananoque, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails -There is little doing, and prices

are steady. We quote: 82.35 for small and

82.25 for carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25

per cent, discount ; coopers' nails, 30 per

cent, discount.

Horse Nails—Since the reduction in

prices, business has somewhat improved.

Discounts remain as we gave them last

week. The general discounts are 50, 10

and 5 per cent, on oval head and 50, 10

and 10 per cent, on countersunk head.

"C" brand's new discount is 50 and 7 j£

per cent, on their own price list.

Horseshoes—A brisk business continues

to be done We quote : Iron shoes, light

and medium pattern, No. 2 and larger.83.50;

No. 1 and smaller, 83-75 ; snow shoes, No.
2 and larger, 83-75 ; No. 1 and smaller,

84- 00 ; X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5,

No. 2 and larger, 83-60 ; No. 1 and smaller,

83.85 ; feather-weight, all sizes, 84.85; toe

weight steel shoes, all sizes, 85.95 f.o.b.

Montreal ; f.o.b. Hamilton, London and
Guelph, ioc. extra.

Poultry Netting— Some transactions

have been made this week at former dis-

count of 50 and 5 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—A fairly good trade

is being done on future account at 51.35
per 100 sq. ft.
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Frefzers— Business has progressed very

favorably during the week. '•Peerless"

is quoted as follows: "Two quarts,

$1.85 ; 3 quarts, |2 10; 4 quarts, $2 50;

6 quarts, $3. 20 ; 8 quarts, $4. ; 10 quarts.

$5.25 ; 12 quarts, $6 ; 16 quarts, with fly

wheel, $11 ; toy, 1 pint, $1.40.

Screen Doors and Windows —Addi-

tional orders on spring account have been

booked this week. We quote: Screen doors,

plain cherry finish, $8.25 per doz.; do.

fancy, $11.50 per doz.; windows, $2.25 to

J3 50 per doz.

Screws—A good trade is doing for im-

mediate shipment. Discounts are: Flathead

bright, 87)4 and 10 per cent, off list; round

head bright, 82y2 and 10 per cent. ; fiat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The small manufacturers through-

out the country have been purchasing freely

of late. Discounts are as follows :

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent. ; machine bolts,

65 per cent. ; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; hexagon

nuts, 4^c per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67^
per cent. ; stove bolts, 67% percent.

Building Paper— Retailers are making

contracts for their spring goods. The ship-

ments being made at present are small. We
quote : Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb. ; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X L.,

65c. -per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — There has been no feature in

this line. The discount on best iron rivets,

section, carriage, and waggon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' riverts and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in

5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10

per cent, off list.

Cordage — Trade is rather quiet, with

prices unchanged. Manila is quoted at 13c.

per lb. for 7-16 and larger; sisal at 9:., and

lathyarn 9c. per lb. In small lots %c. per

lb. higher is charged.

Spades and Shovels—A small business

for spring delivery is to be noticed at a dis-

count of 40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools — For spring delivery

there has also been some business done this

week at a discount of 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—A small business is doing at

unchanged figures. We quote: Carpet tacks,

in dozens and bulk, blued 80 and 5 per

cent, discount ; tinned, 80 and 10 per cent.

;

cut tacks, blued, in dozens, 75 and 15 per

cent, discount.

Churns—Some spring business is being

done at a discount of 56 per cent.

Firebricks — Only a small amount of

business is being done at $18.50 to $26, as

to brand.

Cement — The winter demand is small.

We quote: German, $2.50 to $2.65; Eng-

lish, $2.40 to $2.50; Belgian, 51.90 to

$2.15 per bbl.

METAL?.
The metal market is not, taken as a whole,

in a very satisfactory condition. Iron is not

very firm, and tin is unsettled. Copper is

somewhat firmer. Coil chain is decidedly

firm, and an advance is expected.

Pig Iron—Canadian pig iron is worth

about $18 on the Montreal market, and No.

1 Summerlee about $22 to $23.

Bar Iron—The demand for bar iron is

steady. Sales have been made at $1.60 to

$1.65.

Black Sheets—A fair trade has been

done this week, some large lots having

changed hands. Prices rule at $2.80 for

8 to 16 gauge; $2.85 for 26 gauge, and

$2 90 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron — The demand is

fair and orders for import are being taken

freely. We quote: No. 28 Queen's

Head, $5 to $5.10 ; Apollo, ioj^ oz., $5 to

$5.10; Comet, No. 28, $4.50, with 25c.

allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—Primary markets are a

little stiffer, but values here remain at

Ingot Tin—The London market has not

gained during the week, and prices show

no change. The price here remains at 33c.

Lead—Unchanged at $4 65.

Lead Pipe—A fair trade continues to be

done. We quote : 7c. for ordinary and

7J£c. for composition waste, with 15 per

cent. off.

Iron Pipe—A good demand has been

met with this week. We quote : Black pipe,

H,$Z per 100 ft.; y% , $3; >£, $3; #,$3.15;
i-in.,$4.5o; \)i,$6.\o\ \%,$7.i%; 2-in.,

$9 75. Galvanized, ft, $4.60 ; % , $5.25 ;

1 in., $7.50; \%, $9.80; 1^, $11.75; 2-

in., $16.

Tinplates—Stocks are low. Some ship-

ments have been made this week, and

future stocks are being contracted for. The

ruling figures for immediate delivery are

$4 50 for coke and $4. 75 for charcoal.

Canada Plate—Trade is rather quiet,

but some orders for spring importation are

being taken. We quote: 52' s, $2.90;

60' s, $3; 75's, $3.10; full polished, $3.75,

and galvanized, $4.60.

Tool Steel -We quote: Black Diamond,

8c; Jessop's 13c.

Steel—No change. We quote : Sleigh-

The origina land only Genuine Pn
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.OAKEY'S

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England,

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL.

COVERT MFQ. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS. |
B^-oS -^f Largest Variefr, 1

Toilet, Hand Electric Power! dt
ARE THE BEST.

Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheet Shearing Machine!

.

WE MAKE THEM.
SZNTJ FOB CATALOGUE TO

amarlau Sheerer Mfg. Co.. Maahaa. H.H.rSi
V

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all the qualities desirable in a Door Closer.
They work silently and effectually, and never get
out of order. In use in many of the public build-
ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies.
MADE SOLELY BY

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

BURMAN & SONS', LIMITED
HORSE

CLIPPERS
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Bussia's Stables and Field Marshal Lord Boberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, • Petrolia, Ont

Pullman Sash Balance Co,

Makers of the

"Pullman"
Hardware
Specialties

Main Office and Works,

Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
On aale all round the globe.

»
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shoe, $1.85 ; tire, $1.95 ; spring, #2.75 ;

machinery, $2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates—Trade is quiet at $8.25.

Swedish Iron—Unchanged at $4.25.

Coil Chain—The demand for coil chain

is good, and a fair amount of trade

has been done. Values are firm and an

advance is expected. We quote as fol-

lows: No. 6, 11 'Ac; No. 5,10c; No. 4, 9 j£c;

^ No. 3, 9c; #-inch, 7^c. per lb.; 5-16,

$4.60; 5-16 exact, $5.10; #, $4.20; 7-16,

$4.00; %, $3-75; 9-i6, $3.65; #, J&3-35;

tf.$3- 2 5; #.$3-20; i-in., $3.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet ZiNC-JTThe ruling price is 6 to 6^c.

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

GLASS.
Movements from stock are light. Some

import orders are being taken on a basis of

$1.75 for first break of 50 feet. Wequote as

follows : First break, $2 ; second, $2.10

for 50 teet ; first break, 100 feet, S3. 80 ;

second, $4 ; third, $4.50 ; fourth, #4.75;

fifth, $5.25; sixth, #5.75, and seventh,

$6.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.
After sinking so low that it could be

shipped from England to the United States,

pay an import duty of 20c. per wine gallon

and undersell the American oil on its own

market, linseed oil has taken a turn for the

better on the English market. Sales have

been made here for future delivery on the

basis of 36c. first cost, meaning 52c. laid

down here. What the outcome of this

situation will be remains to be seen. The
low prices for summer delivery have affected

the spot market to the extent of 4c. per

gallon. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, $6.75 ; No. 1, $6 37^ ; No. 2,

$6 ; No. 3, $$.62}4, and No. 4, $5.25, all

f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead— $5.75 in casks;

kegs, $6.

Red Lead — Casks, $5.50; in kegs,

S5-75-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c. ; No.

1 1 6^c; in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7}£c.

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

$2 per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, $2.15;

bladders, in barrels, $2.20 ; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, $2.35; in tins,

$2.45 to $2.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

S3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
-& Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 76c; boiled, 79c.,

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20-bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oshawa at 2c. per gal.advance

and freight allowed.

84,000 Daily Production.
5 Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I , USA.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevelled, Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London EC —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens.'

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS of every description-

Reliable Tools at low prices.

A. SHAW & SON, 52 Rahere St., Goswell Rd„ London, E.C., Eng. The oldest house in the
trade, lineal successors of the inventor and patentee, J. SHAW.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 59c; 2 to 4

bbls., 58c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^ to aj^c. in wholesale

lots, and yic additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 j£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resinsr

$2.7$ to $4 .50, as to brand ; coal tar, $3 .25

t0 S3 75 ; cotton waste, 4^ to $%c. for

colored, and 6 to 7>£c. for white ; oakum,

5^ to 6j£c, and cotton oakum, 10 to lie.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.

per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and ioo-

lb. drums, I7j£c. ; 25-Ib. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages, i8^c; J^-lb. packages, 20*4 c.

;

i-lb. tins, ig)4c.; }£-\b. tins, 21 yz z. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
The market is quiet and unchanged.

Dealers are paying the following prices

in the country : Heavy copper and

wire, 13 to 13/^c. per lb. ; light copper,

12c. ; heavy brass, 12c. ; heavy yellow,

8*4 to 9c. ; light brass, 6)4 to 7c;

lead, 2^" to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2% to 2^c;
iron, No. 1 wrought, $13 to $14 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, $13 to $14 ; stove

plate, $8 to $9; light iron, No. 2, $4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

HIDES.
The market for green hides remain quiet

but steady, dealers still paying 7^c. for

No. 1 light, and tanners 8^c. for car lots.

Quality is beginning to be complained of.

We quote: Light hides, 7)4c. for No. 1;

6^c. for No. 2, and 5 j£c. for No. 3. Lamb-

skins, 90c.
PETROLEUM.

Business in petroleum has been rather

quiet of late, the demand not being up to

the average for the season. The tone of

the market is steady. We quote : "Silver

Star," 14^ to isH c - '< "Imperial Acme,"
16 to 17c; "S.C. Acme," 18 to 19c,

and " Pratt's Astral." 18*4 to ig'Ac.

MONTREAL NOTES.

H. W. DeCourtenay & Co., metal mer-

chants, Montreal, who were burned out in

the recent conflagration, have taken quarters

at 86 and 88 McGill street, where they have

a full stock of steel, including Thomas Firth

& Sons' best tool steels.

HOCKEY IN MONTREAL.

In Montreal on Monday night the Colin

McArthur Hockey team defeated the

Canada Paint Company's crack aggrega-

tion by a score of 4 to 1.

The Canadian Rubber Company and the

Baylis Manufacturing Company's teams

played a very interesting game of hockey

on the Ontario Rink, Montreal, on the 2nd,

which was hotly contested, both teams

being on their merits, but fortune favoured

the Baylis', who won bv the close score of

2 to 1.

THOMAS McVITTIE DEAD.

Thomas McVittie, who 50 or more years

ago was engaged in the hardware business

in Toronto, died at his home in Barrie,

Ont., on Tuesday last week. For the past

30 years Mr. McVittie has resided in Barrie.

For a time he was engaged in the hard-

ware business, but in his declining years he

went out of business and lived retired.

The moulding shop of the Kingston,

Ont., Foundry was destroyed by fire on

Wednesday night. The loss is placed at

about $5,000 ; insurance $900.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, February n, 1901.

TRADE is still quiet and collections

slow. Wholesalers complain that

orders for spring delivery are not up

to last years' figures. The fact that there

is not the stimulus of a rapidly rising

market may have something to do with the

apparent apathy of buyers. The following

is the price list for the week.

Barbed wire, 100 lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" ri 4 00
12 4 05

13 4 20

14 4 35
15 \ 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy , keg 3 45
" 16 and 20 3 5°

10 3 55
8 365
6 3 70

4 3 85

3 4 10

Cut nails, 30 to body 300
20 to 40 3 05

" 10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65

Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No r 4 b5

No. 2 and larger 4 40
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90

No. 2 and larger 4 40
Steel, No. o to No. 1 495

No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00

Spring steel • • • 3 25

Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel , Black Diamond , 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 1 3 °°

Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50
20 to 26gauge 3 75
28gauge 4 °°

Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 450
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 °°

28gauge 5 2S
Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, too lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 1075
IX " 12 75
IXX " 14 75

I ngot tin 35
Canadaplate, 18 x 21 and 18x24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00

Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.
" Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00

H 10 5°

]i and 5-16 1 1 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
•' H 14 00

yt and 5-16 14 50

Solder 21^
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87 %
Round " " 82M
Flat '

' brass 80

Round " " 75
Coach 57^ p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 P<=.

Tire 60 p.c

Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 P-c.

Rivets, iron 5° P-c-

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.. $2 50
No. 1 i 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 r 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond. 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion.C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military r5 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.
C.F. pistol 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 7 50

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G s 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.
Water white Canadian.
Prime white Canadian.

25 He.
24c.

22c
2lc'

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68
Less than barrel lots 73

Linseed oil, raw 87
Boiled .^

." 90
Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25M

Eldorado engine 24K
Atlantic red 27%
Renown engine 4T
Black oil 23% to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55 to 74
Harness oil 61

Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. r 1 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
4T to 50 " too ft. 5 50
5ito6o " " " 600
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2%
kegs " 2H

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, .per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP-

Those having any items of news suitable for this column will

confer a favor by forwarding them to this office addressed
to the Editor.

A
by-law granting a bonus of $10,000

to the Canadian Steam Carriage

Co. was voted on by the property

owners of Port Dover recently, and carried

by 154 to 40.

The Cramp-Ontario Steel Co. have

started work on their new docks at Colling- «

wood. They expect to blow in their first

furnace in October next.

B. C. Beach & Co., founders, Winchester, \ \

Ont,, intend erecting two new buildings. \\

One of these will be 1 20 x 40, four storeys 1 \

high, and will be used for offices, show-

room, storage and mounting room. The

other will be 60 x 75, and will be used as a

moulding shop,

The keel of a new palace passenger

steamer for the Richelieu and Ontario Navi-

gation Co. is this week being laid at

Bertram's shipyards. The steamer will cost

between $450,000 to $475,000 to complete.

Like the Kingston and Toronto, and other

new vessels of the Richelieu Line, it has been

designed by Mr. A. Angstrom, marine

architect. She will be 340 ft. long over all.

The Kingston is 290 ft. long.

A GOOD DEMAND FOR STOVES
Owing to the great amount of natural gas

sent across the Detroit river to Detroit city,

the supply at Windsor, Ont., has recently

been insufficient to keep the houses warm,

consequently there is activity in the stove

and furnace trade, as householders are

taking out their gas fixtures and putting in

stoves, etc.

"Anchor" Liquid House Paint.
Before placing order, buyers should get quotations for "Anchor"

Brand, as there is no better ready mixed paint in the market.

It is made from the very best materials, giving maximum body,

and dries hard with great durability.

" Anchor" Liquid House Paint is made in a large selection of

shades for body colors, trimmings, roofs and floors.

Having made this Paint for over 20 years, we can warrant it to

give satisfaction to the consumer.

There are high priced paints on the market, but none are
better than ''Anchor" Brand.

Sample cards and quotations on application.

Henderson & Potts
Manufacturers,

HALIFAX and MONTREAL.
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SITUATION WANTED.

ABOUT March 151b next, well-posted young man will

be open for position as pricer, confidential clerk cr

buyer. Twelve years' experience in wholesale trade. Best
references. Address. Clerk, Hardware and Metal,
Montreal. (8)

For ei ir Aid Wuildings

orntces
lied for practical

d artistic beauty.

Thej\ are HgliT in weight, easily handled
and economical in cost—giving" fire-proof

protection as well as a handsome effect;

Almost countless stock designs—or any
particular size, shape or pattern to order.
Write for full details.

METALLIC ROOFING C0.,umited
Wholesale Mfrs.

TORONTO, CANADA.

DO YOU HANDLE THE

AYLMER

SPRAYERS?

IF NOT
WHY NOT?

They are the most durable,
easiest working and most
simply constructed pump on
the market, and give uni-
versal satisfaction. If our
travellers have not yet called

on you, write for catalogue.
Liberal discounts to the trade.

AYLMER IRON
WORKS, AYLMER, ONT

'oved Spray
pump made

far ^praying fruit trees,

ers, potato vines, vege-
tables of all kinds ; also, for

spraying cattle to protect
them from the flies. Sprays
equally as well in an upward
position as downward. Made
in heavy xx tin and galvan-
ized iron. For sale by all

Hardware Dealers. Price on
application.

Manufactured by

The COLLINS MFG. CO.
34 West Adelaide, TORONT

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362 Main St., WINNIPEG.

Correspondence invited from manufa-:turets of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Stetl Bolls and Nuts, etc.,

eih r by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

jrtflk factory.

Q J GOOD REFERENCES.

Book, Broom
and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppererh/Vir^ -

Tinned Wi/fNf all kinds.W^Nl

The Peerless Wir&Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

SEALED TENDERS addrer-sed to the undersigned, and
endorsed "Tenier for Elevatir Wharf Extension at

Depot Harbour, Ont." will bo received at this office until

Fridiy, 22ni February, 1901, for the construction of an
additional length to the Elevator Wharf at Depot Harbour,
Mmkoka District, Ontario.

Plans and specification? can be seen at this Department:
at the offi-es of Mr. H. A. Gray, resident ergineer, Con
federation Life Building, Toronto ; The Resident Engineer.

Room 411, Merchants Bank Building, St. James St., Mont-
real : Mr. Ph. Beland, Cietk of Works, Pot Office, Quebec
and on application 1 > the Postmaster, at Parry Sound, Ont.

Forms of tender can also be obtained at the abote men-
tioned places

Persons tenderiug are notified that tenders will cot be

considered unle s made on the printed fo:ms supplied, and
tigned witl thtir actual signatures.

The contractor will be required to conform to regu'ations

to be made by the Governor-3eceral-io-L'ouncil, respect-

ing the accommodation, medical treatment and sanitary

protection of thewjrking men employed on the work.

Each tende' must be a'.companied by an acceptel cheque
on a chartered bank, made paya'ile to the order ot the
Honourable the Minuter of Public Works, for twenty-five

thousand dollars (*25,00(). The cheque will be forfeited if

the party decline the contract or fail to complete the work
(ottr cted for. If the tender be not accepted, the cheque
will be returned

Tte Department does not bind itself to accept the lowest

or any tender.
By order,

J09 R. ROY,
Acting Secretary.

De,arlmeat of Public Works of Canada.

Ottawa, January 22nd, 1901.

Newspapers inserting this advertisement without authority
from the Department, will not be paid for it. (7)

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

ellers covering Manitoba.
j WINNIPEG,

Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. '. MAN.

Correspondence Solicited.

What
About BRUSHES

for Spring
Trade?

Our Revised Catalogue for 1901 now ready and our travellers are work-

ing your way. Don't buy till you get our prices. We guarantee

good values and prompt shipment. .....
Meakins & Sons

Hamilton, Ont.

Meakins, Sons & Co.

Montreal, Que.
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ROLLING MILLS MEN DINE.

THE first annual banquet of the

staff and foremen of the Montreal

Rolling Mills was held at the

Queen's Hotel last Saturday evening,

February 9. Covers were laid for about

fifty, and everyone present spent a merry

time in feasting and merriment. It was

essentially a social function, and, as such,

was an eminent success.

The printed menu was novel and appro-

priate, bearing a representation of a keg of

"M" nails. There were sumptuous

supplies called for by the menu, and they

were done full justice to. Then the chair-

man, Mr. Wm. McMaster, proposed a toast

to the King, and it was received with new-

born enthusiasm. Letters of regret were

read from Mr. A. F. Macpherson, the late

secretary of the company ; Mr. J. Irving,

lately departed for Nova Scotia, and Mr.

W. H. Dippel. There were still some

guests present, however, and Mr. J. R.

Kinghorn welcomed them in a few appro-

Then speeches were made by "one

another." Mr. James Dunlop, the city

traveller, made a happy hit when he pro-

posed the functions be monthly instead of

yearly. Mr. Morgan took down the house

with a "cosmopolitan" speech, and Mr.

Bradbury surprised the audience with the

song " Then You'll Remember Me." The
dinner committee, composed of Mr. A.

McMaster, Geo". James and C. J. Hempy
were also called upon for orations. Mr. G.

Boyd materially increased his platform

fame. Messrs. Myers and Hulick were

other speech-makers. Mr. J. A. Gingras

made the wittiest speech of the evening,

vividly describing Mr. Miller's series of

bath tubs in the new galvanizing plant.

THE INSOLVENCY BILL.

If the various commercial organizations

intend to make further efforts to secure an

insolvency law, it^ould appear that they

ough^to ajproafri Mr. Fotfin, M.P., on the

ma_tter./^Ir. L\e. GfipffnorV president of

l\J <

priate words, acknowledged by Mr. F. S.

Hickey.

" Our Chief," was proposed by Mr. J. L.

Waldie, secretary -treasurer, and the toast

brought out a tribute to Mr. McMaster to

which he neatly replied. "Our Works"

was proposed by Mr. Wm. McMaster, and

responded to by Mr. W. N. Fessenden.

Neither were '
' The Ladies

'

' neglected
;

benedict A. H. Huff proposed their health,

and bachelor Thomas H. Moore ably

responded on their behalf.

But there were more than speeches. Song

and story played an important part in the

evening's proceedings. Mr. F. L. Hickey <

sang several songs that were highly appre-

ciated ; Mr. H. Diplock told about the

antics of "The Dude on the Street Car" ;

Mr. J. A. Gingras sang two comic songs

entitled "What Cheer," and "The Old

Guard," and Messrs. H. Diplock and C. J.

Hempey gave a duet entitled "Larboard

Watch" ; Mr. W. E. Williams sang "The

Tar's Farewell."

the Montreal Chambre de Commerce, has

received a leter from the Premier, saying

that it would be useless for a deputation from

the Board of Trade and Chambre de Com-

merce to wait upon the Government in regard

to this matter, as " Mr. Fortin is already in

possession of the facts." According to the

tenor of this letter, Mr. Fortin has the

bringing forward of the bill in his own

hands. It would behoove those interested,

then, to wait upon Mr. Fortin and assure

him of support should he endeavor to legis-

late for this much-needed reform. At pres-

ent Mr. Fortin thinks his bill has only luke-

warm support from the commercial classes,

and that the banks and some of the Pro-

vinces are actually opposed to the measure.

Can he not be convinced that he has erred

in judgment ?

A. Sweet & Co.; general merchants, 1

Winchester, Ont., are having plans for an I

extensive addition to their new store pre-

pared by an architect.

TRADE CHAT.

DMcKENZlE is starting as harness

dealer and F. Lovenson as

• painter in Little Glace Bay, N S.

Rigali & Rigali have started as painters

in Quebec.

The Canadian Locomotive Co., Limited^

has been incorporated.

Campbell & McBride are starting a hard^
ware store in Renfrew, Ont. #

Wallace McDonald has opened a general

store in Little Glace Bay, N.B.

The Canada Linseed "Oit^Millst LimitedX

Montreal, have been incorporates. *

I. N. Waite is offering his stov* and tin-

ware business in Picton, Ont., for sale.

The Peat Fuel Co. of Canada; Limited,

Fraserville, Que., have applied for incor-

poration.

At a meeting held the other evening a

large number of the merchants east of the

Don, Toronto, agreed to discontinue trading

stamps.

Hawkins Bros., general merchants, Blind

River and Spanish Station, Ont , have sold

''their store at Spanish Station to W. H.

^Graham.

Wm. Hope & Co., tinsmiths, etc., Perth,

Ont., have sold out to A. T. McArthur,

who has been in business in that town for

many years.

The value of the products exported from

St. John, N.B., up to February 1, this winter,

was $2,813,695, as against $4,184,452 in

the same period last year.

J. Lemmon and E. Lawrenson, for many

years engaged in the heating and tinsmitl

ing business, have opened up business or

King street, near Princess, Kingston. They

have purchased the stoves and tinsmithin|

stock of the late Squire Co., and will also

add a new stock, Power & Son are pre-

paring plans for the extension and improve-

ment of the store. Mr. Lemmon was

formerly foreman for the late Squire Co.

WILL ERECT A NEW WAREHOUSE.

C. A. Godson, mannager of James'i

Robertson & Co.'s Vancouver agency, has I

secured premises on Hastings street, Van- I

couver, near the tram office, where a ware-

house, to cost about $25 000, will be erected.

The firm will mtove into the new premises

as soon as completed, when the manufacture

of white leads and ready-mixed paints will

be started in Vancouver.

WINNIPEG RETAIL CLERKS. •

The retail clerks held their regular meet-

ing on Monday evening, President Bro.

Trumble in the chair, who, in his opening

address, said he was pleased to see such a

well-attended meeting. Ex President Calder

was elected honorary president.—Winnipeg

Free Press,'February'6.
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HORSE TRADE c MARK NAILS
vised HardwareTrade F

Revised and Adopted. Montreal, Feb. 7th, 1901.

ri

No. >4 1 2 I 1 IO 9 8 7 6 5 4

Length 3^ 2# 234 2^8 2^ 2^ *K 2>6 2 i?6 in.

List $ .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .22 .24 .28 32 .48 cents

No.

Length

List

In boxes of 25-lbs. each, (either loose, or in 5-lb. cardboard packages).

Extra for i-lb. cardboard packages yic. per lb. net.

RACE SHOE, OR PLATE NAILS.
EXTRA SELECTED.

1 2 3

i
l/2 inch. 1 y% inch. 1% inch.

$2.50 1.50 .75 peril

In boxes of 5-lbs., 10-lbs and 25-lbs. each, i-lb.

Discount, 50 per cent, and 7^ per cent, (to Hardware Trade ofily).

Delivered free on board cars or boat at Montreal.

Terms Cash : Discount 3 per cent, for prompt settlement withi

Nos. 1 to 8 Nos. 3 to 8.

FARRIERS' PRICE LIST.
Adopted Feb. 7th 1901.

No. '4 12 11 10 9 8765 4

Length 3'A 2# 23/4 2S/& *% 2;MS 2% 2% 2 i}& in.

Price $250 2.50 2.5O

In boxes of 25-lbs.

2.50

each.

2.50 2.75 3.OO 3.50 4.00

Cash Discount 3 per cent..

6.00 per box

SPECIAL NOTICE:

^ The above Farriers' list represents the minimum retail prices at which
our "C" brand Horse Shoe Nails may be sold to Farriers in the Provinces of

Ontario, Quebec, and Maritime Provinces.

Montreal, Feb. 7th, 1901. CANADA HORSE NAIL COMPANY.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
MONTREAL'S NEW BUILDING BY-LAW.

WITH a few amendments, the Mont-

real City Council have passed the

proposed new building by-law, and

it now only remains for the city fathers to

set the date when the new regulations shall

be enforced. Then the council will have

done its duty to the contracting and plumb-

ing trades of the city.

The general tendency of the by-law is to

prevent the erection of shoddy buildings

within the city limits, to make the erection

of frame and cased buildings illegal and to

fix much higher standards for fire protection,

division walls, plumbing, etc. This will

all prove additional protection for tenants

against fires, diseases and collapse, but it

will make building dearer, and this is

exciting opposition among proprietors in

those parts of the city where the cheaper

class of houses are built—the outlying

wards. As one alderman who represents

one of the annexed wards remarked : ' For

the rents that the proprietors receive in the

outlying wards they cannot afford to adopt

all the expensive requirements of this new
by-law, and those of us who are in the

council would be simply cutting our throats

if we voted for it."

However, in spite of such opposition,

Aldermen Hart and Lamarche have pushed

the measure clause by clause through the

council, and will now strive to have it en-

forced at an early date.

The law cannot be enforced too soon,

for the style of dwelling being erected is

wanting in many respects. Even now Mr.

Dore, the sanitary engineer, has ascertained

that certain houses are being built in the city

that are n6t having sewer pipes of the proper

quality and weight put in them, and he is

about to enter action against the owners of

the houses.

Asked about this poor plumbing, an im-

portant plumber of the city remarked: "Oh,

there is nothing new in that. It is disgrace-

ful that the majority of houses being put up

in the city are being furnished with such

light sewer pipe installed in such a crude

manner. It has gone on for years, but we

hope this new law will stop it.

The Master Plumbers' Association intend

to have extracts from the new by-law

appertaining to the plumbing trade printed

and published in the form of a pamphlet for

the convenience and information of the

master plumbers.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

Laramee & Giroux, plumbers, Montreal,

have dissolved.

Nicholas Connolly, of N. K. & M. Con-

nolly, contractors, Quebec, is dead.

The assets of J. Lafrance & Co.,

plumbers, Montreal, have been sold.

Gagnon & Caron have been appointed

curators of Thos. Forest, plumber, Montreal.

W. R. Walker, plumber and tinsmith,

Welland, Ont., is advertising his business

for sale.

James Robertson & Co. and Wm. Braid

& Co. intend erecting two warehouses on

Hastings street, Vancouver, to cost about

$50,000.

Ritchie & Sharpe, contractors, Winnipeg,

have the contract for Alloway's new block

on Portage avenue, Winnipeg. The figure

was about $30,000.

Plans have been prepared by M. C. Edey,

architect, Ottawa, for a departmental store

to be erected for T. Lindsay & Co. at the

corner of Bank and Sparks streets, Ottawa.

The store will extend the full block on

Bank street, from Sparks to Wellington.

PLUMBERS ON STRIKE.

There was a hitch yesterday between the

plumbers who are doing the plumbing and

steamfitting work in connection with the

new ventilating system now being installed

in the city post office, and the Government

engineer, Cowan. The reason why the

plumbers have raised a contention is on

account of non-union men being engaged

to help them, while a large number of union

men in the city are idle. The two

plumbers quit work yesterday at 10 a.m.,

after their request for none but union men

to assist them had been refused. The

union men claim that the men taken on in

their places are not mechanics, and say

that they will not be responsible for work

done with them. — Winnipeg Telegram,

February 6.

AN IMPORTANT DECISION.

A decision of much importance to all

contractors was given by Judge Morgan on

Wednesday in the case of Walker & Craig

vs. Ellis and Allridge. The plaintiffs are

builders, Mr. Ellis an undertaker, and Mr.

Allridge a foreman builder. On February

15, 1899, the defendants covenanted to pay

$600 if one R. Smith failed to build four

houses on the east side of Markham street

in accordance with certain plans and speci-

fications before November 10, 1899. Smithy

did not complete the buildings within the

time, and the plaintiffs sued for the amount

of the covenant. It appeared,! however,

that the plaintiffs had taken the tontract

away from Smith and given it back I
to him

in an altered form without giving the de-

fendants sufficient notice. His Honor held

that although the defendants were liable

under the original contract, its alteration

had relieved them of all liability.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

The Rodney Gas and Water Co., Limited,

Rodney, Ont., have been incorporated.

James H. Quinn, contractor, Osnabruck.

Ont., has assigned to John C. Milligan.

John Luney, Tecumseh avenue,
,
London,

Ont., has taken out a permit for. ,a brick

residence on James street, near Maitland,

London.

Ex Aid. S. J. Davis. Ottawa, is erecting

nine houses on the old Metropolitan Athletic

Grounds and intends starting to build two

more shortly.

Improvements, to cost 515,000, are to be

made to the Palmer House, Toronto. One

of the changes will be the installation of an

up -to date elevator.

Hudon, Hebert & Cie., wholesale hard-

ware dealers, Montreal, are erecting a large

warehouse on De Bresoles street, Montreal.

It will contain five storeys 63 x 70 feet.

AN INSPECTOR FOR HAMILTON.

A. W. Harris, secretary of the Hamilton,

Ont., Plumbers' Union, has written a letter

to the Mayor directing his attention to the

manner in which plumbing is done in the

city, and requesting that a by-law govern-

ing the same be passed in the near future.

Mr. Harris claims that sanitation should be

a very great consideration in plumbing, but

says this is not the case in Hamilton.

Cheapness, Mr. Harris further says, is the

only thing considered, and the tenant of a

house is one who suffers, not the landlord.

The appointment of an inspector is advo-

cated in order that all plumbing work may

be performed according to the by-law.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

Purdy. Mansell & Co. have secured the

contract for the plumbing in the Queen City

Yacht Club's new club house at the foot of

York street.
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PROGRESSIVE BRITISH
Merchants cannot make a mistake by investi-

gating the Young- American Green Book
of Hardware Specialties.

THOMSON BROS. & CO.,
296 Broadway, NEW YORK.

^<^h 2<)

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,

WINNIPEG. CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

HORSE NAILS " C
Canada Horse Nail Co.

Brand Horse Nails -

BRASSITE" GOODS -
Limited, Birmingham, Eug.

Qunn Castor Co.,

Manufacturers ot

Heating

I
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

The . . .

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

.«_ TORONTO.

TRADE
JITobles 8f Hoare.

CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY

Which can be obtained direct from the works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNS are equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE —
Dowswell Manufacturing Co.

Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que

HOW TO SAVE GAS Peebles' Automatic Gas Govemors

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents. Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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PROSPECTS FOR A GOOD BUILDING
SEASON.

PROSPECTS would indicate that there

will be quite a large number of

buildings erected in Montreal this

coming season. Before the disastrous fire

of January 23 occurred the architects were

already busy at plans of projected erections,

but now, when two blocks of business houses

have been laid low, the outlook in the

building trades becomes even much

brighter.

It seems to be reasonably certain that a

new Board of Trade building will be decided

upon and begun immediately, and we can

believe that it will be no less handsome than

was its predecessor. Hutchison & Wood,

architects, have already applied for per-

mission to erect a new building for Silver-

man, Boulter & Co., but the city wishes to

widen St. Paul street, and it is not decided

that this fur and hat firm will rebuild on

confined ground.

The road committee has given out that

the new homologated line must be followed,

and that if the proprietors build on the old

line they will do so at their own risk, and

get nothing if the city at any time were

obliged to tear down the buildings. This

move on the part of the road committee

affects the other houses on St. Paul and St.

Peter streets. Seybold, Son & Co. will

build a large new and model hardware

house.

Other new erections are on the tapis. The

Bank of Montreal will put up a large hand-

some building for their main offices, and

plans are about completed for the fine block

which the Royal Insurance Co. will build

this year on the west side of Place D' Armes.

The material determined upon for this

palatial edifice will be finely cut sandstone,

the same blending with the company's six-

storey building on the neighboring corner.

There will be a grand entrance from Place

D' Armes. The height of the new building

from sidewalk to cornice will be 108 ft. The

new portion will be seven storeys high,

which will necessitate the addition of

another storey to the corner block.

Mr. A. Raza has completed plans for a

new block of stores for Mr. P. P. Martin,

on St. Paul street, and five on Com-

missioners, the block extending through to

that street. The frontage is 72 feet and

depth 167 feet. The front will be of cut

stone and the whole will present a solid and

imposing appearance.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

The following building permits have been

issued in Torohto : To Mrs. R. Almond,

for alteratious and additions to 634 and 636

Palmerston avenue, to cost $ 1,400; to Wm.
Le Blanc, for three residences, 98-102

Dundas street, to cost $3 000 ; to George

Gooderham, for alterations to 440 448 Front

street, to cost $3,500, and The Canadian

Hygiene Butter Co., Limited, for alterations

to the building at the south-east corner of

Berkeley and Queen streets, to cost $ 1,400.

ALUMINUM AS FUEL TO PRODUOE
HEAT.

A mixture of powdered aluminum and

oxide of iron has been patented throughout

the world under the name of "Thermit,"

according to an exchange. It is said to be

practically smokeless, and it emits when

burning no noxious fumes ; it is further free

from liability to spontaneous combustion,

but it only needs the light of a match to

develop a temperature of 5,432 deg. F.,

which is far beyond the melting point of

platinum (3 080 deg. F.)

This discovery of Dr. Hans Goldschmidt,

of Essen, Ruhr, has found immediate

applications of the most valuable kind in

the industries, such as the welding of iron

pipes, repairing castings, or making local

additions of metal when necessary. For

the repair of a 4 in. pipe all that is neces-

sary is a clay-lined fire-clay crucible, a pair

of tongs, a clamp, the necessary supply of

thermit, and a box of matches, the whole

weighing about 50 lb. Alter the weld, the

pipes have been subjected to the several

tests, even including drawing, without a

sign of failure at the weld. The work is

prepared in the following manner :

The pipe ends to be joined are cleaned by

filing, and pressed together by clamps, a

mould of sheet iron being fixed underneath

and around the joint as a receptacle for the

thermit ; it is surrounded with mouldings

and to prevent accident from leakage. The

thermit is then ignited in a crucible of suit-

able size, and the white-hot fluid is poured

into the sheet-iron mould until the joint is

entirely surrounded by the fluid mass.

Immediately on solidification a little sand is

added to keep in the heat. It takes 1 %
minutes to weld a 2^ -in. pipe. The molten

thermit does not adhere to the pipe, nor to

the mould. Rails are joined in the same

manner.

The extreme simplicity of this process

when compared with electric welding or the

use of a portable cupola will give thermit a

preference in all sorts of work. The cost of

jointing a pipe is said to be already cheaper

than using either a coupling or flanges, and

as aluminum is steadily decreasing in cost

price, this handy process may be expected

to gain popularity. On breakdowns of

valuable machinery it should be of great

service. We shall watch with much interest

the progress of this invention.

John H. Wilson, wholesale and retail

hardware dealer, Montreal, is dead.

PAINTER'S
SOLILOQUY
"Who steals my purse steals trash

"But he that filches

"My 'Painters' Perfect Lead' *

"Robs me
"And makes me poor indeed!"

THE

PAINTERS'

PERFECT

LEAD

The beau ideal of what a perfect

white lead should be. It has al-

ready been well received by ex-

perienced painters, a large num-

ber of orders are to hand, and

the Hardware Trade will do

well to include a ton—in 25-lb.

irons—in their next order.

Description :

The "Painters' Perfect White Lead" is a new and
scientific combination of materials, which are in themselves
perfect pigments, ground in pure refined Linseed Oil. It

will be found on trial to be the whitest Lead ever intro-

duced, bes :des which it has great covering power, works
well under the brush, and shows up tints s-harp and clear.

In thinning, it takes more Oil than any Lead, and will,

therefore, cover more surface. It will also we r better

either on inside or outside work than any paint ever oflfered

before.

/?THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Montreal and Toronto
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manuiacturers of the celebrated

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office

:

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
F. A. YORK, Manager.

-CET THE ORICINAL-
We lead, others imitate.

E. T. WRIGHT <£ CO.
manufacturers. HA/HILTON, ONT.

€^
"JARDINE

"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

STANDING SEAM SNOW-SHOE IROjNS^

ni^al roofsyitlie lugs

loQgJT&fm needed if

(Patented)

wse irons/a*«JS<>j>'S"tan"ct(tig seam m&al rools/yiie lugs

shojtn /clinching Jjfroiigh the £eaWi.ANc&imJBfz needed if

thevaZ»,fctgced'properlv^but Ainwiian be added if desired.

Weeilso make one) fdlslate^oofs, and l^gE'de6 tcting as a
snow breakeil l^kse Wons improve tne ^ppeatnce of a

building* \\S\ + A Jtli S\ ^

ROS. CO.
For Standing

Seam.

231 and 237 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Factory at Germ vntown Junction. For Slate Roofs.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. 55£5E™lhi

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting
Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS ARMS MAKE AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE

LINE FOR THE HARDWARE TRADE
All Carefully Boxed—Shelf Goods in fact.

All Fully Guaranteed—By a company of 37 years' experience and reputation.

All Fine Sellers—Not a line which costs money to carry and moves slowly.

The IDEAL 44 is

made in the

following styles :

RIM FIRE—22 Long Rifle, 25 Stevens, 32 Long. Standard length of barrel for rim Are cartridges,
<!4 inches. Weight 7 pounds.

CENTER FIRE-25-20 Stevens 32-41, 38-5, and 44 40. Standard length of barrel for center-fire
cartridges, 26 inches. Weight 7>£ pounds.

In special styles such as 25-21, 25-25, 32 Ideal, etc., $I2.0\ Cannot be surpassed in accuracy or durability.

Send tor Complete Catalogue to

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO., P.O. Box 217, Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.
New York Office, 318 Broadway. We desire to correspond with the trade everywhere

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
1078 BLOOR STREET WE8T

TORONTO.
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored. Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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THE FLAX SEED SITUATION.

ACCORDING to Beerbohm, the flax

crop outlook for India is only

. moderate. The weather in India

of late has been decidedly more favorable,

and prospects in some districts are generally

described as good. In the district supply-

ing Calcutta quite an average crop is ex-

pected, but in Bombay, partly owing to the

drought early in the season causing a de-

crease in the area sown, not much over half

an average crop is expected ; but even this

would give a decidedly better result than last

year, which is not saying much to encourage

the bearishly inclined seed and oil man.

The exports from India during the past

seven years were in round numbers 5,600,-

000 bush, in 1900, 9,400,000 bush, in 1899,

9 600,000 bush, in 1898, 3 850,000 bush,

in 1897, 7,080,000 bush, in 1896, 5,600,0^0

bush, in 1895, and 11,960,000 in 1894.

The crop in Argentine is always a Chinese

puzzle, promising big and always turning

out little. Does anyone in the oil trade

remember of a single season where the out-

come coresponded with the roseate Govern-

ment crop report and much of the private

information desseminated about this time in

the year ? It is always conservative, there-

fore, to reduce the figures thus paraded from

35 to 40 per cent, unless the history of the

past be totally disregarded. The Govern-

ment report mentioned by Snow in his cable

is just about as expected. On wheat Snow

says the crop has been estimated by the

Government bureau at 106,000,000 bushels,

about the same as last year. This would

allow 72,000,000 bushels for export.

Snow's opinion is that it is too high. The

same report gives a flax crop of 650,000

tons, about 150,000 tons more than the

highest of the private estimators, and 250,-

000 tons more than the lowest. This means

a 23 214,000 bushel crop, or 5,357,000

bushels above the highest claim of private

parties, and 8,928,000 bushels above the

lowest claim. With expert (?) testimony

tending to substantiate a crop ranging all

the way from 17,286,000 to 23,214 000

bushels, it is not to be wondered at if the

genuine seeker after the tacts is inclined to

take to the woods. The Argentine crop last

year was a small one, approximately 22,000

tons, or 7,857,000 bushels, practically all

of which was exported, and we do not

expect to see this year more than a 400,000

ton crop, or 14,285,000 bushels, and will

not be surprised if it falls below this figure.

Now, let us see what bearing the above

may have on the general European situation

—then what influence, if any, it will have

on the American seed position. At the out-

side, not more than 8,000.000 bushels can

be expected to reach Europe from India,

and figuring the Argentine supply at 14,-

000,000 bushels, we have 22,000,000

bushels. Add 4,250,000 bushels from

Russia, and there appears to be an avail-

able supply of 26,250,000 bushels, com-

pared with total shipments in 1900 of

15,636,000 bushels, 19,696,000 bushels in

1899, and 18.836,000 bushels in 1898. It

looks as though Europe would be entirely

independent of American seed this year

and abundantly able to help America out

if our 1899 1900 crop should fail to furnish

enough seed to go around. As it is not

probable that this country will need much,

if any, foreign seed this year, prices for the

home grown article during the calendar

year 1901 will most likely be governed by

our own forces of supply and demand,

coupled with the veto power which the

price of foreign seed plus duty of 25c. per

bushel and other shipping charges will

exercise over domestic seed values.

—

Paint, Oil and Drug Review.

among them being the installation of fire

wards, the municipalization of street light-

ing, the development of a lakeside summer

resort, and the building of a trolley line

connecting the town with the water front.

A strong resolution in favor of the

Government granting a bounty for the beet-

sugar industry in order to establish it in

Ontario was unanimously adopted.

WHITBY BOARD OF TRADE.

The annual meeting of the Whitby, Ont.,

Board of Trade, was held on Friday last

week. The following officers were elected

.

President—J. B. Dow.
1st Vice-President—Dr. Adams.
2nd Vice-President—J. Ferguson.
Treasurer—J. B. Howden.
Secretary—F. H. Annes.
Directors— L. T. Barclay, Fred Hatch, Geo.

Cormack, D. Galbraith, G. A. Ross, J. Thomson,
A. T. Lawler, C. King, R L. Huggard, Jas. Rut-
ledge, J. H. Long, J. A Watson, John Bums, J.
Shaw, Col. Farewell and H. S. Newton ; ex-officio,

Mayor Ross and Dr. McGillivray, Chairman Board
of Education.

President Dow, in his inaugural address,

dealt with several important problems, chief

INQUIRIES REGARDING CANADIAN
TRADE.

The following were among the recent

inquiries relating to Canadian trade

received at the High Commissioner's office,

in London, England :

1. The proprietors of a horse mart, with excellent
facilities for the sale of imported animals, are
desirous of getting into touch with Canadian
exporters of horses.

2. The names of the principal paper and wood
pulp makers in Canada are asked for by a North of
England firm.

3. The proprietors of a saddle soap, for cleaning
saddles, harness, military accoutrements, and
brown leather goods generally, desire to place their

Canadian agency in the hands of a responsible firm
willing to take up the a tide.

4. A Staffordshire firm of sanitary pottery manu-
facturers make inquiry respecting the opening in

Canada for such goods as they turn out—porcelain
baisins, lavatories, wash-up sinks, enamelled fire-

clay baths, fire-clay sinks for hospitals, etc.

5. A stationery firm manufacturing albums, scrap
books, and fancy leather goods, inquire as to the

prospect of doing business in Canada, and are
open to appoint agents to represent them.

6. A London firm, who have a branch in Sydney,
N.S.W. , are anxious to get into touch with
Canadian manufacturers of boots and shoes,
rubber goods, etc., with a view to representing
them in Australia.

[The names of the firms making the

above inquiries, can be obtained on applica-

tion to the editor of Hardware and Metal,
Toronto. When asking lor names, kindly
give number of paragraph and date of issue.

]

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black, and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents

:

Drummond, McCalt & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture"^^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS.

All our goods are guaranteed

.

James Warnock & Co., - Gait, Ont.

CURHEflT MARKET QUOTATIONS
February 15. 1951.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prom nt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-
quently make purchases at better,prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits-

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 32 33

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pe hoi
I.C., usual sizes $6 75
JX., " 8 25

_ I.X.X., 9 75
Famous—

}
x • 8 25IX X 9 50

Kfcven & Vulture Grades—
I.C., usual sizes 5 00
LX., "

6 00
I.X.X " 7 00
I.XXX., •'

800
D.O., 12yail7 4 75DX 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel

—

I.C., usual sizes 4 15
I.O., speoial sizes, base 4 50
20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 50
I.X.,TeraeTin 10 50

Charooal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb

X X.,14x56,50sheetbxs)
" 14x60 "

J-
07 07V,

•' 14x65, " J
Tinned Sheets.

7 ix30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%
" 26 " 08% 09
' 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.
Common Bar, per 100 lbs 165 170
Refined " " 2 15
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05
Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base .... 2 00
Tire Steel 2 00
Machinery iron finish 2 05
Oast Steel, per lb 00 00
Toe Calk Steel 2 30
T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13
Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inch 12%
I,

' 13
24 " 15
* ,',' 16
3% 20
4

"
25

Steel Boiler Plate.
'4 i ioh 2 25
3-16 inch 2 25
*6 iooh and thioki r 2 25

Black Sheet*.
18 gauge ,1 no
20 gauge 3 00
22to24 " 3 io
26 " 3 20
28 " 330

Canada Plate*.
All dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
All bright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

!4 inch 3 00
% " 3 00
% " 315
% " 3 20

1 " 4 50
\V* " 6 35

i% " 7 55
2 " 10 10
2 l '

2-6 inch, discount 60 p c.
Galvanized pipe—

v» inch 4 65
% " 5 35

j.. ; 7?5
\Yf 975
1H " 11 25
2 " 15 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G O. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 45 4 00
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 50
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 50 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% 8 00 8 50
5-16 " "

5 35 5

% " "
4 35 4 85

" 7-16 " "
4 15 4 65

% " "
4 35 4 50

% " "
3 85 4 35

" % " " 3 80 4 00
Halter, kennel and post chains, 40and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, die-
count 40 p.c

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25

" round and square
1 to 2 inches .... 23% 25

Sheet.
Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Untinned, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Note.—Extra for tinning, 2 cents per

pound, and tinning and half planishing 3
cents per pound.
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea. , per lb 25%
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brasa.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06 06%
Domestio "

Zlno Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 6 75 7 00
Part casks 7 00 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% 05
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft, by .... 06H
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Non.—Out sheets % cent per lb. |extra.

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard,lists
at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-f t. lengths lists at 7% oents.
Shot.

Common, $6.50 per 100 lb. ; chilled, $7.00
per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Disoount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 19
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 18%
Refined 18%
Wiping 18
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to oomposition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. PerlOOlb.
Pure 6 87%
No. 1 do 6 50
No. 2 do 6 12%
No. 3 do 5 75
No. 4 do 5 37%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37}
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 125
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55" " No. 1 6 85" " No. 2 6 00
Bed Lead.

Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $6 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per owt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 09
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 06%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In Mi % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 110
Barn (inbbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & OolorOo's Pure.... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French ImperialGreen o 09

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Oohre(J.C) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Oohre(J.F.L.S.),bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Oohre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per owt. 180 190
English Oxides, per owt 3 00 3 25
Amerioan Oxides, per owt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per owt.,.. 175 2 00
Super Magnetic Oxides, 93p.c. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb. 10
" Umber, " " o 10
do Raw , 09

Drop Black, pure 09

Chrome Yellows, pure 018
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-1 b.

.

boxes, per lb 08 24
Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 100
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 1b 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb C8

Patty.
Bulk in bbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose 2 35
Bladders in 25-lh. tins 245
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
Bladders in bu'k or tins less than 1001b3 U0

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No.l 1 60 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellao, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 160 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 81)

' No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's., Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamels ;

Size 1, 60c.

;

Sixe 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each.

Linseed Oil.

J £° n u£}
8 delj7ered $0 78"' $0*81

'

5 to 9 bbls 77 gn

Toronto, Hamilton, London and Guelph

Turpentine.
Single barrel, freight allowed ... 59
2 to 4 barrels " " 58

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. .0 10 10%

' " smalllots 10% 11
Cod Oil, Etc.

god Oil per gal 050 55
PureOlive

, 2o" Neatsfoot 90
Glue.

Common 08% 0°
Frenoh Medal 14 14%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30S^P 18 20
Cooperi ; 19 20
Huttner
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JAMES HUTTON & CO.
Sole Agents in Canada for

Joseph Rodgers & Sons, Limited,
Steel, Peech & Tozer, Limited,
W. & S. Butcher,

Thomas Goldsworthy & Sons,
Burroughes & Watts, Limited,
Etc., Etc.,

Have reopened their offices in Victoria Chambers,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition .

Cartridges.
B. B. Caps. Dom. 50 and 5 percent.
Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dam., 50.and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.
Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer,

add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40
per cent. Amer.

Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and
"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent Rival
and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dam., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb
Best thick white felt wadding, in \ -lb

bags 1 00
Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-lb. bags 70
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5)0 each, 10 gauge 35
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5 JO each, 8 gauge 55
Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20
Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
oloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M

11 and smaller gauge 60
9 and 1C gauges 70
7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white oloth wads, in
boxes of 250 each—

11 and smaller gauge 115
9 and 10 gauges 1 40
7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes .

Discount, 20 per oent.

Anvils.
Perlb..- 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils.. lb. 09 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes-

Single bit, per doz 6 50 10 00
Double bit, " 12 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% percent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordiuary, per gross 5 75 6 00
Best quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zino 6 00
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim, 1st quality 30 00
" " " 2nd " 22 00

Antl-Frictlon Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21
" C " 11%

Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYBAODSB SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse". . 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per oent.
Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
Amerioan make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant'B 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per oent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra , 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 66 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per cross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizeB, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Sorews 75
Sleigh 8hoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square 4%c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off
Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks .

Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 55 per cent.

Broilers.
Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% percent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, perlOO-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 6U per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Billiards, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per oent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian "

J 76 3 00
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per owt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon

, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.H0—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4. $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20o. each less than above
Discounts : Delivered from factories, it

p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $8 00

Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 8 50
Fittings 1 25

Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 4 75
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 5 25

Fittings 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 14 50

" embossed 15 00
Plain Richelieu 3 75
Emb. Richelieu 4 00

Fittings 1 25
L"w Dowq Oot. Syphon Jet, plain. . 20 00

" " " " " emb'd. 20 50
CloBet connection 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 60

" oval, 17x14 in 150
" " 19x15 in 2 25

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles.Grain.
Canadian , dis. 25 to 33% per oent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. &D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" " 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per oent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets
Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No.l.perdoz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 p.c. to 60, 10, 10.
Nicholson File Co., 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per oent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc, dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Prioe.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under 26 2 10 4 00 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
41to50 4 75 .... 7 25
51 to 60 35 8 50
61 to 70 75 .... 9 25
71 to 80 5 .... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75
86to90 14 00
91to95 15 50
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
,r % " 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web.-perdoz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.
25 to 27% per cent.

Taok.
Magnetic, per doz 1 10 1 20

Sledge.
Canadian, perlb ... 07% 08H

Ball Pean.
English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe.perdoz.net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. k B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Out Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Steams, 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-f t. run 10 80
No. 12,10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in.

,
per lb 06%

" " 5-in., " .... 06%
" " 6-in., " .... 06

" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 06%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.
Spring 12 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent

HOOK8.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 050 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C" brand 50 and 7% p.o.off new list 1 Oval-
"M" brand 50, 10 and 5 p.c. I head.
Countersunk, 50, 10 and 5 per oent.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL $5

Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

1

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

FartnriPs \ 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.lactones
.

j and SYrACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES.
P.O.B. Montreal

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
P.O.B Toronto, Hamilt m, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent, off list, June

1899.

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass bpun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, por lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door .japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per grosB 130 4 00
White door knnbs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk ,r

1 90 7 40
LOCKS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russell & Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 26

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.c.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 8 50 1 00

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
1 Discount, 25 percent.

NAILS.
Quotations are ; Cut. Wire

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 * 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
10andl2d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Out Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per cent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 per cent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per groBS 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 an d 5 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb-

Navy 6 00
(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (US ) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 0)5%
Watbr White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 00 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt Har'ng Fan buckets. di°. 45 n.c.

*, 1" and 14-qt fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Impression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Puller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

JenkinH disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c
Ouick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 25 pe cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 1 00
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100

RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 30 gallons 6 50

35 " 7 50

40 " 8 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
r' 35 " 26 00

40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c. revised list.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse'rasp, discount 60 p.c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler & Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, discount 60 s ml 10 per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Black and Tinned Rivets, 60 p.c.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

Terms, 4 mos. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9 13
%in 10 14
% and 5-16 in ]5
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32 inch.... 21%
Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 934
New Zealand Rope 10%

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per Bet.
Mrs. Potts. No. 55, polished.. 62% 65

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67% 70

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B & A. aand, 40 and 2% per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. * D , 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. *D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and 3.

Hack, complete, each 75 2 75
' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. & M. Scales, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c." Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's, per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 87% and 10 p.c.
Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.c.

" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.o.
Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and lOp.o.
" F.H., bronze, diB. 70 p.c.

R.H. " 65 p.c.
Drive Screws, 80 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron, " 4 25 5 75

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, diB. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 n.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 00 00
Plain 00 3 45
Coopers , discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,
Washita 28 60
Hindoatan 06 07

T
'"

J
slip 09 09

Labrador n 13

_, ." Axe .'".'
15

Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 1 50
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
bcythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
Nestable in crates of 25 lengths.

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
1 'nch " "

j 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in ease, net cash .... #4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
.. . . . , Per cent.
Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned .... 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 5

' " tinned 80&10
" (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . .75 & 15" K weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 & 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk 85 & 12%
" brash, blued & tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 412%
Zinc tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks .55
Copper tacks .'.'.'50

Copper nails 52
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, nar, anMaT1 n Ar,rA,AT,tftti™B A- c - LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal. -Canadian Representatives- MontreaL

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Trunk nails, black <ii and 5

Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued and tinned 65 and 5

Chair nails 35

Cigar box nails 35

Patent brads 40

Fine finishing 40

Picture frame points 10

Lining tacks, in papers 10
" " in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

8addle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin oapped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75
Ohesterman's each 90 2 85

" steel, each 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson's per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. AN., P. S. A W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. A D., discount 35 per cent.
TWINES.

Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb.... 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 50 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35
Broom, " 30 55

VISES.
Hand, perdoz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each .• 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.

Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10
and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nos. 2 to 5, ad-

vance 7o. per 100 lb.—Nos. 6 to 9, base-
No. 10, advance 7c.-No.ll, 14c—No. 12.

20o.—No. 13, 35c—No. 14, 47c—No. 15,

60c—No. 16, 75c Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, Sp-
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in25-lb. bundles net,
15c— packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent
List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No.
17, «5-No.l8,$5.50-No. 19, «6-No. 20,
$6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,
87.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,
*9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28. $11—No 29.

$12-No. 30, 813—No. 31, $14—No. 32, $15
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil

ing, 10c—in 25-1N bundles,15c—in 5 ana
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in H-lb. hanks, 75c- in Vi-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanized Wire, per 1001b.—Nos. 6, 7,8,$3.55
No. 9, 33.10-No. 10, $3.75-No. 11, $3.85
No. 12, 83.25-No. 13, $3.35—No. 14,
$4.25-No. 15, $4.75-No. 16. $5.C0.

ClotheB Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1,000 feet 3 30

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.

Galvanized 4 barb, 2% and 5 Toronto
inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, 2 barb, 1 and 6

inches apart 3 10

Galvanized, plain twist 3 10
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.97%

in less than carlots, and $2.85 in carlots.

Terms, 60 days or 2 per cent, in 10 days.
Ross braid truss cable 4 50

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35
Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c. off 30 days.

WRENCHES.
A.cme, 35 to 37V4 per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 3 00 7 00
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. A K.'s Pipe, perdoz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 85 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $
Royal Canadian " 50 00
Royal American " 50 00
Discount, 45 per cent. : terms 4 months, or 3

p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 mid 5 per cent

THE AUER

GASOLINE LAMP
The Light of Eight Oil Lamps

lor the Cost of Two.

Safe,

Strong, Satisfactory.

Covered by the broadest

possible Guarantee. The

construction, finish and

appearance are unequalled,

but It is your satisfaction which we guarantee

you don't like the lamp for any reason you can get

your money back. No other lamp in Canada is so

broadly guaranteed, for no other is as good.

If

Write for Catalogue.

AUER LIGHT CO.
_ M „ _ 1682 Notre Dame St.,
E. Simpson & Co.,

Moose Jaw, Agents for the Territories. — MfiMTDCfll

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Martin

Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila ^
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative

wm. b. stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.



Dl AY
Your stock on the front of

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
and your store will be a great attraction

to customers.

Prices and full particulars from

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., Toronto.

N.H. Don't forget we make boxes to fit yonr pres-

ent shelving.

PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SEND for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to thoee who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference by a large number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

6s. per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
D. PulLliPS, M.IM.E.. Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

graphic adilress "Machinery, Newport, Mon."

Lockerby & McGomb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining

AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. 8. --Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject"

CANADIAN PRESsTijPPING'BUREAU,

232 McGill Street. MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 73 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, ete.
.CKM0WLE0GE1

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO.
Not connected with any Shear Combination

NEW YORK OFFICE, 90 Chambers St
NEWARK. N.J.. U.S.A.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

.ESTABLISHED 1840...

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING, Gen, Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

dearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie /Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
"of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,

'

is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited,
»>*°^™"*-



Inc. ISM

BlackDiamend FileWorks

I
G. & H. Barnett Company

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve •«*• — »*- ^^iedals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

'%'%/V%/WV%.'%/%/%.'%^V-»^*

1901 [. '901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Co.
OP TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— 1 15-166 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers.^^md^^

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

B.SS. H.THOMPSON* COY
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

Galvanized Corrugated sheets

"BLAGKWALL" BRAND
wwwwvwwwww* %>vw».

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, ENG.
...Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



Unequalled for quality, at

price & service.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal. e^tr 1f$9
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•TIBET ANTI-FR1CTI0H METAL.
'Tandem" Metals are better than

any other for their, purpose,
and are, therefore :

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters of Anti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, EX.

Metals zn Europe.

ALWAYS BRIGHT
Galvanized Iron often turns

black after a short exposure to the

weather. If so, it's not "Queen's
Head," which not only keeps its

color, but outlasts the other iron by

years.

CANADA

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, limited.

3~<C& hV€*^r f

TO LEAK The Safford Radiators for Steam
or Hot Water Heating have no

joints, because the makers of the Radiators do not believe that it's

the mission of a Radiator to leak. Joints require rods, bolts and
packing, which are the promoters of leaks.

The connections of the Safford Radiators are made by screw
nipples which make them absolutely unleakable. And, too, the
"Safford" is the original invention in screw nipples, hence, best by
the longest test. Think of the money loss that leaky Radiators
entail. Save that money and win the good-will of a customer by
installing the "Safford," which is made by the largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British flag. Send for our free booklet
telling all about it.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.



PLUflBERS'
AND

STEAMFITTERS'

p VALVES
| FITTINGS
P TONGS
E WRENCHES

TOOLS
ALL
KINDS
OF

PIPE
STOCKS
AND

DIES

RICE LEWIS & SON
Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets,— TORONTO.

T"I NEOSTYLE DUPLICATORS
Print from 100 to 5,000 original hand and typewritten

circulars, at less cost than printing. & j» & j* jt

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

Rebuilt Typewriters !L $15
00

to $50 00 !L
Typewriters Rented—$2.50 to $5.00 per month.

Repairing on all makes a specialty. Write for prices.

CREELMAN BRO'S TYPEWRITER CO.

Sole Dealers in

Underwood Typewriters.

15 Adelaide St. East, - TORONTO.
97 St. Francois Xavier St., MONTREAL.
28 King St. West, - HAMILTON. \

Temple Building: - - LONDON.
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited J?~{ 3

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

SOME OF THE NEWER
"YANKEE" TOOLS

No. 15 "Yankee " Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT AND LEFT HAND, AND RIGID, WITH FINGER TURN ON BLADE— 2, 3, 4 and 5-in. BLADES.

* j
No. 20 "Yankee" Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver

RIGHT HAND ONLY, AND RIGID. 3 SIZES, EXTREME LENGTH OPEN, INCLUDING BIT— 14, 17 and 19-inches

Sold by Leading Jobbers NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
throughout the Dominion. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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OURS IS **'^HE STANDARD
Wickless Blue Flame Stove.

"^TANHAPn" because all others are
JlHIlUMlVL/ claimed to be "Just as

Good."

It has "glass sight feed" showing flow of oil and

insuring rapid and easy regulation of valve.

It has measuring cup for lighting, giving quick

operation and preventing overflow of oil.

It has no wicks to keep clean, no joints to leak,

no small parts to break, nor fine tubes to clog.

Made in eight styles and sizes, all mounted on

steel encased frames, and for durability, beauty and

convenience is unequalled.

<

'

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

..TINPLATES..
COKE CHARCOAL

Standard sizes in stock.
Special sizes for import.

Inquiries Solicited. Please Write for Quotations.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, ONT.
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Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

"PLYMOUTH" TWINE
WWWWVWWWWVWV*

i THE STAMP OF
EXCELLENCE.

Sells the best,

Works the best,

and makes the best money for the dealer.

'Plymouth" doesn't "fool the farmer." It gives him

honest satisfaction, as it has qualities peculiar to itself,

which cause it to work perfectly where other brands fail.

"Plymouth" Prolongs Profits.

Plymouth Binder Twine
Agency——

> McKinnon Bldg., Melinda St., Toronto, Can.
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The Demand for our

FOR
kitchen range increases daily.

Every one sold causes other sales, so enthusiastic are

householders over its improved features.

ITS EASE OF REGULATION
ECONOMY IN USING FUEL
ITS DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE
OVEN THERMOMETER
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK

and other conveniences, give it a superiority quickly

appreciated.

You're sure of speedy sales when handling the

Imperial Oxford. Write us for full information and

price list if you have none in stock.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO,, Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL

David Maxwell & Sons

Steel Frame Churn

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel

ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn" Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of 1901. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

High and Low Wheels,
from ia-in. to 10-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you
these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches.
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EVERYTHING GOOD AND PROFITABLE IN WALL PAPER.

21-inch Ingrain Frieze, No. 2030.

_?,, „ ,

20 ^^.*''"'ll--"i?.<:.-
*

.*?. ..*• .--, 4 ,.*• • •
*

-
"

21-inch Ingrain Frieze, No. 2043.

THE ABOVE ARE TWO OF MANY SUCCESSFUL FRIEZES

IN OUR 1901 COLLECTION ^ j» > ^
IF OF INTEREST WE WILL MAIL SMALL BOOK OF
INGRAIN SHADES WITH- ILLUSTRATED MATCHED
COMBINATIONS, OR SAMPLES OF ABOVE OR OTHERS
IN ANY DESIRED SHADE <* jt s j* jt

Feb. 1st.

the WATSON, FOSTER CO., limited

MONTREAL.
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PS

W

Woman is

Responsible
for the sale of ice cream freezers.

Fifteen million women have considerable influence.

Ten thousand of them wrote to us in three months.

"We are talking to them all the time—winter and summer

They are all familiar with the Peerless Iceland Freezer.

Reports from them prove that we are right, and that

one motion is enough.

We want your help in distributing Peerless Iceland

Freezer DANA & QO.,
New York Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco Branch, 105 Front St.

Cincinnati.

^(iMT^feCOND-HAND

c/fipe Threading and Cutting

me.
A BARGAIN.

We have in stock one No. 2 Armstrong Machine,

complete with Countershaft and right hand Dies,

cutting from i-in. to 4-in. inclusive.

This machine has been used on one instalation

only, and is in first-class condition and will be sold

at a bargain.

Can be seen at our warerooms.

For prices and further information apply to

The Fairbanks Company

749 Craig Street,

-~- MONTREAL.
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

DUNDAS AXES
ARE

American in Sharpness,

Canadian in Reliability,

JUST WHAT YOU WANT TO SELL.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, ONT.

MONEY IN
WALL TINT.

$mm
1 CryslilliM Siiitii) Till Pwsk.

MURALO is the latest and best

up-to date cold water
wall tint in the world. Muralo challenges
any old cold water [ compound or
patented process of any,! make what-
ever. MURALO makes money for the
dealer, because it is advertised properly,
and once sold it speaks for itself.

MURALO has an extensive foreign trade
—all the world makes money out of it.

AGENTS:
A. RAMSAY & SON, MONTREAL.
J. H, ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.
McLENNAN, McFEELY & CO., - - VANCOUVER

MERCHANTS OF CANADA
Especially dealers in paints and wall-coatings ! When you took account of stock at the dawn of the new
century, did you find in store some goods that you had been induced to buy, and for which ihere is absolutely
no demand? Possibly some that you carried over from 1899? Musingly, did you exclaim, '*

I got tcoled when
I bought these goods, but it was the fault of the man or firm, who sold me ; if I get fooled the second time, it

will be my fault?" yThe moral of it all is :—Buy goods that are manufactured by men with experience in their particular

line, and in whom the people have confidence ; who advertise their product, guaranteeing it as represented, and
whose goods sell on their own merits.

Why put in stock, that in order to sell, you have to tell your customers is " the same thing" or "just
as good" as something else? CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE
the permanent wall-coating, ready for use by mixing with cold water, is in demand everywhere. Is sanitary to
the highest degree. Has a record of value, and proof of origin.

ALABASTINE for more than a quarter of a century has heen prominently before the people. Anyone
can brush it on—no one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE is the acme of perfection in wall-coating material, either for plain tinting, or the
most elaborate work known to the decorator's art. Is adapted to all kinds of relief work, and is a special
favorite wilh practical men.

ALABASTINE is manufactured in Canada. Patented in this and other countries. Do you sell it?

If not, why not ? Write for prices.

Address, THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

The trade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
G. P. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver, B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

The attention of Contractors, Builders and Bui'ding Owners is called to our PARISTONE Wall Plaster, and
SHIELD BRAND Calcined Plaster. None better.

VanTnyl & Fairbank
Petrolla, Ont.

Headquarters for . .

.

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps, Casing, Tubing:,

Fittings, DriLing- Tools,

Cables, etc.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

"DAISY" CHURN oe
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand stedy whili churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be u=ed as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sides to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, wilh Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has amost enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que,

IMPROVED STEEL WIRE TRACE CHAINS.
Every chain guaranteed. Most profitable and satisfactory chain to handle.

Improved Quality and Cheaper Prices for 1901.

The B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited.

Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.
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: 41 "WOODYATT"
LAWN MOWER

muniiii nm

IS Still being made, to maintain

the reputation it has gained during past

seasons,
THOROUGHLY
SATISFACTORY.

Only the best quality of material is used in its construction.

lO^-lnch Drive Wheel. 12, 14, 16, 18, 20-Inch Cut.

Manufactured and
Patented
by . .

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Canada.

RS'S
3D

Sap Buckets.
Extra deep and straight. Three sizes. They possess many

advantages over the Ordinary Flaring Buckets—being small
in diameter they do not catch the rain or snow, and, as they
are very deep, they hang perpendicularly, and, consequently,
will not overflow until full. Covers supplied if required. They
nest close for shipping or storing.

We can supply the Ordinary Flaring Sap Pails. •

E. T. Sap Spouts.
Made of Retinned Steel. Sirong and Durable. Only re-

quire a %-in. hole in a tree. It does not cover the inside sur-

face of the hole, therefore, a larger amount of Sap is obtained.

Maple Leaf Sap Spouts.
Made in Bronzed Sterl. Require a J4-in. hole. Has a

shoulder which p events it being driven in too far. The hole
in the tree is not exposed to wind and snow, consequently,
sap will flow longer.

Syrup Cans.
Plain or Decoraterl. Made in

Either Wine or Imperial Measure.
}i, M and i gallon sizes.

Kemp Manufacturing Co., "da.
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President,

JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,
Montreal.

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Limited.

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.E.
island and Newfoundland.

orriOES

MONTREAL 132 McGill Street,
Telephone 1355.

TORONTO 10 Front Street East,
Telephone 2148.

LONDON, END.- - - • log Fleet Street, EX.,
J. M. McKim.

MANCHESTER, ENQ. • • - 18 St Ann Street.
H. S. Ashburner,

WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block.

ST. JOHN, N.B.
J. J. Roberts.

). 3 Mai"• • No. 3 Market Wharf,
1. Hunter White,

NEW YORK. 176 E. 88th Street.

Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.

Great Britain and elsewhere • - 12s.

Published every Saturday.

Cable Addr... {%£$%«£;.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER

LIGHT SPRING IMPORTATIONS
FROM ENGLAND.

JUDGING from present indications, the

orders to be placed by Canadian

importers for May and June delivery

of lead products, Canada plates and

tinned and terne plates, as well as

black sheets, will be exceedingly light this

year. This is because the English market

in these lines has been extremely easy since

the close of navigation, and particularly

since the first of the year, when spring

importations begin to be considered.

Canadian dealers who imported Canada

plate last year at prices ranging about ,£11

per box are losing money, for there has

been a stiff decline to about £9. Tinned

plates have suffered to the extent of about

13 or 14s. (some importers say more) since

the close of navigation. Terne plates

occupy a parallel position. And the mar-

kets are still easy.

There are those who look for further

reductions in values, arguing that an infla

tion is invariably followed by an equally

phenomenal depression. It would appear,

however, that the English makers are

adopting ways and means of preventing

further declines, for, in a letter to their

Canadian agents, A. C. Leslie & Co.,

Montreal, Richard Thomas & Co., one of

the largest manufacturers of tinned and

Canada plates, say: "That out of 495

mills in South Wales, 215 are idle and

further stoppages are expected. We have

had to close our works, owing to unre-

munerative prices, and there is no prospect

of our reopening unless we can obtain at

least the equivalent of what you paid some

time ago or unless there is a fall in raw

material." What the outcome of the

struggle of the manufacturers against the

depression will be remains to be determined.

It will likely depend upon the tendency of

the American market which at present is

firm.

Black sheets form another line that is

declining rapidly, and in this there is little

business being done on import account.

Since January 1 the cheaper grades of black

sheets have declined fully £2 per box, and

the better grades about 10s. since Sep-

tember.

Pig lead is another line to feel the ten-

dency of the hour, it having been weaken-

ing tor a couple of months and declining

heavily for some weeks. Further declines

are looked for, and, certainly, in the face of

these conditions, lead products will not be

imported in large shipments into Canada

this spring.

These heavy and severe declines have

immediately affected the spot market to

some, although not to a great, extent.

Terne plates are somewhat lower, and we

hear that holders of Canada plates and

tinned plates are sacrificing to clear ; but

this they need not do, for spot stocks of

these latter goods are extremely light.

White lead has declined ys c. per lb. this

week, and dry white lead and red lead are

]lc. per lb. lower.

SHARP DECLINE IN WHITE LEAD.

WHITE lead has taken a rather

peculiar turn as far as the Cana-

dian market is concerned.

Only about a month ago an advance of

25c. per 100 lb. took place, and, although

the outside markets are steady, there is in

this country a sudden decline of 37 yic. per

100 lb.

Quotations in 25 lb. packages are now as

follows f.o.b. Toronto, Hamilton, London,

Windsor, Ont., St. John, N.B., and Halifax,

N.S.:

Present price. Old price.

Pure $6 50 £6 87^
No. 1 6 12H 6 50
No. 2 5 75 6 12 H
No. 3 5 37# 5 75
No. 4 5 00 5 37

lA

Prices f.o.b. Montreal and Ottawa are

i2^c. per 100 lb. less. There is a freight

allowance of 10c. per 100 lb. on shipments

to Winnipeg, and shipments to other points

in Manitoba and to the Northwest Terri-

tories to be equalized on Montreal.

Competition among the manufacturers in

Canada is the cause of the reduction.

A lull in business should be an oppor-

tunity for creating a breeze with new ideas.
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THE LINSEED OIL SITUATION.

LINSEED oil is in a most unsatisfactory least some of the wholesalers are actually

condition, due to the weakness of losing money, and it is the general opinion

prices to day and the uncertainly as that there will be no further decline. On

to the future. the contrary, there is more likely to be an

In Great Britain during the last three or advance than a decline on the local market,

four weeks there has been a decline of fully It is, of course, unsafe to predict anything

ioc. per gallon in price. And, as a result in regard to the future of linseed oil in the

of this slump, British oil could be exported primary market. At present, there is a

to the United States, in spite of the duty of steadier feeling in both Great Britain and

2oc. per gallon, and sold there at something the United States. Regarding the situation

like 7C per gallon below the price of the in the United States as it at the moment

home product. stands, the following from The Paint, Oil

In Canada, quotations have been sent and Drug Review, of February 16, may

out by some of the brokers quoting linseed prove of interest :

oil for shipment from Great Britain in May The market has held steady during the past

j t rr l- j •_ »i._ (»m„ „,„„tv, week on the 65c. per gallon (8%c. per lb.) basis,
and Tune. If shipped in the former month D

.

F
.

s v / '

J rr with some business in car load lots and smaller

it means that delivery will not be made in quantities doing at the current figures. Owing to

this country until June, and perhaps even the scarcity of available seed, much of the current

receipts being shipped in on contracts and the bulk

July in some cases. Shipment of Canadian of the visible suppiy being under tne control of

linseed oil, however, is made in April, May tw° °r three interests, the production of oil is be-

lieved to be far below the average for this time in

and June, the time of the year when linseed
the year There are probably more idle mills in the

oil is most in demand in this country. It country at the present time than at any recent cor-

. ' , _ .. ., .„ responding date, making the situation somewhat
will be thus seen that the Canadian oil will . . . c , 1 A?"" " anomalous in presentirga firm oil market and a

be in the hands of the dealers in this weak seed market, with the former considerably

1 _#_ _ -u_ tj_:»:„u _:i :„ above a parity with the latter. Considerable oil is

country some time before the British oil is
. , ., , , . . ,' moving on contracts, while the new business 15 of a

due to arrive. hand-to-mouth character, buyers waiting for de-

The quotations on British linseed oil
"elopments. The situation is pregnant with in-

teresti'g possibilities, and it would be extremely

which have been submitted here have, as hazardous to venture an opinion as to the outcome.

the trade is aware, much unsettled the The distribution of oil in small lots is enlarging as

the busy season approaches, but as yet trade can-
Canadian market and made merchants

not be caiied active.

reluctant to buy. Much of the unsettled feeling which has

With a view to stimulating business the predominated the linseed oil market is, as

wholesale dealers in Canada, and particu- has been previously pointed out in this

larly those in Toronto, have made a cut in journal, due to the uncertainty in regard to

prices that is unusually heavy for its the estimated large crop of linseed in the

sharpness. Argentine Republic. We have before us a

At a meeting of the Toronto men on report of the United States consul in Argen-

Wednesday the price was reduced 9c. per tine. It is dated Buenos Ayres, December

gallon, the same to go into effect on Mon-
I;} lgoo< an(j a part f j t deals with the

day, while in Montreal the decline is only Unseed crop. That particular part reads as

4c. per gallon, although that is, of course, a follows :

pretty sharp cut. yne extraordinary rise in prices of linseed, due

The price in Toronto, Hamilton and ,0 the failure of lhe cr0Ps in India and other Par,s .

encouraged larger sowings, estimated at 20 per
London is now as follows :

cent Fcrtunately, in nearly every district lhe

Raw per gal. Boiled per gal. crop has been a success, and, although the pros-

Cents. Cents. pects of heavy shipments have brought about a fall

1 °4
,

s
A_ in prices, the values still obtainable will give farmers

5 to 9 07 70 r

10 1. 19 " 66 60 splendid returns.

20 10 59 " 65 68 Some estimate that the quantity avai'able for ex-
Carload 64

port will reach 550,000 tons. I fail to sex- where

The price to Outside western points is as this tremendous quantity is to come from. Allow-

.
ing for increased sowing, and for a larger." average

before, IC. per gallon more freight being yield, I consider that if exports reach 400,000 tons,

,, , the figure will'be an outside one.
allowed.

It is claimed that, at the figures to which To criticize a competitor in the presence

prices have been reduced in Toronto, at of a customer is to give him a free "ad."

THE RAGE FOR BINDER TWINE
FACTORIES.

CANADA undoubtedly has a great

future before her as a manufacturing

country, but there are branches of

industry which zealous promoters are

endeavoring to enlarge at a ratio far in

excess of our requirements.

The binder twine industry is one of these.

The chief stock arguments being used

are (1) that Canada imports 60 per cent, of

her binder twine from the United States and

(2) that, as the Farmers* Binder Twine Cof ,

Brantford, paid a 60 per cent, dividend in

1898, 100 per cent, in 1899, and 90 per

cent, in 1900, enormous profits are regular

occurrences in the binder twine industry.

What is one man's meat, we are often

told, is another man's poison. And cer-

tainly there was at least one binder twine

concern that, during some of the years, at

least, when the Farmers' Company was

earning big dividends, was operated at a

loss rather than at a profit, and that when

it had the cheapest kind of labor. We refer

to the factory at the Central Prison.

The explanation is that the Brantford

factory was fortunate to buy its hemp when

the market was low, while the Central

Prison concern bought when the opposite

conditions obtained. And another manu-

facturer who had bought hemp when the

market was low found it more profitable,

when the market was high, to sell his hemp

instead of turning it into twine. The cause

of the sharp advance in hemp was, of course,

the Spanish American War, which led to

the closing of the ports in Manila. The

advance in the price of Manila hemp in

1898 was over 150 per cent, fiom the lowest

points.

And then, if binder twine manufacturing is

such a profitable industry in Canada, why did

the Consumers Cordage Company close two

of its factories even in the days when the

industry was protected by the tariff, whereas

now there is no protection ?

The fact of the matter is that binder

twine making in Canada, like nearly all

other industries, has to be carefully and

intelligently managed to earn a fair profit.

This, the business men of the country should

instil into the minds of the farmers, for it is

they whom the promoters are most actively

working among.
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AID FOR PROFESSIONAL POLITICIANS.

ANOTHER effort is being made to

increase the sessional indemnity of

the members of the Dominion

Parliament. The indemnity is 51,000, and

the proposal is to make it 51,500.

!
We ought not to be unjust to our repre-

sentatives in Parliament ; but it has yet to

be demonstrated that the amount of sessional

indemnity they now draw is unjust. To be

frank, we do not think it is. True, as the

advocates of an increased indemnity point

out, the representatives in the Parliament of

the new Australian Commonwealth are to

receive 52,000. But that does not prove

anything.

Tom Brown and Tom Smith may be

filling similiar positions; and, while the latter

may be receiving a salary of jUiOOO less

than the former, it does not follow that he is

being underpaid. He may, in point of

ability, be worth that much less, or, even

should they be equal in ability, Tom Brown

may be overpaid to the extent of $1,000.

But, then, if comparisons are to be made,

why confine them to countries which pay

a higher indemnity than Canada does ?

Why not, for instance, make comparison

with the British Parliament ? We with

pardonable pride boast that our Dominion

Parliament is fashioned after that of the

British Parliament. Surely, then, if we

are to be guided by comparisons, we cannot

afford to ignore the mother of modern

Parliamentary institutions.

We do not, however, for one moment

advocate that we should, at any rate at this

stage of our history, follow the practice of

the British Parliament in this particular; but

it would be just as reasonable for us to do

so as it is for the advocates of an increased

indemnity to rest their case on the practice

in countries which grant their representa-

tives larger sums per session than we do in

Canada.

The case should rest, not on comparisons,

but on its own inherent merits.

Judged from a business standpoint the

present indemnity is quite sufficient, par-

ticularly when we take into consideration the

fact that each member is allowed mileage to

and from his place of residence, whether or

not he carries a pass in his pocket ; and it is

well known that nearly every member does

possess such a document. Some of the

members get over 5500 in mileage allowance

and numbers 5 100 and 5200.

It was never intended that membership in

Parliament should, like an ordinary vaca-

tion, be a source of revenue for supplying

the requirements of daily life. Doubtless,

there are certain men in Parliament to whom

the sessional indemnity is the chief source

of revenue, but that does not alter the

original intention in regard to the indemnity.

The moment we recognize anything to

the contrary that moment do we by impli-

cation acknowledge that, in electing a man

to represent us in Parliament, we are

providing him with a situation. This is a

fact, and there is no getting away from it.

We fancy that the newspapers that are

championing the increased indemnity cause

would not for one moment favor a man for

membership in Parliament to whom the

51,000 for attendance during the session

was the attraction. But they are uncon-

sciously allowing themselves to be used as

the tools of those who are championing the

cause of the professional politician. It is

certainly not championing the cause of

such men as Mr. Kemp, Mr. Brock, Mr.

Bickerdike, Mr. Hyman and many other

business men in the House. These men

are not in Parliament for what '
' there is in

it" for themselves. They are actuated by

higher motives.

The larger the sessional indemnity is

made the more attractive will a seat in

Parliament become, not to the type of man

most desired, but to the professional poli-

tician who is already a factor far too

influential in the Legislatures of this

country.

Push for payment those who owe you

money or your creditors will push you out

of business.

A HIGHER WHITING MARKET.

Whiting is one of the few articles that

promises to rule higher than last year. At

present the prices quoted by the manufac-

turers in Great Britain are about 10c. per

100 lb. higher than last year.

Two factors have contributed to this.

And both are combinations. One has been

ormed by manufacturers, all the large firms

in England being members thereof. The

other is among the steamship companies,

who have increased freight rates by is.

per ton.

KEEP IN MIND THE GENERAL GOOD.

THERE is an old saying to the effect

that when thieves fall out honest men

get their due. It may be true. But

it is certain that when members of business

men's organizations fallout that theinfluence

of such organizations is weakened and the

interests of the trade immediately concerned

suffer.

Business men's associations can only be

influential in bringing about reforms and

preventing abuses when they are united

and strong. An army that is characterized

by internecine quarrels is never feared by

the enemy. How then can an association,

board of trade, or whatsoever name by

which a business man's organization may
be known, be respected or feared by those

who should respect and fear it ?

Members of business men's associations

need to be patient, long suffering and not

easily provoked, for, in organizations of that

kind, as well as in all others, there are men
small, jealous and mean, who are enough

to try the patience of a saint let alone the

average merchant whose own business

matters give him worry enough. If a mer-

chant cannot bear with this class of men
he had better not identify himself with a

business men's organization. But he should

at the same time remember that, while such

an organization is weakened by his refusing

to associate himself with it, his own interests

indirectly suffer as well.

Sink individual differences in order that

the general good may float.

VIRDEN BOARD OF TRADE.

The following officers were elected at the

annual meeting of the Virden, Man., Board
of Trade the other day.

President—J. W. Higginbotham.

Vice-President—H. C. Simpson.

Secretary-Treasurer—Geo. H. Healey.

Council—B. Meek, H. J. Pugh, J. F. Fram, W.
J. Wilcox, R. E. Trumball, D. McDonald, W. J.
Kennedy, J. H. Agnew, R. Adamson, W. D.
Craig, F. R. McLellan.J. T. Norsworthy.
Auditor—R. Adamson.

A feature of the annual report was the

number of inquiries that are received by the

secretary asking for information about the

formation of boards of trade, and for copies

of by laws. Five such applications had been

received during the year from various towns

throughout Manitoba.
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SUPPLIES FOR THE AFRICAN WAR AND CANADA'S CONTRIBUTION.
The War Office's Purchases In this Country Almost Ml—A Matter Which Should Receive the Attention of the

Canadian Government, its Commercial Agents and the Exporters In this Country.

Office of Hardware and Metal. already referred, I have obtained some ands of tons of potatoes are going, so I am
London, England, February 4, 1901. interesting data as to the monthly require- informed, there from Australia. Then, ^j

I

HAVE long taken an interest in Canada ments of different kinds of produce in South wooden huts are being made here in

and Canadian affairs, but this interest Africa. Here they are : thousands, and are being sent to the army
has been greatly increased since Meat, % -lb. tins 25,000,000 in South Africa. These houses are made

.
Biscuits, in lb 25 000,000

Canada came so heroically to the aid of the Canned and condensed vegetables 20,000,000 in pieces, to be put together on the field,.... j.i ,. . o. ., . /• • Hay and oats, tons 100,00c
Motherland in her trouble in South Africa. Bran, tons 5,000 and surely this is a line in which Canada
We are large consumers of produce such as iherae/lb.V.V.V.V."!

'.'.'.'.':.'.'.'.'.'.:'.'.'.'.'.
.' I.'oo^ool can do something as well as in food pro-

the Dominion of Canada raises, and, while j^con and hams, lb . . .
. . . . .

. 1 iooo.ooo ducts WagonSi t00 as well as bicy cleSf

I am not an advocate of paying Canada a Salt, lb 500,000 are going out in large quantities. Only

better price than we would pay to any other With such an immense quantity of pro-
recemly> |n Qne order nedn^ ^

country, yet, I believe all things being equal duce required monthly in South Africa, one -

n £ngland ^ were ^ wagons

we should give the Dominion the prefer-
would imagine that Canada would get a

and 3oo bicydes Qf horseS( about

ence. In view of the aid Canada gave us g°°dly ^^ particularly as in many of
g oqq^^^^^ J understand

in the way of men for South Africa, I think these lines she is a large producer. But
tfaat SQme orderg fof dothing &rt g<)

.

ng ^
it is only proper that we should buy all the what are the actual facts ? Canada is send-

Canada and Qne Qf the firms tQ which

produce we can for South Africa, particu- ing practically nothing, while Australia is
these orders arft going ^ ,^ ^^

larly from your country. I have become so doing an immense trade, and in just such
Qr some name^ ^ Tfae^ fa at^

much interested of late that I have been led ****** as Canada is well qualified to
sent costing about ^6.000.000 weekly, so

to investigate as to what our War Office was exPort -

you may gather by that what an immense
getting from Canada in the shape of supplies I notice that you get an occasional order quantity of supplies of different kinds are

for man and beast in the South-African in Canada for a couple of thousand tons of required.

field. Through an officer in the War Office hay, or a couple of cars of supplies, and What , would suggcst
.

g that yQu^ up
I have been able to secure information that you seem quite happy over the same. y0Ur Government and its commercial agents
which I have no doubt is absolutely reliable. In view of the figures I have just given. I

in England . 1 understand that Canada has
I must say that I am simply astonished, not do not see much cause for satisfaction on

also a commercial agent in South Africa. It

at what supplies are being purchased from the part of Canadians. There is no reason
strikes me that he t0Q mjght be a^ mQre

Canada, but what are not being purchased. that I know of why Canadian producers do
useful tban he appears t0 be Perhaps>

I might here say that there are in South not participate in these orders except it be
however> t am judging him harshlyt The

Africa 210,000 of our soldiers, to say noth- neglect on the part of the Canadian Govern-
exporters in Canada should also stir them .

ing of 16.000 Boer prisoners, a destitute ment. its representatives in this country, or
selyes up and send theif agems tQ London

population in many districts, refugees, all of the exporters in Canada. Possibly all three
and makc contracts direct with tbe War

whom have to be fed by the British Govern- are to blame. I have mentioned the
0ffice here If a suffident supp ,y ^

ment. The number of men to be fed is Canadian officials on this side, but let me . . , ~ j u- , . ,
contracted for in Canada, ships could be

not likely to decrease for some time to say by way of explanation
.
that Lord Strath-

chartered direct t0 South Africa from Can-
come, for Kitchener has asked the War cona is doing a good work here for Canada ,,* " ada, say, twice a month.
Office for 150,000 more men and 100,000 in a certain direction, and is most zealous,

, ^ , , . . , , ,
I feel that I shall not have written in vain

horses. The papers here have stated that but, of course, he has not the time to look

the number of men he had asked for was after matters of that kind, neither has Mr. rwr^ • . a n w r^i

50,000, but this is a mistake. Perhaps the Colmer, who is, no doubt, trying to do his Vf MM^El 1 t f^ * " -f> j^

papers in Canada have been better informed best for Canada. What is really wanted is ^^
in this particular, although I suspect they a practical business man as commercial m ill^AiJ
have not. Besides all the men to be fed agent in London. And then, of course, it (

there are the beasts of burden, such as is evident that your own exporters need to Vr /WW M —*
horses, mules and oxen. Then, of course, be awakened.

Prompt Shipm-n •,

you must remember that we occasionally I might say that the list of articles I have

lose a convoy, so that at times we are really given by no means represents all that are _, nilTADin TAPIf rn
helping to feed a Boer army. From the going to South Africa, and of which Canada Limited

officials at the War Office, to whom I hftve cou id SUpply a part. For instance, thous- HAMILTON, ONT.
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if this letter results in Canada getting a

larger share of a trade to which she is most

certainly entitled.

I might add that large supplies will be

required monthly for probably a year, as from

what I can gather from reliable sources the

country in Africa, which has been the scene

of the war, is much devastated, and the

Boers as well as the army will have to be

fed by the Government for goodness knows

how long. S.

A GOOD OPINION OF BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

NEARLY every resident of British

Columbia who visits Eastern Canada

speaks of the Pacific Province with

eulogistic appreciation of her present and

enthusiastic optimism as to her future.

One of the calmest, yet thoroughly hope-

ful, opinions regarding th; Province that

Hardware and Metal has heard was

expressed this week by C. L. Lightfoot,

Vancouver representative of The Gurney

Foundry Co., Limited, in that district.

" Last spring, British Columbia was put

to the test," said Mr. Lightfoot. " The

Provincial Government was unstable

;

there was difficulty between the miners

and the employers. The result was that

almost every section of the Province was

affected more or less by dullness of trade

that caused a widespread feeling of depres-

sion. If the country had not contained

within itself the essentials of permanent

progress, dullness and depression would

not have been the worst that would have to

be reported.

"But, as everyone knows who is inti-

mately acquainted with the various mining

regions, those are such that as to insure a

permanent as well as profitable develop-

ment. In the coal mining regions both on

Vancouver Island and in the Crow's Nest

Pass district, the progress is steady. In the

regions where the gold, silver, lead, etc.,

are mined, there is less steadiness. The
questions of transportation, wages, etc. , play

such an important part that conditions are

easily affected by a strike, a change in rates

or any such occurrence. It was this dis-

trict that caused the strain last spring. But

the earth contains the minerals in such

quantities that confidence in the country

could not be badly shaken by a temporary

depression.

" The result is that last fall when I again

went over the ground confidence was re-

stored in almost every town . Work is more
plentiful, and still greater activity is looked

for."

'

' You spoke of the importance of trans-

portation to the mining country. How do
the people there look upon the proposal to

The Machine in Paint.

Machinery is absolutely necessary in producing the best

paint. Paint made by hand cannot be as good.

Modern paint requires, among many things, zinc to keep the

lead from chalking, exact formula, accurate measurement, pure

material, fine grinding and thorough mixing.

The man who makes paint by hand usually leaves out the

zinc—his paint powders and chalks.

But, suppose he puts it in. Suppose he has the exact formula

and is accurate in his measurement, instead of guessing at it.

Suppose he also has a chemical laboratory in which to test his

material for purity.

That's as far towards the best results as he could go. The
manufacturer could still produce better paint simply through

his advantage in machine grinding and mixing—making a paint

that will cover more surface and wear better.

The best painting material to-day is prepared paint.

The best prepared paint is

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Nkto YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

run a line into the mining region from the

south ? " asked Hardware and Metal.

"My experience has been that every

business man wants to see every person who

desires to build a railroad in any direction

build it. A short line from Vancouver to

the Kootenay is what is greatly wanted now,

and this is going to be built before long

either by the C.P.R. or the Victoria, Van-

couver and Eastern."

" Is there much agricultural land in the

Province ? '

'

'
' On Vancouver Island and along the

Coast there is much excellent land. Besides,

there are several extremely fertile valleys.

In one of these various fruits are easily

grown. These are sold locally and through

the Northwest. There is some fine pasture

land. I was talking to an old Dutch rancher

last fall. He told me he had lost 540,000

last summer. I was amazed, as he did not

look like a man who ever owned that much,

and I knew the grazing had been specially

good. I knew he was honest, yet, I must

admit, there was a tone of doubt in my voice

as I asked him to explain. 'Well,' said

he, ' there was such good grass that I could

have easily fed enough cattle there to make
that much. And it nearly all was wasted.'

If we looked at British Columbia from the

old Dutchman's viewpoint, the world is

losing a fortune there every year."

INQUIRIES REGARDING CANADIAN
TRADE.

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

is in receipt of the following inquiries re-

garding Canadian trade :

1. A Copenhagen firm wishes to hear from Can-
adian manufacturers of pulp boards, desiring to

establish a Danish connection.

2. An important London importer of poultry

asks to be placed in communication with Canadian
shippers.

3. Another Danish house seeks supplies of Can-
adian mica, and invites communications from pro-

ducers.

4. A Midlands manufacturer, doing a large trade

in steel and other metals with engineering firms in

the United Kingdom, is prepared to arrange with

experienced Canadian firms for the Canadian
agency.

THE SYDNEY FURNACE.

While Mr. H. M. Whitney, president of

the Dominion Iron and Steel Co., was in

Montreal on Tuesday, he and his fellow-

directors were much pleased to receive the

following highly- encouraging despatch from

the vice-president and general manager of

the steel works :

Sydney, C.B., February ra.

H. M. Whitney, Montreal

:

Turned out splendidly
;
promise of a large

product is now a certainty. The sulphur, which
was our doubtful point, is under absolute control
to-day, and this with unwashed coal. There is no
longer room for doubt as to the quality or the good
design of the blast furnace plant.

(Signed) A. J. Moxham.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

ASLIGHT change has been made in

the price of horseshoes, modifying

the former arrangement by which

there was a fixed difference between the

base price of carload and less than carload

lots. The carload price—namely, $3.50

on iron shoes and $3.25 on steel shoes,

f.o.b. Pittsburg—is now given on orders of

10 kegs or more, but protection is given to

large buyers, as the carload rate of freight

is added on carload lots, and the less than

carload rate on less than carload lots. Re-

bates on large quantities are unchanged.

—

Iron Age.

SNATHS AND CRADLES IN THE STATES.

Theie has been no change in the price of

snaths and cradles since last season. The

volume of business is reported by the manu-

facturers as not as great as up to the same

date last year. This is in part accounted

for by the fact that two years ago the de-

mand was in excess, of the supply, and, as

a result, orders last season were not only

placed quite early, but were unusually

liberal. The hay crop was light* in some

sections last year, resulting in the carrying

over by dealers of considerable quantities

of goods, and it is quite possible that the

aggregate sales of this season will fall some-

what below those of last year. Orders,

however, are reported to be coming in

satisfactorily, and the season promises to be

up to the average.—Iron Age.

IRON TRADE IN SHEFFIELD.

Last wttk's pig-non quotations have been

maintained, and the apparent steadiness of

the market seems to have stimulated busi-

ness somewhat, as there have been more

transactions in pig-iron, Bessemer billets,

and steel sheets and rods than for some

time past. Several crucible-steel makers

also report a slight improvement in business,

both on home and foreign account. Speak-

ing generally, however, the iron and steel

branches are in a most unsatisfactory con-

dition, and the slight improvement reported

may, after all, be due only to purchases by

consumers who had depleted their stocks to

a point which involved some risk. A signifi-

cant feature of the situation is the fierce

competition for orders for steel sheets, rods,

etc., which obtains among proprietors of

rolling-mills, forges, and tilts, and it is said

that work is being taken at below cost in

order to keep men and machinery employed.

Price-lists have been abandoned, and the

manufacturers are quoting specially for each

inquiry. The rolling mills are working

only three or four days a week. The

diminished trade for finished goods deprives

makers of the benefits they would otherwise

have derived from the drop in prices of

various classes of materials. The inquiry

for shovels and spades is falling

Ironmonger.

off.—

T" 1

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP-

Those having any items of news suitable for this column will
1 onfer a favor by forwarding them to this office addressed
to the Editor.

'HE annual meeting of The St. John,

N. B., Iron Works was held on

Wednesday, last week. The reports

showed the year to have been a profitable

one. The old board of directors was elected

as follows : John E. Moore (president),

H. D. Troop, James Bender, W. H. Murray,

Dr.W.W.White, Charles Miller and Charles

McDonald (secretary-treasurer).

The Poison Iron Works, of Toronto, will

furnish the engines and boilers for the

Dominion steamers to be built on the Pacific

Coast for the fishery protective service.

The Recinate Fire- Proofing Co., manu-

facturers of fireproof paints and preparations

which render wood and fabrics safe from

the flames, are looking for a location in

Canada.

A despatch from Ottawa says that the

Government has decided to have a new

dredge of the latest design built at a cost of

$250,000. The contract will likely go to a

Toronto firm.

The repairs on the steamer City of

Topeka, which are being made in Van-

couver, will cost about $50,000, according

to the statement of Supt. Miller, of The
Pacific Coast Steamship Co. The damage
to the hull consists of a large hole in the

bow and two smaller ones further aft. In

addition to these, there are a number of

loose plates, and the general overhauling

that will have to be given the vessel will

complete the full cost of the $50,000.

An agreement has been signed by the

municipal authorities of Port Hope, Ont.,

agreeing to exempt the Canada Radiator Co.

from taxation for 10 years if that company

will install an $11,000 plant and continu-

ously employ at least 25 men.

The council of St. Henri, Que. , is con-

sidering a proposal to exempt from taxes for

10 years the John Terrault Tool and Malle-

able Iron Works, the promoters of which

propose to establish a new industry in St.

Henri for the manufacture of axes and other

tools from malleable steel under a new

process.

A Duluth despatch says that Capt. A. B.

Wolvin, of that city, and President James

Wallace, of the American Shipbuilding Co.,

have made arrangements to erect a ship-

building plant for their company in Halifax,

N.S. The municipality has agreed to a

bonus of $2 per ton on every ship built for

10 years and $1 for the succeeding 10. This

will be the first yard owned by the American

Shipbuilding Co. in Canada.

TAKING A TRIP TO CALIFORNIA.

Mr. H. Sapery, manager of the Montreal

branch of the Syracuse Smelting Works,

has taken a trip to California. On his way

back he will visit the principal commercial
centres in British Columbia and Manitoba,
where the firm does an extensive trade.

This firm' s general business has opened up
so well this year that it has been found
necessary to increase the number of

employes.

If you would sell good goods
We have good goods to sell.

IVER JOHNSON BICYCLES
Are recognized as Standard

the world over. The line for

1901 is the most up-to-date

on the market.

We want good ageuts to sell

our Iver Johnson Bicycles.

Our agency proposition is a

profitable one.

Send for Catalogue and Agency Proposition NOW.

WE CAN INTEREST YOU

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York- 99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
™£Z~. 37-39 From Street West, Toronto. ""SK"

"Mic-Mac" Hockey Sticks
This Season's Make. This Season's Make.

»"--
Yellow Mr^ Toughest

Birch. Mf and Strongest.

The "Mic-Mac' Hockey Sticks are the best.

This season they are the favorite stick.

In a recent match in Toronto between two leading

Hockey teams, all the players used "Mic-Mac" Sticks,

and only one was broken.

THIS IS A GREAT RECORD.

Express orders filled promptly.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.

Graham Wire and Gat Nails are tbe Best.
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M'CLARY'S EMPLOYES DANCE.

THE first annual ball and concert of

the Employes' Benefit Society of The

McClary Manufacturing Co., London,

Ont., was held on Monday night. The

affair was an immense success. Twelve

hundred people, or close upon that great

figure, participated in the event, and by

their presence made it memorable. It is

not easy to imagine so many pleasure-

seekers gathered under one roof. It is no

light task to picture the scene which such a

gathering presented. Hundreds here ; hun-

dreds there. In the splendid new addition

to the mammoth works of the great firm,

which had been turned into ball and con-

cert and card rooms for the occasion, there

was little room to spare, go where you

might. The employes of the company of

themselves are a small army. Their friends

are legion, and it became necessary to limit

the number who might attend. This was

at first placed at 500. But it was soon seen

that the number must be doubled. And

doubled it was.

And great as was the gathering, in point

of dimensions, it was greater in point of

enjoyment. The arrangements for the

entertainment of the huge company were

wonderfully complete. Despite the throng,

there was absolutely no confusion. One

might adopt any of the forms of amusement

provided that appealed to the taste at almost

any period of the evening. And it is to the

credit of the committee that they should not

only have accomplished so much and done

it with so splendid regard to detail, but that

the whole affair should have been mapped

out and put into effect within three days.

Connected with a firm of magnificent enter-

prise, it could be but expected of the em-

ployes that they would do something out of

the ordinary. They did the extraordinary.

The McClary Employes' Benefit Society

is no new organization, notwithstanding that

this was their first attempt- at a festive

gathering of the kind. The society has ac-

complished a vast deal of good. It is still

doing so. And there are the best reasons

for believing that the good work will go on,

for the organization is upon a firm basis.

There are few, if any, of the employes who

do not take a deep interest in the welfare of

the society. Not only are the results in a

financial sense satisfactory, but from the

important standpoint of mutual sympathy

and sociability the results are in the highest

degree pleasing. Then the organization

has the countenance and active aid of the

members of the firm. Lieut. -Col. Gartshore

was president of the general committee last

night. Mr. McClary was honorary presi-

dent.

Last night, as might be guessed, where

there were so many young people as-

sembled, the ballroom had the first call.

The dance hall was upon the fourth floor.

It was admirably suited to the purpose.

Filled with a multitude of happy folk, with

the strains of sweet music and with the

laughter of the merry-making assemblage,

it was difficult to imagine that within a few

short weeks this great room would too be

filled with the hum of industry. For the

McClary Co. are making great strides in the

world of commerce. The newly finished

building, with its extensive dimensions and

its four floors, is but one of the numer-

ous additions that have been made from

time to time, and especially of late, to the

works that are fast occupying a whole block

in the very heart of the city. But the fact

troubled no one. When another year has

rolled around, the days of prosperity may
have added one more to the buildings that

comprise the whole, and have again pro-

vided a fit place for the holding of the

second annual ball and concert.

The orchestra furnishing music for the

merry dance was that of the employes,

under the leadership of Mr. James Cress-

well. It is probably supeifluous to add

anything as to the excellent quality of the

music. The ball room was gaily decorated

with flags and bunting. Arranged about

the entire length and breadth of the hall

were comfortable seats. There was an

abundance of light. And the ventilation

was better than could have been hoped for

under the circumstances. The ladies were

present in large numbers in honor of the

event, and many of the costumes worn

were exceedingly pretty. The dance was

continued until a late hour. The advent of

Lent was overcome by turning the clock

back a couple of hours. And then in the

wee, sma' hours of the coming day the fes-

tivities were brought to a close with the

waltz, " Home, Sweet Home."
The providing of supper for the company

of guests was a task that might have

staggered a committee possessed of any but

unwonted energy. Yet it was accomplished

with comparative ease, and to the general

satisfaction. On the second floor were long

rows of neatly spread tables, and upon

these, as the evening advanced, were fur-

nished excellent repasts for all desiring to

replenish the inner man.

The concert was, of course, given in the

early part of the evening, so that those who

delighted in an enteitainment of the kind

might later also have opportunity to take

part in the dance. Lieut. -Col. Gartshore

was chairman, and the programme intro-

duced gave evident pleasuie to the large

crowd constantly present to be entertained.

The chairman made a few timely remaiks.

He warned the company that this was the

last time for a while upon which they would

be able to enjoy themselves. Tne Lenten

season began on the morrow, and they

would then have to begin a fast of 40 days

and 40 nights. He hoped that they would

make the very best of the present, accord-

ingly, and banish dull care.

Owing to the length of the programme, it

was announced that encores were barred.

The programme was given by the employes

and their friends, and was of much general g~,

excellence. The stranger could not but

have been struck with the fact that the

McClary employes are a talented lot. The

numbers given included the following :

Piano selection, Mr. F. Gruber ; song, Mr.

J. Barrett ; recitation, Miss Richardson
;

violin solo, Mr. B. Miles ; duet, Messrs.

J. Head and Donavan ; instrumental duet,

the Misses Herrick ; recitation, Miss Nora

Nicholson ; song, Mr. I. Burke ; musical

selection, Mr. W. Watson ; song, Mr. B.

Joyce ; duet, Misses Fitzwalter and Brighton;

recitation, Miss Shoebottom ; song, Mr. G.

Burr; duet, Penny Brothers
;
piano selection,

Mr. F. Gruber ; song, Mr. B. Joyce ; duet,

the Misses Henick ; song, Mr. I. Burke
;

violin solo, Mr. B. Miles ; duet, Messrs. J.

Head and Donavan ; song, Mr. Simpson
;

duet, Misses Fitzwalter and Brighton ; song,

Mr. J. Banett ; musical selection, Mr. W.
Watson ; song. Mr. G. Burr, concluding

with the singing of " God Save the King."

The card room was upon the third floor,

between the concert and dance halls. Here

were provided an abundance of card tables,

and these were fully taken advantage of.

Some idea of the excellence of the

arrangements made for the reception of

guests may be gained from the fact that

separate cloak rooms were provided for

ladies and gentlemen, each in charge of

competent persons. The decorations in all

parts of the building were very tasteful. To

the committee all praise is due. The gen-

eral committee was comprised as follows :

John McClary, honorary president ; W. M.

Gartshore, president
; Joseph Nicholson,

first vice president
; James Pirie, second

vice-president ; H. Woodman, F. Bailey,

John Head, Frank Couke, John Barned,

M. G. Delaney, William Yelland, Charles

Manning, E. Wingett, D. Wilson, S. Milli-

ken, J. Bailey, Miss Porter, Miss Graham,

Miss Ramsay, C. Donavan, Joseph Walcott,

W. Lehman, R. Spencer, Miss Colter, Miss

Selkirk and John Kenneally.

The executive committee consisted of ex-

Ald. John Barned, chairman ; Wm. Leh-
(

man, William Yelland, John Head, Ernest

Wingett, Fred. Bailey and Misses Colter

and Graham. To Mr. John Kenneally fell

the onerous duties of secretary and treasurer.

Neat programmes were printed, giving all

details and bearing a representation of the

magnitude of the McClary concern in the

local works and the numeious important

branches.
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*
STEEL INDUSTRY IN CANADA AND UNITED STATES.

A Masterly Address Thereon by Mr. A. J. Moxham, General Manager
of The Dominion Iron and Steel Co., Sydney, N.S.

4

'A'
N address was delivered in the rotunda

of the Board of Trade, Toronto, on

Friday evening, February 15, by

Mr, A. J. Moxham, general manager of

The Dominion Iron and Steel Co., Sydney,

N.S., on the iron and steel industry of

Canada and the United States. The Cana-

dian Manufacturers' Association, under

whose auspices the lecture was delivered,

is to be congratulated upon its forethought

in bringing Mr. Moxham to the Queen City.

;, The address was, without doubt, the

most masterly exposition of the iron and

steel industry, particularly in as far as it

relates to Canada, that any audience has

ever listened to in this country. It was

exhaustive, to the point, and gave infor-

mation which was entirely new. The

rotunda was crowded and rapt attention

was given to Mr. Moxham while he was

speaking and the heartiest kind of applause

greeted him as he sat down. Mr. P. W.
Ellis, president of the Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association occupied the chair.

Mr. Moxham spoke as follows :

Reduced to its final analysis, steel is a

product resulting from the application of

man's labor to three raw materials, viz.,

ore, coal and limestone.

These three ingredients by means of a

blast furnace are converted into pig metal,

and this in turn by means of the open-

hearth furnace into steel.

Science today has acquired such control

of the process that within wide limits it is

capable of dealing with almost every

quality of pig metal. The question of the

percentage of phosphorous, silica, sulphur

and other ingredients in the pig is to-day of

far more importance in the light of the cost

sheet than it is as any matter of necessity

so far as the subsequent open-heaath prac-

tice is concerned. The day of trade secrets

has gone by, and the treatment from the

same quality of pig metal down to the

finished steel is largely identical in all the

different plants.

COST OF PIG METAL.

It is, therefore, a fact, broadly speaking,

that the cost of the finished steel varies

with that of the pig metal, and we need

deal with this alone. Dividing the cost of

pig metal between material and labor, the

former is the variable, the latter the con-

stant. It is true that between every in-

dividual plant and between every district

there are some differences in the matter of

labor, but it is also true that there need not

be, that it is within the control of man's

volition and can be eliminated if deemed

economically desirable. Moreover, every

improvement in the art and each develop-

ment of machinery reduces these labor

differences. With material it is different.

There are no two great steel districts in all

the world wherein the proximity of the raw

material and the distance from the market

is the same. No power of man's will, no

good fairy with a golden wand can eliminate

the space between. When the lake dis-

trict was brought into prominent notice as

the most economical point in the central

west for making pig metal, Mr. Carnegie

built his own railroad, known as the Pitts-

burk Bessemer Road, 155 miles long, con-

necting Lake Erie with Pittsburg, and

it was announced that this had made
Pittsburg a lake port. It always seemed to

me that the 155 miles were still there.

A STUDY OF DISTANCES.

It is, therefore, to a study of distance

between materials that we must turn when

investigating the advantages of any given

location. In a nutshell, it is entirely a

matter of freight. At the very outset we are

brought face to face with one great lesson,

viz., that nowhere has nature grouped in

one spot the three raw materials in the

proper economic quantity and of the proper

economic quality. It is as though the Great

Master had said, "My gifts I freely give

you, but they are worth your coming for

them." I know this broad statement will

be a surprise to many. We have all heard

of places where the three elements were

together. In fact, they existed one on top

of the other, ready placed in proper pro-

portions, and always in a hill of the proper

height, provided with a nice level valley

just fitted in size and location for a modern

blast furnace—all that was needed was for

the hill to topple down into the mouth of the

furnace awaiting it below. We will all of

us hear of these favored localities again.

When they are brought to you and you are

asked to believe in them remember Punch's

good advice and " don't."

VARIETIES OF ORES.

You will ask me about the Black Band

districts of Scotland and of Central Ken-

tucky and the iron district of Birmingham,

Ala. You will ask me whether ore and
coal do not lie together in Nova Scotia and
in Pennsylvania, and I have to answer yes,

they do, and in many other places I could

add to the list. Now, as I cannot afford to

have you lose faith in me at the very begin-

ning of our talk, let me explain. There is

ore and ore. There are beds of very poor

ore, carrying only from 10 per cent, to 20

per cent, of iron—which is the thing we
want—and carrying enough silica to give

us a respectable sand beach all round Nova
Scotia, and this is the thing we don't want.

These beds are generally of indisputable

extent, and they also generally lay quite

close to coal. There are also good. ores

carrying from 50 per cent, to even 65 per

per cent, of iron with little or no silica, and
low in phosphorous and sulphur, but these

we find in Spain, Lake Superior or Ontario,

and they do not lay close to the coal. Or
if we do find them close to the coal, as in the

Guysborough district of Nova Scotia, we
find them pocketty and the beds of small

extent. There is also coal and coal. There
is coal like that of Central Kentucky and
Illinois that will not coke well and is high

in sulphur and ash, and there are coal like

the Durham field of England, the Connels-

ville of Pennsylvania, that are the standards

of excellence for steel making. And to

these will be added before two years go by
as an equally good standard for steel-making

the coal fields of Cape Breton. The poorer

coals of Kentucky are near very good ores ;

the good coals of Durham are near the low-

grade ores of the Middlesboro' district.

BEST ARE FURTHEST APART.

It seems a law that the best of both are

the furthest apart. Perhaps the district in

which the three materials are more nearly

grouped together is that of Birmingham,
Ala. At the first start the ore and lime-

stone were actually taken out of the same
hill and the coal was obtained within a dis-

tance of from six to ten miles. But there,

again, it was soon found that a little further

off the ore was higher in iron, and in

another direction was a coal that gave a

better coke, until to day the freight cost of

assembling is a tangible part of the cost of

pig iron. Nevertheless, the distances are

not great, but, to offset this, neither is the

percentage of. iron in the ore. The whole

district will, perhaps, not average over 40
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per cent. ore. In the Middlesboro' district

in England, which is close to the Durham
coalfields, the native ore is taken out of the

hills overtopping the works, but this ore

will not run much over 25 to 30 per cent,

before calcining, and does not exceed from

40 to 42 per cent, afterwards. I speak of

the native ore because a large part of the

ore used at Middlesboro' is imported ore,

principally from Spain. So, when these

matters are brought to your notice, do not

condemn a steel venture because the raw

materials are not grouped together and do

not put all of your money into one which

has everything inside the mill fence.

THE PERMISSIBLE COST.

Our next step is the inquiry, "What is

the permissible cost of these materials ? '

'

The answer is short. The ore and the

limestone delivered on cars or boat (as the

case may be), at the mine must be '
' cheap

as dirt," and the coal must not be far from

the same. This is to be taken literally, not

figuratively. In the Messabi, the Birming-

ham, the Middlesboro', the Luxembourg

and at the Belle Island mines the actual

price of mining and putting the ores on

cars is less than the traditional contractor's

price for removal of earth. It costs more

per cubic yard to do the shipping for the ore

in the Messabi range than it does to mine

the ore. The limestone should not cost

over 25c. a ton at the quarries. While

there is greater latitude in coal, even this is

within narrow limits. In the Connelsville

district coal has been mined and put on

cars under 40c. a ton. Now, as to the gist

of our inquiry :
'

' What are the limits with-

in which these materials must lie ? " We
can only reach a conclusion by comparison.

When we have made this I am hoping that

I can convince you that it is 402 miles, or

exactly the distance between our Belle

Island ore mines and our Sydney coal.

CHEAPEST STEEL CENTRES TODAY.

The cheapest steel centres of the world

to-day are the following : In England the

Middlesboro' district, in Germany the

Luxembourg district, in the United States

the Central West and Alabama districts.

Of these districts the one which over-

shadows the others is that of the central

west, of which Pittsburg costs may be taken

as the exponent. We will base our com-

parison on this, and so doing will be on safe

ground. So, what is the freight cost of

assembling the raw materials in Pittsburg ?

Please note we purpose taking actual costs,

not market rates. It must be remembered

that the haul is partly water, partly rail. It

is well to find an equation between the two,

and preferable to do so in terms of the rail

freight. The actual cost of the lake haul of

about 1,000 miles is in the neighborhood of

50c. per ton, or, say, five one-hundredths

of a cent a mile. The actual cost of the

railroad haul can be safely taken at four-

tenths of a cent per ton per mile. We will,

therefore, treat 1,000 miles of lake water

carriage as equal to 125 miles of railroad

carriage. Of necessity this is only closely

approximate, for water freight varies largely

with distance. The heaviest item in water

freight is the lay time of the steamers when
loading and unloading. This will be real-

ized when I make the statement that during

the open or operating season a lake ore boat

is in port about 50 per cent, of her time

while operating on an average route 1,000

miles long. And this in a district noted for

having every improvement for quick load-

ing and unloading. If the route be a short

one the percentage of lay time, and conse-

quently the cost of the freight per ton mile,

must largely increase. With these deduc-

tions Pittsburg pays the following freight

costs in the assemblage of raw material

:

COST AT PITTSBURG.

Ore—From mines to upper lake port, 80

miles railroad freight. From upper to lower

lake port, i.ooo miles water freight, equal

to 125 miles railroad freight. From lower

lake port to works, 155 miles railroad

freight. Making a total on one ton of ore

of 360 railroad miles. It takes 1.70 tons of

60 per cent, ore to make a ton of pig metal.

Therefore, the latter calls for a total of 612

railroad ton miles.

Coal—From Connelsville district to Pitts-

burg, say 80 railroad miles. Taking the

same quantity of coal, which is the amouut
that is used, 1.70 tons, gives 136 railroad

ton miles.

Limestone — From the Tyrone district,

130 miles. Say one-half ton limestone per

ton of pig equals 65 railroad ton miles.

Adding these together we have : Ore, 612

ton miles ; coal, 136 ton miles; limestone,

65 ton miles ; total, 813 ton miles. At four-

tenths of a cent gives a freight cost of $3 25

per ton of pig iron made. Remember,

again, this is freight cost, not the freight

charged.

Canada's position.

Now, where does Canada stand in this

comparison as a steel manufacturer ? If you

will take a map and draw a line from

British Columbia, on the west, to St. John's,

Nfld. , on the east, that line will run through

four well developed beds of ore of large

quantity and of excellent quality, and all of

them capable of being mined as cheap as

dirt. They are related to the coal as

follow :

1 . In British Columbia coal beds in the

American district not far from Seattle are

contiguous, and those of the Crow's Nest

Pass on the Canadian side. An assemblage

of material is here possible inside of the

standard we have taken.

2. On the northern shores of Lake

Superior are large and pure beds. Pait of

these have found their resting place in the

hands of our new industrial captain, Mr.

Clergue. My expression is awkward. I

doubt whether they will rest long either in

their own beds or in his hands. This dis-

trict is full of promise. It has only to bring *

its coal from the Connelsville or Pittsburg

district, a distance of, say, 210 miles by rail

to Lorain or Cleveland. Both ports are

equipped with modern coal-loading plants.

A short water haul equivalent to, say, 80

miles of rail haul will connect with the

mines. On this basis 1.70 tons of coal at

290 miles equals 493 miles, which at four-

tenths of a cent per mile gives a freight cost

of $1.97, or $1.28 lower than the Pittsburg

standard.

3. In the Ontario district exists ore of

great promise, within reasonable distance of

the coal of either the Connelsville or

Punxatawny districts. Independently of

the local supply is the Canadian lake ore to

draw from. This and coal can be assembled

within the Pittsburg margin. It is un-

fortunate for this district that there exists an

imaginary line called a boundary, the

community on either side of which have

listened to that song of the devil called the

tariff. Our own Government is to be con-

gratulated, however, in that they are not

quite as bad as their neighbors. They do

let the coke in free, while the States do not

let the ore in free. As a result it is cheaper

to assemble and make the pig on the

Canadian side.

ADVANTAGES OK BELLE ISLE.

4. Is Belle Island in Newfoundland ?

Here exists the now well-known Wabana
ore. The economical point of its manufac-

ture is at Sydney, directly on the cove beds.

The cost of assembly is as follows :

Coal, nothing. Ore 402 miles sea freight.

Owing to the relatively short distance the

lake basis will not apply, as lay time in

proportion to sea time will be the heavier.

The actual cost will be 40c. per ton. Lime-

stone 15c. per ton. We then have 1.8 tons

of 54 per cent, ore at 40c, 72c; one-half

ton limestone, 7J^c; coal, nothing; total,

79 'Ax.

Let me say while passing that this is the

lowest assemblage cost in the world for the

tonnage under consideration. As against

the Pittsburg cost it represents a saving of

$2 45^ per ton.

I have dealt with only four points as

typical of what may follow. So far as

present indications go, other large supplies

are promised, but why go further ?

From extreme west to extreme east, point
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by point, is Canada favored by every

natural condition, and the amount in sight

is so great that it will last many times our

day. We have so far proceeded only to

the manufacture. What of the market ?

The British Columbian district would

command the eastern export markets.

These are to-day somewhat limited in ton-

nage, and of a great assortment in kind,

^ and this condition would have to be catered

to. In addition to this a certain zone of

contiguous territory which is rapidly growing

up should form a good home market. It

may perhaps be that this opportunity might

" bide a wee " without loss, but whether it

will or not is doubtful. Already it is throb-

bing in the hands of the promoters, and

may be near fulfilment.

ONTARIO'S POSITION.

The central district, including Ontario,

has a home market at its feet, and this

means much. Already Canada is entering

on her industrial renaissance, and her home
market, now modest, is destined to grow by

leaps and bounds. Even now the silent

mighty tide of immigration is turning our

way, bringing in its restless current the

energy, pluck and never tiring pesistency of

our American cousins across the way,

bringing the farmer who will call for more

ploughs, the blacksmith, the carriage builder,

the wagon factory, the need of wire fences;

in short, the demand for steel. It is well

to realize that all the bountiful gifts of this

grand heritage of ours are just now shared by

only 5,000,000 people. The use of steel

grows at an increasing ratio with growth of

population, and is thus "twice blessed."

Only a generation ago the consumption of

iron per capita in the United States was 34
lb. per annum. Last year it was 1 50 lb. per

capita per annum, and this on the greatly

increased population. But even now there

is a market waiting for supply, one that

stretches from the north pole to the south,

from the east to the west, and it is one

where tariffs do not go. I mean the ocean.

The central district can take her share of

this as represented by the great lakes. She
can put a large part of her steel into ship-

plates, boilerplates and channels, and her

pig into triple expansion condensing engines,

and so develop her shipbuilding and take

her share of a trade even now knocking at

the door. As to the Cape Breton distiict,

situated on the seaboard, the whole wide

world is her market, all of it, and in our

modesty we do not ask for more.

TIDE WATER ADVANTAGES.

And at this point we must again revert

to our cost comparison. We based this on
the price at Pittsburg. To compete for the

export business Pittsburg must get to tide

water. She is now 500 miles from this,

and it will cost her $2 to get there. In

dealing with the finished steel it must also

be remembered that it takes about 1 1-10

tons of pig to make the steel. So, taking

1 1-10 tons at $3 25, we have #3.57, to

which add $2 freight on steel to seaboard,

and we have $5.57, from which deduct

Sydney's assemblage cost, 7qX c -> ar"d

there is left $4.78 as the net advantage in

the cost basis. In actual practice this means

more. We should further note that Sydney's

tide water will average about 1,000 miles

nearer to the world's market than that of

Pittsburg. In all conservatism it would be

safe to call the commercial difference all of

$6 per ton. In a word, Canada's position

as a steel maker is something more than

strong. It is simply invulnerable.

I will be pardoned for a few more words

on the great promise of the Cape Breton

district. So great is this promise that it has

ceased to be local. It has ceased to be

sectional. It has become international in

its influence. To-day Sydney is a familiar

name to every steel-maker in England, and

before another year rolls around the leaders

in this industry will have been with us to

see for themselves the new centre. At this

moment Sydney is debated with doubt and

misgiving by the large German syndicates,

and in the United States the strength of her

position is conceded by every expert. Can-

ada alone at this moment does not realize

how splendid an opportunity is within her

control.

PROPHETS OF EVIL ANSWERED.

As is usual in every new venture, Sydney

has had her share of the prophets of evil.

We are now in operation , and are making

an excellent quality of pig metal out of

nothing execept our own Wabana ore and

Dominion coal. With the fact of what is

doing, permit me for a moment to weigh

some of the prominent predictions of likely

trouble, if not failure. First, we were told

that, although Cape Breton coals had coked

at Everett, the coke was unfit for blast fur-

nace use. It would not stand the burden.

As answer, I would state that the third day

after our start it was carrying the full bur-

den ; it has done so ever since, and will

continue to do so indefinitely. We were

further told that everyone knew that the

coals were too high in sulphur. We did

not heed much what everyone knew. We
carefully analyzed the coal. We found it

higher than Connelsville, but only slightly

so, and we further found that the excess

could be economically washed out, and so

erected a washing plant. The coal-washer

not being ready, we determined to start

without it, and we did so, making our coke

out of plain, every-day, unwashed Cape

Breton coal. Our flux we knew to be un-

usually pure, and we felt this was worth

something in controlling the sulphur. Our

second cast from the furnace put us in con-

trol of the sulphur. The fifth cast brought

it down to nineteen one-thousandths of 1

per cent. For most purposes it is too low,

not too high. In every other ingredient

Cape Breton coal equals, if it does not ex-

ceed, Connelsville. In ash the unwashed

coal gives us a coke with from 6% per cent.

to 7}4 per cent, ash, as against ioyi per

cent, to 1 1 per cent, in the Connelsville ; in

fixed carbon, from 90^ per cent, to 91 per

cent., against 89# percent, in the Connels-

ville. So much for the coal. Now for the

ore. The exposed surface ore gives us an

average of about 52 per cent, iron, and

as high as n per cent, silica. Our

friends sympathized with us having so much
silica to deal with. But the same pure flux

which controlled the sulphur took a whack

at the silica. The slag is so thoroughly

basic that it holds down the silica, and we
would not object to having even a little

more left in the iron. The phosphorous has

been spoken of as too high for basic pig.

A few years ago, before the division of open

-

hearth practice into the primary and the

finishing furnaces, this might have been

true. It is not so to-day. In England and

Germany iron much higher in phosphorous

is used, and it is found that the basic slag

which results is a valuable by-product, and

commands a high price as a fertilizer. It is

questionable whether we have quite enough

phosphorous in our pig to give us this slag

;

but, if not, it can be cheaply added. For

some very special brands of foundry iron

the market demands are extremely low

phosphorous. This we must obtain by the

admixture of a neutral ore with the Belle

Island ore. This we have found almost at

our doors—not in large beds, but, as little

of it will be needed, enough is at our dis-

posal. At Belle Island doubts were developed

as to whether we had as much ore as ex-

pected. Every test-hole put down, every

heading driven, has proved the continuity

of the ore and its improved quality when
under cover.

Canada's steel future.

The existence of the submarine bed is

proved and certain. On an extremely

calm, smooth day its borders can be traced

to a large extent by the naked eye. We
have perhaps no right to put up our hopes

too high, but we should also remember that

there is as yet nothing to indicate small

limits to this deposit. So, gentlemen, com-
mencing at the west and overlapping, like

Belle Island ore, into the sea in the east,

do I find promise. West, central and east

each has its proper sphere. There will be

profitable room for many more steel works

than those which are now projected. The
raw material is favorably placed, and
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another year will convince Canadian capital

that the time for doubt has gone. We need

no more halting steps, but a stronger, firmer

stride ; we need no more speculation or

hesitation, but a bolder reaching out for the

harvest that lays ripening at our feet. It is

there. It is ours. We have only to gather it.

A FEW WORDS FROM PRESIDENT WHITNEY.

Among those who occupied a seat at the

chairman's table was Mr. H. M. Whitney,

the president of the Dominion Iron & Steel

Co., Limited. It was a strange coincidence

that Mr. Whitney had arrived in Toronto

not knowing that his general manager, Mr.

Moxham, was there, or that he was to de

liver an address that day. When Mr.

Moxham concluded his address it was the

most natural thing in the world for the

chairman to ask Mr. Whitney to say a few

words. During his remarks Mr. Whitney

said he was impressed three years ago with

the fundamental facts that coal, lime and

ore were availiable for the enterprise, and

knew it must be successful. He believed it

would, as a basic industry, advantageously

affect every business in the Dominion. He
hoped they would have the pleasure of

welcoming many Toronto business men on

a visit to Sydney during the coming sum-

mer.

MAKING THE MACHINES IN CANADA.

In reply to a vote of thanks which was

heartily tendered him, Mr. Moxham
observed that he need not say how much

they, on their side, reciprocated every hope

of mutual advantage to be derived from the

development of the steel interests of the

country. It was true that they would

export the great bulk of their product, but

he made it evident that thecompany expects

to do a large and profitable trade with

Canadian manufacturers. As an instance

of the development which might be ex-

pected in Canada, he stated that the com-

pany are building five very large blowing

machines. No bigger machines of the sort

exist in the world ; some of equal size are in

use in the United States. The U.S. manufac-

turers proved rather slow, and in a moment
of wisdom, or of folly—he did not yet know
which—he got permission to have them
built in Canada. It was being done at the

moment, and he thought they were doing it

successfully. It was the prelude to more
business which would come naturally, and
things like that would put into the minds of

their foundrymen and machinists the con-

viction that they could do the big things

that other people did.

FEBRUARY IN THE HARDWARE STORE.
Bv H. C. W.

James Sparling's sash and door factory,

Meaford, Ont., suffered about $6,000 dam-

age by fire on Sunday. There is $2,700

insurance.

FEBRUARY is a hard month in which

to lay down lines and rules to follow

systematically. There is a little of

everything to do, and that little runs into a

great deal of importance before the month is

ended. It's an aftermath, a lapping over

of nearly all the work laid out for January,

with a little entirely new added. The

going into new sets of books is done with
;

the small and short accounts are, or should

be, largely weeded out and collected. The
leaks of the last year have been at least

partially found and are on the way to being

stopped or lessened. The dead stock sale

is being pushed forward and the general

cleaning up is well done with. Do we ever

realize that we are at this season of the year

like the drygoodsman, full of stocks for

REMNANTS AND REMNANT SALES

?

There is the belling stock—the short ends

and pieces, from 2 to 12 to 15 feet. We
had one of the boys carefully measure them

up, marking each piece and entering same

on a memorandum. There were all sent

back to the factory last February (and they

will be accepted at their value direct or

added to new rolls of stock), bringing us a

credit slip from the manufacturer of $53
and odd cents.

There are remnants of floor oil cloth,

table oil cloth, ducking, linoleum, screen

wire, poultry netting, hardware cloth and

remnants in many other lines, all to be

measured and marked, or if already done

for purposes of inventory, to be brought

forward, kept marked and pushed out of

the front door ; and February is the month

of the year for such work.

BINS, RACKS, ETC.,

for all sorts of stock, suggest repairing of

the old and the making of many new ones.

There cannot be too many bins, racks and

shelves in any hardware store. There are

axes to be mounted and axles to be matched

up and tied in sets. The bar iron needs

attention, and with it the tool steel rack.

Brass and copper wire wants to be racked

and numbered on the wall. Cast fittings,

carriage and machine bolts and lag screws

must all be taken care of for another year.

Circular saws, cross cut saws and clothes

wringers must have a stand or they will grow

worse with handling. Dry colors and loose

emery must have tin or wooden cases.

Hinges of all kinds should have their

various compartments, and so on through

the line—steel goods, scythes, shovels,

etc., and everything that stands up,

falls down or mixes. Every betterment

of stock in this way tends closer toward the

silent salesman and the disposil of goods

with the least effort.

KEEPING AT COLLECTIONS

through the month of February, and until

the work is as nearly done as ever it is,

becomes a matter of necessity, in the light

of the fact that without the most persistent

and systematic attention throughout the year

accounts will bunch and pile up—neglected!

After all statements for January—covering

every account on the books—are sent out,

and the usual responses up to the 10th of

the month are in, it is a capital plan to take

long statement sheets, and from the balance

sheet draw off every unpaid account, with

ledger page and amount. Then start the

best collector in the house out for those

he can reach. He will collect money.

Those who turn him down must set a date

for payment.and that date must be religious-

ly observed. If set ahead again, follow

it up and keep on. In the meantime, those

he cannot reach you can work on with

stenographer and personal, strong but per-

suasive and well-worded letters, using city

and country directory. It is wonderful the

results that come from work of this kind,

pursued faithfully through January and

February.

THERE IS MONEY IN RENOVATING

and cleaning up. February is a good

month in which to find it. How many lin-

seed oil barrels have you in the cellar at

85c. each ? How many turpentine barrels

which cost you from 90c. to#i and lubricat-

ing oil barrels from 50 to 60c? The com-

mon shipping barrels, such as lantern globes

come in, bring ioc. each. Your packing

boxes all bring from 5 to ioc. each. Your

wrought scrap is worth at least 75 c. to $1

per cwt. Brass and copper scrap on hand

is valuable. There is a pile of "warranted

goods"—axes, hammers, hatchets, saws,

etc.—not charged back or shipped to head-

quarters. They all take up room, they are

of value to the other man. Get them ready,

ship and sell everything named above.

We expect to realize $150 to $175 during

the month of February in these odds and

ends, and count it nearly all clear gain.

RESAMPLING OF G10DS

is a splendid occupation for this month, and

a clever young boy can do the work when

laid out for him. You have changed many

lines during the year—old samples are

partly knocked off and disarranged. In

many cases goods in the boxes are not what

they are on the outside, and the resampling

should mean, too, where necessary, remark-

ing. Table cutlery should have attention

and the razor and pocket knife samples ;
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so, too, the scissor stock, the tool stock, and

any other bright, polished or plated goods

in the house.

FEBRUARY FOR EARLY SHIPMENTS,

particularly season goods and those with a

summer dating, means lots of dollars to the

good, ahead of your competitors. The day

is at hand when refrigerators and ice cream

freezers sell nearly all the year around, and

they can not get in too early. So also with

the bulk seed stock (it takes a long time to

arrange it properly), and much hard work

is connected therewith. And the complete

line of steel goods should be on hand

before March i. The first premature warm

weather catches you otherwise short of hoes,

rakes, spades, floral sets, etc., barring the

fact, too, that it takes time to mark and

arrange the stock for display and for sale.

KILL THE DULL SEASON

this year by using a part of February to

decide on and select new lines of goods that

will keep every man in the house doing

something to make profit every day in the

year. It is comparatively easy to have

every month a busy one, and the added

investment to secure it is not a heavy one if

these lines are added by degrees. I would

suggest small stocks of tinware, wooden-

ware, plated silverware, cheap watches,

box paints, small lines of tools not usually

carried but often asked for, specialties in

gold and silver paints, furniture and metal

polishes, liquid glues and cements, and a

hundred good novelties that leave a clear

ioo per cent, profit every time they go out

of the house. They pay rent and clerk

hire ; they are cash sales. A 20c. sale is

better than a $2. 50 keg of nails.—Iron Age.

AN ALUMINUM TRANSMISSION LINE

The Niagara Falls Power Co. has about

completed its second power transmission

line between Niagaia Falls and Buffalo.

The new line parallels the old line as far zs

Tonawanda, where it diverges and runs

over a new right-of-way to Buffalo. It

possesses special interest because of the

fact that the new cables are made of

aluminum. The three-phase current is

transmitted by three cables, each composed

of 37 strands. The old line consists of six

copper cables, each of which has 19 strands.

One advantage gained in the use of

aluminum is that the cables being so much
lighter, the span between poles, which in

the old line is about 75 ft., averages 112^
ft. in the new line. On the completion of

the aluminum line, the voltage of the

current that is transmitted will be raised

from 11,000 to 22,000 volts. When the
line was first built, the electrical plant was
designed with a view to this doubling of the
voltage whenever the time was ripe to carry
it out, and hence no material changes will

be necessary.—Scientific American.

PAINT
CRIT1

Every

t when he sees good

ood p'aint advertises itself—it

ep you talking—talking forever, it

Good paint brings business—Poor

paint loses it.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
are talking paints, because they are good

paints, pure paints, best paints. We don't

ask you to pay high prices for Ramsays Paints,

but we can't sell at cheap prices. Pay a rea-

sonable price for high grade paints—paints

that will talk. That will bring you business,

wont it ?

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Esfd 1842. MONTREAL.

We manufacture first
quality. AND RASPS. All shapes, sizes and

cuts.

Made from first quality Crucible File Steel. Every file tested and warranted. Prices always right.
For sale by all prominent hardware merchants from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

THE GLOBE FILE MANUFACTURING CO. PORT HOPE, ONT.

THE ADAMS STOVE PIPE REGISTER.
Design Patented

June 29, 1897.

Design Patented

August 31, 1897.

Made by

The Adams

Company

Dubuque,

Iowa, U.S A.

What
About BRUSHES

for Spring
Trade?

Our Revised Catalogue for 1901 now ready and our travellers are work-

ing your way. Don't buy till you get our prices. We guarantee

good values and prompt shipment. . .

Meakins & Sons
Hamilton, Ont.

Meakins, Sons & Co.

Montreal, Que.
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QUEBEC MARKETS.

Montreal, February 22, 1901.

HARDWARB.
BUSINESS continues to be rather quiet,

particularly in heavy goods. There

seems to be no circumstance to impel

heavy purchases, and consequently dealers

are buying from hand-to-mouth. Even

spring bookings in such lines as poultry

netting, green wire cloth, freezers, screens,

lawn mowers, hose and churns, are rather

light. Wires are moving a little more freely

this week, particularly in smooth gauges.

Horseshoes, shot, and horseshoe nails are

all in good request. Nails are still very slow.

The downward trend of English heavy

metals has injuiiously affected the demand

for all grade of goods, and spring purchases

are being deferred. Paris green and glass

are important articles just now. Bright

goods have been marked down this week,

the discount now being 62yz per cent, in

place of 55 per cent. Sisal rope has

advanced %c. per lb. White lead is y%z.

per lb. lower, while dry white lead and red

lead have declined %c. per lb. The Mont-

real trade is refusing to sell Mrs. Potts sad

irons at cost, and quote polished at 6y%c .,

nickel plated at 72^c.

Barb Wire—There is nothing new to

offer in the barb wire market. A few spring

orders are being booked at $3.20 f.o.b.

Montreal in less than carlots.

Galvanized Wire—A small business is

passing and some transactions in futures

are also taking place. We quote as follows :

No. 5, $4.25 ; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge

$3.55; No. 9, 53.10; No. 10, 53-75;

No. ii, $3.85 ; No. 12, $3.25; No. 13,

$3.35; No. 14, $4-25; No. 15, $4-75;

No. 16, 55-oo.

Smooth Steel Wire—Quite a few

shipments have been made this week and

business has been fair. Values are still at

52.80 per 100 lb.

Fine Steel Wire—There has been quite

a call for fine wire this week, business

taking place at 17^ per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—Copper wire

has been in fair demand this week. Dis-

counts are still 55 and 2% per cent, on

brass, and 50 and 2% per cent, on copper.

Fence Staples—Trade is quiet. We
quote : $3.25 for bright, and $3.75 for

galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—Business is of small pro-

portions, dealers buying from hand-to-mouth.

We quote £2.85 for small lots and #2.75 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Gananoque, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails—There is not much business

doin g in this line and trade is quiet. We quote

:

52.35 for small and $2.25 for carlots ; flour

barrel nails, 25 per cent, discount ;

coopers' nails, 30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails — A good business is

doing. The general discounts are 50, 10

and 5 per cent, on oval head and 50, 10

and 10 per cent, on countersunk head.

"C" brand's discount is 50 and 7}£ per

cent, on their own price list.

Horseshoes — Tbe demand continues

quite brisk and prices are steady. We
quote as follows : Iron shoes, light and

medium pattern, No. 2 and larger, 53.50;

No. 1 and smaller, 53-75 '< snow shoes, No.

2 and larger, 53-75 ; No. 1 and smaller,

54.00 ; X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5,

LEONARD
NA

REFRIGERATOR
The Best Made.

The Easiest to Sell.

The One that Pleases.

We are the only authorized

Agents for the Dominion.

Inquiries Solicited and

Prices Cheerfully Given.

LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.
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THE PACEHERSEY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

Silica Bricks
HIGHEST GRADE FOR ALL PURPOSES.

/Magnesia Bricks
FOR LINING

Smelting, Refining and
Matte Furnaces, also

Converters and
Rotary Cement Kilns.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SWEIOTr
Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

™* CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseroiito Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers o f

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes,

No. 2 and larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.85 ; feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe

weight steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b.

Montreal ; f.o.b. Hamilton, London and

Guelph, ioc. extra.

Poultry Netting — A few orders are

being booked on spring account at a dis-

count of 50 and 5 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—The same remark

applies to green wire cloth; business is none

too brisk. The price is still $1.35 per 100

sq. ft.

Bright Goods—The discount on bright

goods, including screw eyes, screw hooks

and gate hooks, has been raised from 50

to 62)4 per cent.

Freezers—Summer supplies are being

contracted for. "Peerless" is quoted as

follows : Two quarts, $1.85 ; 3 quarts,

$2.10; 4 quarts, $2.50 6 quarts, $3.20 ; 8

quarts, $4 ; 10 quarts. $5.25; 12 quarts, $6;

16 quarts, with fly wheel, $11 ; toy, 1 pint,

$1.40.

Screen Doors and Windows—Travel-

lers report spring business as fair. We quote:

Screen doors, plain cherry finish, $8.25 per

doz.; do. fancy, $11.50 per doz.; windows,

$2.25 to £3.50 per doz.

Screws — A fair trade is passing in

screws. Discounts are as follows: Flat head

bright, %7}4 and 10 per cent, off list; round

head bright, 82^ and 10 percent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The demand seems to be very

brisk, and some good sales have been made

this week. Discounts are as follows :

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent. ; machine bolts,

65 per cent. ; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4>£c per lb. off list ; hexagon

nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67%
per cent. ; stove bolts, 67 j£ per cent.

Building Paper— Some fair sales have

been made on future account this week at

unchanged prices. We quote as follows

:

Tarred felt, 51.70 per 100 lb. ; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;
3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ;
O.K. and I.X L ,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — The aggregate of business is

not large. The discount on best iron rivets,

section, carriage, and waggon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' riverts and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in

5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10

percent, off list.

TINPLATE8
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,"
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

All s zes and gauges Imported.

A. G. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with

—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

rHE 1. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAitt HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WHITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW BLASBOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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Here are a few lines for you to select your

spring stock from

:

ELASTILITE VARNISH,
Granitine Floor Finish

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels
Maple Leaf Varnish Stain

Imperial Buggy Paint

Imperial Varnish Stain

Imperial Gold and Silver Enamels
Imperial Household and Bath Enamels
Bronzing Liquids

Lemon Polishing Oil, Etc.
-ALSO-

Shellacs, Japans and General Varnishes
in all grades.

A good reason why you should buy our goods is because

we lead all others in neat and attractive packages, advertising

signs, etc. And, above all, our goods make and hold customers

for you.

Write for descriptive catalogues and price lists.

fl Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.
i

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

Cordage—There has been quite a brisk

demand for twine this week. Sisal has

been advanced %c. per lb. Manila is quoted

at 13c. per lb. for 7-16 and larger; sisal at

9c, and lathyarn 9c. per lb.

Spades and Shovels—Orders for spring

delivery are small. The discount is still 40

and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools—Individually the orders

are not large yet they are fairly numerous.

The discount is 50. 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks— This line fs featureless. We
quote : Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk,

blued 80 and 5 per cent, discount ; tinned,

80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks, blued, in

dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Churns—Business continues to be done

at a discount of 56 per cent.

Firebricks — Only a small amount of

business is being done at $18.50 to $26, as

to brand.

Cement — The winter demand is small.

We quote: German, $2.50 to $2. 65; Eng-

lish, $2.40 to $2.50; Belgian, $1.90 to

$2.15 per bbl.

METALS.

The English market in sheets and plates

is rather demoralized, particularly in Canada

plates and tinned plates. Black sheets are

also affected and have dropped about £2

since the first of the year and are now within

£1 of what they were at the beginning of

1899. Galvanized iron remains steady and

a good trade is being done in pipe.

Pig Iron — The pig iron market is not

very steady and lower values seem to pre-

vail. Canadian pig is worth about $18 on

the Montreal market, and No. 1 Summerlee

about $23.

Bar Iron — The feeling in bar iron is

stiff, and dealers are refusing offers of $1.60.

We quote $1.65 to $1.70.

Black Sheets —Little business is being

done in black sheets, and the few shipments

being made are small. The English market

is easy and has declined about £2 since

January 1 on lower grades and about 10s.

since September last. This has not affected

the spot market, but we may look for lower

values when navigation opens. Hardly any

import orders are being placed and there

seems to be no tendency to transact busi-

ness. Prices rule at $2.80 for 8 to 16 gauge;

#2.85 for 26 gauge, and $2.90 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron—The galvanized iron

market is firm, although it is made rather

quiet by the dull condition of the other metal

markets. We quote: No. 28 Queen's

Head, $5 to $5.10 ; Apollo, 10^ oz., $$ to

$5.10; Comet, No. 28, $4-5°, w'th 25c.

allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—The foreign statistics for

the middle of February, show, as compared

with the figures of January 31, a decrease

in the stocks of 350 tons, while the a floats

remain unchanged. The market is firm

locally at 17 %c.

Ingot Tin—The feeling in tin seems to

be slightly stronger than last week. A fair

business is being done. The price here is

33 to 34c.

Lead— The English market is weak.

Locally the price is unchanged at $4.65.

Lead Pipe—The demand continues to

be well maintained. We quote : 7c. for

ordinary and 7%c. for composition waste,

with 15 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The pipe trade is one of the

active lines of the metal market. Prices

are steady. We quote : Black pipe,

>X,$3 per 100 ft.; #. $3;.#. $3; J^, ^3.15;

i-in.,$4.5o; 1 #, $6. 10; 1j4.jjt7.28; 2-in.,

$9.75. Galvanized, %, $4.60 ; % , $5.25 ;

1 in., $7.50; \%, $9.80; 1 54, $11.75; 2-

in., $16.

Tinplates—Trade is slow on account of

the demoralized condition of the English

market. Because of the inability to secure

paying prices, 215 out of 495 mills making

tinned plates and Canada plates have shut

<?own to wait for higher values or decrease

in the cost of material. At present there

seems to be no improvement in sight, but

yet the mills seem to have adopted an

artificial and sure course to improve the

condition of the market. Whether values
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will recover depends upon the course of the

American market. Of course, this apper-

tains solely to spring deliveries of goods,

not to spot values, which are quite steady.

Stocks in hand are light. The ruling

figures for immediate delivery are 54- 50 for

coke and $4.75 for charcoal.

Canada Plate—The remarks made

about tinned plates apply as well to Canada

4 plates which have declined about £2 per box

since the close of navigation. Business is

dull and only small import orders are

being placed. We quote : 52's, $2.90 ;

60' s, $3; 75's, $3. 10; full polished, $3.75,

and galvanized, $4.60.

Tool Steel— There is a fair demand for

steel. We quote : Black Diamond, 8c.

;

Jessop's 13c.

Steel—Unchanged. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, $1.85 ; tire, 51.95 ; spring, $2.75 ;

machinery, $2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates—The remarks made in

regard to tinned plates apply also to terne

plates. We hear that some houses have

reduced their prices on spot stocks to $8,

being a reduction of 25c, which other

houses are still trying to get.

Coil Chain — We are informed that

American firms have raised their quotations

on some gauges of chain. A good busi-

ness is being done. We quote as follows :

No. 6, nj£c; No. 5, 10c; No, 4, _9&c;

No. 3, 9c; #-inch, 7^c. per lb.; 5-16,

54.65; 5-16 exact, 55.10; yi, S4.20; 7-16,

54.00; yi, 53-75: 9-i6, 53-65; H. $3-35;

X,$3- 2 S\ #.$3-20; i-in., 53-15- In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6X c.

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

GLASS.
We understand that the business being

done on import account is improving, orders

being taken on a basis of 5i-75 or 5i-8o

for the first break of 50 feet. We quote as

follows: First break, 52; second, 52.10

for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, 53-8o
;

s;cond, 5+ ; third, 54-5© ; fourth, 54.75;

fifth, 55.25-; sixth, 55-75. and seventh,

56.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The linseed oil market shows little im-

provement, and there are few orders yet

being plaeed for summer delivery. There

will be small May and June arrivals. The
lead market has taken a weak turn, and

local prices are down y%z. per lb. for white

lead and %c. per lb. for .dry white lead and

} red lead. Turpentine is firm. A consider-

able amount of paris green is selling for

spring stock, and putty is also going out

freely. A further decline is not unlooked

for in lead within the next year, but for

some time the prices we quote will likely

stand. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, 56.37^ ; No. 1, 5600; No. 2,

55.62^; No. 3, 5525, and No. 4. 54- 87^
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead — 55.50 in casks
;

kegs, 55-75-

Red Lead — Casks, 55.25 ; in kegs,

55.50.

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.

1, 6^c; in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7J^c

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

52 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, 52. 15;

bladders, in barrels, 5220; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.35; in tins,

52.45 to 52.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 76c; boiled, 79c,

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 20 for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oshawa at 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 59c; 2 to 4
bbls., 58c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—5125 to 5i-45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^ to 9J^c in wholesale

lots, and yic. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 j£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^4 to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resinsr

52.75 to 54 50, as to brand ; coal tar, 53 25

to 53 75 ; cotton waste, 4^ to 5>£c. for

colored, and 6 to 7j£c for white ; oakum,

SH to 6y&c, and cotton oakum, io to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, I7>^c.; 25-lb. drums, 18c; lib.

packages, i8,4c.; ^-lb. packages, 2o^c.

;

i-lb. tins, I9j£c; J^-lb. tins, 21yz c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The metal market is still extremely

quiet and prices are almost nominal.

Holders are firm in their views.

Dealers are paying the following prices

in the country : Heavy copper and
wire, 13 to I3^c per lb. ; light copper,

12c. ; heavy brass, 12c. ; heavy yellow,

Z% to 9c. ; light brass, 6% to 7c;
lead, 2^ to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2% to 2^c.

;

iron, No. 1 wrought, 513 to 5*4 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, 513 to 514 ; stove

plate, 58 to 59', light iron, No. 2, 54 a ton;

malleable and steel, 54.

HIDES.

The demand for hides is fair, and dealers

are still paying 7>£c. for No. i light, and
tanners 8>£c. for carlots. We quote : Light

hides, 7^c. for No. 1; 6/£c. for No. 2,

and 5>£c. for No. 3 Lambskins, 90c.

PETROLEUM.
Business is reduced to a spring volume.

We quote : "Silver Star," 14^ to i5J£c ;

"Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c. ;
" S.C.

Acme," 18 to 19c, and " Pratt's Astral,"

18^ to 19&C.

Coil chain is firm and advancing.

Sisal rope is quoted y£c. per lb. higher.

Red lead and dry white lead are %c. per

lb. lower.

The discount on bright goods has been

raised from 55 per cent, to 62 J£ per cent.

Small import orders are being placed for

spring delivery of linseed oil, Canada or

tinned plates, terne plates, or black sheets

on account of the demoralized condition of

the English market.

MONTREAL NOTES.

Terne plates are lower.

White lead has been reduced #c. per lb.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, February 22, 1901.

HARDWARE.
BUSINESS continues to improve a little.

At the same time, however, there is

not a large turnover. For prompt

shipment the demand is only of a sorting-

up character, but for spring delivery orders

are numerous, although not as large as last

year at this time. In general hardware

prices are much the same as they were a

week ago. Sisal rope, however, is ij£c.

per lb. dearer, being now quoted at 9^c
base. Wholesale dealers in plumbers'

supplies have come to an agreement in

regard to prices, and as a result there is an

advance in the figures on such lines as en-

amelled baths, closets, and range boilers. In

most of these lines prices have been cut a great

deal lately, and, at the figures now ruling,

the jobbers claim they are only making a

fair profit. A new list has been issued on

wrought iron spikes. There has also been an

advance of 10 to 15 per cent, in the price of

screen doors and windows.

Barb Wire—There is a little more of

this in demand for immediate shipment,

although the quantities wanted are very

small. Little or nothing is being done in

the way of future delivery. Prices are un-

changed. We quote : 52.97 f.o.b. Cleve-

land for less than carlots, and 52.85 for

carlots. From stock, Toronto, 53 10 per 100

lb.

Galvanized Wire — There have been

a few more inquiries this week, principally

from manufacturers of wire fences. So far,

however, these inquiries have not led

to much business. We quote : No.

6, 7 and 8, 53-55 ; No. 9, 53. 10; No. 10,

53.75; No. ii, 53-85; No. 12,53.25; No. 13,

53-35; No. '4. S4-2S; No. 15, 54.75, and

No. 16, 55.

Smooth Steel Wire—There has been

a little booking of wires in oiied and an-

nealed for future delivery, but scarcely any-

thing is being done in shipment from stock.

A little hay-baling wire is going out for

immediate shipment. The base price is

still 52.80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails— Business for immediate

delivery is still decidedly small. Most of

the business that is being done is for ship-

ment next month. We still quote 52.85
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per keg in less than carlots, and $2.75
for carlots.

Cut Nails—These are as flat as ever,
and there is no sign of any improvement in

the demand. The base price is unchanged
at #2.35 per keg.

Horseshoes—There is still some demand
for these, but trade is not as active as it

was. Prices are without change. We
quote f.o.b. Toronto : Iron shoes, No. 2 and
larger, light, medium and heavy, S3. 60 ;

snow shoes, #3-85 ; light steel shoes, $3. 70;
featherweight (all sizes), #4.95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and
heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4. ;

light steel shoes, #3.95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4.95. .

Horse Nails—A fair trade is being done
in this line, and quotations rule as before.

We quote "C" brand oval head at 50 and
j% percent, discount, ani "M" brand at

50, 10 and 5 percent., on their respective
lists ; countersunk head, 50, 10 and 10 per
cent.

Screws—A moderate trade is to be noted
in this line with prices as before. Discounts
are: Flat head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent.;

roundhead bright,82^ and 10 percent.; flat

head brass, 80 and 10 per cent. ; round head
brass, 75 and 10 per cent. Round head
bronze is unchanged at 65 per cent., and
flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—Trade is moderate for

this time of the year.and devoid ofany special

feature. We quote : Carriage bolts (Nor-
way), full square, 70 percent.; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage
bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine
bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;
blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per
cent.; nuts, square, 4>£c. off; nuts, hexagon,
4^c. off; tire bolts, 67 j£ per cent.; stove
bolts, 67^ ; plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs— There is the usual
steady trade being done. Discount, 60 and
10 per cent, on iron rivets, 55 per cent, on
iron burrs, and 35 and 5 per cent, on copper
rivets and burrs.

Rope—The feature of the rope trade this

week is an advance of j£c. per lb. in sisal

rope, the base being now 9^c. Some orders
are being taken in rope for future delivery
and trade in this line is fair for this time of

the year. The base price of manila rope
is unchanged at 13c; cotton rope, 3-16 in.

and larger, i6^c; 5-32 in., 2i^c, and
yi in., 22j£c. per lb.

Binder Twine—Trade is moderate with
prices unchanged. We quote pure manila,
io^c. per lb.; mixed, Zyz c. per lb.; sisal,

T%c. per lb.

Cutlery—Some shipments are still going
forward to British Columbia, but otherwise
trade continues quiet.

Sporting Goods—A few rifles are going
out, and there is a little demand for loaded
shells and cartridges.

Churns and Wringers—Some churns
are being booked and a few orders are
being taken for immediate shipment. In
wringers the trade is somewhat demoralized
on account of the collapse of the associa-

tion, which formerly controlled prices.

Green Wire Cloth—A few orders are
still being booked on future account at $ 1.3 5
per 100 sq. ft.

Poultry Netting— Most of the orders
for future delivery appear to have been
taken, as trade is beginning to fall off. The
discount on Canadian is 50 and 5 per cent,,

and English netting is quoted at net figures.

Harvest Tools — A few orders are still

being booked for future delivery, although
trade is not active. Discount, 50, 10 and

S per cent.

Spades and Shovels—A few orders are
being taken for spades and shovels, but
most of them are for future delivery. Busi-

ness on future account is not as heavy as it

was last year.

Builders' Supplies—Business is fair,

quite a few lots going out.

Building Paper.—A fairly good trade is

reported in building paper, with prices as

before.

Screen Doors and Windows—There
has been an advance in prices of about 10 to

15 per cent, by the manufacturers. But, so
far, the jobbers do not appear to have fol-

lowed suit.

Cement—The indications point towards
a heavy production this summer. Two
companies were organized last fall, who
intend to produce large quantities this

summer. This week brings a report of the
incorporation of another million dollar com-
pany, which has secured control over marl
banks in Grey county, Ont., and which ex-

pects to start operations about May. At
present there is nothing doing. We
nominally quote in barrel lots : Canadian
Portland, $2.8oto $3 ; Belgian, $2.75 to $3;
English do., $3 ; Canadian hydraulic
cements, $1.25 to $1.50; calcined plaster,

$1.90 ; asbestos cement, 82.50 per bbl.

Range Boilers—A fixed price has been
made on galvanized boilers. We now quote
as follows : 30 gallons, $7 ; 35 gallons,

$8.25 ; 40 gallons, #9.50.

Bolts — (Standard enamelled) First

quality, #25 ; second quality, $21. These
are the new prices which have been fixed by
the jobbers.

Closets—A fixed price has been made
upon closets, some being quoted net figures

and others by discounts. Reference to our
'

' prices current
'

' will show this.

MKTALs.
The metal trade is on the whole fairly

good for this time of the year. Compared
with last week business seems to be a little

more active. In the United States the
demand for steel is most active and pre-

miums are being paid in order to get prompt
delivery. Local quotations on metals are
much the same as a week ago.

Pig Iron—Trade is rather quiet, most
of the large foundrymen in Canada having
placed their orders for supplies for the first

half of the present year. The price for

Canadian pig is still about $17.

Bar Iron—Trade continues fairly active
at $1.65 to 81.70 per 100 lb. base.

Pig Tin—A fair amount of business is

being done this week, both in large and in

small lots. The outside markets have ruled

firm until within the last couple of days,

when they took an easier turn. Local quo-
tations are unchanged, they still ruling at

32 to 33c.

Tinplates -- There is a moderate de-
mand for the various grades. Some impor.

OAKEY'S
The origina land only Genuine Pre-
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OP

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and p
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

ffiCOVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made In all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S QLIPPER5, |B^bS <5^PLarge* Varietr. 1 M
T Toilet, H«nd, Electric Power! (§
ARE THE BEST.

Highert Quality Groomingand
Sheep-Shearing Machine?.

WE MAKE THEM.
8IND FOB CATALOGUE TO

A»rl«u Shearer Mtf. Co., Hatha.. H.H..C84
V

The Best Door Closer is . . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRING

Will close a door silently against any pressure of
wind. Has many working advantages over the
ordinary spring, and has twice the wear. In use
throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. Gives
perfect satisfaction. Made only by

W. NEWMAN & SONS,
Hospital St., -

' BIRMINGHAM.

BURMAN & SONS', LIMITED cuppIIs
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Field Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, Petrolia, Ont

Pullman Sash Balance Co

Makers of the

"Pullman"
Hardware
Specialties

Main Office and Works,

Rochester. N.Y., U.S.A.
On sale all round the globe.
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tant orders are being booked for spring and
summer delivery. Prices are low in Eng-
land, but reports received here state that it

is believed that the bottom has been

touched. Quotations locally are without

change.

Tinned Sheets— The demand is good
and a still further improvement is looked

fbr. Prices are still quoted at from 9 to

o^c. for 28 gauge.

Terne Plates — Inquiries have been a

4 little more numerous during the past week,

but the actual business is still light. Quota-

tions range from #8.50 to #10.50, according

to guage.

Black Sheets—Trade is not as active as

it was, but prices are unchanged, the base

figure still being $3.30.

Galvanized Sheets — Trade is good in

this line, both from stock and on importa-

tion account. The ruling price for English

is $4 75, and for American $4 50.

Canada Plates—Shipments from stock

continue small, and import orders continue

to be booked for next fall's delivery. We
quote all dull, $3; half and half, $3.15,
and all bright, $3.65 to $3.75.

Iron Pipe—Although the jobbers held a

meeting, no arrangement has been made in

regard to prices, and quotations remain
as before. We quote as follows : Black
pipe % in - $3-°°; H in-. $3 00; yz
in., $3.05; tf in., S3. 20; 1 in., $4 60; \%
in., $6.35 ; 1 ^in., $7.55; 2 in., $10.10
Galvanized pipe is as follows : y in.,

$4.65; tf in., $5-35: 1 in., $725; 1% in.,

$9-75: !J£ in -. 811-25; 2 in., $15 50.

Hoop. Steel—The demand during the

past week has been most active, with $3 10

as the ruling base price.

Copper—The demand for ingot copper
has improved during the past week, and
trade continues good in sheet copper.

We quote : Ingot, 19 to 20c; bolt or bar,

23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to 2314c. per lb.

Brass — The demand has fallen off

during the week, trade being quiet. Dis-

count on rod and sheet is unchanged at 15
per cent.

Solder—There is a fair demand, and
prices are as before. We quote: Half-and-
half, guaranteed, 19c. ; ditto, commercial,

\%yz c. ; refined, i8^c, and wiping, 18c.

Lead—The demand in this line is good,

with prices unchanged at 4% to 5c.

Zinc Spelter — There is very little

doing, and the ruling quotation is still 6 to

6#c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet — The demand in this line

is still small. We quote casks at 56.75 to

$7, and part casks at $7 to $7.50.

Antimony—

L

;ttle or nothing is being
done in this line, and we still quote at 11

to 11 J^c. per lb.

FAINTS AND OILS.

There have been several important
—^ changes this week. The most important

is a decline of 37 ftc. in white lead. The
quotations on linseed oil which were issued
on January 8 for delivery in April or later

have been put into effect for immediate
shipment. This means a decline in present
quotations of 9c. for delivery to outside
points, and 10c. in Toronto, Hamilton and
London, yet, as practically no trade was
likely to be done at the old prices, the

84,000 Daily Production.
5 Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES 'For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest IWfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and

Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire.. Agencies: 107 Cannon Street, London E.C —128 Hope Street, Gla*

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens.'

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS of every description.

Reliable Tools at low prices.

A. SHAW & SON, 52 Rahere St., Goswell Rd„ London, E.C, Eng. The oldest house in the
trade, lineal successors of the inventor and patentee, J. SHAW.

decline does not mean cheaper oil to the

retailer. Turpentine is stiff in the South
and may be advanced here. Paris white

and whiting have been raised ioc. per ioo
lb. Other lines are unchanged. There is

little doing. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6. 50; No. 1, $6. 12^; No. 2. $5.75 ;

No. 3, $5.37 '4', No. 4, £5; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., #5.75 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.; $5.25 to $5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7>£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, I7j£c. ; 25-lb. drums,
18c. ; i-lb. papers, i8^c. ; 1 -lb. tins, iqyiz.;

y2 lb. papers, 20^ c. ;
lA lb. tins, 21 %z.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, 52.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2.15 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $ 1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, #2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, ioc. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1. 30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io^c. per lb. and io}4 to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 69c.

;

boiled, 72c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 68c;
boiled, 71c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 59c; 2

to 4 barrels, 58c. , to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 -gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,
80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
Orders for immediate shipments are light.

The import business is unsatisfactory to

jobbers, as orders are being taken at a much
smaller margin to the jobber than usual.

Advices from Belgium state that though
glass there is about six points higher than a
year ago there is little chance of a decline

before next winter. We still quote first

break locally as follows : Star, in 50-

foot boxes, $2.10, and 100-foot boxes, $4;
double diamond under 26 united inches,

$6, Toronto. Hamilton and London; terms
4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

MARKET NOTES.

A new list has been issued on wrought
iron spikes.

Sisal rope is }^c. per lb. higher, the base
figure now being 9^c.

Galvanized range boilers, and closets are

slightly higher. New prices have also been
fixed on enamelled baths.

Jas. Hutton & Co., Montreal, who had\
their offices destroyed by the fire, have

J
changed their address to 6 St. Sacrament/
street. *f

The "Mic-Mac" hockey stick this season
is meeting with great success. The best

teams and players all over Canada prefer

the " Mic-Mac " stick.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co. report

a good trade in ' Gordon Crown '

' galvan •

ized sheets. "This brand," remarked a
representative of the firm, "has been on
the market for a number of years, and its

reputation is being well sustained.
'

'

Bennett's Patent Shelf Boxes are in

demand. The following merchants are

equipping their stores with them : C. V.
Macintosh, Liverpool, N.S ; W. Emery,
Toronto

; J. W. Franks, Woodbridge, Ont.

;

W. Hughes, Marmora ; A. Childs & Son,

Gravenhurst ; M. S. Sutton, Andover, N.B.;

J, Sheard, Fenelon Falls.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.

DIFFICULTIES ASSIGNMENTS. COMPROMISES.

LEMAY & MARCHAND, general mer-

chants, Shawenegan Falls, Que., have

assigned to Kent & Turcotte.

W. S. Grout, general merchant, Minto,

Man., has assigned to C. H. Newton.

Henry Marquis, general merchant, etc.

Edmundston, N. B , has suspended payment.

J. G. Fairbanks, general merchant, etc.,

Spruce Grove, N.W.T., has assigned to C.

W. Cross.

A. Gibeault, general merchant, St. Lucie

de Doncaster, Que., is offering 25c. cash on

the dollar.

Antoine Paiement, tinsmith, etc., St.

Anne de Prescott, Ont., has assigned to

Louis J. Labrosse.

A meeting to appoint a curator for F. X.

Julien, general merchant, Lambton, Que.,

has been called for February 28.

The sheriff is in possession of the business

of Benor, Taylor & Co. ,
general merchants,

Alliston, Ont., and their stock has been

sold.

P. S. Archibald has been appointed

liquidator of The Ossekeag Stamping Co.,

Limited, manufacturers of tinware, Hamp-
ton, N.B,

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Darling Bros., machinists, Montreal,

have dissolved.

Marceau & Juteau, manufacturers of files,

Levis, Que., have registered dissolution.

Partnership has been registered by Hudon
& Ouelletl, general merchants, Black Lake,

Que.

Hilborn & McTavish, general merchants,

Paris, Ont., have dissolved ; each continu-

ing alone.

A. & T. Dell, general merchants, Niagara

Falls South, Ont., have dissolved. A. E.

Dell, continues.

Young & Paulin, hardware dealers, etc.,1

Wingham, Ont., have dissolved. Alex J

Young contiues.

Stovel & Strang, hardware dealers, Ed-

monton, N.W.T., have dissolved. James

A. Stovel continues.

W. H. Luke, blacksmith, etc., Bothwell,

Ont., has admitted Jas. Lindsay under the

style of Luke & Lindsay.

Campbell & Hays and J. A. & H. A.

McArthur, dealers in agricultural imple-

ments, Sussex, N.B., have amalgamated

under the style of J. A. McArthur & Co.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

G. W. Ray, general merchant, Newdale,

Man., has sold out.

A. F. Elliott, general merchant, Alex-

ander, Man., has sold out.

The assets of P. Dsnis, general mer-

chant, St. Cesaire, Que., have been sold.

The assets of Alf. Mercier, general mer-

chant, St. Angele, Que., are to be sold on

February 22.

J. H. Lee, hardware dealer, Arnprior,

Ont., has sold out.

R. Mclvor, hardware dealer, Elkhorn,

Man., is trying to sell out.

The assets of W. Rodden & Co., founders,

Montreal, are to be sold on March 6.

The assets of L. J. Desilets, general

merchant, St. Gertrude, Que., have been

sold.

The assets of J. O. Faubert & Co.,

general merchants, Barrington, Que., have

been sold.

The assets of R. Bourbeau, general mer-

chant, Victoriaville, Que., are to be sold on

February 22.

The assets of Mrs. E. A. Atkinson,

general merchant, L'Avenir, Que., are to

be sold on February 22.

The assets of A. Gibeault, general mer-

chant, St. Lucie de Doncaster, Que., are to

be sold on February 27.

The stock of the estate of P. J. Stinson

& Co., general merchants, Singhampton,

Ont., is advertised for sale by tender.

CHANGES.

W. J. Burgess, general merchant, Wood-
ville, N.S., has sold out to W. B. Burgess.

J. A. Warner, general merchant, Flet-

wode. N.W.T., has sold out to Hourde &
Warner.

Christian Karch, general merchant,

Hespeler, Oat., has sold out to D. E.

Morlock.

Wade & Johnson, general merchants,

Fordwich, Ont., have sold out to G. E.

McKee& Co.

Harriet McLennan, general store, Dal-

keith, Ont., has been succeeded by Norman
F. McLennan.

C. D. Lee, blacksmith, Glanworth, Ont.,

has sold out to J. N. Smith.

Bingham Bros., hardware dealers, Grand
View, Man., are adding implements.

S. A. Thompson is closing up business as

stove dealer and tinsmith in London, Ont.,

The stock of the estate of E. Ryerson,

harness dealer, Hamilton, Ont., has been »

sold.

John Malcolm, hardware dealer, Rose-

bank, Man., has been succeeded by Leggett

Bros.

The Canadian Chrome Iron Co., Limited,

Sherbrooke, Que., have applied for incor-

poration.

Archibald L. Tanner, blacksmith, St.

Thomas, Ont., has sold out to Simmington

& Waite.

A. W. Littleproud, dealer in agricultural

Implements, Watford, Ont., have removed

to London.

Wm. Crispin, painter and wall paper
dealer, Stratford, Ont., has sold out to

A. O. Neff.

A. S. Stewart, implement dealer, Prince
Albert, N.W.T., has opened a branch at

Stony Creek. N.W.T.

D. C. Peverett, dealer in agricultural

implements, Rounthwaite, Man., has been
succeeded by Peverett & McNab.

FIRES.

Harry Kellar, harness dealer, Deseronto,
Ont., has been burned out.

The premises of Chas. Selby & Co.,

founders, Kingston, Ont., have been
damaged by fire ; insured.

DEATHS.

Charles Frank, glue manufacturer, Ham-
ilton, Ont., is dead.

"Anchor" Liquid House Paint.
Before placing order, buyers should get quotations for "Anchor"

Brand, as there is no better ready mixed paint in the market.

It is made from the very best materials, giving maximum body,

and dries hard with great durability.

" Anchor" Liquid House Paint is made in a large selectio^of

shades for body colors, trimmings, roofs and floors. ^F
Having made this Paint for over 20 years, we can warrant it to

give satisfaction to the consumer.

There are high priced paints on the market, but none are
better than ''Anchor" Brand.

Sample cards and quotations on application.

Henderson & Potts
Manufacturers,

HALIFAX and MONTREAL.
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tjS'n'ew'baTdv^nI
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
185 Modem Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Hetal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Bali-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and
out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight, v

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

i

?
f

I

i

I
Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East

run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special
refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

I

i

Intending

Advertisers

should send in orders t

for space and copy for ad- t

vertisements in the Special 4

Number of
J

Hardware and Metal

i

without delay.
M

I
4
4
4

4
4
4
»•

The TORONTO SILVER PLATE CO., umnc
DesSr«fs o, STERLING SILVER and ELECTRO SILVER PLATE.

NOT IN THE TRUST."

No, 185—Crystal Glass, $5.

SUGARS.
No. 187—Crystal Glass. $4.50. No. 176—Crystal Glass, $5 50. No. 186—Decorated Blue or

Amberina Glass, $5 50.

All Goods stamped with our Name and Trade Mark are Fully Guaranteed.

Factories and Salesrooms: 570 King St. West, TORONTO, CAN. E. G. GOODERHAM,
Managing Director.
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PERSONAL MENTION.

J. H. Ashdown, wholesale and retail/

hardware dealer, Winnipeg, is in Nelson,/

B.C., on business.
'

F. J. Marshall, hardware dealer, Orange

ville, Ont., and his brother W. B. Marshall,

Medicine Hat, N.W.T., were in Toronto

this week.

Peter MacArthur, of MacArthur & Tracey,

plumbers, tinsmiths, etc., and Thos. Cotter,

of Cotter Bros., plumbers, Winnipeg, were

in Toronto this week.

A. P. Love, of the geological staff of the

Dominion, has resigned to take a position

in the Dominion Steel Works at Sydney,

Cape Breton, at $6,000 per year.

Wm. Paget, of Paget & Hay, hardware

dealers, Unionville, Ont., was in Toronto

on business this week. Mr. Paget reports

that trade is in a most satisfactory condition

in Unionville.

ith an ordinary
oil to ignite or

^wind cannot blow
it ; can use either ordin-

Llamp chimney or lantern

Much safer than gas

or coal oil where there are

children. For sale by all

hardware stores ; if not, write

the manufacturers.

The COLLINS MFG. CO.
34 West Adelaide, TORONTO.

Th
inten

water.

Arr.->ii^iil/loT>pcn4^thwiis \ fusible linl.

attachment, they close and lock automatic

allj it .-1 fire occurs—150 melts the link

—

ihus giving complete and perfect protection.

This "wind glass" admits the light as

freel) as plain glass is rather ornamental

in effect, and greatly lessens insurance

i ates.

Full information if you write

METALLIC ROOFING CO.,
w holesale MM. LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA.

If'

DO YOU HANDLE THE

AYLMER

SPRAYERS?

IF NOT
WHY NOT?

They are the most durable,

easiest working and most
simply constructed pump on
the market, and give uni-

versal satisfaction. If our
travellers have not yet called

on you, write for catalogue.

Liberal discounts to the trade.

AYLMER IRON
WORKS, AYLMER, ONT

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362/2 Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

ei'h r by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

Broom and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.

Hamilton, Ont.

SITUATION WANTED.

ABOUT March 15th next, well-posted young man will

be open for position as pricer, confidential clerk or
buyer. Twelve years' experience in wholesale trade. Best
references. Address . Clerk, Hardware and Metal,
Montreal. (8)

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba,
\ WINNIPEG,

Northwest Territories and I

British Columbia. '. MAN.
Correspondence Solicited.

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES.
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible
terms, or who are willing to become agents for
British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-
ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," tothe Editor

"SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,"
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over
the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-
ceipt of a post card.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine

For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers
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To the Paint Trade:
* As the season for Paints and Varnishes is now beginning, we
would call your attention to the lines we make—some of the principal

ones we mention below—and for which we will be pleased to have your

orders :

"Island City" Pure White Lead

Pure White Paint
This is non-poisonous, is whiter, and two coats will
cover as well as three coats of Pure White Lead.

Coach Colors in Japan

Carriage Varnishes

Pure Colors in Oil

House Paints

Floor Paints

Oil Stains

Varnish Stains

Enamel Paints

Dry Colors

also Painters' Supplies of all kinds.

-*

P. D. DODS & CO.
We Ship Quick. MONTREAL
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
MONTREAL'S NEW PLUMBING BY-LAW.

MONTREAL is at last to have a

plumbing bylaw. The aldermen

are now in the bylaw passing

humor, and Alderman Lamarche, who has

the measure in hand, is making use of his

opportunities, and expects to have the new
rules and regulations in force in two or

three weeks. They are now engaging the

attention of the council, and some of the

sections have passed muster.

If the projected measure becomes law, it

will be the most important law that Mont-

real plumbers have ever had to deal with.

It aims to keep the science of plumbing up

to a higher standard both by excluding in-

experienced and incompetent master and

journeymen plumbers from the business

and by laying down rules to govern master

plumbers in the performance of their work.

One important section has already been

decided upon, and that is, that in future

each house must have a separate drain of

its own leading to the sewer pipe. This has

been a subject of keen discussion among

the plumbers in the past, and they are to

be congratulated upon the succees of their

agitation for such a rule.

Another proposal incorporated in the bill

is to have all master or journeymen plumbers

licensed. To obtain the license they must

passan examination, to be set by an examin-

ing board, consisting of the sanitary in-

spector, city engineer, and a master plumber

of at least 10 years' experience, to be ap-

pointed by the council. The object is to

have a means by which incompetent

plumbers may be kept out of the business,

so that they will not endanger the public

health or lower the standard of the pro-

fession.

It is expected that the bill will go through

the council as drafted, with the exception of

one clause, which aims to allow only iron

pipe to be installed within a dwelling, the

use of tile pipe to be prohibited entirely. It

is not likely that this will go through, al-

though Alderman Lamarche has not yet

said die.

The by law will likely read that both

master and journeymen plumbers will be

brought up for an examination about May i

.

by-law to enforce approved sanitary methods

in plumber's work, under the supervision of

an inspector to be appointed and paid by

the council. Dr. Bernard was elected

president and Dr. Lachapelle vice-president

of the board ; Dr. J. Lanctot was reap-

pointed medical officer ; George Nicholson,

secretary, and W. Brisette, inspector.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limited,

Toronto, have secured contracts for plumb-

ing in the factory of The Imperial Starch

Co., Limited, Prescott, Ont., and for

plumbing and heating the new office build-

ing which Wm. Davies intends erecting on

the site of the old Shaftesbury Hall, Queen

street east, Toronto.

AN INSPECTOR FOR ST. HENRI.

At the meeting of the St. Henri, Que.,

Council on Wednesday evening last week

the report of the local Board of Health was

adopted recommending the enactment of a

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

THE directors of the Sydenham Glass

Co.,Wallaceburg, Ont., have decided

to rebuild at once the main building of

their factory which was destroyed by fire on

Tuesday.

M. Pritchard intends erecting a new store

in North Wakefield, Ont.

The Presbyterian church at Wallacetown,

Ont., is to be remodelled.

H. Morin has the contract to erect a

church at St. Felicien, Que.

The parish churches at Riviere Ouelle

and St. Pacome, Que., are being repaired.

There is an agitation for a new building

to replace the Elm street school, St. John,

N.B.

Brantford, Ont., Presbyterians have de-

cided to build a new church in the East

ward.

Tenders are asked before March 4 for a

brick residence for Rev. P. H. Hauck,

Markdale.

A new summer hotel to have a river

frontage of 100 ft. is to be built at Port

Lambton, Ont.

The Presbyterian church at Georgetown,

Ont., which was destroyed by fire the other

day, will be rebuilt at once.

McCulloch & Hill, contractors, Brampton,

Ont., are to erect a two-storey residence for

Geo. Hutchinson, Cheltenham, Ont.

Mr. Fraser, proprietor of the Chateau

Belair, at the Island of Orleans, near

Quebec, is building an extension to his

hotel, which will give him larger kitchen

accommodation and about 15 extra rooms,

including two bathrooms and other modern

conveniences. •

W. H. Newman, contractor, Andrews-

ville, Ont. , has the contract for enlarging

J. A McCabe's hotel in Merricksville, Ont.

The Port Arthur Public School Board is

advertising for plans and estimates for

extensions to the present building in that

town.

The Clarified Milk Co., Kingston, Ont.,

\ intend erecting a 40 x 70 three-storey

building at the corner of Brock and Bagot

streets, Kingston.

Simoneau & Dion, contractors, Sher-

brooke, Que., have the contract for erecting

a new academy at Coaticook, Que. The
price is $10,500.

The Christian Workers of Hamilton, Ont.

,

intend erecting a church on the corner of

Park and Merrick streets, large enough to

hold 600, with a Sunday-school hall to seat

200.

The Ottawa Public School Board have

accepted the plans of Wm. Hodgson,

architect, Montreal, for a $40,000 school

on Wellington street. Tenders are being

called for.

The erection of the new building for The
Ottawa Produce Co., Ottawa, is being

pushed forward rapidly. The Linde British

system of mechanical refrigeration is being

installed and a large force of men is

employed.

The plans of Symons & Ray, Toronto,

for the new buildings for Queen's Univer-

sity, Kingston, have been accepted. They

will cost about $70,000. J. M. Power &
Son, Kingston, will be the supervising

architects.

St. Mary's Catholic Literary and Athletic

Association will erect a handsome $20,000

club house on their property at the corner

of Bathurst street and Macdonell square,

Toronto. The club house will be thoroughly

fitted in every particular.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company

have awarded contracts for the construction

of a new station house at McAdam Junction, '

N.B. The new building is to be 130 feet

long and 30 feet wide, two storeys high,

and will be constructed of granite.

Wing Sang & Co., Chinese merchants,

Dupont street, Vancouver, are building a

fine three-storey brick block in the place of

their former structure. The new building
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20th CENTURY TOOLS.
Economize in the end by purchasing high-grade tools, best g

material and finest work. Consult the Green Book. 2

UTICA DROP FORGE & TOOL CO., i

296 Broadway, NEW YORK.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

^ ADVERTISING in WESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,

WINNIPEG. CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

HORSE NAILS — " C " Brand Horse Nails -
Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Qunn Castor Co.,
Limited, Birmingham, Eug.

Manufacturers ol

Heating
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Applianoes, etc.

The

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

— TORONTO.

c, TUwiefajCip '/(ptafo/ e^uzae^

THE

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

1 1 1 i i i i I i I i^Sl-iH I

-
IHHH-H-HhH

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing

boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
in Uniform Sizes, Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with douole reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame witb Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

symHk

Steel Fr.mesand Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNSare equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE —
Dowswell Manufacturing Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents

:

Limited.

W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

Use Syracus

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

abbi-tt Metal
For

Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Fftotorifi, •
I
332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.i-aotones

. j and SYrACuSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works
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will cover three lots, while the old store was

but one-third this width.

The Toronto Junction Public School

Board have instructed Architect Ellis to pre-

pare plans for a new four-roomed school,

not to cost more than $6,000.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

Higman & Co. have started as plumbers,

etc., in Ottawa.

Chapleau & Leboeuf, contractors, Mont-

real, have assigned.

John O'Donnell, of O'Donnell Bros.,

plumbers, Toronto, is dead.

The Georgetown Electric Light Co.,

Limited, has been incorporated.

Boileau Freres have registered partner-

ship as contractors at Isle Bisard, Que.

Arthur Lacosti has been appointed curator

of A. Couvrette & Fils, contractors, Montreal.

Albert J. Smith has registered as pro-

prietor of The Sun Light Gas Lamp Co.,

Lachine, Que.

The agreement between the Toronto

Master Plumbers' Association and the

journeymen's union of that city is not yet

signed.

The Kingston Gas and Electric Light Co.

have offered to sell their plant to the city

for $373 000. The offer is being con-

sidered, but will not likely be accepted, as

it is considered too high.

W. H. Meredith, president of the

National Plumbers' Association, is running

for a position on the Supreme Council of

the Canadian Order of Foresters. The

election takes place at the annual meeting

of that body next week. Mr. Meredith's

many friends in the plumbing trade will

extend their earnest wish for success to his

candidature.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to J. Wheeler for a pair of semi-

detached brick dwellings on Smith street,

near Broadview avenue, to cost $2,600 ; to

Wm. Roaf, for alterations to a hotel at the

corner of Bay and King streets, to cost

$5,000.

The following permits have been issued

in Ottawa : John Ball, frame dwelling,

Eccles street, $800 ;
Joseph Dupont, frame

dwelling, Le Breton street, $600 ; Daniel

Doherty, brick veneered dwelling, Besserer

street, $i,3°°-

The following permits have been issued

in Vancouver : A. P. Ingram, dwelling

house, 309 Keefer street, cost $700 ; J.

Magee, dwelling house, 789 Lansdowne

street, cost $900 ; J. Magee, dwelling

house, 79 Fifth avenue, cost $900.

THE PREFERENTIAL TARIFF IN
CANADA.

IRONMONGER. London, Eng., February

2: "According to the latest returns

which have reached us from the Depart-

ment of Trade and Commerce of Canada,

the total value of the imports into the

Dominion during the year extending from

October 1, 1899, to September 30, 1900.

was $182,000,000, while the total value of

the exports for the same period was $184,-

000,000, making the gross external trade of

the country for the period specified $366,-

000,000, say, about ^73,000,000. The

Financial News, in its issue of January 28.

issued an abstract of a report (which, in the

absence of any specific statement, we pre-

sume deals with 1900), according to which

the Canadian imports for that year reached

the value of $189 000,000, while the exports

were valued at $192,000,000, thus giving an

aggregate trade for the year of $381,000,-

000, or over ^73 000,000. The preferential

tariff has evidently done a good deal to

stimulate the trade of our great American

colony, for the figures for the past few

years show a remarkably steady increase.

The total just referred to compares with

$321,000,000 in 1899, $304,000,000 in

1898, $257 000,000 in 1897, and $239,-

000.000 in 1896.

Compared with the last year, prior to the

advent of the present Administration, the

total increase in the Dominion's foreign

trade has reached the enormous sum of

$142,000,000, equal to 60 per cent. How
much of this increased turnover is due to

the preferential tariff it is impossible to say,

but it would seem that that measure has

had a share in the growing prosperity of

the country. The trade of the United King-

dom with Canada certainly shows a remark-

able expansion. For years prior to the

adoption of the preferential tariff our exports

to the Dominion were falling off steadily,

but the preference accorded to our goods

had an immediate effect in arresting that

decline, and an increase has been shown

ever since. In 1897, the last fiscal year

prior to the adoption of the new policy, the

value of our exports to Canada stood at

$29,000,000; in the first year of the new

tariff they increased to $32,000,000, in the

second to $37,000,000, and in the third to

nearly $45,000,000.

John Ritter, hardware dealer, Newton,

Ont., is advertising his business for sale.

The main building of the Sydenham

glass factory at Wallaceburg was totally

destroyed by fire on Tuesday. The loss

will be over $10,000, but is fully covered

by insurance. A lamp explosion in the

engine room is believed to have caused the

fire.

"Ill fares the land,

"To hastening ills a prey,

"Where the potato bugflourishes

"And the vines decay !"

PARIS

GREEN
We have ready for shipment one

hundred tons of strictly pure

Paris Green. Quality ahead of

the Government standard and

the finest procurable. This in-

secticide will annihilate the Col-

orado beetle and noxious insects,

but not injure the foliage. Order

promptly, for the demand for

spraying purposes is brisk.

™ E J?
CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Montreal and Toronto

Makers
of PARIS GREEN
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of__j^^^

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., - MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

C
u

c
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-GET THE ORIGINAL-
We lead, others imitate.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO.
Manufacturers. HAMILTON, ONT.

"JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, !5£5™2!i°£l

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS ARMS MAKE AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE

LINE FOR THE HARDWARE TRADE
All Carefully Boxed—Shelf Goods in fact.

All Fully Guaranteed—By a company of :)7 years' experience and reputation.

All Fine Sellers—Not a line which costs money to carry and moves slowly.

The Diamond
Model Pistol

is made in the following styles.

Browned barrel, nickle-plated frame.

6 inch barrel, open sights, list price $5.00, weight 10 oz.
6 " " globe and peep sights, " $5.00, " 10 oz.
10 " " open sights, " $7.50, " 12 oz.
10 " " glebe and peep sights, " $7-50, " 12 oz.

Send for Complete Catalogue to This is a Fine Pistol for Light Target Work.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO., P.O. Box 217, Chicopee Falls, MassT^S A.
New York Office, 318 Broadway. We desire to correspond with the trade everywhere

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
1078 BLOOR STREET WEST

TORONTO.
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared
to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and hraided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored. Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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INEXPERIENCED TRAVELLERS.

Sir,—It is surprising to see the number

of inexperienced travellers sent out by some

of our wholesale houses, with practically no

training or personal knowledge of the goods

they are handling. How do these firms

expect them to do a successful trade battling

against the old, ttied, competent and

experienced travellers. There is no doubt

the financial end has a good deal to do

with this state of affairs. But, take another

view : If an experienced man with a con-

nection can command a good trade and do

double the business under the same expense

as a greenhorn,he should get the preference;

but this is not the case with a number of

houses in Toronto and elsewhere. It is

surprising that the merchants don't take

more of their young men in warehouses and

promote them as salesmen, for the reason that

they are thoroughly conversant with all

details of their business and lines they carry

or manufacture. Some of these narrow-

minded people will wake up and find the

trade drifting into other channels, and some

live, enterprising people growing head and

shoulders over them. With the keenest

competition of our American houses in

nearly all lines of merchandise, travellers

and managers are compelled to be on

the move early and late. The sooner the

Canadian manufacturers and wholesalers

realize this the better for themselves, and

place representatives out who know and

understand their particular line of business.

A traveler can get acquainted with his

territory in quarter the time he can get a

knowledge of his line of goods and handle a

customer to advantage.

These few lines may not meet the approval

of some of our hard-hearted, money-grabbing

managers, but it is a poor rule that don't

work both ways.

Travellers would be repaid doubly for

their time, if they could spare a few

moments every week to read Hardware
and Metal and other trade papers. There

are matters of importance, relating to the

interests of themselves and their firms, such

as changes in firms, new firms commencing,

business in their territories, market values

of raw materials, and many other items too

numerous to mention. The writer always

looks forward to secure a copy of your

valuable publication each week of issue.

Manufacturers and wholesalers and all

classes of merchants should request their

travellers and clerks to carefully read it

through each week, as there is much infor-

mation to be gained, which cannot be had

from the daily press. Traveller.

Toronto, February 16, 1901.

[Remarks : The subject touched upon

by "Traveller" is an important one, and

we would like to hear from more travellers

on the question.—The Editor.]

opinion, a good point for the establishment

of such an industry.

Action regarding both of these communi-

cations was deferred until next meeting.

SUMMER HOTEL FOR STURGEON
POINT.

Most of the time at the annual meeting

of the Lindsay, Ont., Board of Trade was

devoted to consideration of a proposal to

erect a summer hotel at Sturgeon Point,

Ont. A communication was read from R.

J. Matchett, who stated that he had con-

sulted with a successful Toronto hotelman,

and had received great encouragement.

The G.T.R. had guaranteed to fill the

hotel with guests if a proper building were

erected. This should have about 200 bed-

rooms and be fitted up with all modern

conveniences. It would cost about $50,000.

If $10,000 were subscribed in Lindsay, Mr.

Matchett stated that $15,000 or $25,000

could easily be raised in Toronto and tbe

rest in New York, Rochester and other

places.

A communication was also received from

G. H. M. Baker, local manager for the

Rathbun Co., asking the board to consider

the advisability of having a blast furnace

located at Lindsay. The cheapness of

hardwood for fuel and the short rail haul of

ore necessary made Lindsay, in Mr. Baker's

HOW TO TREAT RAZORS.

If the purchaser returns the article to the

ironmonger because it won't " go " pro-

perly, the latter is seldom sufficiently of an

expert to point out to his customers where f~

the trouble lies. A gentleman who has been

connected with the razor trade for close on

half a century states that very few people

appreciate how tenderly a razor—especially

one of the hollow-ground variety—should

be treated. Nothing that is made in cutlery

possesses such a thin, delicate edge, and
consequently it is liable to injury unless

treated with the greatest care. Improper

stropping is a fruitful source of damage,
few users performing the operation lightly

enough. The finer the edge the lighter

should it be stropped, the bare weight of

the blade in some cases being too heavy.

The razor should be stropped after using,

and then carefully wiped, as the least speck

of dirt, in conjunction with lather, will

quickly eat into the edge and make it rough.

Perhaps if I put my friend's advice into

rhyme, it may impress itself more indelibly

upon the mind of the reader :

Take it up tenderly,

Strop it with care,

Wipe off the lather,

The blood, and the hair.

Put it back gingerly

Into its case,

And next time you use it

You'll not find a trace

Of stubble obscuring
Your beautiful face.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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a
MIDLAND

55

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limiled

We Manufacture^^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS.

AU our goods are guaranteed.

James Warnock & Co., - Gait, (tat

CUKKEflT JVLRHKET QUOTATIONS.

Proof Coil<-3-16 i

%
5-16

February 2', 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures beiog for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-
quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56and281b. ingots, perlb. 32 33

Tinplates.
Obarcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pe box
I.O., usual sizes $6 75
IX., " 8 25

„ I.X.X., " 9 75
Famous—

10 675
IX 8 25
I-X-X 9 50

Kaven & Vulture Grades—
I.C., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 00
I.XXX., "

8 00
D.O.,12%xl7 4 75
D.X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Ooke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.O. .usual sizes 4 15
I. O., special sizes, base 4 50
20 x 28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 50
I.X., TemeTin 10 50

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

XX. ,14x56, 50sheetbxB)
" 14x60 "

h 07 07%
•' 14x65, " J

Tinned Sheets
7ix30upto24gauge 08 08%

26 " 08% 09
28 "

, 09 09%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 165 170
Refined " " 2 15
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05
Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 00
TireSteel 2 00
Machinery iron finish 2 05
Oast Steel, perlb 00 00
Toe Calk Steel 2 30
T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13
Jes3op's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tabes.
1%-inch 12%
2 " 13
2'/» " 15
S " 16
3% " 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Utile.
% i .oh 2 25
3-16 inch 2 25
^ iaoh and thicki r 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 gauge 3(0
20 gauge 3 00
22to24 " 3 10
26 " 3 20
28 " 3 30

Canada Plater.
All dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
Allbright 3 65 3 75

Black pipe—
Vi inch .

Iron Pipe.

3 CO
3
/s "
% "

i* ::

i% ••

i%

3 00
3 i 5
3 20
4 50
6 35
7 55

2
2%-6 inch, discount 6) p c.

Galvanized pipe

—

% inch
34 "

1 '•

.. 10 10

7 Vo
1% "

.

1% "
. 11 25

2 " .

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 45 4 tiO

18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 £0
28 " 4 75 4 :5 4 fO 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
i., per 1001b

7-16

%
3
'4

00
5 35
4 35
4 15
4 35
3 85

3 80

8 50
5

4 85
4 65
4 50
4 35
4 00

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.c
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, die

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis
count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S, ton lots 19
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23%

" round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23%

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 o 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23
Tinned copper sheets
Planished

Braziers (In sheets.)
4i6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb
" 35 to 45 " "
" 50-lb. and above, " ....

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, ptr lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
SheetB, hard-rolled, 2x4 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zinc Spelt* r
Foreign, perlb C6 06%
Uomestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 6 75 7 00
Partcasks 7 i0 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% 05
Bar, lib 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06/4
Sheets, 3to 6 lbs.,

"
06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.

20

25

25

23

23%
26
32

25%
24%
23%

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard,list

at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. fob. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-
' t. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per li lb. ; chilled, $7.CO

per 100 lb.; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis
oount, 7% p.c. Prices are fob. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 6u per cent, on light.

Solder. Perlb. Perlb.
Bar half-and-half, guarantd 19
Bar half-and-half, coma er'l .... 18%
Refined 18%
Wiping 18"
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11«/;

White Lead. Per 100 lb.
Pure 6 50
No. 1 do 6 12%
No. 2 do 5 75
No. 3 do 5 37%
No. 4 do 5 00
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandrdin sB B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85" " No. 2 6 00

Bed: Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. k<-gs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 C9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 06%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. l.casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %> % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 110
Barn (in bbls. ) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 125
Toronto Lead & Color Cos Pure.... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart &, Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperial Green 09

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre (J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 180 190
KngliBb Oiides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,.

.

175 2 00
Super MagneticOxides,93p.c. 2 00 2 25

CI

10
09
09
18
12
o; %

8 24
1 00
07

1 25
80
80
55

Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb. .

.

" Timber, " " ..

do Raw
Drop Black, pure
Chrome Yellows, pure
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb.
Oolden Orbre
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb.

.

boxes, per lb 08
Fire Proof Mineral, per 1001b
Genuine Eng.Litharge. per lb
Mortar Color, per 100 lb
English Vermillion
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb.

Whiting, per 1001b

Blue Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loc se 2 35
Bladders in 25-1K tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
Bladders in In k or lias less than 1001b3 00

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No.l 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's, Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enanu Is ;

Size 1, EOe ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

?, 20c. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" " small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
Cod Oil per gal 50 55
Pure Olive i 20
" Neatsfoot 90

Glue.
Common 08% C9
French Medal o <4 14%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 1» 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner
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THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Oloth
Corn
FlourEMERY

We carry all numbers of Corn and Flour Emery in io-pound packages, from 3 to 140,
in stock. Emery Cloth, Nos. OO., O., F., FF., 1 to 3.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., Wholesale Agents for Canada, MOtltreal.

HARDWAKE.
Ammunition

.

Cartridges.
B B. Caps. Dom. 50 and 5 peroent.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, lOp.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Oartr:dges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap and

"Dominion" gr-ides, 25 per cent Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb

Dags 1",1"'"J""
Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-tb. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 530 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5 JO each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1.0UU

each, 12 and smaller gauges. . .... 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge...... ;•,•„„„
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

eaoh, 8 gauge.
Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M
11 and smaller gauge 60

9and 1U gauges 70

7and8gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges .. . . 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink

edge, best white oloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5and6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 ° 121/*

Anvil and Vise combined — 4 50

Wilkinson & Oo.'s Anvils, .lb. 09 09%
Wilkinsons Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes—

Single bit, per doz 6 50 10 00

Double bit, " 12 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% percent.

Hunters' AxeB 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes j> 7j> ° 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

HaadiedAxes 7 00 10 00
Axle Grease.

Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best quality ^ ..... 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zino 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p o. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Bnameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
•» ll " 2nd * 21 00

Antl-Frletlon Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

" B 21

O " oiiy.

Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo »f
Special u ™
Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse". . 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.

Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
Amerioan make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discounts and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant'a 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, eaoh 125 3 00
House.

Amerioan, perlb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75

Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00

Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 percent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07 34 12

Bolts aud Nuts. Percent
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway... 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
NutB, square 4%c. off

Nuts, hexagon 434c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough BoltB 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright "Wire Goods.
Discount 55 per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll. 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred rooting, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 00

Bull Kings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers

.

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Bullard's, per doz 6 50

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, par gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian " 2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraullo 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, pergross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon

, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. 8. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-
No. 1, $8.50— \ o.2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p. c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Waehout. ... in 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout. . . . 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teu'onio, plain 16 f0
" " " embossed 17 00

Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net I 25
L"w Down Oot. Sy. J't, plain net. . 19 £0

" ' emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 4 . . . 1 00

" oval, 17x14 in 2 50
" " 19xl5in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c , except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles .Grain

.

Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.
Crosscut Saw Handles.

S. & D., No. 3, perpair 17%
" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20
Door Springs.

Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil.perdoz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets

.

Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz l 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20o. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 p.c. to 60, 10, 10.
Nicholson File Co., 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc , dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under 26 2 10 4 00 .... 6 00
26 to 40 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 75 .... 7 25
51 to 60 35 .... 8 50
61 to 70 75 .... 9 25
71 to 80 5 .... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75
86to90 14 On
91to95 15 5fl

99tol00 18 Or,

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Taok.

Magnetic, per doz 1 10 1 20
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08H
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25
HANDLES.

Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 125

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns, 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered

—

No. 11. 5-ft.run 8 40
No. 11%,10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12,10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per oent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

" 5-in., " .... 06%
" " 6-in., " 06

8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.

Spring 12 00
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.c
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"0" brand 50 and 7% p.c.off new list 1 Oval.
"M" brand 50, 10 and 5 p.c I head.
Countersunk. 50, 10 and 10 per sent.
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& YEOMANS,
Manufacturers of.

Table Cutlery, Razors,
Scissors, Butcher Knives
and Steels, Palette and
Putty Knives.

SPECIALTY

:

Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1880.

Cases of Carvers and
Cabinets of Cutlery.

SHEFFIELD,
ENGLAND.

..c^A-RED TRADE x,A

>% "WBKAISHAWiSON

^RANTED I780.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

F. H. SCOTT, 360 Temple Building, MONTREAL.
HORSESHOES.

P.O.B. Montreal
No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 SO 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
P.O.B Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent, off list, June

1899.

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.o. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door. japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. ft L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

L/VMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz... 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk ,T

1 90 7 40
LOCKS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell ft Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.
Padlock.

English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 100 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.o.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 8 50 1 00

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 CO 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2o. per lb. netextra.
Steel Cut Nails lOo. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per oent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 per cent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and Amerioan 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 an! 5 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.

Navy 6 00
(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S ) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 00 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 1 25 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized wash tubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-<it. flar'ng san buckets. di». 45 d.c.
C, lu and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p.c.

PICKS.
P r doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 1 75 3 00
Brass head " 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Impression work, discount, 60 per oent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valveB, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent." " " standard, diB., 60 p.c
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4

" " •' 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

100 lb. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 25 pe oent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 1 00
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', ' 9 00 15 no
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100

RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 30 gallons 7 CO

35 " 8 25

40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
"•

35 " 26 00

40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c. revised list.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HOKSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 p.c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler 4 Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile ft Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliots 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount, 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, discount 60 h nd 10 per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Black and Tinned Rivets, 60 p.c.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets ft Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons.lc. per lb.

Terms, 4 mos. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9% 13
%in 10% 14
% and 5-16 in ]5
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
" %inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10%

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRON8. per set.
MrB. Potts, No. 55, polished

" No. 50, nickle-plated

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 2% per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. ft D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. ft D. , dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and 3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

1 frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. ft M. Scales, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.o.

'

'

Dominion , 55 p. c." Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balanoes, 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS-
8argent's

, per doz 65 1 00

SCREWS
Wood, P. H.,t right and steel, t7% and 10 p.c.
Wood R. H., '• dis. 82% and 10 p.o.

" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.
Wood, R. H., " dis. 15 and lOp.c.
" F.H., bronze, die. 7o p.c.

R.H. " 65 p.c.
Drive Screws, 80 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

iron, " 4 25 5 75

8CYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, diB. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 450 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, l%lb., perlb q 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55" Mo. 494, " 325 340
Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p c rev list
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. ,75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 00 00
Plain 00 3 45
Coopers', discount 45 percent
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Perlb,
Washita 28 „ 6Q
HindoBtan... 06 07

T . .
8"P 09 09

Labrador
g j,

" Axe '
'

N ,c
Turkey "" X"
Arkansas

"ob 1 50Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
Nestable in orates of 25 lengths.

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 on
7inch " • :::: 750

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4-3 dozen in case, net cash .... #4 80No. 6—3 dozen in case, " ..8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk .... ?fft'io""'
Cheese-box tacks, blued .... 80 & 12V„
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85

h
Carpet tacks, blued '

80 4 5
"

» ,

t
.

in °5<i ...... ... .'.'.'.'.'.80 & 10
(in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only '

75 & 15
H weights 60

Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned-
Jo bulk 80ft 10
In dozens 75

8wedes, upholsterers', bulk
'.

'. '. '.'.'.'
85 ft 12%

brush, blued ft tinned, bulk. 70
gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 ft 12%Zinc tacks 35
Leather carpet t acks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 52
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STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
PITTSBURGH,

U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

OF ALL KINDS.

Proof Coil, B.B.. B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties. etc.

A. C. LES
Montreal.

ALEXANDER GIBB, n j- -u * A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal -Canadian Representatives- ft ^raal

For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Trunk nails, blacs Bo ana 5

Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10

Olout nails, blued and tinned ... .65 and 5

Chair nails 35

Cigar box nails 35

Patent brads 40

Fine finishing 40

Picture frame points 10

Lining talks, in papers 10
" " in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
'• " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each. 90 2 85
" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson's per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. &N„ P. S. & W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00
S. & D. , discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb.... 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 5 J 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35
Broom, " 30 55

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.
WIRE.

Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the
list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nos. 2 to 5, ad-

THE LIGHT
- OF —

EIGHT OIL LAMPS
— FOR THE —

COST OF TWO.

T

No. 8

100 CANDLE POWER
FOR

50 cents a month with
gasoline at 40 cents a

gallon.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

The Auer Gasoline Lamp
CHEAPER I THAN f ANY
BRIGHTER J

™AN
j OTHER LIGHT

Write for Catalogue^

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Noire Dame, .... MONTREAL

E. SIMPSON * CO., MOOSE JAW, Agents for the Territories

vance7o. per lOOlb.-Nos. 6 to 9 base- WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
No. 10, advance 7c.-No.ll, 14o.-No. 12. Ga iTaD jzea 4 barb, 2»/4 and 5 Toroi.lo
20o.-No.13 35c.-No. 14. 47c.-No 15, inches apart. 310
epc.-No 16, 75c Extras net per 100 lb.: Galvanized, 2 barb, 4 and 6
C

.
<
?.
pper

,

e
„
d wire

'
60c.— tinned wire, $2- inches apart 3 10

oiling, 10c-special hay-bailing wire, 30c. i}aiTarj jzed, plain twisl 3 10
-spring wire, $1- best steel wire, 75c.- Ga ]var, ized barb, f.o b. Cleveland, $2.97%
bright soft drawn, 15c - in 50 and 100-lb. in )e8s ,han carlotfl ind §?-85 in ca,u ta .

bundles net, 10c.-m 25-lb. bundles net, Terms. 60 days or 2 per cent, in 10 days.
15c.-panked in casks or cases, 15c- Ross braid truss cable 4 5u
bagging or papering, 10c.

Fine Steel Wire. dis. 17 J/2 per cent WIRE CLOTH.
List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No. Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35
17, $5-No. 18, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20, Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c. off 30 days.
$6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 21, $7.30—No. 23, WRTfVr'WPS
$7.65-No. 24, $8-No. 25, $9-No. 26,

WRENCHES.
$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28 $11—No 29. 4cme, 35 to 37Y, per cent.

$12-No. 30, $13—No. 31, $14—No 32. $lf Agricultural, 60 p.c.

No. 33, $16—No. 34. $17. Extras net- Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31 Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 TO

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c— oil
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

ing, 10c—in 25-1' . bundles,15c—in 5 and G. 4 K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40

10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c— Burrell s Pipe, each 3 00

in%-lb. hanks, 75c- in %-lb. hanks, $1— Pocket, per doz 25 2 93

packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or WRINGERS
papering, 10c. Leader per doz. $

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6, 7,8,$3.55 Royal Canadian " 50 00

No. 9, $3.10—No. 10, $3.75—No. 11, $3 85 Royal American " 50 00

No. 12, $3.25—No. 13, $3.35—No. 14, Discount, 45per cent; terms4months, or 3

$4.25—No. 15, $4.75—No. 16. $5. CO. P-C 30 days.

Clothes Line Wire, 19 gauge, WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
per 1,000 feet 3 30 Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline

Houseline
Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Martin
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED 1HREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Western Ontario Representative —

WM. B. STEWART.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

^ Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.



COME TO STAY BUILT TO LAST
and

every customer satisfied with

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
Thousands now in use. Particulars from the

patentee, who also makes the

Klondike Sample Holdbr.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., Toronto.

N.B. -Don't forget we make boxes to fit your pres-

ent shelving.

PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen tbeir advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SENE for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

econd-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and must successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to tho»e who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference byalar^e number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscript ion

,

6e per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Ch as.

D. Phillips, M.I ME. . Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

graphic addresB "Machinery, Newoort, Mon."

'*6wii.O -CO-PAV <Htri,

1 Stolid AH0 S\)(\£

DO YOll?

ri/erlisemetit
in the «r

CpKTff^CT'-*

To^oi4<o
t&itl bring you*

tenders/rem th*

fast cortf'i'aci'or^SSfto

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PRtSSCUPPIIG BUREAU.

232 McGill Street. MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

73 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 33 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Seissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST

NEW YORK OFFICE, 90 Chamber* St.

NEWARK. N.J., U.S.A.R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO.
Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849...

T'
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA-
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON. ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C, IRVING, Gen. Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A. FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD. ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie .- Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,

'

'

is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited. »*»*aj 1.r*«"-
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* Black Diamond FileWorks
G. & H. Barnett Company

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve «*• — *- Medals

Inc. 18*6

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

I

4s*+*%**%**%s+%*%w%>%'%w%>%&%*<+>%^U'%f+

1901
E. '901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling- lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers ^^mt^-

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

B.SS. H. THOMPSON i COY
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar' brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

GALVANIZED CORRUGATED SHEETS

"BLAOKWALL" BRAND
'WWWWVWWWWW* »-%/w»

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, EN6.
, Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



Unequalled for quality at

price, & service.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating. Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.
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"TUDEV" MTI-FROOl METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing

"Tandem" Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,

and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed,

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH * McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters of Anti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

ALWAYS BRIGHT
y E

9 £3

Bmwn L

Galvanized Iron often turns

black after a short exposure to the

weather. If so, it's not "Queen's
Head," which not only keeps its

color, but outlasts the other iron by

years.

CANADA

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.
" JOHN LYSAGHT, l.m.ted.

$*-*- "^AA^C^

TO LEAK The Safford Radiators for Steam
or Hot Water Heating have no

joints, because the makers of the Radiators do not believe that it's

the mission of a Radiator to leak. Joints require rods, bolts and
packing, which are the promoters of leaks.

The connections of the Safford Radiators are made by screw
nipples which make them absolutely unleakable. And, too, the
"Safford" is the original invention in screw nipples, hence, best by
the longest test. Think of the money loss that leaky Radiators
entail. Save that money and win the good-will of a customer by
installing the "Safford," which is made by the largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British flag. Send for our free booklet
telling all about it.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.



NEW
IDEAS
IN
TOOLS

Hardware men will be interested in

our new lines of labor-saving tools

for carpenters and machinists. We
are recommending for quick sellers

to the trade, NEW DRILLS, SEAVEY'S

MITRE BOXES, EMERY STANDS.

We carry a complete
stock of the latest
patterns of . . . MACHINISTS' TOOLS

OF
ALL
KINDS.

RICE LEWIS & SON
-Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets, TORONTO.

t~.
m\ Meat & Food Chopper

T
/»>

'IS

T
'jS No. 5, - $2.00

jl\ Rapid Grinding &

•fit
Pulverizin

w

/is

/s

u
ENTERPRISE"

I

ng Mills y

l

to

to

No. 2H, - $4.50 to

/ts
<

1
Jk\ Fruit,Wine & Jelly Press W

to

patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprising ^^-a

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST

$2.50

M.lM.-'.I'l.t'

zjy
Meat & Food Chopper

to

Write for Descriptive

—m Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

V

I

I
T

i
TW

Tize Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

EXTENDED
INSURANCE.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

One of the many liberal features embodied in the

UNCONDITIONAL ACCUMULATIVE POLICY

issued by the

Confederation

Life Association.

HEAD OFFICE-TORONTO.

is the provision for Extended Insurance. After three full annual premiums

have been paid, the insured is entitled to Extended Insurance for the full

amount of the policy for a term of years definitely stated therein. Paid-up

and Cash Values also guaranteed.

Rates and full information sent on application to the Head Office. To*

ronto, or to any of the association's agents.

W. C Macdonald,
Actuary.

J. K. MACDONALD,
Managing Director

SOME OF THE NEWER
"YANKEE" TOOLS

NO. 41 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN HANDLE.

NO. 42 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN BOX.

NO. 50 RECIPROCATING DRILL, FOR WOOD OR METALS.

Sold by Leading Jobbers NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
throughout the Dominion. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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Istablished I860. lncorporated£l895.
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY

OUR MILK CAN TRIMMINGS
Davidson's" Patent Milk Can Bottom BECAUSE

O

The ebove cut demonstrates more clearly than words,
why everybody wants the

"Davidson" Patent Milk Can Bottom.

All our Broad Hoop Milk Can Trimmings are made with our

PATENT BOTTOM.

our Patent Broad Hoop
Bottom has all the advantages

of three-piece bottom, but is

practically one piece. The
rim of patent bottom is turned

in over edge of bottom pro-

per, making smooth uniform

edge that will not tear the

floors of factories or waggons.

Hoops are all made 14 gauge and joined LONG WAY, thereby avoiding any
possibility of splitting.

Sufficient space is left between bottom proper and rim to allow body of can to be
inserted % inch., making permanent joint.

Bottoms are thus sweated in with half the solder.

Bottoms are concave, draining to the centre, therefore, are easier to wash out.

They will not corrode like those that drain to the side.

Top bands are SHOULDERED and have cut out at joint, making neater and cleaner
job in half time than with old style hoop.

All bands have retinned edges.

For durability, finish and economy in making up our Trimmings are enequalled.
Patented February 9, 1894, and has been growing in popularity ever since its

introduction.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL

..TINPLATES..
COKE CHARCOAL

Standard sizes in stock.
Special sizes for import.

Inquiries Solicited. Please Write for Quotations.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

$
Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. G. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vanoouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

ARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

"PLYMOUTH" TWINE
WWVWWWWWWWW1

> THE STAMP OF
EXCELLENCE.

WWWl/VWWWWVWW

Sells the best,

Works the best,

and makes the best money for the dealer.

'Plymouth" doesn't "fool the farmer." It gives him

honest satisfaction, as it has qualities peculiar to itself,

which cause it to work perfectly where other brands fail.

"Plymouth" Prolongs Profits.

Plymouth Binder Twine
Agency — McKinnon Bldg., Melinda St., Toronto, Can.
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The Best Selling

Range Ever Made.
Popular with dealers in every part of the country
—because it is so enthusiastically praised by
every buyer.

Our Imperial Oxford
has won its laurels— it is the favorite range of

Canada—widely advertised, and everywhere ap-

preciated for its practical superiority.

Are you familiar with its

Diffusive Fiue Construction
Front Draw=Out Grate
Draw=Out Oven Rack

and other talking points

>
If there's any range business in your locality you'll

get it by handling the Imperial Oxford. Fullest details

if you write

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited
TORONTO.

I

WINNIPFfi VANCOUVER ^^WiWiiTBiSPn n^iniiiPJiWliilllWfmiiiiiiwimM i n n

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL.

David Maxwell & Sons

Steel Frame Churn.

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn" Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

High and Low Wheels,
from 12-in. to 10-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you
these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

'THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches.
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*
! THE NEW BALDWIN

j
DRY AIR CLEANABLE *

REFRIGERATOR. I
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS. ft

BALDWIN H & I

I

t

1
I

i

Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Bail-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and lest equipped refrigerator plant in (he East

run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; slock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

f Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

1

1

1

I

I

; Intending

i Advertisers

;

should send in orders

f for space and copy for ad-

vertisements in the Special

J
Number of

Hardware and Metal

4 without delay.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362

>

2 Main St., WINNIPEG.

Correspondence invited from manufacturets of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

eiih r by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES

Broom and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.

Hamilton, Ont.

What
About BRUSHES

for Spring
Trade ?

Our Revised Catalogue for 1901 now ready and our travellers are work-

ing your way. Don't buy till you get our prices. We guarantee

good values and prompt shipment. .....
Meakins & Sons

Hamilton, Ont.

Meakins, Sons & Co.

Montreal, Que.
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Woman is

Responsible
for the sale of ice cream freezers.

Fifteen million women have considerable influence.

Ten thousand of them wrote to us in three months.

We are talking to them all the time—winter and summer

They are all familiar with the Peerless Iceland Freezer.

Reports from them prove that we are right, and that

one motion is enough.

We want your help in distributing Peerless Iceland

Freezer DANA & CO.,
New York Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco Branch, 105 Front St.

Cincinnati.

THE FA1RB
Recognizing a demand for a cheaper

grade of scales than "The Stan-

dard," for farm and domestic use,

we offer

"The Crown Even Bala

11

The Richelien " Uni

"The Dominion" Platfor

NKS COMPANY

These styles are all well finished a

excellent scales.

PRICES ON APPLICAT ON.

The Fairbanks I

Company^
749 Craig Street,

Montreal, Que. m
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

With

DUNDAS AXES
in stock you may justly ask a

clerk for an explanation if he

misses a sale.

Without DUNDAS AXES, is

it fair to blame the clerk when
you have not bought the best

value?

All First-Class Jobbers
Sell Them.

MAKING MONEY.

MURALO WALL TINT.
The immense factories of the Muralo

Co. at New Brighton, N. Y., are running
night and day to keep up the enormous
repeat orders being received. This is the
result of turning out the best cold water
Wall Tint the world has yet seen, of

advertising it properly and doing their

business up slick and trim, and helping
dealers to make money. Do you want to

hear about it ? Write to

A. RAMSAY L SON, MONTREAL,

J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY & CO,, - - VANCOUVER,
AGENTS.

DOES IT PAY TO EXPERIMENT
With untried preparations for wall-coating when you can get the well-known CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE
that sells readily on its own merit ?

ALABASTINE is made in Canada, advertised extensively. No trouble to sell it,

because you do not have to argue as to its comparative merit with something else.

ALABASTINE is the aeme of perfection in wall-coating material, the recognized
standard the world over, and is adapted to any and all classes of work, from a plain tint to

the most elaborate decorating in relief.

ALABASTINE can be recoated from time to time as long as the wall stands. Sanitarians
endorse it, and the people call for it. Manufactured in White and 20 beautiful tints.

Prices right ; terms easy.

Is your stock complete ? Order now, and be in line with goods and advertising matter
for the early spring trade.

Address, THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

The trade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
G. P. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver, B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

YanTuyl & Fairbank
Fetrolla, Ont.

Headquarters for . .

.

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps, Casing, Tubing1

,

Fittings, Drilling Tools,

Cables, etc.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

"DAISY" CHURN ^
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whiU churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on bothsid.slo
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less tim d, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,

than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman & Ward Mfg. Co,,

Limited

LONDON, ONT
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que,

BROWN'S PATENT STEEL WIRE CHAIN.
PATENT NO. 32840.

If you are interested in chains examine carefully the perfect mechanical construction of the Brown's. It is the mo»t
perfect chain made. We make it in 13 sizes. We use it exclusively in all our Halter, Dog, Tie-out, Cattle, Trace
Chains, etc. You will make no mistake in handling our line exclusively.

TH GREENING WIRE CO
Hamilton and Montreal.

LIMITED
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MRS. POTTS SAD IRONS.
No. 55, Plain Polished. No. 50, Nickel Plated.

THE 'STAR" FLUTING IRON.
Nickel Plated and Gold Bronze Finish.

ARE MADE FROM HIGH-GRADE IRON AND ARE WELL FINISHED .

Cost No More Than Inferior Makes, Give Far Better Satisfaction,

When Ordering From Your Jobber Ask For Our Make.

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ont.

A Timely Trough Talk.
Our Eave Trough is made of evenly-coated Galvanized

Iron of uniform thickness.

It is carefully made up by skilled workmen, and every

length will be found perfect.

We make all styles : O.G., Round and Square Bead,

and Half-Round, in

8 and 10-FOOT LENGTHS.

Conductor-Pipe Elbows

and Shoes, Hooks

and Gutter Spikes.
Everything a tinner needs we can supply.

Are you ready for the Spring trade in this line ?

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO., TORONTO, ONT.
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President, turers' combine and its arrangements with has held only two meetings. It was
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN.

Montreal. the wholesalers, and that these latter people organized last September, and has since

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO. should share up their profit with the retail- met twice a month.

Limited. ers To obtain this, the retailers are reported
Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-

, . , , _, _ .. LOWER PRICES ON FENCE WIRES.
cuiatein the Provinces of British Columbia, as having organized a month ago. They had
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,

, THE price of barb wire, plain twist
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, p.e. not yet been able to effect their object, and r r
island and Newfoundland. •*«.*- ut, wire and galvanized wire has been

onions were seriously considering the advisability "

Montreal - - - - - - «i McGiu street. t - »• i_ r .l reduced i ?c. per ioo lb. by the^
Telephone"ass!

°* appointing a buying committee for them- 3 * J

Toronto io Front street East! , , , . , . ... .,. manufacturers in the United States for the
Telephone 2148. selves and cease doing business with the

London, eng. - - - - 109 Fleet street, E.c, . Canadian market.
J. M. McKim. jobbers.

Manchester, eno. - - - 18 st Ann street. Barb and plain twist wires are now
Winnipeg Wester

H
nlan^

bS: Of course, such is all nonsense. The
^ $ ^ ^ ^^ ^

ST. john, N. b. ... no 3 igg. whar,; retailers hope not only to improve their own ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^
new york. 176 E. 88th street! financial condition, but also that of the

lzed, Nos. to 9 base, at $2.<7J£ per 100
Subscription. Canada and the United states. $2.00. wholesalers. One grievance thev have
Great Britain and elsewhere -

- . Us. * '
lb Carload lots of not less than 1 5 tons

Published every Saturday. against the wholesalers, and that is that

Cable Address \
Adscript, London. are quoted at I2>^C. per IOO lb. less.

1 Adscript, Canada. some of them sell retail. But this will cause
The competition of European wire seems

no discord, for the wholesalers have nearly
to have been the cause of the reduction in

all testified to their unwillingness or refusal
price. The manufacturers in the United

to do other than a wholesale trade.
States are evidently determined to control

They do not wish to curtail the whole-
th<j Canadian market And th<J conditions

salers' profit. They care not what per cent. _ „ .- . , .... ,r ' r are certainly in their favor.

"EN REVOLTS OUVERTE »
the wholesale merchants' make, be it i S ,

or ^ fa wQrthy of noM ^ ^.^ .

r

LAST Friday's edition of La Presse, ^ ™ 5° PCr "^ What thCy d° Want fa * Canada can h^> in Cleveland, barb wire

, _ living profit for themselves, and they would and galvanized wire 27>£c. per ioo lb.
Montreal s leading French-Canadian , , , ..,,,,.,

have this profit come out of the pockets of cheaper than can the retailers of the United
organ, contained an article on its front States
..,.,... , ., ,

their customers by the manufacturers setting
page which, if it had not been so ridiculous, ~^n~~*. n»nr>» .*•» ....*.«._...«.

. , . ,
• . ' retail prices, just as they dictate the values SCREEN DOORS AND WINDOWS.

might be termed seriously misleading and _, .,.,.,
of the wholesale houses. Tne advance in the price of screen doors

harmful. It was written by a reporter who , . , , . , , , .

hadconceived the ideathatthere was friction ^ *°»ld^ *e manufacturers to fix
and ™dows noted

'* last "eek «— "

between the Dominion Wholesale Hardware two scales of P»ces "*«**™> *e whole- <
ather lar^r lhan then s<ated

"> be. It is

Association and the Montreal Retail Hard-
saler and retailer would make a VlvlnS Profit.

r°™ IO l° 2° P" Cent '

Qhrt„M ti,;«r ...vt. ,.,„*.. a;* -a > Door screens of the cheapest kind are now
ware Association, and his attempts to find

Should this wlsh cause dlscord ?
„. m ^ B_ selling to the trade at $7.20 to $7.80 per

the cause for this friction were ludicrous in To us tnere seem to be no elements of . .

, . ,, dozen in 4-inch styles. Three-inch styles
the extreme. unfriendliness in the relationship of the two

_ . . are 20c. per dozen less. Some at least of
The article was headed •• En Revoke associations. Indeed, several of the whole-

those in the trade have an idea that the 3-

Ouverte" (in open revolt), and asserted sale houses have written letters of hearty inch styles are too light.

that the retail dealers were protesting against sympathy to the new-born organization, Screen windows are quoted at gi.6o to

the action of the manufacturers and whole- endorsing its formation. $3 6o per dozen, according to size and

sale merchants. It claimed that the retail- That La Presse knew little of what is
ex*ension '

It is thought that with the puce of green
ers thought that the wholesalers were making going on is proven by the fact that it said wire cloth fixed> no further change wiU take
too much profit under the existing manufac- the association was only a month old and place in in screen doors and windows.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M EN-fION THAT YOU SAW
1

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER
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CANADA AND THE BIG STEEL COMBINATION.
C°ncer

"

,

are not Uke,y t0 put their miUions

into a plant merely for the purpose of closing

CANADA could not under ordinary ooo ; American Steel Hoop Co., capital il down. Mr. Moxham asserted, in his

circumstances be uninterested in $33000.000; American Sheet Steel Co., recent address in Toronto, that steel could

the enormous iron and steel com- capital J49.ooo.00o, National Steel Co., be made at Sydney $6 per ton cheaper than

bination which is being consummated in the capital $59,000,000, and The Carnegie at Pittsburg, and Mr. Moxham, until within

United States. The aspirations of this Company, capital $200,000,000. In other the iast couple of years, was actively con-

country itself in the direction of iron and words, eight concerns with an aggregate nected with the steel trade of the United .

steel development, and the juxtaposition of capital (preferred and common) of $647,- States. True, certain steel manufacturers

our neighbor to the south, to say nothing of 702,200 become, when merged, one with a in the United States have declared that at

Canada's position as a customer of the capitalization of $1,100,000,000, preferred the best Sydney could not make steel at

United States mills, could not well make it and common. !ess than $2 per ton below the Pittsburg

otherwise. Tne basis of the deal according to a mills. But $2 is quite an item, particularly

But the interest of the Dominion has been statement made this week by J. P. Morgan when competition is keen,

excited more than it otherwise would have & Co., the New York bankers who nego- No, if the combination secures the Cana-

been by the emphatic statements which tiated it, whereby the seven companies are dian plant it will work it, and regulate the

have been made to the effect that the new to be taken over by the Carnegie-Morgan P"ce of its product by that obtaining in the

iron and steel combination in question has combination, is as follows :
mills it owns in the United States.

Stock in new company „. . ,

obtained, or is to obtain, control of the iron to be exchanged for me only danger we apprehend is the
Present present stock of

and steel works of the Dominion Iron and ^^^^.Jg,^T^ inflU8nCe °f ^ * P°Wt™ comb™«™>
Steel Co., Sydney, Nova Scotia, capitalized " common 46,484,3oo 1,859,372 49.970,623 particularly in the politics of our country.

American Steel and Wire, ... . , ,

at $ 1 1; 000.000. It is true that those con- preferred... 40,ooo,oco 47.000,000 we already have some idea what it means
'' " common 50,000,OCO 51,2)0,000 . , .

nected with the Sydney company have National Tube, preferred... 40.ooo.ooj scuoo.ooo
m tne United States. Heretofore in Canada

, , , , it_
" ommon... 40.COO.000 3,250,000 50,010.000 „„_ AVn»i-;«r./-» «f ,.«. t- a

denied the truthfulness of the statement. ^ionai steel, referred... 27,<w,ooo 33,750.000
our experience of corporation influence in

But the memory that similar schemes have " common 32.ooo.coo 40,000.100 politics has been such as that which is ex-DUllucmciuuij ««"
AmericanTin Plate.preferd 18,325,000 2>,9J6,250

been denied and afterwards consummated, " com non 28,000.0.0 5,600,000 35,001.100 ercised by railway companies, and that is
American Ste.el Hoop, pred 14.0l0.CC0 14,000,000 , ,

makes people decidedly sceptical in regard " common 19.000,000 n.om.coo Dad enough.

American Sheet Steel.pre'd 24,5:0 0C0 24,530000

to the denials of this kind made by the " common 24,500,0:0 24 500,000

,.t sv. tu- .u .< .u
A CONFERENCE IN MONTREAL.

officials of large corporations. "Is it true? This means that for their present aggre-

is about all one hears in Canada at the gate outstanding preferred stock of $217.-
ThC Montreal retail hardware merchants

moment in regard to the alleged deal. 085,900 the seven companies are to be
have invited the wholesale hardware dealers

The Carnegie-Morgan combination, whose allotted $261,452,612 of the new company's
°f the Clty t0 a"end a meeting of their ass°-

, . rjijru.- 1 ciation, to be held in Monument National
ambitious undertaking and enormous capi- preferred stock, and for their common of

. . t . • ... * u 1 r »i.
next Wednesday evening. Such a confer-

talization are causing those interested in the $239,984,300, common stock of the new J s,,.. .»u r»^ ^ enceofthe two bodies should be the occasion
iron and steel industry of two hemispheres company to the amount of $269,720,623.

„, , t *i_ j .l 11 u .of fruitful discussion and the means of
to look on with astonishment, on Tuesday In other words, there will be an increase in..,.., -. , c .. removing any misunderstandings that may
last filed a certificate of incorporation in the total capitalization of the seven com- * 6 '

, , , . . ., exist. The retailers are to be congratulated
Trenton, New Jersey. The name of the panies of $74,103,035. As there was an

. „., TT . , „ „ , 1 r .1. • 1 L r on the step they have taken. We under-
combination is The United States Steel over supply of water in their stock before,

. , , . „ . ... , stand that most of the wholesale houses will
Corporation, and its capital stock is $1, 100,- what must it be now ?

. ,,.... be represented.
000,000, a sum that transcends all other As there has been a general feeling in the

corporated companies in existence. The United States for some time that the iron PREFERENTIAL TRADE WITH
stock is composed of $400,000,000 pre- and steel works at Sydney might prove a AUSTRALIA.

ferred, $400,000,000 common, and $300,- dangerous competitor for the Carnegie- Hardware and Metal has it upon

000,000 bonds. It is provided in the Morgan combination, to make an effort to good authority that it is the intention of the

articles of incorporation that a dividend of obtain possession of them is only what might Dominion Government to send one of its

7 per cent, shall be paid on the preferred be expected. Should the rumor be true, and members to Australia to negotiate a prefer-

stock. the plant at Sydney become a part of the ential tariff between that Commonwealth *»..»

The combinations which are to be swal- great combination in the United States, the and the Dominion,

lowed up by this bigger trust are eight in question naturally arises, What will be its The Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

all, and are : The Federal Steel Co., capital fate ? Will the combination close the works tion, led by Mr. George H. Hees, chairman

stock $99,745,200; American Steel and or carry them on ? of the tariff committee of that organization,

Wire Co., capital stock $90,000,000
;

Candidly, we do not believe the combina- has been an active champion of the move-

National Tube Co., capital $80,000,000; tion will close the works. The capitalists ment for a preferential tariff between the two

American Tin Plate Co., capital $46,325,- who are at the back of the Carnegie-Morgan countries in question.
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CANADA AND THE SOUTH=AFRICAN TRADE.

IN
last week's issue of Hardware and them all in such an abundance ? Nowhere.

Metal appeared an article showing But we leave it to foreigners to come in and

how little Canada was contributing in lead in the development of our mining

the way of supplies required by the army in industry. And we leave it to foreigners to

South Africa. The attention of this journal come in and lead in the development of

~ has just been drawn to another matter our iron industry. Others lead, and we

which, at least, indirectly concerns Canada follow. It is not that we are deficient in

in South Africa.
'

capital. We have capital, and that in

It is the decision of the Government of abundance. What we lack is enterprise

New Zealand to call for tenders for the and the faculty to initiate. And now, New

establishment of a subsidized line of steamers Zealand, a country with an area of 104,-

to ply monthly between that country and 471 square miles against our 3,519.000

South Africa. As the absence of a direct square miles, and with a population of

service has been a long- felt want in New about 800, oco compared with our 6,000,-

Zealand, the decision of the Government to 000, has decided to put on a monthly line

supply that want has been hailed with a of steamships to run direct to South Africa,

great deal of satisfaction by the business in order to overcome the disabilities ex-

men, who have held meetings in various perienced in sending merchandise thereto

parts of the colony at which appreciative by way of Melbourne and Sydney,

resolutions have been adopted. That the trade of South Africa is worth

According to a South-African paper there reaching after is evident from the fact that

has long been a demand in that country for the imports int0 Cape Colony alone are over

New Zealand oats and flour, but it has been
#9o,ooo,ooo annually. In 1899 it was

difficult to meet it on account of the absence $93,476,738, and the value of the merchan-

of proper transport facilities. The paper dise received from Canada was only $66,-

referred to is also of opinion that New
54?p How Canada stood in comparison

Zealand might also do a large trade with with other COnu tries may be gathered from

South Africa in preserved and frozen meats, the following table :

hams, bacon, butter and cheese. Great Britain $63,986,111

The New Zealand Government, in taking Canada^ . .

.' .'

.' [!
.".•.'

!

.'
.' .'

.'
.'

.'

'.

'.

.' ^IS
the step it has, shows that it is ranging itself ger"^.

11

.

5

.

11

.

P°SS"sions

; |

."
| f&'?%

alongside those countries which are devel- United States 10,148,903
Other foreign countries 5.807,587

oping energy in regard to the South-African . _ , , ....& As to Canada s ability to contribute a
trade. The other countries are particularly . . . . „* larger share to the imports into Cape
the United States and Germany, whose ,-. , . ,

Colony is another question. However,
consuls and commercial agents have for a , , ,

there is not much doubt when we come to
year or more been trying to impress upon .

, , , . ^.r examine the class of goods that are imported,
their respective Governments the importance

PRINCIPAL IMPORTS INTO CAPE COLONY, 1899

Of the South African trade. Agricultural implements and tools $ 738,507

While other Governments and other
Ale and beer 503.958
Animals, living 251,835

people are getting wide awake to the Apparel, etc 3,217,592
Bags 588,536

importance of the trade, the Government of Boots and shoes 2,486,361
Butter and cheese 994,829

this country and the people of this country Carriages 682J015
Coal and coke 1,132,201

are, to say the least, not much concerned. Cotton, and manufactures of 4,738,094
T.. .. . _ j • , Drugs and chemicals 1,286700
I he trouble in Canada is that we are Haberdashery and millinery 5651723

^ too busy playing the game of politics to ^S^^^^\\\\Y::;:". ^X
attend as we ought to matters commercial. SfneryV agricuiturafandoiher.'

.' ."

.

."
.'

sMUtl
There is no country under the sun that

Meats, salted and preserved 1,186,021
Provisions, not elsewhere specified 2,599.438

possesses greater natural possibilities than Railway materials 1 ,239^86
Spirits and wines 1,228,055

the Dominion of Canada. Turn to her Stationery, printing paper, etc 11294,460
. , ,

Tobacco 8?5.q8^
agricultural resources, her mineral resources, Wheat 2,451,948

c «_'«.« Furniture 1 qci'006
her torest resources, her fishery resources. Wood and manufactures of, except '

Where can you find a country that possesses WoXTmanufa'ciures \\\\

\

.'

\\ . .
\ \ \ \ \ \ \$*$

We do not for one moment claim that it

is the duty of the Government to sell in

foreign markets the products of our farms

and factories, but we do hold that it is its

duty to ascertain the requirements and

peculiarities of foreign markets, and,

through its agents, acquaint the people of

this country with the result. And, further-

more, to encourage the establishment of

transportation facilities. As far at least as

South Africa is concerned these things are

not being done.

NEW LIST ON PRESSED SPIKES.

Pressed spikes are now sold under a new
system from that previously in vogue, they

now being listed at the following standard

sizes :

% inch, standard sizes, 4, 4^, 5 and 6

inches ; list, $4. 75.

5 16 inch, standard sizes, 5, 6 and 7

inches ; list, $4 50.

34 inch, standard sizes, 6, 7 and 8

inches ; list, #4 25.

7 16 inch, standard sizes, 7 and 8 inches;

list, $4.10.

lA inch, standard sizes, 8, 9, 10 and 12

inches ; list, $3 90.

Y% inch, standard sizes, 10 and 12 inches;

list, $3.90.

Discount on the above is 20 to 25 per

cent. On lengths other than those specified

25c. per 100 lb. net extra will be charged.

The o"bject sought by the manufacturers

in reducing the numbers is to confine the

trade to the above standard prices.

He who does not try to do his be«t will

never occupy the best position in business

or in anything else.

THINK MORE AND TALK LESS.

Members of Parliament at Ottawa are,

indignant because Hansard, containing the

speeches of the previous day, is not in their

hands till late in the afternoon. They have

the remedy in their own hands. Let them

think more and talk less.

A horse meat canning factory started

some time ago in Oregon has failed. The
horse evidently would not "go" after it

was put in the can.
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THE ASSOCIATIVE MOVEMENT SPREADING.

IN
forming a Retail Hardware and Paint

Dealers' Association, the Montreal

hardware merchants have wrought

much good to themselves. But the benefits

of their organization are extending beyond

the bounds of the metropolis, for their

example is as a star shedding its beams

upon every community in Canada where

hardwaremen are in business. In many

other towns and cities there is talk of the

forming of similar organizations to attain

the same objects that the founders of the

Montreal association have had in view. The

following correspondence between Mr. Fred

F. Quinn, of Chatham, and the president

and secretary of the Montreal Retail Asso-

ciation explains itself

:

Chatham, Ont., February 14, 1901.

Francois Martineau, Esq., President Montreal

Retail Hardware Association, Montreal:

DEAR Sir,— I have seen the report of the Retail

Hardware and Paint Dealers' Association in THE
Canadian Hardware and Metal Merchant,
and am prompted to write and ask if you will give

me any information that might help us at a meet-

ing called for the same purpose here. I herewith

mail to you a notice that I have sent out for a

meeting to be held here next Thursday, and would

ask that you give me a copy of your by-laws, rules,

etc , and also an opinion of the benefits derived

from such an association. Kindly give me this

before Thursday next and oblige,

Fred. F. Quinn.

The reply was as follows :

Montreal, February 17, 1901.

Mr. F. F. Quinn. Chatham, Ont.

Dear Sir,—At the request of Mr. Martineau, I

answer yours of the 15th j ns t. It is a great pleasure

to me to enclose a page of The Hardware and
Metal in which is printed the constitution and

by-laws of our association. I take th's opportunity

to congratulate you on such a good move, and I

have no doubt but that you will find an association

of this kind will be of great benefit to all its mem-
bers and to all dealers of your district. With the

best wishes for the success of your future associa-

tion, I remain,

Yours, very respectfully,

A. Magnan, Secretary.

The circular letter sent out by Mr. Quinn

reads as follows :

Chatham, Ont., February 13, 1901.

Dear Sir,—Some time ago I wrote you in refer-

ence to the hardware dealers of our county and ad-

jacent counties forming themselves into an associa-

tion for their own protection. This is not a ques-

tion affecting Chatham alone, but should be as

much to your benefit as to any other dealer else-

where in the county. I have received favorable

replies and have been encouraged to call a meeting

for the organization of such an association. This

meeting u ill take place in Chatham on Thursday,

February 21, at the Garner House, say, at 3 o'clock.

We can then thoroughly discuss the subject and I

hope bring about the desired results. The hard-

ware dealers of Chatham do not wish in any way to

dictate to those on the outside and the meeting will

be conducted in the fairest possible manner, and if

there is no satisfactory result arrived at it will not

be our fault. You will understand that there are a

number of such associations in existence, both in

Canada and the United States, which are gradually

extending themselves and which have been found

to work very satisfactorily to those interested. Do
not think that by you staying away it will make no

difference. Your presence is earnestly required,

for every dealer can add to the importance of the

occasion by his presence and advice, so be sure to

make it a point to be there as this will be our only

chance, for you can readily understand that if this

meeting should fail it will be a hard matter to again

get the dealers together. There are some towns

and villages who probably think that they can pro-

tect themselves and consequently do not require to

enter into any such an association, but you will bear

in mind that this is not alone as to the matter of

prices, but to protect the retail dealers generally

both as against the jobber, manufacturer and those

unprincipled purchasers, who, for a cent or two re-

duction, will go from one dealer to the other and

deliberately misrepresent facts. Please give me a

prompt reply to this, and oblige,

Yours, etc.,

Fred F. Quinn.

For the sake of the hardware merchants

throughout the country who are watching

with interest the progress of this association,

we might say that the officers and members
are day by day growing more enthusiastic

about its usefulness and becoming more and

more confident that it will accomplish

reforms in the way of removing long-stand-

ing grievances. True, it has not accom-

plished much in a tangible way as yet, but

its intangible results have been invaluable.

Men have met together and become
acquainted and have learned to admire those

whom unknown they had long regarded

with a jealous eye. This acquaintance and
mutual confidence cannot fail to be ot

material usefulness in the near future when
the association feels strong enough to strike

out and adopt measures for the economic

benefit of its members.

Meanwhile, the most tangible object

entertained by the association is to arrive

at a better understanding with the whole-

salers in regard to their selling retail. This

they stand in a fair way of accomplishing by

a process we are not at liberty to discuss.

When they have done this they will have

passed their first milestone in the reaching

of which they have learned to walk and
then they will strike out with a stronger,

longer and surer stride to attain greater

achievements. In short, the formation of

the association has been highly successful

and the initiation of the force of union of

retail interests into our commercial life has

taken place under very fair auspices.

interest in the business and vessels of the

Canadian-Australian steamship line. As
this company is the foremost steamship

concern in Australasia this news will be

received with pleasure by all Canadian con-

cerns interested in Australian trade. It is

understood that a better line than that

running between San Francisco and Aus-

tralia will be put on the Canadian-Australian

line, though these changes will not likely be

made this year.

LAUGHABLE TELEGRAPHIC MIS-
TAKES.

The Leisure Hour for February gives an

amusing instance of the mistakes which

may arise when inexperienced persons try

their hands at the compilation of telegraphic

codes. The story goes that an Australian

firm who had prepared such a code handed

in a cablegram for transmission to England

consisting of one word, which on arrival in

the Black Country was read as " thanking,"

the translation whereof was " send 300

dozen rabbit-traps." The order created no

little stir in the breasts of the recipients of

the message, but the feelings of jubilation

changed to mortification when a little later

it was discovered that the word which should

have been cabled was "banking," mean-

ing " send three tons of cotton waste."

This, writes "Vulcan" in Ironmonger,

calls to mind another funny blunder of the

Post Office, for the truth of which a col-

league is sponsor, A commercial traveller,

doing business at a distance from home,

found that he could not conveniently spend

the week-end with his family, and advised

them accordingly. Next day he received a

telegram from his wife urging him to return,

as she was not at all well. He inquired by

wire what was the matter, and received the

startling reply, "I have got a child."

Such an event being totally unexpected,
the poor man was terribly upset, and at

once rushed off home. Imagine what a
mixture of sensations he must have experi-

enced when he found that it was a "chill"
and not a " child " that his wife had got.

In both cases the mistakes arose through a
misreading by the telegraphist of the Morse
code, the signs for " th " differing only by
one dot from the sign for " b," and the let-

ter " 1
" by a dot from the letter " d."

WIRE NAILS
TACKS

BETTER SERVICE TO AUSTRALIA.

A Vancouver despatch says that news has

been received in that city from Australia to

the effect that the Union Steamship Com-
pany of New Zealand has acquired a half

WIRE
Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

WH. AULT, general merchant,

Finch, Ont., has assigned to R.

• E. Burns, Kingston, and a meet-

ing of his creditors was held on February 25.

John Saulner, tinsmith, Bear River, N.S.,

has left that place.

I. J. Dupont, tinsmith, Farnham, Que.,

has assigned to Kent & Turcotte.

Taylor, Breen & Fraser, general mer-

chants, Beulah, Man., are offering 65c. on

the dollar.

Elizabeth Marshall, tinsmith, etc., Dunn-

ville, Ont., has assigned to W. D. Swayze,

Dunnville.

Premont & Co., general merchants, St.

Felecite, Que., have compromised at 40c.

on the dollar.

Arthur Hotte, general merchant, St.

Cyrille deWendover, Que., has compromised

at 50c. on the dollar.

Morrison & Co., general merchants,

Boissevain, Man., have assigned, and a

meeting of their creditors has been held.

Mowat & Co., hardware dealers and G.

V. Orser, carriagemaker, Trenton, Ont.,

have assigned to Geo. F. Hope, Belleville,

Ont.

G. C. Ives & Bro., planing millers, etc.,

Colborne, Ont., have assigned to C. J. Mc-
Callum, and are asking an extension of

time.

Oswald Smith has been appointed pro-

visional liquidator under winding up order

of The David Inglis Co., Limited, general

store and shingle mill, Flatlands, N.B.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Decelles & Cordeau, general merchants,

Farnham, Que., have dissolved.

The John Tetrault Tool and Axe Works,

Maissonneuve, Que., have dissolved.

Trevethick & Kers, general merchants,

Brinsley, Ont., have dissolved; J. Trevethick

continues.

Humphreys & Teakles, general mer-

chants, Sussex, N.S., have dissolved. Mr.

Humphrey continues.

Martin & Sanderson, coal and wood
dealers, Hamilton, Ont., have dissolved.

John Martin continues.

Schwartz & Braun, dealers in agricultural

implements, Altona, Man., have dissolved

.

Jacob Schwartz continues.

Gray & McKinnon, hardware and imple-

ment dealers, Pipestone, Man., have dis-

solved, Mr. Gray continuing.

M. J. Macleod, general merchant, La-

combe, N.W.T., has admitted S. Macleod
under the style of M, J. & S. Macleod.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

T. E. Risk, general merchant, Shetland,

Ont., is advertising his business for sale.

The stock of Alf. Mercier, general mer-

The Busy Season
of painting is nearly here.

Are you prepared for it ?

The best preparation for the busy season is a stock of The

Sherwin-Williams Paint and The Sherwin-Williams Advertising.

It's the best preparation because it gives the best means of attract-

ing business and the best means of holding it.

There are larger opportunities for big business in The Sherwin-

Williams Paint than in any other. S.-W.P. itself is satisfying. It

is pure lead, zinc and linseed oil combined in such proportions

and in such a manner as to make it wear longest, cover most, look

best and work easiest. It's the most economical. Every can is

full measure. It will satisfy you and your customers.

With S.-W.P. come the best busy-season advertising helps in the

paint business.

It's not too late to get your stock.

Let us send you the " B 13 " booklet. Tells all about the paints

and the methods of selling them.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.
NkW YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

chant, St. Angele, Que., has been sold at

70c. on the dollar, ^Qr\

John Hall, general merchant, Dashwood,

Ont., has sold out.

Walkon & Chappie, general merchants,

Kirkton, Ont., have sold out.

W. H. Lanning, hardware dealer, Mont-

real, is selling out at auction.

Wm. Henderson, blacksmith, Mono Mills,

Ont., is advertising his business for sale.

The assets of Alf Boulanger, general

merchant, L' Islet, Que., have been sold.

Henry George, general merchant, Ninga,

Man., is advertising his business for sale.

The assets of Mrs. E. A. Atkinson,

general merchant, L'Avenir, Que., have

been sold.

The assets of Fanny Markson, general

merchant, Glen Robertson, Ont., are to be

sold by tender.

The business of the estate of Robert

Lewis, paint dealer, etc., London, Ont.,

is advertised for sale.

The stock of the estate of Johnston Bros.

,

hardware dealers, Seaforth, Ont., has been

sold at 62c. on the dollar to Allen Bros.

CHANGES.

D. Ross, general store, Ladysmith, Que.,

has sold out to J. F. Gronan.

J. P. Brown, dealer in agricultural imple-

ments, Goderich, Ont., has been succeeded

by H. Parsons.

W. A. Cummings is starting as black-

smith in Digby, N.S.

C. Allen, coal dealer, etc., Simcoe, Ont.,

has sold out to C. Brookfield.

R. R. Argue, general merchant, Wilfrid,

Ont., has sold out to L. W. Soper.

J. T. Cairns, general merchant, Varna,

Ont., has sold out to J. E. Harnivel.

Roland G. Gordon, general merchant,

Wingham, Ont., is closing out business.

The Remrose Co., general merchants,

Lefroy, Ont., have sold out to E. B. Hill.

J. Clegg & Co., hardware dealers.

Wingham, Ont., have sold out to James D.
Burns.

G. W. Dunlap & Co., carriage hardware,

trimmings, etc., have been succeeded by
F. J. Henderson.

George A. Newton, harness dealer,

Wingham, Ont., has sold out to George C.

Manners, of Teeswater, Ont,, who intends

removing to Wingham.

FIRES.

E. C. Gates, general merchant, Middle-
ton, Ont., has been burned out ; insured.

The general store of Chas. A. Quick,
Kingsville, Ont., has been destroyed by fire;

insured.

DEATHS.

Joseph Woodruff, saw and grist miller,

Sydenham, Ont., is dead,

Henri Croteau, agent for agricultural

implements, D' Israeli, Que., is dead.
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ROLLING MILLS TO LIQUIDATE.

ON Wednesday, Mr. Justice Meredith

granted an order for the winding-

up of The Abbott- Mitchell Rolling

Mills Co., of Belleville. The order be-

came operative on Thursday.

This was a result of a petition from R.W.
Chisholm & Co., Buffalo ; F. H. Stephens,

Detroit
; J. R. Walker, Montreal, and S. J.

McCrudden, Belleville, asking the court to

grant them an order by which their claims

would not be prejudiced, should the Bank

of Montreal sell the $50,000 worth of goods

which that institution seized on January 25

in satisfaction of a debt of $32,000. The

petitioners feared that a forced sale of the

assets might not realize more than the

$65,000 claim of the bondholders.

The sale of the goods seized by the Bank

of Montreal was held Monday. There were

present : Mr. A. J. Baxton, Worcester,

Mass., a shareholder ; Messrs. James Peck

and Sinclair, of Peck, Benny & Co., Mont-

real ; Mr. White, of Frost & Wood, Smith's

Falls ; Mr. Freeman, Ontario rolling mills,

Hamilton ; Mr. Gillies, Toronto ; Messrs.

Higgs and Sessesvain, Montreal Rolling

Mills ; Mr. Kloepfer, Guelph Rolling Mills;

Mr. Near, of Pillow, Hersey & Co., Mont-

real ; Mr. R. Hobson, Hamilton; Mr. R.

Sylvester, Lindsay ; Mr. Thomas Birkett,

M.P., Ottawa ; Mr. T. Lewis, Montreal
;

Mr. Biikett, Kingston ; Mr. L. C. Marsh,

Belleville, and many others.

At first the stock was offered en block,

but as the top bid was only $3,500, which

was lower than the reserve bid, it was put

up in parcels and sold as follows : Bar iron,

flat and round, 508 tons, $24 per ton, Mr.

Kloepfer, of Guelph ; manufactured steel,

57 tons, Sylvester Bros., Lindsay, at $23 50

per ton ; railway spikes, 24 tons, at $30 per

ton, to Peck, Benny & Co.; pressed spikes,

11 y2 tons, at $4340 per ton, to Peck,

Benny & Co
;
pressed nails to the amount

of 4 700 lb. were sold to W. Alford for

$1.75 per cwt. ; the wabhers, 3,250 lb. .went

to Dalton & Strange at $2 50 per cwt.; 55

tons of bolts went to Peck, Benny & Co. at

$24 per ton ; the scrap iron, $1,600 tons,

was sold to the Montreal Rolling Mills Co.

at $11.50 per ton; Peck, Benny & Co.

secured 2co tons of steel billets at $20 per

ton ; the City Water Commissioners were

lucky in securing between 800 and 1,000

tons of coal at $2.90 per ton
; John Lewis

& Co., Belleville, bought 876 kegs of cut

nails at $1.75 per keg. The total amount

realized was $54,271.88, considerably more

than was anticipated.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. John McLeod, general merchant,

Prince Albert, N.W.T., is in Winnipeg on

business.

Mr. Jesse Armstrong, of the Rome Brass

and Copper Co., Rome, New York, was in

Toronto this week on business.

Mr. J. Samuel, of Samuel, Sons & Ben-

jamin, London and Liverpool, Eng., and of

L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co., Toronto, is in

Toronto on his annual visit.

Anderson & Langstaff, general merchants.

Kemptville, Ont., are having a new office

built in their store.

Mary L. Hannah, general merchant,

Wingham, Ont., has admitted George

Hannah, H. E. Jeffrey and W. H. Wight-

man under the style of Hannah & Co.

IVER JOHNSON
icycles

Guns
and Revolvers

Represent that type of excellence which

causes universal acknowledgment of

RELIABILITY
We have a good bicycle proposition to make to good
agents in Canada. Write for terms. Catalogues
mailed upon application.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York- 99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

S BRUSHES.

WHAT THEY ARE MADE OF

Only the best materials are used in our brushes. All materials we
import direct from the producers, and being the largest consumers
in our line we are enabled to secure better stocks at lower prices

than other smaller buyers.

THOSE WHO MAKE THEM
Our workmen are all skilled mechanics, whose long training in

our service has made them perfect in every detail, thereby enabling

us to produce a reliable article.

WHY THEY ARE GOOD
Because we spare no expense to keep the quality of our brushes

up to the highest standard, and they have gained a reputation that

has created a demand in every city from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

80 York St.,

TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY
ONLY

%

37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. wholesale

GARDEN SYRINGES

No. 600—18 x iK inch diameter, Brass, 2 Nipples.

INSECT EXTERMINATORS
?^s-

Made in Tin

Lacquered

or

All Brass,

Cannot Rust

"Cataract" Insect Exterminator is well made and very durable, equally effective on Fruit Trees, Plants and Flowers, in the Potato Patch,

Poultry Yard, and on Catt'.e.

BRASS SPFtopPUMPS
Wi Tt^>AT|ftr*f^orrATORS

No. SO No 492 No. 598 No. 632

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP PROMPTLY. GRAHAM WIRE AND CUT NAILS ARE THE BEST. OUR prices are right.
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RETAIL BUSINESS VS. BANKINGS
By A. T. Nelson.

IN
writing to you on this subject I do not

wish to confine myself to any one par-

ticular line or branch of the business,

neither to any one class of trade or locality.

My subject allows me a wide range, there-

fore I will attempt to talk to you in a general

way from the standpoint of a business man

and a brother in the retail hardware trade.

Gentlemen, we are all bankers, or, in

other words, dealers in merchandise, which

represents dollars. The dollar is the motive

power behind all business schemes. We,

as bankers in merchandise, have our losses,

our competition and our

DEAD STOCK,

the latter of which will compare well with

the banker's bad paper, and, if not disposed

of in time, may become a total loss. Why
do we have this dead stock ? Firstly, I

think, because we sometimes overbuy, and

again by changes of fashion, improved

wares, etc. How much easier it is to sell

the new article than the out-of-date and

shelf worn ! Place the damaged, the out-of-

style, the slow- seller for any cause in handy

reach
;
push it out. If you can't get cost,

get less.

Again, do you always take the position of

a banker when making

A CREDIT SALE ?

A loan of money—.just so many dollars

tied up in a stove, with your interest, cost

of doing business and collecting all tied up

in your profit. An illustration : You pay

$20 for a stove ;
you want 25 per cent,

gross profit, or $5. Say it costs you 5 per

cent, to do business, leaving you a net profit

of 10 per cent. As a hardware banker,

how long can you have this account stand-

ing out ?

If doing a little business of $10,000 per

year, and you want, say, $1,000 per year

as your salary,

YOU MUST HAVE IO PER CENT.

on your sales. Therefore, you cannot afford

to wait ten minutes on the sale I have de-

scribed. Suppose you get 30 per cent,

gross profit, you then have 5 per cent, upon

which to carry your customer one year ; but

your $20 would have earned you this 5 per

cent, loaned, without polishing, lifting or

carting, guaranteeing, quarreling or repair-

ing. Now, let us invest $20 in two ways

and suppose that we are going to turn our

stock over three times during the year.

First cash sale, JS20 invested, $25 sale
;

second sale, $25 invested, 531-25 sale;

third sale, $31. 25 invested, $39 sale
;

* Paper read before The Iowa Retail Hardware Dialers

Association.

and at the end of the year your money in

the bank, with an increase of $ 19—very

nearly 100 per cent. Now the other in-

vestment : Twenty dollars invested, $25

sale on one year's time ; a statement, a

kick that the goods do not look as well as

when sold and only $5 gross earnings on

the investment for one year. This is just

one of the secrets by which the catalogue

house and cash store are able to make it

hard for you to hold your job.

Please bear this in mind, gentlemen, and

you will better understand the remarks I

am about to make. I do not claim that this

time trade can be successfully done away

with in a day, but I do claim that the hard-

ware banker and all other retail bankers in

merchandise should use their influence to

the fullest extent in reducing this unbusiness-

like practice of buying trade with long-time

inducements.

THE MAIL ORDER STORE.

Now I may touch a vital spot in the heart

ot some of our members, but, pardon me. I

do not reflect on any one. Just a gentle

slap at you all. Montgomery Ward & Co.

!

Bugbear! White Elephant ! I am not in

harmony with lines upon which so many of

the associations are operating. They are

spending too much time whining about the

woes and ills that have beset them from

department stores, and not enough time

upon the ways of successfully combating

these interests. I am afraid to get rid of

these houses entirely, lest we become a

trust ourselves.

In the first place, who are Montgomery

Ward & Co., Sears, Roebuck & Co. ? Per-

fect gentlemen, business men and financiers,

so far as I am able to learn, out in the

world for trade. There is nothing dishonest

about it, nor underhanded in it. We don't

own any trade, and the worst drawback to

the business house that carries a large stock,

employs help, pays taxes and all this, is

the little store-box merchant who does his

own draying in a wheelbarrow, lives above

his store, slides down the banister at every

click of the latch and knocks off a plum

every now and then while you and your

clerks are throwing stones at Montgomery

Ward & Co.

THE CROSS ROAD MERCHANT.

The cross-road merchant that gets the

number of a stove you have sold and sells a

neighbor one like it, using your sale to show

up the goods, then asks $1 over cost, the

customer taking the stove from the station

as shipped, without blackening—these are

the fellows that bite. Nothing dishonest

about it. How often the case, when

besieged with dogs, while you are battling

with the mastiff, the little cur slips in and

carries off a branch of your trousers !

RETAILERS ADVERTISE THEM.

It would be just as reasonable for Mont-

gomery Ward & Co. to appeal to Congress

to prohibit us local hardware dealers from

nipping at their trade as for us to try to force *

them offof the market by law. At the same time

we are paying for their advertising by sifting

their names broadcast among the country

buyers, who will naturally think that we

are being pinched and the department store

is really a good place to buy, after all. Now
the remedy : This is something that no one

man can name for all localities, where con-

ditions differ, competition differs and indi-

vidual dispositions differ.

But I would suggest that every retail

hardware dealer make a banker of himself.

TEACH FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS,

as well as the customer of the department

store, some lessons in finance. Teach them

this prayer : "Oh, Mr. Hardwareman ! I

know that the secret of individual wealth

lies in getting more than I spend ; that my
trade in your hands adds to your wealth

;

that with more wealth you are able to carry

a better stock for me to select from, that you

can furnish better help to wait upon me, buy

more of my beef, drive a good team of my
raising, and sell me goods cheaper than if

I send my money to build up granite build-

ings in far off cities, where trusts and mon-

opolies are reared."

After he has this well learned, then take

up the following

FOR YOUR OWN GUIDANCE :

" Oh, Mr. Self : I begin to believe that

the hardwareman is his own worst enemy ;

that the farmer is right in saving all the

money he can ; that a wealthy community

means a healthy trade ; that to make a

wealthy community all merchants must

themselves buy their family supplies at

home ; that a wealthy town must attract

more money than it sends out ; that (all

things being equal) I will buy in my own

State; that which my own State don't make

or supply, some other State in my Union

does. And I will handle goods made in

the U.S.A. in preference to any others on

earth." The principles I have set forth I

believe will win. The details will have to *

be worked out by the parties interested.

Bear in mind : You can't do a healthy

business in a town of paupers ; that your

personal interests are your first duty ; that

the joint interests of the town and com-

munity in which you do business form a

part of your own and can best be served by

unity of efforts and buying at home.
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INQUIRIES REGARDING CANADIAN
TRADE.

The following were among the recent

inquiries relating to Canadian trade

received at the High Commissioner's office,

in London, England :

i. Inquiry is made for the names of one or two

reliable firms in Canada who are in a position to

ship cut wood for fruit crates to the Canary Islands.

2. The name of a Canadian firm interested in

builders' materials is asked for by a London house

having the monopoly of the export of some import-

ant lines of special wall tiles, both earthenware and

opal glass.

3. A manufacturers' agent in South Africa is

desirous of taking up the representation of Cana-

dian hardware, furniture, lumber, rubber and

other firms.

4. The names of large exporters of fruit from

Canada are asked for by a party who can sell on

commission on the Liverpool market.

[The names of the firms making the above

inquiries, can be obtained on application to

the editor of Hardware and Metal,
Toronto. When asking for names, kindly

give number of paragraph and date of issue. ]

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

London, England, is in receipt of the follow

ing inquiries regarding Canadian trade :

1. A Nottingham produce and provision com-

pany desires to take up the handling of Canadian

poultry and invites correspondence from Canadian

shippers.

2. A Belfast house desires names of Canadian

shippers of tallow.

3. A London firm of manufacturers is prepared

to receive and report upon samples of infusorial

earth, must be very white in color, light in gravity

and fine in texture for their purposes.

4. A Liverpool firm manufacturing wheels and

spokes desires quotations for oak pieces 1% x ife

in. 7-inches long suitable for turning
;
quantity

500,000 pieces ; terms, c.i.f. Liverpool.

ANOTHER CONTRACT GONE.

An English paper just to hand says :

"Yet an other British engineering contract

has gone to America. The American Bridge

Co., U.S.A., have succeeded in gaining the

tender to supply certain bridges for the

Uganda Railway.

"Ten British and three American firms

applied for this contract, and, while the

above company undertook to erect the work

in 46 weeks, the only British firm who
would specify a period gave 130 weeks as

the time wanted.

"The contract price per ton is £i&
erected, or ,£10 65. free on board at any

British port. The prices, unerected, of

British manufacturers varied from ^13 is. 3d.

to ^19 17s. 6d. per ton."

McDougall & Co., general merchants,

Renfrew and Dacre. Ont., have sold their

branch at Dacre to Benj. Hunter.

NONA/ THIS

9. -^^^ -t^i^r 1 1 r 1 n . j nl uniir 1 > t . ^

<^CZJ^
none of your cheap stuff that rests upon your

shelvefc, siamJy because your customers get tired

of cheap paints./ Customers will come back

n and send ethers when the paint is good.

ey will not come back again and will deter

ers when the paint is poor.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
will bring customers, because the paint is the

best that can be made—made with the proper

pigments that make the- best and purest paint to

stand longest, look brightest, and preserve the

house. Won't your customers pay a trifle more

for such a paint?—won't you ?

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 18*2. MONTREAL.

STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO,

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U.S.A.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS'
TOOLS*

SOLD BY ALL HARDWARE
DEALEPS.

((BRASS IT E"

*eG 'S^RCO TBADt *'

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money-
took and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales ?

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, No. 1 Place Royale,

THE GUNN CASTOR CO.
Limited.

MONTREAL
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QUEBEC MARKETS.

Montreal, March I, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE different wholesale houses through-

out the city appear to be much busier

this week than last, and they say that

a fair volume of business for this season of

the year is being done. Of course, there is

no heavy buying being done, dealers not

feeling any compulsion to buy heavily.

But the sorting orders are numerous, and

they show that trade is in a healthy condi-

tion. The orders for spring are coming in

much faster than they were, and some

houses assert their spring bookings total

more than for any previous season. The

demand from the Northwest is good, as also

is that from the east. The formation of the

big wire and steel trust in the United States

has had a stiffening effect upon the market

here, particularly in the different kinds of

wire. There had been a supposition that

barb wire might decline, but such an idea

has been dispelled. The demand has

somewhat improved for wires this week,

while wire nails are also in better request.

Cut nails are rather inactive. Shelf goods

are in good request, and spring and summer

goods are selling in all lines. A new list is

out on pressed spikes. /One of the most

encouraging features of the market at the

present moment is the satisfactory way in

which paper is being met.

Barb Wire—There has been a slightly

better inquiry for wire this week, owing

probably to the formation of the wire and

steel trust in the United States. For spring

delivery the general quotation is $3.20 f.o.b.

Montreal, but we understand that this week

some houses have reduced their values

15c.

Galvanized Wire—A little more interest

attaches to galvanized wire this week.

Prices are unchanged. We quote as fol-

lows : No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge,

$3.55 ; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10, $3.75 ;

No. 11, #3.85 ; No. 12, $3.25; No. 13,

83.35; No - H. $4-25; No. 15, $4-75;

No. 16, $5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—A good number

of shipments have been made from stock

this week, and spring bookings are being

made a little more freely than heretofore.

Values are still at $2.80 per 100 lb.

Fine Steel Wire—A steady trade is

being done in all grades. The discount

continues at 17^ per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—A moderate

amount of business is being done. Dis-

counts are still 55 and 2^ per cent, on

brass, and 50 and 1% per cent, on copper.

Fence Staples—Some fair amounts are

moving. We quote : 83.25 for bright, and

53.75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—The demand is improving.

An advance is talked of in the United States.

We quote $2. 85 for small lots and 82.75 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Gananooue, and St. John, N.B.

Cut Nails — There seems to be only a

small inquiry for cut nails. We quote :

$2.35 for small and $2.25 for carlots ; flour

barrel nails, 25 per cent, discount ;

coopers' nails, 30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails — The volume of business

continues to be large. The general dis-

counts are 50, 10 and 5 per cent, on oval

head and 50, 10 and 10 per cent, on counter-

THE ONLY ONE
AUTHORIZED AGENCY

IN THE DOMINION
For-

LEONARD
REFRIGERATORSCLEANABLE

WHAT MAKES THEM SELL:

Their Durability.

Their Economy of Ice.

^\ Their Perfectness.

^ ^ fl£T-
3'

The Best Refrigerator in the World.

No trouble to quote you Prices.

A Pleasure to have you inquire.

LONDON,

E IVI

TORONTO, MONTREAL,
^1^13 'M

WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER.
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THE PACE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE GO.
-Limited

Montreal
^ Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

Silica Bricks
HIGHEST GRADE FOE ALL PURPOSES.

Magnesia Bricks
FOE LINING

Smelting, Refining and
Matte Furnaces, also

Converters and
Rotary Cement Kilns.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWER PIPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

™t CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.
Mauufaeturere of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

sunk head. "C" brand's discount is 50

and 7}4 per cent, on their own price list.

Horseshoes — Trade is hardly as brisk

as it was, still a good business is being done.

Prices are unchanged. We quote : Iron

shoes, light and medium pattern, No. 2

and larger, $3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

S3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L
steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4-85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting — Business on spring

account is repotted brisk this week. The

discounts are 50 and 5 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—Fair lots of goods

have been booked for next season's trade.

The price is still $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Freezers — Tnis is one of the articles

that are moving at the moment. Prices are

unchanged. " Peerless " is quoted as

follows : Two quarts, JJ1.85 ; 3 quarts,

$2.10; 4 quarts, $2.50 6 quarts, $3.20 ; 8

quarts, $4 ; 10 quarts. $5.25; 12 quarts, $6;

16 quarts, with fly wheel, $11 ; toy, 1 pint,

$1.40.

Screen Doors and Windows — Prices

are firm and a good business is being done.

We quote : Screen doors, plain cherry

finish, $8.25 per doz.; do. fancy, gu.50 per

doz.; walnut, $7.40 per doz., and yellow,

$7.45; windows, $2.25 to J3.50 per doz.

Screws — A moderate business is being

done at old prices. Discounts are: Flat head

bright, 87 >£ and 10 per cent, off" list; round

head bright, 82 ]/z and 10 per cent. ; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts — The demand continues to be

fairly good for small lots. Discounts are :

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent. ; machine bolts,

65 per cent. ; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts; 75 per cent. ; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4j£c per lb. off list ; hexagon

nuts, 4#c per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67yt
percent.; stove bolts, 67^ percent.

Spikes—A new list has been issued on

pressed spikes. It now stands as follows :

% in., $4.75; 5 16, S4.50; i/it #4.25; 7-16,

$4.10; yi, #3.90; ^,$390. The trade

discount is 25 per cent.

Building Paper— Trade is opening out

fairly well. We quote as follows

:

Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb. ; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll ; 3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and IX L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

TINPLATES
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,"
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

All s'zes and gauges imported.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Powe r.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

rHE H. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

AD/VM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAZE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Co.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.
Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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Here are a few lines for you to select your

spring stock from :

ELASTILITE VARNISH,
Granitine Floor Finish

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels
Maple Leaf Varnish Stain
Imperial Buggy Paint
Imperial Varnish Stain
Imperial Gold and Silver Enamels
Imperial Household and Bath Enamels
Bronzing Liquids

Lemon Polishing Oil. Etc.
—ALSO

—

Shellacs, Japans and General Varnishes
In all grades.

A good reason why you should buy our goods is because

we lead all others in neat and attractive packages, advertising

signs, etc. And, above all, our goods make and hold customers

for you.

Write for descriptive catalogues and price lists.

S Imperial Varnish & Color Go.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

Rivets — There is nothing new to

note. The discount on best iron rivets,

section, carriage, and waggon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' riverts and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.

;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in

5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10

per cent, off list.

Cordage—The movements in all sorts

of cordage are quije large. Manila is worth

13c. per lb. for 7 16 and larger; sisal is selling

at 9>£c., and lathyarn g^c. per lb.

Spades and Shovels— In the rural dis-

tricts there is some inquiry for these goods.

The discount is still 40 and 5 per cent, off

the list.

Harvest Tools—For this season of the

year the inquiry seems to be fully up to the

average. The discount is 50, 10 and 5 per

cent.

Tacks—There has been no change. We
quote : Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk,

blued 80 and 5 per cent, discount ; tinned,

80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks, blued, in

dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Churns—Trade in next season's goods

seems to be rather brisk. The discount is

56 per cent.

Firebricks—A fair winter trade is being

done in firebricks. Prices are steady at

$18 to #24 per 1,000, as to brand, ex store.

Cement — The demand for cement, as

usual at this season of the year, is slow. In

consequence, the market is dull, but the

prospects for spring are encouraging, as the

indications are that there will be consider-

able building done. The stock carried over

from last summer was not excessive, and

prices have ruled steady. We quote: Ger-

man, $2.45 to $2.55; English, 82.30 to

$2.40; Belgian, Si. 95 to $2.05.

METALS.
Compared with last week, business is a

little more active, but yet there are no large

orders being placed. Steel products and

iron pipe may probably be affected by the

consolidation of many interests in the United

States.

Pig Iron — There is quite a good deal

of trading being done in pig iron. Canadian

is worth about #18 on the Montreal market,

and No. 1 Summerlee $22 to #23.

Bar Iron—The demand for bar iron is

steady, and prices range from $1.65 to

$1.70.

Black Sheets — The depression noticed

last week in black sheets continues, and

there is little business being done for import.

There are some spot transactions occurring

at $2.80 for 8 to 16 gauge
; $2.85 for 26

gauge, and $2.90 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron — There is a firmer

feeling in galvanized iron, and trading has

been more freely entered into. We quote :

No. 28 Queen's Head, $5 to 85. 10 ; Apollo,

10^ oz.,55 to $5.10; Comet, No. 28,84.50,

with 25c. allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—The market is firm and
unchanged, round lots selling at i7J£c.

Ingot Tin — The foreign markets are

eomewhat weaker again and buyers seem

to be scarce. Lamb and Flag on the Mont-

real market is worth 33 to 34c.

Lead—Is unchanged at $4.65.

Lead Pipe—There have been some good

movements in lead pipe, buyers operating

freely. We quote : 7c. for ordinary and

7 j£c. for composition waste, with 15 per

cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The feeling in pipe is firm,

as the National Tube Co. are in the big

consolidation. We quote : Black pipe,

^,$3 per 100 ft.; yi, $3; #,$y, #, 83.15;
i-in. ,84.50; i^. 56io; 1^.57.28; 2-in.,

89.75. Galvanized, %, 84.60 ; #, 85.25 ;

lin., 87 5°: l %< $9- 8°: * #. J"-75 ;
2-

in., 816.

Tinplates—For immediate delivery the

demand for tinplates seems to be fairly

brisk, but import orders are being made
very lightly. From stock the ruling figures

for immediate delivery are 84.50 for coke
and 84-75 ^or charcoal.
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Canada Plate—The feeling in regard

to Canada plates does not appear to have
improved. A few small orders are coming
in for immediate delivery. We quote :

52's, 82.90; 60' s, S3 ; 75's, $3.10 ; full

polished, S3. 75, and galvanized, S4-6o.

Tool Steel—There is quite a good
demand for tool steel. We quote : Black
Diamond, 8c.;Jessop's 13c.

Steel—Spring steel is particularly brisk

^and other varieties seem to be generally

wanted. The feeling is firm. We quote :

Sleighshoe, $1.85 ; tire, $'-95 ; spring,

$2.75 ; machinery, $2.75 and toe-calk,

$2.50.

Terne Plates—A fair business has been
done in terne plates. Good brands are

selling at $8.25 ; others at $8.

Coil Chain—The demand for coil chain

is decidedly brisk and jobbers are placing

big orders at the advanced prices. We quote :

No. 6, 11 j£c; No. 5, 10c.; No. 4, oj£c;

No. 3, 9c; #-inch, 7^c. per lb.; 5-16,

$4.65; 5-16 exact, $5.10; j£. $4.20; 7-16,

S4.00; %, S3-75; 9-i6, #3-65; #, 53-35;
#,$3- 2 5; #.$3-2o; i-in., $3.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6^c.

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

GLASS.
Fair movements are noticeable in glass

and the opening ot navigation will likely see

large importations. Import orders are still

being taken on the basis of $175 to Si. 80
for the first break of 50 feet. We quote as

follows: First break, $2; second, S2.10
for 50 teet ; first break, 100 feet, S3-8o ;

second, S4- ; third, $4.50; fourth, 84-75;
fifth, $5 . 25 ; sixth, SS-75. and seventh,

$6.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Linseed oil has declined 4c. per gal., and
turpentine is 3c. higher. The fall in oil in

England appears to have been founded on
statistical information, for it now turns out

that there are 515.000 quarters of linseed

afloat to England, against 272.000 quarters

at this time last year. Business in all

branches of the trade is good this week, and
the manufacturers of mixed paints are

working at night to keep up with orders.

Lead and lead products are steady. We
quote

;

White Lead—Best brands. Government
standard, %d.yjyi ; No. 1, S6.00 ; No. 2,

Ss.62#; No. 3, S525. and No. 4, $487 'A
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

Dry White Lead — 85-5° in casks;
kegs, S5-75-

Red Lead — Casks, $5.25 ; in kegs.

?5 5°

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.
1, 6>£ c -; in °i'» Pure, 9c; No. 1, 7y£c.

* Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

82 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, S2.15;
bladders, in barrels, $2 .20 ; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 82.35; in tins,

52 45 to S2.75 ; in less than 100-lb; lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 72c; boiled, 75c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oihawaat 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 62c; 2 to 4
bbls., 61c.

; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—81-25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^" to 9^c. in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional lor small lots.

Seal Oil—47^ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resinsr

82 75 to 84 50. as to brand ; coal tar. S3 25
to S3 75 ; cotton waste, 4% to 5J£c. for

colored, and 6 to 7j£c. for white ; oakum,

S/4 to 6^c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, I7j£c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; lib.

packages. i8^c; j£-lb. packages, 2o^c.

;

lib. tins, ig%c.\ ^ -lb. tins, 21 yz c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

There is not a great deal of life in the
scrap metal market, although the inquiry

appears to be a little better this week.
Dealers ate paying the following prices

in the country : Heavy copper and
wire, 13 to I3>£c. per lb. ; light copper,

12c. ; heavy brass, 12c. ; heavy yellow,

8% to 9c; light brass, 6%. to 7c;
lead, 23^ to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2^f to i%c.\
iron, No. i wrought, Si 3 to S T4 per
gross ton ; No. 1 cast, $ 13 to 814 ; stove

plate, 88 to 89; light iron, No. 2, 84 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

HIDES.
The market appears to have improved on

last week's condition. Dealers are paying

7 y£c. for No. 1 light, and tanners 8^c. for

carlots. The demand seems brisker. We
quote: Light hides, jyic for No. 1; 6%c.
for No. 2, and 5>£c. for No. 3. Lambskins,
90c.

PETROLEUM.
Business is being reduced to a spring

volume. We quote : "Silver Star," 14^
to i5J^c. ;

" Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;
"S.C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's
Astral," 18 yz to 19^0.

MONTREAL NOTES.

James Hutton & Co. have moved into a

commodious suite of offices in the Victoria

Chambers, 232 McGill street, where they

will do business hereafter.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, March 1, 1901.

HARDWARE.

OUITE an improvement can be re-

ported this week in the wholesale

hardware trade, and from this out

an increasing trade is to be expected. In

consequence of this improvement wholesale

merchants and manufacturers are naturally

expressing a good deal more confidence.

The tendency of prices, however, in a good

many lines is still downward. In staples

the most important change this week is a

reduction in the f.o.b. Cleveland price on

barb wire, plain twist, and galvanized wire

of 15c. per 100 lb. It is said, however,

that this change is due to competition on

the Canadian market of European wire. It

should be stated that the price of these lines

has not been reduced to the jobbers and

retailers in the United States, being only

for those in Canada. The manufacturers

in Canada have reduced their prices on

bright wire goods, the discount now being

60 per cent. Business is a little better on

wire nails, but cut nails are as quiet as

ever. Step-ladders are quoted lower, so is

clothes line wire. Wringers continue to be

demoralized in price. A fairly good trade

is being done in such lumbermen's supplies

as chain, rope, and cross-cut saws.

Barb Wire—The feature in this line is

the reduction of 15c. per 100 lb. in the f.o.b.

Cleveland price for the Canadian market,

and we now quote $2.82*4 per 100 lb. for

less than carlots, and $2.70 for carlots of

not less than 1 5 tons. Quite a few orders

have been booked for shipment for March

1, and with this lower price, of course, it is

expected that quite a few shipments will be

made. The cause of the reduction in price

is understood to be the competition of

European manufacturers on the Canadian

market.

Galvanized Wire —This, for the same

reason as in barb wire, is 15c. per 100 lb.

lower this week for shipment from Cleve-

land, and we now quote f.o.b. that point,

82.57^ for Nos. 6 to 9 base in less than

carlots, I2j£c. less for carlots of 15 tons.

Some orders are being booked for spring

delivery.

Smooth Steel Wire—The price of this

is without change, the market being supplied

by the home manufacturers. Not much
business is being done either in oiled and

annealed or hay-baling wire. Base price

is 82. 80 per 100 lb.

Wire Nails—The volume of business is

a little larger, as spring approaches retailers

evidently being more anxious to buy. At

the same time, however, there is still room
for improvement in this line. The base

price is unchanged at 82. 85 per keg in less

than carlots, and 82.75 in carlots.

Cut Nails—No improvement can yet be

reported in cut nails. Prices are unchanged,

the base figure still being 82.35 per keg.

Horseshoes— A steady trade is being

done at unchanged prices. We quote f.o.b.

Toronto as follows : Iron shoes, No. 2 and

larger, light, medium and heavy, S3 60
;

snow shoes, S3 85 ; light steel shoes, S3- 7°;

featherweight (all sizes), 84-95 ; 'ron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ;
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light steel shoes, $3. 95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4. 95.

Horse Nails — Trade is also steady

in ihis line, with piices as before. We
quote "C" brand oval head at 50 and 7^
per cent, discount off new list, and "M"
brand at 60, 10 and 5 per cent, off old list

;

countersunk head, 50, 10 and 10 per cent.

Screws— Business is improving, and has

been fairly good during the past week.

We quote discounts as follows : Flat head

bright, 87 l/z and 10 percent.; roundhead

bright,82^ and 10 per cent.; flat head brass,

80 and 10 per cent.; round head brass, 75

and 10 per cent.; round head bronze, 65

per cent., and flat head bronze at 70 per

cent.

Bolts and Nuts—There have been a

good many inquiries during the past week,

and quite a few orders have been received.

A feature of the trade in this line is the

demand which has been experienced

during the past week for special lots. We
quote as follows : Carriage bolts (Nor-

way), full square, 70 percent.; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent.; bolt ends, 65 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4J^c off; nuts, hexagon,

43^c. off; tire bolts, 67 >£ per cent.; stove

bolts, 67^ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs — A fairly good

trade is also reported this week in rivets and

burrs. Prices are unchanged, the dis-

count being 60 and 10 per cent, on iron

rivets, 55 per cent, on iron burrs, and 35

and 5 per cent, on copper rivets and burrs.

Rope—There is quite a little rope going

out for the lumber camps, and prices are

unchanged. We quote sisal at 9^c. per

lb. base ; manila rope 13c. base ; cotton

rope, 3- 16 in. and larger, i6j£c.
; 5 32 in.,

2ij£c, and l
/s in., 22j£c. per lb.

Binder Twine—A fair trade is to be re-

ported. We quote pure manila at io^c.

per lb. ; mixed, 8>^c. per lb.; sisal, 7^c.

per lb.

Cutlery — There is a steady and fair

movement for this time of the year.

Sporting Goods—Trade in this line is

quiet and steady.

Wringers—As noticed last week trade

in this line is demoralized and it is asserted

that some manufacturers are selling below

cost. The best wringers it seems can now

be purchased at $26 to $30 per dozen, net

figures, according to quality and size of

rollers.

Green Wire Cloth—A few orders are

still coming to hand for future delivery and

shipments are now being made. The price

is steady and unchanged at $1.35 per 100

sq. ft.

Chain—There has been quite a good

movement during the past week in chain

for the lumber camps.

Saws—The demand for crosscut saws has

been much better this season than for some

time. A fairly good demand is also reported

for handsaws.

Screen Doors and Windows—Accord-

ing to the new prices which the manufac-

turers have arranged, the cheapest screen

doors now offering are quoted at 57.20 to

57.80 per dozen in 4 in. styles, with 3 in.

styles, 20c. per dozen less. Screen windows

are quoted at 51.60 to $3.60 per dozen,

according to size and extensions. It is not

expected that there will be any further

changes in prices, and a steady trade is

looked for.

Pressed Spikes — According to the

change in price noted in a recent issue the

following are the standard sizes and prices

of pressed spikes : # in., standard sizes

are 4, 4^, 5 and 6 in., list 54-75 '< 5_I 6 in.

are 5, 6 and 7 in., list 54 50 ; # in. are 6,

7 and 8 in., list 5425 ;
7-16 in. are 7 and

8 in., list 54.10 ; \i in. are 8, 9, 10 and

12 in., list 53 90 ; % in. are 10 and 12 in.,

list 53 90. The discount on the above is

20 to 25 per cent, off the list. In lengths

other than those specified the charge will be

25c. per 100 lb. net extra.

Bright Wire Goods—The manufactur-

ers of bright wire goods in Canada have re-

duced their prices, the discount now being

60 per cent, instead of 55 per cent. Business

is steady in this line.

Step Ladders—Prices -in this line have

also been reduced, and hardwood ladders

are now being sold at 7 to 10c. per foot, ac-

cording to quality. Business is beginning to

open up in this line.

Clothesline Wire—A reduction is to

be noted this week in clothesline wire, and

the base figures for 19 gauge are now 52.75

to 53 per 1,000 ft.

Tinware — Shipments are still being

made of milk can trimmings, and will

continue to be made, of course, for some

time yet. In tinware, generally, only a

moderate business is being done.

Sap Buckets—A good many orders have

been booked for shipment on March 1.

Some firms have already made quite a few

shipments.

Poultry Netting— Orders continue to

be booked for spring shipment. Discount

on Canadian is 50 and 5 percent., and on

English net figures are quoted.

Harvest Tools—Some orders are being

booked, particularly for manure forks. Dis-

count, 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—Quite a number

of orders are being booked this week for

II A If L V Tlle or'g'°a 'and only Genuine Pre-

IIUlV I I i\ paration for Cleaning Cutlery.WniVLI \J 6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and'
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL.

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS,
•fS^GS .-^JPLargert Variety.

^-r<r.>vy ToUet
'
Hlnd

'
Electric Powi

V^ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep-Shearing Machinei.

WE MAKE THEM.
SBTD FOB OATALOOtTt TO

Aaarlau Shaarar Mfg. Co.. ftaihaa. K.H..C8A

Don't Forget the Name. . .

NEWMAN'S INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRINCS

Strong, Quick, Reliable, Effective.

Will cloae a door against any pressure of wind. Far I

ahead of ordinary door springs, pneumatic or other-

1

wise. Ask your wholesaler.

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

BURMAN & SONS', LIMITED
HORSE

CLIPPERS
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's stables aud Field Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, Petrolia, Ont

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER, N.Y., U.S A.
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spring shipment. Discount, 40 and 5 per

cent.

Building Paper—A nice steady trade

is being done at quotations.

Range Boilers—A steady trade is being

done at the new prices referred to last week.

We quote : 30 gallons, $7 ; 35 gallons,

$8.25 ; 40 gallons, #9.50.

METALS.
Business in metals on the local market

^has improved during the past week, and is

now better than it has been for some months.

Stocks in nearly all lines are light, and in

some lines they are practically exhausted,

particularly in tinplates and tinned iron.

Supplies, however, are arriving. Local

quotations are without quotable change.

Pig Iron — The market is beginning to

feel the competition of Cape Breton iron,

and it is possible that a slight decline may
be noted. But, as prices are considered to

be close to the cost of the production, it is

expected that any reduction will be followed

by an even greater advance. "A good
sign," said a prominent iron man the other

day, "is the determination of the Ontario

smelters to hold firmly their present grip on
this market. A representative of the Cape
Breton concern was here the other day try-

ing to get in here. Hamilton iron was
out to meet his pikes, and is to day 75c. to

$ 1 below the lowest United States quota-

tions, which in turn are as low, if not lower,

than at any time this year."

Bar Iron—Business is fairly good and
the outlook is for steady prices, particularly

as the failure of the Belleville concern will

for the time being, at least, mean one
competitor less. The ruling base price is

still $1.65 to $1.70 per 100 lb.

Pig Tin—The outside markets have been
rather firmer this week. In London, early

in the week, there was an advance of over
12s. per ton. Quotations, locally, are un-
changed at 32 to 33c.

Tinplates — Trade has been good
during the past week, and orders are still

being booked for importation. Business,

generally speaking, is better.

Tinned Sheets—Stocks are light, but
the demand has been good during the past

week. We quote 9 to gX c - f°r 28 gauge.
Black Sheets — Business in this line

appears to have again improved a little, for

the report this week is that the demand is

good. The base figure is still #3 30.

Galvanized Sheets—Trade from stock

is fair. Although the dealers have pretty

well placed their orders for importation,

there are still a few orders being booked.
Some of the jobbers are this week making
delivery of American sheets ordered for

future shipment. The ruling price for small
quantities of Englijh is $4 75, and for

American $4 50.

Canada Plates—Business from stock

M is quiet, but there are a good many orders
being booked on importation account. We
quote all dull, $3 ; half and half, $3 15,
and all bright, $3 65 to $3.75.

Iron Pipe — Prices are firmer and the
American manufacturers have withdrawn
their quotations. We quote : Black
pipe % in.. $2.95; y% in., 83 00; >£
in., $3.05; tf in., $3.30; 1 in., #4 70; \%
in., $6.40; 1 j£in., #7.70; 2 in., #10.25.
Galvanized pipe is as follows : yz in.,

84,000 Daily Production.
5 Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 Ea-t Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

$4.85; tf in., $5.25; 1 in., £7.25; i# in.,

$9-75: l 'A in -> $"-5°; 2 in -. * r 5 S°-

Steel — The demand for steel is active

and jobbers report a good deal of difficulty

in securing delivery from the manufacturers.

Copper — In ingot copper business has
improved during the past week and is now
reported to be good. A good trade is also

being done in sheet copper. We quote :

Ingot, 19 to 20c. ; bolt or bar 23^ to 25c;
sheet, 23 to 23J£c. per lb.

Brass — Business in this line has im-
proved, and is this week termed fairly good.
Discount, 15 per cent, on rod and sheet.

Solder—A good trade is reported in

solder, with prices as before. We quote :

Half-and-half, guaranteed, 19c; ditto,

commercial, i8^c. ; refined, i8^c, and
wiping, 1 8c.

Lead— Business has been more active

in this line during the past week. Prices

are unchanged at 4^ to 5c.

Zinc Spelter — Trade is quiet with

prices unchanged at 6 to 6#c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—We quote casks at $6 75 to

$7, and part catks at $7 to $7.50.

Antimony—Trade is fair at 11 to 11 ^c.
per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Turpentine has advanced 3c. per gallon.

White lead and linseed oil are firm since

the reductions recently made. These re-

ductions have considerably increased the

movement of these lines and, to some
extent, all lines. Sundries are firm

throughout. We quo'e :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6 50; No. 1. $6 12^; No. 2. $5 75 ;

No. 3, $5.37'^; No. 4 $5; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5 50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb
; #5 25 to $5 50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7j£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8j£c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7 .25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to jSi per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Faris Green—Bbls., 16 %c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, i7}4c. ; 25-lb. drums,

18c. ;i lb. papers, i8^c. ; i-lb. tins, ig)4c;
yiVo. papers, 20^c; }£ lb. tins, z\%c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2.15 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb.j $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90
per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10;. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1. 30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io)4c. per lb. and io)4 to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 69c.

;

boiled, 72c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 68c;
boiled, 71c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 62c; 2

to 4 barrels, 61c. , to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
A large number of orders for import are

being taken, but at a close margin.
The Belgian market keeps stiff. Stock
prices are firm. We still quote first

break locally as follows : Star, in 50-

foot boxes, $2. 10, and 100-foot boxes, #4;
double diamond under 26 united inches,

$6 Toronto Hamilton and London; terms
4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

MARKET NOTES.

Turpentine is 3c. per gal. higher.

Iron pipe is quoted a little higher.

Stepladders are quoted lower.

The price of clothesline wire has been

reduced, now being #2.75 to S3.

Barb wire, plain twist wire and galvanized

wire are quoted 15c. per 100 lb. lower f.o.b.

Cleveland.

The discount on bright wire goods has

been increased to 60 per cent.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. have taken

into stock press-button pocket knives.

They have them in celluloid and stag horn

handles, and in hunting as well as pocket

knives. The blades are sprung open by

merely pressing a button.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, February 23, 1901.

THE same conditions of trade prevail,

and there are no changes of price to

report. Merchants state that they

do not anticipate any movement for two

months at least. There has been a great

gathering of implement men this week,

and the indications seem good for all lines

this spring.

The paint, oil and glass market is as

quiet as hardware. With the single excep-

tion of a drop of 4c. on linseed oil there

has not been a move all week.

The following is the price list for the

week :

Barbed wire, 100 lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

11 4 00
12 4 05

" 13 4 20

14 4 35
15 1 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy , keg 3 45"
16 and 20 350
10 3 55
8 365
6 3 70

4 385
3 4 10

Cut nails, 30 to body 300
20 to 40 3 05

" 10 to 16 3 10
8 3 IS
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 7°

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4-5° basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian , lb 12
Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80
28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, 1C charcoal, 20 x 28, box 1075
IX 12 75
1XX 14 75

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.
Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00

H 10 50
K and 5-16 n 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
H 14 00

ii ands-16 I4 5o
Solder 21 14

Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00

" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87%

Round" " %2%
Flat "brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57H p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.
Machine 55 p.c.
Tire

/ 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.
Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.
Copper, No. 8 35

Spades and shovels 40 p.c.
Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.
Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.

.

$2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.
Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion.C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.
American R.F 30 p.c.
C.F. pistol 5 p.c.
C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per ioo lb 6 75
Chilled 750

Powder, F.F., keg 4 75
F.F.G 500

Tinware, pressed, retinned.. ...... 75 and 2% p.c.
plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American 25'Ac,
Prime white American 24c.
Water white Canadian 22c.
Prime white Canadian 21c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68
Less than barrel lots 73

Linseed oil, raw 83
Boiled 86

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25K
Eldorado engine 24K
Atlantic red 27 %
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23K to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61
Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. nl4

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
411050 " 100 ft. 550

51 to 60 ' 600
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2K
kegs " 2%

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, .per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

SARNIA BOARD OF TRADE.

The annual meeting of the Sarnia, Ont.,

Board of Trade was held on Wednesday*

last week, the president, Randal Kenny, in

the chair. The principal matters considered

were proposals to have the exhibition

grounds of the Agricultural Society moved
nearer the business portion of the town and

to secure the erection of a 500,000 bushel

elevator. Committees were appointed to

consider both matters.

The following officers were elected for

1901 :

President—A. D. McLean.
1st Vice-President—Thos. Symington.

2nd Vice-President—David Milne.

Secretary—Col. C. S. Ellis.

Treasurer—Fred J. Winlow.

Council—Thos. Kenny, D. McCart, Jas.Watson,

W. F. Lawrence, Dr. Poussette, W. J. Wiggins,

John Cowan, Randal Kenny and Mayor Logic

Chas. A. Quick's general store at Kings-

ville, Ont., was destroyed by fire Friday last

week. The loss on the building is $6,000 ;

insured for $4,000; loss on stock, $ 16, 000
;

insured for #10,000. The post office and

contents in rear of the store were also

destroyed. The loss on plate glass in

opposite stores will reach $1,000, partly in-

sured. The fire probably originated from

the heavy pressure of natural gas in the

furnace.

"Anchor" Brand
VARNISHES.

Dealers should get our quotations

before placing spring orders.

We manufacture a complete line,

and guarantee satisfaction.

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.
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44OWASSO"
Screen Doors and Windows

Are all carefully made from best materials.

/jPJ
'--

I::::: .::=Vj;

if §m.

Al

ALSO A FULL LINE OF

Hinges and Catches for Screen Doors.

LEWIS BROS. <S CO.
WRITE FOR PRICES. Montreal, Que
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

THE monthly pig iron statistics pre-

sented by The Iron Age show a

heavy increase in the active capacity

of blast furnaces in the United States during

January, caused partly by the starting of

new furnaces and by the blowing-in of

stacks in the Central West. The number

of furnaces in blast on February i was 271,

as compared with 233 on January 1, and

their weekly capacity was 278,258 gross

tons, an increase for January of about

28,000 tons weekly, or 110,000 tons

monthly. This brings the current produc-

tion of pig iron nearly up to the capacity

shown on July 1 of last year, and makes it

equivalent to a rate of about 14,000,000

tons per year. A significant fact, however,

is that along with this heavy increase in the

output of pig iron the furnace stocks on

February 1 show a falling-off of about

6.000 tons, as compared with January 1.

NEW YORK METAL MARKETS.

Tin — The London tin market opened

weak and in the morning a further decline

of 10s. was recorded, but under more liberal

buying the market recovered, advancing to

,£121 10s. by noon and subsequently going

7s. 6d. higher, the close being 125. 6d.

above last night's quotation. Notwithstand-

ing the stronger London cables, the New

York market was easy. There was little or

no speculative interest manifested and

brokers complained of a lack of orders, as

the consuming demand is very poor. The

market closed dull at a decline of about 25

points, 26 50c. being bid and 26 80c. asked

for spot and February, while there were

sellers of May at 26 20c.

Copper— There was a decided drop in

London quotations to-day, spot showing a

decline of 73. 6d., while futures were 8s. qd.

lower. The close, however, was steady. In

New York trade was very slow and prices

somewhat nominal at 17c. for Lake Superior

and \6%c. for electrolytic and casting. The

consuming branches are reported to be ex-

tremely dull. One of the largest sales of

sheet copper made in some time was com-

pleted yesterday and consisted of 40,000 lb.

The Pennsylvania railroad was said to be

the buyer, and the price paid was under-

stood to be iqJ^c.

Pig Lead—There was no change in the

situation here or in St. Louis. London cables

report a further decline of 2 5. 6d. to the low

price of ,£13 17s. 6d., which is equivalent

to 3c. c. and f.

Spelter—The tendency of the local

market is still downward, and prices were

2^ points lower, at 3.95 to 4c. St. Louis

was quiet, with 3.82^0. nominally quoted.

A further dec'ine of 2s. 6d. occurred in

London.

Antimony—For regulus there is a moder-

ate demand, which is supplied at 8^ to

ioj^c, as to brand.

Old Metals—Heavy cut copper and

wire are firmer, as is also heavy brass, but

in other lines there is no change, and we
hear of little business.

Iron and Steel—Pending the settle-

ment of the final details of the organization

now known as the United States Steel Cor-

poration, the market for all steel products

is very firm, and it is confidently expected

that a higher range of prices will be estab-

lished very soon. Activity in all branches

is reported. Billets are difficult to obtain

for immediate shipment and still command
a premium of $1 to $1.50 per ton. Pitts-

«4>urg reports an increased demand and

higher prices for irpn and steel scrap and

also an active business in finished material.

Advices from. Chicago are to the effect that

pig iron is fitmer^tMjpe vainly on af£punt

of the more cheerful news from -offier trade

centres. In finished material also a fairly-

active demand has replaced the hesitating

policy of buyers in that market. Cable

advices show a continued decline in the

English markets, pig iron warrants being

down to 53s. iod. in Glasgow, while No. 3

foundry in Middlesboro is now quoted at

46s.

Tin Plate—The market is steady and

unchanged under a good consuming de-

mand.—New York Commercial Advertiser,

February 27, 1901.

EARLY CLOSING ON SATURDAYS-

The Lord's Day Alliance, at the request

of a number of Ottawa clerks, are circulating

petitions to have the shops close earlier

Saturday nights than at present. It is pro-

posed to have the stores close at 9 or 9 30

o'clock. It is said that at present the

stores are kept open too late and that the

clerks are completely fatigued by the time

closing hour arrives. It is held by the

Alliance that if the stores were to close at 9

o'clock they would be the gainers. The

bulk of the shopping is done before or up to

that time, and the majority of those doing

shopping later are those who go for a walk

first and leave their shopping until going

home.

there is much water in the district around

Regina, which knowledge had lead to the

incoming of many settlers. Over i.ooo

homestead entries had been made during the

year, the largest number made at any point

of entry in Manitoba or the Northwest.

Delegates to the district had been enter-

tained and leaflets distributed to possible

settlers.

The following officers were elected :

President—J. W. Smith.

Vice-President—G. Michaelis.

Secretary—Wm. Trant.

Council— B. Spring-Rice, R. H. Williams, J.
K. Mclnnis,

J. M. Young, R. Martin, W. Molland,
H. Armour, F. N. Darke and J. F. Bole.

GRINDING COFFEE BY ELECTRICITY

THE progressive and up-to-date grocer

is constantly on the alert for fixtures

that will lessen the labor of himself

and his clerks, and at the same time add to

the appearance of his store, which in the

new century is essential.

The " Enterprise " electrically connected

rapid-grinding and pulverizing mill was
designed to meet the demand for a mill that

would either granulate 01 pulverize and do
so at a minimum cost. Twenty-five lb. of

coffee can be ground ordinarily fine for one

REGINA BOARD OF TRADE.

At the annual meeting of the Regina,

N W.T., Board of Trade, the report showed

that the principal work of the board last

year had been the operation of a well borer.

This had proved beyond all question that

cent. They are made in a variety of sizes

and styles, and the grinding capacity is

from 3 to 10 lb. per minute, according to

size.

The machines are fitted with motors for

either direct or alterna'ing current and to

suit the conditions existing in any locality.

Those for direct current are so constructed

as to enable the operator to instantly change

the speed from fast to slow or vice versa.

The fast speed is intended to be used only

when coffee is to be granulated and the slow

speed for pulverizing. The motor and mill

have a direct connection, thus reducing loss

of power to a minimum, which is a con-

siderable saving as compared with mills run

by motor having a belt connection.

Hardwaremen should try and induce

grocers to use these machines.
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GOOD THINGS ARE IMITATED.

ANY new inventions put on the market

in these progressive times soon find

many imitators, should they meet

with the public approval. About two years

ago, a leading Toronto manufacturer placed

an adjustable show and display table on the

market, made in various styles antt sizes.

^They took so well with the general trade

^nd were so highly commended by all who

used them that half-a-dozen imitations were

placed on the market in the short space of

six months' time.

A conversation was overheard, a few days

ago, in a large eastern city, regarding the

merits and durability of Boeckh's adjustable

table. The merchant called the attention

of a group of travellers who were in his store

to a table sent him on trial, remarking : "I

have only had this in the store three weeks,

and it has been to the repair shop once to

have the legs repaired, and now has to go

again to get shelves fixed, which are giving

away under the weight of ordinary goods.

Now, look at this one(pointing to Boeckh's),

which I have had for two years and is in

better shape after all kinds of rough usage

than all the so called improved ones I have

seen on the market."

This is, no doubt, a good recommendation

for Boeckh Bros. & Company's show-stand

over other makes, but this is simply given

in order to illustrate the result of buying

inferior imitations, as it pays to buy the

best in any line of goods, and they are

bound to be the cheapest in the end.

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.

Lewis Bros. & Co., Montreal, have just

issued Catalogue and Price List No. 27,

which deals with spring and summer goods

for 1901. The appearance of the book is

neat and tasty, but its most remarkable

feature is its compactness, all the informa-

tion that a merchant could want about these

goods being crowded into 38 pages. Coated

poper has been employed in the make up of

the publication, and the cuts are brought

out distinctly and effectively. The index

on the back page makes the work handy for

reference purposes. Dealers can secure

copies on application. In a short time Mr.
Tamlin expects to have a catalogue of guns
and ammunition before the firm's custom-
ers, and he has begun work on a large

reference catalogue, which he intends shall

startle the trade.

SUDBURY BOARD OF TRADE.

The following officers were elected at the

annual meeting of the Sudbury, Ont., Board

of Trade :

President—D. Baikie, reelected.

Vice-President—Jas. A. Orr.
Secretary—A. Fournier.
Treasurer—J. Purvis.

Council—T. J Ryan, Jas. Purvis, S. E.
Wright, J. S. Gill, J. F. Black, F. Cochrane, R.
Martin.

INCUBATORS.
Go into a busioess that will make you money while

you sl.ep. For a short time we will supply you with a
10 -egg hot water incubator and a brooder to match, two
separate machines, for the small sum of $20. These ma-
chines have all the latest improvements, and guaranteed
to hatch from 75 per cent, to 95 per cent, of fertile eggs,
if properly handled. All communications cheerfully
answered. Address,

The COLLINS MFG. CO.
34 West Adelaide St., TORONTO.

"TO manufacturers desiring to carry stock in

Montreal, we have good accommodation in

jobbing hardware centre, and are open for one or

two lines.

Address, P.O. Box 792,

(10) MONTREAL,.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba,
J WINNIPEG,

Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. ' MAN.

Correspondence Solicited.

DO YOU HANDLE THE

AYLMER

SPRAYERS?

IF NOT
WHY NOT?

They are the most durable,
easiest working and most
simply constructed pump on
the market, and give uni-
versal satisfaction. If our
travellers have not yet called
on you, write for catalogue.
Liberal discounts to the trade.

AYLMER IRON
WORKS, AYLMER, ONT

Lalonde & Lalonde are opening a general

store at Plantagenet Springs, Ont.

CONDENSED OR WANT"
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a voru
each insertion

; cash in advance. Letters, figures,
and abbreviations each count as one word in estimat-
i ng cost.

AGENCY WANTED.

DICYCLE agency wanted, hy a good firm in
*-* London, Ont. Apply, Box A 50, CANADIAN
Hardware and Metal Merchant, Toronto.

Co)

Lockerby k McGomb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S. --Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

THE OAKVILLE
BASKET CO.,

Manufacturers of

i, 2, 3 Bushel

Grain
AND

Root

BaME
THE OAKVILLE

BASKET CO,

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER.
U S Ta'ent June 25th, 1895. Canadian Tatent December 13th 18J4

ts>hm> cq.

^S%

-^mm \^
Made by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A. A, R. W00DYATT & CO., Guelph, Ont.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
VAPOR PANS IN FURNACES.

THE question of vapor pans in furnaces

is always an interesting one. No
apology, therefore, is offered for repro-

ducing the following from the pen of a

correspondent of The Metal Worker :

" In Philadelphia a few years ago it was

a common custom to make the best furnaces

with an octagon shaped cast iron base. In

one of the sides of this base, at the front, it

was the common practice to place the water

pans at the side of the ash pit. This made

it convenient for filling and placing it where

it could always be seen. Now, when the

cold air supply was taken from put of door?,

which i o or 15 years ago was the exception

and not the usual method by any means in

Philadelphia, it was not uncommon to have

the water pan freeze until it burst while the

furnace was heating the house satifactorily

to the owner. Some people who had

SIMILAR EXPERIENCE,

and found that the water pans located at

this point did not get warm enough to

evaporate much water, resorted to an ex-

pedient which proved a benefit. They

would get a piece of cast or wrought iron

1^ or 2 inches in diameter, or square, and

put one end in the water pan and the other

end against the fire pot of the furnace. The

end against the fire pot naturally got hot and

the heat was conducted down into the vapor

pail, as it was called, warming the water so

that a vapor would rise and moisten the air

passing through the furnace. Just as soon

as some expert furnace workman was called

upon to make repairs to a furnace so equipped

he would wonder what chump put that piece

of iron there, and would remove it, as it had

no business there, in his opinion.

TO OVERCOME FREEZING.

" The next step to overcome the freezing

and to provide more efficient moistening

was the manufacture of a long narrow water

pan put into the top of the furnace, resting

on the radiator of the furnace, with the end

coming through the front of the furnace so

that it could be readily filled. The common

experience in filling was to pour the water

in until it overflowed on the hot furnace. In

some instances radiators have been cracked

by the overflow of the water and gas let into

the building, to say nothing about the dust

stirred and steam generated while the

catastrophe was in full bloom. A little care

would prevent this calamity, but a similar

disaster resulted from the vapor pan getting

empty and becoming excessively hot and

some member of the family, from a sense of

duty, would fill the water pan, and instead

of pouring the water in a little at the time,

would pour it in copiously, when the pan

would crack and the furnace receive a bath.

Some people, in order to prevent this

trouble, had a water pan inside of the fur-

nace, and one outside the furnace,

connected by means of pipes. In the

outer pan or tank they would place a ball

cock connected with the regular water

seivice of the building. By this means the

furnace was always supplied with water to

be vaporized according to the strength of

the fire. The advantage of the long furnace

pan running well across the furnace casing

was that all of the hot air pipes leading

from the furnace stood a better show of

having the air which flowed from them

vaporized than when a comparatively small

vapor pan was located on one side of the

furnace.

" A few years ago, when natural gas was

used in Western Pennsylvania, it was

looked upon, when burnt in furnaces, as

furnishing a dry heat, and a demand was

developed for some method of

MOISTENING THE AIR

which flowed through each pipe. This re-

sulted in the invention by a Western Penn-

sylvania furnaceman of what he called a

vapor pan ring. This ring rested on the top

of the outer casing of the furnace, and in-

creased the diameter of the furnace body 3

inches on each side. This par. was 3 or 4
inches deep, and was located where the air

in the cellar prevented its being overheated,

and yet it was sufficiently warm to evapor-

rate freely and furnish the additional

moisture which is necessary to all the air

flowing from each pipe of a hot-air furnace

woiking properly. This vapor pan ring had

another advantage—that of increasing the

circumference of the furnace top, so that

when a number of pipes were taken from

the furnace there was more room to place

them so that they would work advantage-

ously without the danger of robbing each

other, as sometimes happens when pipes are

closely connected. Having given this his-

tory, so to speak, of the practice in the use

of vapor pans, I hope that old furnacemen

who know anything that has escaped my
attention will bring it to the attention of

' T. W. F.'

A SUMMING UP.

" Having discussed the different phases

of the question, as the lawyers say, I will

'sum up in an opinion.' It is my opinion

that the»proper place for locating the vapor

pan in a furnace depends somewhat upon

the construction of a furnace. If it is one of
the type which works on the slow combus-

tion theory, without excessively hot surfaces

and without overheating the air, the long

narrow pan reaching from one side of the

furnace to the other at the top has its ad-

vantages, but in order to avoid the danger

of its overflowing and the furnace being

cracked when it is filled, it should by all

means be connected with an outside tank

supplied with water automatically by means

of a ball cock. If the furnace is one of the

red hot type it should be replaced by one

having more surface of the indirect draft

construction working at a lower temperature,

which all give the vapor pan a proper

chance. If moisture is not supplied arti-

ficially the dry air will extract it from furni-

ture and the membranes of the people living

in it. Frosty or wet windows will not please

the eye, but the conditions which produce

them will not cause personal discomfort to

the body. Just a little less moisture in the

air than this is the ideal amount."

HAD TO PAY PLUMBER'S BILL.

On Thursday, a suit brought by J. H.

Parkes, plumber, against Wm. Milne, was

settled in Toronto. The suit was for $53 68,

and was brought by Mr. Parkes for plumb-

ing work done and not paid for. The

defence claimed that the work had been

dragged along over the renting season, thus

entailing a loss of about $40. This the

plaintiff denied, claiming that the house,

No. 33 Stewart street, was in an unfinished

condition, which greatly interfered with the

progress of the work.

A counter claim of $62 50, put in by the

defendants, was disallowed, and judgment

for $53 68 with costs was given the plaintiff

by Judge Morson.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

The following building permits have been

issued in Quebec : Paul Simard, for con-

struction of dwelling on St. Valier street .

estimated cost of which is $800 ; Mrs. Gun-

ner, for repairing of property on Mountain

Hill to extent of $2,500 ; J. I. Laroche, for

construction of two-storey brick dwelling,

the estimated cost of which is $2,500 ; Luc

Parent, for repairing of property on Crown

street, to extent of $2,000 ; Sir C. A. P.

Pelletier, for repairing of property on Buade



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL
TRADE PULLERS.

There was a man from Santa Gula
Who Made the Russell Staple Puller,
His fame is spread both far and wide,
His Puller is the farmer's pride.

MORAL -Buy Only the 1901 Model RUSSELL STAPLE PULLER and

BUTTON PLYER.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.,
296 Broadway, NEW YORK.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

^ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,

WINNIPEG. CANADA.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker

No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

HORSE NAILS — " C " Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Gunn Castor Co.,

Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

Manufacturers of

Heating
Supplies

Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

The

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

— TORONTO.

TRADE

MARK

JVobles 8f Hoarc,
CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY

Which can be obtained direct from the works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada.

WIRE RODS ! *
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNS are equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE-

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

HOW TO SAVE GAS
. . USE . .

Peebles' Automatic Gas Governors

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents. Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Mete

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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street, to extent of $100 ; O. Belanger, {&t

repairing of dwelling on St. Therese streety*^

to extent of $200, and to D. McGee, for

construction of a three storey brick house

on the ramparts, the estimated cost of which

is $10 000.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to Mrs. M. Col well, for a residence

on Osington avenue, to cost $1,200; to

Mrs. Gillespie, for a residence at 48 Brook-

lyn avenue, to cost $1,400, and to Dr.

Sheard, for an addition to his residence at

Hanlan's Point, to cost $t 900.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

THE land for a new theatre has been

bought on St. Catherine street east,

Montreal, and the building will likely

be erected in the spring.

A new school is to be erected at Oakland,

Man.

Mrs. McLeod, Red Deer, N.W.T., is

adding a new wing to her house.

The trustees of S.S. No 9, Conroy, Ont.,

intend erecting a school this summer.

John Carroll, Middlemiss, Ont., is making

preparations for building a brick dwelling

house.

A company has been formed to erect a

five storey summer hotel at Chester, N.S.,

to cost $40,000.

J. & E. Brown have purchased the

Lafferty block, Pottage la Prairie, Man., and

are now renovating it.

The Peter McSweeney Co., Moncton,

N.B., intend erecting a three storey block

in that town early this summer.

W. Doherty, chairman of the building

committee of the Methodist church, Clinton,

Ont., is calling for tenders for a new church.

Improvements are being made to the

stores of Anderson & Langstaff, Fraser

Bros., J. R. Wallace and Miss Courtney,

Kemptville, Ont.

A $2,000 addition is to be built at the

rear of Murphy & Co.'s store on Sparks

street, Ottawa. John O'Connor, Ottawa,

has the contract.

Tenders have been received for a new

hospital at Lindsay, Ont., but contracts have

not yet been let. Taylor & Gordon, Mont-

real, are the architects.

The D. F. Brown Paper Co. have

received tenders for the erection of a three-

storey brick warehouse and factory on

Canterbuy street, St. John, N.B.

The ratepayers of Aurora, Ont., on Mon-

day passed a bonus by-law of $10,000 and

tax exemption for 10 years to Underbill &
Sisman, boot manufacturers, Markham,

Ont. A new factory will consequently be

erected at once.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limited, have

the contract for plumbing, heating, gas-

fitting and electric wiring in a warehouse on

Colborne street for R. Northcote.

J. Lamar'che, Montreal, has been awarded

the contract for roofing, gas and electric

lighting, plumbing, heating and ventilating of

St. Eusebe Catholic School. Mr. Lamarche

intends to install an improved system of

ventilation, and its trial will be watched

with interest.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

Alex. Newlands, contractor, Kingston,

Ont., is dead.

Labelle & Labelle, have registered as

plumbers in Montreal.

Milton S. Ruhland, contractor, Halifax,

will open a branch in Sydney.

Alex. Desmarteau has been appointed

curator of Chapleau & Leboeuf, contractors,

Montreal.

I. H. Breck, dealer in electrical supplies,

Kingston, Ont., has been succeeded by

Breck & Halliday.

HEIGHT OF LIQUID IN A CASK.
In order to ascertain how far the liquid

reaches in a keg, says Deutsche Destilla-

teuren Zeitung, the following simple method

may be employed :

" Take a glass tube, bent at right angles,

whose long leg is equal to the height between

the bunghole and the upper floor, while the

shorter one need only be a few inches in

length. The shorter end is now connected

with the bung by a piece of rubber hose
;

the longer one is placed in a vertical position

and the bung is opened. According to the

law of communicating vessels, the liquid

will rise in the tube to exactly the same

height as in the cask, so that the level of

the fluid can be ascertained with great

accuracy.
'

'

THE BINDER TWINE TRADE.
Editor Hardware and Metal,—in your

issue of this date I noticed an article en-

titled "The Rage for Binder Twine Fac-

tories.
'

'

The reason why "Canada imports 60

per cent, of the twine she uses " is because

the American twine is finer, stronger, and

holds out the length per lb. that it is

guaranteed to do, and the Canadian farmer

being in most instances an up-to-date,

progressive man knows a good thing when

he uses it ! Let the Canadian binder twine

manufacturer make as good as article as his

American competitor and he can hold the

Canadian market ; otherwise it will get

away from him, "it may be for years, it

may be forever." Wanderer.
Montreal' February 23, 1901.

" She never told her love,

But let concealment like a
Worm l' the bud

feed on her damask cheek.*'
—Shakespeare.

PARIS

GREEN
We are now shipping one

hundred tons of strictly pure

Paris Green. Quality ahead of

the Government standard and

the finest procurable. This in-

secticide will annihilate the Col-

orado beetle, grubs, worms and

noxious insects, but not injure the

foliage. Order promptly, for the

demand for spraying purposes is

brisk.

™ E ^
CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Montreal and Toronto

".f" PARIS GREEN

t
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLANE
Manufacturers of the celebrated

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
F. A. YORK, Manager.

C
u
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W *
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-GET THE ORIGINAL
W'e lead, others imitate.

E. T. WRIGHT & CO.
manufacturers. HAMILTON, ONT.

•>

"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT

BERGER'S PATENT PIPE
7 STYLES.

FASTENED.

i%/distance djesired^(<-«*'|

iST ON EAI

ialL

from view,

No. 0, for brick, 3 inch.

No. 1, for brick, 4>£ inch.

No. 2, for stone, 6 inch.

No. 3, for stone, 9 inch.

No. 4, for wood, 3 inch.

No. 5, for wood, 5 inch.

No. 6, to nail on wood.

No. 7, to screw in wood.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF TINNERS' AND ROOFERS' SUPPLIES.

BERGER BROS. & CO., 231 and 237 Arch St., PHILADELPHIA

uojKjeaiea irom view.^yL^ f

Sofia as one piece.

No close measuring.

Send for sample FREE.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. S5S55St55L

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS ARMS MAKE AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE

LINE FOR THE HARDWARE TRADE
All Carefully Boxed—Shelf Goods in fact.

All Fully Guaranteed—By a company of 37 years' experience and reputation.

All Fine Sellers—Not a line which costs money to carry and moves slowly.

Send for Complete Ca'alog e to

The Single Shot Pistol.

Full Nickel Plated, extremely accurate,

3' j -Inch, Blued Barrel.

No. 1-22 Short R. F., List Price $2.50.

J STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO., P.O. B x 217, Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S A.
New Yokk Office, 318 Broadway. We desire to correspond with the trade everywhere

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored, Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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CONVENTION WEEK IN WINNIPEG.

YEAR by year bonspiel time, with its

cheap rates, has come to be looked

upon as convention week, and

between Monday, February 18, and Satur-

day the 23rd, some nine conventions met

and transacted business. Many of these

were the annual meetings of fraternal

orders, and, in addition, the Manitoba Dairy

Association, Sheep and Swine Breeders ;

Pure Bred Cattle Breeders' Association;

Horse Breeders ; Veterinary Association,

Western Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion, and others.

Among the speakers of note at the dairy

and stock conventions was Prof. James W.
Robertson, Dominion Agricultural and

Dairy Commissioner ; Prof. Day, of Guelph

Agricultural College, and Alex. Galbraith,

secretary of American Clydesdale Associa-

tion. The meetings were all of a practical

and helpful character and were extremely

well attended.

The Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition As-

sociation held its annual meeting on

Thursday, February 21, when Mr. F. W.
Thompson, general manager in the West

of the Ogilvie Milling Company, was elected

president.

Mr. P. G. Van Vleet, proprietor and

publisher of The Canadian Implement

Trade, was a visitor during the week and

attended a gathering of implement men.

Mr. Allan, of the Oneida Community

Company, was in the city during the week

looking after business interests here. Mr.

Allan was on his way to the Coast and

California. He reported trade in his line of

goods fairly satisfactory.

A OHANGE OF PARTNERSHIP.

The well known firm of Geo. Stephens &
Co., Chatham, Ont, have made a change

in their business and have added another

partner to the firm, which will now be

styled Geo. Stephens, Quinn & Douglas.

Mr. D. H. Douglas was a member of the

firm of Tait & Douglas, hardware mer-

chants of Campbellford, Ont., and brings

to the concern to which he has been

admitted as partner an experience of over

15 years in the hardware business. Mr.

Douglas will have charge of the office and

financial department of the business.

Mr. Stephens, the senior member of the

firm, who is the originator and founder of

this well-known business will still retain his

interest in the company, and when not

occupied with his Parliamentary duties, will

continue to devote his time and energy to

the management of the business.

Mr. Fred F. Quinn, the other member of

the firm, who has had a long experience in

the hardware business, and who is a prac-

tical tinsmith, sheet iron and metal worker,

will have charge of the general manage-

ment of the business during the absence of

Mr. Stephens, and will, in every legitimate

way, try to keep up the very enviable

reputation of the firm, which Mr. Stephens,

by his perseverance, integrity and constant

attention to business has established.

It will be their aim in the future, as in the

past, to keep only such goods as have

gained a reputation for "best quality only,"

and in no case will they sacrifice quality for

price. This has been the secret of their

success in the past, and they will strictly

adhere to this principle in the future.

THE DODGE CALCULATOR.

Hardware and Metal is in receipt of a

ingenious device called the " Dodge Calcu-

lator," issued by the Dodge Manufacturing

Co., Toronto.

This device is not only a novelty but is

also an instrument of considerable value

and assistance to all mechanics, foremen,

superintendents, etc., whose duty it is to

figure up speeds of pulleys, gears, etc. We
are informed that the Calculator is one

illustration of the many uses to which the

slide rule principle may be applied.

The Dodge Manufacturing Co. will be

pleased to mail free, for the asking, the

" Dodge Calculator."

The Wm. Hunter Co., Limited, general

merchants, Silverton, B.C., expect to open

a branch establishment at Phoenix, B.C.,

this week.

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.
A useful book.

About six months ago Mr. Godfrey S.

Pelton, Montreal, made a gratuitous distri-

bution among his customers of a " Ready
Reckoner" he had published on his own
account. Experience has proven it to be

one of the handiest guides the Canadian

importers can turn to to-day. It figures out

on a scale of first cost prices just what it /
would cost to lay down chain, Canada
plate, black sheets, hoop iron, galvanized

iron, tinplates, sheet zinc, sheet lead, lead

pipe, linseed oil and white lead ground in

oil, on the Montreal market. To figure

out from an f.o.b. cost in England, add on

primage, insurance, freight, wharfage and
duty charges is a task of no small concern,

and Mr. Pelton is to be congratulated upon

engratiating himself in the hearts of the

importers by presenting them with his neat,

compact and ready '* Reckoner." It has

been tried and has not been found wanting.

a pretty landscape.

The Bourne-Fuller Co., manufacturers of

iron, steel and pig iron, Cleveland, are this

year sending out a very pretty calendar. It

is somewhat different from the usual run of

calendars that firms send out to their

customers each year. It has a fine repro-

duction of a painting of a landscape, which

measures 10 in. wide by 7 in. deep. Under-

neath this is pasted the calendar. There is

really more picture about it than calendar,

and it is worthy of a prominent position in

any merchant's store.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets.

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents :

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture^^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS.

All our goods are guaranteed.

James Warnock & Co., - Gait, Ont.

CURRENT JVLRRKET QUOTATIONS.
March 1, 1901.

These prices are for fiuch qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 32 33

Tinplateg.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pe box
I.O., usual sizes $6 75
I.X., " 8 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
1.0 675
I.X 8 25
I.X.X 9 50

Raven Jr. Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 0)
l.XXX., " 8 00
D.O., 12%xl7 4 75
D.X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Ooke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.C. , usual sizes 4 15

I.C., special sizes, base 4 5U
20x28 8 50

Oharcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. O. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 50
I.X., TerneTin 10 50

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade

—

Per lb.

X.X., 14x56, 50sheetbxB")
" 14x60 " > 07 07%
•' 14x65, " )

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

26 " 08% 09
28 " 09 09%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 165 170
Refined " " 2 15

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 00

TireSteel 2 00
Machinery iron finish 2 05

Cast Steel, per lb 00 00
ToeCalkSteel 2 31

T. Firth & Cos special cist steel, per lb. 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tnbes.
1%-lneh 12%
2 " 13

fcZY, " 15
FJ " 16

3% " 20
4 " 25 .

Steel Boiler Plate.
!4iioh 2 25
3-16inch 2 25
*6 iaoh and thicker 2 25

Black Sheets.
S;auge .100

20 gauge 3 00
22to24 " 3 10
26 " 3 20
28 " 3 33

Canada Plate*.
All dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
All bright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% inch 3 00

% - 3 0U
% " 3(5
\ " 3 20

1 " 4 50
IK " 6 35
1% " 7 55
2 " 10 10
2%-6inch, discount 60 p c.

Galvanized pipe

—

V, inch 4 65

% " 5 35
1 " 7 S5
1% " 9 75
1% " ii25
2 " , 15 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 4 :-5 4 00
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 50
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 50 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% "
8 00 8 50

" 5-16 " " 5 35 5
% " " 4 35 4 85

" 7-16 " " 4 15 4 65

% " "
4 35 4 50

>• % " " 3 85 4 35

% " " 3 80 4 U0
Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.c.

Cow ties 40 p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-
count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar. •

Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25
'

' round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4 x6f t. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25%
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T.K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, ptr lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.

Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 ... . 24 25
Tubing, base, per lb 24 25

Zino Spelter
Foreign, per lb C6 06%
Domestic "

Zine Sheet.
5cwt.casks 6 75 7 00
Partcasks 7 10 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% 05
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06*
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard,list

at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per UO lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, Beal and bal , $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per oent. on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guaraat'd .... 19
Bar half-and-half, commer'l .... 18%
Refined 18%
Wiping 18
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 OHM

White Lead. PerlOOlb.
Pure 6 50
No.ldo 6 12%
No.2do 5 75
No.3do 5 3/%
No. 4 do 5 00
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 0Q

" Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00

Bed Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 0t9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 06%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities ,per gallon 110
Barn (inbbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45

Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
TrontoLead& Color Go's Pure.... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil

.

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperial Green 03

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre (J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per owt. 180 190
English Glides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per owt.. I 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per owt.,.. 175 2 00
Super Magnetic Oxides, 93p.c. 2 00 2 25

Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 01
" Umber, " " 10

do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09

Chrome Yellows, pure 18

Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
OoldeDOcbre.... .... 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..

boxes, per lb 08 24

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb .... 1 00
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lib 07

Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying .per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulkinbbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loi se, 2 35
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
Hadders in lu koriius less than 1001b3 00

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40

Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No.l 160 2 00

Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10

Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's., Limited
Elastilite VarniBh

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

» Color Co Limiti»

L^?g.safrsg- |;

1

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2 00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamtls ;

Size 1, C0o.

;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

?, 20c. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. .0 10 10%
" " small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
Cod Oil per gal 50 55
Pure Olive 120
" Neatsfoot 90

Glue.
Common 08% 09
French Medal o '4 14'/j

Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra IS 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 18
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Joseph Rodgers & Sons^ Limited
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Each blade of our Goods bears the

exact mark here represented.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL SOLE AGENTS
15 CANADA.

'

HARDWARE.
Ammunition .

Cartridges.
B. B. Caps.Dom. 50 and 5 peroent.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 arid 5 p. o.

Central Pire Pistol and Ride, 10 p.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartr'.dges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap and

"Dominion" grides, 25 per cent Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags. 1 00

BestThick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-lb. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5)0 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5 XI each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge. ..... ••••••

Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M
11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and It gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges •.••••:•: * 10

Superior chemically prepared pink

edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 115
9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined — 4 50

Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 19 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices, .lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.o. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

—

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% percent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

HaadledAxes 7 00 10 00
Axle Grease.

Ordinary, per grosB 5 75 6 00

Best quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tabs.
Zino -•• .-••-,. 60°
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Bnameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim. 1st quality 25 00
1

2nd " 21 00

Antl-Frlctlon Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

B 21

C " 11'/,

Mainolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYRACUSE SMELTINO WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo "^
Sdpci&I * v "a

Aluminum', 99 p.o. pure "Syracuse". . 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per oent.

Nickel, 56 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, perlb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent. *

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, disoount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per cross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07 34 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 70" " full square ... , 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square * lAc - 0<*
Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 69 per cent.

Broilers.
Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% percent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt , per ton 45 CO

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

American, per doz 100 150
liullard 'a, per doz 8 50

Castors.
Bed, new list, dia. 55 to 57% peroent.
Plate, die. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, par gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belnian "

2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon , per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-
No. 1, $8.50— \o. 2. $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p. c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings neb 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Waehout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down TriU'-onic, plain 16 fQ
" " ". embossed 17 00

Plain Richelieu net, 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
L"w Down Ont. Sy. Ji t, plain net. . 19 f

" " •' " emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 1 00

oval, 17x14 in 2 50
" " 19x15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c , except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles.Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33'

,

3 per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. 4 D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" " 5. " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20
Door Springs.

Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.o.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 percent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets
Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No.l.perdoz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Disoount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per oent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per oent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under 26 2 10 4 00 .... 6 00'
26 to 40 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 75 .... 7.25
51 to 60 35 .... 8 50
61 to 70 fo .... 9M5
71 to 80 5 .... 10 50

81 to 85
86 to 90
91 to 95
99 to 100

6 50 11 75
14 00
15 50
18 00

1 25

3 75

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nob. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

% " 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz. 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 1 10 1 20
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08

X

Ball Pean.
English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 1 50 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 per cent.

CroBS-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 585 600
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%,10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft. run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. . .

.

4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per ceLt.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in„ per lb 06%

" " 5-in., " 06%
" " 6-in., " 06

" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50

14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50
Per gro. pairs.

Spring 12 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , diB. 50 and 10 p.o.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"O" brand 50 and 7% p.o.off new li. 1 1 Oval-
"M " brand 50, 10 and 5 p.c. I head.
Countersunk. 50, 10 anil 10 per cent
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,

Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories •
I
332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.raciones

. j and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HOR3ESHOE8
F.O.B. Montreal.
No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. .. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight Bteel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent. oS list, June

1899.

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Look, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door .japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast , per doz. . , 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
per doz.

Porcelain lined, 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk ,r

1 90 7 40
LOCKS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell 4 Erwin, per doz.... 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.
Padlock.

English and Am., per doz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.c.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Yitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.o.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 S 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6 and 7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16 and 20d „ 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2o. per lb. netextra.
Steel Out Nails lOo. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per cent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 per cent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
3quare, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's.

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.

Navy 6 00
(J. 8. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S ) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime Wbite (Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

oan, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 00 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 1 25 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized wash tubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent off list, June, 1899.
10-qt flar'ng san buckets, di*. 45 p.c.

C. Ik and 14-qt. n ring pai 8, dip. 45 p.c.

Creamer cans, dis 45 p.c.

PICKS.
P» r doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 percent.

" " " standard, dis, 60 p.c
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4

" " " 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKE".
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
Axle 22 33
Sorew 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern ] 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 1 00 1 85
Conductors', ' 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 1 00

RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 30 gallons 7 CO

35 " 8 25

40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
•' 35 " 26 00

40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable Canadian list

50 and 10 p.c. revised list.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New NicholBon horse rasp, discount 60 to 60

and ID p c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c
RAZORS.

per doz.

Geo. Butler * Co.'s 8 00 18 00

Boker's 7 50 11 00

KingCut 12 5) 5'J 00

Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00

Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

Elliot's * 00 18 "0

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Bivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and 10 per < ent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 jer cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartonB, lc. per lb. extra, net.
ExtraB on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

Terms, 4 nios. or 3 per cent, cash 30 days.

RIVET SETS.
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9% 13
%in 10% 14

% and5-16in 15

Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%
" 5-32 inch 21%
" %inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8

Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10%

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.

Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.

Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polifhed
" No. 50, nickle-plated

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B 4 A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Finery, 40 per cent.
Garget (Ruit'n's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAW8.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.

S. 4 D , 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. 4 D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

8ASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 TO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
'Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. 4M. Scales, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

h" Dominion, 55 p.c.
" Richelieu, 55 p.c.

Ohatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H. , I ri ght and steel, 67% and 10 p. c.

Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.o.
" F. H., braBP, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and lOp.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 7U p.c.
" R.H. " 65 p.o.

Drive Screws, 80 per oent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " ..» 4 25 5 75
Set, Case harder ed. 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Heiagon Cap, 45 per cen',.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cu.lery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.

Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 11 50

SOLDERING IRONS.
l,l%lb., perlb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Piain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 75 4 00
Plain 3 5 3 50
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,
Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

slip 09 09
Labrador 13

" Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
Nestable in crates cf 25 lengths.

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
1 inch " " .... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, net cash $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
o. . . .

Percent
Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 4 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned ... 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 * 5

t'nned 80 & 10
" (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . .75 & 15" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

.

Jnbulk 80410
In dozens 75

8wedeB, upholsterers', bulk 85 4 IS%" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 412%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 52
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STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
MANUFACTURERS
OF"

PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

OF ALL KINDS.

Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB. „ „ A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
M?ntS5i ' -Canadian Representatives- MontrealMontreal.

For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Trunk nails, black *>3 ana 5

Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10

Clout nails, blued and tinned ... .65 and 5

Chair nails 35

Cigar box nails 35

Patent brads 40

Fine finishing 40

Picture frame points 10

Lining tacks, in papers 10
" in bulk 15

" " solid beads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
" " " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85

steel, each ... . 080 800

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRANSOM LIFTERS.
Payson's per doz 2 60

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Same, H. &N., P. S. 4 W.. 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.
TWINES.

Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb ... . 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 50 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35
Broom. " 30 55

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50

Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13

Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.

Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10
and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, base, $2.80 per 100
lb. List of extras : Nos. 2 to 5, ad-

vance 7o. per 100 lb.—Nob. 6 to 9, base-
No. 10, advance 7c— No.ll, 14c—No. 12
20c—No. 13, 35c—No. 14. 47c—No. 15,

60c—No. 16,75c Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 aod 100-lb.

bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net,
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent
List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No.
17, $5—No. 18, $5.50—No. 19, $6-No. 20,

$6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,

$7.65 -No. 24, $8-No. 25, $9-No. 26,

$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28, $ll-No 29.

$12-No. 30, $13-No. 31,$14-No. 32, $H
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c— oil

ing, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles,15c—in 5 ana
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanized Wire, per 1001b.—Nos. 6, 7,8,$3.55
No. 9, $3.10—No. 10, $3.75—No. 11, $3 85
No. 12, $3.25—No. 13, $3.35—No. 14.

$4.25—No. 15, $4.75-No. 16. $5/0. Bate
sizes, Nos, 6 to 9, $2.57% f o b. Cleveland.

Clothes Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1,000 feet 2 75 3 03

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Galvanized 4 barb, 2% and 5 Toronto

inches apart 3 10
Galvanized, 2 barb, 4 and 6

inches apart 3 10
Galvanized, plain twist 3 10
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less than carlots, and $?.7J in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. 1 35
Terms, 4 months, May 1. ; 3 p.c. off 30 days.

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5
White, acco-ding to Quality 6% to 7 >i

50C-lb bale lots fhaded.

WRENCHES.
4.cme, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe'8 Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. t K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 00 33 CO
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 18 00

Royal American., " 26 00 28 00
Sampsoa " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 mil 5 per cent

THE AUER
GASOLINE

LAMP
No. 9,

200 Candle Power

Suitable for

STORE,
RESIDENCE

0R CHURCH.

The only Lamp on the Canadian market which
is guaranteed not to clog, flicker or smell.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED.

For Catalogues and Prices on Lamps, Mantles and Sundries,
write

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Dame St., MONTREAL.

E. SIMPSON & CO., Moose Jaw, Agents for the Territories.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Houseline
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

'RED 1HREAD" Transmission Rope from
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln

Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

the finest quality Manila

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Western Ontario Representative —

WM. B. STEWART.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO

Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.



COME TO STAY BUILT TO LAST
and

every customer satisfied with

BENNETTS PATENT SHELF BOX
L Thousands now in use Particulars from the

patentee, who also makes the

Klondike Sample Holder.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., Toronto.

N.B.-Don't forget we make boxes to fit your pres-

ent shelving.

PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SENE for specimen copy of Phillips' Mouthl Machinery
Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldeBt

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to tho=e who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference by a lar^e number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

6s per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
D. Phillips, M.IM.E.. Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

graphic addresB "Machinery, Newport, Mon."

Incorporated

1851.WESTERN
** ASSURANCI

Fire and Marine

Capital, subscribed $2,000,000.00
Capital - - - 1,000,000.00

Assets, over - - 2,340,000.00

Annual Income - 2,290,000.00

Head Office: TORONTO. ONT.

Hon. Geo. A. Cox, President. J.J. Kenny, Vice-President.

C. C. Foster, Secretary.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject.

'

'

CANADIAN PRESSTUPPING BUREAU.
•232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

33 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED I82S. 75 YEARS

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO.
Not connected with any Shear Combination

NEW YORK OFFICE, 90 Chambers St
NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

.ESTABLISHED 1849...

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING, Gen. Man, Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A. FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the hest.

The

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie ^ Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,

'

'

is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited,
NIAQARA FALLS.

ONT.



Inc. 1896

Black Diamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

><%**++A*%S%W%*%f±>%*%*>%*S%S±*%S%>%>*'l

1901
E,

1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— 1 16-166 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers.^^mg^^

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

B.iS.H. THOMPSON SCO'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

"Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

GALVANIZED CORRUGATED SHEETS

"BLACKWALL" BRAND
"VWWWVWWWWVW* «/%/*«/%.

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, EISG.
..Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



Unequalled for quality at

price, & service.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating. Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canadi

VOL. Xlll MONTREAL AND TORONTO, MARCH 9, 1901. NO. 10

TANDEM" MTI-FRICTIOI METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Moat Durable.
Friction Preventing.

'Tandem" Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal- Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed,

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH 4 McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
largest smelters oj A,iti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

metals in Europe.

We used to say

As Flat as a Pancake

Now the Standard is

As Flat as "Queen's Head" Iron.
The extra flatness means a better job

and labor saved.

"Flew de Lis" brand is as fiat as " Queen's Head."

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, l.m.ted.

TO LEAK The Safford Radiators for Steam
or Hot Water Heating have no

joints, because the makers of the Radiators do not believe that it's

the mission of a Radiator to leak. Joints require rods, bolts and
packing, which are the promoters of leaks.

The connections of the Safford Radiators are made by screw
nipples which make them absolutely unleakable. And, too, the
"Safford" is the original invention in screw nipples, hence, best by
the longest test. Think of the money loss that leaky Radiators
entail. Save that money and win the good-will of a customer by
installing the "Safford," which is made by the largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British flag. Send for our free booklet
telling all about it.

The Dominion Radiator Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.



STEAMFITTERS'
AND

PLUMBERS' TOOLS
?R
L fl

N

CK
PIPE SEE! VALVES 5 FITTINGS

WRITE _
FOR OF

DESCRIPTION AND PRICE PIPE CUTTERS i

STOCKS
AND
DIES.

RICE LEWIS & SON
-Limited.

Cor. King and Victoria Streets, TORONTO.

SECOND-HAND

Pipe Threading and Cutting

me.
A BARGAIN

" "'

We have in stock one No. 2 Armstrong Machine,

complete with Countershaft and right hand Dies,

cutting from i-in. to 4-in. inclusive.

This machine has been used on one instalation

only, and is in first-class condition and will be sold

at a bargain. 9

Can be seen at our warerooms.

For prices and further information apply to

The Fairbanks Company'
749 Craig Street,

MONTREAL.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Garden Hose James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

Sp 3|» «f»

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg. London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

SOME OF THE HEWER
"YANKEE" TOOLS

No. 15 "Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT AND LEFT HAND, AND RIGID, WITH FINGER TURN ON BLADE—2, 3, 4 and 5-in. BLADES.

No. 20 " Yankee " Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver
gi'GHT HAND ONLY, AND RIGID. 3 SIZES, EXTREME LENGTH OPEN, INCLUDING BIT— 14, 17 and 19-inches

Sold by Leading Jobbers NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
throughout the Dominion. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Istablished I860. Incorporated 1895.
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY

OUR MILK CAN TRIMMINGS
" Davidson's" Patent Milk Can Bottom?? BECAUSE

The above cut demonstrates more clearly than words,

why everybody wants the

"Davidson" Patent Milk Can Bottom.

All our Broad Hoop Milk Can Trimmings are made with our

PATENT BOTTOM.

our Patent Broad Hoop
Bottom has all the advantages

of three-piece bottom, but is

practically one piece. The
rim of patent bottom is turned

in over edge of bottom pro-

per, making smooth uniform

edge that will not tear the]

floors of factories or waggons! '

Hoops are all made 14 gauge and joined LONG WAY, thereby avoiding any
possibility of splitting.

Sufficient space is left between bottom proper and rim to allow body of can to be
inserted K inch., making permanent joint.

Bottoms are thus sweated in with half the so'der.
Bottoms are concave, draining to the centre, therefore, are easier to wash out.

They will not corrode like those that drain to the side.

Top bands are SHOULDERED and have cut out at joint, making neater and cleaner
job in half time than with old style hoop.

All bands have retinned edges.
For durability, finish and economy in making up our Trimmings are enequalled.
Patented February 9, 1894, and have been growing in popularity ever since its

introduction.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL

Tinned Sheets
Standard sizes in stock. Special sizes for import.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONTM

Canada.

Brauch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Offioe : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. G. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance &. Co., Hamilton, Ont.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD
wwwwwwwvwww

THE STAMP OF
EXCELLENCE.

wwwvwvvwwwww

The most desirable Twine trade in your

vicinity, you must sell "Plymouth." Progressive

farmers in every community know that it is the

best, longest, smoothest, and most economical twine

in the market. As "Plymouth" is highest in grade

and in selling qualities it contains more points of

merit than are found in any other binding twine.

Every Bale Sold Helps to Sell Another.

Plymouth Binder Twine
Agency McKinnon Bldg., Melinda St., Toronto, Can.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

The Selling: Qualities

Of our splendid range—

]k
Imperial Oxford
make them the most desirable stock you

can handle.

THEIR DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE
OVEN THERMOMETER
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK

and other improved features, give them a quickly *P/i.

predated precedence over other ranges. 1

Housewives everywhere praise them enthusiastically.

Customers realize their superiority on sight—sales

are easy.

They're the popular range of Canada.

Write for our Price list.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL.

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn" Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

;j£3Ueel Frame Churn. , £

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inoh Low Wheel

High and Low Wheels,
from ia-in. to 10-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you

these .articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

We wish to call your special attention

to the following seasonable lines and

assure you that we have the most com-
plete stock in Canada in

Harvest Tools of every kind.

Paris Green--" 8 ",li,y "
a very low price.

Lawn Mowers
""' w

"
pl~e

your customers.

*^i] #m Us\r*A m RUDDer and Cotton covered, at

prices that will surprise you.

Poultry Netting,

Screen Wire Cloth, etc.

We are prepared to quote you the very lowest

prices on all of the above mentioned lines.

WE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS.

LEWIS BROS. & CO.
Montreal, Que.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

TRADE

1000-MILE
MARK.

AXLE GREASE
VVVVMAVMAVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVMWWWW-/VVWV

HVWWWVWWIIVWWVWWVWVM

is the best

in the world.

Put up in I, 3, 5, 10 and 25-lb. packages.

Made only by.

The Campbell Mfg. Go,

FORT ERIE, ONT.

"THE MARSHALL
Up-to-Date

J!

Adjustable Display/£$ff#|

^ Wiijdpjtf Dre$ief; ,

Easily adjusted to

More than 20 Different Positions.

Having a ledge on each of the shelves to support the goods

when at different angles.

ORNAMENTAL, HIGHLY FINISHED,
STRONGLY MADE.

Manufactured by-

E. M. MARSHALL, Sfl™ lfl
-
™T -

Sand for Catalogue and Prlcos.

Three l^s€
Minutes

is not the record of an expert demon-

strator. It is the time any one at

home freezes ice cream in a

Veeriess
Iceland
Freezer

{One Motion)

Patented dasher construction does

away with all motions except one--

the can revolves around the station-

ary dasher. Motion is necessary in

the cream not in the machine.

The cream has more motion in

Peerless Iceland than in any other

freezer.

If there is anything else you would like

to know, ask your jobber or write us.
r •

DANA & CO., Cincinnati
JVett> Yorli. Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco Branch, 105 Front St.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

With

DUNDAS AXES
in stock you may justly ask a

clerk for an explanation if he
misses a sale.

Without DUNDAS AXES, is

it fair to blame the clerk when
you have not bought the best

value?

AH First-Class Jobbers
Sell Them.

IT SELLS

!

tawo
1 CqsliUin Siiilv) Will Fiul

! MURALO COnPANV.

BECAUSE it's the best made.

BECAUSE it is the healthiest Wall Tint known.

BECAUSE it's the best advertised Wall Tint in

the world.

BECAUSE once sold it recommends itself and
sells again.

BECAUSE it is nicely put up, and there are many
other " becauses " why

m MURALO
is the best selling Wall Tint in the
world.

AGENTS.
A. RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL,

J. H, ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY 4 CO., - - VANCOUVER,

DOES IT PAY TO EXPERIMENT
With untried preparations for wall-coating when you can get the well-known CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE
that sells readily on its own merit 1

ALABASTINE is made in Canada, advertised extensively. No trouble to sell it,

because you do not have to argue as to its comparative merit with something else.

ALABASTINE is the aome of perfection in wall-coating material, the recognized
standard the world over, and is adapted to any and all classes of work, from a plain tint to

the most elaborate decorating in relief.

ALABASTINE can be recoated from time to time as long as the wall stands. Sanitarians
endorse it, and the people call for it. Manufactured in White and 20 beautiful tints.

Prices right ; terms easy.

Is your stock complete ? Order now, and be in line with goods and advertising matter
for the early spring trade.

Address, THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

The trade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
G. P. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver, B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

VanTnjl & Faiibank
Petrolla, Ont.

Headquarters for . .

.

Oil and Artesian Well
Pumps Casing, Tubing;,

Fittings. DriLing Tools,

Cables, etc.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS :-

ONT.,

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

"DAISY" CHURN <*
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in

setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady while churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on bothsidtsto
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel

stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind— will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,

than any other machine.

THE ^
Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que,

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited

HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS
OF

Wire Rope
of every description and
for all purposes.

wmmmm»"?

Lang's Patent Wire
Rope for

Colliery and Mining

Use.
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MRS. POTTS SAD IRONS.
No. 55, Plain Polished. No. 50. Nickel Plated.

THE 'STAR" FLUTING IRON.
Nickel Plated and Gold Bronze Finish.

ARE MADE FROM HIGH-GRADE IRON AND ARE WELL FINISHED .

Cost No More Than Inferior Makes, Give Far Better Satisfaction,

When Ordering From Your Jobber Ask For Our Make.

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ont.

A Timely Trough Talk.
OUR EAVE TROUGH
is made of evenly-coated Galvanized Iron of uniform

thickness.

It is carefully made up by skilled workmen, and every

length will be found perfect. We make all styles :

O.G., Round and Square Bead, and Half-Round
in 8 and 10-FOOT LENGTHS.

Conductor-Pipe, Elbows

and Shoes, Hooks

and Gutter Spikes.
Everything a tinner needs we can supply.

Are you ready for the Spring trade in this line ?

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO., TORONTO, ONT.
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•WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER

A BAD PRACTICE.

WHEN a buyer places an order for

goods he should be prepared to

stand by his contract, unless, of

course, the seller proves unfaithful to his

part of the agreement or at the time of sale

misrepresented the article.

When an order is booked with a whole-

sale house, whether it be for hardware,

glass, paint or oil, that jobbing house has,

without a doubt, purchased the goods which

it is offering for sale, and, if they are not

already in stock, the firm is bound to take

^j^glivery of them as per contract when the

time comes, whether the market goes up or

down. But there are some merchants,

strange to say, who take a reckless view of

the matter with reference to what they have

purchased. If the market keeps firm or

shows a good advance they congratulate

themselves, but if prices decline they seem

to think that they have a perfect right to

cancel their order, or to demand a reduc-

tion in price.

This sort of thing we are pleased to say

is not carried on by all the trade. There

are good hardware firms—and lots of them

—throughout Ontario who would not stoop

to such unbusinesslike methods, and these

firms are well known and have the respect

of the trade.

What would the hardware merchant think,

supposing there was a big advance in, say,

window glass, if the wholesaler with whom

he had placed his import order were to in-

form him later on that he had not sufficiently

covered himself in his purchases in January,

and, consequently, would not be able to fill

his order unless he paid him the advanced

price ? He would simply be compelled to

fill it, no matter what the loss might be.

When an order is once booked a drop in

price does not warrant its being cancelled.

This is business, whether the purchaser be

wholesaler or retailer.

OILED AND ANNEALED WIRE
LOWER.

A
REDUCTION of 10 to 15c. per 100

lb. has taken place in the price of

oiled and annealed wire. The net

selling prices are now as follows :

Per 100 lb.

Nos. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
No. 9 280
No. 10 2 87

No. 11 290
No. 12 29s
No. 13 3 15

No. 14 3 37
No. 15 3 5°
No. 16 '.

3 65

The reduction on Nos. 9. 10 and 13

gauge is 10c. per 100 lb.; on No. 11 gauge

14c, and e>n No. 12 gauge 15c. Sizes other

than these five and also other varieties of

plain wire remain unchanged at the $2 80

base, with extras as before. The prices

quoted for Nos. 9 to 13 include the charge

of 10c. per 100 lb. for oiling.

Foreign competition is the cause of the

changes. Barb wire and plain galvanized

wire were, it will be remembered, reduced

in price last week.

FREE TRADE IN RAILWAYS

IN
view of the fact that the application of

certain railways for charters privileging

them to construct lines in British Colum-

bia is likely to meet with strong opposition

from those interested in existing lines, it is

advisable to note the view of the matter

taken by the merchants and other business

men in the district affected.

In another column of this issue is given a

report of a meeting of the Associated Boards

of Trade of Eastern British Columbia, at

which every board of trade in the eastern

mining district of that Province was repre-

sented. After a warm discussion of the

'matter, a resolution was almost unanimously

passed, declaring as a general principle in

favor of " Free trade in railways," that

every bona fide railway company desirous

of building railways in the Province should

be allowed to do so, and petitioning the

Dominion Parliament and the Provincial

Legislature to grant the charter applied for

by the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company,

and those applied for by other companies,

who ask for nothing beyond the privilege of

constructing railways in that Province.

With such a decided expression of opin-

ion from the business men of British

Columbia, the duty of the Parliament of the

Dominion is clear.
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THE MARITIME PROVINCES AND INSOLVENCY
LEGISLATION.

IT
has been stated that one of the reasons

for an insolvency bill not being intro-

duced at the present session of the

Dominion Parliament is the opposition of

the Maritime Provinces.

With a view to ascertaining what ground

there was for this Hardware and Metal

wrote to several leading business men in

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince

Edward Island, reciting the charge and

asking for their opinions as to its truthfulness.

The views these gentlemen held on the

question of insolvency were unknown to this

paper, so that it cannot be said they were

selected because of any opinions, favorable

or otherwise, they might be expected to

express. From the gentlemen to whom we

wrote some replies have been received.

Mr. R. Innes, Coldbrook, N.S., president

of the Kings County Board of Trade and

largely interested in the apple export trade,

writes : "I know of no opposition in this

section of the country to a Dominion in-

solvency law, but the reverse. Our local

law is incomplete and unsatisfactory. We
would welcome a law that would force a

man into insolvency at the proper time and

give him a discharge."

Mr. J. A. Chipman, Halifax, writes: "I

have noticed some opposition to a Bank-

ruptcy Act in our Board of Trade and else-

where, but I think it proceeds from selfish

motives or a fear of working results, in view

of past experience. That we should have

a simple, equitable bankruptcy law is beyond

question. The dignity and honor of our

country demands it."

Mr. W. M. Jarvis, St. John, N.B., the

well-known insurance man and an ex-

president of the Maritime Board of Trade,

says : "I believe there is very little, if any,

feeling of opposition at St. John to a care-

fully-prepared Canadian bankruptcy law.

We have considered the measures proposed

from time to time in committee of the board

of trade, and, I think, at meetings of the

full board as well. Objections have been

made to certain details, but not, as far as I

recollect, to the principle itself. It is felt

that any such measure should be carefully

considered and well guarded to prevent

needless delay and expense."

Mr. Frank C. Simson, of the wholesale

drug firm of Simson Bros. & Co., Halifax,

and an active board of trade man, de-

clares : "I am surprised to note what you

say about the people of the Maritime

Provinces being opposed to a bankruptcy

bill, as we are most decidedly in favor of it.

While we have one in force here now, it has

many weak points, and I was one of a

committee to suggest improvements in the

same."

The secretary of the St. John, N. B.,

Board of Trade, Mr. F. O. Allison, writes :

"lam instructed to reply to your letter

addressed to Mr. G. Wetmore Merritt,

president of the Board of Trade, in refer-

ence to a Dominion bankruptcy law. In

reply, I can speak for the members of the

board of trade that the general feeling

expressed at meetings held to consider this

matter some little time ago seemed to be

that in favor of the principle of the Domin-

ion bankruptcy law. There is a difference

of opinion in regard to details, especially

those in connection with the delay and

expense of winding up estates."

Mr. M. G. DeWolfe, Kentville, N.S.,

last year's president of the Maritime Board

of Trade and a retired retail merchant,

writes : "As far as Nova Scotia is con-

cerned I doubt if the people are opposed to

it. Personally, I think we should have a

Dominion insolvency law, and do not see

how any progressive, honest merchant,

could be opposed to it."

Mr. Horace Haszard, Charlottetown,

P.E.I., a well known business man and an

ex-M.P. writes: "I am not aware of any

more opposition to such a law in the Mari-

time Provinces than I think can be found

amongst the merchants in the west. After

our experience of a bankruptcy law

we had in force some years ago,

I confess I think we are better off

as we are than as we were in the days

when the official assignee generally man-

aged to use up nearly all the assets of a

moderate estate in commissions and other

expenses. The Act, passed sometime ago,

preventing preferential assignments being

made within 60 days of suspension of busi-

ness seems to be fairly satisfactory. But,

of course, a satisfactory bankruptcy law, if

such could be framed, would be an im-

provement on the present state of affairs.

and would, no doubt, inspire foreign

creditors with more confidence in Canadian

trade generally. We have not had many

failures here of any account for some time

past, and deserving men, even if hard

pressed at times, can usually depend on the

leniency of creditors, whilst the undeserv-

ing ones should not be provided with too

much machinery for compromising with

their creditors at 25 or 50c. on the dollar."

In the light of these letters from business

men in different parts of the Maritime Prov-

inces it is evident that the opposition in

that part of the Dominion is light indeed.

Of the gentlemen above quoted, Mr. Haszard

is the only one that at all hesitates about

the necessity of a Dominion insolvency law,

and he clearly hesitates because of the fear

of a repetition of the conditions as they

obtained under the law 20 years ago. An
efficient law, he emphatically declares,

would be an improvement on the present

state of affairs and would inspire confidence

in us among foreign business men.

It is evident that the responsibility for the

non introduction of an insolvency bill does

not lie with the Maritime Provinces. The
strongest opponents of such a measure are,

without question, the bankers, and their

opposition is based on the refusal of business

men to consent to their ranking for double

liability, not on the general principle of an
insolvency law.

THE PRICE OF SAD IRONS.

For some weeks, as the readers of

Hardware and Metal are aware, there

has been a good deal of irregularity in the

price of Mrs. Potts sad irons, some of the

jobbers, in order to meet competition, hav-

ing reduced their prices, while others

endeavored to maintain the old figures.

Although no agreement exists, the prices

are again uniform ; those who were holding

out for the old figures having reduced their

quotations to the point at which others had
already made theirs, namely, 62}4c per

set for No. 55, polished, and 67 #c. per set

for No. 50, nickle- plated.

Whether these figures will remain •"S
they are is a question. And for two

reasons. In the first place, they are too

close to cost, and, in the second place, an

effort is being made to establish a fixed

price, which, if successful, will probably

mean a higher price.
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LACK OF CAPITAL AS

5UT of a total number of 1,337

failures in Canada, Newfoundland,

St.*" Pierre and Miquelon, 916 were

due to iack^of capital. This is 68.5 per

cent, of theiotal. failures of all kinds, com-

1
pared with' 74 i-^er cent, in 1899, 69.1 per

_~^ent. in 1898, and 70.3 per cent, in 1897.

Irf'the United Stated the percentages due to

lack 6t capital cop»p*ared\with the total

nummr of failures were : 1890, 32 per

cent.; 18^.-34 6 ; 1898, 34.1 ^1897, 31.4.

Of all the cadses of failufe/according to a

repor^ust issued by Bradstreet's commercial

agency, none are so prolific as lack of

capital. And, judging from the figures we

have given, the necessity of capital as a

factor in business is
;npt sufficiently recog-

nized as to hav6 exerted an influence for

marked good upon men in mercantile life.

It is a laudable thing for young men to

aspire to become merchants. Any young

man behind the counter or the desk who

has no such aspirations does not amount to

a great deal. It is evident he has no.

ambition. And a man without ambition,

like a locomotive without steam, cannot

make headway.

But, just as capital cannot take the place

of ambition so the latter cannot take the

place of the former. The two are helpmeets

to each other. And united they produce

success.

Before even a moderate capital can be

obtained the average man has got to travel

a highway often long and usually beset with

obstacles and discouragements without

number. Those who have friends to help

them are the few, not the many. He who

has not the patience to plod along this high-

way may succeed in business by embarking

in it with little or no capital, but the chances

are against him. Of the total failures last

year, as already pointed out, 68.5 per cent.

were due to lack of capital.

Just the amount of capital a man should

have in starting into business is not for us

to say. A great deal depends upon the

*f uaVacter of the business, the locality in which

it is situated, the system in regard to cash

or credit employed, and the experience and

courage possessed by the one going into

business.

A good many men have, even in late

A CAUSE OF FAILURE.
years, succeeded in business with only a

small cash capital to start with. We have

one wholesaler in mind at the present

moment whose place of business is in Phila-

delphia. " I had," he once said to the

writer, '

' when I began business as a whole-

saler, a capital of $ 105,000. Of this amount

$5,000 was cash I obtained from my father,

and the balance was courage and confi-

dence." This is an exceptional case, how-

ever. It is the rule we are dealing with.

But, capital is after all not wholly repre-

sented by dollars, or even by courage and

confidence thrown in. What is just as

essential as dollars is character. A man

may be as rich as Croesus and as courageous

as a lion, and yet be badly handicapped for

business if he is poor in character.

Money may be the foundation of business;

but character is the corner stone.

Get money before you branch into busi-

ness ; but get character also.

A STRONG STEEL MARKET.

The strong position of steel is the feature

of the metal market. In the United States

the demand for steel is in excess of the

ability of the manufacturers to supply. And

in order to secure billets they have been

paying premiums on even the prices of the

pool.

Naturally the briskness of the demand

for steel is stimulating business in pig iron,

the price of which is firmer.

At its next meeting the pool is expected

to advance the price of steel plates $2 a ton.

In Canada the wholesale houses report

that they are being inconvenienced by their

inability to get delivery of steel, and prices

in this country are higher this week.

PRICES WITHDRAWN.

A firmer feeling has developed in the iron

trade in Canada during the past week. The

bar iron makers have withdrawn their quo-

tations, and will only name prices on appli-

cation. The makers of wrought iron pipe

have, as their confreres in the United States

did last week, withdrawn their prices.

In consequence of the higher prices on

iron there is a firmer feeling on some of the

staple manufactures thereof, particularly

bolts, although no advances have taken

place.

A COUNTER ATTRACTION TO
DEPARTMENT STORES.

MANY of the evils lhat exist in the

retail trade to day would be greatly

minimized were merchants to adopt

counteracting methods.

There are the department stores, for

example, of the large cities. Their in-

fluence is felt by nearly all classes of

merchants within a radius of 1,500 miles or

more. A good many merchants seek relief

through Legislative enactments. Whether

relief can be obtained in this way is doubt-

ful. But, at any rate, the Legislatures are

slow to move, while the department stores,

in the meantime, display a sleepless activity.

The most effective method, and the method

that can be made to operate the quickest, is

for merchants, both individually and col-

lectively, to act for themselves. In other

words, they should employ ways and means

to attract the people in their respective com-

munities from the department stores to their

stores.

Down in Wolfville, N.S., where the in-

fluence of the Toronto department stores

is felt, the merchants have for three sea-

sons had what they term ' • a merchants'

day." The day is usually a week before

Christmas, and is selected at a meeting of

the merchants of the town. But this is not

all they do in unison, for, at the meeting in

question, it is decided what line of goods

each merchant shall put forward as a leader

on "merchants' day." Then a large space

is taken in the local papers by the combined

merchants where each merchant advertises

his bargains. Each merchant has, therefore,

a bargain to offer separate and distinct from

his fellow merchants.

Such a scheme as this will do more to

counteract the influence of the departmental

store than all the laws which this country

can enact in a century, and the merchants

of Wolfville are to be congratulated upon

their enterprise.

As will be seen from the letter of Mr. J.

D . Chambers, printed on another page, all

classes of business men participate in

" merchants' day."

It is the worst thing a man can do for

himself when he neglects to do the best he

can for his employer.
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CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

MARLIN FIRE ARMS CATALOGUE.

ONE of the most complete catalogues

issued to the Canadian trade is the

dainty book which theMarlin Fire

Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., send out in

description of their repeating rifles, carbines,

muskets and shotguns and their shells,

tools, sights and firearm sundries. This

work is divided into three parts. The first

is designed for the quick reference of dealers

and consumers who desire briefly the details

of the Marlin arms. The second is intended

for the consumer who wishes more complete

information in regard to the arms and

ammunition used in them. By careful

reading of this part a novice can reach a

correct decision as to which arm will best

suit his individual wants. The third part

gives some hints that should interest, and

possibly help, shooters in general. Every

hardwareman should get this catalogue and

read it carefully.

LUFK.IN RULES, TAPES, ETC.

A catalogue containing illustrations and

full descriptions of the standard and many

special lines of measuring appliances, such

as rules, tapes, etc., is one booklet that every

hardwareman should possess. The Lufkin

Rule Co., Saginaw, Mich., are just sending

out their 1901 catalogue. This contains a

full list of steel, metallic linen and leather

measuring tapes, folding and straight steel

pocket rules, yard, counter, pattern, board

and log rules, log calipers, marking sticks

for lumber crayons, lumber guages, boot

calks, calk sets and punches, glass boards

and rules. The pattern rule is accompanied

by a pattern chart, with descriptions as to

methods of using. The catalogue also

contains a comparison of log tables, which

is useful in ordering rules.

1VER JOHNSON ARMS AND CYCLES.

The Iver Johnson Arms and Cycle

Works, Fitchburg, Mass., have earned an

enviable reputation in two respects, the

thorough quality of their product, both fire-

arms and bicycles, and their artistic,

effective manner of advertising. Their 1901

bicycle catalogue is in full keeping with

their reputation in this regard, and is worth

getting for the cover alone. But, of course,

hardwaremen will want it for the informa-

tion contained re Iver Johnson bicycles,

where they are described in detail. It can

be had on application.

THE KRICSSON SERIKS.

The Ericsson Telephone Co., 296 Broad-

way, New York, have just issued the 5th

number of their series of booklets on tele-

phone matters. This number contains much

technical information, yet is written in

language and style for general reading. The

leading article is devoted to "The Transpo-

sition of Wires," a timely subject. There

is also a specially interesting article on the

telephone and telegraph service in Switzer-

land. This series will be sent to the trade

on application.

HAPPY THOUGHT GENERATORS.

The Guelph Acetylene Gas Generator Co.,

Guelph, Ont., are sending out their 1901

catalogue. It is devoted to a detailed

description of their Happy Thought genera-

tors. This should prove a valuable booklet

for hardwaremen to possess, as during the

past year there have been great strides in

the acetylene gas industry. The manufac-

ture of calcium carbide has greatly extended

in every country, especially Germany, France

and the United States. In Canada, besides

the extension of the Wilson Carbide Works

in Merritton, two factories have been started

in Ottawa. The generator made by this

company has been accepted by the Cana-

dian Fire Underwriters' Association as meet-

ing all the requirements, hence there is no

extra charge for insurance where it is in-

stalled. This booklet discusses acetylene

gas questions so comprehensively that it is

well worth writing for.

NEW SHIPYARD FOR MONTREAL.

A shipyard is to be established on the

St. Lawrence, near Montreal, by The

American Shipbuilding Company, of Cleve-

land. This company is a large builder of

ships for lake service. It has found the

inland waters too small for its ambitions,

and is going to build vessels for the Atlantic

and Pacific. The company has two ocean

steamers in the course of construction at

Cleveland. They will be completed in

October, and will be cut in two and taken

through the Canadian canals to the Atlantic

in two sections. It is the intention of the

company to join the two sections in the St.

Lawrence, hence the shipyard. As a large

amount of capital will have to be invested

to provide machinery for joining the sec-

tions, the company has determined to go a

little farther and invest enough capital to fit

the St. Lawrence yard for shipbuilding.

There will be no capital lying idle in the

Canadian investment, for, when the St.

Lawrence yard is not being used for joining

sections of lake-built ships, it will be used

for the construction of big freighters. It is

figured that two will be built each year.

The two ships now building at Cleveland

are 430 feet on the hull, 450 feet over all,

43 feet beam and 35 feet from deck to keel.

Two representatives of the firm were

recently in Montreal, looking for a site for

the shipyard.

THE PEERLESS ICELAND FREEZER.

THE Gurney Foundry Co., Toronio,

Winnipeg and Vancouver,^fave

secured the Canadian agenc

Peerless Iceland Freezer, mam
Dana & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,

tures claimed for this freezer

the fewest parts and onl

that is necessary for the-

smooth, delicious ice creartf. ~Tfte method

of working is that when the crank is turned

the can revolves around the stationary

dasher.

By this method a delicious ice cream is

produced in three minutes. The dasher

has two rows of leaves, screw-like in form,

on opposite sides of the stem. Set at right

angles to them are four arms carrying two

hardwood scrapers, which scrape the cream

from the sides of the revolving can before

it becomes frozen hard, throwing it to the

centre against the leaves, which lift it up

and force it out again to the sides with a

rolling motion, giving it four separate

motions with each revolution of the crank.

All this motion keeps the cream thoroughly

mixed, and leaves no "soft spots" in the

centre, or lumps on the outside.

There are no cogs on the can top. The
tub top is so built that no salt or oil can get

into the can. All metal parts of the freezer

which come in contact with the cream are
heavily plated with pure block tin. All out-

side parts are galvanized.

This freezer is made in all sizes, from 1

to 25 quarts. The sizes above 8 quarts are
furnished if requested with fly wheels,

similar to that shown in the accompanying
cut.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipment.

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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SPLASHERS BECOME DASHERS.

CANADA Paints came into contact

with Sherwin Williams' Paints in

Montreal one evening last week

and there was quite a splash. The result

was a very high color with a few scattered

spots of black and blue. Both paints were

found to be remarkable for their lasting and

wearing qualities. The painting was done

on ice by representative teams of the two

•"• establishments. People outside of the busi-

ness call the game hockey.

The play is reported to have been excep-

tionally fast, both teams working tooth and

nail to uphold their supremacy, but the

team play of the Sherwin-Williams Company

was too much for the individual efforts of

the Canada Paintmen, who were defeated

by four goals to one. The teams were as

follows :

Canada Paint Company—Stubbs, goal
;

Miller, point ; Speers, cover point ; Russell,

Brown, Lamont and Munro (captain) for-

wards.

The Sherwin Williams Company—White,

goal ; Budge, point ; McBreaty, cover-point;

McGerrigie, McLaren, Bann and McMaster

(captain) forwards.

The goals were scored by Munro for the

Canada Paint Company and by Bann,

McGerrigie and McLaren for Sherwin-

Williams Company. It is now an under-

stood thing that the Sherwin-Williams team

will challenge for the Stanley Cup. The
Canada Paint team have already gone into

training to retrieve themselves next winter.

NOTHING DEFINITE YET.

It has been reported for some time, chiefly

in Cape Breton papers, that the Montreal

Rolling Mills had decided to erect a plant in

Sydney, C.B. So far as Hardware and
Metal can learn nothing definite has as yet

been decided upon, although the directors

have had the matter under consideration

for upwards of two years.

WILL GIVE EMPLOYES AN INTEREST.

R. Chestnut & Sons, founders, etc.,

Fredericton, N.B., have adopted the co-

operative principle. Each man employed

at the factory will be given his weekly

wages as in the past. The proprietors will

take a stated percentage as interest on the

capital invested. At the end of the year

whatever profits remain over and above the

small percentage which goes to the

proprietors, will be divided among the

"-proprietors and workmen, the proprietors

taking one-half and the remaining amount

being divided among the men pro rata

according to the wages which they re-

ceive.

It is believed that this will not only

benefit the men by adding to their salary,

Big Paint Sales.

You're bound to have big paint sales if you take hold with us.

A Sherwin-Williams agency means the best paint on the market

and the best advertising push and methods.

If you handle

The sherwin Williams Paint

you can do more advertising and do it better than any of your com-

petitors.

You can back that advertising up with better paint than any of

your competitors can sell.

You can take the lead and hold it. All our efforts will be

exerted in your direction, to get the lion's share of the paint business

of your locality.

It's not too late to get in line for this year. We can make rush

shipments of paint and advertising.

W The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.
NtW YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS Cin.

but, by providing an incentive to better

work, should increase their interest in, and

value to, the business.

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP-
Those having any items of news suitable for this column will

i onfer a favor by forwarding them to this office addressed
to the Editor.

THE Montreal Coal Co. have been

incorporated in Montreal with

$ 1 00,000 capital stock.

M. J.
Killam is starting as general mer-

chant and sawmiller, Liscomb Mills, N.S.

A 48 x 60 furniture factory is to be

erected at Neustadt, Ont., this spring.

Morrisey & English are starting as

dealers in mill supplies, St. John's, New-

foundland.

The Ontario Farmers' Cordage Co.,

Limited, of Brantford, with a capital stock

of $100,000 have been incorporated.

The Argentine Peat Syndicate, Limited,

Guelph, Ont., has been incorporated with

$60,000 capital stock.

H. M. Pearl and S. K. Hamilton, Boston,

Mass., are seeking incorporation as the

North American Coal Co. with a capital of

$1,000,000. Their coal areas are in Cape

Breton.

Two roasters from the Vulcan Iron

Works, Wilkesbarre, Pa., are being in-

stalled at the Grey and Bruce Cement

Works, near Owen Sound, Oat. They will

weigh over 100,000 lb., and will cost

$12,000.

The Strathy Wire Fence Co., Limited,

who are staiting wire-fence works in Owen
Sound, Ont. , have elected J. R. Brown presi-

dent, and R. L. F. Strathy secretary and
manager of the company.

The National Iron Works, Limited, are

erecting in Wingham, Ont., works which

are to cost about $13,000. This company,

of which John Gait is president and W. C.

Bullock, managing director, will be the

Canadian manufacturing agents for Glen-

field Kennedy Co., Kilmarnock, Scotland.

McFarlane & Douglas intend erecting a

116 x 24 ft. foundry for the manufacture of

galvanized iron, sheet metal, veneer works

and similar lines of iron ware on Slater

street, Ottawa. The building is to cost

about $4,000, and it will be fitted with

modern machinery, costing $3,500. Em-
ployment will be given to about 30 men at

the start. Work will be rushed on the new
structure and business will be started early

in the summer.

A CASE OF FLOAT OR SINK.

Smitn : There should be no difficulty in

floating the new steel combination. There
will be lots of water in its stock.

Brown : Yes ; but too much water may
sink it.
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FILE WORKS CHANGE HANDS

THE Arcade File Works, Anderson,

Indiana, have been sold to the

Nicholson File Works, Providence,

R.I. The Allerton- Clark Co., 97 Chambers

St., New York, selling agents of the Arcade

files, have sent out the following circular in

regard to the change :

Our connection with The Arcade File Works as

the selling agents for its products having ceased,
we extend to all our customers who have favored
us with their file trade our thanks for their patron-
age, and our best wishes for their future success.

The well-known reputation of the Nicholson File

Company furnishes sufficient guarantee that all

business placed in their hands will receive prompt
and business-like attention, and we trust that all

who have handled Arcade files will continue to do
so, feeling assured that their file interests could not
be in better hands.

The following has been issued to the trade

by The Nicholson File Company :

We herewith announce that we have purchased
the Arcade File Works, of Anderson, Ind., and
shall continue the manufacture of this brand of
files at the works of the company.

The product of th's factory has heretofore been
handled by The Allerton-Clark Company, at their

New York and Chicago stores, but, under the
present ownership, this arrangement will not be
continued.

All orders and inquiries for prices, and all cor-

respondence in connection with the business of the
Arcade File Works should be addressed to The
Nicholson File Company, at Providence, R.I.

We shall endeavor to merit the continued patron-
age of all who have handled Arcade files, by
our prompt, careful and courteous attention to

whatever inquiries may be addressed to us, and to

all business placed in our hands.

" QUICK-MEAL " STOVES.

The Gurney Foundry Co., Limited,

Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver, will

again act this summer as agents for ' Quick-

Meal" wickless oil and gasoline stoves,

manufactured by The Ringen Stove Co.,

St. Louis, Mo. The stoves are steadily

gaining ground because of the qualities

which their name implies and their con-

struction guarantees.

A HARDWARE AMALGAMATION.
Mr. R. E. Bingham, of Stayner, was in

Toronto last week. Mr. Bingham was head

of the firm of Bingham 6k Co., retail hard-

waremen, who recently sold out to J. E.

Doner. Since then Mr. Doner has amalga-

mated with T. W. Gibson, and the stock of

the latter has been removed into the

premises of the former.

GREENWOOD BOARD OF TRADE.
The annual convention of the Eastern

British Columbia Board of Trade was

held jin Greenwood, B.C., on Saturday

last week. Every Board of Trade in

eastern British Columbia was represented.

Mr. C. A. Galloway, of Greenwood, was

elected president. Principal interest centred

in the discussion of railway construction,

which discussion resulted in the passage of

a resolution endorsing the appointment of a

Railway Commission, and declaring that

the mining towns of British Columbia desire

every bona fide company desirous of build-

ing railways in the Province should be

allowed to do so.

CONFERENCE POSTPONED.

On account of the illness of President

Martineau, the Retail Hardware Association

of Montreal did not send out the invitations

to the wholesale houses for a conference on

Wednesday evening as was originally

intended. We understand they will ask the

wholesalers to attend the meeting to be held

on the evening of March 20.

A GOOD PULLEY COVERING
Machinists generally will appreciate the

introduction of any covering which will

effectually prevent belts from slipping. For

this reason the Vacuum cement and pulley

covering, manufactured by the Vacuum
Cement and Pulley Co., New York, should

have a ready sale in Canada. It is claimed

that the use of this covering on pulleys will

double the life of any leather belt.

INQUIRIES AND ANSWERS.

"A.B." writes: " Could you give me the

address of somebody who could sell me
about 1,500 lb. of paraffin? This will

oblige me very much."

[Remarks : The Queen City Oil Co. and

McColl Bros. & Co., Toronto; B S. Van
Tuyl, Petrolea, Ont. These are all the

names that come to mind at the moment.

Possibly some of our readers may supply

other names.—The Editor.]

"Quick" writes :
" I desire to add window

blinds to my business. Kindly insert some

names of manufacturers of window blinds

and window blind fixtures of all kinds."

[Remarks : Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co.,

71 Bay street, Toronto, make a full line of

both blinds and fixtures.—The Editor.]

NOVA SCOTIA STEEL CO.

The annual meeting of the Nova Scotia

Steel Co. was held in New Glasgow, N.S.,

on Wednesday last week. The profits on

the year were $665,272. Dividends of 4
per cent, on preferred stock and 10 per cent,

on ordinary were declared.

The following directors were elected

:

Graham Fraser, G. F. McGay, J. D. Mc-
Gregor, Thos. Cantley, Simon A. Fraser,

New Glasgow
; J. F. Stairs, J. W. Allison,

Halifax, and Frank Ross, Quebec city.

The company's assets are now estimated

at $s, 208, 331. 55.

PERSONAL MENTION.
H. G. McNaughton, Guelph, Ont,

formerly representative of the Doherty

Manufacturing Co., Sainia, Ont., is again

on the road, and meeting old friends in the

trade in the capacity of representative of

the Gurney Foundry Co., on the ground in

Western Ontario lately covered by W. H.

Smith.

AGENCIES WANTED.
A firm in British Columbia is open for an

agency for an Old Country fire brick and

fire clay company. British merchants de-

sirous of appointing an agent would be good

enough to address the Advertising Mana-

ger, The MacLean Publishing Company,

Limited, Toronto.

G. W. Whitehead has started a general

store at Carghill, Ont. He was formerly in

business with his brother at Walkerton.

IMAM IVER JOHNSON
on BICYCLE,

GUN or

REVOLVER
is so distinctively a mark of quality

that the world recognizes it as a

GUARANTEE OF VALUE.
Good Bicycle Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

Send for catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches New York— 99 Chambers St.

Boston 165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
ONLY

WHOLESALE 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. WHOLESALE
ONLY

Spades, Shovels, Manure Forks and Drags.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.

WE SHIP PROMPTLY. OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362' Main St., WINNIPEG.

Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

ei'h-r by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

Broom and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.

Hamilton, Ont.

The Aylmer Iron Works Co., Limited,

Aylmer, Ont., have been incorporated with

a capital stock of $30,000.

FOR SALE.

CECOND-HAND Tinning Tools. For further
*J information, address, Trail Hardware Co.,
Trail, B.C. (13)

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.

Manufacturers of

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
ELECTRO PLATE. . . .

INCUBATORS.
Go into a business that will make you money while

you sleep. For a short time we will supply you with i^"
100-egg hot water incubator and a brooder to match, two
separate machines, for the small sum of $20. These ma-
chines have all the latest improvements, and guaranteed
to batch from 75 per cent, to 9i per cent, of fertile eggs,
if properly handled. All communications cheerfully
answered. Address,

The COLLINS MFG. CO.
34 West Adelaide St., TORONTO.

THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishe

3

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

i-n rBALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-light.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best (quipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

|

Intending
j

Advertisers i

should send in orders

for space and copy for ad-

vertisements in the Special

Number of

Hardware and Metal

without delay.

A
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LETTERS OF INTRODUCTION.

Mf DISAPPROVE of letters of introduc-

tion," said an elderly New Orleans

I business man. " I won't give one

under any circumstances. They are bad

form, and border close on downright imper-

tinence. What right have I, for example,

to thrust a perfect stranger on my friend,

John Smith, of Memphis or Chattanooga,

without having at least asked Mr. Smith's

permission or ascertained whether the intro-

duction would be mutually agreeable.

Then, again, such letters always mean

either too little or too much. Most of us

give good advice, without the least idea of

incurring any responsibility—yet a letter of

introduction is, or ought to be, an absolute

indorsement of the bearer, and the recipient

would be justified in holding the writer

strictly accountable for any abuse of his

hospitality. I believe this view is unassail-

able, but I must confess that I stopped

writing letters of introduction myself on

account of a little contretemps that had

nothing to do with the proprieties of the

question. It happened in this way :

"A certain friend asked me to give a letter

to a young Englishman, introducing him to

a former business partner of mine now liv-

ing in Louisville. I didn't want to do it,

but lacked moral courage to refuse, so I

wrote up two letters—one, the introduction

requested, and the other a brief note to the

Louisville man explaining the circumstances

and saying I didn't really know whether the

Englishman was a gentleman or a horse

thief. Two days later I got a telegram from

my partner, saying that he had received a

letter of introduction by mail, and was at a

loss to know what to make of it. I had put

the two inclosures in the wrong envelopes,

and had given the Englishman the private

note of repudiation."

"I suppose he read it, of course," re-

marked someone in the group of listeners.

" That's just what has been troubling me
ever since," replied the old merchant. '

' I

don't know whether he did or not. He
presented it without turning a hair, and if

he knew the contents he certainly made no

sign. At least that is the report of my
friend, who was so surprised when he ran

his eye over the epistle that he nearly fell

out of his chair. All this happened four

years ago, and I haven't written a letter of

introduction since. I wouldn't meet that

Englishman again for a $ 1,000 bill, because

'.y did I wouldn't know whether to shake

hands or get ready to fight."—New Orleans

Times- Democrat

.

John Henderson, city clerk, Ottawa, is

asking for tenders for the erection of a new
contagious disease hospital in that city.

LING

PAINTS?
To sell them If you have the right

^iave something that goes
or card. A man selects

card, but, remember, he has
t afterwards. Sell him poor

once an^you don't sell him again. He
members a poor store by its poor paint.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
are made to please, to work well, to cover

as pure paints ought to cover, to bring cus-

tomers to your store and retain them. Ram-
says Paints are not cheap paints, neither

are they dear paints. They are paints at

an honest profit for the best that can be
made. Selling them ?

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba. { WINNIPEG,
Northwest Territories and « ««am
British Columbia. MAN.

Correspondence Solicited.

WHEELBARROWS
NAVVV, GARDEN, BRICK, STONE, STEEL

TRAY WITH WOODEN FRAMES, AND ALSO

WITH TUBULAR STEEL FRAMES.

TRUCKS
STORE AND WAREHOUSE, RAILROAD AND

PACKING HOUSE, PLATFORM WAGGONS

AND BAGGAGE WAGGONS.

Write for Prices and other particulars.

CLELANDBROS.&CO.
MEAFORD, ONT.

BOXING LESSONS FREE

CANADA'S GREATEST BOXER
the patentee and manufacturer of

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
Made for all trades and to fit any shelving.

Full particulars from

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

TO manufacturers desiring to carry stock in

Montreal, we have good accommodation in

jobbing hardware centre, and are open for one or

two lines.

Address, P.O. Box 792,
(10) MONTREAL.

DO YOU HANDLE THE

%h AYLMER

In1^ SPRAYERS?

III I r— ^^^^ IF NOT
/ffi^JPJJJfS bite. ^% WHY NOT?

1 They are the most durable,

| easiest working and most
J^ simply constructed pump on
*^ the market, and give uni-

versal satisfaction. If our
travellers have not yet called

on you, write for catalogue.
Liberal discounts to the trade.

^&m AYLMER IRON
^S^*^ WORKS, AYLMER, ONT

*0ViK> fO-OAV <Htri,

DO YOl/?

rVertisemetit
in the *r»

Tof?Or4<0
will bring you,

fend<rsfram Ml
&fft contractors.
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, March 8, 1901.

HARDWARE.
BUSINESS is brighter than it has been

for many a day. Of the lighter lines

of goods needed for summer trade

dealers through the country are ordering

freely for shipment after April 1, when the

freight rates will be lower. This freedom

in buying on future account has given busi-

ness a good stimulus. For immediate de-

livery trade is also more active. Retailers

report a better consumptive demand. Wire

nails are moving out in larger quantities,

while such staple lines as screws, bolts and

rivets are in good request. In heavy metals

the feeling does not seem to be improved,

and little business is doing. The result of

the unsettled feeling that has prevailed for

some weeks in regard to the prices of Mrs.

Potts sad irons has been that all dealers

are now quoting 62^c. for No. 55 polished,

and 67^c. for No. 50 nickle plated. This

puts an end to the cutting. The discount

on poultry netting has been raised to 50

and 10 per cent. Barb wire and galvan-

ized wire have been reduced 15 cents per

100 lb. by the American manufacturers.

We understand that the 10 cents extra

charged for oiling annealed wire has been

taken off certain sizes. Payments have

been first class.

Barb Wire—Barb wire is now selling at

52.82^ per 100 lb. f.o.b. Cleveland and

Pittsburgh for less than carlots, and $2 70

for carlots of not less than 1 5 tons. Orders

are being taken freely as the market is

generally firm. The quotation f.o.b. Mont-

real is $3 05 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire — A fair trade has

been done in galvanized wire at the reduced

prices. We quote : No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, #3.10; No. 10,

#3-75; No. 11, $3.85; No. 12, S3. 25; No.

13. $3-35; No - '4. $425; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 16, 85.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—Instead of a base

price both oiled and annealed wire have

been put on a net price this week for the

following sizes : No. 9, $2.80; No. 10,

82.87; No. 11. $2 90 ; No. 12, 82.95; No.

•3> #3 J 5 Per IO° 1D - f.o.b. Montreal,

Toronto, Hamilton, London, St. John and

Halifax. In other sizes oiled wire is 10c.

per 100 lb. extra.

FineSteelWire—Prices are unchanged.

A moderate business is passing at 17^ pe.f

cent, off the list.

Brass anp Copper Wire — There has

been no change in these articles. Dis-

counts are still 55 and 2% per cent, on

brass, and 50 and 2j£ per cent, on copper.

Fence Staples — This line is without

special feature. A quiet trade is being

done. We quote : 83.25 for bright, and

83.75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails — The demand for nails is

increasing, but the nature of the trade con-

tinues unchanged, small orders being the

rule. The improvement is due simply to

the increased call for consumptive purposes.

We quote 82.85 for small lots and 82.75 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, London, Toronto

and Hamilton.

Cut Nails—The demand for cut nails is

a little better this week, but it is not yet by

any means active. We quote as follows :

82.35 for small and 82.25 for carlots ; flour

SORT UP YOUR STOCK
For Sugar-Making
the Season

Eureka Sap Spiles
CAST, with Hook. STEEL, 22 Gauge,

with Hook.

SAFE, ECONOMICAL, EASILY INSERTED, WILL
NOT LEAK, HOLD BUCKET SECURELY.

Sap Buckets
FLARING PATTERN- Quarts, 6, 8, 10, 14.

STRAIGHT PATTERN—Gallons, 1, i'„ 2.

PROPERLY SOLDERED, WILL NOT LEAK,
SUBSTANTIALLY MADE

IVI M
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG.

"RUSH SHIPMENTS" PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

VANCOUVER.
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THE PAGE-HERSEY

IRON & TUBE GO.
-Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

ft
Wrought Iron Pipe

For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

Silica Bricks
HIGHEST GRADE FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Magnesia Bricks
FOR LINING

Smelting, Refining and
Matte Furnaces, also

Converters and
Rotary Cement Kilns.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWERTPyPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

W CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND " DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s requirec

; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

barrel nails, 25 per cent, discount
;

coopers' nails, 30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails—The demand is moderate

and prices are unchanged. '* C " brand's

discount is 50 and jyz per cent, on their

own list and " M " brand's discount is 50,

10 and 5 per cent, on oval head and 50,

10 and 10 per cent, on countersunk head.

Horseshoes—A fair demand continues

to be experienced and prices are un-

changed. We quote as follows : Iron

shoes, light and medium pattern, No. 2

and larger, S3. 50 ; No. 1 and smaller,

S3. 75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

S3- 75 ; No. 1 and smaller, S4-°o ; X L
steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, S3-6o; No. 1 and smaller, S3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, S4-85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—An open market is

now prevailing and we hear that the ruling

discount is 50 and 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth— Orders are com-

ing in freely at Si-35 per 100 sq. ft.

Freezers—Ice cream freezers are mov-

ing nicely. " Peerless " is quoted as

follows : Two quarts, $1.8$ ; 3 quarts,

S2.10; 4 quarts, S2.50; 6 quarts, S3- 20 ; 8

quarts, $4 ; 10 quarts. S5-25; 12 quarts, #6;

16 quarts, with fly wheel, $11 ; toy, 1 pint,

Si. 40.

Screen Doors and Windows—Although

the manufacturers have entered into a two

years' agreement and have advanced prices,

wholesalers continue to quote the same

figures. A fair business is being done.

We quote : Screen doors, plain cherry

finish, S8.25 per doz.; do. fancy, Si 1. 50 per

doz ; walnut, S7.40 per doz., and yellow,

S7 45; windows, S2.25 to S3> 5° per doz.

Screws — An active business has been

done this week. Discounts are : Flat head

bright, 87 j£ and 10 per cent, off list; round

head bright, 82^ and 10 percent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—There still seems to be a brisk

demand for bolts, and good shipments

are being made. Discounts are as follows:

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent. ; machine bolts,

65 per cent. ; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4X C - Per lb. °ff hst ! hexagon

nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67^
per cent. ; stove bolts, 67% percent.

Building Paper — The inquiry for

building paper is steady. We quote :

Tarred felt, Si- 7© per 100 lb. ; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3 -ply, Si.05
per roll ; carpet felt, $2. 25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

TINPLATE8
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,"
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

All szes and gauges imported.

A. C. LESLIE ICO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Powe c

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

I"HE «*. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait. Canada.

AD/Ud HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIBMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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Elastilite is an inside or outside Varnish. It combines the

good qualities of both, but is entirely free from their faults.

Comparative tests have proved it to be more durable in the

salt waters and salt air of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts than

many of the best coach body varnishes.

Having stood these tests nothing more can be desired.

Our customers all say it's good, and they ought to know.

Cabinet can free with the above assortment.

Write for particulars.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

!!: Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage
Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

tarred fibre, 6oc. per roll ; O.K. and I.X L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets— A fair trade is reported on the

whole. The discount on best iron rivets,

section, carriage, and waggon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in

5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10

per cent, off list.

Cordage—Some good shipments of rope

have been made this week, while larger

orders are being booked. Manila is worth

13c. perlb.for7-i6andlarger; sisal is selling

at gyic and lathyarn g%c. per lb.

Spades and Shovels—These form an

active line, and the trade seems to be grow-

ing. The discount is still 40 and 5 per

cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools — Harvest tools are

moving as well as can be expected at this

time of year. The discount is 50, 10 and

5 per cent.

Tacks—No change. We quote as fol-

lows : Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk,

blued 80 and 5 per cent, discount ; tinned,

80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks, blued, in

dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Lawn Mowers—Lawn mowers are mov-

ing out freely. We quote : High wheel, 50

and 5 per cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel,

in all sizes, $2.75 each net ; high wheel,

11-inch, 30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—Business continues to be

of a limited nature. Prices are steady at

$18 to $24 per i. 000 as to brand, ex store.

Cement — The opening of the season

bids fair to be bright. At present sales are

few. We quote: German, $2.451082.55;

English, $2. 30 to $2.40 ; Belgian, S1.95

to $2.05.

MKTALP.
There is little business being done in any of

the metals. The immediate requirements

are not heavy, and the unsettled condition

of the markets precludes heavy buying for

fmport. On the Canadian market, black

sheets, Canada plate and terne plates are

very scarce, and, although prices were easy

some time ago, full values are obtainable

to-day.

Pig Iron — Prices are none too firmly

held. On the Montreal market Canadian

pig is worth about $17 to $18. Summerlee

is quoted at $23 to $24.

Bar Iron — The bar iron market is

steady, at $1 65 to $ 1 70 per 100 lb.

Black Sheets — The English market

continues to be quite unsettled and dealers

are afraid 10 operate. The Canadian mar-

ket is rather bare of goods. For immediate

delivery we quote : $2.80 for 8 to 16 gauge
;

$2.85 for 26 gauge, and $2 90 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron — The volume' of

business is not large. We quote : No. 28

Queen's Head, $5 to $5.10 ; Apollo, 103^

oz., $5 to 55.10; Comet, No. 28, $4.50,

with 25c. allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—The market continues

firm, the ruling price being 18c.

Ingot Tin — Primary markets are easier

again this week and the outlook is unfavor-

able. Lamb and Flag is worth 33 to 34c.

Lead—Rather weak at $4.65.

Lead Pipe—A fair business continues to

be done in lead pipe. We quote : 7c. for

ordinary and 7J£c. for composition waste,

with 15 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The market is rather active

and prices are firm. We quote: Black pipe,

%,$Z per 100 ft.; #. $3; %,$y, #,$3.15:
i-in., 54.50; 1%, 56.10; i#. 57-28; 2-in.,

59.75. Galvanized, #, 54.60; %, 55.25 ;

1 -in., 57-5°: !#. 59- 8° ;
J 'A, $1 1.7 5 ;

2-

in., 516.

Tinplates — Business is limited and
values are by no means steady. For irru^,

mediate delivery goods are worth 54 50 for

coke and 54-75 f° r charcoal.

Canada Plate—No one is eager to buy

heavily. Sales are very light. We quote :

52's, 52.90; 60' s, $3 ; 75's. 53.10 ; full

polished, 53-75, a"d galvanized, 54.60.
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Tool Steel—There is quite a good
demand (or tool steel. We quote : Black
Diamond, 8c. ;Jessop's 13c.

Steel—A fair inquiry has been experi-

enced this week. We quote : Sleighshoe,

$1.85; tire, $1.95: spring, $2.75; machinery,

$2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates—The terne plate market

is not in good condition for the early opening

of the season' s trade. The price varies from

$8 to $8.25.

^y Coil Chain — This line is firm

and active. We quote as follows :

No. 6, nj^c; No. 5, 10c; No. 4, 9J^c;
No. 3, 9c; #-inch, 7%c. per lb.; 5-16

$4.65; 5-16 exact, $5.10; ^,$4.20; 7-16,

$4.00; yz , $3.75; 9-16, $3.65; ft, $3.35;

M\*3- 2 5: H.$3-2o; i-in., $3.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6^c.

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

GLASS.
Import orders are being placed freely at

close prices. TheBelgian marketisquitefirm.

We quote : First break, $2 ; second, $2.10
for 90 teet ; first break, 100 feet, S3. 80 ;

second, $4 ; third, $4.50; fourth, $4.75;
fifth, $5.25; sixth, #5.75, and seventh,

$6.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

For several weeks the trade in paints,

colors and varnishes has been extremely

active, not only for booking orders but also

for actual shipment. The month of February
was an agreeable surprise and the present

month points to a heavy volume of trade all

through the different lines. To particularize,

liquid paints are perhaps the most active

branch, but still there is a good healthy

demand from all parts for coach colors and
varnishes. Notwithstanding the erratic

course of white lead, a fair amount of busi-

ness is being done both for immediate and
forward shipment. Sales of oil have been
somewhat checked by the instability of the

market. Turpentine is moving steadily.

Paris green is experiencing a good healthy

inquiry and large sales are reported this

week. Dealers say that stocks are light.

We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Lrovernment
standard, #6.37^ ; No. 1, $6.00 ; No. 2,

$5.62^; No. 3, S5.25, and No. 4, $4-87%
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

Dry White Lead — #5.50 in casks
;

kegs, #5.75-

Red Lead — Casks, $5.25 ; in kegs,

$S So-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 8c; No.
i,6^c; in oil, pure, 9c; No. 1, 7>£c.

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

$2 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, $2 .15;

bladders, in barrels, $220; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, $2.35; in tins,

$2.45 to $2.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
"-Tovinces 10c. higher, f.o.b, St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 72c; boiled, 75c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oshawa at 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 62c; 2 to 4
bbls., 61c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8% to g%c in wholesale

lots, and y2 z. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—-\7% to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resinsr

$2 75 to $4. 50. as to brand ; coal tar, $3 25
to $3 75 ; cotton waste, 4*4 to 5^c. for

colored, and 6 to 7>£c. for white ; oakum,

5^ to 6yc, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, \6%c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, \7%c ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages. i8^c; %-\b. packages, 20^ c.

;

i-lb. tins, \gyic; %-Vo. tins, 2i^c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The market remains in its morbid condi-

tion. Dealers are paying the following

prices in the country : Heavy copper and
wire, 13 to i3j£c. per lb. ; light copper,

12c. ; heavy brass, 12c. ; heavy yellow,

8% to 9c ; light brass, d]/2 to 7c;
lead, 2^" to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2^ to 2^c;
iron, No. 1 wrought, $13 to $14 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, $13 to JJ14 ; stove

plate, $8 to $9; light iron, No. 2, $4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

HIDES.
The demand for hides is fairly good

and prices are being maintained at

their present level. Dealers are paying
7^c. for No. 1 light, and tanners 8*4 C - for

carlots. We quote: Light hides, 7>£c.

for No. 1; 6^c. for No. 2, and 5>£c. for No.

3. Lambskins, 90c.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is falling off as the season

advances. We quote : "Silver Star," 14^
to i5J£c. ;

" Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;
" S.C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's
Astral." 18 yz to I9 5£c.

MONTREAL NOTES.

Mrs. Potts sad irons have been reduced

to 62^ and 67 %c.

Barb and galvanized wires are 1 5 cents

per 100 lb. lower.

Oiled and annealed wire on certain sizes

have been set at an equal net price.

The discount on poultry netting has been

raised from 50 and 5 per cent, to 50 and 10

per cent.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, March 8, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE wholesale hardware trade con-

tinues to increase, and the outloook

is for a thoroughly good spring trade.

One of the satisfactory features of the situa-

tion is the requests that are coming forward

for shipment of goods ordered some time ago

for delivery in the spring. In fence wires,

the feature is a charge in the figures on

oiled and annealed wire, this line now being

sold at net prices. The figures quoted are

10 to 15c. per 100 lb. lower than a week

ago. Business is a little better in fence

wires. Although the demand for wire nails

is not brisk, it is a little better than it was.

The same cannot, however, be said in re-

gard to cut nails. Trade is fairly

good in such lines as screws, bolts, hinges,

barn door hinges, and barn door traps. A
little is being done in spades and shovels

and harvest tools, and an occasional order

is being received for poultry netting. Quite

a few orders are being booked for loaded

shells for future delivery. Trade in cutlery

is small. Enamelled ware is quiet, and

there is not a great deal being done in tin-

ware. A fair sorting-up demand is reported

in rope. Some business is being done in

oil and gas stoves on future account. Prices

have been withdrawn by the Canadian

makers of iron pipe, and the feeling is

stronger in bar iron.

Barb Wire—Some business is being

done on future account, but practically litt e

is being done for immediate shipment. The

price of barb wire from stock has been re-

duced to #3.05 per 100 lb. The f.o.b. price

Cleveland was, it will be remembered, re-

duced last week, the figures being $2.82yz
per 100 lb. for less than carlots and $2.70

for carlots of not less than 1 5 tons.

Galvanized Wire— Local jobbers are

also quoting this lower from stock in sym-

pathy with the decline in the f.o.b. Cleve-

land price. The prices from stock are as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3 15 ; No. 10, J3. 60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $370 to $4.19; No. 12, S3 to

£3.30; No. 13. $3 10 to $3 40; No. 14,

$4.10 to $4. 50 ; No. 15 $4 60 to $5 05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons. There is a little better movement

in galvanized wire this week.

Smooth Steel Wire—Orders are begin-

ning to come in a little more freely for oiled

and annealed wire. The method of quoting

oiled and annealed wire has been changed,

resulting in a reduction of from 10 to 15c.

per 1 co lb. The net selling prices are now as

follows : Nos. 6 to 8, $2.90; 9, $2.80 ; 10,

$2.87; 11, #2.90; 12, $2.95; 13, $3.15 ; 14,

83-37; 15. #3-5°; l6 . 83-65. Delivery

points Toronto, Hamilton, London and

Montreal, with freight equalized on these

points.

Wire Nails—A fair business is reported

this week for small lots for immediate

delivery, and some orders are being booked

for delivery at the end of the month. The

deliveries of wire nails are much less than

they were the same time a year ago. We
still quote the base price at $2.8$ per keg

in less than carlots, and $2.75 in carlots.
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Cut Nails — No improvement can be

noted in this line, trade still being flat.

Belleville, as a delivery and freight equali-

zation point, has been abolished. The

delivery points are now Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Montreal and St. John. The base

price is still $2.35 per keg.

Horseshoes — Trade continues fairly

steady at unchanged prices. We quote f.o.b.

Toronto as follows : Iron shoes, No. 2 and

larger, light, medium and heavy, $3.60 ;

snow shoes, $3.85 ; light steel shoes, $3.70;

featherweight (all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ;

light steel shoes, $3. 95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4-95-

Horse Nails—A steady trade is also to

be noted in this line. We quote as fol-

lows : "C" brand oval head at 50 and 7 %,

per cent, discount off new list, and "M"
brand at 60, 10 and 5 per cent, off old list

;

countersunk head, 50, 10 and 10 per cent.

Screws — Some business is being done

for immediate shipment, and a few orders

are being booked for delivery at the end of

the month. The situation in screws is a

little stronger, the manufacturers in the

United States being less inclined to quote

prices than they were a short time ago.

We quote discounts as follows : Flat head

bright, 87 J4 and 10 per cent.; round head

bright,%2% and 10 per cent. ; flat head brass,

80 and 10 per cent.; round head brass, 75

and 10 per cent.; round head bronze, 65

per cent., and flat head bronze at 70 per

cent.

Bolts and Nuts—A fairly good trade

is being done in bolts, particularly in the

carriage description. We quote as fol-

lows : Carriage bolts (Norway), full

square, 70 per cent.; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4>^c off; nuts, hexagon,

434'c. off"; tire bolts, 67# per cent.; stove

bolts, 67yz ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent. ;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs — There is just the

usual steady trade to be noted in this line.

We quote iron rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

iron burrs, 55 per cent.; copper rivets and

burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

Rope — A fair sorting-up trade is being

done, and prices are unchanged. We
quote as follows : Sisal at 9>£c. per lb.

base ;
manila rope 13c. base ; cotton

rope, 3-16 in. and larger, i6^c. ; 5-32 in.,

2iJ^c., and Y% in., 22#c. per lb.

Binder Twine—We quote pure manila

at 10^ c. per lb. ; mixed, 8^c. per lb. ;

sisal, T%c. per lb.

Cutlery — A little trade is being done

in a sorting-up way.

Sporting Goods—Quite a few orders

are being taken for loaded shells for future

delivery. A few rifles are going out, and

an odd gun or so is wanted.

Green Wire Cloth—A little business

is being done at J1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—There is

a little trade being done for future delivery.

We quote 4-in. styles in windows at $7.20

to $7. 80 per doz., and 3 in. styles 20c. per

doz. less. Screen windows are quoted at

Si. 60 to $3.60 per doz., according to size

and extension.

Pressed Spikes—There is the usual

steady business being done and prices are

unchanged as quoted last week.

Tinware—There is a fairly good move-

ment in sap buckets and in milk can

trimmings, but, generally speaking, trade

in tinware is only moderate.

Enamelled Ware — Trade continues

quiet and without any particular feature.

Poultry Netting—Business on future

account is fairly good. Discount on Can-

adian is now 50 and 10 per cent., and on

English figures are net.

Harvest Tools—An occasional order

only is being received for harvest tools.

Discount on these is unchanged at 50, 10

and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—There is a moder-

ate trade only being done. Discount, 40

and 5 per cent.

Leather Cement—The price of leather

cements, which are used largely throughout

the country for bicycle and shoemakers'

purposes, have advanced considerably in

sympathy with the higher price of crude

rubber.

Building Paper—The demand is fairly

good and prices are unchanged.

Range Boilers—Trade is moderate and

prices unchanged. We quote : 30 gallons,

$7; 35 gallons, $8.25; 40 gallons, $9.50.

Cement — The movement has not yet

started, but a big trade is looked for this

spring. We quote Canadian portland $2 40

to $3 ; German, $3 to $3 15 ; English,

82.85 to S3 ; Belgian, $2 50 to #2.75 ;

calcined plaster, $2.

Gas and Oil Stoves—Some orders are

being booked, and the manufacturers are

making preparations for the spring trade.

METALS.
Business in metals is fairly good and the

outlook appears to be quite as good as a

year ago. The condition for buyers is more

favorable than it was then, for, while prices

are now considered to be at the bottom, a

year ago the prospect was for a lower

market.

Pig Iron—There is not a great deal of

buying just now as the users of pig iron in

II A If r\|'0 The origina land only Genuine Pre-

I 111 IV r I «\ paration for Cleaning Cutlery.UnlXL I \J 6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON'
KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL.

COVERT MFQ. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
^ 7 Toilet, H»nd, Electric Power

ARE THE BEST.
Higheft Quality Grooming and
Sheep Shearing Machine-

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOB OATALOOUI TO —».

A»rleu She.r.r Mfg. Co., Huhna, R.H..U8A

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all the qualities desirable in a Door Closer.
They work silently and effectually, and never get I

out of order. In use in many of the public build-

1

ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. I

MADE SOLELY BY
W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

Burman & Sons', limited cuppHs
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Field Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

LUBRICATING OIL
27 to 28 Gravity. Delivered in

barrels F.O.B. Cars here at 20c.

per gallon, barrel included.

B. S. VANTUYL, Petrolia, Ont.

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., U.S.A.
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Canada have largely bought for their future

requirements. The market is steady as to

price, and the outlook is for a continuance

of this condition. Shipments of pig iron

from the new furnace at Sydney are on

their way to the Toronto market.

Bar Iron—Prices have been withdrawn

this week by the rolling mills and the latter

will only now quote on application. The

wholesalers are, however, still quoting to

C^he retail trade at from $1.65 to #2.70 per

100 lb. base.

Iron Pipe — Ahhough prices have been

withdrawn by the manufacturers, jobbers

are still quoting as before. The demand

is fair. We quote as follows : Black

pipe % in., #2.95; Y% in., 83 00; #
in., $3.05; % in., #3.30; 1 in., $4.70; 1%
in., $6.40; 1 ^in., $7.70; 2 in., #10.25.

Galvanized pipe is as follows : yi. in.,

$4.85; % in., $5.25; 1 in-. 87-25; lH in ->

$9-7$; i'A in., $11.50; 2 in., $15.50.

Steel — The steel market is firmer, and

some of the manufacturers in Canada have

this week withdrawn their prices. The

situation this week is still very strong in the

United States, where premiums are being

paid on pool prices for steel billets.

Pig Tin—There have been some sharp

declines in both New York and London

during the past week, but no change has

been made in figures of jobbers' locally.

Trade, however, is dull, and the feeling

easy in sympathy with the outside markets.

We quote 32 to 33c.

Tinplates — Business is a little more

active than it was. This is partly due to

the fact that depleted stocks have been

replenished during the past week, and the

jobbers are in consequence in a better posi-

tion to do business.

Tinned Sheets—These are now going

out nicely, being required for making up

into tin cans and cheese vats. We quote 9

to 9^c. for 28 gauge.

Black Sheets—Trade is fair. Prices

are being firmly held, buyers having been

compelled to pay slightly higher prices than

a short time ago.

Galvanized Sheets—Trade has not yet

properly opened up and will not until there

has been an improvement in the weather.

Consequently only a moderate business is

being done. We quote : English at $4.75

in small lots, and American at $4. 50, but

these prices can be shaded for quantities.

Canada Plates—Local shipments are

light, but import orders are being placed

- ;Wi a little more freedom. We quote all

dull, 83, half-and half, $3. 15, and all bright,

$3.65 to $3.75.

Copper — Trade is much the same as it

was a week ago, both in ingot and sheet.

In the outside markets copper is fairly

steady. We quote : Ingot, 19 to 20c;

84,000 Daily Production.
S Factories. 5 Brands. NICHOLSON FILES For sale all

over the World

20 Governments. 85% R.R., 90% Largest Mfrs. 70% of Total Production of America.

NICHOLSON FILE CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 Ea*t Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."
Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

bolt or bar,23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to 23 J^c.

per lb.

Brass — Business is fair, and the dis-

count on rod and sheet unchanged at 15

per cent.

Solder—A reasonable amount of busi-

ness is being done. We quote : Half-and-

half, guaranteed, 19c. ; ditto, commercial,

i8^c. ; refined, i8^c, and wiping, 18c.

Lead—Trade is fair. The outside mar-

kets are weak, prices having declined 15s.

in London on Tuesday last, although it

recovered 5s. before the close. Local

quotations are unchanged at 4^c. to 5c.

per lb.

Zinc Spelter — The market locally is

dull and prices outside are weak. We still

quote 6 to 6j£c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—We quote casks at 6)4 to

7c. , and part casks at 7 to 7^c. per lb.

Antimony—Trade is fair at 11 to u^c.
per lb.

FAINTS AND OILS.

As usual, during the first week of March,
there has been a big movement of goods.
Linseed oil is selling in great quantities.

White lead is in brisk demand, Quite a
lot of turpentine is selling, notwithstanding
the fact that prices are lower in Savannah
and a decline is looked for here. The
demand for paris green is fair. Prepared
paints, varnishes and sundries are in excel-

lent request We quote

:

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white
lead, $6. 50; No. 1, $6. 12)4; No. 2. 85.75 ;

No. 3, #5.37^; No. 4, 85; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead— Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

85. 50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.
; $5.25 to $5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7j£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8/^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., 16^. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, I7j£c. ; 25-lb. drums,
18c. ; i-lb. papers, i8^c. ; i-lb. tins, i^yiz.;
#-lb. papers, 2o^c; J^-lb. tins, 2i#c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-
ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2. 1 5 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than
100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, 81.90
per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, 82.50 per
cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, #1.20 to 81.30 per
gal.; No. 1 quality, 81 per gal.

Castor Oil—East India, in cases, 10 to

io*4c. per lb. and 10^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 69c.

;

boiled, 72c.
; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 68c.

;

boiled, 71c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 62c; 2

to 4 barrels, 61c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per
gallon extra will be added, and for 5 -gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,
80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
Import orders continue large, but the

margin keeps small as there is no indication

of lower prices in Belgium. Stock quota-
tions are firm, with a good movement
recorded. We still quote first break
locally as follows : Star, in 50-foot
boxes, 82.10, and 100-foot boxes, 84
double diamond under 26 united inches,
$6 Toronto, Hamilton and London; terms
4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

MARKET NOTES.

Oiled and annealed wire is sold under a

new list.

The manufacturers of bar iron and iron

pipe have withdrawn their prices.

Quotations on galvanized wire and barbed
wire from stock are lower in sympathy with

the decline in the f.o.b. Cleveland figures.

The Toronto branch of the McClary
Manufacturing Co. is this week in receipt

of a carload of '* Leonard Cleanable "

refrigerators.

D. W. Ross, general merchant, Parry

Sound, Ont., has sold out to W. Adair &
Co., who will continue in the present stand.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, March 4, 1901.

THE market continues very quiet and

business dull, although some slight

improvement is noticeable along

certain lines.

Prices for the week remain unchanged, as

follows :

Barbed wire, ioo lb S3 45
Plain twist 345
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

n 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
15 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 45
" 16 and 20 3 50

10 3 55
8 365
6 3 70

4 3 85

3 4 10

Cut nails, 30tobody 300
" 20 to 40 3 05
" 10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
-• 6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65

Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 46

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 490
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 7°

Bar iron, JS2.50 basis. 1

Swedish iron, $4-5° basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00

Spring steel 3 25

Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00

Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50
20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50

24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00

28 gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb... 12

Imitation " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge '• 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 1075
IX ," 12 75
IXX / " 14 75

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18x24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch.. ..50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00

H 10 50
" # and 5-16 11 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
% 14 °°

M and 5-16 14 50
Solder 21 %
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
'

' double bitts 12 00 to 1 8 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87 M

Round " " 82*4

Flat " brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57M p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 5°. and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.. $2 50
No. 1 1 5°
No. a 1 25
Octagon extra 1 7%
No. 1 1 »S

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F. .pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5P-c.
C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage .-. 1800
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per ioo lb 6 75
Chilled 750

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned.. ...... 75 and 2% p.c.
" plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.
Water white Canadian.
Prime white Canadian.

25#C,
24c
22c.

2ic.

PAINTS. OILS AND GLASS

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68
Less than barrel lots 73

Linseed oil , raw 84
Boiled 87

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 2$%
Eldorado engine 24^
Atlantic red 27H
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23% to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61
Neatsfoot oil % 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5 50
51 to 60 600
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2%
kegs " 2%

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-
cording to shade and color . . per gal. $1 .30 to $1 .90

The Ingersoll Metallic Manufacturing

Co., Limited, Ingersoll, Ont., have been

incorporated with $20,000 capital stock.

PETERBORO' BOARD OF TRADE.

A special meeting of the Peterboro'

Board of Trade was held on Thursday

night, last week, to discusss the establish-

ment of a beet sugar industry in that city.

President T. E. Bradburn occupied the

chair.

The meeting was addressed at some

length by Wm. Collins and Dawson

Kennedy. Mr. Kennedy pointed out that

the Ontario Government had expressed *
willingness to assist in the project. There

was no better soil in the world for the

industry than in Ontario. An association

has been formed in Ontario to foster the

industry, which was almost sure to reach

immense proportions. He thought that

there would be at least ten factories estab-

lished in Ontario, and there is no other

business that a farmer can engage in that

will be more remunerative for as little

capital. As to the capital, it will cost about

$25 per acre to cultivate the sugar beet,

whilst the output will be worth about $50.

The following committee were appointed

to look into the matter : G. W. Fiizgerald,

warden of the county ; E. M. Elliott, presi-

dent of the Farmers' Institute ; Dawson

Kennedy ; William Collins, secretary of

Farmers' Institute ; T. E. Bradburn,

president of the Board of Trade ; Peter

Campbell, McF. Wilson, H, LeBiun,

Mayor Denne, Jos. Batten, Reeve Adams
and J. H. Burnham. At a subsequent meet-

ing of the committee, Mr. Kennedy was

appointed chairman and Mr. Collins,

secretary of the committee.

The North American Coal Co., Halifax,

are applying for incorporation.

Anchor" Brand
VARNISHES.

Dealers should get our quotations

before placing spring orders.

We manufacture a complete line,

and guarantee satisfaction.

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL. «*•
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EVERYTHING GOOD AND PROFITABLE IN WALL PAPER.

i

21-inch Ingrain Frieze, No. 2030.

r^r^fTT—*Mrir u\rtfnfe^&&
21-inch Ingrain Frieze, No. 2043.

THE ABOVE ARE TWO OF MANY SUCCESSFUL FRIEZES
IN OUR 190 1 COLLECTION * * * *
IF OF INTEREST WE WILL MAIL SMALL BOOK OF
INGRAIN SHADES WITH ILLUSTRATED MATCHED
COMBINATIONS, OR SAMPLES OF ABOVE OR OTHERS
IN ANY DESIRED SHADE jt j» * * *

H r
'

the WATSON, FOSTER CO., limited

Feb. 1st. MONTREAL
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

IN
view of the advance in the price of raw

material, the manufacturers of poultry

netting in the United States are with-

drawing outstanding quotations and naming

slightly higher prices. The great bulk ot

the netting has been already purchased for

the coming season, but this action will have

a good effect on the market at large.

WIRE CLOTH HIGHER.

The increased cost of wire, together with

the condition of the market and the moder-

rate supply on hand, has resulted in an

advance in the United States by the leading

manufacturers of wire cloth, who are now

quoting $1 per ioo square feet. It is

thought not unlikely that, as the season

advances, with the present prospect of a

large business, that something of a scarcity

may be developed.

THE BRITISH IRON MARKET.

S. W. Payse & Co., Manchester, Eng.,

in their monthly report say: "The iron

trade continues in an unsatisfactory con-

dition. Cleveland iron is about 6d. cheaper

during this month, but business doing has

only been small ; home buyers are very

cautious, and trade with the continent is

hindered by the severe weather prevailing

there. Many furnaces have recently been

stopped in the Cleveland district, and the

number now in operation is smaller than

for many years past. Prices of Scotch

iron are some 2s. higher during the month,

but the volume of business is very moderate

consumers only buying for pressing require-

ments.

LINSEED OIL IN CHICAGO.

The market is unsettled and lower.

Demand is light and some apparent anxiety

on the part of a few of the crushers to

realize on some part of their holdings is in

evidence. Deliveries on contracts are going

forward quite freely, and most of the grind-

ing trade will be provided for in this manner

for some weeks to come. Exaggerated

reports were sent out from Chicago during

the week, misrepresenting the conditions

here; this influence has not added to the

tranquility of trade thought in the West, to

say the least. The market is far from being

demoralized and no 58c. oil is in sight.

The market may be quoted at 60c.

per 7)4 lb. (8c. per lb.) as an inside

figure, with but one mill naming that

price. Others are holding at 1 to 2c.

above that basis. Early in the week some

second-hand oil sold at 61c; this started

the decline. In a jobbing way trade is very

quiet, small manufacturing consumers buy-

ing 3 to 5 bbl. lots as they need it, but the

retail dealers are holding off for mild

weather.—Paint, Oil and Drug Review,

March 6.

PLUMBERS' BRASS WORK IN THE STATES.

The manufacturers of Plumbers' brass

work, at their meeting held in New York

city on February 15, adopted a price list,

which showed an advance in cost to the

jobbers of an average of five per cent, over

the previous quotations. The prices ad-

opted were understood to be the extreme

prices at which any manufacturer would

sell his wares. No discount sheets were

issued to the jobbing trade, unless upon

application by the jobber. In no instance

were the manufacturers to send discount

sheets indiscriminately through the mail.

It was the opinion of the meeting that con-

siderable business was at hand. The only

element which prevented the placing of

these orders was the fact that the jobbing

trade did not know which way the market

was going to turn or what the manufacturers

intended to do. It was contended by sev-

eral of the members present at the meeting

that if the manufacturers would only stand

together and maintain their prices and
show the jobbing trade that it was their

intention to maintain prices and also to

keep the market in a stable and unbroken

condition during the spring months the

jobbers would have no hesitation whatever

in placing their orders for their needs.

The market during the past few months

has been the most remarkable one

known for years. The jobbers' stocks

of brass work are now smaller than

they have been in any previous

year at this season. This is owing to the

fact that we have experienced an extra-

ordinarily mild winter ; a winter which

enabled the plumbers to continue their

work out of doors, and building has been

exceptionally brisk up to the present time,

thus keeping up the continued and even

demand for all classes of goods entering

into the plumbing supply lines. As we are

now within a month of the busiest season of

the year, and as the jobbing trade is sorely

in need of new stock, and the manufactur-

ers, owing to the demands made upon them

from time to time to keep the jobber sup-

plied in a hand-to mouth way, have very

little stock at the factories, the moment
orders begin to pour into the various manu-

facturers, and the market shows a healthy

and steady appearance, the prices are

likely to go up in a material degree and

stay there. The advance of 5 per cent.,

which was recently made, may shortly

materialize into a 10 per cent, advance.

This may not be done by joint action on the

part of the manufacturers, but will simply

be the effect of an increased demand on the

part of the jobbers.—Metal Worker.

NEW YORK METAL MARKETS.

Tin—Under the unfavorable conditions

previously noted, the market for pig tin con-

tinues to decline. In the New York market

a further break of 20 points was recorded

early in the day; 5 tons spot sold at 26. 25c.

,

but, although there were further offerings at

that figure, there were no more sales, as-

buyers did not bid over 26c. The clost*

here was dull and weak. March could have

been bought at 26.15c, while 26c. was bid.

There were no bids on later months, asking

prices being 26c. on April, 25. 50c. on May,

25.25c. on June and 25c. on July. The
morning cables from London report a weak

market, with a decline of 17s. 6d. on spot

and of 1 os. on futures, but after noon the

feeling was better and the market closed

steady without further change.

Copper- The London market was slightly

higher but closed quiet. There was nothing

new in the situation locally, the demand
being light, and prices somewhat nominal at

17c. for Lake Superior and i6^c. for

electrolytic and casting.

Pig Lead—There was another sensa-

tional break in the London market to day.

This morning the price of soft Spanish

declined 15s. to ^13 12s. 6d., but after

noon recovered somewhat, closing 5s above
the low point. Nothing new was presented

in the New York market, which remained
quiet with prices unchanged on the basis of

4-37/^c. m l°ts of 50 tons or over. St.

Louis telegrams reported that the market
was firm at 4.22^ to 4 25c.

Spelter—The market remains dull and
weak. Prices, however, were without fur-

ther change, the closing quotations being

#3 9 2% t° 3 97/4°- f°r sP°t and 3.90 to

3 95c. for March to May delivery. In St.

Louis the market was still unsettled at 3.75
to 3 82J^C.

Antimony — There was a moderate
jobbing demand for regulus at the range of

S% to ioXc, as to quantity and brand.

Old Metals — The market remains
quiet, with prices unchanged.

Iron and Steel—Conditions in these

markets are virtually unchanged. Locally

more interest is being manifested in pig
iron, and the market is hardening in sym-
pathy with advices from other centres, but
there has as yet been no actual change in

quotations, and no very important transac-

tions have come under our notice. Pittsburg

continues to report an active market with a
decided upward tendency to prices. It is

reported there that talk is heard that an
advance of $2 per ton in the price of steel

plates will probably be made at the ner*
meeting of the pool, and an advance eJ"
billets is also expected. The pig iron fur-

naces in the Pittsburg district are reported
to be largely sold up until July.

Tinplate — Continued activity is re-

ported, but no fresh features were presented
in this market today.—New York Journal
of Commerce, March 6.
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Safe Lock Shin cle

We have just completed a/vplant for manufacturing /

PRESSED STEEL BRICK.

EAVE TROUGH BY A NEW PROCESS
Entirely doing away with all prick marks, and making every length an exact model

in shape and size, effecting a saving in both labor and solder in their erection.

WE SOLICIT TRIAL ORDERS AT GUARANTEED PRICES.

SKYLIGHTS 6VENTILAT0R.S

We also manufacture Round and Corrugated Conductor Pipe,
Elbows and Sundries,
"Safe-Lock" Metal Shingles,
Pressed Steel Siding, Corrugated Iron,
Metal Ceilings, OK Stove Pipe Thimbles,
Cornices, Skylights, Finials, Etc.

We are constantly adding money-making lines for the dealer.

Have you seen our Sheet Metal Pump and Galvanized Tubing ?

Do You Want an Agency ?

The Metal Shingle & Siding Co., Limited
PRESTON, OIVIT.

7? '

How to Prevent a Belt from Slipping,

A BELT WILL LAST TWICE AS LOISG

If our Pulley Covering is used, as thousands of manufacturers using leather belts

for the transmission of power experience annoyance and trouble with slipping belts,

from which arise many losses, such as time, power, etc.

No doubt you have tried many preparations, but the "Vacuum Cement and
Pulley Covering" will prevent all belts from slipping, being free from all

harmful ingredients. It will put your belts in better condition and keep them so

help them to do the proper work, as no other dressings or coverings ever invented

have done before.

" The Vacuum Cement and Pulley Covering " is not the cheapest, but the best. It allows the use of

a much slacker belt than usual ; this slackness prevents belt strains, as well as strains on the machinery. The
covering may be applied to any pulley, iron or wood, and is guaranteed for five years. We furnish the material

and the work can be done right in your own shop. We invite your careful investigation.

Write for full particulars.

The Vacuum Cement & Pulley Covering Co.,
Main Office, 1493 Third Ave., NEW YORK.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
FROZEN CONDUCTOR PIPES.

THE heavy snows and extreme cold

weather during the month of February

have already made a considerable

business for roofers and tinsmiths in thawing

out and repairing conductor pipes, and when

the weather is milder it is probable that

many will have to be replaced. The snow

on the loof will thaw from the effects of the

sun, even when the temperature is below the

freezing point ; as a result the water which

flows down the conductor pipe freezes until

the pipe becomes solid with ice, after which

icicles will form on the outside of the con-

ductor pipe until the weight is sufficient in

some instances to tear the pipe away from

its fastening to the building.

In other instances these huge icicles have

partially melted away, so that they are sup-

ported by only a slender thread of ice, and

in case of a little extra sunshine, or a heavy

wind, icicles weighing more than ioo lb.

fall on the sidewalk, endangering the lives

of foot travellers, and in some instances it

has been found necessary to put railings

along the street to keep foot travellers out-

side of the danger line. These troubles have

all been experienced where the conductor

pipe runs, as it is customary in the majority

of instances, on the outside of the building.

The more modern practice of running the

conductor pipe inside the building keeps

the pipe warm enough so that it never be-

comes solid with ice, and no matter what

the outside conditions may be, of freezing

or thawing, any water resulting from a thaw

finds escape through the open pipe. It is

pointed out by those who have observed the

icicles that invariably the greatest trouble is

from conductor pipes disposing of water

from the south side of roofs which are ex-

posed to the rays of the sun.—Metal

Worker.

TORONTO BUILDING PERMITS.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to The Toronto Plate Glass Co.

for a glass bending factory at 209 -213

Victoria street, to cost $ 1,200 ; to John C.

Palmer, for an additional storey to the

Palmer House, to cost 515,000 (Langley &
Langley, architects) ; to W. Robinson, for

a dwelling near College on Concord avenue,

to cost $3,000 ; to J. J. Walsh, for three

pairs semi detached houses on Beatty

avenue, near King street, to cost #15,000;

Reid & Brown, for a foundry with galvan-

ized iron roof, on Esplanade street, near

West Market, to cost $14,000 ; to Joanna

Duff for a pair houses at 20 and 22 Colum-

bus avenue, to cost $1,000 ; to Mrs. Julia

Grandier, for two dwellings on Clinton

street, near College, to cost $1,200 ; to

Caleb Evans, for a residence on Spadina

road, near Prince Arthur avenue, to cost

$5 000 ; to H. M. Death, for two residences

at 765 and 767 Euclid avenue, to cost $2, 500;

to R. Score, for a corrugated iron roof to

77 King street west to cost $1,600 ; to

Richard Dinnis, for two residences at 152

and 154 William street, to cost $2,600.

The total for the week is $50,800. This

improves the prospects, as the value of

permits issued during January and February-

was only $82,510, as compared with

$167, 125 in 1900.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

ARCHITECT MATTHEWS. London,

Ont. , is preparing plans for a

$5 000 residence for D. B Col-

beck, Woodstock, and a $4,000 Methodist

church at Brownsville, Ont.

John Greenway is erecting a residence

near Oak River, Man.

A new brick manse will be erected at

Largie, Ont., this season.

The Hornerite church will be erected in

Cobden, Ont., during the summer.

Barracks for North West Mounted Police

will be erected at Gleichen, N.W.T.
R. Westwood, Philadelphia, Pa., intends

erecting a carpet factory in Cornwall.

Architect Wideman's plans for the Fen-

wick Presbyterian church, Guelph, Ont.,

have been accepted.

The freeholders of the new parish of St.

Leo, Westmount, Montreal, have decided

to erect a church at a cost of $30,000 and

a presbytery to cost $10,000. Sherbrooke

street and Argyle avenue is the proposed

location

.

Walter Suckling, Winnipeg, has pur-

chased, on behalf of a client, the property

on the northwest corner of McDermott and

Albert streets, Winnipeg, and will, next

spring, commence with the erection of a

three storey block with 135 feet frontage on

McDermott avenue and 100 on Albert

street. The building, it is estimated, will

cost $65 000.

BUILDING PROSPECTS IN OTTAWA.
The outlook for Ottawa building trades is

unusually bright this spring. Since Novem-
ber last, permits for buildings to the value

of nearly $100,000 were issued, so builders

are looking for the busiest season for many
years.

THE APPRENTICESHIP QUESTION.

AT the recent meeting of the Master

Plumbers' Association of Missouri,

the committee on apprenticeship,

according to a report in The Plumbery*,

Trade Journal, presented the following :

The National apprenticeship committee submit-

ted an exhaustive report to the Baltimore conven-
tion of 1900, and same was referred to the executive

board of iqoi for joint consideration with the com-
mittee—the intention being that an endorsement or

a disapproval of the plans outlined would be

submitted to the Kansas City convention by the

executive board. Since that time the National
executive board has held its mid-winter meeting in

New York City and given the matter considerable

attention. They concluded to recommend restric-

tions for local associations along the line mapped
out by the apprenticeship committee, but do not

consider it practical to adopt any uniforn National

law at this time. This will, therefore, be the tenor

of their report to the next convention. I submit
the system that the apprenticeship committee de-

sired adopted (in its general form at least). This
system has been approved by the Ohio State Asso-
ciation, from the office of which the plan was first

submitted :

"1. That the apprentices be governed by uniform

system under the control of the National, State and
local associations as follows : Certificates of ap-

prenticeship to be issued by the National to the

State association and from the State to the local,

the locals to have an apprenticeship committee,
consisting of three or more members, for the pur-

pose of examining all applicants before apprentice-

ship.

" 2. Applicants for apprenticeship must have the

following qualifications : First, must be a boy of at

least 16 years of age ; second, must be sound
physically ; third, must have a good common
school education ; fourth, must be fairly bright

and intelligent ; fifth, must serve at least five years

in apprenticeship.

"3. The apprentices are to be allotted as follows:

Each and every plumbing shop having two men
shall be allowed one apprentice, and for each and
every three additional men he shall be allowed one
apprentice. This to go into effect and to be in

force for a teim <>f five years."

An endoisement of such a system would help it

on the floor of the next convention, but if the State

convention here assembled does not favor a
National law. then it would be the next best thing

to concur in the conclusions of the National execu-
tive board and recommend the matter to local con-

sideration.

OWN THEIR OWN LIGHTING PLANT.

The town of Woodstock, Ont., on Friday

last took over the electric light plant and

will in future run it themselves. Over two

months ago the property owners voted on

the purchase and it carried by a large ma-

jority. Since then, however, there has

been considerable trouble over missing

bonds, but up to date there are only $2,000

worth missing, and the town took over the

plant, paying the purchase price, less the

$2,000. When these bonds are found the

other $2,000 will be paid the company.

The purchase price is $14000, $i2,oe&*»r

which has been paid.

Wm. Rea, secretary of the Ottawa Public

School Board, is asking bulk tenders for a

new school building on Wellington street,

Ottawa.
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Fine
Look in the GREEN BOOK of Hardware Specialties for

prices. If you want it, ask us.

UTICA DROP FORGE & TOOL CO.,
296-C. Broadway, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

•DVERTISING in WESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA.

Manufacturer* 6l O0"^4

'"Supplies
Pipe Fittings and Headers.

Large Manifolds made to Order.

Steam Traps and Appliances, etc.

b^l

The , . .

Jas. Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

>^^> TORONTO.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

THE

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

:mgggipnuurcq
tHtt-ii 'I » ii J mr^i=*£

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironiDg
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS — " C" Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Gunn Castor Co.,
Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNS are equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best, None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE-

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all.

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,
Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Faotories • !
332 William St -. MONTREAL, QUE.00 -

1 and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES. ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

A
MEETING of the creditors of J. G.

Fairbanks, general merchant,

Spruce Grove, N.W.T., is to be

held on Saturday.

Wm. H. Slight, builder, Cookstown.Ont.,

has assigned to John Elliott.

Joseph L. Brodeur, general merchant,

St. Hyacinthe, Que, has assigned.

David Hacht, general merchant, Tich-

borne, Ont., is offering 30c. on the dollar,

cash.

Walter Wardrop, general merchant, Lac

des Bonnett, Man., has assigned to C. H.

Newton.

Leonide Sicotte, general merchant,

Boucherville, Que., has assigned to Kent

& Turcotte.

A meeting of the creditors of Elizabeth

Marshall, dealer in tinware.etc, Dunnville,

Ont., was held this week.

B. J. Pattenier, machinist, Montreal, has

assigned, and a meeting of his creditors has

been called for February 14.

J. E. Hutton, general merchant, Thorn-

bury, Ont., has assigned to Alfred Wood,

and is offering to compromise.

Joseph Bernier, carriagemaker, L' Islet,

Que., is offering 25c. on time, or 20c. cash,

on the dollar. D. Arcand has been appointed

curator of his estate.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Leitch & Liphardt, hardware dealers, etc.,

Waterloo, Ont., have dissolved.

George Stephens &Co., hardware dealers,

etc., Chatham, Ont., have admitted D. H.

Douglas.

J. Sweeny has succeeded F. A. Empey as

partner with Geo. A. Rendell as proprietors

of the Eholt Trading Co. , general merchants,

Eholt, B.C.

Copartnership has been registered by J.

J. Hughes and P. E. McFarlane under the

style of Hughes & McFarlane, general

merchants, Souris, P.E.I.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

The assets of I. J. Dupont, hardware

dealer, Farnham, Que., are to be sold.

The assets of R. Bourbeau, general mer-

chant, Victoriaville, Que., have been sold.

Krotz & Walter, general merchants,

Listowel.Ont., have sold out to Walter Bros.

The stock of the estate of W. S. Grout,

general merchant, Minto, Man., has been

sold.

The stock, etc. , of the general store of W.

J. Brompton, Moorefield, Ont., is advertised

for sale by auction.

The stock of Alf. Boulanger, general

merchant, St. Eugene (L
1

Islet), Que., has

been sold at 64%c
The assets of The Ossekeag Stamping

Co., Limited, manufacturers of tinware,

Hampton, N.B., are advertised for sale by

tender up to April 1.

The business of W. H. Michener, black-

smith, etc., Dunnville, Ont., is advertised

for sale.

The stock, etc., of Mowat & Co., hard-

ware dealers, Trenton, Ont., is advertised

for sale on March 11.

The assets of A. Gibault, general mer-

chant. St. Lucie de Doncaster, Que., are to

be sold on the 12th inst.

The stock, etc., of the estate of Morrison

& Co., general merchants, Boissevain,

Man., is offered for sale by auction.

The business of John H. Grant & Co.,

manufacturers of agricultural implements,

baskets, etc., Grimsby, Ont., is advertised

for sale.

C. & V. B. Fullerton, general merchants,

Parrsboro', N.S., have sold the Holmes

hardware stock, which they recently pur-

chased, to John W. Cameron.

CHANGES.

Duphin & Frere have registered as saw-

millers in Stoke, Que.

Peladeau & David have registered as

painters in Montreal.

Lacroix & Leger have registered as hard-

ware dealers, etc., in Montreal.

Wells & Frary have registered as general

merchants at Frelighsburg, Que.

W. J. Miller, carriagemaker, Carman,

Man., has sold out to J. J. Levarton.

The business of J. W. Carwin, harness

dealer, Elkhorn, Man., is to be wound up.

Wm. S. Brown has registered as pro-

prietor of the Hub, general store, Cowansville,

Que.

The stcck of the estate of H. L. Moore,

crockery dealer, St. John, N B., has been

sold to E. F. Copp.

Mrs. Nap. Bray has registered as pro

prietress of N. Bray & Co., carriagemakers,

Coteau Station, Que.

FIRES.

J. F. Norton, general merchant, Cardi-

gan, P.E.I.,' has been burned out ; insured

for $7, 000.

Jeffrey Bros., manufacturers of carriages

and implements, Petitcote, Que., have

been burned out.

The stock of H. L. & J. T. McGowan,

painters, etc., St. John, N.B., has been

damaged by fire ; insured.

DEATHS.

Peter Armstrong Sr., carriagemaker,

Hamilton, is dead.

Francois Bouffard, general merchant, St.

Pierre (Montmagny), is dead.

C. J. Marchildon, general merchant, St.

Pierre les Becquets, Que., is dead.

Thomas Courtice, of Courtice & Jeffrey,

wholesale and retail harness dealers, Port

Perry, Ont., is dead.

" The boy stood on
" The burning deck
"Whence all but him
"Had fled,

"What ere betide
" I'm safe, he cried,

"With my
"PAINTERS PERFECT LEAD!

Every
Hardware Merchant
is safe in recommending

PAINTERS

PERFECT

WHITE

LEAD
MANUFACTURED BV THE LATEST AND
MOST APPROVED METHOD, SECURING
WHITENESS, PERMANENCE. AND THE
GREATEST COVERING POWER.

This lead is a new and scientific combination of

materials which are in themselves perfect pigments,

ground in pure refined Linseed Oil. It will be
found on trial to be the whitest Lead ever intro-

duced, besides which it has great covering power,

works well under the brush, and shows up tints

sharp and clear. In thinning, it takes more Oil

than any other Lead, and will, therefore, cover

more surface. It will also wear better either on
inside or outside work than any paint ever offered

before.

Please give this Painters Perfeot White Lead
a thorough test, and you will be satisfied that it is

all we claim for it.

Manufactured only
by

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Montreal and Toronto
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of__^^fl^

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., - MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

u
o
c

DIAMOND EXTENSION FRONT GRATE.
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CET THE ORIGINAL-
We lead, others imitate.

E. T. WRIGHT <Sc CO.
Manufacturers. HAMILTON, ONT.

"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

JaP* all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

Ends Slide in Dovetails similar to
Diamond Stove Back.

Diamond

Adjustable Cook
Stove Damper

Patented March 14th, 1893.

»iim i,nji.iiiwjiw;.wn iu 'i«.iw _

iffifmiiiiiin
DIAMOND EUTENSION FRONT tiRftrE

il|j|ijiiiiiiiijii!
Patented December 22nd, iSqb.

EXTENDED.
4x11 to 6x21.

For Sale by Jobbers of Hardware

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, US A.
" A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ontario.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. !5S5£SS5u°2i-

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS IDEAL, NO. 44
Stevens Ideal N.S44

This is as reliable and
accurate a rifle as can be
constructed. Placed at a
moderate price to meet the

demand for such a rifle. 1

1

is recommended without
qualification and fully guar-

anteed. Made in the following styles :

.22 Long-Rifle R. F., 25 Stevens R. F., and .32 Long R. F. Standard length of barrel for rim-fire

cartridges, 24 inches. Weight 7 ^ pounds.
.25-20 Stevens C. F., .32-40 C. F., .38-55 C. F., and .44-40 (.44 W. C. F ) Standard length of barrel

for center-fire cartridges, 26 inches. Weight, 7K pounds.
Half-octagon barrel, oiled walnut stock and fore-arm, rifle butt, case-hardened receiver, sporting rear

and Rocky Mountain front sight.

Price, with standard length of barrel, $13.00.

Can be obtained of any of the leading jobbers in Canada at liberal discount from this price.

Send for complete catalogue of our full line of Rifles, Pistols and Machinists' Tools.

J, Stevens Arms & Tool Co,, P, 0. Box 217, Chicopee Falls, Mass., DU .

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, -white and colored. Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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THE TOWN OF GODERICH

AT the recent annual meeting of the

Goderich Board of Trade, the fol-

lowing interesting reference to the

industries of the town appeared in the

address of President Williams :

" Now, I want to say a few words with

special reference to the town. Whilst we

cannot at the moment boast that our popu-

lation is the largest on record, it can I

think be safely said that in no time of the

town's history was it in better shape, nor

its future brighter. We can well afford to

be proud of it both as a town to live in,

and as a manufacturing place, with its rail

and lake facilities. It has a natural beauty.

Its fine situation, its elevation, etc., etc.,

make it an ideal spot for a town to have

been built. Of late years the place has

vastly improved, many new buildings have

gone up, both business places and houses,

the latter mostly of an artistic nature, giv-

ing place to the old style frame structure,

thereby adding to the beauty of the sur-

roundings.

' • The day of the dingy office and ill-

lighted workroom in Canada is almost a

thing of the past. In business matters we

have vastly improved. We have our furni-

ture factory, organ factory, knttting factory,

bicycle and engine factory, saw mill, plan-

ing mills, an elevator second to none, and

other industries employing a larger number

of wage- earners than we ever had before
;

and a warm word of thanks is due to the

few men amongst us who risked their money

in establishing these industries, adding so

materially to the prosperity of the town.

May they succeed beyond their anticipation

and more than double their money, is my

wish. It is gratifying also to know that

the "Big Mill," which has been idle so

long, will soon be in full running order

again, and may good luck be with its

energetic manager ! Further, we have

perhaps more telephone services, more

miles of electric wiring, more miles of

sewerage and better drainage, more miles

of water mains (though it must be admitted

the water supplied us should be improved

upon) than any other town of our popula-

tion in the country. The soundness of the

town may be illustrated by the fact that we

have had but few failures in recent years.

Chief amongst the reasons which have

brought about at least some of these, may

be noted the throwing upon the market of

bankrupt stocks, a condition of affairs

which I find exists all over the country,

interfering with legitimate trade, demoraliz-

ing business generally in some lines, and

being manifestly unjust to the hundred

cents on the dollar man. Legislation is

equired to correct this evil, and this might

be brought about by the efforts of Boards

of Trade." The officers elected were :

President—Mr. R. S. Williams.

Vice-President—Mr. Colborne,

Secretary—Mr. James Mitchell.

Treasurer—Mr. W. A. McKim.
New Council—F. W. Doty, S. A. McGaw,

Robert McLean, Wm. Campbell, N. B. Smith, W.
C. Goode, Alex. Saunders, G. F. Emerson, George

Porter, G. M. Elliott, Joseph Beck and George

Acheson.

MERCHANTS' DAY IN WOLFVILLE.

MERCHANTS' DAY, as advertised

by the merchants of Wolfville,

N.S., has now been in existence for

three seasons. There is a difference of

opinion among us as to its advantages.

Some are in favor of it, and others are

sceptical, but we think on the whole it has

been beneficial in keeping at home trade

that seemed to be drifting to other towns

and especially to the departmental stores of

Toronto that do a large business in this

county.

Our method is to combine our advertising

in the local papers by taking a large space

and offering all the special bargains we

can beside a general discount on all stock

of 10 per cent, for that day. This reduces

the cost to a very small figure for each one.

We agree at a meeting of all the mer-

chants on the special goods that each will

sell on that day in order that there may be

no clashing, and the total list certainly

offers great inducements to the customers.

As our business is classified here, customers

can make their list of dry goods, groceries,

boots and shoes, hardware and drugs, etc.

,

and by taking in each store get a lot of

useful goods at very low figures.

We are careful to do exactly as we

advertise ; make our list of inducements —
goods that the buying public need. Of

course we drop a lot of profit but our sales

are large and in the rush and excitement of

a big sale lots of unseasonable and slow

selling lines are worked off.

We have chosen the holiday season

—

generally a week before Christmas—to allow

dealers in fancy goods the same opportunity

of participating. The evil attending it is

that so many wait from the date of the

announcement of sale that trade is generally

dull for a few days preceding the " mer-

chants' day," but we seem to have our

regular Christmas trade after it.

We think it has established more confid-

ence among our customers that the local

dealer is trying to do as well for them in

the way of low prices as the city stores and

prices quoted in catalogues. Personally, I

think such a sale would be of great

advantage also in the Spring, say, April or

May.

If any of the readers of Hardware and
Metal wish any further details we should

be pleased to give all the information

we can.

J. D. Chambers.

Wolfville, N.S., Feb. 22, 1901.

The assets of Lemay & Marchand, gen-

eral merchants, Shawenegan Falls, Que.,

are offered for sale.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets

*r
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U
MIDLAND

55

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents :

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

We Manufacture^^

AXES, PICKS

MATTOCKS, MASONS'

and SMITH HAMMERS
and MECHANICS' EDGE

TOOLS,

All our goods are guaranteed.

James Warnock & Co., - Gait, Out.

CURRENT MARKET QUOTATIONS.
March 8. 1901.

These prices are tor such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit;, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56and281b. ingots, perib. 32 33

Tin pi at eg.

Charcoal Plates—Bright
M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pe box

I.O., usual sizes {6 75
I.X., " 8 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
1.0 675
I.X 8 25
I.X.X 9 50

Kaven 4 Vulture Grades—
I.C., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 01
l.XXX., " 8 00
D.O.,12%xl7 4 75
D.X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Ooke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel

—

I.C., usual sizes 4 15

I.C., special sizes, base 4 50
20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 50
I.X., TerneTin 10 50

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X.X., 14x56, 50sheetbxs")
" 14x60 " > 07 07%
' 14x65, " )

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

,r 26 " 08% 09
28 " , 09 09%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 165 170
Refined " " 2 15
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base — 2 00
TireSteel 2 00
Machinery iron finish 2 05

Cast Steel, per lb 00 00
Toe Calk Steel 2 30

T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13

Jesiop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inch 12%
2 " 13
2/, " 1 15
3 " 16

3V4 " 20
4 " 25

dteel Boiler Plate.
^:~ i- 225
yi?inoh 2 25

*i"men and thick r 2 25

Black Sheets.
cause 3(0

20 gauge 3 00
22to24 " 3 10

26 " 3 20
28 " 3 30

Canada Plate*.
All dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
All bright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% inch 3 00

% • 3 01)

% " 3 1

5

% " 3 2u
1 " 4 SI
1% " 6 35
1% " 7 55
2 " 10 1U
2%-6 inch, discount 6 J p c.

Galvanized pipe

—

% ii ch 4 65
% " 5 35

1 " 715
1% " 9 75
1% " 11 25
2 " 15 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 45 4 CO
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 60
28 " 1 75 4 25 4 fO 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

" % "
8 00 8 50

5-16 " " 5 35 5
" % " " 4 35 4 85

7-16 " "
4 15 4 65

% " "
4 35 4 50

% " " 3 85 4 35

% " " 3 80 4 U0
Halter, kennel and post chains, 4u and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-
count 40 p.c

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S, ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25

'
' round and square

1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25
Sheet.

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz., irregular sizes 23 23%

Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4s6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb * 25%

35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " 23%

Boiler and T.K. Pitts
Plain TiDned, pi rib 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, bard-rolled, 2x4 ... 24 V5
Tubing, base, per 1 t ....... . 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06 06%
Domestic "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 6 75 7 00
Partcasks 7 10 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04«4 05
Bar.llb 05% 0554
SheetB, 2% lbs. cq. ft., by .... C6%
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per jard.lis s

at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.c. dis. f o. b. Torou' o.

Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe
8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per li lb ; chilled, $7.CO

per 100 lb. ; Imck, stal and bal , $7.50. Dis-
count, J*/2 p.c Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil I'ipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on u>> dium and
extra heavy, and 6u per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.
Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 19
Bar half-and-half, comojer'l 18%
Refined 18%
Wiping 18
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brandsvary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Per 100 lb.
Pure 6 50
No. 1 do 6 12%
No. 2 do 5 75
No.3do 5 37%
No. 4 do 5 00
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 C9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 110
Barn (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 145
Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & Color Go's Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperial Green 09

Colors, Dry

.

Yellow Ochre ( J. C.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre ( J. F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 180 190
Knglish Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
Amerioan Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Glides, per cwt., 175 2 00
Super Magne tic Oxides, 93p.o. 2 00 2 25

Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 01
" Umber, " " o 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, ijer lb 12
Onlden Ocbre. . .. ... 03-54

Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxes, per lb 08 24

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 100
Genuine Eng. Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 1001b 125
English Vemiilliin 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 1b 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes orloise. ... 2 35
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
bladders in lu koriios less than 10011)3 00

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

" No.l 1 60 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 160 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's., Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

82.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamtls ;

Size 1, £0c ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb.

.

10 10%" " small lots 10% Oil
Cod Oil, Etc

CodOilpergal 50 55
Pure Olive 120" Neatsfoot ] .... yo

Glue.
Common 08% C9
French Medal 14 14'/.
Cabinet sheet 12 013
White, extra is 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner is
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STEEL, PEECH & TOZER, Li*
Phoenix Special Steel Works. The Ickles, near Sheffield, England.

Manufacturers '-< —^ft
Axles and Forcings of all descriptions, Billets and Spring
Steel, Tyre, Sleigh Shoe and Machinery Steel. /

—Sole Agents for Canada.

JAMES HUTTON <£ CO., MONTREAL
HARDWARE.
A in inanition.

Cartridges.
H. B. Caps. Dona. 50 and 5 percent.
Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 4u p. c, Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., SO and 5 p.o.
Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40
per oent. Amer.

Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and
"Dominion" grides, 25 per cent Rival
and Nitro, net isc.

Brass -ihot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in
%-ib. bags 70

Best chick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads' in boxes
of 5 JO each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5 j0 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000
each, 12 and smaller gauges 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
olotb wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M

11 and smaller gauge 60
9 and U gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Oo.'b AnvilB..lb. 09 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes-

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00
Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33l/3 per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best (inality 13 00 15 00
Bath Tubs.

Zino 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p c. off revised lisc

Baths.
Standard Rnameled.

5%-lnoh rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
2nd " 51 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21
" C " 11'/,

Majnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45
Dynamo 29
Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.o. pure "Syracuse ".

.

50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per oent.
N ickel, 55 per oent.

Cow.
Amerioan make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant'a 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro' , discount 45 per oent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, perlb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 percent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross.... 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07% 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 70" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square 4%o. off
Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off
Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rodB, per lb 5% to 60.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 60 per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% percent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll. 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt , per ton 45 CO

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised list

Oast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per oont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Bullard's, per doz 6 50

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nob. 31 and 32, pflr gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian " 176 3 00
Canadian hydraullo 126 150

Chalk.
Carpenters, Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per owt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon , per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8-

No. 1, $8.50— \o. 2. $9.00—Mo. 3, $10.00
No. 4. $12.00-No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20o. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, £8
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 1 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent-

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 1 7 00

Fit tings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon WaPhout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 f0
" " " embossed 17 00

Plain Richelieu net, 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
L"w Down Ont. By. Jf t, plain net. . 19 £0

'

einb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net . . . . , 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 1 00

" oval,17xl4in 2 50
" " 19x15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c , except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles.Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33V3 per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
8. 1 D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
_ " " 6, " 15
Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey'e Rod, per doz (15 p.c) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, die.. 37% to 40 per oent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets
Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No.l.perdoz I 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, z%o. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list. 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per oent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 percent.
Nioholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list. 25 to 27% per oent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised liBt.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft
Inohes.

Under 26 2 10 4 nn .... 6 TO
2Rto40 2 30 41,' .... 6 65
«to50 #? .... 725
SltoftO !" .... 8 so
Rl to 70 »£ p. ffl

71 to 80 5 75
.... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75
86to90 14 00
91 to 95 15 60
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 5o to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 1 65 2 4b

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., per lb.... 22 25
HANDLES.

Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B. , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 125

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

CroBs-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns . 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No.ll%.10-ft. run 10 80
No. 12, 10-f t. run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N. T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOL8.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb. . . . 06%

" 5-in., " .... 06%
6-in.. " ... 06

" 8-in., " .... 05«
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.
Spring 12 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.o.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent.

HOOK.8.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 100 ti_p?\- -

Chandelier, per doz 50 ^C*
Wrought Iron.

Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
• Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C" rbrand'50 and 7% D.o.off new list") Oval
"M" brand -50, 10 and 5 p.o. J head.
Countersunk, 50, lu and 10 per oent.
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MALEHAM & YEOMANS,
Highest Award. manufacturers of.

Table Cutlery, Razors,
Scissors, Butcher Knives
and Steels, Palette and
Putty Knives.

SPECIALTY

:

Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1880.

Cases of Carvers and
Cabinets of Cutlery.

SHEFFIELD,
ENGLAND.

Granted I780

W BRAD SHAW*. SON

WHOLESALE ONLY.

F. H. SCOTT, 360 Temple Building, MONTREAL.
HOR3ESHOES

F.O.B. Montreal
No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B Toronto. Hamilt'n, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899.

ICE PICKS.
Starperdoz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door. japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door kn^bs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 11 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast perdoz... .". 7 50
No. 3 " Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk ,T

1 90 7 40
LOCKS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell tErwin, per doz.... 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.o.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.o.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Yitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, perdoz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGF
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are

:

Cut. Wire.
2d »"A 3d $3 35 $3 85

ZW. 3 00 '52
•fcipfod 2 75 3 35
6 and 7d 2 65 s 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 CO
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base! 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per cent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis 55 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 5}

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
iamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 an 15 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U S ) 16%
Prime White (US )

H 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, perdoz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.

Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent off list, June, 1899.
10-qt flar'ng Fan buckets, di*. 45 n.c.
P, In and 14-qt fl ring pai s, dp. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discunt 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, perdoz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's wirk, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent" " " standard, dis., 60 p.c
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more. o 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern l 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', ' 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch... 00 1 00RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 30gallons 7 CO" 35 " 8 25

40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
35 " 26 00

" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Oast steel and malleable, K0, 10 and 5 p.o.

Wood, 25 percent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 60

and 1" p c.

Globe File Co. s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps. 50 to 50 and 5 p.c
RAZORS.

per doz.
Geo. Butler & Co. 's 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00

" King Cut 12 51 5'J 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount, 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron .Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

tnd 1 " per <ent.
Ir, n Burrs, liscount {5 1 er cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons,
per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs. 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb. 9% 13
%in 1(j% 14

% and5-16in 15
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32 inch 21%
Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8

Lath Yarn 934
New Zealand Rope 10%

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set
Mrs. Potts. No. 55. polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67V2
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Emery. 40 per cent.
Garret (Rurt' n'p), 5 to 10 p.c advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hcoks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.o.
S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft. . . . 35 55
S. & D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," perdoz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. 4M. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c." Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances. 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's perdoz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, f7% and lOp.c.
Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and lu p.o.

" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and lOp.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.c.

R.H. " 70 p.o.
Drive Screws, 87% and 10 percent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set. Case harder ed. 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5pT cent.
Heiagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz. net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cuilery Co , full nickeled, dis. 6: p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. . 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 75 4 00
Plain 3 5 3 50
Coopers', discou* t 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07
- " . slip 09 09
Labrador 013
,_ " Axe ''''

15
Turkey 050
Arkansas. 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths . 7 00
7 inch •'

.... 7 50
ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH

No. 4—3 dozen in case, net casn $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... § 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk ?5 fi'io

6"

Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned .... 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 5

" t nned .'.80 & 10
(in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only ..75 & 15" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned-

Jo bulk 80& 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk '

.85 & 12%
" brush, blued & tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

„. . .
japmned 75 4 12%

Zinc tacks ..: 35
Leather carpet lacks ....55
Copper tacks . ,

.'.'.'50

Copper nails .
'

. 'sg
Trunk nails, blaca: ...60 ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued and tinned 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads ....".'. 40
Fine finishing ..." " 40
Picture frame points ....!! 10
Lining tacks, in papers 10
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STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
PITTSBURGH,

U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB. „ ,. „ 4 - A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal. ' -Canadian Representatives- JoStriffMontreal.

For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

Litvng tacks, in bulk 15
" •' solid beads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60
Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zino glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
' bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz. . 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85
" Bteel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 2> p c.

Game, H. & N, , P. S. & W.. 65 p.o.

Same, steel, 72V4, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.
TWINES.

Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cottou, per lb... 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 51) 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply. 20

* " 4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35

VISES. extras as bef >re. The prices for Nos. 9
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00 to 11 irclude the charge of ICo.

Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50 for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coach, each 6 00 7 00 Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13 oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
Pipe, each 550 9 00 —spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00 bright soft drawn, 15c- in 50 and 100-lb.

_„..,_,' bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net,

»„,.-. > ENAMELLED WARE. 15c.-packed in casks or cases. 15c-
Wnite, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White, bagging or papering, 10c

discount 50 per cent. Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c. List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10 17, $5-No. 18, 85.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20,

and 10 per cent. 86.65 -No. 21, $7-No. 21, $7.30—No. 23,

WTK„ $7.65-No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

Brass wir« W tn initio 1/ . « ...
89.50-No. 27, S10 -No. 28. $ll-No 29.

fist
A Per Cent

'
0ff the $12-No. 30, *13-No. 31,814-No 32, $15

PnnrI»r' roi,A ir..jin . ,. «„ No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
da™ t n'h tand1, P6r C6nt

-
Del 0aSh 30 tinne <J wire. Nos. 17-25. $2-Nos. 26-31

Smooth S,W |
£' . ., ,,.

$4-Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c-oil
foll?wh,"n!t siili^n; i ,

1

A.
qU 't,d at the ing,10c-in25-l. bundles,15c-in5ana

BoTo! ,. ° P :

o, an
1(Ub - bundles. 25c-in Mb. hanks. 50c-JNO. bto8 gauge S 2 90 in H-lb. hanks, 75c- in y4-lb. hanks. $1-

•• id ii * J
1 packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or

i, j, ., 2 87 papering, 10c.
»i JA ., 2 90 Gilvani»edWire,perl001b.—Nos. 6,7 8. $3 50
.i ,o „ 2 95 to $3 8 T—No. 9, $2.83 to $3.15-No. 10,
. u '• ? i

5 $3.60 to 1*1.95—No. ll,$370to $4.10—No.
.. i? ,, 3 37 12, $3 to $3 3D-No. 13, $3.10io $3 41—
.. ii ., 3 50 No. 14, $4.10 to Sl.oO-No. 15. $4.60 to

Other sirmnf nkin'wi^' " "."V '

'V v '
3 6

„
5 $5.05—No. 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Bare sizes,Other s ze,

:
pla n wire outs.d* of ISos. 9. Nos. 6 to 9, $2 57 'A f.o b Cleveland.jv, u.uand 13 and othar vanetie* of Cothes Line Wire 19 ean»Rplain wire remain at $2 8) b.se with pe* lOOCifeet . '. .

*.. *
2 75 3 00

WIRE FENCING. FOB.
Toroi to

Galvanized barb 3(5
Galvanized, plain twist 3(5
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82y2

in less than carlots, and $2.7 J in carlci s.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4'/2 to 5

White, acco ding to quality 6% to 7%
50C-lb bale lots fhided.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37V, per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe'8 Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. 4 K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $31 00 31 (0
Royal Canadian.. " 26 U0 18 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 00
Sampson " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent.

THE LIGHT t
- OF —

EIGHT OIL LAMPS
— FOR THE —

COST OF TWO.
No. 8

100 CANDLE POWER
FOR

50 cents a month with
t?U9lin9 at 40 cents a

gallon.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

The Auer Gasoline Lamp
CHEAPER I TU . M j ANY
BRIGHTER I

'
"AN

] OTHER LIGHT

Writs for Catalogue^

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Same, .... MONTE EAL

£. SIMPSON * CO., MOOSE JAW, Agents for the Territories

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine
Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
•m- Limitod

Western Ontario Representative —

wm. b. stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 9*. 27 Front St. West, rORONTO.



PRSONS addressing advertisers

will kindly mention having
seen tneip advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SEND for specimen copy of Phillips' Monthly Maohinery

Register, containing over 5.000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to those who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference by a large number
of firms It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

6s Der annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
iv Phillips, M.IM.E.. Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

jhic address : "Machinery. Newport, Mon."

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES.
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible

terms, or who are willing to become agents for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-

ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
n " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

'SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over

the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms

communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-

ceipt of a post card.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine

For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

. "Clippings from any Canadian paper on
Z. ay subject."

CANADIAN PRESS~CLJPPING BUREAU,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1265.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 90 Chamber, St
R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. KKS

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849.-

rv
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as as
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited

.

—OFFICES IN CANADA-
HALIFAX, N.S>.

OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING, Gen. Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

dearly shows that they are

the best-

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie • Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,"
is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited,
NIAGARA FALLS,

ONT.



Inc. 1895

Black Diamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

!!

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

\
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We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensivf-

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— I IS- 165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

American Tin Plate

Company,
Battery Park Building, New York City.

Manufacturers ^*m£^-

TIN PLATE

TERNE PLATE
and

BLACK PLATE.

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

/U%VV\^AAAAtMAAVVVVVVVV

Galvanized Corrugated Sheets

"BLACKWALL" BRAND

B.&S. H.THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Sole Agents for Dominion of Canada.

'W^^WWWWV^WWW* -vw**

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON C0.-r<

LONDON, ENG.
...Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N &. CO.
MONTREAL.



Unequalled for quality at

price, & service.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal

The Weekly Organ e Hardware. Metal, Heating. Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.

VOL. XIII. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, MARCH 16, 1901. NO. II II

"TANDEM" MTI-FMCTIOH METAL.

The Moat Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing

"Tandem" Metals are better than
any other tor their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

We used to say

As Flat as a Pancake

Now the Standard is

As Flat as "Queen's Head" Iron*

The extra flatness means a better job

and labor saved. %

"Fleur de Lis" "rand is as fiat as " Queen's Head."

A. C. LESLIE & CO,, Managers Canadian Branoh,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, u M te»
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£
£
To Help You.

Our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water
Heating is something more than a mere Catalogue giving

prices and terms. It is rich in suggestive ideas—tells why
and how danger lurks in Radiators that contain joints

—

gives interesting facts (backed up by proofs) about the

original invention in screw-threaded nipple connections. Better yet, the Booklet shows

The Safford Radiators

exactly as they are
by illustrations that are absolutely honest and true. As a work for reference it is invalu •

£ able in a hundred ways to those about to build. It is a genuine help. It may save you
pi or your customers thousands of dollars. If you cannot reach one of our agents easily,

? send to us for the book—it's free.

OUR
FREE BOOKLET

3

3
3

THE DOHINION RADIATOR COHPANY,
Toronto, Ont.

3
3
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THE

LATEST IDEAS IN

CARPENTERS' AND MACHINISTS' WANTS.

TOOLS for 1901

o
o
L
s

ILL THE TRADE

will find it to their interests

to see our new samples

and get our latest prices.

l/VWk/WWWWVW

RICE LEWIS & SON,
LIMITED

Cor. Khi id Victoria Sts., TORONTO

titic Portable Forges

t is far superior to the old-fashioned bellows and

^\ Cpr'icK forge. It does not require half the room.

sj NCan be got at from all sides, and can be placed in the

most convenient position, regardless of the position

of the chimney. We manufacture four sizes, and

can furnish with power attachment if desired.

Send for Forge Catalogue.

THE FAIRBANKS
749 Craig Street,

CO.,
MONTREAL
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

^$ w w

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

THE NEW BALDWIN I
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN. SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Bail-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

i

t

t

i
f

I

\
Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East

run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
*

. ** BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
I^

SOME OF THE NEWER a
mm >mm in im i

'./. TOOLS

NO. 41 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN HANDLE.

NO. 42 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN BOX.

NO. 50 RECIPROCATING DRILL, FOR WOOD OR METALS.

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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Istablished I860. Incorporated 1895.
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY

OUR MILK
"Davidsons" Patent Milk Can Bottom

^TRIMMINGS

The above cut demonstrates more clearly than words,

why everybody wants the

"Davidson" Patent Milk Can Bottom.

All our Broad Hoop Milk Can Trimmings are made with our
PATENT BOTTOM.

atent Broad Hoop
s all the advantages

hyee-piece bottom, but is

'ctically one piece. The
im of patent bottom is turned

in over edge of bottom pro-

per, making smooth uniform

edge that will not tear the

floors of factories or waggons.

Hoops are all made 14 gauge and joined LONG WAY, thereby avoiding any
possibility of splitting.

Sufficient space is left between bottom proper and rim to allow body of can to be
inserted % inch., making permanent joint.

Bottoms are thus sweated in with half the so'der.

Bottoms are concave, draining to the centre, therefore, are easier to wash out.

They will not corrode like those that drain to the side.

Top bands are SHOULDERED and have cut out at joint, making neater and cleaner

job in half time than with old style hoop.
All bands have retinned edges.

Tor durability, finish and economy in making up our Trimmings are enequalled.

Patented February 9, 1894, and have been growing in popularity ever since its

introduction.

The THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

COPPER
BARS, RODS, INGOTS,

SHEETS.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, ONT.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Bepresentative : W. G Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

p—

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, CANADA.

wvwwwwwvwwwv

What Profit #
will you have if you sell a farmer binding

twine that fails in its works, or gives trouble ? Either

he will return it, and demand his money, or- seek reduc :

tion in the price. Perhaps he will patronize your opposi-

tion when he wants more twine, and, getting satisfaction,

buy other goods as well.

Why not avoid these risks by handling

"PLYMOUTH?"
It has been thoroughly tested, proved the best, and gives

the greatest satisfaction.

very ball sold Helps to sell another.

Plymouth Binder Twine
Agency — McKinnon Bldg., Melinda St., Toronto, Can.
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"QUICK MEAL" sunn
J&wEs

Gasoline or Blue Flame Oil.

Used most and Valued Highest.

The popular favorites with Canadian housekeepers, because of

their reliable trustworthiness, perfect adaptability for all kinds of

kitchen work, and their simple ease of operation.

The " Quick Meal " Wickless Oil Stove is a marvel of perfect

construction, made to please the popular demand, unique in its

good points, an unfailing success.

Post yourself on the good points these fine stoves offer you.

Send for our descriptive catalogue, and make up your mind to do

a rousing Spring trade in these splendid quick-selling " Quick

Meal " Stoves.

As in former years, we are sole

Canadian Agents.

UFRIMEY FOUNDRY
TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., Limited, MONTREAL

David Maxwell & Sons

Steel Frame Churn

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn " Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

High and Low Wheels,
from 12-in. to ao-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

B

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you
these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches

v >

j
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Bow to Prevent a Belt from Slipping.

A BELT WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG

If our Pulley Covering is used, as thousands of manufacturers using leather belts

for the transmission of power experience annoyance and trouble with slipping belts,

from which arise many losses, such as time, power, etc.

No doubt you have tried many preparations, but the "Vacuum Cement and
Pulley Covering" will prevent all belts from slipping, being free from all

harmful ingredients. It will put your belts in better condition and keep them so,

help them to do the proper work, as no other dressings or coverings ever invented

have done before.

" The Vacuum Cement and Pulley Covering " is not the cheapest, but the best. It allows the use of

a much slacker belt than usual ; this slackness prevents belt strains, as well as strains on the machinery. The

covering may be applied to any pulley, iron or wood, and is guaranteed for five years. We furnish the material,

and the work can be done right in your own shop. We invite your careful investigation.

Write for full particulars.

The Vacuum Cement & Pulley Covering Co.,

Main Office, 14-93 Third Ave., IMEINA/ YORK.

/ii Meat & Food Chopper

ft
ft
ft
ft

I
*.fS No. 5, - $2.00
#l\ ».Mtl'uHifi,iH.ll't*'<>"'.>

/i\ Rapid Grinding &
•»• PiilvAri7in

ft

f
(OS

ft

ft
j/i\ Fruit,Wine & Jelly Press i

ft

u

Pulverizing Mills

No. 2H, - $4.50

ENTERPRISE"
patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprising ^^r\

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST
Write for Descriptive

Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa

i

t

% No. 21, $2.50 \f/

$
$ Meat & Food Chopper V/

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

^^^•^•^^^^^^^•^•^•^•>*->k-^-^-^-^^->*->k->k^^^^^^,.^^"^^:^:^:C
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

With

DUNDAS AXES
in stock you may justly ask a

clerk for an explanation if he

misses a sale.

Without DUNDAS AXES, is

it fair to blame the clerk when
you have not bought the best

value?

AH First-Class Jobbers

Sell Them.

MURALO

ftwm
A CfysUllin Suitirj Will fmsL

„M hff^mm

THE MURALO COHPANV.

THE WALL TINT.
There has been more money made in Muralo in

be past three years than all other wall tints put

together. People were ready for something better

than had been in wall tint, and, when they saw it,

they flocked to it. When they tried it they wanted

more ; and now we see an enormous factory with

numerous extension lg to keep up with the

demand in the domestic and foreign markets.

Don't be deterred from trying Muralo because you

have been disappointed with old-fashioned goods

and methods.

AGENTS.

A. RAMSAY Si SON, - - -

J. H. ASHDOWN, - - - -

McLENNAN, McFEELY &. CO.,

MONTREAL.

WINNIPEG.

VANCOUVER.

f]hurch's Alabastine
The STANDARD WALL COATING

Made in 20

Beautiful Tints

Anyone can brush it on.

Ready jjor use

in Cold Water

No one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE IS A DURABLE COATING FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS. EN-
TIRELY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.

It is a cement that goes through a process of setting on the wall. Can be recoated from time to time as is neces-

sary to renew, and grows harder with age. Kalsomines are temporary and rub and scale off, to the annoyance of all who
use them.

Wall paper wi'h its mouldy paste and poisonous colouring matter is unsanitary.

ALABASTINE is hea'thful and beautiful, has stood the test of time, is recommended by leading sanitarians

throughout the country. There is nothing "just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.
The trade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
G. F. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

Ask your doaler for circular. Write us for Questions often asked, mentioning this paper.

"DAISY" CHURN oe
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whiW churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as bandies to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vol I mar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perf»ctbn of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGlll Street, Montreal, Que.

Wire Guards
FOR

Store Fronts

Factory and Mill Window.,

Basement Windows

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited
HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.
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LEWIS BROS. & CO.,
MONTREAL.

PRUNING \ GARDEN SHEARS

NO 100—Plain Blade NO. 107-Ladies'

NO. 101—With Pruning Notch.

K-rf
,i't>

Tree Pruners, showing Cutting End.

Tree Pruners, showing Pruner in full.

NO. 106—Long Handle

Border Sheari.

NO. 104—Long Handle Border

Shears with Wheels.

PRICES QUOTED ON APPLICATION.
ll/lt 2.

LEWIS BROS. & CO.,
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO

MAIL ORDERS. Montreal
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No. 10. No. 15.

No. 20. No. 12. No. 6.

FOR ALL SIZES OF FEET and ALL STYLES OF BOOTS.

SOLD BY ALL THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

MANUFACTURED BY A. R. WOODYATT & CO., GUELPH, ONT.

. , .
'

' -JV .

A Timely Trough Talk.
OUR EAVE TR
is made of evenly-coated Galvaj

thickness.

It is carefully made
length will be foun

G , Round
/
/ffid^cfjare

lrW&nd 10-F

OWS X \jC*

, Hooks

Gutter Spikes.
Everything a tinner needs we can supply.

Are you ready for the Spring trade in this line ?

&;^m?^^&&j^2&^3&

tirthtta^-^^^
^-'^fliitff-

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO., TORONTO, ONT.
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JOHN B^YNEMacLEAN. the imPortei to save at least 5° P« cent, in HIGHER PRICES ON ROPE.

FURTHER advances are to be noted

this week in the price of rope, both

manila and sisal being quoted %c.

*^%X£xTi^l!!*£^&£*o\ manufacturers of Great Britain, it contains lb . hi her . The base price for sisal is
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.E. , r ,,
Island and Newfoundland. an economic lesson, twofold in its now ioc. per lb. and for manila, I3^c. per

0F" "8 character, that has an application that is lh N 7ealarid rone is nuoted at inrMONTREAL 232 McGill Street,
iD - iNeW LKa-^"Q roPe ls quOiea ai IOC.

Telephone U55. confined to no one class of goods or to no _„j -!„_u t* rr.j lotv,,,-,^ ,t ^1/^ „„- ikToronto 10 Front street East, and single tarred latnyarn at qJSc per lb.

London, end iog Fleet Itreet"^.',
one country. There is a demand, it is reported, for

j.M. McKim.
Manchester, eno. - - - 18 St Ann street. Nothing can reasonably be said against hemp for binder twine purposes, and, as the

H. S. Asbburner,
Winnipeg .... Western Caoad* Block. any c iass f business men, whether they be supply is rather light, the price is higher.

ST. JOHN, N.B. - - - No. 3 Market Wharf, manufacturers or merchants, organizing for This, in turn, has naturally affected the

new York. - - - . - . 176 E. 88th street. mutual ben efit. Indeed, their doing so is price of rope. At the higher figures rope
Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.

' t> r r a i-> r
Great Britain and elsewhere - . i2s.

tQ be highly commendedi as long as the is fam> and the manufacturers claim that a
Published every Saturday.

( AdscriDt London motive is a right one. If organization is further appreciation is not improbable. As
Cable Address

-J Adscript' Canada
\ _ '

sought for the purpose of improving methods there is now an understanding among the

of doing business, for the rectifying of manufacturers in regard to the price of rope

evils or for insuring a fair profit, it is this is made all the more possible.

obvious the motive is praiseworthy rather

than otherwise. If, on the other hand, the TT . t . . .

He who does not want his business to

aim is big profits, or monopolistic hold upon . ,. '
,. , ,. , ..° r give him the slip should keep his eye

a »b«%ai iai tram- m«« ...« .. ,,„ particular lines of trade without considera-A LESSON IN TRADE ECONOMICS. upon it.

1^,
, , . tion of others, then a great deal can be said

T will probably be remembered that two
. , , , against such organizations. The bedstead

or three years ago the bedstead manu- ... , , c QUOTATIONS ON POST CARDS.
„ „ . . , combination essayed to earn large profits,

facturers in Great Britain formed a
with what result we already have an illus- Some discussion has been going on lately

combination and materially advanced , . , _
tration, as far as one country, at least, is m thc columns of trade papers in Great

prices. The Cuban correspondent of the „ . . , ,.

concerned. And what occurred in one, no Britain over the practice of sending on post
British Trade Journal points out that, largely

doubt, occurred in others. cards net quotations to customers,
as a result of this, manufacturers in the

United States are taking the trade away Moderate profits tend to prevent compe- We cannot say to what extent post cards

from the British manufacturer. Another tition
'
excessive, to multiply competitors. are used for this purpose in Canada, but

contributory clause is the fact that the bed- Another lesson to be drawn is the neces- that they are at times used therefor we have

steads made by the American concerns are sity of continuity of effort to comply with no doubt. It is a practice not to be recom-

lighter than those made in Great Britain, the changing conditions of old markets and mended, and for a two fold reason. In the

thus allowing them to be imported under a the requirements of the new. And the first place, there is always the risk of quo

lower cost of duty. Bedsteads appraised principle applies to individual customers as tations thus given being seen by those whom

for duty in Cuba are based on weight. well as to national. In the instance under it might be advisable should not see them.

The comparative light weight of the review, the United States manufacturer Then, altogether aside from the question of

American bedsteads is due to the fact that made a bedstead that would reduce the cost secrecy, a letter is better than a post card,

the pillars are made of three quarter inch of duty, while the British manufacturer It is more business-like, and creates a better

and one-inch hollow castings, which enables ignored this condition, impression,

•WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M EN TION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER
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A BUSINESSLIKE DEMAND FROM BUSINESS MEN.

THE Federal Government should have within the power but within the province

no hesitancy \n establishing an assay of the Federal Government to remove,

office in Vancouver in acq^ance The United States Government took

with the petition of the business men of that action four years ago to assay Canadian

city- gold in order to secure Canadian trade.

A couple of years ago the Provincial Gov- And it has admirably succeeded in its

ernment of British Columbia established an efforts, for Seattle has developed enormously

assay office in Vancouver, with the result since Klondike gold came to its office to be

that a quantity of gold has been purchased assayed. After four years it is surely time

by the banks in that city. But the extent for the Canadian Government to do what it

of the Provincial affair is not great enough should long ago have done. And it is to be

to attract to Vancouver the large quantity hoped that the proposed legislation for the

of gold which it is possible to attract there. establishment of a mint at Vancouver will

"What is really wanted," to quote the 1890 not be, like other legislation of a business

report of the president of the Vancouver nature often has been, shelved for a sub-

Board of Trade, "is action by the Dominion sequent session.

Government, and either the establishment

of a mint or an assay office on a larger ADVANCE IN IRON PIPE

scale, where the market price would be paid T^OR some time the wholesale price of

for all gold offering." |* iron P>pe in Toronto has been rela-

The request of the Vancouver merchants
tivel* lower than the fiSures <l

uoted

is based on no visionary scheme. Its basis
b? the manufacturers warranted, due. as

is business
tbe trade we^ know, to the large stocks

held by some of the jobbers. A sort of an
The news of the rich strikes of gold which , ,. - .

L
: ., . . .

understanding has at last been reached
had been made in the Klondike began to , . ,- .„ . .," whereby figures will be more uniform.
reach the outside world about the middle of „ . .. ,. ... ... ,

Prices, as a result, are slightly higher, but,

1807. By the time the output of 1898 was .... ,. ... ., . ,.y ' •* r notwithstanding this, they are lower than
coming upon the market from the Klondike ., . . . ... ,b r those quoted by the manufacturers. In
the Government of the United States had . c ... ...

view of this, it is possible we may see
established an assay office at Seattle, Wash- .. , . . , , , , . ,' another advance in jobbers figures before
ington State, and thither Klondike gold went. , r, .. . , , . . , ." many days. Prices quoted by the jobbers
To that city also went the great bulk of the r „ , . . , , . .' b are now as follows for black and galvanized
business on Klondike account instead of to ,

pipe, respectively :

cities like Vancouver and Victoria in British „, ,
_ , . .

Black. Galvanized.

Columbia ; for where the gold is assayed y» inch $ 4 15

there is the merchandise for the mining # •• 305

camps bought. And not only merchandise % » "...!'.'.*..'..!.! 335 525
for the mining camps, but there is a great \y « ' .640 q %
deal of money spent on articles for other V/i

',', 7 7° IJ 5°
J r 2 10 25 '5 5°

purposes. 2% ' 2I 8Sv * 3 ;;
28 69

It is true the merchants of British
^

!!!!".'.".".'.'!!". 4104

Columbia are gradually receiving a larger | ...
'

71 4!

share of the Klondike trade, and when the 1 8g 3?
8 IO7 ID ....

direct line of steamers from Vancouver to

Skagway. which the C PR. is to put oa °ARIS GREEN INACTIVE.

when navigation opens, are running,:"iney The demand for paris green so far this

will receive a still larger share. But, as season has not been up to the expectation

long as nearly all the gold from the Klon- of jobbers, many of whom looked for a

dike goes to Seattle to be assayed, the rather active market during the first months

business men in the British Columbian trade this season on account of the small move-

centres must be under disabilities which they ment of this line,

should not be under and which it not only It will be remembered that the season of

1899 was exceptionally dull, there being so

little damage done to crops by bugs that a

much smaller quantity of paris green than

usual was absorbed. As retailers had

stocked generously early that spring they

were left with heavier stocks than tbey

desired at the end of the se^on. This

stock had to be cleared out before

orders were placed last year, hence the dull

season.

This year, retailers are not. as a rule,

overstocked, but their experience of two

years ago has made them unwilling to buy

largely before they need the goods.

THE SITUATION IN IRON AND STEEL

IF
the condition of the iron and steel

market can be taken as any criterion,

the outlook for the immediate future, at

any rate, is assuring rather than otherwise.

The demand for pig iron in the United

States is brisk, and there have been sales of

Bessemer iron during the past week at an

advance of $1 per ton over the figures of

last week. The buying, we are told, is not

for large lots, but it is known that many of

the large consumers of iron have not yet

fully covered their wants for the first half of

the year, and the Valley furnacemen are

not at all anxious sellers in consequence,

especially in view of the firm condition of

prices at the moment.

The price of iron ore has not yet been

established for the year, but coke is 25c.

per ton higher, and it is the opinion that

there will be a further appreciation when

the furnaces begin to make contracts for the

second half of the year.

In Canada the large users of pig iron

appear to have generally placed orders for

their requirements of pig iron for the first

half of the year.

Extraordinary strength still characterizes

the steel market, and $2 to $5 premiums on

the prices of the pool are being paid for

billets, so anxious are buyers to have their

orders filled. Manufacturers of plates are

also, in some instances, receiving a premium

of $2, but notwithstanding this no change

was made in the scheduled price at the*

.

meeting which was held in New York last

week. Hoops, bands and tire and toe-calk

steel are all higher this week in Pittsburg.

In tire and toe calk steel the advance is $1

to $2 per ton.
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CANADA AND THE SOUTH-AFRICAN MARKET.

CAPr. WYNNE, of H. R. Ives & Co.,

Montreal, was a transport officer in

South Africa during the year the

Canadian regiments were at the front, and

conseque "Hy learned just how Great Britain

- ictualled and cared for her army. Recog-

nizing that his observations would be made

from a commercial point of view, Hard-

ware and Metal has sought his opinion

on the matter of Canada acquiring a share

of the South-African trade.

He is firm in the conviction that if Cana-

dian manufacturers and importers would

study the market and adapt themselves to

existing conditions, if the Canadian Gov-

ernment would see to it that we are placed

in direct connection with the market, and

that carriage charges are lowered, by the

establishment of a line of steamers to ply

between Canadian ports and Cape Town,

and if there was a little more push and

enthusiasm on the part of all concerned,

Canada would develop an enormous trade

in the South-African market.

" Did you see any quantities of Canadian

goods while out there ?"

"No, scarcely any. There was some

jam, hay, butter and cheese. The packages

of jam, I believe, were not filled, and the

manufacturers seem to have tried to make

as much profit as possible on the single

transaction. They do not seem to have

thought of building up a reputation and

stimulating trade. I believe 300 tons of

Canadian hay were thrown into the harbor

at Cape Town. On the boat which took

me over there was Canadian hay ; some of

it was good, but a good deal of it looked as

if it had been taken off a marsh, and

oftentimes we would find patches of thick,

unpalatable clover sticks in the bales. The
natural result is, the people of South Africa

don't regard Canadian hay with favor. Of

course, the Government bought it and

distributed its purchases all over the

country, whereas it should have confined

itself to the best hay -producing dis-

tricts. There was some Canadian butter

there, but it went by way of England,

where it was put into cans to make it

portable. Our cheese, also, went via Eng-
land, and the English middleman's big

profit was tacked on to the price. I saw
but little Canadian meat, biscuits; canned
goods, bacon, flour, furniture, wagons,

boots, or many other lines which we could

supply as well as any other country trading

in that market.

"Is it worth while taking steps to en-

courage this trade now ?'

'

"Most certainly. If the war stopped

to-day, South Africa would be importing

huge quantities of foodstuffs and manufac-

tured materials for five years at least. Both

the army and the people must be victualled,

clothed and housed and the country itself

can produce but little."

" Can you suggest any way by which we

could enter this market?"

"First of all,we must approach the market

in a commercial spirit. When one is dealing

with army contractors one is not doing

business with a Government, as some Cana-

dian manufacturers and exporters seem to

have thought. The purchasers are men
who want the best goods for the least cost,

and they know when they get value. What
we want in South Africa is a commercial

agent—not a passive agent, but an active

commercial agent. Mr. Moffatt who has

represented us there is a first-class gentle-

man, but he serves no material purpose by

hob-nobbing with Sir Alfred Milner, who

does not buy a cent's worth of the vast

quantity of goods going into the country.

The Government should send a high-

salaried man who will work and canvass for

trade—a good commercial man, one who

has proved himself worthy in business, not

in politics. He should know this country

and its manufacturers thoroughly and be

able to recommend the proper sources of

supplies. Moreover, he should make a

study of South Africa's requirements and

instruct the Canadian exporters in the art

of putting up their goods in the proper

style. For instance, we could make im-

mense shipments of butter if our exporters

would pack it in hermetically sealed tin

cans as do the Englishmen with our butter

or the Australians and Americans with their

own. Our cold storage system is no good

for this trade. Again, why do we not send

potatoes as do the Americans who wash

them and ship them in crates or boxes

as they do lemons ? There are many such

pointers that could be thrown out by a

competent man in South Africa.

" The best expedient I could suggest to

work up the trade would be the funiu..„

a line of steamers from the supplying to

the consuming market. Nearly all the

goods we have sent have gone by England

or New York. Sending them by England

we incur an extra freight charge and a

middleman's profit that would be wiped out

if we traded directly. I am quite confident

that we could profitably employ a line of

steamers to ply at least monthly between

Canadian and South African ports. The

people down there want our goods, and will

give us the preference over American or

German goods on every occasion, provided,

of arse, that they get even value. But

we must do business in a business like way

—not a la politics. Let us send our cheese,

butter, jam and flour direct and we will

work up a wonderful trade in a short time.

The number of lines of goods we could

trade in is unlimited. The call for furniture

is loud, and who can supply it more cheaply

than we ? A good wagon brings ^75 in

Cape Town, here it is worth $60.

" I could wish your call for a direct line

of steamers might be a loud blast that would

sound in the Government's ears. We don't

want to send our goods by New York, for the

Americans watch our shipments and imme-

diately put their finger on the spot to which

they are addressed, using us as advertising

agents.'

'

THE LEADERS IN BUSINESS.
It is much the same in business as in a

foot race, the leaders are usually far in

advance of the majority of their fellow

competitors. It is the good training in the

one as well as in the other instance that

causes these things to be.

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. W. H. Wiggs, of The Mechanics

Supply Company, Quebec, was a caller

upon the Montreal office of Hardware
and Metal this week.

Mr. C. S. Archibald, representing The
Maritime Nail Co., Limited, and The Port-

land Rolling Mills, Limited, St. John, N.B.,

was in Toronto this week.

IRON TRADE IN WOLVERHAMPTON.
There is more disposition to look upon

the best side of things. Moreover, con-
sumers and merchants are placing orders
with greater freedom, so that there is

some foundation for the more buoyant
tone which is abroad. Buying is still

confined for the most part to small lots
for prompt delivery. Seeing, however,
that stocks have been reduced to a mini-
mum for months past, and that pur-
chases have been regulated in rigid rela-
tion to actual commitments, the greater
activity now apparent would seem to be
the response to a definite expansion of
demand. Albeit the brisker tendency,
though it has improved the prevailing
tone of the market, does not extend
through all the ramifications of the
^rade, and there are many manufacturers
"whose situation is one of anxiety. The
batl^ward movement noted in other
markets creates misgivings that the
present rally may turn out nothing more
than a " flash in the pan." Pig iron,

though steadier than it has been latterly,
is still seriously depressed by the absence
of forward contracting. Buyers move
with extreme caution, and the feeling of
distrust thus engendered is communicated
in a certain degree to the finished-iron
trade.—Ironmonger.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

THE new prices agreed upon by the

manufacturers of malleable fit-

tings have not yet been an

nounced, but they are known to repre

sent an advance of about 5 per rent.

Iron Age.

ENAMALEO WARE IN THE UNITED STATES

The demand for enameled ware is extra-
ordinarily heavy. Makers say they arc"

receiving more business than they can
take care of with reasonable promptness.
Must of the manufacturers of these goods
have raised prices sharply, the advance
being relatively greatest on the lower
grades. The advance, however, is not
uniform. One of the largest manufactur-
ing concerns in this line, however,
announce that they have not advanced
their prices and do not contemplate
doing so in the near future.—Iron Age.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET.

TIN.—Although statistically no im-
provement could be found in the situa-

tion, the London market recovered
partiallv to-day, closing 17s. 6d above
last night's quotations, but still ios.

balow those of last Friday. The improve-
ment in futures to-day was less pro-
nounced than that in spot tin, the
advance amounting to but ios. In the
New York market a firmer feeling pre-
vailed, partly from sympathy with
London and partly because the lower
prices of yesterday brought out more
inquiries from consumers. Spot showed
an advance of 20 points for the day,
closing at 25.80c. bid and 26c. asked.
There were two arrivals to-day, aggre-
gating T70 tons, and bringing the total
for the month to date up to 795 tons.
On March 27 about 25 tons of Banca
tin will be sold at auction in Holland.
The unsold stock of Banca in Holland is

arge, amounting on February 28 to

6,907 tons, against 4,220 tons at the
same date last year and 3,400 tons two
vears ago.

COPPER- The London market showed
a further decline of 3s. 9d. and closed
quiet. In New York trade continues
light, but prices are maintained at 17c.

for Lake Superior and 16 5-8c. for elec-

trolytic and casting.

PIG LEAD.—There was little business
doing here and prices were unchanged on
the basis of 4.37 i-2c. in lots of fiftv

tons or over. St. Louis was reported
quiet but (inn at 4.25c. In Loudon soft
Spanish declined 3s 9d, reaching the
lowest point for two vears.

SPELTER. The weakness continues
and has resulted in a further decline,
spot to May being now quoted at 3.90 to

3.95< St. Louis was quiet, with 3
bid. The London market showed a fur
ther decline of 5s., bringing the price
down to /.ir. 12s. f>d., which is

equivalent to 3.60c. delivered in London.

ANTIMONY.—In a jobbing way a
moderate business is being done in

regulus at the range of 8 3 1 to tO 1 }i

as to brand.

OLD METALS. Prices arc maintained,
though trade is light.

IKON AND STEEL.- Although the
steel billet and plate pools have not seen
fit to make the advance in prices which
th'ey have been expected to, almost from
the beginning of the present activity

second hands have placed a considerable
premium on stock for immediate delivery
and consumers pay it without protest.
Activity in all branches of the steel
trade continues unabated and the diffi-

culty everywhere is to get stock as fast
as wanted.

Western advices continue to report a

large demand for pig iron, not onlv
Bessemer, but foundry. Late Pittsburg
advices state that heavy sales of the
latter have been made there and that
prices have advanced sharply. On the
other hand, forge iron was reported to
be a little weaker there. In New York
and other eastern markets the absence of
export demand is felt and the home trade
in iron does not yet seem to have
attained to very important dimensions.

TINPLATE.—The demand continues
good and the market is firm at the
quotations.—N. Y. Journal of Commerce,
March 13.

CANCELLING ORDERS.

Editor Hardware and Metal,—Your

editorial headed "A Bad Practice" is

timely and to the point. Among the fail-

ings of the average Ontario retailer one of

the worst is his weakness for cancelling

orders, and another the expectation of

allowance for decline in market price. He
never considers the propriety of offering to

pay more for his goods in case of an

advance and would be astonished if asked

to do so, and yet, if prices happen to drop

after he has placed an order, he looks for

the lowest going, or, perhaps, "magnani-
mously" gives his wholesaler the option of

meeting price or cancelling the order. This

method is manifestly unfair and unbusiness-

like ; in fact, it is a case of " heads I win,

tails you lose." Still, it goes on year

after year, and, strange to say, the whole-

salers, while they may murmur and com-

plain, apparently make no effort to put a

stop to it. Last year was a time of advanc-

ing values, and importers were filling orders

during the greater part of the season at

figures far below the price current at time of

shipment, and their customers considered

it only right. This year indications point

the other way, and, already, I understand,

the wholesale dealers are receiving letters,

asking whether they are prepared to meet

such and such a quotation. If the mer-

chant should not agree, the order is can-

celled, and, having already purchased

goods to cover these orders, he is left with

stock on his hands that may depreciate in

value before he can again dispose of it. Of

course, it is well known that such remarks

do not apply to all our retail dealers.

Probably one half of those in the business

are above such mean tactics, while a

number who use them have no intention or

desire to do anything that is not fair, but

the practices complained of have become so

common as to seem only regular methods
of business. Their employers did it when
they were clerks, perhaps, so that it is part

of their business education.

To a great extent, I believe, commercial

t'avellers—and even the suffering"- Tenants
themselves—have contributed to

9 -

'-ca-

tion. What is needed now is ea£ a'tlon the

other way. Retailers must lear*i that bu<>.

ing ahead is a speculation, and thai if they

expect to profit by an advance in orr*. they

must also be prepared to stand amiss in the

event of a drop. To impress this upon the

trade there should be an ironclad agreement

among wholesale dealers to make no rebates

on account of falling markets and allow no

cancellation of orders on that ground.

You, Mr. Editor, can also help to bring

about the desired reform by keeping the

matter before your readers with such articles

as last week's editorial, and your assistance

will be appreciated by
*' One Who Has Suffered."

Toronto, March 14, 1901.

BINDER TWINE.

Editor Hardware and Metal,— We
wish to protest against the statement made
by " Wanderer," in your last issue, regard-

ing Canadian binder twine.

We have been mauufacturing binder twine

for the past 20 years, and we claim that our

twine has always been first class in every

respect, and will run more feet to the pound
than we claim. We claim, and know, that

the Lawson (Leeds, Eng.), system in use by

us is superior to anything in the United

States.

We would like to draw " Wanderer's"
attention to the fact that all binder twine

sold in this country must have the number
of feet marked on each tag. and if it does

not run the required number of feet the

manufacturer is subject to a heavy fine.

"Wanderer" must have secured an

American twine agency, or otherwise he is

wandering into subjects that he does not

know very much about.

Consumers Cordage Co., Limited.

Montreal, March 9.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE^~.

Prompt Shipmrn :

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES. ASSIGNMENTS , COMPROMISES.

MJ. LE1TCH, general merchant,

Michael's Biy. Ont., has assigned

• to A. E. Pavey. and a meeting

of his creditors will be held to day (Friday),

lly, general merchant, Glenboro*.

Man., is king an extension.

D. Levasseur, general merchant, Matane,

Que., is offering 40c. on the dollar.

L. A Corbiere, general merchant, La-

colle, Q 2., is offering 60c. on the dollar.

Chas. A. Quick, general merchant, Kings-

ville, Ont., is offering 85c. on the dollar.

David Hecht, general merchant, Tich-

borne, Ont., has assigned to John Carson.

Eliza Betts, general merchant, Mount

Brydges, Ont., has compromised and re-

tired.

Paul Bissonnette, general merchant,

Casselman, Ont., is offering 55c. on the

dollar.

L. G. Jourdoin, hardware dealer, Three

Rivers, Que., has assigned to Gagnon &
Caron.

J. A. Boyd & Son, tinsmiths, etc.. St.

Stephen, N.B., are offering 25c on the

dollar.

E. Lepage & Co , departmental mer-

chants, Montreal, are preparing a statement

(or creditors.

A meeting of the creditors of Leonide

Sicotte, general merchant, Boucherville,

Que., has been held.

M. Tisdall & Co., general merchants,

Sturgeon Falls. Ont., have assigned to

Richard Lee, Toronto.

Bilodeau & Chalifoux have been appointed

curators of Louis Dore, coal and wood

dealers, St. Henri de Montreal.

A meeting of the creditors of Roberge &
Landry, general merchants, Thetford Mines,

Que., has been called for March 25.

J. D. McLeod, general merchant, Prince

Albert, N.W.T., has assigned to C. H.

Newton, and a meeting of his creditors has

been called.

The J. F. Brownscomb Co., general

merchants, Uxbridge, Ont., have assigned

to Henty Barber, Toronto. Their liabilities

are placed at $33,958, with assets of

$27,865.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

The Trail Hardware and Plumbing Co,
Trail, B.C., have dissolved. M. A. Inglis

continues.

I. Charbonneau & Co., sash and door

manufacturers, St. Louis de Mile End, Que.,

have dissolved.

Smith & Arkell, hardware dealers, etc.,

Listowel, Ont., have dissolved; C. H.
Smith continuing.

PAINT PROFIT
Good paint means good profit. It means a constantly-increasing

business and a growing reputation.

Properly handled the paint business is a greater money-maker than

most others. There are three essentials : A good paint, a fair price, and

good advertising.

The Sherwin-Williams Paint

gives you all of these at their best. It is the best paint that can be made.

It is sold at a price that its quality warrants, and that gives the dealer a

good margin of profit. It is the best advertised paint on the market.

Thousands of dealers are making a big success of the paint business

with our goods. We are doing the same ourselves. We believe every

man who takes hold with us can do the same.

If you are interested in making your paint business pay, write us.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Ntto YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

J. Seburger, painter, Listowel, Ont., is

about to sell out.

Charles Girard, sawmiller, Beauce Junc-

tion, Que., has sold his mill.

John Ritter, hardware dealer, Newton,

Ont., is offering his business for sale.

The stock of I. J. Dupont, hardware

dealer, Farnham, Que., has been sold.

The assets of Wm. Rodden & Co.,

foundrymen, Montreal, have been sold.

The assets of A. J. McDonald, general

merchant, Seaside, N.S., have been sold.

J, C. Price, general merchant, Ridge-

town, Ont., is advertising his business for

sale.

The assets of Prement & Co., general

merchants, St. Felicite, Que., have been

sold.

The stock of the estate of W. S. Grant,

general merchant, Minto, Man., has been

sold.

George E. Corbett, general merchant,

Annapolis, N.S., is advertising his business

for sale.

The stock of the estate of Morrison & Co.,

general merchants, Boissevain, Man., has

been sold.

The business of John McRae, general

merchant, etc., Quesnelle, B.C., is adver-

tised for sale.

The business and property of L. B. Currie,

general merchant, West Dublin, N.S., is

advertised for sale.

The stock of Walter Wardrop, general

merchant, Lac du Bonnett, Man., is adver-

tised for sale by auction on March 14.

CHANGES.

Razi & Co. have registered as painters

in Montreal.

John McKay, blacksmith, Tavistock, Ont.,

has sold out to H. Roedding.

Jobin, Chouinard & Co. have registered

as machinists at St. Thecle, Que.

A. T. Wiley & Co. have registered as

crockery dealers, etc., in Montreal.

Louis Baechelor, sawmiller, Milverton,

Ont., has sold out to Peter McClelland.

M. McBean & Co., general merchants,

Phcenix, B.C., have retired from business.

J. C. Parker, general merchant, Cold-

water, Ont. , has sold out to David Brown.

J. F. Ardill & Co.. general merchants,

Thornton, Ont., have sold out to Tomlinson

Bros.

Thos. Lee & Co., harness dealers,

Brandon, Man., have sold out to Samuel

Nixon.

N. H. Turcotte, general merchant, Thet-

ford, Que., is about to remove to St.

Gentilly.

J. P. Porter, dealer in agricultural imple-
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ments, Portage la Prairie, Man., has been

succeeded by J. and E. Brown.

E. C- Crochu, general merchant, St.

Agathe (Lotbiniere), Que., is about to open

in Thetford.

F. X. Leduc, general merchant, St.

Louis de Gonzaque, Que., is removing to

Valleyfield.

Graber & Son, hardware and stove

dealers, Stratford, Ont., have sold out to F.

A. Campbell.

J. E. Gaudin, dealer in agricultural

implements, Napinka, Man., has been suc-

ceeded by DeWitt & Gaudin.

The Maritime Glass Co., glass manufac-

turers, St. John, N.B.,have been succeeded

by the Maritime Art Glass Works.

FIRES.

White & Co., sawmillers, Inwood, Ont.,

have been burned out.

John Campbell & Son, manufacturers of

carriages, London, Ont., were damaged to

the extent of $40,000 by fire. The loss is

largely covered by insurance.

DEATHS.

Eugene Boissonneau, general merchant,

Newbois, Que., is dead.

THE TIN CAN DEAL.

A
SPECIAL Chicago despatch to The

Baltimore Sun upon the tin can

consolidation, says: "The local

subscriptions to the underwriting of the new

American Tin Can Company were closed

yesterday at the office of J. H. & W. H.

Moore, and the papers were sent to their

New York office, where the allotment will

be made. Some trading in the under-

writing privileges was reported at a premium;

101 bid and 102 and 103 asked was re-

ported in the different brokerage houses.

"About 10 different concerns, situated al!

over the country, are absorbed. The

principal ones besides the Chicago com-

panies are located at Boston, New York,

Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Cincinnati and St.

Louis. Norton Brothers are the largest

single company taken in. It is understood

that they received $5,000,000 in stock. The
Frank Diesel Co. got $350,000 and the

Illinois Can Co. received $250,000. The
other Chicago concerns taken in are much
smaller. The Norton company is larger by

five times than any of the other concerns

included in the deal, and has been a leading

factor in the tin can trade for many years.

Oliver W. Norton, of Chicago, president of

the Norton Brothers Co., will probably be

elected president of the trust.

"The subscription allotted to Chicago

was $3,000,000, which was distributed

among brokers in the city. The stock has

been on the Chicago market for the last four

days. It is estimated that more than half

of the stock will be taken up in New York.

The allottment there was in the neighbor-

hood of $6,ooo,oco. Most of the companies
took preferred stock in payment for their

interests, but a few of the small concerns
took cash offers. The trust will absorb
about 60 per cent, of the output of the
American tinplate companies.

" Economy in the distribution will effect

one of the principal savings expected from
the consolidation. Moore Brothers control

the factories of The Ameiican Tinplate Co.,
which will insure favorable contracts for

raw material to the Can Trust. The most
valuable assets to the combination are the
patents of the individual companies which
will be controlled by the trust. This was a
paramount issue in the deal, as it is claimed
that it practically makes it impossible for

outside concerns to exist."

——v,

THE NAME
IVER JOHNSu,,

BICYCLE,
GUIVI or

:volvi
Is a distinctive mark of quality. No
stronger guarantee of excellence is

possible, than to say it's an

IVER JOHNSON
Exclusive sale of our bicycles is allowed to good merchants located in unoccupied
territory. Correspondence is solicited. Catalogues mailed upon application.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches New York— 99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

BOECKH'S

STANDARD STEP LADDERS
SIZES

3 to 10-Feet with PAIL REST.

They are made of best clear jV"^
pine, with elm steps, and are as

light as is consistent with strength

and durability.

They carry the usual Boeckh

Guarantee—your money back if

goods are not satisfactory.

Write for our

prices

BOECKH BROS. & COMPANY,
80 York Street, TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. ONLY
WHOLESALE

BEST
MADE. CORN PLANTERS. ALWAYS

RIGHT.

"TRIUMPH." "TRIUMPH "

OX BALLS.

BULL RINGS, Steel and Copper. CATTLE LEADERS.

BULL SNAPS, with Chain, no Handle.

HOG RINGERS.

HOG TONGS.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY. Graham Wire and Cut Nails are the Best.
OUR PRICES

ARE RIGHT.
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CREDITS IN THE HARDWARE STORE #

IN
order to meet your obligations you

must also have a credit department.

This department must consist solely

mrself. You, too, must look up the

reputation ol each one who asks for

credit. Yoii cannot be loo careful in

this mailer. Don't lie SO anxious to sell

goods on time that you will lake every

man's word as to his standing.

LA/A METHODS.

We are all optimists to an extent and

in ^ase ol a bad credit try to make the

best ol it, hoping for better deals in the

future. But to do as the fatalist, sit

down and say H was meant to lie SO, is

far iroin the successful path of a mer-

chant's life. Often we find mer-

chants too anxious to sell goods and

see them go through the iroin door. Ymi

will find them ever watching their com-

petitor, and il he sells one or two more

stoves a resolve is made to catch up in

number oi sales. Then it is that the first

man who comes in to buy a stove is

sold one regardless ol cost price and his

standing. Often this first man is any

thing but a desirable customer. Being

behind ill sales, the merchant resolves to

latch lip and makes the sale, taking

perhaps second or third mortgage on a

cow as security. When payment time

comes he finds the money is not forth
«

coming, lie then endeavors to collect on

the security given and finds that it is no

good, which he could have found out

when he made the sale, but the resolve

In catch up in amount of sales and do

business was so great that the standing

.1 i ust oinei was forgotten.

Mil'. LESSONS OF COLLECTION
PERIODS.

At collection time he finds that selling

goods so as to get paid for them is doing

successful business and making money.

Then, again, you can find merchants who
.en not satisfied without selling ever}

one win. comes in to buy, and at collec-

tion lime the) bump against a stump

and discover that to sell ever) one who
ionics in on credit is a fatal business

policy.

\\ Ihu .1 i ust. .mi i 1 1 intcs in to bin and

tlie sab depends on a long credit ami not

nil price given, SUCll sales ale Uliproln

able To do so will injure your business

and put you at a disadvantage, foi will

\ . .il not ha ve to 'ask mi ire i i I dil ol s .
.111

jobbel '

•paper reaii befoie [he Dakota Retail Hardwaie
association, by M. o. Eveunoii

ONE METHOD OF DETERMINING
CREDITS.

Every merchant should see that in

extending a line oi credit, whoever gets

it will be in a position to fullill his

promise to pay, or otherwise get good

security, so that you, Mr. Merchant, can

fulfill your promise to pay Mr. Jobber.

DONT'S.

Don't get a lot of long price notes,

with a long extension of time lor pay-

ment, in your sate, upon which nothing

can be realized. If more merchants knew

what an error it is to try and do all the

business of their respective towns, lew el

old notes and accounts would grace their

assets.

QUICK SA1.KS, SMALLER PROFITS.

The trouble with most merchants who
fail lies in their inability to distinguish

between the wisdom of making sure of

the payment ol an account and the folly

''of ijblftining abnormally large profits on

a !on- time sale. The. thing toTiave in a

business is something ..like what English

bankers term " liquid asStsCS^A which,

though returning small prolits on short

time sales, insure the payment of the

account with the profit as well.

THE STORY OF A PUMP.

I therefore resolved to do little busi-

ness and be sure of pay. On my first

business day a farmer walked into the

store and asked lor a pump. I hail a

pump fitted up and loaded in the wagon
lor the farmer before payment was men

tioned. The farmer walked into the

store in a hurry and said : 'You will

have to charge this pump to me until I

thrash." " Is that so," I said. " Well,

I guess that is all right if you can

satisfy me yon will pa) lor il then."

" Sure, I will pay for the pump. I

always pay," was the prompt reply of

the farmer. " Perhaps sou do pay your

accounts, but I don't know so. There-

fore I wish your promise put in writing

and security to show your good faith."

Whereat the farmer got angry and let on

that Ins feelings were more than hurl.

Here 1 was with one ol mv first custom-

ers angr) and we having trouble on the

payment ol a pump. I resolved, how

ever, to carry mv point, and went aftei

the farmer something like this :

" See

lure, I don't know as you pav yow
.ui. anil s, .i\i'\ \ I mi w .nil uie 1 .

. trust yOU,

which 1 am willing to do il yon i ,ni

satisiv an ilia; \. u will pay the account

w In ii \ on t hi ash '

I had him at once.

!' satisf) in- he must make a showing
ol his worth oi good intention to pa)

Ills worth he could ii. .1 show, SO his

g I intention to pa) was all that was
left to get the pump on I gol out a

note and filled it out, also an extra

mortgage blank, and took security on the

pump, and asked what security he was
willing to give so as to satisfy me he

would pay his note when due At first

Hie firmer thought the pump enough

Put I showed him the pump was mine
until paid for, and to take t

only was to furnish mv own secui l\

Then I got a cow as securit)

look care to see was clear, and i1

this cow that enabled me ti

metil.

DON'T BE AFRAID TO
DOUBTFUL CREDITOR'

Don't be afraid to question a doubtful

creditor. II lie refuses to give you your

asked-for information kindly refuse him

credit. Often in the spring of the year

customers come in to arrange for a

credit through the summer
;

then, Mr.

Merchant, is your time to act. You can

dictate terms upon which credit should

be given, and if you fail to get good

ones the fault is all your own. The

credit given should carry witli it no

obligation of renewal at maturity, as

too frequently these obligations are

locked to by the customer. It is an

important element in the merchant's

in times of demand upon him
that well selected and carefullv inspected

u 'Us and accounts occupy a most
important and responsible field. A dan-

ger arises when paper is floated too

easily and profits are made abnormally
high so as to invite overselling and

trading on the part ol a merchant But

the dangers even here which intertwine

are not beyond those which are liable to

overtake a merchant in direct dealing

with any customer who plans to practice

dishonesty. It is ill connection with all

these that it is best when a credit is

given that it be arranged at first so it

must be paid without extension.

I'l.X 'l'i\U LIMIT

Don't be ail aiiVto.tcll a customer thai

la i an have a credit' to the amount ol s,

,

man) dollars and no more. Give him to

understand that w lien his limit is used

up he can have no more credit, and I

assure you your troubles at collection

time will be limited to a very few

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS. ETC.

'I he Syracuse Smelling Works, liiaini

l.uunus ol babbitt metal, sold

Syracuse, \ \ ., \\.i\< issued . -r«lai

that is bound to attract atleivti in flu

central position ol the calei

lithographed design showing l' .

maidens coasting on a tandem,

slide formed ol Syracuse bald

At either side is a panel coll

lull list ol the lines handled by thi firm

A calendar pad beneath the picture com-

pletes a good calendar.
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CARE OF GAS ENGINES

IN
these days when gas engines are being

discussed so extensively, an account of

some troubles with gas engines may

prove interesting, writes Albert Stritmatter

in American Manufacturer. This type of

engine too frequently goes into the hands

of people who too often have the idea that

M that is necessary for the successful run-

ning of the engine is to set it on the founda-

tion bolts and open the gas or gasoline

regulatinf valve.

In orie foundry a gasoline engine was

used to operate the cupola blast. During a

heat the engine suddenly stopped. To pre-

vent the iron from cooling in the cupola,

the foreman allowed it to run out on the

foundry floor. He at once telegraphed to

the manufacturers for a man, who arrived

the next day. On looking the engine over

the machinist was unable to see anything

wrong. The compression was good, and so

was the spark. But on trying the gasoline

pump to bring up the supply, he was unable

to get gasoline. Further investigation de-

veloped the fact that the only trouble had

been the

FAILURE OF THE ENGINEER

to All up the tank and the gasoline had

been used up during the heat.

Another party complained that he had

been trying for two months to start his

engine, but had been unable to run it for

longer than a few minutes at a time. He
said he had employed some expert

machinist from a neighboring city. These

people reported in a letter that they had

been unable to locate the difficulty. They

said their " expert " had been there without

success. In the next paragraph they

blandly asked whether it was necessary to

use both the hot tube and the electric

igniter, or whether only one was required at

a time, thus disclosing the fact that while

they might be experts at some things, they

DID NOT KNOW MUCH

about gas engines. Further investigation

showed thaj the gas pressure was so strong

that the gas bag was as hard as an inflated

football, so that too much gas was fed to the

engine.

In another instance, a printing office

bought a 1 5 horse-power gas engine which

had been installed by a local machinist, who

was unable, however, to get it to run. A
man was sent by the manufacturers, and on

looking the plant over he noticed a couple

of bricks on the gasometer. On inquiring

the --•»<;on for this, he was informed it was
»p that 'doggone' thing down."

On releasing the "thing," however, no

further trouble was experienced.

A 35 h p. gas engine was installed in an

Ohio city with the pipe which supplied aid

TALKING
PAINTS?

*f (An **J7Th 4tJ\lr

iesn't require

Talking wears out the

wears out the customer, and

up the time of both. Cheap paint

:s too much talk, and so do the ones

e priced too high.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
are the best high-grade paints sold at a rea-

sonable profit. They sell without unneces

sary talk, carry their recommendation with

them, prove themselves the best, and do

their own talking. Ramsays Paints are well

advertised paints. You can find out what

we do by writing us, if you like.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL.

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, No. i Place Royale,

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales ?

THE GUNN CASTOR CO.
Limited.

MONTREAL.

to the engine projecting into an alley, and

the end of this pipe had been left open. A
passing newsboy happened to notice the

suction of air, without knowing the cause,

and began throwing his cap upwards and

watching its motion changed by the suction.

Happening to throw it too near the pipe, he

was greatly surprised and dismayed to see it

disappear into the pipe, he knew not where.

The owners of the engine, upon being in-

formed of the mishap, were almost equally

dismayed and puzzled as to how to get rid

of the objectionable cap. They tried firing

a charge through the pipe by holding the

gas valve and igniting the charge, but

this did not do any good. Finally, they

went to work and took down the pipe,

necessitating a shutting down of the plant

for about three hours.

We all know that gas engines are like

other machinery in that they must have

intelligent care and attention in order to

give the best results. But, as before stated,

too many purchasers do not understand this,

and as a result get into what are to them
very puzzling difficulties, the remedies for

which are really very simple.
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, March 15, 1901.

HARDWARE.
TRADE continues to improve and the

outlook ahead is decidedly bright.

The formation of the big American

steel trust seems to have given business a

good start, as dealers are ordering supplies

quite freely. It is generally believed that

screws and bolts will be advanced soon and

we know that some wholesale houses have

placed special orders this week in antici-

pation of such a move on the part of the

manufacturers. All wire goods are firm and

selling well. Wire nails are in better

request, but principally for later shipment.

Some brands of horse nails are lower in

price. " M " brand, for instance, is selling

at a discount of 60 per cent, for oval and

city head, and 60 and 10 per cent, for new

countersunk head on the old list. This is

somewhat of a reduction. Cordage is yic.

higher. Spring goods, of all descriptions,

are selling well. Another feature of the

week is the strengthening of the metal

market, which has taken a turn for the

better in England. The retail trade, both

locally and throughout the country, seems to

be much brighter. The demand for sjoves

has set in somewhat earlier than usual.

Wholesalers report payments firstclass.

Barb Wire—Wire is moving freely at

the lower quotations in view of the strong

market on the other side of the line. There

is a call for some immediate shipments, but

the bulk of the orders are for forward de-

livery. The ruling quotation is 83 05 per

100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire — Reports would in-

dicate that a good trade is also being done

in galvanized wire. There seems to be a

great deal of confidence in the strength of the

market. We quote : No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

$3.75; No. 11, 13.85; No. 12, $3.25; No.

13. $3-35; No- H. £4-25; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 16, 85. 00.

Smooth Steel Wire—A good trade is

being done in all fence wires since the re-

duction in price. The oiled wire is com-

peting very successfully with the imported

galvanized. We quote both oiled and an-

nealed as follows : No. 9, 82.80 No. 10,

82. 87; No. 11, 82.90; No. 12, 82.95; No.

! 3> $3 T 5 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Il outre
"

Toronto, Hamilton, London, St. John and

Halifax.

Fixe Steel Wire—Business continues

uninterrupted. The market is steady at a

discount of 17^ per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—These lines

are. featureless. Discounts are still 55 and

1% per cent, on brass, and 50 and 2^ per

cent, on copper.

Fence Staples—The demand is increas-

ing. We quote : 83.25 for bright, and

83.75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—A little better inquiry has

been experienced this week, but most orders

coming in are for later shipment. We quote

82.85 for small lots and 82.75 for carlots,

f.o.b. Montreal, London. Toronto and

Hamilton.

Cut Nails — The inquiry is limited,

although the market is quite steady. We
quote : 82.35 for small and 82.25 for car-

lots ; flour barrel nails, 25 per cent, dis-

count; coopers' nails, 30 per cent, discount.

SORT UP YOUR STOCK
or Sugar -Making

the Season

Eureka Sap Spiles
CAST, with Hook. STEEL, 22 Gauge,

with Hook.

SAFE, ECONOMICAL, EASILY INSERTED, WILL
NOT LEAK, HOLD BUCKET SECURELY.

Sap Buckets
FLARING PATTERN- Quarts, 6, 8, 10, 14.

STRAIGHT PATTERN—Gallons, 1, iu, 2.

PROPERLY SOLDERED, WILL NOT LEAK,
SUBSTANTIALLY MADE

flRETUPWFB

LONDON,

E McCLARY MF-©. CQ
f

TORONTO, MONTREAL, W,NN,PN^\^ VANCOUVER.
•RUSH SHIPMENTS" PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO." }£ f§f)f
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THE PACE-HERSEY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

Silica Bricks
HIGHEST GRADE FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Magnesia Bricks
FOR LINING

Smelting, Refining and
Matte Furnaces, also

Converters and
Rotary Cement Kilns.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

StWEffMPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS. QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

/adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required

; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

Horse Nails—The market is unchanged.

"C" brand is holding its price at a dis-

count of 50 and 7% per cent, off their

own list. Other makes, including "M"
brand, are quoting a discount of 60 per cent.

on oval and city head, 60 and 10 per cent.

on new countersunk head off the old list.

We understand that the Monarch people

are offering to make special brands for the

wholesalers at very low figures. It is to be

hoped that quality will be maintained.

Horseshoes — The call for horseshoes

has been somewhat subdued during the last

few weeks. We quote as follows : Iron

shoes, light and medium pattern, No. 2

and larger, $3. 50 ; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, #3. 85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4. 85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting —Orders are coming

in freely, the ruling discount being 50 and

10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth — Retailers are

ordering a good supply for immediate ship-

ment. The price is $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Freezers — The firms pushing this line

are doing a good business in it.
'

' Peerless'

'

is quoted as follows : Two quarts, $1.85;

3 quarts, $2; 4 quarts, $2.40; 6 quarts,

53.10; 8 quarts, $390; 10 quarts. $5.25;

12 quarts, $6; 16 quarts, with fly wheel,

$11 ; toy, 1 pint, $1.40.

Screen Doors and Windows — The

spring demand is quite brisk. We quote :

Screen doors, plain cherry finish, $8.25

per doz.; do. fancy, $11 .50 per doz. ; walnut,

57.40 per doz., and yellow, 57 45; windows,

$2.25 to S3. 50 per doz.

Screws—The tone is decidedly firm and

there is a feeling toward a rise. Whole-

salers have placed some large orders this

week. Discounts are as follows : Flat head

bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, offlist; round

head bright, 82^ and 10 per cent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—A brisk business is being done in

bolts and the feeling is firm. Discounts are :

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent.; machine bolts,

65 per cent.; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4>£ c - P*r lb. offlist ; hexagon

nuts, 4j<c. per lb. offlist ; tire bolts, 67%
per cent. ; stove bolts, 67^ per cent.

Building Paper—A fair business is

being done at former prices. We quote :

Tarred felt, Si. 70 per 100 lb. ;
2 -ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lbi; dry

TINPLATE8
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,"
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

All sizes and gauges imported.

A. C. LESLIE k CO,
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We ca:i

supply your wants with
—quality the best an i

prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

FHE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG- TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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Elastilite is an inside or outside Varnish. It combines the

good qualities of both, but is entirely free from their faults.

Comparative tests have proved it to be more durable in the

salt waters and salt air of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts than

many of the best coach body varnishes.

Having stood these tests nothing more can be desired.

Our customers all say it's good, and they ought to know.

Cabinet can free with the above assortment.

Write for particulars.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

[i Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.

LIMITED of all leading manufacturers.

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — There is no change to note.

The discount on best iron rivets, sec-

tion, carriage, and waggon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 percent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in

5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10

per cent, off list.

Cordage—The manufacturers have ad-

vanced prices %c. per lb. The demand is

rather brisk. Manila is now worth I3j£c.

per lb. for 7-i6and larger; sisal is selling at

ioc, and lathyarn 10c.

Spades and Shovels—A spring busi-

ness is being done. The discount is 40

and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools—Some orders for for-

ward delivery have been placed this week.

The discount is 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—Unchanged. We quote as fol-

lows : Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk,

blued 80 and 5 per cent, discount ; tinned,

80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks, blued, in

dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Lawn Mowers — Sales are aggregating

a fair amount. We quote : High wheel, 50

and 5 per cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel,

in all sizes, $2 .75 each net ; high wheel,

1
1 -inch, 30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—As yet there is but little

business being done. Prices are steady at

$18 to $24 per 1,000 as to brand, ex store.

Cement — Preparations are now being

made for the coming season's business.

We quote: German, £2.45 to $2.55 ; Eng-

lish, $2. 30 to $2.40; Belgian, $1.95 to

$2. 05.

METAL,?.

The feeling in metals has improved this

week and although trade is not yet brisk it

shows a decided increase. The English

market has reacted a little. The trust

having been formed in the United States

where the Welsh manufacturers buy most

of their billets, combined with the limitation

of production by the closing down of so

many mills has strengthened the market

and apparently given it an upward turn.

Canadian importers are importing a little

more freely. In regard to Canadian manu-

factured goods, the trend of the market is

also upward. The different rolling mills

have withdrawn quotations on bar iron and

prices are reported 5c. per 100 lb. higher.

Steel is also somewhat firmer, as is iron

pipe.

Pk; Iron—The market here for pig iron

is quiet, notwithstanding the advance in

the United States. Sales of No. 1 Hamilton

have been made at $18 to $18.50, and No.

1 Midland at about the same figures. No.

1 Summerlee is quoted at $20 to 520.50 for

spring delivery. Sydney pig iron has been

sold in the West at low figures.

Bar Iron—The rolling mills have with-

drawn quotations for immediate delivery.

A fair price from the wholesale houses now
is $1.70 per 100 lb., although some are

selling below that figure.

Black Sheets — The English market

has taken a better turn, and prices are now
firm. Present quotations are : $2.80 for 8

to 16 gauge ; 52.85 for 26 gauge, and $2.90

for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron—A fair trade is being

done—better than last week. We quote :

No. 28 Queen's Head, $5 to $5. 10 ; Apollo,

io# oz., $5 to $5. 10; Comet, No. 28, $4.50,

with 25c. allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—The market firm d iSc.

Ingot Tin—Primary markets are easy,

and Lonnon has declined to £1 1 7. Quota-

tions here are 31 to 32c. t

Lead—Unchanged at $4.65.^

Lead Pipe—The demand continues to

be heavy. We quote as follows : 7c. for

ordinary and 7#c. for composition waste,

with 15 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The market is firm and the
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manufacturers' prices somewhat higher.

We quote as follows : Black pipe, X,

$3 per ioo ft.; #. $3; y£, 53: %, 53- «5;

i-in.,$4.5o; i#,$6.io; 1%, $7.2%; 2-in.,

89.71;. Galvanized, #, 54-6o ; %, $5.25 ;

i-in., 17 5°; 1%, $980; 1 *, 511.75 ;
2-

in., $16.

Tinplatks — The tone of the market is

sfJTiewhat improved in Wales and the

orighter outlook is rtflected here. For im-

mediate delivery goods are worth $4.50 for

coke and J4.75 for charcoal.

CANADA Plate—The market has ap-

parently reached bottom and is now in a

process of reaction. We quote : 52's,

$2.90 ; 60' s, $3 ;
75's, $3. 10; full polished,

$3.75, and galvanized, $4.60.

Tool Steel—The tendency seems to

be a higher level of values. Inquiries

are more numerous. We quote : Black

Diamond, 8c;Jessop's 13c.

Steel—There is every confidence in the

present situation. We quote : Sleighshoe,

$1.85; tire, J5 1 .95 ; spring, $2.75; machinery,

$2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates — There is a better

inquiry, both for immediate and future

delivery. The price is $8 to $8.25.

Coil Chain— Prices are firm. We quote:

No. 6, nj£c; No. 5, 10c; No. 4, 9j£c;

No. 3, 9c; j^-inch, 7>£c. per lb.; 5-16,

$4.65; 5-16 exact, $5.10; ^,$4.20; 7-16,

54-oo; X- 53-75: 9-i6. $3-65; H< 53-35:

X> 53-25; %.53-2°; '-in-. 53-15- In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6% c.

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

GLASS.
Most of the specifications sent in are

for next month's delivery or open water.

We quote : First break, $2 ; second, $2. 10

for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, 53-8o
;

second, $4 ; third, 54.50; fourth, 54-75;

fifth, 55-25; sixth, 55-75 >
and seventh,

56.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Linseed oil for immediate shipment has

been reduced 3c. since our last report. A
fair amount is being shipped. There has

been no change in turpentine. Red lead is

a little lower in England, but stocks are

light in Canada, and there is but little

tendency to lower prices just now. For

spring importation, quotations are shaded

25c. per 100 lb. Trade in general goods is

exceedingly bright, the tendency being to

purchase all varnishes, stains and paints in

tins in a handy form. Quotations on oxide

of zinc have been lowered in Germany and
England. lere has been no change in

the price of putty, but, in view of cheaper

linseed oil, it is expected that prices may
weaken jo.aewhat when the cheaper sup-

plies of oil come to hand. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

THE

Metallic

Roofing
Company l.m.ted

Eastlake

Steel Shingles

"'ROOF
There's truest economy

in choosing

"EASTLAKE

SHINGLES
They last indefinitely.

Are fire, lightning, rust and
leak-proof.

Kit together perfectly by means
of their special patented side lock,

can't possibly work apart.

GALVANIZED "EASTLAKES"
are heavily coated on both sides

with all the galvanizing material

that will adhere to them.

PAINTED "EASTLAKES" are

thoroughly covered on both sides

with Sherwin-Williams best paint.

" Eastlakes " have been tested

by years of service in all climates,

everywhere giving thorough, lasting

satisfaction.

Write and let us give you further

information.

Canada
standard, $6.37^ ; No. 1, $6.00 ; No. 2,

55.62^; No. 3, 5525, and No. 4, $$%7%.
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead — 55. 50 in casks
;

kegs, 55-75-

Red Lead — Casks, $5.25; in kegs,

55-5°-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 7c; No.

1, 6c; in oil, pure, 8c; No. 1, 7c; No. 2,

6c
Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

$2 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, $2 .15;

bladders, in barrels, $2 20 ; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, #2.35; in tins,

$2.45 to $2.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces 10c higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 69c; boiled, 73c,

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oohawaat 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 62c; 2 to 4

bbls., 61c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^" to 9J^c in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47^ to 49c
Cod Oil—32^ to 35c
Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

#2.75 to $4 50. as to brand ; coal tar, $3 .25

to 53-75 : cotton waste, 4^ to $}4c. for

colored, and 6 to 7%z. for white ; oakum,

5% to 6j£c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 1 ic.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6|^c.

per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, \7yic. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c. ; lib.

packages, i8}4c\ yi-\b. packages, 2o/£c;

i-lb. tins, I9^c; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The market is quiet and prices are
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nominal. Dealers are paying the following

prices in the country : Heavy copper and

wire, 13 to I3>£c. per lb. ;
light copper,

12c; heavy brass, 12c; heavy yellow,

%%. to 9c; light brass, 6% to 7c;

lead, 2# to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2% to 2_^c.

;

iron, No. 1 wrought, $13 to $14 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, $13 to $14 ; stove

plate, $8 to $q; light iron, No. 2, $4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

HIDES.

The weaker feeling in the American

market tends to keep prices down here.

Dealers are still paying 7c. for No. 1 light.

There is no activity in the demand. We
quote : Light hides, 7c. for No. 1 ; 6c. for

No. 2, and 5c. for No. 3. Lambskins, 90c.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is not so brisk. We

quote as follows :
" Silver Star," 14^

to I5#c. ;
" Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;

"S C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and " Pratt's

Astral," iS'/i to 19'Ac.

MONTREAL NOTES.

Iron pipe is higher at the rolling mills.

Bar iron is 5c. higher at the rolling mills.

" M " brand horse nails have been

reduced.

An advance in bolts and screws is

talked of.

Cordage, both manila and sisal are %c.

per lb. higher.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, March 15, 1901.

HARDWARE.
CONTINUED improvement in business

is to be noted in the wholesale

hardware trade, and a more active

trade from this out may be looked for.

Prices on such staple lines as bar iron, iron

pipe, and rope are stiff and advancing, and

there is a general opinion that higher figures

may be looked for in bolts. There is also

a firm feeling in regard to screws. In barb

wire forward orders are being shipped this

week from Cleveland, and a few small

orders are going out from stock. Much the

same remarks apply to galvanized wire.

There is very little being done in smooth

steel wire of any kind. The movement in

cutlery is fair for this time of the year.

Sporting goods are quiet. Trade is fair in

spades and shovels and in harvest tools.

Further improvement is to be noted in the

demand for wire nails. Cut nails are as

dull as ever. Horseshoes are quiet. But

a fair trade is to be noted in horse nails.

Tinware is quiet, and the same may be said

of enamelled ware. Inquiries are becom-

ing more numerous for gas and oil stoves.

Barb Wire—Forward orders are being

shipped to their destination in Canada from

Cleveland, and there has been little business

done from stock. Business in that respect,

however, is very light, "^here has been no

change in prices and we quote f. o. b.

Cleveland at $2.82 yi per 100 lb. for less

than carlots and $2 70 for carlots. The

quotation from stock Toronto is $3.05 per

100 lb.

Galvanized Wire — Forward orders

from Cleveland are also being delivered

this week, and a slight business is reported

from stock. Prices are without change. We
quote : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2 85 to $3 15 ; No. 10, $36° to #3.95 ;

No. 11, $3.70 to $4.10; No. 12, $3 to

53 30 ; No. 13. S3 10 to #3 40 ; No. 14,

$4.10 to $4 .50 ; No. 15 $4 60 to $5 05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons. There is a little better movement

in galvanized wire this week.

Smooth Steel Wire—There is little or

nothing doing in either oiled or annealed

or hay-baling wire. Net selling prices are

as follows, as noted last week : Nos. 6 to

8, $2.90; 9, $2.80 ; 10, $2.87; 11, $2.90 ;

12, $2.95; 13, S3 15 ; 14, $3.37 ; 15, S3. 50;

16, #3.65. Delivery points, Toronto, Ham-
ilton, London and Montreal, with freights

equalized on these points.

Wire Nails — The demand has im-

proved, and a fair business is being done,

although the orders are not individually

large. The association meets early next

month, and some are of the opinion that an

advance is not improbable. The base price

is still unchanged at $2.85 per keg in less

than carlots, and $2.75 in carlots.

Cut Nails—These are as dull as ever.

The base price is $2. 35 per keg. Delivery

points, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Mont-

real and St. John, N.B.

Horseshoes—The demand for horse

shoes is rather light. We quote f. o. b.

Toronto as follows : Iron shoes, No. 2 and

larger, light, medium and heavy, S3 60
;

snow shoes, $3.85 ; light steel shoes, S3 7°',

featherweight (all sizes), S4-95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ;

light steel shoes, S3 95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4 95.

Horse Nails—Trade is fair in this line.

Some of the manufacturers have again

reorganized, and they are quoting oval head

50, 10 and 5 per cent, off old list, ard

countersunk head, 50, 10 and 10 per cent.

The discount on "C" brand oval head is

still 50 and 7 % per cent, off the new list.

Staples — These are a little lower in

sympathy with the decline in wire. We
quote : Galvanized, S3 50 to S4 ;

plain,

S3. 25 to S3-7S-

Screws—Trade continues fairly active

The original and only Genuine Pr.

paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and ts. Canisters.OAKEY'S

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL,

r&£ COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PR1EST'5QLIFPER5|
S^k&S ~^f largest Variety,

ar><" L*-" y^/l Toilet, Hand, Electric Powerl

/ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep-Shearing Machine!

WE MAKE THEM.
8ZNT> FOB CATALOGUE vo

Mrtaaa Shearer Hfr- To.. Huknt. ».n..lia,

The Best Door Closer is . . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRING

Will close a door silently against any pressure ot

wind. Has many working advantages over the
ordinary spring, and has twice the wear. In use
throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. Qlveg
perfect satisfaction. Made only by

W. NEWMAN & SONS,
Hospital St., - - BIRMINGHAM.

BUKMAN &80NS', LilVlllED clippers
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as

supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.

Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.

Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Kissia's Stables and Fie rl Marshal Lord Roberts.

Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba, ! WINNIPEG,
Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. MAN.

Correspondence Solicited.

Leads Them AH
in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO..
ROCHESTER N.Y., U S A.
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in screws, and the feeling in regard

to prices shows increased confidence. We
quote discounts as follows : Flat head

bright, 87^ and 10 per cent.; roundhead

bright,82^ and 10 per cent.; flat head brass,

80 and 10 per cent.; round head brass, 75

and 10 per cent.; round head bronze, 65

per cent., and flat head bronze at 70 per

Bolts and Nuts—Trade is fairly active

in bolts of all kinds. The feeling noted

last week in regard to the possibility of an

advance in prices still obtains. We quote as

follows : Carriage bolts (Norway), full

square, 70 per cent. ; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4>£c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4%f"c. off; tire bolts, 67)4 per cent.; stove

bolts, (>7}4 ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—Business is steady

and prices unchanged. We quote as fol-

lows : Iron rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

iron burrs, 55 per cent.; copper rivets and

burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

Rope— An advance of y^c. per lb. is to

be noted in both sisal and manila rope. We
now quote the base price as follows : Sisal

10c. per lb ; manila, I3^c. per lb.; special

manila, n^c; New Zealand, 10c. per lb.;

single tarred lathyarn, gyic The demand

is fairly good for rope, and prices are firm.

Cutlery—There is a fair general sorting-

up trade for this time of the year. Naturally,

however, not a large trade is being done.

Sporting Goods— Orders are being taken

for loaded shells, but business in sporting

goods is on the whole quiet.

Green Wire Cloth—There is scarcely

anything being done, and shipments have

not yet been made of orders recently

booked. Prices are unchanged at #1.35 per

100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—These

are quiet. We quote 4 in. styles in doors

-at $7.20 to $7 80 per doz., and 3 in. styles

20c. per doz. less ; screen windows, Si. 60

to $3 60 per doz., according to size and

extension.

Tinware—Some disappointment is being

expressed in regard to the trade in tinware,

but the unfavorable winter weather is

claimed to be the cause.

Enamelled Ware — Business is also

quiet in enamelled ware, and there are no
immediate signs of an improvement.

ltrv Netting — Shipments of im-

ported wire are near at hand, and a little

business is being done. The discount on
Canadian is 50 and 10 per cent, and net

figures are quoted on English.

ALL ORDERS AND COR-
RESPONDENCE FOR THE ARCADE FILE WORKS SHOULD BE

ADDRESSED TO THE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

SAM L M. NICHOLSON, Pres. and Gen. Mgr. PROVIDENCE. K I.. U.S.A

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled, Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London. EC —128 Hope Street, Glas-
gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."
Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

Harvest Tools—There is a little move-

ment in some seasonable lines, but business

does not amount to a great deal.

Spades and Shovels—Orders are being

booked for forward delivery and quite a

number of shipments are being made in

spades and shovels. Some shipments are

also being made in garden rakes and hoes.

Range Boilers—Trade is still just

moderate. We quote : 30 gallons, $7 ; 35

gallons, $8.25 ; 40 gallons, #9.50.

Cement — Trade has not yet opened

up. We quote : Canadian portland $2 40

to #3 ; German, $3 to ^3.15 ; English,

$2.85 to $3 ; Belgian, $2 50 to $2 75 ;

calcined plaster, $2.

Cotter Pins—Quite a radical change

has taken place in the list of The Nettlefold

Co's list of cotter pins, the American

list having been adopted. These pins were

formerly sold on the wire gauge system. By
adopting the American list the sizes have

been reduced by one half, they now being

8 instead of 16.

Gas and Oil Stoves — Inquiries during

the past week for gas and oil stoves have

been more numerous, and trade in this line

is expected to open up shortly,

METALS.
The weather has been unfavorable for the

metal trade during the past week, and busi-

ness is not as brisk as it was a week ago.

The iron market is firm and steel is par-

ticularly strong.

Pig Iron — There is not a great deal

being done, as far as can be learned, but

the market is steady, and advices from the

United States report an advance of $1 in

Bessemer iron.

Steel — The steel market continues

decidedly strong, and in the United States

premiums of $2 to #5 for billets are being

paid. Some of the manufacturers in

Canada have withdrawn their quotations

during the past week.

Bar Iron—Prices are firmer and there

is a fair demand. We quote the base price

to retailers at $ 1.70 to $ 1.7 5 per 100 lb.

Pig Tin—There is a fair trade being done

in some qualities. We quote Lamb and

Flag at 32c. Prices are a little higher in

New York on account of delayed arrivals.

In England the market is steady as to

price.

Tinplates—There has been rather a

nice movement in tinplates during the past

week. Advices from Great Britain state

that the manufacturers report that they can-

not sell at figures lower than those now

prevailing. Consequently.there is a steadier

feeling as to prices.

Tinned Sheets—A few of these are

moving all the time, principally for dairy

and cheese-making purposes. We quote 9

to 9>£c. for 28 gauge.

Black Sheets—Trade keeps fair, with

28 gauge quoted at $3.30.

Galvanized Sheets—Business is only

fair in this line, the stormy weather hav-

ing interfered with business in this par-

ticular line. We quote English at $4.75

in small lots, and American at $4. 50.

Canada Plates—Orders are still being

booked for fall delivery, and some small

orders are being received for shipment from

stock. Prices are firm, and the difference

in the manufacturers' price for all bright

and ordinary is much greater than it has

been for some years. We quote : All

dull, $3,half-and half, $3.15, and all bright,

$3.65 to #3.75.

Copper—Ingot copper is in fair demand,

and in sheet there is a good business being

done. We quote : Ingot, 19 to 20c; bolt

or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to 23 J^c. per

lb. There was a sharp break in the London

market on Wednesday, there being a de-

cline of 12s, 6d. Prices in London are

now lower than they have been since

January 1900.

Brass—Trade is improving and the dis-

count on rod and sheet is unchanged at 15

per cent.

Solder—Trade is fair, and prices un-

changed. We quote/- Half-and-half,

guaranteed, 18c. ; ditto, commercial,

\7 l/z c. ; refined, i7}4c., and wiping, 17c.

Lead—The demand is good and prices
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in the outside markets are steady. We
quote 4% to 5C
Lead Pipe— The price of lead pipe has

been reduced, the discount now being 25

per cent, instead of 15 as formerly.

Iron Pipe—The jobbers in Toronto have

agreed jupon a uniform price for iron pipe,

and the quotations are now as follows per

100 feet : Black pipe, >£ in., $4.15 ; %
in., $3; ys in., $3 05 ; >/2 in., $3.10;

K in -. $3-35: 1 in -. U 7o; \% in., #6.40 ;

ij^in., $7-7o; 2 in., 510.25; 2% in., $2.85;

3 in., $28 6g\3>4 in
, $36.10; 4m., $41.04;

5 in., $55.10 ; 6 in., $71.44 ; 7 in., $89.30;

8 in., $107.16. Galvanized pipe, )4 in.,

M-75'. H in -. S5-25I 1 in.. $725; l% in.,

$9.50; 1
l
/i in., $1 1.50; 2 in., $15 50.

Zinc Spelter—Trade is quiet, locally,

and the outside markets are dull and easy.

We still quote 6 to 6>£c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet — The demand is only

moderate. We quote casks at 6% to 7c,

and part casks at 7 to 7>£c. per lb.

Antimony—Business is more active and

prices are unchanged at 1 1 to u^c. per lb.

In London, England, the market is easier.

FAINTS AND OILS.

There is a big movement. With the ex-

ception of paris green, which is rather slow,

all lines are moving briskly. Turpentine

fell about ic. in Savannah some days ago,

but is now steady. Linseed oil is unchanged,

but the indications are that prices will be

decidedly lower in June or July. White

lead is firm. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6 50; No. 1, $6.12^; No. 2. $5.75 ;

No. 3. $5 37'^; No. 4, $5; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.; $5 .25 to $5.50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7X C -

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, I7j£c; 25 lb. drums,

18c. ; 1 lb. papers, i8^c. ; 1 -lb. tins, ic^c.

;

yi-\b. papers, 2o^c; J^lb. tins, 2i^c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk', less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2.15 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1 .20 to $1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

ioj^c. per lb. and 10^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 69:.;

boiled, 72c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 68c;

boiled, 71c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 62c; 2

to 4 barrels, 61c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
There is a fair movement from stock, with

prices firm. A big import trade is being

done, but at a very close margin, which

jobbers claim is unsatisfactory to them. We
still quote first break locally as follows: Star,

in 50 foot boxes, $2. 10, and 100-foot boxes,

$4; double diamond under 26 united inches,

$6. Toronto, Hamilton and London; terms

4 months or 3 per cent. 30 days.

illDKS. SKINS AND WOOL
Hides—The decline anticipated in these

columns took place this week. Prices are

yi to |^c. lower, We quote : Cowhides,

No. I, 7c. ; No. 2, 6c. ; No. 3, 5c.

Steer hides are worth ic. more. Cured

hides are quoted at 7>£c.

Skins—Calfskins are 5c. higher, other-

wise there is no change. The market

is quiet. We quote : No. 1 veal, 8-lb.

and up, 9c. per lb.; No. 2, 8c; dekins,

from 40 to 60c. ; culls, 20 to 25c. Sheep

skins, 90c to $1.

Wool—Unwashed has again been re-

duced %c. We quote : Combing fleece,

14 to 15c, and unwashed, 8 to 9c.

COAX..

Owing to snow blockade on railroads

running into Buffalo from theSo- ^reis

great difficulty in getting coal, e-. .iv

bituminous, through that centre.

are unchanged. We quote anthra"

cars Buffalo and bridges : Grate, , _

per gross ton and $4.24 per net ton ; egg,

stove and nut, $5 per gross ton and $4.46

per net ton.

PETROLEUM.
The season is about over and the mar-

ket is easier. A decline of y2 c. is noted.

We quote : Pratt's Astral, 16^ to 17c. in

bulk (barrels, $1 extra) ; American water

white, 16 }4 to 17c. in barrels; Photogene,

16 to i6j£c; Sarnia water white, 15^ to

16c in barrels; Sarnia prime white, 14^ to

15c in barrels.

market notes.

Staples are lower.

A new list has been issued on The Nettle-

fold Co.'s cotter pins.

The discount on lead pipe has been

increased to 25 per cent.

An advance of l/2 c. per lb. has been

made on sisal and manila rope.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. are in receipt

of a shipment of wooden butter bowls in

sizes from 13 to 21 metres in diameter.

Harland Bros., Clinton, Ont., have bought

the hardware stock of the late David John-

son, Seaforth, and will open a store in the

latter town.

"ANCHOR" STRAW HAT ENAMEL
-For Making Old Straw Hats Look New.

Retails readily at

10c. per tin, and

can be successfully

used by anyone.

f9l
STRAW HAT

Send your orders

in early, as we

wish to have you

supplied in time

to meet the rush.

A hands)tne framed show-card furnished to all buyers.

HENDERSON & POTTS
Sole Manufacturers,

HALIFAX AND MONTREAL.
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THE AUER

GASOLINE LAMP
The Light of Eight Oil Lamps

for the Cost of Two.

Safe,

Strong, Satisfactory.

Covered by the broadest

possible Guarantee. The

construction, finish ard

appearance are unequalled,

but It is your satisfaction which we guarantee, if

you don't like the lamp for any reason you can get

your money back. No other lamp In Canada is so

broadly guaranteed, for no other is as good.

Write for Catalogue.

AUER LIGHT CO.
E. Simpson i Co..

,8M Notre Dame St-

Moose Jaw, Agents for the Territories, «b^____ M N T R E A L.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality >.'-

hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative —

wm. b. stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO
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MANITOBA MARKETS.
Winnipeg, March 13, 1901.

THE general tone of business has dis-

tinctly improved during the week.

The large amount of building being

planned for the now opening season is in-

creasing, the orders for builders' hardware

and the amount of these orders are larger

than was hoped for a month ago.

Since the formation of the Steel Trust

there has been a firm feeling in iron and

steel prices here, although no actual advance

has as yet been noted.

Linseed oil has dropped 3c. per gallon

since last writing and is now quoted at 80

and 83c. Dealers here seem to anticipate

an advance in glass and prices are very

firm. It is also expected that there will be

a change in the price of white lead, as the

market seems uncertain at the present writ-

ing and is rather week.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb 83 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

xi 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
J 5 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 45
" 16 and 20 3 50

10 3 55
8 ' 3-65
6 * 3 7o
4 3 85

3 4 10
Cut nails, 30 to body 300

20 to 40 3 05
10 to 16 3 10

8 315
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

H orseshoes „ iron , No. o to No 1 4 t>5

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Steel, No. o to No. 1 495

No. 2 and larger 4 7°
Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 325
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 375
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 450
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28 gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80
28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 1075
IX " 12 75
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

" Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-i6and larger $10 00

H 10 50
"

\i and 5-16 11 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
% 14 00

Vt and 5-16 .. 14 5°
Solder • • 21 'A

Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00

" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87 J£

Round" " 82 !4

Flat '
' brass 80

Round " " 75
Coach 57 }£ p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.
Machine 55 p.c.
Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.
Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.. $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common
._ 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 750

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.
Water white Canadian

.

Prime white Canadian.

25&C.
24c-

22C-

2IC-

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68
Less than barrel lots

Linseed oil , raw
Boiled

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor
Eldorado engine
Atlantic red
Renown engine
Black oil 23 %
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55
Harness oil

Neatsfoot oil $ 1

Steam refined oil

Sperm oil 1

Castor oil per lb.

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2

41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5

31 to6o " " 6

61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6
Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb.

kegs "

White lead, pure per cwt. 7

No 1 7
Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac
cordingtoshadeandcolor. .per gal. 81.30 to

73
80

83
255*

24^
27 lA
41
to 25
to 74
61
00

85
5°
11H

25

5°
5°
00 -

5°
2#
2%
25
-OO

$1.90

ANOTHER MAMMOTH ELEVATOR.

A Port Arthur, Ont., despatch says that

the Canadian Northern Railway have let

the first contracts for the improvements they

intend making at that port. Plans are ready

for a 2.000,000 bush, elevator. There are

now two round houses, the last one fitted

up with all modern machinery. Coal docks

and other terminal foundations will be built

on their three miles of terminal grounds at

Port Arthur. It is expected that fully 5,000

men will be engaged in construction work

there during the spring.

WHOLESALE TO PRIVATE BUYERS-

Bad times have undoubtedly fallen upon
the cycle trade. People who have cycles to

sell nowadays resort to as many dodges to

get rid of them as a patent medicine agent.

There is a cycle-making firm in Birming-

ham, for instance, who are carefully sending

a circular letter headed ' • Wholesale to the

Trade," and an illustrated price list matked

"Private" and "Wholesale Lisr," to a!)

the likely and unlikely buyers to be founu

in the directories. It is a good old dodge

to catch the private buyer. The idea is

that the private buyer bursts himself in his

endeavor to buy the high-grade machine

offered at wholesale prices. But this idea

is largely fallacious, because, as a rule, the

private buyer does nothing of the kind.

What he wants, generally, is a machine

that has some reputation in its name, and

this he is quite content to obtain through

the regular agents. What usually happens,

as a result of this kind of business-getting,

is that the firm playing this game condemn
themselves in the eyes of the cycle trade.

—

Hardwareman.

The stock, etc., of Benor, Taylor & Co.,

general merchants, Alliston, Ont., is adver-

tised by sheriff to be sold to-day (Friday).

CONDENSED OR "WANT"
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word
each insertion ; cash in advance. Letters, figures,

ami abbreviations each count as one word in estimat-
ing cost.

FOR SALE.

SECOND-HAND Tinning Tools. For further

information, address, Trail Hardware Co.,
Trail. B.C. . (13)

ONTARIO SILVER CO,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
u , . , FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
Manufacturers ot ELECTRO PLATE

Ask for out Catalogue and Quotations.

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

(".really improved recently.

For sale by principal

( Canadian lobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Patented
April 16, 1889,

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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SAFfc LOCKSHINOLE
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We h ive just completetety a plant for manufacturing

EAVE TROUGH BY A NEW PROCESS
Entirely doing away with all prick marks, and making every length an exact model

in shape and size, effecting a saving in both labor and solder in their erection.

WE SOLICIT TRIAL ORDERS AT GUARANTEED PRICES.

We also manufacture : Round and Corrugated Conductor Pipe,
Elbows and Sundries,
"Safe-Lock" Metal Shingles,
Pressed Steel Siding, Corrugated Iron,
Metal Ceilings, OK Stove Pipe Thimbles,
Cornices, Skylights, Finials, Etc.

We are constantly adding money-making lines for the dealer.

Have you seen our Sheet Metal Pump and Galvanized Tubing ?

Do You Want an Agency ?

The Metal Shingle & Siding Co., Limited
PRESTON, ONT.

SKYLIGHTSaVENTILATOI\S

CORNICES
AND

FINIALS.il

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP-
Those having any items of news suitable for this column will

confer a favor by forwarding ihem to this office addressed
to the Editor.

MARCH & HENTHORN, boiler-

makers, Belleville, Ont., have just

completed for the steamer Alexan-

dria one of the largest firebox boilers yet

made in Canada, it being 19 feet long, 11 \i

feet in diameter and 20 feet high.

Dyment, Butterfield & Co., founders,

Barrie, Ont., intend increasing their staff to

50 men.

Weir & Tizzard, of the Parry Sound Ma-
chine Works, have added a brass casting

outfit to their plant.

The J. Still Manufacturing Co., Limited,

St. Thomas, Ont., have been incorporated

with $99,000 capital.

Hinde & Brownsword are putting about

$50,000 new machinery in their terra cotta

works at Anvil Island, B.C.

Shurly & Dietrich, Gait, Ont., have

decided to start manufacturing harvest tools,

particularly rakes, hoes, forks, etc.

The shipments of ore from Rossland,

'B.C., last week totalled 8,591 tons. This

is a new record, the largest previous week's

shipment being 7 814 tons.

The Peterborough Hydraulic Power Co.,

Limited, have been incorporated for the

purpose of developing and selling or leasing

power by means of water or otherwise. The

share capital is $250, coo, and the head

office is at Peterborough, Ont.

Hall Bros., dealers in agricultural imple-

ments, Solsgirth, Man., have opened a

branch at Birtle, Man.

A by-law has been passed in Tilsonburg,

Ont., to raise $2,000 by debentures for

building cement walks.

The Formosa Oil Co., Limited, have been

incorporated, with headquarters in Formosa,

Ont., and a share capital of $10,000.

By-laws to grant a $50,000 bonus and to

exemp from taxation for 10 years a large

smelter have been passed in Kaslo, B.C.

The Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.,

Limited, have been incorporated with share

capital of $20,000 and head office in

Toronto.

A despatch from Sydney, NS„ says the

second blast furnace will be blown in about

April 1. The output of the first furnace is

now about 180 tons per day. The roof is

being put on the blooming mill.

The Lincoln Electric Light and Power

Co., Limited, have been incorporated with

$400,000 share capital. The company

intend to acquire and operate the property

and franchise of the St. Catharines Electric

Light and Power Company, Limited, St.

Catharines, Ont.

AIDS TO BUSINESS.

A firm of ironmongers in the North of

England have adopted a novel scheme for

popularizing the instalment - purchase

system. Recognizing the difficulty which a

man's dependents usually experience in

keeping up payments when the head of the

family is suddenly taken away, the firm in

question undertake in the event of the

husband dying before a purchase is com-
pleted to hand over the goods to his widow
without further charge. In addition to this

all cash customers will in future receive a

free insurance policy covering the amount
of their purchases for 12 months.—Iron-

monger.

MR. CHAYER'S NEW POSITION.

Mr. J. Chayer, formerly with H. A
Nelson & Sons, Co., Limited, has accepted

a position with Lamplough & McNaughton,
Montreal, and will take charge of the

department covering such lines as are

handled by the drug and fancy goods trade.

Mr. Chayer has gone to Europe via New
York, sailing on ss. Kaiser Wilhelm der

Grosse. He will visit the various European

centres and select samples suitable for the

Canadian trade.

Glazer & Co. have registered as junk

dealers in Montreal.

I
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
SOME BUILDING NOTES.

G. M. Vance will erect a house in

Shelburne, Ont., V li i ^ summer.

Frank Nash is planning to erect a hotel

in Regina, N.W.T., this summer.

The Oak Hall, St. John, N.B.J is to be

extended and new machinery installed.

Ed. Kichna intends erecting a brick

residence in Scbringville, Ont., next sum-

mer.

A cottage hospital is to be established

in Carberry, Man., by the ladies of that

place.

The ratepayers of Chester, .VS., have

voted to spend $6,000 on a new school-

house.

George Bryan is building a residence 111

Innisfail, N.W.T., for Thos. Evans, Ded

ham, Iowa.

J. J. McKillop and Dr. Teskey have

decided to erect stores on adjoining lots

in St. Thomas, Out.

A. II. Pulford, Winnipeg, has decided

to erect a £12,000 brick structure on

Portage avenue, Winnipeg.

G. !•*. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, have

let contracts for a $2,000 block on

Bannatvne avenue, in that city.

Chas. O'Reilly, proprietor of the

Russell House, Smith's Falls, Ont., pro-

poses to erect a new $2O,000 hotel.

The Ottawa branch of the Salvation

Army propose erecting a branch, to cost

$7,000, oil Cooper street, near Bank.

Edgar Ah Wing intends erecting a large

brick building on Dupont street, Van

corner. M. 0. ReTre, contractor, Vic

toria, will construct the building.

W. I). McKillican has the contract to

erect a new house at the corner oi Doug-

las and Kane streets, Victoria, for Dr.

Fraser. The contract price is $7,000.

L-istOWel, Out., has passed a by law

granting the Hess Bros. Bent Chair Co.

a loan of $10,000. The factory is expected

to be running by the middle of July.

Vrchitect A W. Pccne, Hamilton, is

preparing plans [or nine- brick dwellings

at the corner oi Jackson and Spring

st 1 eel s i< .1 Di Simpsi 'ii,
1 'I 1 li.it cii \

A. Hutchison, "l f«avigueur &
Hutchison, Quebec, is having a $5,000

residence built al the corner oi St.

Cyrille and De Salaberrj streets, Quebe<

flans lor improvements on the Queen's

Hotel, Barrie, Ont ., to cost al ou1

are being prepared by Gpuinlock &
Baker, architects, Toronto. The changes

will include the removal of the lavator-

ies and washroom, which arc to be oi

marble to the basement, at an estimated

cost of $2,000.

David Ouellet, architect, is asking for

lenders for the erection of olfices for the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Limited,

St. John street, Quebec', before March

20.

Speagle Bros . Wc-slport, Out., have

been awarded the- contract tor the erec-

tion ol the new Catholic church in Tans

downe. Ont. The building will cost

$b,ooo.

The D. F. Brown Paper Company have

awarded the contract for their new brick

warehouse and factory on Canterbury-

street, St. John, N.B., to Aid. Maxwell,

ol that citv.

Tenders have: been received by Stewart

Mulvey, Secretary of the Winnipeg Public

School Board, for additions to the school

board offices, corner of Ellen and

William streets, Winnipeg.

The Fire and Police Committee of the

Vancouver Council have decided to ad-

vertise for competitive plans for two fire

halls and a city jail. The cost of the

buildings will aggregate nearly $60,000.

Building prospects in Portage la

Prairie, Man., are bright. The Laffcrty

block is being repaired by J. E. Brown,

at a cost of about $5,000 ; the Merchants

Bank will erect an addition to their

premises; J. K. Hill is advertising for

lenders for a two-storey block 60 x 22 \-:

It. ; Campbell & Co. intend replacing

their premises, which were destroyed by-

fire a short time ago, with a handsome -

brick block
;
the Northern Pacilic arc to

creel a new station there and several

other structures are to be erected.

MELTING SOLDERING COPPERS.

From W. S., Nova Scotia.- I have a

large number of soldering coppers that

are too small lor use. Can I melt them

over into larger coppers ? II so, how is

it done- ? I tried melting them in tin

crucible on a blacksmith's forge-, but

melted the crucible.

Answer. Coppei can be welded bj

making the- surfaces clean and applying

,1 mixture- oi J
parts phosphate of soda

and 1 part borax triturated together.

Apply the powder when the metals arc

at a dull red heat Iv sprinkling it over

the surface. Then heat to a cherry red

and hammer .is in welding iron
;

only

,.inlull\. as tin copper becomes quite

soft at tin welding heat. The- coppers

may also be readih melted and east in a

warm iron mold For this purpose .1

graphite or black lead crucible should be

used ill a file box built ol loose brick

work around a forge tuyere, a little

larger than the crucible, so as to hold

the heat around the crucible. In this

wav
-I

or 5 pounds ol copper ma-' be

melted.—Metal Worker.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have- been issued in

Ottawa to Miss S. Sparks, for a

$10,000 business block on Kideau street

( Arnoldi & Ewart, architects) ; to J.

Cuzner, brick hardware store, Queen

street west, $2, 000 ;
John W. Ilodgins.

brick veneered dwelling, Concession

street, $1,750 ;
T. C. James, brick

veneered dwelling, James street, $1,300;

James Maloncy, double brick yen

dwelling, Rideau street, $2,200; Mrs. C.

A. Dorion, brick veneered dwelling, St

Patrick street, $1,400: J. T. Moxley,

frame dwelling, Salisbury Place, S2,4oo
;

Robert Thackray, brick tenements. Rank

street, $4,000.

The following permits have been taken

out in Toronto ; H. Smith, for a pair of

dwellings at 68 and 70 Ilowland avenue,

to cost S.s.ooo; J. II. C. Durham, for a

brick residence on Elm avenue, Rosedale,

to cost 54,250 ;
Albert Johnston, (or a

brick residence at 37c) Berkeley street,

costing $3,000 ; Macpherson estate-, foi

two residences on Crescent road, near

Aonge street, to cost ?4 5"" ; to Uni

Davies, for an office . building, cornel

Queen and James streets, to cost $55,

run

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

Ouesi & Co. have contracts foi

j)]im}bing in several houses at Kew
'iWaefli, Toronto

The- Bennett & Wright Co., Toronto

have the contract for plumbing, heating,

gas fitting and electric wiring in a house

for John Stark & Co., on Crescent

road, Rosedale.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

John F. Teed, contractor, Dorchester.

N.B., is dead

The- stock, cle .. ol the estate- ol T D

Al. Osborm-, plumber, etc., Brandon,

Man., has been sold.

James A Speinr. proprietor ol 1
1-

electric light works in Colbornc, Out

has sold out to I'. Covin

\ Winnipeg despatch says that the

premises ol Cotter Bros., plumbers ol

that citv, were damaged by fire- on

Tuesday.
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The Green Book
Is full of Bank Account Fatteners.

You can get it by asking.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.,
296-C. Broadway, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E OESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

ADVERTISING in WESTERN CAMADA
Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
1 to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CAT

TRADE
J&obles 8f Hoare

CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENC.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY

Which can be obtained direct from the works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada.

rass

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS — "C" Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Oiinn Castor Co.,
Limned, dirmingbam, Eng.

Jcjimilewv

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with douole reversible Steel Lever
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrotn a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNS are equipped with BICYCLE BAL L

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
. Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the mostconvenientposition fordrain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best, None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE —

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

HOW TO SAVE iiAS Peebles' Automatic Gas Governors

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner., Governor for Incandescents. Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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ANOTHER ALUMINUM SOLDER.
The greatest obstacle to the extension

oi the use ol aluminum by sheet mt.-tal

workers and other mechanics has been

the absence ol an absolutely efficient

solder that will stand all tests and yet

be easy of application by the ordinary

workman with the common tools used in

applying any solder. This 'want, according

to an exchange, an Indiana firm claim

to be able to fill in a new aluminum
solder and flux which they are now-

ready to place on the market. By the

use of this solder and flux, the inventors

claim, aluminum can be soldered as

quickly as any other metal with similar

results to that given by the ordinary

half and half solder. Any ordinary

soldering iron, tinned with common
solder, and using their solder and flux,

will do the work.

The company give the following direc-

tions for the use of their preparation :

" Care should be taken to scrape or file

castings or sheet surfaces that are to be

connected. Apply a light coating of flux

and proceed as in the ordinary method

with the iron or sweat solder. The

aluminum solder will not flow like

ordinary half and half solder, but will

flow to some extent, care being taken to

keep the iron hot. The solder and flux

will not discolor the metal, but can be

worked or polished the same as any

other metal or alloy"

The company are making the solder

and are prepared to furnish it in any

quantity, large or small, full directions

going with every stick. They -will also

be glad to furnish any information

desired.

THIS PLUMBER LABORER ABUSED
HIS WIFE.

A tall, rednosed Irishwoman, whose
countenance showed marks of dissipation,

approached the bench in one of the

Greater New York police courts the day

before Christmas and, ill a voice loud

enough to be heard on the Brooklyn

bridge, exclaimed :

" Are ye the Jedge ? If yer is I want
a warrunt quick for—

"

" One minute, if you please, my good

woman," interrupted his honor. " We
are not deaf here, nor do we issue war-

rants in a hurry. Now what is your

name and where do you reside ?
"

" Me name is Bridget Purtell, sor, an'

I lives in Eleventh sthrate, betune aven-

ues C and B."
" I believe that locality is in our juris-

diction. For whom do you want the

warrant, and for what ?
"

" For me husband, to be shine. He's

thritined to take the loife av me an'

sphill ivery dhrop av me bind on the

fleure."

" Did he strike you ?
"

" Yis, av coorse he did. Phat else wud
bring me here ? I'd be the noice dacent

woman that I am to come here widout
some rason !

"

"'Why did he strike you ?
"

" Faix an' I dunno, sor, except that

about foive weeks—

"

" Hold on, madam ; never mind what
occurred weeks ago, but come down to

last night."
" That's phat I'm shtriving to get at."
" Well, go ahead."
" Lasht noight Moike kem home from

his wurruk, as a plumber's laborer, an'

his supper was warum on the table.

Faith, an' the furst thing I knows, he

jumps up and says :
' You she-devil, for

why don't yer have me supper luke-

warum instead of boilin' hot.' Wud that

he lets fly a hot potaty at my head.

Says he, ' Get out of me soight or I'll

brake some av yer bones.' 'I'm goin','

says I, an' it was smashed in smith-

ereens on the dure. Yer 'Aner, then I

got mad an' shtruck him shquare acrost

the face wid a poker. There was the

divil to pay for a minit, but I got the

bhest of him, an' moind ye, made him go

to bed widout a bite, an' it's fur him
beatin' me I now want a warrunt."

" I see Bridget," said his Honor,
" you are an asserter of woman's rights.

Give a description of your better half and

residence to that officer," pointing to

Roundsman Eeilly, " and he will see that

your husband is 'well taken care of for a

short time."
" Thank yer, Jedge," said mild-tem-

pered Bridget, as she was leaving the

court.

INQUIRIES REGARDING CANADIAN
TRADE.

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

London, England, is in receipt of the follow-

ing inquiries regarding Canadian trade :

i. Inquiry is made for the name of a responsible

firm of Canadian manufacturers' agents wishing

to undertake an agency in twines and cords.

2 A manufacturer of sauces seeks Canadian

agents with good connection.

3. Another firm of importers desires names of

Canadian shippers of poultry.

[The names of the firms making the above

inquiries, can be obtained on application to

the editor of Hardware and Metal,

Toronto. When asking for names, kindly

give number of paragraph and date of issue.]

BUSINESS BETTER THAN LAST YEAR
Mr. James B. Campbell, of the Acme

Canning Works, Montreal, has been in

Toronto for some time. He attended the

packers' convention last week. He reports

business exceedingly brisk, the orders re-

ceived being much ahead of those taken

to date last year.

Jacques & Gray, coal and wood dealers,

Toronto, have dissolved. L> B. Jacques &
Co. continues.

PAINTERS

PERFECT

WHITE

LEAD ^
To praise the
Painters Perfect White Lead

would be tantamount to _.
r

" Gilding refined gold,

" To paint the lily,

" To throw perfume

"On the violet.—

Suffice it to say that even before

the labels were out of the hands

of the lithographers we received

numerous orders for the Painters
Perfect Lead from practical

people who had tested the samples.

Stock is now complete at our

works in Montreal and Toronto.

Orders will receive every atten-

tion.

THE

CANADA &
PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Montreal and Toronto

DESCRIPTION

This lead is a new and scientific combination of

materials which are in themselves perfect pigment* ^
ground in pure refined Linseed Oil. It will bV>

found on trial to be the whitest Lead ever intro-

duced, besides which it has great covering power
works well under the brush, and shows up tints

sharp and clear. In thinning, it takes more Oil

than any other Lead, and will, therefore, cover

more surface. It will also wear better either on

inside or outside work than any paint ever offered

before.
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

PP
UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office

:

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

-GET THE ORIGINAL
We laad, others imitate.

E. T. WRIGHT £ CO.
Manufacturers. HAMILTON, ONT.

"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER AND CLIP
U. S. Patent June 25th, 1895.

Canadian Pat. Dec. 13th, 1894.
/

-i
Sold by Jobbers of - - -

HARDWARE
TINWARE

and STOVES, V
for furnace pipe, to support \

the sheet steel blade S,

ManiifantnroH hw THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa. U.S.A.
mailUldUlUICUUY a. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ontario.

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, 55S5E5El$5L

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS RIFLES

Send for our complete catalogue.

THE FAVORITE
Is made In tbree calibres

22, 25 and 32 Rim Fire
and is the best low-priced rifle made. Highest quality of work
Accuracy guaranteed. Weight, 4% lbs.

No. 17, Plain Sights— List $ 8.00
No. 18, Target Sights— " 11.50
No. 19, Lyman Sights— " 12.00

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.
For Sale by All Leading Canadian Jobbers

At Trade Discounts.
P.O. Box 215, CHICOPEE FALLS,

MASS.. U.S.A.

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored, Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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A STRANGE CAUSE OF FIRE.

Fire may be caused by a bottle of

water standing harmlessly on a table. A
correspondent writes to Fire and Water,

showing how this may be the case :

In my laboratory the other day I de-

tected the odor of burning wood, and,

seeking the cause, noticed a tiny wreath
of smoke rising from the counter. Set-

ting aside a flask of water that stood

close by, I sponged over the burning spot

with a damp cloth. Shortly after I

again detected the odor of burning wood,
when, to my surprise, I discovered an-

other burning spot on the table close to

the water flask. The flask was standing

in the sunlight, thereby concentrating

the rays to a focus on the top of the

table, acting in this case as a burning

glass. A handful of highly combustible

material was thrown over the burning

spot, catching fire almost immediately.

I cite this instance merely as a warning
to chemists and apothecaries who may
not realize how easily a fire may be

started in their storerooms by the sun

shining through bottles, flasks and car-

boys of liquid, converting them for the

time being into burning glasses of great

power. I have in mind now the instance

of a fire originating in a storeroom from

this cause.

LIQUID-GLUE FROM BONE-GLUE.

A simple method of converting bone-

glue into liquid-glue is much wanted. It

is well-known that bone-glue 'when dis-

solved gelatinizes even as weak as 6 de-

grees B., and that it very soon goes

mouldy when kept in solution. These

facts, combined with its strong and dis-

agreeable smell, prevent it from being

kept for use in a liquid state. It is never-

theless strong glue, and hence the de-

sideration mentioned in our first sentence.

The process of conversion is as follows :

Having dissolved two kilos, of joiner's

glue in 8 litres of hot water, the solu-

tion will be about 9 degrees B. In the

meantime make a mixture of 40 gram-

mes of per-oxide of barium, 60 grammes
of water, and 20 grammes of strong sul-

phuric acid. Add this mixture to the

glue solution, and keep the whole over

the water bath at a temperature of

about 80 degrees C. Sulphurous acid is

given off, and the glue loses its power of

gelatinization. It also acquires a pleas-

ant smell, and will not mould even after

months of exposure to the air. The mass

should be evaporated down to about 2

litres. It is feebly acid and its sticking

power is very great, and much greater

than that of dextrine. Dried into sheets

it looks like gum arable. It costs to

make about 3d. per kilo.

Very much improvement is effected in

dextrine by the above treatment, as it

becomes more tenacious and practically

proof against mouldiness.

Ordinary glue can be purified by mak-

ing it alkaline with ammonia and then

keeping it at 80 degrees C. on the water
bath for 24 hours. All mineral matters
separate out, and the glue can be poured
off from them. It can afterwards be

bleached, if desired, or treated with per-

oxide of hydrogen (i.e., 'with peroxide

of barium and sulphuric acid ) , as above

directed, or it can be subjected to both

processes.—Oesterr. Chemiker Zeitung.

A VISIT FROM A WESTERNER.

Mr. Merrick, of Merrick, Anderson &
Co., manufacturers' agents, Winnipeg,

arrived in Montreal on Wednesday and is

spending some time visiting the various

manufacturers whom his firm represents

in Winnipeg. Mr. Merrick is a typical

Westerner, smart and robust, and his

bon-homme is particularly fetching in

the East as in the West. He is full of

good humor and has many interesting

stories to tell of the boom times in

Western Canada. Merrick, Anderson &
Co. have a large growing trade in the

Prairie and Mountain provinces, their

warehouse in Winnipeg being quite a

prominent feature of the place.

AS NECESSARY AS WIRE NAILS

" I find it just as necessary," writes

Mr. Fred. Haney, a Stfathroy, Ont.,

hardware merchant, " to have your

journal, Hardware and Metal, as it is

to have wire nails. It keeps us posted

on the markets."

THE BELLEVILLE ROLLING MILLS.

Belleville's hopes have again been

raised in connection -with the Steel Roll-

ing Mills which went inta liquidation re-

cently and which the city had bonused
to the extent of $50,000. The plant has
been closed down and will be sold at

public auction within the coming month.
However, it is rumored on good author-

ity that the intending purchasers ill

continue to do business in Belleville.

AN IMPORTANT AMALGAMATION.
The hardware, stove and tin business

of W. W. Chown & Co., Belleville, and

the cheese and butter factory furnishing

and stove and tin business of Mr. S. ^.

Chown, also of Belleville, have amal-

gamated. The firm is to be known in

future as the W. W. Chown Company,
Limited. Mr. W. W. Chown is elected

president and managing director.

A BUSY NICKEL TOWN.
The splendid doings of Mr. Clergue at

Sault Ste. Marie are finding a worthy
counterpart in the enterprise of Dr. I,ud-

wig Mond, of London, at Victoria Mines
Station, a point on the Soo line, twenty-
five miles north of Sudbury. Dr.
Mond is a member of the great English
chemical firm of Brunner, Mond & Co.,
which owns the patents of the Solvay
process of separating copper from nickel,
and experiments made in the Sudbury
district convinced the doctor that he
could reduce the cost of working the ore
to such an extent that its commercial
value -would be doubled. A few months
have served to transform Victoria Mines
from a mere flag station into a busy
town of considerable size. Half a million
dollars will be spent by the English firm
within the next twelve months, and
their permanent investment will be over
a million. It is the intention ultimately
to carry on the work by means of a
company with a capital of several mil-
lions of dollars.—Toronto Globe.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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Cf

MIDLAND
JJ

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior

cs, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
"d" will rival in quality and grading the

ve.y best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents :

urummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

SOMETHING SPECIAL

^m.-. mm> ..u^-Mimuw

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.

Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook

to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, and is the most practical and up-to-date

Peavey on the market.
Made by ~~—"™™^sw

James Warnock & Co. = Gait, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CURKEflT JVIARKET QUOTATIONS
March 15 1901.

These prices are tor such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of

any apparent errors in this list, as the desire

is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 32 33

Tlnplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pe box
I. O., usual sizes $6 75

I.X., " 8 25

I.X.X., " 9 75
Famous—

1.0 6 75
I.X 8 25

I.X.X 9 50
Kaven 4 Vulture Grades—

I.C., usual sizes 5 00
I.X.,

" 6 00

I.X.X " 7 0)

t.XXX., " 8 00

D.O.. 12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50
Coke Plates—Bright

Bessemer Steel

—

I.C., usual sizes 4 15

I.C., special sizes,base 4 50

20x28 850
Charcoal Plates—Terne

Dean or. J. G. Grade—
I.C., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 50

I.X., Terne Tin 10 50
Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X.X., 14x56, 50sheetbxs)
•' 14x60 "

Y 07 07 1
/,

•' 14x65. " )
Tinned Sheets

72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%
" 26 " 08% 09
' 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.
Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 165 170
Refined " " 2 15

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base — 2 00

TireSteel.... 2 00

Machinery iron finish 2 05

Cast Steel, per lb 00 00

ToeCalkSteel 2 30

T. Firth & Cos special cist steel, per lb. 13

Jesw>p's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inch 12%
2 •• 13

2", " 15

J ' 16

3% " 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
.,>4iich 2 25
* >16moh 2 25

^ inch and thicker 2 25

Black Sheets.
gauge 3 CO

20 gauge .... 3 00

22to24 " 3 10

26 " 3 20

28 " 3 30
Canada Plates.

All dull, 52 sheets 3 On

Half polished 3 15

Mlbright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% 'nch 3 00
% •' 3 05

Vi " 3 10

% " 335
1 " 4 70
1% " 6 4)
1% " 7 70
2 " 10 25
2%-6 inch, discount 60 p c.

Galvanized pipe

—

y, inch 4 75

% " 5 25
1 " 7 25
1% " 9 50
1% " 1150
2 " 15 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 45 4 00
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 25
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 50
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 50 4 75

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% " 8 00 8 50
5-16 " " 5 35 5

% " "
4 35 4 85

7-16 " " 4 16 4 65

% " " 4 35 4 50

% " "
3 85 4 35

« " "
3 80 4 00

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 25 p.o.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25

'
' round and square

1 to 2 inches .... 23% 25
Sheet.

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (in sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea. . per lb 25%
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " 23%

Boiler and T.K.Pitts
Plain TiDned, pi rib 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 ... 24 25
Tubing, base, per t 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb C6 06%
Domestio "

•
Zinc Sheet.

5 cwt. casks 6 75 7 00
Partcasks 7 10 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% 05
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... M'/4
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % oent per lb extra.

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lisi

«

at 7c. per lb. and 15 p.o. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 110 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c. Prices are t.o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Disoount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.
Bar half-and-half, guarant'd .... 18
Bar half-and-half, commer'l o 17%
Refined 17%
Wiping 17
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Per 100 lb.
Pure 6 50
No. 1 do 6 12%
No.2do 5 75
No.3do 5 37%
No. 4 do 5 00
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Deoorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00" " Decorative 7 55

" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant 8now White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 09
No. 1. 06 07%
No. 2 05 06%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1 .casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 110
Barn (inbbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Go's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & Color Go's Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart fc Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperi&lGreen 09

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre (J. O.Jbbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre (J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 180 190
Knglish Oxides, per owt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per owt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per owt.,.. 175 2 00
Super MagneticOxides,93p.c. 2 00 2 25

Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 01
" Umber, " " o 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-1 b..

boxes, per lb 08 24
Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 100
Genuine Eng. Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 1 25
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Pntty.
Bulk in bbls. 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose 2 35
Bladders in 25-lh. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
b ladders in lu k or tins less than 1001b3 00

Varnishes -

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.
Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30

" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

" No.l 1 60 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 33 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan, 160 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperia

Varnish & Color

Co's., Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.C0.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamtls ;

Size 1, fOo ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, incases, per lb.. 10 10%" small lots 10% 11

Cod OH, Etc.
Cod Oil per gal 050 55
Pure Olive 120" Neatsfoot ,., 90

Glne.
Common 08% 09
French Medal 14 OH 1

/,
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 018
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THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Oloth
Corn
Flour

We carry all numbers of Corn and Flour Emery in io-pound packages, from 8 to 140,
in stock. Emery Cloth, Nos. OO., O., F., FF., 1 to 3.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., Wholesale Agents for Canada, MOtltreal.

EMERY {

HARDWARE.
Ammunition

.

Cartridges.
i B Caps. Dom. 50 and 5 percent.
Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. c, Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p.o.
Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer,
add 5 p.c. to list. B. B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent Rival
and Nitro, net ist.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 530 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5 JO each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge • 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M
11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and 10 gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink

edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 115
9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined — 4 50

Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils.. lb. C9 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices, .lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.o. off Hat.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, perdoz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 1100 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% percent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Solitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00
Axle Grease.

Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best quality 13 00 15 00
Bath Tabs.

Zino 6 °0

Copper, disoount 15 p c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard enameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

" B 21

O " 11%
Majnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

8VRACCSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo »™
Special •

Aluminum, 99 p.o. pure "Syracuse".. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.

Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant'e 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, perlb 35 40

Bellows.
Band, perdoz 3 35 4 75

Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00

Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per oent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.

Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen. , net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 percent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per pross.... 2 25 5 20

Blindand Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07s4 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway... 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65

Machine Bolts, all sizes 65

Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75

Blank Bolts 65

Bolt Ends 65

Nuts, square *$° °^
Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Plough Bolts 60
Boot Calks.

Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25

8mall heel, per M 4 50
Bright Wire Goods.

Discount 60 per cent.
Broilers

.

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% percent.
Henis,No.8, " 6 00

Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Bnilding Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65

Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50

Pitch, per 100-lb 85

Carpet felt, per ton 45(0
Bull Rings.

Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and 81.90 for 2 in.
Butts.

Wrought Brass, net revisedlist
Oast Iron.

Loose Pin, dia., 6u per cent.
Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per oont.
Loose Pin, die. 60 and 10 per cent.

Berlin Bronzed, dia. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.

Gen. Bronzed, perpair 40 65
Carpet Stretchers

.

American, iier doz 1 00 1 50
Bullard'a, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% peroent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Noa. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian " 3 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulio 126 ISO

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon . per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, f8-
No. 1, I8.5U— vo. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from faotories, E8
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.
Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings nee 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Waehout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonio Syphon Washout. ... 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 CO
" " " embossed 17 00

Plain Richelieu net 3 75,

Emb. Richelieu net 4 00
Fittings net 1 25J3L"w Down Oot. Sy. J«t, plain net.. 19 £0 .

" " " " " emb'd. net 20 50 \
Closet connection net 1 26fj
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval,17xl4in 2 50" " 19x15 in 3 75
Discourt 40 p.c , except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 6i per cent.

Cradles.Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% peroent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. 4 D.,No. 3, perpair .' 17%

" 5,
,r 22%

" 6, " 15
Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Waeon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 percent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, perdoz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis.. 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets

.

Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, perdoz 1 40
No. 2, per doz l 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent,

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per oent.
Kearney 4 Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc, dis., 50 and 10 per oent.

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.
IncheB.

Uoder26 2 10 4 nn .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4

UU
.... 6 65

41 to 50 (« .... 7 25
51 to 60 »S .... 8 50
61 to 70 3i .... 9 25
71 to.80 5 75 10 50

81to85 6 50 .... 11 75

86to90 14 00
91to95 15 50

99tol00 18 0J

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 5u to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

,r % " 9 00
" %to% 1400

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — perdoz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08*
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, perdoz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50

Fork.
C. 4 B. , dts. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B., dia. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, perdoz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, perpair 1394

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 585 600
Stearns, 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-f t. run 10 80
No. 12,10-ft.run 13 60
No. 14, 1 5-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOL8.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per oent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

" 5-in.. " .... 06'/«
" " 6-ln.. " ... 06
" " 8-in., " .... 0-05%

" 10-in.. " .... 05%
Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Sorew hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.
Spring 13 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent.

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100 x

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooka and Staples, Can., dia.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per oent.

Belt, per 1,000 60
Sorew, bright, dia. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C" "brand 50 and 7% p.c off new lilt \ Oval
"M" brand' 60 jer tent. J head
Countersunk, 6U and 10 per tent.
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u Syracu Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire. Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories •
I
332 William St., MONTREAL, QUEfactories .

| and SYRACUSE N Y Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal
No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoea. and and
,, . . . larger, smaller
Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85.^1
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, lOe. per keg additional.

roe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899.

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.
Copper, per lh 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 80
KNOBS.!

Door .japanned and N.P.,per
„ doz ... 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Gold Blast per doz.., 7 cnei
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50U
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25 j
Dashboard, cold blast

, .

.'

9 50
No. 0...... ;..; 6 00

1Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.
LEMON SQUEEZERS.

Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 6CH
Galvanized 187 3 85™
King, wood 2 75 2 90tl
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglasa 1 20 l 30

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russell 4 Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .. 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.
Round Head, discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS
Disoount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
9^1°^ «DS ar6 : Cnt

- wire.

S*
and3<l 83 35 83 85

.

d
nd

-

5d
- 3 00 "52

«m::::::::.::.:::::::::: lei III

J6and20d 7
\ % V*

'0.40, 50 and 60d. (base). .7.7. 2 35 2 85

Steel (hat Nails 10c extra
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per centCoopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent

P

Hour barrel nails, dis 25 per cent
_ NAIL PULLERS
uerman and American I 85 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per groBS 3 38 4 00
iamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING .

Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
U. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S ) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White (Can. ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, perdoz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 percent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-cit flar'ng Ban buckets. di». 45 n.c.
f, lu and 14-qt fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c
Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
Ptr doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 1 75 3 00
Brass head " 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, disc -unt 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.
Wood, fancy Canadian or American 714

40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent
r. .

'.' " standard, dis., 60 p.c«uick opening valves discount, 60 p c
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 9 Aft

No. 7. Fuller's o !X
No4y2 ,

••
:.::::.:::::: 300

POWDER.
,„„ ,,

Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.
1001b. or less o 85
1.CO0 lb. or more .7 o 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 1 00*xle 22 33
°cre» 27 1 00Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

„ ... , PUNCHES.
Saddlers

, per doz 1 00 185
Conductors' 9 00 15 00Tinners solid, per set 00 72

hollow, per inch 00 1 00

a. i • * ?„
AN

;r*
E BOILERS.

Halvamzed, 30gallons 7 ro

«• 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
r'

35 26 00

40 " 30 00
Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, ^0, 10 and 5 p.c.

Wood, 25 percent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 60

and 10 p c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler* Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

King Cutter 12 5 1) 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lu per rent.
Iron Burrs, Jiscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-1 b. cartons, %c

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 3714 per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
%and5-16in ' 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32ineh.... 21%
Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p.c.

SAD IRONS. per set
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polirhed 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% percent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent,
rcmery. 40 per cent.
Garret(Rurton'e), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
8. k D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. & D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

8ASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," perdoz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. AM. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

11 Dominion, 55 p.c." Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon 8pring Balances. 10 p r

SCREW DRIVERS
Sargent's per doz 65 100

SCREWS
w00^ £' %• l r

.'
eht

,
and 8teeI

- «% acd 10 p.c.Wood R. H.. " dis. 82% and lu p.o.
F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and lOp.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.o.

R.H. " 70 p.c.
Drive Screws, 87% and 10 percent.
Bench, wood, perdoz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case hardened, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cuilery Co , full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour s, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

8HOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55

Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40
Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c , rev list
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
E'ain •;-: 3 55 3 75
Uoopers , discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.o.

STONE. per ,b .W
.

a8
.
hit? 28 60

Hindostan. 06 07
r . , 8«P" 09 09Labrador ... q j|

Turkey ....". .7 .7 .7 .7.7 .7

."

n" 50Arkansas unn , in
^-o'-Ayr

; 000° JScythe, per gross 3 50 5 00Grind, per ton 15 00 i8 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths . 7 no7mch " " ....' 7 50

w ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH
v£' IZ?20Zen ln case

'
nec °»8h .... m 80No. 6—3 dozen in case, " 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk ... 75
P
|

I

j.o

eDt

Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 4, 12V„Trunk tacks, black and tinned .85 A
Carpet tapks, blued "80 4 5

.'.'

,
t

.
inned

• • .7777 .80 4 10
(in kegs) 40Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only

'

75 & 15% weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned-

J
n
5
ulk 80410

In dozens 75
Swedes, upholsterers', bulk

'.
'.

'. 7 " 85 4 12%
brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk 70
gimp, blued, tinned and

Zinc tacks
J

.

aPa
.

nned
.7.7777..7--3

7^ 12H
Leather carpet tacks . 55
Copper tack» "

50Copper nails 53
Trunk nails, black 7.'.7.7

"
' 6j ano <>

Trunk nails, tinned "65 and 10Clout nails, blued and tinned.
. . .65 and 5Chair nails «

Patent brads J„
Fine finishing 77.77' 40
Picture frame points 7 in
Lining tacks, in papers {q



3fi CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB. „ j- -n * *• A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal -Canadian Representatives- Montreal

OF ALL KINDS.

For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lining tacka, in bulk 15
'• •' nolid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers JO
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points M,""« ,2
Double pointed taoks, papers 90 and 10

•• " " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass Bkin, per doz... . 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Ohesterman's each 90 2 85

steel, each ... . 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Same, H. &N„ P. S. & W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72y„ 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.

German, per doz * 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.
TWINES.

Big, Russian, per lb .... 27

Wrapping, cotton, per lb— 22 26

Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 53 BO

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
• " 4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Scaling. " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50

Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.

Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10
and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net oash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quitid at the
following net se'ling prices

:

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
" 9 " 2 8J
" 10 " 2 87
" 11 " 2 90
" '2 " 295

}?
315

14 3 37
15 " 3 511

15 " 365
Other size! of plain wire outsida of Nos. 9,

1J, 11. 12 and 13 and other varieties of
plain wire rema : n at 82 81 bjse with

extras as befire The prices for Nos. 9-

to 13 irclude the charge of 1 c.

for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special bay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c- in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c— packed in casks or caBeB, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5-No.l8, $5.50—No. 19, $6-No.20,
86.65-No. 21, $7-No. 22, $7.30-No. 23,
$7.65-No. 24, $8-No. 25, $9—No. 26,
89.50—No. 27, 810-No. 28.$ll-No 29.

812- No. 30, 813-No. 31,814-No. 32. $tf
No. 33, 816—No. 34. 817. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, 82—Nos. 26-31
84—Nos. 32-34, 86. Coppered, 5c- oil
ing, 10c—in 25-11 . bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c- in V4-lb. hanks 81—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanised Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7,8. 83 50
to $3 8"—No. 9, $2.85 (o 83.15-No. 10,
33.60toSJ.9i—No. 11, 83 70 to 84.10 -No.
12, 83 to 83 30—No. 13, 83.1" lo $3 4')—
No. 14, 84.10 to $1.50—No. 15. 8460 to
85.05—No. 16. $4.85 to 85 35. Ba-e sizes,
Nos. 6 to 9, $2 57V4 f.o b. Cleveland.

Cothes Line Wire, 19 gauge,
per 1000 feet 2 75 3 00

WIRE FENCING. FOB.
Toroito

Galvanized barb 3 15
Galvanized, plain twist 3 15
Galvanized barb, f.o b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less ihan carlote, tnd $7.7 J in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4V4 to 5
White, acco'dine to quality 6Vt to 7%
501 Hi bale lots eluded.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. "0 to 25 p.c
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
S. t K ' Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell'B Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 35 2 SO

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 00 31 (0
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 :8 00
Royal American., " 16 00 26 CO
Sampsoa " 30 00
terms 4 months, or 3 p.c 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 tnd 5 per cent.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362/2 Main St., WINNIPEG.

Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Stefl Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

ei'h r by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES

Broom and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co

Hamilton, Ont.

SPRAY PUMP.
The best is the cheapest. Collins' Improved

Spray Pump, the best pump made for spraying
Fruit Trees, Flowers, Potato Vines, Vegetables.
Also for spraying Cattle to protect them from the
flies. Sprays equally as well in an upward posi-
tion as downward. Made in heavy XX Tin and
Galvanized Iron. Forsale by all hardware dealers.
Price on application. Manufactured by

The COLLINS MFG. CO.
34 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO.

WE BOX OUR CUSTOMERS
AND GIVE THEM FITS WITH

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
(travenhurst, March 4, Ml.

Dear Sir,—Shelf boxes to hand, they fit like a glove,
and we are perfectly satisfied with them.

A. CHILD A SON.
Full particulars from

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO
Patentee and maker.



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SENE for BpecimeD copy of PhillipB' Monthly Machinery
Register, containing over 5,000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 "ears for the purpose of introducing thOBe

who have machinery for sale, to those who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for oontinual reference by a large number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

»dtu' for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription

,

fp» - *.,,. .in, price per oopy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
Phillips, M.IM.E., Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

irraphic addreDu : "Machinery. Newport, Mon."

Lockerby & MGGomb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S. --Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

DO YOU HANDLE THE

AYLMER

SPRAYERS?

IF NOT
WHY NOT?

They are the most durable,

easiest working and most
simply constructed pump on
the market, and give uni-
versal satisfaction. If our
travellers have not yet called

on you, write for catalogue.

Liberal discountsto the trade.

AYLMER IRON
WORKS, AYLMER. ONT

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
~««ws from any Canadian paper through us.

.....' us, giving us particulars of what
you w: nt and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any suoject."

CANADIAN PREKliPPIIK BUREAU,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2146.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. IS YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKII0WLEDGEI) THE BE$T .

R. HEINISCI-PS SONS CO. iKJBREKr Cbamben 8t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849..

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nob. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized
world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

-OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B. '

WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING. Gen. Man, Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen, Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie • Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make'it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,"
is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties,

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited, ""^gftrf*"*



Bat. IMS Inc. 1896

Black Diamond File Works
6. & H. Barnett Company

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve -«*• — *- Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

$

4/%-%%^%^%%^^%%^%^%^%%^^%^%^%^%%^%^%^%%^%^*

1901
E.
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We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

British Manufactured

CASTOR OIL
GUARANTEED PURE.

Cold Drawn Pharmaceutical

First Pressure. Second Pressure.

In Barrels and Cases.

From Stock and to Import.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

B.&S.H. THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

Galvanized corrugated sheets

"BLACKWALL" BRAND
AVWVfcnAWWWWVWS 'V^/V*'*

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO. J
...Halted &

LONDON, EISG. I

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N &. CO. !

MONTREAL.
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INNER -CHICAGO.

THE ONLY PAPER
PUBLISHED ///CANADA
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

to the j-j a d DVVARE METAL &*
PL r.fisfwv-

^MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.""'™
MONTREAL* TORONTO-NEWYORK LONDON.

o
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Paints
DRY COLORS

and VARNISHES

Island City Floor Paint
Dries in eight hours.

Island City House Paints
Made from the purest materials. Send for sample card showing 56 colors.

fdnnrl C^^i~\T Bath Enamel, Houj
1old. 11 Li V^IL V Gloss Carriage Paint

Household Enamel,

**>ATItlCK ST"

T 1 1 /^ " , Pure White Lead . . .

ISlanCl ^llV Pure Decorators' Lead
.

J Our Island City Pure WhiWhite Paint
Is non-poisonous, and two coats cover as much as three
coats of Pure Lead.

WINDOW GLASS
Rough Rolled, Enamel and all descriptions of Fancy Glass.

P. D. DODS & CO.
TORONTO MONTREAL



Unequalled for quality at

price, & service.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal

The Weekly Organ ol the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.

VOL. XIII. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, MARCH 23, 1901. NO. 12

"TANDEM" MTI-FMCTIOI METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing

'Tandem" Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,

and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

Black Sheets.
Lysaght's "Best" and "Southern Cross"

Steel Sheets are second to none for quality

and finish.

"Dead Flat" and "Electrical" Sheets

a specialty.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, limited.

SJtW!?tTTWR?WMt?1t?1t?WW^

To Help You.

r
r
£
£
£
fc
£

Dte:

Our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water
Heating is something more than a mere Catalogue giving

prices and terms. It is rich in suggestive ideas—tells why
and how danger lurks in Radiators that contain joints

—

gives interesting facts (backed up by proofs) about the

original invention in screw-threaded nipple connections. Better yet, the Booklet shows

The Safford Radiators

exactly as they are
by illustrations that are absolutely honest and true. As a work for reference it is invalu-

able in a hundred ways to those about to build. It is a genuine help. It may save you
or your customers thousands of dollars. If you cannot reach one of our agents easily,

send to us for the book—it's free.

THE DOniNION RADIATOR COHPANY,
Toronto, Ont.

OUR
FREE BOOKLET

3

3
3
3

3



IMi lAl We feel sure that any goods in the line of novelties will

be very interesting to the hardware trade. We are showing

^^^^O the newest English patterns in Table wants and Cutlery,

W\J\JU\J and can recommend our assortment of Fish Carvers
and Eaters, Dessert Sets, Fruit Knives,

Bread Forks, Grape Scissors, Jelly Spoons, etc.

ODR I Sss CABINETS
of /hi riTvmmn is

MOST
COMPLETE

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED

Cor. King and Victoria Sts., TORON

Ti Silica Barytic Stone Company
of Ontario, Limited

WALTER MILLS, HEAD OFFICE

Manufacturers

GENERAL MANAGER
|

INGERSOLL, ONT.

Artificial

Stone Pavements
SIDEWALKS A SPECIALTY.

NOTE—We have completed contracts in

28 towns and cities and have con-

structed fully 200 miles of our Silica

Barytic Stone Sidewalks.

CORPORATIONS will do well to con-

sider our work before letting contracts.

Nothing but the best material used.

Write for further particulars.
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Imperial Standard

Accurate

Reliable

Durable!

UNION SCALE WITH SCOOP.
Capacity, 240 lbs.

i
GROCERS' SCALE WITH SCOOP.

Capacity, 40 or 60 lbs.

Scales.

PLATFORM SCALES

300 lbs/%Y500 lbs.

rr

We make Scales

for

every purpose,

of all capacities,

from a

Letter Scale

to a

Great Railway
Track Scale

Weighing 100 tons
BUTCHERS' BEAM.

Capacity, 25, 50, 60 and 100 lbs.

Our name on any
Scale is

a sufficient

guarantee of

High Quality.
"^sc«:^'/v

:

-r-"- - '"^-zj?

GROCERS' TRIP SCALE.
Capacity, 6, 10 or 17 lbs.

THE BURROW, STEWART AND MILNE CO., Limned

HAMILTON, ONT.
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The Eclipse Office Furniture Co. of Ottawa, Limited

Manufacturers in Steel and Brass, Die Makers and Electro=PIaters

OTTAWA, CANADA

ECLIPSE
FURNACE SCOOP

ECLIPSE ECLIPSE
CHILD'S SHOVEL SNOW SHOVEL

ECLIPSE
STEEL SHANK
SNOW SHOVEL

ECLIPSE
RAILROAD

SNOW SHOVEL

Eclipse Shovels are noted for the following

:

MMMfMMMMIP*

i. The Steel used is of the best quality.

2. Our Baked Enamel Finish makes them attractive and good sellers.

3. The Wood Handles are all from selected stock.

We desire to notify the Hardware Trade of Canada that we are making a full

line of Steel Snow Shovels. The above cuts show only a few of our leading lines.

THE ECLIPSE OFFICE FURNITURE CO. of Ottawa, limiteI

Special Discounts to Those Who Can Handle Large Quantities.

Write for Prices. |^.WE SEND OUT NO TRAVELLERS.
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FRANK H. SCOTT
Manufacturers' Agent,

360 Temple Building, = = ^^HONTREAL.
SOLE REPRESENTATIVE IN CANADA FOR

Hawksworth, Eyre & Co., Limited,

Sheffield, Eng.

Manufacturers of every description of

Silver and Plated goods.

SPECIALTY: Candlesticks, Candelabra and Lamps.

Maleham & Yeomans, Sheffield, Eng.

Manufacturers of Table Cutlery, Razors, Scissors,

Butcher Knives and Steels, Palette and Putty

Knives.

SPEC I ALTY I
Cases of Carvers and Cabinets of Cutlery.

Singleton & Priestman, Sheffield, Eng.

PEN AND POCKET CUTLERY.

Makers of the celebrated
" R
£I££ fS£|

L" Cutlery.

Ward & Payne, Sheffield, Eng.

Edge Tools, Sheep Shears, Steel

and Files.

Sole Manufacturers of the"

" S. J. Addis" Carving Tools.

James Deakin & Sons, Limited,

Sheffield, Eng.

Silversmiths and Cutlers.

Manufacturers of Silver, Nickel Silver, Electro Plate,

Britannia Metal and Oak Goods, Fish Eaters and Dessert

Sets.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

I CARRY A FULL LINE OF SAMPLES IN THE ABOVE LINES.

SYLVESTER BROS. MFG. CO.
IVI

Manufacturers

of the

Best

Gasoline

Engine

on the

Continent

% % % in

% % % v
A A A A A

Upright, Horizontal and Marine for pleasure

Yachts, fully equipped, and stationary Engines for

all purposes. The Gasoline Engine is beyond

doubt the cheapest and handsomest power that can

be used, perfectly safe, can be started in a moment,

easily managed, and will cost about one cent per

horse power per hour while running. Will guar-

antee satisfaction. No hot tube or dynamo required

to keep these engines running. We have the best

and most efficient sparking device in use, the ordin-

ary Battery cells all that is required.

Also manufacturers of Wooden and Iron Pumps

suitable for any depth of wells up to 150 feet deep,

Iron Cylinders or Brass Cylinders, and all classes

of Pump fittings.

Write for Catalogue.

C7 ===== SYLVESTER BROS. MFG. CO.
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E. T. WRIGHT & CO.
HAMILTON.

Manufacturers of all kinds of . . . a

Tin Ware, Lanterns, Etc.

"Schiepe's"

Patent Stove Pipe.

"Victor" Flour Sifters.

Tinsmiths' Tools and
Trimmings of all kinds.

"Cooper's"

One-Piece Elbows.

Spray Pumps.
" PATENTED."

"None Better.

Fly Traps.

Mouse Traps.

£ -- Milk Can Trimmings.
«-*-• »yJ£§ilroad lanterns.

Ehamfrted Ware,

petals, etc.

If you want the BEST Lantern on Earth, ask for WRIGHT'S Cold Blast.
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^

BEAVER
Portland Cement
Stands the very highest requirements.

Great Strength—Absolute Soundness.

Extremely Finely Ground.

THE CANADIAN PORTLAND CEMENT CO.,
Limited

Manufacturers.

Works at STRATHCONA and MARLBANK, ONT.

Daily Capacity 1,800 Barrels.

For Prices, Tests, etc., write

THE RATHBUN COMPANY
Sole Sale Agents ...Deseronto

I BRIGHT
STEEL
SHARING

Diameters, ir6
" to 4^".

Lengths, 16', 18', 20' bars.

Large stock for quick shipment.

DODGE MFG. CO.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED,

^^^"*"^ "Xoronto.
> *» gas

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

it

4
4
4
4

Samuel, Sons & Benjamin, London and Liverpool, Eng.

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants.

27 WeUington St. West, TORONTO, ONT.
WE CARRY IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF THE FOLLOWING GOODS:

Antimony.

Brass—Sheets, Soft and Hard.

Rods and Tubes.

Canada Plates.

Copper—Bar and Ingot.

Pitts.

Rods and Tubes.

Sheathing, Roofing and Brazier's.

Copperine and Babbitt.

Cotton Waste.

Crucibles.

Eave Trough—Also Spikes and Cond. Hooks.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

r
o

Iron—Band, Hoop and Rod.
Black and Tinned Sheet.

Galvanized, "Gordon Crown."
Russia, Genuine and Imitation.

Iron Pipe—Black and Galvanized.

Lead—Bar, Pig and Sheet.

Lead Pipe.

Solder—Half and Half and Standard.

Steel Sheets—Common and Dead Flat.

Tin Plates—Charcoal and Coke.

Tin—Bar.

Ingot, "L. & F." and Straits.

Wire—Bright Iron and Coppered Iron. *

Zinc—Sheets and Block.

PLEASE WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS

AV !• -i" ;• ; ^ v ; ; !• -i* ;» 'ir'ir'^irmitir^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^'^^^^^^
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ESTABLISHED 1864 INCORPORATED 1896

The Parmenter 1 Bulloch Co.. Limy
V\A^\^AVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVlVl\AVWAVVVV\A^tV\^^VVVVVVVVW*VVVM^A^\V\A^W<VVV^ VMtMWWMWMS^.

Over-Shoe Buckles. Kettle Ears.

" Canada

"

Riveting Machines.
Malleable Iron.

I
Patent slotted or
Bifurcated Rivets.

Patent Tubular
Rivets.

Wire Nails

Manufacturers of ... .

WIRE NAILS, RIVETS AND BURRS in all variety of material, form and finish, both
regular and special.

COUNTERSUNK CLOUT, WAGON BOX AND HINGE NAILS.

ESCUTCHEON PINS in Brass and Steel.

CARPENTERS' BRACES of all kinds, Full Polished and Nickel Plated.

SHOE RIVETS in Steel and Brass.

PATENT BIFURCATED OR SLOTTED AND TUBULAR RIVETS, in White, Coppered and Japanned.
RIVETING MACHINES of every character. FELLOE PLATES, KETTLE EARS,
PATENT SHOE BUCKLES, HORSE BLANKET CLASPS AND ICE CREEPERS. I

Head Office and Works

:

GANANOQUE, ONI
Branch Warehouses :

32 and 34 St. Dizier St.

Montreal.

29 Melinda St.

Toronto.
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The tMMM

RACY
m '« rank

' Hanger
A Bicycle is not a Racycle

without a Racycle

Crank Hanger,

You will observe that the balls roll

in the hubs of the cranks and that the

sprocket turns between them. The

chain-pull on all bicycles is outside

the bearings. The pressure on the

cranks of a Racycle is directly over

the crank bearings -not to one side,

as it is on all bicycles.

Our Crank Hanger does it— it runs easy.

THE BERLIN & RACYCLE MFG. CO., Limited

BERLIN, ONT.

The

Mower
THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

It you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will disappear. The

Clipper will do it.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co
NORRISTOWN* Pa.

L 3l.

The Climax Automatic Engine.

Vertical from 2 to 25 H.P.

Horizontal from 8 to 50 H P.

i

F INTERESTED SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

COMSTOCK MFG. CO.

COMSTOCK, MICH., U.S.A.
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Ifyou put

HENRY DISSTON & SON
« »

Saws and Files
in the most prominent place in your store

your customers will know at once that they are dealing

with a first-class business house that handles the best and

most satisfactory goods made.

c

%irra.f&<tte run uuttuut

WmW Atn-nSZ^U&Z) oJattFm/t Jc ,<1 may (rrtal IA, Artf

X\A\\MASAMAAM/W\MMMWiA\X\X\*^^ VVWiWVWiAA\VVvVV\AA\\\HU'VUVWVWW

Ground perfectly by best of experts.

Will wear longer and not fill up like other files.

Henry Disston & Sons
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

IAGENTS

Lewis Bros. & Co. = Montreal, Que.
Will be pleased to quote you best prices.
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SMOKELESS POWDER
IS BEST FOR

Rifles, Shot Qtjj^gpL ^ Revolvers.

1

f9^V

Clean

Safe

No Jar

V

1

Long

Range

NOT AFFECTED BY ANY CLIMATE.
MANUFACTURED AT

arwick Works, Herts,
BY

The

*

Smokeless Powder and Ammunition Company

LONDON, ENGLAND.
LIMITED

LEWIS BROS. & CO., MONTREAL,
Write for prices, it will pay you. Sole Agents for Canada.
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TRIUMPH ADJUSTABLE

STOVEPIPE.
PUT TOGETHER,

The Best

on the

Market.

WHY?

.^JBECAUSE IT IS STRONGER. All other patent stovepipes are held

i
j^Wgether and depend for their strength on one or two very small tabs the

^Isame thickness as the sheet. The Triumph is held together and depends for

its strength on a heavy staple sliding into two loops firmly riveted on.

ADJUSTABLE. The staple can be widened to make the Triumph

fit larger pipe, or made narrow to fit smaller pipe.

EASIER PUT TOGETHER. The edge slips i traight into the fold

and the staple is then inserted. A child can put them together.

REQUIRES NO RIVETS OR POUNDING DOWN.
CRIMPED AT ONE END.

SAVES TIME, TEMPER AND FREIGHT. Packed 25 in crate.

" EDWIN "cHOWN & SON, Kingston, Ont.

•v»

WATSON'S
Factory and Warehouse Trucks

Get your load on wheels. Save time, labor, money Price will

surprise you. Write for descriptive circular showing different

styles.

CASTINGS.
Correspondence solicited from all persons using castings. We
make the finest small castings in Canada we think. We are
open to make any specialties for the hardware trade. Write us.

JOHN WATSON MFG. CO., Limited

AYR, ONTARIO.

...#*#>»#>

"PLYMOUTH" TWINE
vwvwwwwvwwww is sold in every climate and every country where there is a

demand for binding machines. It is probable that more
" Plymouth " is used in foreign countries than of any other

make.

"Plymouth" cordage and twine have won the

greatest number of prizes, medals, awards and premiums,

all on their merits. " Plymouth ' is recognized the best

everywhere in Canada, United States and abroad. A
good live dealer who considers the future can make more

money and build up a better business handling "Plymouth"

than he can by selling any other make. All these things
j

are just so many arguments as to why it will pay you to handle " Plymouth."

Plymouth Binder Twine

Agency McKinnon Bldg., Melinda St., Toronto, Can.
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DAVID
h

« I

i«»

i

ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA. -J

"Maxwell Favorite Ctairn"

PATENTED FEATURESVImProved stee/
Stand, Roller Bearings, Foot and Hand Lever Drivdl i

Detachable Links, Bolted Trunnions' ' r.^ /

Lawn Mowers

LPif w
•

High and Low Wheels, from 12-in. to 20-in. widths.

Cold Rolled Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives

and Cutting Plate. .

'

Wood Frame Churn

Steel Frame Churn

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

"THE MAXWELL
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches.

Navvy,

General Purpose or

Garden Barrows.

All styles and sizes.

No. 1 -General Purpose Barrow.

Navvy Barrow—Iron or Wood Wheel.

Our Lawn Mowers, Churns and Barrows
are sold by the leading wholesale firms. If

your wholesale house does not handle them
write us direct.

DAVID MAXWELL & SONS
ST. MARYS, ONT.. CANADA.
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4-in. and 5-in.

SOLD ONLY fW*C
THE WHOLESALE ACME

STEEL FRAME
4-in. and 5-in.

THE ATLAS
STEEL
ROLLER BEARING

No. with 3-in. wheels
No. I with 3%-in. wheels
No. 2 with 4-in wheels

MANUFACTURED
BY . . .

BARN DOOR HANGERS
A. R. Woodyatt & Co., Guelph, Canada.

h
GANANOQUE, ONT.

Established 1861.

Manufacturers

WrOUght Steel ButtS, of every description.

Strap and Tee Hinges
Screw Hook Hinges
Washers
Hasps and Staples
Staples

Hooks and Staples
Nail Pullers

IN ailS, of every description.

Brass Yard Heasures
Little Giant Tack Pullers

Ever Ready Electric Lights

Goods Unsurpassed and
Prices the Lowest.

ORDERS SOLICITED

NONE BETTER

Beaver

Liquid

Pure

Paints.

As the beaver by his ingenuity captivates

man, so does the quality of our Paints mag-

netize the trade. A Pure Linseed Oil Paint,

in 49 most artistic shades. Every tin guar-

anteed.

Color Cards, Price Lists and Catalogues

mailed upon application. . . .

The Toronto Lead & Color Co.

\

TORONTO. LIMITED.
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HOW BUSINESS MAY BE DONE IN THE FUTURE.
The Tendency of Modern Trade is Toward Consolidation, Because the Administration of the

Largest Mass is the Cheapest — Opportunities for Worthy Young Men
Never So Great as at Present.

MMrMWAMMMMMWWMAMMMMMIW^

I

VERY interesting article

comes from Charles R.

Flint, the capitalist

and organizer of big

corporations, on the

direction in which

trade is developing

.

He points out that

there seems to be much confusion in the

minds of the people as to the difference

between a trust and an industrial company,

due to the fact that those who talk most

about them are not yet well informed, either

as to their organization or operation. A
trust was a syndicate of men who held

stock certificates of several corporations and

issued trust certificates therefor. Now,
industrial interests are represented by

shares of stock in regularly organized

companies. Although strenuous efforts

were made to develop the trust system, it

was found to be imperfect. It was adopted

when industrial combinations were in their

infancy. I have always been opposed to

the trust system of organization. They
were not required to have any bylaws or

keep any official minutes of their proceed-

ings or to make any official reports. In

general it might be said that they possessed

great power without sufficient accountability.

The Supreme Court of the State of New
York declared them illegal, and every

lawyer who is informed in regard to indus-

trial organizations will tell you that that

decision has been accepted as final through-

out the United States. But the word "trust"

has since been applied to great industrial

corporations, and as the word represents

all that is best in human character, I see

no reason why the word "trust" should

not be adopted as a short name for indus-

trial combinations, and may every officer

and wage earner in every "trust " realize

that the shares of stock are widely distri-

buted among widows, orphans and others

dependent on its dividends for support, and
live up to the true meaning of the word.

Tendency of Modern Trade is Toward
Consolidation.

" The tendency of modern trade is

toward consolidation, because the adminis-

tration of the largest mass is the cheapest."

Centralized manufacture permits the

highest development of special machinery
and processes. The factory running full

time on large volume, reduces the percent-

age of overhead charges. Direct sales on

a large scale minimize the cost of distribu-

tion. Centralization of manufacture and

distribution reduce aggregate stocks, and

therefore save shop wear, storage, insurance

and interest. Consolidated management

results in fixing the standards of quality, the

best standards being adopted ; in avoiding

waste and financial embarrassment through

overproduction ; in less loss by bad debts

through comparisons of credit, and in

securing the advantages of comparative

accounting and comparative administration.

Industrial evolution, which is as inevit-

able and unalterable as the law of gravita-

tion, has attained its, as yet, highest

development here and in the United States,

and we may anticipate a still higher de-

velopment during the coming century.

Every unprejudiced man must recognize

its advantages, and that it is because of

them that we are taking so important a

position in the world's markets, increasing

our national wealth, furthering the welfare

and increasing the prosperity of our people.

The great problems of the economics of

production have been solved. What
interests us most to-day is not so much the

fact of our great industrial prosperity ; it is,

rather, the question whether the advantages

of that prosperity are equitably divided

among the contributors to it : i, capital
;

2, superintendence, and 3. labor.

1. The share to capital takes the form

either of interest or dividends. Now, we
find that the rate of interest paid to those

furnishing money to industrial enterprises is

decreasing. Fifty years ago the average

rate throughout the United States was 8 per

cent, per annum. Now it is less than 5

per cent. This general rule can be laid

down : That the greater the confidence, the

higher and more perfect the industrial

organization, the lower the rate of interest.

Neoessity for Intelligence Increasing.

2. Now, what is the position of the man
of superior intelligence ?—for superintend-

ence stands midway between capital and
labor. Highly - developed organizations,

resulting in enormous volume of business,

have increased, and will increase the neces-

sity for intelligence, and as the supply of

brains is not equal to the demand, the price

of brains is high. The turning over of

individual business to combinations has

caused the retirement of old men to the

advisory board for judgment and has made
way for young men for action. You ask,

"What chance have our young men?"
While you are asking the question, those

of ability and energy have already started

on a career of successful industry. If the

student will leave his books and the orator

the stump and go to our factories, to our

great farms, to our mines, to our lines of

railway, they will find ten times as many
men receiving over $3,000 per annum as

there were 30 years ago.

Mr. Schwab, of Pittsburg, is a type. He
started as a stake-driver of an engineering

corps ; to-day, though under 40 years of

age, he is president of the largest iron com-

pany in the world, and I can point our 100

successful men to-day where you could not

have named 10 under old conditions. But

it is said they are dependent. Dependence

upon each other is, however, the condition

of civilization. The very word civilization

implies community life, and community life

means mutual dependence.

Wage-Earners Have Opportunities, Too.

3. Let us now consider the interests of

the workingman in this economic evolution

which has produced the perfect machinery

and giant factories, supported by great

aggregates of capital, represented by shares,

which enable all to become investors. It is

a fundamental fact that the man of superior

ability cannot accumulate for himself with-

out giving to the wage earners an oppor-

tunity to earn the larger share. The
tendency is to day to a minimum of profits

and to a maximum of wages. When profits

become abnormal, they invite competition,

and are immediately reduced, in which esse

the consumer is benefited solely. If they

are not sufficiently abnormal to invite com-
petition, then labor demands a larger share

of the profit, in the form of increased wages,

and it is either voluntarily or necessarily

agreed to ; in which case the body of wage-

earners reap the advantage. And, inas-

much as the body of wage-earners is the

great body of the community, it necessaiily

reaps the advantage in any case. Employes
know almost as promptly as do the em-

ployers whether a mill is earning an

extravagant profit. If it be, they at once

demand their share, and the employer must
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and inevitably does, succumb. It is thus

that wages always tend to a maximum, and

profits to a minimum.

Thus through cooperation and combina-

tion every interest is being benefited, but

labor most of all. As wage earners become

more intelligent, as they become overseers

of machinery, they better understand these

conditions. They have the intelligence to

recognize that their greatest comfort and

happiness is in furthering the industry of

which they are a part. To-day one of the

great advantages that the United States and

Canada has over Europe is that their

laborers are the more intelligent, and this

advantage will become more and more

effective. The European wage earner,

instead of welcoming labor-saving machinery

as workingmen on this continent have

done, has tried persistently to retard its

general use, and the result has been

that wages have been much lower in

Europe. The American and Cana-

dian workman has received more

because he has produced more, and

this is the great reason why notwith

standing our high wages, we are so,

rapidly extending our trade with

foreign markets. The best factory

inevitably gets the most work. There

is a continued struggle for existence

between good factoiiesand poor fac-

tories, and the good factory invari-

ably wins.

Consolidation in Distribution.

The law of consolidation of capital

and division of labor holds as good

in the field of distribution as in that

of production. It is inevitable and

it is profitable. The department

stores and the mail order stores sell

for 10 per cent, instead of 30 percent,

profit, and the consumer saves 20 per

cent. The profit obtained by the distrib-

utor of staples, on the way from the farmer

to the consumer, is less than one-quarter

what it was 30 years ago. The middleman

will not disappear, but instead of being a

distributor of every maker's goods he will

represent only one maker of each article.

This will be a great improvement on the

present day of cut throat competition.

Dealers will have less worry, make more

profits and have greater opportunities for

advancement. They will, no doubt, be

shareholders in the various concerns they

represent.

Having reviewed the position of our great

consolidated corporations as the result of

an economic evolution, something should

be said with regard to their capitalization.

In general, there has been much greater

conservatism in the capitalization of indus-

trials than there was in the original capital-

ization of railroads. Our railroads were

built principally for the amount of the bond

issues, and the stock represented the

capitalized hopes of the projectors. The
issues of industrial bonds have been con-

siderably below the actual value of the tan-

gible assets, and industrial stock issues have

generally been based on actual earning

capacity, Still, it is undoubted that there

has been more than one instance of marked

over capitalization of industrials, and no pro-

per legislative measure to remedy this wrong

or prevent its recurrence should be neglected.

Fortunately, the evil caused by careless in-

vesting and unwise capitalization tends to

correct itself by natural laws. Investors,

confused by the few inflated industrials

put out simultaneously with the sound ones,

are afraid to buy, and the organizers, un-

able to sell their securities, now realize that

sound capitalization is the best policy.

A Mining Party in the Klondike.

In taking a comprehensive view of the

organization and operation of industrial

combinations, we cannot close our eyes to

the fact that in the evolution of industrial

progress, as in all human affairs, there are

imperfections and abuses, for which it is our

duty to try to find a remedy, but we should

not permit those desirous of gaining political

advantage to exaggerate these imperfections

to such an extent as to bind us to the fact

that it is through industrial combinations we

are able to pay high wages and continue

our prosperity. They would have us con-

fine our vision to a dead tree in the land-

scape, instead of looking all around the

horizon. It is such narrow minded men
who at times talk against our form of

government, because some of its depart-

mental machinery does not work to entire

satisfaction. While believing in great

organizations, while knowing that they are

a necessity in order that this country should

become a great power in the economic

world and thereby continue the prosperity

of the wage earners of the land, I do not

believe in large aggregations of wealth in

the hands of individuals unfitted to wisely

administer them.

The industrials to-day are owned by the

many. While economic evolution is central-

izing production in large corporations

decentralization of ownership goes on simul-

taneously through the rapid distribution of

shares. There are many hundred times

more partners in manufacture, mining and

railways than there were thirty years ago,

and the number is rapidly increasing.

Inherited Control Made Impossible.

Under the old conditions of private own-

ership, the control of many of our industrial

enterprises would have been inherited by

one individual or family. Now, the

control is subject to the same rule that

prevails in the administration of our

country, and that is the rule of the

majority. It is seldom, and fortunately

so, as preventing great aggregations

of wealth in the hands of individuals

or families, that the heirs of the in-

dustrial giants have the capacity to

succeed to the direction of gigantic

enterprises. Many inheritors of great

fortunes, enervated by ease and

luxury, prefer a life of indolence, or

to chase the will-o' the wisps of

society ; others prefer to devote their

time to literature or art ; others, to

enter upon scientific pursuits. Under

the old conditions, they would have

inherited the control of indus'ries,

but, under the present conditions of

industrial consolidations, the majority

of the stockholders—for, generally

speaking, the numerical majority is

the majority in interest— elect as

officers aspiring young men who, through

years of application to a particular industry,

have proved their ability and judgment to

assume the responsibilities of leadership.

and, owing to the higher evolution of our

industrial organizations, these men are de-

veloping greater intelligence and superior

ability to those who have preceded them.

Thus, the fittest survive.

With our untold natural resources, with

our inexhaustible supply of metals and coal,

with our great forests, with every variety of

soil and climate, with the most industious,

most intelligent and most contented of

peoples working under the best conditions

of modern methods, we in North America,

Canadians and Americans, are destined to

become the economic masters of the world.

also

c

)

There is but one good throw upon the dice,

which is to throw them away.—Chatfield.
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f CASH AND CREDIT in_the HARDWARE STORE, f
A Diversity of Opinions in Regard Thereto by Retail Merchants.

4

AR D W A RE
stores in To-

ronto that do

a purely cash

business are
few indeed.
Every dealer

says that his

trade is as
much a cash

one as he can make it. But all, except a

few, declare that it is next to impossible to

give absolutely no credit, unless the busi-

ness is limited to a small volume indeed.

This I learned after interviewing a number

of retail hardwaremen. The hardware

sections of the large departmental stores,

are of course, run on a strictly cash basis,

bui these are hardly to be classed with the

ordinary store.

That it would be an excellent thing if

buying and selling could be done by cash

only, all dealers were willing to concede,

but they differ on the question of the possi-

bility of doing so.

In speaking to a number of hardware-

men I was struck by the apparent

FEELING OF ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY

with which most of them voiced their

opinions, notwithstanding that many held

exactly oppisite views. One dealer said

that they always had done and were doing

now a purely cash trade. Another declared

that it wasn't possible to do it in Toronto,

and that no man in the city was doing so.

A third said that a cash trade could be done

under certain conditions, but only under

such conditions. The majority, however,

were of the opinion that a business of any

proportion would have to be conducted

partly by giving credit.

A look into the business place of Russills

at 159 King street east would almost lead

one to believe that credit is given to every-

body so numerous are the customers of that

busy place. But the reverse is the case.

CREDIT IS GIVEN TO NOBODY.

Mr. Frank Russill, who, with his brother,

\ carries on the business of their father, the

late founder of the firm, declares that the

business has been a cash one ever since it

was opened. The late Mr. Russill began

in the crockery business, doing a cash trade

only, and afterwards added hardware,

which is now the only line carried.

THE ADVANTAGE OF CASH.

"In the majority of cases," said Mr.

Frank Russill, "we have found that when

we give credit we get ' nipped.' The best

of the trade won't ask for credit. When
you sell your goods for cash you have

money to put into more stock, and to en-

able you to take all the cash discounts that

are going. We make all we can out of

discounts and are able to give customers as

good prices as they can get anywhere,

leaving a fair margin of profit for ourselves.

We are frequently approached by customers

whom we know and asked to give them

credit, and it is very difficult to refuse. But

we always consider that there is a certain

amount of risk with the best of customers,

and we would rather have the goods than

that kind of trade. Indeed, I think we

have lost some trade in that way. In one

instance we had a little difficulty with a

customer, and his business went (o another

firm. He come back again, and we could

easily have held his trade if we gave him

credit, but our previous experience with him

told us that it would be better to lose his

trade altogether than to risk sel ing to him

on credit. I believe that

THE ONLY WAY TO COMPETE

with the department stores is to adopt the

same business principles as they do, that is

to buy and sell for cash alone. If we sell

$1,000 worth of goods on credit, there is

usually about 25 per cent, lost on the whole,

People frequently move away and it costs

more to get the money than the money

itself amounts to. People who ask for

credit expect the same prices as those who

pay cash, and nothing else will do them."

A LIMITED CREDIT TRADE.

Mr. Wm. Matheson, of 245 King street

east, said that the cash business was

certainly the most satisfactory, if it were

possible to do one, but he doubted if any

hardwareman in the city could work up

much of a trade on a cash basis. " If a

man starts in business and advertises his

place as a strictly cash store, he might

succeed and be able to keep his store going

along those lines, but, when once a credit

business has been done, it would be next to

impossible to convert it into a cash trade

altogether. We have cut off a number of

customers who were always looking for

credit, as we would rather do without their

trade than have the bother of running after

the accounts. The saving in time in book-

ing accounts and chasing them all around

the place is one of the best arguments I

know of against the credit system. What
credit we do give is all at 30 days, and
mostly with large manufacturing firms who
run accounts here, so that our credit busi-

ness is limited."

THE FARMERS' TRADE.

W. J. Whitten & Co. are located at 173
King street east, near the market, and the

farmers' trade here is a considerable one.

Mr. Whitten says that this trade is almost

wholly a cash one. " The farmers will buy
on credit in the country stores, but when
they come to the city they are nearly always

prepared to pay cash. Once in a while, a

farmer who has been an old customer asks

for credit, and generally gets it. It is hard
to refuse a customer who has been trading

with you for months and months. But our
credit sales form a very small part of the

business. We are as

NEAR TO BEING A CASH PLACE

as any other store, I think, but it is almost
hopeless to expect to do a strictly cash
business in the city. Many big firms run
monthly accounts with us. They need tome
little thing now and then, and send a boy
after it. They don't know the price, and
are not going to give the boy the money.
We are glad to oblige them by selling the

goods at 30 days' credit, for the pay is sure,

and, barring the fact that we are out of the

money for that length of time, there is no
particular advantage in selling to them for

cash."

DROPPED CREDIT FOR CASH.

Wilkins & Co., at 168 King street east,

have been in business for 20 years, and do
both a wholesale and retail trade. They
did not start in on a cash basis, but have
made their business a cash one since. I

found Mr. Wilkins just through with stock-

taking, and he declared that they had had
one of their most satisfactory years, business

being done on a strictly cash basis. The
goods were sold at close figures, and cus-

tomers were given to understand it. " We
have been frequently asked for credit,"

said Mr. Wilkins, "and by pretty good
people too, but our answer to them is

always that we must have the ready money
so that we can buy the goods at the discount
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price and give the lowest prices to our

customers. We impress upon them that

every cash purchase of theirs enables us to

sell them some other goods at a better price

than if they got credit, for giving credit to

one customer means, in time, giving it to a

great many. It is easy to tell people that

After being • bitten ' pretty badly, I weeded

out all the undesirable creditors, and am
now very careful to whom I give credit. Of

course,

IF EVERYBODY DID A CASH BUSINESS

it would be better all around, but in the

hardware business it is almost impossible.

The Strathconas recently returned from South Africa—A snap shot at

them as they were crossing an African river.

you can't give credit in such a way that

you give no offence. In a credit business,

there is generally from 10 to 25 per cent, of

the sales lost, and we prefer the goods to

the risk of losing both goods and money, or

to running after accounts."

A number of those I spoke to were con-

vinced that it was not possible to do

altogether a cash business, though it was

thought that it might be brought to nearly

that, leaving as credit customers only the

large business firms who would be incon-

venienced by sending the money with every

order for small amounts. One of these

dealers said that when he started in busi-

ness he did so with a resolve to conduct it

on a cash basis.

HAD TO DISCONTINUE THE CASH TRADE.

" I knew nobody around here," he said,

"and decided to give no credit anywhere.

Things went all right for a while, but in

time builders and big manufacturers in the

neighborhood began to send in for small

things they needed, which their regular

trading places happened to be out of. I

refused to sell even to them on credit at

first, but soon realized that I was losing a

good trade, a credit one, but one in which

the money was sure, though I might have

to wait a month for it. I commenced

doing a partly credit business then and soon

had some private accounts on my books.

In groceries or dry goods the trade is all a

household one, but the hardwareman has to

supply the factories and the builders on the

spur of the moment, and he cannot expect

them to send the money with every order.

Our buying is generally at 30 days. It is

right to take all the cash discounts one can,

but it isn't always convenient. We supply

a number of households, too, who run

monthly accounts with us. I never run

after an account. I have found that

painters and plumbers are the hardest

men in this city to get anything out of. We
have lost very little by bad accounts during

the past year. I suppose we give a credit

of about $150 a month, and only lost $10 of

it in the year."

TRYING TO CONFORM TO CASH.

The Aikenhead Hardware Co., Adelaide

street east, were of the same opinion as

others in regard to doing a purely cash

business. It couldn't be doue unless the

business was confined wholly to private

purchases. They always refused to open

any new accounts even if the refusal lost

them a customer, and were trying to make
their business more and more a cash one.

• A DEPARTMENT STORE MAN'S VIEWS.

"People don't expect credit when they

come here," said the manager of Robt.

Simpson's hardware department. "The
aim of a department store is to supply goods

at the lowest possible price, and usually

their prices are lower than the small store.

To do this they are compelled to buy and

sell for cash. But, although people may
not expect to get goods on credit, they do

expect to get them cheaper than in any

other store. I wouldn't like to give any

opinions as to the advisability of small

stores doing only a cash business, as I've

never been in that business, but I believe

that the great secret of success in small

places that have to compete with the depart-

ment store is to

GO IN FOR SPECIALIZING.

" Make a big thing out of some one line

and keep pushing it. There has been a

The Strathconas recently returned from South Africa—A snap shot at

them as they were crossing an African river.
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Canadian Managers

JOHN LYSAGHT, limited

BRISTOL
Makers of "QUEEN'S HEAD" Galvanized Iron.

AGENTS
FOR

STANDARD
CHAIN CO.

" LYDBROOK

"

AND
"ALLAWAY'S"
TINPLATES

CANADA

A. C. Leslie & Co.,

Iron, Steel and Metal Merchants,

Montreal, Que.

AGENTS
FOR

WHITE CROSS
WIRE ROPE

CAMBRIA
AGRICULTURAL

STEELS

SANDERSON'S TOOL- STE N STOCK.

W. H. ANDERSON dc SONS
C 7 =S ^

Tool Manufacturers, Iron # Steel Workers
STONE CUTTERS' TOOLS, RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION TOOLS,

PAVING AND SEWER CONTRACTORS' TOOLS, ICE TOOLS,

ARTIFICIAL STONE AND CEMENT WORKERS' TOOLS,

MILL PICKS, COLD CHISELS, DRILLS, PUNCHES
,

CAULKING TOOLS, HAMMERS, QUARRY TOOLS AND HOISTS.

DRAG AND WHEEL SCRAPERS, SHOVELS, WHEELBARROWS.

We quote Prices F.O.B. Windsor Ont.. if desired.

W. H. ANDERSON & SONS
14 and 16 Macomb Street

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
ESTABLISHED 1871. Detroit, Mich.
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great deal said against the department

stores, but most dealers will admit that they

have forced them to adopt better and more

up to-date business methods. That is the

reason of the success of department stores.

They are always wide awake in taking

advantage of anything new in conducting

business, advertising, or anything'else that

will help them, and I think their example

has done good to the small dealer. But as

to doing a credit business, I cannot speak

of it, never having had any experience in

it. Our books are arranged for a cash

system and nothing else ; we'd have to

change them if we were to give credit."

ANOTHP.R DEPAKTMENT STORE MAN'S

VIEWS.

The manager of T. Eaton's hardware

section said practically the same. The only

part of the business that was not strictly

cash over the counter was done with some

of the large institutions, like the hospitals,

etc., of the city. These deposited a check

with the firm and bought till the amount

had been reached. He thought it would be

difficult for the small stores to refuse credit

to builders, manufacturing firms, etc., as

they were the best customers. In their own

trade they had none of these firms to sell to;

the business was almost wholly a household

trade, or tool sets, etc.

Mr. Thomas Meredith, of Thos. Meredith

& Co., 156 King street east, was busy with

his morning mail when I called, but found

time to give his views on the subject. 'We'd

like to do a big cash trade very much," he

said, "but it is an impossibility. There

are advantages in both credit and cash

systems, however.

GOOD CREDIT IS ALL RIGHT.

" Some men have made fortunes by it.

If you do a safe credit business you have a

better chance of keeping your trade. Your

customers, when they have an account with

you, will not go to the nearest store to get

what they want, but come to you. People

living in the west end of the city wait till

they are coming down town to get what

they want instead of going to the nearest

store, as they would if they had no account

here. When an old customer comes in and

asks for credit we frequently take the risk,

telling him, however, that we seldom do

any credit business. We don't encourage

private customers to look for credit. We
say to them :

' Well, we never open any

new accounts, but if you say you'll pay it

the next time you come in, all right.' With

FACTORY TRADE

or selling to builders, etc., it is different.

We'll do all the credit in that line that we

can. I'd really rather do a credit business

with them than a cash trade with private

persons.

"In doing a cash trade, though, you don'

t

have to run after accounts, and earn the

money twice. It

COSTS AT LEAST 5 PER CENT. TO SELL ON

CREDIT,

and you can afford to give that when sell-

ing for cash and still make as much money.

Our location, near the market, enables us

to do a big trade with the farmers, and this

is all cash. The country trade is all cash

and the city trade all credit, or nearly so.

Our credit is never given for longer than 30

da>s if we can avoid it, though sometimes

we are forced to extend it to a good deal

longer. We try to do

AS MUCH CASH TRADE AS POSSIBLE,

and our business is gradually heading that

way, but to make it a purely cash one

would be very difficult. The only way to

do it would be to advertise the place as a

cash store, and give no credit to anybody

or any firm, which would lose us some of

our most valuable customers.

DECREASE IN THE CASH TRADE.

" It seems that the longer one is in busi-

ness, the more credit one has to give. Ten

years ago, only 75 per cent, of our trade

was cash ; now, only about 50 per cent, is

cash. In 15 years' time," he concluded,

laughing, " I suppose there'll be no cash."

DEPARTMENT STORE PRICES.

There seemed to be a feeling on the part

ol several dealers that the deparment stores

got as good prices as any others on their

hardware, notwithstanding that it was all

cash trade. Some bargains could, no doubt,

be had on special days, but, what was lost

on one line was made up on another, so

that, on the whole, their prices were no

lower than those of the small store. One
dealer said that, on some lines, he sold

closer than the department stores. But,

people, even after finding out that his prices

were lower on some lines, would go to the

department stores in preference. They

generally come back to him in the end.

"It's an old saying that people like to be

humbugged," he said, "and they stand a

better chance of it in a department store

than in a small one."

A SHARP RETORT.

It is annoying to be approached by an

absolute stranger who asks for credit on the

mere strength of his name and address and

the assurance that "it'll be all right," but

there are such people, and the plain words

of one dealer, although a little too much to

the point for ordinary business purposes, at

least served to keep him from being

bothered more than once. A well-dressed

woman entered the store of the dealer in

question and wanted credit on some goods.

He explained that they seldom gave credit,

even to old customers.

"I'm quite sure it would be all right with

you," he said, politely, "but it's against

our business principles."

This was not enough, and she kept up

her assurances of sure pay in three or four

days. But continued refusals angered her,

and she finally said with some heat that she

could get credit in any other store in the

city. "Why," she added, "I can go to

Timothy Eaton's any day and get credit."

" Madam," he replied, "excuse me, but

you lie ! Timothy Eaton's own wife can't

get credit there."

This is not exactly the retort courteous,

but much can be forgiven the dealer whose

time is taken up and whose patience is tried

in such a way. H.

RETAIL CREDIT.

WHETHER or not a community is a

desirable one in which to reside or

do business is largely a matter of

the cost of living therein, remarks a con-

temporary. That there is a noticeable

difference between communities in this

respect is not to be denied, neither is it

strange that such is the case, when the

policy of each is defined. It is not our

purpose, in this article, to enter into a

detailed analysis of methods, further than

to illustrate briefly a universally admitted

fact, namely, that loss due to credit is as

important an item in determining this result

as any other. It is a self-evident truth

that that community which buys the near-

est for cash, other things being equal, will

create wealth and enjoy prosperity in a

greater degree than where the reverse is the

case.

Such being so, it becomes a more

desirable place in which to locate, either in

person or enterprise. Whether or not such

conditions prevail is largely a question of

methods by the retail merchants therein.

If they dispense credit liberally, the loss

therefrom will be large, and the price of

goods consequently high. On the other

hand, if credit is reduced to a minimum the

opposite result will prevail. The class

affected by these conditions directly is the

public at large, then the merchant, and,

lastly, the town as a whole.

The merchant through the decreased

purchasing power of his customer, and thv

town by the undesirable conditions prevail-

ing therein. Under a cash system those

desirous of bettering their condition would

accumulate faster, while those of the

opposite class would be obliged to depend

more upon their own exertions.
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Portland Cements
Best German, Belgian and English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay

Flue Linings, Flue Covers

Drain Pipes

Scotch and Canadian Tiles

Calcined Plaster

Granite Hard Wall Plaster

Wheelbarrows

Scotch Cranes and Derricks

Cement Concrete Mixers

Garden Vases

Ornamental Chimney Tops

Mortar Stains

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors' Supplies.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

W. McNALLY & CO., - Montreal
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WHOLESALE HARDWARE MERCHANTS.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Cordage
Window Glass
Putty
Lead
Colors
Tarred Felt
Straw Board

Varnish
Turpentine
Oils

Spades and Shovels
Screen Doors
Poultry Netting
Wove Wire

Lawn Mowers
Saws
Axes
Lanterns
Chain
Paris Green.

Also, full and complete stock of Shelf Hardware, Guns, Rifles,

Ammunition, Cutlery, Plated Ware, in great variety, etc.

Our Motto; Prompt Shipment, Close Prices.
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COMPETITION IN THE HARDWARE STORE.
By James H

COMPETITION in the hardware trade

is not confined simply to that be-

tween hardware dealers. In the

world, there seems to be an absolute law of

the survival of the fittest.

Referring to the competitors with whom
the hardware dealer has to contend, he

said :

On one hand, he has great monsters

—

the mail-order house, the departmental

stores and the jobbers who will sell to a

country boy as cheaply as to a dealer. On
the other hand, he has

THE LEECH AND MIChOBE KIND

—the grocery store trade ; the dollar, dime

and nickel - racket stores; the baking-

powder and furniture- polish gift enterprises
;

easy payment furniture stores ; selling stoves

on the installment plan ; second - hand

stores ; lumber yards selling items of hard-

ware ; range peddlers and farmer agents.

Is it any wonder that it requires exertion to

exist ? There is no business with which I

am acquainted that has so many insidious

competitors.

Yet there are some who think anything

is fair that will down a competitor. Nails

at 3c. when they cost 4c., loaded shells at

35c. when they cost 40c, barb wire at 3^c.

when it costs more, and, if I cannot sell a

stove at a profit, my competitor shall not.

This is poor business policy, even should

you win.

BE PLEASANT TO COMPETITORS.

How much more pleasant to greet your

competitor and his family as friends and

allies, meet them socially, get better

acquainted, talk over business matters and

trouble, agree upon fair and reasonable

prices, blacklist deadbeats for each other,

borrow and lend of each other, as ne-

cessity may require, be honorable and

fair with each other, combine your forces to

meet the common enemies, large and small

;

to defeat them is to build yourselves up. By
combined experience, exertion and capital,

we ought to be able to buy and sell goods

cheaper than our blood-leech and microbe

competitors.

SUCCESS NOT GAINED BY PRICE CUTTING.

Price-cutting never leads to financial

success. In your own mind just recall a

few of the most prosperous dealers in

different lines of trade, inquire into their

manner of doing business. You will find

that they are not price cutters. In a certain

community there will be just about so many

goods sold in a year. Because you are

cutting the price of nails does not induce a

laborer or merchant to build a new house,

or because you cut $5 on a steel range does

. Hamilton.

not induce a farmer to throw away a good

cooking stove, in order to buy a new one

from you. No, sir ; he should rather pay a

range peddler $69 for one than to pay you

$45-
UNDESIRABLE COMPETITORS.

Our meanest competitors at home are the

easy-payment furniture house, selling stoves

on the installment plan, and these so-called

second-hand stores selling new, cheap

goods, and the lumber yards that sell nails,

roofing, cresting, etc., to their customers.

For these blood-sucking leeches I know of

no remedy but to treat them as serpents
;

whenever you see a head, crush it if you can.

What the department stores have done

for the cities, the

CATALOGUE HOUSES

are doing in the country. Our brothers in

the larger cities find it an up-hill work to

do a profitable, legitimate hardware busi-

ness. I am personally acquainted with

dealers in a large city, who occupied the

whole three- storey buildings with a general

stock of hardware and housefurnishings 20

years ago who to-day do not need one

single room to carry such an assortment as

they deem necessary to supply their de-

mands. Year by year the growth in size

and number of the great catalogue houses

show that they are sapping the life of the

country dealers. Some writers say to meet

their prices. That is very good, if you had

the opportunity, but nine times out of ten

you do not get the chance. But if you did,

where is your profit, as on most standard

goods they sell them as cheap or cheaper

than your jobber does to you ? I must

confess that I do not know of any way to

compete with him and live.

JOBBERS WHO SELL TO CONSUMERS.

Then there are some so-called jobbing

houses, especially in sporting goods, heavy

hardware and machinery supplies, who will

send you a catalogue and price list, solicit-

ing your trade, and will send the same lists

to any country boy who will write for them,

and sell him the goods, too, if he will send

the money.
GIFT ENTERPRISES.

You are all acquainted with the gift

enterprise of the baking powker, furniture

polish and soap manufacturers. You have

seen whole loads of enamelled ware, roast-

ing pans, carving sets, butcher knives, toy

wagons, etc., given away to induce people

to pay a big price for an article otherwise

not worth a penny.

SOME HONORABLE DEALERS.

But there are some honorable dealers in

other lines of goods who so far forget their

honor in business and the rights of others,

that they will make such gifts, as the dry

goods merchant giving away scales, the

clothing dealer giving away sleds, boys'

wagons, slates, etc., with every suit of boys'

clothing. It seems that nothing is suitable

for gifts excepting in the hardware line.

Then last, but not least, we have the

range peddlers. I honor the range peddler,

he is no cut price or gift enterprise com-,

petitor. He is indifferent to all competition.

He works for his living. But, unlike my
legitimate competitor, he wants good pay

for his work, and he gets it just as easily as

he could get half as much. You pay him

his price, or he keeps his goods, and he

makes money by it.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WORK THEIR
SPECIALTY.

On page 7 of this issue will be found

the advertisement of the Comstock Manu-

facturing Co., Comstock, Mich., manufac-

turers of the " Climax " automatic engine.

About 80 per cent, of this firm's entire

output goes for electric light work. They

make these engines both for direct belting

to generator and direct connected to gene-

rator on the shaft of the engine. For the

last two years they have been behind with

their orders, and are still far behind. Last

year they added a number of new machines

to their shops and extended their floor space

by a new addition, and again this year they

are adding several new special machines,

and will add this spring 2,500 more square

feet to their floor space. The export trade

of the Comstock Company is extremely

good—much larger than they had any

anticipation it would be, and the number

of foreign inquiries they are getting indicate

they can still very much increase this branch

of their business.

A WELL-EQUIPPED WHIP FACTORY.

The Hamilton Whip Co., Hamilton, have

recently greatly enlarged their buildings, and

they have now one of the largest and most

complete plants of the kind in the world.

They report a brisk trade, and have for

months past been running their factory over-

time. Having the latest and most improved

automatic machinery, etc., they are in a

position to manufacture reliable whips at

the lowest possible prices consistent with

best workmanship.

They have recently placed on the market

a number of new leading lines of whips,

which have been well received by the trade

generally. They carry an enormous manu-
j

factured stock, and are in a position to

complete all orders the day they are re-

ceived.

For durability, quality, finish, etc., their

goods have an enviable reputation through-

out the whole Dominion.
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t The Largest Facilities. $

i The Best Quality of Work.

|
THE CANADIAN RUBBER CO

t

of IVIoirtreal

MONTREAL TORONTO. WINNIPEG.

Manufacturers of

r

t

U

Rubber Belting

Hose

Packing1

Etc.

8
Seamless Tube

NA/rite for Discounts.
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THE ART OF WINDOW DRESSING
A Series of Articles by Experts.

ANY hardware mer-

chants do not realize

what a great trade-

bringing factor a

good window tiim is.

They seem to think

that window dressing

is only intended for

the dry goods and

fancy goods stores,

and are under the

impression that such

lines as hardware are

not attractive-looking

articles, and cannot be made so, owing to

the nature of the goods and their colors,

etc. This is a mistake, and the hardware-

man who neglects to give attention to his

window (rims overlooks his best paying

advertisement and one if properly arranged,

ticketed, etc., will return him more dollars

and cents for his time and trouble than

any other scheme he can devise. Some of

the most artistic and attractive trims I ever

saw were made from a stock of hardware.

'Tis true that hardware articles are gener-

ally not very attractive in themselves, but

when they are arranged in some artistic

design, on a pretty background, or in some

novel manner, they never fail to draw

attention.

A CASE IN POINT.

The possibility of making goods talk for

themselves was shown with much emphasis

in one of the large hardware stores in

Chicago recently. The proprietor or some

of his assistants evinced great ingenuity in

the arrangement of the goods. There was

the usual display of bright steel wares in

the showcases, but it was on the walls,

where they could not fail to be seen, that

the genius of the store trimmer showed

itself. On each side of the store, near the

front entrance, a space was divided off

(about ioft. square), and covered over with

jet black cloth, neatly bordered in yellow.

Black cloth is much better than painting

the space black, as the fabric possesses a

softer surface and tends to show the polished

steel tools to better advantage. In these

spaces was an advertisement, fine and

simple, in plain English, but the lettering

was done with tools. A study of a hard-

ware catalogue will show any bright clerk

that, with chisels, bits, files, punches, cold

chisels, and other straight tools of various

lengths, any combination of letters can be

made, even the crooked ones like S and R.

displays exceed, by far, those of a confusing
In this sign the letters were of uniform size, , ,, ,.B mass of all lines,
but the line varied, giving the whole a very

attractive appearance.

The following will convey an idea of how

this novel ad. read :

It is PLANE to be seen that our ADZE are

strictly honest. This is on the LEVEL. Business

with us is done on the SQUARE. You can CHAIN
your faith to that. Low prices RULE here. If you

don't see what you want AXE for it.

These ideas, if worked now and again in

the windows, set people talking about your

store and your novel ideas. What better

advertisement can you have than to have

people interested in your modes of attraction ?

INDIVIDUAL DISPLAYS.

It is always preferable, when possible, to

have individual displays, that is displays of

one line of goods instead of a mixture of

everything. These individual trims leave

a better impression on the public. Trims

composed of a little of everything only

confuse the eye. People are attracted by a

display of one particular line the same as

the attention would be attracted to a big

man or a big horse, etc. Let one trim be

composed of a line of table cutlery, another

time show shears, another time builders'

materials, at another time all tinware,

sporting goods, at house-cleaning time show

all house cleaning goods, in hot weather

make a display of ice cream freezers,

refrigerators, ice tongs, picks, lemonade

squeezers, etc. The results from separate

WINDOW TICKETS.

Dressing windows without ticketing the

goods shown is waste of time. I consider a

hardware display robbed of its effectiveness

as a sales-bringing trim, unless there is a

good supply of price and descriptive cards

in it. To assure yourself of this fact, just

experiment some time on this. Put in a

trim not ticketed and then one well price-

ticketed and note the difference in results.

Goods bearing a price card put in the

window will generally sell themselves with-

out the aid of a salesman, except to roll

them up and take the money for them. As

to the making of these cards, any ordinary

salesman with a little practice will soon

learn to make neat price tickets and large

window cards. Water colors are easily

made and are the cleanest for general use.

They are made up by taking a package of

"Diamond" dye (the color you desire to

use). Put about quarter of the package in

a tin cup. Add enough mucilage to make

a thick paste and then add water. A
lighter or darker shade can be had by

increasing or diminishing the quantity of

water. A sable brush, size 4 or 5, is the

proper brush to use. White cardboard for

the tickets can be bought at any stationer's

for 4 or 5c. per sheet ; size 24 x 28 inches.

FRAMEWORK.
As hardware is a difficult line of goods

from which to make bright, catchy trims,

An Attractive Miscellaneous Display.
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Trade Mark.

"The Only Tools You'll Need."

DUNLOP TIRES
for I90I.

The advance couriers of trade will call upon you soon with the prettiest line of wheels you ever saw.

When you order don't neglect the most important detail in the specifications—Dunlop Tires.

Short-sighted manufacturers may try to " ring in " cheap tires as substitues for " Dunlop's"—
the tire that every buyer asks for.

We have bettered the Dunlop Tire this year with the thickened tread—more rubber on
the wear surface—more resiliency—more value for the same money.

Dunlop Tires are simple—an ingenious application of the natural law of expansion forms
the basis of their construction.

Endless wires that do not expand provide the rigidity of adherence to the rim. Without
these wire protectors a few months' wear would render the outer cover liable to a " blow-off."

Bicycle dealers know the value of the Dunlop Tire. Twelvemonth guarantee.

The
Thickened
Tread

THE DLJINLOF* TIRE
TORONTO.

Note.—Perhaps you could make money handling the Dunlop Solid
Rubber Carriage Tire. Write for the Catalogue and Price List.

CO., Limited

Depots in Montreal, St. John,
Winnipeg and Vancouver

Weston

ONTARIO.
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much of the brightness of it has to be made

up in the backgrounds and frameworks. A
good idea is to get a set of half circles

made of 1x4 in. lumber, About a dozen

of these (in diameter about 3 ft.) is sufficient.

They can be worked into circles, arches,

and dozens of different designs, and

arranged in the windows inartistic manners

and goods displayed on them. They should

be first covered with black or colored cam-

bric or print. For nickel or cutlery, black

looks best. These frames can be made for

a trifle. They should be put together with

screws or fine nails, so as when they are

being taken down they will not be destroyed

in trying to get them apart as they would

be if large nails were used. The circles

and designs made with these can be latticed

in with white tape or crinkled paper. This

makes a prettty effect. The illustrations

lawn mower, etc. This would make a

pretty, neat and attractive trim, and would

be a big relief from the everyday trim. A
card calling attention to gardening utensils

would help it out.

HOUSE-CLEANING GOODS.

About the first week in April is a good

time to get in a good display of house-

cleaning goods. A big trade can be done

at this time through good displays of this

kind. Price and description tickets should

be used freely, and a big card, appropriately

worded, calling attention to the goods as

being necessary for house-cleaning. This

display should consist of everything that

can be thought of throughout the stock, for

instance : Brooms, whisks, tubs, pails,

washboards, stepladders, whitewash brushes,

whiting and calcimine, paints, enamels,

varnishes, scrub brushes, dust pans, clothes-

A Display of Cutlery, Oil Stoves, Etc.

will convey ideas that can be used in trims

with these light frameworks.

DISPLAYS OF COAL STOVES.

In displays of coal stoves a good

idea is to place an electric light in each

stove, over this puff an orange sheet of

tissue paper. Turn off all the window lights

but those in the stoves and a beautiful

effect will be had at night, the stoves all

looking as if they had a good warm fire in

them.
GARDENING TOOLS.

For a good display during the spring, a

nice idea for showing tools used for garden-

ing is made by sodding the bottom of the

window, and, in the centre, make a flower-

bed, in which place a few geraniums, etc.,

and on the grass could be placed a garden

hose, watering can, rake, lawn clippers,

lines, stovepipe varnishes, picture hooks

and wire, carpet sweepers and beaters,

ironing boards and irons, clothes racks,

mops, etc. A good display of this sort, well

ticketed, is sure to interest every housewife.

CAMP SUPPLIES.

Another good, taking trim during the

camping out season is made by arrangiug

a camp scene in the window. Throughout

the scene arrange hardware articles useful

in a camp. There are a hundred-and one

different articles that can be found to go

with this display, such as saws, hammers,

axes, hatchets, lanterns, camp stoves,

cooking utensils, tinware, etc. Sporting

goods and fishing tackle can also be shown

in this manner. What is required is novelty

—something out of the ordinary line of

display as seen every day.

BIRD CAGES AND RAT TRAPS.

A display of bird cages and rat traps

shown together is all right. A novel display

that drew large crowds was recently seen in

a hardware store. Rat traps (the cage kind)

were piled up one on top of the other in a

pyramid shape, and in each was seen a live

rat. A card bore the following :

RAT HYPNOT1ZERS
I5C EACH.

In the hardware business, there are

dozens of lines of goods that make good,

attractive, business-bringing windows, and

the trimmer can find varieties of ways for

showing these wares, if he just takes time

and thinks out novel, catchy ways for

showing these goods. The illustrations give

ideas that can be used in displays of cutlery,

stoves, tinware, etc. H H.

WHAT MADE A DISPLAY EFFECTIVE.

"It is astonishing," said a hardware

clerk to me a few days ago " what a differ-

ence is caused by little things in window

display. This was demonstrated very for-

cibly in connection with a display I made a

week or two ago.

" The goods shown were household

smallwares, goods that most people like to

have but don't really need. I had made a

false bottom for the window, so that it rose

in tiers about six inches deep from front to

back. On each of these tiers I had a

dozen or so small piles of goods. As I had

paper of different colors for all the tiers,

and the articles were not unattractive, the

window was a good one. Many people

looked at it, but few seemed to be per-

suaded by it to come in and get some of

the goods shown.

" Feeling that something should be done

to make it sell goods (a window is of no

value unless it does that), I went outside to

see if I could find out some way to im-

prove it. While I was there two farmers

came along and stopped to look at the

window. One of them noticed some ther-

mometers. He first asked me the price
;

then if they could be depended on. When
I answered him, he laughed, and said that

he had always thought good ones were very

expensive. He guessed he would take one

home.

"I was not slow to take the hint. My
display lacked price tickets and informa-

tion cards. Straightway I set to work ta '

-i

make them. I ticketed everything, and

where I could say a good word for any of

the articles I did so.

'
' The result was that while there did not

seem to be more people looking at the dis-

play than before, the sales due to it were
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BUSINESS PRESTIGE

!

—In all kinds of Cooking and Heating Goods.

OUR PAST.

OUR FUTURE.

HOW WE
ADVERTISE.

ALL TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

IT'S A
SURE THING.

DON'T MISS
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE.

t

4
t

It is no idle boast to claim that our manufactures have been

pre eminent in Canada for many decades.

Having been leaders in our branch of business for more than

half of the past century—so we hope to lead in the future.

Constant progress is our watchword—and by keeping pace

with the times, and keeping faith with our patrons, we expect not

only to maintain but to greatly increase our business prestige.

Even more vigorously than in the past we aim to help the

dealers who sell our goods by most extensive advertising in all parts

of Canada of Oxford Lines. The direct benefit of thus

creating a strong public interest and demand is felt immediately by

our patrons all over the Dominion.

Our intention is to spare neither trouble nor expense in ade-

quately advertising our many lines of Oxford Cooking and Heating

Goods—the newest methods available will be employed—and the

dealers who handle these lines will enjoy the prompt response and

easy sales that result.

Consider these points.

Decide whether it won't pay you best to deal in wares that are

up to the highest standard of quality—and that are going to be

pushed in every locality of our country by expert advertising.

We have prepared for 1901 business with many new lines and

improved features—so it's only justice to your own best interests to

wait to see our new Spring Catalogue, almost ready for distribution,

before making arrangements for Spring orders.

If you are not already on our mailing list, send
in your address and get our catalogue.

Those who handle Oxford Lines in 1901 are sure of big business.

The GDRNEY FOUNDRY CO.. Limited
Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver.

THE GUR1SEY-MASSEY CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

.*$
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much larger. Up to that time I thought

tickets were good enough, but not at all

necessary. Now I think many lines can-

not properly be sold without them."

A MISTAKE OFTEN MADE.
" Could an inexperienced man make a

good window display ?" I asked a veteran

trimmer some time ago.

"For instance, if I want to push painters'

supplies, I first advertise them in the local

papers, devoting as much attention to

quality as to price. Then I put them in

my window. I make a background of the

heavier goods, such as white lead kegs,

paris green kegs and drums, putty bladders

and tins, etc. I make brushes, putty-

A Stove Display.

"That depends," was the reply. "If

he has the knack, his first window might be

an excellent one,"

"Are there any pitfalls that new men

generally get into ?
" I again asked.

" Not many. The worst is the tendency

to talk price, to emphasize cheapness. It is

the same mistake as that which advertisers

generally make. Everybody knows that

an article can easily be sold at a low price.

Consequently, a new man, in order to swell

his sales, will be tempted to continually tell

how cheap his goods are—what great bar-

gains he offers. The result may be a big

increase in the turnover, but when the net

profit is accounted the results are often far

from satisfactory. The able and successful

merchant, however, is the one who gets a

big turnover at a good margin. His

energies are directed to this end, and, of

course, his window trimming shows it.

While he makes an excellent use of price

tickets, the prices are accompanied by some

reference to quality. 1 have found that

since I have followed this principle in all

advertising and window trimming I have

earned the reputation of carrying goods of

first-class quality. This enables me to get

a fair profit."

PART OF A SYSTEM OF P I^RTI SI NG.

"After experimenting with window tiim-

ming for some time,
'

' said a retailer the other

day, "I have come to the conclusion that

it is most forceful when treated as part of a

system of advertising.

knives, etc., into designs, such as circles,

stars, etc., at the back and sides. The

centre space I fill up with all kinds of goods

which painters use. At the front I arrange

dry colors in small saucers. Besides having

price tickets and hint cards, I put in some

central place a card giving some reason

why painters, amateur as well as profes-

sional, should secure their supplies right off

and right here.

" Then, all my help have instructions to

talk up our paint. We always aim to con-

vince people that, while no startling bargains

are offered, a sufficient reduction has been

made in prices to make it a good time

to buy. I find that when we join

the forces of our newspaper advertising,

window trimming and our own influence

the results are excellent."

A SPORTING GOODS DISPLAY.

A window display in which sporting

goods were the principal features was

recently illustrated in an exchange. The

top, back and sides of the window were

enclosed. To the sides were neatly

attached guns and rifles. At the back was

described, by the aid of drapery, a large

circle reaching almost from the top to the

bottom of the back wall, with an oval on

either side almost as deep. Within each

of these ovals were hung two pairs of box-

ing gloves, and on either side of the central

circle, only a little distance from the wall,

was suspended a punching bag. Standing

on the floor of the window and immediately

in front of the large circle was an old-

fashioned windmill. To the wings of this

windmill were fastened penknives with the

blades open at various degrees. To the

well of the windmill facing the window were

attached scissors of various sizes, some

closed, others partly closed and others

again wide open. Arranged on the floor

of the window were lanterns, knives,

revolvers, compasses and cutlery. Judging -4

from the illustration the display must have

been a particularly striking one, and from

our brief description of it retail hardware-

men may be able to arrange a similar

display.

A MOURNFUL BUT A STRIKING WIN DOW TRIM.

In connection with the Queen's death a

number of artistic windows were shown in

Toronto. Rice Lewis & Son's corner window,

on King and Victoria streets, was especially

attractive, the simplicity and taste displayed

in the design making it probably the best of

all. In the front of the window, a few

inches from the glass, a framework of light

wood, about six feet square, formed the

base of a pyramid, from which black goods

were draped toward the back of the window,

where the smaller end of the pyramid was

about a foot and one half square. With

this small end, covered with black goods,

as a background a white marble bust of

the Queen stood on a small projecting

platform, the sides of the pyramid making,

as it were, a deep frame for it. The con-

trast between the snow white of the bust

and the black draping was very effective.

The bust was made in Italy and only one

other of the kind is believed to be in

Canada. In value it is worth several

hundred dollars. We herewith reproduce a

rough sketch of the window display with

Rics Lewis A Son's Memorial Window.

r I

the hope of not only giving our readers an

idea of the effect of the display, but that it

may suggest to them ideas whereby it might

be utilized by themselves in window

trims.
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THE CANADA HARDWARE CO., L

Shelf and Heavy Hardware

Imited

ONLY WHOLESALE

MONTREAL

THE GEM FOOD CHOPPER IS THE BEST.

WHOLESALE ONLY

Arcade Files

are the best.

We are agents

for them.

How it Chops:

Arcade Files are

fully warranted.

We sell large

quantities.

20th Century Ammunition.

Agents for THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO

1 to 25 Quarts.

Best Advertised

Freezer

on Market.

1 to 25 Quarts.

Makes Ice Cream
in 2 minutes.

THE IDEAL
Elegant and Durable.

Standard and High
Grade Quality Lawn
Mowers at lowest
market prices.

Monarch.
F. & N. High Grass.
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Brown,
Boggs & Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Wire Solder Machine.

Can Making Machinery

Canners' Processing,

Machinery

Evaporating Ma^ffinety

Tinsmiths^OMnd Machines

.v\*
v

.yPresses, Dies, Etc., and

\ Sheet Metal Working Tools of any

description

A. C. Incandescent Arc

Lamps

Arc Lamp Riggings

-vwwwivwvwwwwww

Moore & Bristol Tomato Can Filler.

Hamilton,
Canada.
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PIES
"as good as mother made"

AND NONE COULD BE BETTER.

For they were made in a stove

manufactured by . . .

Jas. Stewart & Co.
OVER 50 YEARS AGO.

"GOOD
CHEER"
RANGE

of to-day however, with its SHEET STEEL OVEN bakes just as good

pies as were ever made by "mother," but with A GREAT DEAL LESS

FUEL, and is much more ornamental and convenient than <what she

had to put up with, but we wont go back on mother.

EVERY "GOOD CHEER" RANGE
EVERY "GOOD CHEER" COAL COOK

and EVERY "GOOD CHEER" WOOD COOK

HAS A STEEL OVEN
AND EVERY STOVE IS GUARANTEED.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY.

The JAS. STEWART MFG. CO., Limited.

JAS. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG, MAN..
Sole Representative for Manitoba and N.W.T. WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT IN HARDWARE STORES.
Some of the Ideas Obtaining To=day.

'HAT changed
conditions result

in new methods

i s abundantly

attested in the

remarkable de-

velopment in

recent years in

devices designed

to economize
space, in order

to save time and money in the retail hard-

ware store.

The advent of the big stores, with their

extensive connection and their ever-increas-

ing desire to spread the field of their

activity, has caused such keenness of com-

petition that new methods have been sought

whereby the cost of doing business should

be lessened and it made possible to reduce

the margin of profit sufficiently to resist the

encroachments of all competitors.

The effect has been to develop among
hardwaremen and their assistants a desire

for progress, the ability to design improve

ments and the courage to execute them.

Every department of business is affected,

from the bookkeeper's desk to the coal oil

tank, and the time of every person about

the store is economized, from the employer

to the messenger boy. The change has

been so widespread that to-day it would be

difficult to determine what has been the

most valuable improvement or what more

generally adopted.

The introduction of plate glass windows

is not of recent date, yet their use became

general in this country within the memory
of the majority of hardware dealers. Their

advantage is to-day so generally recognized

that little need be said in their favor now.

In fact, the merchant of to day is consider-

ing a step in advance of an altogether plate-

glass front. The advantages of prismatic

glass in giving light to the interior are such

that, in many of the best stores now going

up, there is a strip of prismatic glass from a

foot to a yard in width placed above the

plate front. Attention is now being devoted

to the interior arrangement of windows so

as to make them most effective. In many

cases mirrors have been placed in the sides

and back to double or triplicate the effect of

the display. Artificial floors are prepared

for use with the different classes of goods

shown, so as to make the display more

effective than would be the case were cutlery

to be shown on the same level as is best for

showing stoves, etc. The lighting of the

windows and, in fact, the whole interior is

also much considered.

ARRANGEMENT OF LIGHTS.

The most effective arrangement of lights

in the window that I have seen was in a

store erected about a year ago. There

were 10 or 12 eight candle-power electric

lights placed in the ceiling with reflectors

arranged so as to throw the light directly

onto the goods shown. Two more lights

were placed in the side of the window with

reflectors arranged with the same purpose.

DIVERSITY OF ARRANGEMENT.

There is great diversity in the appearance

of the most effectively arranged hardware

stores. The introduction of shelf boxes,

saw and cutlery cabinets, has done much to

make a hardware store look bright and

attractive. But to expect, or to aim at the

same neatness or even orderliness that are

essential qualities of the up-to-date grocery

store, would be sacrificing utility to appear-

ance, and the former is the more important

of the two.

Possibly the most noticeable improvement

of recent years is the widespread introduc-

tion of either a

CASH CARRYING SYSTEM

or cash registers. Where a bookkeeper is

employed the carrying system is undoubt-

edly the best. Where it is inconvenient to

have a bookkeeper or a clerk to attend to

change, the usefulness of a cash register is

unquestioned. While the great majority of

clerks are thoroughly honest, there are some
who are weaker in this regard than the rest.

It is, therefore, best that temptation should

be removed as much as possible from all.

Though their use is not yet as general as

that of the cash changing devices, wall

cabinets, shelf boxes, drop shelves, etc.,

are rapidly becoming a part of hardware

store fixtures. In the arrangement of these

modern devices the hardwareman shows

his thorough study of conditions and

methods.

THE SAW CABINET

is so designed that all manner of carpen-

ters', wood-workers' and butchers' saws

are easily examined by a customer outside

the counter. There are so placed, more-

over, as to be opposite one of the divisions

in the counter, so the customer can ap-

proach the case without going behind the

counter.
4

The shelf-boxes and drop-shelves are

now devoted to almost every kind of

smallware in the store.

THE BEST BOXES

are a patent device, patented and manu-
factured by a former hardwareman, J. S.

Bennett, Toronto, yet many dealers are

satisfied with the home made article,

notwithstanding its greater bulkiness and
less attractive appearance. The drop shelf

has never, to my knowledge, been patented.

The idea is to have a shelf attached by

hinges at the bottom, and so connected by

chains at the side that when open it makes
a stand for holding goods to show cus-

tomers. The best contrivance of this

nature that I have seen is installed by

Russill' s-in-the-Market, Toronto.

On the front of these boxes or shelves,

samples of the goods contained within are

shown. Ingenuity is sometimes necessary

to attach the goods firmly, but it is gener-

ally done well. In some cases—for in-

stance, fine cutlery, such as good jack-

knives, embroidery scissors, etc.—it has

been found by more than one proprietor

that attaching these goods to the outside of

boxes or shelves depreciates their worth

considerably. One dealer has, therefore,

installed glass fronts to several shelves, and

arranged these goods to show from within.

Another has removed all his cutlery to his

counter showcase.

The division of goods is also note-

worthy. All

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

are kept by the up-to-date merchant in one

section of his store. One standing in front

of this section will see a great variety of

prepared paints on open shelves, dry colors

in draw shelves or boxes, brushes, chamois,

putty knives, etc.. hung up or displayed on

the counter, glass-cutting block, putty, oils,

sundries, etc., all arranged to attract atten-

tion. Household smallwares are in another

division, carpenters' tools in another, while

garden tools, farmers' tools, etc., are in

separate divisions of their own. If tinware,
,

harness or carriage hardware be handled,

they are in departments of the store distinct

from others in the store. If stoves are sold,

the centre of the store is generally devoted

to them. Here, another improvement of

recent years is noted. Whereas in past
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KELSEY
A Heat Maker.

CORRUGATED
WARM AIR GENERATOR

Warms all Rooms

at all Times.

Proper Results

Guaranteed where

others have

Failed.

5,000 to

100,000 Cubic

Feet Capacity.

Most Heat with

Least Fuel.

Produces a large

Volume of Mild

Warm Air.

Warms Distant

Rooms as well as

those near

Heater.

Made in six sizes,

EOOISTOnVLIC^-L, HEALTHFUL, durable.
IN SUCCESSFUL OPERATION *n nearly 250 Towns and Cities in Canada.

WHAT KELSEY USERS SAY
Mr. John D. Ronald, Brussels, Ont.

"It exceeds our highest expectations both in large supply of nice
warm air (not burnt and dry) and great economy of fuel."

Public School Board, Calgary, N. W.T.
"They give more warmth and use less fuel than the furnaces they

replaced."

Rev. W. W. McMaster, Bank St. Baptist Church, Ottawa, Ont.
" So far as I can see. it is just about perfect. I never saw a furnace that

was so easily managed."

Mr. T. N. Cassidy, 469 King St- . London, Out.
" It is my candid opinion that it is the most satisfactory furnace manu-

factured."

Rev- Edward Bushell, St. Mathias Church, Westmount, Que.
"The two Kelseys are doing their work admirably, and give entire

satisfaction."

Rev. Father Laurent, St. Mary's Church, Lindsay, Ont.
" It is certainly a heat-maker and a fuel-saver."

Public School Board, Drayton, Ont.
" We all agree that for even temperature, saving of fuel, and ease of

regulating, the Kelsey cannot be beaten."

Public School Board, St. Marys, Out.
" They produce more heat with less fuel ; also a better quality of air."

Mr. John Rourke, St- Thomas, Ont.
" Kitchen, bathroom and bedroom 22 feet distant, and heated perfectly."

Mr. W- S. Foster, Wawanesa, Man.
" It is an ideal coal furnace."

Mr- J. D. Landers, Winnipeg, Man.
" Has given the greatest satisfaction with comparatively little fuel."

Rev. John R. Phillips, St. Thomas, Ont.
" I cannot say too much in its favor."

Mr. John C. Hicks, Winnipeg, Man.
" Does not burn nearly as much coal as the old one, and gives a better

quality of mild, warm air."

First Methodist Church , Picton, Ont.

"Consumption of fuel 40 per cent, less than we expected. They are
simply perfection."

Mr. Geo. P. Graham, M.L.A., Brockville, Ont.
" We think the Kelsey the best heater in sight for economy of fuel and

satisfactory results."

EXCLUSIVE AGENCIES GIVEN. IF INTERESTED WRITE FOR PRINTED MATTER
GIVING FULL PARTICULARS AND EXPERIENCE OF USERS,

THE JAMES SMART MFG. CO., Limited
BEOCKVILLE, OIDT'LA.IRIO-

When writing please say : " Saw your ad. in ' Hardware and Metal.' " EXCLUSIVE MAKERS FOR CANADA.
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years stoves were often shown on the floor

without even being on their feet, now they

are properly set up on stands from six

inches to one foot high, so that a customer

minutely examines before buying. It would

seem that the hardwareman has learned

that it

PAYS TO SELL- STOVES'

on their merits and to have a custorher

understand them before purchasing. This

has been found true, in fact, about almost

every article for sale in a hardware store.

The number of contrivances for saving

time or space is steadily increasing. One

of the best of these is the Bowser oil tank,

which is practically a pump, which not only

draws oil from the cellar, but measures the

quantity with unfailing accuracy. This

saves space in the store, only occupying

about 5x3 ft., and also time, formerly

spent going downstairs and in measuring.

A good device, which was described by

Hardware and Metal some time ago, is

A SHOT CASE,

which one of the clerks in Russill's, Toronto,

designed. This is made of wood, with a

glass front and with compartments made of

zinc. Each of these compartments is fed

from the top with a funnel. When orders

are being filled the shot or powder runs

down a trough, the flow being controlled by

a tin slide door. A pair of small scales are

placed on top of this case, so that an order

for shot or powder can be filled in remark-

ably quick time.

Racks for shovels, rakes, forks, etc., are

now generally used. These are so placed

that the goods can be easily removed by a

customer waiting in the store. The ar-

rangement is simply a number of small

boards projecting from a long one, each of

the small ones having several notches on

which the heads of the forks, rakes, etc.,

easily grip. One rack I noticed the other

day had, in addition, several iron rods sus-

pended from the board and bent to sustain

the shorter shovels, etc.

A RACK FOR AXES.

The favorite way among up-to date men

to hold axes seems to be to have a strong

rack, in which holes are cut to contain iron

rods. These rods are easily removed, so

that when a customer desires to, he can

have a more thorough examination of the

goods. This style of rack is also used for

holding twine. A good place to keep the

twine is at one end of a counter. Vises are

kept on a somewhat similar rack, except

that instead of being placed on removable

rods they are attached to firm boards.

Whip racks are so common and simple as

to be hardly worth noting here. Another

simple device, which is not so common,

however, is a

RACK FOR RAZOR STROPS.

This is merely a hoop with holders attached

for the handles of the strops to grip. Axe

handles are sometimes shown on a stand

with notches into which the handles fit.

A SCHEME FOR HANDLING\ ROPE.

The custom of arranging r«pe in the

cellar with, an end running through holes

bored in the "flcJof-ta.-the^ store proper is

steadily growing. Another arrangement is

to have the rope hung on a large rack from

which it is easily unwound.

A STAND FOR WRINGERS.

Some manufacturers have recognized the

tendency towards making goods show well

in small space. I have in mind a firm of

wringer manufacturers who make a display

stand on which their goods are shown

effectively. But the effectiveness of this

stand was increased by one Toronto dealer.

The stand is sent out varnished about the

same shade as the woodwork of the wrin-

gers. This dealer recognized that the effect

would be better if there was a contrast

between the stand and the goods, so the

stand was painted a dark red. Another

manufacturing firm sent out excellent stands

for displaying carpet . sweepers. The
patented display stands which are now

being sold so extensively have much to

commend themselves as they can be

adapted to so many purposes for either

interior or window display.

THE COUNTER

of the up-to-date hardware store receives

much attention. Instead of the bulky

wooden arrangement of former years, at

least one counter in every store to-day

boasts a glass showcase on which are sliding

boards, upon which goods are shown to

customers. In these cases the more pro-

fitable lines are shown, such as cutlery,

valuable tools, etc. Great care must be

taken with these goods to have them always

present a neat, attractive appearance.

Underneath this case, in front of the counter,

certain lines can be well kept. One of the

best lines to keep in front of the counter is

nails. These are most easily handled if

the space for them is sufficiently open to

permit a big handful being taken out. The

canting bins are excellently adapted for

this purpose.

RODS FOR THE CEILING.

Not content with making the most of his

windows, floor, walls and counters, the

modern hardwareman expends much inge-

nuity to make his ceiling contribute to swell

his turnover. Rods are fastened, some close

to the ceiling, some low enough to hang

lanterns, etc. upon. These rods are devoted

to displaying all the light, bulky articles.

An important feature of to day's interior

fixtures is the use of

PRICE TICKETS,

suggestion cards, etc. The policy of every

up-to date merchant is, of coarse, one price

for all. So he tickets practically everything

in his store so that a customer waiting to be *

served may practically do his or her own

buying without any of the clerks' assistance.

These cards are augmented by many placed

throughout the store with seasonable sug-

gestions. These are generally written by

either the properietor himself or one of the

clerks.

A significant fact of the development in

store arrangement is that practically all the

most up-to date dealers encourage their

clerks to make suggestions re improvements

and, where advisable, allow the clerk to

work out his ideas in his spare time. It is

surprising how apt a number of clerks

become in making improvements, writing

cards, and in other similar work.

HOLDERS FOR GLASS GLOBES.

The accompanying illustrations show a

couple of glass globe holders designed by

an old English hardwareman. It will be

noticed that one can be suspended and the

1 w

1:/

y

XJ

other stood on a counter or shelf. The
inventor declares he saves 90 per cent, in

breakage.
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ACETYLENE GAS.

The

only

Machine

that

has

stood

the

test.

Send for Catalogue
and References.

OUR SYSTEM IS "CARBIDE TO WATER."

THE CUELPH ACETYLENE CAS CO., limited

HAMILTON WHIP CO.
—MANUFACTURERS OF—

Fine Whalebone

and Rawhide WHIPS
Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of the Famous

MONARCH AND NAPOLEON RAWHIDE WHIPS

Specialties

:

. Fine Whalebone and Vulcanized Rubber-Lined

Rawhide Whips. English Holly Coach Whips.

It will pay you to wait for our traveller,CHEAP WHIPS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Office, Factory and Warerooms

119,121, 123 Mary St. ...HAMILTON, ONT.
Kastern Representatives : \V. L. Halriimand * Son. St. Dizier St.. Montreal, Que.
Western Representatives : MacKenzie Bros., P.O. Box b',y, Wiuuiptg, Man.

\ £

Gananoque Spring and

xle Co., Limited,

GANANOQUE, ONTARIO, CANADA.

Manufacturers of____^.^^^^^.

Wagon, Carriage and Seat
Springs.

Collinge, Mail Long Distance and
Common Axles and Wagon Skeins,

Capacity 100,000 Sett per Annum.
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THE STORY OF A SUCCESSFUL

HARDWARE BUSINESS * & <* * «*
Founded
on

Fact . .
•

w^^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^

FRED THOMPSON and Harry MoiOn
had been warm friends for years.

They had been chums at school,

where the difference in their manners and

appearance had excited much banter from

&tt-Yt companions. Fred was early known

ajT'vPyigy." because of his bulkiness and

j&sy gwing manner, while Harry was nick-

named " Pug, " because of his early prowess

wry his fists and his readiness to use them.

Thevhad left school about the same time,

- Soth starting as messenger boys in stores in

thefr-*ome town, a place of about 4,000

population. Fred went into a dry goods,

Harry into a hardware store.

/
<The intimacy was maintained throughout

the years during which they learned some-

liiing of the tiresomeness of running mes-

sages, the difficulties in the pathway of the

tlerk, and some of the intricacies of business.

To the astonishment of almost everyone,

Fred seemed to make a much better clerk

than his old chum. His manner with cus-

f tomers, while possibly not as brisk as some

of the hurried ones would like, was so con-

tinuously genial, and his memory of names

and faces so thorough, that he was a general

favorite. Harry, while a favorite with his

employers, did not "draw" trade because

of his affability. He was constantly on the

move, and when his customer was served

he busied himself with some other duty.

His knowledge of the goods he handled

was, however, much superior to most clerks

of his age.

One August evening, when they were

both about 22 years of age, they were *' up

the river" together. Harry was rowing.

Suddenly he stopped.

" Can you put up $500 ? " was his unex-

pected question.

" How far up?" came the rejoinder.

"I'm not fooling. Could you raise #500

without giving a mortgage on what you'd

invest it in ?
"

" I've got more than that of my own,"

answered Fred.

" Well, I've been thinking for weeks

that there is a fine opening for another

hardware store in J -. I have #450,

and can easily get the rest from my father.

I'd like you to go shares with me."

''But I don't know the hardware trade."

"No; there would be a good deal for

you to learn. But you get along with

people so well that you'd soon be able to

sell more in a day than I would."

Fred was cautious, and it took Harry

months to convince him to make the ven-

ture. But he at last consented. A good

stand was secured. This was stocked with

the most up-to date goods on the market.

For two weeks before their store was opened

to the public they devoted a " double-

quarter-column " space to invitations to

young and old to call in and examine their

stock.

For the first year nothing but the regular

hardware lines were kept. Then they

accepted an agency for one of the most

widely advertised bicycles. There was no

bicycle repair shop in the town, and soon

they were sending parts to Toronto to be

either repaired or replaced. "This won't

do," said Harry one day ; we are losing a

good chance to make a few dollars by not

doing our own repairing."

" Well, I couldn't learn to do that, and

you haven't time,*
f
"ari?w"e?ed Fsfd.

" No, but we must get someone who can'
1

do it."

" Would it pay ?
"

" If Frank (a younger brother of Harry's,

who was acting as clerk) could do that in

his spare time, it would pay well. I was

thinking of advising him to take a year or

two off and secure a position where he

could learn the business. We could get a

mechanic to take his place while he is

away—one who could help around the store

while he is not busy."

The matter was fully discussed, and it

was finally agreed to try the experiment.

Frank secured a position in Montreal. A
capable man was hired to look after the

repair shop. The installation of this

department was well advertised, and it was

put on a paying basis much sooner than

anticipated.

This took up considerable space, and,

before long, floor room in the store was

congested. As the trade of the firm had

steadily increased, and had been done

on a fair margin, and as both of the

partners had been content to take out

of it only enough cash to pay necessary

personal expenses, there was some profit in

the first two years' business. This, and a

portion of the original capital, was devoted

to making an extension, which gave the

necessary floor space. By judicious adver-

tising, attention was directed to these

changes in such a way as to emphasize the

fact that the young firm was progressive.

While Fred devoted his time to con-

vincing customers of the comparative values

offered by Morton & Thompson, Harry

devoted so much time to planning, schem-
ing and studying that his partner often

called him a "modern-method" crank.

Many of his changes were slight, but some
were entirely radical, necessitating a com-

plete rearrangement of the goods in the

store.

In two years Frank came back with a

good general knowledge of mechanics.

Instead of dismissing the man who had

been secured to look after the repair work

while Frank was away, the firm agreed that

it would be far more advantageous to branch

out a little more and to repair all kinds of

small machinery, implements, etc. This

was found profitable from the first, and the

business done steadily increased until about

two years ago a machine shop was opened,

and first class lathes, punches, etc., installed,

and the manufacture of hardware specialties

started. Now a jobbing trade extending

over several counties is done in many lines.

In the meantime the trade in the store

has steadily increased. The town has grown

materially during the past five years and

severa"T*mdu^tries have been started. These

Have caused a demand for several lines

hitherto "not handled. These lines have

been put into stock.
1
In the case of one line

which is neither made in Canada nor

handled by the wholesale dealers here the

name of the manufacturer in Europe was

secured and the stock imported direct. In

addition to their regular hardware lines they

have put into stock a big range of both

carriage hardware and harness. Last fall a

second extension was necessary. When
this was being made, shelf boxes, bicycle

stepladders and other modern devices were

installed.

The result is that while both partners are

still young men they own a business which

compares to advantage with any similar

concern within a radius of 50 miles. The

causes which contributed to these results

were, in the writer's opinion, an ever watch-

ful desire for improvement and a careful

study of conditions on the part of one mem-

ber of the firm, a wise, genial treatment of

customers on the part of the other, and the

ability as a mechanic of the younger brother,

who, by the way, has been admitted into

partnership.

D. O. M.
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HENDERSON & POTTS
Halifax and fiontreal.

Anchor'QWMte Lead and Zinc Paint

-v \VjSfilored Paints in Oil

•

I
\A Liquid House Paints

}^
k Floor and Roofing Paints

w
fo

" Varnishes for all purposes

Lacquers, Blue and Goldfor Canners

Japans and Dryers

Carriage Gloss Paints

Pure Colors in Oil

Superfine Colors in Japan
Marbleine Wall Tints

"Anchor" Strain Hat Enamel
Etc., Etc., Efa^

a
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SOLE MANUFACTURERS IN CANADA OF

Brandram Bros. & co's
l—ondon, England

B.B.felWHITE LEAD ™
^^^vREGlSTERED TRADE MARK^s^,

N^fei6^#^ Genuine White Lead.

Brandram's Genuine B.B. is the Best White Lead Made. It is unequalled

for whiteness, fineness and durability, and will cover more surface than any
other White Lead Paint.
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2X2MESH

TMullenS
Poultry NettinQ

Galvanize

N9I9 STEEL
WIRE

,vk
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MCMULLEN'S POULTRY NETTINGS
and LAWN FENCINGS are not surpassed In the world. Their

WOVEN WIRE FENCINGS have stood 16 years of very success-

ful testing.
TRADE DISCOUNT on Nettings:

I TO 5 ROLLS, 55 AND 5 PER CENT. OFF LISTS.

For SPECIAL PRICES on large quantities write the manufacturers at PICTON, ONT.

THE ONTARIO WIRE FENCING CO., Limited

FOR SALE, also, by the Canadian jobbers.

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited > JAMES COOPER,
VGeneral Agents, HAMILTON and MONTREAL. MONTREAL, Ry. Fencing.

^\ JAMES WRIGHT & CO.

v
Carriage Hardware and Iron Merchants.

Carriage and Wagon Forgings. Bar Iron and Steel.

Carriage Malleable Iron. Wrought Iron Pipe.

Carriage and Wagon Woodwork. Pipe Fittings, ett. ^

132 Dundas St., 133 Carling St., 443-445 Talbot St., LONDON, ONT.

We Can Quote Interesting; Prices on

vx

Bicycles

*A

Lamps, Bells, Cyclometers, Toe Clips, Saddles,

Cements, Oil and Lubricants, Wrenches, Pumps,
Oilers, Stands, Etc

1901 Catalogue now ready.

CAVERHILL, LEARNIONT & CO., - MONTREAL
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ENAriELLED WARE
OUR BRANDS Q

"Crescent"

"Premier"

"Colonial"

"White"
"Blue and White"

"White" and "Star"
Decorated. Cut Shows

Full Size

of

Spout.

EUREKA Steel Sap Spouts.

Can Trimmings.
Broad Hoop" and "Iron Clad" Patterns.

BROAD HOOP PATTERN.

SECTION OF OUR ROLLED RIM BOTTOM.

Patented 1894 and Improved up to date

"STANDARD"

Pleated Elbows
Made of " Blued Steel."

5", 6", 7" and 8".

Adjustable, readily fitting all

makes of pipe. Flat in the crimp,

easily cleaned, holds no dirt,

inside or out. Long in the

throat, which insures perfect

draught.

"APOLLO"

Kitchen Range

BoilerS "Galvanized

Made of " Apollo "

Open Hearth Steel.

Severely tested at 200 lbs. before

galvanizing (making tightness

doubly sure), and are perfectly

galvanized inside and out.

T¥ THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., \&*
Montreal.
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f BUSINESS AND ITS MANAGEMENT.
Pointed Articles Upon this Important Question.

4
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AVERAGING ACCOUNTS.
GEORGE \V. STORCK.

AVERAGING accounts is a subject

that few bookkeepers are familiar

with, and without exaggeration I

am free to confess that I do not believe that

one bookkeeper in ten can average an

account, and as one of our prominent

members stated on one occasion that he

knew of a bookkeeper who failed to obtain

a good position "just because he didn't

know the way." Gentlemen, this is not a

joke. This has set me seriously to thinking

about preparing an article on averaging

accounts with a view of not having other

positions lost on account of an average. I

have carefully taken into consideration not

only the theory but the practicability of each

average, and shall" fully illustrate same.

Among the different methods which I shall

illustrate will be a simple average, complex

average, throwing a balance forward by

means of part payments on account, etc.

The first illustration will represent a single

average. An easy method when there are

numerous items is to average each month

separately and then take the average dates

of the different months together to get an

average.

month, which will be the day of the month

on which the whole amount will be due.

The average would be all right when the

terms and dating were the same, but if the

dating differed it would be figured somewhat

differently, for examp'e :

June io, $400 3 mo. Aug. 16, $500 2 mo.
Aug 28, gioo 2 mo. Dec. 12, $300 1 mo.

items are all on one side. Take for the

focal date the earliest one in the account (of

maturity), ascertain the interest on each

amount from the focal date to the due date

of the item. Divide the total interest thus

obtained by the interest (at the same rate)

of the total dollars for one day. The result

will be the number of days to count forward

from the focal date, which will be the date

of maturity.

ILLUSTRATION NO. 2.

June 10 3 mo. September 10 x 400 equals $4°° equals o
From September 10 to August 16, 2 mo., October 16, 36 x 500 equals 18 000

10 to " 28, 2 mo , " 28, 48 x 100 equals 4,800
10 to December 12, I mo., January 12. 124 x 300 equals 37,200

81,300 divided into 60,000

equals 46 days forward from September 10 to October 26, or we might use the last date of maturily as a

focal date to count back from. As follows :

From September 10 to January 12 is 124 days x $400 equals 49,600
" October 16 to " 12 is 88 " x 500 equals 44,000

28 to " 12 is 76 " x 100 equals 7,600
" January 12 to " 12 x 300

equals 78 days back from January 12 to October 26.

I do not apptove of this method, for I

believe that it is easier to add than to sub

tract, and, for that reason, I prefer the first

method :

ILLUSTRATION NO. I.

January 10, $16.00.

February 10, 80.00.

January 15,

February 14,

Purchases—January 1,85000. January 3,81000.
" —February 3, 20.00. February 7, 40.00.

January 1 x 50 equals 50
"

3 x 10 30
10 x 16 " 160

15 x 31
"

465

107 divided into 707 equals 7 days from January o is January 7, 8i°7-

The average date is January 7.

February

831 00
60.00

81 ,300 divided into 101 ,200

ILLUSTRATION NO. 3.

Jan. 1 8 2°°. 3° Jays, due Jan. 31
Feb. 10... 100,10 ' " Feb. 20
Mar. 5.... 300,60 " " May 4
Apr. 20.... 400,30 " May 20

Figured at 6 per cent, per annum.
From Jan. 31 to Jan. 31 (the

earliest date of maturity) 8 2°°
From Jan. 31 to Feb. 20, 20

days' interest at 6 per cent . .

.

100
From Jan. 31 to May 4, 93 days'

interest on at 6 per cent 300
From Jan. 31 to May 20, 109
days' interest on at 6 per cent. 400

3 X 20 equals 60
7 x 40

'

'

280
10 x 80 800
14 x 60 "

840

200 divided into 1980 equals 9 days from February o is February 9, 8200.

Now take these averages of the two

months together as follows :

]an. 7— 107 From Jan. 7 to Feb. 9.

Feb. 9—200 x 23 equals 6,600 equals 21 days added— [to Jan. 7.

3°7

to January 28 the average date.

Rule—Multiply each Amount by the

figures of its posting date, divide the pro-

duct thus obtained by the total amount of

dollars, the result will be the number of

days forward from the zero date of the

Rule— Illustration 2 is as follows :

Multiply each amount by the number of

days from the maturity of the first item (as

a focal date), divide the product thus ob-

tained by the dollars of the account, the

result will be the number of days to count

forward from the focal date.

THE NEXT METHOD OF AVERAGING IS WHAT
IS KNOWN AS THE INTEREST METHOD.

To get an average by interest when the

"From a paper read before the New York Society of Accountants and Bookkeepers.

$<>-33>i

4.65

7*6%

$1,000 812.25

The interest on $2,000 for one day at 6 per

cent, is 16 -^c; this divided into the total

amount ot interest, #12.25=74 days for-

ward from January 31, is April 15, the

average date of the whole amount.

THROWING A BALANCE FORWARD.

This method of averaging accounts is

seldom met with, and I believe there are

very few who are familiar with same. The
illustration which I shall show will cause

the balance of the account to run forward

several years.

We will say that we have made the fol-

fowing purchases of John Jones from Janu-

ary 1 to 12, amounting to $1,000, with a

fall dating of November 1, 10 days (which

is often the case with mills, glovers, shoes,

etc.). On going throught our accounts on

January 16, we ntte this amount of in-
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WELLS' SPECIALTIES.

Merchants will find it to their advantage to push the

sale of these goods. Send for complete illustrated lists.

A. "THE WELLS LIGHT."

B. " " UNBREAKABLE" LAMPS AND OIL FEEDERS.

C. " "WASTE OIL" FILTERS.

D " "INDUSTRIAL" OIL LAMPS.

H " "LIGHTNING" PAINTING MACHINE.

A.C.WELLS SCO.,
103 Midland Rd.,

St, Pancras. LONDON, ENG.

BRUSHES, BROOMS

WOODENWARE
Mill, Chee

Tanne
se F"ac-tory and
rs' Supplies.

Ordered Work a Specialty

JNO. ALLIN, - Oshawa.

WHEELER & BAIN
Manufacturers of-

h'^oFugate^Q^fta/ctor PiGalvanized Iron E^etro^hf^orru&ate^(^naeictQr Pipe

.

Corrugated /f*4|^fiTig a od S>d i rVg^P C0£J\i^e<^a rro Skylights, etc.

RON SHEETS.

179 King St. East.

108 George St.,

TORONTO.

UNION MFC 20 Breckenridge St.,

y BUFFALO, NY.

Manufacturers
of . . .

PATENTED

Hardware
wwvwwvvwt

Specialties.

Complete lioe of

Foot Power

EMERY

GRINDERS.

NEW MODEL.
NO. I, UNION TOOL GRINDER. NO. 2. NO. 3.

All Steel Gear. With or Without Drilling Attachments.
Sold by all live Hardware Dealers throughout the World. Goods and Prices Guaranteed.

Union Mfg.

Co.

BUFFALO, N.Y.
and

MT. FOREST,
Ontario.
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debtedness, and as we are somewhat flush

we make them a part payment on account,

$750, on this date, with the distinct under-

standing that purchases and payments are

to be averaged and settlements made in

accordance therewith.

ILLUSTRATION NO. 4.

Bills Jan. 1 to 12, due Nov. 1 to 11, 51,000.00.
Jan. 16, on account, $750.00.

1900.

Jnn. 16

—

$ 75000 from Jan. 16 to Nov. n.
Nov. 11 — 1.000.00 x 299 divided bv 299,000 equals

[1,196 days from.
Bal #250

Jan. 16, 1900, is 3 yrs., 3 mo. and n days from Jan.
16, 1900, or April 27, 1903.

Now, at a first glance, you will ask : Is

this right ?

Now I will put it in a more simple way.

John Jones has had the use of our #750
from Jinuary 16, 1900, to November 11,

1900—a period of 299 days. The interest

on $750 for 299 days at 6 per cent, would

amount to $37 37, which he would owe me
for the use of my money on November n,
while the amount of the balance of $250—

I

have had the use of the same from Novem-
ber 11, 1900, to April 27. 1903, a period of

897 days. Now I would owe him interest

at 6 per cent, per annum for 897 days on

$250, which would amount to #37 37, so

that you can see that the balance of $250
would have to run long enough to equal the

amount of interest which I would be entitled

to had I settled the account on November
11.

Another proof :

We will presume that this day is April

27, 1903, and we desire to make a settle-

ment of the balance, $250.

ILLUSTRATION NO. 5.

Jan. 16, 1900 $750.00
Apr. 27, 1903 250.OO X 1,196

1,000) .99,000(299 days.

299 days added to Jan. 16, 1900, would give us
Nov. 11, the due date of our bills.

Let us look at this average again. Sup-

pose, on January 16, 1901, we desire to

settle the account, would we be entitled to

any interest ?

ILLUSTRATION NO. 6.

Bills due Nov. n, $1,000. Paid on account, Jan.
8750.00.

Jan. 16, 1900 $750.00

Jan. 16, 1901 250.00 x 365

1,000)91,250(91 days added.

to January i6, 1900—April 17, average

date of our payment, and we would be
entitled to interest on the full amount of

$1,000 from April 17 to November 11, or

about 6 months and 24 days at 6 per cent.

—534. Now, let us prove the correctness

of this, and reason this out.

The bill of $1,000 was due on November

11, and we settle their account on January

16, 1 901, or 66 days after the bills were past

due, consequently he would be entitled to

interest on $1,000 from November 11 to

January 16, 1901, 66 days, at 6 percent.,

or $11, while I would be entitled to interest

on my payment of $750 from January 16,

1900, to January 16, 1901, one year, at 6

per cent., $45. Now, the difference between

the $11 that he would be entitled to, and

the interest $45, would be $34, the

amount of interest we would be entitled to,

thereby proving the correctness of the

first method. In conclusion I wish

to say a few words regarding this last

average : You might come to the conclu-

sion that if I was flush at the time I made
this payment of $750 on account, why not

anticipate the whole account instead of

making a part payment and receiving less

interest ? In reply I would state that there

are certain times in a year when we do not

have so mire\»jjETlev. t If <qg^ anticipated,

the most that we cowL: obtawi vfchld be 6

per cent. p. a., and when- A^jlull tings

come arbundt if the money marke^f^-,
" tight," we would perhaps have to go out

and pay the same rate as we anticipated at,

but applying the money on accourit"Ttnthr£

way it tides you over the slack season, arfd

should you then have more money lying in

the bank than was necessary, you could

always discount that particular account.

Another thing that perhaps you have not

noticed, as I did not speak of discounts,

was that you were settling the account on a

basis of deducting 1 per cent, a month and

at the same time adding at the rate of 6 per

cent, per annum.

RULE FOR CREDIT LIMIT.

Thos. P. Robbins.

One of the safeguards of the national

banking system of the United States is the

provision that no bank shall loan to any

one individual or concern more than 10 per

cent, of its own capital. This is a wise law,

and, to the credit of our banks, it is

observed closely.

If business generally was conducted with

a view to allowing proper credit, restricted

by a kindred rule applicable to the circum-

stances, there would be less loss and conse-

quent derangement. It should be an axiom

that large lines of credit ought to be ex-

tended only by concerns of large capital.

We hear sometimes of houses, particularly

in certain lines, meeting with losses of

dimensions from 50 to 100 per cent, of their

capital. It is not always the fact that the

cause is ignorance, but usually the tempta-

tion to chance a credit with a hope of gain.

Some credit men may doubt that this state

of affairs does exist, but if inquiry is made

it will be clear that there is more or less

unwise crediting of this sort. Let us suggest

that if a concern has a capital of $25,000,

not impared, a credit of $2,500 be allowed,

and if their surplus is believed genuine,

grant 10 per cent, on that. Do not even

consider that if your own capital is $100.-

000 you can risk $10,000 in a particular

case. Go the banks one better and make
your rule apply on the credit asked and not

on your own capacity. There is no desire

to convey the impression that the banks *

have no consideration of the worth of the

borrower. The fact is they watch this, and

pretty closely, too.

Our sympathies naturally go out to the

small concerns. Capital is small, the com-

petition of the new combinations (we have

no trusts) is severe, and it takes a long time

for the enterprise to find the position that its

principles desire for it. It is all the more

necessary that the foundation should be

well laid. Supposing a concern with $10,-

000 capital should find a profitable customer

with a capital rating of $100,000, and pur-

chasing $5,000 monthly, on 90 days' time.

Should Ihe small house undertake to extend

th# credfit ? No, not by any means. It is

better to attempt to do small things first.

Some credit men cannot appreciate how

it would feel to have to follow strictly a 10

per cent, limit, as their own experience has

been in lines where the 10 per cent, has

scarcely ever been expected, sales being

large in number, well distributed, and not

in large amounts. Their hearts go out,

however, to houses who are known to have

almost their whole capital tied up in single

accounts gone wrong.

There are houses having not over 10

customers on their books, and still the

credit men of such institutions have their

troubles. Many deal with trade that buy in

small amounts and are here to-day and

there to morrow. Some large concerns are

reported in almost all of the failures in their

line. To all of these and any others, let us

suggest the application of a 10 per cent,

plan where practical, and in the appropriate

manner.

A REWARD FOR PROMPT PAYMENT.

A well known business man during a

recent speech, said :
" The sole and only

object of giving a discount is a reward for

prompt payment, and when prompt payment

is not secured by this means, then the

money is lost and the primary object of

paying it is not obtained. The sum annually
,

lost in this manner is an enormous one, and

materially reduces the profits of the busi-

ness. Doubtless much of this could be

saved by concerted action if all would take

hold of the matter with as much energy as

we apply to our private business."
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The Fairbanks
Company

MILL AND MINING SUPPLIES

Black and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe

Spiral Riveted Pipe

Fairbanks Asbestos Disc Valves

Asbestos Packed Cocks

Trucks, Barrows and Ore Cars

Pipe Fittings and Tools

The Fairbanks Standard Scales

The Fairbanks Company

749 Craig Street

MONTREAL
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RATIO OF STORE EXPENSES TO SALES.

A bu-iness wi.h an income at its heels,

Furnishes always oil for its own wheels.

THE regulation of the expense account

of a store is one of the most difficult

problems which confronts the pro-

prietor, and it is to the perusal of this account

to which he is indebted for a majority of the

wrinkles which time and worry bring to all of

us. To the careless or thoughtless manner

with which this account is suddenly reduced

or increased, is due at least 90 per cent, of

the business failures of our times. The finest

business in the world can be seriously em-

barrassed, or entirely ruined, by improper

management of its expenses, and an unusu-

ally prosperous year of sales be turned into

a total loss, when the balance sheet is

handed to the proprietor at the end of the

year. It is not only against excessive ex-

penses that the successful merchant must

guard his business, but also he must not

yield himself to the impulse to reduce his

expenses too low, and while effecting a sav-

ing in cents, cause thereby a loss of dollars.

LOSSES FROM ECONOMY.

Business prudence is a very good quality,

and most writers and speakers have extolled

the virtue of prudence and economy until

many business men, especially as they

grow older, have come to believe that a

saving in expense is a net gain equal to the

amount by which they have reduced the

account. While in some cases the nature

of the business may demand a decided

reduction in its expenses to meet a turn or

change in trade, still I believe it will gener-

ally be found true that where a business has

sustained certain necessary and proper

expenses for a number of years at a reason-

able profit, a reduction of the expense

account will ultimately cause more loss than

the temporary savings produced. This

is shown very often in the matter of salarieF.

Take, for instance, a firm which has been

employing a number of first class salesmen,

at a good salary and which has prospered

and made money above its expenses. Now,
suppose the business to have reached a firm

and solid foundation, through the efforts of

those salesmen, until it almost seems to

" run itself." Then, suppose the owners in

looking ever their expense account find the

item of "salaries" quite large and promi-

nent and decide to reduce their help or

secure lower-priced men, with a view to

pocketing the difference between what they

were paying their old salesmen and the

cheaper and less experienced substitutes.

For a time there will be an apparent saving,

the expense account will be less, and the

momentum which the business has acquired

will carry it along for a time, as before.

But soon customers begin to find fault
;

they are not properly or intelligently waited

upon. Orders become mixed, and the stock

confused, and, as a consequence, the

customers become offended or disgusted,

and bestow their patronage elsewhere.

RATIO OF EXPENSES.

Now, as to what should be the proper

ratio of expenses to sales. of course this

depends upon the nature and margin of

profit which the business affords. It is safe

to say, however, that legitimate expenses

should be kept up to the point which will

afford a reasonable living for the proprietor.

To illustrate this point, imagine a retail

store which has, say, a cash capital, in

stock, of $10,000. Suppose the sales to

average $25,000, half cash and half 30 to

90 days' credit, and the per cent, of the

gross profit 30 per cent, on sales. To
support the proprietor it is necessary for him

to make $1,500 clear, and he wishes to

increase his sales for the future rather than

reduce his store expenses and diminish his

trade. Now let us glance at what his

expenses would consist of, and their ratio

:

Capital $10,000
Sales per annum 25,000
Gross profit (30 p.c. ) 7.5°°

EXPENSE ACCOUNT.
Per cent.

Items. Amount. to sales.

Rent $1,500 6
Clerks 2,250 9
Freight and cartage 300 1 1.5
Advertising 500 2
Telephone 50 1-5
Light 100 2-5
Fuel 50 1-5
Insurance 50 1-5
Postage 100 2-5
Taxes 150 3-5
Stationery 50 1-5
Bad bills, 2 p.c 250 1

Interest on capital, 6 p.c. . . 600 2 2-5
Sundries 50 1-5

Totals $6,000 24 p.c.

Under this set of expenses a net profit

accrues to the proprietor of $1,500, which

covers his personal expenses and 6 per

cent, on his capital, which represents a

gain of $600 to be added to his stock the

following year. He is able to discount his

bills, is paying fair wages to competent

clerks and is advertising moderately. The
result will be, other things being favorable,

that the next year will show an increase of

sales of, say, $2,000, and the gross profit

will then be $8, 100, and if he decides to

help his increasing trade by more advertis-

ing or another clerk, his expenses will be

limited to 24 per cent, of the sales ($27,000)

and will amount to $6 480, an increase of

expenses of $480. His net profit, aside

from interest, under this set of expenses,

will be $1,620, or a gain over the former

year of $120 net. Now, as he has added

$480 to his advertising bill or clerk hire, it

is reasonable to suppose that his business

will continue to increase in a few years to

$30,000. The gross profit is now $9,000,

and as he has continued to keep his store

expenses up to the 24 per cent, standard,

the expense account will figure up $7,200,

leaving him a net profit of $1,800, which,

with the 6 per cent, on original capital

included in expense account, makes his

total income $2,400 for the year.

AN ERROR SOME MAKE. #

Just at this point a great many near-

sighted merchants would fall into the error

of supposing that a reduction of the expense

account was the proper thing to increase

their profits, and substitute cheaper help

and curtail their advertising, these two

being the items which are most readily

reduced. The result would be that in a

short time the trade would drop off much
faster than it had grown, and, the rent and

other "stationary" expenses being the

same, the net income would fall below the

living necessities of the proprietor.

On the other hand, had he still continued

to keep up the ratio of expenses for clerks,

advertising and the other items to a total of

24 per cent, of his sales, there would be no

reason why, if the population was sufficient,

his sales should not finally reach the amount

of $50,000. The expenses would then be

$12,000 and the gross profits $15,000, a

net profit to the owner of $3,000 in addition

to his interest on the capital, which would

swell his total income to over $4,000. It is

also apparent that as he sold so many more

goods than formerly, he would be able to

obtain better prices and rebates, which

would cover the lower prices which he

might be obliged at times to accept from

his larger customers. This is the way his

expense account would now appear:

Capital in stock $10,000
Sales per annum 50,000
Gross profit (30 pei cent. ) 15.000

EXPENSE ACCOUNT.
Per cent.

Items. Amount. to sales.

Rent $3,000 6
Clerks 4,500 q
Freight and cartage 600 1 1-5

Advertising 1 ,000 2

Telephone 100 1-5

Light 200 2-5

Fuel 100 1-5

Insurance 100 r-5

Postage 200 2-5

Taxes 300 3-5
Stationery 100 1-5

Bad bills, 2p.c 500 1

Interest on capital, 6 p c. . . 1,200 22-5
Sundries 100 1-5

Total $12,000 24 p.c.

The items which form this expense ac-

count are, of course, subject to the pecu-

liarities of different businesses.

" If a man had ,£20 a year for his in-

come, and spent £\g is. 6d. he would be

happy ; but if he spent ^20 os. #d. he

would be miserable.—Ideas for Hardware

Merchants.
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BRANTFORD
Royal Blue House Pumps

FIG. 99

Lift Pump

Pitcher Spout

Closed Top

Niokle-Plated

Brass Cylinder

Sells Rapidly

Gives every

Satisfaction

Write for

Prioes.

FIG. 100

Force and Lift
(See Engraving)

Syphon Spout

Niokle-Plated

Brass Cylinder

Many Sold

Handsome and

EfficientBRANTFORD
Galvanized Steel WindmillsiSteel Towers

For Power
and Pumping.

Fitted with Patent Inter-
changeable Sieel Roller
and Ball Bearings.

Sprocket Drive
Gears Not Used
The Easiest Running
The Most Powerful
Angle Steel Frame

Will last a Lifetime.

SATISFACTION
,,

—

~

„ „„,
GUARANTEED. JjRANTFORD CAN

James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

THE CANADA SCREW COMPANY
BRANCHES:

69 Bay St., TORONTO.
446 and 448 St. Paul St.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
MONTREAL.

MA1SUFACTURERS OF~
•*r

p

b

Wood Screws, Machine'Screws, Screw
Eyes and Hooks, Gate Hooks and
Cornice Hooks, Tire Bolts, Stove Bolts,

Stove Pins, Rivets, Elevator Bolts, Stove

Rods, Nuts, Burrs, Wire Nails, and
kindred articles of all varieties of material,

form and finish.

Bright, Annealed, Oiled and An-
nealed, and Coppered Wire in coils and
cut to length.

Special Threaded and Bent Wire Goods.
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No. 1903—Casement Adjuster

Did you know jj

that we are in a position to manufac-

ture "anything" in the shape of Builders' Hardware Specialties, with a finish superior to "anything"

On the Market,
And that Our Plant *

is_the largest and most up to date of its kind in Canada ? Just send us a trial order, no matter how

i ?* A£^/t«^«^^^] small, and we will prove the above assertion.

get entire satisfaction

in dealing with us, be=

cause we have the fa=

cilities to work out any
design which they may
suggest.

NA/rite To-Day.

iiC*

pill!

i_

Send sketch of any=

thing you want made,

and we will tell you

the probable cost.

No. 1684 No. 1680
Casement Fasteners

THE TORONTO BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.

91-95 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont. Lavatory Hinge
for Marble

ELDREDGE^IONARCH

Highest^ XV

Grade
Ball

Bearing

mmmmmm
tHi-'iawilinii::',.;:.. * •- iShii'j' 1

,

:

1

"
1* 1

" 1 "

iinlii"

Eccentric

riovement

Laminated

Woodwork

mmmmmm

CAVERHILL, LEARMONT & CO., MONTREAL
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E PEARCY & CO,

61-63-65 Adelaide Street West

<& Toronto ^

SHEET GLASS

ORNAMENTAL GLASS

PLATE GLASS

OILS

TURPENTINE

VARNISHES

JAPAN COLORS

COLORS GROUND IN OIL

IJRY COLORS

WHITE LEADS

KINE BRUSHES

CHAMOIS SKINS

GOLD LEAF

BRONZE POWDER

RUBBING FELT

METHYLATED SPIRIT

ALABASTINE

JELLSTONE

BUG KILLER

SULPH. OF COPPER

BORAX

GLUE

EMERY

STEEL WOOL
SAND PAPER

PLASTER PARIS

PUTTY

ROTTEN STONE

BEESWAX

PREPARED WAX
MORTAR STAINS

ALUM

GUMS

PINE TAR

PITCH AND COAL TAR

CHALK AND CHINA CLAY

WHITING

GRAPHITE

ALKALI

GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS

PAINTERS' CUTLERY', ETC.

flU
MMrmm

4

FINE COLORS
FINE VARNISHES
WINDOW GLASS
PREPARED PAINTS

The oldest and most reliable Prepared Paints on the market.
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SPORTING GOODS IN THE HARDWARE STORE.
The Excellent Field there is in Canada for Sports of Various Kinds Should Induce Retail

Hardwaremen to Make Greater Efforts to Push Sporting Goods.

Sporting goods are not a necessity of life, and hardware dealers should not handle them as they would a

staple article like nails. There was a time in the history of this continent when man earned his daily bread by

the rod and the gun, but now, by grace of our economic and social arrangements, he buys his meat at his very

door. He lives on the products of the land and sea farms rather than on the fruits of the chase. When a man
goes hunting or fishing in these days, he does it for pleasure, for sport, to rejuvenate his body or to recover his

fallen spirits. It should be the policy of Canadian hardware merchants to increase this desire for pleasure.

They can do so if they would only employ policy in trying.

It is said that there is no one who can sell more sporting goods than the sport himself. Now, all hardware-

men cannot afford the time to go hunting and fishing just to acquire the reputation of a " sport," but they can

interest themselves in the sporting facilities of the neighborhood and in the success of those who are exploiting

the game resources within a radius of their stores. By so doing the merchant brings himself into close touch with

those who can be his customers. More than that, he educates himself and learns what goods he should lay in

stock. He can study the demands of the sporting fraternity and as new discoveries are made he can lay them

before his public without any trouble.

The "sport " is always looking for new ideas. This fancy is an ever-burning flame within his heart, a

flame that the hardwaremen would do well to keep fanning if wind will do it. The continual employment of

new goods and patents means extra outlay for the customer and increased profit for the merchant. Any

information he may get, either through catalogue or traveller, he should lay before his customers for consideration.

In this way he will be forwarding the interests of his patrons, but he will not be neglecting his own.

Moreover, he should use his window to push guns, ammunition, and fishing tackle. It is the best means of

advertising he has. A window display moulds the young idea and turns his fancy towards sporting pleasures,

while it is not without impression on the minds of the older "sports." There are hardwaremen, and their number

is legion, who regard sporting goods as an unprofitable line, simply because the amount sold is not great in

comparison with the amount of staples disposed of. But here lies their opportunity to work up a trade. It is

useless to attempt to generate a demand for nails, people want only a certain amount and will buy no more than

they want. With sporting goods it is different. People will buy these luxuries only as they are pressed to do

so and the most enterprising and energetic merchant is the one who will get all the trade. Moreover, when the

trade is once secured it is easily held, for a " sport " will go to that merchant for a gun who, he thinks, under-

stands the business. One who takes no interest in rifles has a difficult task before him when he sets out to

satisfy a customer. It is a line that requires knowledge and experience, so once gained, it is easily held.

Speaking to a retailer not long since, we learned that he had quit carrying fishing tackle because " my
clerks stole more than I sold." We should counsel different remedies for such an evil. If a clerk is dishonest

he should dismiss him ; if paid a decent wage an honest clerk will not be tempted to steal. There is no reason

why fishing tackle should not be as profitable a line to carry as tacks. Indeed, it ought to be more so, for a

little pushing will stimulate a trade in the former, while the only way to make a drive in tacks is with the hammer.

SPORT IN MANITOBA AND THE
NORTHWEST.

By C. Hanbuky-Williams.

WHEN I have made all the money I

deserve, and I am a multimillion-

aire, I am going to build a shoot-

ing lodge on the shores of one of our great

lakes. I have the site in my mind's eye,

and the plans all mapped out in my head
;

all I am waiting for is my just deserts.

There is a certain spot I wot of, within a

very few hours of Winnipeg, sheltered on

three sides by a curving belt of trees. For

half a mile in front of it is a long stretch of

swampy land, intersected by deep water-

ways that are fringed with tall reeds; beyond

that again is a great inland sea. There are

small creeks, or rather backwaters from the

lakes, that run in and out of one another

close by. There is

ONE PARTICULAR POINT

where I saw a man drop 70 mallards one

morning, and bring them all to bag, too, for

they fell on flat prairie or open water. At

the right season of the year you can stand

in front of my castle (in the air) and see

black lines and triangles cut sharply out

against the sky all round you, moving very

swiftly, and you begin to wonder whether

you have enough cartiidges to hold out.

You can hear the prairie chicken crowing

like barndoor fowls ;
and a little to the

northeast is a bit of marshy ground, cattle-

poached, and dappled with gleaming pools,

where the snipe are nearly as thick as

mosquitoes. A thin column of blue smoke

curling up in the distance shows you where

a few wandering Indians have pitched their

camp, but there is no other indication of

civilization in sight. Still, the neighborhood

is well settled, and a short drive will bring

you to a farm house where you can buy the

finest butter and freshest eggs for uncivilized

prices.

THE HUNTERS' PARADISE.

A very short railway journey will bring

you to a country full of deer and the lordly

wapiti, the king of the deer tribe the world

over ; and down on the flat, boggy land by

the lake shores the moose will stand knee-

deep in water on the summer evenings,

ready to lie down when the flies get bother-

ing. All day you will breathe the wild free

air of the prairie, and at night you are

lulled to sleep by the surge and ripple and

splash of the waves on the beach, broken

now and then by the weird banshee cry of

strange water-fowl. The other day I came
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across some of the figures paid for grouse-

moors and deer-forests in Scotland. They

varied from $50,000 a year paid by Lord

Farquhar for the rental of the forest of Mar
to the Duke of Fife, down to the very modest

5150 for which the Duke of Argyll lets a

small shooting called St. Catherines. "You
cannot get a decent grouse moor nowadays

in Scotland or England much under $6,000

a year," said the proprietor of one such

moor, and part owner of another, to me a

couple of months ago; " while for very much

less than that amount these men could come

out here, get all the shooting they want, if

properly managed, and leave money behind.

These men would be among the best adver-

own judgment in finding and killing game,

and is not ordered about by a gamekeeper,

and posted here, and bidden to walk there,

as if he were an automatic shooting machine.

He can work his own dogs ; and, if he has

to clean his own gun, so much the better

for the gun and for himself. He may not

return home to all the comforts that he

would get in his own country, but, of

course, I am going to fit up my shooting-

lodge with a good bathroom, and keep a

cook, and have a few books, and perhaps a

billiard-room ; and I find it rather difficult

to think of much more that I shall want.

All of this could be done for a good deal

less money than the hiring of one middling

MULCTED IN THE SUM OF $50,

a practically prohibitive tariff, for many of

them may not be able to afford it, and

those who can are so indignant at the

imposition that they prefer to forego the

sport altogether. With a very little man-

agement, excellent sport might be obtained

here for a much smaller sum than is paid

year after year for comparatively small

shootings in England and Scotland, ever

when all travelling expenses are taken into

consideration. The lessees would have all

the advantage of seeing a new country, and

even if they did have to rough it a little, at

first, through inexperience, still that element

does not usually act as a deterrent to the

tising agents you could get, and their sevices

would cost you nothing; in fact, they would

be paying you. To talk of their wantonly

slaughtering the game is ridiculous ; all

their training, taste and interest is against

useless destruction. I intend to come out

myself next year, and I hope to bring others

with me."

I told him that I thought he was quite

right. Personally I have shot in England,

Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, and I say,

quite deliberately, that when I have made

my pile I shall still

PREFER SHOOTING IN MANITOBA

or the Northwest Territories. A man is his

own boss here ; he is permitted to use his

THE MONTREAL HUNT CLUB.

good grouse-moor and here you can get

your deer forest thrown in. You can get

fox and wolf hunting too — with foxhounds

bred from blood imported from England

and Wales—over some of the finest hunting

country in the world.

So far I have shown you one side of the

shield ; now I want to kick a little. I am
informed on the best authority that the

legislation with regard to game-shooting in

this country is to receive early attention and

alteration. There is no doubt that this is

much needed. To-day a visitor to Manitoba

from the Old Country, be he a British

officer travelling to or from the East, or a

London banker, cannot get a day's duck

or chicken-shooting without being

-6
genuine sportsman. . The usual outcry from

thoughtless settlers out hCfe^is that "we
want all our shooting for oirWlves." The

answer is simple. In Manitoba and the

Northwest Territories we have a good deal

more land than in the whole of the British

Isles, and our total population is very little

larger than that of the single city of Bristol.

We could get all the shooting we have now

and still leave enough, and more than

enough, for all the crowds that pour out of

the great London railway stations in the

first and second weeks of August.

DATES FOR THE CLOSE SEASON.

Another alteration that should be made

this year is in the dates fixed for the close
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season. Hitherto, these appear to have

been settled on the broad principle that the

less chance you give to sportsmen to shoot,

the bigger will be your stock of game. At

first sight, this reasoning appears sound,

and it is strongly held by many who have

given the subject little or no thought. Take

the case of prairie-chicken shooting as an

instance. As things are now, these birds

may not be shot before October i. By that

time they are so wild and strong on the

wing that dogs are practically useless, and

big bags are difficult, if not impossible, to

get. But, on the other hand, the coveys are

not broken up; the old cocks are left to live

until next spring and to drive off the younger

birds, and the inevitable results of in-breed-

ing, namely, disease, barren birds and

small broods, are sure to follow. I wish

here to quote words used last August by Sir

Herbert Maxwell, in Blackwood's Maga-

zine. Sir Herbert, I may say, was

born and bred in a grouse shooting

country, and is a recognized authority

in all matters concerning sport. He
writes ;

" The more severely, but

fairly, a moor is shot, the more surely

will its grouse increase. Very different

would the result be if grouse were

left to the tender mercies of each

other. Take any moor of high repu-

tation you like— I care not whether in

Yorkshire or Perthshire—put it in the

hands of an extreme humanitarian,

who objects on principles, which it

is impossible not to respect, to the

taking of animal life in sport, and see

what the state of that moor will be a1

the end of three or four seasons. In-

stead of packs so numerous that they

seem to darken the heavens as they

fly over the boxes, there will be a

very limited number of pairs of old

birds, some barren, some with mod-

erate families, each old cock jealously

guarding his territory and furiously driving

off every weaker individual of his own kind

which presumes to crop his heather. These

few strong old biids have asserted their

rights, and, in virtue of their might, drive

off all their younger relations. Now, this

is no fancy picture drawn in favor of the

sportsman. Any ornithologist or game-

keeper of experience will testify to its

accuracy."

The classical authority on sport in all its

branches in Great Britain is The Badminton

Library. This is a compilation of volumes

produced under the management of the late

Duke of Beaufort and of Mt. Alfred Watson,

editor of The Illustrated Sporting and Dra-

matic News. These gentlemen spared no

pains in obtaining the services of writers

whose names are of worldwide reputation on

the particular subjects of which they treat,

including every branch of athleticism. On
page 103 of the volume by Lord Walsing-

ham and Sir Ralph Payne Gallwey, in

speaking of grouse being a nuisance on deer

forests, as giving the alarm to stags (please

remember that a deer forest in Scotland

does not imply the presence of trees) occur

these words :

" The simplest way of getting rid of them

is not to shoot them. If left to themselves

the old pair will take possession of a large

hillside, establish fixity of tenure, with no

squattings allowed for their own or for any

other young birds. The result is the speedy

diminution of their number."

Major-General R. T. Dashwood's name

as a sportsman is known from the Himalayas

to the Rocky Mountains. He is a constant

contributor to The Field and other journals

and magazines devoted to the interests of

, m *& fll

7 «K

.

A Pack Train in the Klondyke.

shooting, fishing and sports generally. He
has

KILLED BIG GAME

in at least three continents, but the country

of his choice for the last 30 years has been

Canada, which he has fished and hunted

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. He is,

perhaps, the only white man living to day

who thoroughly understands "calling" a

moose, and one of the finest trophies in the

Naval and Military Club in London is the

head of a moose which he slew by this

means in Nova Scotia. In a letter to me,

written last fall, he says :

" It is a mistake not to permit killing

grouse (prairie chicken) before October. 1,

when the herds are packed and so wild as

to render dogs useless. September 15

would be a much better date, in the interest

not only of sportsmen, but of the stock of

game. Nothing is so

INJURIOUS TO BREEDING

as leaving coveys unbroken at the end of

the season. The law which makes it illegal

to shoot ducks after sundown and so pre-

vents flight shooting, when the birds come
in to feed in certain places and are mostly

rocketers and splendid shots, high over a

man's head, is simply childish, and is, of

course, ignored."

A similar alteration is required in the

legislation which regulates the killing of big

game. On this subject, I should like to

quote the words of Mr. F. W. Stobart, who
is a personal friend of mine, and probably

has had more experience in killing moose

and wapiti by "still hunting" than any

white man in Manitoba :

" We open the season for killing moose,

wapiti (or elk), etc., on October 15. just as

the rutting season for these animals is about

closed, when after nearly a month's running

with the cows and fasting (for the

bulls of the moose and wapiti will

eat practically nothing at that time),

the meat of the bulls is so rank and

tough as to be practically unfit for

human food. The cows alone are

then in good condition, but, surely,

if we wish to protect the game of

this country, we should prevent the

killing of cows altogether."

On this point General Dashwood

says :
" The heads of all deer are

hard and stripped of the velvet by

September 7, and the meat is in

excellent condition for food. By far

the most difficult period for huniing

moose, elk, wapiti, etc., is when there

is no snow on the ground, and the

leaves are more or less on the trees
;

but it is much the pleasantest time

to camp out in the woods, and, with

regard to moose, is the season for

" calling " that animal, an art

hardly understood outside Nova Scotia, but

an exceedingly exciting, though very un-

certain kind of sport, as success depends

not only on the caller, but on the weather,

which must be absolutely still. Calling

only lasts till about October 10. Yet, these

two months, September and October, up to

the 15th of the latter month in Manitoba,

and to the 31st in the Northwest Territories,

are included in the close time. On the

other hand, later, when there is snow and

the hunting is much easier, the time is open,

which appears to me to be hardly logical or

commonsense, having regard to the climate

and habits of these animals. I should say

that »

A FAIR OPEN SEASON

for all kinds of deer would be from Septem-

ber 7 to December 7. This, if properly

enforced, with a limit of two animals per

species per gun, would not do any harm
;
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yet, if the time is considered too long,

curtail it at the end, not at the beginning of

the season.

"Again, the same reasoning with regard

to breeding holds good in the case of the

the deer tribe as well as that of grouse, for,

as a matter of fact, with all animals that

herd, it does good to kill off some of the big

stags (which, alone, of course, a true sports-

man cares to kill), as these big stags, in the

case of cariboo and elk (so tailed wapiti),

dominate herds and keep off younger,

though for breeding purposes quite as effi-

cient, animals, with the result that there are

numerous barren does."

Another well known sportsman, Major

C. S. Cumberland—author of "Sport in

the Pamirs," a constant contributor to The

Field, who has penetrated into Central Asia

where no other white man has ever been,

and has probably forgotten more about the

jungle than Rudyard Kipling (a personal

friend of his) has ever learned—was travel-

ling in this country last year. I have

known him intimately all my life, and,

again and again, in private conversation,

he corroborated all I have quoted as

insisted on by the authorities mentioned

above. It must be remembered that these

men are all

SPORTSMEN IN THE TRUE SENSE*

of the word. They are "head-hunters,"

not hide-hunters or meat-hunters. They

are fond not only of hunting, but of the

quarry they hunt. Let me relate a little

incident which occurred to one of them,

whose name I shall not mention. His

hunter, an Indian, after a long and arduous

chase, brought him at last within sight of

a couple of bull wapiti, which were fighting.

These animals were so engaged that they

allowed their pursuers to come close up to

them and stand in full sight for some

minutes before they took any notice of their

presence. "Shoot, shoot !" whispered the

Indian excitedly, but his companion never

stirred. He wanted a five year- old, and

neither of the combatants was more than

four. He stood perfectly still, and watched

the fight to a finish. Then he drew a deep

breath of satisfaction, and said : "I've

seen a good fight, and that was worth the

hunt half a dozen times over." His guide

to this day regards him as a kind of inspired

lunatic, and is quite unable to understand

the feeling that prevents a man from com-

mitting what seems to him to be wanton

slaughter. These are the men who, I say, if

PROPERLY ENCOURAGED,

would come to this country, spend money

here, and spend it freely
; for to them

hunting is the highest form of recreation.

They would not interfere with our shooting;

with more leisure, and more means than

most of us, they would probably penetrate

farther afield; and to them the idea of mere

killing for the sake of killing would be

utterly repugnant.

There are stories afloat of men coming to

this country in private cars, and shooting

chicken by the hundreds, leaving their

bodies to rot on the ground. How far these

stories are true, and how far exaggerated, I

cannot tell, but I am sure that, at all events,

they are of rare occurrence. Such men as

these should be kept away at the point of

the bayonet, if necessary. Limit the num-

ber of head of game to be shot by any one

individual, if you will. The provision that

" no person shall kill more than ioo

chickens in one season, or more than 20 in

one day," is a wise one, if properly

enforced.

PUT A PROPORTIONATE LIMIT

on the deer tribe; but open the season earlier.

In British Columbia the season for big

game opens on August 1, in Wyoming on

September 1, in Washington on the same

day, and in Oregon on August 1 . Let us

have a chance of shooting chicken over

dogs, instead of forcing us to begin when

dogs are useless, and birds so wild as to be

practically unapproachable, and so heavily

feathered as to be almost unshootable. We
have here one of the finest game countries

in the world ; let us make the most of it. I

repeat that I am informed on the best

authority that the legislation is to be altered

this year. The sooner this is done, the

better, and, above all, let the farmers and

settlers understand the reason why it is

done—that the change is made by the

advice and with the support of men who

not only have made a lifelong study of the

preservation of game, but who also have

the truest interests of the country at heart.

THE OFFICE HABIT.

WE are told that "the business man
is naturally methodical, a born

organizer," says Graphite. "His

executive powers are out of proportion to

his other gifts. Niturally, such a man
takes pleasure in the detail of business.

Instead of getting up at 10 o'clock and

going out into the street hustling for business,

his office holds him. He writes letters. He
directs this agent and that. He sends

messengers here, there, and everywhere to

have everything done. This is a very

laudable and effective kind of gilt, but if it

holds a man in the office writing a latter or

note when he could be out seeing his cus-

tomers face to face, or dealing with men and

getting new ideas while pushing his business,

he is allowing the office habit to calmly fold

him in its embrace ; he is bringing about his

own business ruin. The office should be

worked for all it is woith, but there is no

substitute for personal contact with other

business men. Sitting at a desk the view

grows narrow. It is bounded by the four

walls of the office. It is useless for any

one to expect to know what is going on in

the world without going into that world.

There is no substitute for going out and

seeing with one's own eyes what other

people are accomplishing and how they are

doing it."

A TIN SHOP TIME CARD.
At the recent meeting of the Iowa Retail

Hardware Association a time card, the

following of which is a reproduction, was

TIME CARD. TIN SHOP.

J. F. RIS & BRO.,

Tinner Dubuque, Iowa 190

Time.

7
~

exhibited by Mr. J F. Ris, Dubuque. One

of these is given to each man every morn-

ing. On it he enters the job on which he

works, giving the time when he begins and

when he gets through. Every night these

cards are turned into the office and the

proper entries are made from them. Thus

the cost of every piece is known. His firm

do a great deal of job work, but also make

oil cans, wash boilers, air tights, gasoline

ovens, etc., keeping four men busy. They

get a better price for their wash boilers than

for factory boilers, a good man making a

boiler in an hour, to whom wages of 25c. per

hour is paid.

The sincere, hard-working merchant, who

gives scant attention to advertising, never

gets but " so far." The advertiser who

hasn't the right stuff behind his words—he

never gets but "just so far," either. But

the merchant with ^the right goods, who

advertises them the right way—the bright

way—he grows fast ; and his name is sooner

or later ientered in the book of the world's

successes.— Fame.
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LEWIS BROS. & CO
MONTREAL

It -will pay you to -write us for prices of the following lines

:

'\ oOwosso Screen Doors and Windows

^ IfweikWire Sloth

Harvest Tools
g
\ "\h Hay Fork Pulleys

Spades and Shovejs y t
Lawn Mowers

Horse Pokes ^'HoVse Clippers

Ji—

_

PEERLESS ICE CREAM FREEZE^
POULTRY NETTING

PARIS GREEN
BINDER TWINE

CORDAGE

Wire

Sheep Shears

Scales

Spring Hinges

PAINTS and OILS

All Lumbermen and Miners' Supplies.

LEWIS BROS. & CO.
30 St. Sulpice Street, Montreal.

iniiLj
iiinu
Iiiiil-_
min-
imi i-

IIIIIL.
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A. R. WOODYATT & CO.'S NEW FACTORY.

AR. WOODYATT & Co., of Guelph,

Ont., whose reputation for turn-

• ing out reliable goods is so well

known throughout the Dominion, com-

menced the 20th century in their new pre-

mises, an illustration of which is here

shown.

This firm's business was started in a

modest way in 1887, under the name of

Auld & Woodyatt. In 1892, owing to a

change in partnership, the firm name was

altered to its present style. A. R. Wood-
yatt & Co.'s trade steadily increased, until,

after building additions upon all the avail-

able space of the property then occupied

In addition to equipping it with the

newest and most improved machinery,

under the immediate supervision of Mr. A.

R. Woodyatt, who is a thoroughly practical

mechanic, every appliance for the saving

of labor has been secured, and, as every

department has now got into smooth run-

ning order, Woodyatt & Co. claim they are

now in a position to turn out their goods

equal in every respect to any made by

manufacturers of the same lines.

Besides manufacturing general cast hard-

ware, they make a number of specialties,

such as screen door hinges, steel barn door

hangers and track, and also contract for

THE SNOWSHOVEL.

MANY of us are old enough to remem-

ber when the only kind of snow-

shovel to be had was made with a

wooden blade. As in so many other lines,

from battleships to mouse traps, the old

wooden article is being replaced by its

modern up-to-date successor manufactured

from steel. This principle is illustrated in

connection with the manufacture of snow-

shovels which are now made almost exclu-

sively of steel.

Some Canadians object to our country

being called "Our Lady of the Snows," but

the fact remains that for four or five months

of the year all parts of our Dominion are

visited with frequent and sometimes heavy

by them, they eventually lound themselves

unable to properly handle their business,

and were forced to look for new premises.

Although in receipt of some tempting

offers to move to other places, they decided

to stay in the city of their first venture, and

purchased the property lately owned by The
Guelph Woollen Mills Co., which included

not only a large solid stone factory, but also

about %% acres of land, which would

insure them from congestion for the future.

The factory has been entirely remodelled,

one of the finest foundries it is possible to

find has been built, and a private switch

from the C.P.R. runs past the shipping

room to the buildings especially erected for

the storage of the iron, coke, coal and sand

used.

special castings in grey and malleable iron

and brass, and finish their goods not only

in the ordinary japans, but also in the

various plated finishes now coming so much
into use.

But their leading line is lawn mowers.

These are sold not only in the Canadian

market, but also nearly all over the world,

constant orders being received from far-off

New Zealand and Australasia, and a large

number are sold in Great Britain and other

European countries by a representative of

the firm who makes an annual trip over

there.

Hardware and Metal joins with their

numerous other friends in wishing A. R.

Woodyatt & Co. the same steady growth in

the future as in the past.

tills of " the beautiful snow." The snow-

shovel is therefore a necessity in this coun-

try wherever there are doorsteps, side-

walks or railroad tracks.

Last year the Eclipse Office Furniture Co.

,

of Ottawa, began the manufacture of a

superior line of steel blade snowshovels

finished with a heavy coat of black enamel.

Their shovels were so popular with the

trade that they could not supply the demand.

They are preparing foralargely increased

output for next season and will have a line
v

of about a dozen different varieties, from the

small child's snowshovel to the extra heavy

line specially for railroad use, all with the

finish which made their goods so attractive

last season. The Eclipse Co.'s 'advertise-

ment is on page 2.
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DOOR PULLS.

No. 250—JAPANNED No 300—ROYAL BRONZE
PACKED WITH SCREWS

SPRING HINGES.

NON HOLD-BACK PATTERN
No. 51-JAPANNED

HOLD-BACK PATTERN
No 20-JAPANNED

No. 120-OLD COPPER
No. 120-PACKED WITH SCREWS

HOLD-BACK PATTERN
No. 5- -ROYAL BRONZE

DOUBLE ACTING
No. 50 JAPANNED

LAWN MOWERS.

THE "STAR"
Sizes : u-in., 14-in., 16-in. Cut.

g-in. Drive Wheel.

THE "PHILADELPHIA"
Sizes : 10-in., 12-in., 14-in., 16-in. Cut.

7%-in. Drive Wheel.

THE "WOODYATT"
Sizes : u-in., 14-in., 16-in., 18-in., 20-in Cut.

io%-in. Drive Wheel.

ALL OUR GOODS IN QUALITY AND FINISH
EQUAL THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

MANUFACTURED BY
SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

A. R. Woodyatt & Co., Guelph, Canada
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D. DRYSDALE,
1st Vice-President,

A. MAGNAN,
Secretary.

A. PRUD'HOMME,
Treasurer.

L. J. A. SURVEYER,
2nd Vice-President.

THE RETAIL HARDWARE ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL
A Sketch of Its History and of the Hen who Guide It.

ONE of the most important moves

made in the retail hardware trade

during the past year has been the

organization of an association by the retail

hardware and paint dealers of Montreal.

The birth of the association was purely

indigenous ; it stands without a relative in

this country. It has a sheer origin and is

wanting a pedigree.' But from the first it

has shown signs of strength and exceptional

vitality, and it looks as if it will be as

Adam and Eve have been to the human

race, the first of a new species.

Many a hardware merchant throughout

Canada is watching the progress of the or-

ganization and its accomplishments, wonder-

ing if such an association can be profitable

to its members either financially or socially.

So many of these trade organizations spring

into a transient existence. Like the early

spring flowers we pick in the woods, they

blossom forth with a seeming superabundance

of vitality to stand any ordinary hardship,

but do not stand the tests of the seasons.

The Montreal Hardware Association has

blossomed forth, but, far from losing vitality,

it goes on increasing its fund of energy. It

is teaching a valuable lesson to Canadian

retailers, showing them how they can im-

prove their own condition and the condition

of the trade by simply acting upon that old,

trite, yet none the less truthful statement :

" In union there is strength."

The head of the Hardware and Paint

Dealers' Association of the city and district

of Monteal is Mr. Francois Martineau. He
was the real founder, and to day no one

denies him the honor. He is one of the

largest hardware dealers in the city, and in

his business career of 31 years he has

learned how business should be conducted.

During the last few years he has recognized

that various grievances have been creeping

into the trade, and the idea entered his

mind that some at least of these could be

removed by a union of the retail interests of

the city. He had seen the wholesalers and

the manufacturers combine successfully

and he naturally entertained the idea that

the retailers might likewise improve their

status through the agency of an association.

He waited on several of his confreres, and,

although some of them threw him down,

ridiculed his scheme as impracticable and

asserted his wish to be father to his thought,

he persevered for about two years before he

felt confident enough to call a meeting of

the tr*dev . He then sent out the following

card ^5 all the retail hardware merchants of

Montreal : .

Dear Sir, — I have Ihe honor to invite you to be

present at a irue'ting of the retail hardware and paint

dealers, which is to be held in Monument National,

room '4 (St. Lawrence street), Wednesday evening,

September 19, at 8 q' clock.

The object of this meeting is to take counsel as to the

best means to adopt to safeguard our common interests.

Hoping that you will coneider it your duty to come to

the meeting.

I have the h mor to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

Montreal, Sopt. 15, 1900. Frs. Martineac.

Messrs. Lecours, Surveyer and Prud'-

homme were among the first to join in

heartily with the movement. Assisted by 1,

theie gentlemen, Mr. Martineau called up-

on nearly all the merchants, and set the

case so strongly before them that they

attended the first meeting in large numbers.

About 60 were present, and the first thing

they did was to accept Mr. Martineau'

s
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GENUINE

pr tt
it<

METAL
THE BEST ANTI-FRICTION METAL

For Lining Bearings of all Classes of Machinery

This Metal Is used throughout the civilized world by Governments,' Railways, Marine Engine Builders, Electrical

Engineers, Tramways, and General Engineers.

Used in Canada in the largest Lumber, Pulp and Paper Mills, aid a great variety of other manufactures.

ATLAS IVIEXAL ' s very easy to handle, economical and durable,

economizes oil, preserves the journals from wearing, reduces friction,

saves time and money. It will outlast any other anti-friction metal.

One Quality Only.

h. McLaren & co.

Agents for Canada.

706 Craig St., MONTREAL.

Increase Your

SPRING tf/xVi'

BUSINESS

With Legs Removed for Window
Display.

By Displaying Your Goods
on

The MARSHALL
DISPLAY
STAND.

nay be hung upon the wall when not
used as a stand.

Adjustable to over ZO Different Positions.

E. M. MARSHALL,
Write for Catalogue and Prices. SARNIA, ONT.
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proposition to form an association to be

called the Retail Hardware and Paint

Dealers' Asso:iation of the City and District

of Montreal. The following officers were

elected : President, Mr. Frs. Martineau ;

rst vice-president, Mr. D. Drysda'e
;

2nd vice president, Mr. L. J. A. Surveyer
;

treasurer, Mr. A. Prud'homme : secretary,

Mr. A. Magnan.

A committee was appointed to draft a

constitution, and the results of their labors

appeared in the issue of Hardware and
Metal of November 3, 1900. The first

evening fees were received 15 members

paid up. The first year's fee is #6, and

after that the annual amount of subscription

is $5. At present there are 48 members on

the roll, forming a thoroughly strong and

deliberative organization. It is the intention

to apply for Parliamentary incorporation.

As nearly all the members are French, the

proceedings generally take place in the

French language.

The objects of the Association have been

dealt with in various issues of this paper.

The first and foremost aim is to create a

spirit of fellowship and friendship among

the members, to apply a lubricant to remove

any friction existing between the different

retailers in the city, and to help one another

by the discussion of trade questions. That

this aim has already been attained is a

matter beyond dispute. Oftentimes have

members of the association said to a repre-

sentative of this paper that " It has been

worth the fee to have these fellowship meet-

ings, even if the association should ac-

complish no ulterior purpose. Before I met

my confreres here, I did not know ten of

them and always regarded them with sus-

picion and jealousy. Now I can shake

them by the hand in a spirit of trust and

confidence."

Fellowship breeds financial profit. One

retailer was heard to make these remarks

one evening after a meeting :
" I made my

whole year's fees to-night at the meeting,

for in conversation I find I have been pay-

ing too much for such and-such a line of

goods." Then, with a flourish, he added :

" Who says our association is a useless or

needless organization?"

The next most important aim of the asso-

ciation is to induce the wholesalers to dis-

continue selling retail. They claim that

their customers can go down to the whole-

sale establishments and buy goods as easily

as they can themselves. There is no doubt

they will stop this custom—in time ; and it

will be a success worthy of attainment.

On medium and large sales oi Canadian

manufactured goods the retailers claim that

for one reason or another they make no

profit. This they will try to remedy by

having the manufacturers fix a price for

them and allow thetti a rebate just as they

do for the wholesalers. At present the small

merchant makes nothing on the sale of a

keg of nails, and they wish to fix it so he

will make at least 25c.

The manufacturers of paper allow a man
who buys $3 000 worth in a year, a rebate

of 15 per cent.; this system they wish

extended. This desideratum they will not

have granted to them for some time, but

the members are patient and persevering

and they believe they can obtain it to the

benefit of themselves, the wholesalers and

the manufacturers.

The officers are to be congratulated upon

the eminent success that has attended their

efforts so far. They have proven them-

selves thoroughly capable of leading the

association through dangerous paths! They

are nearly all men of long experience. Mr.

Martineau has been in the hardware business

for more than 30 years, and is one of the

most widely known men in his section of

Montreal. He has grown up with that part

of the city. Although he is a keen business

man, one could not meet a more cordial or

genial gentleman. For five yeais he was a

member of the Quebec Legislature, where

he adorned the Conservative side of the

House. He was also a member of the city

council for six years. In connection with

his retail busines, which he handles at 1381

St. Catherine street, he does quite a nice

little jobbing trade with smaller retailers.

Mr. A. Prud'homme, the treasurer, is senior

member of the firm of A. Prud'homme &
Frere, trading at 1940 Notre Dame street. He
has been in business somewhat over 20 years

and has one of the largest retail businesses

in the city. Mr. Prud'homme is a man of

a deliberative turn of mind, yet is keen, and

very popular in his social circles.

Mr. D. Drysdale, the 1st vice president,

is the English member of the executive. He
is a man of weight in the trade, and has

worked up a large and profitable business

at his store at 645 Craig street. As right-

hand supporter of Mr. Martineau, Mr.

Drysdale has filled his position with

eminent success.

The 2nd vice president is Mr. L. J. A.

Surveyer, one of the active founders of the

association. Mr. Surveyer has been in the

hardware business in the city for 35 years,

and has not failed to gain some rich experi-

ence in that time. He is a clear thinker,

and his voice carries weight in the meetings

of the association. He does a high-class

trade in shelf goods at 6 St. Lawrence street.

The hard working secretary is Mr. A.

Magnan, of Magnan Freres, 306 8 St.

Lawrence street. He is enthusiastic over

the welfare of the society, and knows his

duties from the ground up. Mr. Magnan

learned his business with Jas. Walker &
Co. and the Pallascio Hardware Co., and

since he started his business three yearsago

he has proved himself a hustler, and, with

his brother, has worked up a good trade.

IN THEIR THIRTY -SEVENTH YEAR,

POSSIBLY there is not another manu-

facturing concern in Canada better

and more favorably known to the

trade than The Parmenter & Bulloch Co.,

Limited, Gananoque, Ont. It is now 37

years since they commenced manufacturing

in this busy town, and, due to their untiring

zeal and progressive principles, it is long

since that they have been recognized by the

trade as among the leading makers of wire

nails and rivets of every description. To

this firm can be credited the introduction of

wire nails in this country, and they have

always maintained a high position in this

industry. On page 6 of this number will

be found their advertisement illustrating

several lines of their manufacture, and

particular attention is called to the "Can-

ada " riveting machine which they have

recently placed on the market with remark-

able success. Attention is also called to the

fact that they are now manufacturing the

"Saxton" ratchet brace, which, owing to

its neatness in construction, durability and

simplicity, is sure to command a preference

over other makes of ratchet braces. We
would also remind the trade that this firm

are the manufacturers of the patent bifur-

cated or slotted and tubular rivets. Hard-

waiemen will avoid trouble with their

customers about Quality when they buy

Parmenter & Btilloch's goods.

HOW STOCK IS KEPT FRESH.

" The hardest thing about the retail shop

business is to keep from buying more than

you need," said a retailer. " Some years

ago I awoke to the fact that I had consider-

able good money tied up in unsalable stock.

I was buying carefully enough, as I thought,

but the stuff would accumulate. The trouble

was I could not resist a good bargain, or

what I thought was a bargain and would

please my trade. I would look at the

shelves already pretty well stocked, but say

to myself, 'Oh, well, it's a long time before

I'll get them—three or four months—and by

that time I can surely use them all right,'

and down would go the order. Perhaps

when the goods came I had ' others ' and

didn't need them nearly as much as I was

going to ; in short, I could have got along I

very nicely without them. So I made up

my mind never to buy an article unless I

absolutely had to have it—couldn't get

along without it, and I ceased to speculate

so far in the future, and the results have

been a surprise to me."
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DO YOU KICK
about your line of

House-Paints ?

If so, give it up and try "NEW ERA"

y*

IT CONTAINS:

Pure Carbonate of Lead,

Oxide of Zinc,

Linseed Oil,

Turpentine, and

Turpentine Japan Dryer.

YX

IT DOES NOT

CONTAIN

any other materials what-

ever aside from the colors

necessary to produce the

various tints and shades.

It Is a Perfect House-Paint, possessing the greatest possible Covering Capacity. Durability and Fineness of Finish,

and Is ALL READY FOP USE . Try It, for it leads them all.

We also manufacture all lines of ENAMELS, STAINS, JAPANS, VARNISHES, and, in short, can furnish you with any lines which you
can expect to find in a well-equipped paint and varnish factory. We solicit communications and sample orders.

STANDARD PAINT & VARNISH WORKS CO, Limit^DSOR, ONT.

BUY THE^BEST.
Star Brand Sash Cord A quality the best

in the market.

Hercules Sash Cord.

Star Brand Braided and Twisted Clothes

Lines.

Star Brand Cotton Rope.

Star Brand Braided Awning Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Twines.

FOR SALE BY ALL
WHOLESALE DEALERS.
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W. W. GREENER'S CELEBRATED PIGEON GUNS

HOLD THE WORLD'S RECORDS AND WIN PRIZES EVERYWHERE.
THREE TIMES Winners of the GRAND PRIX DU CASINO and

TWICE of the TRIENNIAL CHAMPIONSHIP at Monte Carlo.

A Fortune Won

With a Greener Gun.

In 1896-7 a well-known

Pigeon shot won upwards of

£2 5°°i including Cups, with

his Greener Gun.

In 1894 Mr. J.A.R. Elliott

made THE WORLD'S RE-
CORD, killing 199 birds out

of 200, in a two days' match

with Dr. Carver, at 30 yards

rise, 50 yards bcundary.

From 1878 to 1901, ovtr

120 Prizes have been won at

MONTE CARLO, worth

upwards of ^10,000, by shoot-

ers of all nationalities with

Greener Guns

Greener's "Facile Prlnceps "

Hammerless Gun
Price, £16.16.0.

( AtWorks, Birmingham, Eng.)

THE BEST VALUE
FOR MONEY

IN THE WORLD,
It Is a Thoroughly

Sound, Well Finished

and Reliable Gun, and
Its Shooting Qualities

Cannot be Surpassed.

Forester Hammer Gun
Price, ,£13. 13 o.

Dominion Hammer Gun
Price, £9 9.0.

GUNS may be obtained from the following Agents:

MONTREAL T. W. BOYD & SON, NOTRE DAME STREET.
WINNIPEG
TORONTO

HINGSTON-SMITH ARMS CO.
RICE LEWIS & SON. AND OTHERS.

W.W. GREENER, ST. MARY'S Square, BIRMINGHAM, England

WM. CR04^t&>€ONS ESTABLISHED
j

1855.

Manufacturers and
Direct Importers of

RODS
REELS

LINES
HOOKS

LARGEST and most

COMPLETE STOCK

in the Dominion.

FLIES
CASTS
BAITS
HAMMOCKS

.

DEALERS write for Illustrated Catalogue. Also direct importers of Smallwares and Notions.

53 Bay Street, Toronto, also Winnipeg and Quebec.
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™S B. GREENING WIRE CO.

Office and Works:

HAMILTON, ONT.

wm
J*>

^HSfflBJ*'"*

,#

LIMITED

Eastern Depot

422 St. Paul Street

MONTREAL.

ESTABLISHED 185D

A Fe\v . . .

SEASONABLE
LINES :

WIRE
Steel, Plain and Galvanized. For hay-baling,

fencing, coppered spring, coppered soft, tin-

ned, mattress and broom, galvanized hard
coiled fence wire.

GALVANIZED NETTING
for all purposes. All meshes, widths and
strengths in stock.

PAINTED SCREEN WIRE CLOTH
All widths, 18 to 48-inch, kept in stock.

WIRE CLOTH
Copper, Brass, Steel and Galvanized. All

meshes and strengths, for all purposes.

TRACE CHAINS
Improved quality and cheaper price for 1901.

Brown's Patent Steel Wire Chains
Coil, tic-out, halter and dog chains, etc. Spec-
ial chains made to order.

Greening's Patent Cattle Chains
and Stall Fixtures. Samples now ready for

Fall trade.

WIRE ROPE
Standard and Lang's Lay. For derrick use,

passenger snd freight elevators, mining, tram-
ways and other purposes.

Coppered Steel Furniture Springs
All standard sizes kept in stock.

STEEL WIRE DOOR MATS
Most sanitary and durable mat on the market.
Made either plain or lettered.

PERFORATED SHEET METALS
» Zinc, Copper, Brass, Steel, Galvanized Iron.

For all purposes.

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
Riddles, Steel Brushes, Bellows, Shovels, etc.

w,i;r-i»r;qme CATTLE CHAINS

PERFORATED METALS

WIRE DOOR MATS Fol'XDRY SUPPLIES

Our last Catalogue is dated January 1900.

For Quality of Material and Workmanship, our goods are STANDARD IN THE MARKET.
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LATEST FOOT POWER GRINDING
MACHINERY.

WITH the ever increasing demand for

labor saving implements in all

branches of industry, the intro-

duction of patented foot power grinding

machinery by the Union Manufacturing Co.,

20 Breckenridge street, Buffalo, N.Y. which

has the distinction in this line of being the

largest manufacturers on the continent, is

not without interest.

The illustration here presented is known

as their new model No. 2, with drilling

attachment, a practical tool for all light

grinding or drilling. The machine is fur-

nished with two high grade emery wheels,

6x^, ready to grind. The pinion is cut

from solid steel, engaging with the solid

cast drive gear, operated with their ball

clutch. The machine stands 42 in. high,

mechanics. They also manufacture den-

tists' and jewellers' lathes, also foot and

hand power punches, patented screw

drivers, leather chisel handles, "Perfection"

raisin seeders, can openers, etc.

The company occupies the large three-

storey brick building at the above address,

fitted throughout with the most modern

machinery for the production of these

goods. They also have a branch at Fort

Erie, where Canadian orders are filled from.

The company will have an elaborate dis-

play of their lines at the coming Pan-

American Exposition, and will be pleased

to give any information required regarding

these goods.

Their advertisement appears in another

column of this issue, which will prove

attractive to jobbers and the trade gener-

ally.

has 1 in. tubing for standard, cone bearing,

speed is three to four thousand. The drill-

ing attachment has for its bed a formed

steel rod attached to socket inside of head,

the movable tail stock sliding on bed fas-

tened with thumb screw when adjusted to

thickness of metal to be drilled. The

chuck is a standard make, taking drills

from o to %, and having a bushing that

fits on the end of the wheel arbor. The

drilling attachment can be procured any

time and applied, as the machiues are all

made on the duplicate system.

The company manufacture a full line of

these tool grinders, No. 1 being much im-

proved, now furnished only with solid steel

gear throughout.

No. 3 is a popular tool with all classes of

A PAINT FIRM'S GROWING TIME.

'HE Standard Paint and Varnish

Works Co., Limited, of Windsor,

-Orrtr^have madeftapi'd Strides since

j>uying/dTit the Canadian branch of the

Acrije Wqite^Lead and CqlqpjaSorks some
v^ears ago, being now well to the front in the

paint and varnish business.

We all know the tj^th of th&£]£ pVoverb,

" Honesty is the bestplUfir," ahd evidently

**The Standard ,piint aftlVamfsh Co. are

firmbelievers in its efficacy. Its manage-

• ment started ou*wft1K.£he de^rrcjnation to

•give honest value for the money paid them,

and the'result is a rapidly -increasing list of

customers, who know that they are faiily

dealt with and that their interests are one

with the interests of the firm with whom they

are dealing.

The firm has lately increased its represen-

tation on the road, and they have now a

branch office in Toronto. Additions have

also been made to the factory and office

buildings.

While all of their lines are giving splendid

satisfaction, their "New Era" prepared

house paint is a leader, and is in great de-

mand. Its good wearing qmlities and

beautiful finish make it a favorite with all

who desire beauty and durability in paint

combined with ease of application. Their

varnishes have also attained a first-class

reputation throughout the Dominion, and

we learn that this firm not only import large

quantities of raw materials, but that they

also can lay claim to a good share in the

export trade of the past year.

In short, we can sum it all up by saying

that their success in gaining customers has

been satisfactory, and it shows that this

firm is under the control of an enterprising

and shrewd business management.

WIRE NAIL INDUSTRY FOUNDED
BY A PRIEST.

IT
was in Covington, Ky. , that the first

wire nails were made in America. In

1875 Father Goebel was pastor in charge

of St. Augustine's Catholic Church in that

city.

Before he came to the United States from

Germany he had seen Frenchmen and

Germans hammering nails out of wire. 4
When he had established himself in the

ministry at Covington he opened a forge in

an old outbuilding standing in a brickyard.

He started the making of wire nails first by

hand, and gradually one improvement after

another came to his mind and was carried

out, until the nails made were more useful

and could be made more cheaply. Soon

after he began he improved upon the old

nail by cutting barbs in its side, and by this

they were made to hold more firmly. Then,

to accelerate his work, he made a die, into

which he slipped the wire that had been cut

to proper lengths, and while resting on

these dies the head was pounded on the

nail. On an anvil he hammered on the

point, and the barbs were cut in the sides

by hand. It was the nail made to day.

It was about this time that the French

introduced a machine that would do what

Goebel was doing by hand, and as soon as

the latter heard of it he imported one of

these machines. The introduction of this

machine was the real beginning of the wire

nail industry into this country on a large

scale. And this machine is now, according

to The Chicago Record, in Chicago stacked

in the attic at the large local plant of the

American Steel and Wire Co. Covered

with dust, as it is, and stored where it is

never seen, it is, nevertheless, one of the

epoch markers of this industrial age, and

from this comparative crude device sprung

within a few years an industrial plant that

is capitalized at S90.ooo.ooo, and that is

making a good percentage on that large

amount of stock. It was a queer machine

when it was received, but the principle was

right, and the great machines that to-day

turn out hundreds of thousands of nails

a day are constructed on identically the

same plan. It was operated by hand, and

the speed was 60 nails a minute. Goebel

attached a flywheel, geared it to steam, and

by other improvements increased the ma-

chine's speed to double this capacity, which

was as many as 20 or 30 men working by

hand could produce. This was the "single-

header" machine, making one nail at each

stroke, and this machine produces, with its

present improvements, as high as 415 nails

a minute, while the double headers, pro-

ducing two nails at a stroke, turn out from

550 to 600 a minute, or a total of 30,000 an

hour.
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The Best Ice

Cream Freezers
HAVE

AUTOMATIC
TWIN . .

.

SCRAPERS
which insure positive and continuous scrap-

ing of frozen cream from side of can

White Cedar

Pails

WITH

ELECTRIC
WELDED

WIRE HOOPS

Guaranteed not to fall off ^J
or break.

Heavy Tin

Cans
"WITH

DRAWN
STEEL

BOTTOMS

Guaranteed not to fall out

or leak.

These features are found only in

(( LIGHTNING"

"GEM"
"BLIZZARD"

Sold by Leading Jobbers, and

made exclusively by ... .

New (l90l)^Catalogue Mailed on Application.

North Bros. Mfg. Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.
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I We Are After Your 1

tils

to
(IS

(Is

(US

(IS

ass Business n j
\A/ith:

I
*s

RIGHT PRICES
AND-

RIGHT GOODS.

I

I

I

On or about MARCH 15th we
will occupy our

Large New PremisesI
»S

IS CANAL STREET
(Near Russell House)

When and Where we will be better able

than ever to do Business.

h

A CALL OR AN INQUIRY SOLICITED.

1 Thomas Birkctt & Son Co., L*
(IS

/j\ Wholesale Shelf and Heavy Hardware Merchants,

I OTTAWA.
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BRITISH MANUFACTURERS AND THE CANADIAN
MARKET.

RITISH manufacturers and exporters

of iron, steel and hardware, have,

during the last few years, taken a

greater and a more businesslike

interest in the Canadian market than

they previously did.

In the years gone by a good many

of them conceived the idea that

Canada was becoming Americanized.

And they allowed a great deal of the trade with this country that

once was theirs to go, as it were, by default, to the United States.

Such events as the preferential tariff and the sending of the two

contingents to South Africa caused them to realize that they were

basing their calculations on a wrong premise.

But, although there has been a general awakening as to the

wisdom of cultivating trade with Canada, the awakening as to

methods for increasing the trade is not perhaps so general.

The trade of an individual can only be secured after a

knowledge of his requirements has been obtained. It is the same

with regard to the trade of a nation, for nations are only aggrega-

tions of individuals.

Realizing this a great many manufacturers and exporters have

either paid Canada a visit or deputed representatives to do so. But

there are a great many who have not.

Letters, circulars and catalogues they send in abundance. But

these at best are poor substitutes for the live representative. They

show what the manufacturer and the exporter have for sale, but

they do not give the firms who send them a knowledge of the

goods this country requires. The fact that these circulars and

catalogues often refer to goods which are obsolete in Canada

proves that.

The steady development of the United States trade with Canada

in hardware and metals is largely due to the fact that many of the

manufacturers and exporters in that country have representatives

calling upon the merchants here as regularly as upon those living

under the Stars and Stripes.

Nor is a visit paid to New York, Chicago or some other city

in the United States sufficient to acquaint the British manufacturer

with the requirements of the Canadian market. Yet,we occasionally

hear of a case where the idea seems to obtain that it is sufficient.

Only a short time ago, for example, the head of a British manu-

facturing firm sailed for Canada via New York. He, however,

got no nearer to Canada than New York, for when he arrived

there a broker persuaded him to give him the agency for this

country.

If the British manufacturer in question was anxious to develop

trade with Canada—and he certainly was or he would not have

crossed the Atlantic for the purpose of visiting this country—he

was unwise in leaving the agency for this country with a

New York broker. In the first place, the New York man could

not keep in as close touch with the hardware trade in Canada as

could a broker resident here. Another drawback, and one by no

means insignificant, is the general dislike there is in this country

to buy British goods through the medium of a foreign firm.

A great many firms in Great Britain, by the employment of

proper methods, are largely increasing their trade with Canada.

And many others can do so if they chose to go about it in the right

way.

UNWISE INDUSTRIAL SCHEMES.

ZEAL for the welfare of the town in which they are situated

often induces business men to support schemes for the start-

ing of industries which are incompatible with the necessities

of their respective localities.

Manufacturing industries are only helpful in so far as the towns

in which they are started possess natural advantages for them in

the way of adaptability of situation in regard to raw materials and

convenience to the railway systems of the country. And yet, these

matters are apparently frequently not given the slightest considera-

tion. If they are, how is it that the ubiquitous promoter is so

successful in inducing municipalities to give liberal bonuses and

tax exemptions to industries that meet with such premature deaths ?

We have in mind at the moment a town that has a name, but

is dead. It became imbued some years ago with the idea that it

was the ideal centre for manufacturing industries of various kinds.

And the bonuses it gave were in keeping with its opinions. Prac-

tically all the industries thus established are dead and buried.

The only thing that lives, unsavory odor and all that it has, is the

heavy annual tax bill necessary to pay for the "horse" that is

long since dead. Because of the high rate of taxation business

men there are handicapped in their competition with their confreres

in near-by towns. And what they hoped would become an advan-

tage has become a disadvantage.

Just now the industrial promoter has taken a new lease of life

in Canada. Iron works, cordage works and beet-sugar factories

are his specialties. Scores of towns and villages are imbued with

the idea that they are the ideal spots for one or all of these indus-

tries. Some of them are, no doubt, favorably situated for one or

more of them. Others, again, are not.

business men, whose influence is great, should exercise as much

care and thought in the matter of assisting new industries as they

would matters appertaining to their own business. This would

greatly tend to minimize the dangers to which we.have referred.
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THE IRON INDUSTRY IN CANADA.

IN
another part of this issue we print a special article dealing with

the iron and steel industry of Canada. While, according to

the figures there given, the output of pig iron last year was

only 88,441 tons and that of steel rather less than 25,000 tons, it

must be evident to even those who have considered the matter

in a cursory way that the iron and steel industry of this country is

on the eve of a development that five years ago the most

sanguine could scarcely have anticipated.

There were in operation last year, either for the whole or part

of that period, five blast furnaces and two steel plants. Within

the last three months two more blast furnaces have been started

.

Before the year closes this number will be augmented, three more

furnaces being under course of construction at Sydney, N.S., and

one at Sault Ste. Marie. The Cramp Company, which is to

establish iron and steel works in Collingwood, expects to be mak-

ing pig iron by the beginning of 1902.

By the end of 1901 we may therefore confidently expect to see

about double the number of furnaces in operation that there were

at the close of 1900.

Then, besides the increase in the number of blast furnaces,

there is the augmentation of the steel plants that will be experienced

before the year closes. The Dominion Iron and Steel Co. is

constructing ten 50 ton open-hearth furnaces at Sydney, and

promises to be shortly producing steel blooms at the ratio of 60,000

tons per annum. At Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., Mr. Clergue's com-

pany has under construction a plant for the manufacture of nickel-

steel, which will turn out 600 tons a day.

That we are, therefore, on the eve of a marked development in

the iron and steel trade of the country is beyond speculation. It is

an obvious fact.

The iron industry has been a long time coming to this stage,

for it is over 160 years since, under the old regime, the first furnace

was started in Canada. But patience is at last getting its own

reward.

Although for generations it has been known that Canada was

rich in iron ores, within the- last few years discoveries have been

made which have greatly increased the possibilities of this country

as a producer of iron and steel. The Helen and other similar

mines in the northern part of Ontario, discovered within the last

few years, transcend in richness and in vastness anything that this

country has yet possessed in the way of ore supplies. The

enormous and easily accessible ores of Bell Island, Newfoundland,

from which the furnaces in Nova Scotia are drawing their supplies,

while unfortunately not in Canada are just about as conveniently

situated as if they were.

In his address before the Manufacturers' Association in Toronto

a few weeks ago, Mr. A. J. Moxham, the manager of The

Dominion Iron and Steel Co., showed that whereas it costs $3.57

to assemble at Pittsburg the materials, such as ore, fuel and lime,

necessary for making a ton of pig iron, at Sydney the cost is but

79^c, and at the furnace at Sault Ste. Marie it will be $1.97.

Then, there is the matter of proximity to the European market.

Sydney on the seaboard and Pittsburg 500 miles from it, the

advantage of the former over the latter is undoubtedly material.

It is significant that the men who were the first of recent years

to lead in the development of Canada's iron industry are citizens

of the United States. If foreigners possess such confidence in the

iron possibilities of this country, it would be an anomalous state of

affairs indeed if the citizens of the Dominion did not.

COURTESY TO TRAVELLERS.

THE quality of courtesy should not be reserved to the home

circle and for social acquaintance, but it should be incorpor-

ated into every field of a man's activity, into every relation

of life. Courtesy should be as much a characteristic of the business

man as of the social or political leader, for not only will it serve

to cement friendship, but will add much to the enjoyment of life

generally.

There are some churls who have been successful in business,

some mean men who have accumulated large wealth. But they

are in the minority and their success has been, as a rule, in spite

of rather than due to their lack of courtesy.

The majority of merchants consider themselves courteous.

They have become accustomed to greet their customers pleasantly,

to serve them carefully and to receive any complaints or criticisms

with due respect. But the true test of a merchant's courtesy is

not his manner toward those to whom he sells, but his treatment

of his help and of those he buys from

.

One of the greatest difficulties that the commercial traveller

has to contend with is the waste of his time, often occasioned by

merchants compelling him to wait while they do innumerable

things which might well be left for the short time necessary to

talk to the traveller. This action is often due to carelessness on

the part of the retailer ; but, to whatever it may be due, it should

not be.

The courteous merchant will make use of the first opportunity

to find out what the traveller wants. If he can give an answer

off hand he will do so. This should be considered final by both

parties, and if the merchant is busy the traveller should not wait

longer. If an off-hand answer cannot be given, the courteous

merchant will inform the traveller when he expects to be able to

deal with him. If an appointment is made, honesty, as well as

courtesy, demands that it be kept by both parties. In any event,

the wise merchant will never forget that the traveller's time is

precious as is his own, and will not cause any waste of it that he

can by any means avoid.

There are undoubtedly some merchants who are mean in spirit

and who purposely subject travellers to indignity as well as delay.

Such men lose a great deal more than they gain. They soon are

classified by travellers as mean, and never receive any of the

advantages which '
' the knights of the grip

'

' are frequently able

to offer their best customers. And when adversity comes they

realize that while they might have been making friends they have

been hardening the hearts of men who are then not ready to

concede anything, and to be satisfied with nothing less than cold

justice. Courtesy, like charity, never fails.
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DISCRIMINATION AGAINST BRITISH GOODS.

MONTREAL importers claim that the railways are charging

exorbitant freight rates on certain lines of goods coming

from England to Canada.

The conference rate on ingot tin from Liverpool to Montreal is

3 is. 6d. in less than carload lots ; on Canada plate, the rate is only

24s. Why this difference ? Even on pig lead, much more difficult

to handle, the freight charge is only 26s. 6d ; on hoop iron, it is

* 26s. 6d.

Could it not be that the American trusts, who give the steam-

ship companies much business, might induce them to formulate

their charges according to their wishes ? There is a grave suspicion

in Montreal that such is the case.

Here is a glaring case of injustice that actually occurred a few

days ago. On a certain line of manufactured goods, controlled

largely by the American Steel and Wire Co. that was, the winter

conference through rate from Liverpool to Montreal is given as

19s. 9d. for carloads, with 10 per cent, primage and 10 per cent.

coal primage. Now, 13s. 4d. covers the rail rate from St. John to

Montreal, leaving 6s. 5d. to pay for carriage by boat. Yet, the

lowest rate quoted to St. John from Liverpool is 17s. 6d. Man-

chester and Liverpool liners are all the same. Why this extra

us. id? Would it not appear that the conference steamship

~ companies do not want business in this line of goods ?

Furthermore, a conference line running from Liverpool to Boston

absolutely refused to give a quotation on these goods coming from

England and going to St. John via Boston. The St. John importer

had thought he could get goods cheaper through Boston boats. In

any ordinary case he could. But in this case he could not even

get a quotation. We might say that he thereupon took a "tramp"

steamer and got a comparatively low rate.

We Canadians are so eager to stimulate trade with Great

Britain that we are willing to adopt a preferential tariff, and we
should see to it that steamship companies, subsidized by Canadian

and British Governments, are not allowed to offset that tariff many
times over by discrimination in cartage charges.

CASH AND CREDIT IN THE HARDWARE STORE.

THERE are few questions that concern retail hardware merch-

ants more than the cash and credit systems, respectively,

of doing business.

Under the credit system loss of interest is as a rule entailed,

and certainly loss of money through bad debts, which even the

most careful of merchants occasionally experience. But, in

spite of loss through bad debts, there is a fear on the part of

many that, in adopting a purely cash system, losses still

heavier might be entailed.

Naturally, every hardwareman desires to adopt that system

which will entail the minimum of loss, whether it be through bad
debts or loss of customers.

Obviously the nearer the retailer can get to the cash basis the

' better. But no hard and fast rule can be laid down. What is

one man's meat is another man's poison is true in regard to this

as to many other questions. Hence every man in business,

or about to go into business, must largely determine for himself

what is the best system to adopt.

If conditions were everywhere the same it would be a matter

more easily to be determined, for then every merchant could

be guided by the experience of his confreres. But they are not all

the same.

In one locality the retailer has among his customers a number

of contractors, or it may be manufacturers. To insist that they

shall pay cash down for every article they buy would be most

unbusiness-like. In another locality, however, the majority of the

hardwareman' s customers may be those whom to pay spot cash

would be no inconvenience. There the field for the cultivation of

the cash system is naturally inviting,

But one cannot plunge into the cash system with as much

unconcern as an expert swimmer can plunge into a river. It must

be done thoughtfully and carefully, and with a view to creating

the minimum of friction.

When it is once decided to adopt the cash system it is well to

give notice some time ahead. Advertise liberally in the papers

and send a circular letter to each customer. And in both ad-

vertisement and letter set forth the advantages of the cash system

to your customer as well as to yourself ; for in all new departures

the customer is more easily won over to it if it can be shown that

he will share in the advantages which are likely to accrue there-

from.

THE TURPENTINE SITUATION.

'"T^URPENTINE has declined 4c. per gal. in Toronto and west,

and 2c. per gal. in Montreal and Eastern Ontario and

Quebec points. The quotations on single barrels now are :

Toronto and Western Ontario 58c; Montreal and all points east of

he 79th meridian, 6o;.

This depreciation is a result of the situation in Savannah and

other primary markets during the past few weeks. There has

been great fluctuation during this period, but the net result is a

decline of about 4c. in the last two weeks.

The weak feeling at primary points is naturally due to the

heavy crop last season. The Savannah Naval Stores Review, of

March 9, reports the crop and stocks on hand at primary points

during the past four years as follows :

Crop. Stocks on hand.
Gals. Gals.

1901 ., 561,898 13.452
1900 529144 7.172
1899 476.657 7,854
1898 .-. 19,934

It will be seen that each of the past three years has shown an
increase in the total production. The crop of 1898, as will be

remembered, was curtailed by heavy frosts in the turpentine belt,

and prices went higher than had been the case for some time.

In the following year, the production was again small, and,

notwithstanding the high prices, the demand was so brisk that

stocks were, in March, 1900, even lower than in the previous year,

while prices were still higher. Last season, prices started at a high

level and gradually went up until the highest price in a decade was
reached. It soon became manifest, however, that the crop was
much larger than that of either of the previous seasons, and prices

have experienced several sharp tumbles during the past four

months.

The new crop will begin to come in during the next three or

four weeks, and buyers do not seem anxious to stock up at present

prices, which are, however, considerably lower than last year.

The price of turpentine at Savannah about this time during the

past six years has been as follows : 1896, 25c; 1897, 27c; 1898,

29c; 1899, 38c; 1900, 53^c. ; 1901, 34c.

To prophesy as to whether present prices would be maintained

or not would be folly as everything will depend on the crop, which

no man can estimate beforehand.
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The Hardware Store of The Twentieth Century
An Expert Hardwareman Offers Suggestions as to How it Should be Fitted up.

ITH the old century

there passed away

forever the time

when any kind of

shack without fit-

tings or fixtures

would suffice as a

place in which to

carry on hardware

or any other kind of business, and our object

in penning these lines is to give our fellow-

hardwaremen the benefit of a long experi-

ence in storefitting.

The subject is a large one, and in many

points conflicting, as different objects must

be worked for, which, in a measure, clash

with each other, but we will endeavor to be

pointed, plain and practical, hoping to help

some and set all thinking in so important a

matter. We urge using the best materials,

and to utilize space in the display of stock

so that your best salesmen will be your

goods arranged in such a way as to persist-

ently draw the attention of your customers.

It is not our intention to say anything

about window dressing, a subject on which

much has been written, and which will, in

most cases, stand improvement. Windows

generally indicate the appointments of the

store behind them, though sometimes even

well-dressed windows have the reverse of

anything attractive to back them up, and

are, like some peoples' good qualities, only

skin deep. Such stores attract customers

once, but drive them away permanently

after the first acquaintance with them.

As we are in prosperous times and they

bid fair to continue, many hardwaremen

will be building stores for themselves, so we

will briefly indicate what we consider to be

the best materials with which to equip the

store from the floor up, giving measurements

where the same are a matter of importance.

THE FLOOR

should be double, the top being made of

hardwood, oak preferred, not more than

three inches wide, well tongued and nailed

in the tongue. If it is laid in this width

and consists of good kiln-dried lumber you

will never be troubled with shrinkage.

THE WALLS

should be matched lined, also with narrow

lumber well seasoned, and shrinkage will be

reduced to a minimum. * Bass, pine, birch

or cedar are all suitable for this. The last

two will be best finished in their natural

colors. The first two should be stained

before varnishing.

THE CEILING.

We would strongly advise a metallic ceiling

as being the best, all points considered. It

never allows the dust to come through from

whatever may be above, and when nicely

painted it adds greatly to the appearance of

the store. It should always be painted in

light colors. The most effective we have ever

seen was painted white and relieved with

blue and gold. The best height for a store

is 12 feet from floor to ceiling.

THE WINDOWS
should start two feet from the pavement,

and be carried up to the ceiling in clear

glass. It is a great mistake to have any-

thing along the top in the nature of colored

lights. The purpose of a window is to let

the light in, but these obstructions keep it

out. When a store is less than 10 feet

pitch and more than 40 feet long, light

should be admitted from the rear ; when 12

feet pitch it will generally be light enough

without rear windows up to fifty feet in

length. You cannot have too much light in

your store. More light on your goods,

more light in your office, and more light

on every business transaction, is one of the

imperative demands of the 20th century.

COUNTERS

should be 33 inches high, 24 to 30 inches

wide, tops being made with hardwood and

not varnished, but rubbed with oil only.

We strongly recommend this, as varnished

counters show scratches immediately on

being used, and always wear badly, whereas

oil-finished counters always look well when
rubbed occasionally with a brush or coarse

cloth and oil. Counters should be filled in

with drawers and not bins, as these gener-

ally degenerate into muck holes, on account

of the dirt and dust accumulating in them.

Counters should always be kept clear, apart

from two or three flat showcases containing

pocket and table cutlery, razors and scissors.

SHELVING

should be uniform, both for the sake of

appearance and general usefulness, the best

measurements being 30 in. between stand-

ards, 12 in. wide, and y& of an in. thick.

Where the distance between standards is

too great shelves will drop or sag in the

centre, thoroughly spoiling the appearance

of your store, and preventing shelf boxes

fitting nicely. The base of shelving up to

the same height as counters should be

about 21 in. wide, the ledge being made of „

hardwood similar to your counter tops and

finished in the same way. Under the ledge

should be filled in with drawers varying

from 18 to 30 in. wide, and from 4 to 8 in.

deep. If filled in with plain divisions or

lockers, they should be fitted with hinged

covers or they will harbor dirt and have - a

very untidy appearance. We recommend
drawers as being by far the best arrange-

ment. The first four rows of shelving

above ledge should be 4 in. between

shelves, the next 6 in. between shelves, and

then two rows about 8 in. Shelving should

be carried to the ceiling, and any space

above the 12 rows indicated divided into

roomy places for stock. The old style of

having a cornice and the space above it

vacant looks unfinished, besides wasting

valuable room and harboring dust. The 12

rows of shelving, of which we have given

the width, should be filled with

SHELF BOXES

of different sizes, but all aliquot parts of 30
inches, that is 5, 6, 7%, 10, 12, 15 and 18

inches wide, so that different sized boxes

may be put into one space and thus

accommodate the different sizes in any line

of hardware, which is a very important

matter. The most serviceable shelf box is

one made with wood front and back and
metal body, as it takes up less room and
is lighter than the cumbrous wooden shelf

box of the last century. Formerly there

were strong objections to the combination

of metal and wood, on account of the

necessarily rough connection between the

two materials, but every objection has been

overcome in a shelf box invented and pat-

ented by one of our Canadian hardware-

men, and is now on the market so com-
pletely finished in all sizes and at such

prices that it will no longer pay hardware-

men to make their own shelf boxes, and no

up-to date merchant will fill his shelving

with shelf boxes made entirely of wood
after he has seen these, as they save a lot

of shelf room.

SAMPLES

of the contents of shelf boxes should be

fixed to the front, and these should be

attached in such a manner as to be instant-

ly removed and replaced. You thus incur

no loss, as the samples can be changed

before the goods become too shopworn to
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
ONLY

WHOLESALE 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. WHOLESALE
ONLY

HANDSOME PRESENTS

CUTLERY

with

Solid

Silver

or

Best

Plated

Flatware.

Furnish us with list of pieces required and we will give you prices.

I!

Cabinets made to hold any number of pieces required.

We carry a full line of Cased Goods, in Carvers, Dessert Sets, Fish Eaters, etc

"\_S: HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

J

SEND FOR OUR CUTLERY CATALOGUE.
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sell, and, in case of a cranky customer who

has an idea that the sample is better than

the bulk, you can give them the sample dis-

played. There are three spring sample

holders on the market, but the simplest and

best, also the cheapest, on account of its

being made in Canada as well as the United

States, has the cool name of the "Klondike"

sample holder.

SHELVING FOR ENAMELLED WARE

should be 12 inches wide above the ledge

and about 2t inches wide below the ledge,

the space below the ledge being filled in

with roomy drawers to carry many lines in

ripusefurnishings. Above the ledge the

first^^njkhelves shou!d»be about 8 inches

apart, tEe^ntJ^xvor tjjrekjiabout 12 i Aches

apart, and then one awj^sjj. ipcfcefi. T\i&.

will give ample accommodationro^H«Mfe
in enamel, «4ajjj™^ ahdtinware. TresqR
shelves should be Vippor\W.^vith*g mall

pillars turned out of i^-inch lumber,

and placed about 30 inches apart, uliii,

shelving also should be carried to the ceil-

ing, when finished with a cornice, leaving

an empty space above ; it is often filled

with rough parcels and looks untidy.

ROILER STEPLADDERS

should be placed on all shelving. There

are many kinds on the market. Our pre-

ference is for the one called the " Milbradt,"

on account of its simplicity. The "Iowa,"

too, is a good one.

STORING NAILS

is a vexed question with the hardwareman.

They should be in bins, and, if possible, the

bins should be covered individually, so

as to keep out dirt and dust, also, that only

the one in use is open, as too frequently a

handful is returned to the wrong bin, en-

tailing a loss of time in sorting out, or a

great annoyance to your customer, whose

feelings are as mixed as the nails he some-

times receives. We recently saw something

new in nail bins, and for the benefit of the

trade we trust they will be put on the market

as they fill the bill completely.

CORDAGE.
It is a great mistake to have your sisal,

manila and other cordage mounted on rollers

in the store. It should be kept in the cellar,

as it loses weight in the store through heat

and draught. It should be passed through

from the cellar at some convenient spot,

so as to be handy, and, at the same time,

not unsightly. You should have a drawer

with short ends as samples, with descriptive

tag attached, giving prices and full par-

ticulars.

RANGES, COOK STOVES AND HEATERS.

It you have room, stoves sbwUiu be stood

in a line so that customers can see all around

them and your clerks can explain their flue

arrangements, etc. If room is too scarce,

make a double row of them, but always

stand them on a platform raised about six

inches from the floor, This will prove a

great convenience in showing them, and

will also prevent so much dirt and dust

gathering under them.

SHELVING FOR PAINTS, VARNISHES,
ENAMELS. ETC.

Goods of this class should be kept on

narrow shelving accommodating not more

than three rows from front to back. When
shelving is deep and many tins are piled in

front of each other, the different kinds are

liable to get mixed, and you think you are

out of some numbers, thus, customers are

disappointed and sales lost. The stock of

these goods is best kept in a dry cellar.

Oils and varnishes in bulk should be kept

in the cellar in a systematic manner with

trays to catch the drippings. They should

be provided with a wire gird raised about

two incns on'w^toh. to stand the measures,

and th^e^honridiTO inverted after each using

.. to drain 'them jncTkeep them acurate^

S coa^oil^taViksi *,

ThisMiJjWJother of HLjre JKCrdwarenjian's

troubles, but we kno^ of no better-WrangeJ

ment than tanks ir? thejcelljKVnd "m»mp>*ft

the s'tore. , Th* new self-registeriiJg^pump,

though expensive aVfirst, is a sound invest-

ment, and will save its cost in^a^hort time,

as it does away with -waste entirely and

makes mistakes almost impossible.

GLASS RACK.

Glass should have a rack built to suit the

different sizes. This is best at the back of

the store, and starting, if possible, right in

the corner with the front slanting, the narrow

end being toward the fiont of the store and

the broad end for your large sized glass right

in the corner. In this way you economize

space and also provide a place of safety for

your more expensive sizes. The divisions

in this rack should be just large enough to

hold a box or case of glass. Handy to your

glass rack should be your glass board or

table on which to cut glass. This should be

placed good and solid on a firm counter.

The base of this counter should be filled with

drawers in which you can conveniently

carry in the store a stock of dry colors, re-

serving a space clear to the floor for a bin

for waste glass. For this purpose we would

recommend a strong galvanized iron bin.

The old barrel is decidedly out of place in

a well fitted store. Make the bin out of 20-

gauge iron, fitting it with a pair of strong

handles, also a wooden bottom screwed on to

the metal bottom to prevent your floor get-

ting cut up,

HARVEST TOOLS AND SHOVELS.

These should be in a rack, a space being

made for each kind carried. One of the

cheapest and most convenient can be made

out of half-inch iron pipe, attached to a

solid platform, raised about six inches from

the floor ; this can be fastened on with

flanges. The style and size of this rack

largely depends upon the stock carried, and
the ingenuity of the hardwareman.

SHOW TABLES.

In addition to the counters you need two

or three show tables according to the size of

the store. These should be about 28 in.

high, 24 to 30 in. wide, and 6 to 8 ft. long.

They should have a shelf raised about 6 in. 4
from the floor and the full size of the table.

If goods are nicely arranged on these and
changed frequently, such tables will prove

very effective silent salesmen. They do
well for displaying special lines on which

you are making a drive, such as the balance

of anything toward the end of the season

for it, and which you should never carry

over if possible.

ADJUSTABLE TABLES

are excellent adjuncts in a store, and can

be put to many uses in both store and
window dressing; there are now two on the

market and both very good.

* In a short paper like this we have only

been able to briefly touch the main points
"* m connection with fitting the interior of the

up to date or twentieth-century hardware

store, leaving the enterprising and live

hardwareman much to supply, but we trust

our experience may be a help to some.

Then the time we have devoted to it will

not be lost, and we shall be satisfied in

having helped our fellow hardwaremen to a

better state of store equipment. Beta.

NEW LIGHT-PRODUCING GOODS.

The Ontario Lantern Co., of Hamilton,

Ont. , have just issued illustrations of the

new goods which they are manufacturing

for the coming season's trade, among which

is the " New Century Banner " cold-blast

lantern, with a great many improvements,

which have been covered by patents.

Then, they have recently put on the market

the "Radiant" Shelby incandescent elec-

tric lamp, which they are now in a position

to supply in the different candle powers and

voltages. They claim that the " Radiant
"

Shelby has a great many advantages over

the ordinary lamp, and, for efficiency and

long life, stands at the head of the list.

They solicit sample orders from dealers

in electrical supplies and from the large

lighting stations. This company have also

contracted with Mr. T. L. Willson, the

" Carbide King of Canada," to manufacture

for him a new acetylene gas lamp, which,

for brilliancy of light and economy, will

exceed anything that has ever been sup-

plied in the past. They are also manufac-

turing a full line of lamps and lamp burners

for kerosene oil, incandescent mantle

burners, etc., and solicit orders and in-

quiries from the trade for the same.
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PAIN I

I

WHITE LEAD
UFACTURED BY THE LATEST AND MOST APPROVED METHOD, SECURINC
WHITENESS, PERMANENCE, AND THE GREATEST COVERING. POWER.

THE

Canada Paint C?
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

MONTREAL

LIMITED

REGISTERED,

1HHH

—

«

' y^Jtv^'^fy '

THIS Lead is a new and scientific tombinatioy OJ^ ^^
materials, which are in themselves perfect (/tg- :

>HIS Lead

materials

ments, ground in pure refined Linseed Oil. It

will be found on trial to be the whitest Lead ever put on

the market, besides which it has great covering power,

works well under the brush, and shows up tints sharp and

clear. In thinning it takes more Oil than any other Lead,

and will, therefore, cover more surface. It will also wear

better either on inside or outside work than any paint

ever offered before.

Please give this PAINTERS PERFECT WHITE
LEAD a thorough test, and you will be satisfied that

it is all we claim for it.

>TTTT»TTTTWTTTT<TTTTWTt**MMMMMMMMMMMMMM WT»¥TT«<

The CANADA PAINT COMPANY, Limited

VARNISH AND COLOR MAKERS
l_ET,/\D GRINDERS

MONTREAL and TORONTO
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WE WANT YOU TO KNOW
ABOUT OUR LATEST PRODUCTION

THE

Hone Peoinsulai/^

STEEL OVEN J^^,
FOUR HOLE RANGE.

Handsome in design.

Economical in operation.

Profitable to dealer.

Satisfactory to consumer.

We are now making a full line of Steel
Oven Cooks and Ranges for coal or wood

Watch this space for announcement of

our Steel Oven Wood Cook. Write us for

further information.

GLARE BROS. & GO.
Pre-ton, Ont., and Winnipeg, Man.

Mfrs. of Stoves, Ranges, Furnaces,

Hot Water Boilers, Registers,

Hollowware, Etc.

ONTARIO TACK CO.,
HAMILTON, ONT.

LIMITED

Manufacturers

of. . Wire Nails Every kind and de-

scription.

Tacks,
Shoe Nails,

Shoe Rivets

Hay=Baling, Oiled
and Annealed, Bright,
Etc.

all kinds.

Wire
Fence Staples

Galvanized and Polished.

COOPER NAILS, BARREL NAILS, BASKET NAILS, STARR'S CORRUGATED STEEL FASTENERS.

SAMPLES SENT AND PRICES QUOTED ON APPLICATION.
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Varnishes^Xjapans

Ontario Silver Company
NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

L. McGlashan, President and Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Our Representatives . .

.

Maritime Provinces—W. B. Murdock, Amherst, N.S.

Quebec—J. McKay Rose, 452 St. Paul Street, Montreal.

Ontario—T. Mortimer, 27 Front Street West, Toronto.

Manitoba and Northwest—W. G. McMahon, Winnipeg.

British Columbia—J. Burns, Jr., Vancouver, B.C.

TABLE CUTLERY

NICKEL SILVER
and

ELECTRO PLATE

FLATWARE
American Factory,

E. G. Clarke, Manager. MUNCIE, INDIANA, U.S.A.
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THE CANCELLATION OF ORDERS.
ANOTHER LETTER ON THE QUESTION.

Editor Hardware and Metal,— I am
a subscriber to your journal, Hardware
and Metal, and welcome it as a weekly

visitor to my desk.

I read your article of March 9, " A Bad

Practice," also the letter from "One Who
Has Suffered," in issue of Marcb-Ki; com-

menting thereon, saying it was "timely and

to the point "
; also giving his views as to

the manner in which retailers should do their

business, notably with regard to booked

orders.

"One Who Has Suffered" evidently

does not feel that he yet has the retail trade

sufficiently at his mercy, but would like to

have them still more tightly tied up.

It makes all the difference in the world

" whose ox is gored." Most of us feel our

wounds pretty keenly, while not many of us

feel very much over the troubles of others,

and your correspondent is apparently one

of this kind. One would think the manu-

facturers with their trusts, and the jobbing

trade with their associations, meeting and

fixing prices at which they will supply the

retail trade, had things pretty well their own

way ; but this sufferer, possibly out-dis-

tanced in the race for business—appears to

want an absolute "holdup" on the

retailers.

Manufacturers' agents and representa-

tives of the jobbing houses start out in the

beginning of the year looking for business.

Retailers are besieged with this class of

callers, and we extend the glad hand to

many of them, wanting to book our orders

oftentimes 12 months in advance of our

requirements, and to get an order, they feel

called upon to guarantee the price, which

they do.

Now, what does a guaranteed price

mean ? It means that, in the event of an

advance on the market, we will not have

to pay any more than the price named,

and that, should a decline take place up to

the time of delivery, the price will be made

on the basis of such decline.

•• One Who Has Suffered " says he never

considers the propriety of offering to pay

more for his goods in the case of an

advance, but magnanimously, in the event

of a decline, gives his wholesaler the option

of meeting the price or cancelling the order.

After fixing their price, wholesalers have

their representatives call upon us, and they

book our orders at guaranteed prices, and

it matters not to the wholesaler how much

prices may advance ; he get his "rake off"

just the same, as he keeps himself covered

—if he does not he should do so—as he

goes along.

Now, Mr. Editor, if the manufacturers

among themselves, or the jobbers between

themselves, or, if in any case the one

>J^eak*. faith with the^»H»er, resulting in a

drop in pncej^wot/hf"if- b«Wmr, I^sL that

we, as retailei^stourdrbewimpelledto pay
—which *was perhafes unwatravteWji tiigh

—the price which Aese, people started out

to do business on ? Certainly riot'!' and

no reputable business house would exact it.

I have cancelled orders on the lines

complained of, and, while some retailers are

exonerated from blame in this connection,

as being " above such mean tactics," I

hesitate to believe that there is one hard-

ware merchant in Canada, of any standing,

who has not at some time given "his

wholesaler the option of meeting price or

cancelling the order" for the reason com-

plained of by " One Who Has Suffered."

Retailers will require a good deal of
'

' education the other way '

' to teach us

that if we " expect to profit by an advance

in price" we "must also be prepared to

stand a loss in the event of a drop."

To do this it will be necessary for " One
Who Has Suffered," as well as others whose

cause he seeks to champion, to cease

altogether the booking of orders for forward

shipment, and, possibly, to call their travel-
**

lers off the road entirely.

A good deal more may be said, Mr.

Editor, along the line travelled by your

correspondent, and I may return to the

subject, but, as I have at present trespassed

to a considerable extent upon your valuable

space, I will conclude, trusting you will

pardon me as this is a first offence.

" The Beeton Bell."

Beeton, March 20, 1901.

A Cabinet for Brace Bits.

I have been engaged in the hardware

business for upwards of 20 years, and have

in mind a particular wholesale house in

Ontario with whom I have been doing busi-

ness constantly during the whole of that

time, and, after having become acquainted

with them, I have not even asked for a copy

of my order, well knowing I would be pro-

perly dealt with, and not infrequently, on

receiving the invoice, I found the order

filled at a less price than that at which the

goods were booked, this too, without any

reference to it having been made by either

party. Again, I have had dealings with

certain wholesale houses, the outcome of

which was anything but satisfactory to me,

and, was of such a nature that, if I again

should attempt to do business with them, 1

would almost consider it necessary to call

in my solicitors to look after my interests.

A CABINET FOR BRACE BITS.

This is an illustration of a useful cabinet

and stand for brace bits. It can be made
in various sizes, but a handy size is 4 ft.

deep and 12 inches thick.

The top department in the

accompanying sketch shows

the position of the depart-

ments for the various sizes of

bits, each one to have a

narrow strip of wood nailed

across the top, painted white

and lettered black with the

various sizes. The doors are

secured with three hinges at

bottom, so as to fall down,

and fastened with Bale's

patent catch at top. On the

inside of the door should be

the prices of the various sizes

in the same department. The
bits should all be placed in

loose. Fastened to the back

should be a piece of wood cut in half-circle,

and a good assortment of bits fastened by

means of staples should be shown."

MAY MOVE TO CHATHAM.
It is proposed to pass a by-law in Chat-

ham, Ont., to loan Dowsley & Sons, steel

buggy-spring manufacturers, Owen Sound,

Ont., $20,000 for 20 years, and to exempt

the company's factory from taxation, in

consideration of the company operating a

factory in Chatham and employing at least

40 hands the first year and 75 all years

following. The loan is to be repaid in

annual instalments of $1,000. The matter

is to be brought up at the next meeting of

the Chatham Council.

R. R. Neild, machinist, Stratford, Ont.,

has sold out to F. A. Leak.
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BELTING
-Steam Hose, Sheet Packing,

Spiral Packing, Gaskets,

Valves, Corrugated Matting,

Electric Tape, etc., etc.

Catalogues, Samples and Prices

furnished on application.

THE DURHAM RUBBER CO., Limited
lowmanville, Ont.

ELEVATORS
LEITCH&TURNBULL'S. HAMILTON, CANADA.

ESTABLISHED 8 58Canada Elevator Works
Our reputation comes from the satisfactory working of our

High-class Passenger and Freight Elevators
found in the majority of the large Public Buildings, Factories

and Warehouses in the Dominion of Canada, and other

countries.

Toronto Municipal Buildings.
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WINNIPEG'S RETAIL HARDWARE STORES.
A Brief Sketch of their History and Business Methods.

SPECIAL numbers always call for a

review of trade and a noting of the

advances in supplies to meet the

requirements of the market. The history

of the retail hardware trade in Winnipeg

shows a number of houses in the line who

have done business in the city for many

years—some reaching back to the early

seventies—and have progressed steadily

from small stocks of limited range in one-

storey wooden buildings to fine modern

stores with stocks of the latest and most

improved goods in every line.

J. H. Ashdown's is the earliest hardware

store of which your correspondent could get

any trace. Mr. Ashdown opened here in a

very small way, in 1870, carrying a limited

stock of general hardware and stoves, and

carrying on tinsmithing as well. To-day,

the Ashdown retail hardware stores occupy

a four storey building at the corner of Main

and Bannatyne streets, having a frontage of

60 feet by a depth of 225 feet, not to speak

of the great wholesale house, of which a

description was given in these pages some

time ago. The stock carried is well

assorted to the smallest detail, and the

premises admirably arranged for transacting

business swiftly 'and conveniently.

Next in point of age comes the house of

R. Wyatt, which was opened in 1878. Mr.

Wyatt coming here from London, Ont.,

where he had spent 10 years with the Clare

Bros. Mr. Wyatt does a large and exclu-

sively city trade, and, while carrying all

lines, has made a specialty of housefurnish-

ing hardware and furnaces. Mr. Wyatt

finds that year by year he is growing more

into a cash trade, which is the Mecca of all

good business men ; he is satisfied with the

progress of his business so far, and is look-

ing forward to a steady increase.

Next in point of time comes the firm of

James Robertson & Company, formerly W.
G. Pettigrew. which was opened about 1880.

This firm has also a large wholesale busi-

ness in the city.

C. A. Baskerville & Co. opened in 1882.

Their store is near the C.P.R. depot on the

west side of Main street, and, in addition

to a large city, has a very considerable

country trade.

Graham & Rolston is a house opened in

1889. At that time the firm was Skeed &
Graham, Mr. Skeed having been for many

years with J. H. Ashdown. Mr. Skeed

only remained a short time with the new

house, which was next known as C. W.
Graham, and finally appeared under its

present caption. From its first starting the

house has been a popular one, and has

steadily increased its business.

Anderson & Thomas in 1899 bought out

the Campbell Bros., and since that time

have worked up a very satisfactory business.

Templeton & Co. on P ortage avenue are

among the newer firms which, with tact and

enterprise, are winning their way to a fair

share of the constantly-growing trade of the

city.

The retail hardware trade in Winnipeg is

carried on very much on the same lines by

all the houses. For instance, all carry all

classes of shelf and heavy hardware, stoves,

tin and granite ware, lamps, wooden ware,

cutlery and silverware. With the single

exception of Graham & Rolston, all deal in

furnaces. Business is done on both cash

and credit. No house does an exclusively

cash trade, but all houses in this line

are year by year doing more of a cash

trade.

There is an excellent feeling of good

fellowship among the men of the trade, and,

in consequence, there is little cutting of

prices. Trade is steady throughout the year

with the customary increases in volume of

business at certain seasons. There are

no merchants in Winnipeg of which her

citizens have a right to feel more justly

proud than of her retail hardwaremen.

They all stand high for integrity and public

spirit, and their virtues are like their wares,

of the enduring, but not obtrusive sort.

As the special number is also a spring

number it will be of interest to readers to

note something of the increasing business in

the dairy supply trade. Owing, no doubt,

to the fact that the failure of crop last year

has pressed home to the farmer the

desirability of having more than one string

to his bow, and also that dairying is not

attended with as great risk as grain

raising, the inquiry for dairy supplies,

such as butter- workers, churns and the

like is several weeks earlier than usual

and the inquiries are also more numerous.

The old houses are all represented

again this year. The Melotte, Alexandra,

De Laval, are doing business at their

old places and there is an air of activity un-

usual at this time in former seasons. Of

importance among the new concerns is

that of The Scott Dairy Supply Co., the

formation of which was noted in these pages

some time ago. As Mr. Scott, the head of

the new firm, has had a long and honorab'e

connection with dairy machinery and sup-

plies in this country, when opening for him-

self he had the choice of many agencies

particularly in the line of separators. After

considerable deliberation the firm has under-

taken the sale of the ' Improved United

States," manufactured by The Vermont,

Farm Machine Co., the largest manu-

facturers of dairy machinery in the

world probably. This separator has been

thoroughly tested in the Government Dairy

School here, and in such capable hands is

likely to give account of itself. The new

firm have the best wishes of the trade gener-

ally for the success of their venture.

Another claimant for mention is the

sample-room just being opened by T. L.

Waldron, representative of Caverhill,

Learmont & Co., Montreal. These pre-

mises are in the new Slovel block on the

first floor, and being admirably lighted will

show off the fine display of cutlery to the

best advantage as well as the other lines of

shelf hardware which will be carried. In

addition to these rooms, Mr. Waldron has

secured a large track warehouse for heavy

goods.

E. C. H.

A WHOLESALE FIRM'S NEW
WAREHOUSE.

The attention of the readers of Hard-
ware and Metal is called to the adver-

tisement in another column of Thos. Birkett

& Son Co., Limited, Ottawa.

The firm has been in business for the

past 34 years, during which time they have

worked up the largest wholesale and retail

hardware trade in Eastern Ontario. Their

aim has always been to give their customers

good goods at an advance of a living profit.

Last fall the firm began to build a large

brick wareroom on Canal street, next door

to H. N. Bate & Sons, and near the Russell

House. The building is large and central

and well stocked with new goods from all

the best manufacturers in England, Ger-

many, United States and Canada.

The firm in their new premises will be in

a position to give better attention and satis-

faction to all their old customers, together

with the many new ones whose intent it will

be to give them a call and trade with

them.

A large increase in the firm's business in

their new premises, which for light, accom-

modation and convenience is second to none

in the Dominion, is what one may conn

dently expect.
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Gunn Castor "Brassite" Goods.
These goods, which go by the name of " BRASSITE,"

are equal to SOLID BRASS in every particular, cost less

money, look and wear as well.

Nothing better on the market.

"BRASSITE"

fG'sreHEO TRADE

Like all other high-class articles, substitutes are being
offered in place of them, and the trade can only be sure they

are getting the real article when our Trade Mark is on each
package. None genuine without the above "Trade
Mark."

If your Jobber does not handle them, or offers substitutes,
write me direct.

IyNwSV MtlMRY, Canadian agent
1 Place Royale,

MONTREAL
Representing . . .

The Canada Horse Nail Co., Montreal.

Specialties = Nails, Spikes, Tacks, etc.

SAMPLES Sent Free on Application.

Manufactured by . . .

McCAW, STEVENSON & ORR,

Belfast, Ireland.

yj»j»^j»j»j»^«g»^3|»ji>^g|»^
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N OLDEN TIMES when steam engines were
built after this design any

kind of a valve would do. the majority of makers apparently consider that it is

the same to-day. the advance of steam engineering has been phenomenal-ingenu.

/k) ity and skilled labor have made
{~) x-\ marvelous progress.

all these require controling,
and/halves. of inferior jvietal. im-

hvE EVEN

STANDARD, MADE t*
HOW.

<&
Trade Hark
on every piece.

The James Morrison Brass Mnfg.

1
Co,, Limited Manufacturers of

A complete line of the highest grade
Steam and Water Goods,

TORONTO, ONT.

f
I*
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THE ADVERTISING ARENA.

THE FUNCTION OF THE ADVERTIS-
ING MANAGER.

E
VERY man in business knows that to

advertise properly requires time

—

time for management and time for

free thought. For want of time there are

legions of business men who neglect adver-

tising. There are others who, for the same

reason, do it half-heartedly. Both make

serious mistakes.

Every manager of business is working on

a plot of arable ground. It may be small;

it may be large. If it is a hundred-acre

farm it is divided into ten-acre lots. Each

lot yields a profit through its own particular

produce. In the country the space is

divided up between wheat, oats, peas and

pasture. Just so in business. The head of

the firm may devote the largest lot to buy-

ing, and give it his special attention. Or

the selling lot may occupy the preeminent

place in his mind. Sometimes finance is

the leader. Generally a man has his

specialty. But whether or no he has one

seed to which he looks for the largest profit,

he must extend his watchful eye over the

whole farm.

On the part of the man who has little

time, advertising is often given only a small

back lot. and even that does not receive

due attention. Consequently, the yield in

this field is discouraging, and the husband-

man comes to the conclusion he has been

laboring on stony ground. He forgets that

the richest earth when neglected is not as

profitable as sandy and stony soil, well

cultivated, well watered and tenderly

nursed. •

A farmer does no^ju#tendJto be able to

work a hundred-acre

with the aid of modern

On him he will bestow executive authority,

and full power to act within his assigned

sphere. And that man will develop his

branch of the business and the profits of

that firm will swell.

Business is becoming every day more

specialized in its different departments.

While there is still a place for the general

supervisor, he is becoming more and more

the two-hour-a-day man. Each department

requires a man's special attention.

If a man wishes to have his advertise-

ments bring him good results, he should

place a man in charge of his advertising

and catalogue department. It merits a per-

son's whole attention. Ad. -writing has

been reduced to a science, and a deep

science it is. The making of a catalogue is

a work of large dimensions. Combined,

the tasks need one whole, entire brain. The

number of firms who are adopting this policy

is increasing. Thereby, they show con-

summate wisdom.

SMALL MERCHANT ADVERTISING.

It is a well-known fact, remarks an

exchange, that a stranger can go into a new

town and create more interest in himself

and business in a given length of time than

an old, well-known and respected citizen.

The tendency seems to be to take up with

strangers, partly, no doubt, on account of

the novelty of the thing. The old-estab-

lished business house once started down

hill finds it much harder to put in paying

business than a new business.

It is the same with advertising. A new

business is much eisier advertised than an

o^jqjf^nd to be able to old .business. TheTTnerchant in the country

icre rarrrt iwarMNj%A'T||A|yLas the hydesJ^proble1^*Sn attvertis-

dern machinery he finds ing ; sfrnprjUjKse he

devised plan and have a system and ex-

plain that plan to the public. He should

keep explaining his advantages to the

public. He should do it regularly and at

every opportunity.

N
FOR AND ABOUT PLACARDS.

EVER attempt ornamentation on

show cards unless you understand

art, remarks American Advertiser.

It is so very easy to over -do a card. A
pleasing arrangement of a few words in

black on white board will attract quicker

and create a better impression than if done

in gold and silver and red and blue, with

birds and scroll work thrown in.

Study arrangement of words. Words
can be piled to advantage. For example :

For Us
Nothing

is ever good

enough

if belter

exists.

In this the words " good" and " better"

are brought out by virtue of their

positions.

Here is something for a clearance sale :

Take this home to=day

for

69C.

You considered it a

Bargain
last week at a dollar.

e/knows every^ man
it an -Hwpo^sibje te«k, IJe must bring in personally who is lilfcly^^WM hi^^dvfcs . jaAi

help. The " hired man " is gfve>«a leant;- .Rising. They know^his store, they have ^'TL'

a plough, a drill and a binder, and he goes "" 'iorrhed intopinia* and learned the current

prejudices, an* M facil«4w thfotottJjer-

Any of the following phr<ises may be used

on" show cards, or supplementary to price

out into that neglected back lot and he

more than makes his wages.

Does that contain no lesson? The head

of a firm in the city is also working a hun-

dred acre farm within his four walls. He
has back lots that are neglected—and good

rich soil they contain. Even with the aid

of modern office machinery, even though all

he has to do is sit on his high seat and

drive, he cannot find time to supervise his

whole business.

He should go out to the backwoods and

take lessons from the agriculturist. He will

come back and bring in a "hired man."

than he does. They know the kind of stoc

he carries and how his prices compare with

the other stores, both locally arid in other

towns. They know the whole thing from

start to finish.

It is a common expression that a prophet

hath no honor in his own country. This

idea seems to fit the advertising of the

small country dealer. The man who can

make advertising in the country pay, and

very many of them do, is deserving of

great credit.

Every advertiser should have a well-

Jie^stamp of style.
' was . It is. . .

.

New Century priees.

This is to satisfy you.
Bargains beckon you.
JkeVrice leans your way.
j^orth makes it a bargain,
might things for dull days.
Chance of the new century.
Touched with temptingness.
'Don't buy what you don't need.
Business suits at business prices.
The mice helps to make it popular.
Heady-made, but custom goodness.
Your dollar is worth all it will buy.
Pretty goods—but more than pretty.
Don't economize at your own expense.
Fine furnishings for fastidious fellows
A price that gladdens the careful buyer.
A store where confidence dwells eternal.
We lose on these but we gain your favor.
Old Century goods at New Century prices.
Here are the things we know you will like.

A soft touch on the contents of your purse.
You can go farther but can't do any better,

lie that serves quickly serves twice as will
A margin of profit and a portion of pleasure.
Honest values stitched With truthful words.
Tins store is yours to the extent of your desires.
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THE NOVA SCOTIA STEEL CO.
m* LIMITED

Manufacturers of

^U I LLL Tire, Sleigh Shoe, Toe Caulk, Reeled Machinery, Spring, Angles, and

all sizes of Merchant Bar, also special Agricultural and other sections.

POLISHED STEEL SHAFTING From y to 3>4
GUARANTEED STRAIGHT AND TRUE TO 1-500 PART OF AN INCH.

SHEETS and PLATE STEEL
FROM 12 GAUGE TO 'A INCH THICK AND UP TO 48 INCHES WIDE.

HEAVY STEEL FORCINGS and HAMMERED SHAFTING
NOTHING REQUIRED IN CANADA TOO LARGE FOR US.

STEAM and ELECTRIC CAR AILES FISh pl.tes
SPIKES, BOLTS, AND OTHER RAILROAD MATERIAL.

5TEEL TEE RAILS, 12, i&a>nd 28 lb. per yard.

FERRONA
c,COT/4

for

foundry
use.

OWNERS OF THE SYDNEY MINES
(formerly the property of the General Mining Association of London).

Miners and Shippers ofJSydneyCoal

W? OLD SYDNEY COAL
1

STEEL WORKS : New Glasgow. BLAST FURNACE : Ferrona.
COAL SHIPPING PIER : North Sydney.

HEAD OFFICE : New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, Canada.
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7Z

Klatsoii, foster £o„THE LIMITED

MONTREAL.

y** z.""""^

Sy'f "i4» \

WALL
PAPERS

WW^Ss. v"^ i Jz''
:%

18 INCH INGRAIN FRIEZE NO. 1969.

A VERY DECORATIVE ROCOCO PATTERN
WHICH MATCHES TWELVE LEADING SHADES:
A SMALL SHADE BOOK OF INGRAINS, WITH
ILLUSTRATED MATCH COMBINATIONS, OR
SAMPLES, WILl£^£ SENT UPON REQUEST.

REORDER
NOW

ANY PATTERNS
YOU ARE LIKELY

TO BE SHORT OF

WORKS-ONTARIO STREET EAST.

MONTREAL.

SAMPLE BOOKS
OF ANY DESIRED
GRADE OF WALL
PAPERS SENT
PREPAID TO
THE TRADE.
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Smelly Oil Lamps,

Poor Electricity or Flickering Gas ?

Isn't it about time to make
la change and

GET more Light
For . . .

Less Money ?

Get 100 Candle
Power
for 50c a month.

GET the Light of Eight Oil

Lamps for the cost of Two.

AUER GASOLINE LAMP.
Your money back if you don't like it.

GET
AN

Write for Catalogue. . .

AUER LIGHT CO.
IgS&tf&SSSlr- 1682 NOTRE DAME ST. MONTREAL

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wm. b. stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

HAMES

AISD ALL KINDS OF . .

SADDLERY
HARDWARE

McKinnon Dash & Metal Works Co., Limited
NIAGARA FALLS and ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
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A Hardware Manufacturer's Interesting Career

As Exemplified in the Life of T. Henry Asbury, President of
The Enterprise Manufacturing Co. g

ONE afternoon in September last a

number of wholesale hardware-

men, a few manufacturers and

others were standing on the deck of the

Lord Stanley enjoying therefrom the magnifi-

cent view of the city of Quebec and its

famous citadel. Among the group was a

gentleman, medium in height, comfortable

in build, and from whose pleasant face

hung a pointed long white beard. The

gentleman was T. Henry Asbury, the

president of The Enterprise Manufacturing

Co., of Philadelphia.

" I had intended only coming as far as

Montreal," he said in reply to an inquiry I

made shortly after I had had the privilege

of being introduced to him. " But finding

some of my customers were in Quebec at-

tending the convention of the Wholesale

Hardware Association, I decided I would

come on here to see them."

'
' And right glad are we that you came,

'

'

exclaimed some of those who were standing

in the group. fc»^
Nl — \

Finally we began talking of trade mattmlfk •

and I learned from Mr. Asbury that he

took a great deal of interest in the Cana-

dian trade and that his business with this

country was steadily growing. During our

conversation I was struck by the manner in

which he spoke of the Canadian market.

There was no bluster about it. There was

nothing avaricious about it. While he did

not say it in words, yet I felt that here was

a man who wanted to do business with

Canada because he liked her and her

people. When some time afterwards I

learned that Mr. Asbury was an English-

man by'.birth, having come to the United

States when a young man, I began to put

two and two together. And now I think I

understand why he seemed to have a

peculiar interest in the Canadian market.

made there for France, Germany, Russia,

Turkey ; in fact, for all civilized nations.

From the gun district and gun trade Mr.

Asbury went to work with his brother,

who was engaged in the manufacture of

agricultural engines.

" I added largely to my stock of mechani-

cal knowledge while with him," said Mr.

Asbury. "Then I went back to Birming-

ham, and engaged with the Vulcan Iron

Foundry, in order to attain full knowledge

and experience, whereby to make me a

thorough mechanic. I worked at both lathe

and vise, and secured a fair knowledge of

engine building. It was while engaged

there that I determined to set my face to-

ward America."

Mr. Asbury was born over 62 years ago

in that hive of iron and steel industry,

Birmingham. His first occupation was

errand boy to a silversmith in his native

town at the magnificent wage of two shill-

ings per week. He soon, however, found

more congenial employment with a gun-

maker. Next he went to a gunfinisher, and

subsequent to that worked in a number of

shops in the gun-making district of Birming-

ham, which at that time was the largest

gun- making city in the world. Guns were

"I was then 18 years of age. I went

to Liverpool, and sailed away in the good

old packet ship, Tonawanda, for Phila-

delphia. And that's all there is to it," said

Mr. Asbury, with the air of one who had

exhaused the subject.

" But your story has only commenced,"

expostulated the interviewer. " Please tell

me about the stait, and the fortunes that

awaited you in Philadelphia."

" I can well remember somethings about

it," was the answer, "and we won't miss

those that I have forgotten. The ship was

supplied with what was called ' Government

rations.' The law compelled the owners of

the vessel to supply to each passenger so

much flour, so much pork, so many beans,

etc. Each of us went into the hold twice

each week, and secured his rations. There

was a cook who was supposed to prepare

this for consumption, but there were so many
of us that he soon took a back seat, and

each passenger cooked for himself. We
were seven weeks in coming, and so the

most of us were sick, and we were all of us*

also sick of it, long before it was over. We
had a rough voyage— I have been across

18 times since, and I never saw a rougher

one.

" I landed in Philadelphia with just 62c.

in my pocket, but a trunk full of clothes,

packed by a thoughtful mother, and sufficient

to last me for a year. I naturally lost no

time in looking for work. For two weeks

nothing came in sight. Then I saw an

advertisement in The Ledger :
' Wanted

—

A young man, under instructions. Apply

to Thomas Stewart, Drinker's Alley, Ma-

chinist.' I was there long before 7 o'clock

in the morning waiting for Mr. Stewart. I

asked him, ' Do you want a machinist ?

'

' I do not, ' he said ;
' but I do want a

young man under instructions.' 'I am a

machinst,' I answered, 'and I want the

job. What wages will you pay ?
' He

answered that he would give me $4.50 or

$5 per week. I went to work at $5. At

the end of the week he voluntarily raised

me to $6, and at the end of the month he

advanced me to $8.

" This was doing reasonably well, but I

saw a chance to better myself, and took

advantage of it. I went to Sharps' rifle

factory, in West Philadelphia. They paid

me $12, which I feel was as good as $18

now, when one takes into consideration the

difference in rent and in the cost of living.

I remained Aiere until the panic of 1857

closed the establishment.

" I then engaged with Bement &
Dougherty, and worked as a machinist until

1859. Dr. Gallagher had just come from

Savannah with a patent rifle that he desired

to make and market. He opened a small

shopontheFrankford road, and I entered his

employ, and made his first gun under his

directions. I own that weapon to day, as

the doctor made me a present of it in 1896.

You may believe that I prize it as a valued

possession.

"A company was formed for the manu-

facture of this gun. They leased Slote'"

mill on the Fraser river; then built a factory

on Twelfth and Thompson streets, and the

same was run night and day at the com-

mencement of the Civil War. Then they

put up still another factory at Twenty-second

street and Washington avenue, where



TRiPLEMOriO/V
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White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer

Is Responsible for the Best Ice Cream

the: tri IVI OTTIO INI beats the cream while it freezes, thus insuring absolute smoothness.

"TRIPLE IVIOTIOISI forces each particle of cream in turn from the center to the sides

of the can where it is thoroughly and evenly frozen.

TRIPLE IN/IOTIOIM
even and lumpy cream.

prevents a solid moving mass in the can that results in un-

IVIOT ION by its constant movement increases the speed of the freezing process.

rRIPLE IVIOTIOINI has resulted in the sale of more White Mountain Freezers than

all other freezers combined. Its merits have been discussed in nearly every household from Maine to

California. If a woman wanted a freezer don't you think you could sell her a Triple Motion White Moun-

tain with least trouble and least chance of future complaint ?

Our Agents in tbe Dominion are-

THE McCLARY MFG. CO., !TdTaNSE?S°'
M0NTREA1- W1NN1PE°

Write them for complete descriptive catalogue, special information,

or prices on our complete line.

SOLE riANUFACTURERS :

THE WHITE MOUNTAIN FREEZER CO.
NASHUA, IM.M.
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thousands of guns were made for our

Government. At the close of the war they

ceased to make this weapon, and entered

upon the manufacture of the American

button hole sewing machine.

"At the commencement of the war,

Henry Disston took a Government contract

for the manufacture of 30,000 cavalry bridle

bits. Mr. Sharps, my old employer, had

formerly made 400 of these, also for the

Government. I had left Dr. Gallagher and

gone back to Sharps, and had made the

tools for the manufacture of these bits. Mr.

Disston had learned of this, and engaged

me to go with him and make the needed

tools for the manufacture of the 30,000.

" In two months he decided to give me
charge of his machine shop as foreman,

which position I held until 1864, or until I

believed that the time had come to go into

business for myself."

"Please tell me about your start."

"There is not much to tell about that,"

Mr. Asbury responded. "It was a very

humble beginning. All the recent years of

labor had found me with but one purpose

in view—the commencing of business for

myself. I felt that I had passed through

enough practical labor and experience to

make me a master of the various branches

of the machinist's trade. All I lacked was

capital, but I had saved a little of that, and

felt that the time for the venture had come.

" I commenced at the bottom of the

ladder. This was in 1865. I transformed

the third storey of my house into a work-

shop, and begun to make fair progress.

' One of my present partners in The

Enterprise Manufacturing Co. is John G.

Baker. At the time of which I am telling

you he had invented and patented a

machine for making glaziers' points—the

little three-cornered metal bits that are used

for holding the pane of glass in the window

frame. It would cut out 5,000 in a minute.

He soon found that it could also be used

for saw-toothing, and sold it to Henry Dis-

ston for that purpose.

" It was when I was foreman in the shop

of the latter. One day he came to me and

asked if I did not want a machinist, as

there was a man downstairs who wanted a

job. I put him on, and it was Mr. Baker.

After I had commenced for myself, he came

to my house one Sunday and I told him I

wanted him to come into business with me.
' But I have no money,' he said. ' Neither

have I.' was my answer, ' and in that

respect we will make a good combination. '

" He agreed to go in. We established

ourselves in the third storey of No. 402

Library street, in a room 14 by 28 feet in

size, and hung out a sign, *T. Henry

Asbury & Co.'

" We did a little jobbing work. We also

commenced the manufacture of a measur-

ing faucet for the drawing and measuring

of molasses. After we had sold several

hundred of these we were sued by Smith,

Seltzer & Co. on the claim that we were in-

fringing upon a patent owned by them.

The litigation was finally ended by a com-

promise and a partnership. We were

machinists and manufacturers ; they were

merchants. We could make the article,

and they could sell it. It was so obviously

to the advantage of all concerned, that we

were not long in coming to an agreement.

We put in our article for $20,000 ; they

put theirs in at the same amount. We
added $10,000 for working purposes, and

The Enterprise Manufacturing Co. of

Pennsylvania came into existence. The
company was incorporated on September 8,

1866.

"There is not much more to tell," Mr.

Asbury continued. " We moved into a

small rented factory on Exchange place,

Philadelphia, bnt soon outgrew it, and

erected one of our own at Third and

Dauphin streets. Both Mr. Baker and I

worked at the bench, on various machines,

along with other mechanics.

"Oh, let me tell you an incident about

those measuring faucets. We once accumu-

lated 400 dozen, and it gave us quite a

load to carry them. So I set out on a tour,

and visited 65 towns between Philadelphia

and St. Joseph, Missouri. I had one or

more dozen sent to each town ahead of me.

I tried to sell them to the hardware dealers,

but the reply occasionally was ' Young man,

we have our cellar full of that kind of stuff.

We don't want them.'

'
' I would then make arrangements with

some one dealer to represent us . Then I

would call on a dozen grocers and put the

machine in practical operation. This was

in the dead of winter. When the grocer

saw the magic it performed upon his barrel

of molasses, there was no trouble in per-

suading him that he needed one, and in

getting him to pay $5 for it. This opened

the eyes of the hardwareman, and he made

up his mind that we had an article that

would sell.

*
' After the faucet was well started, we

began the manufacture of a bung-hole borer,

then a coffee mill, and a tobacco cutter,

and so, one by one, our great line of

specialties came into existence."

Mr. Asbury was elected president of The

Enterprise Co. in 1870. It now has an

immense plant, devoted to the manufacture

of patented hardware specialties and labor-

saving machinery, its productions being

known throughout the world. Mr. Asbury

gives special attention to the affairs of the

company. He has been largely interested

in Florida, having served as president of

the Kissimmey Land Co. ; treasurer of the

Florida Land and Improvement Co. ; director

in the Atlantic and Gulf Coast Canal and
Okechocee Co. He is also a director in the

Philadelphia Manufacturers' Mutual Fire'

Insurance Co. He also has large interests

in real estate at Oak Lane, where he resides,

together with his sons and daughters, who
surround him in their delightful homes.

On October 3, 1857, he married Mary
Elizabeth, daughter of Elias and Mary
Rimmer Swann. They have three daughters

and two sons, the latter being actively en-

gaged with their father in The Enterprise

Manufacturing Co.

"Mr, Asbury, I have heard with great

interest of the labors you have performed

—

but what else have you managed to do or

learn in all these years ? What is about

the best thing a man can have, after all ?
"

" Well," came the ready answer, " about

the best thing I know of, is a contented

mind. One should learn to do the best he

can when at work, and lay aside all worry

as to results, when that work is faithfully

done.

"A man in my line of business soon

learns another thing. That is, to first find

a want, and then provide something to fill

the same ; and then to open your hand and

show the people what you have—to adver-

tise it. These three things have been our

policy.

'
' I have also learned that it pays to make

an article first- class in all respects. To hold

the thing up in all lights and points of

examination, and to ask :
' How can that

be improved ?
' When you see where, go

on and improve it. Spend money gener-

ously in labor-saving machinery and tools

to produce it. Study the wants and com-

forts of your fellow mechanics, thus making

sure of their good-will ; trying to make life

pleasant for them in the factory. I find

that this pays. Some of our men have been

here since 1865 ; a number of them for 30

years or more. They have never had a

thought of going elsewhere. They have

made themselves a part of the concern."

Besides his own visits to Great Britain,

Mr. Asbury has from time to time sent

representatives, with the result that The

Enterprise Manufacturing Co. now do ai

extensive trade with that country. The

company's trade with Canada has also

made steady progress. The foreign trade

of the company has become so important

that it is now about 25 per cent, of its entire

business.
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rthur. Corneille & Co.

MONTREAL
Manufacturers and Importers of . .

.

JVhite Lead,

Oils and Colors,

Mixed Paints,

Window Glass,

Varnishes, etc.

(jLUE=Canadian and Foreign

in extensive assortment, to suit all requirements, for which we

will be pleased to submit samples and prices.

SELLING AGENTS IN CANADA

For the GENUINE

Imperial French Green

of JOHN LUCAS & CO.,

Philadelphia.

And CELEBRATED

ENGLISH VARNISHES
of CHAS. TURNER & SON,

London.

ESTABLISHED 1895.

Skedden & Co.

Manufacturers of

BRUSHES \ BROOflS
4, 6, 8, io Park Street South,

Hamilton, Ontario.

Our special Brushes for the Hardware trade

are unexcelled.

Our Horse and Dandy Brushes are very

superior in quality and finish.

I Our Stable and Factory Brooms are strong

and durable.

Our prices cannot be beaten.

(WRITE US FOR SPECIAL HARDWARE PRICE LISTS.)

ALL OVER THE DOM1ISI01S

Bennetts
Patent
Shelf Box

Is making satisfied customers.
No store Is complete without
them, and the

Klondike
Sample
Holder.

Shelf Boxes made all sizes to suit your
shelving and delivered to you com-
pletely finished at such prices that the

old wooden shelf box is completely
knocked out

Prices and full particulars from

J. S. BENNETT,
20 Sheridan Ave

.

» TORONTO.
N B.-We shall be pleased to give pointers to those building

or refitting on the best sizes for shelving and boxes.

JAS. B. CAMPBELL. WILLIAM PRATT.

The Acme Can Works
Manufacturers of

Paint and Color Cans, round and square,
Varnish and Oil Cans, Paint Irons,

Paint Packages, Lye Tins,

and every description of Tin or can required by the trade.

Write us for anything you need in our line. We will be

pleased to quote you prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY
Ontario St. and Jeanne D'Arc Avenue, MONTREAL
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THE ACME CAN WORKS.

AS the country goes on producing

more foodstuffs and as our

i manufacturing industries increase,

the demand for tin enclosures grows

apace and the can manufacturers must

increase their capacity accordingly. This

is just what the Acme Can Works of

Montreal are doing. They have lately

secured the handsome and commodious

premises shown in the accompanying cut on

Ontario street, and are in the process of

removing their plant from St. Antoine street.

Here they expect to turn out from 60,000 to

75,000 cans a day, employing a force of

from 100 to 125 hands and running a well-

balanced equipment of machinery. The

firm are spending about $75,000 in getting

ready for business and will have one of the

best equipped plants on this continent.

The factory itself is built with solid brick

walls and fireproof partitions. The main

building contains two flats, each 200 feet

long by 45 feet wide. At the front of first

floor is the office, while the re-

maining space is devoted to

general can-making. Next the

wall on either side is a row of

presses—about 30 in all ; then

come two lines of shears, one

on each side, and then down

the centre runs a row of 1 5 for-

mers. This plant will allow of

an immense output and permit

of a great variety of patterns,

ranging from a little 2-oz. fluid

beef can to a 10 gallon square

oil can.

At the rear is a series of pressure testers,

after going through which the cans are dried

and sent to the warehouses at the rear or to

the storerooms on the upper flat. Upstairs,

besides the two storerooms, are a general

tin shop, a carpenter shop, a bake room, a

paint shop, and a light, bright lunch-room

for the workmen. The entire building is

well ventilated and lighted.

The front extension on the right is the

storeroom of tin and the raw products. It

has been built to be fireproof and to keep

contents perfectly dry. The ground floor is

40 x 50 feet, and is constructed to stand a

pressure of 3,000 pounds to the square foot.

The upper apartment wil be used as a

storeroom. A covered entrance has been

built to this addition, so that goods can

be unloaded out of the wet on a rainy day.

The parallel projection at the rear is the

machine shop, where all the dies are made.

For this purpose there have been installed 9

lathes, 2 planers, 3 drills, a milling ma-

chine, a shaper, a special dye grinder and

a few extra machines for special purposes.

The machinery, on the whole, is thoroughly

up-to-date and includes some patterns of

the firm's own origination and patent. The

motive power is electricity, the driving

being done by two large motors.

The members of the Acme Can Works

firm are men of enterprise. They are the

only Canadian manufacturers of key-

opening cans for meats, fruits and vege-

tables, and paint packages . They also have

other special makes of their own. Within

the next ten years they expect to see a

wonderful improvement in the demand for

tin cans, half of whose utility, they believe,

has not yet been told. They are acting

according to this idea, and have prepared a

manufacturing establishment which will

meet all the requirements of the Canadian

trade. They intend to be ever ready to

supply a demand, planning to keep in store-

house a stock of 3 , 000, 000 to 4, 000,000 cans.

GOLD PAINT FORMULAE.

The formulas of the various gold paints

on the market are carefully guarded trade

secrets. Essentially they consist of a

bronze powder mixed with a varnish.

The best bronze powder for the purpose is

what is known in the trade as " French

flake," a deep gold bronze. This bronze,

as seen under the microscope, consists of

tiny flakes or spangles of the bronze metal.

As each minute flake forms a facet for the

reflection of color, the paint made with it is

much more brilliant than that prepared

from finely powdered bronze.

For making gold paint like the so-called

" washable gold enamel" that is sold by

the manufacturers at the present time, it is

necessary to mix a celluloid varnish with

the French flake bronze powder. This

varnish is made by dissolving transparent

celluloid in amyl acetate in the proportion

of about 5 per cent, of celluloid.

Transparent celluloid, finely shredded. . 1 oz.

Acetone, sufficient quantity.

Amyl acetate to make 20 oz.

Digest the celluloid in the acetone until

dissolved and add the amyl acetate. From

one to four ounces of flake bronze is to be

mixed with this quantity of varnish. For

silver paint or " aluminum enamel," flake

aluminum bronze powder should be used in

place of the gold. The celluloid varnish

incloses the bronze particles in an im-

pervious coating, air-tight and water-tight.

As it contains nothing that will act upon

the bronze, the latter retains its lustre for a

long period, until the varnished surface

becomes worn or abraded and the bronze

thus exposed to atmospheric action.

All of the "gold" or, more properly, gilt

furniture that is sold so cheaply by th<*

furniture and department stores is gilded

with a paint of this kind, and for that

reason such furniture can be offered at a

moderate price. The finish is surprisingly

durable, and in color and lustre is a very

close imitation of real gold leaf work. This

paint is also used on picture frames of

cheap and medium grades, taking the place

of gold leaf or the lacquered silver leaf

formerly used on articles of the better

grades ; it is also substituted for "Dutch
metal," or imitation gold leaf, on the cheap-

est class of work.

A cheaper gold paint is made by using an

inexpensive varnish composed of gutta-

percha, gum damar, or some other

varnish gum, dissolved in benzole, or in a

mixture of benzole and benzine. The paint

made with a celluloid amylacetate varnish

give off a strong banana-like odor when
applied, and may be readily recognized by

this characteristic.

The impalpably powdered bronzes are

called "lining" bronzes. They are chiefly

used for striping or lining by carriage

painters, in bronzing gas fixtures and metal

work, in fresco and other interior decora-

tion, and in printing ; the use of a very fine

powder in inks or paints admits of the

drawing or printing of very delicate lines.

Lining bronze is also used on picture

frames or other plastic ornamental work.

Mixed with a thin, weak glue sizing it is

applied over " burnishing clay," and,when

dry, is polished with agate burnishers. The
object thus treated, after receiving a finish-

ing coat of a thin transparent varnish
t
imi-

tates very closely in appearance a piece of

finely cast antique bronze. To add still

more to this effect the burnishing clay is

colored the greenish-black that is seen in

the deep parts of real antique bronzes, and

the bronze powder, mixed with size, is

applied only to the most prominent parts of

•* high lights " of the ornament.

Since the discovery of the celluloid amyl-

acetate varnish, or bronze liquid, and its

preservative properties on bronze powders,

manufacturers have discontinued the use of

liquids containing oils, turpentine, or gums,

since their constituents corrode the bronze

metal, causing their paint to finally turn

black. W. A. Dawson.
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A
VALUABLE

NCY
HljVkWL besf^paSnt proposition today

. jL \^C^ Sherwin-Williams Paint

Agency. It means Good Goods,

Qs>4& Methods and Good Advertising

iX-ihe elements of business success.

It gets the business. It holds it. It

helps all the trade of the store. It's

profitable. It keeps growi?ig. It means
success in paint.

The struggle for business suprem-

acy in all lines becomes keener every

year. The pace gets faster and the

-4ight hotter. Competition makes it so.

v~y, It's harder to succeed today than it

us<*$l "tcfbe, but by employing the right

methods you can succeed quicker and
your success will be greater than that

ofothers before you—quicker because

methods have been improved, greater

because4 the' field is larger.

THE SHERWtN-WlLLIAMS CO. helps

every agent to improve his business,

helps him to lead'm his*U,rjer^get there

quicker—and provides hfaft tyjth the

right methods to do it.

We bring to bear on the business

of our agents the same methods that

have made us successful, and properly

applied they will never fail anyivhere

of the same results.

The Sherwin-Williams paints are

the best that can be made.

The Sherwin-Williams Methods are

the nearest perfect and most effective

yet employed.

It will most assuredly pay you to

secure our agency. It's an oppor-
tunity for you to share in one of the

best and most complete systems that

has ever been applied to a business.

It's your opportunity to enlarge your
business,and you ought not to let it slip.

SEND FOR THE "B-13" BOOK-
LET. A HANDSOME EXAMPLE
OF PRINTING. IT EXPLAINS
IN DETAIL THE PAINTS AND
THE METHODS.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO, NEWARK, BOSTON, SAN FRANCISCO,
NEW YORK, MONTREAL, TORONTO. KANSAS CITY.

Cia:
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AN UP-TO-DATE GLASS IMPORTING HOUSE.

ONE of the best proofs of progressive-

ness is furnished in the business

man who turns his losses to good

account; who considers a reverse but as an

opportunity for the greater progress. So

The Toronto Plate Glass Importing Co.,

Hill & Rutherford, proprietors, have good

claims to a reputation for progressiveness of

the highest standard.

Last July their large warehouse on Vic-

toria street, Toronto, was destroyed by fire.

Temporary quarters were at once secured,

and architects started to work on plans for

a new warehouse on the site of the old and

adjoining property. This warehouse is now
almost completed.

Any person going over the premises,

from the basement to the top floor, as a

representative of Hard •

ware and Metal
was shown by Mr. Hill

the other day, would

not fail to be impressed

with the ingenious

manner in which space

has been economized

and with the unique de-

vices that have been in-

troduced to insure the

greatest saving in the

time necessary for

receiving, storing and

shipping glass.

The exterior of the

warehouse, a cut of

which is shown, will

be made exceedingly

handsome by the use

of white and colored

glass or porcelain tiles,

which this firm have

used to great advantage

in many buildings in

recent years in both

interior and exterior

decoration. The tiles will be the shape and

size of Roman bricks, and will give a sub-

stantial as well as attractive appearance to

the front.

An unusual feature that has been in-

troduced into the construction of this

warehouse is the arrangement of the

entrances, of which there are four. To

the extreme left, as shown on the cut on

this page, is the large goods-receiving

entrance. Here a dray can be backed into

the building and the goods removed by an

overhead trolley crane. Next to this and

included in the general entrance is the em-

ployes' doorway. In the centre is a large

doorway leading to the offices. To the right

is the entrance to the sales department. By

ihis arrangement each department is separate

from the others, yet, as all the dividing par-

titions are plate glass, of which over i.ooo

sq. ft. are used, all goods are received and

shipped immediately under the eye of the

office.

The ground floor is devoted to the sales

department and the storage of plate glass.

In the sales department are hundreds of

pockets containing single panes of window

or sheet glass, thus making possible the

delivery of assorted orders immediately after

receipt of order. These pockets contain

panes of the various sizes usually in de-

mand, aggregating altogether over 100,000

ft. By a skilfully arranged system of steps

and platforms the shipping clerks can reach

any of the pockets, which are installed all

the way from the floor to the ceiling, without

by easy steps so that the workmen can

easily take stock to or from it. Altogether,

on this floor, 70,000 ft. of plate glass for

windows and 35,000 ft. for mirrors will be

kept in stock beside the big stock of rolled

glasses.

The basement is devoted to window glass,

single and double thick, under 24 x 30 in.,

in original packages. The boxes are re-

ceived from the delivery wagons down a

chute, and are piled in order according to

size. Anyone walking through the many
long corridors, neatly piled from the floor

almost to the ceiling with unopened boxes,

could not fail to be impressed with the

magnitude of the stock carried by this firm.

The first floor contains window glass

exceeding 24 x 30 in., in original packages.

The back premises adjoining this floor are

reserved for the manufactu>e and storage of

Plate and Window Glass Warehouse and Main Office.

using a ladder. The larger sizes are kept

nearby in racks. Yet, notwithstanding the

economy of labor effected by this arrange-

ment, the movement of stock is so large

and the necessity of speedy delivery so

imperative that in addition to the men
employed in filling orders, others are

responsible for the daily replenishing of the

pockets.

The remainder of the ground floor is

devoted to plate glass of every conceivable

size ; also rolled and skylight glass, which

are kept in racks. These racks are so firmly

fastened to the floor that they could not be

moved by any possible jarring or shaking.

Half way to the ceiling is an elevated plat-

form, on which mirror plate is stored in

great quantities. This platform is reached

stained, art leaded and fancy glass of all

kinds. Here skilled artists and expert

mechanics are engaged in designing and

manufacturing the artistic productions for

which this firm are noted.

The third floor is principally devoted to

grinding glass, shipping and sand-cutting

ornamental glass and making glass tiles.

The process of shipping and sand cutting is

as difficult as it is interesting, but, owing to

their large experience and the employment

of expert mechanics in this as in other

departments, this firm have steadily in-

creased their output in this line. The use

of glass tiles in Canada has increased

greatly in recent years, and this firm have

kept well in touch with every new develop-

ment in the trade.
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On this floor is also the room devoted

to the manufacture of the necessary

distilled water used in the making of

mirrors. By an ingenious contrivance

enough distilled and warm water is secured

in one operation to supply warm water to

packages, has been reduced to the basis

of the greatest possible economy consis-

tent with the large production necessary.

Their stock of plain and bevelled German

mirrors and shock mirror plates aggregates

fully 100,000 sq. ft.

the entire factory and

warehouse, as well as the

bevelling, polishing and

silvering plants, which are

being installed on the

second floor for the manu-

facture of both plain and

bevelled mirror plate. The

raw plates will be brought

up by the hoist to this

floor, and conveyed to the

bevelling machinery. After

being bevelled they are

polished either by hand or

machine. Then they are

moved on to the silvering-

room, where the most

modern tables, heated by

steampipes and covered by

slate slabs, are installed.

After the silvering opera-

tion is complete they are

left at least 24 hours to

dry, when they are packed

and stored for shipment.

The entire process of

manufacture, from the

receipt of the glass off the

hoist to its shipment in

Another evidence of the firm' s progressive-

ness is the fact that they are also erecting a

bending plant, which is being constructed

on the most modern lines. This building,

a diagram of which is shown, is likely to

be ready to start about the middle of May.

The capacity of this

plant will be in the

neighborhood of 150,-

000 sq. ft. of bent

glass annually. This

amount is consider-

ably greater than the

demand now experi-

enced for this kind of

glass. But this firm

have recognized that

the sale of bent glass

in this country has

been limited by its

high price and the

time necessary to se-

cure the filling of

orders, and are con-

fident that their enter-

prise in starting such a

large plant, by which

even large orders can

be filled at a few days'

notice and which will

be operated at com-

paratively low cost,

will effect such a

material increase in

the use of bent glass

that their plant will be

kept running at its

full capacity.

The Glass Bending Factory.
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...IF YOU WANT HIGH-GRADE...

HANDLES AND TURNED GOODS
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

They can be
got from

They have the best equipped Handle Works in Canada, using the best material, employing first-class workmen, and can guarantee satis-

faction in every respect.

All they ask of you is a sample order. It will be your fault if they do not get it, and it will be their fault if they do not get a second.

H

H

LADDERS,

BAG TRUCKS,

WAGON JACKS, ETC.

The Laing, Ritchie Company of Essex, Limited, Essex, Ont., Canada.
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THOMAS FIRTH & SONS, Limited

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Best Tool, Drill/Chisel, Tap, Die, Punch and Sheet Steels.

THE STAMfilRD FOR YEARS IN CANADA AND UNITED STATES.

:l<s Carried.
thi^JBrand when ordering.

H.W.

Best Tool Steels,

Rock and Mining Drill Steels,

Best Sheet Steels,

For

Lathe and Planer Tools,
Dies, Punches, Taps, Drills,

Blacksmith Tools, etc.

Hooks, Wedges, Shims,
urposes.

AY & CO.

old Rolled Steel Shafting,

right Cold Rolled Steel Sheets,

VRNfnd, §^Pire, Flat Bars, etc.

YV and

The serious fire of January 23rd destroyed our entire s^ock of Steels, but are now receiving full

New Stocks, and will be pleased to have your inquiry when in want.

ALEXANDER GIBB,
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

Office and Sample Room, IVil^NMTPDr A I

22 St John St .^ IVIUIN KtAL.
Galvanized Sheets. Bar Copper. Agricultural Implement Chain.

Tinplates. Sheet Brass. Canada Plates.

Terneplates. Tobin Bronze. Ingot Tin.

Tinned Taggers. Norway Iron and Steel. Tool Steel.

Sheet Steel. Norway Nail Rods. Circular Saw Plates.

Black Taggers. Hoop and Band Steel. Tyre Steel.

Imitation Russia Sheets. Coil Chain. Machinery Steel.

Sheet Iron. B. B. and B. B. B. Crane Chain. Zinc Sheets, Spelter and Oxide.

Genuine Russia Iron. Dred.e and Steam Shovel Ch lin. Soldering Coppers.

Sheet Copper. Trace Chain, etc. Brass and Copper Tubing.

Wheelbarrows—all kinds. Cutlery.

Store Trucks. Seamless Steel Hollow-ware.

Washing Machines. "Lava" Enameled Ware.
Handles (wood, all kinds). "Lava" Enameled Filters.

White Lead (dry). Orange Lead. Paris and Milori Blue.

Red Lead. Litharge. Persian Red.

A lso Earth, Mineral, aiid Chemical Colours. INQUIRIES SOLICITED.
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CLEAN KEGS

SAME OLD TRADE MARK.

CLEAN KEGS

SAME OLD TRADE MARK.

CLEAN KEGS

SAME OLD TRADE MARK-

CLEAN KEGS

SAME OLD TRADE MARK.

CLEAN KEGS

SAME OLD TRADE MARK.

CLEAN KEGS AN KEGS

GENERAL
3080 Notre Dame

N.B.—We have recently added a galvanizing

plant to our extensive works, enabling us to do all

our own galvanizing, and at the same time we are

prepared to accept and execute promptly orders for

this class of work.

SAME OLD TRADE MARK.

«

CLEAN KEGS KEGS CLEAM KEGS

SAME OLD TRADE MARK. SAME OLD TRADE MARK. SAME OLD TRADE MARK.

CLEAN KEGS

SAME OLD TRADE MARK.
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THE BEST METALS AT THE LOWEST PRICES,
j

SYRACUSE BABBITT I

Beats them all

WE GUARANTEE ITS QUALITY.

Importers and
Dealers in

Pig Tin

Ingot Copper

Phosphorus

Scrap Copper and Brass

Antimony

Zinc Spelter

Aluminum

Nickel Ores

Drosses

Bismuth

and all kinds of

Scrap Metals

Bought and Sold.

MANUFACTURERS
...OF...

Columbia Phosphor Tin

Phosphor Bronze

Ingots

Plumbers' and Canners'

Solder

Stereo, Lino and

Electro Type Metals

and all kinds of

White Metal Mixtures

made to order.

Used on all

kinds of

Machinery Bearings

Steamships

Dynamos

Saw and Shingle Mills

Paper, Pulp,

Silk, Woolen

and Cotton Mills

Stone and Ore Grinders

and on bearings where

other metals have fail-

ed to work.

I!!

**1

A. R. WILLIAMS MACHINERY CO.,

TORONTO AGENTS.
H. H. FULLER & CO.,

HALIFAX AGENTS.

Syracuse Smelting Works
William and St. Thomas Streets,

MONTREAL.
Fayette and Seneca Streets,

SYRACUSE, N.Y.

m\
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UNITED INSURANCE FOR HARDWAREMEN.
How it is Carried on in Minnesota and Ohio.

THE question of mutual insurance has

come in for a great deal of con-

sideration of late, particularly by

retail organizations in the United States. In

Canada the discussion so far has been

largely confined to individual merchants.

At the recent session of the O hio H ardware

Association the question of mutual insur-

ance was the subject of a special report by

the committee on insurance. This report,

which may give some light to those who are

considering the question in Canada, is here-

with reproduced. The report, as presented

by the chairman, reads :

" You probably all know as much about

mutual insurance as any one of our com-

mittee. What is not known is difficult to

find out.

" I wrote the Commissioner of Insurance

of this State and also the secretary of the

Minneapolis Mutual Insurance Company,

and received a reply in both cases, refer-

ring us to our State laws in the matter, and

your committee put the questions to you for

consideration as to whether we are in con-

dition to assume insurance, whether it

might be profitable for us, or might not,

and whether we want to take it up, whether

this is the time and place to pledge our-

selves, and, if it be possible, to now secure

a pledge to take enough insurance to com-

ply with the State law. The limit of the

Minneapolis policy is $3 000. The State

limit is $5,000, beyond which you are not

allowed to issue mutual insurance in this

State ; and I think not in any other. If

permissible, and the members would like it,

I shall be very glad to read the law on the

subject, viz. :

" Before incorporation, you must have

—

" 1. At least 5500,000 of insurance sub-

scribed .

" 2. Not less than 200 separate risks.

"3. No risk shall exceed $5,000.

" 4. A premium on insurance subscribed

for one year must be paid in cash, aggre-

gating not less than $10,000 in cash.

" 5. Each subscriber must agree in writ-

ing to assume a liability to be named in the

policy subject to call by the board of

directors in a sum not less than three, nor

more than five annual premiums.

"With these conditions met, you can

organize a mutual fire insurance company

under the regular insurance laws of Ohio,

the plans and details of which we will work

out for you just as soon as desired. You

can limit the risks in your charter or in your

by-laws to insurance carried on stocks of

hardware, tools and implements, or can

arrange to carry any of the lines of stock

and trade that you deem advisable. Perhaps

the best plan would be that no risk shall be

taken except on hardware, tools and imple-

ments, unless the board of directors in

regular meeting and after special examina-

tion authorize it.

"In a mutual company, the incorpora-

tion papers must be first submitted to the

Attorney General, and, if by him approved

as being in accordance with the laws and

demands of Ohio, shall be recorded by the

Secretary of State, and a copy thereof

deposited with the Superintendent of In-

surance.

" The laws of Ohio provide :

"1. Manner in which the election of

directors shall be held.

" 2. How a company must invest its

capital—that is, in United States bonds,

Ohio State bonds, county, township and

municipal bonds, bonds and mortgages on

unencumbered real estate within Ohio

worth 50 per cent, more than the sum
loaned thereon, exclusive of the buildings.

" 3. The stock of any national bank

located in Ohio.

"4. First mortgage bonds of railroads

within this State, etc.

" The statutes also provide the method

and manner in which the company may in-

vest accumulations ; provide for thorough

examination by the Superintendent of In-

surace; for the mode and manner of making

assessments upon members, and enforcing

the same ; for the filing of annual reports

to the Superintendent of Insurance; for the

cancellation of policies and the rates there-

for; makes the premium notes given by the

company not negotiable; provides for the

examination of mutual companies by order

of courts of common pleas in counties where

the principal office is held ; in fact, throws

around such an organization all safeguards

in the way of directing, controlling and

examining the company that are required

of any standard company doing business in

the State.

" There has been in the past in this State

complaint that mutual companies have

failed
;
yet it is the best and cheapest in-

surance that the farmer has to day, and

there are no better safeguards provided in

any of the States of our Union than are

the Ohio insurance laws. Not a month goes

by in which some mutual or other company
is not investigated, and, if found wanting,

they are debarred from doing business in

Ohio. The examinations, I am told, are

very thorough and very frequent. If I can

answer any questions, please call upon me,

although I think Secretary Gray, who has

had some correspondence upon the subject,

is probably better informed than I am."
In response to a question as to what has **

been the experience of the Minnesota

organization, the chairman stated that it

was very flattering, that they had made
money and paid dividends. He called

attention to copies of by laws, rules and

regulation of the Minnesota concern, which

were for free distiibution for those desiring

them. The Minnesota organization had

been in operation but one year, but had

been authorized by the State Commissioner

to issue an additional $500,000 insurance

for the coming year.

To find how many were favorably dis-

posed toward the organization of a mutual

insurance company in the association, a

straw vote was taken with but three votes in

the negative. •

Tellers were appointed to collect written

slips from each member present stating

amounts of insurance he would subscribe for

under a satisfactory arrangement for a

mutual insurance company. The tellers

reported as the result of their account a

total of $224 000 subscribed.

REVISED POCKET PRICE LIST.

The attention of the readers of Hard-
ware and Metal is drawn to the attractive

advertisement of The Mechanic Supply Co.,

Quebec. This enterprising firm are able to

handle any large or small orders, as they

carry one of the largest and best assorted

stocks in Canada.

They have recently issued a new and

revised pocket price list which any steam-

fitter or engineer may find convenient, a

copy of which can be had on writing the

firm and mentioning this paper.

HIGH-GRADE HICKORY HANDLES.

On page 90 will be found the advertise-

ment of The Laing, Ritchie Co. of Essex,

Limited. This firm manufactures a full

line of handles, whiffletrees, neckyokes,

extension ladders, bag trucks, wagon jacks,

etc. The firm is up-to-date in every

respect. It lately moved into new premises,

which have been equipped in such a way

that they take no second place for handle \

works in the Dominion. The firm's hickory

axe handles cannot be surpassed in quality

of timber, finish and grading. The factory

is admirably located for this class of work.

It will be to the interests of the hardware

trade to correspond with this company.
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YOU'LL BE LIKED BY YOUR CUSTOMERS
AND DISLIKED BY THE ICE MAN

If you handle the

Leonard
CLEANABLE

Refrigerator
ight NA/alls,
Oomplete Insulation,

Perfect Ventilation,
Make it the.

Greatest Ice Saver

THE

The Most Perfectly Constructed Refrigerator in the World.

Dangler Wickless
Oil Cooking Stove

NO VALVES to clog or get out of order.
Removable Oil Tank.

Sight Feed.

Visible Burner.
Quickly Taken Apart.

No Trouble to Keep Clean.

me: f-lje:l_ economize

We are the only Authorized Canadian Agents for the above. A pleasure to quote you.

Inquiries Solicited.

RETURNED

THE McCLARY MFG. CO.
London. Toronto. Montreal. Winnipeg. Vancouver.
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NEW STEVENS RIFLES AND
SHOTGUNS.

THE J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co.,

Chicopee Falls, Mass., are putting

on the market a line of new shot-

guns, which, on account of the new features

incorporated in them, and the reputation of

their makers for sterling goods, should have

a large sale.

The line consists of single-barrel shot-

guns in three numbers, ioo, no and 120.

No. 100 is a non-ejector, but has an

"electro steel" barrel, choke bored,

pistol grip, rubber butt plate, case-hardened

frame, bored for nitro powder.

No. no is the same as the No. 100,

except that it is furnished with automatic

shell ejector, and has checked capped

pistol grip.

No. 120, which is known as the Fancy

Ejector, has a patent fore end, an automatic

frame, walnut stock and steel butt plate.

Some of its features are that it shoots 22-

short only, and is accurate ; all parts are

machine-made, being true to gauge, and

interchangeable, and that it weighs 2 pounds

and 14 ounces. It is packed one in a box

and lists at $3, with the usual discount to

the trade.

THE CANADA PAINT COMPANY.

It is evidently the policy of The Canada

Paint Company to keep every department

well to the front. They are counted amongst

the most astute and liberal advertisers in

Canada. Last month, we are assured, was

the busiest February for ready-mixed paints

which they have ever experienced. Believ-

ing, also, that there will be a brisk demand

this spring for a good grade of white lead,

The Canada Paint Company have been

advertising, with marked success, the

No. 100.

^?5

No. 120.

Maynard, Jr.

ejector, which is a special device whereby

the operator can change it at will from an

ejector to an extractor by two turns of a

screw.

These shotguns are listed as follows : No.

100, $7.50; No. no, $8.50; No. 120,

$10. They are made in the usual weight

and length of barrel, and in 12, 16 and 20

gauges. They are made exceedingly hand-

some by their fine finish.

About the middle of April this firm will

also put on the market a new rifle, which

will be called the Stevens-Maynard, Jr.

This rifle has the same action as the old

Maynard rifle, from which it was designed.

Special attention has been paid to the

quality, finish and accuracy of this rifle. It

has an 18 in. half-octagon barrel, steel

"Painters Perfect White Lead"—a brand

of white lead made solely by themselves,

and said to possess extraordinary merit as

regards its whiteness, permanence and cov-

ering properties. Shipments will be made
either from Montreal or Toronto. Their

advertisement will be found upon page 71.

A WINDOW DISPLAY IN OTTAWA.

Some of the Ottawa merchants make
attractive window displays. One of particu-

lar mention this week is that of Blyth &
Watt. On passing along Bank street one

cannot help notice the handsome display of

paints and varnishes, built in pyramid style,

using small cans for the top and larger sized

cans for the foundation, the whole being

mounted on one of those adjustable display

stands with metal ends. Then on top are

different colored panels in a long row

placed right above the stand and hung from

the ceiling. For background they have
some handsome banners issued by a Chicago

paint firm.

In the corner window they have fitted up

a bathroom, all the smallest details

being attended to so as to make it a model

up-to-date bathroom. Even the tooth brush m
and latest bath mats have not been over-

looked.

Generally speaking, Ottawa merchants

can hold their own for window display in

any line of goods.

FURTHER FILE ABSORPTION.

A
FEW weeks ago Hardware and
Metal announced that the Nichol-

son File Company, Providence,

R.I., had purchased the business of the

Arcade File Co. Now it has taken over the

Kearney & Foot Co., of Paterson, N.J., as

the following circulars which are being sent

out to the trade announce :

The Nicholson File Company, of Providence,

R.I., having purchased the property of the Kearney

& Foot Company, of Paterson, N.J., the business

of this company passes wholly into their hands.

The works of the company at Paterson, N.J., and
Kent, Ohio, will be under their control and man-
agement from this date, and all accounts due this

company at this date must be paid to them.

The long and successful career of the Nicholson

File Company has made the name a synonym for

all that is of good repute, in quality of goods, and
in business methods, and will secure to them the

ready transfer of the trade which has been so

kindly bestowed upon us, and for which we take

this occasion to extend our most hearty thanks.

KEARNEY & FOOT COMPANY,
James D. Foot, President.

Having become sole owners of all the property of

the Kearney & Foot Company, of Paterson, N.J.,

the factories of this company at Paterson, N.J., and

Kent, Ohio, will be operated by us, in the con-

tinued manufacture of the well-known K. & F.

brand of files.

All orders and inquiries for prices, all remittances,

and all correspondence in connection with the

business of the Kearney & Foot Company should

be addressed to the Nicholson File Company at

Providence, R.I.

A stock of the K. & F. files will continue to be

carried at the store, Nos. 100 and 102 Reade street,

in New York City, for the convenience of those

doing business in that city, or in the adjacent cities,

whose wants require the immediate filling of small

orders.

We hope to retain the trade of all who have

heretofore dealt in the K. &. F. files, and it shall be

our aim in the conduct of our business to merit

their continued loyalty to this brand of files.

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY,
Samuel M. Nicholson, President.

The following merchants are now putting

in Bennett's patent shelf boxes : Fullerton

& Zieman, Monkton, Ont.; A. W, Kelly,

Collingwood, Ont.; Meyers Bros., Toronto,

Ont.; W. Robinson, Selkirk, Man.
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Good Specialties are Money- Makers

1901

Our line of Stoves and Ranges
will hereafter be sold under our

New

Trade Mark

Will Include

More

Quick-Selling

Specialties

Than any other

LINE on the

Market.

FIRST CLASS

IN FINISH and

CONSTRUCTION.

Up-to-date in

Design

and

Right in Price.

XA

Many New Lines for the Ensuing Season.

Dealers should secure Agency early.

The D. MOORE C2: Limited,

Hamilton, Ontario.

Manitoba Agency:

MERRICK, ANDERSON & CO.,

Winnipeg.

British Columbia Agency

:

JOHN BURNS, Jr.,

Vancouver.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MONTREAL

ASSOCIATION.

AN adjourned annual meeting of the

Montreal Master Plumbers' Asso-

ciation was held in St. Joseph's

Hall, corner of St. Elizabeth and St.

Catherine streets, Thursday evening, March

7. President Giroux presided over a good

attendance. The yearly reports from the

various committees were read. The audit-

ors', financial secretary's and treasurer's

reports were received and adopted on

motion of Mr. John Watson, seconded by

by Mr. P. C. Ojilvie. The secretary's re-

port was also adopted on a motion of Mr.

Sadler, seconded by Thos. Moll.

RFPORT ON LEGISLATION AND

APPRENTICESHIP.

A joint report was read by Mr. J. W.
Hughes from the sanitary, legislation,

arbitration and apprenticeship committees.

This report read as follows :

JOINT REPORT OF-COMMITTEES OF MASTER
PLUMBERS' ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.

It being deemed desirable to present a joint

report, the following is respectfully submiited:

The executive committee held three regular

meetings principally in regard to the convention.

The success of the convention is the best report

your committee can make as to its work.

Sanitary Committee. — No regular or special

meetings were held, there being no special work

calling for same, but the member, of committee

were in regular attendance at the special meeting

of the city aldermen in connection with the new
by-laws issued in the city hall, and largely owing

to their efforts several important features were

added to the existing by-laws.

Arbitration.—Owing to the great harmony pre-

vailing amongst our members, there was no work
of a special nature for the care of the arbitration

committee, but they were at their post at a'l times

ready to rive their services to any of our members
who might have required the same.

Legislative Committee. — The principal work of

the legislative committee was he watching of the

legislation in connection with the city plumbing
by-law. While the law is, in some respects, not all

that your committe would desire, yet, it is in many
points an improvement on the old one, and if our

successo s use 'heir efforts and influence to secure

its efficient enforcement, much goodwill result, not

only to our ciiizens at large, but to the members of

our association.

Apprenticeship committee.—Your apprenticeship

committee regret to report that this important ques-

tion is still in the unsatisfactory state that ha; pre-

vailed for some time past. We fear that unless

pressure is brought to bear from an outside source

that matters will continue to drift. The plumbing

class is still in existance, and at last ^reports was

r'oing good work in training young men in methods

not always possible to be given in the shop. As

the new by-law calls for an examination, the young

men of the future, either by shop methods cr

through the agency of the school, must receive

some training if the standard of the trade is to be

maintained.

The auditing committee will make a special

report.

Chairman executive committee, J. A. Giroux,

president; chairman arbitration committee, F. J.

Canult ; chairman legislative committee, John Wat-

son ; chairman apprenticeship committee, J. Mont-

petit; chairman sanitary committee, J. W. P.

Cushes.

Mr. P. C. Ogilvie moved, and Mr. Thos.

Moll seconded, that this report be received

and adopted. Carried.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

The president, Mr. J. A. Giroux, then

gave his report, which was received with

applause. He spoke as follows :

Gentlemen,— I have the honor to submit to

you, as president, the report of our deliberations

for the past year. I regret to tell you that our

meetings have not been as numerous as they

should have been, on account of indifference on the

part of members of our association. We ought to

make it a matter of duty to attend our meetings,

for they are held in our interest. We can, in this

way, thoroughly discuss a large number of very

important trade questions.

The officers of the association have been present

at two meetings of the city board of health, and

have discussed with the members of that commis-

sion several questions in connection with the con-

struction—among other things—of tile drains. In

spite of a strong opposition, we have succeeded in

having several amendments introduced into the

existing by-laws, and we hope that before long we

shall have plumbing regulations that will be a

credit to the city of Montreal.

You will remember that we were honored last

June with a visit from the Confederation of Master

Plumbers, who were in convention in our city.

Eminent success, I do not fear to say, crowned the

efforts of the reception committee, who performed

their duties nobly. We showed our guests all our

picturesque and interesting scenes which make
our city such a favorite tourist resort, and we put a

grand finish to our labors by a highly-successful

banquet at the Windsor Hotel. I shall take

advantage of this occasion to thank the corporation

of the city of Montreal for the generous aid

extended to us, and I thank especially our friend

and confrere, Aid. Jos. Lamarche, for the aid he

gave us on that occasion. I also cordially thank

our supply men for the aid that they have given us

and the honor they conferred on us by being present

at our deliberations.

Gentlemen, this year this association will meet in

Toronto. I am sure you will send there, as in the

past, men who are worthy to represent us and who

are capable of safeguarding our interests.

We have had no banquet this year, as yet. Wc .

have considered that, in view of the misfortuni-

that has plunged the British Empire into grief, we

should postpone that fraternal function.

I conclude, gentlemen, entreating you to take a

mire active interest in our deliberations. Our
meetings are held on the first and third Thursdays

of every month, and it is by meeting often and in

large numbers that we can secure means towards

the amelioration of our profession. Our association

is powerful, and, if we wish, we can do much to

safeguard the health of the citizens of our large and

beautiful city.

The reports of the different committees will be

submitted for your approbation.

The meeting then proceeded to the

election of officers for the ensuing year. Mr.

John Date was reelected honorary president,

a position he has held for some time. He
is the oldest plumber in Montreal where he

has been plumbing houses for upwards of

50 years.

Mr. Carroll then moved that Mr. G. C.

Denman be elected president. In amend-

ment Mr. Denman moved that Mr. Hughes

be elected president. Mr. Harris proposed

an amendment to the amendment that Mr.

Jas. A. Sadler be elected president. This

was seconded by Mr. Hughes, who put

forth Mr. Sadler's qualifications in an able

manner, and carried unanimously.

Mr. Champagne was proposed for the

vice-presidency by Mr. Moll, and Mr.

Ogilvie' s motion, that Mr. Moll be given the

office, was carried. The second vice-

presidency was assigned to Mr. P. C.

Ogilvie, and the third vice presidency to

Mr. J. W. Harris.

Mr. E. C. Mount was reelected recording

secretary on motion of Messrs. Watson and

Harris. The new financial secretary will

be Mr. P. J. Carroll. Mr. Giroux, the

retiring president, was made the new

treasurer. Mr. Hughes was made English

corresponding secretary, while Mr. La-

marche will read and write the French

correspondence.

The new president was then escorted to

the chair by Messrs. Carroll and Denman
and he assumed his position amid the

applause of his confreres.

In a neat speech Mr. Hughes proposed a

vote of thanks to the retiring president and

officers for the work they had done during

the past year. Mr. Harris, in seconding
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the motion, also paid tribute to their

efficiency. Carried.

CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES.

The chairmen of committees were then

appointed as follows :

Sanitary Committee—Mr. Watson.

Arbitration Committee—Mr. Denman.

Auditing Committee—Mr. Champagne.

Legislation Committee—Mr. Thibeault.

Apprenticeship Committee—Mr. Jos. Brunet.

Mr. James Madden was received into

membership. Mr. Watson gave notice of

motion that the association hereafter meet

only once a month instead of twice a month

as now.

TRE MONTREAL ASSOCIATION'S
NEW PRESIDENT.

T

A

'HE newly-elected president of the

Montreal Master Plumbers' Asso-

ciation has always been regarded

as one of the hardest working members on

the roll. He joined the association when it

was first organized, indeed, perhaps before

it was organized, and has always been one

of those who supplied the backbone and

staimina that gave it vitality and strength.

No one has merited the honor more than he.

When the plumbers of Montreal were

first organized, about 12 years ago, as a

branch of the Montreal Contractors' Asso-

iation, Mr. J. A. Sadler was one those who
saw the spark flash fire and die. Then,

*tyhen the plumbers formed their own

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

RCHITOCT STEWART McPHIE,
Hamilton, has had. plans^ accepted

for two brick residences.- dr^Tje».'>*£orPorate body. he was among those who

street south, three on West avenue, and a

vestibule for the Macnab Street Presbyterian

Church.

Mr. Cooke, Painswick, Ont., intends

erecting a new house this summer.

Two new brick stores are being erected

on Hastings street, Vancouver, adjoining

the Mint.

The Brandon Ginger Ale Works, Brandon,

N. W. T., have decided to erect larger

premises.

R. Chestnut & Sons, Fredericton, N.B.,

have the contract for erecting a $4,000

residence for Dr. F. W. Barbour, of that

place.

A military schoolhouse and a gymnasium

are to be erected by the Halifax military

authorities.

Mr. Smith, Ranton, Ont., intends erecting

a new brick house in that place this spring.

The Portage and Lakeside Agricultural

Society, Portage la Prairie, Man., intend

erecting a $4,000 agricultural hall next

summer.

A new schoolhouse is being erected at

S.S. No. 9, Conroy, Ont.

J. R. Feick intends building a house in

New Hamburg, Ont., this summer.

The congregation of the Swedish Lutheran

Church, Winnipeg, have appointed Joan

Mattson, O. Fagerberg, E. Anderson, O.

Lindgren and J. Wallman a building com-

mittee to erect a new parsonage and to

enlarge the church building on Henry

street.

A brisk building season is expected in

Midland, Ont., this year. R. Little and

Mr. Grise intend erecting new store build-

ings. Thos. Chew expects to build several

houses. Mr. Jeffrey is having plans pre-

pared for a three-storey, 100 x 50 ft.

building. Several others intendjbuilding

during the summer.

still advocated organization and brought it

about. Every year he has been an officer

President J. A. Sadler.
J

~^^

and his executive ability has been well

employed. Twice he was financial secre-

tary, which position he held last year

;

once he was auditor, and another year was

vice-president. He though the hado ccupied

an office long enough but, now, instead of

retirement, which he wished, he is given

the most responsible position—the presi-

dency.

Mr. Sadler is an experienced plumber.

He has been in the business for 35 years,

25 of which he has had his name on a sign

above his own office door. For seven or

eight years he has occupied his present

stand at the corner of Bleury and St.

Berthelet streets. As much by his person-

ality, as by the enterprise and skill

displayed in his profession, he has worked

up an important business in his section of

the city.

He enters upon his duties with the hope

of infusing new life into the plumbers' asso-

ciation. He realizes that there is a good

deal of work that the association can do, if

the plumbers of the city would only join

hands and do it.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

D. P. Cane has opened a plumbing busi •,

ness in Vancouver.

The assets of Thomas Forest, plumber,

Montreal, have been sold.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE TO MEET.

"The sub-committee in Toronto of the

executive committee of the National Asso-

ciation will probably be called to meet in a

few days," said President W. H. Meredith

to a representative of Hardware and
Metal this week. •• In all probability I

will call a meeting for next Monday. We
will discuss the date of the next convention,

which is to be held in Toronto this summer,

and will set the per capita assessment for

the year."

'
' When will the convention be held ?"

" The executive must decide that. It

was requested at the last convention by

some members that the meeting be early in

June, but I am afraid that it will be im-

possible to have everything ready before

the end of the month, at which time we

have met in former years."

*' Have you decided on your programme

yet?"

" No ; but Secretary Mansell has sent,

or is going to send, letters to the various

associations asking them to state what

matters they desire to have discussed. The

answers we receive will largely determine

the nature of the programme."

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have been issued in

Hamilton, Ont., to M. Stow for a $1,000

residence on Duke street ; and to E. B.

Patterson for an $1,800 house on Fairleigh

avenue for W. C. Toye.

The following building permits have been

issued in Ottawa : Lieut. -Col. Macpherson,

office and bakery, Somerset street, $1,200
;

James Walker, brick veneered house, Pat-

terson avenue, $1,500; Thomas Clarey,

four brick veneered cottages, Gilmour street,

$8,000 ; Mrs. C. Trudeau, two solid brick

dwellings, Stewart street, $6,000.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to the Wind Engine & Pump Co.,

for a three-storey factory on Atlantic

avenue, to cost $6,000 ; to Isaac Ritchie,

for a residence at 284 Macpherson avenue,
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Have you seen our Green Book?
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SPRAY^wdP8^
The best is the cheapest. Collins' Improved

Spray Pump, the best pump made for spraying

Fruit Trees, Flowers, Potato Vines, Vegetables.

Also for spraying Cattle to protect them from the

flies. Sprays equally as well in an upward posi-

tion as downward. Made in heavy XX Tin and
Galvanized Iron. For sale by all hardware dealers.

Price on application. Manufactured by

The COLLINS MFG. CO.
34 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO.
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THE

Waggoner
Ixtension Ladder.
rmWrofgest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder

macie. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

ift SereChalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
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LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHTJRNSare equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stauds are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best, None are BetterThan the Leader,

THE-

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Montreal, Que.

Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.
and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works
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to cost $1,750 ; to Thos. Maclean, for a

pair of residences at 39-41 Cowan avenue,

to cost $5,000; and to W. R. Membery, for

additions to the Daly House Hotel, corner

Front and Simcoe streets, to cost $5, 000

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

Guest & Co , Toronto, have contracts for

plumbing and gas-fitting in four houses on

Queen street east for R. Borthwick; one on

Queen street east for R. Gregory, and one

on the corner of Ontario and Gerrard streets;

and for alterations to plumbing, etc., in the

Schiller House, Adelaide street east, Toronto.

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limited,

Toronto, have contracts for heating a house

on Indian road for Paul Syzeliske ; for

plumbing and gas fitting in two houses on

Howard street for John Stark & Co., and in

one house on Givens street for R. Langdon;

in White, Allen & Co.'s factory on Ontario

street, and for plumbing in the new factory

of The T. Eaton Co., Limited.

EXPERIENCED BRUSHMAKERS-
The firm of Skedden & Co., brush manu-

facturers, Hamilton, was established in

September, 1895 by the present proprietor,

Edwin Skedden, who is a practical brush-

maker, and understands the making of

Crushes of every description, from the

heaviest machine brushes to the finest

jewellers' and dentists' wheel brushes.

Their factory is well equipped with the

latest machinery used in the brush manu-

facturing business, and the work they pro-

duce is of a superior quality. The employes

are all experienced brushmakers, and can

be relied on for first class work,

Mr. Skedden is well known throughout

the Dominion as being one of the leading

rifle shots of Canada, and has been a mem-

ber of the Bisley Rifle Team on several

occasions, where he has met with great

success. The factory and warerooms are

Nos. 4, 6, 8 and 10 Park street south,

Hamilton, Ont.

THE DURHAM RUBBER CO., LTD.

The Durham Rubber Co., Limited, have

moved their office from 60 Yonge street,

Toronto, to their factories at Bowmanville,

Ont. Experience has shown them that it is

not in their best interests to have their office

and factory separated.

In closer touch with their factory they

are enabled to handle their fast increasing

business with more satisfaction to them-

selves as well as to their customers.

Business with them is "booming."

Spring orders have been coming in so fast

that for the past six weeks they have been

steadily junning overtime.

In Toronto they are represented by Mr.

D. P. Sheerin, who continues to occupy

their old warerooms at 60 Yonge street.

THREE USEFUL CONTRIVANCES.

THE Smith & Hemenway Co., of 296

Broadway, New York City, are just

putting on the market the 1901

pattern "Russell" staple puller which we

illustrate below. This shows the different

operations to which the tool can be put and

the improvement over the 1900 pattern will

be appreciated at a glance by the user.

of tests recently made, they have demon-

strated beyond a question of a doubt, that

the spur is there to stay and it is practically

impossible to knock it out. They have

been experimenting quite some time in the

manufacture of climbers, and have now

struck a standard and will hereafter warrant

each and every climber, and should the

spur loosen or come out, they will either

»4 A .,

The 1901 " Russell " Staple Wire Puller.

Eight tools are combined in one, and this

year's pattern has come into such favor

that we are advijaaJpat they are from three

to five weeks bel*M in theit deliiifi^ies. It

is needless to poip^^lt tw superiority

this as it will recommend itself *^te
We are infoj^ped/thjtt the above cflmpan

refund the [money to the purchaser, or

replace the climber by a new pair.

This company publishes what is known

as The Green Book of Hardware Speciali-

ties, and it would be well for anyone inter-

ested to write for a copy of same, as it gives

rjnajfrn .with reference to their

IRE CUTTER

No. 2000—Farmers' and

have a large export business on this tool to

all the civilized countries on the globe.

Another article which is meeting with

great favor is their No. 2000, Farmers' and

Machinists' Universal Tool, illustrated

above. This is made from the finest quality of

Brescian steel and is a combination of eight

tools in one. As the demand for a good

farmers' and machinists' universal tool has

steadily increased for the last two years,

this company decided to put out the best

goods. Their advertiser

on page 101. When writi

Hardware and Metal.

'will be seen

^e^sVraftion

LARGE IMPORTATION OF HOSE.

What is iikely the largest import order of

American rubber hose ever placed by a

Canadian wholesale house was given a few

days ago by Lewis Bros. & Co., Montreal.

The shipment will include cotton, rubber-

lined and rubber garden hose, and will run

No. 253—Swedish Sure Grip Climber.

that mechanical skill can produce, and a

trial will convince anyone of its superiority.

We also illustrate the Swedish Sure Grip

Climber, which the above company have

put on the market. The spur, in addition to

being welded to the upright, is also riveted,

thereby insuring a solid connection.

We are informed that in a number

up to hundreds of thousands of feet. Buy-

ing in such quantity, the firm is able to.

secure special values. Fortunately for thf

concern also, values have advanced 20 per

cent, since the crder was placed. Quota

tions are now being offered to the retail

trade on these goods, and we believe that

they have already led to some large sales.
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Radiant Shelby

*k
Incandescent
Lamps Patented in

USEFUL LIGHT.HIGH EFFICIENCY.

Manufactured by

The Ontario Lantern Co.,
HAMILTON, CAN.

LONG LIFE.

We can supply the above Lamps any Base, Candle Power, or Voltage,

and warrant our Lamps to be high grade in every respect.

Orders solicited from the large Lighting Companies and wholesale dealers.

WALTER GROSE, Montreal, Can
SOLE SELLING AGENT.

NEW CENTURY

ER Cold Blast

Tubular

Lantern
Warranted
HANDSOME IN DESIGN
PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION

The best Lantern for outside light on land or sea.

Send for descriptive circulars.

Also Climax Safety Lanterns ;
" Little Bobs " Brass Lanterns

;

Gasoline and Acetylene Lamps.

Banner Lamp Burners ; Gas Burners ; and other Light Produc-

ing Goods.

Sold entirely by the Jobbing Trade throughout the Dominion.

Manufactured by.

WALTER GROSE,

Sole Selling Agent, Montreal, Can.

THE ONTARIO LANTERN CO.

HAMILTON, CANADA
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THE TINPLATE DECORATING CO.
LI

MELYN TIN WORKS, NEATH, WALES.

LIMITED

COLOUR PRINTERS ON TIN,

TIN BOXES AND CANISTERS.

DECORATED and CRYSTALLIZED TINPLATES.

Sash Weights
*-* Cast Washers

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,
OUR SPECIALTIES.

*'

OSHAWA-STOVE CO.,
OSHAWA, ONT.

The Unbreakable

"DANDY" |

MALLET
Round and
Square.

FOR-
Woodworkers,
Printers,

Tinsmiths, etc.

AXES, SCYTHES, SAW
TOOLS, ETC.

R. DILLON,K^u^ OSHAWA, ONT.

THE SEYBOLD & SONS CO.
Successors to Seybold, Son & Co. %^

18 St. Sacrament St.
MONTREAL.

Established 1870.

This Spring the trade will find us in different quarters from
last year. We have taken a new warehouse at 18 St. Sacrament
Street, installed a complete new stock of Spring and Summer
goods, and are prepared to execute all orders promptly and
satisfactorily.

Our travelers are on the road with a complete set of sam-

ples. If they are not at hand at the proper moment, send us

your orders, and anything in hardware and metals will be sent

you at the lowest market prices.

How to Prevent a Belt from Slipping.

A BELT WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG

If our Pulley Covering is used, as thousands of manufacturers using leather belts

for the transmission of power experience annoyance and trouble with slipping belts,

from which arise many losses, such as time, power, etc.

No doubt you have tried many preparations, but the "Vacuum Cement and
Pulley Covering" will prevent all belts from slipping, being free from all

harmful ingredients. It will put your belts in better condition and keep them so,

help them to do the proper work, as no other dressings or coverings ever invented

have done before.

" The Vacuum Cement and Pulley Covering " is not the cheapest, but the best. It allows the use of

a much slacker belt than usual ; this slackness prevents belt strains, as well as strains on the machinery. The
covering may be applied to any pulley, iron or wood, and is guaranteed for five years. We furnish the material,

and the work can be done right in your own shop. We invite your careful investigation.

Write for full particulars.

The Vacuum Cement & Pulley Covering Co.,

Main Office, 1493 Third Ave. rvjEIXA/ YORK.
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TO THE STOVE AND
HARDWARE TRADE.

"o

Our SPECIALTIES are

Wrought Steel Camp Ranges.

Steel Plate Cooking Ranges.

Wood Cooks, all styles and sizes.

Laundry and Tailors' Stoves.

Box and Double Stoves.

Confectioners' Stoves.

Bake Pans and Covers.

Sugar Coolers.

Cast Iron Sinks.

Repairs for all J. M. Williams & Co.'s Stoves.

Repairs for all Harte, Smith & Co.'s Stoves.

i'<A
Wm. Clendinneng & Son,

Ste. Cunegonde and Montreal.'

The London Brush Factory
THOS. BRYAN EE=London, Can.

The Jenkins Patent Bridle Catch

To

Master Pa
and Dealers.

Practical Painters
All prefer to bridle their own
brushes with twine. With the

help of our

Bridle Catches
This is now easily accomp-
lished.

k»«y^ratain last year's Price

List svbj4ctK to better Dis-

counts, ^rj^a sample order

of our Blaclc China Bristle

Brushes. Sell at!sight. -

SEND FOB DISCOUNT SHEET.

idle Cai
Lre attached to t

— Jaint Brushes.^MitHjuf^xtra
h of J"wine.

\
USHES

B _
i/

American Sheet Steel any
Battery Park Building New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

IRON AND STEEL SHEETS
Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and "V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets

W. Dewees Wood*Company's Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's Refined Iron

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets

Agents for Canada

B. & S. H. Thompson & Company
26 & 28 St. Sulpice Street

Montreal
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AN IMPROVED RAILWAY MILK CAN.

THESE are days when a great deal of

attention is being paid to the sani-

tary condition of the vessels in

which milk is carried as well as to the

sterilization of the milk itself. Among the

firms that have been paying particular

attention to the vessels in which milk is

carried is the Kemp Manufacturing Co., of

Toronto. One of the results of this partic-

-*****

X

is thoroughly sweated to the can, and

leaves no place for dirt to congregate. The
cover is made large, so as to extend all

over the neck of the can and prevents dirt

getting into the receiver, while the collar fits

so close into the can as to prevent the milk

slopping over the top.

The Kemp Manufacturing Co. are much
gratified with their efforts, particularly in

view ofthe fact that in competition with eight

firms, Canadian and United States, they

secured the order of the City Dairy Co.,

Limited, of Toronto, for 2,ooo of these

railway cans. One of the cuts we print

is from a photograph of 1,000 of the cans

which composed a part of the order. The
order is believed to be the largest of the kind

ever given in Canada. If placed one on top

of the other these 2,000 cans would make a

column of 4 000 feet, or over three quarters

of a mile.

HONORING MR. FOOT.
HE members of the office staff of The

McClary Majiiftacturing Co., London,

aysembltdy«We Palace rafe^irthat

city,on(^^4jJ&y evening

T

Kemp's Improved Railway Milk

ular attention is an improved r

can, an illustration of

given.

When designing the c\% Jne* effort

company were centred i

that would, on the one han

minimum of possibility for the

dust and other forms of dirt, an

on the other hand, possess the maxim

strength. In regard to both these po

appears to have been highly successful.

In ordinary railway milk cans the cus-

tom has heretofore been to make the neck,

collar and breast in three pieces. In the

improved can the Kemp Co. has just put

upon the market, the collar and neck is in

one piece, and this in turn is double-seamed

into the breast. This is afterwards retinned,

and is then not only without any crevices in

which dirt can find a hiding place, but is as

strong as if the neck, collar and breast

were in one solid piece.

A new idea has also been developed in

the joining of the breast and the body of the

can. This is the insertion of a steel hoop

or band between the breast and the body,

thus greatly strengthening it, and further

more prevents the cans rubbing together

and becoming injured in transit. The

handles are extra large and of great

strength. Inside and underneath the

can is a heavy steel hoop. This hoop

r Jias

faretv^JJKlinner \\

b*en promoted

nch for the Eai

jl larefv

the compMi

of 20 of the a;

K. H. tfMs 1
trfat eg

M

lg lastyaMMenderecl

r. Joh/rJ. Foot, wh<F

ed'tp vein;

Litem Movii

were presei

chai^ran.

e desired, and, at its

e suitably introduced a

first calling on the company

to drink lustily to the health of "The
King." Col. Gartshore replied to '

' The Mc-
Clary Co.," reviewing the growth of the

business from the time he identified himself

with the firm up to the present, when the

office staff included 25 clerks. Col. Gart-

shore spoke in the highest terms of the

business ability of Mr. Foot, who began 15

years ago in the lowest position in the office,

and was now being rewarded for his

diligence and strict attention to business by

being placed in the highest position in the

gift of the company. Reference was also

made to the fact that Mr. Foot was the

youngest of the branch managers.

In introducing " Our Guest," Mr. Pope

also eulogized Mr. Foot and complimented

him on his excellent advancement.

Mr. Foot made a suitable reply, thanking

the previous speakers for the many kind

expressions uttered by them, and expressing

the regret he felt at leaving London, and

especially the many warm friends he had

made in the McClary office.

As the gathering was about to disperse

Mr. Rowlands, the oldest employe in the

London of£ee, arose and after speaking of

r.^»dVs promotion, said that while the

«st of the evening would long remember
e farewell tendered him by the staff, it

was the desire of the latter to give him
greater occasion not to forget it. Mr.
Rowlands thereupon presented Mr. Foot
with a solid gold locket, on one side of

which was his monogram, in raised letters,

and on the other the following :
" Pre-

sented to J. J. Foot by the office staff.

McClary Mfg. Co., London, Ont., 1901."

Mr. E. H. Grenfell, the company's oldest

traveller, also spoke of Mr. Foot and his

steady advancement.

Mr

it

1,000 of Kemp's Improved Railway Milk Cans.
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Dairy and

Kitchen

Utensils

In Enameled Ware,

Tin, Sheet Steel and Copper Ware,

Galvanized Ware, Snow Shovels,

Coal Hods, Stove Pipe, Elbows,

Stove Boards, Oilers, Lanteia^Wire

ails.Goods, GrocepgtS

A complfet rimrnnin

Pric&3Toft Application.

gs.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.

IN
Oanada
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THE

C
BRAND

HORSE
NAILS

Uave been made by
us for the past thirty-

five years.

They are to be
found on sale from
the Atlantic to the

Pacific.

Our Horse Nail

Works are the larg-

est of the kind in the

Dominion.
V

**
*>

We make
Nails only.

Don't accept any
substitutes or imita-

tions of our register-

ed trade mar

Buying the Best

and Paying for it.

There are two things which never go together—the best

article and the lowest price.

The best article— vhatever it is—must be made from the

best material, by the b st process, and with the aid of the

best skilled workmen The best article therefore, must cost

most to produce, and necessarily command the best price.

If you want the best article,
you must pay for it.

There are two things which always go together— the

poorest article and the lowest price. You pay your money
and take your choice !

^1^^ U Braj\d Horse Nails

i marlo

Y\

Our name in

on each box o
make.

our

Canada

Horse Nail

Company

Montreal

Established 1865

have always stood^ highest™ thSLj^Pjnion of the trade, and
they have always been 'spld^&t theoest price. They are

made from the best" material 1 kna$h for the purpose or used

by any manufacturer, and* are of a'special quality of Swedish
charcoal refined mild steel, which is much superior to the

so-called " Norway Iron."

Our nails are forged into the desired pattern while the

rods are at a white heat, which is positively the best process in

use ; the result being a thoroughly hammered nail, which, after

passing through the several processes required of rolling,

pointing and finishing, are all finally submitted to the most
exacting inspection and hand sorting.

Every box of nails is therefore warranted perfect and ready

for immediate use. They will be found in use by the Farrier to

be the easiest to drive, and stand the hardest usage with the

best results. They are the cheapest to buy, as they are the

best, and the most satisfactory to the consumer in every

respect.

In ordering Horse Nails, specify that our make and
brand shall be supplied. Don't accept substitutes said to be
11
Just as Good." There is only One Best,

and that is the old reliable "Q" brand.
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I THE "NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Bubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. l

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East

run all the year rcund on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

I. E. Shantz & Co.
BERLINJONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF . ,

.

"THE IMPROVEDJ»X"
'ipe-Cnttjng ai

FOR

PRICES.

Mac^jj^s^rfefg^aftB Hardware Specialties.

^V'^Cl^MJ

MANUFACTURED BY-

SPRINGFIELD MACHINE SCREW CO., Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.

Canadian Representative:

ALEXANDER GIBB, Montreal
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THE MAKING OF HIGH-CLASS
VARNISHES.

IN
conversation with Mr.I;James S. N.

Dougall, of McCaskill, Dougall &Co.,

Montreal, we learn that the demand

for this firm's varnishes is increasing, and

that quite rapidly. This is a pleasing fact,

inasmuch as McCaskill, Dougall & Co.

have the only varnish factory in America

built and run upon the English system.

Best English varnishes are famous for their

durability r- American varitisnes for their

workability, McCaskill, Dougall & Co.'s

varnishes for their durability and workability

;

thus.there are thfeVk&dAM^wifSffe- ' Th

the Canadian and American markets, ti

last- mentioned variety seems to be the

favorite. It is used by the largest makens of j

railway cars, and carriage manufacturers. It

has several times been put to a practical

test and never came below first place. In

a competition of nine makes in Boston last

year, McCaskill, Dougall & Co.'s varnishes

vanquished all ; little wonder their export

trade is increasing in America, Australia,

West Indies and England. Some few notes

on this well-known factory ought to be in-

teresting to the trade. Hardware and
Metal has lately enjoyed the pleasure of

an interesting visit to the place. In the most

important part of the factory, we first met

the manager, Mr. Caswell. Mr. Caswell is

an Englishman, and the son of his father,

who was once paid ,£ 1,000 in Brussels for

his services in a varnish testing case. He is

a practical man in the varnish trade and is

well versed in chemistry ; in addition, we

might add, his manner is as pleasant as his

position is important. The factory is in

Point St. Charles, Montreal, situated in a

block of land with about 60 yards frontage

by 200 deep, bounded byyAJfcJufacturers,

D'Argenson and St. Patrick streets. The

size of the present buildings is shown by a

cut in their advertisement. The first room

behind the office and shipping department

is the tank-storage room. Here there are

50 to 60 tanks, 500 to 600 gallons each,

filled with ageing varnishes. The tanks are

securely set on iron truss work.

The making of varnishes is not remark-

able for its speed, for the product spends

from 2 to 4 years in process of manufacture

between the time it goes in and out of the

establishment. The varnish is pumped
into these tanks by an electric motor and

machinery appliances, but the striking

feature of the place is its cleanliness. Every-

thing is kept as free from dust as possibly

can be, the floor is cement, walls brick, with

air space between and fireproof, the ceiling

metallic and also fireproof. For safety the

buttons are taken off the electric lamps to

prevent a spark igniting any fumes that

might gather. Behind this storeroom is the

oil house. In this apartment are immense
steel tanks containing oil in process of treat-

ment, here also all turpentine is rectified,

then behind this again is the thinning house,

always clean as a new pin. In the thinning

house is a motor used for pumping purposes

built for the firm especially. There are no

brushes in this pattern as these might

generate sparks that would ignite any fumes

liable to accumulate is such a place. In

this room is installed a patent centric motion

mill used in the manufacture of locomotive

enamels, 5t business monopolized by this

firjrrin Can&iia.

.Through a fireproof door we came to the

EnJjCn system cooking house, a feature of

the establishmentand a pride of the firm.

For a fire-place it is remarkably clean ; the

roof is high and the place well aired. There

are 5 underground furnaces and the kettles

sit on top of the furnace holes. The kettles

are made in England and built so that one

man can shift on a special lever truck a

load of 1,000 lb. of liquids. Some of the

thermometers hanging in this room are very

expensive. On the other side of the build-

ing is the American cooking house where

the cheaper varnishes are made. The fire-

places here are more open and not so

interesting. Then the rest of this right side

of the establishment is a large brick and

cemented floor shed for sorting some of the

raw material— oil, gums, turpentine, etc.

Turpentine is also stored in underground

tanks. The shed is also utilized for'The pick-

ing, and selecting of gums. The bulk tg^

these goods arekeptdown town, brought up

as needed, and charged up to the manufac-

turing account as they enter the works.

Then we step through a fireproof door

into the office again. Partitioned off the

shipping department is a canroom. All the

cans used to hold their goods are kept

absolutely free from dust in this room

—

everything possible is done to keep foreign

matter out of the pure stuff. Above the

office is Mr. Caswell's laboratory where he

conducts his experiments. Here he analyzes

everything that enters the building. He
knows what goes into his varnish and does

not wait till it is made before he tells its

efficiency. Oftentimes a practical painter

is brought in to test the value of finished

goods from the users' standpoint to make

sure that every can contains the standard

value. Nothing is shipped before it is

weighed and not found wanting. The
appliances for doing this, as those for other

purposes about the establishment, are

practical, efficient, and of the most modern
type. As at first mentioned, we purposed

only in this article to give some particulars

of this firm's manufacturing departments, so

mention no details regarding their heavy
stock of manufactured goods, barrelled,

canned and cased ready for immediate
transport.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE MARITIME
ASSOCIATION.

MR.
SAMUEL HAYWARD, the

recently elected president of the

Maritime Hardware Association,

was born in Studholm, King's county, N.B.,

in 1840. He is of Loyalist stock, his great-

Mr. Samuel Hayward

grandfather having been an officer in the

Revolutionary War, and, at its close, re-

ceived a grant of land in Nova Scotia.

Mr. Hayward started business on his own
^crJoi^kjtLiihej,. early age of 16, but, after-

ward, owing to iiT1|^Wlth» he went West,

returning in 1870 to become a member of

the wholesale hardware house of Warwick,

Clark & Co. In 1874 Mr. Warwick retired,

and the name of the firm was changed to

Clark & Hayward. This was again changed

toS. Hayward & Co. when, in 1877, Mr. Clark

retired. In 1895 the business was put into

a limited liability company and called The

S. Hayward Co., with Mr. S. Hayward as

president, a position whichT^e Itill^holds.

Though of a retiring disposition, Mr. Hay-

ward has had large business success, and

The S. Haywaid Co. is one of the largest

hardware firms in the Lower Provinces.

SPURIOUS SAW SETS.

It seems that someone is imitating the

Whiting saw sets. In order to put a stop

to this, the manufacturer and patentee, R.

Dillon, Oshawa, Ont., has decided to take

legal proceedings against those in any way

dealing in the spurious article. The genuine

tool is stamped with the word " patented,"

and a printed circular is in each individual

box, so that the hardwareman can readily

ascertain whether or not he is getting the

Whiting saw sets.
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^^ rOPCvVVVW Works at Lachine (near Montreal). V Jj/ffl/^^ >

HEAD OFFICE; f M^Ch^*^^ BRANCH OFFICE

:

**

Temple Building f-4^Wjl h I lEMjgfe1 65 Front Street East

Montreal, Que. ,6^^^^w^ 1>* Toronto, Ont.
"

" ~w
~~~

Montreal Warehouse: 492 St. Paul Street.

WL ill VI vL Your special attention to this advt. for the purpose of

acquainting yourself fully with the line of goods we manufacture feeling as-

sured it will result to our mutual advantage. HiXu^UAlU

^^^^^^ NOV 20. 1Wl

Our lines / i£L§l^ 9q j% | an<^ tne products f~)
v

comprise V ij^^^^^^^f of same.

|r/\n and Qtool WirP Bright, Annealed, Oiled, Galvanized, Tinned, Coppered, Spring, Homo, in coils or
lull dllU OICPI WTMg cut and straightened in lengths, etc.

for use i*
n ma^m8 Nails, Rivets, Ties, Brooms, Mattresses, Fencing, Pail Bails, etc.

iOf Tinmen, Hay Pressers, Bookbinders, Wire Workers, and others.

Brass Wire For Nails, Springs, Screens, Snaring, and other purposes.

-» . .f. For Nail and Rivet Makers' Use, Etc

Copper Wire and For l^^*@|@pHon@
elegraph lines and other

rolley Electrical Purposes.ransmissionTi

MANUFACTURINGThe goods we are I f I PT I « v# I F^\^ I \J T\ I I ^ ^J from Wire, are as follows

Barbed and Plain Twist Fencing Wire Nails
Bright Wire Goods Wood Screws

Spring Cotter Pins Jack Chain
Crescent Coat and Hat Hooks Door Pulls

Bright and Galvanized Fence
Coppered Bed and Blind

Galvanized Poultry Netting
and other Special Staples.

Write to the C^OJVlJFr/VWd ^C for Price Lists and Quotations.

ASK FOR "DOMINION" GOODS AND BE ASSURED OF SATISFACTION IN EVERY RESPECT.
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Gordon C. Seybold,

ADMITTED TO PARTNERSHIP.

THE accompanying cuts are fairly good

photographs of the two eldest sons of

Mr. John P. Seybold, Montreal,

whom he has just admitted to partnership

in his wholesale hardware business. The

firm has been organized into a company,

Mr. John P. Seybold being president, Mr.

Gordon C. Seybold, vice president, and Mr.

Herbert B. Seybold, secretary. The style

has been Seybold, Son & Co., but it now

reads, The Seybold & Sons Company.

Although this change marks an era in

the firm's history, it involves no radical

change in the business. The head and

controlling influ-

ence remains in

d| the builder of the

business, who,
although he has

been studying the

hardware market

since 1870, buy-

ing and selling

for over 30 years,

still retains all his

vigor and busi-

ness ability. The

sons are by no means unknown to the hard-

ware trade. Mr. Gordon C. Seybold has

been identified with his father's business

for over 1 1 years. For five years he was

in the office, while during the remainder of

the time he has been on the road, confining

himself more particularly to the Maritime

Provinces. Yet he has traveled all over

the country and is thoroughly capable of

discharging his duty looking after the

travellers and the outside work.

Mr. Herbert B. Seybold is two years his

brother's elder, 28 being his sum total. He
has been in the business for 13 years, and

city traveler for the last eight years. The
first five years of

his business career

he spent in the

warehouse. Al-

though only a

young man he can

boast of being the

oldest hardware

traveller, in point

of experience, in

Montreal. The
new duties as-

signed him give

him full charge of the city sales.

The infusion of this young blood into the

firm ought to bring forth good results, for to

say that the new partners are energetic and

thorough business men, steady, reliable

and capable, is to pay them no idle or un-

deserving compliment. They were both

born in Montreal, educated at the high

Herbert B. Seybold.

school, and talk French almost as fluently

as English; and, moreover, have that flash

of the eye and lightness of manner that is a

necessary equipment in a business man-

ager. Their tenacity to the business ought

to be a source of gratitude to the father.

Mr. Seybold started business in a retail

hardware store in 1870, at the corner of St.

Joseph and Murray streets, but 10 years

later he went into the wholesale business

with his father. His father died in Septem-

ber, 1892, and Mr. Seybold carried on the

business as before until his warehouse was

destroyed by fire in the disastrous confla-

gration of January. As soon as possible

handsome new quarters will be erected, and

the firm ardently hope to be shipping goods

out of new premises by December 1. Then

there will be a continuation of that progress

that has marked the name, Seybold, during

the last 20 years—only in a more pro-

nounced form.

EVOLUTION OF THE PAINT TRADE.

But who can paint

Like Nature !

Can imagination boast
Amid its gay creations

Hues like hers ?

—Thomson.

A
SHORT time ago a hardware travel-

ler, in one of the western towns in

Ontario, going into a store, ad-

dressed the proprietor as follows :

" Hallo, Mr. Cuttacks, I see you are

right into the 'canned goods' business."

"Yes," replied Mr. C, "in the olden

time I used to buy a cask of dry white lead,

a barrel of yellow ochre, ultramarine blue

by the box and varnish by the barrel, now I

purchase almost every item suitable for my
trade in small tins ready for use. Talking

about varnish, last year a meek-looking

man with a 'frontispiece' as gentle as Mary's

proverbial lamb, came in and asked me for

a pint of the best furniture varnish in his

own can. ' Tom ' had gone to dinner and
' Joe ' was in the iron house. I went to the

cellar to draw the varnish and when there

heard footsteps overhead. Fearing that all

was not right, I rushed up to find the

individual had disappeared, and with him,

all the money in the till and some Rodger

jack knives. ' Again, in my haste,'

Mr. Cuttacks sadly added, " I forgot

to turn the tap in the varnish barrel ; in the

afternoon, I discovered that the cellar was

covered with a coat of my beautiful furni-

ture varnish. No more bulk goods for

me !

"

A visit to a first-class paint, color and

varnish factory will show the most elaborate

labor-saving machinery and a well-ordered

system for putting up almost every article

used in staining, painting, enamelling and

varnishing. In a magazine article recently

the query was propounded: "What be-

comes of all the pins ?'
' One may well ask

what becomes of all the empty tins ? One
firm in Montreal contracts for tins in

immense quantities and they placed an

order this spring for over a million and a

quarter of labels which are used in the

"canning" department upon tins ranging

in size from a half pint to a gallon.

The transition from dry colors to colors

in paste form, triple-strength tinting colors,

and then to liquid consistency, with an

occasional mixing in of what is known as

" semi- paste," has been very rapid. The

newest and up-to-date labor-saving ma-

chinery is employed in sealing, capping

and labeling these handy articles, which are

such a boon to the painting trade to day.

The chief articles which are put up in

ready-mixed form, the utility and con-

venience of which are now unquestioned,

are oil paints for every class of work, stains

for wood, polish for straw hats and stove-

pipes, varnishes and japans for all purposes,

coach colors, enamels, colored varnishes,

gloss paints, boat bottom composition,

liquid filler for wood and iron, and other

articles too numerous to mention. All

this class and style of merchandise,

it is conceded, has come t* stay,

and is still capable of expansion. At

the same time, there is now a tendency

amongst architects and practical painters to

change from linseed oil paints and try a dry,

sanitary, permanent and decorative paint,

hard drying and free from all odors, with

water only as the medium. It is said that

to meet this demand a line of colors fulfill-

ing these conditions are now being intro-

duced by a prominent Canddian manufac-

turing company, and their reception will be

watched with great interest.

William H. Evans.

AN EMBLEM OF HIS TRADE.
A verdant youth dropped into a jeweler's,

and after gazing at some fraternity pins in

the showcase, said to the proprietor :

" Them's mighty nice breastpins you got

thar, mister."

" What kind of a pin would you like to

look at ?"

" How much is this one with a pair o'

compasses and a square?" pointing to a
Masonic pin.

" Five dollars."

" Five dollars, eh ? You haven't got one
with any handsaws upon it, have you ? I'm
just outer my time, and as I am goin' to set

up as carpenter and jiner, I thought I'd like

to have somethin' to wear so folks would
know what I was doin'. Well, I'll take it,

though I'd like one with a handsaw, but I

guess mebbe that's plain enough. The
compass is to mark out yer work, and the

square is to measure it when marked out,

and any durn fool knows that G stands for

gimlet.
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Aju^4*rni&1rL£*

Ui,*(il* 'Hr

is the standard of perfection in

steam-driven carriages. It re-

quires no expert to operate it.

Its simple construction enables

everyone to use it.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

---

BICYCLES
are also manufactured by us. Our line comprises

such well-known makes as the CRESCENT,
E. & D., COLUMBIA, and STEARNS.

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

National Cycle and Automobile Co'y, Limited

TORONTO, CAN
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, March 22, 1901.

HARDWARE.
WINTER continues to drag along,

preventing the spring trade from

opening up. The trade generally

look only ior soft weather to set the season's

business in full swing. Some houses report

business a little quieter this week than last,

but, on the whole, the volume seem to be

fairly well maintained. Although there have

been no changes in prices, the market is

firm, and some large sales of screws, bolts

and wires have been made. These trans-

actions are occurring in anticipation of

advances in values on the part of the

American trust. Barb wire is selling rather

freely, principally for delivery in two

weeks. All other fence wires are in moderate

request. Cut nails continue rather quiet
;

wire nails are a more active line. Poultry

netting is reported to be somewhat firmer at

the factories. Payments are fair.

Barb Wire—There seems a moderate

demand for barb wire, although purchases

are not exceptionally heavy. The ruling

quotation is $3.05 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Mont-

real.

Galvanized Wire—Business in this line

is moderate and prices are unchanged.

We quote : No. 5, $4.25 ; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, S3. 55; No. 9, $3. 10; No. io,

#3.75; No. 11, S3. 85; No. 12, S3. 25; No.

13. #3-35: No - H. $4-25; No. 15, S4.75;

No. 16, 85.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—A fair trade is

reported. We quote oiled and annealed

as follows : No. 9, $2.80; No. 10, $2.87;

No. 11, #2.90 • No, I2
, #2.95 ; No. 13,

S3. 15 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto,

Hamilton, London, St. John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire — The demand is

moderate and the market is steady at 17 *A

per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire — There is

nothing new to note. Discounts are 55 and

2j£ per cent, on brass, and 50 and 2.% per

cent, on copper.

Fence Staples — Trade shows no

change. We quote: $3.25 for bright, and

S3. 75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—A fair amount of business

is being done in wire nails. We quote

S2. 85 for small lots and S2.75 for carlots,

f.o.b. Montreal, London, Toronto and

Hamilton. jfa
Cut Nails — The inquiry is limited,

although the market is quite steady. We
quote : S2.35 for small and S2.25 for car-

lots ; flour barrel nails, 25 per cent, dis-

count; coopers' nails, 30 percent, discount.

Horse Nails— " C " brand is quoted at

50 and iyz per cent, off its own list and

other brands at 60 per cent, on oval and

city head, and 60 and 10 per cent, on new

countersunk head off the old list.

Horseshoes — Business is only

moderate. We quote as follows : Iron

shoes, light and medium pattern, No. 2

and larger, S3- 50 ; No. 1 and smaller,

S3. 75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

S3. 75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller, S3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4-85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

WAIT! WAIT!
Do not place your orders for Ice Cream Freezers until

you have inquired into the merits and prices of the

WHITE MOUNTAIN
The Best Freezer made.

Will freeze cream in 4 minutes.

We are the

Quickest
Simplest

IN/lost. Oompl
"Only Authorized Canadian Agents." Our quotations will surely interest you. Inquiries Solicited.

E McCLARY IVIF-GBEp^01
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER.
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THE PACE-HERSEY

IRON & TUBE GO.
- Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

Silica Bricks
HIGHEST GRADE FOB ALL PURPOSES.

Magnesia Bricks
FOR LINING

Smelting, Refining and
Matte Furnaces, also

Converters and
Rotary Cement Kilns.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SETOTPTFE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, OHT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.
Manufacturers of

t Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
5 required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

Poultry Netting—The market is re-

ported firmer, factories refusing to accept

more business. The discount continues at

50 and 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth — There is no

change in the situation. The price is still

$ 1. 35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — Trade

is hardly as good as it was last week. We
quote : Screen doors, plain cherry finish,

58. 25 per doz.; do. fancy, $11.50 per doz.;

walnut, $7.40 per doz., and yellow, $7.45 ;

windows, $2.25 to $3.50 per doz.

Screws—The market is firm and demand

brisk. Discounts are as follows : Flat head

bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off list; round

head bright, 82^ and 10 percent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The undertone of the market is

quite firm. Discounts are as follows

:

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent. ; machine bolts,

65 per cent.; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; hexagon

nuts, 4^c per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67 J£

percent.; stove bolts, 67^ percent.

Building Paper—Trade is moderate,

and prices show no change. We quote :

Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb. ; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I. XL.,
65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — A small trade is passing.

The discount on best iron rivets, sec-

tion, carriage, and waggon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and
tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 percent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in

5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10

percent, off list.

Cordage—The market is firm and the de-

mand brisk. Manila is now worth I3^c.
per lb. for 7-i6and larger; sisal is selling at

10c, and lathyarn 10c.

Spades and Shovels—The inquiry has

been small this week, but some sales have

been made at 40 and 5 per cent, off the

list.

Harvest Tools—There has been nothing

new transpiring in the market this week.

The discount is still 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—Unchanged. We quote as fol-

lows : Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk,

blued 80 and 5 per cent, discount ; tinned,

80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks, blued, in

dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Lawn Mowers—This line is not much

TINPLATES
" Lydbrook," " Grafton,"
" Allaways," etc.

TINNED SHEETS
" Wilden " Brand and
cheaper makes.

All sizes and gauges imported.

A. G. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

HIE 3. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASBOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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inquired for just yet. We quote: High

wheel, 50 and 5 per cent, f.o.b. Montreal
;

low wheel, in all sizes, $2.75 each net
;

high wheel, 11 -inch, 30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—As yet there is but little

business being done. Prices are steady at

$18 to #24 per 1,000 as to brand, ex store.

Cement — Preparations are now being

made for the coming season's business.

We quote: German, $2.45 to $2. 55 ; Eng-

lish, $2. 30 to S2.40; Belgian, 51.95 to

$2.05.
METAL,*.

The demand for metals continues to be

rather quiet, chiefly owing to the backward-

ness of the season. The market seems to

have righted itself, and most dealers feel

that purchases are now safe in all lines.

Ingot tin is easier, but this is the only break

to a strong market.

Pig Iron—The pig iron market shows

little change. No. 1 Hamilton is reported

to be selling at $18 to $18.50, and No. 1

Summerlee is quoted at $20 to $20. 50 for

spring delivery.

Bar Iron—Dealers are quoting bar iion

at 5170 to 51.75 per 100 lb. Some large

transactions have occurred below that

figure.

Black Sheets—A fair trade is doing,

The tone oi the market shows improve-

ment. Present quotations are : 52.80 for 8

to 16 gauge ; 52.85 for 26 gauge, and 52. 90

for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron — The demand is

reported to be only moderate. We quote :

No. 28 Queen's Head, 55 to #5.10 ; Apollo,

10^ oz., 55 to 55. 10; Comet, No. 28, 54. 50,

with 25c. allowance in case lots.

Ingot Copper—The market firm at 18c.

Ingot Tin—The London market shows

a heavy break to /115 for spot goods.

Quotations here are 31 to 32c.

Lead—Unchanged at 54-65-

Lead Pipe—The demand continues to

be heavy. We quote as follows : 7c. for

ordinary and 7J£c. for composition waste,

with 15 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The market is firm this week.

We quote as follows : Black pipe, ]i,

53 per 100 ft.; y% , 53; %, $y, %, 53-15;

i-in., 54.50; 1^.56 10; iyi, 57-28; 2-in.,

59.75. Galvanized, %, 54.60 ; ^, 55.25 ;

i-in., 57-5°; I X. 59- 8° :
l 'A, 5". 75 I

2 '

in., 516.

Tinplates—Trade on spot is quiet, but

the market is steady. We quote 54.50 for

coke and 54 75 for charcoal.

Canada Plate—A few lots have been

shipped this week, but the weather is

againsttrade. We quote: 52's, $2.90;

60' s, $3 ;
75's, 53.10 ; full polished,

53.75, and galvanized, $4.60.

Tool Steel—The tendency seems to

be a higher level of values. Inquiries

are more numerous. We quote : Black

Diamond, 8c; Jessop's 13c.

Steel—The market is healthy. We
quote : Sleighshoe, 5185 ; tire, $1-95 ;

bar, 5 1 85 ; spring, 52 -75 !
machinery,

52.75 and toe calk, 52.50.

Terne Plates—Some few sales are

being made at 58 to 58.25.

Coil Chain— Prices are firm. We quote:

No. 6, nj^c; No. 5, 10c; No. 4, g'Ac.,

No. 3, 9c; j£-inch, 7^c. per lb.; 5-16,

54.65; 5-16 exact, $5.10; Y%, 54-2o; 7-16,

54.00; %, 53-75; 9-16. 53-65; H. $3-35;

&\53- 2 5: ^. 53-2o; i-in., 53.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6)4c

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

glass.
Trade is not very active. The market is

steady. We quote : First break, 5 2 ;

second, 52. 10 for 50 feet; first break, 100

feet, 53.80 ; second, 54 ; third, 54-5© ;

fourth, 54.75; fi fth > 85-25; sixth, 55.75,

and seventh, 56.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Linseed oil and turpentine have each

been reduced 2c. Trade is rather brisk,

but when spring weather arrives a decided

improvement is looked for. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, $6.37^ ; No. 1, 56.00 ; No. 2,

55.62^; No. 3, 55.25, and No. 4, $4.87^
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead — 55- 50 in casks
;

kegs, 55-75-

Red Lead — Casks. 55.25; in kegs,

55.50.

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 7c; No.

1, 6c; in oil, pure, 8c; No. 1, 7c; No. 2,

6c
Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

52 per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, #2.15;

bladders, in barrels, 5220; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.35; in tins,

52.45 to 52.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal. Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 67c; boiled, 70c,

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oshawaat 2c per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 60c; 2104
bbls

,
59c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51.25 to 51.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^ to 9#c. in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 >£ to 49c
Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

ft A IXrV'O The origina land only Genuine Pre
I 1 11 K r f J\ paration for Cleaning Cutlery.
UniVL.1 V 6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON'
KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS Or

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and ^
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL,

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale bv
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIE5T'S CLIPPERS
* S>U-.,a ,-i6>^ Largest V»riei

Toilet, Band, Electric PowerJ

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality- Grooming and
Sheep-Shearing Machine*

WE MAKE THEM.
SEND FOB OATALOQUI TO

AMarlau Shearer Wtg. Co.. lubu, R.H..CSA

Don't Forget the Name. . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRINGS

Strong, Quick, Reliable, Effective.

Will close a dooragainst any pressure of wind. Far
ahead ot'ordinary door springs, pneumatic or other-
wise. Ask your wholesaler.

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

BUBMAN& SONS', LIMITED cuppers
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.

Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia'sStablesaud Fie d Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba, j WINNIPEG,
Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. MAN.

COERKSPONDESCK SOIilCITBD.

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULL/WAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., USA.
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Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

82.75 to $4 50. as to brand ; coal tar, $3 25

to 5375 ; cotton waste, 4% to 5^c. for

colored, and 6 to 7>£c. for white ; oakum,

5X to 6%c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.

per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, i7j£c ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; lib.

packages. i8^c.; J^-lb. packages, 2o^c.

;

lib. tins, I9j£c; }£-lb. tins, 2i^c. f.o.b.

^* Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
Buyers show more tendency to do business

this week. Dealers are paying the following

prices in the country : Heavy copper and

wire, 13 to il%c. per lb. ; light copper,

12c. ; heavy brass, 12c; heavy yellow,

%yz to 9c; light brass, 6yi to 7c;

lead, 2^ to 3c. per lb.; zinc, 2% to 2^c.

;

iron, No. 1 wrought, #13 to $14 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, $13 to $14 ; stove

plate, $8 to $q; light iron, No. 2, $4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

HIDES.
Prices remain at the old level, and the

market shows no improvement. We quote as

follows : Light hides, 7c. for No. 1; 6c. for

No. 2, and 5c. for No. 3. Lambskins, 90c.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is not brisk. We quote :

" Silver Star," 14^ to I5>£c. ; "Imperial

Acme," 16 to 17c; "SC, Acme," 18 to

19c, and '* Pratt's Astral," 18^ to

I9^ c -

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, March 22, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE wholesale hardware trade con-

tinues to show increased activity

and the prospects for spring trade

continue to brighten. Among the changes

which have taken place is an advance in

rope halters of about 10 per cent., and an

advance in wood, bench and fancy planes

of American manufacture. Deliveries for

spring trade are .becoming more liberal,

particularly in fence wires. Business is

improving in wire nails, although it is not

really active. Cut nails are as dull as

ever, and in horse nails a fair business is to

be noted. The same may be said of screws,

bolts and nuts, and rivets and burrs.

Spades and shovels and certain lines of

harvest tools are in fair request, while trade

in lumbermen's supplies is about over for

the season. There is some demand for

boot calks, and river drivers' supplies

generally. A good business is being done

I in churns and in wringers. An improve-

ment is to be noted this week in the de-

mand for some lines of tinware, particularly

sap buckets, and a better trade is reported

for enamelled wa>e. Payments are, as a

rule, fair.

THE

Metallic

Roofing
Company l.m.ted

Eastlake

Steel Shingles

JOR
™ROOF

There's truest economy
in choosing

"EASTLAKE'

SHINGLES
They last indefinitely.

Are fire, lightning:, rust and
leak-proof.

Fit together perfectly by means
of their special patented side lock,

can't possibly work apart.

GALVANIZED "EASTLAKES"
are heavily coaled on both sides

with all the galvanizing material

that will adhere to them.

PAINTED "EASTLAKES" are

thoroughly covered on both sides

with Sherwin-Williams best paint.

"Eastlakes" have been tested

by years of service in all climates,

everywhere giving thorough, lasting

satisfaction.

Write and let us give you furthr,r

information.

Canada
Barb Wire— Quite a demand has been

experienced during the past week for small

quantities of wire for shipment from stock.

As far as can be learned, quite a little of this

wire is for the use of settlers in the Northwest,

who are able to carry it at low freight rates

with the rest of their supplies. There is no

change in price, and we quote f. o. b.

Cleveland at $2.$2}4 per 100 lb. for less

than carlots and $2 70 for carlots. From

stock Toronto the figure is $3 05 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire —There is not much

doing in this line. Pi ices are without change.

We quote : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.501083.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3 15 ; No. 10. $3 60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $370 to $4.10; No. 12. $3 to

$3 30 ; No. 13. $3 10 to $3 40 ; No. 14,

$4 10 to $4 50 ; No. 15 $4 60 to $5 05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to #5 35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57 J^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for canots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—Trade is not bad

in oiled and annealed wire, there having

been some improvement during the past

week. But in hay-baling wire there is

next to nothing deing done. Net selling prices

are as follows, as noted last week: Nos. 6 to

8, $2 90; 9, #2.80 ; 10, S2.87; 11, $2.90
;

12, $2.95; 13, $3 15 ; 14, $3. 37 ; 15, #3.50;

16. $3.65. Delivery points, Toronto, Ham-
ilton, London and Montreal, with freights

equalized on these points.

Wire Nails —The demand for these has

shown further improvement during the pas

week, and quite a few small lots are going

out. At the same time, however, trade

cannot be called active. Prices are steady,

and any changes which may be made at the

meeting of the manufacturers a few weeks
hence are more likely to be in the direction

of an advance than a decline. The base

price for less than carlots is still $2.85 per

keg, and for carlots $2.75 per keg.

Cut Nails—Trade in this line is still

without any improvement, and the base

price is unchanged at $2.35 per keg. De-
livery points, Toronto, Hamilton, London,

Montreal and St. John, N.B.
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These Cuts represent a Front and Back View of our

Elastilite Cabinet Show Can
which we give free with twelve gallons, assorted sizes, of Elastilite Varnish,
to new customers.

It is about three feet high, and in proportion to a one-gallon can ; beauti-
fully lithographed.

It makes a splendid centre-piece for dressing the window or counter, is

very convenient for storing the Elastilite Varnish, and is a constant reminder
to all that they have some varnishing at home to do, and, when people are
convinced you have something they want, your sale is as good as made. This
is where Elastilite will help you.

]h Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

Old methods are passing into oblivion.

This is a progressive age.

"ARK BRAND"
PAINTS

are the result of modern ideas in paint making. They have

now been on the market sufficient time to demonstrate their

superiority to all others.

They will not Check, Chalk nor Blister.

They are guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

Practical painters acknowledge their superiority.

" I can say from practical experience that

there is no other paint on the market to

equal it," writes J. B. Fillion, Painter,

Amherstburg, Ont.

20th Century business men handle "Ark Brand" Paints.

Do you ?

FRANCIS-FROST CO.,
The

Limited
SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

TORONTO, ... CANADA.

Horseshoes—Business is just moderate

and without any particular feature. We quote

f.o.b. Toronto as follows: Iron shoes, No. 2

and larger, light, medium and heavy, $3.60 ;

snow shoes, $3 85 ; light steel shoes, $3 70;

featherweight (all sizes), $4-95 ; iron shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4. ;

light steel shoes, $3 .95 ; featherweight (all

sizes), $4 95.

Horse Nails—Trade continues fair in

horse nails. The discount on "C " brand

oval head is unchanged at 50 and 7% per

cent, off the new list. The discount on

other brands is 50, 10 and 5 percent., and

on countersunk head, 50, 10 and 10 per

cent.

Screws—Trade continues fairly good,

but without any new features as compared

with a week ago. We quote discounts as

follows : Flat head bright, 87^ and 10

per cent.; round head bright, 82 j£ and 10

per cent.; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent.,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—A fair trade is still

being done in bolts and nuts and prices

remain unchanged. We quote as fol-

lows : Carriage bolts (Norway), full

square, 70 per cent.; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent.; bolt ends, 65 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4>£c. off; nuts, hexagon,

434'c. off; tire bolts, 67# per cent.; stove

bolts, 67^ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—There is the usual

steady trade being done. We quote as fol-

lows : Iron rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

iron burrs, 55 percent.; copper rivets and

burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

Rope—Trade is rather quiet, and prices

steady at last week's advance. We
quote the base price as follows : Sisal

ioc. per lb ; manila, I3>£c. per lb.; special

manila, n^c; New Zealand, 10c. per lb.

;

single tarred lathyarn, 9>£c.

Cutlery — Trade has improved a little

during the past week, although the volume

of business is not large.

Sporting Goods — The demand is very

light for all kinds of sporting goods.

Green Wire Cloth—There is very little

being done. We quote $135 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Busi-

ness is still light. We quote 4 in. styles in

doors at $7.20 to $7 80 per doz., and 3 in.

styles 20c. per doz. less ; screen windows,

Si. 60 to $3 60 per doz., according to size

and extension.

Tinware—Business has improved during

the past week, and shipments have been

more active, particularly in sap buckets, as

it is expected the maple syrup season will

open with a rush, and dealers are anxious

to be in a position to supply the necessary

sap buckets. Most of the shipments for

milk can trimmings have already been

made.

Enamelled Ware—A little better de-

mand is also to be noted in this line,

although trade, generally speaking, is on

the light side.

Building Paper—There is quite a good

demand for building paper, roofing felt and

carpet felt. Prices are without change.

Poultry Netting—There has been a

good deal of poultry netting booked for

future delivery, but there have not yet been

many supplies come to hand. Discount on

Canadian is 50 and 10 per cent, and net

figures on English are about equal to a dis-

count of 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Harvest Tools— Forward orders are

being shipped, country customers being

anxious to get delivery of such lines as

rakes, hoes and manure forks. Discount, -

50, 10 and 5.

Spades and Shovels—The demand for

spades and shovels is fairly good the

country over. The ruling discount is 40

and 5 per cent.
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Churns—Trade has opened up in this

line much earlier than usual, and a fair

movement is reported. Discount, 58 per

cent.

Wringers—A large trade is being done

in this line, but, it is thought, without much

profit either to the manufacturer or the

wholesaler, there not now being any agree

ment as to prices.

Rope Halters—There has been an ad-

ivance of about 10 per cent, in prices.

Small sisal halters are now quoted at $9.50

to $10 per gross, and large sisal at $12.50

to 513. The season is about over and

prices are likely to remain firm for some

time.

Planes—There has been an advance by

the United States manufacturers in the price

of wood planes of about 20 per cent, and

bench planes are also higher, the discount

being 30 to 35 per cent. Fancy planes are

quoted at from 15 to 20 per cent, off the list.

Range Boilers—Just a moderate trade is

being done. We quote : 30 gallons, $7 ; 35

gallons, $8.25 ; 40 gallons, $9.50.

Gas and Oil Stoves — The demand for

these has been a little better during the past

week, and trade is fair for this time of the

year.

Cement—The demand is beginning to

open up. Notwithstanding the great in-

crease in the production in Canada, prices

are steady, as a big business is looked

for. We quote : Canadian portland $2.40

to $3 ; German, $3 to JP3 15 ; English,

$2.85 to $3 ; Belgian, $2 50 to $2.75 ;

calcined plaster, $2.

Chain—Trade is pretty well over for the

season, but an occasional order is being

received on account of the lumber camps.

METALS.
The metal trade, like the hardware trade,

shows some improvement this week, although

the demand is usually for small lots.

Pig Iron—The market keeps firm and

trade fair.

Bar Iron—The market is strong and the

demand active, with the mills, generally,

filled with orders enough to keep them

going for some time to come. The ruling

prices are from $1.70 to $1.75, according

to quantity.

Pig Tin—The outside markets have ruled

weak, but there has been no change in

local quotations, 32c. still being the ruling

figure. There has been a fair amount of

business done during the past week, al-

though the quantities wanted are, as a rule,

small. It should be noted that, according

I to the latest cable advices, the downward

tendency of prices in London received a

check on Wednesday.

Tinplates—Trade has been belter dur-

ing the past week, both in coke and char-

coal plates. Prices are as before.

ALL ORDERS AND COR-
RESPONDENCE FOR THE ARCADE FILE WORKS addressed to the

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

SAM L M. NICHOLSON, Pres. and Gen. Mgr. PROVIDENCE. R I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London. E.C — 128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 Ea«t Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

S^s:'
l/

'^fe PAINT!
Put a ring around a good thing when you see it, so you
won't forget it. It may mean money for you in the

future, and we're all in business for money.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
are money-makers because they are sold to the dealer

at a profit-making price for him, and because they are

pure paints, the best high-grade paints made. They are

well advertised and well-known all over Canada. The
consumer tries them ; he is satisfied, and asks for more.

That's business for you, isn't it ?

A. RAMSAY & SON
MONTREAL

Est'd 1842 Paint Makers

NMRMfli^"
s$P

30 YEARS'
Honest Endeavor

To produce Honest Goods

At Honest Prices

Has " Quality Marked "

IVER JOHNSON
Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers.

Our Bicycle Agency proposition is spicy

and interesting. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York— 99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.
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Tinned Sheets—Trade has been fair in

this line and prices unchanged. We quote

9 to 9>£c. for 28 gauge.

Terne Plates—A small business is be-

ing done, but, if anything, it is a little better

than it was a week ago. Prices are easier.

Galvanized Sheets—Some improvement

is to be noted in the demand this week, and

business may now be termed fair, although

the outside markets are firm, particularly

in the United States, where prices are 2c.

higher than they were a short time ago.

Local jobbers, in order to reduce present

stocks, are quoting rather lower prices, as

the shipments which will be shortly coming to

hand are costing less money than the goods

on hand. The ruling price for English gal-

vanized iron is $4. 60 and for American $4 50.

Black Sheets—The demand is moder-

ate, with 28 gauge still quoted at $3 30.

Canada Plates—Very little is being

done in shipment from stock, but a fair

number of orders are being booked for im-

portation. The wholesalers are not, as a

rule, however, courting orders for import.

From stock we quote : All dull, 53. half-

and half, $3. 15, and all bright, $3.65 to

$3-75-

Copper—The demand is moderate, and

a good trade is being done in sheet copper.

We quote : Ingot, 19 to 20c; bolt or bar,

23 j£ to 25c; sheet, 23 to iyAc per lb.

Brass—Trade is quiet and discount un-

changed at 15 per cent.

Solder—A fair business is being done.

We quote as follows : Half-and-half,

guaranteed, 18c. ; ditto, commercial,

i7J^c. ; refined, I7j£c, and wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe—The demand has continued

brisk on account of the advancing markets.

Another advance went into effect the latter

end of this week. We quote as follows per

100 feet : Black pipe, y% in., $4.35 ; %
in., $3 15 ; 3/s in., S3 20 ; yz in., $3.25 ;

tf in., $3.52; 1 in., $4 93; 1% in., $6.72 ;

ij£in., $8.08; 2 in. ,$10.76; 2]/z in. ,$22.94;

3 in., $36.12:3% in
, $37.90; 4m., $43.09;

5 in -. #57 8s ; 6 in., $75 01
; 7 in., $93 76;

8 in., $11251. Galvanized pipe, yz in.,

$5 52; % in., $5 56. 1 in., $7 77; 1 % in.,

$10 60; \YZ in., $12.70; 2 in., $16 90.

Lead— Business is good. The outside

markets are weak. Locally prices are un-

changed at 4^ to 5c. per lb.

Lead Pipe—A moderate trade is to be

reported. The discount is unchanged at

25 per cent.

Zinc Spelter— In this line business is a

little more active. We quote 6 to 6#c.
per lb.

Zinc Sheet—A good trade is being done

at 6^ to 7c. in cask lots and 7 to 7>£c.

per lb. in part casks.

Antimony — The improvement in the

demand noted last week has not been

maintained, trade this week being quiet.

Quotations are unchanged at 11 to u>^c.

per lb.

FAINTS AND OILS.

There is a fairly brisk spring movement.

Jobbers state that orders have been rather

smaller than usual, but the general opinion

is that the spring and summer will witness

a big movement as building operations are

expected to be active. The feeling regard-

ing linseed oil has been gloomy for some

time on account of indications of a very low

market in England this summer. A better

feeling in now manifest, however, as cable

reports have been received to the effect

that an advance equivalent to 2%c. per

gal. has taken place there. The turpentine

market has weakened in Savannah owing to

accumulation of stocks. Prices have de-

clined 4c. here. This decline is considered

to be temporary by some jobbers. Paris

green is steady, but not moving briskly.

The sale of sundries, liquid paints, etc.,

continues large. We quote as follows :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6 50; No. 1, $6. 12 yi; No. 2. $5.75;
No. 3, $5.37 '4; No. 4, $5; dry white lead

in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.; $5 25 to $5. 50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c
Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8%c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, 17 j^c; 25-lb. drums,

18c. ; i-lb. papers, i8^c. ; i-lb. tins, igyic. ;

Yi -lb. papers, 20% c; %-lb. tins, 21 #c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2 .20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2 35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2.15; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

ioj^c. per lb. and \oyz to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 69c.

;

boiled, 72c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 68c;

boiled, 71c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 58c; 2

to 4 barrels, 57c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLA88.
The import business is about finished.

The demand from stock is increasing and

prices are steady. We quote Star ir^

100-foot boxes as follows : Under 26 in.,

$4; 26 to 40 in., $4 35 ; 41 to 50 in.,

$4.75 ; 51 to 60 in., $5 ; 61 to 70 in., $5. 35;

double diamond, under 26 in., $6 ; 26 to

40 in., $6.65 ; 41 to 50 in., $7.25 ; 51 to

60 in., $8.50 ; 61 to 70 in., $9. 25, Toronto,

Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months

or 3 per cent. 30 days.

COAL.

Owing to the blockade south of Buffalo

last week, there was danger of a shortage

of bituminous coal, but the deliveries have

been heavy during the past week. Anthra-

cite is in good supply. A steady trade is

doing at unchanged prices. We quote an-

thracite on cars Buffalo and bridges : Grate,

$4.75 per gross ton and $4.24 per net ton
;

egg, stove and nut, $5 per gross ton and

$4.46 per net ton.

PKTBOLEUM.
The market is steady since last week's

decline of j£c. A fair trade is doing.

We quote : Pratt's Astral, 16% to 17c. in

bulk (barrels, $1 extra) ; American water

white, i6}4 to 17c. in barrels; Photogene,

16 to i6»^c. ; Sarnia water white, 15% to

16c. in barrels; Sarnia prime white, 14% to

15c. in barrels.

market notes.

Wood, bench and fancy planes have been

advanced in price by the United States

manufacturers.

Rope halters are about 10 per cent,

higher.

Iron pipe has again advanced in price.

The McClary Manufacturing Co.,

Limited, is in receipt of a large consign-

ment of Dangler wickless blue flame oil

stoves.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipment

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.
Winnipeg, March 18, 1901.

BUSINESS is showing some increased

activity, but is not up to the standard

of last year, at the same time.

Prices have not changed for the week, and

last list will stand for the coming week.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barbed wire, ioo lb $3 45
^ Plain twist 3 45
^^Btaples 3 95

*Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95
" n 4 00

12 4 05
" 13 4 20

14 4 35
15 +45

wire nails, 30 to 60 dy , keg 3 45
16 and 20 3 50
10 3 55
8 365
6 3 7°

4 3 85

3 4 10
Cut nails, 30 to body 300

20 to 40 3 05
10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 365
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.
Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 05

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 490

No. 2 and larger 4 40
Steel, No. o to No. 1 495

No. 2 and larger 4 7°
Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 375
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge ... 2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge 8 00
Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 1075

IX " 12 75
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18x21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an to p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00
}i 10 50

" }£ and 5-16 11 00
Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50

}i 14 00
\i and 5-16 1450

Solder 21 M
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87 M
Round " " 82^
Flat " brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57 J^ p.c

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c
Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

1 Plough 40 p c

* Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.. $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 750

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G s 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.
" plain 7oaftdi5p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

is in town on his regular trip and reports

finding trade very dull. Mr. Aird was

unlucky enough to catch la grippe, but is

now fully recovered.

Caverhill, Learmont & Co. are now well

settled in their fine sample rooms in the

Stovel block, McDermott avenue. Their

western traveller has just returned from a

trip through Alberta and reports trade in

that section exceptionally good. Mr. T. L.

Waldon has charge of the sample rooms

here.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.
Water white Canadian

.

Prime white Canadian .

25KC.
24c.

22c,
21c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68
Less than barrel lots 73

Linseed oil, raw 80

Boiled 83
Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25 J4

Eldorado engine 24M
A tlantic red 27 Vi

Renown engine 41
Black oil 23^ to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61
Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 1 1 *A

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5 50
51 to 60 " " " 600
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2%
kegs " 2%

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, .per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

Mr. Aird, of the Canada Paint Company,

EUREKA REFRIGERATORS.

The Canadian hardware trade should

find refrigerators a paying line to handle.

The hardwareman is the natural distributor

of these goods, the use of which in both the

provision stores and the homes of the land

is becoming so general, and if he posts him-

self thoroughly as to the essential qualities

of a good refrigerator and has the right

information for his customers concerning

them he should make the line a profitable

one. A good line of refrigerators is made
by the Eureka Refrigerator Co., of Toronto.

The refrigerator made by this company
is noted for the dryness of air and the per-

fect circulation it affords. Both its lining

and racks are of wood, so are odorless,

non corrosive, and as they contain no char-

coal or other filling, never become foul by

absorption or moisture. Full information

regarding these refrigerators can be secured

by writing to the company at 54 and 56

Noble street, Toronto.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY OF CANADA.

What was Done Last Year, and What is Likely to be Done in the Near Future.

FTER a struggle of over a

century it can at last be

said that the iron in-

dustry of Canada has

an existence. Ten

j(3 years ago we could

not have said that

without incurring the risk of being called to

account. It is true, that for over a century

pig iron has been made at the Radnor

Forges, and that for many years blast

furnaces have been producing iron in Nova

Scotia. But this did not mean that Canada

possessed, in its generally accepted sense,

an iron industry, any more than that

one balmy day makes a summer. We all

hoped in those days that before our eyes

grew dim we might see the desire of our

heart and be satisfied. But, notwithstand-

ing the possibilities we possessed, the years

went by and the prophecies of the politicians

were unfulfilled, and our hopes were un-

attained.

Everything, we are told, comes to him

who waits. Whether this be true as a rule,

is not a matter to be decided here. All we

care to know just now is that those who

have been waiting for the period when the

iron industry could be said to have an

existence in Canada have had their wish

gratified, provided they have not within the

last year or two gone hence.

A SIXTY YEAR PERIOD.

After the elapse of about 60 years between

the failure of the last attempt to establish a

blast furnace in Ontario and the inaugura-

tion of the present, a blast furnace was

started at Hamilton, and it is in operation

to-day. It is five years since this furnace

was started. Two years ago the charcoal

furnace at Deseronto was blown in, and

three months ago the furnace which The

Canada Iron Furnace Co., Limited, erected

last summer at Midland, began the produc-

tion of pig iron, thus making the third iron

furnace in operation in Ontario, whereas,

10 years ago, there was not one even in

embyro.

In Nova Scotia there is the furnace of

The Dominion Iron and Steei Co., Limited,

at Sydney, which was blown in for the first

time the latter part of January last, and the

furnace of The Nova Scotia Steel Co. , New

Glasgow. Quebec Province has the furnace

of The Canada Iron Furance Co. at Rad-

nor, and the furnace of The McDougal Co.

at Drummondville, in intermittent operation.

In a few months hence we are promised

three more of The Dominion Iron and Steel

Co.'s furnaces in operation at Sydney,

N.S., making four in all. At Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont., Mr. Clergue is erecting a

blast furnace, while by the beginning of

next winter it is expected the furnace

will be in operation which The Cramp

Co. is to erect at Collingwood. A
furnace is also projected at Kingston,

although with but indifferent prospect of

success at the moment.

FURNACES IN OPERATION.

By the end of 1901 we are therefore

morally certain of having in active operation

in Canada 10 or 11 blastfurnaces. And, if

their output is anywhere approximate to their

capacity, we may expect to see them making

pig iron at the rate of between 600,000 and

700,000 tons per annum. This would mean
an increase of over 100 per cent, in the

aggregate output of the seven furnaces

now in operation in the Dominion if being

run to their full capacity. The Sydney

furnaces expect to be turning out pig iron at

the rate of 300,000 tons per annum before

the year closes.

With the exception of those at Radnor,

Que., and Deseronto, Ont., all the pig iron

furnaces in Canada use coke as fuel.

PRODUCTION OF PIG IRON IN igOO.

The output of pig iron in Canada last

year was not as large by over 12,000 tons

as it was in 1899, the total for the two years

being 88,441 and 100,926 tons, respectively.

The following table shows the production of

pig iron in Canada during each of the three

past calendar years :

PRODUCTION OF PIG IRJN IN iqr>o, 1899 AND 1898.

Output Output Output
1900. 1899. 1898.

Canada Iron Furnace Co. (7tnos.). 5,239 6,500 6.042

John McDougall & Co. (4 mos ). . . 800

Deseronto Iron Co '0,344 11,616 ....

Nova Scotia Steel Co 28,133 31,010 21.627
Hamilton Iron and Steel Co 43,925 51,800 48,253

88,441 100,926 75,922

ORE USED.

The quantity of ore used in Canada last

year was 165,82910ns, of which over 60 per

cent, was foreign ; but, of course, classed in

the latter are Newfoundland ores. The

furnace at Midland, started about three

months ago, is using Canadian ore, its

supply coming from the now famous Helen

mine in Northern Ontario. The other

furnaces in Ontario are increasing the pro- *
portion of native ores which they use,

but the drawback in the past has been

inability to secure a steady enough supply

to warrant their being more largely used.

This difficulty, however, is being gradually

remedied, work now being prosecuted more

vigorously on several properties in the

Province of Ontario. The Nova Scotia

Steel Company last year used 19,000 tons

of native ore and 35,000 tons of Newfound-

land ore. The Dominion Iron and Steel

Company will use Newfoundland ores

exclusively in its furnaces. The Deseronto

furnace used 17,636 tons of foreign ore and

793 tons of Canadian ore, while at the

Hamilton furnace there were used 51,200

tons of foreign ore and 29,260 tons com-

bined of Canadian ore and cinder from the

company's own mill.

THE STEEL INDUSTRY.

There are at present in actual operation in

Canada but two steel plants ; namely, that

of The Nova Scotia Steel Co., Limited, and

that of The Hamilton Steel and Iron Co.,

Limited. The steel plant of the latter com-

pany only began operations last year.

There are two jopen- hearth furnaces in the

plant, and each has a capacity of 40 to 45

tons per day. The quantity of steel pro-

duced during the time the plant was in

operation last year was 2,900 tons. The

output of The Nova Scotia Steel Co.'s plant

was 22,000 tons, making a total of 24,900

tons in the country last year. In the very

near future, however, the production of steel

in Canada will be much increased. Down in

Sydney The Dominion Iron and Steel Co. is

erecting 10 open-hearth steel furnaces of a

daily capacity of 50 tons, and the company

expects to be shortly turning out steel

blooms at the rate of 60,000 tons annually.

Then, up at Sault Ste. Marie, Mr. Clergue's

company has under construction a plant for

the production of 600 tons of nickel- steel

per day.

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE.

With a population of not more than

6 ,000,000 at the outside, Canada, by the

end of the first year in the twentieth cen- ]

tury, will be fairly well supplied with blast

furnaces. A good many think too well.

Those who take the contrary view largely

rest their case on the estimate that Canada

annually consumes about 800,000 tons of
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

ps'fUbUHA acuc><i-l*f.

cAiffn^uZ.
o (jtU.i'ct^Zre>/i^

With

DUNDAS AXES
in stock you may justly ask a

clerk for an explanation if he
misses a sale.

Without DUNDAS AXES, is

it fair to blame the clerk when
you have not bought the best

value?

All First-Class Jobbers

Sell Them.

DOLLAR
IN IT?%^Jfi

mm
A ItysUUiii SiilUrj Will riuth.

I MURALO COnPANY.

There are dollars in a good wall tint, because in

the past a satisfactory wall tint could not be found.

Old-fashioned wall tints are now useless and ex-

pensive alongside of

MURALO
which is the latest and best up-to-date, and best

advertised wall tint in the world. Once sold it

sells again. It is finer, better colored, more dur-

able and easier applied than any other.

AGENTS.

A, RAMSAY & SON, MONTREAL.

J. H, ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY & CO., - - VANCOUVER.

" A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT."
Gold Dollars at 90c. each won't sell until you have convinced the customer that they are

genuine. Have you the time to make the argument to do the convincing ?

ALABASTINE is the standard wall-coating "The World Over." Would any dealer

want to spend the time to convince a customer that a substitute, or something else, is " just as

good as CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE ?
Besides, substitution is suspicious, and often bears earmarks of a swindle.

We do not claim to know all that can be learned about the manufacture of wall coatings,

but twenty-five years of experience must count for something, and the fact that ALABASTINE
is the goods that are in demand speaks volumes in its favor.

Never until M. B. Church introduced ALABASTINE was it found practicable to make wall-

coating adapted to be mixed with cold water.

We own the patents on the cold water process, and this statement is our only argument
at this time on that point.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time
;

is manufactured in

Canada, and recommended by leading sanitaiians throughout the country. There is nothing
"just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by

.

THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

The tradesupplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
G. P. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

"DAISY" CHURN *
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whiU churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sides to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE -^
Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

Special list of low-priced Japanned

and Regalvanized Wire Cloth.

o
24, 30, 36 in. wire, in 50 ft. rolls.

SAMPLES SENT WHEN DESIRED. WRITE FOR PRICES.

The B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited
Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
M , , , FLATWARE, CUTLERY a
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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iron. At present, taking into account the

two new furnaces put into blast a few

months ago, we are probably not producing

one third of that quantity.

But, granting, with The Dominion Iron

and Steel Co., at Sydney, running its full

battery of four furnaces, and the projected

furnaces at Collingwood and Kingston in

operation, that the production of pig iron

in Canada exceeds the consumptive capacity

of the home market, does it follow that we

should stay our hand ? Not at all. Such

was not the policy of Great Britain. It was

not the policy of Germany. It was not the

policy of the United States. Why, there-

fore, should it be our policy ?

The agricultural, the lumbering, the

mining and other of our natural resources

are to no small extent dependent upon the

manufacture of such articles into the com-

position of which steel enters. We already

witness that in our own country. A year

or two ago we only had one concern making

steel, but during the past year a steel plant

has been built and put in operation along-

side the blast furnace at Hamilton, Ont.,

and others are being constructed at Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont., Collingwood, Ont., and

Sydney, N.S. With that at New Glasgow

there are now two steel plants in operation

in Canada.
STEEL SHIPBUILDING.

Canada once occupied an important

position among the nations as a builder of

wooden ships. But the industry decreased

as the iron and steel shipbuilding industry

in Europe and in theUnited States increased.

But during the past year, with the promin-

The New Blast Furnace at Midland.

foreign market lor their development.

And it will be much the same in regard to

our iron industry.

The requirements of the home market in

comparison with the vastness and richness

of the iron resources of this country are as

an ordinary hill is to the Himalayas. Of

course our population is growing, and the

larger it becomes the greater will be the

iron consumptive requirements of the

country. But we are ready to confess that

we have not the patience to urge that the

iron Industry shall be developed only in the

same ratio as the consumptive capacity of

the country expands.

ONE INDUSTRY BEGETS ANOTHER.

It is a law of the industrial world that one

industry begets another. And of none is it

truer than of that relating to iron. Where

pig iron is made steel is made, and where

steel is made there eventually develops the

ence which the iron industry is assuming,

has come a decided revival in the ship-

building industry. The establishment of

yards for building steel ships is a live

question in St. John, Halifax, Sydney and

other places in the Maritime Provinces. In

Toronto, steel steamers have been, and are

being, constructed, which are equal to

anything on the lakes. The same can be

said of Collingwood, on the Georgian Bay.

Out on the Pacific Coast they are apparently

as ambitious as any other part of the

Dominion in regard to steel shipbuilding,

and in Vancouver an organized attempt is

being made to secure the desideratum. So

there is in Montreal.

The larger the source, the broader and

deeper will be the stream it feeds. It is the

same with the iron industry. The more

iron we make in this country the broader

and deeper will become the industrial

stream whose source of supply is iron and
its products.

To unduly force the development of the

iron industry would be most unwise. But

no one who is at all seized of the facts can

well say that this is being done in Canada.

It is true, we are going a great deal faster

than we were 10 years ago. But for 10

years we were practically at a standstill.

CATALOGUES. BOOKLETS, ETC.

OXFORD GAS RANGES.

THE Gurney Foundry Co., Toronto,

Winnipeg and Vancouver, are send-

ing out the 190 1 spring catalogue of

the gas cooking apparatus manufactured by

them. There are several improvements in

the Oxford ranges this year. They are now

furnished with the oven thermometer which

has been found so useful in cooking stoves.

The ovens are asbestos lined. The doors

are fitted with pedal foot openers. The

most unique improvement is, however, a

change in the construction of the burner by

which the gas is conducted through a knife-

edged slot, so that there is never enough

gas in the slot at any one time to ignite the

gas in the burner. This not only prevents

an excess in the consumption of gas, but

prevents that explosive noise which is so

common in gas burners when being turned

on or off. The catalogue gives full details

as well as illustrations and prices of the gas

ranges, stoves, heaters, etc., made by The

Gurney Company, and can be had on

application.

THE " KELSEY " WARM AIR GENERATOR.

The James Smart Manufacturing Co.,

Limited, Brockville, Ont., have secured the

Canadian agency of the " Kelsey " Corru-

gated Warm Air Generator, which has

come into great vogue in the principal cities

of the Northern United States.

The "Kelsey" system of heating is

unlike that of any other. It is claimed that

by it the largest house can be heated by

one fire without the use of radiators, steam

pipes or coils. A daintily printed booklet,

giving full details regarding this system,

and illustrations of the plant and some of the

fine residences that have been heated by it

will be sent to any of the trade asking

for it.

AN IMPROVED ROCK DRILL.

The Dominion Rock Drill and Foundry

Co., Limited, of Napanee, are placing on

the market a greatly improved new rock ,

drill. It is the invention of the manager,

Mr. Ed. J. Roy.

The Forsyth Acetylene Gas Generator

Co., Limited, Stouffville, Ont., has been

incorporated.
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Safe Lock Shinole

CEILING PLATE, N<\557

IT WILL PAY YOU
to become acquainted with our line and method of doing business.

Our Interests are Identical
and we want you to interest yourself in us the same as we do in you and results will

then be mutually satisfactory. Many of our lines are specialties, and help the dealer in-

crease his profits. Why not send us A Trial Order at Guaranteed Prices.

we Manufacture ; Patent "Safe Lock" Metal Shingles,
Large and Small Sheet Siding,
Embossed Metal Ceilings and Side Walls,
Eave Trough, Conductor Pipe and Elbows,
Corrugated and Crimped Sheets,
O.K. Stove Pipe Thimbles,
Cornices, Finials, Skylights, Ventilators,
Ridgings, Window and Door Caps, etc.

PRESSED STEEL BRICK.
SKYLIGHTS 6VENTILAT0R.S

=xqggumtni=

COR.NICES
AND

FINIALS.,

We are constantly adding money-making lines for the dealer.

Have you seen our Sheet Metal Pump and Galvanized Tubing ?

DO YOU WANT AN AGENCY ?

The Metal Shingle A Siding Go,, Limited

PRESTON, ONT.
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THE BINDER TWINE QUESTION.

Editor Hardware and Metal,— I am
glad to see that my feeble remarks in re.

binder twine have had the desired effect

;

viz., to set the Canadian manufacturers

thinking. Yes, I am aware of the fact that

the *' Consumers Cordage Co." have been

making binder twine for a number of years,

and at times they have handicapped them-

selves, or, rather, the sale of their goods by
giving certain implement manufacturers the

control of their best lines, thus often driv-

ing good hardwaremen in various towns

to look elsewhere for a good twine, and at

the same time opening a door that the

American manufacturer was quick to see

and enter.

I am glad to know that there is a law

against short measure and only wish it was
more closely lived up to. No, I do not

happen to have an American twine agency,

but I know a man who has seen a man
who has one, and the man told me that he

would be foolish to buy Consumers Cordage

Co. twine from me, when he had the price

fully guaranteed on the American twine,

settlement to be made any time after

November i, and unsold goods to be carried

by the company—this I have seen.

It would seem from the wording of the

article refered to above that the C. C. Co.

stick to the old English ideas and let the

Yankee sell all around them.

Wanderer.
Montreal, March 18.

DID NOT HANDLE HARDWARE.

Editor Hardware and Metal—In your

issue of February 23, under the heading

"Business Changes," you say "R.McIvor,
hardware dealer, Elkhorn, Man., is trying

to sellout." I wish to correct this state-

ment. R. Mclvor never sold hardware,

but was a harness dealer, he running in

this place a branch of the Great West
Saddlery Mfg. Co. I am the only hardware

dealer in Elkhorn. In addition to hard-

ware, I handle coal and wood, lumber and
do undertaking.

G. Silvester.

Elkhorn, Man., March 11, 1901.

ASPINALL'S
0. White for Inside,

Indian White—Outside
for

Decorators' Use.
Imperial Gallons

and 3^-Oallons.

n

FISHING TACKLE FOR THE TRADE.

While hardwaremen have long been the

natural distributors of fishing tackle in

Canada, there has been a considerable in-

crease of interest manifested in this line by

the trade during the last few seasons.

Because of the large margin, the advancing

markets and the small deterioration in

value of stocks fishing tackle has proven to

be one of the most profitable lines the

hardware dealer can handle.

One of the firms that have been affected

most largely by the increased sale of this

line is Wm. Croft & Son, Bay street,

Toronto. This firm sell to the trade only,

and, as they have an experience extending

over nearly 50 years, they are in full touch

with all demands of the trade, and their

Free from Poisonous White Lead. Colours

Perfect. The original English make as supplied

to Royalty.

Agents: Ontario and the East, R, C. Jamleson &. Co., 13 St. John

Street. Montrea 1

. Winnipeg and District, J. H. Ashdown,

Winnipeg.

DO YOU HANDLE THE

AYLMER

SPRAYERS?

IF NOT
WHY NOT?

They are the most durable,
easiest working and most
simply constructed pump on
the market, and give uni-
versal satisfaction. If our
travellers have not yet called

on you, write for catalogue.
Liberal discounts to the trade.

AYLMER IRON
WORKS, AYLMER, ONT

FOR SALE.

SECOND-HAND Tinning Tools. For further

information, address, Trail Hardware Co.,

Trail, B.C. (13)

Patented
April 16, 1889.

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

A peat factory will be erected in Beaver-

ton, Ont., this spring, by Alex. Dobson.

stock includes an assortment suitable for

all localities from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

and as they have sample rooms in Quebec
and Winnipeg, and seven travellers on the

road, they are in close touch with the trade

and are in an excellent position to fill all

requirements. They issue a large catalogue

containing fully illustrated descriptions and
trade prices of the great range of fishing

tackle handled by them. This catalogue

can be had by any of the trade upon appli-

cation.

TRADE CHAT.

Fred Anthony, who opened a hardware

and tinsmithing business in Norval, Ont.,

some time ago, is putting in a stock of

stoves.

The business of A. J. Jeffrey, hardware

dealer, Stratford, Ont., which was estab-

lished by Mr. Jeffrey's father, Wm. Jeffrey,

sr., about 40 years ago, was sold last week

to T. H. McCurdy, who will continue it in

partnership with his brother, R. W. Mc-
Curdy, under the style of McCurdy Bros.

The Messrs. McCurdy were formerly in the

employ of The Hobbs Hardware Co.,

London., Ont. They will conduct a strictly

cash business.

Gilpin Bros, hardware dealers, Orillia,

Ont., have added about 40 ft. at the rear

of their store, making it 1 20 ft. deep. They
have also renovated the interior.

The Kaizer Brick Machine and Mfg. Co.
has been formed in Winnipeg with the

purpose of erecting a machine shop and
foundry, and to manufacture brick machin-
ery and bricks.

On Thursday last week a bylaw was
passed by St. Catharines, Ont., granting a
percentage on the pay roll of the McKinnon
Dash & Metal Works, to induce that firm

to build a large factory there.
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XXX BOLSTER SPRINGS
for Farm, Fruit and Dairy Wagons. These are

the Original and only Genuine Springs. Beware

of imitations which can in no way compare, and

Xvill not give your customers satisfaction. We
have "special" quotations for this season. Address,

J. H. MORROW
Canadian Gen'l Agent, B.C , Spring Co.,

Get our prices : Wagon
Whiffletrees, Yokes and
Buggy Jacks—"Something Unique

Brighton, Ont.

DIAMOND VISE AND DRILLING ATTACHMENT
U. S. Patent Jan. 15, '95. Canadian Patent July 22, '95.

^EXTENDS to 12 INCHES. -*

'§ Small Jaw CAN BE SET AT IK
'*, Any Position \

I'D -fA n N ?
D i

JAWS are faced with steel % inch wide, 4 inches long,

firmly fastened to jaw, checked and hardened.
VISE weighs 38 pounds. DRILL weighs 13 pounds.

For Sale by Jobbers of Hardware.

Made by—
The Adims Company, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
Made by A. R. Woodyatt & Co., Guelph, Ont.

THE BESTA"LADDERS
MADE ANYWHERE

Are the McSHERRER Combined Step and Extension Ladders.

The only ladder on the market that contains from six to twenty different

lengths in itself.

Telescopes to one-half its length.

It is the only step ladder made, both sides of which can be utilized when open.

The most durable ladder ever manufactured.

It combines every purpose for which a ladder can be used.

It is easily handled, extended and lowered, from the ground.

One person can handle it.

They are made of the very best material, and any width to suit purchaser.

If you see one you want it. Ask your hardwareman.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

l DC Uin<lu<l LaduCI CO., leah/noton, ont.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS
Dundas, Ont., Canada.

EQUIPMENTS FOR.

Ship Yards, Boiler Shops,
Locomotive and Car Shops,
Machine Shops, Marine Rail-
ways—Paper Mill Machinery.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

CUTLERY
Squire, Watson & Co.

™**™*
TEMPLE BUILDING MONTREAL.

DIRECT FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTING IN CANADA:

£

HUGO ROLLER, Solingen, Germany.
Razors, Pocket Knives, Scissors, Shears.

JOHN WRAGG & SON, Sheffield, Eng.
Table, Pocket, Putty, Palette, Butcher Knives,

Carvers, Boxed and Cased.

JOSEPH RODGERS & CO., Sheffield, Eng.
Fine Cutlery of all descriptions.

Flatware in E P.N.S. Cased Goods.

CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON & CO., Sheffield, Eng
Table and Pocket Cutlery— Highest Class.

ORME, EVANS & CO., Wolverhampton, Eng.
Enamelled Ware, Trays, Coal Vases, Japanned Goods.

FOX CUTLERY CO., Sheffield, Eng.
Razor Strops.

JOHN MORETON & CO., Ltd, Wolverhampton, Eng
Hardware Manufacturers.

A. & F. PARKES & Co., Ltd., Birmingham, Eng.
Spades, Shovels, Scoop=, Draining Tools.

F. DUMOULIN & CO., Liege, Belgium.
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers.

J. B. CHATTERLEY & SONS, Ltd., Birmingham, Eng.
E.P. on N.S. Flat and Hollowware, Oak, Glass
and Fancy China Mounted Goods, Sterling Silverware.

T. G. BLOOD, Birmingham, Eng.
Tin and Japanned Goods.

CAPPER & WOOD, Longport, Eng.
Art Potteries, China, Earthenware

-also specialties in-

"Osprey" Clippers; Pure Nickel Hollowware; Lincrusta Table Mats; Woodenware, Brushes and Scrubs;
Brassic Goods ; Door Silencers ; Corkscrews ; Dram Flasks ; Spoons, Etc.

SHOVELS HARDWARE SPECIALTIES
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MIDLAND
JJ

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

CURRENT JVIARKET QUOTATIONS.
March 22, 1901.

These prices are tor such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of

any apparent errors in this list as the desire

is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.
Tin.

Lamb and Flag and Straits—
56 and 28 lb. ingots, perlb. 32 33

Tiii plates.

Charcoal Plates— Bright
M.L.8., equal to Bradley. Pe boi

I.C., usual sizes .... $6 75

I.X., " 8 25

I.X.X., " 9 75
Famous—

1.0 675
I.X ..„ 8 25

I.X.X. 9 50
Haven & Vulture Grades—

I.C., usual Bizes 5 00

I.X., " 6 00

I.X.X " 7 01

t.XXX., " 8 00

D.O.,12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.O. , usual sizes 4 15

I.C., special Bizes,base. .. 4 50

20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X., Terne Tin 10 25

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

XX. ,14x56, 50sheetbxB)
" 14x60 " > 07 07%
" 14x65, " )

Tinned Sheets
7 x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

• 26 " 08% 09

28 " 09 09%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 170 175
Kenned " " 2 15

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 00

Tire Steel 2 00

Machinery iron finish 2 05

Oast Steel, perlb 00 00
ToeOalkSteel 2 30

T. Firth & Co's special cast steel, per lb. 13

JeMOp's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inoh 12%
2 " 13

2/, " 15

J- " 16

3'/. '• 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
'/, i lOh 2 25

3-16mch 2 25

*6 inch and thioker 2 25

Black Sheets.
K»"Ke I „?,

20 gauge 3 00

22to34 " 310
or " 3 20

28 " 330
Canada Plates.

All dull, 52 sheets 3 00

Half polished .... 3 15

Allbrlght SB'S 375

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

Vg " 4 35
>4 inch 3 15

% - 3 20

% " 3 21

% " 3 52
1 " 4 93

1% " 6 li
1% " 8 1

8

2 '• 10 76
2% " n 91
3 " 3' 12

3% •' 37 90
4 " 43 C9
5 " 57 8>
6 " 75 U
7 " 93 76
8 " 112 51

Galvanized pipe—
% inch 5 2)

% " 5 56
1 " 7 77
1% " lu 60

1% " 12 70
2 " 16 90

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G O. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 45 3 9J
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 15

26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 E0 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% "
7 50 8 00

5-16 " "
4 60 5 00

" % " " 4 00 4 CO
7-16 " " 3 80 4 00

" % " " 3 «0 3 75

% " " 3 45 3 60
" % " " 3 50 3 35

Halter, kennel and post chains, 4n and 50 p.o.

Cow ties 40p.c.
Staliaxtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 25 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c
Copper.

Ingot
English B. S., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, '/2 to% in. 23% 25

*' round and square
1 to 2 inches. ... 23'/2 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea. . per lb 25%

" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T.K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 peroent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 ... 24 25
Tubing, base, per b 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06 06%
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 owt. oaskg 6 75 7 00
Partoasks 7 00 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, perlb 04^ 05
Bar.llb 05% 05^

Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06V4
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

" 06
Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, list s

at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-U lengths lists at 7% cents. Z^&
Shot. -#<

Common, $6.50 per 110 lb. ; chilled, $7.00
per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 7% p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Perlb. Perlb.
Bar half-and-half, guarant'd .... 18
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 17%
Refined 17%
Wiping 17
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.!

Antimony. '," .' "^^
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Per 100 lb.
Pure 6 50
No. 1 do 6 12%
No. 2 do 5 75
No. 3 do 5 3.%
No. 4 do 5 00
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandrim'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 09
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 06%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kega 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50
No. 1, kegB 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 10
Barn (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 145
Canada Paint Co's Pure 125"
Tjronto Lead & Color Go's Pure 1 25 ->,

Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart k Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Blaok 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French ImperialGreen 09

Color*, Dry

.

Yellow Oohre(J.O.) bbls.... 1 35 1 40
Yellow Oohre(J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 1 80 1 90
Knglish Oxides, per owt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, perowt... . 175 2 00
Super MagnetloOxides, 93p o. 2 00 2 25

Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw , 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre ... 0; \
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..

boxes, per lb 08 24
Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 1 00
Genuine Eng. Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Oaeks , for spraying , per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Pntty.
Bulk in bbla 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose. ... 2 ?5
Bladders io 25-lb. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 76
bladders in lu kortios less than 1001b3 00

Varnishes.
In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No.l 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10

Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 SI 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 160 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's , Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2.00.

(VtVoVb o. En f«roo

I'M' IflPIJIUlVARrflJrl
'<•«» CO L.M.1I0

\

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.(0.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamels ;

Size 1, 10c ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb.. 10 10%
" " emalllots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc
Cod Oil per gal 50 55 ,

PureOlive 120 .

" Neatsfoot 90

Glue.
Common o 08% 09
French Medal o 14 1«%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 1" 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers it 20
Huttner 18
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JAMES HUTTON & CO.
Sole Agents in Canada for

Joseph Rodgers & Sons, Limited, Thomas Goldsworthy & Sons,
Steel, Peech & Tozer, Limited, Burroughes & Watts, Limited,
W. & S. Butcher, Etc., Etc.,

Have reopened their offices in Victoria Chambers,

232 McGill Street, — MONTREAL.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.
i. B. Caps.Dom. 50 and 5 percent.
Him Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. c, Amer.
Kim Fire Oartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p .o.

neutral Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol Bizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dam., 15 and 5 per cent.
Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.

add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40
per cent. Amer.

Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and
"Dominion" grides, 25 per cent Rival
and Nitro, net 'ist.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cei..t

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb
Best thick white felt wadding, in 94-lb

bass 1 00
Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib. bags 70
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5)0 each, 10 gauge 35
Best thick white oard wads, in boxes

of 5 )0 each, 8 gauge 55
Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

eaoh, 12 and smaller gauges 20
Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 0]25
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey

oloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M
11 and smaller gauge 60
9 and IC gauges 70
7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in
boxes of 250 each—

11 and smaller gauge 115
9 and 10 gauges 1 40
7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Ci.'s \nvils.. lb. 09 09V4
Wilkinson* Co 's Vices.. lb. 0944 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 6> and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit. per doz 5 50 10 00
Double bit, " 1100 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% percent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best quality 13 00 15 00
Bath Tubs.

Zino 6 00
Copper, discount 15 t> c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Rnameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim. 1st quality 25 00
2nd " 5100

Antl-Frietion Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

>.
" B " 21

C " 11%
v Majnolia Anti-Friction Metal, perlb. 25

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45
Dynamo 29
Special 25
Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse '.. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 pir oent.
Niokel, 55 per oent.

Cow.
American make, discount 68% Per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per oent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro'.disoount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
i}ilmour's,47% to 50 percent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 percent.

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90

D*mond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per pross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07 34 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent
Carriage Bolls, full square, Norway 70" " full square 70
Common Carriage Boltr, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square 4%c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4'4c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Plough Bolts 60
Boot Calks.

Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 60 per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% percent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis,No.9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers 'Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
P lain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 8?
Carpet felt, per ton 45 00

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and 81.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought BraBS, net revisedlist

Oast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis.. 60 per oent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per oont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Rronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 1 00 1 50
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leader*.
Nos. 31 and 32, par gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulio 1 25 1 50

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75

White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon , per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns .

Revolving Churns, metal frames—No 0, $8-

No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.U0—No. 3, $10.10
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each Ditto
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.o. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout.... 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 (0
" ''

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net I 25
L"w Down Ont. Sy. Ji t, plain net. . 19 £0
"

' emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17x14 in 2 50
" lit v 15 in 3 75

Discour t 40 p.c , except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Kt < .

American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.
Cradles. Grain .

Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D.,No. 3, per pair 17%

'.' 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20
Door Springs.

Torrey'p Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, diB. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 percent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis. . 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent.

Faucets .

Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No.l.perdoz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Disoount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Disoount off revised list, 40 per oent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per oent.
Kearney & Fnote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per oent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

(JLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.
Inches.

Under 26 2 10 4 00 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
Uto50 4 75 .... 7 25
51 to 60 5 no .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 35 .... 9 95
71 to.80 5 75 .... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 79
86 to 90 .. 14 0U
91 to 95 , 15 50
99 to 100 18 to

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 5u to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 4t

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

% " 9 00
" %to 34 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.
25 to 27% per cent.

Tack.
Magnetic, per doz 110 120

Sledge.
Canadian, perlb 07% 08)*

Ball Pean.
English and Can., perlb 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, pergross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns, 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered

—

No. 11, 5-ft.run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-ft. run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

5-in., " .... 06%
6-in., " ... 06
8-in., " .... 05%

10-in., " .... 05%
Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and binge

—

6tol2in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

_ . Per gro. pairs.
Spring 1200

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.c.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 46 and 5 per cent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, discount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C" brand 50 and 7% p.c off new lit t "I Oval
"M" brand 60 fertent. /head
Countersuuk.60 and 10 per cent.
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& ROMANS,
Manufacturers of.

Table Cutlery, Razors,
Scissors, Butcher Knives
and Steels, Palette and
Putty Knives.

SPECIALTY

:

Exposition Universale, Paris, i88q.

Cases of Carvers and
Cabinets of Cutlery.

SHEFFIELD,
W— ENG

WHOLESALE ONLY.

F. H. SCOTT, 360 Temple Building, MONTRE/
HORSESHOES

F.O.B. Montreal,
No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller

Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75

Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes. . __
Light 3 60 3 85

Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85

F.O.B Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Diseojnt, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899.

ICE PICKS.
8tarperdoz

- •kettlesV
30° 325

Brass spun, 7% P-c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per In 30 50

American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.?

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60V KNOBS.
Door,japanned and N.P.,per

doz ! 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25

Bronze Genuine, per doz.... 6 00 9 00

Shutter, porcelain, P. 4 L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00

White door k^Y KNIVES
'

Discount, 50^»™KS.
Discount, 60 Per

L
Cent.

ERNs
Cold Blast perdoz... 7 50

No. i " Wright's" 8 50

Ordinary, with O burner 4 25

Dashboard, cold blast 9 50

No. • • 6 00

Japanning, 50c per doz. extra.P LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60

Galvanized 187 3 85

King, wood 2 75 2 90

King, glass 4 00 4 50

AllglaB8
LiNES.-

12
°

13°

£« .gross....... ......... 105 2 50

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell 4 Erwin, per doz.... 3 00 3 26
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.
Padlock.

English and Am., perdoz..,. 50 6 00

Scandinavian, " 100 2 40

Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flathead discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75

Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00

Caulking, each 60 2 00
MATTOCKS.

Canadian, perdoz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are ;

Out. Wire.

2d and 3d 83 35 $3 85

3d 3 00 S 52

4an'd"5d.' 2 75 3 35

6and7d 2 65 3 20

8and9d 2 50 3 00

10andl2d 2 45 2 95

16and20d 240 2 90

Vt, 40, 50 and 60d. Ihase) 2 35 2 85

Galvanising 2c. per lb. net extra.

Steel Cut Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per oent.

Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.

Flour barrel nails, dis 25 per rent
NAIL PULLER8

German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
iamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb-

Navy 6 00
(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (US ) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15

Prime White (Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, perdoz 1 25 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.

Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized waahtubs, discount 45 percent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 10 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt flar'ng san buckets, di°. 45 p.c.

P. 10 and 14-qt fl ring pai s, d'S. 45 p.c.

Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
Perdoz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross.... 1 75 3 00
Rrasshead " .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, perdoz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per oent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins radiator valves discount 55 per cent

" " " standard, die., 60 p.c
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.

No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7. Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 1 00
Axle 22 33
Sorew 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', ' 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inoh 00 1 00
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 30gallons 7 CO
" 35 " 8 25

40 " 9 90

Copper, 30 " 22 00

35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Disoount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, e0, 10 and 5 p.c.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to E0

and 10 p c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler* Co.'s 8 00 18 00

Boker's 7 50 11 00

KingCutter 12 50 50 00

Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00

Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and 1" rer rent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.

Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c
per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
% and5-16in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
" %inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8

Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.

Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set

Mrs. Potts. No. 55, polished 62%
" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.

B 4 A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Finery. 40 per cent.
Garnet (Rurt r n *), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.o.

S. 4 D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. & D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

........ 2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. 4 M. Scales. 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.o.

11 Dominion, 55 p.o.
" Richelieu, 55 p.c.

Chatillon Sprinit Ralances. 10 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's perdoz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, P. H., t rlghtand steel, f7% and lOp.c.
Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.o.

" F. 11 , brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.o.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p -

" F.H., bronze, diB. 75 p.o. , '

R.H. " 70 p.o. ^
Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent
Bench , wood, per doz 3 !'^

" iron. " 4 2*
Set, Case hardened. 60 per cent.

Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.

Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 Of

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cuilery Co . full nickeled,
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADI
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 1

SOLDERING IRONS.
l,l%lb.,perlb
2 lb. or over, per lb

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, perdoz 2 40
" Mo. 494, " 3 25

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c,
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.o.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50

Plain 3 2.

Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cen'

STOCKS AND DIEf
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE.
Washita .

Hindostan Ot
" slip 09

Labrador
" Axe 15

Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.

7 00
7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4— 3 dozen in case, net casn .... (4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACK8 BRADS, ETC.
Per cent.

Strawberry box tacks , bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80&12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued SO & 5

11 " tinned 80 4 10
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only ..75 & 15
% weights 60

Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned

—

In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk 85 4 12%
" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk. .70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 4 12% .+
,

Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 59
Trunk nails, black Hi ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued and tinned. ... 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads 40
Fine finishing ,, 40
Pioture frame points 10
Lining tacks, in papers 10

5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths
7 inch " "
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

OF ALL KINDS.

AiExa?soiM
- -c-dia- *p«~«fr—tAa™ & co"

Montreal
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec For otber Provinces.

Lining lacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk-. 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin oapped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
" bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz ... . 2 7R 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85
" steel, eaoh .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

dame, Newhouse, dis. 2i p_c.

Game, H. ft N„ P. S. ft W, 65 p.o.

Qarae, steel, 72%, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Oisston's discount 10 per cent.

German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. ft D., discount 35 per cent.
TWINES.

Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb— 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 59 60

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES extras as before. The prices for Nos. 9'

Hand, perdoz '.... 4 00 6 00 to 13 icclude the charge of 1 o.

Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50 for oiling. .Extras net per 100 lb..

Ooach, eaoh 6 00 7 00 Coppered wire, 60c-tinned wire, $2-
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13 oiling, lOc.-special hay-baihngwire, 30c.

Pine each 5 50 9 00 —spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
Saw'nerdo'z' . 6 50 13 00 bright soft drawn, 15c- in 50 and 100-lb.aaw, per aoz ° ju a

bundleB net, 10c -in 25-lb. bundles net
ENAMELLED WARE. 15c— packed in casks or cases, 15c—

White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White, bagging or papering, 10c
discount 50 per cent. _, _ , ,„. .. ,„. ___.

Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent

Gra
and

e
l°0

r

per cent
ImPeria1,^^ ^ " ^h-xT™*.*-™!*. st-No.^Oana lu per ceno.

$6.65-No. 21, $7-No. 22. $7.30-No. 23,

WIRE. $7 .65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the «9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28. $11—No 29.

list. $12-No. 30, *13-No. 31, $14-No. 32, $1E

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30 No. 33, $16—No. 34. $17. Extras net-
days, f.o.b. factory. tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the $4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c— oil

following net selling prices : ing, 10c—in 25-H . bundles, 15c.—in 5 ana
No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90 10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
" 9 " 2 8) in %-lb. hanks, 75c- in %-lb. hanks. $1—
" 10 " 2 87 packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
" 11 " 2 90 papering, 10c
" '2 " 2 9i Galvani'edWire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7,8. $3 50
" 13 " 3 15 to $38—No. 9, $2.85 to $3.15-No. 10,
" 14 " 3 37 $3.6010*1.95—No. 11, $3 70 to $4.11- No.
" 15 " 3 5n 12, $3 to $3 30—No. 13, $3.1»io $3 41—
" IS " 3 f5 No. 14. $4.10 to $(.50-No. 15. $4.60 to
Other sizeiof plain wire outride of Nos. 9. 85.05—No 16 $4.85 to $5 35 Ba>e sizes,

11,11 12 and 13 and other varie'ie* of Nus. 6 to 9, $2 r>7'/2 f.o h Cleveland,
plain wire rema ;n at $2 8) b ise with Cothes Line Wire, solid 7 strard, No. 17,

•*4.25; No. 18, J2.65; No. 19, S?.35, f.o.b

Hamilt.n, Toronto, Monlreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3 15

Galvanized, plain twist 3 05

Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%
in less than carlots, end $2.7 J in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5

White, accoding to quality 6% to 1%
501 -lb bale lots fhaded.

WRENCHES.
Aome, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" S.,per doz 5 80 6 00

G. ft K '» Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS
Leader per doz. $31 00 3' (0
Royal Canadian.. " 16 00 :8 00
Royal American., " 16 00 28 1

SampfOj " .... 30 00

1 erms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, dif count, 40 fand 5 1 ei cer t.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362/2 Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

eih r by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES

Broom and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double T.nned.

?

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.

Hamilton, Ont.

We are the only Canadian house manufacturing the full line of

EDGE TOOLS.
Every tool stamped " WARNOCK " is fully guaranteed.

Always specify for Warnock's tools.

JAS. WARNOCK & CO., - GALT, ONT.
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PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

SENE forBpecimen copy of Phillips' Monthly Machinery
Register, containing over 5,000 entries of new and

second-hand machinery of every description. The oldest

established and most successful medium in the world.

Established 25 years for the purpose of introducing those

who have machinery for sale, to thoBe who wish to buy, has a

circulation of about 50,000 copies per annum, all over the

world, and is used for continual reference bjfa large number
of firms. It is consequently a most valuable advertising

medium for all engineers and manufacturers. Subscription,

6s per annum, price per copy, 6d. Sole Proprietor, Chas.
"~"<\ Phillips, M.I M.E., Newport, Mon., England. Tele-

iphic address : "Machinery, Newport, Mon."
jr

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES-
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible

terms, or who are willing to become agents for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-

ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

'SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over

the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-

ceipt of a post card.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Glotbes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine
For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PRtSSCUPPIIK BUREAU,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKH0WLEDGED THE BEST .

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. Si^E^TESa
90 Chan,be" 8t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849—

T'
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TH0S. C. IRVING, Gen. Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A. FULTON, Gen, Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the hest.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie /Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,"
is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited,
"<™™™<-ls.
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Black Diamond File Works
6. & H. Barnett Company

1

\
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve .«* ^ »^ Medals

*-^^ v.,

Bit. 1868 Inc. 1895

;:

Awarded
By JURORS at

!i International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895
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1901
E. 1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensiv

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

British Manufactured

CASTOR OIL
GUARANTEED PURE.

Cold Drawn Pharmaceutical

First Pressure. Second Pressure.

In Barrels and Cases.

From Stock and to Import.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

B.&S.H. THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar' brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

'*V%VVWWVW'\1'WWWWVW

GALVANIZED CORRUGATED SHEETS

"BLAGKWALL" BRAND
/W^/WVWWW»/WWW» ^wv*.

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, ENG.
...Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.
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* Particulars of the personnel, etc., etc., of a strictly

Canadian Silverware Company, employing Canadian

Capital. Not in the Trust or Members of any Silverware

Association or Combine.

The Toronto Silver Plate Co.
LIMITED

Incorporated 1882

Silversmiths and Manufacturers of Electro Plate.

CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

4tir

4tfr

4f

4f*

4H*
41-
4fr

W. H. BEATTY,

President.

ALFRED GOODERHAM.
Vice-President.

Geo. Gooderham,

W. H. Partridge,

DIRECTORS

:

E. G. Gooderham,

H. W. Beatty,

Frank Turner, C. E.

Wm. Thomson,

James Webster,

J| Factories and Salesrooms, King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

E. <3. GOODERHAM, Managing Director and Sec.-Treas.

LONDON, ENG., Show Room, 23 Thavies Inn, Holburn Circus,



ESTABLISHED 1361.

at all Canadian
distributing centers

TRADE MARKS
COVERING -

SNAP SHOT I
TRAP
CANADIAN RIFLE
DUCKING
CARIBOU.



Unequalled for quality at

price, & service.

LANGWELL'S BABBIT, Montreal

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal. Heatlnq, Plumbing and Contracting Trades in Canada
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TllOffli" ANTI-FRICTION METIL
'Tandem" Metals are better than

any other tor their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH 4 McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

Galvanizing that Lasts.

The object of galvanizing a sheet of Iron

or Steel is to keep it from rusting; there-

fore, it pays to get the most durable gal-

vanizing. In other words, it pays to use

"Queen's Head" Iron.

A. C, LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,
MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, united,

smwrnmmmmwmmmmwmmmmmmmm it

OUR
FREE BOOKLET

To Help You.
Our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water

Heating is something more than a mere Catalogue giving

prices#and terms. It is rich in suggestive ideas—tells why
and how danger lurks in Radiators that contain joints

—

gives interesting facts (backed up by proofs) about the

original invention in screw-threaded nipple connections. Better yet, the. Booklet shows

The Safford Radiators

exactly as they are
by illustrations that are absolutely honest and true. As a work for reference it is invalu
able in a hundred ways to those about to build. It is a genuine help. It may save you
or your customers thousands of dollars. If you cannot reach one of our agents easily,

send to us for the book—it's free.

THE DOniNION RADIATOR COHPANY,
Toronto, Ont.

3

3
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3
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SUPPLIES
FOR

A

CROSS
CUT

CANT HOOKS »

PIKE POLES : PEAVEYS

CHAIN a

ROPE d

A
RINGS
HOOKS
CLEVISES

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED

Cor. King and Victoria Sts., N

ENTERPRISE"
patented

Hardware Specialties
no. s, - $2.00 f Comprising

km !h|i|ilWli"***i
ift

Rapid Grinding & *
Pulverizing Mills

j|j

i
1

No. 2'A, - S4-.50 £

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners; %

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

— $ Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.
Fruit,Wine & Jelly Press*

I
ARE THE BEST

* Write for Descriptive
So[d .

th Uadj„g Jobbers f the Dominion
\\——catalogue

zzzzzz. ;

—

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.$3.00
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season^
now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

S/y

¥ ¥

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

THE NEW BALDWIN
\

DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Sest System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Bali-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. C^
Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; slock goods ; special

rtfrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

I

\

\

SOME OF THE NEWER "VANI/CT" Tfifil Q
»»»»» W AJ[ I v w\ r A j

No. 15 "Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT AND LEFT HAND, AND RIGID, WITH FINGER TURN ON BLADE—2, 3, 4 and 5-in. BLADES.

No. 20 " Yankee " Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT HAND ONLY, AND RIGID. 3 SIZES, EXTREME LENGTH OPEN, INCLUDING BIT— 14, 17 and 19-inches

Sold by Leading Jobbers NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
throughout the Dominion. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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RangesOXFORD Q
Embody all the Best.

Ideas yet contrived.

They are made in a full line of sizes to meet all demands.

Have large ovens—a special improved oven burner lighter—and the

most perfect valves and burners known.

This year we emphasize two new styles with 16 and 18 in. square

ovens—remarkably fine lines—to satisfy the popular call for a standard

quality range at a very moderate price.

Again, we have the Canadian agency for the famous " Quick
Meal " stoves, and recommend all dealers to post themselves on the

splendid merits of the Blue Flame Oil VVickless lines, as well as the

Gasoline.

With Oxford Gas Ranges and the " Quick Meal " goods y
will be ready for the best trade there is.

Read up Prices and Styles in our
Catalogues—they will interest you.

GURNEY FOUNDRY CO LIMITED

TORONTO WINNIPEG

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., Limited,

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL.

David Maxwell & Sons

Steel Frame Churn

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel

ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn " Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

High and Low Wheels,
from 12-in. to 10-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you
these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inohes.

4
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Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

Importers of British

and ForeiglTv^

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George 0. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance &. Co., Hamilton, Ont

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada

What Profit *
vvwww%/v^wwx^wvwvi

will you have if you sell a farmer binding

twine that fails in its works, or gives trouble ? Either

he will return it, and demand his money, or seek reduc-

tion in the price. Perhaps he will patronize your opposi-

tion when he wants more twine, and, getting satisfaction,

buy other goods as well.

Why not avoid these risks by handling

££ L.YMOUXH?"
I THE STAMP OF

EXCELLENCE.

It has been thoroughly tested, proved the best, and gives

the greatest satisfaction.

Every ball sold Helps to sell another.

Plymouth Binder Twine
Agency——

> McKiiwon Bldg., Melinda St., Toronto, Can.
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SUGAR MAKERJ' SUPPLIES.

ap Buckets

Sap Spouts

Syrup Cans
(Round and Square)

Plain and Lithographed

If you want any of these goods in a hurry, wire us.

We have a good supply on hand, and can ship without any delayrysN***

THE THOS. DAYIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

BRASS
Sheets Rods Tubes

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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MullenS
Poultry Netting

Galvanizi

N°I9 STEEL
WIRE

{G>

McMULLEN'S POULTRY NETTINGS
and LAWN FENCINGS are not surpassed In the world. Their

WOVEN WIRE FENCINGS have stood 16 years of very success-

ful testing.
TRADE DISCOUNT on Nettings:

I TO 5 ROLLS, 55 PER CENT. OFF LISTS.

For SPECIAL PRICES on large quantities write the manufacturers at PICTON, ONT.

THE ONTARIO WIRE FENCING CO., Limited

FOR SALE, also, by the Canadian Jobbers.

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited £ JAMES COOPER
General Agent^fAMILTOJFand MONTREAL. MONTREAL, Ry. Fencing.

the Trust.
n anticipation of Spring trade, write for copies of

our Catalogues if you have not received them.

NO. 2196—Baking Dish, with Two Quart Enamelled Lining $7.50

NO. 2197—Baking Dish, similar to No. 2196, but with Three Quart Enamelled Lining 9 50

The Toronto Silver Plate Co., Limited

Silversmiths and Manufacturers
of Electro Silver Plate.

Factories and Salesrooms....

King St. West, Toronto, Canada.

E. Q. Gooderham, Managing Director.

How to Prevent a Belt from Slipping.

A BELT WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG

If our Pulley Covering is used, as thousands of manufacturers using leather belts

for the transmission of power experience annoyance and trouble with slipping belts,

from which arise many losses, such as time, power, etc.

No doubt you have tried many preparations, but the "Vacuum Cement and
Pulley Covering" will prevent all belts from slipping, being free from all

harmful ingredients. It will put your belts in better condition and keep them so,

help them to do the proper work, as no other dressings or coverings ever invented

have done before.

" The Vacuum Cement and Pulley Covering " is not the cheapest, but the best. It allows the use of

a much slacker belt than usual ; this slackness prevents belt strains, as well as strains on the machinery. The
covering may be applied to any pulley, iron or wood, and is guaranteed for five years. We furnish the material,

and the work can be done right in your own shop. We invite your careful investigation.

Write for full particulars.

The Vacuum Cement & Pulley Covering Co.,

Main OtYice, 14-93 Third Ave., IMECW YORK.
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TRADE .

C
MARK

Canada

Horse

Nail

Company
Montreal

Established 1865.

Horse Nails
with the " Q" brand and our name on the box, have

our absolute guarantee that every nail is perfect.

They are hot forged from the best Swedish

Charcoal Steel Nail Rods, combining the best process

and the best material known for making a horse nail.

They will wear longest, as they are the toughest,

and drive easier than any other, by reason of their

faultless design and perfect hardened points.

Every dealer in horse nails will find it to his ad-

vantage to sell our "£" brand in preference to any

other, as they are the best known to the Farrier trade,

and conceded by them whenever used, to be the most

satisfactory nail to use.

They are to be obtained from nearly all the lead-

ing wholesale dealers in Canada. If you cannot get

our "£" brand on order from them, do not accept

-substitutes, but apply direct to us.

&1

Woman is

Responsible
for the sale of ice cream freezers.

Fifteen million women have considerable influence

Ten thousand of them wrote to us in three months.

We are talking to them all the time—winter and summer

They are all familiar with the Peerless Iceland Freezer

Reports from them prove that we are right, and that

one motion is enough.

We want your help in distributing Peerless Iceland

DANA 6 CO.,
Freezer.

New YorR Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco Branch, 105 Front St.

Cincinnati.
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Lieuuis Bros. & Co.
\A/hol le Hardware

MONTREAL.

o t

frictOnLess metal
pS" !

jT RArtD E^MARK ^
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AN EXACT CUT OF FRICTIONLESS METAL BAR.

High-Speed Machinery.

THE BEST for \ Machinery with Heavy Bearings.

Light Machinery.

EVERY POUND OF FRICTIONLESS METAL FULLY GUARANTEED.

Put up in

Boxes
25, 50

and 100 lbs.
&r

POSITIVELY THE BEST.

LEWIS BROS. & CO., MONTREAL
Sole Agents for Canada. Write for Prices.
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No.

^ frTOVELTY

QUILT FRAME

CLAMPS.
JAPANNED or COPPERED.

No. 4

FOR SPRING CLEANING, YOUR LADY CUSTOMERS WILL
APPRECIATE THESE FOR THEIR CURTAIN FRAMES.

INSTEAD OF THE OLD WAY OF RESTING THE FRAMES ON
CHAIRS, USE OLD BROOM HANDLES IN THE SOCKETS.

SAVES WORRY. IMPROVES TEMPER.

If you would like to see It, a sample will be mailed you If you will drop a post card to

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., GUELPH, ONT.

SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

and DAISY Oil Stoves
of to-day are the results of years of practical ex-

perience in oil stove making.

In them are embodied all the points which
go to make up a perfect oil stove.

A stove which will not smoke ) but will give perfect

A stove which will not sme
ke)
II ) satisfaction.

That's why our trade is Increasing so rapidly.

Your stock would not be complete without these goods.

Made in one, two and three-burner.

We will be pleased to quote you.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President,

JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN.
Montreal.

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Limited.

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-

culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.B.
Island and Newfoundland.

OFFICES

MONTREAL 23a McGill Street,
Telephone 1155.

TORONTO 10 Front Street East,
Telephone 1148.

LONDON, ENG 109 Fleet Street, E.C.,

J. M. McKim.
MANCHESTER, ENG. - - 18 St Ann Street.

H. S. Ashburner,
WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block.

I. J. Roberts.
ST. JOHN, N.B. - - - No. 3 Market Wharf,

I. Hunter White,
NEW YORK. 176 E. 88th Street.

Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.

Great Britain and elsewhere - - - 12s.

Published every Saturday.

Cable Address {^"i^CaSar.:

• WHEN WRITINGADVERTISERS
PLEASE MENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIRADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER

APPRECIATIVE REMARKS.

HARDWARE AND METAL recently

published part of an address of Mr.

Walter H. Cottingham, general

manager of The Sherwin-Williams Co.,

delivered at the annual convention of the

representatives of that company. Mr.

Harry D wight Smith, the manager of the

promoting department of The Sherwin-

Williams Co., forwarded to Current Adver-

tising, a New York periodical, a copy of

Hardware and Metal containing the

address. The article was reproduced in

Current Advertising, a copy of which has

been sent to this office by Mr. A. C. Norris,

secretary treasurer of the Ontario Wind

Engine and Pump Co., Limited, Toronto.

"In calling attention to this article,"

says Current Advertising, " Mr. Smith

says :
' We also send the paper because it

seems a very good example of a live, weekly

trade paper. Nearly all the hardware

papers in this country came to the writer's

desk, but none of them is so interesting or

so full of readable matter as Hardware

and Metal.' "

This leads Current Advertising to remark :

" This is certainly high praise, and, coming

from such a source, should make the paper

to which it belongs, properly proud.

" Even those who are not engaged in the

hardware business can readily understand

from an examination of a copy of Hard

ware and Metal, that it deserves much

credit for the careful and exhaustive manner

in which it covers the trade to which it is

devoted."

The appreciative remarks of Mr. Smith

and Current Advertising cannot be other

than gratifying to us, and stimulate us to

make Hardware and Metal even more

worthy of the esteem of our readers and

contemporaries.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF STORES.

The early-closing bylaw which is being

considered in Victoria includes the follow-

ing schedule of classifications of stores :

Books and stationery, boot and shoe

dealers, boot and shoe makers, bakers and

confectioners, clothiers and merchant

tailors, outfitters and gentlemen's fur-

nishers, retail dry goods and milliners, fish

and game dealers, furniture dealers (not

secondhand), grocers, hardware, jewellers,

pork and provision dealers, novelty stores,

butchers.

In view of the fact that Toronto's early-

closing by-law has become practically

inoperative because of the difficulty as

defining the term " grocery shop," it would

be advisable to make the classification

clearer by defining each of the divisions.

It has been found difficult to decide what a

grocer is in Toronto, and it would probably

be even more difficult to make the distinc-

tion in law between other branches of trade.

FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY LAW.

A
FEW weeks ago reference was made

in these columns to a number of

letters which had been received

from business men in New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia and Prince Edward Island, in reply

to the charge that one of the reasons for

the non.introduction of a Dominion bank-

ruptcy Bill in the House of Commons was

the opposition of the people in the Mari-

time Provinces. What little ground there

was for this charge or excuse was evidenced

by those letters.

We are now in receipt of another letter

from Mr. W. S. Loggie, a well known

business man in Chatham, N.B., and presi-

dent of the Maritime Board of Trade, in

which he says that as far as he can learn

" there is no opposition to the principle of

a federal bankruptcy law."

*' I suppose," he adds, " it will be diffi-

cult to frame a law that will meet the views

of bankers and merchants alike. The

expenses of closing a small estate under the

proposed law, I understand, would be ex-

cessive. I think, therefore, the details of

such a law might be sent to boards of trade

to consider and make suggestions."

Mr. Loggie' s suggestion is a good one.

It is not yet too late for the Government to

draft a Bill, have it read once, submit it

to the various boards of trade in the country,

and let the House finally deal with it at the

next session.
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THE STEEL TRUST PROBLEM.

AS far, at least, as mere organization

is concerned, the enormous steel

combination of the United States

appears to be a success.

It will be remembered that the seven

companies which were to be merged into

one were to receive, in return for their

stock, a certain number of shares in the

new concern.

This proposition has been so favorably

received by the shareholders of the various

companies that up to the end of last week

nearly all the stock had been deposited, the

percentage being from 94 to 98 per cent, of

the preferred and 92 to 99 of the common.

What will be the outcome of the con-

solidation in actual business experience

remains to be seen. The interests it controls

will naturally give it an enormous influence

in the economic conditions of not only the

United States, but of the world. Whether

they be for good or for evil remains to be

seen.

The American Steel and Wire Consolida-

tion was swallowed up by this newer and

greater organization before it had been in

the world long enough to test the economic

principles upon which it was based. The

features it developed were not such, how-

ever, as will cause it to be kindly remem-

bered. We have special reference to the

action of Mr. Gates, the chairman of the

board of directors, nearly a year ago, when

the market was demoralized for some months

by the mere ipse dixit of his company.

Whether it was, as so many firmly believed,

a stockjobbing deal does not perhaps

matter so much as the fact that it was

within the power of one company to create

a disturbance in the iron and steel trade

that affected all commercial countries to a

more or less extent. And The American

Steel and Wire Co. was a much smaller

concern than the new organization that has

absorbed it and six others besides.

One effect of the new trust will certainly

be to cause those engaged in the iron and

steel industry in other countries to strengthen

their own positions, either by combination,

higher Customs tariffs, or improved ma-

chinery and business methods. The cable

shows this. Only within the last few days

the news is brought by cable that the Scotch

and North of England steel manufacturers

are combining with no other purpose than

to meet the threatened competition of the

Carnegie-Morgan aggregation. Even in the

United States themselves, efforts are being

made to rally forces to meet the new con-

solidation, which transcends all others in

its magnitude.

The alarm that was first felt in Canada

when it was rumored the Carnegie-Morgan

company was negotiating to obtain control

of the plant of The Dominion Iron and

Steel Co. has subsided, but, if the latter

proves to be able to make iron and steel at

the low relative cost it is claimed it can, it

is more likely than not that the big con-

solidation which is now being organized

across the border will make an effort to

make it a part and parcel of itself. This is,

of course, largely speculation. But we are

enabled to speculate this way because the

absorption of the Canadian concern is a

possibility.

One thing we may certainly expect is

that the Carnegie-Morgan consolidation will

not overlook the growing importance of the

Canadian market, and will make an effort

to keep out the products of the mills and

factories of Europe similar to that which it

produces.

We have already the example of The

American Steel and Wire Co. to give

ground for that belief. For some time the

latter company has had a special price for

the Canadian market on fence wires, with

the object of keeping out those manufac-

tured in Europe. At times this price has

been as much as JSn below the figures the

hardware trade in the United States were

paying. The difference just now is about

$3 per ton in favor of the Canadian dealer,

there having been a recent reduction to

meet the competition of European mills.

ANOTHER DROP IN WHITE LEAD.

A decline is again announced in the

price of white lead. It is understood to be

partly due to competition. The reduction

is i2}4c. per 100 lb. This makes the price

for pure in Toronto $6.37^. and for No. 1

$6, and in Montreal $6.25 for pure and

$5.87^ for No. 1.

SEWING MACHINES AS A SIDE LINE.

IT
is safe to say that the advent of the

bicycle effected a radical change in

hundreds of hardware stores through-

out Canada. The hardwareman looked

with indifference upon the old high-wheel

bicycle as a line to handle. The safety won

but slight attention during the first two or

three seasons when high prices were paid

for inferior wheels. Most of the large

centres boasted bicyle emporiums which

practically controlled the trade throughout

the country. But, as their product became

popular, bicycle manufacturers insisted that

hardwaremen should handle them. The

trade took hold of the wheel with diffidence,

but it proved a most profitable line.

Then repairs became necessary, and

soon hardwaremen were establishing repair

shops. In many cases expert machinists

were employed and repairs of all kinds

made.

This revolution has paved the way for

the hardwareman to take hold of several

lines, which, until recently, he has not con-

sidered worth his attention. The sewing

machine is one of these lines.

To day, as has been true for years, this

article, which is as much a staple in house-

hold affairs as either the wringer or the

churn, is handled almost exclusively by

agents or peddlers, who, for the very reason

that their turnover is so small, have to do

business on a much larger margin than the

hardwareman would need. Many of them

go to the expense of a horse and rig and

endeavor to sell their machines from door

to door. Some of them understand the

machanism of their machine enough to

make any necessary repairs. The aim of

others is merely to get as many machines

off their hands at as good a profit as

possible.

The retail hardwareman who has installed

a repair shop and who has a mechanic of

even average ability around the place,

should be able to easily compete with this

class of machine dealers. He can do busi-

ness at a closer margin and can at once

make necessary repairs.

This line should be, moreover, a profit-

able one. The best machines are all sold

with a good margin to the retailer, for the

competition among sewing machine manu-

facturers is as keen to-day as was the com-

petition between bicycle manufacturers five

years ago.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

AN advance of 15c. was made on

black sheets on March 16. This

again caught quite a number of

manufacturing consumers who had not

covered their needs, and probably caught

some of the jobbers also. Considerable

business has been placed at the full

advance. The sheet mills are not able to

run to their capacity, because of the scarcity

of sheet bars.—Iron Age.

TINWARE HIGHER IN THE UNITED STATES.

Representatives of the leading eastern

manufacturers of tinware met this week in

New York and agreed upon a general ad-

vance in the price of stamped and pieced

tinware and japanned ware, averaging 1%
to 10 per cent. Prices of tinware ruling for

some time past, it is claimed, have left a

very meagre margin of profit to the makers,

in the case of the cheaper goods practically

no profit at all. As the demand has been

remarkably heavy, and promises to continue

on a large scale, th'j element of competition

has been practically obliterated, conse-

quently no reason exists for cutting prices at

the present time. With the strength which

has been developed in all iron and steel

products and a business which taxes the

capacity of all, the tinware manufacturers

saw no reason for continuing the quotation

of unprofitable prices, hence the present

advance.—Metal Worker. March 23.

ADVANCE IN PLUMBERS' BRASS WORK.

We understand that all of the manufac-

turers of plumbers' brass work who are in

the Brass Manufacturers' Association have

signed the prices agreed upon at the last

meeting held in New York City on February

15. By this agreement the manufacturers

have decided that they will maintain the

prices then agreed upon, and in no instance

will they meet or cut prices made by any

manufacturer outside of the association.

Ninety per cent, of the brass manufacturers

in the United States are in the association,

and as these manufacturers, representing 90

per cent, of the output of the United States,

have signed the agreement and will main-

tain prices and sell at prices no lower than

the association prices, it can readily be in-

ferred that with the opening of the spring

season prices will undergo a rapid advance.

Within the next two or three weeks it will

not be the extreme low prices which will be

troubling the jobbers, but it will be the

desire to learn where they can get their

goods at any price. There are very few

manufacturers who carry a fairly heavy

stack of these goods on hand, as the con-

tinued low prices, the continued demand

during the past winter and also the con-

tinued instability of the association pre-

vented them from going very deeply into

the manufacture or accumulation of large

stocks.

WIRE NAILS IN THE UNITED STATES.

The volume of wire nails which is being

distributed is large. Factories are having

some difficulty in making shipments as

promptly as purchasers desire. There is a

feeling among the trade that an advance

would not be surprising, but on the other

hand expression is given to the idea by some

that the consolidated interests under con-

servative counsels will be adverse to a

radical advance in wire products.—Iron

Age.

LINSEED SITUATION IN CHICAGO.

The nominal market is 60c. per yyi lb.

(8c. per lb.) but little or no business is

doing and scarcely enough to test the

market. We learn that 58c. oil has been

sold by second hands, and crushers to move

oil would be required to meet this price.

There is also some talk about 57c. oil, but

it is doubtful if that price will buy now. It

is a matter of common report that the big

trade are well covered ahead, and other

factors are not interested at the moment.

Deliveries on contracts are going forwaid

freely, but on the score of new business the

market remains practically lifeless. The
advent of spring weather and the advance

in seed latterly have improved the tone of

the market and at the close it is not certain

that any considerable quantity of oil could

be picked up at more than 1 to 2c. below

nominal figures. Single barrel quantities

are bringing 61c. (8 2 15c.) for raw and

62c. (8 4 15c.) for boiled and better, and

locally the demand has improved since the

opening of the week. Stocks of oil held by

mills being smaller than usual at the open-

ing of the active consuming season does not

argue for a weak market after demand
becomes brisk, and the dilatoriness of

buyers over taking hold now, causing

heaviness and panicky feelings among
dealers well stocked, can but add to the

pressure of demand later on, which may
put prices up beyond a basis warranted by

the general situation. It is feared by some
that the trade are so fixed that nearly all

will want oil at once and under ordinary

supply conditions this would be unfortunate.

On the other hand, if spring should continue

backward and painting operations be long

retarded, lower prices may ensue.— Paint,

Oil and DiUg Review.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET.

Tin—The cable reported a substantial

advance in the London tin market, which

was said to be partly due to the buying on

American account and partly from a desire

to influence the auction of 2,500 tons

Banca to be held in Holland to morrow.

Not all of the advance in London was

retained, however, the market closing firm

at £1 5s. above last night's quotation, but

5s. below the highest point of the day. The
New York market, it is reported, was bid

up by the bull interests and closed firm at

26.05c. bid and 26 50c. asked for spot,

26 to 26.37^. for March, 25.62^ to

25.87 yZc. for April, and 25.25 to 25.60c.

for May. The Maasdam added 60 tons to

the spot stock, bringing the total receipts at

Atlantic ports for the month to date up to

2,255 tons.

Copper — Under an active demand the

London market made a further advance of

3s. od. on spot and 2s. 6d. on future this

morning, but the close was quiet. Nothing

of fresh interest came to the surface in the

New York market, which closed dull but

steady, at 17c. for Lake Superior, and
i6^c. for electrolytic and casting.

Pig Lead—Trade continues on the hand-

to mouth order in the New York market,

but prices are maintained on the basis of

4-37j£c., in lots of 50 tons or more. St.

Louis was reported steady by wire, with

sales of 5 cars soft Missouri and 100 tons

chemical at 4.22 %z. There was no further

change in the London market.

Spelter—The movement continues very

light, and the tone of the market is still

weak. Spot quotations are unchanged at

3.85 and 3 90c. asked, but within the past

few days shipments from the West have

sold from 3.90 to 387^0., with more
sellers at the lower figure. St. Louis was
unchanged at 3 70c. London was steady.

Antimony—Regulus is held at 83^ to

ioji'c., as to brand, and is in fair request.

Old Materials—Prices were steady,

though the market is very quiet.

Iron and Steel—Advices from the West
are to the effect that the activity in iron is

beginning to abate, but that the volume of

business is still heavy and above the average

for the season. The combination of the

furnaces in the Mahoming and Shenango
valleys and the Pittsburg district, will, if

completed, further strengthen the situation

in Bessemer iron, but the impression pre-

vails that the limit of the advance in prices

has been about reached. In steel the

market is very strong and demand continues

active, with the tendency of prices on some
descriptions still upward.

Tinplate — Business continues good,

orders for both prompt and forward delivery

being liberal. Prices are firm and un-

changed. — N. Y. Journal of Commerce,
March 27.
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WHOLESALE HARDWAREMEN AND THE CONSUMING TRADE.
A Conference in Montreal in Regard to the Question.

TO the wholesale and retail hardware

merchants of Montreal, the import-

ance of the conference that took

place last Thursday night, March 21, in the

Monument National, cannot be overesti-

mated. The members of the retail associa-

tion have succeeded in placing their

grievances in their true light before the

tribunal of wholesale merchants who have

promised to do their utmost to mete out a

full measure of justice. The giving of

justice may lead to some important readjust-

ments, profitable to wholesalers as well as

retailers.

The conference took place, as our readers

already know, at the instance of a series of

invitations that were sent out by the Retail

Hardware Association, written with the ex-

pressed intention of leading to a discussion

for the common interests of the two branches

of the trade. When President Martineau

took the chair, he found grouped around

him the representatives of five wholesale

firms : Mr. G. C. Caverhill, of Caverhill,

Learmont& Co. ; Mr. W. Starke, of Howden,

Starke & Co. ; Mr. A. M. St. Arnaud, of

The Canada Harness Co.; Mr. John P.

Seybold, of The Seybold & Sons Co., and

Mr. A. Jeannotte, of L. H.° Hebert & Co.

There were also present about 25 retailers.

THE QUESTION AT ISSUE.

The president opened the meeting in

French. After welcoming the visitors, he

gave a short outline of the history of the

organization, explaining the object of its

formation and its accomplishments. In the

first place its raison d'etre is to provide a

means by which the retail merchants will

come to know one another, and by which

they can meet to discuss matters relating to

their trade. But there has always been

present in the minds of the members of the

association the idea that the organization

should be a means of having the whole-

salers discontinue selling to consumers.

They felt they had a serious complaint lo

make on this matter, and it was for the

purpose of having them hear this complaint

that the wholesalers had been invited there

that night. Their acceptance of the invita-

tion shows that they were in sympathy with

the association, and " I hope that this con-

ference will do much good, not only for the

retailers, but for the wholesalers as well.

Neither of us can lose anything from under-

standing one another." He then called

upon Vice-President Drysdale to repeat his

words in English.

Mr. John Millen, of John Millen & Sons,

also spoke and explained the desire of the

association. "We often have customers

come into our stores, who, when quoted a

price, say that they have a friend in a

wholesale hardware house who will get

them those goods at wholesale prices. We
don't believe that consumers should be able

to purchase anything at a wholesale estab-

lishment, and would ask that the wholesale

merchants present would suggest some

means by which this will be stopped. We
would like some assurance to that effect."

HE WISHED TO PROTECT THE RETAILER.

Mr. Caverhill was then called upon to

address the meeting. He thanked the

association for the honor of being invited,

and congratulated the merchants upon their

organization. He believed he was entitled

to be called the "father" of the associa-

tion; for 18 years he had advocated the

formation of such an association at least 50

times a month. As a wholesaler, he wished

to protect the retailers ; without them, the

wholesalers could not exist. But he be-

lieved the retail merchants were not

adopting the best means to attain their

desired objects. They should do more

work among themselves and pay less atten-

tion to the wholesalers. He felt sure that

all the wholesale houses represented there

that night did not sell $5,000, perhaps not

even $500, worth of goods to consumers in

a year—certainly not enough for a retail

association to bother about. The retailers

should try among them-elves to get a profit

by setting prices and pledging the members

to keep them. At first, the prices would

not be maintained successfully, for there

will always be some who are too dishonest

to stick to an agreement, but, in time, these

would be shamed into line. In this regard,

he related some of the difficulties experi-

enced by the wholesale association in

keeping the prices uniform, but, he said, in

spite of all such troubles, the wholesale

association is growing stronger every day.

They had shown the manufacturers that

they could keep a uniform price, and more

and more manufacturers were aiding them

to make a reasonable profit. A trade asso-

ciation must grow in strength ; it cannot

attain to full vigor immediately upon its

organization. He hoped that the members

would persevere, and they must, in time,

improve their status. (Applause.)

Mr. Belanger followed, and spoke from

the retailer's point of view. He said, if he

understood Mr. Caverhill aright, a compe-

tition existed between the wholesalers and

retailers. Twenty years ago, when he

started business, he used to hear the state-

ment : "I can get this cheaper from Mr.

Martineau, or Mr. Millen (retailers)"; now,

my customers say : "I can get it cheaper

from the wholesalers." He asserted that

the wholesalers should not try to do two

classes of trade. The retail association

might try to control their own members, but

they would not be able to set prices for the

wholesalers, and the first step to take would

be to have the wholesalers stop their retail

trade.

Mr. Caverhill then explained that he

could not enter into any argument in re-

gard to the wholesalers selling retail. He
knew nothing about this, for his firm sold

no goods to consumers. Mr. Millen em-

phasized Mr. Belanger' s point.

WILLING TO AID THE RETAILERS.

Mr. W. Starke was then called on for a

speech, and he responded appropriately,

thanking the association for the invitation

and endorsing Mr. Caverhill's remarks.

He assured the association that although

the firm of which he is the vice president

did little city trade, they might soon enter

the field, and that he was quite willing to

aid the city retailers in alleviating their

grievances. Like Mr. Caverhill, however,

he thought they should commence among
themselves. (Applause.)

Mr. St. Arnaud differed somewhat in

opinion from Mr. Caverhill. As a whole-

saler he sold no goods to the public, and he

did not believe it was right for a wholesale

house to do so. It made no difference what

the amount was, the principle was wrong.

He assured the association that if they

struck the right spot they would get what

they wanted and he promised to help them.

(Applause.

)
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Mr. Seybold endorsed Mr. Caverhill's

remarks. "The wholesalers have no time

to sell retail," he said. "I turn customers

out of my establishment every day. A
neighbor whom I cannot turn away may

get a keg of nails or some other trifling

purchase."

Mr. Drysdale: "At wholesale price?*'

Mr. Seybold: "No, at retail price. But

if they were not neighbors, these people

would not get anything. Outside of my
neighbors, no consumers can buy from us."

He then assured the association that if an

explanation of what they wished was laid

before the wholesale association, they would

receive all possible help.

Mr. Jeannotte also addressed the meeting.

He assured them that his house did not sell

a cent's worth of goods to consumers. He
asked the association to write all complaints

to the wholesale association where they

would be dealt with in an amicable spirit.

Mr. Millen : "The air is clearing. I

believe we are going to get some satis-

faction."

RETAILERS COULD HELP THEMSELVES.

Mr. Prudhomme, one of the leading

retailers, spoke in English. He said that,

although he was treasurer of the Retail

Association (and had lots of money on that

account), he was a " go between " the

jobbers and retailers, for he was in both

businesses at once. Yet he did not think

that any of his fellow retailers could find

any fault with his retail prices. (Applause.)

He said that there was a great deal the

retailers could do among themselves and

they were doing it. But the subject of

discussion to-night immediately concerned

the jobbers. On Canadian -manufactured

goods, he claimed, the ordinary city retailer

made no profit.

He asked the wholesaler to set a price to

consumers on nails, screws, carriage bolts,

horseshoes and such lines whereby the

smallest retailer would make a profit. He
complained about wholesalers selling

carriage bolts, horseshoes and horse nails to

blacksmiths at same prices as to retailers.

The wholesalers should give the small man
a margin and then they can keep their

own prices more easily. "You can do a

lot to help us without taking a cent from

your own pockets." he concluded.

RETAIL PRICE ON BLACKSMITHS' GOODS.

Mr. Starke explained that the Hardware

Association had been for two years trying to

fix a retail price on blacksmiths' goods.

" In Ontario, the jobbers have been giving

the retailers part of their profit. We have

failed to do anything as yet. However, we
hope to differentiate some day." He
assured them it was a difficult matter to

deal with. He also objected to the quantity
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rebate, because it left retailers on an

unequal footing. It starts a lot of semi-

jobbers in business and renders the situation

complex in the extreme. "Some of you

retailers buy rails at the same rate as we do.

Is that fair to us or to the other retailers?"

he said.

Mr. Beland came back to the point of

jobbers selling consumers. He took up Mr.

Caverhill's statement, endorsed by the other

visitors, that not more than $500 worth of

goods were sold this way in a year in

Montreal. "Why, I know one house that

sells more than that in a month. There

are contractors whose trade I should have,

who often give orders for #50 or $75 worth

of goods to this certain house," he added.

He asked why the rebate on nails had been

taken off and thought it ought to be

increased to 10c. per keg instead of 7^c.

as it had been.

THE REBATE ON NAILS.

Mr. Jeannotte said the rebate on nails

was taken off by the manufacturers, who

said that some retailers were selling nails,

under the protection of this rebate, at a

price below the wholesalers' fixed quota-

tion.

Mr. Caverhill also said that some retailers

had abused their rebate. "I know five

retailers, members of your association, who

were selling one keg of nails as cheap as I

was selling 150," he declared.

CUTTING IN THE PRICE OF NAILS.

Mr. Prudhomme, in reply, asserted that

there were more than five members of the

wholesale association that were cutting the

prices of nails last year. In regard to the

charge of the retailers cutting prices, he

claimed that if the manufacturers would set

the prices at which they should sell to

consumers, it would be a great help, and,

perhaps, a means of overcoming the

difficulty.

SELLING TO CONTRACTORS.

Mr. Huberdeau urged upon the whole-

salers the necessity of not selling to contrac-

tors, religious institutions, etc. He also

expressed the opinion that the preferential

list should be done away with in order to

put all retailers on the same footing.

Mr. Belanger expressed his willingness

to discontinue buying from the manufactur-

ers, even if he has to pay 10 per cent, more
than he now pays on any lines he buys

direct, provided that the wholesalers will

stop selling retail to contractors and other

bodies.

THREE CLASSES OF HARDWAREMEN.

Mr. Magnan made one of the most

forcible speeches of the evening. He sug-

gested that there should be only three classes
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of hardware business men—the manufac-

turers, wholesalers and retailers. He
thought it only proper that the manufac-

turers should sell only to the wholesale

trade. He was also against the quantity

basis. " As long as you have the quantity

basis, you will always have the big people

cutting prices," he concluded.

"That's right," said a wholesaler.

" But," said Mr. Magnan, " if the

manufacturers should not sell to us, you
should not sell to consumers, including

convents, colleges, etc. You may be doing

this as a charity, but we are in need of

charity ourselves. Don't touch this trade,

and the retailers will have a better chance

and your own trade will be no less. The
goods will still go through you, and your

profit will be just as great. Favored thus,

we will be able to pay iooc. on the dollar.

There were 14 hardware failures in Mont-

real last year. What was the cause?
"

Mr. Martineau then summed up the

various points. He hoped now that the

wholesalers understood the retailers' po-

sition and that they would help them. He
pointed out that the wholesalers present did

not sell retail, and said the association

would have to find some way of reaching

the guilty houses. He hoped that the

visitors would favor the association with

their presence again.

ASKED TO FORMULATE A LIST.

Mr. L. J. A. Surveyer asked Mr. Caver-

hill if he couldn't induce the manufacturers

to fix prices for the retailers.

Mr. Caverhill replied that the retailers

ought to formulate a list of wishes and have
these laid before the wholesalers' and manu-
facturers' associations. He felt sure that

the wholesalers would help them all they

could. He could speak for Mr. Newman,
his partner, who he knew was particularly

anxious to have this desirable state of affairs

brought about. He closed with some
felicitous remarks. And everyone went

away satisfied that the conference had
served as the beginning of a movement of

reform.

RESOLUTION OF CONDOLENCE.

Mr. Magnan then moved a resolution

expressing the deep sorrow felt by the

members of the association at the loss the

trade has sustained through the death of

Mr. Piche, the late hardware appraiser at

Montreal. Mr. Drysdale seconded the

motion, a copy of which will be sent to the

family of deceased.

The meeting then adjourned to April 3.

F. E. GREENSHAW SOLD OUT.

F. E. Greenshaw, who has for the past

10 years conducted a hardware, implement,

lumber and undertaking business in Shoal

Lake, Man., under the name of C. H.
Greenshaw, has sold out his hardware and
implement business, but will continue as

lumber dealer and undertaker.

Mr. Greensnaw's successors in the hard-

ware and implement business are W. G.

Eakins and W. J. Griffin, both of whom

were formerly with The James Robertson
Co., Limited, Winnipeg. Their firm style
is Eakins & Griffin.

A North Sydney, N.S., despatch says
that The Nova Scotia Steel Company will

statt the construction of an iron and steel

plant in that place about May 1.
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is one which is supported by QUALITY
for its CORNERSTONE and RELIA-

BILITY for its FOUNDATION.

IT-IS-THE-KIND-THAT-H AS-BACKED

IVER JOHNSON
Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers

for 30 Years.

Exclusive sale of our bicycles is allowed to good merchants located in unoccupied territory.

Correspondence solicited. Catalogue mailed upon application.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York- 99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

Well
Dressed
Windows JL

like well written ads., pay

only when they succeed i

attracting the attention of

the buying public.

Boeckh's

Adjustable

Tables INSTANTLY ADJUSTED AND FIRMLY LOCKED
AT ANY ANGLE

never fail to meet the above requirement. They are strong and durable,

and are the most serviceable Display Table on the market. Patented in all

countries Write for our prices and descriptive booklet.

Boeckh Bros. & Company,
80 York St., TORONTO.
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W. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

WASHING MACHINES.

ONLY
WHOLESALE

DOWSWELL, SQUARE

DASH CHURNS.

AtffON " i DO SWELL, ROUND RE-ACTING.

REVOLVING CHURNS.

OAK DASH CHURN.

Plain Top. Crib Top.

6 Gals. 6 Gals.

8 " 8 "

10 " 10 "

STYLE B, WOOD FRAME.

No.

Capacity 7

STYLE A, STEEL FRAME.

2

15

3

20

4

25 35 Gallons.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY. Graham Wire and Cat Nails are the Best.
OUR PRICES

ARE RIGHT.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

A
MEETING of the creditors of H.

Cairns, general merchant, Sawyer-

ville, Que., was held on Tuesday.

Frank Reardon, painter, etc., Halifax,

is asking an extension.

H. V. Mooers, harness dealer, Woodstock,

N.B., is offering 20c. on the dollar.

George A. Rollins, tinsmith, etc.Madoc,

Ont., has assigned to Frederick Rollins.

Geoige R. Garnett, general merchant,

Murray Harbor South, P.E.I., has assigned.

Joseph Tays, general merchant, Port

Moody, B.C., is offering 50c. on the dollar.

The bailiff is in possession of the business

of Gustave Lichte, tinsmith, stove dealer,

etc., Baden, Ont.

A meeting of the creditors of L. G.

Jourdain, hardware dealer. Three Rivers,

Que., has been held. Gagnon & Caronare

curators of the estate.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Fox Bros., general merchants, Swan

River, Man., will dissolve April 1.

Brown & Yellowlees, hardware and lum-

ber dealers, Ninette, Man., have dissolved.

John Yellowlees continues.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

The assets of B. J Pettenar, machinist,

Montreal, have been sold.

Mrs. C. J. Menard, general merchant,

Lefaivre, Ont., has sold out.

C. Jacques, blacksmith, Tilbury, Ont., is

advertising his business for sale.

The assets of Louis Dore, coal and wood

dealer, Montreal, have been sold.

Albeit Mickus, blacksmith, Wellesley,

Ont., is advertising his business for sale.

Gibson Douglas, general merchant,

Teviotdale, Ont.. is advertising his business

for sale.

The assets of F. X. Julien, general mer-

chant, Lambton, Que., are to be sold on

April 3.

The stock of J. D. McLeod, general

merchant, Prince Albert, N.W.T., has

been sold.

P. J. Lindeman, general merchant, etc.,

West Lome, Ont., is advertising his hotel

business for sale.

The assets of the estate of Walter War-

drop, general merchant, Whitemouth, Man.,

have been sold.

The assets of the estate of J. G. Fair-

banks, general merchant, Spruce Grove,

N.W.T., are advertised for sale by tender.

The stock of D. Campbell, general mer-

chant, Little Metis, Que., has been sold at

58c. on the dollar to E. Hudon, St. Octave,

Que.

CHANGES.

Henry George, general merchant, Ninga,

Man., has given up business.

T. H. Easton.carriagemaker, Minnedosa,

Man., is out of business.

Drouin & Plourde have registered as tin-

smiths at Windsor Mills, Que.

R. Robertson, general merchant, Lanark,

Ont., is retiring from business.

J. H. Black, general merchant, etc.,

Headingly, Man., is selling out.

Bell & Co., general merchants, Harrow,

Ont., have sold out to John Stocker.

Keswick & Hammond, general merchant's

St. Leonards, N.B., have closed out.

James Elsey, harness dealer. Mount

Brydges, Ont., has sold out to S. J. Bond.

John Nasymth, general merchant, Lotus,

Ont., has opened a branch in Liffbrd, Ont.

A. McDonald, general merchant, Cald-

well's Mills, Ont., has started business at

Lanark.

G. Drummond, general merchant, St.

Aubert (L' Islet), Que., is about to remove

to Rogersville, N.B.

W. F. Dibblee & Son, hardware dealers,

Woodstock, N.B., are opening a branch at

Centreville.

J. A. McArthur & Co., dealers in agri-

cultural implements, etc., Sussex, Que., are

opening a branch at Horton, N.B.

W. R. Wells, sawmiller, North Arm,

B.C., has been succeeded by The South

Vancouver Lumber Manufacturing Co.,

Limited.

The stock of the estate of Robert Lewis,

painter and wall paper dealer, London,

Ont., has been sold at 32c. on the dollar to

Wm. Scarrow.

FIRES.

A. A. McCaull, general merchant,

Elderslie, P. EL, has been burned out.

W. H. Morrow, general merchant,

Portage la Prairie, Man., has been burned

out.

DEATHS.

J. Cecconi, general merchant, St. Pierre,

N.S., is dead.

George P. Rodger, painter, Amherst,

N.S., is dead.

PERMANENT AND DECORATIVE
WATER PAINTS.

THE painter and decorator is frequently

tempted to allow the enthusiasm of

inventors to take possession of his

mind and lead him to see things with their

eyes, whereas the invariable practice should

be to subject all claims and statements to

the crucible of practical experiment.

Such experiment we now ask for the

permanent and decorative water paints.

This paint rises as a phoenix from the

ashes of the old line glue wall finishes, and

becomes a peer in many respects to oil

paints, while surpassing them in other

respects, especially in artistic effects. There

is no color limit to permanent water paints,

any and every tint from white to black can

be successfully used if they are properly

mixed and judiciously applied.

They do not discolor with age, nor with

impure gases in the air, dirt does not cling

to them with the same tenacity as it does to

oil paint, for the surface has no grip for the

floating particles of carbon and other matter,

but readily yields to washing down with

sponge and cold water, eradicating all

blemishes that would be fatal to the glue-

size wall finish or to ingrain paper.

Permanent water paint is both an interior

and exterior paint for decorative purposes.

This paint is made in almost all special

colors which are known to the trade, like-

wise in white and black, both of which can

be used in toning down or neutralizing

many of the colors.

Permanent water paint should be applied

to new or clean walls ; in no instance

should it be coated over old wall finish or

paper. It is much easier to apply than any

glue-size mixture. The decorator can allay

his fears, for should a second coat be neces-

sary to give good results the under coat will

not roll or rub up, as the binder is waterproof,

hence, in applying the second coat, there

can be but one result, that is, a good solid

surface finish. This alone is invaluable to

the painter, and will do more to bring the

use of these paints into prominence than

many of its other valuable features.

Permanent water paints can be applied

to either inside or outside woodwork, and

varnished over, giving it the stability of oil

paint at a much less cost. As a brick paint

it is permanent, much more so than oil

colors. When applied on shingles it becomes

a fireproof coating. As a sanitary paint it

has no equal, for in its composition there is

no animal or vegetable substance to soften

by dampness, mildew, or rot with their

unpleasant odors, which may not be so

easily detected in bedrooms and living-

rooms, which are probably daily aired or

well ventilated by other means, but the rot

is imperceptibly there, comtaminating the

atmosphere. Much has already been done

by scientists to remedy these conditions,

and in the Canada Paint Company's sani-

tary water paints will be found another step

in the direction of the ideal, for both sani-

tary and decorative effects.

Henry Clucas.
London, Ont.

M. J. LEITCH HAS NOT FAILED.

In our issue of March 15, it was stated

that M. J. Leitch, general merchant,

Michael's Bay, Ont., had assigned. It

should have read :
" E. F. Leitch." We

regret, exceedingly, the error, particularly as

we understand that a Mrs. M. J. Leitch has
recently started in business at Michael's
Bay as a general merchant.
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EDMONTON BOARD OF TRADE.

The annual meeting of the Edmonton,

N.W.T., Board of Trade was attended by

a large proportion of the business men of

the town. Twelve new members were ad-

mitted.

President Gariepy's address showed that

much good work has been done during the

year. Roadways leading to the town have

been improved. The train and mail service

have been increased. The Government

has made provision for the erection of a new

court house. He suggested that during the

next year an effort should be made to secure

a new post office and a new immigration

shed; and expressed the opinion that the

headquarters of the North -West Mounted

Police should be removed to Edmonton,

and an experimental farm established in

the district. He also advocated the installa-

tion of a good waterworks system.

The following officers were elected :

President—J. H. Gariepy, reelected.

Vice-President—A. Taylor.

Council—J. A. Stovel, F. J. Fisher, J. S. Will-

mott, H. Astley, W. Richardson. K. W. Mac-

Kenzie, W. T. Henry, K. A. McLeod, J. A.

Hallier and Robt. Lee.

IRON PIPE STILL ADVANCING.

For the third time within the last three

weeks we announce an advance in the price

of black iron pipe. The advance in the

present instance, however, is in the sizes

from ]^ to 2-inch inclusive. One-inch is

now up to $5 per too feet, an advance of

7C. over last week and of 40c. over two

weeks ago.

Prices are firmer in the United States, and

trade both there and here is active.

AN ERROR IN DISCOUNT.

In the advertisement of the Ontario Wire

Fencing Co., Limited, Picton, Ont., on

page 36 of last week's edition of Hardware
and Metal, the trade discount on nettings

was quoted : 1 to 5 rolls, 55 and 5 per

cent. This was in error as the correct

discount to the trade is 55 per cent.

A NEW RAIL SPIKE

Mr. Eben Parkins, of the Portland Roll-

ing Mills, Limited, St. John, N.B., has

patented a new rail spike. This spike is a

new departure, having cruciform, concave

sides and Goldie point. Tests of this spike

which have been made at McGill testing

laboratories show that it possesses superior

driving qualities, while its resistance to

pressure is from 10 to 20 per cent, greater

than standard rail spikes.

It is furthermore claimed that this shape

of spike leaves the fibres of the wood in

better condition, and that it combines
strength with lightness, having 20 per cent,

more spikes to 100 lb., a great advantage

to the consumer.

little farther than the color card

the paint. Buy the best. If you

heap paint, you sell cheap paint. You
don't make any more per gallon on cheap

paint than on pure paint
;
you MAY sell

cheap stuff to day, but you WON'T to-

morrow, because your customer never comes
back.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
are guaranteed Pure Paints, the best that

can be made. They will sell and retain

custom. They are well advertised, well

known, and sold at the price for which pure
paints can be made, and no more. We
want agents in every town. Will you
write us ?

A. RAMSAY & SON,

Est'd

PAINTMAKERS,
1842. MONTREAL.

" SAFE LOCK

"

METAL SHINGLES

acknowledged by the trade and also by the

public to be the best constructed Metal
Shingles on the market.

If you want the roofing trade you can

only get it with the " Safe Lock."

Agencies are rapidly being established, and if we are not already represented in

your locality, would it not be wisdom on your part to secure an agency before
it is too late ?

The roofing and ceiling trade is rapidly developing to be the most profitable

lines for the dealer.

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES.

THE METAL SHINGLE & SIDING CO, Limited

(=RESTON, ONT.
See our advertisement in last and previous issues of this paper.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
AllLEADER CHURNSare equipped with BICYCLE BALL

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the most convenient position for drain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader.

THE —

Dowswell Manufacturing Co.
Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Son, Mo treal, Que.
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, March 29, 1901.

HARDWAEK.

THE Dominion Wholesale Hardware

Association has held its quarterly

meetings this week, but there have

been no interesting results given out. The

manufacturers have also been in session

all week. To date the only change is a

decline in the price of shot. The discount

has been raised from 7% to 15 per cent.

White lead declined y%c. per lb. this week.

There has been a good call for wire, and

some fair shipments have been made this

week. The bulk of the goods, however,

will be moving out in the first two weeks of

April. The call for wire nails is well

maintained and prices are firm. Cut nails

are still slow. All lines of shelf goods are

in fair request. The advent of mild weather

has stimulated a trade for spring goods.

Freezers are selling well, and poultry net-

ting has had a good sale. The metals are

weak, and little business has been done

either for immediate! requirements or for

import. Stoves are selling exceedingly

well this year, and utensils for making

maple syrup and sugar have been sold freely.

Barb Wire—The demand is good for

barb wire, both for immediate and future

requirements. Prices are steady at $3.05

per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire — Some good lots

have been sold this week, dealers ordering

freely. We quote: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, S3. 10; No. 10,

$3-75; No - ". 83-85; No. 12, ]?3-25; No.

13. $3-35: No - H. 84-25; No. 15, 54.75;

No. 16, 85.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—Fence wires are

in fair request, while hay-baling is some-

times wanted. We quote oiled and annealed

as follows : No. 9, $2.80; No. 10, 52.87;

No. 11, 52.90; No. 12, 52.95 ; No. 13,

53- 15 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto,

Hamilton, London, St. John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—The usual amounts

are selling at 17^ per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire — There is

nothing new in this line. Discounts are

unchanged at 55 and 2>£ per cent, on

brass, and 50 and 1% per cent, on copper.

Fence Staples—There is a good trade

doing in fence staples. We quote: $3.25

for bright, and 53-75 for galvanized, per

keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—Thn wire nail manufac-

turers are in session this week, but as yet no

change in price is announced. The demand
from the retail trade is rather more brisk.

We quote 52.85 for small lots and 52.75

for carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, London.Toronto

and Hamilton.

Cut Nails — The demand is lather

slow. Prices are unchanged. We
quote : $2. 35 for small and 52.25 for car-

lots ; flour barrel nails, 25 per cent, dis-

count; coopers' nails, 30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails—The demand has been

rather slack this week. Prices are unchanged

from last week. "C " brand is still quoted at

50 and 7^ per cent, off its own list and

other brands at 60 per cent, on oval and

city head, and 60 and 10 per cent, on new

countersunk head off the old list.

Horseshoes—Trade is rather quiet at the

present moment, but it is expected to open

up again soon. We quote as follows : Iron

WAIT! WAIT!
Do not place your orders for Ice Cream Freezers until

you have inquired into the merits and prices of the

WHITE MOUNTAIN
The Best Freezer made.

Will freeze cream in 4 minutes.

Quickest
Simplest
Most Oompl

We are the "Only-Authorized Canadian Agents." Our quotations will surely interest you. Inquiries Solicited.

M
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPBp^ 4 f) jqm.VANCOUVER.
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THE PACE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE 00.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

Silica Bricks
HIGHEST GRADE FOE ALL PURPOSES.

/Magnesia Bricks
FOR LIKING

Smelting, Refining and
Matte Furnaces, also

Converters and
Rotary Cement Kilns.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWER PIPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

™ CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.

HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.
ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers o

f

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted /or Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

shoes, light and medium pattern, No. 2

and larger, $3.5°; No. 1 and smaller,

#3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3-75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—Most retailers have

placed their orders for spring goods. The

ruling discount is still 50 and 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—Business is going

along as usual. The market is steady.

The price is unchanged at $1.35 per 100

sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — There

is no change to be noted. We quote as

follows : Screen doors, plain cherry finish,

$8.25 per doz.; do. fancy, $1 1.50 per doz.;

walnut, $7.40 per doz., and yellow, #7.45 ;

windows, $2.25 to J3.50 per doz.

Screws—There has been no change

made in prices, but the market is firm and

the demand brisk. Discounts are as follows:

Flat head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off

list; round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent. ; fiat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.

;

round head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The market is unchanged. The
undertone is firm. Discounts are as follows:

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent. ; machine bolts,

65 per cent.; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4^c per lb. off list ; hexagon

nuts, 4j<c. per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67^
per cent. ; stove bolts, 67 j£ per cent.

Building Paper—The spring demand
continues. Prices are unchanged. We
quote: Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb.; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — The market is without feature.

The discount on best iron rivets, sec-

tion, carriage, and waggon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 percent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in

5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10

per cent, off list.

Cordage—There has been no change

in the prices of cordage this week. The
demand is moderate. Manila is now worth

*3%c- per lb. for 7-16 and larger ; sisal is

selling at 10c, and lathyarn 10c.

CANADA PLATES,
Half Bright.

RUSSIA iron, ssssir

INGOT TIN, iKT—n.»

SHEET ZINC, "%.„«.

In stock at Monlreal. Low prices to

wholesale trade.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

rHE H. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We bave in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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Eiastilite Cabinet Show Can
which we give free with twelve gallons, assorted sizes, of Eiastilite Varnish,
to new customers.

It is about three feet high, and in proportion to a one-gallon can ; beauti-
fully lithographed.

It makes a splendid centre-piece for dressing the window or counter, is

very convenient for storing the Eiastilite Varnish, and is a constant reminder
to all that they have some varnishing at home to do, and, when people are
convinced you have something they want, your sale is as good as made. This
is where Eiastilite will help you.

Thefl Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

Spades and Shovels — A better de-

mand has been experienced for spades and

shovels this week. The discount remains

at 40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools — There is not much

business doing in this line. The discount

is still 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—Unchanged. We quote as fol-

lows : Carpet tacks, in dozens and bulk,

blued 80 and 5 per cent, discount ; tinned,

80 and 10 per cent. ; cut tacks, blued, in

dozens, 75 and 15 per cent, discount.

Lawn Mowers—Some sales have been

made this week. We quote : High wheel,

50 and 5 per cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low

wheel, in all sizes, $2.75 each net ; high

wheel, 1 1 -inch, 30 per cent. off.

Firebricks — Trade is very quiet at

present. Prices are still fixed at $18 to $24

per 1,000 as to brand, ex store.

Cement—A new departure in the cement

trade this season is the fact that American

manufacturers are competing very keenly

in this market against high grade German

cement, and, so far, they have been very

successful, having secured all the big orders

for spring delivery. Importers of German

cement say they are not in a position to

compete with America, owing to the fact

that the latter take back the bags in which

the cement is put up at the same price that

buyers pay for them, while they have to pay

the German manufacturers 30c. each for the

barrels that contain their cement. We quote

as follows: German, $2.45 to $2.55 ; Eng-

lish, $2.30 to 3552.40 ; Belgian, $1.95 to

$2.05.

MKTALP.
The market for metals, such as Canada

plate, terne plates, tinplates, black sheets

and galvanized sheets is weak, and there

seems to be no improvement in sight,

although hopes were expressed that the

English market would react some days ago.

There are only a few small orders being

placed for early import. The discount on

lead pipe is now 25 per cent.

Pig Iron—In spite of the increase in

value of American pig iron, prices here

show but little improvement. The English

market continues to be demoralized, and

No. 1 Summerlee is selling for import at

$20 to $20 50. No. 1 Hamilton is worth

$18 to $18.50.

Bar Iron — On the present mill pike,

values would be $1.70 to $1.75 per 100 lb.

Transactions are, however, being made at

lower figures.

Black Sheets — The English market is

easy and trade is quiet. On the Montreal

market No. 28 gauge has been quoted as

low as $ 2. 50 in carlots. We quote $2.60

for 8 to 16 gauge
; $2.65 for 26 gauge, and

$2.75 for 28 gauge. Import orders are

being taken at $2.40 to $2.45.

Galvanized Iron — There are few in-

clined to operate on the galvanized iron

market, although it is in better condition

than other metal markets. Import orders

are being taken for No. 28 Queen's Head
$4.25, the spot value is about $4 60; Apollo

10^ oz., is worth $4.45 for immediate

delivery and Comet, No. 28, $4.

Ingot Copper—Values are steady at 1 5c.

Ingot Tin — The demand is small.

Lamb and Flag is quoted generally at 31c.

Lead—The market is weak at $4.

Lead Pipe — A moderate trade is pass-

ing. We quote as follows : 7c. for ordin-

ary and 7J£c. for composition waste, with

25 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe — A good business is being

done in iron pipe at unchanged prices. Our

galvanized schednle may be slightly shaded.

We quote as follows : Black pipe, Jf

,

$3 per 100 ft.; #, $y, % % $y, tf, $3.15;

i-in., $4.50; iX,J?6 10; i)&, $7.28; 2-in.,

$9.75. Galvanized, %, $4.60 ; %, $5.25 ;

1 in., $7.50; 1%, $9.80; 1 'A, $11.75 I
2 "

in., $16.

Tinplates — For import, coke tinplates

are quoted at $4; cheap charcoal, at $4.25,

and preferable grades, $4.50. For im-
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mediate delivery goods may be obtained at

$4.15 to #4.25 for coke and $4. 40 to $4.50

for charcoal. Business is dull.

Canada Plate—Some dealers are in-

quiring for goods to satisfy immediate wants-

There is nothing doing on future account.

The English market is weak. We quote :

52's, $2.60; 60' s, $2.70; 75's, $2.80; full

polished, S3. 45, and galvanized, $4.30.

Tool Steel— The market is steady. We
quote : Black Diamond, 8c; Jessop's 13c.

Steel —A fair business is being done.

We quote : Sleighshoe, $1.85; tire, #1.95;

bar, J? 1. 85 ; spring, $2.75 ; machinery,

$2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates—For import, terne plates

are quoted at $7. On spot they are selling

for about $%. The market is not in good

condition.

Coil Chain—Market is firm, but rather

quiet just now. We quote as follows :

No. 6,ii ^c; No. 5, 10c; No. 4, Qj£c;
No. 3, 9c; Jtf-inch, 7>£c. per lb.; 5-16,

$4.65; 5-16 exact, $5.10; #,$4.20; 7-16,

$4.00; %, $3.75; 9-16. 83-65; H> 83-35;

H.$3- 2
S'< H<$3- 2°; '-in-. 83- J 5- In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6%c.
Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

Zinc Spelter—Is worth 5 to 5>£c.

Solder—We quote: Bar solder, 18 &c;
wire solder, 20c.

GLASS.
Import orders are still being taken on the

basis of $1.70 or $1.75. The spot demand
is fair. We quote : First break, $2 ;

second, $2. 10 for 50 feet; first break, 100

feet, 83.80 ; second, 84 ; third, 84.50 ;

fourth, 84-75; fifth, 85.25; sixth, 85-75,
and seventh, $6.25.

PAINT8 AND OILS.
The feature of the week is the strengthen-

ing tendency of the English linseed oil

market, which has reacted about 9c. At

the present quotations it would cost 61c. to

lay down oil for spring import. Import

orders are being taken at 65 and 68c. in 10 •

bbl. lots. There is a scarcity in red lead.

No supplies are expected until early in May.
The market is bare. Holders are not mak-
ing any concessions at all. Orange mineral

and litharge are in fair supply.and stocks of

dry white lead, while not abundant, are

deemed to be quite sufficient to carry grind-

ers till the opening of navigation. With

milder weather there has been a much
better demand for construction paints, such

as oxide and graphite of various kinds. The
carriage and implement paint trade is also

fairly brisk and orders are liberal. Atten-

tion is now drawn to the new scale of ground

white lead. A slight falling off is a surprise

to some. It was made necessary on account

of a little easiness in the English market.

There is a good trade doing in all genera 1

painting material, and liquid paints are

securing*^ veritable boom ahead of any
thing heretofore experienced. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, $6.25 ; No. 1, $5 .87^ ; No. 2,

85.50; No. 3, 8512^, and No. 4. 84-75
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

Dry White Lead— 85-5° in casks
;

kegs, 85-75-

Red Lead — Casks, 85-25; in kegs,

85-50-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 7c; No.
1, 6c; in oil, pure, 8c; No. 1, 7c; No. 2,

6c
Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels,

82 per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, $2. 15;
bladders, in barrels, 8220; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 82.35; in tins,

82.45 to 82.75 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

83 f-o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces 10c higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 70c; boiled, 73c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oihawa at 2C. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 60c ; 2 to 4
bbls., 59c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,
the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—81-25 to 8 T -45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8% to 9J(c in wholesale

lots, and l/2 c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 >£ to 49c
Cod Oil—32^ to 35c
Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

82.75 to 84 50, as to brand ; coal tar, $3 25
to 83 75 ;

cotton waste, \% to $% c - f°r

colored, and 6 to 7%z. f° r white ; oakum,

iyi to 6yic, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c
per lb.; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, I7>£c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages, 18^ c; >£-lb. packages, 20^ c;
i-lb. tins, I9>£c; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
The demand for iron has materially im-

proved during the week, and prices are ic
per lb. higher. Canada will this year
import her scrap from England instead of

the United States. Dealers are paying the

following prices in the country: Heavy copper
and wire, 13 to i3^c. per lb. ; light copper,

12c; heavy brass, 12c ; heavy yellow,

8_j£ to 9c; light brass, 6% to 7c;
lead, 2% to 3c per lb.; zinc, 2% to 2^c;
iron, No. 1 wrought, $14 to $15 per

gross ton ; No. 1 cast, $13 to $14 ; stove

plate, 88 to $9; light iron, No. 2, #4 a ton;

malleable and steel, $4.

HIDES.
The market is irregular, the tendency

being towards an advance. We quote as

follows : Light hides, 7c for No. 1 ; 6c for

No. 2, and 5c for No. 3. Lambskins, 90c
PETROLEUM.

There has been no change in the market.

We quote : "Silver Star," 14^ to I5j£c;
"Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c; "S.C.
Acme," 18 to 19c, and " Pratt's Astral,"

18^ to 1954c.

For either new or old Buildings

OUR
Metallic Cornices
can't be equalled for practical

service and artistic beauty.

They are light in weight, easily handled
and economical in cost—giving" fire-proof

protection as well as a handsome effect.

Almost countless stock designs—or any
particular size, shape or pattern to order.
Write for full details.

METALLIC ROOFING C0.,umited
Wholesale Mfrs.

TORONTO, CANADA.

MONTREAL NOTES.

White lead is l/%c. per lb. lower.

The discount on shot is raised from 7%
to 15 per cent.

The discount on lead pipe is now 25 per
cent, instead of 15.

Mr. Charles Haldenby, of Messrs. San-
derson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, was in town
on Monday, and spent some time visiting

the leading paint factories. Mr. Haldenby
is a favorite wherever he goes as he is of a
most genial disposition. A number of his

confreres who occasionally call upon him in

Toronto and whom he always greets with a
hearty welcome found his visit all too short.
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ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, March 29, 1901.

HARDWARE.

AS spring approaches business ex-

pands. During the past week

, there has been a decided improve-

ment in trade. The lots wanted are not as

a rule large, but orders are numerous, and

the wholesale houses are kept busy filling

them. One assuring feature of the situation

is the requests which are coming to hand

asking for the delivery of forward orders

earlier than the date for which they were

originally placed. March is not usually a

good month for letter orders, but a fair

number of them are coming to hand. The
manufacturers are holding theii quarterly

meetings in Montreal this week, but up to

the time of writing the only changes they

have made are reductions in the price of

white lead and shot. Prices have again

advanced on black iron pipe. Wholesalers

report payments fair.

Barb Wire—Trade is more active than

it was on account of future delivery, but

only a small business is being done. We
quote f.o.b. Cleveland at $2.S2)4 per 100

lb. for less than carlots and $2 70 for car-

lots. From stock Toronto the figure is

$3.05 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire — Some orders are

being booked, but not a great many.

We quote : Nos. 6, 7and8, $3. 50to#3. 85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

82.85 to $3.15 ; No. 10, #3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, 8370 to 84-1°; No. 12, $3 to

$3.30; No. 13, $3 10 to $2 40 ; No. 14,

84.10 to $4 50 ; No. 15, 84-6o to 85-05 :

No. 16, 8485 to 85 35- Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57% in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—A little is being

done in oiled and annealed, and an occa-

sional order is being received for hay- baling

w'ne. Net selling prices for oiled and an-

nealed are as noted last week : Nos. 6 to

8, $2 90; 9, 82.80 ; 10, 82.87; 11, 82.90 ;

12,82-95; 13. $3 15; H.83-37 ; 15. #3.5°;

16, 83 65. Delivery points, Toronto, Ham-
ilton, London and Montreal, with freights

equalized on these points.

Wire Nails —A fair demand has been

experienced this week for immediate ship-

ment. Inquiries are coming in more freely,

and shipments during the early part of April

are expected to be pretty heavy. The base

price for less than carlots is still 82.85 per

keg, and for carlots 82.75 per keg.

Cut Nails—These are as dull and life-

less as ever. The base price is unchanged

at 82.35 per keg. Delivery points are:

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Montreal and

St. John, N.B.

Horseshoes — A moderate trade only is

still to be noted. We quote f.o.b. Toronto

as follows: Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger,

light, medium and heavy, 8360 ; snow

shoes, $3.85 ; light steel shoes, $3.70 ;

featherweight (all sizes), 84-95 '< lTOn shoes,

No. 1 and smaller, light, medium and

heavy (all sizes), 83-85 ; snow shoes, 84 ;

light steel shoes, 83-95 '< featherweight (all

sizes), 84 95-

Horse Nails—Trade is fair for this time

of the year. Discount on "C" brand oval

head is unchanged at 50 and 7% per cent,

off the new list and on other brands 50, 10

and 5 percent., off the old list; countersunk

head, 50, 10 and 10 per cent.

Screws—A fair trade is still being

done. We quote discounts as follows :

Flat head bright, %7%. and 10 per

cent. ; round head bright, 82 j£ and 10

per cent.; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent.,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—The demand for bolts

is active, particularly with the makers who
are well filled with orders. There have been

some inquiries during the week for big lots.

We quote : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 70 per cent.; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent.; bolt ends, 65 pei

cent.; nuts, square, 4^c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4^c. off; tire bolts, 67# per cent.; stove

bolts, 67% ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—Trade is moder-

ate. We quote as follows : Iron rivets,

60 and 10 per cent. ; iron burrs, 55 per

cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35 and 5

per cent.

Rope—A little business has been done

from stock and a few orders have been

booked for future delivery. We quote

the base price as follows : Sisal 10c.

per lb ; manila, i^yic per lb.; special

manila, Il#c; New Zealand, 10c. per lb.;

single tarred lathyarn, 9^0.

Cutlery—Some business has been done,

bui it does not amount to a great deal.

Sporting Goods—Quite a little gun and

blasting powders are going out this week

and a few guns and rifles. A good many
orders are being booked for loaded shells

for future delivery.

Green Wire Cloth — Not many orders

are being taken just now. We quote $1.35

per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Orders

are still being taken for future delivery.

We quote 4-in. styles in doors at 87.20 to

87 80 per doz., and 3 in. styles 20c. per I

OAKEY'S
The or igina land only Genuine Pre
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England,
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made In all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'5QL1PFER5
BE**

1

B'^GS -^JfLarge* Variety,
Toilet, Hand, Electric Power

ARE THE BEST.
Higher! Quality Groomingand
Sheep-Shearing Machine!.

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOE CATALOOCI TO -_

iawlaaa Shearer Ifg. Co.. Hanbo a. A ,H..r«,

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all the qualities desirable in a Door Closer. I

They work silently and effectually, and never get I

out of order. In use In many of the public build-

1

ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies.
MADE SOLELY BY

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

BJHMAN& SONS', LIMITED
HORSE

CLIPPERS
Tha Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Fie d Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba,
J WINNIPEG,

Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. '. MAN.

Correspondence Solicited.

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., U.S.A.
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doz. less ; screen windows, $1.60 to $3. 60

per doz., according to size and extension.

Tinware— Business is fairly good in

sap buckets.

Building Paper—The demand keeps

good with prices unchanged.

Poultry Netting—Supplies of English

netting are being taken into stock, and

retailers are getting their orders filled.

Discount on Canadian 55 per cent.

Harvest Tools — Quite a few orders

have been booked, but not many deliveries

have so far been made. Discount 50, 10

and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels — The feature of

the trade in this line is the requests that are

coming to hand from customers asking for

the delivery of orders placed some time ago.

Discount 40 and 5 per cent.

Churns — A fair number of orders have

been booked, and quite a few deliveries are

being made. Discount 58 per cent.

Wringers — There is some demand for

these, the recent reduction in prices having

stimulated the demand.

Brushes — The demand for brushes is

active, and quite a little difficulty is being

experienced in filling orders.

Horse Clippers — A good business is

being experienced for horse clippers.

Cement—A fair movement is reported.

Prices are steady. We quote : Canadian

Portland, $2.40 to $3; German, $3 to $3. 15;

English, $2.85 to $3 ; Belgian, $2.50 to

$2.75; calcined plaster, $2.

MKTAL8.
Orders are not as a rule individually

large, but they are numerous, and even

more so than a week ago. Boiler tubes and

iron pipe are all higher. Shot is cheaper,

the discount now being 15 per cent.

Pig Tin—The outside markets have ruled

firm during the week. Local quotations are

unchanged at 32 to 33c, and the demand

has been fair.

Pig Iron — Prices continue firm with

business moderate.

Bar Iron—There is a good inquiry and

an active trade is being experienced. The

mills are very busy. The ruling base price

is $1.75 per 100 lb.

Hoop Steel—Trade is active at $3. 10

base.

Steel Boiler Plates—Prices are firm

and we quote: X mcn > $2 -40 to $2.50,

and 3 16 inch, $2.60.

Tinplates—A moderate business is being

done with quotations as before.

Terne Sheets—A little more business is

being done, but the volume is not large.

Tinned Sheets—The demand is good

for small lots. We quote 9 to g}4c. for

small lots.

Galvanized Sheets—A good trade is

being done from stock, and orders are still

ALL ORDERS AND COR-
RESPONDENCE FOR THE ARCADE FILE WORKS SHOULD BE

ADDRESSED TO THE

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

SAM L M. NICHOLSON, Pros, and Gen. Mgr. PROVIDENCE. R I.. U S.A

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London EC —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

being booked for importation. The ruling

prices are $4. 60 for English and $4.50 for

American.

Black Sheets—A good trade is reported

this week. We still quote 28 gauge at $3.30.

Canada Plates—A few odd lots are

moving out, but, in general, trade is quiet.

From stock we quote : All dull, $3. half-

and half, $3.15, and all bright, 53.65 to

53-75-

Copper—Trade is more active in ingot

copper than it was, and a good business is

being done in sheet copper. Under the

influence of an active demand in London,

England, copper is higher in New York.

Local prices are unchanged. We quote as

follows : Ingot, 19 to 20c; bolt or bar,

23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to 23 j£c. per lb.

Brass—Trade has improved ; discount

unchanged at 15 per cent.

Solder—A fair demand is being ex-

perienced. We quote as follows: Half-and-

half, guaranteed, 18c. ; ditto, commercial,

I7j£c- ; refined, i7J^c, and wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe—Prices on yz to 2i-nch have

again been advanced, and inch pipe is now

quoted at $5. We quote as follows per

100 feet : Black pipe, l/% in., #4.35 ; %
in., $3 25 ; Y% in., $3 30 ; y in., $3 .35 ;

tf in., $3.60; 1 in., $5.00; \% in., $6 85;

\yi in. ,$8. 25; 2 in., $11. 00; 2 j£ in. ,$22.94;

3 in., $36. 12; 2,'A in
, #37-9°; 4in., $43-°9:

5 in., $57.85 ; 6 in., $75.01 ; 7 in., $93.76;

8 in., $11251. Galvanized pipe, yz in.,

$5.52; 14 in., $5.56; 1 in., $7 77; 1% in.,

$10.60; 1 yz in., $12.70; 2 in., $16 90.

Boiler Tubes—The manufacturers have

advanced their prices about 10 per cent.,

and figures are firm at the advance.

Lead—The demand continues good. The
outside markets are quiet with prices

steady. We still quote 4^ to 5c. per lb.

Lead Pipe—The discount is still 25 per

cent., with the demand moderate.

Zinc Spelter—A slightly better demand
has been experienced during the past week.

The tone of the outside markets is weak.

Local quotations are unchanged at 6 to

6j£c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet— A fairly active trade is

being experienced. We quote 6% to 7c.

for casks and 7 to 7j£c for part casks.

Antimony — Trade is quiet and prices

unchanged at 11 to 1 i^c. per lb.

FAINTS AND OILS.

The only change in prices this week is a

decline of 25c. in white lead. Other lines

are steady both locally and at primary

market. There is a fair demand, but the

demand is curtailed on account of the cool

weather. A week or two of warm weather

would cause a brisk movement of all staple

lines. We quote as follows :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.37^ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3, $5.25 ; No. 4, $4 87 '^ ; dry white

lead in casks, $6.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 to $5 25 ; ditto,

kegs of 100 lb.; $5 25 to $5. 50.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c.
Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.
White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, I7^c. ; 25-lb. drums,

18c. ; 1 -lb. papers, \%yic.\ 1 -lb. tins, igyiz.;

%,-Vo. papers, zoy2 c.\ 'A lb. tins, 21 y£c.

Putty —Bladders, in bbls., $2.20; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.35; bulk in bbls.,

$2 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100 lb.,

$2.15 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $3.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

loyic. per lb. and ioyi to 11c. for single

tins.
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Linseed Oil—Raw, i to 4 barrels, 69c.

;

boiled, 72c.
; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 68c.

;

boiled, 71c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 58c; 2

to 4 barrels, 57c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLASS*.
There is practically nothing doing in im-

port orders. The demand from stock is

large and prices have decidedly stiffened on

account of the steady rise in Belgium and

England. One dealer has already ad-

vonced his quotations on star under 26

united inches to $4. .25, an advance of 25c.

There is a general movement for an ad-

vance, and though all the jobbers have not

yet agreed to the change, it is probable that

the following schedule may go into effect

on Monday, April 1 : Under 26 in., 54.15

26 to 40 in., 54.45 ; 41 to 50 in., #4-85;

51 to 60 in., $s 15 ; 61 to 70 in., $5.50;

double diamond, under 26 in., $6 ; 26 to

40 in., $6.65 ; 41 to 50 in., 57.50; 51 to

60 in., 58.50; 61 to 70 in., 59-5°. Toronto,

Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months

or 3 per cent. 30 days.

PETROLEUM.
There is a moderate movement. Prices

are steady. We quote: Pratt's Astral,

i6>£ to 17c. in bulk (barrels, 51 extra)
;

American water white, 16 >£ to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 16 to i6^c; Sarnia

water white, 15^ to 16c. in barrels; Sarnia

prime white, 14^ to 15c. in barrels.

COAL.

There is a good movement for this time

of year, as some orders had been delayed in

delivery. Prices are steady. We quote an-

thracite on cars Buffalo and bridges : Grate,

54.75 per gross ton and 54. 24 per net ton
;

egg, stove and nut, 55 per gross ton and

54.46 per net ton.

OLD MATERIAL..
The market is dull. There is a fair

movement of machinery and stove cast

iron, copper bottoms and heavy copper,

heavy red brass, and prices have advanced

on all these lines. The brass and copper

is l4 to ic. higher, and the cast iron is

5 to 15c. per cwt. dearer. We quote

jobbers' prices as follows : Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 60c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 50c. ; No. 1 wrought

50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, n)£c. ; heavy

copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c.
;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass. 10 to

io^c. ; heavy red brass, 10^ to nc.

;

scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,

6l4c; good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

MARKET NOTES.

Boiler tubes are firmer.

White lead is i2j^c. per 100 lb. lower.

Machinery cast iron is 5c. and stove cast

15c. dearer.

The discount on shot has been increased

to 15 per cent.

Scrap copper bottoms are ic. and heavy

copper %z. higher.

Glass will probably be advanced 10 to

15c. per box on Monday.

The price of black iron has experienced

another advance, the figure for 1 inch pipe

now being 55 per 100 feet.

TRADE CHAT.

THE Chatham, Ont., Binder Twine Co.,

Limited, have been incorporated with

5125,000 capital stock.

H. M. Borland, Coldwater, Ont., intends

erecting a new store this spring.

Arrangements are being made to enlarge

the Kingston, Ont., locomotive works.

Fire did about 51 .00° damage to the

Globe Paint Works, Toronto, on Monday
night.

Aaron Child & Son, Gravenhurst, Ont.,

are fitting an up-to-date tinshop above their

store.

The London, Ont., Fence Machine Co.,

Limited, have been incorporated with $40,-

000 capital stock.

The Mowat Hardware Co., of Trenton,

Ont., Limited, have been incorporated with

510.000 capital stock.

The Imperial Corundum Co., Limited,

have been incorporated with 51.000,000

capital stock and headquarters in Toronto.

The Manitoba Farmers' Hedge and Wire

Fence Co., Limited, Brandon, Man., are

seeking incorporation.

John McConnell, hardware and stove

dealer, Harriston, Ont., has been succeeded

by Wm. Beatty, of that town.

The Dominion Portland Cement Co., of

Wiarton, Ont., Limited, have been incor-

porated with 5250,000 capital stock.

The Gurney Scale Co., Hamilton, Ont.,

made their first shipment of scales to Cuba
this week. The shipment, which includes

15 platform scales, weighing from 1,200 to

3 000 lb. each, was on an order received

through sending a sample scale to that

country a short time ago.
*

The officials of the Pan-American Ex-

position have decided to grant space for a

warm air heating device to but one house,

the manufacturers of the Kelsey warm-air

generators, although 60 different houses

made application for the privilege. The
Kelsey generators are made in Canada by

The James Smart Mfg. Co., Limited,

Brockville, Ont.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. M. McConnell, hardware merchant,

Cayuga, was in Toronto last week.

Mr. D. Bowyer, stove and tinware dealer,

Listowel, Ont., was in Toronto on business

last week.

Mr. Stephen King, stove dealer, etc.,

Ingersoll, Ont., was on a business trip to

Toronto last week.

Mr. A. A. McMichael, manager for Jas.

Robertson & Co., Toronto, was in Montreal

on Monday.

(IANCHOR" STRAW HAT ENAMEL
For Making Old Straw Hats Look New.

Retails readily at

10c. per tin, and

can be successfully

used by anyone.

Send your orders

in early, as we

wish to have you

supplied in time

to meet the rush.

A hxndsome framed Show-Card furnished to all buyers.

HENDERSON & POTTS
Sole Manufacturers,

HALIFAX AND MONTREAL.
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The

Mower
THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

If you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will disappear. The
Clipper will do it.

^^pp^^wfc^^

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.
NORRISTOWN, Pa.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope Lathyarn
Sisal Rope Shlngleyarn

Jute Rope Bale Rope
Russian Rope Lariat Rope
Marline Hemp Packing
Housellne Italian Packing
Hambrollne Jute Packing
Clotheslines Drilling Cables

Tarred Hemp Rope Spunyarn
White Hemp Rope Pulp Cord

Bolt Rope Lobster Marlin

Hide Rope Paper Cord

Halyards Cheese Cord

Deep Seallne Hay Rope
Ratline Fish Cord

Plow Lines Sand Lines

"RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila

hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Western Ontario Representative —

WM. B. STEWART. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

What About TRUCKS ?
We are prepared to quote you low prices on all styles of

Warehouse, Facto^ H^Kand Railway Trucks.

Hn'

Rubber-Tired Wheels can be furnished if desired.

We have just received a large shipment and can ship promptly. Write for catalogues and prices.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY
74.9 Craig Street, MONTREAL
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CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

GUN AND AMMUNITION CATALOGUE.

Lewis Bros. & Co. have never issued

a better all-round gun and ammunition

catalogue than No. 28, which is just

off the press, and which has been sent out

to their customers this week. Every one of

its 56 pages deserves the thorough study of

the trade, for it contains much useful infor-

mation and hints about a line of goods that

hardwaremen might do well to push a little

harder. It is replete with illustrations,

showing clearly the style and mechanism of

the various guns, rifles, pistols, revolvers

and all necessary appurtenances, while the

descriptions are terse and ample. Altogether

it is an instructive work, and dealers in

sporting goods should find it exceedingly

useful for reference purposes. The prices

are given on all goods, the quotations on

ammunition being very ample. The make-

up of the work is tasty. Colored ink has

been employed with a pleasing and striking

effect, and the cover and paper are of a

quality that contribute a rich appearance.

We are safe in saying that for a purely sport-

ing goods catalogue this has never been ex-

celled in Canada.

Any merchant who has not received a

copy may obtain one upon application,

mentioning this paper.

A DAINTY FREEZER CATALOGUE.

The North Bros. Manufacturing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa. , have issued an attractive

catalogue, which, though small, contains

full illustrations and descriptions of what

they claim to be the largest variety of

freezers made in any one factory. The

features of North Bros.' freezers, which are

known as the "Lightning," the "Gem,"
the "Blizzard," the "Crown," and the

improved "Philadelphia Seaman," are

their automatic twin scrapers, the construc-

tion of their cedar paiis, which have electric

welded wire hoops, and their drawn §teel

bottom cans, which will neither leak, break

nor fall out of the body of the can. The
firm furnish retailers who handle their

freezers with circulars describing them for

gratitutious distribution, also electros for

advertising purposes free of charge.

WIRE GAUGE TABLE AND PRICE LIST.

W. F. Dennis & Co., 23 Billiter street,

London, E.C., have prepared a second

edition of their wire gauge table and price

list. The first edition of this work, which

was issued in January last year, was much
sought for by users of wire in various

countries. They have revised their prices

to date, but have maintained their simple

form of index for wires in general use, by

which a buyer can, on opening the page at

any gauge number he requires, not only

ascertain the cost of the various descriptions

of wire at the date of this issue, but also

obtain correct information as to the Imperial

standard size of each gauge in decimals of

an inch and the approximate length of each

size of wire in yards per cwt.

HAD A GOOD YEAR.

The regular annual meeting of The Robb
Engineering Co., Limited, was held on

Tuesday last week. A half-yearly dividend

of 4 per cent, was declared, besides which

ample amounts were set aside for deprecia-

tion, bad debts, interest and reserve fund.

The sales for the year 1900 have increased

by about $50,000 over the previous year,

and the opening of the present year has

brought increasing business, the sales for

the first two months of 1901 being about

$8,000 more than for the same months of

1900 and orders are booked for fully three

months' work in advance.

During the past year the company sold

engines for electric tramways in England,

Cuba, Brazil, Demerara and India, and

have recently shipped a special compound

engine for the municipal technical school,

Manchester, England, to be used for electric

lighting and as representative of the best

British and foreign engineering practice.

The following directors were re elected :

D. W. Robb, chairman and managing

director ; Rev. D. McGregor ; W. B. Ross,

K.C.; G. W. Cole, and A. G. Robb.

IT OUGHT TO BE CHEAP.

We would again draw the attention of

the trade to the announcement made in our

columns last week about a heavy order for

hose placed by Lewis Bros & Co., of Mont-

reaI7"sohyk time^ago. It is an important

transaction, not only for the house men-

tioned, but also foT -*fke ^a/iadian retail

trade. Since the order wasplaccaj^ni it

was probably the largest ever given by a

Canadian wholesale house, prices'* have

advanced about 20 per cent., which,

coupled with the quantity discount, enable

Lewis Bros. & Co. to offer special value to

their customers on this line. We wish to

emphasize the importance of the opportunity.

IGNATIUS COCKSHUTT'S WILL.

The will of the late Ignatius Cockshutt,

which has been admitted to probate upon

application of the executors, Charles Cock-

shutt, Toronto, and Frank Cockshutt,

Brantford, shows that, notwithstanding the

large amount given away during his life-

time for charitable purposes, the deceased

left over $400,000. With the exception of

one charitable bequest of $5,000, the

whole amount was left to the members of

his family. Mr. Cockshutt had during his

lifetime provided for the continuance of the

many charitable institutions in which he
was interested.

AN IMPROVED HORSE NAIL.

The Maritime Nail Co., Limited, St.

John, N.B., have effected a great improve-

ment in both the appearance and the quality

of the " Monarch" horse nail, which they

manufacture. As a result of nearly 800

conferences with horseshoers in Canada,

important changes have been made in the

construction of this nail, which now stands

up well under the blows from the hammer,
drives like a needle, holds well, and clinches

excellently, as it is made 50 per cent, softer

than formerly.

The material used is the highest grade of

soft Swedish steel, exactly the same as used

by all the best makers in Canada. While

some processes reduce the tensile strength

of this material, the " Monarch " process

increases the same.

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS " C " Brand Horse Nails -
Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS - Gunn Castor Co.,
Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

WE BOX OUR CUSTOMERS
AND GIVE THEM FITS WITH

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
Gravenhurst, March 4, 901.

Dear Sir,—Shelf boxes to hand, they fit like a glove
and we are perfectly satisfied with them.

„ „ ,

A. CHILD & SON.
Full particulars from

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO
Patentee and maker.
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MUTUAL DEPENDENCE OF RETAILER
AND JOBBER.

A paper read before the Iowa Retail Hardware Association, by H. E. Tredway.

1AM not certain but that my version of

your committee's idea is given better

expression by making my subject read

" The Mutual Dependence of Retailer and

Jobber." It is certainly easy to see that

the jobber would soon look like "thirty

cents " if the retailer withdrew his support;

and I want to try and prove that the retailer

would look likewise in time. I might con-

cede him quite an extension in the time,

but expire he must, if not drawing strength

from the jobber's extended stock and

thoroughly developed system of buying and

selling behind him.

THE JOBBER'S ADVANTAGES.

Of course, I am going to talk on this

subject as if it was applicable only to our

mutual business, the hardware trade, and

my arguments will be based on conditions

in that trade which I know obtain ; but they

are applicable, I believe, to most other lines

as well—some possibly less pronouncedly,

but in many of them even more forcibly,

because some one of the jobber's strong

points exerts a greater influence in that par-

ticular line of business. That is, in these

other lines, instant delivery may be of

greatest importance
; that is one of the

ideal jobber's strong points. Maybe in

another line great variety may be para-

mount ; that is the jobber's strong point.

In some lines which take first class or double

first.class freight classifications a short haul

by local freight is absolutely necessary to

lowest delivered cost, and the jobber is so

si'uated that he offers his customer a short

haul. In perishable articles proximity is

the surest prevention of loss en route, and

the nearby jobber offers this. In so-called

heavy commodities carload freight rates

into the jobbing point and local freight rates

out give the jobber so much of an advan-

tage in his immediate local territory that not

even the competitor in the next State or

county can compete with him, let alone any

remote mill or manufacturer ; that is the

jobber's strong point.

These are a few of the advantages which

the existence of the jobber affords to the

retail dealer, but as my paper is not a plea

for the jobber but a study of the benefits

accruing to each one of these factors

through the existence of the other, let us

then consider the teasons for the existence

of these two factors.

i. Of course, the great and only reason

why we all exist and work as business men
is for the money there is in it. We are not

after glory, but need the hard cash.

2. The retailer exists because every com-

munity demands a base of supply in its

midst, and for that convenience are willing

to pay a living profit on their purchases (if

they cannot buy better outside). So, if you

simmer it all down, there is just this one

reason for the retailer's existence, but that

one reason is all-powerful.

CAUSES FOR EXISTENCE OF THE JOBBER.

On the contrary, the jobber has three

causes for his existence, none of them so

great as the one for the retailer, but each

of much moment in commercial economy.

i. The retailer seems willing to allow the

jobber a living for the convenience of buy-

ing many of his goods at one time and in

one place.

2. The average manufacturer is willing

to concede the jobber a lower price for

quantity purchases.

3. The railroads are willing to make the

jobber lower rates on large quantities of

freight in one shipment than they can or do

make on small quantities in many ship-

ments.

Primarily, as I before stated, in my busi-

ness, either that of a retailer or jobber,

there is but one vital point, net profit. If

that is obtainable all else is secondary ; but

to the really successful business man there

is the further consideration of increasing

that net profit to a point where it affords

more than a mere interest on the capital he

invests and wages for the labor he puts in.

Therefore, the wideawake dealer and jobber

as well searches for the best methods of

handling his business affairs, that the most

favorable results may be recorded at the

end of the year's business.

Now, this question of the mutual relation

of retailer and jobber is influenced vitally

by the consideration above stated, because,

unless it is to the actual cheapening of the

retailer's expense of doing business to have

the jobber to assist him, there can be no

plausible excuse for the existence of the

jobber, and he becomes a useless encum-

berer of the earth.

But I believe there are many ways of

showing the fact that in practically all lines

of merchandise, and particularly hardware,

the cost to the retailer, and consequently to

the consumer, of any article is lessened

through the offices of the jobber.

DISTRIBUTION OF GOODS.

As a general proposition, in the distribu-

tion of manufactured articles there are five

methods or routes, each of which is more
or less employed.

The first method is the primitive way

from manufacturer to consumer without the

interposition of any intermediate agent. In

most commodities the least economical,

because no manufacturer who produces on

a large scale can find customers enough

near him to buy his product.

The second method is from manufacturer

through some transportation company to

the consumer, and is possible in only a few

lines, and in those probably not economical,

because of the limited quantities a single

consumer can buy, and the relatively high

toll of the transportation company.

The third method involves the maker,

transportation company, retailers and a

consumer, and it is a method which I will

dwell on later in my paper. I will only

express my belief that this method is

economical only where the manufacturer's

line is large enough and weighty enough to

make economical shipments, and where the

line, too, is profitable enough to stand the

extraordinary expense of specialty sales-

men, for on strictly competitive staple

goods it is a well proven fact that the

ordinary retail dealers cannot under normal

market conditions buy and ship sufficiently

large quantities to satisfy both the manufac-

turer as to price and the transportation

company as to the rate of freight.

The fourth method is the one which both

the retailer and the jobber have to fear and
to fight, and one which, owing to the

extraordinary developments of the postal

service and rapid transportation, has become
a factor not only to be considered, but to

be contested. This route is from manufac-

turer through a common carrier to a

common enemy, the catalogue house, and

from them through another common carrier

to the consumer. The manufacturer here

finds a customer who can buy ample quan-

tities to make selling him economical. The
first transportation company has all the

weight necessary to lowest rates. The
catalogue house has no expense for travel-

ling men. There are only a few points at

which this system is weak or vulnerable.

NECESSITY OF RETAILER,

There never has been, I believe, until

recently any question of the need of the

public for the ordinary retailer, because

everybody conceded that the wants of the

people were best served by him. There

has arisen, however, that new factor in the

distribution of merchandise, the result of

the printer's art and of quickened mail and
transportation facilities, which, though it

can scarcely be said to threaten the life of

the retailer proper, has grown to the pro-

portions of a universally recognized com-
petitor, and brings into consideration an

entire new element as to the most economi-

cal method of the distribution of goods

from the manufacturer to the consumer.
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And with the advent of the catalogue house

some question may have arisen as to the

necessity for the old line retail dealer.

Against the jobber's right to exist, how-

ever, there have often been voiced

insinuations, both by the manufacturer and

retailer ; and to consider broadly the mutual

relation, nay, vital dependence, of these two

great factors of trade, the retailer and the

jobber, upon each other it seems best to

trace the development of the jobber and

possibly thf reby to prove his usefulness.

The first dealers in any new community

are the general stores, whose stock must, of

course, be so widely assorted as to cover

not only the food requirements of the new

settlement, but must furnish apparel to

protect their bodies and material to erect

their homes. Such dealers must draw their

merchandise from a number of jobbers, and

to them the jobber is an absolutely vital

factor for existence ; without him their stock

could never cover the diversified yet limited

wants of a sparsely settled community.

Think of what an impossible task it would

be to attempt to buy even the hardware for

such a store from the manufacturers direct,

and how unprovable such an attempt

would be!

As a community grows and its wants

become greater and more diversified, it

outreaches the capacity of the general store-

man, because he cannot meet all the wants,

nor keep his stock up to their expectations,

and retailers of special lines start in and

offer better assortments of such goods. Why
does this happen ? Because Mr. General

Storeman in himself or in his clerks has not

and cannot have the capacity to so com-

pletely cover all the lines wanted by his

community as to preclude the necessity for

other stores carrying more complete inde-

pendent lines, and what draws the com-

petitor in, generally, is the knowledge that

a well-stocked single line store will draw

practically all the trade on that line away

from a dealer who can give it at best only

a part of his attention.

PURCHASING OF SUPPLIES FROM
MANUFACTURER.

Now, from whom does this special line

dealer draw his supplies ? Let us suppose

he is a hardwareman. Can he economically

go to the manufacturers and buy the more

complete assortment of hardware, which he

must have in order to offer his little com-

munity any advantage over what they have

already enjoyed ? Suppose he should, he

could obtain from one manufacturer, say,

ten items of the thousand or two he needs,

and he would have to see more manufac-

turers before he could possibly complete his

lines, and with long distance freight charges

to pay at local rates, the economy of his

purchases, regardless almost of the prices

he might obtain, would be more than doubt-

ful, and the inconvenience and delay of it

so great that apparent profis would wane

before his stock was in hand.

We are supposing this dealer to be a

hardwareman, and we are all more inter-

ested in hardware than anything else, and

so, the other day, when I was thinking this

talk over, and just to clinch my conclusions

that an ordinary retail hardware stock could

not within any reasonably comparative cost

be bought exclusively or even in the main

from the manfacturer direct, I ran casually

through the index of our catalogue and

found that buying from the same manufac-

turers we buy of and bunching his pur-

chases with those who make the largest

lines, he would have to open accounts with

about 500 concerns. Thus he must have

1,000 shipments made him in a year,

giving only two opportunities a year to

replenish his assortment of each line.

Now, in any ordinary retail hardware

business of, say. $8,000 (of course, you all

do twice that, but I am speaking of the com-

mon, ordinary hardware dealer), split up

into 1,000 shipments, you have a cost value

of about $6 a shipment, and if he buys from

the same shipping points we do his average

freight charges on such shipments would be

a prohibitive percentage of the cost value.

A lack of economy, therefore, in the

general purchasing of goods from the manu-

facturer by the retailer being shown, and a

necessity therefore proven for the existence

of the jobber, for the convenience and profit

of the retailer, a second question is brought

up: Should any goods be bought of manufac-

turers ? Can they be purchased to the retail-

er's ultimate profit ? I say they cannot, and

can bring forward some arguments to prove

it. I admit first that sometimes you can and

do buy certain articles a little cheaper by

buying direct ; I admit that you may
occasionally in this way underbuy, and

thereafter, unfortunately, undersell your

competitor ; but as this reduces his price

and profit, and as the shoe is as likely to be

on the other foot, it simply reduces the per-

centage of profit for both you and your

neighbor in the long run.

Generally, however, you pay just about as

much for these articles as if bought from the

jobber, but in your judgment (and we job-

bers always concede the judgment of the

retailers good) the goods are a little more

desirable for your trade, either because they

are intrinsically better articles or because

you have the exclusive sale of them ; but,

on the whole, you will generally admit that

when the excess freight is paid the advant-

age even in apparent cost or value is not

great, and the influential point to you is the

exclusiveness of the goods. An excellent

point, too, and one which no dealer or

jobber can dispute.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE QUESTION.

But let us look at this matter in another

light. You have, let us say, practically

hired these jobbers to obtain your supplies

for you and to keep them on tap at points

which will best serve you. You are paying

them practically on a percentage basis for

their buying, and the more buying they do

for you collectively the lower this percent-

age basis can be, and is, made. You need

not fully believe this, but reflect that the

jobber's expenses are theoretically station-

ary while the sales fluctuate. For instance,

the travelling expenses of a certain number

of traveling men will be about so much
each year ; warehouse and office expenses

are represented each year by a practically

fixed amount, so that the variations come

in largely on salaries to travellers and on

gross sales. Salaries to salesmen are. it is

true, based on what they do, but this is prac-

tically the only item which increases pro-

portionotely with gross sales, and, as an

increase in gross" sales is the only way

which the jobber can discover which will

enable him to decrease the gross profit per-

centage which he must charge you for the

work he assumes, the fact becomes apparent

that the retailer's interests would be best

served by restricting his purchases practi-

cally to the jobber, if he concedes in the

first place that he must support and stand

by the jobber.

In connection with the question of buying

certain goods from the manufacturer, there

is another argument to be presented. Con-

ceded that the jobber does his business on

a percentage basis, if you gave him this

business to do he would do that on a per-

centage basis also. The jobber's salesmen

have many times more goods to sell than

the manufacturer's salesmen have, so the

percentage of the salesmen's expenses in

case the jobber sells the goods is reduced to

a minimum by division of the expense with

sales of other lines, while in the manufac-

turer's case it is increased to the maximum
because of the limited sale.

As a consequence, you will find that

almost without exception a manufacturer

who canvasses and sells the dealer direct

must keep his selling price well above mere

cost to cover the cost of selling, while the

jobber could, if permitted, sell the same

goods at little, if any, increase in his fixed

expenses. True, it might increase his net

profits for the time being, but as experience

has amply proven that there is competition

enough among the jobbers to promptly

eliminate any undue net profit, that con-

sideration is not weighty.
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PORTLAND CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, Flue Linings.

Flue Covers, Drain Pipes

Scotch and Canadian Tiles,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Scotch Cranes and Derricks,

Cement Concrete Mixers, Garden Vases,

Ornamental Chimney Tops,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors' Supplies.

Write for Quotations.

W. McNALLY & CO., Montreal

THE AUER
GASOLINE

LAMP
No. 9,

200 Candle Power

Suitable for

STORE,
RESIDENCE

OR CHURCH.

The only Lamp on the Canadian market which
is guaranteed not to clog, flicker or smell.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED.

For Catalogues and Prices on Lamps, Mantles and Sundries,
write

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Dame St., MONTREAL.

E. SIMPSON & CO., Moose Jaw, Agents for the Territories.

JOBBER A NECESSITY TO THE RETAILER.

The foregoing argument simply goes to

show to the retailer, who admits the jobber

a necessity, that he (the retailer) should

realize that the more manufacturers' sales-

men he buys of the greater the sum of the

travelling expenses he is loading upon him-

self and the retailers of the country ; and if

the manufacturer is given to understand

that his goods offered through the regular

channels of the jobbing trade would be

more acceptable than if ordered direct, it

would not take long to cut off the expense of

the manufacturers' salesmen ; nor will it

take long for that manufacturer to discover

that where it costs 2^ to 5 per cent, to sell

his goods to the jobbing trade it has cost

him 25 to 30 per cent, to sell to the retailer,

and that he has cut off one large item of

expense in doing business, and he can,

when marketing through the jobber, materi-

ally reduce his price and still retain a manu-

facturer's margin.

But, to draw our final conclusions, the

retail dealer who looks upon the jobber as

his broker, who simply sees the necessary

manufacturers, and by combining the busi-

ness of many retailers is enabled to accom-

plish economies in many dire:tions—the

retailer who recognizes these facts easily

sees the mutual relation of his interest to

the jobber's.

Then the jobber who looks upon the

prosperity of the retail dealer as his pros-

perity, and treats the enemy of the retailer

as his enemy, is simply protecting the

ground upon which he stands and without

which he must fall.

MINERAL PRODUCTION IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

FROM the returns of the mineral pro-

duction of the Province of British

Columbia for the year 1900, sub-

mitted to the local Legislature by the

Provincial Minister of Mines, it is gathered

that there was during the year an increase

in the value of the output of the lode mines

of the Province of $3,310,428 and
s
a

decrease in that of placer gold of $66,176,

leaving a net increase in metallic minerals

for the year of $3,244,252. There was

also an increase of $1,013,238 in the value

of coal and coke. No returns are yet

available of the value of other non-

metallic minerals so these cannot now be

taken into account. The foregoing figures,

though, exhibit practically last year's net

increase, which was $4,257,490, as shown

in detail in the following table :

U99. 1900. Increase Dcr'se.
Placer gold §1,344,930 #1,278,714 866,176
Lode gold 2,85/,573 3,461,067 $ 6^3,494
Silver 1,663,718 2 29J.C99 E3 ,391

Copper 1,352,4 3 1,615. i89 263,836

Lead 878,870 2 690,677 1,811707
Coal and coke. .

.. 4 U53.651 5,0t6 893 1,013,238

Total S12,U0,155 $16,407,645 84,323,666 866,176

The mineral production of the Province

for all years up to and including the year

1900 is as under :

Gold, placer $62,584,443
Gold, lode 12,820,546
Silver 13.635.708
Lead 6,543.358
Copper 5,437.871
Coal and coke 49,426,700
Other minerals (approx. ) 2,000,000

The number of tons of metallic ore

mined in the Province in 1899 was 287,343,

and in 1900, 554,796, the increase for last

year having been 267,453 tons. The
respective increases for 1900 over 1898

were : In quantity of metallic ore mined,

338,852 tons, and in value of metallic

minerals, coal and coke. $5,652,284, the

latter being an increase of more than 50

per cent.—British Columbia Trade Budget.

A meeting of the citizens of Kingston,

Ont., was called in the council chamber of

that city, on March 19. for the purpose of

considering the advisibility of establishing a

branch of The Consolidated Phosphate Co.,

of London, Eng. F. W. Oates, of Toronto,

the promotor of the company, who was

present, addressed the meeting and ex-

plained that Brockville had offered greater

inducements, but the company favored

Kingston. A committee was formed to

assist Mr. Oates in canvassing the city.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
SOME BUILDING NOTES.

IT
has been decided to rebuild the college

of St. Romuald, Quebec, which was

destroyed by fire two years ago.

The Clarendon Hotel, Winnipeg, is to be

enlarged this spring.

Tenders are asked for a residence for

John Henderson, Cobourg, Ont.

Walter Miller intends building a brick

house in Ridgetown, Ont., this spring,

Plans have been prepared for a new block

of stores on Wellington street, Ottawa.

H. F. Teeter, Waterford, Ont., is prepar-

ing to build another storey to his hotel.

The London, Ont., Opera House, will be

enlarged and made first class in every re-

spect.

H. A. Manville is making preparations

to erect a handsome brick block in Carberry,

Man.

The congregation of Charles street

Church, Halifax, have decided to build a

new church.

Mrs. Wright has taken out a permit to

erect a $2,000 residence on King street,

London, Ont.

Power & Son, architects, Kingston, Ont.,

have prepared plans for a new collegiate

institute in Cobourg, Ont.

A site has been purchased on the corner

of Notre Dame and Nena streets, Winnipeg,

for a new school building.

A 60 x 50 ft. two-storey summer hotel

will be built at Whyteswold Beach, a resort

near Winnipeg, this spring.

Suckling & Co., Winnipeg, intend erect-

ing a new office building at the corner of

McDermot and Albert streets.

The Cumberland Railway & Coal Co.,

have decided to build a new station at

Parrsboro, N.S., during the coming summer.

The congregation of All Saints' Church,

Winnipeg, have decided to build a rectory

to cost about $4,000. It will adjoin the

church property.

The new post office and court house

which is to be erected in Rossland, B.C.,

will be started in a few days, but will not

likely be completed this summer.

The Columbus Club, of Ottawa, Limited,

composed of members of the Knights of

Columbus, Ottawa, will erect a club hou e

in that city to cost about $20,000.

It is believed that the vacant lot on St.

James steet, Montreal, where The Montreal

Star's temporary offices were located, will

be the site of a new palatial building to be

occupied by the consolidated electric light-

ing and gas companies. Those interested

refuse to talk as yet.

W. E. Baker intends replacing the block

on his site, Main street, Winnipeg, which

was recently destroyed by fire, with a three-

storey building which will have a 45 ft.

frontage.

The Ottawa Building Co. will shortly

commence the erection of a fine brick build-

ing on the vacant lot at the corner of Slater

and Metcalfe streets. It will be 3^ storeys

high and cost about $3,000.

Tenders are asked by to-day (Saturday)

for the several works required in the erec-

tion of a boiler house, and also for the

steam-heating and electric power plant of

the proposed central heating system for

Queen's University, Kingston, Ont. The

plans are at the office of Arthur Ellis,

architect, Kingston.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

Louis Trudel, contractor, Montreal, is

dead.

John A. Carslake, plumber, etc., Strat-

ford, Ont., is offering to compromise.

Hugh McColl, electrical contractor,

Ottawa, has assigned to E. A. Larmouth.

N. E. Broley, contractor, Rat Portage,

Ont., has assigned to Fred. Armstrong,

Rat Portage.

J. M. Marcotte has been appointed

curator of Hamel & Bleau, contractors,

Maisonneuve, Que.

S. S. Clarke, of the Bennett & Wright

Plumbing and Heating Co., Limited,

Toronto, has returned from a six weeks'

trip to Southern California.

Bigg & McKenzie, tinsmiths, plumbers,

etc., Picton, Ont., have dissolved. Mr.

Bigg retires, but will continue in the employ

of Mr. McKenzie. Arrangements are

being made for a new firm, to be known as

Johnston, Bigg & McKenzie, who will

occupy the Hiram Welbanks block, now

being fitted up for them.

BUILDING PROSPECTS IN HAMILTON

The indications point to a brisk building

season at Hamilton this spring. The

Christian Workers intend to erect a church

at the corner of Merrick and Park streets,

to cost about $8,000 ; the Church of the

Ascension will build a $5,000 Sunday-

school; the Aylmer Canning Co. will spend

$3,000 in extending their works ; a row of

nine houses will be erected at the corner of

Spring and Jackson streets ; another row is

being built at the corner of Stewart and Bay

streets ; it is probable that a new theatre

will be erected ; the American Hotel will

have a fourth storey added to it, and the

Royal Hotel is to have about $15 000

expended on it in improvements.

J. M. SHERLOCK NOT GUILTY.

On Monday the case against J. M. Sher-

lock, plumber, Toronto, who was charged

with attempted blackmail against Joseph

Wright, of the Bennett & Wright Co.,

Limited, Toronto, was tried before Judge

McDougall. It will be remembered that

Mr. Sherlock was an unsuccessful tenderer

and the Bennett & Wright firm the success-

ful tenderers for the plumbing work in the

new Toronto City Hall.

The offence charged against Mr. Sherlock

was that he visited Mr. Wright, and

threatened that unless the latter gave him

$3,000 he would make disclosures that

would lead to trouble between Mr. Wright's

company and the city authorities.

The trial showed that Mr. Sherlock did

visit Mr. Wright and ask him for the

money as charged, yet, as the latter had

not the $3,000 demanded on his person,

and as Mr. Sherlock did not threaten to

cause injury to Mr. Wright, but rather

manifested a desire to "get even" with

Architect Lennox, who had made remarks

which Mr. Sherlock considered to have

done injury to himself, the charge of black-

mail could r.ot be sustained, and Mr. Slur-

lock was acquitted.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have been issued in

Ottawa to Thomas Cleary for brick cottages

on Gilmour street to cost $8,000 ; to James

Walker, for a $1,500 brick veneered house

on Paterson avenue ; to Col. Macpherson,

for a $1,200 office and bakery on Somerset

street ; to George Gregory, for a $1,600

residence on Flora street ; to James Kin-

mond, for a $2,000 house on Queen street
;

to D. P. Burke, for a $1,200 dwelling on

Concession street ; to James McVeity, for a

$1,000 dwelling on Albert street and to

McFarlane & Douglas for workshops on

Slater street to cost $2,300.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to The O' Keefe Brewery Co. for a

five storey addition to the works on Victoria

street, to cost $20,000 ; to James Dale, for

a two storey and attic residence on With to .v
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WE WERE
born in the 19th Century with 20th Century Ideas and Tools.

Ask for the GREEN BOOK.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.,
296-C BROADWAY, NEW YOR

,^1 31

THE COLLIN'S STEAM COOKER
Kan Kook Kwickly, Korrectly, Kleanly

and in Kuantities.

It is economical as a fuel,
food, time and labor-saver.
'

' Saves fuel , as only one bu rner
on a gas, gasoline, or ordinary
stove is required ; this alone
will soon pay for cost of
Cooker."

" Saves food, as all the nutri-
tion, flavor and jichness of the
food is retained and not
allowed to evaporate, at is the
case in ordinary cooking."
" Time-saver, as you can be

doing other housework while
the meal is cooking, as it is

impossible to burn, scorch or boil over.
" Labor-saver, as the dishes wash easily ; no food stick-

ing to pans as everything is cooked by steam. It will
cook everything that can be cooked on an ordinary stove.
Made in heavy tin : four separate dishes, one of which
has apartition so that five different articles can be cooked
at the same time without mixing of food or flavors. For
sale by all hardware stove or tin dealers ; if not, address
us and we will ship you direct. Write for prices.

THE COLLIN'S MANUFACTURING CO.,

34 Adelaide Street West, ^^^""—-"TORONTO

HIGH-GRADE

STEAM
FOR
ALL
USES.
GOODS
Manufacturers and Importers.

The James Morrison Brass

Mfg. CO., Limited
TORONTO.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

"BRASSITE"

"cStereo trade *"

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all ihe time.
Why not increase your sales '

THE GUNN CASTOR CO,
Limited.

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, No. 1 Place Royale, MONTREAL.

HOW TO SAVE CAS peebles' Automatic Gas Governors

Oas, Fire and Stove Governor House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents. Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter.

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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avenue, to co'st $2,500 ; to F. S. McCraney,

for a residence on the east side Dovercourt

road, near College street, to cost $3,250; to

H. J. Clancy for a $1,900 residence at 210

Palmerston avenue ; to Wm. Booth, for two

residences on Chicora avenue, to cost $4,-

000 ; to Arthur Mitchell, for three two-

storey houses on Harvard avenue, near

Roncesvalles avenue, to cost $4,900 ; to R.

Northcote for a $16,000 residence at the

corner of Lowther avenue and Admiral road.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

Purdy, Mansell & Co., Toronto, have the

contract for hot-water heating a store for P.

Roach, Queen street west, Toronto.

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limited,

Toronto, have contracts for plumbing,

heating, electric wiring and ventilating

additions to McMaster University ; for hot-

water heating a large residence for E. F.

Keating on Beverley street, Toronto, and

for plumbing and electric wiring in the Bank

of Hamilton branch at Wingham.

ORANGEVILLE BOARD OF TRADE.

The business men of Orangeville, Ont.,

have organized a board of trade. Some

time atro. a committee was appointed to

secure information regarding industries

seeking suitable locations. Correspondence

was presented from parties seeking induce-

ments for the establishment of pork-

packing, carpet, gas, biscuit, boot and shoe,

anti-rust tinware and agricultural implement

factories and a planing mill.

The following officers were elected :

President—E. Myers.

Vice-President—Mr. Gordon.

Secretary—E. Thompsqn.

Council—Messrs. Holland, Mann, Chapman,
Turner, Still, Green, Claxton, T. Wright, H.
Endacott, Mclntyre, Brown and Stevenson.

GERMAN WIRE-NAIL TRUST.

United States Consul- General Guenther

reports from Frankfort, February 19, 1901 :

" The Frankfurther Zeitung states that the

wire-nail trust, during the second half of

1900, sold 2,230,717.6 tons in Germany

and 1,953,469.5 tons to foreign countries.

While the sales to the latter were only about

300,000 tons less than those made in Ger-

many, a profit of $280,270 was made on

German sales, while the sales to foreign

countries yielded a loss of $204,627. The

price of wire nails in Germany is fixed by the

trust at $2.70 per 100 lb.; for export, how-

ever, at only $151 per 100 lb, The Ger-

man consumers have to pay an excessive

price in order to enable the trust to sell its

surplus to foreign countries at greatly re-

duced figures. And still the trust asks an

increase of duties of 7 marks ($1.67) per

220 lb. The present tariff is 3 marks

(71.4c.) per 220 lb."

MANITOBA MARKETS.
Winning, March 25, 1901.

TRADE is somewhat brighter than last

week, but there are no changes in

price to report. In paints and oils

there has been another drop in linseed,

which is now quoted at 77 and 80c. respec-

tively.

The glass market shows great firmness

here, although prices have not changed,

but in view of the market abroad, and the

fact that Winnipeg prices are already $1.25

per box lower than St. Paul, it would

indicate at least an upward tendency here

for some time to come.

Implement men are busy getting their

goods to delivery points. Dairy supply

men report a greatly increased demand for

separators and dairy goods generally, indi-

cating an increased production for the

coming season.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

11 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
1 5 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy , keg 3 45
16 and 20 3 50
10 3 55

i

8 365
6 3 7°
4 3 85

3 4 10
Cut nails, 3otobody 300

20 to 40 3 05
10 to 16 3 10

!' 8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.
Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Steel, No. o to No. 1 4 95

No. 2 and larger 4 70
Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge s 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12
Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80
28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 1075
IX " 1275
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.
Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00

H 10 50
"

}i and 5-16 11 00
Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50

% 14 00
H and 5-16 1450

Solder 21 V,

Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00

" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87

M

Round" " 82 %
Flat " brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57 % p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.
Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools '50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz. . $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion.C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 750

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.
Water white Canadian

.

Prime white Canadian.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $
Less than barrel lots

Linseed oil, raw
Boiled

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor
Eldorado engine
Atlantic red
Renown engine
Black oil 23
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

Harness oil

Neatsfoot oil S
Steam refined oil

Sperm oil

Castor oil per lb.

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches

26 to 40 per 50 ft.

41 to 50 " 100 ft.

51 to 60 " " "

61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes
Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb.

kegs "

White lead, pure per cwt.
No 1

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and col or. .per gal. $1.30

NOTES.

25HC.
24c.

22c,

2IC

1 68

73
77
80

2SM
24^
27 'A

4i

'A to 25

55 <° 74
61

1 00

85
1 5°
nl4

2 25
2 50

5 5°
6 00
6 50

254

2K
7 25

7 00

to$i.90

Mr. John Cane has purchased the hard-

ware business of the late A. Schoenau at

Virden, Man.

The fine steel bridge across the Assini-

boine at Portage la Prairie is now open for

traffic. It cost $20,000.

About $3 000 will be spent on the build-

ing and equipment of a creamery on the

Carey road, near Victoria. Aid. Bryden,

Victoria, will erect the plant.
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of__jB^Bt

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

TRADE

MARK

4r Hoare.
CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY
Wlii cli can be obtained direct from the -works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gaage iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. 55£5H52!iH!

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS ...F"IIME TOOLS
Stevens;

We make a perfect line
ot A.

CALIPERS and DIVIDERS
Also such tools as Surface Gauges, Tool

Makers' Clamps, Center Punches, etc.

Write for our New Catalogue containing a description of our Tools.

It is also a valuable hand-book of information for mechanics and people
interested in such lines.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
P.O. Box 216, Chicopee Falls, Mass, U.S.A.

Carried by our representatives at Toronto and Montreal.

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, white and colored, Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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A SUCCESSFUL HOCKEY SEASON.

THE annual report of the secretary-

treasurer shows that the Canada Paint

Co.'s hockey club, Montreal, has had

a successful season. Several matches in

which the team has been engaged have

been reported in Hardware and Metal,

and it has been a feature that they have

always shown themselves to be true and

gentlemanly sports. The record on the ice

has been as creditable as their record in the

office or works on William street. The

following is the annual report

:

To the members of the Hockey Club :

It will be in your recollection that the Hockey

Club was organized so recently as December last,

and that the preliminary practices took place on the

ice on the canal at the rear of the company's

works. Subsequently, the committee decided to

look elsewhere for more suitable ice, which was

found at the White Star Rink. The company's

employes kindly assisted to defray the expenses for

the use of a proper rink for practice, as well as for

contesting the merits of other clubs, and I have

much pleasure in stating that the very liberal

response enabled the club to be operated satisfac-

torily.

The first match was played on the White Star

Rink with a team representing The Baylis Manu-
facturing Co The annexed list shows the results

of the various matches played during the season.

Considering the inexperience of several of the

players (some of whom had not previously handled

a hockey stick), the result is very satisfactory,

indeed, and Capt. Allan Munro is to be congratu-

lated upon the success attained.

The members desire to put on record their appre-

ciation of the liberality of The Canada Paint Co.

in generously assisting the club.

H. Stubbs,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Montreal, March 18, 1901.

The following is the schedule of games

played :

which has outgrown his present capacity to

handle it satisfactorily. It is his intention

to put Mr. Roper on the road, and he will

push for more business for the firms which

Mr. Gibb represents. Mr. Roper is well

and favorably known to the hardware trade,

and, we think, should prove an acquisition

to his new employer.

Hardware and Metal is pleased to

note that Mr. Gibb is meeting with so much

success in connection with his agencies,

necessitating the employment of a man of

Mr. Roper's experience and connection.

AUTOMOBILE SLEIGH IN GERMANY.

United States Consul- General Guenther,

of Frankfort, February 23, 1901, reports

the appearance at Nuremburg of the first

automobile sleigh. The vehicle glides

along with great speed and a perfectly easy

motion. It was constructed by the Nurem

burg Motor Vehicle Factory Union.

NOVA SCOTIA'S COAL OUTPUT.

According to the annual report of the

Department of Mines submitted to the

Legislature of Nova Scotia a few days ago,

the sale of coal of that Province to the United

States, which in 1899 was 153,188 tons,

increased to 624., 273 tons in 1900. The

total production was 3,238,245 tons, com-

pared with 2,642,333 tons in the year 1899,

showing the large increase of about 600,000

tons. As the revenue was calculated on

sales, it is interesting to know that the total

sales were 2,997.546 tons, as compared

with 2,419,137 tons in 1899, the increase

being 570,409 tons.

The output of the Dominion Coal is

increasing rapidly, reaching, in February

Date. Clubs.

Jan. 12— Canada Paint Co. vs. Baylis Mfg. Co

Feb. 1— " " vs. Colin McArthur Co
4— " " vs. Heathers, of Westmount

Rink.

..White Star

..Crystal
. Outarlo
..White Star
. Twin City
White Star...:

..Crystal

3.

Won by.

C. P. Co

C. McA
C P. Co

Score.

2 to 1

4 to 1

4 to 1

» to 2
1 to 1

C. P. Co . ...

C. P. Co
Draw
Draw
S. W. Co
U. P. Co ..... ..

C. P. 10
C. P. Co

3 to 1

4 to 1

U to
25— filkington Bros. vs. " ' 1 to 1

4 to 1

2 to

15—Canada Paint Co. vs. Amea-Holden Co
Summary— Total games played, 13 ; Won, 8 ; lost, 2 : drawn

.. .. 4 to

The following players composed the team

during the year : W. Lamont, D. Brown,

H. Stubbs, A. J. Munro, D. Miller, A.

Russell, W. Spiers, T. Lawlor, R. Campbell

and J. P. Milloy.

I 43.7 1 3 ton s. For the fiscal year ending

February 28, the output was 2,044,877 tons,

as compared with 1,739.374 tons in 1900

The shipments for the same period were

1,885,605 tons.

INDICATIVE OF EXPANSION.

Mr. H. Roper, who has been for many
years with Mr. G. S. Pelton, the Canadian

representative of John Shaw & Sons, has

taken a position with Mr. Alexander Gibb,

manufacturers' agent, 13 St. John street,

Montreal. This step has been forced upon

Mr. Gibb by the expansion of his business

Hayes Bros., general merchants, Head

of Millstream, N.B., have been succeeded

by A. J. McPherson.

In our issue of March 15, it was stated

that M. J. Leitch, general merchant,

Michael's Bay, Ont., had assigned to A.

E. Pavey. The name should have been

E. F. Leitch, not M. J. Leitch.

THE

CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Dry Color Makers.

GREEN *
The demand for all shades of green

for painting purposes is active, and we

have undoubtedly the best facilities in

Canada for producing this popular color

with great strength and fineness.

MISTLETOE GREEN

FRENCH PERMANENT GREEN

GROWN IMPERIAL GREEN

BRUNSWICK GREEN

OLIVE GREEN

BRONZE GREEN

QUAKER GREEN
AND THE LEADER-

EVERGREEN

!

The above colors are strictly our own
manufacture, and can be furnished dry in

Barrels containing about 600 lbs., Kegs

containing 100 lbs , Tins containing 6

and 10 lbs. Also in paste and liquid

form in packages of 1 lb. and upward.

THE

CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Dry Color Makers.
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

4C0M^^4- &

With

DUNDAS AXES
in stock you may justly ask a

clerk for an explanation if he
misses a sale.

Without DUNDAS AXES, is

it fair to blame the clerk when
you have not bought the best

value ?

AH First-Class Jobbers

Sell Them.

MURALO
is a Wall Tint that

PAYS
and brings money to everyone

who

HANDLES IT.

Muralo is a cold water wall tint, and there is

nothing just like it in our world. A -good many

makers think they have something just like it,

but they haven't, nor anything quite so good.

The Muralo Co. is one of the largest and strongest

financial manufacturing corporations in America.

It protects every dealer of Muralo products from

the least to the greatest. The Muralo Co. studies

advertising methods. The Muralo Co. helps the

dealer and invites customers to his store. These

customers will buy Muralo and they will buy other

things. Agents are wanted in every town and

village in Canaia. Do you want to hear about

us?
Write to

A. RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL.

J, H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY &. CO., - - VANCOUVER.

Distributing Agent*.

K A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT."
Gold Dollars at 90c. each won't sell until you have convinced the customer that they are

genuine. Have you the time to make the argument to do the convincing? - 1

ALABASTINE is the standard wall-coating "The World Over." Would any dealer

want to spend the time to convince a customer that a substitute, or something else, is "just as

good as CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE ?
Besides, substitution is suspicious, and often bears earmarks of a swindle.

We do not claim to know all that can be learned about the manufacture of wall coatings,

but twenty-five years of experience must count for someihing, and the fact that ALABASTINE
is the goods that are in demand speaks volumes in its favor.

Never until M. B. Church introduced ALABASTINE was it found practicable to make wall-

coating adapted to be mixed with cold water.

We own the patents on the cold water process, and this statement is our only argument
at this time on that point.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time
;

is manufactured in

Canada, and recommended by leading sanitarians throughout the country. There is nothing
"just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by.

THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

Thetrade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
G. P. Stephens& Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver, B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

"DAISY" CHURN .*
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whil- churning When churn is locked 10 stand
the bow can be used as bandies to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has amost enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
Ulan any other machine.

THE.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

IMPROVED STEEL WIRE TRACE CHAINS.
Every chain guaranteed. Most profitable and satisfactory chain to handle.

Improved Quality and Cheaper Prices for 1901.

The B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited.

Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.

Manufacturers of
FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
ELECTRO PLATE. . . .

Aik for our Catalogue and Quotations.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT..

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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" BRADLEY " STEEL SHELF BRACKET

THE Atlas Manufacturing Co., of New
Haven, Conn., sole manufacturers

of the "Bradley" steel shelf brackets,

have had their goods on the market since

1893 and have met with success from the

very start. At the present time about 1,000

miles of wire a year are being used in the

FIT. ll-R. t, 1881.

ROT. 8, I'M.
APR. 4, 1898 .

Steel Shelf Bracket.

manufacture of these brack-

ets. The idea of many

that the brackets would not

be sufficiently strong has

been proven entirely un-

founded, and their strength

and durability are fully

demonstrated. Readers will

observe from the accom-

panying illustration that the brace is not

curved, but is a straight line from one point

of the bracket to another. The brace is

made U shaped in cross section, which

gives it great stiffuess in all directions. A
great many of the cheap brackets now made

have a single flat piece of steel for the brace,

and buckle very easily sidewise. This can-

not happen where a brace is made U
shaped, as in the " Bradley." It will also

be noticed that the two principal screw

holes on the upright arm are located near to

where the bracket is angled, and that they

are reinforced by a stiff plate, which is

offset so as to give additional stiffness. This

plate runs clear to the angle. This con-

struction does away with all necessity for

ribs running through the wall plates. The

absence of these ribs is a great convenience

in driving the screws. Now, it is clear that

in order to break down this bracket either

enough weight must be placed upon it to

collapse the brace, which, as explained, is a

straight line in all directions, or it must bend

the wall plate at the point where the screws

were put in, or else it must pull the wires

apart, and this will require a weight very

much greater than would appear at first

thought and much greater than could be

gotten onto a shelf. Recent tests show that

a pair of 5 x 7 brackets will support a load

of 400 to 700 lb., and in one case it

required 925 lb. to break down the brackets.

IRON WORKS FOR TORONTO.

The Canadian General Electric Co.,

Peterboro' and Toronto, have secured 30

acres of land in Toronto Junction. Here,

they first intend to erect a large general

foundry to be followed by a pipe foundry,

for the manufacture of gas and water pipes,

hydrants, valves and general waterworks

supplies, which the company are now

making in the St. Lawrence Foundry,

Toronto, and the facilities for the manu-

facture of which will be increased. Then,

the company will erect machine shops,

structural iron shops, blacksmith shop,

pattern shop, power house, storehouse,

stables, etc. Railway tracks will run

through each shop, and electric cranes will

be provided for handling work up to 50

tons. All the machinery in the shops will

be operated by electric motors from current

generated in the company's power house.

SHOP REGULATIONS IN ONTARIO.

In the Ontario Legislature on Tuesday,

Hon. John Dryden introduced a bill to

amend the Shops' Regulation Act. He ex-

plained that one clause was intended to

place the onus of providing sanitary

appliances on the owner rather than the

tenant of the premises. Another clause

was intended to make clearer the section

providing that no employe in a bakeshop

should be required to work more than 12

hours a day. At present a man might work

eight hours on a Monday and eight hours on

Tuesday, commencing at midnight, or 16

hours continuously, and yet, technically, he

is said to have worked only eight hours on

the same day. A further clause made it

impossible for barbers to compel employes

to work on Sunday.

THE BOOM AT SYDNEY.

Of the many indirect channels through

which the Dominion and Steel Co. has

benefitted the Canadian people, the Inter-

colonial Railway is probably the principal

one. The increase in passenger and freight

traffic to Sydney since the establishment of

the works is enormous.

In 1899 tnere were 5.600 tons of freight

landed at Sydney by the I.C.R., for which g
$42,800 was paid.

In 1900 there were 165.583 tons of freight

landed at Sydney by the I.C.R., the freight

charges on which amounted to $356,600.

In 1899 the I.C.R. carried 5,700 people

from Sydney. The amount paid for tickets

at the Sydney station was $9,050. In 1900

the I.C.R. carried 21,500 people from

Sydney. The amount paid for tickets at

the Sydney station was $71,340.

The above does not include the Sydney

and Louisburg Railway. This road carried

4,000 passengers in 1899, an<* in I0O° il

carried 14,000 passengers.

The cash remittances for the Cape Breton

section of the I.C.R. in 1899 amounted to

$150,695. In 1900 the cash remittances

amounted to $539,800.

W. A. Bothwell, general merchant,

Luton, Ont., has sold out to B. Tibbitts.

The Gait, Ont., Board of Trade was re-

organized on Wednesday last week with F.

H. Hayhurst, of James Warnock & Co. as

president and A. G. Donaldson as secre-

tary.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

«V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

'W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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(. 3J

MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Orummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

SOMETHING SPECIAL

I AMES WARNOCK.& C<? Gal

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.

Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook
to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, and is the most practical and up-to-date

Peavev on the market.
Made by

"

James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CURRENT JV1ARKET QUOTATIONS
March 29, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large caBh buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this lis » as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 32 33

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley, Pi r box
I.O., usual sizes {6 75
I.X., " 8 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
1.0 675
I.X 8 25
I.X.X .... 9 50

Riven & Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 0J

I.XXX., " 8 00

D.C., 12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.C., usual sizes 4 15

I.C., special sizes, base 4 5u

20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.C., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X.,TemeTin 10 25
Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Co ikley Grade— Per lb.

X X., 14x56, SOsheetbxs)
" 14x60, " V 07 07%
•' 14x65, " )

Tinned Sheets
7 -'x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

'" 26 " 08% 09
28 " 09 09%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 170 175
Refined " " 2 15

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 00

Tire Steel 2 00

Machinery iron finish 2 05

Cast Steel, per lb 00 00

Toe Calk Steel 2 30

T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
)%-inoh 12%
'/ " 13

2'/, " 015
3 " 016
3% " 20
4 •• 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
'/inoh 2 25

3-16mch 2 25

H inoh and thiokt r 2 25

Black Sheets.
gauge 3 00

20 gauge 3 00

22to24 " 3 10

26 " 3 20

28 " 3 30

Canada Plates.
AH dull, 52 sheets 3 00

Half polished 3 15

All bright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 435
% inch 3 15

% ' 3 20
% " 3 25

% " 3 52
1 " 4 93
1% " 6 7i
1V» " 8 08
2 " 10 76
2% " 22 91
3 " 3112
3% " 37 90
4 " 43 (9
5 " 57 85
6 " 75 il
7 " 93 76
8 " 112 51

Galvanized pipe—
V„ iich 5 25
3A " 5 56

1 " 7 77

1J4 " W 60
1% " 12 7)
2 " 16 90

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 45 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 25 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 50 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 75 4 35 4 50 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% "
7 50 8 90

5-16 " "
4 60 5 00

% " " 4 03 4 CO
7-16 " "

3 8J 4 00
% " "

3 HO 3 75
% " "

3 45 3 60

% '

'

" 3 50 3 35
H alter, kennel and post chains, 4u and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c
Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-
count 40 p.c

Copper.
Ingot

English B. 8., ton lots 19 20
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25

" round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25%
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " 23%

Boiler and T. E. Pitts
Plain Tinned, pt rib 28
8pun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25
Tubing, base, per t 24 25

Zine Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06 06%
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 6 75 7 00
Partcasks 7 10 7 50

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% 05
bar.llb 05% 05%

Sheets, 2% lbs. sq, ft., by .... 06i4
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, list s

at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-'t lengths lists at 7% cents.
Shot.

Common, $6.50 per L0 lb. ; chilled, 87.00
per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 1% p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 6u per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guaraat'd 18
Bar half-and-half, comtner'l .... 17%
Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Mote.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 50
No.ldo 6 12%
No.2 do 5 75
No.3do 5 3.%
No.4do 5 00
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12/2
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
•' No. 2 6 00

Bed Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, 1U0 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 0(9
No. 1 06 07%.
No.2 05 t6'„

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs. 6 25

No. l.casks 5 50

No.l.kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %> % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities ,per gallon 1 1

Barn (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & C> 1 rCos Pure... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 12
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
• 25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green Oi)

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre (J. C.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre ( J. F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 180 190
English Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,.. 175 2 00
Super Magnetlo Oxides, 93p.o. 2 00 2 25

10
10

09
18
12
03%

08 24
1 00
07

1 25
80
89
55

Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb. .

.

" Umber, " " ..

do Raw
Drop Black, pure
Chrome Yellows, pure
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb.
Oolden Ocbie....
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxes, per lb 08

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb
Mortar Color, per 100 lb
English Vermillion
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 ib.
Whiting, per 100 lb

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Pntty.
Bulk in bbls 2 00
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
Bladders in bbls 2 20
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose. ... 2 35
Bladders in 25-lh. tins 2 45
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 75
bladders ia bu k or tics less than 10011)3 00

Varnishes -

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.
Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30

body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan ; 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No.l 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 3) 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 8J

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial

Varnish & Color

Co's, Limited
Elastilite Varnish

1 gal. can, each.

$2 00.

Granatine Floor

Finish, per gal.

$2.00.

Maple Leaf
Coach Enamels ;

Size 1, 60c ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size

3, 20c. each.

Castor Oil
East India, in cases, per lb.. 10 10%
" " small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
Cod Oil per gal 50 55
Pure Olive 120
" Neatsfoot 90

Glne.
Common 08% 09
French Medal o 14 H%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
8trip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 18

-0
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STEEL, PEECH & TOZER, \m
Phoenix Special Steel Works. The Ickles, near Sheffield, England.

Manufacturers rA w^flti

Axles and Forcings of all descriptions, Billets and Spring
Steel, Tyre, Sleigh Shoe and Machinery Steel.

Sole Agents for Canada.

JAMES HUTTON dc CO., MONTREAL
HARDWARE.
Anoin unltioi).

Cartridges.

B. B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per ojnt.

Kim Fire Pistol, diB. 4U p. c, Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p. o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartr dges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival

and Nitro, net ist.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags : • 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-lb.bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thiok white card wads, in boxes
of 5j0each, 8gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 2C

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, iu boxes of 250 each— Per M.
11 and smaller gauge 6U

9 and K gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Per lb 10 (J 12%
Anvil and Vise combined .... 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 19 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices, .lb. 09% 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00
Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Benoh Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Haud.ed Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
bestquality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 6 00
Copper, disoouut IS p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard hnameled.

5%-inch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
2nd " 2100

Antl-Frictlon Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

B " 21
" C " 11%

Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYRACUSE SMELTINO WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Sp< cial 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse '.. 50
Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.
N lckel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75

Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07*4 12

Bolts and Nuts. Per cent.
Carriage Bolls, full square, Norway 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Mhoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nut?, square.... 4%c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4%c off

Tire BoltB 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, bail, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 6 J per cent.

Broilers.
Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dlB., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8 , " 6 00
Henis,No.9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Oleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Hull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 6i> per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers.
American, per doz 100 150
Bullard's, per doz 6 50

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 80 3 00
English "

3 00
Belgian " 2 75 3 00
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Cbalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per owt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per groBS 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnocb's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50—>o. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4. $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.
Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash In 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 1 7 03

Fii tings ne". 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Wachout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittingsnet 1 25
Low Down Ttu'onio, plain 16 f0

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
L"w Dowa Ont. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 E0

" " * ' emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 61" " 19x 15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net |figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles. Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
8. &D.,No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5,
,r

22'/,
" "6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis.. 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets .

Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz 1 40
No.2,perdoz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per dor extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per cent.
Kearney & Fnote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc, dis., 50 and 10 per oent.

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under 26 2 10 4 00 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 35 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 75 .... 7 25
51 to60 5 :0 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 35 .... 9 25
71 to 80 5 75 .... 10 50

81to85 6 50 .... 1175
86 to 90 . . 14 00

91to95 15 50
99tol00 ..... 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 5u to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

,r % " 9 00
" %to?i 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz S 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dil.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, per lb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., per lb 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50

Fork.
C. & B., diB. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 7'

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns, 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered

—

No. 11, 5-ft.run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-f t.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. traok, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 08%

" 5-in., " .... 06</4
6-in., " .... 0(6

" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw book and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.
Spring 12 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.o.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per cent.

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Pird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 CO
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"O" brand 50 and 7% D.c.off new listl Oval-
"M" brand 61 percent. J bead
Countersunk, 6o and 10 per oent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories • i 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.raownes
.

j and SYraCUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes, and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (allsizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Diseount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899.

ICE PICKS.
S.ar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.o. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door, japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Oenuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. * L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per oent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. 7 50
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell ft Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 26
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS.
Iron and Brass.

Flat head discount 25 p.o.

Round Head, discount 20 p.o.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are ; Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 CO 3 5 J

4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 SCO
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 per oent.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis 25 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per ceut. for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy g oo
U. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (US ) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15V,
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can , with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring sap buckets. dj<". 45 p.c.
P, lu and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dip. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
Pi r doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
brass head " 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tfn and gilt, discount 75 p c

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per ceLt.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
' 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz ;.-,. 2 00 5 00 "

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz paiis d's. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, perdoz.. 5 00 9 00
German, perdoz 60 2 80

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's Wi rk, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins' radiator valves discount 55 per cent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4

" " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less u 85
1,(00 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 23 to 25 per oent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per dor !5 100
Axle 22 33
8crew 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', perdoz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' Bolid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 1 00
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 CO
35 " 8 25

11 « " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
'•

35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, ^0, 10 and 5 p.c.

Wood, 25 per ceDt.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 60

and 10 p.c.
Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c.

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler ft Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

" King Cutter 12 59 59 00
Wade ft Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile ft Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 CO

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount, 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lu percent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.
per lb.

Copper Rivets ft Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% percent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
Hand 5-16 in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
" %inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9V,
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts. No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% percent.
B ft A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent,
fimery, 40 per cent.
Gari et ( Rui t' n '<), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
3and Disston's, dis. 12% p.o.
S. ft D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. ft D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
8ectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SET8.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. ft M. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c.

Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances. 10 p c

SCREW DRIVER8-
Sargent's per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright »nd steel, f7% and 10 p.cWood R. H., " dis. 82% and lu p.o.

" F. H., brass, die. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.o.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.c.

R.H. " 70 p.c.
Drive Screws, 87% and 10 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case hardened. 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co . full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 450 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev list
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. . 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

„ ,
STAPLES.

Galvanized 3 50 4 00

£lain •,•••: 3 £5 3 75
Coopers , discount 45 percent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb.

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07
, . .

8liP. 09 09
Labrador 013" Axe 15T^key

; :;;;
°
HArkansas 00 150

Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
7 mch "

..'.'.
7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
S°- ;~Hozen in case

- nec can .... «« 80
.No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... g 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 ft'io*"

1 ''

Cheese-box tacks, blued .. 80 ft 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned .

" '85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 ft 5

!•' •'.' 'inQed .'.'..'.. 80 ft 10

/1 it .. v ,('n kegs) 40
Cut tacks, blued, m dozens only ..75 ft 15% weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

Jnbulk 80410
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk
'.'.

'. '. '. '.

' 85 ft 12%
brush, blued ft tinned, bulk..70
gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 ft 12%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet lacks 55
Copper taokn ........50
Copper nails "55
Trunk nails black. . . ...,.." V.7.7.M ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
I lout nails, blued and tinned.... 65 and 5
Chair nails

. 35
Patent brads ,. '

40
Fine finifhing ......'.' " 40
Picture frame points ...!..'. 10
Lining tacks, in papers ..7.7! 10
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STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
PITTSBURGH,

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

U. S. A.

OF ALL KINDS.

Proof Coil. B.B., B.B.B.. Crane. Dredge Chain, Trace Chains. Cow Ties. etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, «„„„««„„ ».«.„.«««„.. A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal. ' -Canadian Representatives-

MontrealMontreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For otber Provinces.

Lining taokB, in bulk 15
'• " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60
Tin oapped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5
Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

" " " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85
" steel, each ... . 080 800

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.o.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. 4 N„ P. S. & W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D , discount 35 per cent.
TWINES.

Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, per lb 22 26
Wrapping, m-ntled, ner pack. 53 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

" 4-pIy 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quotsd at the
following net se'liDg prices :

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
" 9 " 2 8J

10 " 287
11 " 2 90
'2 ' 29',

.; \\
315" 3 37

,, J5 3 50
16 " 3 65

Other size! of plain wire outside of Nos. 9,
10, 11, 12 and 13. and other varieties of
plain wire remain at 82.8) base with

extras as before. The prices for Nos 9.

to 13 irclude the charge of 1 c.

for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:
Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c- in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent
List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No
17, S5-No.l8, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20
86.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,
$7.65-No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,
89.50—No. 27, 810 -No. 28. $11—No 29.
$12-No. 30, 813—No. 31, $14—No. 32. $U
No. 33, $16—No. 34. $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil
ing, 10c—in 25-U . bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c- in Vi-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7.8, $3 50
to $3 8

T—No. 9. $2 85 to $3.15—No. 10,
$3.60 to*W—No. 11, 83 70 to 84 10 No.
12, $3 to $3 30-No. 13, $3.KMo $3 41—
No. 14. $4.1" to $4.50-No. 15. 84.60 to
$5.05—No. 16. $4.85 to $5 35 Ba<e sizes,
Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57% f.n b. Cleveland.

Cothes Line Wire, Eolid 7 strar d. No. 17,

$4.25; No 18, *2 65; No. 19, S2.35, f.o.b
Hamilt n, Toi onto, Modi real.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3(5
Galvanized, plain twist 3(5
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2 82%

in less than carlote, end $2.79 in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 ?q. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5

White, according to quality 6% to 1%
50(-lb bale lots rhaded.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37V. per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 50 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 3 00 7 00
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. ft K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS
Leader per doz. $30 00 31 CO
Royal Canadian.. " J6 00 58 00
Royal American., " J6 00 28 10

Sampson '.' .... 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cect.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362/2 Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

eith r by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES

Broom and

Mattress Wire
High Grade, Double Tinned.

DIAMOND EXTENSION STOVE BACK

Fine Annealed Brush Wire

Soft Coppered Wire

Tinned Wire of all kinds.

The Peerless Wire Co.

Hamilton, Ont.

They are easily

adjusted and
fitted to a stove
by any one.

Please your
customers by
supplying them
immediately
with what
they want.

Patented, July 11th, 1893. Canadian Patent, Jul e 14th. 1894.

1. I ^^*~*mmmat^
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Sold by
Jobbers
of . . .

Hardware
Tinware
and

Stoves.
EXTENDED

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.

" A. R. WOODYATT & CO.. Guelph. Ontario.



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for expoi t. With' or without "Emlyn
Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables— Emlyn Engineering Works,

"*\ " Machinery," Newport. Newtokt, Mon., England.

DO YOU HANDLE THE

AYLMER

SPRAYERS?

IF NOT
WHY NOT?

They are the most durable,

easiest working and most
simply constructed pump on
the market, and give uni-
versal satisfaction. If our
travellers have not yet called

on you, write for catalogue.

Liberal discounts to the trade.

AYLMER IRON
WORKS, AYLMER, ONT.

Lockerby & McComb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S. --Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PRBUUPPIIC BUREAU,

232 McGlll Street, MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

73 YEARS

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1823. 13 TEARS

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
tCKM0WLE00E0 THE BEST .

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. KaK!^

a

9° Chwnb*r' 8t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

..ESTABLISHED 1840...

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA-
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS, C. IRVING, Gen. Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A. FULTON, Gen, Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie /Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel;

and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,"
is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited.
NIAGARA FALLS.

ONT.
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Bat. 1868
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Inc. 1896

Black Diamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

\
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1901
E,

1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Co.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

British Manufactured

CASTOR OIL
GUARANTEED PURE.

Cold Drawn Pharmaceutical

First Pressure. Second Pressure.

In Barrels and Cases.

From Stock and to Import.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

B. &S.H. THOMPSON & CO'

Y

26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

Cost does not end

with buying
There's the working to be considered.
Imperfect material means imperfect
work and—dissatisfaction.

Best Best Poplar brand

GALVANIZED FLAT SHEETS
Always turn out well, smooth,
even, soft and workable.

Galvanized Corrugated Sheets

"BLACKWALL" BRAND
'VWWWWVWWVWVV»*t%Vi

BLACKWALL GALVANIZED IRON CO.

LONDON, ENG.
..Limited

Canadian Agents, J. WATTER80N & CO.
MONTREAL.



There are other designations more

expensive and less worth

Use LANGWELL'S Babbit, Montreal. e^T f^>

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal. Heating. Plumbing and ContractlngTrades In Canada.
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"HUM" un-Hiicrioi metal.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

'Tandem" Metals are better than
any other tor their purpose,

and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McN AUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe. .

POSITIVE PROOF.
To test the respective values of brands of Galvanized

Iron, Professor J. T. Donald, the well known Montreal

analyst, made several analyses of " Queen's Head,"

and one of the best competing brands, and reports

that "Queen's Head" was not only more heavily

coated, but that the galvanizing was much more evenly

distributed.

Result : It outlasts all other makes.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAI

vMMmmrnmwmMmmmmmmmmvL
To Help You.

1

Our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water

Heating is something more than a mere Catalogue giving

prices and terms. It is rich in suggestive ideas—tells why (

and how danger lurks in Radiators that contain joints

—

gives interesting facts (backed up by proofs) about the

original invention in screw-threaded nipple connections. Better yet, the Booklet shows

The Safford Radiators

exactly as they are
by illustrations that are absolutely honest and true. As a work for reference it is invalu

able in a hundred ways to those about to build. It is a genuine help. It may save you
or your customers thousands of dollars. If you cannot reach one of our agents easily,

send to us for the book—it's free.

THE DOHINION RADIATOR COHPANY,
Toronto, Ont.

3
3

3

3
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CYCLE

SPORTING GOODS FOR 1901

THE TRADE
will be pleased with our new assortment of goods for the coming season.

Our travellers are now on the road with samples ; if they have not seen

you, a card to us will bring them to you. It will pay to get our new prices.

wfiiTETOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.'WVWW\/V\'V\/\/Vl'W\/V\

RICE LEWIS & SON
IlIIMIITIEID

Cor. King and Victoria Sts., N

How to Prevent a Belt from Slipping.

A BELT WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG

If our Pulley Covering is used, as thousands of manufacturers using leather belts

for the transmission of power experience annoyance and trouble with slipping belts,

from which arise many losses, such as time, power, etc.

No doubt you have tried many preparations, but the "Vacuum Cement and
Pulley Covering" will prevent all belts from slipping, being free from all

harmful ingredients. It will put your belts in better condition and keep them so,

help them to do the proper work, as no other dressings or coverings ever invented

have done before.

" The Vacuum Cement and Pulley Covering " is not the cheapest, but the best. It allows the use of

a much slacker belt than usual ; this slackness prevents belt strains, as well as strains on the machinery. The
covering may be applied to any pulley, iron or wood, and is guaranteed for five years. We furnish the material,

and the work can be done right in your own shop. We invite your careful investigation.

Write for full particulars.

The Vacuum Cement & Pulley Covering Co.,

Main Office, 14-33 Third Ave., IMEVA/ YORK.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.
X S X

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

SOME OF THE NEWER "VANKCT" Tfifil Q
t » » » W CgB I JM W^L f

*
I

I II J I . J

NO. 41 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN HANDLE.

NO. 42 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN BOX.

NO. 50 RECIPROCATING DRILL, FOR WOOD OR METALS-

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

OVICK MlAL

WICK MEAL

OUtCK MEAL

WOK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

ouiok meal

Quick meal

4*

Quick Meal
Summer StovesGasoline or

Blue Flame Oil.

Used Most and Valued Highest.
The popular favorites with Canadian housekeepers, because of their reliable trustworthiness, perfect

adaptability for all kinds of kitchen work, and their simple ease of operation.

The " Quick Meal " Wickless Oil Stove is a marvel of perfect construction, made to please the

popular demand, unique in its good points, an unfailing success.

Post yourself on the good points these fine stoves offer you Send for our descriptive catalogue, and

make up your mind to do a rousing Spring trade in these splendid quick-selling " Quick Meal " Stoves.

AS IN FORMER YeARS, WE ARE SOLE CANADIAN AQENTS.

The Gurney Foundry Co, Limited
TORONTO, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

9tJ9tJ9tJft

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED,
MONTREAL

o«

If* I

mm-*«
OVICK MFAL

QUICK MEAL

OWCK MEAL*
M-afifLiAtt

QUICK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

OUICK MEAL

OWCKMEAL

t

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT., CANADA

rt Maxwell Favorite Churn " Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved' Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of igoi. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

High and Low Wheel*,
from la-in. to ao-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

Steel Frame Churn

MAXWELL MOWER
8-inch Low Wheel.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you
these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Wood, Vallance & Co.,

IroD Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vanoouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

What Profit ^
VWVksWVWWWWWVW

will you have if you sell a farmer binding
twine that fails in its works, or gives trouble ? Either
he will return it, and demand his money, or seek reduc-
tion in the price. Perhaps he will patronize your opposi-

tion when he wants more twine, and, getting satisfaction,

buy other goods as well.

Why not avoid these risks by handling

cc L.YMOUXH?"
\ THE STAMP OF

EXCELLENCE.
I

It has been thoroughly tested, proved the best, and gives
the greatest satisfaction.

Every ball sold Helps to sell another.

Plymouth Binder Twine
Agency McKinnon Bldg., Melinda St., Toronto, Ont.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

"APOLLO"
Kitchen Range
Boilers. GALVANIZED.

Made of "Apollo"

Open Hearth Steel.

Severely tested at 200 lbs. before galvanizing (mak-

ing tightness doubly sure), and are perfectly

galvanized inside and out.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

IRON f STEEL
BANDS, TINNED SHEETS,
HOOPS, GALVANIZED SHEETS,
BLACK SHEETS, RUSSIA SHEETS.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

EVERYTHING GOOD AND PROFITABLE IN WALL PAPER.

21-inch Ingrain Frieze, No. 203C

_2»jgi=.

THE ABOVE ARE TWO OF MANY SUCCESSFUL FRIEZES
IN OUR 1901 COLLECTION .* .* * j» j»

IF OF INTEREST WE WILL MAIL SMALL BOOK OF
INGRAIN SHADES WITH ILLUSTRATED MATCHED
COMBINATIONS, OR SAMPLES OF ABOVE OR OTHERS
IN ANY DESIRED SHADE j* <* j* jt ^

the WATSON, FOSTER CO., limited

Feb. 1st. MONTREAL.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

i

I

THE TIME TO INSURE IS

NOW
While you are WELL, STRONG and INSURABLE.

THE

Confederation

Life
ASSOCIATION issues policies on all approved plans

of insurance, and is a prosperous and progressive

Canadian Company.

PROTECTION FOR YOUR FAMILY.

PROFITABLE INVESTMENT FOR YOURSELF.

Pamphlets and full information sent on application.

Hon. Sir W. P. Howland, K.C.M.G., C.B.,

PRESIDENT.

W. H. Beatty, Esq., W. D. Matthews, Esq.,

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

W C. MACDONALO,
ACTUARY.

MEAD OFFICE,

J. K. MACDONALD,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

TORONTO.

THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

dai riVA/iw

Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Bali-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. C*^

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

f Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,

L.
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

Three l^
Minutes

is not the record of an expert demon-

strator. It is the time any one at

home freezes ice cream in a

Peerless
Iceland
Freezer

(One Motion)

Patented dasher construction does

away with all motions except one—

the can revolves aroundaiu-fttttion-

ary dasher. Motioi^p necessary in

the cream not in the machine.

The cream has more motion in

Peerless Iceland than in any other

freezer.

If there is anything else you would like

to know, ask your jobber or write us.

DANA & CO., Cincinnati
JVeti) Yor1(. Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco "Branch. 105 Front St.

f

(



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

LEWIS BROS. & CO., MONTREAL
Our Stock of

Lawn and Garden Hose
and Fixtures is most complete.

I*. NA^ill pay you -to get our Prices on I—lose.

tAS~i

Hose Strap Plyers.

Cooper Hose Mender, y2 , %, and i-inch.

flfflMB
Iron Hose Mender,
y3 , % and i -in.

Brass Hose Coupling.

Hose Band, V2 and %-\
Wood Hose Mender,

y2 and %-in.

Qem Nozzle.

Magic Nozzle.

\A/ri"te for Prices,

Caldwell Hose
Straps.

No. K. C. No. i.

Hose Reel, No. i.

LEWIS BROS. & CO.
Wholesale Hardware, MONTREAL.



WARE AND METAL

IMo. 3

> NOVELTY

QUILT FRAME

CLAMPS.
JAPANNED or COPPERED.

i

No

FOR SPRING CLEANING, YOUR LADY CUSTOMERS WILL
APPRECIATE THESE FOR THEIR CURTAIN FRAMES.

INSTEAD OF THE OLD WAY OF RESTING THE FRAMES ON
CHAIRS, USE OLD BROOM HANDLES IN THE SOCKETS.

SAVES WORRY. IMPROVES TEMPER.

If you would like to see It. a sample will be mailed you If you will drop a post card to

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., GUELPH, ONT.

SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

M VICTOR and DAISY Oil Stoves
of to-day are the results of years of practical ex-

perience in oil stove making.

In them are embodied all the points which

go to make up a perfect oil stove.

T

A stove which will not smoke t but will give perfect

A stove which will not smell ) satisfaction.

That's why our trade is increasing so rapidly.

Your stock would not be complete without these goods.

Made in one, two and three-burner.

We will be pleased to quote you.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President, refused, and quotations have been sent out A RETAILER'S MISTAKE.
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN, ^^

Montreal. which are considerably higher than the ' I 'HE representative of a well-known

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO. figures of a few weeks ago. manufacturing concern was recently

Limited. The situation in Canada seems to be fully attracted by the low figure at which

™£\?ttf™£™&ffillt$£&\ « strong as that in Belgium. The import a retailer in Toronto had marked the sell-

Queb^vJ!^ order business has been smaller than last i"g P^ce of the line of goods his firm pro-

year. As stocks here are no heavier than duced. Without revealing his identity he
OFFICES . A A V.Montreal 331 McQiii street, they were a year ago, when a shortage was stepped into the store and made a purchase

Toronto 10 Front street Easti so feared, and as it is reasonable to expect of the goods, but finding the quantity each
Telephone 1148. ......

London, eng. - - - - 109 Fleet street, E.C., a larger movement from stock than a year individual could buy was limited, he
J. M. McKim. ° '

Manchester, eng. - - - ^8 |t Ann^sueet. ago, the jobbers have followed the advance secured several boys to enter the store and

Winnipeg .... western' CanadaJlock I
in Bdgium Further advances are pre . secure additional quantities. As the figure

ST.jOHN.N.B. - - - No. 3 Market Whart, ^^^ at which he bought was twQ cents a
NEW YORK - I76 E

-
88th street -

package below the manufacturer's figure, a
Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.

Great Britain and elsewhere - • 12s. HUMANITARIAN POLICY. nearby departmental store readily took
Published every Saturday.

, . . ; . yxERCY LANGMUIR, a writer on over the goods at the figure at which the
Cable Address ^dscript, London. N .,,,,,**°sc"Pt.i»pa°»- foundry economy, lays a great deal representative had purchased them.

of stress on the treatment of employes A few days later the representative again

as a feature of economical management. visited the retailer's store and found him

•
' There is little or no sentiment in the still ticketing the goods in question at the

matter," he says. "It is simply better same low price. After explaining who he

treatment, better results—a policy which was he asked the retailer how he could

will admit of untold expansion in the afford to sell the article at such a low
THE ADVANCE IN GLASS. K

foundry world." figure.

AS anticipated in last week's issue, a
In every factory, in every warehouse, in

" O, I m not making anything, but I'm
general advance was made in glass * '

. .

. . . ... . every store, there are, undoubtedly, em- not losing
;

I m selling at actual cost.

"

prices at the beginning of the week. "
T-U .-«• .u . 1 a . n.- a u p!oyes whom any amount of humanitarian " No

'
vou are not selhng at cost

.
said

The stiffness that led to this advance here v
'

J

., c treatment will not induce to put forth better the representative, "you are losing a clear
was largely due to the growing firmness in ^

_,.,., ... , , . effort on their employers' behalf. But all
two cents a package on the first cost.

"

Europe. The strike which started in v 3

„ . . . . . -. ,.„ „ .
,

are not the same. The majority are not
And so he was> for lt turned out that he

Belgium last August is still on, and is cur- J '

the same thought there were a certain number of
tailing the production there to a considerable

.„, ., . . ., lt_ , packages in a case when there were reallv
extent. Whether it be the man in the factory or '

., .!._ az ±%- 1. • 10 less. Naturally he was much confused
The production in Great Britain has been the man in the office, the humanitarian

,. •„ • .. , . , , when he learned his mistake. But he never
larger than usual, but the increase has not policy will, in the long run, be found to be

,. ,• r>, 1 j ought to have based his selling price on
been sufficient to meet the shortage in the best policy. People do not expect to

5 * v

,, - tU ,. , . what he thought was the number of pack-
Belgium, turn up "sixes with every throw of the v

j- j . .. .u » ages there were in the case. He should
The natural consequence is that the Bel- dice, and yet they go on throwing. In

6

. . . . , u...v.,„;f,..;,., f.-,fm-«t ~r - i~ - ...
have learned for a certainty what the actual

gian exporters have had more business than humanitarian treatment of employes, the J

they could handle, and have taken full ad- chances of success are much greater.
num er was *

_ , ,
The moral in this incident is obvious,

vantage of the conditions. Orders sent at A coercive policy may pay with slaves,

a basis ruling some time ago have been but with the average free man, never. Stiff iron prices give backbone to trade.

•WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER
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BUSINESS VS. POLITICAL ENERGY.

HARDWARE AND METAL has re-

peatedly urged the business men of

this country not to put their faith in

legislators, but to develop energy them-

selves if they ever hoped to induce Federal

or Provincial Parliaments to pass laws in

conformity with the commercial necessities

of the country.

Support of this principle has come from a

quarter least expected ; namely, from a

member of one of the legislative bodies of

the country.

A few evenings ago, the Toronto Board

of Trade held a special meeting to consider

the development of New Ontario. Among

the gentlemen who spoke was Mr. W. H.

Hoyle, the representative of North Ontario

in the Ontario Legislature. Mr. Hoyle is a

party man, and a pretty strong one, too
;

but he is also a practical and a successful

business man. And during the three years

he has occupied a seat in the Ontario

Legislature he has doubtless learned a

great deal about the ways of the average

politician. At any rate, his own business

instincts have not been destroyed, for he

declared at the meeting of the Toronto

Board of Trade referred to that if the

business men present hoped to succeed in

their efforts to develop New Ontario they

must not " put their faith in legislators,

but in their own energy and enterprise."

Coming from a man who is a legislator,

this advice carries with it more weight than

it could possibly have had were it given by

a private citizen. But, judging from the

past, it will require the preaching of a great

deal of such gospel before business men

universally shall be awakened to a sense

of their sin of omisiion in this particular.

Business men, as represented by boards

of trade and other commercial bodies, have,

time and again, to use a slang phrase, been

turned down by Governments, Federal and

Provincial, in regard to commercial matters.

The power behind the throne is not the

business man ; it is the politician. If the

latter wants any favors he stands at the

door and knocks, and knocks hard, until it

is opened and his wants are satisfied. He

is enterprising ; he is energetic, and he

gets his reward.

The business man, on the other hand,

when he wants anything for the welfare of

the commercial interests gently taps at the

door of the Cabinet or of the Parliament.

If the door is not forthwith opened he

ceases knocking and departs.

Party exigencies demand that the politi-

cian's demands shall be satisfied. He

controls votes which he will not hesitate to

use against his party, if, by so doing, he

can further his own ends. There is no

such danger in regard to the business man.

In his demands for the improvement of

laws or regulations of commercial signifi-

cance he is not seeking the gratification

of personal aspirations or ambitions. His

thought is the welfare of the business com-

munity and, of course, indirectly, that of

the country. But whether his demands are

satisfied or not he falls into line on election

day at the crack of the party whip. If he

is Conservative he is Conservative still ; if

he is Liberal he is Liberal still.

THE DUTY AGAINST UNITED
STATES SILVER COINS.

THE existence of laws, sometimes in-

teresting ones, are often not known

to us until revealed by accident.

Probably not one person in a hundred is

aware that the Canadian Customs tariff

imposes a duty on silver coins of the United

States. Yet it does. A reader of Hard-

ware and Metal learned this the other

day, to his great surprise, when he was

taxed 20 per cent, on a small sum of United

States silver coinage which came through

the mails.

The clause of the tariff authorizing the

imposition of a duty on the silver coinage

of our neighbors is really in the free list.

It is numbered 473 and in part reads :

" Coins, cabinets of, collections of medals

and of other antiquities including collec-

tions of postage stamps
;
gold and silver

coins, except United States silver coins."

Being thus denied the right of the free list,

and not enumerated elsewhere, United

States silver coin comes under the unenu-

merated goods clause and is subject therefor

to a duty of 20 per cent.

The provision for taxing United States

silver coinage has been in the Customs tariff

tor some years, notwithstanding that so few

people appear to be aware of the fact. And

it was created because of the large amount

of United States silver coinage that was

being brought into Canada by cattle- drovers

and others and put into circulation here

until it became, as a Customs official put it

" a nuisance."

In spite of the 20 per cent, duty, however,

a good deal of United States silver coinage

finds its way into Canada and circulates

here, and at par, too, notwithstanding that ^
Canadian silver coinage, although purer

than the former, will not be taken at all in

many parts of the United States.

The official trade returns do not show the

amount of silver coins that are brought into

Canada from the United States, but, of gold

coins, we last year imported over $7,400,-

000 from that country, while our total

imports of coin, silver and gold, all told,

was only about $8,000,000.

It may be, perhaps, interesting in this

connection to note that our total exports of

gold coin last year were $6,903,562, of

which all but $400 went to the United

States, and of silver, $83,440, of which all

but $650 went to the United States.

CHANGES IN WIRE NAILS AND
TACKS.

THE manufacturers have concluded

their meetings in Montreal, and

while a few changes have been

made, none of them are of great import-

ance.

It was maintained by some of -the wire

nail manufacturers that they could not

afford to maintain a difference of 10c. per

keg between the price of carlots and less

than carlots. It was furthermore urged

that the difference of 10c. per keg, together

with the lower freight rates which the

purchaser of carlots of wire nails received,

placed the small dealer at too great a dis-

advantage. As a result it was decided to

increase the price on carlots 2^c. per 100

lb., and to allow the old quotation to stand

on less quantities, thus reducing the differ-

ence between carlots and less than carlots

to 7^c. per keg.

A reduction was made in the price

of a few lines of tacks. It is principally in

the descriptions used by manufacturers.

This will be gathered from the following,

showing the new and old discount :

New Old
Discount. Discount.

Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 1

5

80 & 5

Carpet tacks, tinned. 80 & 20 80 & 10

Upholsterers' tacks, bulk 85, 12^ & 12% 85 & u%
Cooper nails 52^ 52

The changes are due, it is understood, to

increased competition among the manu-

facturers.
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THE CANCELLATION OF ORDERS.

Editor Hardware and Metal,— I have

looked over the comments on your editorial

of March 9 with some interest, and am
pleased to see good points brought forward

on the subject of business honor in soliciting

orders for forward delivery of goods and as

to how far a man is bound to accept goods

as agreed upon, in case a decline in values

takes place before the date for delivery.

Your correspondent, "The Beeton Bell,"

presents his views at some length, bringing

in some special phases that were not under

consideration in your article. One point

referred to by him is where an order is

taken and a guarantee to meet any reduc-

tion is made by the house accepting it.

All will agree that where this is the case

the party giving the order has all the ad-

vantage on his side, and the party soliciting

erders under such one sided conditions must

take the consequences.

Another case supposed is where manu-
facturers combine and put up prices above

market values, and, before orders are filled,

the combine reduce the selling price and
try to make their patrons pay the enhanced

value. Notwithstanding they are obliged

to make reductions to a legitimate basis

before the delivery of the goods, the retail

dealer who finds himself in such a fix

will always have the sympathy of the

business public.

But, let us consider the subject simply as

first discussed. A wholesale merchant in

many cases must arrange for the goods he

is to supply to the retailer some months

before they are to be shipped out. His

traveller goes out on his route and it takes

some weeks to cover his district. As his

orders are taken he forwards them in to

the office. Possibly, the house has a dozen

men out. Their orders booked are con-

densed, and, in an ordinary business way,

the firm must cover these by booking with

the manufacturer, possibly, in Great Britain

or elsewhere, to arrive in one, two or three

months. And, while these goods are in

transit, the raw material from which the

goods are made comes down in price and

the market weakens. Another set of

travellers are out who began their routes

where the first left off, and reach, at a

late date in the season, the section where

others began. The retail man finds the

market is weakening and may come down
still lower. He secures the lowest quota-

tions possible, perhaps for double the quan-

tity his first order is for, and at once writes

the house who holds his first order, and

says, "Unless you meet the figures I have

to day had given me I cancel my order,"

and calls himself an honest man.

Might I suggest this savors of a hold-up if

" The Beeton Bell " will allow me to use his

words.

I was at church last Sunday evening and

heard a sermon on "Man's Duty to His

Fellow." The preacher discussed a busi-

ness transaction and said :
" When

making a bargain you should get a profit

for yourself. It is your due. You must

take care to get it, but not all the profit.

You must let the other man have some. If

you don't, do you know what you are ? I

will tell. You are a thief and don't forget

it." I do not say what the retail man is

who performs the hold-up by saying :

" Cancel my order you booked and pro-

vided to supply or meet the price I am now

quoting " no matter if it does take all your

profit away, but I leave him with the

preacher.

An Old Traveller.

Toronto, April 2, 1901.

TRAVELLERS FROM THE WEST.

Hardware and Metal has, during the

past week, run across three travellers who
have just returned from the Northwest and

British Columbia. They were Messrs. A.

T. Chambers, of H. S. Howland, Sons &
Co., Toronto ; H. G. Allen, of The Oneida

Community, Limited, Niagara Falls ; and

J. T. Webb, of TheThos. Davidson Manu-

facturing Co., Limited, Montreal.

Their reports regarding the trade con-

ditions corroborated each other. They all

stated that, while trade was quiet in Mani-

toba and payments slow, the conditions in

these respects were not as bad as antici-

pated, owing to the failure of the wheat

crop last year. As the farmers had put in

their spare time last fall in breaking new

ground the acreage under wheat will be

much larger. The outlook for the coming

season is, therefore, good. They all reported

trade fairly brisk in British Columbia.

Mr. J. T. Webb will be on his old

territory in Ontario in the course of the next

few days.

HE WAS SATISFIED.

A merchant who had his doubts about

the results he was getting from his adver-

tisement in the local papers, determined to

test the efficacy of his mediums. He had

two stores in nearby towns. In each he

put a table of special bargains at greatly

reduced prices. The goods on the table

in each store had the prices plainly marked

on them. The merchant inserted an

advertisement in his customary medium,

and in it he advertised the bargain counter

in one store and said nothing about the like

counter in the other. The results surprised

him. The bargain counter he advertised

emptied itself faster than he could fill it,

and the clerks in that store kept busy.

People drove straight through the town

wherein were the bargains he had not

advertised and came for miles to patronize

the other store, when they might, had they

known it, have bought the same goods for

the same price almost at their doors. That

merchant is now thoroughly converted to

belief in the efficacy of the newspaper ad.

HOW TO DO BUSINESS.

RULES FOR BUYERS.

i. Buy to please your customers and not

the manufacturer.

2. Give your customers the best values

you can for your money.

3. Buy close enough to meet all competi-

tors' prices.

4. Study prevailing styles—be first to

show what you think will increase business.

5. Never overstock your store or depart-

ment.

6. Keep posted on the different qualities

and grades of your stock.

7. Be punctual in keeping business en-

gagements.

8. Buy from those you know to be strictly

just.

9. Do not trust to memory—keep a

memorandum.

10. Never accept favors from drummers.
11. Never talk of employer's business to

outsiders.

12. Keep posted on methods of up-to-

date business houses.

RULES FOR EMPLOYES.

i. Get the confidence of your employer.

2. Be honest and accurate.

3. Be pleasant to rich and poor alike.

4. Never misrepresent goods to customers.

5. Be punctual as to business hours.

6. Meet all customers half way.

7

.

Study your stock—keep it clean 3 r

.

in place.

8. Always work for your employer s

Interest.

9. Make no engagements for business

hours.

10. Always keep good company outside

the store.

11. Do not insist on a customer buying

what he or she does not want.

12. Do not talk too much to customers

answer their questions politely. — Sam
Whitmire, in Advertising World.

T. R. Armstrong, Newbury, Ont., has

opened a furniture and hardware store in

Wardsville, Ont.
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A SCHEME TO MEET DEPARTMENT
STORE COMPETITION.

Editor Hardware and Metal,— I read

with interest in Hardware and Metal of

March 9, of the united action the merchants

of Wolfville, N.S., are taking to fight the

large city departmental stores, which, I think,

a step in the right direction, and is most

commendable. But, in my opinion, they

do not go far enough, as they have only

one bargain day in the year, while the

departmental stores are advertising a bargain

day every week in the year.

The best way to fight departmental stores

is with their own thunder, or, in other words,

with their own weapons.

I would like to suggest a method to the

readers of Hardware and Metal, which,

I think, would be most effectual in combat-

ing the influence of the big departmental

stores in country places. The big depart-

mental stores depend upon the city trade as

their paying trade, and in the city, with the

exception of a few bargain day cut prices,

which are mostly for out-of.season goods,

remnants and other damaged or short-

measure goods, such as. wall paper, spools,

tape, twine, yarn, hemp, which have not

got the full complement of feet or yards as

are usually made for and sold by the general

trade, and which are made expressly for

departmental store leaders, they keep up the

price of their goods in the city, and, in some

cases, especially with the wealthy class, they

get fabulous profits. All their cutthroat

business is done in the country, with the

exception of goods carried by a few specialty

merchants in the cities, such as druggists,

grocers, confectioners and jewellers, whom
they endeavor to wreck as speedily as

possible by making leaders of their best-

paying lines, when they know they cannot

depend upon the steady and constant trade

of the country people.

The method I would suggest is that all

the first class country towns, where they

have no departmental stores, such as

Woodstock, Stratford, St. Catharines, Gait,

Paris, Berlin, Perth, Smith's Falls, Almonte,

Pembroke, and all the small villages unite

as one firm or company and get up a first-

class catalogue, such as Eaton gets up, with

cuts and prices of all the goods actually

sold. In this catalogue I would place all

kinds of goods suitable for all classes of city

trade, the cost of catalogue to be borne by

all the merchants of the town or by a dozen

of towns combined. To put the price of all

goods listed therein right down to cost, with

only margin enough added to pay for cost

of catalogues, freight on goods from Mont-

real, Toronto, etc., and other incidentals.

Flood the cities with these catalogues

;

pursue exactly the same method in the cities

that Eaton and others do in the country.

Keep up the prices at home, and sell at cost

or nearly at cost in the cities.

The goods could be imported direct to

the town from where the catalogues are

issued or you could send an agent to the

city. Say, one to Montreal and one to To-

ronto and open a sample room and have a

sample of all goods listed in your catalogue

to choose from. He could also see faith-

fully to the distribution of the catalogues to

every family in the city ; and as the orders

came in, which would only be filled for

spot cash, they could be sent to the towns,

or they could be sent in direct to the whole-

sale house or manufacturer in the city,

saving the cost of express or freight on the

goods.

If all the country merchants in the coun-

try were to combine and pursue some such

method as above suggested, I am of the

opinion that if it was faithfully carried out

they could wreck every departmental store

in the country inside of two years. As self

preservation is the first law of nature, it

behooves us to wreck them, as they are

apparently going to wreck us or reduce our

business to such an unprofitable condition

as to deprive us of anything but the most

meagre existence. Subscriber.

Cobden, Ont., March 25.

distinguishing them when stored* together,

which is nearly always the case.

J. Hardie,

Commercial Traveller.

Montreal, March 29, 1901.

TERM "PENNY" AS APPLIED TO
NAILS.

Editor Hardware and Metal,—Is it

not high time manufacturers discarded the

obsolete term " dy " in marking nail kegs ?

Country merchants never order nails in

this old-fashioned way (for some have been

known to get 4-inch for 4 dy.), and it's very

mystifying to the rising generation who have

enough to learn about hardware without

anything superfluous.

This expression originated in England

many years ago, when 3-inch nails were

made 100 to the lb.; thus, a ten-penny nail

being 1.000 nails to 10 lb., a six-penny

nail being 1,000 nails to six lb., but to-day

nails aie much heavier, as you will find by

weighing that there are 71 cut, or 67 wire

nails in a pound of 3 inch, consequently, this

expression is as useless to us now as pounds,

shillings and pence.

I shall certainly push that factory's goods

whith is up to-date enough to mark nails in

inches.

Another good idea would be to use

different colors for stencilling wire or cut

nails, this would be a great advantage in

RICE LEWIS & SON'S PAINT
DEPARTMENT.

WHILE an old-established firm, Rice

Lewis & Son, Limited, are always

casting about for something new,

like all progressive firms. They recently

decided to create a ready.mixed paint de-

partment, and, although this department

has only been in existence a short time, the

firm is more than pleased with the results.

" It is," explained a member of the firm,

'
' an entirely new departure with us, and the

results have been gratifying beyond our

expectations. I do not know that we ever

created a department that took better. The

repeat orders we have received clearly in-

dicate that it is now beyond the experi-

mental stage. In some instances we have

duplicated and trebled our original specifi-

cations."

The brand under which the paint is put

upon the market is the "Jewel." The

paint is in tins and fractions of tins. The

peculiar qualities claimed for '
' Jewel

'

'

paints are their economy, owing to the large

space they will cover, and freedom from

blistering.

MAKE YOURSELF INDISPENSABLE.

A man should always stand on his own

feet, take advantage of opportunities, and

be honest and diligent. To succeed, you

must make yourself indispensable and not

set a limit to the time of your working

hours, but do your work to the best of your

ability and let pleasure be of secondary

importance. The right type of man finds

pleasure in his work, and employers are

looking for such. Men who compel recog-

nition by their work cannot be restrained

from forging ahead. It is not always the

man who is smartest who makes the greatest

advancement ; it is he of bulldog tenacity,

he who cannot be discouraged and never

gives up.—C. M. Schwab.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipmenti

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

MOHR & RYAN, general merchants

and lumber dealers, Killaloe Station,

Ont., have assigned to Alex. P.

Mutchmor.

Alp. Letourneau, general merchant, Little

Mechins, Que., has assigned.

Alex. Cameron, general merchant, North

Lochaber, N.S., has assigned.

H. Cairns, general merchant, Sawyer-

ville, Que., is offering 50c. on the dollar.

L. G. Jourdain, hardware dealer, Three

Rivers, Que., is offering 30c. cash on the

dollar.

A meeting of the creditors of Paul Bisson-

ette, general merchant, Casselman, Ont.,

has been held.

A statement of the affairs of Flavien

Paquette, general merchant, Paquetville,

Que., is being prepared.

A meeting of the creditors of Messrs,

George A. Rollins, tinware dealers, etc.,

Madoc, Ont., has been called for to day

(Friday).

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

S. Prevost & Co., hardware dealers,

Montreal, have dissolved.

Alex. Young, hardware dealer. Wing-

ham, Ont., has admitted his sons into the

business.

Hodgkinson & Fisher, blacksmiths, Kin-

cardine, Ont.. have dissolved. Joseph

Fisher continues.

Hermeston & Nichol, hardware dealers,

Walkerton, Ont., have dissolved. W. J.

Hermeston continues.

The Arlington Bicycle Co., Montreal,

have dissolved. Robt. A. Radmore has

registered as proprietor.

Peter McKay, and David Johnston have

registered partnership as general merchants

under the style of McKay & Co., Thorburn,

N.S.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

Henry Living, hardware dealer, Ottawa,

has sold out.

The stock of B. J. Petteres, machinist,

Montreal, has been sold.

H. W. Murphy, general merchant, Au-

burn Station, N S., has sold out.

The assets of Hugh MacColl, electrical

contractor, etc., Ottawa, are for sale.

The assets of Joseph Bernier. carriage-

maker, L' Islet, Que., are to be sold April

16.

J. C. Price, general merchant, Ridge-

town, Ont. , is advertising his business for

sale.

The stock of the estate of Ruth Perry,

general merchant, Gad's Hill, Ont., is to

be sold.

PAINT^pT
"Cans and Can'ts"

Good paint can build good business : poorN

'paint can't. Good paint can build good rep-

utation; poor paint can't. Good paint can bring^

(customers back again and again
;
poor paint ean't.^

Good paint can make good advertising pay : poor!

paint can't. : Good paint can be pushed by telling]^ ^=V
the truth

;
poor paint can't. Good paint can in-

still confidence : .poor paint can't. , Good paint

!il\\ can advertise itseli
;
poor paint can't. Good painty

can make money for you
;

poor paint can't.

The Sherwin-Williams Paint
is not only good paint. It's the best-

best in quality. best in reputaion,best^

in advertising, best in money
„ making.w

fir

h$<tiimtt-wiu.tuaPM<f-

n

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Nt\* YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

CHANGES.

Mary Mills, general merchant, Orwell,

Ont., has sold out to Joseph Slade.

Wm. Brown, hardware dealer, Belmont,

Ont., has sold out to McPherson Bros.

Eliza Betts, general merchant, Mount

Brydges, Ont., has been succeeded by Chas.

McGregor.

T. N. Wheeler, general merchant,

Shedden, Ont.. is about to remove to Lon-

don.

Butchart & Somersall, hardware dealers,

Carman, Man., have been succeeded by

Butchart & Co.

J. & R. Young, general merchants,

Tracadie, N.B., have been succeeded by

Charles Robinson.

The stock of J. H. McMillan & Co.,

grocer, Nanaimo, B.C., has been sold to

Hugh A. McMillan.

John Price, general merchant, etc., Port

Stanley, Ont., has sold his general store

business to W. A. Day.

Joseph Dore has registered as proprietor

of Leduc & Dore, coal and wood dealers,

St. Henri de Montreal.

The business of George R. Garrett

general merchant, Murray Harbor South,

P.E.I., is to be sold out.

Isaac Hirtle, grocer, Lunenburg, N.S.,

has registered consent for his wife, Tamon
Hirtle, to do business in her own name.

f. Ritter, hardware dealer, Newton, Ont.,

has sold out to Wm. Attig.

C. Lajole & Cie have registered as coal

and wood dealers in Montreal.

F. L. Hamilton, blacksmith, Cromarty,

Ont., has sold out to H. M. Lachlin.

Bain & Hunter, bicycle dealers, etc.,

Hamilton, Ont., have sold out to A. D.

Wise.

John Steel, stove and tinware dealer,

Dunnvilie, Ont., has been succeeded ,by

Chas. Herring.

FIRES.

The Shuswap Milling Co., saw mi Hers,

Kamloops, B.C., have been burned out.

DEATHS.

Wm. Pendrigh, brass founder, Yarmouth,

N.S., is dead.

John Carruthers, president and manager
of the Prescott Emery Wheel Co., is dead.

W. F. Dibblee & Son, hardware dealers,

Woodstock, N.B., are opening a hardware

store in St. John.

McCurdy Bros., who, as reported in

Hardware and Metal of March 23,

succeeded A. J. Jeffrey, hardware dealer,

Stratford, Ont., desire to extend through

this paper thanks to the trade who were

their customers while they were on the road

for the Hobbs Hardware Co., London,

Ont., for past courtesies,
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A NOVEL SELF-HEATING SAD IRON.

ONE of the drawbacks to the more gen-

eral introduction of the self-heating

sad iron is the necessity of using as

fuel a high-grade gasoline, which, in country

villages, cannot always be readily obtained.

The drawback has been simply enough

avoided in a new sad iron invented by Mr.

Iver Wickland, of West Superior, Wis.

Besides overcoming the difficulty mentioned,

the inventor has also devised a burner

which completely consumes the vapor

formed, and has provided a generator which

maintains a constant pressure.

The oil reservoir is supported at one end

of the iron. From the lower end of the

reservoir a tube extends through the lower

portion of the iron beneath a metal shield.

The tube is connected with a retort in which

the oil is received for the generation of gas.

The retort communicates with a valve-cas-

ing provided with a needle valve and

arranged to discharge the vapor in a burner

tube located directly above the shield.

Openings in the lower portion of the burner

tube discharge the gas downward on each

side of the shield. The forward portion of

the iron constitutes a cup for oil. When
ignited this oil will heat the retort and

adjacent parts sufficiently to generate vapor.

By opening the needle valve the vapor is

mixed with air, forced into the burner tube

and ignited.

The iron can be kept hot for more than

60 hours at a cost of 20c. The heat can be

regulated as desired. Only one iron is

required for the house laundry. No stove

is needed to heat several irons. The com,-

bustion of the gas is so complete that no

odor is perceptible.—Scientific American.

ELECTRIC GENERATORS BOUGHT
IN THE UNITED STATES.

M. P. Davis, of Quebec, Canada, who

has obtained the contract for the construc-

tion of the Shieks Island plant, which is to

be utilized for operating the canal docks in

that vicinity is now placing a number of

important contracts for equipment, and so

forth. The plant, which is to be a water-

power one, will develop 4.000 units. The

Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company,

of Cincinnati, Ohio, has secured the con-

tract for the building of the first of four

three phase electric generators to be installed

in the plant. It is estimated that fully

8500,000 will be expended for equipment,

etc.—New York Journal of Commerce.

Geo. W. Brown, Southampton, N.B., is

promoting a company to build a steamer to

carry freight and passengers between

Fredericton and St. John, N.B. Over

$5,000 of the necessary capital stock has

been subscribed. .

It's the Mark of

Honest Cycles
at

Honest Prices.

Merit Rewarded.
VVV\*'V%*'VVV%'VVVV\'V*'VVV\VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVtwwwwwwtwvwvwww^

IVER JOHNSON
BICYCLES, GUNS and REVOLVERS

Exemplify "Standards of Excellence" attained

by virtue of an unwavering determination to

produce only

Honest Goods at Honest Prices.

Merchants who seek a permanent identification with a standard line of Bicycles should address
us for particulars pertaining to exclusive agency of the Iver Johnson.

Catalogs mailed when applied for.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York—99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

THE

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

3-^-tJOi i_iodii_B_i_»_j_i_L_i.rf;

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder In the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

ASPINALL'S
0. White for Inside,

Indian White—Outside
for

Decorators' Use.

Imperial Gallons
and %-Gallons.

Free from Poisonous White Lead. Colours

Perfect. The original English make as supplied

to Royalty.

Agents:!iOntarb and thelEast, R. C. Jamieson & Co, 13 St, John

Street. Montrea'. Winnipeg and District, J. H. Ashdown,

Winnipeg,
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. ONLY
WHOLESALE

"NEWMARKET" Horse Clipper.
Cattle-Marking Scissors.

Also a full line of

Toilet Clippers.

Boker's
"Dandy" Horse Clippers.
"Keen Cut" Horse Clippers
"Perfection" Horse Clippers.

No. 1704. Bali-Bearing
with Improved Steel Ball-Bearing

.

Horse

For Cutting Fetlocks or Clipping Dogs.
Coarse Teeth.

Chicago Flexible Horse Clippers.

The "Lightning" Round Belt Clipper. No. 98. Standard Machine.

Has a 24-in. Balance Wheel and carries Mounted on an Improved Collapsible

same Shaft and Knife as the 98 machine. Stand.

Chicago Horse Clipper.

Knife and Handles.
Knife Only—Top.
Knife Only—Bottom.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY. Grabam Wire and Cat Nails are the Best,
OUR PRICES

ARE RIGHT.
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ROMANCE OF SHOP FITTING.

WHEN you look through a smart

looking shop-window at the glitter-

ing goods inside, does it ever

strike you that the window may cost more

than the goods behind it ? says an English

paper.

There is a new boot-shop in Holborn of

which the plates of glass are 1 6 ft. x 18 ft.

These cost ,£50 apiece. There are five of

them. They are framed in carved wood.

Each frame cost ,£75. Behind each is an

air-tight showcase. On each case £/]o was

spent. Each of these window-cases is

decorated, and has shelves of glass five-

eighths of an inch thick. Another ,£40.

At night the whole glass front gleams with

electric lamps. These cost £2.0 for each

window. If you glance above the window

you will see the name of the company in

large letters on a front of stoneware. The

letters are of teak, a very expensive Indian

wood, and are bolted to the bed they rest

on. Another ,£150 went into this one item.

If you saw one of those huge sheets of

plate-glass leaning against a wall in Messrs.

Sage's factory you would find that, by

pressing your finger on the centre, the

glass, thick as it is, was not rigid. There

would be a play of three or four inches.

Try the same experiment with the same

glass in the window. It is stiff as a wall.

But your eyes will be sharp if you can see

the almost invisible glass tube which props

the window from inside.

Jewellers' shops cost most to fit. There

is in Tiffany's a slab of porphyry which had

to be specially quarried for them in Norway.

One of those revolving showcases which

you see in jewellers' windows for the display

of rings costs £%o. To this must be added

£16 for the motor which turns the cone,

and several shillings apiece for the fifty-four

electric lamps which light it.

Fancy shops run jewellers very close.

Four thousand pounds was recently spent

on a Bond street shop merely in alterations.

There is a fancy goods shop, recently

rebuilt, in St. Paul's Churchyard, of which

the interior fitting of one room only cost

£1,500.

Bending plate glass into segments of a

circle trebles its value. Bending it into

irregular shapes increases its cost six times.

There is an example of this in the fancy

goods shop last named. Two glass show-

cases, which are made to fit round and hide

the steel pillars which support the roof, cost

/ioo apiece. All cases for jewellery and

fancy goods are made absolutely air-tight,

and that without the employment of rubber.

Another thing which adds to the expense of

showcases is that they must be made to

stand all climates. Glass and wood both

expand with heat and moisture, and con-

tract when it is cold and dry. The wood

used must be seasoned for five years at

least before using, and allowance must be

made for the expansion of the glass. You

would not think there was room for a single

bit of metal in the narrow wood moulding

around a case. There is a screw every

inch.

HAVE ENLARGED THEIR STORE.

Gilpin Bros., who have conducted a

steadily growing hardware business in

Orillia, Ont., for twelve years, have just

finished enlarging and improving their

store. The depth of the store has been

increased to 120 feet. This great depth

furnishes capacious shelf-room as the

shelves run full length of both sides and

along the rear to a height of eleven feet,

bicycle ladders giving easy access to all.

The ceilings, which are arched, are sixteen

feet in height, and are finished in wood,

painted white to give added light and

brightness, and relieved by blue trimmings.

New windows have been installed at the top

and rear of the store, furnishing abundance

of light to the entire premises. In addition

to their hardware stock Gilpin Bros, carry

plumbing supplies, graniteware and tin-

ware, electrical goods, etc.

TO UTILIZE ^fHE SCRAP.

The daily newspapers of Montreal pub-

lished at the beginning of the week a some-

what startling story to the effect that The

Thos. Davidson Manufacturing Co. would

shortly establish large steel works for the

manufacture of steel ingots, and hinted that

in the course of time the production of this

furnace would be large enough to supply

the heaviest Canadian consumers of steel.

There is some truth in the rumor, but it

was exploded in the reports.

The fact is, The Thos. Davidson Manu-
facturing Co. have a good deal of waste

scrap which they have decided to utilize by

having it made into steel ingots for their

own use. A little furnace of 10 tons a day

capacity will be built in conjunction with

their present works. At present nothing

more comprehensive is contemplated.

OSSEKEAG STAMPING WORKS SOLD
On Tuesday the Ossekeag Stamp ng

Works, Hampton, N.B., which were offered

for sale under liquidation, were purchased

jointly by A. E. Kemp, M P., of the Kemp
Manufacturing Co., Limited, Toronto; J.
D. Davidson, of the Thos. Davidson
Manufacturing Co., Limited, Montreal, and
Col. Gartshore, of the McClary Manufac-
turing Co., Limited, London. The price is

reported to be about $80,000. It has not

yet been decided by the purchasers whether
they will continue to operate the works at

Hampton or not.

THE DOOM OF THE SIXPENNY KNIFE

IT
is said in Sheffield that the six-

penny pocket-knife, so dear to the

heart of the British schoolboy, is

doomed. With it -will disappear one of

the most familar lines handled by the

ironmonger, and one which has yielded a
satisfactory profit withal. But, owing
to the increased cost oi material and
labor, the manufacturer, it is said, now
finds it impossible to make a knife to
retail at sixpence, and even the two-
bladed shilling knife is threatened with
extinction. Both, it is said, may cease-

to be made, in Sheffield at least, before
,

the end of the year. It should be under-
stood that we are now referring to

knives that will cut, and are fitted with
best forged blades. Hitherto the typical
Sheffield sixpenny knife has been an
article of utility, fit to point a lead-

pencil or whittle a stick. If the makers
will use Hied blades and a commoner
steel, they may still make a knife to
retail at sixpence, but the ancient repute

,

of the article will fall away, and ere

long the youth of Britain will turn from
the thing in disgust.

It is probable that, in the future, the

whilom sixpenny and shilling knives will

be advanced to 8d. and is. 3d. respec

tively, at which prices the maker will be
able to pay higher rates to his workmen
and reap a moderate profit for himself.

The makers say that, so far as this

important branch of their trade is con-
cerned, they have for years been giving
the public too much value for the money;
" change for sixpence," in fact. More-
over, labor is scarce and machinery can-
not be used in the production of such
patterns of these knives as are bought in

this country, while an enormous number
<>t patterns must be stocked, and most
the orders are for microscopic quantities
of many kinds, causing much trouble
and delay— lew lirms having every pat
tern ordered finished in stock. The
threatened departure from such even
prices as sixpence and a shilling will,

we lear, prove inconvenient to the iron-

monger, who will naturally view the
change with disfavor. We suppose that
knives to retail at these prices -will con-
tinue to be asked for, and will somehow
be supplied in future ; but most buyers
in this country will probably prefer to
pay a little more for a sound article. It

is satisfactory to know that German
competition in these cheap goods is not
nearly so dangerous a factor nowadays
as it was a few years ago. The cost of

production has proportionately increased
more in Germany than in Sheffield —
I ronmonger.

GAVE THE WRONG FIRM NAME.

In the report of the conference of the

Montreal wholesale and retail hardware

dealers in last week's issue, reference was

made to the presence of Mr. A. M.

St. Arnaud at the conference. The para-

graph referred to him as of " The Canada

Harness Co.," whereas the firm Mr.

St. Arnaud is a member of and represented

at the conference is the Canada Hardware

Co., Limited, Montreal.

The saw and grist mills of John B. Adam,

general merchant, etc., Kilburn.N. B., have

been burned ; insured for $3,000.
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PORTLAND CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay, Flue Linings.

Flue Covers, Drain Pipes

Scotch and Canadian Tiles,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Scotch Cranes and Derricks,

Cement Concrete Mixers, Garden Vases,

Ornamental Chimney Tops,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors' Supplies

Write for Quotations.

W. McNALLY & CO., Montreal

JAS B OAMPBELL. WILLIAM PRATT.

The Acme Can Works
Manufacturers of

Paint and Color Cans, round and square,
Varnish and Oil Cans, Paint Irons,

Paint Packages, Lye Tins,

and every description of Tin or can required by the trade.

Write us for anything you need in our line. We will be

pleased to quote you prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY

Ontario St. and Jeanne D'Arc Avenue, MONTREAL.

THE MAN WHO PULLS. CHAIN

In^Blocks.

am easy

Yale Differential

Block.

Load always self sus-
tained. One man can
lift 800 lbs. four feet per
minute. Three men
pull 216 lbs. and handle
30 feet of chain.

The Differential are durable, smooth

working. For occasional use.

The Duplex for general use.

The Triplex, most efficient block made, twice the

efficiency of the screw-gear type, and triple

that of the Differential Type.

A STOCK CARRIED.

Yale Triplex

Block.

Load always self sus-
tained. One man can
lift 2,000 lbs. four feet

per minute. One man
pulls 82 lbs. and handles
31 feet of chain.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY
7^1-9 Craig Street, MONTREAL, f°-Q-
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, April 4, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE season's trade has commenced in

earnest this week when the summer

freight rates went into force. These

rates are not as low as expected, the extra

25 per cent, that was levied last year still

being quoted. Yet there seems to be no

hope of a reduction, as spring shipments are

now being made. Business is reported to

be good, although in metals the unsettled

tone of the market dampers trade quite

appreciably. Yet even in metals some

goods must be had for immediate wants,

and a considerable hand lo-mouth trade is

passing. The firm tone that has been noted

in wire nails during the last few weeks

materialized at last week's meetings only in

the raising of the price on carload lots, the

difference being now only 7 j£c. off per keg

instead of 10c. as formerly. Putty has been

reduced 10c, and the discounts on tacks

have been slightly raised. These changes,

in addition to those mentioned last week on

white lead, shot and lead pipe, constitute

the alterations preparatory to the real open-

ing of spring business The market in

almost all lines is now firm. Screws and

bolts were not advanced, as some anticipated,

but such a move is still being mooted. All

wires are selling freely, and summer goods,

such as poultry netting, green wire cloth,

screens, lawn mowers and hose, are moving

out in good quantities. Wheelbarrows and

churns are also being called for. On the

whole, hardware is in a healthy condition.

Barb Wire—Large quantities of barb

wire are being shipped this week. Prices

are unchanged at $3.05 per 100 lb. f.o.b.

Montreal.

Galvanized Wire—Fence wires are in

good demand, and heavy shipments have

been made this week. The market is

steady. We quote: No. 5, #4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

J3.75; No. 11, $3.85; No. 12, $3.25; No.

13. $3-35". No - M> S4-25; No. 15, $4-75;

No. 16, 85.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—Nos. 9, 10 and

1 1 are being ordered freely, and a good

volume of business is the result. We quote

oiled and annealed : No. 9 $2.80; No. 10,

82.87; No. 11, 82.90; No. 12. 82.95; No. 13,

83 15 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto,

Hamilton, London, St. John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—A small trade has

been done this week. The market is

featureless, and the discount is unchanged

at 17 >i per cent, off the list.

Brass andCopper Wire—These articles

show no change. The discount on brass is

55 and zyi percent., and on copper 50

and 2% per cent.

Fence Staples—The spring demand

has set in, and a good many shipments

have been made this week. We quote : 83- 25

for bright, and 83-75 for galvanized, per

keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—The difference on carload

lots of nails has been reduced from 10c. to

7>£c. per keg. This denotes a strengthen-

ing market. Otherwise, prices are un-

changed. The demand is not heavy, yet

it is active. We quote 8285 for small lots

and 82.77K f°r carlots, f.o.b. Montreal,

London, Toronto and Hamilton.

Cut Nails—There has been no change

The "FAMOUS^ J "DANGLER"w
**:

Steam Egg Poa^hfr
5 ^.^V WickJess Blue Flame

AN EASTER LUXURY.
! ^Zooking St

!
,e

.

s
.

Plain or Rctinncd

Made with

five cups.

The
detachable

cups and tray

admit of easy

cleaning.

The Deep

Water Pan,

a departure

from the old

style, can be

used as a stew-

pan when
Poacher is not

in use.

The Only Correct Way to Poach Eggs.

confidence

of the trade and are

a satisfaction to the

dealer.

Removable Oil

Tank,

Sight Feed,

Steel Frame.

NO WICK,
NO SMOKE,
NO VALVES.

NO GETTING OUT OF ORDER.

WE ARE THE ONLY AUTHORIZED CANADIAN AGENTS.

WRITE FOR SPEC'AL OIL STOVE CATALOGUE.

LONDON, TORONTO,

McCLARY MF^.,,00.
MONTREAL WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER AND ST. JOHN, N.
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THE PAGE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

m Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY,
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWER PIPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

* Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND " DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

in cut nails. Business shows a slight im-

provement. We quote: $2.35 for small

and #2.25 for carlots ; flour barrel nails,

25 per cent, discount; coopers' nails, 30

percent, discount.

Horse Nails—There is not a great deal

of business doing. Prices are unchanged.

"C" brand is quoted at 50 and 7% per

cent, off its own list and other brands at 60

per cent, on oval and city head, and 60 and

10 per cent, on new countersunk head off

the old list. It seems that the Acadian

nails are not being made since the reduc-

tion in prices.

Horseshoes—A better movement has set

in this week. We quote as follows : Iron

shoes, light and medium pattern, No. 2

and larger, $3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

83.75 I
snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3-75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, 83.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, 84.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting —The shipments be-

ing made his week would indicate that good

orders have been booked during the last

two months. The ruling discount is still 50

and 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—The market is

steady and business fair. The price is still

$1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — The

spring demand seems to be fully up to the

average. We quote as follows : Screen

doors, plain cherry )finish, $8 25 per doz
;

do. fancy, 811.50 per doz ; walnut, 87.40

per doz., and yellow, 87 45 ;
windows,

82.25 to 83 50 per doz.

Screws—The tone of the market is firm

and trading is free. Discounts are as follows:

Flat head bright, 87 j£ and 10 per cent, off

list; round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.

;

round head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The market is steady at previous

quotations. Discounts are as follows :

Carriage bolts, 65 per cent. ; machine bolts,

65 per cent. ; coach screws, 75 per cent.;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.
;
plough bolts, 50 per cent.

;

square nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; hexagon

nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67^
per cent. ; stove bolts, 67 l/z per cent.

Building Paper—This week has seen

some good shipments. Prices are steady

and unchanged. We quote as lollows :

Tarred felt, 8170 per 100 lb.; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;
3-ply, $1 .05

per roll; carpet felt, 82.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

Bar,

Hoop,

Sheet STEEL
Plates,

Angles,

Shapes

FOR PROMPT IMPORT AT
LOWEST PRICES.

Sanderson's Tool Steel

In stock at Montreal.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

rHE 3. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait. Canada.

ADAJW HOPE & CO.
Hamilton. Ont.

We have In stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

- WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIBMBNS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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These Cuts represent a Front and Back View of our

Elastilite Cabinet Show Can
which we give free with twelve gallons, assorted sizes, of Elastilite Varnish,
to new customers.

It is about three feet high, and in proportion to a one-gallon can ; beauti-

fully lithographed.

It makes a splendid centrepiece for dressing the window or counter, is

very convenient for storing the Elastilite Varnish, and is a constant reminder
to all that they have some varnishing at home to do, and, when people are
convinced you have something they want, your sale is as good as made. This
is where Elastilite will help you.

Thelh Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

JgjgLarge new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil Screen Doors

Paints Lawn Mowers
Window Glass Cordage

Building Paper Paris Green

Harvest Tools Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — There is nothing new to note.

The discount on best iron rivets, sec-

tion, carriage, and waggon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 percent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in

5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10

per cent, off list.

Binder Twine— A good, seasonable

business is being done. We quote : Blue

Ribbon, ii^c. ; Red Cap, g}4c.; Tiger,

8^c; Golden Crown, 8c; Sisal, 8#c
Cordage— Rope is selling in moderate

quantities only. Manila is now worth

I3^c per lb. for 7-16 and larger ; sisal is

selling at 100, and lathyarn 10c.

Spades and Shovels — A few orders

have come on this week. The discount is

still 40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools — Some inquiries have

been received this week. The discount is

unchanged at 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—The discount has been raised

slightly this week. Carpet tacks, in dozens

and bulk, are now sold at a discount of 80

and 15 per cent., instead of 80 and 5 per

cent ; tinned at 80 and 20 per cent. .instead

of 80 and 10 per cent. ; and cut tacks,

blued, in dozens, 80 per cent., instead of

75 and 15 per cent.

Lawn Mowers—Some business is doing.

We quote : High wheel, 50 and 5 per

cent. fob. Montreal ; low wheel, in all

sizes, $2 75 each net ; high wheel, 11-inch,

30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—As yet there have not been

many inquiries received. Prices are fixed

at $18 to $20 per 1,000 as to brand ex store.

Cement—American cement continues to

hold favor for the better grade, and it

would look as if German cement will be

imported this year. We quote as follows :

German, #2.45 to $2.55 ; English, 82.30

to $2.40 ; Belgian, $1 .95 to $2.05. Ameri-

can in bags, 82.30 to 82.40 per 400 lb.

MKTAL,*-.

The feeling on the other side of the water

is reported to be better this week, and there

seems to be a willingness on the part of

dealers here to cooperate. Prices are un-

changed. For immediate delivery there

has been some better business done this

week.

Pig Iron—Some of the product of the

Sydney furnaces has been shown here, and

is reported first class. Canadian iron is

worth from $18 to $18.50, while Summer-

lee for early import is quoted at $20 to

820.50.

Bar Iron—It is said that some houses

who stocked up at low prices have not ad-

vanced quotations to the present cost basis,

which would make the price j 1.70 to $1.75.

Black Sheets — The English market is

somewhat firmer this week, and the feeling

here is a lttle better. For import retailers

are quoted 82. 40 to 82.45. For spot goods,

we quote 82.60 for 8 to 16 gauge
; $2.65

for 26 gauge, and 82- 75 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron — There is a better

feeling dominating the galvanized iron

market also. No. 28 Queen's Head, 84 60;

Apollo, 10^ oz , is worth 84-45 for imme-

diate delivery, and Comet is quoted at

84-30 to 84-5o.

Ingot Copper—The market is steady at

18c.

Ingot Tin — The foreign markets are

fluctuating about the same figure as last

week. Locally, the demand is light at 31c.

for Lamb and Flag.

Lead—Some sales have occurred at 84-

Lead Pipe — Prices are uncharged.

We quote as follows : 7c. for ordin-

ary and 7J£c. for composition waste, with

25 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe — The market is firm at last

week's quotations. A fair business has been

done. We quote as follows: Black pipe, Jf

,
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S3 per ioo ft.; ft. 53; %, $3; %, S3. 15;
i-in., 54.50; i#, 56.10; 1^,57.28; 2-in.,

59.75. Galvanized, %, 54.60 ; ^, $5.25 ;

1 in., $7.50; \%, 59-8o; 1 J4, Jii-75 ;
2 "

in., 516.

Tinplates — In tinplates, the English

market is again reported to be rallying,

yet, there is but little local activity. For
import, coke tinplates are quoted at 54 \

cheap charcoal, at $4.25, and preferable

grades, 54- 50. For immediate delivery

goods may be obtained at #4.15 to #4.25
for coke and 54 40 to 54-5° for charcoal.

Canada Plate—Prices of Canada plate
' seem to vary with the quantity of stock on
hand. There is no one who wishes to invest

heavily in this line at present, and there is a
tendency to defer purchases. We quote :

52's, 52.60; 6o's, 52.70; 75's, 52.80; full

polished, 53-45. anc* galvanized, $4-3°-

Tool Steel—A fair business is being

done. We quote: Black Diamond, 8c;
Jessop's 13c.

Steel —The market for steel is fairly

good, the inquiries this week being numerous.
We quote : Sleighshoe, 5185; tire, 51.95;
bar, 5185 ; spring, 52. 75 ; machinery,

52.75 and toe-calk, 52.50.

Terne Plates—There seems to be more
willingness to operate, for import orders are

being taken at 57- On spot they are worth

57-75 and some sales have been made
below this figure.

Coil Chain — The market is steady

under a rather smaller demand. We quote:

No. 6, ii}4c.; No. 5, 10c; No. 4, 9J^c;
No. 3, 9c; j^-inch, 7#c. per lb.; 5-16,

54.65; 5-16 exact, 55-to; ft, $\. 20; 7-16,

54.00; %, 53-75! 9-'i6, 53-65; ft, #3-35:

&\53- 2 5; H< 53-2o; i-in., 53-'5- In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6#c.

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

Zinc Spelter— Is worth 5 to $ftc.

Solder—Wequote: Bir solder, i8'^c;
wire solder, 20c.

GLASS.
Some have advanced quotations on glass,

but the majority are clinging to the lower

prices. The market is decidedly firm

both for spot and import goods.

We quote as follows : First break, 52 ;

second, 52. 10 for 50 feet; first break, 100
feet, 53.80 ; second, 54 ; third, 54-5o

;

fourth, 54.75; nftn > $5- 2 5; sixth, 55-75.
and seventh, 56.25.

PAINTS AXD OILS.

The English linseed-oil market has con-

tinued to advance, and it would now cost

64 and 67c. to lay oil down in Montreal, a
rise of 12 to 13c. from the lowest point

reached. So sharp is this turn that an
advance on spot goods is being talked of.

At present, they are still selling at 67 and
70c. Turpentine is steady. Putty has been
reduced 10c. per 100 lb. White lead is

rather quiet, but prices are steady. Ship-

t ments of all kinds of paints and oils have
been somewhat larger this week, on account

of the lower freight tariff that went into

effect on the first of the month. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, 56.25 ; No. 1, 55 %7'A ; No. 2,

55.50 ; No. 3, #5.12^, and No. 4. 54-75
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

VENTILATOR. OH
CHIMNEY COWL.

Made from OALVANIZED STEEL OR SHEET COPPER.

*^\ THOROUGHLY storm-proof Ventilator, with a positive

/ \ upward draft under all conditions, that exhausts more

cubic feet of air per minute than any other.

It has no down draft, and can't get out of order. Made

with Glass Tops to admit light, it desired.

If you want to know of a

Ventilator that really ventilates,

read up the " Halitus " in our

Catalogue.

Dry White Lead— 55-5° in casks
;

kegs, 55-75-

Red Lead — Casks, 55.25; in kegs,

55-5°-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 7c; No.
1, 6c; in oil, pure, 8c; No. 1, 7c; No. 2,

6c
Putty—Wequote : Bulk, in barrels, 51 90

per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, 52 05 ;

bladders, in barrels, 52. 10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.25; in tins,

52.55 to 52 65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal. Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 67c; boiled, 70c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oshawaat 2c per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 60c; 2 to 4
bbls., 59c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51.25 to 51.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8j( to 9^c in wholesale
lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 >£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

52.75 to 54. 50, as to brand ; coal tar, 53 . 25
to 53 75 ; cotton waste, 4% to 5^c for

colored, and 6 to 7}4c for white ; oakum,

SH to 6%o.., and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb.; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-
lb. drums, i7^c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb.

packages. \Zyz c; }&-\b. packages, 20^ c.

;

i-lb. tins, I9^c; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four
months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

Except in woollen rags, trade in all lines

is in a healthy condition. The demoraliza-
tion of the woollen industry has, however,
caused a decline of about one-third in the
price of woollen rags. The metal market is

firm, except lead, which is somewhat lower.

Dealers are paying the following prices in

the country : Heavy copper and wire, 13 to

i3#c per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy
brass, 12c; heavy yellow, %yz to 9c; light

brass, 6)4 to 7c ; lead, 2^ to 2^c per lb.

;

zinc, 2X to 2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, 515
to 516 per gross tonf.o.c Montreal; No. 1

&M,
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cast, $ 1 3 to $14; stove plate, $8 to $9; light

iron, No. 2, $4. a ton; malleable and steel,

$4; rags, country, 70 to 80c. per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 6^c. per lb.

HIDES.
There is quite a quantity of poor hides

coming on the market, and they have a

depreciating effect. We quote : Light
hides, 7c. for No. 1 ; 6c. for No. 2, and 5c.

for No. 3. Lambskins, 90c.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is falling off. Prices are

unchanged. We quote: "Silver Star," 14^
to I5j£c; "Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;
" S C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's
Astral," 18 y2 to \q\ic

MARKET NOTES.

Tacks are a little lower in price.

Scrap lead has been reduced %c.

The discount on nails in carload lots is

now only 7>£c. instead of 10c. per keg.

Putty has been marked down 10c. per

100 lb. in sympathy with the recent drop in

linseed oil.

The English linseed oil market has re-

acted about 12 to 13c. from the lowest

point, and spot values are stiffer.

Cleland Bros., Meaford, who are repre-

sented in Montreal by Mr. Alexander Gibb,

are this year manufacturing quite a number

of new lines of barrows and warehouse

trucks. Catalogues may be had on applica-

ton.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, April 4, 1901.

HARDWARE.

TRADE is good. Customers are not

ordering in large quantities, but the

demand is brisk for present require-

ments and for small lots of goods for future

delivery. The manufacturers have con-

cluded their meetings in Montreal, and the

only additional changes are on carlots of

wire nails, tacks and putty. In wire nails

there is an advance of 2^c. per keg on

carlots, in tacks a slight reduction, and in

putty a reduction of 10c. per 100 lb. Wire

nails, fence wires, screws, bolts, churns,

wringers, spades and shovels, screen doors

and windows, are all in fairly good request.

A little better business seems to be doing in

cutlery and sporting goods. An improve-

ment has taken place in the demand for

enamelled ware and tinware. Oil stoves

are being inquired for quite freely.

Barb Wire—A fair trade is being done.

Wequote f.o.b. Cleveland at $2.82^ per 100

lb. for less than carlots and $2 70 for car-

lots. From stock Toronto the figure is

J3.05 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire — Business in this

line is only moderate. We quote as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3.15 ; No. 10, #3.60 to 83.95 ;

No. 11, -53.70 to $4.10; No. 12, 53 to

$3. 30; No. 13, JS3.10 to 53.40; No. 14,

54 10 to 54 50 ; No. 1$ 54 60 to 55 05 :

No. 16, 54.85 to 55.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ 'n

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—There is a little

oiled and annealed wire moving, but the

demand is not as good as it was this time

last year. There is practically nothing doing

in hay-baling wire. Net selling prices for

oiled and annealed are as noted last week :

Nos. 6 to 8, 52.90; 9, 52.80; 10, 52.87; 11,

52.90; 12,52.95; 13, 5315 ; h. $3-37 ; 15.

53.50; 16,53.65. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, with

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails—The price of wire nails in

carlots has been advanced 2^c. per keg.

For less than carlots prices are unchanged.

The difference between carlots and less

than carlots is now 7>£c. per keg, instead

of ioc, as before. Delivery points :

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Gananoque

and Montreal.

Cut Nails—No change has taken place

either in prices or in business, the latter still

being dull. The base price is 52.35 per

keg. Delivery points are : Toronto, Hamil-

ton, London, Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Horse Nails—Trade is only moderate.

Discount on "C" brand oval head is

unchanged at 50 and 7% per cent, off

the new list and on other brands 50, 10

and 5 per cent., off the old list; countersunk

head, 50, 10 and 10 per cent.

Horseshoes — Business is moderate.

We quote f.o.b. Toronto as follows: Iron

shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium

and heavy, 53 60 ; snow shoes, 5385 ;

light steel shoes, $3.70 ; featherweight

(all sizes), 54-95 > lron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), 53-85 ; snow shoes, 54 ; light steel

shoes, 53-95; featherweight (all sizes), 54-95-

Screws—A steady trade is being done.

At the meeting of the manufacturers, in

Montreal, no change was made in pi ices.

We quote discounts as follows : Flat

head bright, 87 j£ and 10 per cent.
;

round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent.,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—The expected has not

happened in regard to prices, the manufac-

turers having met and adjourned without

making any change. The demand is

active for all kinds of bolts. We quote

as follows : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 70 per cent.; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

The origina 1 and only Genuine Pre
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and ts. Canisters.OAKEY'S

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England-
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S QLlfTfcKS
• R>U-.»& ^i^ Largest Variety,

Toilet, Hand, Electric Power |

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep- Shearing Machine*

WE MAKE THEM.
ilHD FOB CATALOGUE TO

larlaaa Sfaearar Hfc. Co.. 1fa.hnm. vn. i:s,

The Best Door Closer is . . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRING

Will close a door silently against any pressure of I

wind. Has many working advantages over the
f

ordinary spring, and bas twice the wear. In use I

throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. Gives

|

perfect satisfaction. Made only by

W. NEWMAN & SONS,
Hospital St., - - BIRMINGHAM.

BJrfMAN & SONS', LIMI fbU cuppers
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Fie d Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba,
{ WINNIPEG,

Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. '. MAN.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., U.S.A.
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bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4>£c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4^"c. off; tire bolts, 67 }4 per cent.; stove

bolts, 67% ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—A fair trade is being

done We quote as follows : Iron rivets,

60 and 10 per cent. ; iron burrs, 55 per

cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35 and 5

j^er cent.

Rope—A steady trade is being done

this week in rope. We quote the base

price as follows : Sisal 10c. per lb ; manila,

1 3% C - per lb.; special manila, \iyt c.\ New
Zealand, 10c. per lb.; single tarred lathyarn,

Cutlery—Some nice orders are being

shipped to the Maritime Provinces, but the

larger orders are going forward to the

Northwest Territories and British Columbia.

Sporting Goods — Quite a few guns

have been sold during the past week

and a nice trade is being done in loaded

shells. There is some demand for powder.

Enamelled Ware— An advance has

taken place this week in the price of

enamelled ware, the discount on "Granite,"

"Pearl," " Crescent " and " Imperial
"

wares now being 50, 10 and 10 per cent.

An improved demand has been experienced

the past week in enamelled ware.

Galvanized Buckets—A change took

place in straight or improved pattern gal-

vanized buckets this week, the discount

now being 45 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth — Some forward

orders were shipped duting the past week.

Price is unchanged at $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—A few

orders have been booked during the past

week for later delivery. We quote 4-in. styles

in doors at $7.20 to $7.80 per doz., and 3 in.

styles 20c. per doz. less ; screen windows,

$1.60 to S3 .60 per doz , according to size

and extension.

Building Paper—The demand is good,

and there is now an ample supply.

Poultry Netting—The orders booked

have been pretty well delivered. Those

who bought Canadian netting obtained

delivery some time ago, and those who

bought Biitish have obtained delivery

within the last week or two. Discount, 55

per cent.

Churns, Wringers — Supplies in some

-makes of chutns, washers and wringers are

not equal to the demand, and some diffi-

culty is being experienced in filling orders.

Discount on churns, 58 per cent.

Harvest Tools — Forward orders are

being shipped. Retailers are asking for

delivery of manure forks, hoes and rakes.

Discount 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

all orders and cor-
respondence for the ARCADE FILE WORKS should be

addressed to the

NICHOLSON FILE CO

SAM L M. NICHOLSON, Pres and Gen. Mgr. PROVIDENCE. R I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 Ea«t Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

Spades and Shovels — A fairly good

trade is being done in spades and shovels.

Discount 40 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—A reduction has taken place in

the price of certain lines of tacks. The

following are the lines in which the changes

have been made together with the new dis-

counts : Carpet tacks, blued, 80 and 15 per

cent ; carpet tacks, tinned, 80 and 20 per

cent ; cut tacks, blued, in dozens only, 80

per cent. ; Swedes, upholsterers', bulk, 85,

12 % and 12 j£ per cent.; copper nails, 52^
per cent.

Bright Wire Goods—These are selling

fairly well. Discount &2% per cent.

Binder Twine—Prices are firm. We
understand that pure manila quotations are

mostly nominal, as manufacturers have

experienced so much difficulty in obtaining

hemp of good enough quality to make 650

ft. binder twine, that many of them, includ-

ing some of the largest, have practically

withdrawn prices for that grade. We
quote : American—Sisal and standard,

8^c. ; manila, io^c; pure manila, wyi.

to 12c. per lb. Canadian—Sisal. 8#c.

;

pure manila, \\%c. per lb.

Cement—The demand is improving.

Price of Canadian portland is 20c. lower.

We quote : Canadian portland, $2.40 to

$2.80; German, $3 to $3. 15; English, $3 ;

Belgian, $2.50 to $2.75 ; Canadian hy-

draulic, $1.25 to $1.50.

Oil and Gas Stoves—A good demand
has sprung up for oil stoves during the past

week. A few gas stoves are being delivered

in the city, but no shipments are yet being

made to outside points.

Refrigerators and Ice Cream
Freezers—Delivery is now being asked

for and shipments are being forwarded.

METAbS.
The metal trade is not, perhaps, as brisk

as it was a week ago. Pig tin and zinc

sheets are quoted lower. Quotations on

solder are a little firmer.

Pig Iron—Prices are strong and the de-

mand is fair.

Bar Iron—The demand continues good,

and the different mills are gradually work-

ing their prices up. We quote base price

at $1.70 to $1.75, according to quality.

Hoop Steel — Trade keeps good at

$3. 10 per 100 lb. base.

Steel Boiler Plates—There is just a

moderate business. We quote: X mcn
-

$2.40 to $2.50, and 3 16 inch, $2.60.

Pig Tin — Prices are ic. lower. The
London market has ruled weaker, prices

there having declined £1 is. 3d. in four or

five days. In New York, on the other hand,

prices are steady. Locally, quotations are

ic. per lb. lower at 31 to 32c.

Tinplates — Trade is only fair, and is

about equally divided between coke and
charcoal plates.

Tinned Sheets—Not many shipments

are now being made, customers having

been pretty well supplied. We quote 9 to

9>£c. for small lots from stock.

Terne Sheets — Very little is being

done this line.

Galvanized Sheets—Import orders are

arriving, and the demand for shipment
from stock has in consequence fallen off.

Prompt delivery of United States sheets

cannot be had, the mills over there being

short of material. Where it usually takes

two to three weeks to get delivery it is now
something like six weeks. We quote Eng-
lish sheets from stock at $4. 60, and United
States sheets at $4.50.

Black Sheets—Trade is fair and prices

unchanged at $2.30 for 28 gauge.

Canada Plates—Business is still quiet

in Canada plates. All dull, $3, half and-
half, $3.15, and all bright, #3.65- to $3.75.
Copper—The demand for ingot copper

is more active and a good trade is being

experienced in sheet copper. Prices are

easier, both at home and abroad. We quote

as follows: Ingot, 19c; bolt or bar,

23yz to 25c; sheet, 23 to 23&C. per lb.

Brass—A rather better demand is being

experienced. Discount 15 percent.

Solder—A good trade is being done in

solder. We quote as follows : Half-and-

half, guaranteed, i8j^c; ditto, commercial,

18c. ; refined, 18c, and wiping, i7}£c.
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Iron Pipe—Piices are unchanged at the

recent advance. We quote as follows per

ioo feet : Black pipe, y% in., #4.35 ; %
in.. $3 25 ;

3/s in., $3.30; % in., 83.35

}i in., $3.60; 1 in., $5.00; 1% in., $6.85

\% in. ,$8. 25; 2 in. ,$11.00; t.% in. ,#22.94

3 in., $36. 12; iyi in , $37.90; 4'n-. $43-09

5 in., #57 85 ; 6 in., $75 01
; 7 in., $93.76

8 in., $11251. Galvanized pipe, yz in.

$5.52; % in., $5.56; 1 in., $7.77; 1% in.

$ro.6o; 1 j£ in.,. $12.70; 2 in., $16 90.

Lead—The demand for pig lead is active.

We quote 4^ to 5c. per lb. Prices are

cabled lower in London, but they are steady

in New York.

Zinc Spelter—Trade is quiet, with the

outside markets steady as to price. We
quote 6 to 6#c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet— Prices are lower. We
quote casks at 6^c. and part casks at

6|^c. per lb.

Antimony — Trade is quiet and prices

unchanged at 11 to n^c. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Though the weather has not been con-

dusive to brisk business, there has been a

very fair movement. Prepared paints,

varnishes and general sundries are moving

nicely, but the demand for linseed oil,

turpentine, white lead and paris green is

moderate. Putty is 10c. lower. Red lead

is 25c. cheaper. O.her lines are unchanged

here. There will likely be an advance in

whiting. Linseed oil is stiffening in Great

Britain. We quote as follows :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6 37 j£ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3, #525; No. 4, $487^ ; genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37 %.
Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.25; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.50 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 ; ditto, kegs of

100 lb., $5 25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7j£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8>£c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c.;kegs, 17c;

50 and 100 lb. drums, I7^c; 25-lb. drums,

1 8c. ; 1 lb. papers, 18 #c; lib. tins, 19^ c.

;

j£-lb. papers, 20^ c; j£-lb. tins, 21 #c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

$1.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2.05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $2.90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1 .20 to $1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io^c. per lb. and io)4 to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 69c.

;

. boiled, 72c. ; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 68c.

;

boiled, 71c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 58c. ; 2

to 4 barrels, 57c, to all points in Ontario.

For less quantities than barrels, 5c. per

gallon extra will be added, and for 5 gallon

packages, 50c, and 10 gallon packages,

80c. will be charged.

GLASS.
The advance anticipated last week went

into effect on Monday. Advices received

from Belgium show that the market there

is steadily advancing because of the heavy

demand and the curtailment of production

by the strike. We quote: Under 26 in., $4.15

26 to 40 in., #4 45 ; 41 to 50 in., $4.85;

51 to 60 in., $5 15 ; 61 to 70 in., #5.50;

double diamond, under 26 in., #6 ; 26 to

40 in., $6.65 ; 41 to 50 in., $7 50 ; 51 to

60 in., $8.50 ; 61 to 70 in., $9.50, Toronto,

Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months

or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL
The market is dull with prices unchanged.

We quote jobbers' prices : Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 60c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 50c; No. 1 wrought

50c. per too lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, n^c. ; heavy

copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c.
;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass. 10 to

io^c.
; heavy red brass,

#
10^ to lie;

scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,

6/^c.
;
good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

COAL.
It is reported that prices are easier at the

mines, but as no official notice of a reduc-

tion has been received here no change is

yet noted. It is expected that opening prices

will be given out shortly. We quote an-

thracite on cars Buffalo and bridges : Grate,

$4.75 per gross ton and $4 24 per net ton^
._

egg, stove and nut, $5 per gross ton and

$4 46 per net ton.

MARKET NOTES.

Zinc sheet is quoted lower.

Pig tin is quoted ic. per lb. lower.

Some descriptions of tacks have been re-

duced in price.

The price of wire nails has been in-

creased to $2 77>£ per keg.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. are in

receipt of a shipment of "Star" nail

pullers.

Putty is ioc. lower. Red lead is 25c.

lower. Whiting is likely to advance

shortly.

The discount on straight or improved-

pattern galvanized buckets, Nos. 12, 14

and 16, has been fixed at 45 per cent.

The price of enamelled ware has been

advanced, the discount on "Crescent,"

"Imperial," "Pearl" and "Granite"

now being 50. 10 and 10 per cent.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. have taken

into stock a shipment of Boker's ball-

bearing horse clippers, which have been

scarce. They have also taken into stock

" Newmarket " horse clippers.

itANCHOR" STRAW HAT ENAMEL
For Making Old Straw Hats Look New.

Retails readily at

10c. per tin, and

can be successfully

used by anyone.

Send your orders

in early, as we

wish to have you

supplied in time

to meet the rush.

A handsome framed Show-Card furnished to all buyer's.

HENDERSON & POTTS
Sole Manufacturers,

HALIFAX AND MONTREAL.
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HAVE INSTALLED A FOUNDRY.

The Vancouver Engineering Co., who

have succeeded Armstrong & Morrison,

manufacturers of steel pipes, etc., Van-

couver, are installing a complete brass and

iron foundry equipment and extending the

works generally. They have secured a

staff of engineers and draughtsmen, and

will undertake all sorts of design work,

especially marine work.

""TIN CANS ARE DEARER IN THE
UNITED STATES.

As a result of the tin can combination in

the United States, the price of 2 lb. cans

has been advanced to $1.80 per 100, and

on 3-lb. tins to $2.40 per 100.

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG, CANADA

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Incorporated

1851.WESTERN
** ASSURANCE COMPANY

Fire and Marine

Capital, subscribed $2,000,000.00
Capital - - - 1,000,000.00
Assets, over - - 2,340,000.00
Annual Income - 2,290,000.00

Head Office: TORONTO, ONT.

Hon. Geo. A. Cox, President. J.J. Kenny, Vice-President

C. C. Foster, Secretary.

WE BOX OUR CUSTOMERS
AND GIVE THEM FITS WITH

BENNETTS PATENT SHELF BOX
Gravenhurst, March 4, 1901.

Dear Sir,—Shelf boxes to hand, they fit like a glove,
and we are perfectly satisfied with them.

A. CHILD <fe SON.
Full particulars from

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO
Patentee and maker.

PAINTS. ^i^^/V^r
The ki^^JfPainlythe consumer wants is

F>uj>e Faint. Cheap Paints are pretty well

playea out now. You can't get Pure Paints

at the price of cheap Paints. Do you think

you can do a good pushing business with

cheap Paints ? Will it pay in the end ?

RAiBSAYS PAINTS
will pay in the end, because they are Pure

Paints. They are the best that can be

made, the best that Paint science knows,

and nothing better has so far been dis-

covered. Not so cheap as cheap Paints
;

not so dear as dear Paints, but just the

RIGHT Paints at the RIGHT price.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Esfd 1842. MONTREAL.

LEADER CHURN
New Century Improvements.

FOUR DIFFERENT STYLES:
A—Steel Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
B—Wood Frame with double reversible Steel Lever.
C—Steel Frame with Crank.
D—Wood Frame with Crank.

Styles A and B may be operatedfrom a sitting
or standing position.

Steel Frames and Hoops beautifully ALUMINIZED.
All LEADER CHURNS are equipped with RICYCLE BA L L

BEARINGS and PATENTED CREAM BREAKERS.
Stands are so constructed that they are particularly strong

and rigid, and there is nothing to interfere with the
placing of pail in the mostconvenientpositionfordrain-
ing off buttermilk.

It Pays to Have the Best. None are BetterThan the Leader,

THE —
Dowswell Manufacturing Co.

Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Eastern Agents: W. L. Haldimand & Bon, Montreal, Que.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

Brand Home NailsHORSE NAILS-"C !

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS
Limited. Birmingham, Eng.

Gunn Castor Co.

THE OAKVILLE
BASKET CO.,

Manufacturers of

i, 2, 3 Bushel

Grain
AND

Root

B askets

THE OAKVILLE

BASKET CO,
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*ND PLUMBING
PLUMBERS' WAGES AND HOURS OF LABOR.

TORONTO MASTERS AND MEN REACH AN AGREEMENT.

FOR several weeks a joint committee,

composed of Messrs. J. H. Wilson,

Wm. Mansell, W. J. McGuire,

Kenneth J. Allison and Henry Hogarth,

representing the Toronto Master Plumbers'

,

Steam and Gas Fitters' Association, and

Messrs. Arthur Davies, W. N. Brogbon,

David Bell, Terry McCann and Herbert

Johnson, representing the Toronto Journey-

men Plumbers', Steam and Gas Fitters'

Union, have been meeting in conference

with the purpose of drawing up a new

agreement between these two bodies

regarding the hours of labor, wages and

the relationship generally between employer

and employe in the trade.

On Friday night, last week, the joint

committee completed its labors and the new

agreement was signed by all the members.

The agreement is as follows :

Clause i—That the hours of labor shall be from

8 a.m. to S p.m. with one hour for dinner ; Satur-

days from 8 a.m. to 12 noon.

Clause 2— That the minimum rate of wages shall

be 27#c. per hour ; the men now receiving 27KC.

to get 30c; those getting 30c. to get 32J4C per

hour, which shall be the maximum rate.

Clause 3—All overtime to be paid at the follow-

ing rate: Saturday afternoon, time and a half;

from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m., time and a half; statute

holidays and Sundays, double time.

Clause 4—Wages to be paid before 5.15 p.m. on

Fridays or 12.15 noon on Saturdays on pay week,

with a recommendation that every second Friday

be pay day.

Clause S—Time spent to and from out-of-town

work during working hours only to be paid at

usual rate of wages, and if travelling all night a

sleeper berth to be provided by employer.

Clause 6—All expenses for board and fares on

out-of-town work to be paid by employer.

Clause 7—In case of any grievance arising, said

grievance shall be referred to a committee of five

from each association ; committees to meet within

three days' notice thereof, and to have full power

to settle disputes.

Clause 8—That no plumber, steam or gas fitter

shall perform any labor pertaining to his trade or

put in any material supplied by or for any other

person than his employer, who shall be a bona-fide

master plumber, and a member of the Master

Plumbers', Steam and Gas Fitters' Association;

but no enforcement of this clause to take place

before being sanctioned by a joint committee of the

grievance committee of both associations. Three

months will be given from date of signing this

agreement before it shall be enforced.

Clause 9—The members of the Master Plumbers',

Steam and Gas Vit'ers' Association shall employ

none but members of the Journeymen Plumbers',

Steam and Gas Fitters' Union.

Clause 10—That no boy - at either trade be

allowed a kit of tools until he has served three years

at the trade.

Clause 11—That the time for enforcement of this

agreement takes effect from April 1, 1901, and to

stay in force until January 1, 1904. In case either

party to this agreement wishes to change, add to,

or amend the above, they shall be given at least

three months' notice in writing prior to the termin-

ation of this agreement.

There are many changes in this agree-

ment from the old, which was drawn up on

July 4, 1899. The hours of labor were

formerly 9 hours per day from April to

November inclusive. The minimum rate

was 25c. per hour, but there was no maxi-

mum rate. Statute holiday work was paid

for at the rate of time and a half. The
provision that employers shall provide a

sleeper berth for employes traveling to and

from work by night is altogether new, as

are also clause 9 and that part of clause 8

by which the journeymen of the union agree

to work for no other employer than those

belonging to the Master Plumbers' Steam
and Gas Fitters' Association.

D

CAUGHT STEALING LEAD PIPE.

On Thursday last week Joseph Boucher

and Raoul Routhier were caught while

stealing plumbing from the house of C. P.

Rouleau, 36 Stewart street, Ottawa. The
police, on entering the house, found four

boys in an upper room. Two of them

escaped, but the two named above were

caught.

The officers found a bag of plunder,

which included lead pipe, brass taps and

gas fixtures. The pipe weighed about 150

lb., and was cut into short pieces. The

plumbing of the house, from cellar to attic,

is ruined. The owner, Mr. Rouleau, esti-

mates the damage at $200. He had just

had the plumbing system repaired.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have been issued in

Hamilton, Ont., to J. H. Larkin for three

brick dwellings on Stuart street between

Bay and Caroline streets, to cost $3 900,

to W. P. Witton, for a $5,000 wing to the

city hospital. The total permits issued in

Hamilton during March were rated at

$29,455, against $10,000 last year.

C. A. Heinrich, who has conducted a

tinware business in Waterloo, Ont., for

several years, has sold his stock to Mr.

(ieiger, of New Hamburg, Ont., who will

continue the business in Waterloo.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

R. CHAMBERS has let the contract

for the building of a new brick

store to Mr. McGrath, Souris, Man.

Dr. R. Jelly intends erecting a brick

residence in Harrietsville, Ont. ^-

G. Connors will erect a new house in

Harlowe, Ont., this summer.

Paul Chapelle, Bradford, Ont., is building

a general store in Brown Hill, Ont.

The Episcopalians of Elgin, Man., intend

erecting a new church this summer.

A new Presbyterian church will be erected

at Burnt Lake, N.W.T., this summer.

A public library building will probably be

erected in Napanee, Ont., this summer.

Mr. Lyttle is building a store and dwell-

ing house at Knee Hill Valley, N.W.T.

Thos. Farlow intends erecting new build-

ings on the Mcintosh property, Milton,

Ont.

The Murray street Baptist church, Peter-

boro', Ont., will erect a 22 x 46ft. addition,

to cost about $800.

John Letter, contractor, Waterloo, Ont.,

intends erecting a two storey, 100 x 24 j£ ft
,

business building in that place.

Rev. M. Addison, Surrey, N.B., is asking

tenders for the erection of a church at Albert

Mines, N.B., before April 20.

J. A. Neff, Ingersoll, Ont., is asking

tenders for the erection of a two storey

business block, 82^ x 26 feet, in Ingersoll,

Ont.

Tenders are asked by to morrow (Satur-

day) for the erection of a large hotel in the

Muskoka lake district by Beaumont Jarvis,

architect, Toronto.

John McMullen, proprietor of the Revere

House, Brockville, Ont., has decided on

the expenditure of about $10,000 in renew-

ing and improving his hotel.

At a meeting of the Catholic School

Board, Montreal, the contract for St.

Gabriel school was awarded to Raymond
Chartrand, of that city, at $26,799.50.

Tenders are asked by April 18, by W.
H. Shillinglaw, Brandon, Man., or Thomas ^
Miller. Moose Jaw.N.W.T., for the erection

of a Presbyterian church at Moose Jaw.

Contracts have been let for six houses to

be erected in Waterloo, Ont., this summer.

A. K. Roeschwill build two; Mr. Huhn, of

Heidelberg, Ont., two; John Wendell, one,

and John Nichill, one.
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FINE TOOLS
of all kinds can be found In
the GREEN BOOK.

THOMSON BROS. & CO.,
296-C BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S A.

' %EHK

'1 " '

THE COLLIN'S STEAM COOKER
Kan Kook Kwickly, Korrectly, Kleanly

and in Kuantities.

It is ecouoinical as a fuel,

food, time and labor-saver.
•Saves fuel, as only one burner
on a gas, gasoline, or ordinary
stove is required ; tliis alone
will soon pay for cost of
Cooker."

" Saves food, as all tbe nutri-
tion, flavor and tidiness of the
food is retained and not
allowed to evaporate, as is the
case in ordinary cooking."
" Time-saver, as you can be

doing other housework while
Ihe meal is cooking, as it is

impossible to burn, scorch or boil over.
" Labor-saver, as the dishes wash easily : no food stick-

ing to pans as everything is cooked by steam. It will

cook everything that can be cooked on an ordinary stove.

Made in heavy tin ; four separate dishes, one of which
has a partition so that five different articles can be cooked
at the same time without mixing of food or flavors. For
sale bv all hardware stove or tin dealers ; if not, address
us and we will ship you direct. Write for prices.

THE COLLIN'S MANUFACTURING CO.,

34 Adelaide Street West, 'TORONTO

BROOM AND MATTRESS
WIRE Hle" 6ra<*e» Doable Tinnt-g

Fine Annealed Brush Wire. Soft Coppered
Wire. Tinned Wire of all kinds.

THE PEERLESS WIRE CO.,

Hamilton, Ont.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES-
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible
terms, or who are willing to become a^cits for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-
ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

'SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over
the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-
ceipt of a post card.

HIGH-GRADE

STEAM
FOR
ALL
USES.
GOODS
Manufacturers and Importers.

The James Morrison Brass
Mfg. CO., Limited

TORONTO.

The
Mower

THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

If you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-
^Wpp^

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will disappear. The
Clipper will do it.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co
NORRISTOWN, Pa.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Houseline
Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlin
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS GORDACE COMPANY,
^»» Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wm. b. steWart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.
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Base Ball

Lawn Tennis

Lacrosse

Foot Balls

Boxing Gloves

Striking Bags

Croquet Sets

Hammocks

Air Rifles

Toy Pistols

Toy Garden Sets

Sand Pails

Sail Boats

Summer Catalogue Ready.

WRITE FOR IT.

Flags

Paper Lanterns

Splint Baskets

Velocipedes

Tricycles

Toy Carts

Barrows

Baby Wagons

Baby Carriers

ExpressWagons

Doll Cabs

Doll Go-Carts

Baby Swings

NERLICH & CO.
146=148 Front Street West,

(Opposite Union Station)
* TORONTO

ESTABLISHED

1858.

INCORPORATED
1900.ELEVATORS

LEITCH&TURNBULUS. HAMILTON, CANADA.
Our reputation comes from ,_. . _» . ».».*• the satisfactory working of ourK Canada Elevator Works. J 6

High=Class Passenger and Freight Elevators
found in the majority of the large Public Buildings, Factories

and Warehouses in the Dominion of Canada, and otl

countries.

Toronto Municipal Buildings

The LEITCH & TURNBULL CO.; united, Hamilton, Can.
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

«
BKS&C

* UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full lint

of samples.
Canadian Office

:

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
F. A. YORK, Manager.
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"JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U.S.A.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS'
TOOLS

SOLD BY ALL HARDWARE
DEALERS.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, !5S5E5SSu°2L

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Model
1900.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

mini Illlllllll

STEVENS TOOLS make a valuable line for those
interested in such goods.

Gt aranteed—By a company of 37 years
reputation. Fine Sellers — Liberally
advertised throughout the country. Sold
to the Tkade—We desire to have our
goods carried and represented by the
trade, and refer all inquiries to them.

This is our Angle Indicator No. 151.

Prioe, Only $1 00.
It is Accurate—no guess work about it.

Ii is Solid— not flimsy or a makeshift, but a
real tool for every day use, under all con-
ditions, wherever you need angles.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Tools.
We have a business proposition for the trade.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
P.O. Box 217. Chicopee Fails, Mass.

New York Office : 318 Broadway.
'" MI I IHIMMHIIM IIimH IHHIHI I . 1,1 1 1 1 1, , | I III I»U|MM II

HUTCHISON, SHURLY & DERRETT
DOVERCOURT

TWINE MILLS.

1078 BLOOR STREET WEST
TORONTO.

Having equipped our Factory with entirely new machinery, we are prepared

to furnish the best made goods in the market at closest prices and make
prompt shipments.

Hand Laid Cotton Rope and Clothes Lines,
Cotton and Russian Hemp Plough Lines, plain and colored.
Cotton and Linen Fish Lines, laid and braided.
Netted Hammocks, -white and colored, Tennis and Fly Nets.
Skipping Ropes, Jute, Hemp and Flax Twines.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, April 2, 1901.

THE volume of business has much im-

proved since last writing, and the

demand for shelf and heavy hard-

ware is now active. As before noted, there

is a special demand for building hardware.

In paints and oils, no change of price

has occurred during the week, but there is

a feeling that linseed oil will go lower.

There has probably never been a more

active demand for lumber than there is at

present.

Hardware prices and paints and oils are

as follows :

Barhed wire, ioo lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

n 4 00
12 4 05

" 13 4 20

14 4 35
15 * 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy , keg 3 45
'

' 16 and 20 3 50
10 3 55
8 365
6 3 7°

4 3 8s
3 4 10

Cut nails, 30tobody 300
20 to 40 3 05
10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.
Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 490

No. 2 and larger 4 40
Steel, No. o to No. 1 495

No. 2 and larger 4 7°
Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00

Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50
20 to 26gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 2S

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80
28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, 1C charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX 12 75
IXX 14 75

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 5°

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-i6and larger $10 00
H 10 50

# and 5-16 11 00
Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50

H 14 00
yA and 5-16 1450

Solder 21 %
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00

" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87 'A

Round" " 82ji
Flat

'

' brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57H p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.
Machine 55 p. c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.
Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.. $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F. .pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 pc.
C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 750

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.
" plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.
Water white Canadian

.

Prime white Canadian

.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels.

Less than barrel lots .

Linseed oil, raw
Boiled

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor

Eldorado engine
Atlantic red
Renown engine
Black oil 23%

55

S 1

Cylinder oil (according to grade)
Harness oil

Neatsfoot oil ...

.

Steam refined oil

Sperm oil 1

Castor oil per lb.

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2

41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5

51 to 60 " " " 6
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb.

kegs "

White lead, pure per cwt. 7

No 1 7

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, .per gal. $1.30 to

25 He.
24c.

22c,

2ic.

68

73
77
80

25'A
24 *A

27 A
41
to 25
to 74
61
00

85
5°
11K

25

5°
5°
00
5°

2%

25
OO

$1.90

NOTES.

Mr. Geo. Hunt, who represents The
Cockshutt Plow Co. at Bagot, is erecting a

handsome new warehouse.

Eakins& Griffin, who have for some years

been in the employ of The James Robertson

Co., this city, have purchased the hardware

business of C. H. Greenshaw, at Shoal

Lake.

THIS IS REALLY STARTLING.

"My friend," said the debtor to the

blustering bill collector, "have you ever

stopped to think that if all fellows like me
paid our bills regularly you'd be out of a

job ? "—Syracuse Herald.

THE

CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Dry Color Makers.

GREEN *
The demand for all shades of green

for painting purposes is active, and we

have undoubtedly the best facilities in

Canada for producing this popular color

with great strength and fineness.

MISTLETOE GREEN

FRENCH PERMANENT GREEN

GROWN IMPERIAL GREEN

BRUNSWICK GREEN

OLIVE GREEN

BRONZE GREEN

QUAKER GREEN

EVERGREEN

PARIS
GREEN

The standard for

excellence.

"Good for Potatoes."
"Bad for Bugs."

THE

CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Dry Color Makers.
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

With

DUNDAS AXES
in stock you may justly ask a

clerk for an explanation if he

misses a sale.

Without DUNDAS AXES, is

it fair to blame the clerk when
you have not bought the best

value ?

AH First-Class Jobbers

Sell Them.

INDELIBLO
COLD WATER

PAINT.

PVER heard about it? If not, it will pay you

to find out what it's good for. It's another

one of those scientific productions of THE
MURALO CO., the great Cold Water Wall

Tut manufacturers of America, who have revolu-

tionized all the old-fashioned methods of making a

Cold Water Wall Tint. INDELIBLO is the

greatest Water Paint yet produced, for painting

Factories, Breweries, Warehouses, Stables, Docks,

Public Buildings, Barns, etc. Write for printed

matter to

THE AGENTS

A. RAMSAY k SON, MONTREAL.

J, H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

Mclennan, mcfeely & co., • - Vancouver,

c^Alabastine

Made in 20

Beautiful Tints

Anyone can brush it on.

%
Ready for use

in Cold Water
No one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE IS A DURABLE COATING FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS. EN-
TIRELY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.

It is a cement that goes through a process of setting on the wall. Can be recoated from time to time as is neces-
sary to renew, and grows harder with age. Kalsomines are temporary and rub and scale off, to the annoyance of all who
use them.

Wallpaper with its mouldy paste and poisonous colouring matter is unsanitary.
ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time, is recommended by leading sanitarians

throughout the country. There is nothing "just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.
Thetrade supplied by

—

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.
Sanderson Pearcy & Co.. Toronto, Ont. Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
G. F. StephensS Co., Winnipeg, Man. William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

Ask your (Sealer for circular. Write us for Questions often asked, mentioning this paper.

"DAISY" CHURN •*
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for eitr er a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whil: churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can he used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidi s to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable rfcord. A
perfectiin of its kind— will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman & Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

BROWN'S PATENT STEEL WIRE CHAIN.
PATENT NO. 32840.

If you are interested in chains examine carefully the perfect mechanical construction of the Brown's. It is the mos
perfect chain made. We make ft in 13 sizes. We use it exclusively in all our Halter, Dog, Tie-out, Cattle, Tract
Chains, etc. You will make no mistake in handling our line exclusively.

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO,
Hamilton and Montreal.

LIMITED

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
M , . . FLATWARE, CUTLERV a
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE.

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ont.. -:

Ontario Nut Works, Pans

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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OBSERVATIONS—ON CREDIT.
CHAS. D. WETTACH.

THE old subject of credit is still being

presented in so many shapes and

forms that it will soon be a wonder if

there will be anything left of it that will

make it presentable in some other way.

Credit, so to speak, is simply the con-

fidence reposed by one person in another to

do a certain thing or things at a certain

time—a contract pure and simple in which

everyone who has anything to do in this

department has his own method of constru-

ing it, and here are a few of mine :

i. On the application for credit ; what is

to be considered in the granting of such

credit ?

2. On the application for credit ; what is

to be considered as the refusal of such

credit.

3. The relation that exists between credi-

tor and debtor.

(a) The grantor of credit.

(b) the acceptor of credit.

Following the lines laid down above, the

first proposition presents itself in this light.

As a rule, credit is asked for when ready

cash is not at hand, and it is desirable to

obtain merchandise on the strength of

certain statements regarding capital, repu-

tation, experience, ability, speculative

chances for success. On this first point

there is vast difference of opinion, and it

will follow that, admitting that the mercan-

tile reports are absolutely valuable, yet it is

not wise to pass by the experience of those

whose names have either been given or

obtained otherwise as reference. The points

to be consideted in such information would

naturally be the length of time, the amount

of purchases, if in accordance with good

judgment, and the promptness in meeting

obligations. In determining the basis on

agency reports, it is questionable whether

capital is to be considered in preference to

character and habits and the reputation

borne in the community ; so that it is

requisite that the one must depend largely

upon the other, and, undoubtedly, capital

being a convenient factor, yet we have a

vast amount of evidence where character,

reputation and integrity succeeded where

capital failed. Therefore, these two factors

must be closely scrutinized.

The next point would lead us to closely

observe when refusing credit

:

First.—Where the reputation and habits

savor of dishonesty, incapability and lack

of business principles, such as making

statements that on the face are not abso-

lutely true ; in other words, apparently

excessive in proportion to the capital,

amount of annual business and general

demands of the community.

Second.—Insufficiency of capital must

also enter into consideration, yet it is not

wholly sufficient to refuse credit on this

alone, as the capital may be amply sufficient,

yet so tied up and unavailable that prompt-

ness in meeting obligations is an impossi-

bility. Frequently, on this point, credit is

refused intuitively ; and how often, when

second thought is taken, in place of refus-

ing, credit is granted ; and at the close of

the year the very same account is charged
off as doubtful, having been returned by

attorneys as worthless.

Taking up the third and last point, the

grantor of credit is entitled to receive from

the prospective customer the fullest con-

fidence, as it is frequently within the power

of the grantor to point out weak places that

need strengthening. How often when a

prospective customer is asked to furnish a

statement of his affairs he rudely, oftimes

insultingly, declines, stating that his credit

is unlimited elsewhere, and the order is

countermanded. This at once shows a lack

of the principles that justify credit. Happily

it appears that this refusal to comply with

the request of the seller is becoming less

frequent, and those who are apylying for

credit in many cases feel that those with

whom they intend to deal have at heart the

best wishes to their success.

INQUIRIES REGARDING CANADIAN
TRADE.

The following were among the recent

inquiries relating to Canadian trade

received at the High Commissioner's office,

in London, England :

1. An Aberdeen firm of merchants are desirous

of being placed in communication with shippers of

Canadian cereals and produce.

2. An English firm of stylographic and fountain

penmakers make inquiry respecting the opening for

such goods in Canada and the appointment of

agents.

3. A Northampton firm of boot and shoe manu-
facturers, who do a small trade with Canada, are

desirous of extending it, and wish to get into

touch with boot and shoe makers in the Dominion.

4. Inquiry is made concerning the prospect of

successfully introducing to the Canadian market a

new coffee extract, by a firm who propose to

appoint agents on commission.

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

London, England, is in receipt of the follow-

ing inquiries :

.=;. A firm in Turin, Italy, wish to secure several

first-class Canadian agencies in such lines as manu-
factures of wood, dried apples, tallow, lard, oil,

mica, etc.

6. The proprietors of a patent bicycle brake wish

to make arrangements for sale of same in Eastern

Canada.

7. A London firm in touch with consumers of

manganese ores invite correspondence from Cana-

dian shippers.

[The names of the firms making the above

inquiries, can be obtained on application to

the editor of Hardware and Metal,
Toronto. When asking for names, kindly

give number ofparagraph and date of issue.]

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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ft

MIDLAND
5)

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

SOMETHING SPECIAL

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.
Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook

to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, and is the most practical and up-to-date
Peavey on the market.

Made by "~*^mmr

James Warnock & Co. = Gait, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CUHHE^T JVTAKKET QUOTATIONS.
April 4, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, pt r lb. 31 32

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pc r box
I.O., usual sizes (6 75
I.X., " 8 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
1.0 6 75
I.X 8 25
I.X.X 9 50

Raven 4 Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 0J

I.XXX.., " 8 00

D.O., 12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50
Coke Plates—Bright

Bessemer Steel

—

I.O. , usual sizes 4 15

I.C., special sizes, base 4 50
20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X., Terne Tin 10 25
Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

C okley Grade— Per lb.

X X.,14x56,50sheetbxs")
•' 14x60, " > 07 07%
- 14x65. " )

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08'-/,

26 " 08% 09
28 " 09 09>4

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 170 175
Refined " " 2 20

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 00

TireSteel.... 2 00
Machinery iron finish 2 05

Cast Steel, per lb 00 00

Toe Calk Steel 2 30

T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inoh 12%
2 " 13

2% " 15
3 " 16

3% " 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
%inoh 2 25
3-16inoh 2 25

% inoh and thiokir 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 gauge 3 00
20 gauge 3 00
22to24 " 3 10
26 " 3 20
28 " 3 30

Canada Plates.
Al dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
Allbright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% " 3 35

\i inch 3 35
% •' 3 30

% " 3 35
% " 3 60

1 " 5 00
1% " 6 85
1% " 8 25
2 " 11 10
2% " 22 91
3 " 31 12
3Vi " 37 90
4 " 43 t9
5 " 57 85
6 " 75 11
7 " 93 76

_, 8 " .- 112 51
Galvanized pipe

—

% inch 5 25
% " 5 56

}.. ;; 777
1% " ID 60
1% " 12 70
2 " 16 90

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 4 .'5 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 41 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 35 4 50 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Ooil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

% "
8 00 8 50

5-16 " "
4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 CO

7-16 " "
3 91 4 *5

% " "
3 ?0 4 10

9-16 " " 3 65 4 15

% " "
3 35 3 9U

% " "
3 60 4 10

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, die-
count 40 p.c

Copper.
Ingot

English B. 8., ton lots 16 19
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cutlengthsround,%to%in. 23% 25

'

' round and square
1 to 2 inches. ... 23% 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25%
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " 23%

Boiler and T.K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25
Tubing, base, per t 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06 06%
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 00 6%.
Parccasks CO 6%

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 0434 05
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06 lA
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

" 06
Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lists

at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-(t. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 1' lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
oount, 15 p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd .... 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l .... 018
Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 11 11%

White Lead. Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 50
No. 1 do 6 12%
No.2 do 5 75
No.3do 5 37%
No. 4 do 5 00
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine .' 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 19
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 60
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %• % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities ,per gallon lie
Barn (inbbls.) 75 8*
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Go's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & Color Co's Pure.... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1

Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil

.

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

1 40
2 75
1 15
2 00
1 90
3 25
2 00
2 00
2 25
10
10
09
09

18
12
03%

24
1 00

07
1 25
80
80
55

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre (J.C.) bbls.... 1 35

Ke ow Ocbre(J.F.L.S.),bbls ...
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10
Brussels Ochre
Venetian Red(best). per cwt'. i'80
Knglish Oxides, per cwt 3 00
American Oxides, per cwt. 1 75
Canadian Oxides, per cwt , 175
Super MagnetioOxides,93p.o. 2 00Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb.

' Umber, "
do Raw

Drop Black, pure. ...
Chrome Yellows, pure...

.

'.','.'. '.'.'.'.

Chrome Greens, pure, per ib
Golden Ocbre
Ultramarine Blue in" 28-lb
boxes, per lb 08

rTire Proof Mineral, per 100 ib
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb
Mortar Color, per 1001b
English Vermillion ...
Pure Indian Red, No. 45* ib'
Whiting, per 100 lb

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying .per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb o 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 193
Bulk in less quantity '.'.".'.""

2 P5
Bladders in bbls 2 11
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose'. ".'.'.

2 25
Blsdders in 25-lh. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins ......] 2 65
bladders in Luk or tios less than l66lb2 90

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No. 1 1 60 2 (0
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 440 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 8 J" " No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's.,
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each
$3.00.

Granatine Floor Finish, per gal.
, $2 5 '.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamf Is ; Size 1, COc.
Size 2, 35c. ; Size 3, 20c. eacb

<

Castor Oil.

East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc
Cod Oil per gal 50 55
PureOlive 120

Neatsfoot. 90

Glne.
Cjmmou 08% 0(9
French Medal '4 14ys
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
8trip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 18
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Joseph Rodgers & Sons
Limited

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Each blade of our Goods bears the

exact mark here represented.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL SOLE AGENTS
IN CANADA.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.

B. B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 ptr caul.

ftim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 P.O. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.

Central Fire Oartrdges, Sporting and Mili-

tary. Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival

and Nitro, net >ist.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
Dags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-lb. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each,12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 5oO each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of l,0u0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 2C

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.
11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and it gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink

edge, best white cloth wads, jd

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12ft
Anvil and Vise combined — 4 50

Wilkinson & Co. 's Anvils.. lb. 1-9 09%
Wilkinson ft Co. 's Vices, .lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 IS Ou

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33'/3 per cent.

Hunters' AxeB 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Haudied Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
best quality 13 00 15 00

Batb Tuba.
Zinc 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-incn rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
2nd " 1(1 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21

O " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

8VRACC8E SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.o. pure "Syracuse"
Hells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.

M.kel, 55 per oent.

50

Cow.
American make, discount 68% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Rargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 1 00 1 50
Nail and Spike, per press.... 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway... 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coai h SorewB 76
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square *H°- on<

Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 60 per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67'/s per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 11 00
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred rooting, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

American, per doz.- 100 150
Kullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new lint, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per oent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

3 00
Belgian " 2 60 2 75
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayor, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock'g, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. ft W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
R evolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50—

v

. 2. $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, E8

p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 56 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash In 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teu'onio, plain 16 fO

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net I 25
Liw Down Ont. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50

" " " •' " emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 51
" 19 x 15 in 3 75

Discour t 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles. Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33V3 per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. &D., No. 3, per pair 17%

"5, " 22%
"6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets
Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per oent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per oent.
Jowitt'B, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc. , dis., 50 and 10 per oent.

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inohes.
Under 26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26 to 40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to 60 5 15 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

6 50 11 75
14 00
15 50
18 00

81 to 85
86 to 90
91 to 95
99 to 100

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

" % " 9 00
" %to% 1*00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web,— per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08*
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 150 2 CO

Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50

Fork.
C. ft B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. ft B , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pain.
Steel barn door 585 600
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-f t.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 1 5-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N. T. track, per foot. . .. 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

" " 5-in., " .... 06%
" " 6-in., " 06

" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
8crew hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.
Spring 12 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.o.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent.

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63 *
Harness, por doz 72 88 •
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.

HORSE NAILS.
"O" brand 50 and 7% p.o off new lietl Oval-
"M" brand 6) percent. J bead
Countersunk, 60 and 10 per cent.
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Use Syracu abbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, NIckle, etc., always in stock.

Factories •
I
332 William St., MONTREAL,factories

. j an(J SYrACUSE, N.Y.
QUE. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
P.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Sboea. and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (al Isizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weighc steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899.

ICE PICKS.
S.ar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.o.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door, japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. ft L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz 7 50
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 25
Dashboard, cold blast 9 50
No. 6 00
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined, per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOOKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell ft Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 26
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.
Flat head discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.o.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.o.

German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 S 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 93
sn. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.7 tV2
Galvanising 2o. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 S 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
CJ. S. Navy 725

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16%
Prime White (US ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can ) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 percent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring Ean buckets. di». 45 p.c.
•", lu and 14-qt. 11 ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p u.

PICKS.
Ptrdoz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, benoh, Canadian dis. 50 per ceDt.

American dis. 50.
Wood, fanoy Canadian or American 7%

o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00;

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per percent.
Jenkins' radiator valves discount 55 per cent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " •' 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per oent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz f5 100A*'e 22 33
Screw 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 1 00 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid.perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 1 00
RANUE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 GO
" 35 " 8 25

«0 " 950

Copper, 30 " 22 00
15

35 " 26 00
40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, ^0, 10 and 5 p.o.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 60

and lo p c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 »nd 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c.

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler 4 Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

King Cutter 12 51 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile ft Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lo per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-Ib. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. Der lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
^andS-lOin 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32 inch 21%
Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope .

.

10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% percent.
B ft A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Rmery, 40 per cent.
Gar. et(RuiUn's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. ft D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft.... 35 55
S. 4 D. , dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

1 frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
8ectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW 8ET8.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. ft M. Soales, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.o."

Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances. 10 p c

SCREW DRIVERS-
Sargent's per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel. &7% and 10 p.cWood R. H., " dis. 82% and lu p.c

" F. H., braBf, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.o.
" R.H. " 70 p.o.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per oent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case hardened. 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 pf r cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent,.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co . full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 450 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

8teel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 *.5 3 75
Coopers , discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.o.

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

T .
"

. "lip 09 09
Labrador 13

„ " Axe .... 15
Turkey „ 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
1 inch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4— 3 dozen in case, net casn $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... g 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC
_. .

' Per cent.
Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 ft 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned ... 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 ft 5

tinned 80 ft 10
(in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only ..75 ft 15" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 8o» 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk .......85 ft 15%
" brush, blued ft tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 ft 12%
Zino tacks 35
Leather oarpet I acks .......... 55
Copper tacks ...50
Copper nails 53
Trunk nails, black .60 ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued and tinned 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads

(l 40
Fine finirhing .'.".' .' 40
Picture frame points 10
Lining tacks, in papers 10
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil. B.B., B.B.B., Crane. Dredge Chain, Trace Chains. Cow Ties etc.

ALEX!?S8IM
- -Ca.ad.an Repr...nta«v.s- ^S^P™ *«

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and auebec. For other Provinces.

Lining tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz .. . 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Ohesterman's each 90 2 85

steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.o.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Qime, Newhouse, dis. 25 p c.

Quae, H. tN„ P. S. * W., 65 p.o.

tiame, steel, 7 2 Vi , 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, per lb— 22 26

Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 50 60

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
4-pIy 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, perdoz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, perdoz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quotsd at the
following net selling prices :

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
" 9 " 2 81
" 10 " 2 87

11 " 290
" '2 " 2 95

13 3 15

\* 3 37
15 3 5(1

" 16 " 3 65
Other size i of plain wire outside of Nob. 9,

10, 11, 12 and 13. and other varieties of
plain wire rema !n at $2 8) base with

extras as before. The prices for Nos 9.
to 13 lrclude the charge of 1' c.
for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:
Coppered wire, 60c— tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c-
bnght soft drawn, 15c- in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent
List of extraB : In 100-lb. lots : No
17, $5-No.l8, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20
86.65-No. 21, $7-No. 22, $7.30-No. 23
$7.65-No. 24, $8-No. 25, $9-No. 26,
*9.50-No. 27, SlO-No. 28. $ll-No 29.
$12- No. 30, 813-No. 31,$14-No. 32, $1£
No. 33, $16-No. 34, $17. ExtraB net-
tinned wire. Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34. $B. Coppered, 5c—oil
ing. 10c—in 25-11 . bundles,15c—in 5 ana
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in Vi-lb. hanks, 75c- in Vi-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanirert Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7,8. $3 5)
to $3 8"—No. 9. $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10,
$3.60 to$3.95—No. 11. $3 70 to $4.1"- No.
12, $3 to $3 30—No. 13, $3.11 lo $3 41—
No. 14. $4.10 to $1.50—No. 15. $4.60 to
$5.05—No 16 $4.85 to $5 35. Bafe sizes,
Nos. 6 to 9, $2 57y2 f.n b Cleveland.

Oothes Line Wire, solid 7 strard. No. 17,

*4.!5; No. 18, 12.65; No. 19, S2.35, fob
Hamilt n, Toronto, Montreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B
Toronto

3 (5
3 (5

Galvanized barb
Galvanized, plain twist
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less than carlots, and $2.70 in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb
Colored 4'/2 to 5

White, acceding to quality 6% to 7 34
50f-lb bale lots shaded.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37H per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, die. 70 to 25 p.c.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. k K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS
Leader per doz. $30 00 33 CO
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 J8 00
Royal American., " 16 00 28 '0
Sampson " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 und 5 per cert.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362/2 Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

eilh-r by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine

For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

THE ADAMS STOVE PIPE REGISTER.
Design Patented

June 29, 1897.

Design Patented

August 31, 1897.

Made by

The Adams

Company

Dubuque,

Iowa, U.S A.

.:'\W~ <->&&

*



PERSONS addressing advertisers

will kindly mention having
seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for expoi t. With or without " Kmlyn "

Patent Guard. Sole maker—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
" Machinery," Newport. Newpokt, Mon., England.

DO YOU HANDLE THE

AYLMER

SPRAYERS?

IF NOT
WHY NOT?

They are the most durable,

easiest working and most
simply constructed pump on
the market, and. give uni-

versal satisfaction. If our
travellers have not yet called

on you, write for catalogue.

Liberal discountsto the trade.

AYLMER IRON
WORKS, AYLMER, ONT.

*6wiK) -fOOAV <H£r4,

U/ifH a ft en *np
„„

DO YOlf?

Advertisement
& in the *r

Tof^of4-ro
witl bring you,

?ertdersfr<?/>t 1ht

fast contractors'

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject.

'

'

CANADIAN PRESSUJPPIHG BUREAU,

232 McGill Street. MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. Ka^.^Jva90 Chamber" s '

Not connected -with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849-..

T"
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Brcadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

-OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, X.W.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS. C, IRVING, Gen, Man. Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Dominion Pattern

Cow Tie * Stall Fixture
The special features of the tie and stall fixture are well

shown in the illustration. As will be noticed the chain is

very short,which prevents all danger of entanglement with
the animal's foot. At the same time the form of the fixture
is such that great freedom is allowed to the head. Because
of the short chain this tie is much cheaper than the ordin-
ary patterns.

The stall fixture is made from a tough quality of steel
and is very strong. Also, owing to its circular cross-section,
it is exceedingly rigid. Its simplicity, convenience, cheap-
ness, and ease of attaching make it very popular with cow
tie users.

This form of tie and stall fixture are sometimes called
Niagara pattern.

American or Flat Link Chain,
for years the standard cow tie chain in "the States,'

'

is now rapidly coming in favor in Canada. Its
short link, handsome appearance and smooth sur-
face—which cannot injure the animal's neck—make
it superior to all other styles of chain for cow ties.

For sale by all Jobbers ; manufactured by

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Limited,
™«a*a

t
-=alls -



*%*». Medals

,
k Est. 1868

Black Diamond File Works
G. & H. Barnett Company

(

\

PHILADELPHIA

!

|

Twelve

i

1

i

1

if

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

>%%>%'%^%^%^V%^*^-%''%'%^%/%^%^V%^%^

1901
E. '90'

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling: lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."._

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Cd.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

British Manufactured

CASTOR OIL
GUARANTEED PURE.

Cold Drawn Pharmaceutical

First Pressure. Second Pressure.

In Barrels and Cases.

From Stock and to Import.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

B.&S.H. THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

THE LIGHT
- OF —

EIGHT OIL LAMPS
— FOR THE —

COST OF TWO.

100 CANDLE POWER
FOR

50 cents a month with
gasoline at 40 cents a

gallon.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

The Auer Gasoline Lamp
CHEAPER ) tlj-m J

ANY
BRIGHTER J

THAN
j OTHER LIGHT

Write for Catalogue"

AUER LIGHT CO.
1682 Notre Dame, .... MONTREAL

E. SIMPSON * CO., MOOSE JAW, Agents for the Territories



There are other designations more

expensive and less worth

Use LANGWELL'S Babbit, Montreal

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada
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ETCGOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF,

Quoted from stock Montreal

or at works, Germany.

Jean Dannhauser,
Furth, Bavaria.

Sole Agents"^^^
Lamplough & McNaughton,

MONTREAL.

CANADA

Canada's Favorite Brand

for roofing and all other

purposes where quality

and durability count.

No other is "just as good."

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, united.

PICTURES

TELL BEST

You don't have to use your imagination much with our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water Heating,
because the pictures tell the story, and truthfully, too

—

they are from photographs of the Safford
Radiators themselves.

The Safford Radiators

For Steam or Hot Water Heating
are the original invention in screw nipple threaded connections, which does away entirely with joints and rods,
bolts and packing, hence absolutely preventing leaks. "Pictures tell the story best" and the facts prove every
statement true. Send for the pictures and the facts—send for the Booklet. Send to the Largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British Flag for it—it's free.

THE DOMINION RADIATOR COMPANY, Limited, TORONTO, ONT.



CYCLE

SPORTING GOODS FOR 1901

THE TRADE
will be pleased with our new assortment of goods for the coming season.

Our travellers are now on the road with samples ; if they have not seen

you, a card to us will bring them to you. It will pay to get our new prices.

wmi&EOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.N/VWWVVWKWVX'W'V/W

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIIMIITIEID

Cor. King and Victoria Sts., "TOROM

iHi

How to Prevent a Belt from Slipping.

A BELT WILL LAST TWICE AS LOISG

If our Pulley Covering is used, as thousands of manufacturers using leather belts

for the transmission of power experience annoyance and trouble with slipping belts,

IfjlJiiflp from which arise many losses, such as time, power, etc.

No doubt you have tried many preparations, but the "Vacuum Cement and
Pulley Covering" will prevent all belts from slipping, being free from all

harmful ingredients. It will put your belts in better condition and keep them so,

help them to do the proper work, as no other dressings or coverings ever invented

have done before.

" The Vacuum Cement and Pulley Covering1 " is not the cheapest, but the best. It allows the use of

a much slacker belt than usual ; this slackness prevents belt strains, as well as strains on the machinery. The
covering may be applied to any pulley, iron or wood, and is guaranteed for five years. We furnish the material,

and the work can be done right in your own shop. We invite your careful investigation.

Write for full particulars.

The Vacuum Cement & Pulley Covering Co.,

IVIair. Office, 1493 Third Ave., fslENA/ YORK.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.
3ji£ ¥

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

I THE "NEW BALDWIN!
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

I

1 REFRIGERATOR. |

i

i

i

1

i

I

i

i

I

135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Bail-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and
out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. \^
Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East .

run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special x
refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

SOME OF THE NEWER "VAWI/FF" THAI Q
I J^l^liXLL I ^/wl-O

No. 15 " Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT AND LEFT HAND, AND RIGID, WITH FINGER TURN ON BLADE— 2, 3, 4 and 5-in. BLADES.

, No. 20 " Yankee " Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver
RIGHT HAND ONLY, AND RIGID. 3 SIZES, EXTREME LENGTH OPEN, INCLUDING BIT— 14, 17 and 19-inches

Sold by Leading Jobbers NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
throughout the Dominion. Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

THE PATENT
FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE

OF OUR

MPERUL OXFOR
is one of the special features that

give it precedence over all other Ranges.

This arrangement is of special advantage, as nothing

—

not even the warping of the frame—can interfere with its easy

working. The

DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK
OVEN THERMOMETER

are other improvements that have made the Imperial

Oxford the popular range of Canada.

If you're not handling them, write for price list

—

they're wonderful sellers.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL.

David Maxwell & Sons
ST. MARYS, ONT. CANADA

" Maxwell Favorite Churn " Lawn Mowers.
PATENTED FEATURES: Improved Steel Stand,
Roller Bearings, and Foot and Hand Lever Drive,
and Detachable Driving Link Improved for sea-
son of 1901. Steel or Wood Frame as desired.

Wheelbarrows.
In Four different

Sizes.

Steel Frame Churn

maxwell mower
8-inch Low Wheel.

High and Low Wheels,
from 13-ia. to 20-in.
widths. Cold Rolled

Steel Shafting, Crucible Steel Knives and Cutting
Plate.

If your Wholesale House does not offer you
these articles

...SEND DIRECT TO US.

"THE MAXWELL"
Lawn Mower

High Wheel 10 inches.

C



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Eepresentative : W. G. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co.. Hamilton, Ont,

GEO. D. WOOD & GO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

ii

ENTERPRISE"

- $2.00

Rapid Grinding &
Pulverizing Mills ^

vt/

patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprisin$ ^=g~\

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST
Write for Descriptive

Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

"APOLLO"
Kitchen Range
Boilers. GALVANIZED.

Made of "Apollo"

Open Hearth Steel.

Severely tested at 200 lbs. before galvanizing (mak-

ing tightness doubly sure), and are perfectly

galvanized inside and out.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

]WETALiS
Antimony,
Copper, Zinc,

Lead,

Tin.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

ALWAYS IN DEMAND

are the Goods made by the Old Reliable and Popular Firm of

Henry Disston
& Sons; Incorporated Q

c)

hilajdolpbi
>6Mt i /**u

TRADE MARK.

No. 5 Key-Hole Saw. No. 4 Back Saw.

Made in

Rip,

Hand Ml i„ <>,

r'Hlll.

The Best Seller on Earth— No. D 8.

CO

Disstons Special Narrow X Cut Saw for CANADIAN LUMBER TRADE.

&o

CO

The New St. Lawrence X Cut Saw.

Made by f
> AGENTS for Canada: ft^y DJSStOll & SOIlS
LEWIS BROS. & CO. Incorporated

MONTREAL. *— PHILADELPHIA.

WRITE F"OR PRICES



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Our No. 5 Portable

Hand Pipe Threading

nd Cutting Machine.
'j&ND FOR.

^tatatogue
IV

/

«at

Fully

Illustrated

With
Photo

Engravings.

-+-

:F»i "

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY, MONTREAL



CANADIAN ^HARDWARE AND METAL

THE EASE WITH WHICH THE <£ ^ <*

White Mountain Freezer

MAKES money for the dealer

and makes ice cream for his

customers, makes it the most

attractive and satisfactory

freezer to sell.

A White Mountain Freezer

sold means a perfectly satisfied

customer, a permanent adver-

tisement and a liberal profit.

Thousands of dealers selling

thousands of White Mountain

Freezers will testify that this

states the case exactly as it is.

OUR AGENTS IN THE DOMINION ARE

The McClary Mfg. Co.

LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL,
WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER.

Write them for complete descriptive catalogue,

special information or prices on

our complete line.

^ WHITE MOUNTAIN FREEZER CO.
Nashua, INI, H-



CANADIAN HARDW D METAL

No. 110—3K-in. Japanned No. 200—3M -in. Plated Finishes.

No. 205—4-in. Plated Finishes.

No. 190—3-in. Plated Finishes.

No. 195— 3 , -in. Plated Finishes.

"""''"T
by

A. # WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Canada.

No. 20—

3

14 -in. Royal Bronze.

No. 30—3K-in. Royal Bronze.

No. 120—3K-in. Plated Finishes.

No. 130—3^-in. Plated Finishes.

No. 170—3 M -in. Plated Finishes.

No. 175—4-in. Plated Finishes.

No. 40—3^ -in. Royal Bronze.

No. 50—4-in. Royal Bronze.

No. 140—3% -in. Plated Finishes.

No. 150—4-in. Plated Finishes.

fflfflfflffl
No. 60—4-in. Royal Bronze.

No. 160—4-in. Plated Finishes.

PLATED FINISHES

Self Brass, Bronze, Nickel,

Old Copper.

Ornamental Brass.

Ornamental Bronze.

Ornamental Nickel. No. 65—4-in. Royal Bronze.

No. 165—4-in.JPlated Finishes.

Sold Only Through -the Wholesale Trade.

VICTOR and DAISY Oil Stoves

of to-day are the results of years of practical ex-

perience in oil stove making.

In them are embodied all the points which
go to make up a perfect oil stove.

A stove which will not smoke ) but will give perfect

A stove which will not smell ! satisfaction.

That's why our trade is increasing so rapidly.

Your stock would not be complete without these goods.

Made in one, two and three-burner.

We will be pleased to quote you.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President, authority is on results. It is the same with While the burden resultant from such
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,

Montreal. regard to the Beet Sugar Bounty Bill possible mistakes would naturally largely

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO. passed by the Ontario Legislature a few rest on the municipality making it, it must

Limited. days ago. And it seems to us it would not be forgotten that indirectly the country

£ui«e'?nthSp^ have been the better plan for the Nova as a whole would suffer also.

North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario, „ . T . , , . .

Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, p.e. Scotian Legislature to have adopted.
Island and Newfoundland. IDEAS FOR SPRING TRADE.

omens Against subsidies wisely given and

Montreal aa^McGii^street, properly safeguarded nothing can be said I YITH the opening up of spring hard-

TORONTO ...... ioFwrtSrertE«|]; (rom a business standpoint. Otherwise, a W waremen are naturally looking for

LONDON, enq.. - - . ,o9 Fleet street. E.C.',
great deaI ^ tQ be said against them an increased trade. In this im-

Manchester, eng. - - -^ |t Ann^reet. ^^ ^ munidpaUties •„ this country proved trade all will share to some extent.

WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block. ^^^^ ^^ ^.^ ^^ but the greater share wU1 be enjoyed by

«w v«
M«' B

"
" " ' "°'l\»Pt?3™<- °f t-e subsidy mania which possessed them <°ose wh° Put f°'th sPccial efforts l° secure

NEW YORK. - - ... - 176 E. 88th Street, . . ^. , . . , . r
,(,„„„,„ „„ k„ it, just as the yachtsman who is alert for

Subscription. Canada and the United States, $2.00. in the years gone by. > } i

Great Britain and elsewhere - i2«. every favorable breeze makes better head-
i Adscript, London. As Hardware and Metal has pointed

Cab Ade"
I Adscript, Canada. .... . way than he who is careless in this respect.

„ ....
-

, „ a out in previous issues, the country is
Publish id every Saturday. r _ . , ,, ,

possessed with the same mania now. There DunnS the sPrmZ time as wel1 as durinS

are cities and towns throughout the Domin- other seasons of the vear
>
scarcelV t0° much

ion which are possessed with the .dea that
thouSht and care can be Siven t0 the 8°°ds

they have the ideal spots for the location of
which are then reasonable. While one can

iron industries, twine and rope factories,
often P rofit from lhe ideas ot others

-

there

beet sugar factories or other industries.
is

-

after all
>
nothinS which tends t0 more

STEEL SHIP SUBSIDIES IN NOVA
which thft ubiquitous promoter is busily

successfully attract trade than ideas and

A
BILL has been passed by the Nova trying to establish. There is. undoubtedly, schemes that are original.

Scotia Legislature empowering room for cach and al1 of those industries in It is individuality stamped upon a busi-

municipalities within the Province the country> but there is not r00m ioi them nCSS that makeS U successful
-

He who is

to subsidize steel ship building companies in everV city or town - satisfied t0 be an atom
'
juSt Uke other atoms

to the extent of $100,000, provided the With commendable zeal, Nova Scotia is » the business world, of course attracts no

ratepayers approve. desirous of occupying among the ship-
attention.

The Bill was the subject of a great deal building parts of the world a position Individuality comes of thinking, of

of discussion before it was passed, there analogous with that which she occupied in devising and of acting. And in devising

being a strong opposition to a subsidy being the days of wooden ships. Nearly every w*ys and means of profiting by the spring

granted upon anything other than results. port of importance wants to possess a steel trade the merchant should not only set his

In other words.it was contended that the shipbuilding industry. And each appears own mental powers to work, but should

subsidy should only be paid on vessels of to be afraid that the other will get ahead of endeavor to stimulate the mental powers of

iron or steel when completed. The pro'- it. This is all right and to be commended. his clerks along the same lines as well,

moters of the Bill were stronger, however, But herein lies the very danger of a lax There are the window displays, the

and it was finally passed without any con- subsidy law, for, with the competition advertising, the arrangement of goods in

ditions as to payment by results. among the different ports keen, there U the interior of the store, all afford excellent

The principle on which the bonus on pig always a chance that too much may be paid opportunities for the development of original

iron and steel is based under Federal for even a shipbuilding industry. and trade making ideas.

• WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER
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THE GOVERNMENT'S STEEL RAIL PURCHASE.

THE Hon. Mr. Blair, Minister of Rail-

ways and Canals, announced in the

House of Commons on Tuesday that

his Department had made a contract in

October last with the Clergue company at

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., whereby the latter

was to deliver, by a certain time next year,

25,000 tons of steel rails at the wharf, at

either Montreal or Levis, the price to be

$32.85 per ton, It was also agreed to take

a like quantity during each of the four fol-

lowing years at the prices which would be

ruling in England at the time of delivery.

The announcement has naturally created

a great deal of interest. At present, no

steel rails are being made in Canada.

Indeed, steel rails never have been pro-

duced in Canada. Neither, strictly speak-

ing, were even iron rails ever made in this

country. Forty- one years ago a mill was

started in Toronto to re- roll iron rails, but

the advent of steel rails compelled it to go

out of existence. In 1864, The Great

Western Railway Company started a rolling

mill in Hamilton, Ont., to patch and re roll

iron rails, but it ceased to exist eight years

later. From that day to this we have not

had in Canada what, even by courtesy,

might be called a rail-making plant.

We are not likely, however, to long

remain in that position. The fact that Mr.

Clergue has contracted to, next year, supply

the Government with 25,000 tons for use on

the Intercolonial Railway makes that evident.

But the fact that the Clergue company has

already a plant in course of construction

for the making of rails from nickle steel is

still better proof, while down at Sydney

there is being constructed the steel works of

The Dominion Iron and Steel Co., from

which rails will be turned out before a great

while. Then there is also the recently com-

pleted steel works of The Hamilton Iron and

Steel Co.

The action of the Government in placing

the order in question has caused quite a

little adverse criticism. The main points of

the contention are: (1) That tenders should

have been called for
; (2) that the price

paid was higher than that ruling, a decline

having taken place a few days before the

contract was signed.

Under ordinary conditions the objections

would have been well taken; but they were

not ordinary. Mr. Clergue, on behalf of

the company that is making such an

industrial revolution at Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont., came to the Government with a

proposition to establish a nickle - steel

rail industry. What he wanted, of course,

was some encouragement from the Gov-

ernment. And he got the encouragement

in the shape of an order for 25,000 tons of

rails at $32.85, delivered at the points

named by the Government. It was cer-

tainly, with the iron and steel market in the

condition it was last fall, not the way an

ordinary business corporation would have

placed a similar order. But the Govern-

ment was desirous of giving some assistance

to an industry which we have practically

never had but which we have for a gener-

ation been trying to get. There is not an

industry in this country that has not, either

directly from the Dominion Treasury or

through a protective tariff, received Govern-

mental assistance. And the difference in

the market price of steel rails when the

25,000 tons in question are delivered and

the price which the Government contracted

to pay will represent the measure of that

assistance. If the Government is to be

condemned on that score, then must the

whole system of protection to home industries

be condemned.

In 1879 a duty of 15 percent, was placed

upon iron rails, but steel rails have always

been on the free list.

When Sir Charles Tupper brought down

his famous iron tariff in May, 1887, he ex-

plained that it was the intention of the

Government to make an exception of steel

rails and allow them to remain on the free

list, because of a desire not to retard the

railway development of the country. He,

however, said that in his judgement the iron

policy which the Government had adopted

would place Canada in the position where

she would be able to provide her own rails

within the next ten years. In his budget

speech of 1888 he again referred to the

subject, speaking as follows :

1 have been pressed, and strongly pressed, to

take another step in that direction, for the purpose
of having steel rails manufactured in our country.

I mentioned to the House a year ago that Canada
was the only country in the world possessing 12,000
miles of railway within her borders that did not

manufacture its own steel rails, and I had the
evidence presented to me that, by giving proper
protection, such protection as we gave the other
branches of the iron industry, we might succeed in

establishing rolling mills for steel rails. But we
had to take into consideration the fact of the
enormous importance of railway development of
a country like Canada, and under those circum-
stances we felt that we must postpone, at all events
for this year, making such a change as would lead
to the establishment of rolling mills in this country
for the manufacture of our own rails.

The following year did not see a duty

imposed for the encouragement of steel-

rail making, neither has any year since. In

the United States there is a duty on steel

rails of 7 -20c. per lb.

Speaking in round numbers, Canada's

imports of steel rails during the last 15 years

have ranged from 1,500,000 to 3,000,000

tons. Last year the quantity was 2,617,646

cwt. and the value $2,787,866.

We have more often condemned than

commended the Government for its actions,

but we do not see in the present instance

how we can do any other than commend it.

*r

INSOLVENCY LAW POSTPONED.

FOR the first time in some years, we

have now a definite idea of how the

Dominion Government feel on the

question of insolvency legislation.

The report laid before the council of the

Montreal Board of Trade by Mr. Robert

Munro, from the insolvency committee, lets

in some light on the Government's inten-

tions. He had an interview with the

Minister of Justice (Hon. David Mills), who

said that the subject of insolvency was under

consideration by the Ministers.

Apparently, the wish of the Federal

authorities is that the Provincial laws shall

be brought to embody all the reforms

demanded by the commercial interests.

The removal of preferences in Nova Scotia,

for instance, which is one of the reforms

demanded by the trade, will be sought by

Provincial legislation first. If the Nova
Scotian Legislature does not see its way

to modify the present law, then the

Dominion Government will consider the

wisdom of enacting a Federal law, dealing,

we infer, only with this phase of the ques-

tion. But no promise is made that anything

will be done this session of Parliament.

We are sorry the Government cannot

carry out the wishes of the commercial t

interests in this matter during the present

year. A general Dominion law is prefer-

able to Provincial enactments. The time

to pass one could easily enough be secured

by squeezing out pro Boer resolutions and

other political "tommy-rot" by which the

time of our Parliament is so much wasted .
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

T

MANUFACTURED IRON AND STEEL IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

•HE finished branches of the trade have

been somewhat quieter during the

past week, but makers are fairly well

booked ahead, taking the position all

through, and do not look for any scarcity of

work through the spring and summer at any

rate. There is a disposition, too, to expect

%# an improvement in the amount of new busi-

ness coming forward after the holidays. The

drop which has taken place in values lately

is sufficiently apparent in Mr. Waterhouse'

s

return, which gives the average selling price

ofmanufactured iron in the north of England

during January and February as £7 ios.gd.,

as against ,£8 5s. 2d in the previous two

months, a reduction of 14s. 5d. per ton. It

is plainly apparent that there must be

further reductions in subsequent returns as

the year advances, for the ascertained prices

are above present market values. This, of

course, arises from orders having been in

hand from last year, which were taken at

higher rates. In the Midlands the ascer-

tained selling price is £7 19s. There have

been several reductions in prices in the

Cleveland district this week. In iron cast-

ings, chairs and floor plates are down 2s. 6d.,

while iron ship plates and girder plates are

cheaper to the same extent, and steel rail-

way sleepers are reduced £1, ship plates 5s.,

hoops 10s. , and boiler plates 2s. 6d. In

Lancashire, iron bars are weaker, iron hoops

are 2s. 6d. lower, and in steel billets and

boiler plates a similar reduction has been

made. In South Wales, steel rails are 5s.

cheaper, and common bars in South

Staffordshire are down to £7.—Iron and

Coal Trades Review, March 29.

PIG IRON IN GREAT BRITAIN.

In the pig iron department of the trade

the amount of business doing is confined

within comparatively narrow limits, buyers

being unwilling to make any extensive pur-

chases while prices are as weak as they have

now become. All are naturally anxious to

place their orders at the lowest possible

rates, and the slackening in business notice-

able since our last, accompanied as it has

been by further slight reductions in prices,

has shaken their belief that bottom has been

touched, and they are holding off again to

secure better terms in the future. It is more

^ than doubtful, however, whether their hopes

will be realized, for the present reduced

production is only about sufficient to meet

current requirements, while in some kinds

of pig, notably level and forge qualities,

the output is not equal to the consumption,

and in these circumstances prices can

hardly continue to fall for any length qf

time. Makers are not expecting much

further cheapening of coke apparently, for

they are buying forward more freely than

for some time past, and the only way

in which they can hope for any relief from

the present high cost of production, which

at the present low rates leaves but the nar-

rowest margin of profit, despite the reduc-

tion in fuel, is at the expense of the work-

men, and the reduction in wages in the

North of England, which will result from

the ascertainment of the average selling

price of iron, will be a step in this direction

so far as the Cleveland district is concerned.

Hematite is weaker than ordinary iron in

both Barrow and Middlesbrough, mixed

numbers in the latter centre having gone

down to 56s. per ton —Iron and Coal

Trades Review.

THE LEAD MARKET IN ENGLAND.

Lead has been a hrm market, and the

weakness which recently characterized it

has, temporarily at least, passed away.

During the early part of the week a large

business is reported to have been done in

Spanish at £12 15s. to ,£12 17s. 6d.,

amounting, it is said, to between 800 and

900 tons. On Thursday, when a slump is

generally looked for, as much as £13 3s. 9d.

was paid for distant delivery, and there is a

fair amount of inquiry for arrival stuff by

consumers. With any marked revival in

the building trade, lead would not remain

long at its present level.—Iron and Steel

Trades' Journal.

NEW VORK METAL MARKET

Tin—The London pig tin market which

has been closed since Thursday noon of

last week opened on Thursday at an ad-

vance of 12s. 6d., which was possibly a

reflection of the higher figures established

here on Monday through the efforts of the

chief holders of spot stock. English

buyers evidently did not respond to the

improvement in their market, which closed

quiet at a decline of 2s. 6d. from the

highest point of the day. This was a

disappointment to the bulls on this side who
had evidently looked for a substantial

advance in London. The New York

market was consequently dull and tame,

closing at 26c. bid and 26.50c. asked for

spot. For April, 25.80c. was bid, but later

deliveries were not mentioned. To add to

the depressing influences in this market a

cable from London announced that the

Mesaba due here from that port on March

15 will bring 970 tons, while the Polarst-

jernen now due from the Straits will land

here 575 tons from Singapore and from 50

to 150 tons from Penang. The Manitou

from London brought 183 tons, making the

arrivals for the month to date 405 tons.

Stocks afloat including that on the Mesaba
amount to 4,034 tons.

Copper—The downward movement of

prices in London was renewed at the open-

ing of that market to day after the interval

covered by the Easter holiday. There was
little business done in spot or futures, and
the close was quiet at a decline of 2s. 6d.

from last Thursday's quotations. Nothing

new was presented in the New York market,

which remained quiet but for deliveries on
existing contracts. Prices, however, were

steady and unchanged at 17c. for Lake
Superior and 16 #c. for electrolytic and
casting.

Pig Lead—The settlement of the Gug-
genheimer affair was not reflected in the

market for the metal, which closed quiet

and steady at 4-37^c. for 50-ton lots or

more. St. Louis was reported quiet at

4.22^c. There was no change in London.

Spelter—This market was somewhat
firmer on increased buying for local con-

sumption, and prices advanced to 3 92^ to

3.97>£c. Advices by wire from St. Louis

reported that market steady at 3 75 to

3 77}4c. The London market continued

to decline, and closed 2s. 6d. lower than on
Thursday last.

Old Metals—The market is very quiet,

but prices are steady and unchanged.

Pig Iron—For pig iron the demand
continues heavy, local dealers reporting

more business than at any time for the past

three months. Full prices are readily

obtained, but the tendency toward a further

advance is not so pronounced, and no
quotable change has been made for several

days. Eor finished materials including

sheets and plates there is still a very active

demand, and with most buyers it is more a
question of supplies than of price, so difficult

is it to get even small orders for prompt
delivery filled.

Tinplate— There is no change to be
noted in the situation, which is characterized

by such activity of demand as taxes the

producing capacity to its utmost. Prices

are firm and unchanged.

GALT BOARD OF TRADE.

There is a vigorous movement on foot to

reorganize the Gait Board of Trade. A
meeting for this purpose was held on Tues-
day night, but after consideration it was
determined to postpone the matter for two
weeks and to increase the membership of

the board in the meantime, so that a strong

working committee may be appointed. Six

new members were received, and many
more are expected.
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UTILIZING THE STORE SERVICE.

AT the beginning of the busy retail

season is a good *.ime to think about

getting all that is possible out of the

store service—the firm as well as the sales

force. From about the middle of March

everybody is busy, so busy as to think

nothing more could be done, but the work

is like a crowd of people—always room for

one more. Nor is it always so much a

question of doing more work as it is doing

better that which is already on hand.

The conduct of a store requires as much

diplomacy as dogged persistence, and both

must be forced to work together. Maybe

the suggestion will seem a little strange, but

it is a truth that the merchant must be more

or less careful with the treatment of himself,

and govern his own actions from the stand-

point of how much he can get out of himself

and how best to control and make most

profitable his own work.

The man who is the best controller of his

own actions, makes his personal machinery

work the smoothest, longest and best and gets

the best results from all his efforts is the man
who will also have the most efficient, best con-

trolled, most willing, most enthusiastic and

most reliable lot of people in the work about

him. He will always have a good store,

because the spirit of doing things right and

doing them well is as contagious as the

spirit of lounging and the hope of doing just

as little as possible.

INFECTIOUS SPIRIT.

Nothing in the world is more infectious

than the attempt to make results better than

the results of like attempts have been be-

fore. If the merchant will stop to think

about it he will discover the spirit within

his own work. He is not satisfied that

certain things are done ; he wants to do

them better and is searching for the methods

whereby the desired improvement can be

accomplished. The merchant who has the

don't care spirit back of even the little de-

tails always finds his balance sheet consid-

erably disappointing at the end of a season

of selling which should show large returns.

The manner of doing things with a vim

and energy and doing lots of them does

not imply that the merchant has to person-

ally look after all the details and flying ends

of the store business. That is where many

men make a mistake and worry their time

into a lot of small matters when they might

turn them over to others and give their time

to the planning and mapping out of man-

agement.
DIPLOMATIC WORK.

Right in there is where a good bit of

diplomatic work can be pushed through.

Every merchant has ways of his own in

managing the people in his charge, and

usually thinks that he does it pretty well,

but there is one method of procedure which

is not used as much as it should be and

which is really the easiest of all ways, both

for the merchant and the employe. More

flies are caught with sugar than with vinegar,

and that means as many kinds of human

flies as there are kinds of work to be done.

Everybody from merchant down to bundle

boy knows that and knows when the sugar

is being put out to catch, but he is not

averse to it nor harmed by being frankly

told that it is the method to be employed

for his capture. We know that a clerk is

very well aware when he is being led, when

he is doing work for the reason that he

wishes to please the firm by doing it right,

as well as helping himself forward, but he is

also very glad to do it that way. It is the

pride of cooperation that comes as a resulj

of being asked pleasantly, of having re-

sponsibility thrust upon them, and of feel-

ing that much does really depend on them.

In the rush of spring business is a most

excellent time to begin delegating to other

people some of the work the merchant has

been doing and lay out some of the work

that nobody has yet done, but which every-

body feels should be done. The successful

general is the one who can lay out the

campaign and lead his armies to victory,

giving all the minor work to others, yet

keeping track of the whole thing himself.

The successful merchant is the same

character of man. That we do not mean
that the detail worker is not successful, but

we mean that he expends an amount of

energy on details that could be made to

bring a vastly larger amount of returns if

applied in other ways.

don't do it all

The point is something like this : You

haven't got to superintend the unpacking of

every case and watch every piece that

comes from it, the unwrapping of new goods

and the placing of them in the shelves

doesn't have to be watched minutely by

you ; every sale doesn't have to be boosted

along or assisted by some effort of yours
;

you need not mark all price tickets
; you

don't have to watch every entry on the

books
;
you don't have to turn on the lights

and wait until they are turned off
;
you can

have a carefully selected stock without pick-

ing out every pattern yourself ; other people

can drive nails and turn screws
;

your

millinery trade does not hinge on your per-

sonal selection of braids, flowers and
feathers ; the arrangement of goods in show

cases, on ledges and in windows can be

accomplished by other people than yourself.

YOUR EXPERIENCE.

It will not leave you idle nor shirmishing

about something to occupy your mind and

hands. It will give you an opportunity to

become more completely the master of your

business. When you were an employe you

had great respect for your employer who
had the actual knowledge of all the work

which he expected you to do, but did not

think the more of him because he hustled

around and tried to do it all himself. And,

more than that, we are of an opinion that

has a pretly fair basis, that you thought

him welcome to all those duties so long as

he was willing to do them without calling

on you. Now that you are the employer,

cannot you see how the same plan will work

with you ?

It is not because the people about the

store are particularly lazy, but they become

indifferent when no responsibility rests upon

them. The infectiousness of work comes

not alone from seeing others hustle ; it also

comes from having something to hustle for.

Don't study on how much more work can

be placed on the shoulders of your store

people, but study out a better system of

attending to the whole store service, and

you will find that there is plenty of time for

everyone to do something more.

DO IT TOGETHER.

Talk with the boys who unpack the

goods ; tell them how it is best done
;
put

them on their honor to do it right, and

you'll find it to be done as well as though

you did it yourself ; if it isn't, discharge

the boys and get others—there are lots of

good ones left.

Talk with the people who have charge of

the stocks. If they have a better way of

doing things than you, let them do it that

way
;
you don't have to turn in and do it

yourself. If the dress goods, linens, under-

wear, or what not are kept well it isn't

necessary to worry because it isn't done

just your way. The result is what you are

after, and when the result doesn't come

there is plenty of time to take a hand.

Get your people started right and they

will be as enthusiastic as you are in the

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT,
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betterment of the store. Be sincere and let

them understand that you are as anxious

for their improvement as for the increase of

your sales. Make them to know that your

present and their future are linked together.

Don't try to do it all yourself. No man

was ever made who could, and your

endeavor is sure to leave undone many

things of more importance than some you

do.—General Merchant.

«* EXPERIENCE IN CASH TRADE.

THE experience of merchants with the

cash and credit systems of trading

is interesting and instructive. In

an interior Illinois town there is a store-

keeper who is doing a cash business, and

his sales run from $135 to $400 a day. He
also keeps an account of the cost of each

article and what it is sold for, and knows

each night the result of the day's business.

This merchant is doing a satisfactory busi-

ness, and is getting on in the business

world. It is a clean, neat way of operating

a retail store.

Another Illinois firm, located at Manton,

has been experimenting with cash and

credit. Prior to three years ago they had

used credit so extensively that they found

they had tied up about all their capital,

amounting to several thousand dollars, on

their books. The firm also owed a few

thousand dollars, and were in a state of

perplexity.

To get out of the hole it was decided t

stop credit, collect as closely as possible

and sell for cash. In a year they had cash

resources and were discounting their bills.

Having thus got on easy street, it seems

strange that the cash system should not have

been maintained. The merchants, however,

confess that they were weak enough to slide

back to giving credit, and, before they

really knew it, were in the dumps again.

Just as this fix was discovered the store

had a fire and quite a loss resulted. This

sort of discipline determined these people

to readopt the cash system, and they say

they will stick to it this time. As a result

of having tried the two plans of selling

goods these merchants express the following

views :

" Under the credit system a year's failure

of crops may wipe a fellow out but there is

no fear of this with the cash plan. Then

we think the cash plan enables the mer-

chant to satisfy his customers who watch

mail-order houses and buying. There is

less dissatisfaction and discontent with our

goods and prices.

'
' Also, on a cash basis there is little or

no fear that some new merchant is going to

come to town and knock you out. This

fear is constant with the credit merchant.

Jim
PAINT^Sir
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The worry from this and the possible loss

of bad accounts keeps a credit man in a bad

state."

It is such object lessons as these that

should be advisory to all merchants who

are woirying along with the credit system.

They can benefit themselves by studying

the experience of others and the proof that

the cash storekeeper does not lose, but, on

the other hand, gains, by adhering to that

system.

The cash- dealing merchant does not have

to vex himself to get garnishment laws

passed by the Legislature. He does not

have to chase those that owe him, and take

his pay for the goods he has sold on the

instalment plan.

If the merchant will stop and think it

over carefully he will stop lending his money

to Tom, Dick and Harry and allow them

to pay as they please, or not at all. As a

cash merchant he will do as much, very

likely more, business, and he will have

mercantde peace and prosperity and some-

thing to show for his labor.—Exchange.

miums, cut prices, or soliciting of orders

from house to house, as I do not believe in

such means to obtain business, and do not

for an instant believe that custom obtained

in this manner will become permanent, as

nothing but the best quality, best service,

coupled with a reasonable price, will keep

a customer permanently."

AN IMPORTANT QUESTION.

Mr. H. L. Hjermstad, the author of a

prize paper on the subject " What Should

the Retailer Do to Secure New Customers,

and How Can He Hold Them ?" says : "I

have never resorted to any schemes, pre-

THE REWARD OF INDUSTRY.
A vagrant who had been sentenced to

death begged to be taken before the King,

that he might plead for his life. When he

had been brought to the throne, the King

looked down upon him and angrily said :

"Thou worm, why comest thou adding

to the troubles of thy monarch ? Dost

think, oh, thou crawling, cringing thing,

that thy fate is worthy of the notice of a

king ? Begone, thou drone—out of my sight

!

Thou hast never done a thing in all thy

worthless life. Thou art like a rotten shingle

—useless. There is not one little reason

why I should spare thee. Away with

him !
" " But, oh gracious King, hear

me," the vagrant cried. "Thou sayest I

never did anything in my life. Nay, thou
wrongest me. Even now I am doing some-
thing." "What is it?" the King de-

manded. " Letting my whiskers grow."
At this the King was so well pleased that

he not only restored the man's liberty, but

made him oil inspector at a salary of

$12,000 per year, with a cheap boy to do
the inspecting.—Chicago Times- Herald.
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THE COAL OIL DUTY.

A
SPECIAL meeting of the executive

Committee of the Canadian Manu-

facturers' Association was held on

Tuesday to consider the motion of Mr. E.

R. Clarkson, Hamilton, asking the Govern-

ment to remove the duty on coal oil. It was

decided that not sufficient facts had been

laid before the association to clearly show

" that the price of oil has been raised to an

exorbitant extent as a result of the duty,"

but a motion was adopted calling upon the

Government '
' to appoint a commission to

fully investigate the facts connected with

the Canadian oil industry prior to adopting

legislation affecting this industry."

There is scarcely any article of commerce

in the Custom's tariff around which

has centered so much discussion as coal

oil, and yet most people are at "sixes

and sevens " in regard to the actual merits

of the case. This is, perhaps, largely due

to the fact that party politics have been

industriously mixed up with it. If the

suggestion of the executive committee of the

Manufacturers' Association is acted upon

by the Government, it is probable we shall

get more light upon the question than we

have hitherto had. We hope, therefore,

that the memorial of the Canadian Manu-

facturers' Association will find favor with

the Government.

TRADING STAMP BILL PASSED.

On Thursday the Ontario Legislature

went into committee of the whole to discuss

the Trading Stamp Bill introduced by Geo.

P. Graham, M.P.P., for Brockville. The

bill, which empowers municipalities to

prohibit the handling of trading stamps

under the present system, leaving, however,

to merchants or manufacturers the right to

give out their own coupons, which they must

redeem themselves, was reported favorably

by the committee by a majority of 48 to 20.

NEW CEMENT COMPANIES.

The production of cement in Canada con-

tinues to rapidly increase. During the next

few days the Manitoba Cement Company

will btart their works, their plant having

all been installed and a good sample manu-

factured, but the warehouse is not yet

ready to receive stocks The mines and

works are about five miles from the thriv-

ing town of Miami, on the Morris and

Brandon branch of the N. P. and M. Rail-

way. The plant for the manufacturing of

cement is complete, and when tested a few

days ago worked highly satisfactorily. The

plant, which includes the latest improve-

ments for the manufacture of cement, gives

a capacity of 250 bbls. per day.

Another company has been organized to

manufacture cement in Ontario. This

organization, known as the Dominion Port-

land Cement Co., has $250,000 capital

stock, and is composed of Wiarton, Walk-

erton and Hepworth business men. Marl

beds, which are declared inexhaustable,

have been located between Wiarton and

Oxenden. The Township of Keppel, of

which Oxenden is part, has offered the

company exemption from taxes to locate

the works in the latter place. An agitation

is on foot in Wiarton to offer inducements

to the company to locate there.

The Iver Johnson
SEMI-HAMMERLESS (Trigger Action). AUTOMATIC EJECTOR (Improved 1900 Model)

SINGLE GUN

12 and 16 gauge. 30 and 32 inch barrel. Ejector or Non-Ejector Action at option of user.

NEW MODEL. NEW FEATURES. NEW PRINCIPLE.
IMe\A/ Standard for Gun Value.

Sold everywhere by leading dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York- 99 Chambers St

loston—165 Washington St.
Torcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

HOUSE CLEANING GOODS
should be kept well to the front during the

next few weeks, especially such lines as

BOECKH'S BRUSHES •* BROOMS
BY PROMINENT DISPLAY

of such articles as Bannister Brushes, Stove
Brushes, Whisks, Brooms, Feather Dusters,

etc., sales are largely increased.

Boeckh Bros. & Company,
80 York St., TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. ONLY
WHOLESALE

' Triumph " Corn Planters.
" With Pumpkin Seed Attachment

.

Malleable Iron.

Hog Rings.
Nos 1, 2, 3.

Steel.

Hog Ringers, Cast.
" Malleable

L_«=j\A/n.

Malleable Iron Teeth, 10, 12, 14

10 to 14 Assorted.

Straight Steel Teeth,
Teeth 10, 12, 14, 16

Curved Teeth,
Teeth 10, 12, 14, 16.

" Queen" Lawn Rake (as cut.)

24 Steel-Tinned Teeth.
Gibb," Wire Teeth, Wood Back.

Pruning
Shears.

No. 35 Cast Steel Blades, Length 26 la

No 38 Cast Steel Blades, Length 41 in.

will cat \H in. Stick with ease

" Boker's " 1636, 8 in. long, Flat Spiral Spring.
" Boker's" 7191, 8 1

., in. long, Flat Spiral Spring, Bow Handles.
" Am Tican " 12, S 1

... in, long, Flat Spiral Spring.
" American " 0, 9 in long, Brass Coil Spring.

^^^^^^ao£M^2jUELPj££J£aJi

Long Handle Tree Pruners,
Feet 6, 8, 10, 12.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY. Graham Wire and Gat Nails are the Best.
OUR PRICES

ARE RIGHT
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THE MEETING OF DEPARTMENT STORE
COMPETITION.

Editor Hakdwakeand Metal— In trying

to counteract the evil effects of departmental

stores, I think with your correspondent,

" Subscriber," it is best to fight them with

their own weapons, although not just in the

manner suggested by him, as I think it is

very doubtful if city buyers could be induced

to purchase from country dealers.

No doubt the injury done to small towns

and villages is very great, but "Subscriber"

may rest assured that the ruin departmental-

store methods has brought on both retailers

and wholesalers in large cities is most

serious.

Now, I suggest : First— Let all classes of

business men in a city drop their petty

jealousy, form themselves into a self-

preservation society and subscribe to a com-

mon fund, to be used under properly

appointed directors in fighting the stores.

Second—Arrange that the business place of

every member of the society shall be used

in rotation as the leading bargain em-

porium for a particular day. Third—Watch

the "ads." of the depatmentals and what-

ever goods they offer at cut rates, say, on

Monday, sell the same class of goods at

the society depot on Tuesday, but at prices

below the departmental stores' offerings of

the day before, and so on with every day of

the week, following cut prices with a deeper

cut on the next day. Of course, the special

store and its one-day-price must be well

advertised in the papers.

The public, and especially bargain-

hunters, would soon learn that they could

save money by waiting one day longer, and

would gradually forsake the departmentals

and patronize the cheapest place. Of

course, the expenses would be considerable,

but if every dealer in each line of business

affected by the departmental stores would

unite in one society the expense to each

individual would be small.

I hope this matter may be thoroughly

ventilated by your readers, and have no

doubt that some method will ultimately be

suggested whereby the evil effects of depart-

mentals may be mitigated, if not overcome.

Retail.

Hamilton, Ont., April 8, 1901.

ENCOURAGING TRADE WITH GREAT
BRITAIN.

There are a number of Canadians residing

in Great Britain who are anxious to see the

manufacturers of Canada do a larger busi-

ness with the Mother Country. One of

them is Mr. J. H. Moore, formerly a hard-

ware merchant in Hamilton, Ont., but

during the last three years a resident of

London, Eng. And so much interested is

he that he returned to Canada five or six

weeks ago with the object largely of trying

to induce manufacturers who had not yet

done so to make an effort to cater for the

British trade. In the little time he has had

at his disposal he has interested quite a

number, and some have already consigned

goods to the metropolis. Mr. Moore, who

sailed on Monday last for London, Eng.,

will be only too glad to correspond with any

manufacturers or others who may desire

information about the British market. His

address is 67 Aldersgate, London, E.C.

TRADE-PAPER ADVERTISING.

THE first mission of any ad. is to be

seen—not its greatest mission, but

its first, says Charles A. Bates in

Current Advertising. To be seen, the ad.

must be conspicuous, and conspicuous in a

different way from the ads. that are around

it. This means display.

But after an ad. has been seen, its next

and greatest mission is to convince. To do

this it must say something about the goods

advertised, and say that thing in a way

which will carry conviction to the reader.

More than this, each and every ad. which

appears in any given trade journal should

be a part of a carefully-prepared advertising

plan. The effect of ads. which have gone

before or which are to come after should be

considered. Each ad. should occupy its

space in this advertising story, and should

do its part toward adding point to point in

convincing the reader of the trade journal

that your goods are the best for his purpose

You wish to make him believe that your

goods are the kind which will bring him

more business and better business, which it

will pay him to carry, and for certain

specific reasons. In order to get his entire

and undivided attention you should give

these reasons.

If your goods, no matter what they may
be, ought to be bought there are certainly

some reasons why they ought to be bought.

There are some reasons why your present

customers prefer to buy their goods from

you instead of from your competitors.

What are those reasons ? You must know
what they are and you ought to print them

in your trade paper ads. The facts which

make you and your establishment preferred

by your present customers would operate to

bring new customers if you told what they

are and kept on telling year in and year

out. That is what your trade journal space

s for.

If you sent a man on the road and he

simply called on possible customers, pre-

sented a card having printed on it your

name and your line of business, and then

stood with his mouth shut to see what would

happen, you would think that he was either

a fool or crazy. You wouldn't expect him

to sell goods. On the contrary, you would

expect him to injure seriously the reputation

and prestige of your house. You expect a

salesman to do something more than call

attention to your name and address. You <•

expect him to wax eloquent over your

facilities for rendering just the kind of

service that the prospective customer

desires. You expect him to explain in

detail just how more money can be made
and a more satisfactory business can be

done by handling your goods than in any

other way. That is what a travelling sales-

man is for. And that is precisely what a

trade journal ad. is for. If you can make
your trade journal ads. talk just the way a

really good salesman does, you will come

just as near having a perfectly written ad.

as it is possible to come.

In still another respect this trade journal

advertising is like the work of a traveller.

When your traveller goes into a store and

asks for an order and a merchant says he

doesn't want anything in your line just now,

the traveller goes away and comes back

again when he is making another trip. He
does not feel discouraged nor lose the hope

of finally making that man a customer.

The man was approached at the wrong

time, and the drummer keeps coming back

every time he is in town, in the hope that,

sooner or later, his visit and the man's

requirements for your line of goods will

coincide, or that some time he will find his

man in the kind of mood which will enable

him to make a sale.

It is just the same way with trade journal

ads. You cannot expect one advertisement

to do the work in every case or in the

majority of cases. You have no good

reason for saying that because big results

do not pour in, trade journal advertising is

no good. You are simply making weekly or

monthly calls upon a certain number of

men who ought to become your customers.

Through their trade journal you are

approaching them at regular intervals and

asking them for their trade. The fact that

they do not immediately fall on your neck

and embrace you does not go to prove that

they are not impressed by your advertising

or that sooner or later you will not be able

to make them your customers. The thing

to do is to keep right on with regular, sys-

tematic advertising campaign and wait, just

as the traveller does, for your advertise-

ment and their wants to coincide.
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For the first season since 1897, we are in the
market for the supply of

Galvanized Wire, Plain Twist

§> Barb Wire Fencing
OF OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.

4 Barb,
4" apart

"B"

3 Wires

"D"

2 Barb,
5" apart-
Long Barb

When ordering Fencing do not forget

Bright and Galvanized Staples.
We solicit your orders also for

WJ pA of all kinds and for all purposes,
lie of Steel, Brass or Copper.

Wire Nails and Wood Screws
Bright Wire Goods Cotter Pins

jack Chain Door Pulls

and "Crescent" Coat and Hat Hooks
Bed, Blind, and Netting Staples.

Prices quoted upon application to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
• Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wm. b. stewart, MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

s
HELF BOXES
CREW CASES
AMPLE HOLDERS

For particulars apply to the patentee
and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

The Robin Hood

Powder Company
If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy " Robin Hood Smokeless,"
in " Robin Hood" Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against

any powder on the market. We make the

powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts.

The Robin Hood Powder
Company —

SWANTON, VT.

Fig. 825.—Large Sheet Rock-Faced Stone Siding.

We make the large sheet siding (28 x 96) in plain brick and rock faced brick,

as well as stone patterns.

Can be applied right over roughcast or other rough surfaces without any pre-

paration. Nothing can equal it to dress up an old building, and cost is very little

more than small sheet sidings.

Send us your inquiries.

THE METAL SHINGLE & SIDING CO.

PRESTON, ONT.
See our advertisements in previous issues.

Limited
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QUEBEC MARKETS.
Montreal, April 12, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE wholesale houses are decidedly

busy, and they will likely have more

business than they can conveniently

handle until the opening of navigation.

Dealers at water points are placing good

orders for shipment by the first boats. Shelf

goods are selling well, particularly house-

furnishing and builders' hardware. At the

meeting of the Lantern Association, last

week, the price of cold- blast lanterns was

reduced from $7.50 to $7 per dozen, and
that of ordinary from $4.25 to $4 per dozen.

Hollow-ware is now selling at 40 per cent,

discount, instead of 45 per cent. Horse

nails are being shipped in good quantities,

and we hear that some concessions have

been given on countersunk head, but, as a

general rule, dealers are adhering to our

schedule. Acadian nails and other inferior

grades are being sold at a discount of 63 %
per cent. " Monarch " brand is quoted at

a discount of 65 per cent. The tone of the

market is stiffer in England, the United

States and Germany. We understand that

some low offers of German wire that had

been sent here have since been withdrawn.

The English market is still fluctuating, yet

dealers have enough confidence to order

goods for July shipment. The United States

steel market is buoyant, and the markets

here are firmer, in sympathy. A regrettable

feature of business at the present moment

is the poor reception of paper ; we have

heard some loud complaints about payments

this week.

Barb Wire—The market is in a healthy

condition. Fair quantities of goods are being

shipped, and more will be sent out in the

course of the next few weeks. The price is

still $3.05 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire—Trade is quiie up

to the average upon a steady market. We
quote as follows: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3. 55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

83.75; No. 11, S3-8S'. No - I2 . 83-25; No.

13. 83-35: No - "4. 84-25; No. 15, 84-75;

No. 16. 85. 00.

Smooth Steel Wire—All fence wires

are active. The market is steady to firm,

steel being buoyant at all outside points.

We quote oiled and annealed: No. 9, 82. 80;

No. 10, 82.87; No. 11, 82.90; No. 12, 82.95;

No. 13 83 15 pc 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal,

Toronto, Hamilton, London, St. John and

Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire — The demand is

moderate. The discount is still 17^ per

cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—There have

been no new features to note this week.

The discount on brass is 55 and 2% per

cent., and on copper 50 and 2% per cent.

Fence Staples—A fairly brisk trade is

doing in fence staples at previous quota-

tions. We quote : 83-25 for bright, and

83.75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—Wire nails are active

under a brisk inquiry for this time of year.

A better demand is looked for in two or

three weeks. We quote 82.85 for small lots

and 82-77>£ for carlots, f.o.b. Montreal,

London, Toronto, Hamilton and Ganan-

oque.

Cut Nails—A fair demand has been

experienced this week. We quote: 82.35

It.

(Supplied in 8 or io=feet lengths.)

O. G. Pattern.

We make Eavetroughs

in the following pat-

terns, viz.

:

0. G. SQUARE BEAD,

0. G. ROUND DEAD,

and HALF ROUND.

JftfclUKNtfr

OUR NEW PRICES

Eavetroughs

^ Conductor Pipes
WILL INTEREST YOU.

DON'T book your orders until you receive our quotations.

Corrugated or Plain Round Conductor
Pipe, Elbows, Shoes, Hooks, Etc.

LONDON,

E IVI

TORONTO,

M
MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

«?DEC 13 1901
AND ST. JOHN, N.B
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THE PACE-HERSEY

IRON & TUBE CO.
-Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of y

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY,
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

• SEWERP1PE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers o

f

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
/s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

for small and $2.25 for carlots ; flour

barrel nails, 25 percent, discount; coopers'

nails, 30 percent, discount.

Horse Nails— Since the market was

declared open the range of prices on horse

nails has been irregular. There have been

further concessions made during the past

week on all brands, except "C," the

makers of which are holding to their

established discount of 50 and 7}4 per cent.

The general discount on other nails,

including " W " brand, is 60 per cent, on

oval and city head, and 60 and 10 per cent,

on new countersunk head off the old list.

Some Acadian nails are being cleared out at

a discount of 66% per cent., but the dealers

seem to have no further use for the inferior

grade. " Monarch" nails are quoted at a

discount of 60 and 10 per cent., or a straight

discount of 65 per cent. Business is good.

Horseshoes—As yet trade is rather

quiet, but an improvement is anticipated

soon. We quote as follows : Iron

ihoes, light and medium pattern, No. 2

and larger, $3,150; No. 1 and smaller,

$3-75 '. snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

S3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

»teel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85 ; toe weight

>teel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—Good shipments are

being made. An extra concession has been

given in some cases lately, but we believe

the cutting is through with. We quote the

discount at 50 and 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—There is no new

feature to the market. The price is still

$1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Trade

is fair and there is still room for improve-

ment. We quote as follows : Screen

doors, plain cherry finish, $8.25 per doz.;

do. fancy, $11.50 per doz.; walnut, $7.40

per doz., and yellow, $7.45 ; windows,

$2.25 to 53.50 per doz.

Screws — Trade is brisk. Prices are

unchanged. Discounts are as follows :

Flat head bright, 87 >£ and 10 per cent, off

list; round head bright, 82 >£ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.

;

round head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts — Bolts form one of the most

active lines on the market. The demand
from manufacturers is extremely heavy.

Discounts are as follows : Carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; machine bolts, 65 per

cent. ; coach screws, 75 per cent.
;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; hexagon

nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67 yi

per cent. ; stove bolts, 67X percent.

Plates and Sheets

Tank. Boiler and Firebox Plates,

Lysaght's Best Steel Sheets,

LOW PRICES FOR IMPORT TO WHOLESALE BUYERS.

Sanderson's Tool Steel

in

stock.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE B. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

pig tin
ing-ot copper
lake copper
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WHITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.
Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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for Inside, for Outside.

for Buildings.

for Carriages.

for Front Doors.

for Boats.

for Furniture.

for Bathrooms.

for anything and every-

beautified or preserved by

Elastilite Varnish

Elastilite Varnish

Elastilite Varnish

Elastilite Varnish

Elastilite Varnish

Elastilite Varnish

Elastilite Varnish

Elastilite Varnish

thing to be

varnishing.

Why carry a stock of five or six different lines when

ELASTILITE will fill the bill for them all. Put up in ^ Pints

to i Gallon, sealed with our Brass Cap.

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil Screen Doors

Paints Lawn Mowers
Window Glass Cordage

Building Paper Paris Green

Harvest Tools Etc.

-Manufactured only by-

Ti Imperial Varnish & Color Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

Building Paper—Business is quite good

at unchanged prices. We quote as follows :

Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb.; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $ 1.05

per roll; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, #28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets — Fair sorting orders have been

tilled this week. The discount on best

iron rivets, section, carriage, and wag-

gon box, black rivets, tinned do., coopers'

rivets and tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10

per cent. ; swedes iron burrs are quoted at

55 percent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per

cent, off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs,

in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and

10 percent, off list.

Binder Twine— The movement in this

line has hardly begun yet. We quote : Blue

Ribbon, n^c; Red Cap, q#c; Tiger,

8^c; Golden Crown, 8c; Sisal, 8#c

Cordage — Business continues quite

brisk. Manila is now worth I3j£c. per

lb. for 7-16 and larger ; sisal is selling at

ioc, and lathyarn 10c

Spades and Shovels — Some good

orders have come in this week. The dis-

count is still 40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools — Inquiries as yet are

not numerous. The discount is unchanged

at 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks— Business is fairly good at steady

prices. We quote: Carpet tacks, in dozens

and bulk, 80 and 15 per cent.; tinned,

80 and 20 per cent., and cut tacks, blued,

in dozens, 80 per cent.

Lawn Mowers—These articles are not

selling as freely yet as they will be, but still

quite a few inquiries have been received.

We quote : High wheel, 50 and 5 per

cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel, in all

sizes, $2.75 each net ; high wheel, 11-inch,

30 per cent. off.

Firebricks — There has been no

noticeable improvement in the volume of

business. The demand is still quiet. Prices

are $18 to $20 per 1,000 as to brand ex

store.

Cement—Trade is beginning to pick up,

starling somewhat earlier than last year.

We quote as follows : German, $2.45 to

JS2.55 ; English, $2.30 to $2.40 ; Belgian,

$1 .95 to 52.05. American in bags, 82.30 to

$2.40 per 400 lb.

MKTALtr.

The English market in sheet metals is

still fluctuating, but the feeling is much

healthier than it was, and large dealers here

have placed orders as far ahead as for July

shipment, showing increased confidence in

the market. This drop in prices has left

dealers here with some stocks which were

greatly reduced earlier in the season, and

now on account of a light supply prices are

being held firmly a good deal above import

figures.

Pig Iron—In spite of the advance in the

United States, prices here show no great

change, a fact due partly to the depression

in England and partly to the competition

between the three chief Canadian furnaces.

Canadian iron is worth from #18 to #18.50,

while Summerlee for early import is quoted

at $20 to $21.

Bar Iron—A fairly good trade is doing.

Carlots have been sold this week at $1.65,

but the general figure is $1.70.

Black Sheets — The English market is

fairly steady. Stocks here are rather light,

and it is not always that the required gauges

can be secured. For spot goods, we quote

#2.65 for 8 to 16 gauge; #2. 70 for 26 gauge,

and £2.75 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron—In spite of the low

quotations offered on import account, prices

on spot goods are being fairly well main-

tained in most cases. No. 28 Queen's

Head is worth $4.65 ; Apollo, 10^ oz.,

#4. 50, and Comet, $4.40 to $4. 45, with a

15c reduction for case lots.
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Ingot Copper—There is no change in

the market. Sellers are firm at 18c.

Ingot Tin — The London market is

somewhat firmer this week. Lamb and
Flag is quoted at 31 to 32c.

Lead—The ruling price is 4c. per lb.

Lead Pipe — No change. We quote :

7c. for ordinary and 7J£c for composition
waste, with 25 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The situation in steel makes
iron pipe strong. Business is moderately
brisk. We quote as follows: Black pipe, % ,

53 per 100 ft.; y% . $3; %, 53; %, #3.15;
1 -in., #4.50; 1%, $6. 10; ij£, 57.28; 2-in.-

$9.7$. Galvanized, %, $4.60 ; ^, $5.25 ;

i-in., $7.50; 1%, 19.80; 1 j£, $11.75 I
2 .

in., $16.

Tinplates—Dealers are trying to main-
tain prices on present stocks, which are
quite light, but, nevertheless, are being sold

at a loss. For immediate delivery they
are worth $4.05 to $4.15 for coke and
$4.30 to 54 40 tor charcoal.

Canada Plate—The sorting demand
makes up a fair volume of business. We
quote: 52's, $2. 60; 6o's, $2.70; 75's,

82.80; full polished, $3.45, and galvan-
ized, $4.30.

SheetSteel—Fair quantities are selling.

We quote : Nos. 22 and 24. #3, and Nos.
18 and 20, $2.85.

Tool Steel— Prices are unchanged at

8c. for Black Diamond, and 13c. for

Jessop's.

Steel — The market continues strong,

but prices are unchanged. We quote as

follows : Sleighshoe, $1.85; tire, $1.95;
bar, gi.85 ; spring, $2.75 ; machinery,

$2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Terne Plates—Fair shipments of goods
have been made this week. The ruling

price is $7.75 to $&.

Coil Chain—As the boats are being
fitted up for the season's trade, a good
demand has been experienced during the

last few days on both local and out-

side account. We quote as follows :

No. 6,n ^c; No. 5, 10c; No. 4, g'Ac;
No. 3, 9c; X-inch, 7^c. per lb.; 5-16,

$4.65; 5-16 exact, $5.10; )i, $4.20; 7-16,

$4.00; %, $3-75; 9-16, $3-65; H, $3-35;
#.#3- 2 5; ^^3-2o; i-in., $3.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.
Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6#c
Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

Zinc Spelter—Is worth 5 to sX c -

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, 18 '^c.

;

wire solder, 20c.
GLASS.

A good business is being done in glass,

both for immediate and future delivery.

We quote as follows : First break, $2 ;

second, $2. 10 for 50 feet; first break, 100
feet, $3.80 ; second, $4. ; third, 54.50 ;

fourth, $4.75; fifth, $5.25; sixth, $5.75,
and seventh, $6.25.

FAINTS AND OILS.

The orders continue to be numerous, but
small. But signs would indicate that they

must soon improve in size. Linseed oil is

steady in England, but in sympathy with

the recent advance there prices are 2c.

higher. Turpentine has been reduced 3c.

We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, $6.25 ; No. 1, #5.87^ ; No. 2,

THE

Metallic

Roofing
Company lim.ted

Good Reasons

Why

IRON

We use^Sffly -^best Apollo

or English sheets.

The corrugations are pressed

one at a time— not rolled

—

fitting perfectly, both at ends

and sides without waste.

No scale, pin holes or other

defects are ever found in our

goods.

The galvanized sheets are

coated on both sides with all

the galvanizing material that

can adhere to them.

The painted sheets are coated

on both sides with Sherwin-

Williams best quality paint.

We furnish any size or gauge

required— either curved or

straight.

If you desire durable quality

and certain economical satis-

faction, send us your specifica-

tions or write for further infor-

mation.

J5.50; No. 3, #5.12^, and No. 4. $4.75
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

Dry White Lead— $5.50 in casks ;

kegs, 55-75-

Red Lead — Casks, $5.25; in kegs,

^5.50.
White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 7c; No.

1, 6c; in oil, pure, 8c; No. 1, 7c; No. 2,

6c
Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels, $1 90

per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, $2 05 ;

bladders, in barrels, $2.10; bladders, in

100 or 200-lb. kegs or boxes, 52 - 2 5; in tins,

$2.55 to $2 65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 69c; boiled, 72c,
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oihawaat 2C. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 57c; 2 to 4
bbls., 56c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil— 8% to <)
l£c. in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47^ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c
Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

52.75 to 54.50, as to brand ; coal tar. 53 25
to 53-75 ;

cotton waste, 4.'/. to $}4c. for

colored, and 6 to 7j£c for white ; oakum,
SH to 6^c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100.
lb. drums, i7%c.\ 251b. drums, 18c; i-lb-

packages, i8Xc; ^-Ib. packages, 2o^c;
i-lb. tins, 19XC.; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The market is improving in activity.

The tone is buoyant. Dealers are
paying the following prices in the
country: Heavy copper and wire, 13 to

I3#c per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy
brass, 12c; heavy yellow, 8J4 to 9c; light

brass, 6)4 to 7c; lead, 2% to2^c. per lb.;

zinc, 2% to2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, 515
to 516 per gross ton f.o.c Montreal; No. 1

cast, 513 to 514; stove plate, 58 to 59; light

iron, No. 2, 54 a ton; malleable and steel,
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$4.; rags, country, 70 to 80c. per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 6^c. per lb.

HIDES.
The market for green hides is quiet and

easier in sympathy with the West and
Chicago, dealers paying 6^ to 7c. for No. 1

light. We quote : Light hides, 6^c. for

No. 1; 5>£c. for No. 2, and 4j£c. for No. 3.

Lambskins, 10c. ; sheepskins, 90c; calf-

skins, 8c. for No. 1 and 6c. for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
Business is only moderate. We quote

as follows: "Silver Star," 14^ to

J 5^c.; "Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;
" S.C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's

Astral," 18^ to 19 &c.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, April 12, 1901.

HARDWARE.

WITH the improvement in the spring

weather the wholesale hardware

trade continues to expand, the

wholesale houses all being decidedly busy.

The orders are not, as a rule, for large

quantities, but they are numerous, and the

general tone of the market is healthy, and

payments are fairly good. The only dis-

agreeable feature of trade at the moment is

the difficulty that is being experienced in

getting delivery of goods from manufac-

turers. These remarks apply particularly

to cask goods, which are made in

both Canada and the United States.

There have not been many changes

in prices during the week. Probably the

most important is a decline of 50c. per

dozen in the price of lanterns. Delivery is

being made of fence wires and some fresh

orders are coming forward. There is a

fairly good trade being done in wire nails,

and, while cut nails are still dull, there is an

improvement even in this line. Business

is fairly brisk in both horse nails and horse-

shoes. A fairly good business is still being

maintained in screws. Bolts are in good de-

mand and a fair trade is being done in rivets

and burrs. There has been a fair demand
for rope. In powder, an increased move-

ment is to be noted. In both enamelled

ware and tinware an increased trade is

being experienced this week. Some ship-

ments of screen doors and windows are

going out. A good trade is being done in

poultry netting. Harvest tools and spades

and shovels are meeting with a seasonable

demand. A fair trade is being done in

churns and wringers, and in ice cream

freezers and refrigerators business appears

to be even better than is usual at this time

of the year.

Barb Wire—Book orders are being

delivered and people are asking for delivery

earlier than originally intended. The mills

are behind some two or three weeks with

their orders. The price is unchanged.

Wequotef.o.b.Cleveland at $2.82 >4 per 100

lb. for less than carlots and $2.70 for car-

lots. From stock Toronto the figure is

$3.05 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire — There is just

a moderate trade being done. We quote as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3.15 ; No. 10, $3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3.70 to $4.10; No. 12, #3 to

$3.30; No. 13, $3.10 to S3. 40; No. 14,

$4. 10 to $4. 50 ; No. 15. $4.60 to 85.05 :

No. 16, 84.85 to 85. 35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57 % in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire — Quite a little

oiled and annealed wire is going out this

week, but in hay-baling wir« there is little

or nothing doing. Net selling prices for

oiled and annealed are as noted last week :

Nos. 6 to 8, $2 90; 9, 8280; 10, $2.87; 11,

$2.90; 12, 82.95; 13, 83 15 ; 14, 83-37 ; 15.

83.50; 16, 8305. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, with

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails— Quite a quantity of wire

nails are going out, but the individual

orders coming in are not large, on account

of the booked orders which are being

filled. Prices are unchanged at last week's

advance. We quote : Less than carlots at

82.85, and carlots at 82.77 yi. to the retail

trade. Delivery points : Toronto, Ham-
ilton, London, Gananoque and Montreal.

Cut Nails—There are a few nails going

out, and the demand is principally for 4d

nails. At the same time, however, gener-

ally speaking, trade in cut nails is still

decidedly dull. The base price is 82.35 per

keg. Delivery points are : Toronto, Hamil-

ton, London, Montreal and St. John, N.B.

HorseNails—These are going out fairly

well this week. Discount on "C " brand,

oval head, 50 and 7% per cent, off new

list and on other brands 50, 10 and 5 per

cent., off the old list; countersunk, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

Horseshoes — There is a good demand

for horseshoes, although the orders are in-

dividually small. We quote f.o.b. Toronto :

Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium

and heavy, 83.60 ; snow shoes, 83-85 ;

light steel shoes, $3.70 ; featherweight

(all sizes), 84-95 > 'ron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), 83.85 ; snow shoes, 84 ; light steel

shoes, 83-95; featherweight (all sizes), 84- 95-

Screws—Business is fairly good, and

some of the orders are for good-sized lots.

We still quote discounts as follows : Flat

head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent.
;

round head bright, 82^4 and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine P> e-

paration for Cleaning Cutlery.
6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
4

Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale bv
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
• KaU- ... -^Kite Largert V»rieiety.

Toilet, Hand, Electric Power]

ARE THE BEST.
Highert Quality Ci rooming and
Sheep . Shearing Machine*.

WE MAKE THEM.
SENS FOB CATALOGUE TO

"••rl«u Sbc.r.r Mfr. Co.. Kubua. H.H..I S<

Don't Forget the Name. . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRINGS

Strong, Quick, Reliable, Effective.

Will close a door against any pressure of wind. Far
ahead of ordinary door springs, pneumatic or other-
wise. Ask your wholesaler.

W. NEWMAN & SONS,
Hospital St., - - BIRMINGHAM.

BdftlVIAN & SONS', LIMITED
HORSE

CLIPPERS
The Warwick Clipper cuts over 3 teeth, as
supplied to Her Majesty's War Office to clip the
cavalry horses in South Africa.
Barbers' Clippers in many qualities.
Power Horse Clippers as supplied to the Czar
of Russia's Stables and Field Marshal Lord Roberts.
Power Sheep Shearing Machines.

BURMAN & SONS, Limited, Birmingham.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba, I WINNIPEG
Northwest Territories and \
British Columbia. f MAN.

Correspondence Solicited.

Leads Them All

in Sales.

'Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO..
ROCHESTER N.Y., U S.A.
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cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts— Business in bolts and

nuts continues fairly good at unchanged

prices. We quote: Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 70 per cent. ; carriage bolts

full square, 70 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 65 per cent. ; coach screws,

75 per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 75 per cent.

;

blank bolts, 65 per cent. ; bolt ends, 65 per

^ cent. ; nuts, square, 4>£c. off; nuts, hexagon,

434^. off; tire bolts, 67 j£ per cent.; stove

bolts, 67 yi. ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent. ;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs — Copper rivets are

moving out freely this week, and there is a

fair demand for the iron description. We
quote as follows : Iron rivets, 60 and 10

per cent. ; iron burrs, 55 per cent.; copper

rivets and burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

Rope—The demand for rope during the

past week has been fair, with prices ruling

as before.

Cutlery—Some business is being done,

but it is not heavy. For this time of the

year, it is probably about as good as usual.

Sporting Goods—An increased demand

is to be noted this week for gunpowder. In

loaded shells, a fair business is being done.

Some arms are going out.

Enamelled Ware— There has been a

rather better trade in enamelled ware, but

the business seems to be more active in the

lines which were not affected by the recent

advance. We quote : "Granite," "Pearl,"

" Crescent " and " Imperial " wares at

50, 10 and 10 percent.; white, "Princess,"

"Turquoise." blue and white, 50 per cent.;

" Diamond," "Famous " and "Premier,"

50 and 10 per cent.

Tinware—An improved business is also

to be noted in tinware.

Lanterns—On account of competition

the manufacturers have reduced their prices

50c. per dozen, and we now quote as fol-

lows : Plain cold blast, $7 per dozen
;

plain ordinary, with o burner, $4. per doz.;

dashboard cold blast, $g ; ditto No. o,

$5.75 ;
japanning, 50c. extra. Coppered

plated cold blast, $2 per dozen over prices

of plain cold blast.

Green Wire Cloth — This is begin-

ning to move out fairly well. We quote

$1.35 per 100 sq. ft. as before.

Screen Doors and Windows—Some

^ shipments have been made during the past

week, but it is rather early for free ship-

ments to be made. We quote 4-in. styles

in doors at $7.20 to $7. 80 per doz., and 3 in.

styles 20c. per doz. less ; screen windows,

81.60 to $360 per doz., according to size

and extension.

Building Paper — Business continues

fairly good with prices unchanged at 30c.

the ARCADE! and KEARNEY & F"OOT file works
Now OWNED and CONTROLLED by the

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

These well known Brands
will continue to be made at their respective factor! PROVIDENCE. R I.. U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London E.C — r28 Hope Street, Glas-

fow—12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."
'elephone No. 68 St. Helens.

for plain building, 40c. for tarred lining,

and $1. 65 for tarred roofing.

Poultry Netting — There is a good
demand for poultry netting all over the

country. The discount on Canadian is 55
per cent.

Churns, Wringers—There is a good
demand and quite a few shipments are

being made.

Ice Cream Freezers and Refrig-
erators. — The season has opened up
particularly well for trade in these two

lines, and jobbers report that they have
sent out more than is usual at this time of

the year.

Harvest Tools — There is a good de-

mand for manure forks, which are hard to

get from the manufacturers ; a few orders

are being filled in other lines coming under

the classification of harvest tools. Dis-

count 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels — Quite a num-
ber of booked orders have been filled during

the past week, but not a great many orders

have come to hand. Discount 40 and 5 per

cent.

Tacks—Trade is fair for this time of the

year, at last week's reduction in prices. The
following are the lines in which the changes

have been made together with the new dis-

counts : Carpet tacks, blued, 80 and 15 per

cent ; carpet tacks, tinned, 80 and 20 per

cent ; cut tacks, blued, in dozens only, 80

per cent. ; Swedes, upholsterers', bulk, 85,

12 J^ and I2j£ per cent.; copper nails, 52^
per cent.

Bright Wire Goods—The demand con-

tinues fairly good for bright wire goods at

the discount of 62^ per cent.

Binder Twine —There is just a moder-

ate business being done, and prices are the

same as given last week. We quote as

follows : American—Sisal and sstandard,

Z%c; manila, io^c.
;

pure manila, nyi
to 12c. per lb. Canadian—Sisal, 8#c;
pure manila, \\%c. per lb.

Oil and Gas Stoves— The demand for

oil stoves continues good, and quite a num-
ber have been shipped during the past

week. Not a great deal is yet being done
in gas stoves.

Lawn Mowers—An active trade is being

done in lawn mowers.

Cement—A good movement is reported.

The indications point toward a big trade

this season. Prices are steady at old quota-

tions. We quote: Canadian portland#2.40to

$2.80; German, $3 to #3.15; English, #3 ;

Belgian, $2.50 to #2.75 ; Canadian hy-
draulic, #1.25 to $1.50.

METALS.
The metal trade, generally, shows a little

more activity than it did a week ago. The
most active lines are galvanized sheets,

black sheets and pig metal. Our quota-

tions are a little lower on zinc spelter, pig

lead and antimony.

Pig Iron—While there is not a great

deal being done, prices are firmly main-
tained.

Bar Iron—A good business is being done
and prices are firm, the ruling base price

being $ 1. 70 to $ 1. 75 per 100 lb., according

to quality.

Steel—The tendency of the steel market
is still upward, and a good trade is being
done.

Steel Boiler Plates—Business con-

tinues moderate. We quote % inch, $2.40
to $2.50, and 3 16 inch, $2.60. The de-

mand has been a little better during the

past week, being now fairly brisk. Prices

are somewhat irregular in England and not

so firm in New York as they were.

Locally, quotations are unchanged at 31 to

32c.

Tinplates—Trade has been fair during

the past week, although the quantities going
out are not large.

Tinned Sheets—Several inquiries have
been received during the past week, but

actual business has been only moderate.
We quote 9 to <)%c. for small lots from
stock.

Terne Sheets —Trade in this line con-
tinues only light.

Galvanized Sheets—The demand has
improved although the quantities wanted
are not large. Jobbers are this week mak-
ing delivery of English galvanized sheets.

The ruling prices from stock are #4.60 fer

English and $4.50 for United States sheets.

Black Sheets—Business has increased
during the past week, and it is now steady
at $2.30 for 28 gauge.

Canada Plates—Trade is a little more
active, although the quantities wanted from
stock are small. Import orders are still

being booked. We quote : All dull, $3,
half-and half, $3.15, and all bright, $3.65
to #3-75-

Copper—An active trade has been done
in ingot copper during the past week, and a
fair amount of business is reported in sheet

copper. Prices are fairly steady in the out-
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side market. We quote : Ingot, 19c; bolt

or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to 235^0.

per lb.

Brass — The improvement noted last

week in the demand is being maintained.

Discount 15 percent, on rod and sheet.

Solder—Business continues fairly good
with prices unchanged. We quote : Half-

and-half, guaranteed, i8>£c; ditto, com-
mercial, 18c. ; refined, i8c, and wiping,

17c.

Iron Pipe — The demand continues

fairly good. We quote as follows per

100 feet : Black pipe, y% in., $4.35 ; %
in., S3. 25 ; ys in., $3. 30; % in., $3.35 ;

^ in., #3.60; 1 in., $5.00; 1% in., $6.85;

\yz in. ,$8. 25; 2 in., $11.00; 2j£ in.,$22.94:

3 in., $36.12:3^ in
, $37.90; 4m., $43.09;

5 in., $57 85 ; 6 in., $75.01 ; 7 in., $93.76;
8 in., $11251. Galvanized pipe,

J4.
in.,

$5.52; # in., $5.56; 1 in., $7.77; iX >n -.

$10.60; 1 'A in., $12.70; 2 in., $16 90.

Lead—The price of lead has been re-

duced %c. per lb., being now quoted at

4'4 t0 4-M c - Per lb- The outside markets

have been a little steadier during the past

few days. Business locally is fairly good.

Zinc Spelter—Trade is quiet, and, al-

though outside markets are a little steadier,

prices locally are %c. lower, the figures

now being 5 j£ to 6c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—Business is a little better,

possibly owing to last week's reduction in

prices. We quote 6^c. for casks and
6^c. for part casks.

Antimony—Prices in this line have been
reduced in sympathy with the easier market
abroad. This is the first time local quota-

tions have been changed for a long while.

The price is now 10 >£ to 11c.

Chain—There has been a fairly good
demand for chain during the past week,and
quotations rule as before.

PAINTS AND OILS.

There is a good spring trade doing. Pre-

pared paints, varnishes, sundries, linseed

oil and putty are in excellent request.

Turpentine is moving fairly well. Paris

green is slow. All lines are steady in value,

except turpentine, in which there was a

decline of 3c. last Saturday. Since that

date prices have fallen 1 to ij£c. in

Savannah, but it is reported steadier now at

that centre. We quote as follows :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.37)4 ;
No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3, $5.25; No. 4, $4 87 '^ ; genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.25; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.50 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 ; ditto, kegs of

ido lb., $525.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8_^c

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c;kegs, 17c;

50 and 100-lb. drums, I7j^c; 25-lb. drums,

1 8c; 1 -lb. papers, i8^c; 1 -lb. tins, iq)£c;

yi-\h. papers, 20^ c; J^-lb. tins, 21 #c

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2 .25; bulk in bbls.,

$1.90; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2 05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $2.90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per
gal. ; No. 1 quality, $ 1 per gal

.

Castor Oil—East India, in cases, 10 to

io^c. per lb. and 10 j£ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 69c.

;

boiled, 72c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 68c;
boiled, 71c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 56c; 2

to 4 barrels, 55c, delivered. Toronto,

Hamilton and London ic less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5-gallon packages,
50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c will be
charged.

GLASS.
Advices from Belgium report a continu-

ance of firm prices, and the market here is

stiff. There is a good movement from
stock. We quote : Under 26 in., $4.15
26 to 40 in., $445 ; 41 to 50 in., $4 85;

51 to 60 in., $515; 61 to 70 in., $5.50;
double diamond, under 26 in., $6 ; 26 to

40 in., $6.65 ; 41 to 50 in., $7.50; 51 to

60 in., $8.50 ; 61 to 70 in., $9.50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

HIDES. SKINS AND WOCL.
Hides—The market is dull at unchanged

figures. We quote: Cowhides, No. i,6#c.
;

No. 2, 5Kc. ; No. 3, 4j£c. Steer hides are
worth ic. more. Cured hides are quoted
at 7 to 7%c.

Skins—There is little doing. Prices

are unchanged. We quote : No. 1 veal, 8 -lb.

and up, 8c per lb.; No. 2, 7c; dekins,
from 40 to 60c; culls, 20 to 25c. Sheep-
skins, 90c to $1.

Wool—There is nothing doing. We
quote : Combing fleece, 14 to 15c, and
unwashed, 8 to 9c

COAL.
Prices have been reduced for April de-

livery to encourage buying. Jobbers say
that there will be an advance for May
shipment. We quote anthracite on cars
Buffalo and bridges as follows : Grate,

$4.25 per gross ton and $3.79 per net ton ;
i

egg, stove and nut, $4.50 per gross ton
and $4.01 per net ton, for April shipment.

PETROLEUM.
There is a moderate movement. Prices

are steady. We quote: Pratt's Astral,
16% to 17c. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)

;

American water white, i6}4 to 17c in
barrels; Photogene, 16 to i6^c; Sarnia
water white, 15^ to 16c in barrels; Sarnia
prime white, 14^ to 15c in barrels.

market notes.

Turpentine is 3c lower.

Coal for April delivery is 25c per gross

ton cheaper.

Zinc spelter and antimony are quoted

y£c. per lb. lower.

A reduction of %c. per lb. has taken

place in pig lead.

Lanterns have been reduced 50c per

dozen on account of competition.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. have pur-

chased a large stock of curry combs which

they are offering at a low figure.

F. X. Julien, general merchant, Lamb-
ton, Que., has sold his stock at 71 l-4c. on
the dollar to V. Dion, St. George.

ANCHOR"
DECORATIVE WHITE LEAD.

Made Expressly for Exterior Use.

This White Lead has proved so satisfactory, and commands

such ready sale that other makers have copied the name

"Decorative." There is only one "Anchor Decorative

White Lead," and that is manufactured by

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

Try it and you will come back for more.
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Mr. Paint Buyer
— — «

Listen

!

The up to date, progressive merchants of to day all realize that it is absolutely necessary to have an

up-to date, quick-selling stock of goods on their shelves. Every dealer knows that there are no other

articles in his store that he should be so particular about as Paints, Oils, Leads, Varnishes. If

their "quality" is right, satisfaction will be created among customers, old trade retained, new trade

attracted. But, on the other hand, if their "quality" is "not quite right," then good-bye to permanent

business. Paint buyers cannot afford to experiment with every kind of paint—they want reliable,

labor saving, durable articles. When you offer them the products of

P. D. DODS Sl CO.
you can rest assured there will be no dissatisfaction. For the Spring trade paint dealers should make
a point to have a good supply to meet the demand for " ISLAND CITY Ready-Mixed House
Paints." They are made with the purest materials and no painter can mix up such a quality of paints

for their power of covering and durability. They are so prepared that all colors can be used for the

inside as well as the outside, with the exception of the white, which is made for the inside and the

outside. Our "Island City Floor Paints" have no equal, and are the result of many years' experience.

They will dry hard in eight hours, and satisfaction is guaranteed whenever they are properly used. All

goods with the "Island City" Brand, named below, are guaranteed as being the highest grade of goods:

PURE WHITE LEAD, PURE WHITE PAINT, COACH COLORS IN JAPAN,

CARRIAGE VARNISHES, PURE COLORS IN OILS, OIL STAINS,

VARNISH STAINS, ENAMEL PAINTS, DRY COLORS.

N.B.—Our PURE WHITE PAINT is non poisonous, is whiter, and two coats will cover as

much as three coats of pure white lead.

WE WANT YOUR ORDER, BECAUSE WE FEEL ASSURED WE
CAN PLEASE YOU. PROMPT SHIPMENT GUARANTEED.

P. D. DODS & CO.
MONTREAL.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, April 8, 1901.

BUSINESS is steady and fairly active

in all lines and prices have remained

without change for the entire week

.

The additional drop in linseed oil has

not taken place, but is still anticipated as

one of the possibilities of the near future.

Implement trade is active; in fact, more

so than was actually looked for.

The demand for dairy supplies is also

most encouraging.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barhed wire, ioolb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

11 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
15 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 45
" 16 and 20 3 5°

10 3 55
8 365
6 3 7°
4 3 8s
3 4 10

Cut nails, 30tobody 3 00
" 20 to 40 3 05
" 10 to 16 3 10

8 315
" 6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 490
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.5° basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 1 3 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 50

20to26gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 450
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12
Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80
28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 12 75
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

" Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger #10 00
# 10 50

yt and 5-16 11 00
Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50

" H 14 00
yt and S-16 14 50

Solder 21 'A

Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87K
Round " " 82K
Flat '

' brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57 'A p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c

Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels u . .. 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.

.

$2 50
No. 1 ^. 1 50
No. 2 A, 1 25
Octagon extrA

;
1 75

No. 1 . . . . .» . .
.". 1 25

Files common . . ., ^ : 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F.jistol... 30 p.c.

mJjtRT^ 15 p.'c.

American R7T" 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5p.c.
C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 7 50

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

plain 70 and 15 p.c.
Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.
Water white American 25MC
Prime white American 24c.
Water white Canadian 22c,
Prime white Canadian 21c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS
Turpentine, pure, in barrels $

Less than barrel lots

Linseed oil, raw
Boiled

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor
Eldorado engine
A tlantic red
Renown engine
Black oil 23%
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55
Harness oil

Neatsfoot oil $ 1

Steam refined oil

Sperm oil 1

Castor oil per lb.

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2

41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5

51 to 60 6
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb.

kegs "
White lead, pure per cwt. 7

No 1 " 7
Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-
cording to shade and co'or. .per gal. $1.30 to

68

73
77
80

25K
24K
27%
41
to 25
to 74
61

00
85
5°
11M

25
50
5°
00

5°
2'A

2K
25
00

$1-90

WILL INCREASE THEIR FACILITIES.

The Canada Horse Nail Co., Montreal,

has been incorporated with $100,000 capital

stock. The directors of the company are

James Ferrier, the former proprietor
; John

Torrance, steamship agent ; Margaret

Watson Ferrier, wife of John Torrance

;

Robert Ferrier Macfarlane, passenger

agent, and William Small, manager, all of

Montreal.

The company has, during the past 35
years, manufactured horse nails exclusively,

but, owing to the present war in prices on

this article, it is proposed by the company
to make provision to enlarge their manu-

facturing facilities, especially with a view

to the putting in of an additional plant for

the manufacture of horseshoes and other
articles associated with the business.

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP-
Those having any items of news suitable for this column

will confer a favorby forwarding them to this office

addressed the Edito-.

J. D. McArthur, contractor, Winnipeg,

has decided to erect a large, up-to-date

sawmill at Lac du B jnnett, Que.

The Victoria Machinery Co,, Victoria,

B.C., have just completed the erection of a

n#w"boiler shop at their works, Rock Bay,

and the latest improved pneumatic tools

have been installed.

Mr. Oliver Richards, of Victoria, B.C.,

has gone to Great Britain to purchase a

plant for the establishment of marine ways

and shipbuilding yards. The company

will employ from 60 to 70 workmen, and

the plant will have a capacity for building

vessels up to 2,000 tons. He expects to

return to Victoria in August and start the

erection of his new works.

The E. Long Mfg. Co., Orillia. Ont.,

have closed a deal this week with W. H.
Croker, by which they become possessors

of the old Orillia foundry, which has been
lying idle for some years. A portion of the

machinery will be installed in the Long
company's works, and the foundry building

may also be moved to the site of the latter,

the producing capacity of which will be
much increased by this purchase.

T. W. DAVIS, RIPLEY, DEAD.
T. W. Davis, formerly hardware dealer

and tinsmith, Ripley, Ont., died at his

home in that place on Monday after a brief

illness. Mr. Davis had for some time been
suffering from inflammatory rheumatism
which affected his heart. About a week
previous to his death he was attacked by
pains in the region of the appendix which
developed into agpendicitis. Heart failure

was the direct cause of death. The late

Mr. Davis was for many years one of the

most active and progressive citizens of

Ripley, and had built up a large hardware
and tinsmithing business from which he
retired a short time ago.

A BIG CLAIM AGAINST TORONTO.
The Metallic Roofing Company have

entered against the municipality of Toronto

a claim for $21, 150 for damages which they

state have been caused by reason of the

city not removing the Elliott & Neelon con-

struction plant from a piece of land which
the city sold to the company, and on which
the latter decided to erect additions to their

works but were unable to do so by the pres-

ence of the plant.

6T

THE COPP BROS.' DIFFICULTY.

It is to be hoped that the financial diffi-

culties of The Copp Bros., Limited, will be
settled satisfactorily, as has been predicted

by the president, W. J. Copp, and that the

company will continue in business. The ?

cause of the suspension was the issuance of

a writ against the firm by the Merchants
Bank for $37, 500.

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. W. H. Carrick, general manager of

TheGurney Foundry Co., Limited, Toronto,
left this week for a visit to Great Britain

and Ireland.

Morgan Bros., whip, saddlery and hard-

ware manufacturers, Hamilton, Ont., were
destroyed by fire on Thursday night. The
loss is estimated at $35,000. Insurance to

the extent of $30,000 was carried.
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I^A*****

Elastic Carbon Paint
A^-^rr^l/^HrA 1*. f+*&*

J

U>ainT
^Atlantic
ARefining Co

h&K^gr

in

TORONTO
ONT.

fill

1 *"o p\)s^~rr
llASTUTCARBONPAim^
WILL NOT CRACK.RUN.

A
BIG
THING.

LOOK
INTO
IT.

During the last year we have sold in Canada and the United States over five thousand

(5,000) barrels, and have received from our patrons numerous voluntary testimonials, which

are in many cases accompanied by repeat orders, and, owing to our success, many worthless,

cheap imitations have been placed on the market, which are claimed by unscrupulous com-
petitors to be as "good as the genuine Elastic Carbon Paint, which is made only by ourselves.

A trial of the goods will convince the most skeptical.

We are large importers of "Pure Spirits of Turpentine," in tank cars, enamelled white

inside and used only for the transportation of this article, direct from the virgin Florida forests.

We also handle large quantities of pure Linseed Oil, bought from the most reputable

manufacturers in England, both Turpentine and Linseed Oil being sold subject to chemical

analysis.

Prices and Samples Cheerfully Submitted.

Corner Esplanade

and Jarvis Sis.

Manufacturers and Importers of
Illuminating and Lubricating Oils, Greases, etc.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
^

ADVANCE IN RADIATION IN THE
UNITED STATES.

THROUGHOU T the country, the heat-

ing contractors received, last Monday,

notices to the effect that quotations

on radiation had been withdrawn, that an

advance approximating 5 per cent, had

been made, and that new quotations would

be furnished on application. Already suffi •

cient time has elapsed since this announce-

ment to allow the advance to be considered

by the manufacturers of these goods, and

the impression quite generally prevails that

the advance was too slight, and that, even

with it, radiation is selling at least ic. per

foot too low to bear a proper relation to the

cost of iron and labor. While this feeling

exists quite generally, it is improbable that

radiation will continue through the season

at the price now obtaining ; in fact, some

hold to the opinion that May 1 may be the

date of a further advance, to be influenced

more or less by the condition of the trade

and the outlook in the iron market.

Some of the independent manufacturers

of radiation, who had expected to keep in

harmony with those who have cooperated

in the advance, are disappointed that the

advance was not 5 per cent, on the base

price, instead of 5 per cent, in the auxiliary

discounts. In consequence of the advance

and the feeling existing in reference to it

the heating contractors will do well to place

their specified orders for goods for con-

tracts closed and to be careful to withdraw

bids based on the prices prevailing at the

present time that have not been accepted.

They should incorporate in their bids the

statement that the bid is subject to any ad-

vance that may occur in any of the mater-

ials required. The mild advance made
will certainly cause less hardship to those who
will be called upon to carry out a contract

based on the old figures. The price of

boilers seems to be holding remarkably

firm, while it is noted that fittings are both

strong in price and scarce in the market,

factors that are likely to cause an advance

if the demands of the trade should suddenly

assume any magnitude.—Metal Worker,

April 6.

CAST-IRON SOIL PIPE AND FITTINGS

The market for cast-iron soil pipe and

fittings was especially stiff this week. It is

pretty certain that prices on this line of

goods have not yet reached their highest

level, and, judging from present indications,

it seems likely that there will be a further

wrong in placing their orders for immediate

wan^i^WrreVf^esaMiCuiififctVpiiges, wTtlk

the reservation of cancelling their orders if

the advance does not take place.—Metal

Worker, April 6.

SOME BUILDING NOTES-

1- HE MUSKOKA NAVIGATION CO.

have almost completed plans for the

erection of a big summer hotel of

225 rooms, on Big Island, in Lake Rosseau,

Muskoka District, Ont., which is to be com-

pleted by July 1. The hotel will contain

64 bathrooms, and will be lighted by elec-

tricity, and will be steam-heated throughout.

The cost will be about $60,000.

J. Erwin will build a house at Sharbot

Lake this summer.

John Tate is preparing to erect a new

hotel at Inwood, Ont.

A Methodist church will be built in Rich-

mond, Que., this summer.

Walker Bros. & Button, Wingham, Ont.,

are erecting an addition to their store.

A. D. Cameron will erect an 80 x 55 ft.

building in Buckingham, Que , this sum-

mer.

E. Z. Labroase, Vankleek Hill, Ont.,

will erect one or two brick houses this

summer.

Boyden, Harris & Campbell, furniture

dealers, etc., Ottawa, intend enlarging their

premises.

A $250,000 church will be erected by the

Roman Catholics of Westmount, near

Montreal.

Thomas Miller, Moose Jaw, N.W.T., is

asking for tenders for a Presbyterian church

to seat 600 persons.

W. H. Davis, contractor, Ottawa, will

erect, it is understood, a $100,000 building

on Rideau street, Ottawa.

Alex. C. Mitchell is erecting a residence

on West Wellington street, Ottawa. Geo.

E. Wilson is the architect.

Sproul & Burley, contractors, St. John,

N.B., have contracts for remodelling the

Congregational Church, St. John.

D. McFarlane, Parry Sound, Ont., is

advertising for tenders for a four-roomed

brick school house in Parry Sound.

Improvements to the amount of $10,000

are being made in the Albion Hotel, Mont-

real, by James Devlin, the proprietor.

Tenders for alterations and additions to

the Bank ofjriamilton, Winnipeg, are asked

^VdY j^B>rijck, "Toronto, before April 19.

>* H) Gijlign, proprietor of the Midas Hotel,

Ottawa, will erect a new four storey hotel on

Rideau street between Mosgrove and
William, to cost $7,500.

^"

G. W. Mitchell, Cobourg, Ont., is adver-

tising for tenders for the erection of a

collegiate institute at Cobourg. Power &
Son, Kingston, Ont., are the architects.

A site has been chosen and plans are

being prepared for a new library and alumni

hall for the Guelph Agricultural College.

The two buildings are to cost about $7 5, 000.

Among the buildings to be built in Grand
Valley, Ont., this summer will be a $5,000

Presbyterian church, a post office and store

for Postmaster Taylor, and a block for Dr.

Hopkins.

A. H. Pulford, Winnipeg, will build a

three storey business block with a 54-ft.

frontage on Portage avenue. Messrs.

Sprague, Alloway and Champion will erect

a two-storey building with 69 ft. frontage

between this building and the Y.M.C.A.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

J. C. Thibault & Co., plumbers, Artha-

baskaville, Que., has assigned.

John E. Fitzgerald, plumber, etc., St.

John, N.B , has assigned to the sheriff.

Bigg & Mackenzie, plumbers, Picton,

Ont., are removing into larger premises.

A. Paquette & Co., contractors/etc, St.

Henri de Montreal, Que., have assigned.

T.D.M. Osborne, plumber, etc., Brandon,

Man., has compromised at 50c. on the

dollar.

J. Ed. McDonald has registered as pro-

prietor of The Best Heat and Light Co.,

New Glasgow, N.S.

The Amherstburg Electric Light, Heat

and Power Co., Limited, have suffered loss

by fire
;
partially insured.

TORONTO'S PALACE HOTEL.

On Tuesday the contract for the construc-

tion of Toronto's new hotel was let to

Issley & Horn, a new firm of general con- T
tractors, composed of William A. Issley,

formerly of The George A. Fuller Co.,

Chicago, and Thomas W. Horn, president

of The Luxfer Prism Co., Toronto.

The contractors are pushing the work of

demolishing the old buildings with great

vigor. Issley & Horn, who will sub-let
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian
English Brands.

and

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

Flue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. ncNally & Co .,

MONTREAL, r

rner
on a gts, gasoline, of (frdinary
stove is recnjired : Ibis alone
will soon paj^for cost of
Cooker.
"Saves food, as all the nutri-

tion, flavor and i ichness of th-
food is retained and not
allowed to evaporate, as is the
case in ordinary cooking."

" Time-saver, ai you can be
doing other housework while
the meal is cooking, as it

impossible to burn, scorch or boil over.
" Labor-saver as the dishes wash easily : no food stick-

ing to pans as everything is cooked by steam. It will

cook everything that can be cooked on an ordinary stove.

Made in heavy tin ; four separate dishes, one of which
has a partition so that five different ai tides ran be cooked
at the same time without mixing of food or flavors. For
sale by all hardware stove or tin dealers ; if not, address
us and we will ship you direct. Write for price-.

THE
PAINTER

lue of good paint. The house-

soon finds it out. The mixed paint
rbu4ness ought to be kept to a good high

standard. Give your customers a chance to

get the best that can be made. Raising the

standard of Mixed Paints means more busi-

ness for every hardware dealer in the

country.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
are the highest standard paints made.
Every dealer can make money with Ramsays
Paints, because they are pure paints sold at

a reasonable profit that allows the dealer a

good return, gives his customers satisfac-

tion—holds them—keeps them. We help

you to sell Ramsays Paints.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

1842. MONTREAL.

THE COLLIN'S MANUFACTURING CO

34 Adelaide Street West, "TORONTO

HIGH-GRADE

STEAM
FOR
ALL
USES.
GOODS
Manufacturers and Importers.

The James Morrison Brass

Mfg. CO., Limited
TORONTO.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY

Montreal.

BROOM AND MATTRESS
VU IDjp High Grade, Double Tinned

Fine Annealed Brush Wire. Soft Coppered
Wire. Tinned Wire of all kinds.

THE PEERLESS WIRE CO.,

Hamilton, Ont.

\GE

•SE OLD

ELBOWS"
Pi-

WYD0N7Y0UGET
{ALLEN'S
FLAT CRIMPED

2, 3, and 4 in. Tin and Galvanized Conductor

Elbows, for sale by all leading jobbing houses.

Made by GEO. ALLEN
BURLINGTON, ONT.

JVobles 8f Hoare,
CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENC.
ttanutacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY
Which can be obtained direct from tbe works
or from tbe principal Color Dealers in Canada.
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contracts to the various trades.H^jtve recVWd £ repairs tfc present hotel,Be5sererstreet,$3,ooo;

the tenders, and it is expected thatthe co^^rajfrick fcanrahan, two dwellings, Osgoode

tracts will be signed in a few days. $BUJ» srfa^j ^$#100; Louis Jarvis, dwelling,

Lennox is the architect in charge.

%, i<

CAST IRON,HARD SOLDERING

A
PROCESS for hard soldering cast

iron has, according to an exchange,

been brought out in Germany in

which the cast iron surfaces are cleaned by

means of an acid in the usual way, fixed

together, and the soldering places covered

or surrounded with a paste consisting of

suboxide of copper and borax. This paste

is prepared by mixing suboxide and borax,

by boiling them together so intimately that

the suboxide of copper is surrounded by a

layer of borax absorbing oxide, which

excludes the action of the atmosphere upon

the suboxide during the heating process

required for soldering. For the borax, other

suitable fluxes, such as glass or water-glass,

etc., may be substituted. While hard

soldering the cast iron the borax melts and

protects, as is well known, the clean surface

of the iron against oxidation, removes any

oxide thereon, and also protects the suboxide

of coppei against the action of the oxygen in

the atmosphere.

Consequently the suboxide of copper, like-

wise heated to a red heat, transfers its oxygen

to the red hot cast iron surface, which oxygen

combines, with the graphite contained in

the cast iron surface to form carbon monox-

ide or dioxide, thus decarbonizing the sur-

faces, while the metallic copper becomes

disassociated in a very finely divided con-

dition. At the same time the hard solder

is added, and as this solder, which is brought

upon the surfaces to be soldered in the well-

known manner, is likewise melted by the

heat, it alloys itself with the incandescent

particles of copper, and this new alloy

immediately combines with the red hot de-

carbonizing soldering surfaces of the cast

iron.

;^Jt<2ilmoiA^tt;eet, $1,000; E. Morel, dwelling,

Cooper -street, $2,500 ; A. Huckels & Co.,

factory, Slater street, $4,000 ; E. Cockburn,

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have been issued in

Hamilton to Thomas Lovejoy for two dwel-

lings on William street, to cost $2,100 ; to

Thos. H. Sellery for a dwelling at 451 York

street, to cost $1,000; F. J. Rastrick & Son,

for a $1,400 dwelling on Main street west

for Mrs. E. Gore, and to Charles Mills for

a $1,000 brick addition to the foundry of

The D. Moore Co., Limited.

Building permits have been issued in

Ottawa to A. C. Mitchell, dwelling, Welling-

ton street, $2,500; F. W. Burman, dwelling,

Preston street, $2,200 ; H. Gallien, solid

brick hotel, Rideau street, $7,500 ; Mrs.

Mary Baxter, dwelling, Rochester street,

$2,000 ; A. Delorme, brick veneering and

dwelling, Albert street, $1,800
; J. Livigne,

Duke street, $4, 500.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to Geo. Gooderham for six dwell-

ings on Worts avenue to cost J 8, 000 ; to

R. M. Ogilvie for two houses on Albany

avenue, near Bloor street, to cost $6,000
;

to E. A. Drummer for two $1,500 houses

on St. Clarens avenue, north of College

street ; to Adams Bros, for a $2,500 factory

at the corner of King and Frederick streets;

to W. T. Atkinson, for a $2,000 dwelling

at 207 Crawford street ; to E. Jones, for a

$4,500 factory at 32 Prince Arthur avenue;

to the Dominion Bank, for a $15,000 branch

building at the corner of Bloor and Bathurst

streets ; to G. F. Bromley, for a $1,500

dwelling on St. Vincent street, near

St. Albans street ; to Frank Arnoldi, for a

$6,000 residence on Strickland avenue ; to

J. D. Lumus, for a $5,500 dwelling at 98

Bedford Road ; to W. L. Lunn, for a $1,000

residence at 224 Palmerston avenue.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

The John Ritchie Plumbing and Heating

Co., Limited, Toronto, have the contract

for remodelling the plumbing of W. F.

Thomson's hotel at Rose Point, Parry

Sound, Ont.

A NEW HOTEL FOR OTTAWA.

On the Clemow property which has 155

ft. frontage on Rideau street ; 200 ft. on

McKenzie avenue and 200 ft. on Sussex

street, Ottawa, a palatial, 10-storey hotel is

to be erected. The ground floor will be

devoted to the essential business features of

a modern hotel, and will be occupied by a

bank, safety deposit vault, bar, cafe and
restaurant, tobacco and drug stores, ticket

office, etc. The rest of the hotel will be

fitted up as a centre for tourists, politicians,

business men and for social functions, and

will be thoroughly modern.

A NEW POWDER COMPANY.
The Ontario Powder Company has been

incorporated with $100,000 capital stock to

take over the business of manufacturing

and selling explosives carried on by Daniel

Smith and Colin Angus Macpherson of

Kingston, under the name of the Ontario

Powder Works. The directors are Angus

Macpherson of Kingston, Hugh Macpher-

son of Nelson, B.C., Frederick Hall-

Hooper of Brownsburg, Que., and Francis

King of Kingston.

BUSINESS CHANGES.

DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COM
PROMISES.

MEETING of the creditors of Mohs

<fc Ryan, general merchants, etc.,

Killaloe Station, Ont., has beenA
held.

Frank
Halifax,

paint dealer

j

Reardon, wholesaU
has assigned.

Joseph Pauze, hardware dealer. Montreal.

is offering 35 rents cash on the dollar.

M. Weidnian, hardware dealer, etc., Winni-

peg, has assigned to C. H. Newton.

Wells & Frary, general merchants, Fre-

iighsburg, Que., are seeking an extension.

Roberge & Landry, general merchants.

Thetford Mines, Que., arc offering 50 cents

on the dollar.

Miles Pirkett. hardware dealer, Ottawa,
has assigned, and a meeting of creditors

will be held on the loth inst .

SALES MADE AND PENDING.
Henry W. Wright, blacksmith, Truro,

VS.. lias sold OUt.

T. F. Ruttali, general merchant, Strath

cona, Out., has sold out.

Sam. Charette, general merchant, The
Brook-, Ont., has sold out.

Hemv Hutli. blacksmith, lakelet. Ont.,

i> advert* ising his busings ror sale.

•••The s*tock, etc.T* °Wt» Perry, general

merchant. Gad's llill,"'6»'iL, has been sold

by auction.

The, asseffs jpf Paul Bissonette, general

merchant, Oasseknan, Ont., are to be sold

at auction.

The stock, etc., of the estate of N.
Holmes, general merchant, Macgregor.
Alan., has been sold by auction.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND
DISSOLVED.

Anderson & Hamilton. machinists.

Nanaimo, B.C., have dissolved.

Flitcroft IV. Strickland. carriagemakers,

Hamilton, Ont.. have dissolved.

Simard & Fils, coal and wood dealers,

etc.. St. .Johns. Que., have dissolved.

E. H. Phelps & Co., manufacturers of

carriage woodwork, Merritton. Ont., have

dissolved. K. II. Phelps retires, but F. N.

I lata and .J. S. Mara continue under
unchanged style.

CHANG KS.

Prank Wade, blacksmith. Petrnlea. Out.,

lias sold 'Hit to \\ . A. Simpson.

King Warden & Son, Limited, have
registered as founders, in Montreal.

W. M. Butchart, hardware dealer. Hunts
ville, Ont., is giving up business there.

Harry Philbin has registered as proprietor
of Philbin & Co., hardware dealers, West

mount. Que.

The stock of R. O.
merchant. Holslein, tint

John Waddell.

John McArthur has

priel "i of t he John
painter.-, etc.. Montreal.

('. Pratt, general merchant. Stonj Plain.

N'.W.T., has sold nut to Schwartz >V Go.,

and has removed In Spruce drove.

O. G. .v. M. J. Put ledge, dealers in

agricultural implements. Killarney, Man.,
have been succeeded !>.v George Winram.

FIRES.

The stock of Alex. Kamsuv & Son,
wholesale painl and oil dealers. Montreal,
has 1 11 partialis damaged
water

; insured.

Hoffman, general

has been sold to

registered a

He Vrthur

pro
Co..

4*

bv fire and
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BUSINESS FOR SALE.

THE CANCELLING OF ORDERS.

Editor Hardware and Metal, — In

answer to "An Old Traveller," who, in

last week's issue of your journal, claims

that I departed from the question at issue,

as laid down in your article of March 9,

allow me to say that, to the ordinarily

intelligent mind, I think I made it quite

plain that I was not dealing alone with your

editorial, but also with a letter from a cor-

respondent which appeared on March 16,

and that I adhered as closely to the text set

me.and perhaps understood it fully as well,

as did the preacher discoursing " Man's

Duty to His Fellow."

I do not retract anything which I stated

in my letter to you of March 23rd, and, as

I take it that you have no space to devote

to anything that is not of interest to the

people whom you serve, I will not trespass

on your space further than to simply inform

" An Old Traveller " that I have no time

to spare dealing with the idle ravings of a

coward who is afraid to disclose his identity

;

or with one whose mind has, perhaps, be-

come enfeebled with his age, but would

exhort him to keep right on with his Sab-

bath - day devotions, and cease pouring

out his idle vaporings upon a business

public.

"The Beeton Bell."

Beeton, Ont., April 10.

RAINY RIVER BOARD OF TRADE.

The following officers have been elected

by the Board of Trade of the District of

Rainy River, Ont., for 1901 1902 :

President— C. E. Neads.

Vice-President—Jacob Hose.

Secretary - E. A. Chapman.

Council—George Drewry, Wm Margacb, W. A. Weir,

Frank Gardner, D. C. Cameron, J E. Rice, M. Kyle and

John Dean.

HARDWARE BUSINESS FOR SALE, MAIN
LINE C.P.R. West. Good wheat and ranching

district, good reasons for selling. Stock about $2 000,
Box 447, Qu' Appelle Station, N. W.T. (16)

FOR SALE.

GENERAL MERCANTILE BUSINESS IN A
lising and substantial town in British Columbia,

situated in one of the most prosperous localities in the
interior of 'he Province. Business is well established and
shows good profits on a large annual turnover, principally
spot cash. Could reduce stock to suit purchaser, who
must be prepared to pay large proportion in cash, terms
for balance can be arranged. No real estate or anything
else wanted in exchange. Good reasons for wanting to
sell. Address, Box 33, care The MacLean Publishing Co.,
Limited, Toronto, Onl, (16)

iDVERTISINGinWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

Patented
April 16, 1889.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

THE MOWER
If you keep the weeds cut so

they do not go to seed, and cut

your grass without breaking the

small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will

disappear. The Clipper will do

it.

THAT Wm KILL

ALL THE WEEDS

IN YOUR LAWNS.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

PKj^SSPiSS!

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.,
NORRISTOWN,

PA.

HOW TO SAVE CAS Peebles' Automatic Gas Governo rs

::<':«''!nnj'i!mwraHWiim™iv

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents. Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter.

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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VALUE OF HIGH-PRICED STOVES.

THIS suggestion is one which we com-

mend to the thoughtful consideration

of tiio.se for whom it has interest.

The stove retailer who handles a line 01

standard goods is often 'at a loss how to

explain to a possible customer whj a stove

he offers is enough belter than one which

looks as well and seems to be as large, and

which ean be purchased somewhat cheaper

at a furniture or department store.

Whether the manufacturer can make the

difference clear to the understanding of an

average customer is a question, especial]}

if he has to do it at second hand, so to

speak, b\ first making it clear to the

dealer and through him to the customer.

This reminds us that there is a dearth of

the kind of sto\e trade literature which the

retai er would find most useful in dispos

ing of his stock. Most of that which has

come under our notice has for its object to

induce the dealer to purchase. Of that

which would help him to sell there is less

than could be profitably used. The

attempts which the manufacturers have

made from time to time to supply the

dealer with literature designed to assist

him in making sales at retail seem to ha\ i

been inspired by the idea that the average

customer is impressed by nursery rhymes

and amusing caricatures. Perhaps she may

be, but the selling of a stove is not so

easy a matter that the choice of a prudent

buyer, between one make and another, is

likely to lie in am important degree

influenced b\ such means.

In our judgment every line of standard

stoves should have, for the education of th-J

dealer and the information of his custom-

ers, a circular containing exactly the infor-

mation the housekeeper is likely to find

comprehensible and useful, and dealers

should be supplied with such literature as

freely as the requirements of their trade

ma.\ demand. The writing of such circulars

demands a high grade of talent, and very

few in the business have it. If we are not

mistaken, clever women would do this work

much belter than men, and no doubt it

would pa.\ every large manufacturer to l»v«

attached to his office staff a capable

woman to give her whole time to the pre-

paration of the kind of literature which

will interest women and p'ive them iust the

information they want about the stoves

they are asked to buy. The points which

interest the manufacturer, and which he is.

as the rule, most desirous of communicating

to the retailer, do not commonly interest

the housekeeper. That which appeals to

her and most often tnl uences her judgment,

in selection the average dealer is apt to

lose Sight Of if lie knows it. He repeat -

what has been told him b\ the llianufac

turer to secure his orders, but of this verj

little appeals to the housekeeper. What he

docs not know and cannot tell is what the

user of a stove for the practical purposes

of heating and cooking would find most

interesting and instructive.

It is safe generalization that the more

efficient the co-operation of the manufac-

turer with the retailer the larger and more

profitable his wholesale distribution. I n

fortunately, his judgment <jf what the

retailer wants in the way of trade litera-

ture is often at fault. This subject will

lepax careful consideration, and we are not

sure it does not offer an opportunity for a

new profession for capable women who

combine good sense and domestic experience

with the literary facility of which so mam
are giving evidence in practical journalism.

In what is done in this direction it is well

at the outset to assume that the average

housekeeper, needing so expensive an article

of furniture as a stove, will be more inter-

ested in a brief, lucid and intelligible

explanation of the practical advantages of

the stove she is considering than in dog-

gerel or pictures of impossible housemaids,

in light opera costumes, doing impracti-

cable things in ways which wotdd insure a

*' calling' down " from the head of the

family. There is a place for this kind of

thing, and lots of it to put there ; but

there is also a place for a kind of stove-

trade literature, which, in the fewest

possible words and with the clearest

possible illustrations, will give the retailer

I he means of showing why a $30-stove

which he handles is a better stove, and will

i;i\e better satisfaction, than a S20-stove.

which someone not in the stove business

at all is handling as a side line.—Metal

Worker.

ANTHRACITE COAL IN MANITOBA.

It has long been known that there is an

abundance of lignite coal in Manitoba, but

it comes as a welcome surptise to learn that

anthracite coal has been found there.

The discovery was made last week by

James Thompson, a contractor acting for

the Anthracite Coal Co., of Winnipeg,

while drilling near Souris. After passing

through some small strata of iron- tinged

clay and one or two seams of coal an inch

or two thick, he finally struck a bed of so'id

clay, 40 feet thick. A seam of sandstone

two feet thick was next passed. Under

this was a seam of coal 26 inches thick.

This coal was similar in grade to Canadian

anthracite, a coal of superior quality. The

total depth of the boring before the seam

was struck was 108 feet.

Needless to say, considerable interest has

been aroused by this discovery. It is

claimed by some experts that when real

development takes place in the Souris dis-

trict, a great quantity of high-grade coal will

be placed on the market. While this dis-

covery does not give sufficient foundation

for such hope as this, it must surely be

encouraging, and all Canadians will hope

that this find may prove but an earnest of

what is to be done later.

THE PRICE OF CANS.

Regarding the increased cost of cans

mail advices from Baltimore state :
" Prices

on No. 2 size have been advanced from

51.65 to gi.8o per 100, No. 3s from $2.15

to $2.40 per 100, and gallons from $5 to

55.50 per 100. This means an increase of

about 2c. per dozen on No. 2 goods, y.
per dozen on No. 3, and 6c. per dozen on

gallon goods. Whether this is the first step

in a definitely settled policy of gradually

advancing prices, or whether it is a feeler, ir*

on the result of which future action is to be

based, remains to be seen. With practical

control of the can situation of the country,

it seems quite probable that prices will be

further advanced.
'

'

A DRUMMER'S LITTLE GIRL.

My papa is a travelling man,

Some people call him " drummer,"

He goes away in August and

Gets home again next summer.

I don't know my papa very well

—

I wish I knew him better

;

But every week I take my pen

And write a big, long letter.

And mamma says some day he'll come

(I thought I would have fainted)

And she will keep him in the house

Until we get acquainted.

Now, ain't that funny, don't you think ?

It gives me lots of boiher,

To think a great, big girl like me
Don't really know her father!

I don't really know how to act.

Of course, he'll have to " Miss " me
;

But, goodness gracious! it won't do

To let a strange man kiss me.

And when he first comes in the house

I won't know how to greet him
;

I guess I'll call him " Mr. Papa,''

And say I'm pleased to meet him.

Oh, papa! it's plaguey mean to have

One's papa for a drummer.

I wish he'd come in autumn and

Stay winter, spring and summer.

—John A. Condit, in Business.

SHORTER HOURS IN NANAIMO, B.C.

A despatch from Nanaimo, B.C., says :

" The Merchants' Employes Association

is again bestirring itself to secure the boon

which its members enjoyed last year,

namely, a weekly half holiday. It is pro-

posed also to urge the closing of all stores

at six o'clock, except on Saturday evenings

and the evenings preceding holidays. An-

other proposal is to do away with the half-

holiday weekly, and instead allow each

employe a week's holidays on full pay ^
every summer, as is the custom in the Old

Country. Nanaimo has the distinction of

being the only city on the Coast where this

matter is dealt with in an organized manner.

The employers and the employes are on

the best of terms, and any proposal which
is practical and sound will always receive

the kindly attention of theemployers."
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of__j^^fc

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

QGffl

EAVETROUGH AND CONDUCTOR PIPE

Write for prioea.

E, T, WRIGHT & CO,, Mfrs.

HAMILTON, CANADA.

"JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
*

• Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER. ONT.

This eight-foot Brake bends aa-gaug* Iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co,
s™*™*l$*l

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting
Single Gun.

Steel andJTwist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV'VV«V'VVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV\*\*»1

STEVENS TOOLS
Stevens

Make a valuable line for

those Interested in such goods.

Guaranteed—By a company of 37 years' reputation.
Fine Sellers—Liberally advertised throughout the

country.
Sold to the Trade—We desire to have our goods

carried and represented by the trade, and refer all inquiries
to them. •

GAUGES—A Complete Line.
This is our Bench Surface Gauge, No. 58.

List Pi ice, *2.00. We have 6 other gauges fully described
In the" catalogue.

Send tor our complete Catalogue of Tools. We have a
business proposition for the trade.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.
P.O. Box 217, CHICOPEE FALLS, Mass., U.S.A.

New York Office, 318 Broadway.

"BRASSITE"

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gum's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money-
look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales f

THE GUNN CASTOR CO.
Limited.

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, No. i Place Royale, MONTREAL
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THE PROS AND CONS OF A BANKRUPTCY LAW.

THE United States and Canada have

had somewhat similar experiences

in the matter of national bankruptcy

laws. Each country was led to make trial

of such legislation; each, because of

defects in the laws adopted and resulting

abuses, was led to discard them ; and in

each, almost immediately, there arose a

demand for a reenactment. In the case of

the United States the demand for reenact-

ment was acceeded to two years ago. For

two years a national bankruptcy law has

been in operation, and the result is dis-

cussed in an article in The April North

American Review, by Mr. W. H. Hotch-

kiss, one of the referees under the law for

New York.

Mr. Hotchkiss refers to the first bank-

ruptcy law in England, that of Henry VIII.,

in 1542, which was simply a measure for

the imprisonment of persons who did not

pay their debts. It was not till 1705 that

provision for a discharge became a feature

of English legislation. It is now the chief

feature of all bankruptcy laws, and also

the cause of the chief objection to them.

The records of the United States courts

during the period covered in Mr. Hotch-

kiss' s review are hardly fair evidence of

what in its ordinary operation the law would

show. Of some 24,000 discharges granted,

about 12,000 were in the cases of wage-

earners, largely men who had been in busi-

ness, and failing, and being without ability

either to meet or escape from their obliga-

tions, were driven back to the ranks. The

courts, in dealing with them, have been clear-

ing off arrears, and not the actual casualties

of the present time. This fact has not,

however, prevented complaints against the

law as one intended for the wholesale can-

cellation of old debts. It is pointed out

that in actual practice it is all but impossible

to prevent a discharge in undeserving cases,

that there is no limit to the number of times

a man may be discharged, that a fraudulent

preference is not an objection to a discharge,

while the penalties for flagrant frauds on

creditors are few and the frauds are not

easily proven. There is a demand for

amendment. There is a call for a suspen-

sion of the law for four years, to be followed

by a period of operation for one year, and

then another period of suspension, and

so on.

There is a fairly strong call for repeal,

and among those who are raising it the

bankers' associations are prominent. Heads

ol great mercantile establishments join in

this demand, and some lawyers, thinking

the law causes a decrease in litigation, say

it should go. When Congress closed its

work last month there were repeal as well

as suspension Bills before it. The Act has

not, therefore, been an unqualified success

in the minds of the public. Neither has it

been the failure that was feared. The
previous bankruptcy law was repealed

because its fees and delays permitted the

looting of estates.

Under the law of 1898, Mr. Hotchkiss

claims, delays are rendered impossible,

while reports furnished to the Attorney-

General at Washington show that, the

country over, the average cost of admini-

stration during the past year was less than

$40 in voluntary cases, and $210 in in-

voluntary ones, the latter, as a rule, includ-

ing the collection and distribution of assets.

The American Bar Association, the National

Association of Credit Men, the Commercial

Law League of America and boards of

trade and chambers of commerce in various

parts of the country have pronounced in

favor of retaining the law, as has, also, Mr.

E. C. Brandenburg, the bankruptcy expert

of the Department of Justice.

The referees in bankruptcy under the

law have also given their ideas which are,

naturally perhaps, in favor of an improved

law. To make the law more perfect there

are asked amendments making it more

difficult to obtain discharges, and to shut

the door on shady or chronic bankruptcy
;

to include corporations within its voluntary

features ; to meet cases of innocent pre-

ferences, such as alimony, etc.

The American Bar Association favors a

provision that any debtor who substantially

diminishes his property by gambling,

speculation or reckless management may be

adjudged a bankrupt at the instance of his

creditors. These demands are generally

familiar to those who remember the last

Canadian bankruptcy law. The first

especially suggests that the United States

law has the faults of practically all laws

which provide for the release of a debtor

from obligations which his assets are not

sufficient to meet. Still, with all its defects,

inherent or incidental, commercial experi-

ence indicates that bankruptcy laws are a

need of every country of extended trade.

Rome had one ; so had Genoa and Venice

in the Middle Ages.

Holland, France and Great Britain have

them, and Germany, as soon as it became

an empire instead of a lot of small king-

doms, found one necessary. There is even
talk of arranging international bankruptcy
conventions. Mr. Hotchkiss' s argument is

fail ly effective of its purpose of showing that

more good than evil comes from fairly

administered bankruptcy legislation ; and in

this it may not be without its value in

Canada where opinion yet halts at the

proposal to again put a bankrupt Act on the

statute book.—Gazette, Montreal.

HARDWARE

MERCHANTS

!

If you require

good . . .

VilRNIIH
For every class of

work please specify

AMBERITE

The trade mark " Amberite,"

is registered and the fact that

the brass seal is unbroken stamps

the can as being genuine.

THE,

CANADA
PAINT
COMPANY

LIMITED

Sole manufacturers of

' 'Amberite Varnishes
'

'

for Interior and Exter-

ior Finish ....

Montreal and Toronto.

Correspondence Specially Invited.

t
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

With

DUNDAS AXES
in stock you may justly ask a

clerk for an explanation if he

misses a sale.

Without DUNDAS AXES, is

it fair to blame the clerk when
you have not bought the best

value?

AH First-Class Jobbers

Sell Them.

COLD
WATER
PAINT

INDEUBLO
There's a great trade to be done in it, and it's

being done. Railway Companies, Manufacturers

and Farmers are interested, and are using it daily.

What THE MURALO CO. has done for the

greatest of all known cold water wall tints,

" MURALO," it is now doing for INDELIBLO.
It is used on barns, fences, stables, alleyways,

shafts, etc. Indeliblo White will brighten up the

darkest corner in existence.

AGENTS

A. RAMSAY & SON, MONTREAL.

J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY &. CO., - - VANCOUVER,

fc^ Alabastine

Made in 20

Beautiful Tints

Anyone can brush it on.

\

Ready fqrjise

in Cold Water
No one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE IS A DURABLE COATING FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS. EN-
TIRELY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.

It is a cement that goes through a process of setting on the wall. Can be recoated from time to time as is neces-
sary to renew, and grows harder with age. Kalsomines are temporary and rub and scale off, to the annoyance of all who
use them.

Wall paper with its mouldy paste and poisonous colouring matter is unsanitary.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time, is recommended by leading sanitarians
hroughout the country. There is nothing "just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.
Thetrade supplied by

—

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver, B.C.
Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont. Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
G. F. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man. William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

Ask your dealer for circular. Write us for Questions often asked, mentioning this paper.

"DAISY" CHURN oe
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady while churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as bandies to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Woitman & Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited

HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS
OF

of every description, and
for all purposes.

Lang's Patent Wire
Rope for

Colliery and Mining
Use.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
u a„„«„.»„p.>« „f FLATWARE, CUTLERY a
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE. . .

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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THE FUTURE OF THE KLONDIKE.

ON apprccaitive article on the Klon-

dike gold fields appeared in a

recent issue of The Financial

News, London, England. In part it read

as follows :

" As respects the actual \ield of gold, as

stated in the Government returns, this, so

far as Klondike is concerned, may be taken

to he very much under the mark ; for the

reason that the very heavy royalty of 10

per cent, on the gross output is looked

upon by the miners as an unfair and extor-

tionate demand, with the consequence that

large quantities of gold are constantly

leaving the country which have paid but a

small toll to the royalty returns.

" The royalty further operates adversely

to the introduction of proper plant and to

such systematic development as the condi-

tions of the gold field now begin to require,

To explain why this should be so necessi-

tates a brief description of the deposits

carrying the gold. These are ably described

in the report made by the Canadian

Government geologist, Mr. K. G. McConnell,

B.A., last year, who divides them into four

descriptions of gravel, the most recently

deposited being the gravels found in the

present creek beds. Then come the terrace

gravels and, higher again, the old river

gravels, and, lastly, the white quartz drift

—the oldest and most important series of

all. These last deposits lie from 200 ft. to

300 ft. oi- more above the levels of the

present creek-beds, and, considering" their

extent and richness, may be said to be

untouched.
" One frequently hears it remarked that

the Klondike is worked out ; but this

seems quite an absurdity to anyone who

has a practical knowledge of the field.

Some few creek claims are nearly worked

out by individual effort, so far as the

richer leads of pay-dirt are concerned ; but

the mass of the gravels still left in the

claims will yet yield fortunes to those who

rework them with suitable appliances. I

am sure I am within the mark in stating

that, despite the gold already taken out in

1897, 1898, 1899, and 1000, mostly from

creek claims i at least, £12,500,000 ), more

than 75 per cent, (if the -old yet remains

to be extracted I'rom the creek deposits,

not to mention the hill gravels and the

white quartz drift.

" The latter is of enormous extent, and,

so far as it had been worked—round the

fringes of the deposits—has given excep

iion;ill\ high returns. Probably over 130,

000,000 cubic yards of the quartz lie in the

Bonanza Eldorado Valley, [50,000,000 in

Humber Valley, and 50,000,000 to 60,000,

000 in Quartz Creek Valley. The value of

this gravel will run anywhere from 5s. to

£30 per cubic yard. As for the old river

gravels,, their bulk is enormous, and practi-

cally they lie untouched ;
but

.
as a rule.

their gold values are much below those of

the White Quartz Drift, but would still be

considered fair in ordinary hydraulic mining.

Within the past twelve months very con-

siderable discoveries are reported to have

been made of quartz reefs and other veins,

carrying gold and other minerals.

" With all this wealth in view, it is only

natural for the question to be put : Why-

have so many London companies been

failures ? The answer is simple enough.

Until the summer of 1900 it was scarcely

possible, at any cost, to get in plant of

such a character as to make it practicable

to substitute mechanical for manual labor.

Now that the White Pass and Yukon Rail-

way can deliver goods below the White

Horse Rapids, and that heavy freight can

be readily brought in and conveyed down
stream to Dawson, one of the principal

causes of non-success is removed, and

excessive working cost should become a

thing of the past, though shareholders

must be prepared to find the necessary

cash working capital. A proper equipment

for mechanically working ground on a

payable scale cannot be provided much

under £10,000, exclusive of wages, fuel,

etc.

" But before working conditions can be

such as to encourage sufficient capital it is

quite essential that the royalty should be

reduced to such a figure as will give the

investor a fair chance, and that the Can-

adian Government should, without hesita-

tion or delay, follow the enlightened

examples afforded by Australian and New
Zealand legislation, and give liberal assis-

tance to all parties who are prepared to

spend money on means of communication,

upon the bettering of the water supply,

and in bringing in large plants for treat-

ing the poorer deposits. The Klondike is

admirably administered, the climate is

excellent, and the people are sober and
hard-working, whilst the extent, regularity,

and richness of the deposits hold out the
certainty of large returns for many a long
year.

'

'

HOW TO BRAZE OAST IRON.

The reason that cast iron cannot be
brazed with spelter, as wrought iron can,

says a contemporary, is that the graphitic

carbon in the former prevents the adhesion
of the spelter, as a layer of dust prevents 4^~
the adhesion of cement to stone or brick.

A process to remove this graphite has
been patented in Germany, consisting essen-

tially in applying to the surfaces to be
united an oxide of copper and protecting

them against the influence of the air with
borax or silicate of soda. When the joint is

heated the oxide of copper gives up its oxy-
gen to the graphite, converting it into

carbonic oxide gas, which escapes in bub-
bles, while particles of metallic copper are

deposited on the iron.

Any oxide of iron which may be formed
is dissolved by the borax, and the surfaces

of the iron, thus freed from graphite, unite

readily with the spelter, which is run into

the joint before it cools, the copper already-

deposited on the iron assisting the process.

The inventor claims that cast iron can in

this way be readily brazed in an ordinary

blacksmith's forge.

F. A. Cantwell, general merchant, Frank-
lin Centre, Que., has assigned.

T. J. Sears, general merchant, Lochaber,
N.S., has purchased the livery business of

A. K. McDonald, Antigonish, N.S.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's
Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's
Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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H
MIDLAND

JJ

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

Writs for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

SOMETHING SPECIAL

<& "1frirr*i -

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.
Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook

to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, and is the most practical and up-to-date

Peavey on the market.
Made by

-~~~~"™^^

James Warnock & Co. Gait Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CURRENT JVTAHKET QUOTATIONS.
April 12, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of

any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.
Tin.

Lamb and Flag and Straits—
56 and 28 lb. ingots, perlb. 31 32

Tlnplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M
. L. S. , equal to Bradley. Pi r box

I.O., usual sizes 16 75
I.X., " 8 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
1.0 6 75
I.X 8 25

I.X.X 9 50
Haven & Vulture Grades—

1.0. , usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 00

I.XXX., "
8 00

D.O.,12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel

—

1.0. , usual sizes 4 15

I.C., special sizes, base 4 50

20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X., Terne Tin 10 25

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

XX., 14x56, 50sheetbxs1
" 14x60, " V 07 07%
•' 14x65. " )

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

•r 26 " 08'/2 09
• 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs... 170 175
Refined " " 2 23

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 05

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base .... 2 00

TireSteel 2 00

Machinery iron finish 2 05

Oast Steel, per lb 00 00

ToeOalkSteel 2 30

T. Firth & Co's special cast steel, per lb. 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
<V%-inoh 12%
.#? " 13

2/, " 15
3 " 16

3% " 020
i " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
%inoh 2 25

3-16moh 2 25

*6 iooh and thicker 2 25

Black Sheets.
18 gauge 3 00

20 gauge 3 00

22to24 " 3 10

26 " 3 20
28 " 3 30

Canada Plates.
Al dull, 52 sheetB 3 00
Half polished 3 15
Allbright S 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 3 35
% inch 3 35

% " 330
% " 3 35

% " 3 60
1 " 5 00
1% " 6 85
1% " 8 25
2 •' 11 10
2% " 22 91
3 " 30 12
3y2 " 37 90
4 " , 43 (9
5 " 57 85
6 " 75 11
7 " 93 76
8 " 112 51

Galvanized pipe

—

% inch 5 25
% " 5 56

1 " 7 77
1% " 10 60
1% " 12 70
2 " 16 90

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 4:5 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 40 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 35 4 50 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

" % "
8 00 8 50

5-16 " "
4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 CO

7-16 " "
3 9J 4 25

% " "
3 )0 4 10

9-16 " "
3 65 4 C5

% " " 3 35 3 90
% " "

3 60 4 tO
Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p. c.

Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stallfixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-
count 40 p.c

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, 1

/!! to % in. 23% 25
'
' round and square

1 to 2 inches. ... 23% 25
Sheet.

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz. , irregular sizes 23 23%

Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea. , per lb 25%

" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, perlb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 24 25
Tubing, base, per t 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, perlb 06 06%
Domestic "

Zinc Sheet.
5cwt.casks 00 6%
Partcasks CO 6%

Lead.
Imported Pig, perlb 04% 05
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06 lA
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard,lists
at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.c. dis. fob. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

l-f t. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per HO lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 15 p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.
Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb Oil 11%

White Lead. Per 100 lb
Pure 6 50
No. 1 do 6 12%
No. 2 do 5 75
No.3do 5 37%
No. 4 do 5 00
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram's B B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55" " No. 1 6 85" " No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 09
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 06%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon lie
Bam (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45 •

Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
T. ronto Lead & Color Go's Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1

Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil

.

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green o 09

Colors, Dry.
Yellow Ochre ( J. C.) bbls..
Yellow Ochre< J.F.L.S.), bbls
Yellow Ochre (Royal)...
Brussels Oohre
Venetian Red (best)! per cwt
English Oxides, per owt. .

.

American Oxides, per cwt
Canadian Oxides, per owt

."

Super MagneticOxides,93p o'
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb

Umber, " "
do Raw

Drop Black, pure....
Chrome Yellows, pure.'.".'. "

"
Chrome Greens, pure, per lbGolden Ocbre... . .

' vorI °-

Ultramarine Blue in"28-lb
boxes, per lb

"

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 ib
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb
Mortar Color, per 1001b
English Vermillion
Pure Indian Red, No'.'ib'lb.
Whiting, per 100 lb

1 35

i'io

1 80
3 00
1 75
1 75
2 00

08

1 40
2 75
1 15
2 00
1 90
3 25
2 00
2 00
2 25

10
10
09
09
18
12
03%

24
1 00
07

1 25
80
80
56

Blue Stone.
C
„'i

(*8
',for8Praying.per b n nj

ioo-ib. lots. do. Pe? ib.... ::::::;;;;: o°8

Bulk in bbls.,

Pntty.

1 90Bulk in less quantity..'.'.'. .'.'.'.

, nK
Bladders in bbls....; 2 ?„Bladders in kegs, boxes' or ioc's'e.

'

'. '.

'. 2 25Bladders in 25-lb. tins . J «
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins..'.'...::'- 2 65Bladders in bu'k ortins less than l'66lb2 90

Varnishes.

In5-gal. lots.). Per gal.
Carriage, No 1 2 90 3 3,,

rubbin
8 °° 9 °°

Gold size, Japan
18

::::;:::'.:" 300 \™
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak o 90 i ™
Furniture.wtra .\.]\ 2 4U j" $
Hard Oil Finish'.'.'.'.'.'.' o 70 \ ?n
Light oil Finish ::::; ig »«>

Shellac,' white..'.'.'
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.';'"

440 4 80" orange 4 nn 4UBumiture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00Black Japan„ 2 40 2 8JNo
- 1 1 60 2 00

t
The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's

limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each'.'

Granatine Floor Finish, per gal.
, $2 50.

Maple Leaf Coach : Enamels ; Size 1, 60c.
Size 2, 35c. ; Size 3, 20c. each

Castor OH.
East India, in cases, per lb. . 10

" Bmalllots 10%

Cod Oil, Etc.
Cod Oil per gal 50
Pure Olive
" Neatsfoot ,,,

Glue.
Common 08%
French Medal 14
Cabinet sheet 12
White, extra 18
Gelatine 22
Strip 18
Coopers 19
Huttner

10%
11

55
1 20
90

09

1«K
13
20
30
20
20
18
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THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Oloth
Corn
FlourEMERY {

We carry all numbers of Corn and Flour Emery in io-pound packages, from 8 to 140,
in stock. Emery Cloth, Nos. OO., O., F., FF., 1 to 3.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., whoi^e Agents for Canada, Montreal.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.
3. B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cant.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. e., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, lOp.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Riyal

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb-

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
Dags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib. bags 70
Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and Bmaller gauges 2C

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.
11 and smaller gauge 60
9 and It gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15
9 and 10 gauges 1 40
7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Per lb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 09 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00
Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
Bestquality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 6 00
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
2nd " 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

B " 21

O " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45
Dynamo 29
Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse".

.

50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.

K ickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant'8 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro' , disoount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra , 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per pross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07 54 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 70

" " full square 70
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 65
Machine Bolts, all sizes 65
Coach Screws 75
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 75
Blank Bolts 65
Bolt Ends 65
Nuts, square *$c - on"

Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.
Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 62% per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Oast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel. .

Fast Joint, dis. 60 and 10 per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 60 and 10 per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Bullard'a, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, diB. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 50 2 75
Canadian hydraulic 1 25 1 50

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels .

Socket, Framing and Firmer.
Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stook in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings nes 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 00

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
L"w Down Oot. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50

" " " " " emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 50
" " 19x15 in..., 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% Per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. &D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets.
Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per cent.
Kearney k Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per oent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under 26 2 15 4 15 6 00
26 to 40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to 60 5 15 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81to85 6 50 .... 11 75
86to90 14 00
91 to 95 15 50
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 9 00
" %to% 1400

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 100
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, —per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, per lb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., per lb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50

Fork.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., diB. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%,10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb. . . . O6V2

" " 5-in., " .... 06%
" " 6-in., " 06

" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 60 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs ,. .. 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.
Spring 12 00

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc, dis. 50 and lOp.o.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent.

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 1 10 A
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63 ^
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C" brand 50 and 7% p.o.off new Hat 1 Oval-
"M" brand 60 per cent. /bead
Countersunk, 60 and 10 per oent.
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u Syracuse Babbitt: Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,

Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Faotories 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.
and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

BORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. .. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes. 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (al Isizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
S;ar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.o. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door, japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw, per cross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per oent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. 7 OJ
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russell 4 Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 26

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.

Plat head discount 25 p.c.
Round Head, discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
% Quotations are

:

Cut. Wire.
, *2d and 3d 83 35 $3 85
^3d 3 00 3 52

4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 00
10 and 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in oarlots are $2.77%
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis 25 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
U. S. Navy 725

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. rlaring sap buckets, di°. 45 p.c.
6, lu and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis. 45 p.c.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head """ 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per ceLt.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins' radiator valves discount 55 per cent.
» .",

" " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4

" " " 2 00
No. 7, Fullers 2 50
No 4y2 ,

" 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder

1001b. or less 85
1.CO0 lb. or more " 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 1 00
Axle 022 33
Screw 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 210
„ ... . J

PUNCHES.
Saddlers, per doz 1 00 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Iinners solid, perset 00 72

hollow, per inch 00 100RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 GO

"
f5

',',
••'••'• 8 25

40 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
'• 35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Disoount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.

Wood, 25 per oent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 6C

and 10 p.c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c
RAZORS.

per doz.
Geo. Butler 4 Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

King Cutter 12 50 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lu per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %e.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, 1c.

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb. .

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
%and5-16in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32 inch 21%
" Va inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% percent.
6 & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Rmery, 40 per cent.
Garret (Rurton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. 4 D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. 4 D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and 3.

Hack, complete, each 75 2 75
' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. & M. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c." Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Warren Chamoion 65 p.c.

" Standard 45 p.c.
SCREW DRIVERS.

Sargent's per doz 65 1 00SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright, and steel, 87% and 10 p c
Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and "10 p c.

" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.o.

R.H. " 70 p.c.
Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case hardened, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SOYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p. 1.

Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 pe aa

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 50 11

SOLDERING IRONS.
1,1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.

Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 J5 3 75
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan.. 06 07"

slip, 09 09
Labrador 13

Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
7 inch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4— 3 dozen in case, net cash $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
Per cent.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 4 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued .80 4 15

" " tinned 80 4 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . 80" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens ...75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk. . . 85, 12% 4 12%
" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 4 12%
Zinc tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 5;%
Trunk nails, black 65 ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads 40
Fine finiFhing 40
Picture frame points 10
Lining tacks, in papers 10
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coll, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties. etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, r*T. ftrlian H.Br,rfi8entatives- A- C " LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal.

-Canadian Representatives MontreaL

OF ALL KINDS.

For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lining tacks, in bulk ..... 15
" •• solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers JO
" in bulk •• 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zino glazier's points VKVV, ,«
Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

•• " " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz.. . . 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Ohesterman's each 90 2 85
" steel, each ... . 080 800

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Dame, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Same, H. * N., P. S. * W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72 1
/,, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston'B discount 10 per oent.

German, per doz 4 75 6 00

8. * D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, per lb.... 22 26

Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 59 bU

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
•' " 4-ply Jb

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES. extras as before. The prices for Nob 9
Hand, perdoz 4 00 6 00 to 13 include the charge of 10c.
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50 for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:
Coach, each 6 00 7 00 Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13 oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00 —spring wire, 81— best steel wire, 75c—
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00 bright soft drawn, 15c.-in 50 and 100-lb.

it- m *un iittv WAD*- bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb.. bundles netENAMELLED WARE. 15c-paoked in casks or cases, 15c-
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White, bagging or papering, 10c

discount 50 per cent. Fine stee , Wi dj ljy t
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c. Liat f extras : In 100-lb lots : No;
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10 Ui $5-No.l8,$5.50-No. 19. $6-No.20*

and 10 per cent. 86.65-No. 21, $7-No. 22, $7.30-No. 23

WIRE $7.65-No. 24, 88-No. 25, $9-No. 26,

Bray. wire. 50 to 50 and f* per cent, off the g^^^^Si.^W.. |u
Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net oash 30 No - 3f *?6—No. 34. $17. Extras net-

days, fob factory tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31

Smooth Steel Wire! is quoted at the *4-N
„
os - ?

2-
;!
4, * fi

;.
Coppered, 5c -oil

following net selling prices :
,ne. 10c—in 25-11-

.
bnndles,15c—in 5 ana

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90 l°'lb - bundles. 25c—inl-lb. hanks, 50c—
" 9 " 2 80 in V4-lb. hanks, 75c- in x

/i -lb. hanks, $1—
" 10 " I!!!!!,'!!"!!!!.'!!!!.'!!.' 2 87 packed in casks orcases,15c—bagging or
" 11 " ........................ 2 90 papering, 10c
" '2 " 2 95 Galvanised Wire, perlOOIb.—Nos. 6,7, 8. $350
" 13 " 3 15 to S3 8

T—No. 9. 82.85 to $3.15—No. 10,
" 14 " 3 37 J3.fi0ciSt9^—No. 11.83 70to $4.1»-No.
" 15 " 3 5U 12, 83 to 83 30- No. 13, 83."" o $3 41—
" 16 " 3 65 No. 14 84.1" *« S1.50—Nn. IS. 84.60 to
Other sizes of plain wire outside of Nos. 9, 85.05—No lfi 84 85 10 $5 35. Bafe sizes,

10, 11, 12 and 13, and other varieties of Nos. 6 to 9, $2 57Vi t.n h Cleveland,
plain wire remain at 82 81 base with Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17.

*4.25;'No. 18,:»2.65; No. 19, 'S2.35, f.o.b

Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3 05

Galvanized, plain twist 3 05

Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82!4

in less than carlots, and 82.70 in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft. , net. . 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4>/
;
to 5

White, according to quality 6% to 7%
50C-lb bale lots Bhaded.

WRENCHES.
\cme, 35 to 37V, per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" S.. per doz 5 80 6 00

G. Jt K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Barren's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket. per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. 830 00 33 CO
Royal Canadian.. "

Sfi 00 58 00
Royal American., " f6 00 28 00
Sampson " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, dipecunt. 40 i nd 5 per ceDt

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

392 yi Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

either by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker

No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

" C " Brand Horse NailsHORSE NAILS -"C
Canada Horse Nail Co.

" BRA8SITE" GOODS -

Mratteu rtirmlngham, Eng.
a u n n Castor Co.

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER.
U.S Pa'ent June 25th, 1895. Canadian Patent December 13th 1891

Made by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque. Iowa, U.S.A. A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ont.

\



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for export. With or without lt Emlyn "

Patent Guard, bo'e maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
" Machinery," Newport. Newpokt, Mon.,Engl\nd.

a portion of your year's profits

if you are not handling the

They are sellers and are being successfully

handled by the hardware trade. Now is the

time to take them up as spraying season is

close at hand.

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS.

AYLMER IRON WORKS GO.,

AYLMER, ONT.

Lockerby & McGomb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S. --Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject.

CANADIAN PRESS~f5UPPING BUREAU,

232 McGill Street. MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKN0WLEDGED THE BE$T .

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. aK.SoCh'mber,s'

Not connected with any Sbear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849.. .

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.s.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS, C. IRVING, Gen. Man, Western Canada, Toronto. s JOHN A. FULTON, Gen, Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

THE

Empire Typewriter
Equal to any Machine in every-

way.

Superior to all Machines in

several Important Features.

Canadian Pacific Railway have 175 Empires

in daily use!

Only $60
You can save $60 by purchasing an Empire.

THE WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited

MONTREAL.



Inc. 1896
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1
1 fiat. 1868

1
1
Black Diamond File Works

;
!

G. & H. Barnett Company

Twelve

PHILADELPHIA

Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895
-»— M^

>%%»%%^%^%^fv

1901
E,

1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader." **-

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Co.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms
49-61-63 West Front St.,

Factories- I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.
124-148 O'Hara Ave.

TORONTO, Canada.

British manufactured

CASTOR OIL
GUARANTEED PURE.

Cold Drawn Pharmaceutical

First Pressure. Second Pressure.

In Barrels and Cases.

From Stock and to Import.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

B.&S.H. THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

THE AUER

GASOLINE LAMP
The Light of Eight Oil Lamps

for the Cost of Two.

Safe,

Strong, Satisfactory.

Covered by the broadest

possible Guarantee. The
construction, finish and
appearance are unequalled,

but it is your satisfaction which we guarantee. If

you don't like the lamp for any reason you can get

your money back. No other lamp in Canada is so

broadly guaranteed, for no other is as good.

Write for Catalogue.

AUER LIGHT CO.
E. Simpson 4 Co..

I682 Notre Dame St-

Moose Jaw, Agents for the Territories. m MftNTRFfll



There are other designations more
expensive and less worth

Use LANGWELL'S Babbit, Montreal

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades in Canada.
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ETCGOLD LEAF, SILVER LEAF,

Quoted from stock Montreal

or at works, Germany.

Jean Dannhauser,
Furth, Bavaria.

Sole Agents "^"^^^i^^^

Lamplough & McNaughton,

MONTREAL

Galvanizing that Lasts.

The object of galvanizing a sheet of Iron

or Steel is to keep it from rusting ; there-

fore, it pays to get the most durable gal-

vanizing. In other words, it pays to use

"Queen's Head" Iron.

A. C, LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTBEAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, um.ted.

PICTURES

TELL BEST

You don't have to use your imagination much with our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water Heating,
because the pictures tell the story, and truthfully, too

—

they are from photographs of the Safford
Radiators themselves.

The Safford Radiators

For Steam or Hot Water Heating
are the original invention in screw nipple threaded connections, which does away entirely with joints and rods,
bolts and packing, hence absolutely preventing leaks. " Pictures tell the story best " and the facts prove every
statement true. Send for the pictures and the facts—send for the Booklet. Send to the Largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British Flag for it—it's free.

THE DOMINION RADIATOR COMPANY, Limited, TORONTO, ONT.



CYCLE

SPORTING GOODS FOR 1901

THE TRADE
will be pleased with our new assortment of goods for the coming season.

Our travellers are now on the road with samples ; if they have not seen

you, a card to us will bring them to you. It will pay to get our new prices.

WRIIEFOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES. .WWMWVMVWMWWV

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIDVCITIEID

Cor. King and Victoria Sts
,

N

How to Prevent a Belt from Slipping.

A BELT WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG

If our Pulley Covering is used, as thousands of manufacturers using leather belts

for the transmission of power experience annoyance and trouble with slipping belts,

from which arise many losses, such as time, power, etc.

No doubt you have tried many preparations, but the "Vacuum Cement and
Pulley Covering" will prevent all belts from slipping, being free from all

harmful ingredients. It will put your belts in better condition and keep them so,

help them to do the proper work, as no other dressings or coverings ever invented

have done before.

M The Vacuum Cement and Pulley Covering" is not the cheapest, but the best. It allows the use of

a much slacker belt than usual ; this slackness prevents belt strains, as well as strains on the machinery. The
covering may be applied to any pulley, iron or wood, and is guaranteed for five years. We furnish the material,

and the work can be done right in your own shop. We invite your careful investigation.

Write for full particulars.

The Vacuum Cement & Pulley Covering Co.,

Main OfTioe, 1493 "Third Ave., rviEIW YORK.
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

i|k Sffa *p

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

SOME OF THE NEWER "VANI/FT" Tfifil Q
Il l lllll »l MMMMMM IMM W SgA I jM W^L HI I II II t J

NO. 41 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN HANDLE.

NO. 42 AUTOMATIC DRILL WITH DRILL POINTS IN BOX.

NO. 50 RECIPROCATING DRILL, FOR WOOD OR METALS

Sold by Leading Jobbers
throughout the Dominion.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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The Best Selling

Range Ever Made.
Popular with dealers in every part of the country

because it is so enthusiastically praised by

every buyer.

Our Imperial Oxford
has won its laurels—it is the favorite range of

Canada—widely advertised, and everywhere ap-

preciated for its practical superiority.

Are you familiar with its

Diffusive Flue Construction
Front Draw=Out Grate
Draw=Out Oven Rack

and other talking points.

>
If there's any range business in your locality you'll

get it by handling the Imperial Oxford. Fullest details

if you write

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL

For the first season since 1897, we are in the
market for the supply of

Galvanized Wire, Plain Twist

f/ Barb Wire Fencing
OF OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.

4 Barb,
4" apart

When ordering Fencing do not forget

w

Bright and Galvanized Staples.
We solicit your orders also for

j rA of all kinds and for all purposes,He of Steel, Brass or Copper.

Wire Nails and Wood Screws
Bright Wire Goods Cotter Pins

Jack Chain Door Pulls

and "Crescent" Coat and Hat Hooks
Bed, Blind, and Netting Staples.

Prices quoted upon application to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

6URMAN & SONS' un
^
Established ,„ ,. BIRMINGHAM, ENG. ™*™&"

THE "LEOPOLD" TOILET

NO. 297.

10. 3-POWER CLIPPER, with "Wrist Joint."
(The Czar of Russia.

As supplied to
-J
The King of Denmark.

(Earl Roberts, Etc., Etc.

THE "WARWICK"
CLIPPER.

Cuts over three teeth.

As supplied to
His Majesty's
War Department.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND TERMS.

DELORME BROS., Agents, De
s^

e
e
s
e°t

,es Montreal



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. G. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants

Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

THE NEW BALDWIN

I

i

I

!

i

i

J

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Bail-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

f Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
? BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

JAS. B CAMPBELL. WILLIAM PRATT.

The Acme Can Works
Manufacturers of

Paint and Color Cans, round and square,
Varnish and Oil Cans, Paint Irons,

Paint Packages, Lye Tins,

and every description of Tin or can required by the trade.

Write us for anything you need in our line. We will be

pleased to quote you prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY

Ontario St. and Jeanne D' Arc Avenue, MONTREAL.
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"APOLLO **

Kitchen Range
Boilers, galvanized.

Made of "Apollo"

Open Hearth Steel.

Severely tested at 200 lbs. before galvanizing (mak-

ing tightness doubly sure), and are perfectly

galvanized inside and out.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

Galvanized Sheets

From stock or for

Importation.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL 5

LEWIS BROS. & CO
Montreal.

Scythes, Snaths and Cradles.
Concave No. 43 Scythe.

No. I, Ring.

(A^S|Wyhammered Grass Scythe.

Snaths.

No. 2, Ring.

Cradle Fingers.

No. 3, Patent.

No. 2, Patent.

No. 00, Patent.

Best Selected.

Double Ring.

Grain Cradles.

French Mulay. Half IVIulay.
Grain Cradles. Wood Brace, without Scythes.
Grain Cradles, Wood Brace, Complete with Scythes.

Lewis Bros. & Co.,
SPECIAL ATTENTION

TO MAIL ORDERS. -MONTREAL.
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FLOOR

^ifj^ Machine Tools,

i*F ^>rWill^upplies,

ittings.

We are making a specialty of Machine

Tools. Send for our catalogues.

THE WALKER UNIVERSAL TOOL AND CUTTER GRINDER

2f Fairbanks Company,
749 Craig Street,

MONTREAL.
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

IS
^r^

&LRS&C

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
F. A. YORK, Manager.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. §5££™2!i™i

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting
Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

EAVETROUCH AND CONDUCTOR PIPE

Write for prices

E. T. WRIGHT & CO,, Mfrs.

HAMILTON, CANADA.

"JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
r

Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

STEVENS Goods make an Up-to-date

line for the retail merchant

Rifles, Sho-t-Ouns, Pistols
FINE MECHANICAL TOOLS

Victor 1

Handled by all the Leading Jobbing Houses.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., P0^ ox Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.

•••w99wMMMMWMMMWMMM•••^•••WVM9M9999VVVW9VVV

ASPINALL'S
0. White for Inside,

Indian White—Outside
for

Deoorators' Use.

Imperial Gallons
and %-Gallons.

Free from Poisonous White Lead. Colours

Perfect. The original English make as supplied

to Royalty.

Agents: Ontario and the East, R.C. Jamleson & Co, 13 St. John

Street. Montreal, Winnipeg and Dlstric J, H. Ashdown,
Winnipeg.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

A"
y^[

r>^

THE, ^og^
~ IS MADE OF THE BEST MATERIAL.
BEFORE LEAVING FACTORY EACH ONE IS CAREFULLY ADJUSTED AND TESTED.

ARWOODYATT & C9, GUELPH, CANADA.
SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE .

TUTOR and DIM Oil Stoves
of to-day are the results of years of practical ex-

perience in oil stove making.

In them are embodied all the points which
go to make up a perfect oil stove.

A stove which will not smoke ) but will give perfect

A stove which will not smell ) satisfaction.

.

That's why our trade is increasing so rapidly.

Your stock would not be complete without these goods.

Made in one, two and three-burner.

We will be pleased to quote you. t

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President, price-cutting methods to secure trade. But SUMMER RESORT FOR MERCHANTS.
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN.

Montreal. they were wide enough awake to recognize ' I 'HE business men in the Maritime

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO that in heaping coals of fire on the " other Provinces are each year taking

Limited. fellow's" head they got burned themselves. increased interest in the subject of

Pubiishersof Trade Newspapers whichcir- So they came to an agreement about certain tourist travel. They would be a dull and
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario, prices. ur.appreciative people, indeed, if they did
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.B.
island and Newfoundland. There was no written agreement, but as not.

OFFICES

Montreal t3t McQill Street,
friends tfaev relied on one another's word. No part of this North American continent

Toronto io Fro
T
n
e
t

l

Stre°e
n
t

e
E"it;

Thev a,so agreed that if «ther had a sus- possesses greater natural attractions for

LONDON, eng.. - - - 109 Fleet street,' B.C.',
picion that the other was cutting the estab- summer tourists than the Maritime Prov-

manchester, eng. - - . 18 St Ann street, lished prices, he should test his neighbor by inces. The climate is delr&htfui. being
H. S. Ashburner, °V

Winnipeg .... Western Canada Block, despatching a messenger to purchase the balmy and bracing while for fishing
J. J. Roberts, b ' b '

ST.john.n.b. - . . No.^3 M«ket Wharj, article in question. It seems that Mr. hunting, bathing and boating, they are the

new york. 176 E. 88th street. Millen sometimes did resort to this means ideal. The scenery abounds in variety and
Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00. . , .

Great Britain and elsewhere - • 12s. of testing Mr. Martmeau s fidelity to a beauty. The smiling valleys and pictur-

cabie Address
{adscript', CaSada! bargain, but he never found him selling esque hills are all summer clothed in a

Published every Saturday. below the established price. Mr. Martineau rich greenness which to the people in

never had occasion to put Mr. Millen to the Western Canada appears remarkable,

test. while the rugged, rock bound coasts never

This affords an illustration of what cause one to tire in gazing upon them,

mutual agreements among hardwaremen But the Maritime Provinces have their

can do. We would not be so bold as to interest historically as well as in regard to

say that these agreements between Messrs. natural endowments. The very air seems

A PROFITABLE AGREEMENT. Martineau and Millen made them what laden w j th it. And the fact that their

AT the conference in Montreal some
they^ but WC have thcir °Wn WOrds f°r * hi*<»y contains *> much tha* * romantic

weeksago.Mr. John Millen.of John
that thCy pUt * g°°d deal °f m0nCy * their makes a visit t0 that Part of th <= Dominion

Millen & Sons, told an interesting
Pockets - all the more interesting.

and instructive little story that has not yet He who has an eye to the future will do
Some of the tourist associations *n the

appeared in print. Mr. Millen and Mr.
his best for the business of to-day. That

Matitime Provinces are this spring making

Martineau, the president of the Montreal whkh a man does t0 . day is the foundation
a sPecial effort t0 induce business m«n »«

Retail Hardware Association, are two of
for the future.

Western Canada to visit their part of the

the largest and best rated retailers in the country during the coming summer. With

city, and it so happens that they have long RESTRICTIONS ON HORSE NAILS. this object in view negotiations are pending

been business neighbors competing for In view of the open market in horse nails w'th the railway companies to arrange

east-end trade. Speaking of what confi between makers, The Canada Horse Nail excursions.

dence such as that bred by an association Co. announce that they have, in response to To a great many business men and others

would do, Mr. Millen spoke of this little their friends in the trade, removed the in Western Ontario the Maritime Provinces

incident : restrictions imposed by them as to the are a terra incognita. It is to be hoped

About 10 years ago (perhaps more) he selling price of their goods, until the situa- that many of those who have not yet spent

and Martineau were in keen competition tion is different to that which exists at a holiday in that most interesting part of the

for patronage, and each would resort to present. Dominion will do so this year.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIRADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER
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CANADIAN IRON FOR THE BRITISH MARKET.

A
STEAMER sailed from Sydney, N.S., before the Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-

on Thursday, with 2,400 tons of pig ciation in Toronto a couple of months ago,

iron for the British market. This the cost of assembling the raw materials at

alone is about one third of the total quan- Sydney necessary to make one ton of pig

tity of pig iron exported from Canada all metal was 79>£c. , while the cost for the

last year. same purpose at Pittsburg was S3. 25, a

But the significance of this is that it is saving in the assembling of the raw material

the initiatory step in the development of a alone of $2 45X per ton in favor of the

plan to secure a market in Great Britain for Canadian enterprise.

the iron and steel product of the Sydney Now, in regard to steel. Taking into

works, consideration the facts already pointed out,

On the same day that the steamer in f advantages in cost of assembling raw

question sailed, Mr. James Ross, of Mont- material and the absence of any railroad

real, one of the directors of The Dominion charges for carriage to the seaboard, the

Iron and Steel Co., returned from a visit to Sydney plant has a net advantage in the

Great Britain, and, in an interview with a Cost basis of making steel of between #5 and

daily newspaper, he said that his company $6 per ton over the plants at Pittsburg,

had secured an order in Great Britain for i t is only about three months since the

150,000 tons of steel, valued at $3, 000.000. one f the four contemplated furnaces at

This is even more interesting news than the Sydney was started up, but for a month or

announcement of the shipment of the first more lts pig metal product has been coming

lot of iron from the Sydney furnaces to
,nt0 Toronto and other western Ontario

Great Britain.
cities. And what is still more noteworthy

The chief object the promoters of the
is the fact that shipments have also been

Sydney works had in view from the very made to Philadelphia,

start was the development of the export At present the export trade in Canadian

trade in iron and steel. And for this pur-
p jg iron ;s but sman, i t jSj however,

pose the works are exceptionally well growing. Last year it was by far the largest

situated, both geographically and in regard on reCord, as will be seen by the following

to raw material. table giving exports since 1892 :

Sydney, which has one of the finest exports of pig iron.

natural harbors in the world, has not only „
Ion5,

„
Va,ue -

3 1892 3 $ 95

the advantage of being light on the sea- l893 I2 33°
1895 259 6,202

board, whereas Pittsburg is 500 miles inland, 1896 1,940 45.363
1897 2,677 65.555

is 828 miles nearer Liverpool than New 1898 2,403 61,029

1899 2,188 50.767
York and 878 miles nearer than Philadel- 1900 6,261 137,651

delphia. And not only is its geographical In 1894 no pig iron was exported. The

position favorable from a shipping standpoint, countries to which our pig iron was exported

but it is even more so from the raw material last year were

:

assembling standpoint. The coal and the Tons. Value.

,. . . , , , , , Great Britain 2,115 S 36.647
limestone are right at the door of the works, Newfoundland 716 24,200

while the ore—except the small quantity United States'.
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. .'"3,421 76.660

that will be imported for mixing purposes—
Total

~^~
J^fo

is but 400 miles away, whereas the Pittsburg With the Sydney furnace now in oper-

furnaces are compelled to bring their ore ation> and catering to a more or less extent

from the north shore of Lake Superior, to the foreign trade, we may confidently look

i.ooo miles away. Sydney has, therefore, forward to a large increase in our pig iron

it will be observed, an enormous advantage export trade within the next year or two.

over Pittsburg, its great rival, in regard to

the assembling of the necessary raw ma ADVANCE IN THE PRICE OF BOLTS.

terials as well as in regard to juxtaposition The anticipated advance in the price of

to the British and other European markets. bolts has at last taken place, the discounts

As Mr. Moxham showed in his address having been reduced on Wednesday. The

new discounts, compared' with those pre-

viously ruling, are as follows :

New Old
Discount. Discount.

Per Cent. Per Cent.

Carriage bolts, Norway iron. .. . 65 70

full square 65 70

common 60 65

Machine bolts, all sizes 60 65

Coach screws 70 75

Sleighshoe bolts 72 K 75

Blank bolts 60 65 •»
Bolt ends 62^ 65

Plough bolls 60 60

Nuts, square, all sizes, per lb. off 4c. 454c

Nuts, hexagon, per lb. off 4%c. 4Hc.

The advance is about 10 per cent., and

is the result of the steady advance in the

price of bar iron.

THE CHANGES IN IRON PIPE.

IRON pipe continues to advance in price,

there having been a fair appreciation

in quotations this week. In fact, on

the Toronto market there were two changes

in jobbers' quotations within that number

of days.

In the first instance, the change was

rather in the direction of an adjustment of

the figures on black pipe from 2-inch up-

ward, those from l
/% to 2 inch inclusive

being unchanged. There was some adjust-

ment also in the quotations on galvanized

pipe. On Thursday there was another

change. By this black pipe was again

advanced, 1 inch size being increased to

$5.15 per 100 lb. There was also an

advance in the pi ice of galvanized pipe,

but, as in the adjustment of Tuesday, there

was a lowering of quotations ; the figures are

still below those of last week. Subjoined

we give the quotations per 100 feet now

ruling together with those which appeared

in our issue of April 13 :

BLACK PIPE.

New Old
Inch. Prices. Prices.

'A $4-35 $4-35
V* 3-25 3-35

3-3° 3-3°
X 3-5° 3-35
y* 365 360

1 5.15 500
iV* 700 6.85
1

lA 8 40 8.25
2 11 25 11.00

2 Vt 20.95 22.94 %
3 24.55 3°- 12

3% 3°-7S 37-90

4 39 00 43.09
4 'A 4 1 80

5 47-35 57-85
6 . 62. 10 7501

1. \l.\ \N1/KI> PIPE.

X 4 9° 5 25

5-25 5-56
1 7-55 7-77
1 yi 1030 10.60
1 % 12 35 I2.7O

2 16.50 16.90
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TRADE CONDITIONS IN CANADA.

THERE is a great deal in the trade

situation in Canada which is of an

assuring character. In all staple

lines of merchandise, spring business is

opening up well. Individual orders are

not, as a rule, large, but they are numerous
;

""and not only are they numerous, but, in

several seasonable lines which had been

booked for future shipment, delivery is

being urgently asked for before the date

originally specified. This is a feature of the

trade situation which is gratifying, showing,

as it does, that stocks are not only not

heavy, but that consumers are already

beginning to inquire for the goods wanted

at this time of the year. The wholesale

houses in the different branches of trade

are, in consequence, busily employed. The

same can be said of the manufacturers,

many of whom report that they are booked

with orders enough to keep them going for

some time to come.

In a country like Canada, where agricul-

ture is the chief industry, it follows that our

farmers must be in a prosperous condition

if the country, commercially, is to be healthy.

The past six months has been a trying

period to the farmers of Manitoba, owing to

the partial failure of the wheat crop last

year. This has naturally affected the gen-

eral trade of that Province, but not to the

extent it was a few months ago anticipated

it would. This is the unanimous expres-

sion of the reports we have received from

various reliable sources.

A well known essayist has told us that

there is compensation in all things. And

the compensation the farmers of Manitoba

had for their short wheat crop was the

additional time they had at their disposal,

which they utilized in breaking new ground.

The result is that this spring they have a

much larger acreage ready for sowing wheat

and other cereals than they had last year.

About the farming industry of Ontario

there is not a particle of doubt. At no

period in the history of the country was it

probably ever in such a satisfactory con-

dition. The cereal crops in that Province

last year, both in quality and quantity, were

excellent, while for butter, cheese and live

stock there is a demand at good prices for

all the farmer can produce. For horses

and hogs the demand really exceeds the

supply. Another evidence of the prosperity

of the farmers in Ontario is the large

number of new buildings that are being

erected by them in nearly every part of the

Province, to say nothing of the repairs that

are being made.

Fall wheat has come through the past

winter in Ontario in excellent condition.

In the Kootenay country, trade conditions

are somewhat unsettled, but. taking British

Columbia as a whole, business is not only

fairly good at the moment, but the outlook

is bright. The direct line of steamers which

is to be put on between Vancouver and

Skagway by the C.P.R. will divert to

Victoria and Vancouver a great deal of the

trade from the Klondike, that has hitherto

gone to Seattle. Hitherto, there has been no

quantity of dry lumber which the mills

carried over from last year is small.

Perhaps one of the least satisfactory

features of the situation is the commercial

failures in Canada during the past quarter.

This will be gathered from a glance at the

accompanying table, compiled from Dun's

report, giving the total and the number

which occurred under the classifications,

" manufacturing " and " trading."

The principal increase in liabilities was

in Quebec Province, and one large failure

swelled the figures for British Columbia,

but Ontario reported a material improve-

ment, both in number and amount. " The

most pleasing feature," says Dun's Review,

" of the quarter's statement is the lack of

defaults in the banking and financial class."

It is generally conceded that the best of

trade barometers are the railways and the

bank clearing returns. Taking these for

the past quarter and applying them to the

FAILURES IN CANADA—FIRST QUA RTER:

Provinces.

Total Commercial. Manufacturing. Trading.

No. Assets. Liabilities. No. Liabilities. No. Liabilities.

139
158
35
33
38
17
4

$ 538,343
1,315,131

625,950
42,000
161.656
50,969
6,600

$ 661,580
1 843,076
469,250
102,550
145,800
100.466
11,000

33
26
3
4
4
3

$ 74,781
573,748

6,500
9 500
14,700

39,000

105
129
32
29
33
13

4

$ 585.399
1,177,758

462,750
93,050
128.600
44,466
11,000

Total 424
406
363

$2,740,649
1 976.798
3,163,116

$3,333,722
2,754,041

4,241,411

73
78
92

$ 718.229
538,058

2,433,155

345
318
267

$2,503,023
2,177 503'• 1900

1899 1,803 906

regular line of steamships running out of

British Columbian ports on Klondike trade

account. Owing to this passengers and

freight from points in Canada destined for

the Klondike usually had to go via Seattle.

The mint that is to be established at

Vancouver by the Dominion Government

will divert Klondike trade as well as Klon-

dike gold from Seattle.

The year 1901 will be a red-letter year in

the iron and steel industry of Canada. The

starting up of the plants at Sydney, N.S.;

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. ; Collingwood, Ont.,

and Midland, Ont., places that beyond all

peradventure. Then there is the coal in-

dustry. On both coasts and in the Crow's

Nest Pass the mines are experiencing an

excellent trade, and the prospects for the

future, with the additional demands there

will be, particularly for the coal of the Nova
Scotian and Crow's Nest Pass mines, are for

even a better trade than that which is now
being experienced.

The lumber industry is in a fairly healthy

condition, although some engaged therein

are of opinion that the turnover is perhaps

not so far as large as it was anticipated it

would be. The past winter has been favor-

able for operations in the woods.and a great

deal of timber has been got out, but the

trade conditions in Canada we think they

corroborate what we have already said in

regard to the trade conditions in Canada.

The gross earnings of the two great Cana-

dian railway systems during the three

months, compared with the same period in

1900, were as follows :

gross railway earnings for three months.
1901. 1900.

Grand Trunk $6,545,800 $6,213,304
Canadian Pacific 6,500,000 6,384,071

The Canadian Pacific has, it should be

pointed out, 466 greater mileage than in the

first quarter of 1900.

The returns in regard to the bank clear-

ings are even more satisfactory than those

in regard to the railways. For the three

months they are as follows :

BANK CLEARINGS FOR THREE MONTHS.

I90O.

$171,985,788
123.560,728

23,930,215
17,930.884

9,570,998

9 954,152
7,886.551
7,146,605

1901.
Montreal $191,835,364
Toronto 146,267,420
Winnipeg 24,621,434
Halifax 19,653,268
Vancouver 9,420.442
Hamilton 10,004,931
St. John, N.B 8,695.523
Victoria 7,662,627

Total $418,161,009 $371,965,921

Business in Canada is devoid of any

spe:ulative tendency, wholesalers and re-

tailers alike buying for requirements. This

is a good thing, tending, as it does, to keep

trade in a healthy condition,
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.
BAR IRON IN THE UNITED STATES.

A despatch From Pittsburg says: " The

report thai a meeting of the bar iron

nianui'act ttrers had been held in New York

this week, at which representatives were

present from dunes iV. Laughlins, Carnegie

Steel Company, Cambria Steel Company
and other large steel concerns, is mislead-

ing. The facts are that none of these COM

cerns makes a pound of iron, their entire

product being of steel. There is no associa-

tion among the bar iron mills, must of

these in i he Central West being controlled

h\ the American Steel Hoop Company and

Republic Iron & Steel Company. Price'

agreements on iron bars, or for that matter

On anv kind cf iron and steel products, are

really not necessary at this time, as the

heavj demand not only keeps prices up. hut

keeps them steadily advancing. It is only

a short while ago since iron bars were sell-

ing at about 1.20 cents at maker's mill;

hut the Republic Iron & Steel Company
and American Steel Hoop Company are

both holding firm now for 1.50 cents a

pound at mill, and have all the business

they, can take care of at that price."

IRON TRADE IN THE STATES.

Labor cost to Valley furnacemen has been

raised auain, the demands of the men being

granted in the week, resulting in a higher

wage than was ever paid on the present

level of pig iron prices. Foundry iron

markets have been active, and orders for

delivery in the second half of the year are

now on Furnace hooks in large volume. It

is plain that consumption is now at the

highest rate the country has known.

Foundries of nearly all descriptions arc

contributing to the increase, and even the

Stove manufacturers, who have found cause

lor thinking a wage reduction was necessary,

have agreed to the old scale for another

year. The most significant fact in connec-

tion with finished material is that mills

which have not run for months and some of

which were scarcely expected to be active

again, have been started up. This is

particular^ true in bars, sheets and pipe.

Kail mills are so well sold that foreign

business is not being sought as in the

closing months of last year. London agents

representing other American products have

been notified that foreign business is not

tn be gone after for delivery in the nesct

few months. The structural demand is

assuming prodigious proportions, and it

can he seen that the rush of specifications

later in the season may easily duplicate the

conditions in 1899 in this trade.- linn

Trade Reyiew, April I.

THE BRITISH TINPLATE TRADE.

The inquiry for tinplateS continues vigoi

OUS in all directions, and has resulted in

some good lines being placed out, both for

prompt and forward deliveries. The cheer

t'ul feature of this demand consists in the

fact that a large portion of it comes from

California, as well as the Kastern States

of America. The demand lias embraced "all

sorts and conditions" of tinplates. from

light plates of all weights down to special

sizes, and to this extent no doubt the

market is indebted to the " American

boom " in the iron trade. While pi-ices on

the other side are advancing continuously,

those on this side have remained stationary,

so that the trade here has profited by this

difference in the condition of the two mar-

kets. The Continental, Canadian, and home
trades have all been full of life, and this

happy " combination " has brought about

a more favorable tone to the market. Owing
to the retrogression

1

in bars, makers have

been able to meet this demand to a much
larger extent, and many of the most

important works have filled their order

books over the present half.— Iron and Coal

Trades 1,'cvicw, April 5.

THE HARDWARE TRADES IN ENGLAND.

With the end of the quarter, it cannot be

said that the trade in the hardware manu-
facturing centres shows any improvement,

though the outlook for after the holidays

is decidedly more encouraging. One of the

chief obstacles to a revival of business in

the .Midlands was removed last week by the

all-round reduction declared in coal and

iron, anil ironworkers' wages. Naturally,

this movement should be followed up in a

similar manner by the m; laeturers of

finished goods. There still remains room
for improvement in the matter of prices :

especial!,) is this observable in the brass

and copper trades. Shipping orders for

lica\\ lines are rather scarce owing to the

keenness of American and Oerman competi-

tion, but as prices are steadily rising in

the States while they are falling in this

country, lib doubt our manufacturers will

soon be able to recover lost ground. The
continued dullness of the building trade is

restricting business in main lines, includ-

ing builders' castings, bath and lavatory

work, stove grates, door and window fit-

tines, etc. The unseasonable spell of wintrj

weather has almost paralyzed the demand

for garden tools and outdoor goods, thoug'h

fortunately for the ironmonger, he has

made up this deficit b\ the extra demand
for heating appliances ! I lardwareman.

PIG IRON IN GREAT BRITAIN

The pie-iron market is quieter than last

week, and prices are not so well supported.

This keeps consumers from buying to

any great extent, and in most districts

I law are again restricting their purchases

to supplies urgently Deeded for immediate

use. The current production in South

Staffordshire, however, is being absorbed,

makers finding .little or no i lifficu It v in

disposing of il at the present low rates. In

the Cleveland district the out-turn of forge

qualities is still very restricted, and the

price of the iron is rapidly approaching

that of No. .'!. There is now less difference

between the two than there has been tor a

long time, and forge may in the future

become dearer than No. 3. which is now

quoted at ].">s. 3d. In Harrow, hematite i-.

quiet at unchanged prices. The steelmaker-

are the largest users. In Glasgow Scotch

warrants have fallen since our last, being

quoted at 52s. 9 l-2d. as against 5:5s. sd. «.

week ago.—Iron and Coal Trades Review,

April 5.

NEW VORK METAL MARKET

COPPER.—The upward movement of cop-

per prices in the London market, which is

attributed largely to the renewal of specu-

lative interest with the return of a hopeful

feejing in trade circles there, made further

progress to-day, the markets closing at an

advance of 10s. on spot and lis. 3d. on

futures. There was considerable activity,

though the buying, especially of future-,

was not as heavy as yesterday. The New
York market does not respond to the better

conditions in London. Prices here, while

firm, are unchanged at 17c. for Lake Supe-

rior and 16 5-8c. for electrolytic and casting.

PIG TIN.—The London market, affected

by the same influences, it is said, that have

caused the rise in copper there, showed a

further advance of £1 2s. 6d. on spot and

£1 10s. on futures. In view of the antici-

pated increase in spot supplies the New
York market is rather flat, but prices at

the close were 15 to 25 points higher in

sympathy with London, closing at 26c. bid

and 26.50 asked for spot. The shipments

from the Straits for the first half of the

month were comparatively large, amounting

to 2,210 tons, compared with 1.510 tons For

the corresponding period last year. There

is considerable criticism in the trade for

the manner in which American tin statis-

tics are twisted to suit the purposes of

certain speculative operators in London, as

shown by their monthly circular letters.

An instance of this is found in a circular

issued by one London firm and just received

here, in which the American visible supplj

on April I is given as 3,408 tons on the

spot and afloat, whereas, according to the

statistics of The New York Metal Exchai

the quantity afloat on that day alone

amounted to 3,419 tons. Another English

firm ejves the American visible supply on

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipmen

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON. ONT.
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April 1 as 900 Ions en the spot and 2,40(1

tons afloat, although there were actually at

that date 1,170 tons on the dock and dis-

charging from vessels in port, not to speak

of stocks in warehouse. According to these

I Dglish statisticians the Am&risan factories

during the past few months have been

compelled to shut down frequently because

of a lack of material, when, as a matter of

fact, there has at no time been a scarcity

of spot stuck, although it is true that it

has been largely under the control of one

firm, which supplies the largest consumers.

The official figures of the American visible

supply on April I differ radically from those

given in the circulars above mentioned,

being as follows: In store and landing,

2,S73 tons : afloat. 3,419 tons ; total. (i,2<>2

tons.

PIG LEAD.—The New York market was

vers quiet, but prices arc maintained on the

basis of $4.37 l-2c for lots of 50 tons or

over. St. Louis was steady at $4.20 to

$4,22 1-2. In London soft Spanish declined

:'.s. 9d.

SPELTER.—The market remains quiet

but steady at 3.90 to 3.V)5c. St. Louis

was reported firm with sales of 100

tuns spot at $3.SO and 100 tons Maj at

$3.82 I -2. There was a sharp rise in Lon-

don, that market closing 7s. (id. above last

night's quotation.

ANTIMONY.— Kegulus is steady and in

moderate request at 8 l-2c. to 10 l-4c, as

to brand.

Old) METALS.—Trade is light, but the.

market is stcad\ at the quotations.

IKON.—Advices from Pittsburg refer to

current reports of large sales of Bessemer

pig iron for delivery over the last half of

i lie year which, although not verified as to

quantitj or price, are believed to have been

made. Mill iron also is reported to be active

there, while foundry was in good demand.

Locally a very good business is being

done, but there arc no very heavy transac-

tions in foundry iron or other pig metal.

There is no abatement of the demand for

finished material, but there has been no

further change in prices. Scotch warrants

in Glasgow continue to show improvement,

today's cable quotations being Id. above

those of, yesterday.

TINPLATE.—The market is firm and

active but without new feature.—N. \.

Journal of Commerce. April 17.

THE ROBERTSON-GODSON
COMPANY.

The Vancouver branch of the James

Robertson Co.. Montreal and Toronto, has

been reorganized. C. A. Godsop, who has

acted as manager of the Vancouver branch,

has I i admitted into full partnership and

the firm will now be known as The Robert-

SOn-Godson Company. A large warehouse

i- being erected and the business of the

branch will be extended, though most lines

will still In- made in the factories in

Toronto and Montreal.

locality.

In the Busy
Season of Painting
we give the agents for S. VI. P. big helps that

make it possible for them to get bigger busi-

ness and get it with less difficulty than any
other paint dealer in their locality.

We work with him.
We have one department that devotes its

time to working with him. This depart-

ment can draw upon the resources of our
Printing and Advertising Department
at Cleveland and give each individ-

ual dealer the help he considers

best suited to his locality.

With a paint like S. W. P. and
the regular advertising and special

help back of it any dealer can get the

lion's share of the paint business of his

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO.

NEW YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO
KANSAS rrrv

CANADA AND THE GLASGOW
EXHIBITION.

HARDWAREMAN, Birmingham :
—

" Many of the Canadian engineers

and manufacturers, judging from

appearances, intend to extensively patronize

the forthcoming Glasgow Exhibition in

preference to the Pan-American Exhibition

to be held about the same time at Buffalo.

They have arrived at this conclusion, not

from any sentimental ' preferential ' spirit,

but after mature consideration of the advan-

tages to be derived from an exchange of

ideas with the Motherland. In ar. eminently

practical, if not convincing, way they argue

that if the United States manufacturers can

successfully invade the British market there

is no reason why Canadians cannot do the

same. Their optimism augurs well for the

future.

•
' Certain it is that if they do not educate

themselves sufficiently to successfully invade

this country with their manufactures, there

is no place in the whole of the world of

more interest to engineers especially than

Glasgow, where many of the problems in

civic Government, and municipal engineer-

ing have been wholly or partially solved.

A study of these problems alone, which

have been the despair of workers in those

spheres in other great cities of the world,

will have its educational advantages, and

be well worth the time and money spent in

their study. Let us hope that the interest

of the Canadian engineers and exhibitors

alike will be stimulated, and that the

exchange of ideas will be reciprocal and

mutually advantageous."

ELDER BROWN.

A. A. Brown, the representative of the

McClary Manufacturing Co., Montreal, who,

it will be remembered, travelled for many
years all over Ontario and counts in the

hardware trade of that Province hosts of

friends, has just been elected to the respon-
sible position of elder of St. Paul's Presby-
terian Church, Montreal, one of the leading
Presbyterian churches of the city.

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. C. H. Whetworth, who is opening a

new store in Smith's Falls, was in Montreal
during the past week placing his orders for

goods.

APPRECIATES HARDWARE AND
METAL.

Editor Hardware and Metal,—We
appreciate very much your efforts in getting

up such a newsy, up-to-date trade paper,

and find that your articles and forecasts

on price fluctuations are a great assistance

to us in our business. In fact, we could
hardly do business without your paper.

McDonald & McCrary.
Florence, Ont., April 9, 1901.
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RETAILERS VS. DEPARTMENTAL STORES.
I By A Toronto Retailer.

MANY, solutions have been offered with your

through your columns for the solv-

ing of the supposed unfair competi-

tion of the departmental stores. The fact

remains, however, that the departmental

store is in high favor with the buy-

ing public. This seems to indicate conclu-

sively that their method is the popular one.

"Now, if, as retailers, we wish to secure

favor with the public why not conduct our

business on the popular plan ? It will possi-

bly require our making changes, consider-

able exertion, and must be backed up with

a considerable amount of determination to

run our business for the benefit of the

profit and loss account regardless of senti-

ment.

1. Cut out the bad debts; sell for cash onl\

.

This will save lots of bad accounts, the loss

Of omitting to charge, and the expense of

borrowing capital to carry on a credit

business. Our goods cost us money and we
have no More right to loan them out at 30,

GO or 90 days than we have to loan so

much money. We did not enter the business

as a loaning' concern, yet we have adopted

this extravagant method against the

departmental store's spot cash. Some say

this cannot be done. Our keenest competi-

tion, the departmental store, does it and

they are popular. It is a saving and

popular. What more then do we want ?

'2. Have one price and one price only.

Let every customer feel he is getting the

same treatment others are getting, no

better, no worse. It will give him con-

fidence in prices asked and he leaves the

store under no obligation.

3. Systemize the delivery. Customers

form their opinions from small things con-

nected with the business. A slack, irregular

delivery denotes a slack, irregular business

generally. It carries weight, either for or

against. Our competitors have aided them-

selves by it. We must not be behind.

Establish a method of doing everything

connected with your business. Stick right

to it. It gives the impression that the

concern is an up-to-date one and a going

concern. People patronize a live business

because it is a live business, and thus keep

it alive.

1. To increase buying power, to more

evenlj compete with the departmental store,

cut off some of the wholesalers selling the

same lines. Gel a good house, give them
all the trade and make your trade worth

somebody's time to do you a favor. The
wholesaler will be interested ill the success

of his customer, and will be found more

ready to aid him than when the UCCOUnl is

seat tered.

5. Advertise. Don't throw money away

but let people know where you are and

what you have to sell, and for how much.

Publishing prices gives confidence in those

prices.

(I. Clue].; both ways, Demand an invoice

\

goods. See that you get and

give exactly 16 ounces to the pound, 36

inches to the yard, and 12 only to the

dozen.

There is an old law, " The survival of

the fittest." It was here before the depart-

mental store. We have both to live under

that law. and if we liven up and get to be

the " fittest." the departmental store will

go, or vice versa.

recently as 1894, the total make of basic

steel in Germany was only 3,2-11,000 tons,

so that the output has practically doubled

within the last six years. Of the total

output of basic steel in 1900, 4,141,587

tons were produced by the Bessemer

process, and I ,'.)
(.)7.7(>5 tons by the open-

hearth process. It may be added thai

while, m Great Britain four-fifths ;t ow
total steel output is by the older acid

process, in Germany that process v i'TIs j

only one-sixteenth of the whole.-

Coal Trades Review.

-Iron and

NOVA SCOTIA COAL DEAR.

Speaking before the Miners' Arbitration

Commission, in Halifax, last Saturday. H.

I). MeKen/ie. coal dealer. Halifax, stated

that he had just been offered a cargo oi

Scotch coal delivered at St. John at |."s.

i)d., including cost, freight and insurance,

which, after the III cents duty was paid,

would mean 84.05. Mr. McKenzie believed

i hat the scarcity of soft coal was largely

due to the Massachusetts contract which

the Dominion Coal Compauv had made.

amounting to 800,000 tons. Prices in \o\i

Scotia were higher than in any other part

of Canada, and he believed the\ were higher

than" in any other coal-producing country

in the world.

A RECORD IN STEEL-MAKING.

Figures which have been collected and

published liv the Association of I roll and

Steel Manufacturers of Germanj show that

the total production of steel in that coun-

try in 1900 was 0,645,869 tons, of which

6,223,417 tons were produced b\ the base

process, a system that was not applied

until 1879, so that this remarkable advance

has been achieved within twenty vears. So

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP.
Those having any items of news suitable for this column

will confer a favorby forward.ng them to this office

addressed the Edito-.

The Ontario Powder Co., Limited, King

ston, Ont., has been incorporated.

The Ladysmith, B.C., iron Wonks Co. no

clearing the ground for a foundry and iron

works.

The (lurney- I'ildeu Co. lave had plans

prepared for a fourth storej on their ware

house building, Hamilton!.

The D. Moore Co., Hamilton, have added

a storey to their foundry buildings, and have

secured the necessary land for further

additions.

The rolling mills of Peck, Benny c; Co..

Montreal, have been closed down fin account

of lack of water power, the water having

been taken out of the l.achine canal for

repairs. About 500 men are laid off. The

works will not be in full operation mill!

May I.

The Grey and Bruce Cement Works have

placed a contract with Goldie *\ McCul-

lough. Gait, Out., for shaftings, pulleys,

sidings, etc. When these are installed their

new works will be readv for operations,

w liich inav begin early in •) une.

THE IVER
Top Snap, Automatic

JOHNSON
Ejector, Single Gun.

Improved 1901 Model.

i2 and 16 gauge ; 30 and 32-inch barrel. Ejector or Non-Ejector action at option of user.

STANDS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

NOT IN COMPETITION WITH OTHER TOP-SNAP SINGLE GUNS.
IT'S THE STANDARD BY WHICH OTHERS ARE JUDGED.

Sold everywhere by leading dealers, Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York- 99 Chambers St

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester 364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

OJUL M * ^

ONLY
WHOLESALE

' Triumph " Corn Planters.
" With Pumpkin Seed Attachment.

Malleable Iron

Hog Rings.
Nos. 1, 2, 3.

Steel.

Malleable Iron Teeth, 10, 12, 14

10 to 14 Assorted.

Straight Steel Teeth,
Teeth 10, 12. 14, 16.

Curved Teeth
Teeth 10, 12, 14, 16

Hog Ringers, Cast.
" Malleable.

Lawn

" Queen " Lawn Rake (as cut.)

24 Steel-Tinned Teeth.
1 Gibb," Wire Teeth, Wood Back.

No. 35 Cast Steel Blades, Length 26 in.

No 38 Cast Steel Blades, Length 41 in.

will out r , in. Stick with ease

runing
Shears.

" Boker's " 1636, 8 in. long, Flat Spiral Spring.
" Boker's" 7191, 8' in. long Flat Spiral Spring, Bow Handles.
" Am ^rican " 12, 8' .. in, long, Flat Spiral Spring
" American " 0, 9 in long, Brass Coil Spring.

Long Handle Tree Prunera,
Feet 6, 8, 10, 12.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY. Graham Wire and Cat Nails are the Best.
OUR PRICES

ARE RIGHT
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CATALOGUES. BOOKLETS, ETC.

A VOLUME OF MAGNITUDE.

IF
a firm's catalogue is any criterion by

wbich to judge its business, Caverhill,

Learmont & Co. have done much by

the publication of a catalogue this week to

individualize themselves before the Cana-

dian trade and show themselves to be a

leading wholesale house. We can safely

say that their Catalogue No. 40, just off the

press, is the best hardware catalogue ever

published by a Canadian house. It is a

book of dictionary size. There are over

i, 000 pages, each 9 x 12 in., bound in a

heavy, serviceable cloth, with leather cor-

ners. But, prententious as the book is on

the outside, its magnitude and excellence

within is still more striking. The index

itself, although run in a concise, double-

column form, occupies 20 pages, leading to

a vast store of information. Every article

that a retail hardwareman can need is

catalogued in this work, and its complete-

ness shows that it has long been in the

course of preparation. The paper used is a

fine variety, serving to bring out the

thousands of cuts clearly. The half-tones

are uniformly good, and their profusion is

as surprising as it is desirable.

Everything capable of illustration seems

to be described by the photograph, a fact

which the retail trade will not be slow to

appreciate. As a consequence, the remarks

are, as a rule, terse and short. In most

cases the prices are given, but it is explained

in the introduction that when ordering the

quotations should be confirmed. Tables of

weights and measures, as well as of standard

lists, have been included, and no doubt they

will be found useful. In fact, no space or

expense has been spared to give the customer

of a wholesale hardware establishment all

the information that he could wish for to aid

him in making out a letter order. A touch

of the pleasing is added by the reproduction

of several cuts of the firm's establishments

on the opening pages, and it is a feature

difficult to escape notice that on each page

there is a light impression of reading

:

"Caverhill, Learmont & Co., Wholesale

Hardware Merchants, Montreal."

Any firm who is favored with a loan of

this work should consider that they have

been given a decided treat. It ought to do

much to add additional importance and

dignity to the firm's name.

Alexander Gibb, St. John street, Mont-

real, Canadian agent for The Springfield

Machine Screw Co., has handed us a neat

little catalogue that his firm have issued for

the convenience of their customers. It

contains clear, explanatory illustrations and

price lists of the various goods turned out

at their factory, including belt punches,

calipers, crank keys for bicycles, hack saw

frames, nail sets, knurling tools, saddlers'

punches, scratch awls and gauges, solid

punches, tack pullers, wood-rim tools, etc.

These are goods that hardwaremen often

want on the spur of the moment, and this

catalogue will be found handy for reference

A
CARRYING TOO LARGE STOCKS

N observant traveller, recently

returned cast, noticed that the

stock carried by dry goods arid

general dealers in the Western Provinces,

in the majority of cases, were much larger

than is the rule in the Province of Ontario,

and apparently larger than is warranted

li\ t he extent of the trade that is to be done
and ordering purposes. The products of „u the capital employed. This was almost
this firm are well known for their invention a ,„., ,,.ssit> some vears ag0j when railroad

and quality the world over, and they can anc | steamboat navigation in this newer
safely be purchased through the mail. They country was so infrequent as to compel a

are securing quite a hold on the Canadian

market. Merchants can secure copies of

this catalogue by applying to Mr. Gibb and

mentioning this paper.

GLASS MAY ADVANCE.

Notwithstanding the high prices of win-

dow glass now ruling, the indications point

towards an advance. The continuance of

the strike in Belgium has caused such a

shortage in the production in that country

that the large houses there which have

taken import orders in Canada have ad-

vised jobbers here that they will have great

difficulty in filling orders given this season

before the close of navigation. Last year,

import orders were large, and were deliv-

ered in good time, but it will be remembered

that, in 1899, owing to shortage, many
orders were not delivered until after navi-

gation closed, and it looks as if history

would repeat itself in this regard. The

English glass market is high too, and the

agents here of English houses keep their

prices stiff.

1 Stocks in jobbers' hands are fairly gener-

ous, but some report scarcity of certain

lines, so the appearance seems to be that

notwithstanding the likelihood of large

stocks being held by some retailers who

placed liberal import orders last season the

heavy consumption will cause a shortage,

which will cause an advance in stock prices,

especially as the stock prices ruling here

are lower than glass bought in Belgium at

today's basis could be laid down here.

A HINT TO DEPARTMENT STORES.

It is sad to think that the big stores of

Toronto do not keep mints, smelters and

lead refineries for sale. If they did the

express company could hardly handle the

business it would do with B.C.—Ledge,

New Denver, B.C.

The Acadia Copper Co., Limited, Halifax,

have been incorporated.

Munroe & Mclntyre are starting as hard-

ware dealers in Alvinston, Ont.

The Sydney Hardware Co., Limited,

Sydney, N.S., have been incorporated.

merchant to lay in a goodly store at one

time to carry until the next opportunity

for replenishing. The custom cannot, how
ever, be excused on such grounds now.

A trader can have the goods on his

shelves in a few days after ordering. He
can " sort up " as frequently as he pli

Perhaps this undesirable feature of store-

keeping by our western merchants is being

perpetuated from sheer force of long habit.

We know that the best governed wholesale

firms discourage such a practice by Ontario

merchants, and evidences are not wanting

that their efforts are gradually bearing

fruit. Buyer's are beginning to realize that

there is every advantage in purchasing

frequently—as their needs demand. The

stock is always fresher.

There is less likelihood of a surplus of

unseasonable goods, and slaughter prices to

get ready cash when there's an inopportune

bill to meet. The general liability is always

smaller, and the position of the man who
buys in this way is consequently far more
likely to be one of ease than if he tried

to anticipate the wants of his customers

for a whole season in advance.

A failure now and then gives point to

this argument. The insolvent is caught

with a large stock in dull times. His

tempting inducements in the shape of big

discounts at clearing sales only put off the

evil clay, and failure comes at last. But

we are told that the tendency to overstock

shows some really gratifying indications

of being brought under proper control. It

certainly is a question demanding the best

consideration of wholesaler and retailer. It

must be clear to all concerned that a prac-

tice fraught with so much menace to

success in trade is one which should be

discontinued without delay.—NelsonEcon-

omist.

AN EARLY-CLOSING DECISION.
An interesting point was made in a

decision bearing on the early-dosing In-law
of Winnipeg given by Magistrate Paw sou
last week. M. Conway, who holds an
auctioneer's license, was charged with viola-

tion of the early-closing by-law, came up
for hearing. It was clearly proven that the
defendant sold the goods after the closing
hours named in the by-law. The defendant
admitted selling the goods after (> p.m.. but
took the ground that he was not liable to
a fine owing to the wording of his auc-
tioneer's license, which read to the effect

that the licensee could sell goods by auc
tion "at any time or place.'' The magis-
trate held that the by-law was good nnd
lined Mr. Conway So without costs
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IRON PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED
STATES.

THE Iron Age, in its usual monthly

review of capacity of pig iron furnaces

in blast, says : Owing to the blow-

ing out of a considerable number of fur-

naces for repairs, the starting of some stacks

of magnitude has not had the effect of

increasing current capacity as it would

otherwise have done. During the next few

months, one by one, some large modern

furnaces will make their first cast. The old

works are nearly up to their full capacity.

The decline in furnace stock shown by

our statement is heavy, amounting as it

does to about 67,000 tons in one month.

The weekly capacity of the furnaces in blast

on April 1 compares as follows with that of

the preceding periods :

April 1, 1901
March 1

February 1

January 1

Decern oer 1, 1930 .

November 1

October 1

September 1

August i

July 1

Juaa 1

May 1

April 1

Capacity
Furnaces per We**k.
in blast. Gross Ton*.

250 295,676
2i8 292,899
245 478,258
233 25U 351
211 228,8)6
201 215 3C4
213 223,169
228 231778
240 5 44,426
284 283.413
293 296 3! 6
29! 293.85U
291 289.482

FURNACE STOCKS.

The position of furnace stocks sold and

unsold, as reported to us, was as below on

April i, the same furnaces being represented

as in former months. This does not include

the holdings of the steel works producing

their own iron :

Stocks
Anthracite and coke
Charcoal

Kov. 1. Jan I. Mar. 1. Apr. 1

573,952 1 89,453 455 840 i88,712
67,514 69,213 80,603 78,163

Total 641,456 558,663 536,443 466,875

WARRANT STOCKS.

The American Pig Iron Storage Warrant

Co. report the following stocks :

Stocks. Nov. 1 Jan. 1. Mar. 1. Apr. 1.

Coke and anthracite .... 18,500 15,t'C0 12,600 12,000
Charcoal 1.500 1,400 1,400 1,400

20,000 16,4)0 14,000 13,400

IMPORTANCE OF FIRE INSURANCE.

THE series of destructive fires of recent

occurrence in our large cities.entailing

heavy losses and great inconvenience

to business, at a season when jobbing houses

are carrying heavy stocks of goods prepara-

tory to an anticipated heavy spring output

of merchandise, has aroused the attention

of those who have large interests at stake,

to the necessity of carrying a full insurance

^ upon their stocks, writes L. R. Nolley in an

exchange. Such prudence on the part of

merchants handling large quantities of

merchandise is so well recognized that no

intimation is necessary to convince them of

the desirability of availing themselves of

this safeguard against loss. Experience

teaches that it is the wise man who is care-

ful at all times to entrench himself against

danger. The money invested in fire

insurance amply repays the merchant in

the feeling of security it gives him.

More than a word of caution is needed to

the retail merchant, particularly those in

villages and larger country towns ; the

inflammable character of whose buildings

and their environments, with their limited

facilities for extinguishing fires, has ad-

vanced the cost of risk on the part of

insurance companies to a point which

makes it onerous for the merchants of

limited resources, yet they cannot afford to

be remiss in so important a factor. The

jobber feels more confidence in the ability

of the customer who keeps himself well

insured against loss by fire. The cost of

insurance should be regarded as one of the

legitimate expenses of every well regulated

establishment, and when this fact is known

and recognized, it strengthens the credit of

the country merchant.

A pertinent question upon our letter

heads and bill sheets should be: " Are you

fully covered by fire insurance ?

"

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AS A
TOURIST RESORT.

The Island Farmer, Summerside. P.E.I.,

in its issue of April 10, had the following:

"' We have in runner issues directed the

attention to the benefits which blight

reasonablj be expected from the organiza-

tion of a 1'. E. Island Tourists' Associa-

tion. ^ ear after year, tourists in increas-

ing numbers visit our Province, and express

themselves as delighted with our genial

climate, bathing, boating, fishing and other

attractions. The quiet of our country life

and manner of living is an almost irresis-

tible attraction to those whom business

cares and the crowded, heated and unheal-

thy city drive from their homes during the

summer months. Our garden island offers

attractions equalled by few of the best

summer and health resorts on the contin-

ent, and yet we have done practical!}

nothing to encourage tourist travel. The

comparatively few who visit us during the

summer are either those who are repeating

former visits or who come on the recom-

mendation of those who had been here

before them. . . Seventy-five per cent, of

these would for their holiday, prefer camp

life in the country, in the woods, or by the

shore to hotel life under the most modern

conditions. They are not as much con-

cerned about the elegance of their accom-

modation as upon the distinctively rural

features where outdoor amusements, surf

bathing, fishing. boating, etc.. can be

enjoyed, combined with good, plain, whole-

some Food such as the majoritj of our farm

houses can furnish.

There are hundreds of farm houses along-

our shores, and by our best fishing streams
which would be looker! upon as ideal rest-

ing places l.\ many in search ci a In licUn

in the country.

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES.
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible
terms, or who are willing to become agents for
British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-
ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

'SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over
the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-
ceipt of a post card.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS-"C" Brand Horse Nails -
Canada Horse Nail Co.

" BRASSITE" GOODS — Gunn Castor Co.,
Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

REPEAT ORDERS FOR

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
mean that they are O.K.

836 Yonge St., Toronto, April 9, 1901.

Deak Sir, We wish that sou would make for us
another lot of your shelf boxes, per specification
attached. We are delighted with the last equipment
you made for us. The boxes are all that you claim for
them, being light, strong and exceedingly neat. They
tit well too, showing care in turning them out. Altogether
we consider the satisfaction we have had from putting
in your system to be infinitely beyond comparison with
the monetary outlay. Yours very truly,

J. W. ORAM.
For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clotbes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine
For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, April 19, 1901.

HABDWABB.

THE hardware market is in a decidedly

healthy condition this week, and the

volume of business is in accordance

with the improved feeling. All the whole-

sale houses are exceedingly busy both on

local and country account. Reports from

various manufacturing concerns, both in

Montreal and outside of the city, confirm

previous opinion regarding the strong gen-

eral ]

situation. Furnaces and mills are

booking orders for delivery some months

ahead. There is no indication of an

immediate advance in prices, yet there is

confidence in the market as at present con-

stituted. Bar iron, pipe and linseed oil are

the strongest ariicles, all having been ad-

vanced this week. There has been a slight

break on some lines of butts and hinges,

wrought butts now being quoted at a dis-

count of 65, 10 and t.% per cent.; chest

hinges, 65 and 5; hinge hasps, 65 and 5,

and light T strap hinges, 65 and 5. These

involve small reductions. All wires are in

active demand, and The American Steel

and Wire Co. are behind in their ship-

ments. Wire nails are reported scarce, but

there will probably be plenty of goods forth-

coming when the mills recommence opera-

tions. Spring goods are all moving well.

Payments are not first class.

Barb Wire—The demand for barb wire

is very heavy and the shipments from the

other side are weeks behind. The price

remains as before at $3.05 per 100 lb. f.o.b.

Montreal. There is a little speculative

demand, but most of the goods being

ordered are going into consumption.

Galvanized Wire—Brisk movements

are reported in all fence wires. We
quote as follows: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

$3-75: No - ". S3-85; No. 12, £3-25; No.

13. #3-35; No - J 4. $4-25; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 16, $5 00.

Smooth Steel Wire—Trade continues

to be very brisk in seasonable sizes.

We quote oiled and annealed: No. 9, #2.80;

No. 10, #2.87; No. 11, $2.90; No. 12, $2.95;

No. 13, $3. 1 5 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal,

Toronto, Hamilton, London, St. John and
Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire — The demand is

steady and the market featureless. The
discount is still 17^ per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—A fair busi-

ness is being done. The discount on brass

is 55 and z% per cent., and on copper 50

and 2)4. per cent.

Fence Staples—Some good shipments

of staples have been made this week at

former prices. We quote : $3.25 for bright,

and 53.75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—The inquiry for nails is

quite brisk. At present stocks are low, due

to the closing down of two of the mills at

this season of the year because of repairs

being made in the canal. We quote $2.85

for small lots and $2.77^ for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails—A little better demand for

cut nails is reported this week. We quote :

$2.35 for small and $2.25 for carlots ; flour

barrel nails, 25 per cent, discount; coopers'

nails, 30 per cent, discount.

Two flost Saleable Lines.

"Leonard Cleanable" Refrigerator.

"Leonard Cleanable" Refrigerator is

fitted with removable air flues and waste pipe

tube.

Has Leonard Air-tight Patent Lock.

We are sole agents in Canada for this

perfect refrigerator.

Have also in stock a cheaper grade, the

"Model," which makes a good second.

Will be pleased to quote prices on both.

THE MoOLARY
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL,

MF"<*M<*rQ*
WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER AND ST. JOHN.N.B.
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THE PAGEHERSEY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY,
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

StWEfffK
Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, OUT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers o f

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for.Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

Horse Nails—A heavy demand is being

experienced for horse nails since open

prices have prevailed. "C" brand is

selling at a discount of 50 and 7 yi per cent.

off their own list, and " M " brand at 60

per cent, off the old list on oval and city

head and 65 per cent, off on countersunk

head. It seems, however, that even better

discounts are being offered on other brands.

The market is strong, in spite of the higher

discounts, which are due solely to competi-

tion. The demand is becoming somewhat

speculative.

Horseshoes—There are fair movements

of horseshoes, although this is not the

season for heavy shipments. We quote :

Iron shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

2 and larger, $3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting — Some business is

being done, but new business is chiefly

confined to local concerns just now. The

discount remains at 50 and 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—A regular spring

business is being done at 81.35 per 100

sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — In-

quiries for all kinds of screens are numer-

ous, and a good business is passing. We
quote as follows : Screen doors, plain

cherry finish, S8.25 per doz.; do. fancy,

$11.50 per doz.; walnut, $7.40 per doz.,

and yellow, $7. 45; windows, $2.25 10^3.50

per doz.

Screws — The week shows a good

business, Discounts are as follows :

Flat head bright, 87 >£ and 10 per cent, off

list; round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.

;

round head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The demand for bolts has fallen

off somewhat this week, but a moderate

trade is still being experienced in this line.

Discounts are as follows : Carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; machine bolts, 65 per

cent. ; coach screws, 75 per cent.
;

sleigh shoe bolts, 75 per cent.; bolt ends,

65 per cent.; plough bolts, 50 per cent.;

square nuts, 4^c. per lb. off list ; hexagon

nuts, 42£c. per lb. off list ; tire bolts, 67%
percent. ; stove bolts, 67^ percent.

Building Paper — Building paper is

moving out in good quantities. We quote:

Tarred felt, Si. 70 per 100 lb.; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;
3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

CANADA PLATES,
Half Bright.

RUSSIA IRON,

INGOT TIN;35SKLi*-

SHEET ZINC,

Genuine and
Imitation.

" Y..M."
Brand.

In stock at Montreal. Low prices to

wholesale trade.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pun
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

rHE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

/VDAJW HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have In stock

PIG- TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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Elastilite Varnish for Inside, for Outside.

Elastilite Varnish for Buildings.

Elastilite Varnish for Carriages.

Elastilite Varnish for Front Doors.

Elastilite Varnish for Boats.

Elastilite Varnish for Furniture.

Elastilite Varnish for Bathrooms.

Elastilite Varnish for anything and every-

thing to be beautified or preserved by

varnishing

Why carry a stock of five or six different lines when

ELASTILITE will fill the bill for them all. Put up in y2 Pints

to i Gallon, sealed with our Brass Cap.

— Manufactured only by—

The
^i Imperial Varnish k Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

tarred fibre, 6oc. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets—A moderate business is passing

on a featureless market. Discount on best

iron rivets, section, carriage, and wag-

gon box, black rivets, tinned do., coopers'

rivets and tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10

per cent.; swedes iron burrs are quoted at

55 per cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per

cent, off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs,

in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and

10 per cent, off list.

Butts and Hinges—The makers have

slightly raised some of the discounts.

Wrought butts are now quoted at a discount

of 65, 10 and iyz per cent., instead of 60

and 10 per cent, as formerly. Chest hinges

are now selling at 65 and 5 off ; hinge hasps,

65 and 5 per cent.; light T strap hinges, 65

and 5 per cent.

Binder Twine— A little more attention

is being paid to binder twine this week.

We quote: Blue Ribbon, 1 ij£c; Red Cap,

9^c; Tiger, 8^c; Golden Crown, 8c;

Sisal. 8^c.

Cordage—A continued broad movement
is reported in cordage. Manila is now
worth I3j£c. per lb. for 7-16 and larger

;

sisal is selling at 10c, and lathyarn 10c.

Spades and Shovels—All garden tools

are selling well, and spades and shovels are

among the tools being called for. The dis-

count is still 40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools—As yet the general

line is not selling very well, but such goods

as forks are moving out freely. The dis-

ount is still 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—A nice business is being done.

We quote : Carpet tacks, in dozens

and bulk, 80 and 15 per cent.; tinned,

80 and 20 per cent., and cut tacks, blued,

in dozens, 80 per cent.

Lawn Mowers—Some orders are being

taken and fair numbers are being shipped.

We quote : High wheel, 50 and 5 per

cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel, in all

sizes, $2.75 each net ; high wheel, 11-inch,

30 per cent. off.

Firebricks —As the opening of navi-

gotion is decided, improvement in trade is

looked for. Prices are still $18 to $24 per

1,000 as to brand ex store.

Cement — Business is opening well.

although there is not the same confidence

manifested as there was last year.

We quote as follows : German, $2.45 to

$2.55; English, $2.30 to $2.40 ; Belgian,

% 1 .95 to $2.05. American in bags, $2.30 to

52.40 per 400 lb.

METAL.!?.
In iron and steel the markets are firm.

Pig iron is unchanged on account of Cana-

dian competition, but the manufacturers of

bar iron have advanced their prices 5 cents

per 100 lb. this week. Steel is also firm

and we quote a slight advance. The Eng-

lish sheet metal market remains much as

it has been. Lead is somewhat easier

again.

Pig Iron—In spite of the improvement

abroad, Canadian pig iron is selling at

former quotations, $18 to $18.50. Summer-
lee for early import is worth $20 to $21.

Bar Iron—The iron market is quite

firm ; manufacturerers advanced prices 5

cents per 100 lb. this week. Merchants'

bar is now worth $1.75 and horseshoe $2.

Black Sheets — Business is somewhat

more lively this week. The market is fairly

steady at $2.65 for 8 to 16 gauge; $2.70 for

26 gauge, and $2 75 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron— Orders are numer-

ous but small. Business will not be biisk

until navigation opens. We quote: No. 28

Queen's Head, $4 65 ; Apollo, 10^ oz,,

$4.50, and Comet, $4 40 to $4 45, with a

15c. reduction for case lots.

Ingot Copper— The markets, both here

and outside, are firm. A good business is

being done at 18 to 19c.

Ingot Tin — The tin market continues

fairly steady, Strait tin being worth 26c. in

New York. Lamb and Flag is quoted at 31c.
here.
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MANY STORES IN YODR LOCALITY COULD BE IMPROVED

METALLIC ROOFING CO., Limited,
WHOLESALE
MANUFACTURERS, King and Dufferin Streets, TORONTO, CANADA

Lead—Lead is cabled decidedly weak,

and the feeling here is easier. We quote

#3.80 to $3 90 per 100 lb.

Lead Pipe—A fair business is being done

at unchanged prices. We quote : 7c. for

ordinary and 7J£c. for composition waste,

with 25 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The pipe market is strong,

and we note a slight advance on black.

We quote : Black pipe, lX, $3 per 100 ft.;

X. $3; H'$3°y, #.#3-3o; r-in., $4.70;

1 %, $6.40; 1 %, $7.70; 2-in. $10 2$. Gal-

vanized, X.#4-6o; #,$5.25; i-in., #7.50 ;

IX. #9' 8°: iJ^, $".75 ;
2in -. $16. -

Tinplates— The English market shows

no improvement on the week. Bessemer

cokes are quoted at us. io^d. to 12s. per

box. Locally, business is only moderate

at $3.80 to $4 for coke, and $4.15 to $4.35
for charcoal.

Canada Plate — Orders are fairly

numerous, but uniformly small. We
quote : 52's, $2.60; 6o's, $2.70 ;

75's,

$2.80; full polished, $3.45, and galvan-

ized, $4.30.

Steel — The steel market has strength-

ened somewhat, and we note an advance.

We quote: Sleighshoe, $1.95; tire, $2;

bar, $1.95 ; spring, $2 75 ; machinery,

$2.75 and toe calk, $2.50.

Sheet Steel—The market is firm and

unchanged. Business is fairly good. We

quote : Nos. 22 and 24, 53. and Nos. 18

and 20, $2.85.

Tool Steel — We still quote 8c. for

Black Diamond, and 13c. for Jessop's.

Terne Plates—A fair business is being

done at $7 75 to #8, with some allowance

for large lots.

Coil Chain — A fairly good trade is

being done in coil chain at the former

quotations. We quote as follows : No.

6, nj^c. ; No. 5, ioc. ; No. 4, g'^c.
;

No. 3. 9C; X-mch, 7yzC . per lb.; 5-16,

$4.65; 5-16 exact, $5.10; #, $4.20; 7-16,

$4-00; *A, $3.75; 9-16, $3.65; %, $3.35;

#.$3-25; #,$3-2o; i-in., $3.15. In car-

load lots an allowance of ioc. is made.
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Sheet Zinc—The ruling price is 6 to 6Xc.
Antimony—Quiet, at ioc.

Zinc Spelter— Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, 18 %c.
;

wire solder, 20c.

GLASS.
A fair business is being done in glass, but

the bulk of the movement will not take

place until the opening of navigation.

We quote as follows : First break, $2 ;

second, $2. 10 for 50 teet; first break, 100

feet, $3.80 ; second, $4 ; third, $4. 50 ;

fourth, $4.75; fifth, 85. 25; sixth, #5.75,

and seventh, $6.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The great strength of linseed oil has given

the market a powerful fillip and parties

who are looking for lower prices for liquid

paints and varnishes in May and June will

have to seek consolation elsewhere because,

in view of the advance in oil in England,

there is no tendency to lower prices for first-

class established brands. Some cutting is

being done in liquid paints of the class

which will not stand investigation, but for

genuine first class handy paints prices are

well maintained and customers are experi

encing a great deal of satisfaction in selling

a really Ai stock. Varnishes and japans

are very firm. Dry colors are meeting with

a very good inquiry. There has been no

change in white lead and shipments are not

excessive. They are, however, about up

to the average. Paris green is in a lull at

present. Orders taken early in the season

have been distributed, and it is not thought

that there will be very much stir in this

department until the middle of May.

Linseed oil is 3c. higher. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, $6.25 ; No. 1, #5 87^ ; No. 2,

$5.50; No. 3, $5.12^, and No. 4, $4.75

all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead — 55.50 in casks
;

kegs, 55.75.

Red Lead — Casks, 55.25; in kegs,

5S-50-

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 7c; No.

1, 6c; in oil, pure, 8c; No. 1, 7c; No. 2,

6c
Putty—Wequote : Bulk, in barrels, 51 90

per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, $2.05 ;

bladders, in barrels, 52.10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.25; in tins,

52.55 to 5265 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 72c; boiled, 75c

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,*

open, net cash, plus 2c for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oshawaat 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 57c; 2 to 4

bbls., 56c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51.25 to 51.45 per ga'.

Castor Oil— 8^" to 9^c in wholesale

lots, and #c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 j£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c

Naval Stores — We quote : Res-ins,

52 75 to 54 .50, as to brand ; coal tar, 53 25

t0 $3 75 ; cotton waste, 4 'A to 5^c. for

colored, and 6 to 7>£ c - f° r white ; oakum,

5^ to 6^c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.

per lb.; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100.

lb. drums, I7j^c. ; 251b. drums, 18c. ; ilb-

packages, i8^c; j£-lb. packages, 2o^c.

;

i-lb. tins, i9^c; J^-lb. tins, 21 y£c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The market is strong and active. Dealers

are paying the following prices in the

country: Heavy copper and wire, 13 to

I3^c. per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy

brass, 12c; heavy yellow, 8j£ 109c; light

brass, 6% 'o 7c; lead, 2% to2^c per lb.;

zinc, 2^ to 2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, 515

to $1 6 per gross ton f.o.c. Montreal; No. 1

cast, 513 to 514; stove plate, 58 to 59; light

iron, No. 2. $4 a ton; malleable and steel,

54; rags, country, 70 to 80c. per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 6 lXc. per lb.

HIDES.

The hide market continues easy with the

demand farly good. We quote : Light

hides, 6^c for No. 1; 5J£c. for No. 2, and

4^cforNo. 3. Lambskins, ioc; sheep-

skins, 90c. ; calfskins, 8c. for No. 1 and 6c.

for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
Business is only moderate. We quote

as follows : "Silver Star," 14^ to

I SH c -'< "Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;

"SC. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's

Astral." iZ'/£ to 19&C

MONTREAL NOTES.

Linseed oil is 3c lower.

Iron pipe is quoted higher again.

Sleighshoe steel is ioc. higher.

Bar iron is quoted 5c per 100 lb. higher.

The discounts on wrought butts and some

lines of hinges have been slightly raised.

Lewis Bros. & Co., Montreal, report that

they have met with great success during the

past year in handling the " Frictionless
"

metal. It is a perfectly efficient babbitt

metal that is taking the place of hi*l e

grade metals.

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pie-
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS Or

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England.
Agent:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
' B^r.s ~^2 Urrert Vmriery,:%>i —rgert Variety.

Toilet, Band, Electric Power

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming tnd
Sheer; Shearing Machine.

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOE OATALOflUI TO

xrlata Sbeim Mfg. Co.. ITuhna. R.H..D8i

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all the qualities desirable in a Door Closer. I

They work silently and effectually, and never get I

out of order. In use in many of the public build-
ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies.
MADE SOLELY BY

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sixes ami styles. May be had of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba,
J WINNIPEG,

Northwest Territories and
iiritish Columbia. : MAN.

Correspon dknck Solicited,

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULL/WAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., U S.A,
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ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, April 19, 1901.

HARDWARE.
FURTHER improvement is to be noted

this week in the wholesale hard-

ware trade, and the shipping rooms

of all the houses are piled up with goods

ready to be sent out. One of the railway

companies stated this week that its ship-

^ ments from Toronto during the month of

March were the largest for the same month
of any previous year. While the demand
for goods is so brisk, the orders are not, as

a rule, for large quantities, but nearly all

dealers appear to be urgently in need of

seasonable goods. At any rate they are

pressing for delivery. So great is the

demand for seasonable goods that a great

deal of difficulty is being experienced by

the wholesale houses in getting their orders

filled which they placed with the manufac-

turers. A good business is being done in

fence wire, and an active demand is being

experienced for wire nails. Cut nails

are still quiet. Business is seasonably

quiet in horseshoes and horse nails. An
active trade is reported in screws, and a
fair business is being done in bolts and
nuts. Rope is going out in fairly good
quantities. Increased activity is to be
noted in both enamelled ware and tinware.

Quite a few screen doors and windows are

going out, and a little business is to be

noted in green wire cloth. Building paper

is in fair demand. There is quite an active

movement in ice cream freezers and refrig-

erators. Shipments of harvest tools and

spades and shovels are increasing. The
same may be said in regard to oil stoves.

A fairly good trade is being done in lawn

mowers. Binder twine is quiet. There

have been a few changes in prices during

the past week, notably in bolts and nuts,

iron pipe and bar iron. Payments are, on
the whole, fair.

Barb Wire—There is a large demand
for barb wire, and some difficulty is being

experienced in getting delivery from the

United States manufacturers. So great has

the difficulty become that jobbers have

been compelled to order from the Canadian

manufacturer and pay a higher price

than that ruling in Cleveland. We
quote f.o.b. Cleveland at $2.Zzyi per 100

lb. for less than carlots and $2 70 for car-

j lots. From stock Toronto the figure is

$3.05 per 100 lb.

Galvanized Wire—A good demand is

also reported this week for plain galvanized

wire, at unchanged prices. We quote as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, #3.50 to $3.85
per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3.15 ; No. 10, $3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3.70 to $4.10; No. 12, $3 to

$330; No. 13. $310 to $3.40; No. 14,

the ARCADE! and KEARNEY Sc F"OOT file works
Now OWNED and CONTROLLED by the

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

The? e well known Brands
will c mtinue to be ma-le at their respective factories. PROVIDENCE R I.. US.

A

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London. E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 Ea^t Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

$4.10 to $4. 50 ; No. 15 $4 60 to $5 05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.$7'A in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—A good demand

is springing up for oiled and annealed wire,

but hay-baling wire is dull. Net selling

prices for oiled and annealed are as follows:

Nos. 6 to 8, $2.90; 9, #2.80; 10, $2.87; 11,

$2 90; 12, #2.95; 13, $3.15 ; 14, #3.37 ; 15,

#3 50; 16, #3 65. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, with

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails — The improvement noted

last week has continued, and both manu-

facturers and wholesalers report an active

demand this week. We quote : Less than

carlots at $2.85, and carlots at $2.77^ to

the retail trade. Delivery points : Toronto,

Hamilton, London, Gananoque and Mont-

real.

Cut Nails—There is no improvement in

the demand for cut nails, the volume of

business still being very small. We quote

the base price at $2.35 per keg. Delivery

points are: Toronto, Hamilton, London,

Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Horse Nails—The demand for horse

nails, as is usual at this time of the year,

is light. Discount on " C " brand,

oval head, 50 and 7% per cent, off new

list and on other brands 50, 10 and 5 per

cent., off the old list; countersunk, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

Horseshoes—This line is also season-

ably quiet. We quote f.o.b. Toronto :

Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium

and heavy, $3.60 ; snow shoes, #3.85 ;

light steel shoes, $3 .70 ; featherweight

(all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ; light steel

shoes, #3 95; featherweight (all sizes), $4 95.

Screws—An active trade is being done

in screws, and prices are steady and un-

changed. We still quote discounts : Flat

head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent.
;

round head bright, 82 j£ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent.,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—The feature of trade

in this line is an advance of about 10 per

cent, in prices. The change took effect on

Wednesday, and has for some time been

anticipated. Dealers, in consequence, are

fairly well supplied with stocks, and,

naturally, stand to make a little money.

We quote : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 65 per cent. ; carriage bolts

full square, 65 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; machine

bolts. all sizes, 60 per cent. ; coach screw?, 70

per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 72 14 per cent.

;

blank bolts, 60 per cent.; bolt ends, 62^4 per

cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off ; nuts, hexagon,

4J£c. off; tire bolts, f>7% per cent.; stove

bolts, 67^ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—Business in rivets

and burrs has been fairly good during the

past week. Prices are steady and un-

changed. We quote as follows : Iron rivets,

60 and 10 per cent. ; iron burrs, 55 per

cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35 and 5

per cent.

Rope—Trade is fairly active ; the de-

mand is principally from vessel owners. A
feature of the trade is the demand for tow-

lines. The base price is steady and un-

changed at loc for sisal and \zyic. for

marila per lb.

Cutlery—Trade is fairly good for this

time of the year. Of course, at this season,

an active demand is not usually experienced.

Sporting Goods—There is quite a little

ammunition going out, and there is a steady

trade being done in loaded shells. In

guns and rifles, there is not much being

done.

Enamelled Ware—Business in en-

amelled ware has improved during the past

week, and a fair trade is now reported.

The same remarks would apply to tin-

ware. The discounts on enamelled ware are

as follows: Wequote: "Granite," "Pearl,"

"Crescent" and "Imperial" wares at

50, 10 and 10 percent.; white, "Princess,"
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"Turquoise." blue and white, 50 per cent.;

" Diamond," ; Famous " and "Premier,"

50 anu 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth —While the demand

is not heavy, some shipments are being

made this week. The price is steady and

unchanged at .51.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — Large

quantities of screen doors and windows are

being shipped this week.

Building Paper — A large quantity of

building paper and roofing felt is being sold

this week. We quote : Plain building, 30c;

tarred lining, 40c. , and tarred roofing, 51 65

.

Poultry Netting—There has been a

large trade in this line and orders are still

coming forward. Discount is 55 per cent.

on Canadian.

Ice Cream Freezers and Refrig

erators—The demand for both ice cream

freezers and refrigerators is active, and

during the past week the wholesale houses

have received requests from a number of

their customers asking that goods ordered

for delivery May 1 be immediately shipped.

Harvest Tools — Trade is fairly good

in harvest tools. In such early lines as

rakes, hoes and manure forks the demand

is active. Discount 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—Some nice orders

are being put through this week, and, in

general, business is good. Discount 40 and

5 per cent.

Tacks—A moderate business is being

done at unchanged prices. We quote as

follows: Carpet tacks, blued, 80 and 15 per

cent ; carpet tacks, tinned, 80 and 20 per

cent ; cut tacks, blued, in dozens only, 80

per cent. ; Swedes, upholsterers', bulk, 85,

1 2 % and 1 2% per cent. ; copper nails, 52^
per cent.

Bright WireGoods—Business continues

fairly good in bright wire goods, and the

discount is unchanged at 62 )£ per cent.

Binder Twine — The volume of busi-

ness in this line is small. We quote as

follows : American— Sisal and standard,

Z l/2 c; manila, io^c; pure manila, ii_j£

to 12c. per lb. Canadian—Sisal. %%c\
pure manila, n^c. per lb.

Oil and Gas Stoves — A good deal of

activity has developed in regard to this line

during the past week, and a rather large

business is now being done. Not a great

deal of attention is yet being paid to gas

stoves.

Lawn Mowers—Business in lawn mowers

continues fairly good.

Eavetrough and Conductor Pipe—
Eavetrough and conductor pipe are going

out freely, the shipments being extra heavy.

Prices are, however, demoralized on

account of the competition among the

manufacturers. As the figures which are

now ruling are practically at cost, the

dealers throughout the country are taking

advantage of the situation to lay in good
supplies before any advance takes place.

We are informed on good authority that an
effort is being made to induce the manu-
facturers to put prices on a more satis-

fectory basis.

Spring Hinges—Quite a few of these

are going out, although the busiuess is not

yet what might be termed large. We
quote 512 per gross pair.

Mechanics' Tools—There is a good
demand for mechanics' tools and for build-

ers' supplies in general.

Chain—Trade is quiet and prices un-

changed at quotations.

Cement—A big trade is doing. During
the past week some large contracts have
been made at close figures. We quote

barrel lots : Canadian portland $2.25 t0

52 80; German, 53 1053.15; English, 53 ;

Belgian, 52.50 to 52.75 ; Canadian hy-

draulic, 51-25 to $1.50.

METALS.
Business is more active than it was a

week ago, and the demand is fairly well

distributed, although the demand is chiefly

for steel, galvanized sheets, black sheets

and tinplates. The metal market generally

appears to be firmer than it has been for

some time.

Pig Iron—The market continues firm,

and business is fairly good. The idea as

to price for Canadian pig iron is $16 .50 for

No. 2 and 516 for No. 3.

Bar Iron—The bar iron market con-

tinues firm, and prices are about 5c. higher

than they were a week ago. The base

figure is now 5i-75 to $1.80 per 100 lb.

Steel—This market is decidedly active

and prices are steadily advancing in a num-
ber of lines. The Canadian manufacturers

are unusually busy, and one of the principal

makers is several months behind with his

orders.

Pig Tin—Business has been fair during

the week, although, perhaps, not as brisk

as it was a week ago. The outside markets
have been very strong, and in London
prices advanced £2 10s. in three days.

Locally, no change has been made as the

jobbers are still quoting 31 to 32c. per lb.

Tinplates—There are few, if any, large

quantities going out, although the move-
ment, generally, is steady at unchanged
prices.

Tinned Sheets—A little improvement is

to be noted in the demand and quite a few

shipments have been made during the week.

We quote 9 to 9>£c.

Galvanized Sheets—Dealers through-

out the country, now that the mild weather
is upon us, are in a hurry for the delivery

of galvanized sheets. There is, in conse-

quence, quite a little activity in this line.

As noted in a previous issue, there is still

quite a little difficulty being experienced in

getting delivery of galvanized sheets from
the manufacturers in the United States. On
account of the threatened strike among the

employes, the prospects for an immediate
improvement in the delivery are not bright.

The ruling prices from stock are 54 60 for

English and 54-5° for United States sheets.

Black Sheets — There has been a de-

cided improvement during the week. The
demand is now active for both small and
large lots. We quote 28 gauge at 52.30.

Canada Plates — Trade in Canada
plates continues quiet. We quote: All dull,

53 ; half and half, 53.15, and all bright,

53.65 to 53-75-

Copper — The demand for ingot copper

has eased off a little during the week, but

the demand for sheet copper is good. We
quote : Ingot, 19c; bolt or bar, 23^ to

25c; sheet, 23 to 23j£c. per lb.

Brass — The demand for brass has
slightly improved during the past week.

The discount on rod and sheet is unchanged
at 15 per cent.

Solder—A fairly active trade is still

being done in solder, and prices rule as

before. We quote : Half-and half, guaran-

ANCHOR"
DECORATIVE WHITE LEAD.

Made Expressly for Exterior Use.

This White Lead has proved so satisfactory, and commands

such ready sale that other makers have copied the name

"Decorative." There is only one "Anchor Decorative

White Lead," and that is manufactured by

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

Try it and you will come back for more.
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TRIPLE
MOTION

DUPLEX
DASHER

QUICKEST
FREEZING

BEST
RESULTS

ts=>

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE DOMINION.

STRONG POINTS
THAT MAKE

White Mountain Freezers
Superior to any ICE CREAM FREEZER made.

THAT'S WHY WE SELL THEM.

RV MRG. CO.
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER

teed, i8^c. ; ditto, commercial, 18c.
;

refined, 18c, and wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe — The iron pipe market is

firmer, and higher prices ate this week
being quoted by manufacturers and jobbers

on most sizes. These prices will be found
in detail in our editorial pages.

Lead—The demand is fair, and prices

are unchanged at last week's reduction.

We quote 4'^ to itfc. per lb.

Zinc Spelter — Trade is a little more
active, and prices are unchanged at 5^ to

6c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—More business is still to

be reported in this line, although the

demand is not altogether active. We quote

6^c. for casks and 6^c. for part casks.

Antimony—Prices are the same as last

week, namely, io}4 to 11c. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

There is a good general business doing.

Linseed oil, because of the manifest firmness

of the market, is in excellent demand.
White lead, turpentine, prepared paints and
general sundries are all selling well. Paris

green is rather quiet. Turpentine has de-

clined 2c. The price is 18c. lower than

at this time last year, 10c. lower than in

1899, and 7c. higher than in 1898, when
prices were at such a low basis. The move-
ment of prices will depend on the crop,

which will be gathered during the next few

months, but which cannot at the moment
be estimated. Red led is 25c. dearer. We
quote as follows :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.37^ ; No. i,$6; No. 2. #5.67^ ;

No. 3, $5.25; No. 4, #4.87 '4 ;
genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.
Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5. 50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 ; ditto, kegs of

100 lb., $5.25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7>£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

^ White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Taris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c;
50 and 100 -lb. drums, \7%c.\ 25 lb. drums,
18c. ; 1 -lb. papers, i8^c. ;

1 -lb. tins, \<)%z.;

yi-Va. papers, 20^ c; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

$1.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2 05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $2 90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, iog. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, 51.20 to #1.30 per

gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

loyic per lb. and 10^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 71c;
boiled, 74c.

; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 70c.

;

boiled, 73c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2

to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,

Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5-gallon packages,

50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

GLASS.
The indications point toward an advance.

It is feared that import orders will not be to

hand before the close of navigation and
prices are stiffening in Belgium. We
quote as follows : Under 26 in., $4. 15
26 to 40 in., $4. 45 ; 41 to 50 in., $4.85;
51 to 60 in., $5.15 ; 61 to 70 in., $5.50;
double diamond, under 26 in., #6 ; 26 to

40 in., $6.65 ; 41 to 50 in., $7.50; 51 to

60 in., $8.50 ; 61 to 70 in., $9.50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

aiDBS. SK1JSS AND "WOOL.

Hides—The market is dull at unchanged
figures. We quote: Cowhides, No. i,6%c.

;

No. 2, 5X C >; No. 3, 4j£c. Steer hides are
worth ic. more. Cured hides are quoted
at 7 to 7^c.

Skins—A fair trade is doing. Prices

are unchanged. We quote : No. 1 veal, 8-lb.

and up, 8c. per lb.; No. 2, 7c; dekins,
from 40 to 60c; culls, 20 to 25c. Sheep-
skins, 90c. to $1.

Wool—There is nothing doing. We
quote : Combing fleece, 14 to 15c, and
unwashed, 8 to 9c.

COAL.
The prices made last week still maintain.

We quote April delivery anthracite on cars

Buffalo and bridges as follows : Grate,

$4.25 per gross ton and $3 79 per net ton
;

egg, stove and nut, $4.50 per gross ton
and $4.01 per net ton, for April shipment.

market notes.

Iron pipe is dearer.

Bolts and nuts have advanced 10 per cent.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. are in receipt

of a shipment of Boker's fencing plyers.and

are in a position to till orders for all sizes in

both patterns. They are also in receipt of

a shipment of copper-plated oilers, which

can be retailed at 10c. each.

A VISIT FROM MR. SMITH.

Mr. Harry D wight Smith, manager of

the promoting department of The Sherwin-

Williams Co., Cleveland, O., and editor of

the company's two bright publications,

passed through Toronto on Saturday, en

route home, after having paid a visit to the

New York, Boston and Montreal branches.

He informed Hardware and Metal,
during a brief conversation, that he found

business good at all the branches he visited,

and, compared with last year, larger in

volume.

Mr. Smith is one of the many bright

young men that occupy responsible positions

with a bright and enterprising firm.

L
Every Description
Shape and Colors

ABELS
Stock Labels for Hardware trade

LEVY <& CO., 19 Leader Le.TORONTO

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362>2 Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or
Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

eiiher by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct
from factory.

good references.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
HOUSE PIPING FOR ACETYLENE GAS

TIII.PK have been a good mam
inquiries of late from both prospei

tivc users of acetylene gas and from

plumbers and fitters who are installing

generators for house and store lighting

abouj the sizes of piping required, the

effect of acetylene on iron pipe, probability

of leakage, etc. We are glad to notice this

interest, especially on the part of the trade,

as an indication of a desire and intention

to require a practical knowledge on the

subject, and to treat jobs of acetylene work

with the same thoroughness and care as is

given by the better class of plumbers and

iias niters to their old lines of work.

The first requisite in house-piping for

acetylene, is to have ample pipe capacity

for its distribution. Of course, the fact

that only about one-tenth as nuich acety-

lene is required for a given amount of light

as of ordinary city ga,s makes it riot only

possible, but wiser to use smaller pipes

for acetylene, but it does not Follow that

the pipes can be only one-tenth as large

for t he following reason :

Acetylene is about twice as heavy as city

Lias and this makes it more sluggish in

its movement, A- pipes decrease in size

t he effect of t lie flier inn of I llr gaS

increases decidedly.

With the small sizes of pipe, the possi-

bility of stoppage because of rust or scale,

oily matter, thread cuttings, or the use of

too much lead or shellac on the threads,

must be considered.

Il is of vital importance with any illum-

inating gas to carry the full pressure

tie ired up to each burner, in order to

obtain a uniform size of flame without fluc-

tuation. If a pari of the system is too

small, a higher pressure at the generator

is necessary i" keep the burners on the

small pipes up to the standard, and this

gives too much pressm e ror t he best

resultt: mi the burners nearest the gener

ator, Another bad result of small pipes is

that the burning on or off of one or two

burners on the system chances the rate ol

burning of all i he ot her light - to a greater

or less extent

'The expense for labor, which is a large

part of i he cost i if piping, is n " '
rs- for

small -i/es. The difference in the Cost of

the proper size pipe is so little mure than

I he cost of a sma I ler size, i hat it need ti< it

he considered.

VVc ad\ ise, i herefore, a i nil rule.

that n"i hing less t han I I inch pi] e be

used for a single burner hum that the main

riser and branches be made corn poiidintrly

large.

Fittings should be of malleable iron and

should I \amined carefully for sand hoi

cracks and flaws. Care In selecting pipe

and fittings often saves a lot of work and

expense.

All joints should be made up ill white

lead or shellac. Reasonable care to avoid

cross threading and to see that threads arc

perfect and that each joint is tightened

up. will make a job that will test out

right and -land as long as the building

lasts;

When the piping is completed and before

the fixtures are put up. all the openings

should be capped and an air pressure of at

least six inches mercurj column pumped

up on the system.

A good job should hold this six-inch

pressure for twenty-four liniirs without

appreciable loss.

House pipine for acetylene gas should

grade back to the generator, or a drip, so

that if there should be condensation or

.it her liquid in t lie pipes it would ret urn

by gravity to a point where it could be

easily disposed of. This may seem unneces

sary, a- there is no likelihood of there

being any condensation from acetylene gas,

but it costs no more to run pipe to grade

and the result is certainly not bad.

A few people • cem to think t hat acety -

lene must leak more or less, and that even

if a piping job is perfect to start with.

acetylene gas will start leaks which would

in >t occur with oil y gas.

We wish to state emphatically that acety-

lene Lias will not decompose iron, nor "eat

it up." as one man puts it. If a job is

tight — no sand holes, split pipe. Or <\cirr

five joints— it will carrx acetylene gas with-

out leakage indefinite P) Don't allow iny-

one to try to explain a leak by laying n

to the quality of the gas. A leaky job

means either poor material or poor work.

Acetylene gas is ten times richer than

city gas for lighting, therefore. only about

one-tenth as large a quantity is required,

but it costs several times as much per

cubic foot of gas, and. consequently, a leak

of one ul i i

i foot per hour means a loss

in money of perhaps five or six times the

amount which would result from leaki_

of one cubic foot of city gas. This makes

a leak of acetylene gas just so much worse

than a leak of any other illuminating gas.

So Far as danger is concerned, any leak

of gas, whether it is coal Lias water eas.

sewer gas, or acetylene Litis, is dangerous

just in proportion to the quantity which

escapes, and acetylene is no more or less

dangerous than either of the others.

Veetylene has a strong and characteristic

odor which makes known any escape, 01'

lea k . at once. I n e\ ery respect it is as safe

as the most caul ions person could desire.

Briefly stated If a job of pipine and

fixtures is put in proper!} bj a man who

knows how there will be no leaks. If there

is poor work and il should leak, the odor

will give instant warning.—Plumbers'

Trade Journal.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

A. Haokett is building a residence in

Phoenix, B.C.

James B. Leighton is building a house

at Savonas, B.C.

Dr. Charbonneau intends erecting a brick

house and office in Lanark, Ont.

The Methodists of Clarksburg, Ont .

intend erecting a new parsonage.

Tenders are asked before April 21. for ;i

Baptist church in Guysboro', N.S.

The British American Hotel. Kingston.

Ont., is being extensively repaired.

(i. A. Cliff is building a business block

for Miss Barrett, milliner. Napanee, Ont.

James McCue is preparing to build an

elevator at Melancthon, Ont., next summer.

Aid. John McLeod will build a §3,000

residence for James Baker, Kingston, Ont.

A. Larose is erecting a hotel at the

corner of Queen and Bridge streets,

Ottawa.

The Presbyterian Church at Georgetown,

Ont., which was seriously damaged by fire,

is being repaired.

The congregation of Home Memorial

Church, Stratford, Ont., are considering

the erection of a new church.

Tenders are asked by ('. W. Keeling up

to to-day I Saturday I, for the erection of

a brick house and woollen mill at Cargill,

Ont.

P. A. I.amonde. contractor, Quebec,

intends erecting a To \ Hi ft. freight shed

and a t hree- storey 75x35 ft. warehouse in

that city.

A new post office, a bank building, and

stores for J. Carnie. J. S. Armitage, S.

Appleby and J. S. Brown iV Co.. will he

erected in Paris, Out., this summer.

Presbyterian. Methodist and Anglican

churches are to be erected in North Sydney.

VS.. this summer. The Bank of \o\.i

Scotia and i he I nion Bank will erect two

bank buildings. Mis. Annus Young intends

buildiny a three-storey business block.

large enough for four -tores on the ground
1

1

•.

Building operation.- arc active in Winni
pee. John Leslie is spending $16,000 on

enlarging the Hargrove block. Architect

Ku-sell is calling for tender- for a new

residence on Smith street, and is preparing

plan- lor a house on Ellen street for H. J.

I and. i kin. Judge Bain is building a house

on Itasslyn road which will cost about
s

l :>.
• John Way has started to put up

a s|il. nun house at \rtn-t rone's Point, and
F. II. Wehy is erecting a residence on

Sherbrooke si rect

.
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

Flue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders* and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. ricNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Montreal.

BROOM AND MATTRESS
\^JRE Hl8h Grade, Doable Tinned

Fine Annealed Brush Wire. Soft Coppered
Wire. Tinned Wire of all kinds.

THE PEERLESS WIRE CO.,
Hamilton, Ont.

IPE THIMBLE

HIMBLE MADE.

'justs itself to auy thick-
ness of Moor, from 8 to 16
iuches. Light, cool and
strong. Cast iron on upper
side which is made to re-
ceive our cast iron register,
which can be inserted
when pipe is taken down;
also can be opened or
closed at will, ventilate
room if desired, leaving a
solid, smooth surface to
carpet over. For sale by
all hardware, tin and stove
dealers. Send for cata-
logue of about 25 first-class
hardware specialties.

Manufactured by

THE COLLINS MANUFACTURING CO.,

34 Adelaide Street West, '^ TO RON!

HIGH-GRAD

STEA.._ .

GOODSFOR
ALL
USES

Relief
Valve

Manufacturers and Importers.

The James Morrison Brass

Mfg. CO., Limited
TORONTO.

PAINTS
THAT

are paints rTTat work easy, that wear well, that give

the dealer a confidence that everything is all right.

Paints that are made to please a customer, to make

him satisfied, that bring him back again and again

for more.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
are just that kind. A dealer can sell them and retain

his custom ; he can get his profit and does not need to

bo her what his neighbor does with some other

brand. Isn't that a business paint to handle ? Won't

it pay you best to have the best paint made—and have

it at a price that pays you well? That's Ramsays

Paint.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL.
mmm

si "
'

ikruYD0N7Y0UGET

MLLM'S
FLAT CRIMPED

ELBOW
im NO LEAK"

2, 3, and 4-in. Tin and Galvanized Conductor

Elbows, for sale by all leading jobbing houses.

Made by GEO. ALLEN
BURLINGTON, ONT.

WIRE RODS ! +
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
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BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED. I"' seen in ever.) town where coal-gas has

i .n f.V- , (^ , penetrated, and it is found in must streetsvmg permitsrn^i\e lA'J'ii issued mi '

most houses of

orld.
Qfctawa: liolbrook and gtakei/AUlj fou* "

a" (l U10st tlousei

, , Bfr*'i f J i \k1hrollghout I he \\

tenements and two cottages.* uilmouy street,
^ =

t .
. cost $10,000 ;Mrs. A. Cumfflkigs, Tfmfk

HI I IhJI D Kl ^h A Ikl

the civilized cil ies

veneered house, Somerset street,, $900;

Joseph Grant, warehouse, York street.

$3,500 ; Rev. N. E. Barnois. addition to

Sacred Heart juniorate, SI, IMIII; Donald

Skuce, brick veneered house, Maria street.

81,000; A. W. Fleck, brick house on Wil-

hrod street, Ottawa, to cost $15,000.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto as follows : Noble J. Craif,

paii- semi-detached dwellings at 610 and

612 Hat hurst street. $6,000 : Allan Mac-

lean, dwelling, 96 Amelia street, $1,700 ;

F. S. Duff, dwelling Shaw street. $1,200 ;

Consumers' Gas Co., two-storej extension to

retort house, Front street. $12,000: Hob*.

Mulholland. brick and stone residence,

Huron street, near Lowther avenue, $6,000;

Henry Crowther estate, brick palm room,

Mill Vonge street. $3,000; ('has. Stark.

residence, Howard street, near Parliament,

$1,000 ; W. E. Wilimott, dwelling on Cres-

cont road. $3,500; Richard Tuthill. store

and apartment dwelling, King and Cowan

avenue, ss.iinii
; Henry Cawthra estate,

re telling building, southwest corner of

Ybnge and Wellington streets. $8,500; J.

\\ . I.ee it Co.. two-storey brick addition to

a factory. Atlantic avenue, near Central

Prison. $6,000 : B. G. Austin, dwelling.

Marguoretta street, north of Bloor, $1,200.

GAS LIGHT.

A recent number of The Contemporary

lievievi contains an exceedingly able article

on "Gas Light," by an author who, in

i lie plainest, yet most accurate of language,

describes the revolution wrought in artifi-

cial illumination by the discovery of the

incandescent mantle. In sober truth this

slor> max be called a romance. For years

highly successful attempts were made to

improve upon the original " hole in a

pipe." from which coal-gas was consumed :

the fishtail, batswing, argand, and regen-

erative burners were invented, each being

an improvement over its predecessors in the

economy with which the carbon of the gas

was rendered luminous. Now all these

devices are superseded ; the inherent illum-

inating power of tin' gas is no longer <>i

primary importance, calorific value becomes

tin' chief criterion, and this change has

been mainlj effected bj the researches of

one man—Dr. Carl \uei von Welsbach. Of

course, Welsbach did nut " invent " the

incandescent s\sleiu of lighting; nothing

of great benefit I" mankind is ever

" invented "
; like Topsy, it " grows."

I irtmimond. Kahneh jelin. Clamond, were all

workers in the same field . I ml the greatest

of them all was Bunsen. Nevertheless, to

Welsbach belongs the credit of devising the

first incandescent burner of an\ real prae

tical utility; but he was dependent upon

I he atmospheric flame. The mantle is to

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

Phillips & Wilson, contractors. Hamil-

ton, have dissolved.

The Montreal (las Engine Co. has regis-

tered to do business in .Montreal.

The Oxford Electric Co., Limited,

Oxford, VS.. have been incorporated.

Weeks & Son. practical plumbers, have

opened at 840 Lender street. Vancouver.

The creditors of .John E. Fitzgerald,

plumber, St. John, X.l'>.. met on Tuesday.

The Mahone Bay, N. S. Electric Light &

Power Co.. Limited, have been incorpo-

rated.

Weeks it Mclntyre, plumbers, Vancouver,

B.C., have dissolved. S. J. Mclntyre con-

tinues.

The Blockhouse Electric Light Power
Co., Limited, Blockhouse, N.S.. have been

incorporated.

Mrs. Ernest Boisclair has registered as

proprietress of Boisclair & Co., contrac-

tors. Montreal.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

Carroll Bros., Montreal, have been given

the contract for the plumbing, heating and

roofing of three houses in Maissonneuve for

Air. P. Rafferty. They also have the eon

tract for the plumbing, heating and elec

trie-lighting of a store and dwelling on St.

Antoine street for Mr. N. Grant. Mr. W.

A. Doran is making some alterations in the

heating and plumbing of some houses on

Ontario street and Lome Crescent. Mont-

real ; Carroll Bros, will do the work.

d. W. Hughes & Co., Montreal. ate

installing the heating apparatus in the new

crematorium in Mount Royal Cemetery,

Montreal.

Mr. Joseph Lamarohe, Montreal, has

secured the contract of plumbing, heating,

lighting and ventilating of the new St.

Gabriel street school being put up bj the

Catholic Commissioners: the structure will

cost about $30,000. Tie also has the con-

tract for the plumbing and heating of the

new post office being erected in I loehelaLja.

as well as for three new roofs for the K\;ui

estate in Mont real.

PROPOSE TO BUILD TINWARE
WORKS.

• I. I.. Hoard and W. S. Ciuumiiiu, who
were recentlj engaged manufacturing tin-

ware mid other articles in Chicago, but

who sold out their business to the Steel

Trust, are asking inducements from Sarma

for the establishment of works in that

place, The\ offer to build works to etuplo;,

about four hundred hands and to make
machine tools, tinware etc., For the exporl

I rade.

POINTS
OF
SUPERIORITY—

PAINTERS
PERFECT
WHITE
LEAD

Than

Any

Other

is

More Economical
More Finely Ground
More Popular

More Saleable

More Satisfactory

More Durable

More ReliableA
We are now shipping'large quan-

tities of Painters' Perfect
White Lead each working day.

Progressive hardwaremen will

do well to include a ton, 80 x 25

lb. Irons, in their next or*er. •

W
THE

CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Montreal and Toronto.
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HAMMERS MADE OF RAWHIDE.
" The common idea of a hammer, no

doubt," said a dealer in tools to an

exchange, " would be that it was an imple-

ment made to pound with, and having a

head of iron or steel. The pounding part

of that would certainly be all right, but

not all hammer heads are made of metal ;

there are some hammers, in fact, with head

made of rawhide.

j^m " Where the head would be on an ordin-

ary hammer there is on the rawhide ham-
mer seat, at right angles across the end of

the handle, a short section of iron pipe.

The rawhide that forms the hammer head is

first cut into an oblong strip, which is

then, beginning at one end, snugly rolled

up. The roll thus formed is put through
an iron pipe, being made long enough so

that it will project an inch or more at
either end. The ends of the solid rawhide
are trimmed off flat and true, like the. face

of any hammer, making this a two-faced
hammer.

The rawhide hammer is used for var-

ious purposes, largely in place of a mallet,

for instance, for pounding on punches, and
on chisel handles. It is used where pound-
ing is to be done on polished metal
surfaces

; it serves the purpose without
scratching the metal. .Rawhide hammers are

made in various sizes.

" Then there is a rawhide implement that
is called a mallet, in which the head is

formed in the same manner as the rawhide
hammer head, but joined in the handle
direct, without being held there in a
holder. The rawhide mallet is also made in

various sizes ; it is a smaller and lighter

tool than the hajnmer.
" Another rawhide pounding tool is the

rawhide maul, heavier than the hammer,
and made in various sizes. The head of the

rawhide maul is made of disks of rawhide
laid together to a sufficient thickness and
held together by iron caps top and bottom,
through which, as of course through the

rawhide as well, the maul handle passes.

The block of rawhide thus made is turned
into the usual maul form. Built up as it is

of compacted layers placed crosswise of the

handle, the striking surface of the maul, as

is the case with the hammer and the mallet

in the manner in which they are made,
presents the rawhide in a mass edgewise.
The rawhide is used, for example, by
artificial flower makers, pounding all day
long on dies and punches, cutting out
flowers and leaves.

" These rawhide hammers and mallets and
mauls cost about three times as much as
corresponding wooden mallets would cost—

"TJ
'hey last about ten times as long."

RADIANT SHELBY LAMPS.

The Ontario Lantern Company, repre-
sented by Walter Grose, are now in a

position to supply all demands for Radiant
Shelby Incandescent lamps. Wherever used
since they have been put on the market,
they have been found to give everj satis-

faction. The double spiral carbon set down
well into the bulb has proven to lie all that
was expected of it.

THE

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

» i 1 1
1

ii ii 11 ii Efg^-rr-fFFF^
tx

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

DIAMOND EXTENSION FRONT GRATE.
Ends Slide in Dovetails similar to

Diamond Stove Back.

Diamond

Adjustable Cook
Stove Damper

Patented March 14th, 1893.

For Sale by Jobbers of Hardware

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
" A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ontario.

THE MOWER
If you keep the weeds cut so

they do not go to seed, and cut

your grass without breaking the

small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will

disappear. The Clipper will do
it.

THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.,
NORRISTOWN,

PA.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.

DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

GIRARD & CO., general merchants,

St. Liboire, Que., have offered to

compromise.

Z. Paquet, general merchant, Roberval,

Que., has assigned.

Benson & Borland, coal dealers, Quebec,

are offering 25c. on the dollar.

E. H. Williams, hardware dealer,

Sintaluta, Man., has assigned to J. W.
Moody.

L. G. Jourdain, hardware dealer, Three

Rivers, Que., has compromised at 35c. on

the dollar.

Wilks & Michaud have been appointed

curators of F. A. Cantwell, general mer-

chant, Franklin Centre, Que.

A meeting of the creditors of M. Gillespie

& Co., planing millers, Alvinston, Ont.,

has been called for April 20.

Application has been made for the

appointment of a liquidator of the Copp

Bros. Co., Limited, manufacturers of

stoves, etc., Hamilton.

J. E. Tremblay, general merchant, St.

Anne de Bellevue, Que., has assigned, and

a meeting of his creditors will be held on

April 19, (to-day.) The principal creditors

are : Liddell, Lesperance & Co., #1,128
;

T. Toupin, $372 ; A. Robitaille & Co., $500;

Letang Hardware Co., S500 ; Daoust &
Lalonde, $263 ; A. Ramsay & Co., $250 ;

D. R. Ronaldson, $350 ; Caverhill, Kissock

& Co., $223 ; Victoria-Montreal Insurance

Co., $400.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

Bell & Flett, stove dealers, etc., Vancou-

ver, have dissolved.

Girouard Bros., general merchants,

Somerset, Man., have dissolved.

A. G. Fox & Co., general merchants,

Burnside, Man., have admitted W. R. Lee.

E. Prefontaine & Co., coal and wood
dealers, Longueuil, Que., have dissolved.

Campbell & Farrell, blacksmiths, Glencoe,

Ont., have dissolved. J. J. Campbell

continues.

O'Brien & Allan, blacksmiths, Hamilton,

Ont., have dissolved. Charles O'Brien

continues.

T. F. Kirkham, stove and tinware

dealer, Lethbridge, N.W.T., has admitted

D. Stewart into partnership.

The Sherbrooke Iron and Metal Co.,

Sherbrooke, Que., have dissolved, and a

new partnership has been registered.

Perez E. Lloyd and Geo. Caldwell have

registered partnership under the style of the

Kentville Coal and Lumber Co., Kentville,

N.S.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

The assets of Miles Birkett, hardware

dealer, Ottawa, are to be sold.

David Plato, blacksmith, Fort Erie, Ont.

,

is advertising his business for sale.

E. & C. Thompson, general merchants,

Elmsdale,Ont.,are offering their business for

sale.

The assets of D. Levasseur, general

merchant, Matane, Que., are to be sold to-

day (Friday).

Oliver & McArthur, harness dealers,

Dauphin, Man., are advertising their busi-

ness for sale.

The real estate of the estate of T. Ross,

general merchant, Amqui, Que , is to be

sold on May 3.

The business of M. G. McEwan, hard-

ware dealer, Qu'Appelle Station, N.W.T.,

is advertised for sale.

The stock of the estate of Ruth Perry,

general merchant, Gad's Hill, Ont., has

been sold to J. H. Birch at 67c. on the

dollar.

The stock of Joseph Bernier, carriage

maker, L' Islet, Que., has been sold at 43c.

on the dollar to Letourneau & Anger,

Victoriaville, Que.

CHANGES.

Rigali & Rigali have registered as painters

in Quebec.

R. S. Hannah, hardware dealer, Mitchell,

Ont., is about closing up.

Scott & Wallace, blacksmiths, Penobsquis,

N.B., have discontinued business.

A. Barrisdale, blacksmith, Stratford, Ont.,

has sold out to Kalbfleisch & Kochel.

Robert Munn, blacksmith, Winthrop,

Ont., has sold out to Robert Pethick.

Charles Gough, blacksmith, Elkhorn,

Man., has sold out to Wm. MacLeod.

H. P. Read is giving up business as

general merchant in Bear River, N.S.

John Chatham, general merchant, Massie,

Ont., has sold out to W. D. Dunnington.

E. J. Boucher, general merchant, Boucher-

ville, Que., has sold out to T. A. Boucher.

Wm. Burnard, general merchant, Britton,

Ont., has sold out to Robert A. Thompson.

Alex. Boivin will continue as painter in

Montreal, doing business in his wife's name.

Thomas E. Risk, general merchant,

Shetland, Ont., has sold out to H. H.
Mann.

R. Mclvor, harness dealer, Elkhorn,

Man., has been succeeded by F. A. Mc-
Cullagh.

Findlay Chisholm, dealer in agricultural

implements, Milton, Ont., has given up

business.

William Stuckey, planing miller, etc.,

Grand Valley, Ont., has been succeeded by
James Campbell.

James Sutherland & Son, blacksmiths,
Grenfell, Man., have been succeeded by
R. P. Sutherland.

W. F. Hartwell, general merchant,
Wawanesa, Man., has opened a branch at

Swan Lake.

CONDENSED OR ** WANT "

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a vor.
each insertion ; cash in advance. Letters, figures,
and abbreviations each count as one word in estimat-
ing cost.

AGENCIES WANTED.
ROGERS & ROGERS, MANUFACTURERS'

agents, Summerside, P E.I. , are open to handle one
or two more good agencies for their Province. They are
now sole agents for Prince Edward Island for the Indepen-
dent Cordage Co., and the Plymouth Twine Agency of
Toronto, and the Maritime Edge Tool Co , of St. Stephen,
N.B.,and have a good connection with the jobbing and
retail trade. Drop them a line. (16)

BUSINESS FOR SALE.

HARDWARE BUSINESS FOR SALE, MAIN
LINE C.P.R. West. Good wheat and ranching

district, good reasons for selling. Stock about $2 000,
Box 447, Qu' Appelle Station, N. W.T. (16)

I-

FOH SALE.

GENERAL MERCANTILE BUSINESS IN A
rising and substantial town in British Columbia,

situated in one of the most prosperous localities in the

interior of the Province. Business is well established and
shows good profits on a large annual turnover, principally

spot cash. Could reduce stock to suit purchaser, who
must be prepared to pay large proportion in cash, terms

for balance can be arranged. No real estate or anything
else wanted in exchange. Good reasons for wanting to

sell. Address, Box 33, care The MacLean Publuhing Co.,

Limited, Toronto, Oni. (16)

AD VERTISINGinWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA

•BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

yvJtiAe/id' xds yip.tijJi/ Grades

The Robin Hood

Powder Company
If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy "Robin Hood Smokeless," f
in " Robin Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against

any powder on the market. We make the
powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company —

SWANTON, VT.
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J

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

a portion of your year's profits

if you are not handling the

They are sellers and are being successfully

handled by the hardware trade. Now is the

time to take them up as spraying season is

close at hand.

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS.

AYLMER IRON WORKS CO.,

AYLMER, ONT.

IVIIXEIS
WITH
NA/ATER

INDELIBLO
PAINT

The greatest and best of all cold water paints for

barns, fences, sheds, alleyways, breweries, factories,

etc. It comes in fine, d y powder, and mixes at

once with cold water. Water is free and the powder
is not dear. Made only by THE MURALO
CO., who are also sole manufacturers of
" MURALO," the latest and best of all cold

water wall tints.

AGENTS

A. RAMSAY k SON, MONTREAL.

J. H, ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG,

McLENNAN, McFEELY & CO., - - VANCOUVER,

c^Alabastine

Made in 20

Beautiful Tints

Anyone can brush it on.

Ready for use

in Cold Water

No one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE IS A DURABLE COATING FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS. EN-
TIRELY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.

It is a cement that g">es through a process o r setting; on the wall. Can bs recoated from time to time as is neces-

sary to renew, and grows harder with age. Kalsomines are temporary and rub and scale off, to the annoyance of all who
use them.

Wall paper with its mouldy paste and poisonous colouring matter is unsanitary.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time, is recommended by leading sanitarians

hroughout the country. There is nothing "just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.
Thetrade supplied by

—

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.
Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont. Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
G. F. Stephens* Co., Winnipeg, Man. William Hill, Montreal, P. Q.

Ask your (Sealer for circular. Write us for Questions often asked, mentioning this paper.

"DAISY" CHURN ^
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whih churning When churn is locked lo stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

Wire Guards
FOR

Store Fronts

Factory and Mill Windows
Basement Windows

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited
HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
M , nllfo .„„„ „, FLATWARE, CUTLERY a
Manufacturers of ELECTROPLATE.

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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OUTDOOR WORK FOR THE TIN-
SMITH.

Always after the winter there are a good

i r i;i 1 1 \ repairs needed around the barns,

residences and stores of any community,

writes " 0. D. S." in Metal Worker.

Owing to the heavy snows of the winter

and the freezing- and thawing quite a num-

ber of eavetroughs, gutters and conductor

pipes not only need leaks stopped, but they

also need painting and better fastening to

keep them in place. Roofs that were not

painted last fall should not be left to go

through the summer without painting now,

and it is probable that if they are gone

Over and all the leaks soldered and made

I ight before the painting is done the

property owner will derive a decided

benefit.

Naturally, however, the property owner

is now looking for an opportunity to spend

money in this direction. The new straw-

berries of the greengrocer are more likelj

to catch his odd dollars than the tinsmith.

It is -quite probable that the tinsmith has

more need of these stray dollars than the

greengrocer, but he may look on the green-

grocer as a successful competitor if he does

not make display or do something to induce

the property owner to spend his odd dollar

with him. It has been the custom of some

successful tinsmiths to send to the pro-

perty owners of their community at this

time, postal cards or circulars, calling-

attention to the fact that at this season

they are better able to do outdoor work

than they will be later on when the build-

ing season opens and new work occupies

their time. This is a pertinent fact, and if

it is supplemented with a suggestion that

the conductor pipe, the eavetrough and the

roof should all be looked after, and the tin

roofs in particular will be better for a coat

of paint, many a profitable job will be

done and some new customers secured.

The masons will find no fault if the tin-

smith suggests that the chimney should be

reflashed and pointed up. This is the

season for shops doing outdoor work to

make a personal canvass, supplemented by

a distribution of circulars and a suitable

" ad." and leading notices in the local

paper, Those who show their enterprise in

these lines will certainly be repaid for their

i poul Je.

BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS
COMPANY.

Lewis Bros. & Co., Montreal, Canadian

agents for the Birmingham Small Arms

Co., Limited, expect to ^l" a good t rade in

military rifles this summer. It is fchoughl

that the military spirit engendered by the

South African War, and the necessity for

target practice disclosed l>\ the sai vent,

will lead to a more wide-spread use of the

rifle in Canada. Dr. Borden's wise pro-

vision of further facilities for target

practice is only one of the signs of this

change t hat has come over the count r\

Not only will the Government rifles be

more generally used, but there will be a

greater desire among young men to own a

rifle of their own and to become familar

with its use. They cannot buy a better

gun than that turned out by the Birming-

ham Small Arms Co., Limited. They

manufacture the rifle in use by all the

forces of Greater Britain, an approbation

that cannot be excelled.

Their rifles are all carefully tested for

alignment of sights and grouping of shots

and are LTiiaranteed accurate. They are all

submitted to Government inspection and

stamped with the viewer's mark. The three

principal guns are the Lee-Enfield Magazine

Tatget Rifle, the Lee-Metford Magazine

Target Rifle and the Lee-Enfield magazine

Sporting Rifle. Besides these there are

included in their lines the Martini-Metford,

the Martini-Metford carbines and special

sporting rifles.

These goods can be secured through any

wholesale house in the Dominion. Catalogues

will be ready for the post in a few days.

Meanwhile write for one.

ABUSE OF DISCOUNTS.

One of the flagrant abuses in trade to-day,

writes F. H. Woodward in an exchange, is

the taking of discount on bills long after

the time allowed for discount, one which

when figured in dollars and cents would

astonish manufacturers and dealers and

open their eyes to one of the reasons for

the lack of profit in the past few years.

The manufacturer or dealer is in a great

measure to blame for this abuse, as in his

zeal to increase his sales he becomes lenient

to a degree, and believing or fearing that

his competitors permit the evil, relaxes his

vigilance, and his customers finding no

rebuff in their robbery, for robbery it is.

grow bolder, and from a few days' over-

time they go to such lengths that they

demand the discount on bills when goods

arrive, or claim to have certain days to

draw checks, or give some other plausible

excuse, resenting any protest from the ven-

dor as unwarranted and uncalled for,

claiming that the vendor's competitors ^. ,

allow it.

Should you go to a bank to have a note

for ^500 payable in four months discounted

at 6 per cent., the interest or discount of

§10 would be deducted and you would be

given the balance and would not expect any

different treatment. But if you sell $500

worth of merchandise to a customer, at four

months, discount 2 per cent, ten days, and

the customer takes twenty days to

discount, he has robbed you of ten days'

interest and you permit it. Figure up the

interest you lose by this injustice and you

will realize the robbery you are suffering.

The remedy lies in your own hands. Insist

that if bills are to be discounted in ten or

fifteen days, or whatever time is custom-

ary in your line of business, those terms be

acceded to. If customers refuse, show them

in unmistakable terms the injury to your-

self and their own loss of credit, for beyond

doubt their credit is injured far more than

they realize by their own acts and we

believe the abuse will be rectified. All

abuses are small at first and only become

evils as they are permitted to grow. So

reform may be slow at the start, but let

manufacturers and dealers take a firm stand

for the principle and the abuse will be

ended.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's
Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's
Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

SOMETHING SPECIAL

c James Warnqck & C? Ga.It'

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.
Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook

to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, and is the most practical and up-to-date

Peavey on the market.
Made by ~^m—^

James Warnock & Co. = Gait, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CURRENT JV1ARKET QUOTATIONS
April 19, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accirate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 31 32

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Ptrbox
I.C., usual sizes $6 75
I.X., " 8 25

I.X.X., " 9 75
Famous

—

1.0 6 75
I.X 8 25
I.X.X 9 50

Raven 4 Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 5 00
I.X.,

" 6 00
I.X.X " 7 00

I.XXX., " 8 00

D.O., 12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50
Coke Plates—Bright

Bessemer Steel

—

I.C. , usual sizes 4 15

I.O., special sizes, base 4 50

20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X., Terne Tin 10 25
Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X., 14x56, 50sheet bxs")
•' 14x60, " \ 07 07'/,
•' 14x65, " J

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

,r 26 " 08% 09
' 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs 170 180
Refined " " 2 25

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 10

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes 3 10

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 10

TireSteel.... 2 15

Machinery iron finish 2 15

Cast Steel, per lb 00 00

ToeCalkSteel 2 40

T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-lnch 12%
2 " 13

av4 " o is

3 " 16

3% " 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
%inoh 2 40
3-16inoh 2 50

% inch and thicker 2 60

Black Sheets.
18 gauge 3 00
20 gauge 3 00
22to24 " 3 10

26 " 3 20
28 " 3 30

OanadaPlatei.
Al dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
All bright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 4 45
lA inch 3 25

% " 3 30

% " 3 50

% " . 3 65
1 " 5 15
1% " 7 to

1% "
8 40

2 " 10 70
2% " 20 95
3 "

24 55
3% "

3d 75
4 "

39 00
5 "

47 35
6 " 62 10

Galvanized pipe—
% inch 4 90
3/4 " 5 25

1 " 7 55
1% " 10 30
1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 45 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 41 110 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 35 4 50 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

% " 8 00 8 50
" 5-16 " "

4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 CO

" 7-16 " "
3 90 4 *5

" % " "
3 70 4 10

9-16 " "
3 65 4 15

% " "
3 35 3 90

% " " 3 60 4 10

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.o.

Cow ties 40 p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 25 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, Bingle and double, die-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19

Lake Superior
Bolt or Bar.

Cut lengths round, % to % in. 23% 25
" round and square

1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25
Sheet.

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25%

" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " 23%

Boiler and T.E.Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Braes.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 percent.
Sheets, bard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25
Tubing, base, per b 24 25

Zine Spelter
Foreign, per lb 05% 06
Domestio "

Zine Sheet.
5 owt. casks ,.. 00 6%
Partcasks CO 6%

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% C434
Bar.llb 05% 054
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06'A
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard,lists
at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 100 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 25 p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson'a, per lb 10/j 11

White Lead . Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37
No. 1 do 6 00
No.2do : 5 62%
No.3 do 5 55
No.4do 4 87%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37%,
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram's B B. Genuine 8 00

" Decorative 7 55
" " No. 1 6 85
" " No. 2 6 00

Bed Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zine Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 C9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. l.casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 ]C
Barn (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 145
Canada Paint Go's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & Color Go's Pure. . .

.

1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil .

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black o 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbls.... 1 35 1 40
Yellow Ochre(J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 l 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per owt'. i 80 190
English Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American OxideB, per cwt.. 175 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,.. 1 75 2 00
Super MagnetloOxides,93p.o. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10" Umber, " "...... 10
do Raw ' "

q gg
Drop Black, pure

]
,',"', 09Chrome Yellows, pure ,'

18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb. 12Oolden Ocbre ' 034£
Ultramarine Blue in 28-Ib.
boxes, per lb 08 24

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb . 1 00
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .. 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb. .'.'.'.

80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb

, 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 1 93
Bulk in less quantity 2 05
Bladders in bbls 2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose. '.'.'.'.

2 25
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 235
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins .'.'.'.'.'.

2 65
bladders in bulk or tins less than 1001b2 93

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

„,.-. rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar....... 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 440 4 80" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's

,

Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each
$3.00.

Granatine Floor Finish, per gal., $2 50.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, 60c ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size 3, 2Uc. each.

Castor Oil.
Bast India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" " small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
CodOilpergal 50 55
Pure Olive 120
" Neatsfoot 90

Olne.
Common 08% OS
French Medal 14 14%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 019 020
Huttner 18
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JAMES HUTTON & CO.
Sole Agents in Canada for

Joseph Rodgers & Sons, Limited, Thomas Goldsworthy & Sons,
Steel, Peech & Tozer, Limited, Burroughes & Watts, Limited,
W. & S. Butcher, Etc., Etc.,

Have reopened their offices in Victoria Chambers,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL.

-

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.
B. B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cant.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 P.O. An er.

Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.
30 per cent.

Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival
and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib.bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5'JO each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 2C

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

e ch, 10 gauge 25
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.

11 and smaller gauge 60
9 and K gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15
9 and 10 gauges 1 40
7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Per lb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 19 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00
Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
Beslquality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tnbs.
Zinc 6 00
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
" 2nd " 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

B " 21

O " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25
Frictionless metal, per lb 23

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29
Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse '.

.

50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.
Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per oent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American . each 1 25 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra , 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per pross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts . Per cent.

Carriage Bolls, full square, Norway.... 65
" " full square 65

Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60

Machine Bolts, all sizes 60

Coach Screws 70

Sleigh 8hoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60

Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60

Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Plough Bolts 60

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M— 4 25

Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 6i% per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8 , " 6 00
Henis,No.9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

8 ntcher s' C leavers .

German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, perlOO-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 to

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

American, per doz 100 150
Ballard's, per doz 6 50

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% peroent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
EngliBh "

3 00
Belnian "

2 50 2 75
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W.. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Filtingsnet 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Tsu'onic, plain 16 TO

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
L"w Down Oat. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50

" " " •' " emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 53
" " 19x 15 in ... 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. &D.,No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets .

Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Disoount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per cent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per oent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc, dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.
Inches.

Under 26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to 60 5 15 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81to85 6 50 .... 11 75

86to90 14 00

91to95 15 50
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

% " 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz. 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, —per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 1 10 1 20
Sledge.

Canadian, per lb 07% 08H
Ball Pean.

English and Can., per lb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 1 50 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B. , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 125

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 per cent.

OroBS-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 585 600
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%.10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14,

1

5-ft. run 2100
Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. . .. 4%

HARVEST TOOLS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per oenl.
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

" " 5-in., " .... 06%
" " 6-in., " .... 06

" 8-in., " .... 05«
" 10-in.. " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.
Screw book and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.

Spring 12 00
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and lOp.o.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent.

HOOKS. £
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"O" brand 50 and 7% p.c. off new list! Oval-
"M" brand 60 per cent. /head
Countersunk, 60 and 10 per oent.
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u Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,

Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Factories

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

QUE.332 William St., MONTREAL,
and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. .. 3 SO 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (al Isizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weighc steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door, japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per gross 1 30 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. 7 00
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Fish.pergross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell* Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 26
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 100 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.
Flat head discount 25 p.c.

Round Head, discount 20 p.c.
MALLETS.

Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.77%
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent.

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 1 85 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00

Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
CJ.S.Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16'/,

Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Wattr White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 150 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring sap buckets, dis. 45 p.c.

6, lu and 14-qt. flaring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis. 45 p c.

PICKS.
Ptrdoz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Poroelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis.
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins' radiator valves discount 55 percent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 ' 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. orless 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLETS.
Hothouse, per doz £5 100
Axle 22 33
8crew 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 CO
35 " 8 25

" 40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00v ">

35 •• 26 00
• • 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 6C

and 1U p.c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler & Co.'s 8 00 18 00

Boker's 7 50 11 00

King Cutter 12 50 50 00

Wade & Butcher's... 3 60 10 00

Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount, 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and 1U per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %e.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, 1c.

per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
% and5-16in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67Vo
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% pe r cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.
Garcet(Rurton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. & D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

1 frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. ftM. Scales, 45 p.c
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c" Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Warren Champion 65 p.c.

" Standard 45 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 87% and 10 p.c.
Wood R. H., " diB. 82% and 10 p.c.

" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.c.

R.H. " 70 p.c.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron, " 4 25 5 75

Set, Case hardened, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co. , full nickeled, dis. 60 p. r.

Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 percept,

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 50 11

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, l%lb.,perlb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52y2 p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.

Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list. %^+ ±_

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 55 .3.J%
Coopers', discount 45 percent. •*'%••

Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 ho
Hindo8tan 06 "*0 07"

slip 09 0-09
Labrador (K13 J" Axe 15 '
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths .... 7 00
7 inch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4— 3 dozen in case, net cash .... #4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
Per cent.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned ... .85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 15

" " tinned 80 & 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . . 80" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk... 85, 12% & 12%
" brush, blued & tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 & 12%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 55%
Trunk Dails, black 65 ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads 40
Fine finishing 40
Picture frame points 10
Lining tacks, in papers 10
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PITTSBURGH,STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties. etc.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

U. S. A.

OF ALL KINDS.

ALEXANDER GIBB, n—.h— TJ«««^at,VA, A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal. -Canadian Representatives-

Montreal>
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Vi^f «E^

Lining tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60
Tin oapped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
" " " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85
" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

flame, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Same, H. & N., P. S. & W., 65 p.c.

fjarae, steel, 72%, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D. , discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Big, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, per lb— 22 26

Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 50 60

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
" " 4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, eaoh 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.

Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10
and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices :

No. "

" 9 " 2 80
"10 " 2 87
" 11 " 2 90
" 12 " 2 93
" 13 " 3 15
"14 " 3 37
"15 " 3 50
" 16 " 3 65

Other size! of plain wire outside of Nos. 9,

10, 11. 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at 82.8) base with

extras as before. The prices for Nos. 9'

to 13 include the charge of lie.

for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.

—spring wire, SI— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c.

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5-No. 18, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20,

$6.65-No. 21, $7-No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,

$7.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28. $11—No. 29.

$12-No. 30, $13—No. 31, $14—No. 32, $1E
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. ExtraB net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil

ing, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in Vi-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7,8. $3 50

to $3 8"—No. 9. $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10,

$3.60 to $5.95—No. 11, $3.70 to $4.10-No
12, $3 to $3 30—No. 13, $3.10 to $3.40—
No. 14. $4.1" tn .94.50—No. 15. $4.60 to

$5.05—No. 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Base sizes,

Nos. 6 to 9, t2.57
l/2 f.o b Cleveland.

Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17

Plate No. 560—Size 2x2 Feet

This is one of the many new ceiling designs which we have

recently added. We now have a very complete line and are

offering some special prices to introduce. Send us size of room

for estimate and we can help you to secure business.

THE METAL SHINGLES SIDING CO.,
PRESTON, ONT.

Manufacturers of "Safe Lock" Shingles, Siding, Cornices, Finials, etc.

Limited

$4.25; No. 18, J2.65; No. 19, S2.35, f.o.b

Hamilt.n, Toronto, Montreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3 15

Galvanized, plain twist 315
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less than carlots, and $2.70 in carlotf.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Soreen, per 100 sq. ft. , net . . 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored i^ t0
5.

White, according to quality 6%to7\i
500-lb bale lots shaded.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37'/! per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. & K 'b Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket , per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 33 00
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 58 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 00

Sampsoo " .... 30 00
Terms 4months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne

Ratline
Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables

Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln

Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD'' Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
"Limited

Western Ontario Representative

WM. B. STEWART,
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

MONTREAL, QUE.



PERSONS addressing advertisers

will kindly mention having
seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for export. With or without " Emlyn "

Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
" Machinery," Newport. Newi'okt, Mon., England.

A retail hardware merchant

advises us that he finds

THE DlOnS AXE
the best seller he ever had.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS.

*6vil.P -TO-PAY <Htri,

U/ifH a fi&n ANP
...

DO YQlil

ttdvetrhsemeett
«#» in the *r»

CONTACT'-'

T
- u/ttt brinf yooc

tenders/ram tfrt

test contractors

BUSINESS
NEWS
of.any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject,"

CANADIAN PRESSTUPPING BUREAU,

232 McGill Street. MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 TEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED IS2S. 75 TEARS-

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ftCKN0WLEDGED THE BEST .

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. EMKOTStf* Cbm**n 8t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

.ESTABLISHED 1849.

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.s.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS, C. IRVING, Gen. Man, Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

THE
,y*jM, Empire Typewriter
Equal to any Machine in every

way.

Superior to all Machines in

several Important Features.

Canadian Pacific Railway have 175 Empires

in daily use!

Only $60
You can save $60 by purchasing an Empire.

THE WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited

MONTREAL.



Bat. 1868 Inc. 1896

Black Diamond FileWorks

G. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve -**• — »- Medals

!!

!!

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

%^%%^^%%^%^%%^fV*>%%^%>^8VfyfV8VtV%^I

1901 [, 1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the populai

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfc. Co.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms—
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

W*>

British Manufactured

CASTOR OIL
GUARANTEED PURE.

Cold Drawn Pharmaceutical

First Pressure. Second Pressure.

In Barrels and Cases.

From Stock and to Import.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

CMDI#$

5*^

Smelly Oil Lamps,

Poor Electricity or Flicker1B£lGaa"?,

_!< I

Isn't it about time to make
a change and r . i

GET more Light
For . . .

Less Money ?

Get 100 Candle
Power
for 50c a month.

GET the Light of Eight Oil

Lamps for the cost of Two.

B.&S. H.THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

GET
AN AUER G/VSOLINE LAMP.

Your money back If you don't like It.

Write for Catalogue. . .

AUER LIGHT CO.
E. Simpson & Co., Moose Jaw,
Agents for the Territories. 1682 NOTRE DAME ST., MONTREAL

/



There are other designations more
expensive and less worth

Use LANGWELL'S Babbit, Montreal

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades in Canada.

VOL. Xlll. MONTREAL AND TORONTO APRIL 27, 1901. NO. 17

"TANDEM" ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
'Tandem" Metals are better than

any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents

:

LAMPLOUGH ft McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters of Anti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

POSITIVE PROOF.
To test the respective values of brands of Galvanized

Iron, Professor J. T. Donald, the well-known Montreal

analyst, made several analyses of" Queen's Head,"
and one of the best competing brands, and reports

that " Queen's Head " was not only more heavily

coated, but that the galvanizing was much more evenly

distributed.

Result: It outlasts all other makes.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, ukted.

PICTURES

TELL BEST

You don't have to use your imagination much with our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water Heating,
because the pictures tell the story, and truthfully, too—they are from photographs Of the Safford
Radiators themselves.

The Safford Radiators
For Steam or Hot Water Heating

are the original invention in screw nipple threaded connections, which does away entirely with joints and rods
bolts and packing, hence absolutely preventing leaks. "Pictures tell the story best" and the facts prove every
statement true. Send for the pictures and the facts—send for the Booklet. Send to the Largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British Flag for it—it's free.

THE DOMINION RADIATOR COMPANY, Limited, TORONTO, ONT.



CYCLE

SPORTING GOODS FOR 1901

THE TRADE
*

will be pleased with our new assortment of goods for the coming season.

Our travellers are now on the road with samples ; if they have not seen

you, a card to us will bring them to you. It will pay to get our new prices.

WRITEFOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.wwwwv^^^w^wwv

RICE LEWIS & SON
ILIIMIITIEID

Cor. King and Victoria Sts., N

Meat & Tood Chopper

"ENTERPRISE"
patented

Hardware Specialties
no. 5, - $2.00 1 Comprising

Rapid Grinding & \t/

Pulverizing Mills $
$
\l/

\l>

vt/

vl/

I

I

No. 2'A, - S4-.50 $

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST
Write for Descriptive

Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.
JE X SB

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

The

Mower
THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

If you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will disappear. The
Clipper will do it.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.
NORRISTOWN, Pa.

Lightning, Gem
Blizzard .... FREEZERS

T&s T-

ARE
Well Advertised

In Demand
£ Easily Sold

Satisfactory in Use
Of Known Reputation

HAVE
Cedar Pails with Electric Welded Wire Hoops
Cans of Heavy Tin with Drawn Steel Bottoms

AUTOMATIC Twin Scrapers

"The Ice Cream Freezer Book" tells all about

these and our other Freezers, mailed free

EXCEL IN

Easy Running

Quick Freezing

Economy
Convenience

Practical Results

North Bros. Mfg. Co.,
Philad^ p*<
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THE SUCCESS of our

MPERIAL OXFORD
range:

ever since we put it on the market, has been enormous.

Its splendid construction and new patented features

give it precedence over all others.

THE FRONT DRAW-OUT GRATE
DIFFUSIVE FLUE CONSTRUCTION
DRAW-OUT OVEN RACK

And other improvements, need only to be seen to

be appreciated by your customers.

If you haven't them in stock, better write for full

information and price list.

There's steady demand for them all over Canada.

THE SURREY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

m

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL.

For the first season since 1897, we are in the
market for the supply of

Galvanized Wire, Plain Twist

f/ Barb Wire Fencing
OF OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.

4 Barb,
4" apart

2 Barb,
5" apart-
Long Barb

When ordering Fencing do not forget

Bright and Galvanized Staples.
We solicit your orders also for

W ifa of •" kinds and for all purposes," C of Steel, Brass or Copper.

Wire Nails and Wood Screws
Bright Wire Goods Cotter Pins
Jack Chain Door Pulls
and "Crescent" Coat and Hat Hooks
Bed, Blind, and Netting Staples.

Piices quoted upon application to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

THE "NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Bali-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and
out.

Rubber around Boors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. (

'

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co., .

BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
|

I
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Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Toronto Office: 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

$gM PATRON
tyr Wood Cook.

T'Q up to you if you want the

SKS?£* MONEY
in on your selection rests the

FOUR Sli Will take from 26 to 29 in. wood.

In sizes No. 9-22

and No. 9-24 we

put a STEEL

TO

YOU

New

Ornamentation

question of making a pro-*« MA;
TRA[)E

insure your success you
must select a well-known
,ineof

STOVES
will then have no cause for

worry for your best sales-

men will be your well-

lf
fi

- CUSTOMERS

OVEN VARIES FROM 22 TO 26 INCHES.

CLARE BROS. &. CO.,

TO WRITE FOR A CATALOGUE.

Preston, Ont.
\A/innipeg, IVIan.
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FOLDING POCKET LUNCH BOX

M PERFECTION."

\ vA Covered outsi

5sT

de with black cloth (waterproof).

CLOSED.

No complicated parts.

Easy to operate.
One move opens it.

One move closes it.

Can be washed.

THE THOS. DAYIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

Galvanized Sheets

From stock or for

Importation.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, ONT.
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LEWIS BROS. & CO.
Wholesale Hardware, MONTREAL.

LAWN MOWERS,
LAWN RAKES,

All Styles

and

Sizes of

LAWN

MOWERS

Write for

Complete

Catalogue

of Lawn

Requisites.

Lewis Bros. & Co.,
SPECIAL ATTENTION

TO MAIL ORDERS. -MONTREAL.
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HOW ABOUT SCALES ?
Let us quote you prices on our line of

TEA SCALES, ax^
COUNTER SCALES, %W l

If.BUTCHERS' SCAL
Our small scales are in great demand for household purposes.

749

jJrhbuyingf^ngcale you want a thoroughly reliable and accurate

article, ^fou cannot do better than the

^^"Fairbanks Standard/'

They are the acme .of perfection in weighing machines.

Write us for Catalogue and Prices.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY
Craig Street, MONTREAL

*4 sti

Woman is

Responsible
for the sale of ice cream freezers.

Fifteen million women have considerable influence.

Ten thousand of them wrote to us in three months.

We are talking to them all the time—winter and summer

They are all familiar with the Peerless Iceland Freezer.

Reports from them prove that we are right, and that

one motion is enough.

We want your help in distributing Peerless Iceland

Freezer DANA & QQ^

m
New YorK Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco Branch, 105 Front St.

Cincinnati.
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

-Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

S Si. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

Q(

3ffl

EAVETROUGH AND CONDUCTOR PIPE

Write for prices

E. T, WRIGHT & CO., Mfrs.

HAMILTON, CANADA.

14

JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. 5555SHEl$5L

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

'STEVENS SINGLE BARREL SHOT GUN.
1

LATEST AND
BEST SINGLE

GUN ON THE
MARKET.

MADE IN

THREE STYLES

THREE GAUGES
UP-TO-DATE.

FINEST SINGLE GUN YET PRODUCED.

Our Goods are Handled by the Leading Jobb-rs.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p°
i|
»«« Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.

JVbbles 8f Moare
CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY
Which can be obtained direct from the -works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada

A LONDON FENCE MACHINE
ON EXHIBITION IN
YOUR STORE^~

will create more curiosity and bring in more
customers than any other implement.
There's money in handling the " London,"
as other merchants have found. You get a

snap if you get the " London " agency for

your town.

WRITE FOR TERMS BEFORE YOU MISS IT,

Coiled Spring Wire at right prices to the trade.

The London Fence Machine Co., wtXsaieDeaie™, London, Can.
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We shall be pleased to quote for

Fine Light Casting in Gray Iron
for special work of any kind.

We can finish in any color of Japan, or in Nickel,

Brass, Bronze, or Old Copper Plate.

We are also in a position to make promptly —iw

Special Castings in Brass or Bronze Metal
OF ALL GRADES.

A. R. WOODYAT & CO., Guelph, Ont.

and DAISY Oil Stoves
of to-day are the results of years of practical ex-

perience in oil stove making.

In them are embodied all the points which
go to make up a perfect oil stove.

A stove which will not smoke ) but will give perfect

A stove which will not smell ) satisfaction.

That's why our trade is increasing so rapidly.

Your stock would not be complete without these goods.

Made in one, two and three-burner.

We will be pleased to quote you.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President, agricultural implements. These are already A MATTER FOR GRATIFICATION.
JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,

Montreal. our chief article of export to that country, y^-^NE of the things which the press

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO. #35-599 worth being sent there in 1900. I 1 had to deplore a few years ago was

Limited. * n a^> tne exports of iron and steel and the depreciation in the value of the

Pubiishersoljrade Newspapers which cir- manufactures thereof aggregated $57,033- farm lands of Ontario. The recent meeting
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia, °° ° J b

^V^^h^^iwB^i^p^'. As this bears a Proportion of over 80 per f the Canada Company in London, Eng..
Island and Newfoundland.

cent tQ th(J tQtal exports of all kinds> it is nQt Qnly brings thU fact to our mind> but
offices

Montreal 23a McGiii street,
obvious that what else we send to Russia is also reminds us that the condition of the

Toronto 10 Front Itreet'Eastj insignificant. farm lands in Ontario is more satisfactory
Telephone 2148. _,, , . , , , , . . _

London, enq. . - - - 109 Fleet street, E.c, The next largest item to those already today than it was five or six years ago.
W. H. Miln.

Manchester, eng. - - - 18 St Ann street, enumerated is ships, of which we sent # 1 1,- At the meeting in question, the chair-
H. S. Ashburner, n

Winnipeg .... Western Canada Block. 688 worth. In i 899 we exported over $10,- man. in referring to the land disposed of, said
I. J. Roberts, " r

.

ST. john, n.b. - - - No.^3 NTarke^t Wharf, oo worth of coal to Russia, but last year that there was not, in the whole quantity of

new york. -
. 176 e. 88th street.

{ne amoun t was on iy $432. Of wood and land disposed of, a single instance of an acre
Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.

Great Britain and elsewhere - - • 12s. manufactures of we sent #9,331 worth, but being sold below the valuation of 1894.

cable Address
| Adscript' Canada! our exports in 1900 were nil. In fact, out- Of lots valued in 1894 below the average

Published every Saturday.
s^e agricuitural implements and other valuation of $9. 32 an acre, there were dis-

manufactures of iron and steel there is no posed of 4,328^ acres (valued in 1894 at

line in which we do a steady export trade $4.55 an acre) realizing #7 an acre, an in-

with Russia. In these particular lines our crease of #2. 45 an acre, or 53^ per cent.

trade during the past three years was as Of lots valued in 1894 above the average

follows : valuation of #9 32 an acre, there were dis-

1898. 1899. 1900. posed of 2,403 acres (valued in 1894 at
OUR TRADE WITH RUSSIA. Agricultural implements.. .$ 9,723 $11,362 $35, 599 , ,

All other iron and steel #19.62 an acre), realizing $24.54 an acre,

A
REPRESENTATIVE of the Can- and manufactures of ... . 8,041 16,872 21,434 . . „an increase of #4 92 an acre, or 25 per
adian Pacific Railway, Mr. W. Total $17,764 $38,234 $57,033

cent . Lots redisposed of-3. 148* acres,

Whyte, is shortly to leave for Our aggregate trade with Russia last year
* ' which reverted to the company at #13.73 an

Russia to take a trip over the trans-Siberian was #95,217, of which #70,558 was exports .

r " acre—realized #14.58 an acre, an increase
railway with a view to making arrange- and #24 659 imports. Our imports consistb

.

r
of #0.85 an acre, or 6 15 percent. As a

ments to try and expand trade between largely of furs, as will be gathered from the 003 r " general result, 9,880 acres were disposed of

Canada and Russia. fact that the value of the furs brought in ._

at #13.68 an acre, an increase over the

We shall await the result of the Canadian last year was #21,718. _ , - .. 1 . .
' 1894 valuation of #2.54 an acre, or not less

Pacific Railway Co.' s efforts with interest. Under the treaty of 1859 between Great i.3 than 22^ per cent.

Canada's trade with Russia at present is Britain and Russia the reciprocal most _, , ... _ ._
The shareholders of the company were

» ksmall, but it is increasing. And, as the favored nation stipulations are applicable to „ . ., .. " . -. .-.

9 n r naturally gratified, but there is food for

United States is in bad odor with the Canada. According to a report from the .- , t . ,

7 r. £ , ,
gratification for those whose interests are in

Muscovite at present, the opportunity for United States consuls at St. Petersburg and
r n j .v- «- . ,of«» mr,„r*A k„ »*,- the country and not in the company,

increasing our trade with him should be all
0dessa

-
the new rates ,mPosed by the

,

F X

the better
Russian Government on cerlain imPorts It is because the number of gullibletne Deuer.
from thg United StateSi notably, machinery,

*

According to a newspaper report, one of
in retaiiation for the imposition of the

peoPle 1S SO great that the efforts of the

the lines of Canadian manufactured goods countervailing duty on sugar, show an ubiquitous promoter in floating visionary

which it is proposed to push in Russia is increase of from 20 to 30 per cent. schemes are so successful.

• WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER
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THE PRICES OF A MONOPOLY.

MATTERS are continually cropping

up, which show how the business

men of this country are in the

power of the Standard Oil Co. A year

or more ago it was the power it exer-

cised over the railways to the disadvantage

of the Canadian manufacturers and mer-

chants who tried to escape from the dis-

abilities imposed upon them by the Oil

Trust by importing oil from the indepen-

dent concerns in the United States. Then,

there was the question of the supply of

crude oil for fuel purposes, the arbitrary

action of the Standard Oil Co. com-

pelling many of the manufacturers of this

country who had put oil burning fixtures

under their boilers to again revert, at great

expense, to coal as fuel.

During the last few days another phase

of the irksomeness of the Standard Oil

Co.'s methods of dealing with those

in Canada who are dependent upon it for

their supplies has been drawn to our atten-

tion. We have reference to the arbitrary

and exorbitant price of benzine.

As most people are aware, benzine is one

of the articles of raw material used in

several of the manufacturing industries in

Canada. At one time there were in Canada

five refineries from which benzine could be

purchased. Now there is but one. That

one is at Sarnia, and is the property of the

Standard Oil Co. All the others were

bought up by the latter and then demolished,

their plant being sold for scrap. It thus

practically controls the Canadian market

;

and, as is usual with monopolies, charges

monopolistic prices.

In the United States, manufacturers can

purchase benzine at less than 5J^c. per

gal. in large quantities ; in Canada, manu-

facturers have got to pay I3j£c. per gal.

And it is a peculiar fact that the price at

which Canadian refined benzine shall sell

in Canada is determined by the officials of

the Standard Oil Co. at the head office in

New York.

The import duty on beti/ine is 5c. per

gal. Most manufacturers, from necessity

or otherwise, feel they are well off if they

can add to the selling price of their products

25 per cent, of the protection they enjoy.

But The Standard Oil Co. is not satisfied

with the addition of even the whole of the

duty. Its idea is the cost, plus the duty,

plus what its monopolistic powers enable it

to put on.

Wherein lies the remedy for this state of

affairs is somewhat of a problem. One

thing is certain, a remedy must in time be

found somewhere. The removal of the

duty would possibly give some relief ; but

such powerful concerns as the Oil Trust

seem to be invulnerable to even the enact-

ments of Parliaments and Congresses. And

our faith has, in consequence, become so

weak that we even fear that our representa-

tive institutions will be unable to come to

the rescue. Were the Parliament of our

country dominated less by concern for party

exigencies and more by sound business

commonsense, hope for a remedy from that

quarter might be stronger.

When there is a monopoly it should be

controlled by the country ; if it is not, it

will control the country. And that is what

the Standard Oil Co. appears to be doing.

We understand the benzine question is

to be brought before the Canadian Manu-

facturers' Association. It is to be hoped it

will not dismiss it as it did the coal oil

question a week or two ago.

W
CANADA'S EXPORT BARLEY TRADE.

'HEN the McKinley tariff of 1890

shut Canadian barley out of the

United States market it was the

general opinion that the barley-growing in-

dustry in this country had received its

quietus, for practically all our exports of

that particular cereal went to the breweries

of the neighboring Republic. Take, for

example, the exports during the year pre-

ceding the inauguration of the McKinley

tariff. Their total to all countries was

nearly io, 000, 000 bushels, of which over

9,900,000 bushels alone went to the United

States. Only 6,312 bushels went to Great

Britain ; and in 1888 the quantity exported

to the latter country was but 1,687 bushels.

Some hope was entertained, after the

advent of the McKinley tariff, that a trade

in barley might be developed with the

Mother Country. With this end in view, a

good deal of two-rowed barley was sown.

And by 1892 Canada was able to export

2,439 959 bushels of barley to Great Britain.

But the results were not satisfactory, due to

some extent to the dishonest practice of

mixing other descriptions of barley with the

two-rowed kind.

By 1896 the quantity exported to Great

Britain was down to 45,769 bushels, while

our total to all countries was only 840,725

bushels, against nearly 10.000,000 bushels p*^*

up to the lime the McKinley tariff came

into existance. In 1899 tne results were

still worse, for the total exports were only

238,948 bushels. But again was exempli-

fied the old saying, that the darkest hour is

just before the dawn.

In 1900, Canadian barley began to get a

better footing in the British market, and in

that year we shipped there 1.753.135

bushels, against 116,131 bushels in 1899.

The United States took about 40,000

bushels more than they had in previous

years, and the exports to "other countries"

jumped from 443 bushels in 1899 to 238,-

679 in 1900, while the sum total of our

exports was 100,000 bushels larger than in

any previous year since 1892.

The revival in the export barley trade

last year has not forsaken us this year. The

returns for the eight months show this,

the total being 1,666,294 bushels. During

the eight months, Great Britain has taken

1,336,448 bushels, the United States 182,-

022 bushels, Belgium 144 394 bushels and

"other countries" 3.430 bushels. The

demand for barley on British export account

is still active.

We are still a long way from the export

trade which existed up to 1890, but the

outlook for the barley industry is certainly

brighter than it has been at any time since

the McKinley tariff so badly crippled it.

As Great Britain imports something like

360,000,000 bushels of barley per annum,

it is evident we have an unlimited field in

which to develop our export trade in this

particular cereal.

The United States, it might be pointed

out, exports over 4,000,000 bushels of barley

to Great Britain annually. 0A

MEETINGS POSTPONED.

As this is a busy season for the retail

hardwareman, the executive of the Montreal

Retail Hardware Association have decided

to postpone all meetings till Wednesday,

June 5. A progressive plan of campaign

will then be mapped out and operated upon.
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BRITISH BUDGET AND CANADA'S COAL TRADE-

NOT since 1846, when Sir Robert Peel

abolished the corn laws, has a tariff

of such importance and such wide

interest been brought down in the British

House of Commons as that brought

down by Sir Michael Hicks - Beach on

"*the 18th inst. The tariff of 1846 was

the climax of the agitation for free

trade which had been so vigorously carried

on, led by Cobden, Bright, Villiers and

others, in the years preceding. What the

tariff brought down a few days ago is the

precursor of, is a subject for speculation.

Although the import duties of 4s. 2d. per

cwt. on refined sugar, of 2s. per cwt. on

molasses and syrup, of is. 8d. per cwt. on

glucose and an export duty of is. per ton

on coal are born of the necessities of the

revenue and not of the principles of protec-

tion to any of the industries concerned, yet

one cannot ignore the fact that they never-

theless contain within themselves the seeds

of protection which may in time produce a

system labelled and known by that name.

"There is," says Justin McCarthy in

his "History of Our Times," "no more

chance of a reaction against free trade in

England than there is of a reaction against

the rule of three." Under free trade England

has prospered enormously ; and to change

from it to protection might be an unwise

thing, yet most people will consider

that Mr. McCarthy's statement too posi-

tive. The sugar refineries, which only a few

years ago supplied 80 per cent, of the home
requirements, now only supply about 40

per cent. For some time the refiners have

been pleading for protection against the

bounty-fed sugars of Europe. And they have

had quite a respectable support from com-

mercial men and financial papers. It has not

always been known by the term " protec-

tion "
;
" countervailing duties" has been

the common expression, in favor of which

the late Mr. Gladstone expressed himself in

1888. Then there is the iron and steel

industry, in regard to which the increasing

competition of the United States and
' Germany is creating quite a little alarm.

Naturally, with the alarm has come

a desire, lightly expressed so far, for

tariff protection. And those who believe

that in a Customs tariff is the panacea for

foreign competition will certainly not be

discouraged by the new tariff.

The protection contained in the new tariff

may not be larger than a grain of mustard

seed, but it is a seed, and we may depend

upon it that there are those in Great Britain

who will endeavor to cultivate it. As we

can be just as certain that the orthodox

free traders, who are in a large majority,

will endeavor to destroy the seed, we may

look for the reentering of the tariff into

the political arena.

In the meantime, what most people will

be interested in is the effect of the tariff in

its commercial ramifications.

Of the articles which have come in for a

change under the new tariff, none probably

create a wider interest than coal, every

manufacturer, as will as every householder,

in Great Britain being interested to some

extent in the article.

We have no access to figures giving the

output of coal in Great Britain in 1900, but

the quantity in 1899 was over 220,000,000

tons, the largest on record. But, notwith-

standing the largeness of the output, the

demand has exceeded it. Germany, Den-

mark, Holland, France, Spain and other

countries all increased their demand

last year for British coal, while a

further tax upon the resources of the

country's coal mines was the heavy

purchases of the British Admiralty, on

account of their different coaling stations.

In consequence of the heavy foreign de-

mand, the exports have sprung up to over

46,000,000 tons and prices appreciated 50

to 90 per cent, over 1899. For some time

a powerful section of the trade and daily

press has been advocating the imposition

of an export duty, for the three fold purpose

of (1) raising revenue to assist in meeting

the expenditure on war account
; (2) for

conserving the home supply ; (3) for

cheapening the cost to the home manu-

facturers and railways, which were heavily

handicapped by the high price of coal.

" We do not think," said The Iron and

Steel Trades Journal in an issue last Sep-

tember, "that a moderate duty on coal

would very considerably reduce exports,

though it would act as a certain check

on the same, but it would put our

manufacturers and the public at large

in a better position in buying their

coal than our foreign consumers are." The
paper just quoted considered 2s. per ton

would be a moderate duty. The Chancellor

of the Exchequer has made it half that sum ;

but the coal-mine owners are anything but

pleased. As some of them last year paid

dividends of 33^ and 50 per cent, there is

not much likelihood of their being ruined

by the imposition of the export duty.

The export coal trade of Great Britain

exceeds that of any other country. That

of no other country even approximates it.

Take the exports of the leading coal pro-

ducing countries in Europe for 1899 as an

example, and we find the following : Great

Britain, 43,108,000 tons ; Germany,

13,943,000 tons ; France, 1,229.000 tons;

Belgium, 4,563,000 tons.

Naturally, the tendency of the export tax

will be to restrict the shipment of British

coal to foreign customers. At present, with

the demand as active as it is, it may not

have any perceptible effect, but the less

active the foreign demand is the more

marked will be the influence of the tax.

None of the coal-producing countries of

Europe are able to supply even their home
trade. The United States has, within the

last year or two, become the largest coal

producing nation, and, owing to the extra-

ordinary high prices ruling in Great Britain,

has lately been exporting coal to Europe.

Whether the high prices in Great Britain

will be a greater advantage to the coal ex-

porting trade of the United States than the

British export tax remains to be seen. But

of the exporting coal countries, the United

States, nevertheless, appears to us to be

likely to gain the most by the export tax on

British coal.

Canada should reap some advantage, and

more in the distant futur« than in the near

future.

We have over 97,000 square miles of

coal lands in Canada, not including the

known but unexplored areas in the far

north, and are producing over 5,000,000

tons a year, and yet the demand is so good

that we are told that the mines in Nova

Scotia cannot increase their export trade

until the facilities for increasing the produc-

tion have been secured.

The iron works at Sydney will demand a

great deal of coal from the Nova Scotian

mines, while New England, notwithstanding

the duty, draws quite a supply from the

same source. The output of the British

Columbian coal mines goes largely to

California.

Canada sends some coal to France, Ger-

many and other European countries that

depend largely upon Great Britain for their

supplies, and in time she may increase that

trade, but there is not much likelihood of it

in the immediate future.

The quantity of Canadian coal exported

last year was the largest on record, being

1,641,031 tons. Of that quantity, 23,097

tons went to Great Britain, 108,462 tons to

Newfoundland, 34,829 tons to Hawaii,

1,430,437 tons to the United States, 5.982

tons to Australia, 200 tons to Denmark,

1,056 tons to France, 1,307 tons to Ger-

many and 386 tons to Holland. In all, we

exported to 19 different countries.
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THE PRIMARY PRINCIPLES OF FOREIGN
EXCHANGE.

HAVING in mind the primary princi-

ples of foreign exchange, we will

consider their application to

•• sterling " exchange and how by their

means the rates for buying and selling are

derived.

In the first place, we will take the rate

for demaJid exchange and must start from

the foundation fact that the par value of

£1 sterling is §4.S6656, because the sover-

eign or pound sterling contains 113,001597

trains of pure gold, which in gold coin of

the fineness of that of the United States

is equal to SI. 86056.

A QUESTION OF TRANSPORTATION.

If gold could be transported as easily and

at no greater cost or risk than attends the

sending of bills of exchange, the rates of

exchange between countries on a gold basis

would vary only as influenced by the rate

of interest ; hut we know considerable

expense attends the shipments of gold, and

if the supply of mercantile exchange is not

sufficient to cover the amount of sterling

exchange issued by the bankers this expense

must be met, for gold being the medium of

settlement it must be procured and

shipped.

To ship to London from New York

£100,000 in gold would involve the follow-

ing expenditure at least :

£100,000, at par £486 656 66

Freight, say 54 of t p. c 608 32

Insurance, say 1-16 of 1 p c 304 16

Boxing, cartage, etc., s.iy 1 32ofi]).c. 15208

$487721 22

Thus, if the banker in New York received

8488,000 for his demand draft of £100,000

on London, he is in a position to send either

sovereigns or their equivalent in gold, to

meet his obligation there.

It is evident, then, that if gold has to be

shipped, $487,721.22 at least must be

obtained for the demand draft ; but as a

profit has to be made and certainly one-

sixteenth of one per cent., which would

only just make it pay, we will add that to

the above and we get $488,025.38 so then,

when the rate for demand exchange is

quoted by the banker as 4.88 gold is said

to be at the " shipping point," because at

this rate the banker can under ordinary

and normal conditions, procure the gold

and pay costs attending shipment of same

to England and so provide the necessary

funds to meet demand exchange sold at that

rate.

As a rule, shipments of gold take place

only when the supply of mercantile paper

is short of the demand and the rate of

exchange consequently rise6 to the shipping-

point
;
yet it does happen that shipments

of gold may Ix; remunerative when the rate

fdt demand exchange is below shipping-

point.

GOLD RESERVES.

This condition might arise when, for

ome reason, it was found necessary for the

English bankers to increase their gold

reserves, and the Bank of England, on

whom they rely for their gold, might have

to offer a premium on gold to attract

enough to moet the requirements, thus

apparently enhancing the value of the

metal.

Gold, in this case, is the requisite ;
and

since there may be such a supply of coin

mercial sterling exchange available in New
York thai demand lulls could be readily

obtained at say 1.86 3-4, yet this exchange.

while perfectly serviceable to offset a

demand draft on London, because it will

supply the demand in gold there, is of no
value for the purpose of adding to the gold
reserves of that country, since it represents
payment for merchandise and in fact tends
to diminish the English gold supply ; so

the Bank of England will offer a premium
to attract gold.

If we presume that such a premium was
3-8ths of one per cent, or seven shillings

and six pence on the £100, then the equi-

valent of £100,000, with the premium
added, would be, at par, $488,481.60. In
other words, the rate obtained against the
gold shipment would be nearly 4.88 1-2,

while the rate for sterling exchange on
demand stood at 4.86 3-4 in New York.

If this premium were offered for one
month's use of the gold, and the banker
sold his demand exchange against it in a
month at $4.86 3-4, the transaction, aside

from other contingencies, would only pay
the exporting banker, if the rate of interest

in the home market was under two per
cent., for it would be investing $487,721 .22

( the £100,000 exported, plus the cost as
previously- stated ) at about two per cent,

per annum, as follows :

£100,000, plus premium < f £375 at

4.86Ji, equals $488,575 31
Deduct £100,000 and cost of exporting. 487,721 22

Margin of profit $ 854 co
Interest obtainable in the home market
on $48,772 22, for one month at 2 p.i.$ 812 87

It is to be presumed that some other
inducement would be required before a
banker' would ship gold under the above
conditions, since it is evident that the
premium on the gold will not pay him
unless the rate obtained in the home
market for money was less than two per
cent.; we have, however, assumed that to
be the prevailing- rate.

OTHER MEANS OF ATTRACTING
GOLD.

The other means of attracting gold, and
that which most frequently operates in this

way, is a sufficiently higher rate of interest
in the foreign market but the higher rate
must prevail for a sufficiently long period
to make the transaction profitable ; and in

such case the gold shipment may be
regarded as a loan and against this at
some future date, the end of the long period
to wit, the bankei' should sell his demand
exchange at a rate sufficiently high for him
to be recouped in New York without reduc-
ing the profit earned, or better still, make
a further profit on the exchange sold
against it.

EXCHANGE AGAINST GOLD SHIP-
MENTS.

In considering the subject of exchange
against the gold shipment we will do so
from various points of view that appeal to
the banker, because profitable employment
of money in his business and the gain from
loan operations is frequently associated
with his exchange transactions and each has
a direct influence on the other.

Assuming, then, that in addition to the
premium of 3-8th of one per cent, on the
£100,000 gold exported a rate of interest
one-half per cent, above that available in
the home market be offered for a period of

three months it becomes evident that we
have a time loan and consequently we might
operate "time exchange" against it but

as we are at present considering demand
exchange, the other aspect will be referred
to in a later article.

We will suppose that the inducement to
ship gold is an increased interest rate of

the half of one per cent, and we will esti-

mate the rate for time loans in New York
as being three per cent, and for call money
two per cent, per annum on the highest
class of securities, these being about what
would prevail in ordinary quiet state of the
money markets in New York and London,
although it has been the rule in the past
for higher rates to prevail in the American'—j,^
money market.

The loan to the Bank of England will

be at the rate of 3 1-2 per cent, per annum
and will net the following, viz. ':

Amount of loan £100.oco o o
Add premium % of 1 p. c 375 o o
Add interest at 3% p. c. for three
months 875 o o

Thus the sum exported will have
grown in 3 months to £101,250 o o

against which the banker can then sell his

demand exchange ; and, if the rate is as

good as when he shipped the gold, it would
net on

£101,250 sold at 4.86% $492,834 37
At an outlay of 3 months, of 487,721 22
Showing a profit of 5.113 15

or over 4 1-5 per cent, per annum, although
the rate for loans in the home market was
only 3 per cent.

Now, it would not be wise to presume
that the rate at the end of three months
will be as good as when this transaction

was entered on, for the fact of shipping

gold tends to put up the rate of interest

in the home market, in which case the rate

of exchange will fall unless the rate of

interest in the foreign market goes up also;

and should the rate of exchange to the

importing point, the profits would be
reduced to 3.15 per cent, per annum, which
would still be on the right side but
scarcely enough to warrant the business, so

there must be some more certain way of

assuring a profit than waiting the risky

eventualities of three months, and this is

set forth in a subsequent chapter-.

THE RISE AND FALL OF EXCHANGE.

To fully explain the above statement relat-

ing to exchange " falling to the import

point," we will refer to the fact set forth

that the exporting point is arrived at when
the rate of exchange equals the par value

plus the costs of exporting, which amount
of about 7-32 of one per cent, on the

amount exported.

As the same expenses attend importing

gold, it follows that when the rate of

exchange for demand drafts on London is

at par minus 7-23, which is $4.85 1-2. then

the importing point is touched : so if the

banker sold his £101,250 at $4.85 1-2 it

WIRE NAILS
TACKS

Prompt Shipment

m

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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would net only $491,568.75, and after

recouping his first outlay of §487,721.22

his profit would be §3,847.53, or 3.15 per

cent, per annum on the capital employed,
as previously stated. The exporting and
importing rates are here given at a mini-

mum of profit. As a rule, the banker
would consider a half cent higher or lower

than these rates respectively as desirable

for actual operations in gold.

Having explained the circumstances which
cause the rate of §4.88 for demand exchange
to be called the " shipping point " and

^^ §1.85 1-2 the " importing point," and indi-

cate the conditions which are conclusive in

producing these rates, it is advisable to

remark on the rates that are between these

points.

Ordinarily, in either buying or selling,

one desires to get par if the business be in

exchange or anything else, but particularly

so when dealing with moneys ; hence, if

purchasing a demand draft on London for

£100. we would hope to get it for §486.65

and some small addition as conmrission for

the banker's services. This addition is from
1-32 on large amounts to 1-4 or 1-2 of one

pel' cent, on very small sums, thus on £100
it would probably be §1.22 ; but, as has

been explained, it is not always possible for

the banker to cover his drafts on London
at par, hence an addition to par value of

$1.22 might not pay him for his services,

so it follows that what is usual when deal-

ing with internal exchange, of purchasing a

draft and paying a commission, although

the principle is the same, must in foreign

exchange give place to a system of exchange

rates which not only includes the banker's

commission but takes into account demand
and supply, interest and the value of the

metals as represented in the coin ; these

cause fluctuations between the " export-

ing " and " importing' " rates, hence the

above rate of §4.8665. with §1.22 added, is

quoted at §4.88, which includes banker's

commission and all other contingencies ; so

that the purchaser of exchange from the

banker has full benefit of low rates when
exchange is under par and of high rates of

selling exchange when the rate is over par.

Now, if the exporter can get par for the

goods he has exported he will, as a rule,

sell his exchange ; but if there be more of

such exchange offering than there is demand
it follows that the banker will grade his

rate accordingly and if the supply be very

abundant the rate will fall to the importing

point ; or the contrary, rise to the export-

ing rate if the demand be in excess of the

supply.

So demand and supply are the factors in

exchange rates between what we will call

the minimum and maximum rates, while

the shipment of gold, either way. has a

tendency to produce the par or medium
rate.

INTEREST AND RATE OF EXCHANGE.

The rate of interest, however, has much
to do in fixing the rate of exchange, even

when the supply is abundant or scarce.

For instance, if sterling exchange is abun-

dant so far as its supply is produced from

the balance of trade being in favor of this
' ^jountry. but the exporters, who have money

in England against which they can issue

exchange, prefer to leave the money there

rather than take a rate much under par.

because they are able to put it out at as

good or a better rate of interest than can

be obtained in the home market ; or rather

than sell their exchange at low rates here

they might purchase goods in England on

which a profit could be derived by import-

ing or by shipping to some foreigin land :

hence these things act to protect the seller
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TH
KNOWN NAME"
IN PAINT

ris The Sherwin-Williams Paint—" s. W. P."— i

jest because it is best.

It's a paint with a big reputation and can help any paint dealer]
to build an equal reputation in his locality. We apply to the
business of our dealers the same methods that have won
success for ourselves. There's no paint as well known as
.S. W. P. There's no paint that gives as good satisfac-

tion. There's no paint as well advertised..
There's no paint can build as big busi-

ness for its dealers.

Mi2

.

--^ The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO.

NEW YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

of merchandise from beif!|5 tbUged to sell

his exchange at a price belov^/She intrinsic

value
- *vOn the other hand "J may suit the^elj^rs

of exchange to accept a low rate sflM^it
they may obtain a higher rate of interest

in the home market ( an* -this jj?^ most
usual when exchange is lowTsJkul^lie^Uere
might be induced to accept a l<|Ml rateffgr

their exchange and use the prffeids to

purchase for cash and thus gain more on
their discounts than has apparently been

lost by accepting less than par for the

exchange.

So then, while demand and supply govern
rates of exchange, the rates of interest at

home and abroad react on these to govern

demand and supply, causing exchange to

fluctuate from day to day, and at times

even from hour to hour and can be counted
on with but little more certainty than the

price of stocks and shares which themselves

influence and are influenced by interest

rates and the rates of exchange, because,

like foreign bills, they arc a form of inter-

national exchange.

If the interest rate be the same both in

London and New York and the supply of

sterling exchange equal to the demand, the

prevailing rate on demand exchange would
be §4.86-6 plus the banker's charge of from
l-32nd to 1-2 on sales by the banker,

according to the amount of the transaction;

and the same minus that charge on pur-

chases ; and the variations from these rates

will be governed by the disparity between
the demand .and supply, these being them-
selves subject to the influence of the pre-

vailing rates of interest in the home and
'foreign markets ; a difference of one per

cent, in either market being, as a rule,

enough to attract gold.

No hard and fast rule can be laid down
as applicable at all times, but all matters
that affect the exchange market must be
considered in arriving at the rate that
should prevail ; and while interest is the
prime factor it is, as shown, but one of

several in producing results on the rates of

foreign exchange.—The Bookkeeper.

A SIGN OF EXPANSION.
The London Fence Machine Company,

whose advertisement may be found in this
issue, have recentlj added to their plant an
improved coiling machine which will be in

operation in a few days. They have bought
heavily with the American mills and their
warehouse and siding in London commands
direct entry from Cleveland and Conneaut
Harbor. The G. T. R.. C. P. R., L. E. i-

I). R.. and M. ('. R. lines and their connec-
tions from London give every facility for

reshipment after being coiled. This firm
will guage their prices to protect the deal-

ers as far as possible.

'I heir " London " Fence Machine has won
golden opinions from those who have
handled them and has made an unprece-
dented success in this line as a practical

machine.

AN EXPLANATION.
R. S. Hannah, hardware merchant,

Mitchell, Ont., writes:

R. S. Hannab, hardware dealer, Mitchell, Ont.,

is about closing up.

Re above, which appeared in your issue

of April 20. This is misleading. The facts

are : I have bought out a hardware busi-

ness in London, and as soon as I sell my
stock here I am going to move to London.
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CANADIAN-ENGLISH SERVICE.

B. R. McAuley, of St. John, N.B., has in-

terested British capitalists in a plan which

means much if carried out. The proposal

is to build and run a fleet of 10,000 ton

steamers between Canada and England.

To attract all British trade through Can-

adian ports, the plan is to ask the Canadian

Government to increase the preference on

British goods from 33^ to 35^ per cent.,

when such are imported through Canadian

ports ; also to grant a bonus of 1 per cent,

on exports of Canadian meats, dairy pro-

ducts, etc., through Canadian ports.

CARD OF WEIGHTS.

The American Sheet Steel Company

have just issued, for the convenience of

their customers, a card of weights of

"Apollo Best Bloom" galvanized sheets,

showing the weight of sheets, number in a

bundle and weight per bundle of galvanized

sheets in all the standard sizes and gauges,

from No. 10 to 30 inclusive. Copies of

these handy cards may be obtained by

the trade on application to the advertising

department of The American Sheet Steel

Co., Battery Park building, New York.

SERIOUS ILLNESS OF MR.
RUTLEDGE.

The many friends of Mr. H. G. Rutledge,

who was for over a quarter of a century

buyer for M. & L Samuels, Benjamin &
Co., Toronto, will be sorry to learn that he

has been stricken with paralysis. His left

side has been attacked, his leg and arm

being rendered powerless. He is in no

immediate danger.

Mr. Rutledge was known from one end

of Canada to the other and has a host of

warm friends in every quarter.

ENLARGED STEEL PLANT AT THE
SOO.

Mr. E. V. Clergue, promoter of the large

Sault Ste. Marie enterprises, stated in

Toronto on Monday that his company, in

addition to completing the 600 ton steel plant,

which should be ready by August or Sep-

tember, plans are being made for a second

iron and steel plant with a capacity of 2,000

tons, which will be completed within 18

months.

ANSONIA BRASS AND COPPER CO.

Mr. Alexander Gibb, 13 St. John street,

Montreal, who has for the past four years

been representative of the Ansonia Brass

and Copper Co. for Montreal and district,

has been appointed their representative for

the Dominion.

Some four years ago, when starting out

as a manufacturers' agent, Mr. Gibb applied

for the representation of the firm referred

to, but they refused to entertain his applica-

tion. Nothing daunted, he, however, by

persistent application, succeeded in getting

them to allow him to represent them for

Montreal and district, and has, during the

time he has acted for them, built up a large

business for their products. It is a tribute

to Mr. Gibb's ability as a salesman that

they have now extended his territory. Mr.

Gibb, or his representative, proposes to

make frequent visits to the West, and it is

to be hoped he will not only be able to

retain the old customers of the Ansonia

Brass and Copper Co., but be able to add

to their numbers.

IVER JOHNSON SINGLE GUNS
REPRESENT A TYPE OF EXCELLENCE NOT SEEN IN OTHER SINGLE GUNS.

Quality and experience blind—they possess the advantage of being manufactured

by the oldest and largest Single Gun makers in America.

SEMI-HAMMERLESS
(Trigger Action).

12 AND 16 GAUGE AUTOMATIC EJECTOR
30 and 32-inch Barrel.

Ejector or NorAEjector at option of user.

Sold everywhere by leading dealers.

(Improved 1900 Model).

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches New*York 99 Chambers St

Bost&n—165 Washington St.
W»rcM*er—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

HOUSE CLEANING GOODS
should be kept well to the front during the

next few weeks, especially such lines as

BOECKH'S BRUSHES* BROOMS
BY PROMINENT DISPLAY

of such articles as Bannister Brushes,

Stove Brushes, Whisks, Brooms, Feather

Dusters, etc., sales are largely increased.

Boeckh Bros. & Company,
80 York St., TORONTO.

c
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Torpilt

INSECT EXJ£^^i^^
ONLY

WHOLESALE

" Cataract,
Tin Lacquered.
All Brass, cannot rust.

Grass Catchers.

No 11—All Tin.
No. 14—Tin Barrel, Brass Reservoir.
No. 16—All Brass, Lacquered

Grass Shears.

Japanned Tin Grass Catchers. Inches, 16, 18, 20.

Grass Catchers will fit the " Woodyatt "

Mowers only.

No. 100- jW, Inch, Plain Blade.
No. 101— 8 ~ " Notched Blade.
No. ioi— g " " "
No. 101— 10 " " "

LAWN MOWERS.

Length of Knives.
12 Inches.
14 "
16

* Star.'
No. of Knives.

3

3
3

" Woodyatt."
Diameter of Wheel.

9 Inch.

9 "
9 "

Length of Knives
11 Inches.
14 "
16 '•

18

No. of Knives.
4

4

4

4
4

Diameter of Wheel.
io-U Inch.

W/l

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
OUR PRICES

ARE RIGHT Graham fire and Cat Nails are the Best,
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN. LitS' production'' hcipm/l!, X^thi
f^ the market and enabling quotations to be

Vl^fS^hiTlfc BRITISH IRON TRADE.
| ia , |,,,,, recently .hipped bom these shores

™i*tained In the Cleveland district the

K 7
I

,.. ,

..•
'

' number ( >t Furnaces in operation has declined
Views of TW Iron and Coal Trades w> tne

.
laics.

tQ _,_ , (s againgt ,;,, ;( yea]f .

i(_,.u ,m( , th(i

Review: " The first three months of the
Ill . T„,, i™TMiiMiFiiPLiiii out^n has decreased to 160,000 in the

year 190] have now expired, and the oppor- THE TINPLATE TRADE IN ENGLAND.
quarter just ended. 18 per cent, less than in

tunitv is afforded l>\ the publication ot the p ne Board of Trade returns for the first the same period of 1900. This curtailment
official returns of exports of estiinating the quarter of this year are distinctly disap- of the production has. of course, not been
course of our foreign trade during

r-4l?
at pointing, the decrease in the export of tin without its effect upon the market, and it

period. Unfortunately that course, nk« ItyjuG plfttV, accounting to about 220,000 boxes is encouraging to note that the shipments
rake's progress, is from bad to worse. Th" #ndiff the same period of last year ; and t'rom Middlesbrough during April have, up
total quantitj of iron and steel exported in acld*d tfiflfis, *thei*> hasbeen a falling -off to the present time, shown a substantial
the first three months of 1901 was 616,826 „f somef5l» pjAceat. in ifce shipments of improvement on those of last month, and
tons, against 962,457 tons in the first three, black plate* flrWBfll ia(|j^of|t he recent large trade^yith thr Continent is apparently
months of 1900, so that there has been a mr|.,.;is ,. m the prod actreW^»** cHlpbiued reviving In ArSl^kester there is \ vein

r
fecrease of 345,631 tons, or 35 per cent.. decrease; in the exports is far frofn**icou^^-noderate rqeftest fflfc^ig. and price! are
compared with the corresponding quarter ol aging, and precludes any hope of turthW 4rffckAand lrT^jfcr. while in Smith Btaf-
1900. When compared with the first three advance in prices. Whatever help, there- fordshi?*iiihere is"*Sf%90*newhat better <|>ne,

months of L898, which was regarded as a iore< tnat markefs can look for must, of but verv little oioiflg.— Iron and |oal
prosperous period, although less so than necessity be confined to reductions In wages Trades' Review.
1900, the decease is 13 per cent.

r

l he and raw materials. It is consequently to b£T

decrease of value in 1901, against 190(1. has hopecl that tne men w ill face tu.e situation NEW V0RK METfl L MARKET 1 A
been £2,218,(100, which is al the rate of a t the end of June, when the rearrangement \M

'

£8,872, > a vear, but t lie decrease in value ,„• tht, wa „.es | ist j s to be taken in hand. U^T Lne ,"" .,'" '™m<-^n<-'»« 1

for the month of March alone, in respect of am , fchus % away with the disadvantages reported an advance of 12s. 6d. liTTIe price

19U1. compared with 1900, has been of any further labor troubles,
ot spot tin and after noon a further rise ol

f9ll.i which is at the rate of nearly Thp holidays this week have interfered 2s
- « occurred. Futures_went up l-s. hd.

eleven millions sterling a year. This is one ;
, busi ,less somewhat, but the inquiry P the morning', but lost 2s 6d. later.

1
he

of the most serious falls that the British
, nd is fairly active m all direc- "uprovement in the English market was

iron trade has ever experienced within so
; s ^suiting in orders being placed out without influence here spot and April being

»U™.+ . , „„;,., I
: ,

h
, c„m ,owq rl„lFv,>.-;»c to i- nominal lv quoted at 26f. The stock afloat.

'
, • ,

i

f°r
•5
r°nS

t
"t f 7^1.r ,w£, Httle as posted to-dav. has increased to 4.229- Unfortunately tor those who are engaged considerable extent at prices showing littl. ^J ^^ J ^ are g]5 ^ homm the production of iron and stee in the or no variation.

Lobdon, which will be due here tieott Mom
United Kingdom, this phenomenal reduc- The impression gains ground that J.he ^
tion of our exports has been coincident American Steel Trust wl not.interfere. *<» -.

ivp , i(
, r(j bv dirwt st(i;uil( , r „' ^ -

with a very material advance in the volume the present with the comae ot b sues, on
considerable arrivals,

of our imports, which were 201 ,178 tons for this side, but
;

will confine .their <*™£°™
s „, l)e to„ st ^ argwrlent

the quarter, against 132,838 tons tor last to money-making out o. the boom in F£ 8 l ^^
year. The following are the details:- their own country-Iron and Coal Tiades ^.^ ()f mwh buyi .^^ af fche

1900. 1901. Rovicw, April 12.
present Hm| ,_

Tons. Tons. u .„uct PIO LEAD. There was nothing new in

Pig-iron 20,949- 37,539 THE united states IRON MARKET.
rhe |oca] iimrkot fcrade beiQg sti]] of Ule

Puddled iron 1,040 1,189 The iron market shows continued signs of hand-to-mouth order, with prices main-

Bars, angles, el c 15,057 19,980 strength in nearly every' quarter. The pig- tained on the basis of 4.37 l-2c. in lot* of

Unwrought steel ti,099 45,335 ir0n statistics for April 1 are instructive. ,50 tons or more. St. Louis was steady at

Girders," beams, etc 25,200 25,519 indicating that production is now within a 4 20 to 1.22 l-2c. as to brand. There was a

Rajls 8,404 15.221 few hundred tons a week of high point. slight reaction in London, that market

Tyres and axles 575 885 while consumption, if stock reports could dosing at a decline of 2s. fid.

Unenumerated 55,514 01.501 be taken as indicating that the iron leaving SPELTER.—There were do fresh develop-

furnace piles had been melted, is at the ments in this market, which closed steady

Totals 132,838 207,178 highest rate on record. There is a strong a t 3.95 to 4c. St. Louis and Loudon were

,, ., sentiment in the trade against further without change.
Here we have an increase tor the tniee

adv;ulce< imd with plates and structural ANTIMONY—The market for regulus was
months of over ,l.OIMl tons, or 5b per

material ;lt j 6f)c . Pittsburg, and bars quiet but steady at 8 1-2 to 10 l-4c. as to
cent -

, within SI or $2 of that level, stress is laid brand.
Views of The Iron and Steel Trades on t)ie c] aJltrer f curtailing consumption by OLD METALS.—There was no demand,

Journal :
" Although the results of the

af|vanCes beyond the point of largest but the steady tone of the market was

trade ivt.tirns for March are not wholly employment of iron and steel. The heavy retained.

satisfactory, we still want tangible proof demand upon malleable works, a good index IRON AND STEEL.—The onh feature

that, c pared with normal times, our ^ railroad and agricultural works buying, our ,,f the ordinary in the iron market
foreign trade is going to the wall. A ^.^ keeps up, but capacity to produce is to-day was the announcement that the

cursorj -lance at the table which we annex
UTeater than ever, and the advances made principal producers had determined upon an

certaiuh gives one a bad impression
;

but
g malleable works in 1899 will not be advance of $2 in the price of steel rails to

then we musl bear in mind that the year
repea ted. dust at the moment the buying be effective from May I. The demand for

1900, or at least the first quarter thereof,
o(

. Bessemer pig-iron is light, steel works ra j] s frojn hoine and export buyers con-

witnessed a 'boom' almost without pre-
having provided for their requirements in tinues heavy and it is estimated that since

cedent in the item which shows the great- ^ jp^ )ial|
-

of fche vrar gut inquiry is
[ast fall orders for fully 2.000,000 tons

est Ealling-off over the quarter, and during
being made for metal for the second half have been booked. The movement in pi

the past month, and which naturally most ^^ considerable sales may soon be announ- iron is confined almost exclusivelj to

interests our readers—metals and the ^ pm.n .

1( .es are holding firmly to 116.25 deliveries on axisting contracts, but there

articles manufactured therefrom. The de- -m tne y.A ]\
(iy for second quarter iron and j s no abatement of the firm feeling. In

crease in OUT exports in this branch during
agj. ^| (

.

f,,,.',^,, second half. Some coke finished materials the rush seems to be

March was £965,328, and for the quarter
'

PO]ltl ..u .ts for the third and fourth quarters over, for the present at least, but the mills

£2,280,466; but as we have already pointed
haVe been made, but in most cases furnace- are full of orders that will absorb their

out this compares with 11 period when the
men are holding off. expecting better prices. production for some months to come. Old

activitj in the iron trade was chieflj
Foundrv iron is in good demand and some material is still receiving a fair amdunl of

re ponsible for an increase of £3,427,000.
contracts have been made for the second attention and under small supplies isfirmh

Without necessarily adopting a cum grano
1|;(|(

.
'

_ |nm Trade Revjew . held. The cable from Glasgow to da;,

principle, we arc inclined to look upon the reported an advance of 5s. in the price of

I'alling-ol'l' merely as a result oi the pcri.nl
/.bf»t rritain Scotch pig iron warrants and price* on

of .amine which, generallj speaking, PIG .RON TRADE IN GREAT BRITA.N.
f ,dry iron at Micldlesboro' were also

follows one Of plenty, and through which |„ this, as in Other sections of the
fj rmer and a shade higher.

we are now passing ill this particular market, business has been limited during TINPLATE.—There was nothing new ill

department. It cannot certainly be Yankee the past week; but some manufac- tne situation, the movement continuing on

competition, for the prices which have been timers of finished material are giving out
., liberal scale, while prices are maintained

ruling in this countr\ for some tinn pa I orders for immediate execution, being short at , |,,, previous quotations.—N ; Y. Journal

have been much below theirs; in Fact, iron
,,f stocks at works. Prices show little

f Commerce, April 21.

d
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Oils Oils
It Is Necessary That You Buy The Best.

WE HAVE THEM AND AT RIGHT PRICES

CYLINDER DYNAMO LINSEED
ENGINE GENERAL MACHINERY CASTOR

LARD
ILLUMINATING

WRITE US FOR PRICES
AND SAMPLES Oils

Examine _i

Square or Rectangular "Pancoast.''

^/^/fteT^w^ancoast

Ventilator

Just what you have been looking for.

A ventilator that ventilates.

A perfect doctor for bad ventilation

and defective chimneys.

Will surely sell like hot cakes. Do
you want an agency ? Shall we send you

a sample ? 8-inch size round only 93
cents each to introduce.

felifii^^

Partition or Compartment
" Pancoast."

?
tw nBfe*^HT

The Metal Shingle & Siding Co. T&
PRESTON, ONT. Limited

Combination "Pancoast" with, inside

Steam or Smoke Flue.
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QUEBEC MARKETS

Montreal, April 26, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE hardware business has almost fully

righted itself after some months of

depression, and now, except in sheet

metals, where there is still some hesitation

to operate, the market is in good shape,

and steady enough to insure safe dealing.

The most important feature of the week is

the change in the prices of bolts and nuts,

and the fact that the retail trade is in future

to be allowed a preference of 5 per cent, on

bolts and lXc per lb. on nuts. The pur-

chases of wire have been heavy this week,

and retailers are clamoring for speedy ship-

ment. In fact, all along the line of goods

people are wanting supplies, and it would

appear that the orders that were looked in

vain for last February are just coming in

now. Stocks in the country have been

slow. Navigation is now open, and the first

boats are leaving well loaded. Wire nails

continue in good request, as also are horse

nails. Horseshoes are moving somewhat

more freely. Poultry netting and green

wire cloth are being called for in fair quan-

tities. Freezers, lawn mowers, churns,

wheelbarrows, etc., are all in request. In

fact, in some of these lines the manufactur-

ers are weeks behind in their orders. Build-

er* hardware is one of the most active lines

in the market.

Barb Wire—There has been another

heavy demand for barb wire this week and

some heavy shipments have been made.

Orders cannot be filled without some little

delay. The price is still $3.05 per 100 lb.

f.o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire—The demand has

been exceedingly heavy this week for fence

sizes. Shipments are a little behind. We
quote as follows: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3-55; No. 9, $3. 10; No. io,

$3.75; No. 11, $3. 85; No. 12, S3. 25; No.

13. 13-35'. No - x 4. #4-25; No. 15, 54-75;

No. 16, S5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—Trade in both

oiled and annealed is good, particularly the

former. Prices are steady. We quote

oiled and annealed : No. 9, $2.80 ; No.

10, $2.87 ; No. 11, $2.90 ; No. 12, $2.95 ;

No. 13, S3 15 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal,

Toronto, Hamilton, London, St. John and

Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—A moderate inquiry

is being experienced. The discount is

17^ per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—The usual

business is passing. The discount on brass

is 55 and 2% per cent., and on copper 50
and 2^ per cent.

Fence Staples—A brisk movement is

to be reported in fence staples at former

quotations. We quote: S3-25 for bright,

and S3- 75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—The good demand that we
have noted for nails during the past few weeks

continues and nails form one of the most

active lines on the market. We quote S2.85

for small lots and $2.-jjyi for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails—A fair trade is being done,

and some fair orders have been filled during

the week. Prices are unchanged. We quote:

S2.35 for small and S2.25 for carlots ; flour

Oil CQG&iB^§jtpves.

" Dangler " Wickless.

Two features which make "Dangler" Wickless a better

seller than any other Oil Stove :

1

—

Detached Oil-Tank, removable for refilling while stove

is in operation.

2

—

Sight-Feed, showing right quantity of oil—by measure

—

with which to light up. Insures economy of oil and safety in

operation.

For lighter service we have the "Triumph" Lamp Stove,
made in three sizes: also "Gem" and "Summer Queen."
Customer only needs explanation to buy.

Write for Catalogue and Price List.

gETURNE^

M Mp"%:99r
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

"Everything for the Tinshop."

AND ST. JOHN, N.B.
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THE PACE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY,
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SfWEPW
Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength

S required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

barrel nails, 25 per cent, discount; coopers'

nails, 30 per cent, discount.

Horse Nails—The market is decidedly

irregular, and discounts of 66 *

3
and 60 and

ioand 10 per cent. on countersunk are some-

times spoken of in large lots. " C " brand

is being held firmly at the former discount,

50 and 7}4 per cent., and on this nail no

concession is being made. " M " brand is

selling at 60 per cent, off the old list on

oval and city head and 65 per cent, off

countersunk head.

Horseshoes—A better trade is doing this

week. Prices are unchanged. We quote:

Iron shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

2 and larger, $3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting — Shipments are

being made freely. The discount is still

55 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth—Business is very

satisfactory. Sales are being made at $ 1.3

5

per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—There

is nothing new to note in this market. It is

rather difficult to fill all orders immediately

on receipt. We quote: Screen doors, plain

cherry finish, $8.25 per doz.; do. fancy,

$11.50 per doz.; walnut, $7.40 per doz.,

and yellow, $7.45; windows, $2.25 to $3. 50

per doz.

Screws — Discounts remain the same.

The demand for spring stocks has been

very brisk. Discounts are as follows :

Flat head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off

list; round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.

;

round head brass, 75 and 10 percent.

Bolts — The discounts on bolts have

been changed, some having been raised

and some lowered. All retailers are now

allowed an extra discount of 5 per cent, on

bolts and %c. per lb. on nuts. Discounts

are as follows : Norway carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72^ per

cent.; blank bolts, 70 percent.; bolt ends,

62 j£ percent.; plough bolts, 60 percent.;

tire bolts, 67 >£ per cent.; stove bolts, 67^
per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4X C - Per 1D -

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

Xc. per lb. is allowed.

Building Paper—A good spring busi-

ness is being done. We quote as follows :

Bar, OTTT
Hoop, V

Y*
Sheet ^JIL

XT*T Plates,

1 Ih 1 Angles,

rfl^l^Shapes

FOR PROnPT
LOWEST

inPORTJ AT
PRICES.

Sanderson's Tool Steel

In Stock at Montreal.

A. C. LESLIE k CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

rHE B. McDOUGALL C0. f Limited
Manufacturers, Gait. Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW BLASBOW, N.8.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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Have You Got It ?

It is just three years since we first introduced

our now Famous Elastilite Varnish to the Mer

chants and Varnish users ot Canada.

To say we are pleased with its success is

putting it in the mildest form we know how.

The first year's sales of Elastilite were highly

satisfactory to us. The second year's sales of

Elastilite exceeded the first by about six times,

and this Spring sales of Elastilite so far have ex-

ceeded all of last year's sales by about five times.

We knew it had to come; quality did it. Good
goods in neat packages at popular prices, in spite

of all kinds of opposition, are bound to find a ready

sale.

Your customers want Elastilite. We want

your trade. Send us your next order.

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

-Manufactured only by-

[* Imperial Varnish <& Color Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers

Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb.; 2 ply.

ready roofing, 80c. per roll; 3-ply, $1.05

per roll; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets—There is no feature to note.

Discount on best iron rivets, section, car-

riage, and wagon box, black rivets, tinned

do., coopers' rivets and tinned swedes rivets,

60 and 10 per cent.; swedes iron burrs are

quoted at 55 percent, off; copper rivets, 35

and 5 per cent, off; and coppered iron rivets

and burrs, in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted

at 60. and 10 per cent, off list.

Binder Twine — Movements this week

are rather larger. We quote : Blue Ribbon

,

nyic; Red Cap, g^c. ; Tiger, 8^c;
Golden Crown, 8c; Sisal. 8^c.

Cordage—The sales of cordage during

the past few weeks have been quite large.

Manila is now worth I3j£c. per lb. for 7-16

and larger; sisal is selling at 10c, and

lathyarn 10c.

Spades and Shovels—Spring goods are

being called for freely. The discount is

still 40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools — Harvest tools have

been very active and heavy orders are being

placed, despite the general impression that

left over stocks were heavy. The discount

is still 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—Good sorting orders are to hand

this week. Prices are unchanged. We
quote as follows : Carpet tacks, in dozens

and bulk, 80 and 15 per cent.; tinned,

80 and 20 per cent., and cut tacks, blued,

in dozens, 80 per cent.

Lawn Mowers — Many inquiries are

coming in for lawn mowers. We quote

as follows : High wheel, 50 and 5 per

cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel, in all

sizes, $2.75 each net ; high wheel, n-incb,

30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—The spring prices for fire-

bricks are $1.2 5 per 1,000 lower than they

were a year ago, with Scotch quoted at

$17.50 to $22 and English at $17 to $21

per 1,000 as to brand. The demand for

spot stock is fair, and prices are unchanged

at $18 to $24 per 1,000 as to brand ex

store.

Cement—Since the fine spring weather

has set in there has been a decided im-

provement in the demand for cement, both

for prompt and future delivery, and some

large sales have taken place. Belgian

brands are 10c. per bbl. lower and German
and English a little higher than a year ago.

We quote as follows : German, #2.45 to

82.55 ; English, $2.30 to $2.40 ; Belgian,

$1.95 to $2.05. American in bags, $2.30 to

$2.40 per 400 lb.

METAL.?.

The iron and steel markets are firm, but

the English plate market is still unsteady

with a downward tendency. Shipments from

stock are a little larger this week, but deal-

ers are buying for immediate shipment only.

Pig Iron—Quotations on Canadian pig

remain unchanged at $18 to $18.50. Sum-

merlee is quoted at $20 to $21.

Bar Iron — The market remains firm

under heavy trading. Merchants' bar is

now worth $1.70 to $1.75 and horseshoe $2.

Black Sheets —Inquiries are somewhat

more numerous this week. Dealers are ask-

ing for spot goods $2.65 for 8 to 16 gauge
;

$2.70 for 26 gauge, and $2.75 for 28 gauge.

Galvanized Iron — Some trade has

been done this week for immediate delivery

only. We quote as follows : No. 28

Queen's Head, $4.65 ; Apollo, 10^ oz.,frt

$4.50, and Comet, #4.40 to $4.45, with a

15c. reduction for case lots.

Ingot Copper — Some fair transactiosn

have been entered into this week, and the

market, both here and abroad, is firm. On
the Montreal market the ruling quotation

is 18c.

Ingot Tin —Some better business has
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been done during the past few days at 30c.

per lb.

Lead— The lead market has taken on a

stiffer appearance. On this market the

ruling quotation is $3 75 per 100 lb.

Lead Pipe—Business is good. We quote:

7c for ordinary and 7J£c for composition

waste, with 25 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The rise that has taken place

of late has not prevented active buying.

-^HVe quote : Black pipe, l/ , $3 per 100 ft.;

#.S3; #.#3°5; ^.$3 3o; 1 -in., $4.70;

1 X, J6.40; 1 %, $7.70; 2-in. $10 25. Gal-

vanized, ^,$4.60; #,$5.25; i-in., $7.50 ;

\% t $9.80 ; 1 'A, $".75 I
2 in -. # l6 -

Tinplates—The English market is still

unsteady, with a downward tendency.

Reports say that stocks are increasing in

Wales rather than diminishing. Locally,

there is a good demand for spot goods, and

importers are bringing in good stocks on

early steamers. Coke plates are worth

$3.80 to $4 and charcoal, $4.15 to $4.35.

Canada Plate — A fair distributing

trade is being done.but business is not heavy.

We quote : 52's, $2.60; 6o's, $2 .70; 75's,

$2.80 ; full polished, $3.45, and galvan-

ized, $4.30.

Steel — The demand for steel is fairly

brisk, and the market is firm to strong.

We quote: Sleighshoe, $1.95; tire, $2;

bar, $1.95 ; spring, $2.75 ; machinery,

$2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Sheet Steel—There is a fair demand
for sheet steel at the present moment. We
quote : Nos. 22 and 24, S3, and Nos. 18

and 20, $2.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond is worth

8c. and Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—The demand for terne

plates is fair. The price rules about $7.75.

Coil Chain —The last few weeks have
seen some good shipments of coil chain. We
quote: No. 6, 11 J^c; No. 5,10c; No.4,9J^c;
No. 3, 9c; j£-inch, 7^c. per lb.; 5-16,

S4.65; 5-16 exact, $5.10; j£. $4.20; 7-16,

$4.00; %, S3. 75; 9-i6, 83.65; ft, $3.35;

^,$3- 2 5; H.$3- 2 °'< J-in-i S3- I 5- In car-

load lots an allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—Orders are being taken for

May delivery at 5c. On spot we quote 5^
to 6c.

Antimony—Quiet, at 10c.

Zinc Spelter—Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, 18 &c.

;

wire solder, 20c.

glass.
A good general business is being done at

unchanged prices. We quote as follows

s^irst break, $2 ; second, $2. 10 for 50 feet

first break, 100 feet, $3.80 ; second, £4
third, S4.50 ; fourth, #4.75; fifth, $5.25

sixth, S5.75, and seventh, 56. 2?.

PAINT8 AND OILS.
Owing to competition in the South and

the arrival of spring goods, turpentine has

a downward tendency. The firmer feeling

in linseed oil is fully maintained and on the

whole the oil market is in a healthy

condition. White lead, after experiencing

a long period of weakness, has suddenly

developed a decided strong tone on the

Continent. All lead products, including

litharge, orange mineral, etc., are firmer in

sympathy. Prices remain the same as last

week. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, $6.25 ; No. 1, $5.87^ ; No. 2,

S5.50; No. 3. $5-i2}4, and No. 4. #4-75

all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead — $5.50 in casks
;

kegs, $5.75-

Red Lead — Casks, $5.25; in kegs,

$5. 50.

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 7c; No.

1, 6c; in oil, pure, 8c; No. 1, 7c; No. 2,

6c
Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels, $1 90

per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, $2 05 ;

bladders, in barrels, $2. 10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, $2. 25; in tins,

#2.55 to $2 65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

S3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces 10c higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 72c; boiled, 75c

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oshawaat 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 57c; 2 to 4

bbls., 56c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—Si. 25 to Si. 45 per ga).

Castor Oil—8^ to 9^c in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47^ to 49c

Cod Oil—32 >£ to 35c

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins.

S2.75 to S450, as to brand ; coal tar, $3 25

to S3 75 ; cotton waste, 4}£ to 5>£c for

colored, and 6 to 7>£c for white ; oakum,

$
lA to 6j£c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100.

lb. drums, ijyic. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb-

packages, i8j£c; %-\b. packages, 2o^c;
i-lb. tins, I9^c; %-Va. tins, 2\%c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS
Quite a spring activity has been imparted

to the scrap metal market during the past

few days. Scrap iron is especially firm.

Dealers are paying the following prices in

the country : Heavy copper and wire, 13 to

13.&C. per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy
brass, 12c; heavy yellow, S}4 to 9c; light

brass, 6 X/Z to 7c; lead, 2%. to2^c per lb.;

zinc, 2% to 2^c ; iron, No. 1 wrought, $15
to S16 per gross ton f.o.c Montreal; No. 1

cast, S13 to $14; stove plate, $8 to S9; light

iron, No. 2, $4 a ton; malleable and steel,

Corrugated Iron
For Sidings,

cRpofings,

Ceilings, Etc.

Absolutely free from defects—made
from very finest sheets.

Each sheet is accurately squared,
and the corrugations pressed one at a
time—not rolled—giving- an exact fit

without waste.
Any desired size or gauge—galvan-

ized or painted—straight or curved.
Send us your specifications.

The cMetallic Roofing Co.
WHOLESALE MANFRS.

LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA.

A handsome steel siding1 for all

kindsof building' purposes; supplied

either Galvanized or Painted.

OUR ROCK FACED STONE

is fire and damp proof—resists all

weather conditions— is very rea-

sonably priced — and can be so
easily applied it gives universal

satisfaction.

Find further facts about it in our
catalog.

Metallic Roofing Co., Limited,
Wholesale Manufacturers,

Toronto, - - Canada

P

S4; rags, country, 70 to 80c per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 6^c per lb.

HIDES.
The feeling has been somewhat steadier

this week, consequent upon an improved
demand. We quote as follows : Light
hides, 6)£c for No. 1; $%c. for No. 2. and
4j£cforNo. 3. Lambskins, 10c; sheep
skins, 90c. ; calfskins, 8c for No. 1 and 6c
for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is falling off. We quote

as follows :
" Silver Star," 14^ to

ISJ^C.; "Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;
"S C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and " Pratt's

Astral," i8j4 to i<) xAc.
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ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, April 27, 1901.

HA.RDW ABB.

WHILE trade is perhaps not as active

as it was a week ago there is still

a good business being done, and

the shipping rooms of the different whole-

sale houses are the scene of a great deal of

activity. A good deal of merchandise is

being got ready for shipment by the regular

steamship lines plying on the upper lakes

as soon as they begin running. Some ship-

ments have already been made by what

may be termed irregular lines. For the

trade in Western Ontario where the season

opens earlier quite a few harvest tools,

wire, screen doors and windows, spades

and shovels, spray pumps and syringes are

being sent forward. Some demand is being

experienced this week for corn plan-

ters. Wire nails are not going out as

briskly as they were, which is to be ex-

pected in view of the recent brisk demand.

Cut nails appear to be about as dull as ever.

Fence wire is selling well, and the scarcity

noted in barbed wire still exists. In bolts,

an active trade is being done, and in

screws, rivets and burrs, business is fair. A
little better business is being done in both

sporting goods and cutlery. Quite a few

lawn mowers have been booked, but very

few so far have gone forward. There has

been quite an improvement during the

week in the demand for enamelled ware

and tinware. Ice rream freezers and refrig-

erators are in brisk demand. Quite a few

oil stoves have gone out during the week.

Payments are fair.

Barb Wire—The scarcity of barb wire

referred to last week has become even more

pronounced, and most of the jobbers do

not appear to have any at all in stock,

while the manufacturers in the United States

are four and five weeks behind with their

orders. The price is unchanged at $3 05

per 100 lb. stock Toronto. We quote f.o.b.

Cleveland as follows : $2.82*4 per 100

lb. for less than carlots and $2 70 for car-

lots.

Galvanized Wire— The demand for

galvanized wire is fairly good, and the same

may be said of the supply. We quote as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to S3. 85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3.15 ; No. 10, $3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3-7° t° $4 10 ; No. 12, $3 to

$3 30 ; No. 13, $310 to $3 40 ; No. 14,

$4 10 to $4 5° ; No. 15, $4.60 to $5.05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to 55-35- Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—Orders that were

booked for May delivery are being asked

for by the retail trade throughout the

country. It is thought that the urgency for

oiled and annealed wire is in some degree

caused by the scarcity of barb wire. All the

factories are reported to be in a good position

to supply oiled annealed wire. Net selling

prices for oiled and annealed are as follows:

Nos. 6 to 8, $2 90; 9, $2.80; 10, 52.87; 11,

52.90; 12,52.95; 13, 5315 ; 14.53-37 ; 15.

53 50; 16,53 65. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, with

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails — A good many small lots

are going out, but the large buyers, having

bought freely some time ago, are not yet in

the market. " While the month will show

a large shipment," said one well-known

manufacturer, "there is not much busi-

ness coming in this week. There are

quite a few small orders, but no heavy

ones." We quote as follows : Less than

carlots at 5285, and carlots at $2.77^ to

the retail trade. Delivery points : Toronto,

Hamilton, London, Gananoque and Mont-

real.

Cut Nails—A few shingle nails are go-

ing out, but otheiwise trade is dull. We
quote the base price at 52.35 per keg for

less than carlots, and 52.25 for carlots.

Delivery points : Toronto, Hamilton, Lon-

don, Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Horse Nails—A fairly good trade is be-

ing done in this line, for, although no large

orders are being received, nearly every

order sent in by the travellers contains an

item for horse nails. Discount on "C" brand,

oval head, 50 and jyi per cent, off new
list and on other brands 50, 10 and 5 per

cent., off the old list; countersunk, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

Horseshoes—There is not a great deal

of business being done, but for this time

of the year the demand is fair.

We quote as follows f.o.b. Toronto :

Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium
and heavy, $3.60 ; snow shoes, 53.85 ;

light steel shoes, 53-7° I
featherweight

(all sizes), 54 95 I
iron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), 53-85 ; snow shoes, 54 '. light steel

shoes, 53-95 ; featherweight (all sizes), 54 95.

Screws—There is the usual steady trade

being done, and prices are unchanged.

We still quote discounts as follows : Fiat

head bright, &7 '/£ and 10 per cent.
;

round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent.,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts — There is a gocd

demand for all kinds of bolts and nutf.

The demand from the machinery manu-

facturers appears to be particularly good.

We quote : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 65 per cent.; carriage bolts

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc. i

Wellington Mills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'5 CLIPPERS
.argest Variety,

Toilet, Hand, Electric Fower|

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sbeep Shearing Machinet.

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOB OATALOSTTK TO

Aaurleaa Shearer Mlg. Co.. Naaana. M.H..C8*

The Best Door Closer is . . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRING

Will close a door silently against any pressure of I

wind. Has many working advantages over the
|

ordinary spring, and has twice the wear. In use I

throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. Gives
|

perfect satisfaction. Made only by
W. NEWMAN & SONS,

Hospital St., - BIRMINGHAM.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be had Of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS* AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba. j WINNIPEG,
Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. MAN.

CORRESPONDENT K Sc 1 1. 1 < I T K 1).

Leads Them All

in Sales,

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO..
ROCHESTER N.Y., U.S.A.

*t,
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full square, 65 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent.; coach screws, 70

per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 72 yt per cent.

;

blank bolts, 60 per cent.; bolt ends,62^ per

cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4J£c. off; tire bolts, 67% per cent.; stove

bolts, 67^ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—There is quite a
"^* lot of these going out, but the demand is

principally for copper rivets. We quote as

follows: Iron rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.
;

iron burrs, 55 per cent. ; copper rivets and
burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

Rope—Although the orders are, as a

rule, for small lots, trade is fairly active.

The base price is steady and unchanged at

ioc. for sisal and I3^c. for manila.

Cutlery—There is a fair movement this

week in general lines of cutlery. The line

which is most in demand at the moment is

pocket knives.

Sporting Goods— Trade is a little more

active this week. Quite a little gunpowder

is going out, and there is quite a little de-

mand for rifles and guns.

Enamelled Ware—Trade is much more

active in both enamelled ware and tinware

than it was a week ago, and prices are

steady and unchanged. The discounts on

enamelled ware are as follows : "Granite,"

'* Pearl," " Crescent " and " Imperial
"

wares at 50, 10 and 10 per cent.; white,

"Princess," "Turquoise." blue and white,

50 per cent.; "Diamond," "Famous"
and "Premier," 50 and 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth — The movement

in green wire cloth is fairly good and prices

are unchanged at $ 1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — Ship-

ments in this line have been quite active

during the week.

Building Paper—A great many orders

are on file, and quite a few shipments will

be made during the next few days. We
quote: Plain building, 30c; tarred lining,

40c, and tarred roofing, $1.65.

Poultry Netting—There has been a

fair movement in poultry netting during the

past week. Discount, 55 per cent.

Ice Cream Freezers and Refrig-

erators—Trade in these lines appears to

be on the whole even more active than it

was a week ago.

Churns—An active business is being

*2^done in this line, and the same may be said

of washing machines, the demand for which

has been stimulated by the low prices.

Harvest Tools—There is some business

being done, but the demand is mostly, at

the moment, from the smaller dealers. The

line for which the demand is most active is

manure forks and goods of that description.

Discount 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

the ARCADE! and KEARNEY & F"OOT file works
Now OWNED and CONTROLLED by the

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

These well known Brands
wtl! continue to be made at their respective factories. PROVIDENCE. Rl, U.S.

A

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London. E.C — 128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

Spades and Shovels—Business is more

active. Quite a few shipments have been

made during the week. Discount 40 and

5 per cent.

Tacks—The usual steady trade is being

done.

Bright Wire Goods—Trade is steady,

and the discount is unchanged at 62^ per

cent.

Binder Twine — Trade is still season-

ably quiet in this line, and prices are steady

and unchanged. We quote as follows :

American — Sisal and standard, 8^c.

;

manila, io^c; pure manila, nyi to 12c.

per lb. Canadian—Sisal, %%c.
;
pure manila,

ii^c. per lb.

Oil and Gas Stoves—The season is

now in full blast in regard to oil stoves, and

quite an active trade is, therefore, being

done. Some business is being done in gas

stoves.

Lawn Mowers—Quite a few orders have

been booked, but not many shipments, so

far, have been made.

Eavetrough—The movement in eave-

trough and conductor pipe continues active,

with prices still very low.

Mechanics' Tools—The activity is still

maintained in mechanics' tools, and the

same may be said of builders' supplies

generally.

Chain—While trade is not as brisk as it

was, there are still a few orders coming in

for boom chain.

Cement— There is a big movement.

While prices are unchanged, a considerable

reduction is made on large lots. We quote

barrel lots : Canadian portland $2.25 to

$2.80; German, $3 to $3 15; English, $3 ;

Belgian, $2.50 to $2.75 ; Canadian hy-

draulic, $1.21; to $1.50.

METALS.
The metal trade, generally speaking, has

been good during the past week and prices

are, as a rule, steady and unchanged.

Pig Iron—The demand for pig iron is

not active, but prices rule steady. No. 2

Canadian pig iron is worth $16.50 in large

lots.

Bar Iron—The situation is even stronger

than it was a week ago, while the demand

exceeds the supply, some of the mills

being quite a distance behind in their orders,

and are unwilling to accept new business

for large quantities, for nearby shipment, at

any rate. The base price is now $1.85 to

$ 1.90 from stock.

Steel—The steel market continues very

strong with the tendency of prices upwards.

We now quote tire steel at $2 30 to $2.50 ;

sleighshoe steel at $2.10 to $2 25 ; reeled

machinery steel, $3. Hoop steel is un-

changed at $3 10.

Pig Tin — There has been a fairly good

trade in small lots. During the last few

days there has been quite an advance in the

price of tin in London, England, but New
York has not responded. Locally, quota-

tions are unchanged at 31 to 32c. per lb.

Tinplates — No large shipments are

being made, but still there is a fair demand
for small lots.

Tinned Sheets—There is quite an active

demand, which is usual at this time of year,

as most of the business will be done during

the next few weeks. We quote 9 to 9^c
per lb.

Terne Plates — There is a little more

activity in this line, although the movement

is not large.

Galvanized Sheets — The trade has

been very brisk during the past week, both

from stock, and on importation account.

Customers, who ordered for May shipment

are asking for earlier delivery, but whole-

salers say that the request comes too late to

have the shipments made earlier than

orginally booked for. Dealers' stocks

throughout the country are light. The rul-

ing prices from stock are still $4.60 for

English and $4 50 for United States gal-

vanized sheets.

Black Sheets — Trade has been good

during the past week, both for large and

small lots ; the price of 28 gauge still rules

at #2.30.

Canada Plates—There has been a little

better movement in Canada plates than for

some time past. Import orders are still
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being booked. We quote : All dull, 53 ;

half and half, $3.15, and all bright, $3.65

to $3-75-

Copper — In ingot copper trade has

been confined to small lots. There is good

business being done in sheet copper. Copper

has advanced during the last few days in

London, England, but prices in New York

remain much as before. We quote : Ingot,

19c; bolt or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet, 23

to 23 }£c. per lb.

Brass—Trade in brass is quiet, and the

discount on rod and sheet is 15 per cent.,

as before.

Solder—The demand keeps fairly good,

and prices are unchanged. We quote :

Half-and-half, guaranteed, i8j£c. ; ditto,

commercial, 18c. ; refined, 18:., and

wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe—There has been no further

change in prices, and the demand continues

active.

Lead—Business is not as brisk as it was.

The market in London, Eng., is weak and

lower. Locally no change has taken place,

the ruling price still being 4^ to 4#c.

per lb.

Zinc Spelter— Business in this line is

more active than it was, and prices are

firmer and higher in the outside markets.

Locally, we still quote 5^ to 6c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—Business is fairly good in

this line. We quote 6^c. for casks and

6^c. for part casks.

Antimony — There is some business

being done in small lots. We quote 10^
to lie. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The trade is unusually good for March.

Linseed oil is in good demand. The move-

ment of turpentine is fair. Paris green is

the slowest article on the list. The sale of

all sundries has been excellent. " The
past two months have been, said one house,

" the busiest in our recollection." Another
house stated : "The demand is, in fact,

unprecedented. It is due, of course, to the
price conditions this year. You know the
market was high during January and
February, and dealers postponed their

buying. Now they all need supplies, and we
are doing a good business." Prices are
unchanged throughout. Turpentine is not
moving as briskly at primary points as is

usual at this season. Neither tke offerings

nor the demand are up to the standard.
Prices are easy. Linseed oil is scarce, and
is likely to continue so for some time, as the
demand is larger than the present output of

Canadian refineries, and British oil, which
is advancing, cannot be here for some time
yet. Other lines are steady in value. We
quote as follows :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white
lead, $6.37% ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. #5.67,^ ;

No. 3, $5.25 ; No. 4, $4 87 '4 ; genuine
dry white lead in casks, 85.37^.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.

,

J5. 50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., #5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., 55 ; ditto, kegs of

100 lb., #5- 2 5-

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7
l/ic

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.
White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, 57 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Taris Green—Bbls., i6|^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, \7%z.; 25-lb. drums,
18c. ; i-lb. papers, i8j£c. ; lib. tins, ig^4c;
%-Vo. papers, 20^c; j£-lb. tins, 2ij£c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., #2. 10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

51.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100
lb., $2. 05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than
100 lb., $2 90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, 51.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, 52.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, 51.20 to 51.30 per
gal.; No. 1 quality, 51 per gal.

Castor Oil—East India, in cases, 10 to

\oyic. per lb. and 10^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 71c;
boiled, 74c.

; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 70c.

;

boiled, 73c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2

to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,
Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5 gallon packages,
50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

GLASS.
There is a strong agitation among the

jobbers for an advance. The constantly-

rising European market, the probability of
late delivery of import orders and the small
stocks carried are given as sound reasons
for an advance. A meeting of the jobbers
is to be held to consider the matter, and
a rise may take place next week. We
quote as follows : Under 26 in

, 54.15
26 to 40 in., 54 45 ; 41 to 50 in., 54 85;
51 to 60 in., 55 15 ; 61 to 70 in.. 55.50;
double diamond, under 26 in., 56 ; 26 to

40 in., 56.65 ; 41 to 50 in., 57.50; 51 to

60 in., 58.50; 61 to 70 in., 59.50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
The market is dull with prices unchanged.

We quote jobbers' prices : Agricultural
scrap, 55c. per cwt.; machinery cast, 60c.
per cwt. ; stove cast, 50c. ; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,
12c. per lb. ; bottoms, \\%z. ; heavy
copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c.

;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c. ; heavy red brass, 10^ to 11c.

;

scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,
6 /^c.

;
good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c.

;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is quiet. Prices are easy.

We quote as follows : Pratt's Astral,

i6j£ to 17c. in bulk (barrels, 51 extra)
;

American water white, \dyi, to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 16 to i6^c. ; Sarnia
water white, 15^4 to 16c. in barrels; Sarnia

prime white, 14^ to 15c. in barrels.

COAL.

There is no change for April delivery, and
no information re May prices can be secured.

We quote April delivery anthracite on cars

Buffalo and bridges as follows : Grate,

54.25 per gross ton and 53-79 per net ton
;

egg, stove and nut, 54- 5° per gross ton

and 54 OI per net ton, for April shipment.

The Canadian Fire Engine Co., Limited,

London, Ont., have been incorporated.

E3I

itANCHOR"
DECORATIVE WHITE LEAD.

Made Expressly for Exterior Use.

This White Lead has proved so satisfactory, and commands

such ready sale that other makers have copied the name

"Decorative." There is only one "Anchor Decorative

White Lead," and that is manufactured by

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

Try it and you will come back for more.
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INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP-
Those having any items of news suitable for this column

wiliionfer a favorliy forwarding them to this office

adin ssed.the Kdito .

THE Federation Brand Salmon Can-

ning Co. are having a Linde plant for

freezing and cold storage installed in

their works.

The Canadian Chrome Iron Co., Limited,

have been incorpoiated.

The total output of the mines in the Ross-

i land district up to the end of last week was

120,119 tons - Last week's output was

8,258 tons.

Schmidt & Co., brass founders,Winnipeg,

intend erecting a three storey, 29 x 100 ft.,

foundry and warehouse, to cost about $40,-

000, near the present premises, Albert

street, Winnipeg.

The Farmers' Binder Twine and Agri-

cultural Implement Manufacturing Co. of

Brantford, Ont., Limited, has been author-

ized to increase its share capital from

$100,000 to $155,000.

It is reported that the five largest station

ary engine manufacturing companies in the

United States are to be consolidated with a

capital of $25,000,000. The companies

concerned are : The E. P. Allis Co., of

Milwaukee ; the Pennsylvania Iron Works

Co., of Philadelphia ; the Gates Iron Works

Co., of Chicago ; the Fraser & Chalmers

Co., of Chicago, and the Dixon Manufac-

turing Co., of Scranton, Pa.

INQUIRIES AND ANSWERS.
PREMIUMS WANTED.

We are desirous of obtaining the names

of a few firms who handle goods suitable

for premium purposes, such as glassware,

etc. Can you furnish us with the same.

Thanking you in advance for a reply.

Premiums.
Halifax, April 18, 1901.

hardware department of The Robert Simp-

son Co., Limited, Toronto, has severed his

connection with that firm.

THE ATTRACTIONS OF HALIFAX.

The members of the Nova Scotia Tourist

Association are to be congratulated on the

booklet " Halifax, Nova Scotia," which

thej are now sending out. The publications

of this body have all been good, but in

this work an unusually high standard of

excellence has been reached, especially in

the illustrations, which are superb, present-

ing in a most captivating style the attrac-

tions which Halifax presents the tourist or

traveller.

It is not surprising that this association

has been successful in its work of develop-

ing tourist travel. They have in a central

part of Halifax an " Information Bureau."

where visitors can obtain reports of hotel

service, boarding house accommodation.
shooting, fishing, etc., in almost every

town and village in the Province. Last

year 30,000 booklets, similar to the one

now being sent out. were distributed.

Altogether the association expended $2,300,

but the general verdict was that it was a

profitable investment and this year they

are more energetic than ever in their useful

work.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Montreal.

BROOM AISD MATTRESS
WIRE High Grade, Double Tinned

Fine Annealed Brush Wire. Soft Coppered
Wire. Tinned Wire of all kinds.

THE PEERLESS WIRE CO.,

Hamilton, Ont.

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.

A

Oneida« Cow Ties

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. W. A. Drummond, who for the past

three years has had the management of the

may now be had in

either

"American"
(Flat Link)

—OR

—

"Niagara"
(Wire Link)

Ali Patterns.

Open and Closed
Ring

gj Three Chain,

and Dominion.

Your jobber can

supply you.

Manufactured by

Oneida Community, L,m,ted

iWVVVWVV^
Niagara Falls,

Ont.

TRIPLE
MOTION

DUPLEX
DASHER

QUICKEST
FREEZING

BEST
RESULTS

STRONG POINTS
THAT MAKE

White Mountain Freezers
Superior to any ICE CREAM FREEZER made.

THAT'S WHY WE SELL THEM.

McCLARY MANUFACTURING CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE DOMINION.

LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
T
SMOKE FLUES FOR FURNACES.
HK importance of the smoke Flue in

ii s relal ion to I lie success of an\

Ileal ing apparat us is uol alwaj s

given a sufficient consideration, writes

ML. L. Person in an exchange. l'raeti-

r:i 1
1 \ speaking the successful operation of

thr apparatus depends vcrj largely <>n the

construction of the smoke flue, ami where
i his is defective the operation is far from
satisfactory, with the result that the
.1 1 >] ia ra mi- ii self is blamed for a fault

which dues not belong to ii

.

In tin' rase of a hot air. furnace, the
smoke flue should have a greater heigh!

than am nearbj building, sii that the
draft iua\ lie stead\ anil nut In- changed
by air currents produced bj wind sweeping
around the corners. This flue should be
used for i he furnace draft alone and have
i fcher openings, being continuous along
it- entire length and as perpendicular as

possible. Rectangular flues should bave
dimensions not less than 8x I- inches, and
tlic diameter of round flues ought not to be
less than Mi inches, with a preference For

12 inches. Round flues an' preferable to

rectangular because of their area in propor-
tion to thr friction against the draft on
the sides. A square stovepipe is never used
ami this is a practical illustration of the
fact that (he round form of smoke flue is

I letter.

On the other hand a smoke flue max be
ton large. When its interior dimension- are
in execs- of its ability to provide an up-
ward movement and prevent down drafts,
the fire will -ct low and the percentage of

consumed fuel to the heat given out is

unnecessarily large. The space in the flue

should be no greater than can be heated
b\ the surplus heat from the smoke and
gas coming from the smoke pipe anil for

which it provides both a draft and an exit.

The space in the flue should average at

least one-third more area than that in the
smoke pipe.

The chimnex itself should be built from
'I"' bottom of the cellar, with the smoke
flue extending several Feel below the collar,
forming a pocket for the accumulation of

soot. This pocket should have an opening
through which the soot, can be removed,
but the door leading therefrom should
always be kept closed when a <\n\\\ mi i he
furnace is desired. If the chimney is of
brick, the walls should be double in order
tO prevent a waste of heal un I he outside
The smoke pipe should be connect ed w it h

the flue b\ a thimble of galvanized iron.
not allow in- I he p,|„. to go so tar into t he
'

'

i 1 1 1 1
1

1
o • \ that the outlet from tie' pipe is

'•ut off ,,, reduced. The pipe should extend
"<> farl her i liau i hiixl into t he chim-
nej stack , even this distance max be
reduced w it h iifel > ii he pipe is properly
secured.

Soft coal rripm larger fine and
stronger draft than is essan for hard
coal if a sleaih Ileal i de in J. but if t he
draft i- ton a roirj n call lie cut relied b\
in ei i in- a damper in (he sun. he | lipe

bet ween I he check damper I t he heat er.

Trouble often arises In a new building
because i he heat ing apparat u i put : ,i

work befoi e l he miii'i ;ii' In i he eliimnex has
t horoughlj dried out

, The rrrai |ua | euipi i

rati ( hi in un I he moil ut will ii move t he
difficult v, but in order to obtain ih

results from tiie start the chimney should

become thoroughly dry before the building
is occupied. If this is not done, so much
heat is required to evaporate the moisture
in the mortar that the smoke is cooled and
the draft is checked. So far as is possible
the mortar between the bricks in a chim-
ney should be scraped off so as to avoid
unnecessary friction.

It is the practical experience of furnace

builders as well as of furnace users, who
have given Careful thought to the subject,

that the best apparatus ever made will nut

do gopd work unless it is given fair treat-

ment. A furnace is like an animate being
in that it can be given ton much work for

its capacity or be supplied so liberally

with fuel and drafts that it becomes a

glutton at the expense of the owner, who
will find fault with it in either case Yet
the supposed problem of adjusting a furnace
to its requirements is not a problem at all

if the principles of construction and use are

properl} applied. A poor furnace of suffi-

cient si/e, with a suitable smoke flue, one
that is well piped and has registers in the

right positions, will do better work than
a thoroughly good furnace that is deprived
of these essentials or has flic further disad-
vantage of having an area to heal that is

greater than its capacity. These points are
(o be considered by furnace contractors who
will enter the furnace field for the first

time this year, nor are they to be neglected
l>\ others who have been in the field for

some time but are not always successful

with their work.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.
Mrs. Henri Beliveau has registered as

proprietress of the business uf Henri Beli-

veau, electrician, Montreal.

The Provincial Light, Heat and Power
Co., Three Rivers, Que,:, have applied for

incorporat ion.

\le\. Desmarteau has been appointed
curator of A. Paquette & Co., contractors,

St. Henri de Montreal.

Albert Ward, plumber, etc.. Stratford,
(hit.. " has accepted a position with the
McClary Manufacturing Co., as traveller,

and has admitted -Joseph Myers, who will

manage the business while Mr. Ward is on
the road.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.
The German Lutherans are erecting a

church in MOrden, Man.

The ('. A. R. intend erecting a station at

the end of Rochester street, Ottawa.

Wm. II. Davis, Sandy Hill. Out., intends
erecting a $100,000 hotel on the Howe
property, Rideau street, Ottawa.

The \ale l'>. C. Power Company has been
incorporated under the Water Clauses Con-
solidation Act, with a capital of $200,000.

Dr. McQueene i- erecting a new residence
in Cypress River, Man.

Ii. -I. Devlin has started to build a new
block mi Wellington street. Ottawa.

Building operations in Wingham, Out.,
arc brisk I his summer. In ad. lit Inn to I he
new Methodist church and i he National
Iron Works building, contracts nuve b u
made iiiy new residences for -I. (I. Stewart
Win. Nicholson and W. II, Kintoiil,

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

W. J. Green has the contract for plumb
ing, and Parkinson & Co. for heating and
galvanized iron work, in the new Park street

school, London, Ont.

The John Ritchie Plumbing and Heating
Co., Limited, Toronto, have the contract
for steam heating the Benson House,
Lindsay, Ont. -

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limited,
Toronto, have the contract for heating,
plumbing and lighting the new palace hotel

on King street, Toronto ; for plumbing,
heating and gas fitting in a residence for

A. WUlmott, Crescent road, Rosedale ; for

heating and plumbing a house on Lowther
avenue for Mrs. Geo. Scott ; for heating,

plumbing and gas fitting an apartment
house, corner of King street and Cowan
avenue ; for plumbing and heating two
houses on Howard street and one at 126
Munro street for John Stark & Co., and for

heating the Bank of Commerce branch
building at the corner of Bathurst and
Queen streets.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

The Winnipeg building inspector reports

that permits have been issued by him for

spring building operations to date to the

value of 5401,830, and that he expects

three times that amount during the present

season.

Building permits have been issued in

Hamilton, Ont., to Stewart McPhie, for two

dwellings at the corner of Main and Queen

streets for Thomas Lees, to cost $3,600 ;

to W. A. Peene, for a brick addition to

F. W. Fearman's factory on Rebecca street,

to cost $3,000. The latter company con-

template other extensive additions in the

near future.

The following building permits have been

issued in Toronto, to T. Grafton, for a

55,000 residence at the corner of First and

Logan avenues ; to Henry Arnold, for a

$2,900 dwelling at the corner of Lippincott

and Harbord streets ; to W. U. Wilson, for

a 54,000 residence at the corner of Walmer

road and Bernard avenue ; to A. J.

Woodley. for four 52,000 residences at 1,

3, 5 and 7 Dupont street ; to M. W.
Haynes, for a 52,200 dwelling on Summer-
hill avenue; to T. Wright & Son, for alBt'
53,200 residence on Roxborough avenue,

east of Avenue road ; to J. B. and A. F.

Milligan, for a pair of residences, 63 and

65 John street, to cost 52.000 ; to Separate

School Board, for a 52.800 school on
Queen street, near Bolton avenue ; to Geo.
C. Watson, for a 53.000 dwelling on Duf-

ferin street, near King ; to W. J. Gage &
Co., Limited, for a 53.400 addition to ware-

house on Piper street.
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

iFlue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362/2 Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturer of Staple or
Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,
ei'her by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct
from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

PAINT
FOR ALL

irkting season is on. Have you paint for all?

laint ? Has it stood the test of time ? Will

it bring you custom ? The days of cheap paint are

trade has disappeared from stores where

cheap paint is sold. People will not have it.

RAMSAYS PAINT

is not cheap paint—never was cheap paint. BUT it

is not dear paint. You pay for a pure paint and you

get it—get the best paint that can be made—remember,
NOT just the best that can be made for THAT
MONEY, but the BEST that CAN BE MADE.
That's Ramsays Paint, and it's money for you if you

handle it.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL.

HEAT MAKERS. FUEL SAVERS.

65 SQUARE FEET ,„ heating surface

to each square foot of grate surface in

i/ri QCV Corrugated

rVLLoLT Warm Air

GENERATORS
(Patented)

This means 156 square with a 21-inch grate.

Compare this with any ordinary hot-air furnace.

Having three times as much heating surface, and

three times as much air capacity, explains why the

" Kelsey " accomplishes such wonderful results.

Our printed matter tells all about them.

THE J ADA ES SMART MFG. CO., Limited

BROCKVILLE, ONT.

Exclusive Makers for Canada.

When you write mention " Canadiau Hardware and Metal."

HOW TO SAVE CAS Peebles' Automatic Gas Govemors

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter.

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COM

PROMISES.

ROBERGE & Landry, general mer-

chants, Thetford Mines, Que., bayi

compromised at 50 cents on I he

dollar.

]|. Cairns, general merchant, Sawyerville,

Que., ha -
i
ompromised.

D. Gilli -. general merchant. Welling-

ton. ( )ni .. has compromised.

Ue> Hanson has been appointed assignee

of \. Cameron, general merchant, Lochaber,

N.S.

The creditors of Alph. Letourneau, gen-

eral merchant, Little Metis. Que., met this

week.
A. A. McCaull, general merchant, etc.,

Kllerslie, P.E.I., is offering- 50 cents on the

dollar.

F. Paquette, general merchants, Paquette-

\ille. Que., is offering 25 cents on the

dollar.

Lamarchc & Benoit have been appointed

curators of J. E. Tremblay, general :ner-

chant, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Que.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

The assets of Joseph Brodeur, general

merchant, St. Hyacinthe, Que., are to be

sold.

('. S. Coggins, general merchant, etc..

Penobsquis, N.B., is selling out.

The assets of Joseph Quinlan, general

merchant, Maotiotick, Ont., are to be sold.

The stock of D. Levisseur, general mer-

chant. Matane, Que., was sold at 60 l-2c.

on the dollar.

The assets of Paul Bissonnette, general

merchant, Casselman and South Indian.

( >nt.. are to be sold.

The assets of Alex. Cameron, general

merchant. North Lochaber, N.S., are adver-

tised for sale by auction on May 3.

CBANGES.
W. I). Mackie, general merchant, Dunrea,

Man., iias sold out to J. H. Fawcett.

A. Dulmage, general merchant, Lakelet.

Out., has sold out to Wm. Burkfield.

I). Nesbitt, general merchant, Wellwoocl,

Man., has been succeeded by W. Nesbitt.

W. N. Secord, general merchant, Winona,

Out., lii been succeeded by Budge Bros.

Graves & McGuire, general merchants.

Vienna, Out., are removing to Wallaceburg.

Richard Common, general merchant, Whi-

tlm .p, Ont., has removed to Newbridge,

Ont.

J. [;, Bellamy, general merchant, Black

Bank, Ont., ha been succeeded by Wm.
Duffin.

T. W. Thump nil, general merchant,

Barwiok, Ont., has sold out to C. Et.

Langstaff.

Margaret Baker, general merchant, St.

Augustine, Ont., ha been succeeded by

Charles Muss.

DEATHS.
Uenrj R. Buzzell, of Buzzell Bros., gen

ci-iil merchants, Cowansville, Que., is dead.

Walter McCoimick, ol Wm McCormiok >.\

Son, general merchant \nnapoIis, N.S.,

is dead.

A RETAILER'S CATALOGUE.

A. Sweet & Co., generj hanl

Winchester, I Int., have adopted mi I hod of

mr ,.i ing i he compel il ioin of I he city

departmental that is both unique md <

prising. They are " meeting 1
1

enemy

with his own weapons " bj issuing semi-

annual catalogue which is almost as com-
prehensive and up-to-date as those sent out

by the large city concerns. The pages are

replete with illustrations, price-lists, etc.,

of every line of goods handled by Sweet &
( o. The effect of the work as an advertis-

ing medhte>> is mucli-^ineYeased by the

argument in the preface, " Why customers
-lioiilil batronize this house, which reads in

part as follows :

" Our sales for 1000 were
larger than for any previous year in the

history of our business, and so far 1901

shows a substantial increase over the corres-

ponding months of last year. ... We
pay cash and save the discounts. Wc are

willing to work on a close margin. We
mark all our goods in plain figures and are

not afraid to publish our prices. . . .

People who formerly sent away to the city

stores tell us they prefer to buy here

because they can make their selections

personally, can fit on garments and see just

what they are getting before paying their

money, and then they have the privilege of

returning' any article not found satisfac-

tory."

TRADE CHAT.

N. Tremblay, sawmiller, Les Eboule-

ments, Que., is dead.

Robert McLaren is opening a blacksmith

shop at Cardigan, P.E I.

Marchand & Brazeau, carriagemakers,

Montreal, have dissolved.

H. White, harness dealer, Parrsboro',

N.S., has given up business.

Thos. McKay, blacksmith, Tavistock,

Ont., has sold out his business.

Geo. Wood, blacksmith, Carrville, Ont.,

is advertising his business for sale.

F. Reardon, wholesale paint dealer, etc.,

Halifax, is offering 30c. on the dollar.

J. B. Cane has bought out James A.

Shoeman, hardware dealer, Virden, Man.

James R. Bower's planing mills at Shel-

burne, N S., have been destroyed by fire
;

no insurance.

E. E. Gauvin & Co., hardware dealers,

and Charles Benault, saddler, Magog, Que.,

have been burned out.

The stock of the estate of E. H. Williams,

tinsmith, Sintaluta, Man., is advertised for

sale by tender to day (Saturday).

John Finnegan & Son, carriage dealers,

etc, and Peter Milne, coal dealer, Belle-

ville, have suffered loss by fire.

It is understood that arrangements have

been made for the establishment of an

automobile factory in London, Ont., capi-

talized at $250,000.

J. Trelford, who opened a hardware store

in Proton, Oat., some time ago, has been

successful in securing a good trade. His

business is steadily extending.

CATALOGUES. BOOKLETS, ETC.

BLISS MNFG. CO. CATALOGUES.

THE Bliss Mnfg. Co., Pawtucket, R.I.,

have issued two new catalogues.

The smaller of these is devoted

entirely to tool chests, of which this firm

make a great variety from small boy6'

chests listing at $1 5 per gross to machinists'

or jewelers' chests listing as high as $18

each. The larger of the two catalogues i-,

more general, including descriptions of

wood hardware and specialties, wood turn-

ings of every descriptions, mill supplies,

tool chests and field croquet sets. As this

firm manufacture many excellent lines, and

as full descriptions and list prices are given,

these catalogues should be of considerable

value to hardware dealers.

A HARDWARE RETAILER'S BOOKLET.

M. Weichel & Son, hardware dealers,

Elmira and Waterloo, Ont., are about as

ambitious as they are enterprising. About

20 years ago Mr. Weichel started business

in Elmira in a small way and succeeded in

building up a good, steadily-growing trade.

Five years ago the firm opened a branch in

Waterloo, ten miles distant, which has also

proven a success. They have prepared and

are now distributing among their customers

a neat memorandum booklet showing why
their business has grown and how they are

now in a position to give their customers

the best possible value. Half of the book-

let is devoted to this end ; the other half is

ruled off for memoranda, which should

make the booklet useful to customers as

well as a good advertisement for M. Weichel

& Son.

tinsmith's pattern manual.

The American Artisan Press, 69 Dear-

born street, Chicago, are issuing a second

edition of the Tinsmith's Pattern Manual,

the first edition of which was published

eight years ago, and which proved so valu-

able that the edition was exhausted some

time ago. The new edition has been

thoroughly revised and brought up-to-date.

This work is not only authoritative, but

comprehensive, the first chapters preparing

the beginner for the difficult technical oper-

ations which are described in the succeed-

ing chapters. This work should be secured

by all tinsmiths who have not a copy of the

first edition. IBS

'

TORONTO TRAVELLERS TO MEET.

The regular monthly meeting of the City

Travellers' Association of Toronto will be

held in St. George's Hall on Friday evening

this week. After the business is over a

social evening will be spent, music and

euchre being the attractions.

Joseph McAdam, St. Thomas, Ont., has

been appointed liquidator to wind up the

Copp Bros. Co., stove manufacturers, etc.,

Hamilton, Ont., the firm being unable to

meet the claims of the Merchants Bank.

Copp Bros, have been in business for half a

century, and employed 130 hands.
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If AUTOMATIC CREAM SEPARATOR.

Newest and best
thing yet for separat-
ing cream from
milk Will do the
same work with
better results than a
fI' power sepa-
rator, as it separates
it in the natural
way, making nice,
sweet, coarse-grain-
ed butter. Not so
with a power sepa-
rator, as the rate of
speed it goes breaks
the particles o f
cream all to pieces,
consequently, mak-
ing salvy or greasy
butter. With this
machine the separat-
ing is Cone in the
natural way in a
very few moments
—no expense — tak-
ing out about 98 per
ftnt of the cream.
Only one or two
dishes to wash.

Price, only $2.50
Discount to agenti, or dealeri Manufactured by

THE COLLINS MANUFACTURING CO.,

34 Adelaide Street West, ^^^^-^TORONTO

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS "C" Brand Horse Nails -
Uanada Horse Nail Co.

" BRASSITE " GOODS - Utinn Castor Co,
Limited. Birmingham, Eng.

WHEELBARROWS
Garden, Navvy, Brick, Stone, and

Steel Tray, both with wooden frames and

Tubular Steel Frames.

WASHING MACHINES
Empire, round and square,

Imperial Rotary, round and square,

Victor Washers.

WAREHOUSE and RAILWAY TRUCKS
Platform Wagons,

Bag and Barrel Trucks, Etc., Etc.

Write for prices —^^

Cleland Bros. & Co.,

MEAFORD, ONTAR 0.

REPEAT ORDERS FOR

/ENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
mean that they are O.K.

8*6 Yonge St., Toronto, April 9, 1901.

Dear Sir, We wish that you would make for us
another lot of your shelf hoxes, per specification
attached. We are delighted with the last equipment
you made for us. The boxes are all that you claim for
them, being light, strong and exceedingly neat. They
fit well too, showing care in turn'ng them out. Altogether
we consider the satisfaction we have had from putting
in your system to be infinitely beyond comparison with
the monetary outlay. Yours, vf ry truly,

J. W. ORAM.
For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

WIRE RODS !
-+-

Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,

In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

"BRASSITE"

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent,' No. i Place Royale,

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales ?

THE GUHN CASTOR CO.
Limited.

MONTREAL

2, 3, and 4-in. Tin and Galvanized Conductor

Elbows, for sale by all leading jobbing houses.

Made by GEO. ALLEN
BURLINGTON, ONT.
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"WHY" IN ADVERTISING.

BUYERS of goods are not satisfied

with being told thai the goods are

the best. They are not satisfied

with bare assertions. They want to know

"why," says C. A. Bates.

There is always some reason why the

inak.-r or seller of goods believes that his

goods are more desirable than others in Ins

line.

There is always some reason why each

man in business believes he has a right to be

in business. There is some reason why he

thinks people should trade with him rather

than with his competitors. Generalities

won't do. he must come down to facts, or

at least what he thinks are facts.

The question " why ? " is in every one's

mind.

The more definitely and completely it ean

be answered, the better for the advertiser.

If a man expects to sell goods nowadays,

he must be able to answer convincingly.

The other day I talked to a hardware-

man from Indiana. He has by far the best

store in his place—the best store m Ins

county or in several surrounding counties.

He wanted more trade than he had—said

he deserved more trade than he had—said
there was in his county possible trade in

his line double the amount that he is get-

ting.

I looked over his ads. and told him that

I could not see no reason under the sun

why anybody should ever buy anything in

his store ; told him that I didn't believe

he deserved trade.

That stirred him up and in five minutes

he gave me more reasons " why " people

should trade with him that he had given

in his ads. for a year.

He hadn't told people " why."

When he started to write an ad. he was

burdened with the idea that he was per-

forming some sort of literary gymnastics,

and that he must say something fine and

star-spangled if he died in the attempt.

As a matter of fact, he filled his ads. with

words that meant absolutely nothing ; they

told nothing about his store, they gave no

idea of his reasons for expecting trade.

They would fit any other store under the

sun just as well as they would fit his

store.

He didn't realize that the thing to do

was to write the news of his business.

Business news is as interesting to people

as any other news. People really want to

spend their money.

The man who receives his salary on

Saturdays generally doesn't have any
money left by the next Thursday.

People who receive quarterly incomes
usually have to economize for a month
before the income comes. They have spent
(he previous quarter's money long ago.

They are going to spend their money
somewhere. Thej are going to spend it in

the store that best answers their question
" Whv ?

"

BE CAUTIOUS AND FIRM.
" Once establish yourself and your mode

of life as what they rea and yoiur

foot is on solid ground, whether for the

gradual step onward for the sudden
spring over the precipice. Prom these

maxims let me deduce another, once wrote

Bulwer Lytton.

" Learn to say ' No ' with decision
;

' Yes ' with caution. ' No ' with decision

whenever it meets a temptation. ¥es

with caution whenever it, implies a prom-

ise. A promise given is a bond inviolable.

A man is already of consequence in the
world when it is known we can implicitly
rely on him. 1 have frequently seen such
a man preferred to a long list of appli-
cants for some important charge ; he has
been lifted at once into station and fortume
merely because he has this reputation

—

that when he knows a thing, he knows ;

and when he says he will do a thine, he
will do it."

STEPPING STONES TO SUCCESS.

ALL the world longs for and strives

for success. It's the powerful

magnet around which restless

humanity whirls and struggles in its

desperate efforts to gain admittance within
its enchanting circle.

It's the world's " Grand Prix." It's the
reward of merit, the laurel of superiority
and the distinguishing badge of pre-

eminence.

It's worth striving for, it's worth the
great price which it commands. Every one
has a theory for gaining it.

The writer's theory is simply this :

First resolve to succeed, next fix your
aim, then work mightily for it.

Resolve earnestly, aim high, work unceas-
ingly.

The winning of success is a serious

matter—it requires a firm resolution at the
start. Make up your mind first of all that
you will succeed. Begin there.

Aim. The fixing of your aim is impor-
tant. You must have something definite to
work for, some shining light ahead to steer
by, or you'll drift upon the rocks that lie

hidden in numbers along the dangerous
course.

Decide early exactly what your line of

work is to be and let your decision be
arrived at only after a thorough study of

your ability, capacity and inclination.
Find the work you are best adapted for.

When you have discovered it fix your aim
for achievement in it. Place the mark high
and keep your eyes ever on it. Think about
it, dream about it, expect it, work for it,

reach it.

Work. Work mightily. The resolve and
the aim will count for nothing without the
work. Fortunate is the man who has a
large and ready capacity for work. Diffi-

cult it will be for the one who finds work
a hardship, a drudgery, an unpleasant task
—something to be quickly done with. Such
will require extraordinary ambition to keep
alive within the necessary motive power of
energy.

The trouble with most people comes from
their desire of winning success by some
lucky stroke. They are looking for some
short cut, some royal road, by which they
will be enabled quickly and easily to reach
the lofty heights. They are always reach
to take a long chance and have great faith
in their " lucky star," and are constantly
expecting to stumble into something some
time that'll lead to fame and fortune. They
arc lured away by every quick and easy
scheme that comes to their notice.

But it won't do. Precious time is wasted
in such ways and the prize is further out
of reach than ever. If you're going to win
it you must train for it. The course is a
hard one. the competition is the \er\

keenest—it's tremendous, it's world-wide,
and the one who dares hope to finish in

the lead must be prepared for a mighty
struggle. He must be swift with great
endurance, or go down with the crowd.

I let in training.

Be a prize winner.- The Chameleon.

THE

Canada

Paint

Company
LIMITED

give

special

attention

to

orders

received

by

wire,

letter,

through

our

travellers,

or

by

personal

visit.

Please write order

on a separate

sheet from letter.

Write on one side

only.

State brand and
grade of each line.

Give shipping in-

structions and
route.

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

MONTREAL & TORONT
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

CCitfr ^-i'jiT efts oiikU.t'c^T.'de'tir

a portion of your year's profits

if you are not handling

SPRAYERS

They are

sellers and

are being successfully handled

by the hardware trade. Now
is the time to take them up as

spraying season is close at

hand. Write for Discounts.

AYLHER IRON
WORKS CO., Limited,

AYLMER, ONT.

WATER
PAINT

>

INDELIBLO
If a person offered you an OIL paint with water

in it, you would throw him out. But INDELIBLO
is not an oil paint, but a water paint, pure and

imple. INDELIBLO sells in powder, and is to

be mixed with water only. It becomes as hard as

a rock—impervious to weather. It is the great

paint for economy on large surfaces, such as Fac-

tories, Barns, Houses, Fences, eic.

AGENTS

A, RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL,

J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY & CO., - - VANCOUVER,

c^Alabastine

Made in 20

Beautiful Tints

Anyone can brush it on.

%
Ready for use

in Cold Water
No one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE IS A DURABLE COATING FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS. EN-
TIRELY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.

It is a cement that goes through a process of setting on the wall. Can be recoated from time to time as is neces-
sary to renew, and grows harder with age. Kalsomines are temporary and rub and scale off, to the annoyance of all who
use them.

Wall paper with its mouldy paste and poisonous colouring matter is unsanitary.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time, is recommended by leading sanitarians
hroughout the country. There is nothing "just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.
The trade supplied by— Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont. Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
G. F. Stephens* Co., Winnipeg , Man. William Hill, Montreal, P. Q.

Ask your dealer for circular. Write us for Questions often asked, mentioning this paper.

"DAISY" CHURN *se

Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whiU churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can he used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vol I mar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfectiin of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman £ Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

Special list of low-priced Japanned

and Regalvanized Wire Cloth.

o
24, 30, 36 in. wire, in 50 ft. rolls.

SAMPLES SENT WHEN DESIRED. WRITE FOR PRICES.

The B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited
Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
M , n „f„.„„ . , FLATWARE, CUTLERY a
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, April 22, 1901.

BUSINESS is steady in all lines of

hardware, and prices are being well

maintained. In iron and steel, the

outlook of the early spring is not being

fulfilled, as all classes of these goods

are advancing in price on the outside

markets. Many American mills have

withdrawn all their old quotations from

this market, and their mills are refus-

ing further orders. As usual at this

season, there is a good demand for blue-

stone for the treatment of seed grain. In

paints, oils and glass, the demand is good.

The surprise of the week was the 3c.

advance of linseed oil, which was entirely

unexpected. Just for the moment, there is

an easier feeling in turpentine, and, to

practically cash customers, figures are being

made lower than actual market quotations,

but it is understood that this is only

temporary.

A good deal of interest is being exhibited

in binder twine. The fact that the soil is in

fine condition for seeding and the acreage

prepared for seeding large has no doubt

induced some dealers to place large orders

early. On the other hand, a good many
will not buy until there is at least some

chance of estimating on the possible amount

of the crop. A good many orders were

placed when twine was at 7^ to 8c.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb #3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

11 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
15 * 45

wire nails, 30 to 60 dy , keg 3 45
16 and 20 3 50
IO 3 55
8 365
6 3 7°
4 3 8s
3 4 10

Cut nails, 30tobody 300
20 to 40 3 05
iotoi6 3 10

!' 8 3 i S
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 6S
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.
Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 9°

No. 2 and larger 4 40
Steel, No. o to No. 1 495

No. 2 and larger 4 7°
Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh. shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 1 3 00
Sheetiron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb.. 3 5°

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge ... 2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge S 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12
Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80
28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, 1C charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 12 75
IXX " 147s

I ngot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch.... 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-i6and larger $10 00
% 10 50

"
Yt, and 5-16 11 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50
H 14 00

"
}i and 5-16 1450

Solder 21 J£

Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
." double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87^
Round" " 82K
Flat " brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57K p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.
Machine 55 p.c.
Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.
Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.
Copper, No. 8 35

Spades and shovels „. .. 40 p.c.
Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.. $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.
" military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5p.c.
C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled , 12 guage 1 8 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 750

Powder, F.F., keg 4 75
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.
" plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.
Water white American 25 %c.
Prime white American 24c.
Water white Canadian 22c

,

Prime white Canadian 21c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 68
Less than barrel lots 73

Linseed oil, raw 80
Boiled 83

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25H
Eldorado engine 24K
A tlantic red 27 lA
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23% to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61

Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 1 1 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5 50
51 to 60 600
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2M
kegs " zyt

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shadeandco'or. .per gal. $1.30 tojji.90

NOTES.

It is rumored that The Lac du Bonnet

Brick Co. will open an office in Winnipeg

this season.

J. T. Black of The McClary Manufac-

turing Co., is calling for tenders for the

purchase of the hardware stock of £. H.

Williams, Sintaluta.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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"MIDLAND
55

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior

Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

SOMETHING SPECIAL

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.
Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook

to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, and is the most practical and up-to-date

Peavey on the market.
Made by

——"""r
James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.

MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CURRENT JVIARKET QUOTATIONS

.»

April 26, 1901.

These prices are for 8uch qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for largerquantitiesand
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of

any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, perlb. 31 32

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

W.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pi r bos
I.C., usual sizes 96 75
I.X., " 8 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
1.0 6 75
I.X 8 25
I.X.X 9 50

Kaven & Vulture Grades—
I.O. , usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 00

X.XXX., " 8 00

D.U, 12%xl7 4 75
D.X 5 50
D.X.X 7 50

Ooke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.O , usual sizes 4 15

I.O, special sizes, base. .. .... 4 50
20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.C., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25
I.X.,TerneTin 10 25

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
C o ikley Grade— Per lb.

X X., 14x56, 50sheetbxs")
" 14x60, " } 07 07%
" 14x65. " J

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

26 " 08% 09
1 28 " 09 09Y2

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs 185 190
Refined " " 2 35
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 25

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,
extras for smaller sizes .... 3 10 3 25

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 10
TireSteel 2 30 2 50
Reeled Machinery 3 00
ast Steel, per lb 00 00

Toe Calk Steel 2 41

T. Firth & Co's special cast steel, per lb. 13
Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inch 12%
2 " 13

2% " 15
3 " 16

3% " 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
Vi inch 2 40
3-16inoh 2 50
*4 inoh and thioker 2 60

Black Sheets.
18 gauge 3 CO
20 gauge 3,00
22to24 " 3 10
26 " 3 20
28 3 30

OanadaPlates.
Al dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
Allbright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% " 4 45

'A inch 3 25

% " 3 30

% " 3 50

% " . 3 65
1 " 5 15

1% " 7 10
1% " 8 40
2 " 11 25
2% " 20 95
3 " 24 5.5

3'/2 " 3J 75
4 " 39 00
5 " 47 35
6 " 62 10

Galvanized pipe

—

V, inch 4 90

% " 5 25
1 " 7 55
1% " 10 30
1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 4 :-5 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 40 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 35 4 50 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

" % 8 00 8 50
" 5-16 " "

4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 CO

" 7-16 " "
3 9J 4 ?5

% " "
3 70 4 10

9-16 " "
3 65 4 15

% " "
3 35 3 90

% '.' "
3 60 4 tO

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 and 50 p.c.
Cow ties 40 p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 25 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-
count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, die-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19

Lake Superior
Bolt or Bar.

Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23% 25
'

' round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)

4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25%
35 to 45 " " .... 24%

" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%
Boiler and T.K. Pitts

Plain Tinned, perlb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25
Tubing, base, per t 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 05% 06
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 00 6V,

Partcasks CO 6%
Lead.

Imported Pig, perlb 04% C4 34
Bar.llb 05% 06%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06 LA
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, list s

at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.o. dis. f .o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-lt. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 100 lb. ; chilled, $7. CO

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 25 p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 percent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd .... 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of

Bolder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10/« 11

White Lead . Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37

No. 1 do 6 00

No.2do 5 62%
No. 3 do 5 15

No.4 do 4 87%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37V2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85

" " No. 2 6 00

Bed Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 C9

No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25

No. 1,casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 10
Barn (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & Color Co's Pure.... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre J.F.L.8.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Oohre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per owt. 180 190
English Oxides, per owt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per owt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,.. 175 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides,93p.o. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " "...... 10
do Raw

,
]\'

t Q og
Drop Black, pure ' "','

o 09
Chrome Yellows, pure .... 18
Chrome Greens, pure, perlb. ..." 12
OoldeD Ocbre

'

OS^i
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxeB, per lb 08 24

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 1 00
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 ib.

'.'."
80

Whiting, per 100 lb o 55

Bine Stone. •

Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb ....!!.'! 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 190
Bulk in less quantity '.'.'.'. .

', 2 f5
Bladders in bbls ...'.'

2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes or ioi.se.!

'.'.'.

2 25
Bladders io 25-lb. tins ... o >*

Bladders in 12%-lb. tins...'..:"
-

;::;; 2 65
bladders 1 a lu'k or tins less than 1001b2 90

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

„ ..". rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80" No. 1 1 60 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60

P.
em

,

ar -----.- 3 31) 3 70
Shellac, white 440 4 80" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's
,Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each.

ranatine Floor Finish, per gal., $2.50.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, 60c ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size 3, 2Uc. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" " small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
CodOilpergal ... 50 55
Pure Olive 1 20

" Neatsfoot 90

Glue.
Common 08% 09
French Medal 14 14%
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip , 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 18
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STEEL, PEECH & TOZER,«w
Phoenix Special Steel Works. The Ickles, near Sheffield, England.

Manufacturers of

Axles and Forgings of all descriptions, Billets and Spring
Steel, Tyre, Sleigh Shoe and Machinery Steel.

Sole Agents for Canada.

JAMES HUTTON 6t CO., MONTREAL
HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.

B B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cant.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 P.O. Amer.

Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.
30 per cent.

.

Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, disoount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
nags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each,12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 2C

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

e ch, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.
11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and It gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink

edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 C 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50

Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils.. lb. 19 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 0934 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc .... „ 600
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised hat

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
2nd " 21 00

Antl-Frlctlon Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21

O " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

Frictionless metal, l
><

i I' 1 23

SYUVO'UKE SMELTINO WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 9,29
Special , .-,

• 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c pure "Syracuse .. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.

Mckel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro'. discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75

Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per pross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway.... 65

" " full square 65

Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60
Coach Screws 70
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square : 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4 1/ic off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 6 :% per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 to

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Oast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Milliard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% per oent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nob. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 60 2 75
Canadian hydraullo 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 CO
" " " embossed 17 00

Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
Lnw Down Oot. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50
" " " " " emb'd. net 20 50

Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 5)
" " 19x15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" " 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets

.

Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz I 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per oent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.
Inches.

Under 26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41to50 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to60 5 15 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75

86to90 14 00
91to95 15 50
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nob. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 900
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, —per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb ... 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 1 50 2 00
Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50

Fork.
C. k B. , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 S 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11. 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. . .. 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent

.

Heavy T and strap, 4-iu., per lb 06%
" " 5-in., " .... 06'/4" " 6-in., " .... 06

" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.

Spring 12 00
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per oent.

HOOKS.
Cast Iron. I

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.

HORSE NAILS.
"0" brand 50 and 7% p.o.off new list 1 Oval-
"M" brand 60 percent. I head
Countersunk, 60 and 10 per oent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Factories- I
332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.factories.

| and SYRACUSE* N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (allsizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weighc steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door, japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. . , 7 Ou
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
AllglaBS 120 130

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell & Erwin, per doz.... 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.

Flat head discount 25 p.c.
Round Head, discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Yitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking, each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Disoount, 25 per cent.
. NAILS.
1 Quotations are : Cut. Wire.
'Sd and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.77V4
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. e.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent.

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per groBS 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
U. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15V,
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring sap buckets, dip. 45 p.c.
6, lu and 14-qt. fl.ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis. 45 p c.

PICKS.
Pirdoz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 1 75 3 00
Brass head " 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
o 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins' radiator valves discount55 percent.
_ '

" standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " '. 3 oo

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more ..„'.' 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

_ PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
«1« 22 33
Screw 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

_ „., PUNCHES.
Saddlers

, per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 3gallons 7 nn

::
35 « 825
40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
fi

35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Disoount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.
Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 6C

and lup.c.
Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c.

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler & Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00

KingCutter 12 50 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount , 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and 10 per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, 1c.
per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. Der lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 uy.
Viand 5-16 in 1514
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32 inch 21%
" Vs inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9V2
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67y,
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% percent.
B 4 A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Rmery, 40 per cent.
Garret (Rurton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. 4 D. , dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and 3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

„ „ SCALES.
B. S. 4 M. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c.

11 Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Ohatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Warren Champion 65 p.c.

" Standard 45 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's per doz 65 1 00

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., brightand steel, 87% and lOp.c.
Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.o.

" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis 75 p.c.
" R.H. " 70 p.c.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case hardeced, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 ptr cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net , . 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co. , full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 11

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c. , rev. list.
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. ,75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 55 3 75
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

,

"

slip 09 09
Labrador 13

„,
" Axe 15

Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
1 inch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, nee cash $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
Per cent.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 15

tinned 80 4 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . 80"
Vi weights 60

Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—
In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk. ... 85, 12% 4 12%
" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 412%
Zinc tacks 35
Leather carpet t acks 55
Copper tacks '50

Copper nails 5;%
Trunk nails, black si and 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads .',',',' 40
Fine finishing ,„ 40
Picture frame points

, , 10
Lining tacks, in papers ,, 10
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STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
PITTSBURGH,

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

U. S. A.

OF ALL KINDS.

Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains. Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, „ ,. „ 4. *• A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal ' -Canadian Representatives- $ £tr{SL

*-

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lining tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5
Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

" " " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
Knglish, ass skin, per doz.... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85

steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Game, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. & N„ P. S. & W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.

German, per doz 4 75 6 03

S. & D. , discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, per lb 22 26
Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 59 60
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, per doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per oent. off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net Belling prices:
No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90

2 8J
2 87
2 90
2 95
3 15
3 37
3 50
3 65

Other size? of plain wire outside of Mos. 9,

10, 11, 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at $2.8) base with

extras as before. The prices for Nos 9'

to 13 include the charge of Vo.
for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:
Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17Vi Per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No.
17, $5—No. 18, $5.50—No. 19. $6-No.20,
$6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,
$7.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28. $11—No. 29.

$12-No. 30, $13-No. 31,$14-No. 32, $1E
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil

ing, 10c—in 25-lv. bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. banks, 50c—
in %-lh. hanks, 75c- in x4-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanised Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7.8, $3 50
to $3 8 T—No. 9, $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10,

33.60 to $3.95—No. 11, $3 70 to $4.10-No
12, $3 to $3 30—No. 13, $3.W to $3 40—
No. 14. $4.1n to $4.50—No. 15. $4.60 to
$5.05—No. 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Base sizes,

Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57 l/2 f.n b. Cleveland.
Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17,

$4.25; No. 18, J2.65; No. 19, $2.35, f.o.b
Hamilton, Toronto, Monl real.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3 05
Galvanized, plain twist 3 05

Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%
in less than carlots, end $2.70 in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4'/2 to 5

White, acoo-ding to quality 6% to 7'1<

50C-lb bale lots shaded.
WRENCHES.

Acme, 35 to 37Y, per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. & K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket , per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 33 CO
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 28 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 1)0

Sampson " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 &nd 5 per cent.

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA

yfjtme/ifr tffs fusion/ oMaaes

The Robin Hood

Powder Company
If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy "Robin Hood Smokeless,"
in " Robin Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against
any powder on the market. We make the
powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company —

SWANTON, VT.

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER AND CLIP
U. S. Patent June 25th, 1895.

Canadian Pat. Dec. 13th, 1894.

Sold by Jobbers of - - -

HARDWARE
TINWARE

and STOVES,
for furnace pipe, to support

the sheet steel blade

Manufactured by
THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ontario.



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for export.. Witb or without " Emlyn "

Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
_J' Machinery," Newport. Newport, Mon., England.

A retail hardware merchant

advises us that he finds

THE DUNDAS AXE
the best seller he ever had.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS.

Lockerby & McGomb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S. --Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial

news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what

you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on

any subject."

CANADIAN PRBHUPrllG BUREAU,

232 McGill Street. MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED I82S. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 90 Chamber! St
R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. Nl^nr

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

.ESTABLISHED 1849...

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be denned as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world. {
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA-
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS. C. IRVING, Gen, Man, Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen, Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

THE
•SRI- Empire Typewriter
Equal to any Machine in every

way.

Superior to all Machines in

several Important Features.

Canadian Pacific Railway nave 175 Empires

in daily use!

Only $60
You can save $60 by purchasing an Empire.

THE WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited

MONTREAL.



Inc. 1896

Black Diamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

c^-%%»%%^^%^%%^^%>%^%^%%^%^%^^%^

1901 HOSE. i9o,

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfc. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms—
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories- 1 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

British Manufactured

CASTOR OIL
GUARANTEED PURE.

Cold Drawn Pharmaceutical

First Pressure. Second Pressure.

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

In Barrels and Cases.

From Stock and to Import.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne

Ratline
Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlin
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

B.&S.H. THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

"RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality M
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

4P

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
" Limited

Western Ontario Representative —

wm. b. stewart, MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. Wost, TORONTO.



There are other designations more
expensive and less worth

Use LANGWELL'S Babbit, Montreal.

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.
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"TANDEM" ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
'Tandem" Metals are better than

any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed,

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofA nti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

Corrugated Iron.

Lysaght's "Orb" and "Redcliffe" brands

are the .standard—good iron, uniform

weights, best workmanship, no risk to

the buyer.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, l.m.teo.

re

PICTURES

TELL BEST

You don't have to use your imagination much with our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water Heating,
because the pictures tell the story, and truthfully, too—they are from photographs Of the SaffOPd
Radiators themselves.

The Safford Radiators
For Steam or Hot Water Heating

are the original invention in screw nipple threaded connections, which does away entirely with joints and rods,
bolts and packing, hence absolutely preventing leaks. " Pictures tell the story best " and the facts prove every
statement true. Send for the pictures and the facts—send for the Booklet. Send to the Largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British Flag for it—it's free.

THE DOMINION RADIATOR COMPANY, Limited, TORONTO, ONT.



CYCLE

SPORTING GOODS FOR 1901

THE TRADE
will be pleased with our new assortment of goods for the coming season.

Our travellers are now on the road with samples ; if they have not seen

you, a card to us will bring them to you. It will pay to get our new prices.

WRiTEFOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.'WWWWfV*'V*/WV%'W%

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED

Cor. King and Victoria Sts., IM

THW?iREASING DEMANDS FOR....
TD

The Fairbanks

Asbestos Disc Valves
is a proof that it will pay you to carry these

goods in stock. Our renewable Asbestos

Disc is a money saver to the steam user.

We carry a

full line of

Pipe and
Fittings.

These goods are used by all the

leading steam plants In Canada and

the United States.

Write for (
Catalogues
and
Prices.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY
749 Craig Street, MONTREAL
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Garden Hose

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg. London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

Other Tools are very / /

good Tools, but YANKEE TOOLS" ARE
BETTER

Our "YANKEE" Tool Book

tells all about them. Mailed

free on application

No. 15 ' Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver, with Finger Turn on Blade.

No. 30. " Yankee" Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver, Right and Left Hand.

1^

No. 41. "Yankee" Automatic Drill, Eight Drill Points in Handle.

No. 50. "Yankee" Reciprocating Drill, for Iron, Steel, Brass, Wood, etc.

Manufacturers also of

LIGHTNING,
GrJM and

BLIZZARD
Ice Cream Freezers,

Toy Freezers,

Ice Shaves and
Ice Chipper*.

Fluting Machines,

Hand Fluters.

Sold by Leading Jobbers
in Canada.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
No. 60.

Pocket Magazine
Screw Driver. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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Oxford Gas Ranges
EMBODY ALL THE BEST IDEAS YET CONTRIVED.

They are made in a full line of sizes and styles to meet all

demands.

Have large ovens, a special improved oven burner lighter, and the

most perfect valves and burners known.

The intense heat furnished by them from a most economical supply

of gas, delights every customer. It is a talking point of most

convincing worth in making sales.

This year we emphasize two new styles with 16 and 18 inch square

ovens, remarkably fine lines that satisfy the popular call for a

standard quality Gas Range at a very moderate price.

Correspondence invited. Full Particulars and Price Lists at your service for the asking.

H OUFRISIEY FOUNDRY CO LIMITED

TORONTO WINNIPEG

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., Limited,

VANCOUVER

MONTREAL.

For the first season since 1897, we are in the
market for the supply of

Galvanized Wire, Plain Twist

ty Barb Wire Fencing

4 Barb,
6" apart

OF OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.

4 Barb,
4" apart

3 Wires

"D"

2 Barb,
5" apart-
Short Barb

<<>>

When ordering Fencing do not forget

Bright and Galvanized Staples.
We solicit y> ur orders also for

Wj.p of all kinds and for all purposes,
I" B of Steel, Brass or Copper.

Wire Nails and Wood Screws
Bright Wire Goods Cotter Pins
Jack Chain Door Pulls
and "Crescent" Coat and Hat Hooks
Bed, Blind, and Netting Staples.

Prices quoted upon application to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

\

\
the new Baldwin!

i

i

DRY AIR CLEANABLE

\ REFRIGERATOR.
• 135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

|
METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Looks
Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special
refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

f

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
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Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants,

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, ONT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

ARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada.

INDELIBLO

:l°020.2SO

white

WHAT IS IT ?

It's just the very best of all the cold water paints

that has ever been put out for sale. It's easy

enough to have a water paint, but you don't get

one that s WEATHER-PROOF and WASH-
ABLE until you get INDELIBLO. Just fancy

^^aving a paint in dry powder, that only requires

cold water to make a paint in white and colors

impervious to weather ! RAIN WILL NOT
MOVE IT, and you can wash it all you like.

You can sell paint like that, can't you? Write for

cards and prices.

AGENTS

A, RAMSAY k SON, MONTREAL,

J. H, ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY k CO., - - VANCOUVER.

"DAISY" CHURN oe
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady wbil; churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidt s to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has amost enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co,,

Limited

LONDON, ONT,
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

IMPROVED STEEL WIRE TRACE CHAINS.

Every chain guaranteed. Most profitable and satisfactory chain to handle.

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited
HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.
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ESTABLISHED I860. INCORPORATED 1895.

flilk Can Trimmings
In all our Milk Can Bottoms sufficient space is left

between bottom proper and rim to allow body of can to be

inserted ^ of an inch, making permanent joint.

Bottoms are thus sweated in with half the solder.

Top Hoops are " Shouldered " and have cut-out at

joint, making neater and cleaner job in half time than the

old style hoop.

All Hoops have retinned edges.

For durability, finish, and economy in making up our

Trimmings are unequalled.

Iron Clad Pattern. Broad Hoop Pattern.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

Galvanized Sheets

From stock or for

Importation.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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LEWIS BROS. & CO
\A/hol Hardware

MONTREAL .
M IMIIIIMI IIMI ll irillMIIMIIIHIIIH IMM >MI I

FOR YODR HOT pATHER TRADE.

If

The Crown Ice Chipper. Family Ice Tongs. Gem Ice Shave.

Tf>«» Pint Arrow Point, Wooden Handle, with heavyxce ricjs
Galvanized Malleable Eing.

-*. Peerless Iceland Freezers, all sizes.

REMARKS—Rapid Freezers, Easy to Work, and Clean.

Ice Chisel—Polished Steel Blade, or Galvanized Steel Blade.

Lewis Bros.
WRITE FOR PRICES.
MAILORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.

& Co.,
MONTREAL.
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The

Mower
THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

If you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will disappear. The
Clipper will do it.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co,
NORRISTOWN, Pa.

THE TIME TO INSURE IS

NOW
While you arc WELL, STRONG and INSURABLE

THE

Confederation

Life
ASSOCIATION issues policies on all approved plans
of Insurance, and is a prosperous and progressive
Canadian Company.

PROTECTION FOR YOUR FAMILY.

PROFITABLE INVESTMENT FOR YOURSELF.

Pamphlets and full information sent on application.

Hon. Sir W. P. Howland, K.C.M.G., C.B., - - President.

W. H. Beatty, Esq., W. D. Matthews, Esq., - Vice-Presidents.

W. C. MACDONALD,
ii II \ 11 v

.

HEAD OFFICE,

J. K. MACDONALD,
r

I
i'I'i, I;.

TORONTO.

Three l^^
Minutes

is not the record of an expert demon-

strator. It is the time any one at

home freezes ice cream in a

Peerless
Iceland
Freezer

(One Motion)

Patented dasher construction does

away with all motions except one--

the can revolves around the station-

ary dasher. Motion is necessary in

the cream not in the machine.

The cream has more motion in

Peerless Iceland than in any other

freezer. J*-

If there is anything else you would like

to know, ask your jobber or write us.

DANA & CO., Cincinnati
New Yor-K. 'Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco "Branch. 105 Front St.
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

~ HJKS&C

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL.

F. A. YORK, Manager.

EAVETROUGH AND CONDUCTOR PIPE

Write for prices.

E, T. WRIGHT & CO., Mfrs,

HAMILTON, CANADA.

"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co 55E££5£S^?£i'

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Model
1900.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

\ STEVENS-MAYNARD Jr. RIFLE S

t The -^=r^«„. ^ The
Young Gentleman's ^^s^^^ '^~~^^~-~~^ "^ Young Gentleman's W

I Rifle. <*s**
ssS^ ^"~^"^~-^ Rifle. ^

A If you want the best cheap rifle ever made we have it in the Stevens-Maynard Jr. It A
will be a great seller this year. Better place order now. k

I The leading JoLbers handle Stevens products. wThe leading JoLbers handle Stevens products.

J
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p ^ox Chicopee Falls, Mass , U.S.A. k

-*—«.

WIRE RODS ! \
Drawn to Decimal Sizes, Cut and Straightened,
In Uniform Sizes. Prompt Shipment.

Chalcraft Screw Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.

A LONDON FENOE MACHINE

The London Fence Machine Co

ON EXHIBITION IN
YOVR STORE~-~

will create more curiosity and bring in more
customers than any other implement.
There's money in handling the " London,"
as other merchants have found. You get a

snap if you get the " London" agency for

your town.

WRITE FOR TERMS BEFORE YOU MISS IT.

Coiled Spring Wire at right prices to the trade.

Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealer? London, Can.
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CANlf BEAT

HIGHEST
IN

QUALITY.

EASIEST

RUNNING.

BEST

IN

FINISH.

EASIEST

ADJUSTED.

A CHILD

CAN
USE IT.

MANUFACTURED AND PATENTED BY

A. R. Woodyatt & Co.
GUELPH, ONT.

Sold only through the wholesale trade.

VICTOR and DAISY Oil Stoves
of to-day are the results of years of practical ex-

perience in oil stove making.

In them are embodied all the points which
go to make up a perfect oil stove.

A stove which will not smoke 1 but will give perfect

A stove which will not smell ) satisfaction.

That's why our trade is increasing so rapidly.

Your stock would not be complete without these goods.

Made in one, two and three-burner.

We will be pleased to quote you.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President,

JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,
Montreal.

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.

Limited.

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P. E.
Island and Newfoundland.

OFFICES

MONTREAL 232 McGill Street,
Telephone 1255.

TORONTO 10 Front Street East,
Telephone 2148.

LONDON, ENQ.. - - - 109 Fleet Street, E.C.,
W. H. Miln.

MANCHESTER, END. - - - 18 St Ann Street.
H. S. Ashburner,

WINNIPEG - - - - Western Canada Block.
J. J. Roberts,

ST. JOHN, N.B. - - - No. 3 Market Wharf,
1. Hunter White.

NEW YORK. 176 E. 88th Street.

Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.
Great Britain and elsewhere - • 12s.

P.H . .,,„„ I Adscript, London.Cable Address
j Adscri£t ; Canada .

Published every Saturday.

• WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M EN-TION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER

MAKING THE METAL MARKET
UNIFORM

ALTHOUGH the market for Canadian

manufactured iron and steel, in-

cluding bar iron and pipe, rules

firm, the spot sheet metal market, as

governed by English values, has been

weakening appreciably during the last few

weeks.

_ The English market has, of course, fallen

since there were any large importations

made last fall in black sheets, tinplates,

Canada plates, galvanized iron and similar

goods, but, while our Canadian ports have

been shut off from sea commerce by the

winter frosts, dealers in Montreal and

Toronto have been able to escape the brunt

of a falling market and lighten their stocks

at fair prices. But now that goods are on

the way here prices must come down into

touch with the English market. So, during

the past week, several reductions in imported

sheet metals have been made varying in

amount with the different firms.

Black sheets are suffering severely. Last

all it cost £\t. 5s. per ton to lay them down

in Montreal ; to-day a fair price would be

£$ 17s. 6d. Montreal houses are, to day,

selling these goods at ^2.50 to $2.60 for 28

gauge, according to quantity, a drop of 40

to 50c. per 100 lb.

Tinned plates are also declining. The

fall in the English market since the close of

navigation last year amounts to about 45c.

per box, from 14s. to 12s. for cokes. The

wholesale price now ranges about $3.60 to

$3 70 for cokes.

Canada plate has been selling at very

low figures for import, and there have been

some transactions in Montreal this week at

$2.40 to $2.50 for 52*5. Last fall, the price

to import was about /~io per ton or a little

lower ; now it is about £&. Some dealers

have light stocks and are holding their

higher prices about $2.60 to $2.70, but

others are clearing at about import prices.

In galvanized iron, the drop has

amounted to about 35c. per cwt. covering

the winter period, while the difference in

the import price of terne plates amounts to

3s. or 4s. per box. We have heard that

some import orders have been take.i here

on retail account for terne plates in the

neighborhood of $6.75, but prices on spot

goods are much above that figure.

There is no doubt these reductions have

fallen heavily upon some importers, but

they can at least congratulate themselves

that the wintry weather has for some months

kept out goods purchaseable at these low

prices, giving them an opportunity to make

the best of an unfortunate turn of the mar-

ket. At any rate, the condition must be

faced in the course of next week.

Although no one is buying heavily in

these lines for forward delivery, there is a

feeling this week that the English market

may take a turn for the better. The

American market is very active, and a

demand seems to be setting in across the

border for English goods. Should this

prove true, the depression that has charac-

terized the English market for some time

may give way to buoyant tone. The danger

of a prolonged coal strike is another cir-

cumstance to be considered and duly

weighed.

JEALOUSY IN BUSINESS.

JEALOUSY is as much to be discouraged

in business as it is in love affairs.

The merchant who is possessed of it

is laboring under a disadvantage, for it

blinds his own judgment and makes his

fellow businessmen his enemies.

Those who succeed in business are not

the men who are eternally watching with a

jealous eye their competitors ; they are

those who are too busy minding their own

affairs to grieve over the success that may

be attending the efforts of their fellows.

He is a wise merchant who keeps him-

self independent of his business confreres.

But he is equally wise who keeps on good

terms with them.

Jealousy is the root of price-cutting and

other trade evils. The spirit of live and let

live, on the other hand, is the basis on

which legitimate and profitable business is

erected.
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STEEL RAILS AND
INTEREST in the iron and steel trades

this week centres around the steel rail

market, on account of the advance of

$2 per ton, which went into effect on Wed-

nesday in the United States. The price of

standard steel rails is now $28 per ton.

Tbe manufacture of steel rails in the

United States is now practically in the

hands of the United States Steel Corpora-

tion, or, as it is better known, the Billion

Dollar Steel Trust. An advance of $2 per

ton so soon after the consummation of the

big consolidation, with its $1,100,000,000

of stock and $304,000,000 of bonds, has

naturally induced a great deal of comment,

the concensus of which is not favorable to

the action of the corporation.

The New York Journal of Commerce

declares that the profits were already $10

per ton, while '

' the price of ore for the next

year has been reduced." It, therefore,

comes to the conclusion that " the increase

was justified by nothing."

All that The Journal of Commerce says

may be true in regard to the large profit on

steel rails, but it must be remembered that

the demand is abnormally brisk. Some of

the mills in the corporation have practically

sold up for the year, while, according to

The Iron Trade Review, " probably 90 per

cent, of the business the mills can take care

of this year has been booked." It is esti-

mated that the mills have in hand orders for

over 2,000,000 tons of rails.

In view of such a strong position the

corporation has only done what an ordinary

manufacturer would have done under the

circumstances. Most manufacturers earn

as high a profit as they can whether they

are acting independently or in unison with

others. It may not be right morally, but it

is the practice commercially. In saying this

we are not endorsing the conditions which

give one concern the power to manipulate

prices of such an enormous industry as that

of steel rails at its own sweet will without

any consideration whatever as to the state

of the market. That we cannot endorse.

The autocrat in commerce is as much to be

deplored as the autocrat in politics.

While the demand for steel rails is so

active, it is significant that the month of

April closed with a quiet trade in pig iron,

THE IRON TRADE.
somewhat contrary to its opening, and The

Iron Trade Review points out that " the

prominent fact in the situation is the con-

tinued unwillingness of the average buyer

of pig iron to contract to th; end of the

year, or, in fact, much beyond July." As

is generally known, large buyers on this

side of the Atlantic have, as a rule, placed

orders for their pig iron requirements for the

first half of the year.

Steel continues active and firm, and

dealers in both Canada and the United

States are still experiencing a great deal of

difficulty in getting delivery. The same

remarks apply to galvanized sheets. Im-

porters in Canada have been advised by

manufacturers in the United States that

they will not be able to book orders for

delivery before June. As delivery can be

obtained sooner than that from England,

manufacturers of galvanized sheets there

are getting some orders that would other-

wise go to the United States.

The demand for wire and wire nails is

on the whole good. For barb wire the de-

mand appears to be exceedingly heavy,

both in the United States and Canada.

Nearly the whole of the demand for the

home market is now supplied by United

States mills, and, owing to the distance the

latter are behind with their orders, there is

practically a famine here in barb wire at

the moment, although supplies are promised

by the end of next week.

Owing to the difficulty of getting barb

wire from the United States lately, one of

the Canadian factories has recently begun

manufacturing again. It will be remem-

bered that shortly after barb wire was

placed on the free list the manufacturing of

that article ceased in this country.

Now that delivery of barb wire from the

United States is so difficult, in quite a few

instances consumers are being persuaded to

take oiled and annealed wire as a substi-

tute. As this wire is the product of the

home factories, sentiment has not a little to

do with the efforts that are being made to

push its sale at this opportune time.

It is a current fact well worth mentioning

that the manufacturers in the United States

have never yet been able to make an oiled

and annealed wire equal to the Canadian

product.

According to our exchanges, the condition

of the iron and steel trades in Great Britain

and in Germany is a little more satisfactory

than it was a short time ago. At the same

time, it is in anything but a satisfactory

condition. This is evident from the fact

that in the Midland districts there has. thi^^

week, been made a reduction in the wages

of the men employed in the iron trade.

A CANADIAN MINT AT LAST.

IN
October last, the Minister of Finance

informed a newspaper correspondent

that the Canadian Government had

obtained the sanction of the Imperial

authorities to establish a mint in Canada for

the coinage of gold and silver. On Tuesday

last, in the House of Commons, Lieut. -Col.

Prior, one of the members for Victoria.B.C,

reminded the Minister of the statement he

made six months ago, and hoped he would

implement that promise by bringing in a

Bill at this session to establish both a mint

and an assay office.

The reply of Mr. Fielding was most satis-

factory. He said that notice would be given

directly for the introduction of a Bill to pro-

vide for the establishment of a Royal mint,

and that an assay office would follow later.

At present Canada has no gold coinage

of her own. The little gold that is in circu-

lation here is composed of British sovereigns

and American eagles. But, while a certain

amount of notional pride will be satisfied by

the establishment of a mint of our own, pro-

bably the most important consideration in

connection with a mint or an assay office is

the trade as well as the gold which either

attracts.

Knowing this, the United States Govern-

ment took steps to establish an assay office

at Seattle as soon as the rich discoveries of

gold in the Klondyke were revealed to the

outside world, and by the time the output of

1898 was brought out the office was ready

to deal with it. There being neither assa7

office nor mint in British Columbia, the

gold went to Seattle, a foreign city, and the

great bulk of the trade on Klondyke ac-

count as well. According to the United

States authorities at Seattle, $14,000,000

worth of Klondyke gold went into the

United States last year.
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THE BASIS OF PROGRESS.

THE majority of Canadians are am-

bitious. The educational facilities

enjoyed in early life, the civil liberty,

the social conditions, and, what may be

most influential, the rapid development of

our country, present opportunities for pro-

gress and create a desire for improvement

,^hat does much to stimulate ambition and

develop a nation of progressive people.

But here, as elsewhere, the difference

between desire and attainment, between

ambition and success, is manifest. And

observation leads' to the conviction that the

same factors that have made for progress

in other countries are, to the same extent,

effectual in Canada, and apply in the

mercantile world as in any other condition

of life.

The merchant who starts at the bottom

—

say, with a small business and meagre capi-

tal, may hope to attain large success under

certain conditions. The primary factor is

that he must work. A merchant has no

more right to sit down and expect his

business to grow and prosper without the

expenditure of much thought and labor in

its interest than has a clerk or an employe

of any kind to sit idle during the week and

expect his employer to give him full pay at

the week's close. The public demands

service for its money just as does a private

employer, and it bestows its rewards in the

shape of steady patronage.

It is not sufficient to merely do what work

is forced upon one. The majority do that,

and it is only to the extent that one is

superior to his creditors that he will de-

velop beyond them. The progressive

merchant is thoughtful, alert. He is ever-

ready to take advantage of any conditions,

to follow up any line of action, to do any

extra work which will extend the scope of

his business or increase its net profit. If by

working half an hour per day extra he can

save a small percentage of his expenses he

""sacrifices the half hour.

The habit of economy grows when culti-

vated. The merchant who is bound to

succeed soon learns that every dollar saved

is a source of strength to his business and

jealously guards against unnecessary

expenses both in the business and on

personal account. This habit of economy

is a factor that has meant all the difference

between success and failure to many men.

It is easy to live on $1,000 per year, but

it is not easy to save money on a net

income of #400 or $500 per year. Yet

many successful merchants bear witness

to the fact that they owe their success to

the money they saved when their business

yielded even less than either of these

amounts. Not only did they watch closely

the expense of the business, but maintained

the strictest personal economy, and though

they saved slowly every dollar made them

stronger and helped to extend the scope of

their undertaking.

Some merchants lack the necessary

courage or boldness to launch out into

greater expenditure in order to obtain a

larger business and a bigger margin of

profit. After working hard and living

closely until they have more cash than is

necessary to the working of their business,

they bank their money rather than invest it

in better premises, though they are per-

suaded that the latter move would not only

be safe but profitable. Others are too bold

,

extending their business before their busi-

ness has grown sufficiently to warrant it, or

before they have accumulated enough

capital to insure the success of the exten-

sion.

The truly progressive merchant combines

courage with caution and extends as his

capital increases—and his capital only

increases according to the thought and

labor expended on it and the proportion of

net income set aside from it each year.

ALD. LAMARCHE MAKES A SPEECH.

AT the last meeting of the Montreal

Master Plumbers' Association, Aid.

Jos. Lamarche gave an interesting

talk, a resume of the work he had done in

the council in general, and on behalf of the

plumbing trade in particular. He gave a

brief history of his attempt to reserve the

position of sanitary inspector to plumbers

alone. In March, 1900, he introduced a

motion into the council which had for its

object to make all applicants pass an ex-

amination before the hygiene committee,

only those who had been in the plumbing

trade for five years to be eligible for the

position. This motion passed successfully,

and two plumbers were appointed for the

first time. Unhappily the motion was re-

voked on November 23 last by the hygiene

committee ; still, the appointments made

since that time have gone to plumbers and

his agitation has not been fruitless.

Mr. Lamarche has also been instrumental

in having the building by law passed which

had been on the shelf for four years.

Much of the credit for this he modestly

gives to Aid. Hart. The plumbers' by-

laws are Aid. Lamarche' s greatest civic

progeny. These will involve great im-

provements for the trade. They have all

been passed before the council with the

exception of the clause licensing plumbers,

the right of the council to pass which has

been referred to the city attorneys. How-
ever, they have reported in Aid. Lamarche'

s

favor and the whole by-law will probably go

into force in a month or so.

Other questions, such as the civic hos-

pital scheme were discussed and Aid.

Lamarche' s attitude was approved. He
has shown himself to be an able and willing

champion of the plumber's cause while in

the council, and if an alderman ever gets

any thanks, which is doubtful, he for one

deserves some.

A HANDY MAN TO HAVE.

A
HANDY man, a sort of jack-at-all-

trades but good at most of them, is

a valuable addition to a hardware

store, says Stoves and Hardware Reporter.

A clerk who can turn his hand to repair

work, a shop worker who can go behind the

counter and sell goods, is often of more
value to his employer in the long run than

are two men who occupy different positions

but cannot diversify their work. One of the

best hardware travellers now going out of

St. Louis began to acquire knowledge of the

business in a retail store where his first

duties were as an errand boy. When not

outside, he was either dusting off or clean-

ing up the stock or was in the tinshop. He
wanted to learn, and he succeeded. His

first promotion was to a position created for

him, that of utility man, although he was

nothing but a boy.

He soon learned how to sell a stove and

then to set it up, becoming a mechanic-

clerk, and even finding time to study the

science of accounting and become a walking

encyclopaedia of hardware. He wanted to

go on the road in order to learn more, and

that is the reason why he is no longer a

utility man, but if there were more like him

in the country, or if employers would

endeavor to discover such as he or to edu-

cate the clerks they now have the result

would be an economy in management and

a more satisfactory condition of business.

The more a clerk knows about the goods

he handles, and especially about the way
they should be used, the greater is his value

to the employer.
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THE ANTI=TRADING STAMP ACT.
A MOVEMENT TO MAKE IT EFFECTIVE.

AT the regular monthly meeting of the

Toronto branch of the Retail

Merchants' Association of Canada,

the trading-stamp situation was discussed

at some length. The legislation recently

passed by the Ontario Legislature empower-

ing municipalities to prohibit merchants

from giving trading stamps to be redeemed

by a third party or concern was considered

so satisfactory that a resolution was unani-

mously adopted asking the Toronto City

Council to pass a by-law to this effect, as

they had been empowered.

CONSIDERS THE ACT SOUND.

In speaking to Hardware and Metal
regarding the matter, E. M. Trowern,

secretary of the association, stated :
" The

Act is absolutely sound, as the Provincial

Legislatures only have control of this class

of legislation. The Law Clerk of the

Ontario House and several eminent legal

authorities examined the Act before it was

passed and pronounced it constitutional.

Similar legislation was granted by the Nova

Scotia Legislature and passed by the city of

Halifax. The Montreal Trading Stamp

Co. appealed against the Act, but it was

upheld in the courts. We are now prepar-

ing a by law which will not only be sub-

mitted to the municipal council of Toronto,

but that of other municipalities in Ontario."

THE TRADING STAMP CO.'S VIEW.

The representative of Hardware and
Metal also saw Mr. Hubbell, secretary of

The Dominion Trading Stamp Co., Limited,

regarding their proposed course of action in

the matter. He stated that his company

are confident that the Bill is ultra vires,

that this view was taken by one of the lead-

M.P.P.'s, Mr. Carscallen, of Hamilton,

when the Bill was up before the House, who
went so far as to say "that the Bill was

not worth the paper on which it was printed,

and would never stop the trading-stamp

business, and that if he was the company's

counsel he would advise them to pay no

heed to it." The Bill is only a permissive

one and does not permit municipalities act-

ing upon it until after January i. The
company in the meantime proposes to con-

test the validity of the Bill in the highest

court if necessary. Mr. Hubbell also states

that the company is permanent and intends

to continue in business, that, even if the

Bill was permitted to stand, it can be

evaded in a very simple and effective man-

ner without causing the company any great

trouble or expense, that it is the intention

of the company to continue in business and

meet every difficulty that may arise, that

there is nothing illegal in the business he

states has been clearly proven, as its entire

operation has been reviewed before Chan-

cellor Boyd and Judge Ferguson within the

past 1 8 months, the former having defined

the business as "an advertising device

whereby local trade was promoted and cash

trade stimulated."

"This Bill," said Mr. Hubbell, "as
passed is an exact copy of a Bill passed in

Rhode Island something more than a year

ago, and declared to be unconstitutional by

the Supreme Court of that State, Justice

Tillinghast rendering the decision, in which

he states that the proposition that a merchant

can give a stamp or coupon and redeem it

himself cannot be prohibited, and that to

make a difference between the merchant

giving the stamp and redeeming it himself,

as against having it redeemed by some other

person or company, is not a distinction that

requires or will admit of any legislation."

" Has your company experienced legis-

lative opposition in other Provinces?
"

" Yes, in British Columbia. The British

Columbia Legislature last summer passed

an Act compelling the payment of a license

to handle stamps in that Province. We are

contesting that Act, and are as confident of

success there as we are here."

as an iron and hardware merchant, and the

splendid establishments in Victoria and
Vancouver which bear his name would

seem to attest business success. He is a

good fellow, has a dashing way with him
and an offhand manner."

A HARDWARE M. P.

Nicholas Flood Davin, the Ottawa cor-

respondent of The Toronto News gave in

a recent issue of that journal a brief and
interesting sketch of Col. Prior, one of the

hardwaremen who sits in the House of

Commons. It read as fol'ows :

" Col. Prior has been in the House of

Commons since 1888, in January of which

year he succeeded Mr. Noah Shakespeare

as one of the representatives for Victoria.

He was then 35 years of age, a handsome
man, well built, fair, florid, with a military

bearing and a bright manner—a great

fellow amongst the ladies, admiring and

admired. For some years he gave himself

more to society than to legislation, but since

January, '96, when he entered the Govern-

ment of Sir Mackenzie Bowell as Comp-
troller of Inland Revenue, he has been a

hard worker and has stuck closely to his

place in the House of Commons. He has

gained in weight, both in the House and in

the estimation of his constituents. Had
his party remained in power he would un-

doubtedly have been Minister of Militia,

for which he has special aptitude, having

had an excellent military training and pos-

sessing good executive power. The son of

a Yorkshire clergyman and an engineer by

profession he, after a successful career as

mining engineer, went in 1880 into business

INQUIRIES REGARDING CANADIAN
TRADE.

The following were among the recent

inquiries relating to Canadian tra&i

received at the High Commissioner's office,

in London, England :

1. The names of Canadian egg shippers are
asked for by a large firm of importers in the North
of England.

2. An Irish correspondent,- with a fair capita),

inquires through the Dominion Government agency
in Dublin for information regarding the tanning
and leather trade in Canada, both in respect to the

manufacture of sole leather and dressed goods.

3. A Glasgow firm ask for particulars of ship-

building firms in Canada, being desirous to do
business in ship's plates, etc.

4. Further inquiry is made by a Continental
house for exporters of seal oil from Canada, liberal

advances offered on consignments.

5. A London firm are desirous of importing from
Canada small wood discs, such as are used in tops

of corks in mineral waters. They are usually

packed up in barrels containing 500 gross each. If

suitable prices quoted, quantities of 100 to 150
barrels could be taken at a time.

6. A selling agent with a good connection among
large wholesale and export firms desires to be
placed in touch with Canadian packers of canned
meats (especially pigs' tongues).

7. A London agent is inquiring for exporters of

good tares from Canada for feeding purposes, there

being a demand both in the city and on the Con-
tinent.

8. A correspondent asks for names of Canadian
exporters of canned yolks of eggs.

Mr. Harrison Watson, curator of the

Canadian Section of the Imperial Institute,

London, England, is in receipt of the follow-

ing inquiries regarding Canadian trade :

9. A London firm largely interested in graphite

is prepared to hear from Canadian producers of

same.

10. A house in Malta desires names of Canadian
manufacturers of enamelled ware.

11. A London house, exporting all lines of soft

goods, cotton, woollen, linen, etc., would like to

arrange to be represented in Canada.

12. A Midlands manufacturer of brooms and
brushes desires names of Canadian manufacturers

who can supply handles.

[The names of the firms making the above

inquiries, can be obtained on application to

the editor of Hardware and Metal,
Toronto. When asking for names, kindlv

give number of paragraph and date of issue. ]

WIRE NAILS
TACKS *

WIRE^~.
Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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THE COAL MINES OF VANCOUVER
ISLAND.

THL most important factors in the

prosperity of Vancouver Island are

the rich coal mines that have been

developed all along' its eastern coast, that

give employment and livelihood to thous-

ands ol people.

Until of late years, the Vancouver island

mines have had no rivals in British Colum-
bia and have practically monopolized the

•coal trade. But the development of the

Crow's Nest coal mines in the southeast

portion of the Province, recently purchased
by an American syndicate, now in control,

has prevented any increase of the consump-
tion of Vancouver Island coal on the main-
land, though it is claimed that the Can-
adian Pacific Railroad, which still uses the

island coal, regards it as superior for mak-
ing steam to the product of the Crow's
Nest mines. It is stated that the Crow's
Nest mines are the largest on the Coast ;

capable of producing, when properly
worked, 10,000 tons of coal daily, and even
at that rate of lasting several hundred
years. The present product of these mines
amounts to less than 1,000 tons per day
and cannot be largely increased until a way
is found to reach the United States. A
Bill is now before the Legislature and Dom-
inion Parliament asking a charter for a
railroad from Michel, British Columbia, to

the international boundary, where connec-

tion is made with the Great Northern
Kail road. The company is ready to build

the road without bonus or land grant of

an} kind, but is, of course, opposed in their

application for charter by the Canadian
Pacific Railroad, aided by parties who
oppose all roads that lead to the United
States.

There has been quite a change in the
mines of Vancouver island during the past
year. The coal mines at Comox, the most
northern, have been worked to their fullest

capacity ami one or two new shafts dug
out. It was in one of these new shafts

( No. G ) that a terrible explosion took
place on Friday, February 15, 1901, by
which 04 miners, all who were working in

the shaft, lost their lives. Of the dead
miners, 20 were whites, and the remainder
Asiatics. Since then work has been
resumed, and the mine is again being run
to its full capacity.

At Wellington, the mines have been
worked out and abandoned—and so has the

town itself, practically. Before the work
ceased there were frequent ''cave-ins,"

involving loss of life and property. During
the past year, the principal buildings there

have been moved away to other towns, and.

by petition of the remaining inhabitants,

the municipal charter has been surrendered
and revoked. The repair shops of the

Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway, however,
still remain there. It is understood that if

the road is continued north to Hardy Hay.
the shops will be kept at Wellington. A
charter lias been applied for to authorize
the extension of the railroad, which will

jtorobably tie granted ; but whether the road
will be built is yet to be determined.

The mines at Nanaimo, extending from
the town under the bay to Protection
Island, are worked to their full capacity,
and ship as much coal as all the other
mines of the island combined. These mines
are worked entirely by union men, and no
Asiatics are employed underground. The
result is that Nanaimo is represented in the
Provincial Legislature by two labor men,
while the seat in the Dominion Parliament
is filled by the secretary of the miners'
union, Strikes have so far been avoided

ON
EVERY SIDE

of the paint question THE SHERWIN-WlLLIAMS

PAINT can show superiority.

No matter what sort of competition an S. W. P.

dealer has to meet, he can always beat it out. He

can always show greater durability, greater cover-

ing capacity, greater economy, easier working

qualities, greater uniformity and greater beauty

of finish. You can't do it with lead and

oil or the low-priced paints. Neither can

you make good profit and build big

business with them.

Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO.

NkVii YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

although one was set for March 1, 190]

but the management met the committee
representing the miners and showed tl

contracts of the company, many of which
were made before the present Provincial tax

of five cents per ton was levied, and the

men have so far continued without increase.

In these mines, the miners receive 68 cents

per ton and make an average of .|4 to &4.50
per day.

The Alexandria mine is closed, and has
been since last December. The management
gives as reason for closing that there is no
demand fur the coal, which was chiefly sent

to San Francisco. Since that time the
whole force of 180 men previously employed
in the mine has been lying idle, save those

who have gone to work in other mines s The
miners claim that the real cause for closing

the mine is that the management insists

that 2,800 pounds should constitute a
miner's tun. instead of 2,352 pounds, as had
previously been the rule ; and, further, that
nothing should be allowed for " turning
places.'' which are quite numerous in this

mine. The management states that the

United States duty of 67 cents per ton. the

5-cent tax, the eight-hour law, and the

discovery of oil in California render the
market unprofitable ; and further intimates
that the general output of Vancouver
Island coal mines may have to be curtailed
in the near future, owing to the competi-
tion of the Washington mines, and of Cali-

fornian oil. A number of the unemployed
and their families are now receiving relief

from the Nanaimo and other unions.

The Extension mines, owned by the same
company ( The Wellington Colliery Com-
pany I, are distant 12 miles only from the
Alexandria. It may be stated that all tl

coal mines of the island are on the east
coast, within a radius of less than 40
miles. The Extension mines are running as

usual and frequently are unable to supplv
the demand for coal, vessels having to wait
their turn at the wharves before receiving
their needed supply. Forty or more of the
miners who formerly worked at Alexandria
have secured work in the Extension mines.
where 72 cents per ton is paid miners,
against 66 cents in the Alexandria mine.
The operation of the Extension mines has

resulted in the building and incorporation
of a new town at Oyster Bay, known as
Ladysmith, which already has 1,200 inhab-
itants, several stores, hotels, etc., and la

fair to become a thriving city ; although
entirely dependent, as was Wellington and
as are Nanaimo and South Wellington, on
the mining industry. Here, bunkers capable
of holding 20,000 tons of coal have been
erected, and tracks run direct to the
wharves from the mines at Extension, 1-1

miles away. Many of the miners reside in

small shanties close to the mine, but the
management prefers to have them live at
Ladysmith. To this end, lots are sold
miners at $100 each and neat cottages
erected for them, payable on the install

ment plan. Trains run at convenient hours
for the different shifts of miners, and
transportation is wit In nit cost. All the
men are paid at Ladysmith, which is the
headquarters of the management of Kxten
sion mines.

Victoria, March 16, 1901.

James Shuter. general merchant, Thorn-

hill, Ont., died March 17 last without

making his will His wife is asking for

letters of administration. The estate is

valued at $5 934, $5,050 of which consists

of realty at Thornhill and the balance in

book debts and stock in trade.
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EXIT THE FEMALE DRUMMER.

WOMAN, fair woman, is invading the

realm of business, and it really

seems as though we should have

to look up men slaveys to do our cooking

and washing if this thing keeps on. The

female drummer has ceased to be a novelty.

From all accounts I have not yet heard that

she has invaded the shoe business to any

serious extent, still it may come, alas, any

day when the old war horses, whose faces

we have known for years, and who have

visited the retail trade spring and fall every

year for a decade or two, will be laid upon

the shelf and their places taken by more

(or less) beautiful females who will attempt

to induce shoe retailers to place large orders

with them. From what I have heard of the

invasion of other trades by these petticoated

salesmen, I should judge that the change is

not exactly agreeable to many retailers, who,

although they may have a naturally high

respect for the sex, and who are invariably

courteous in their treatment of them when

in society, are loth to see them mingling in

business matters.

It was only the other day that a merchant

in another line of business told me of a case

where a firm had failed to sell him a bill of

goods, the said retailer being very well

satisfied to continue trading with the manu-

facturers who had served him well for

several years. For four successive trips the

representative of the rival house called and

endeavored to have him place an order,

but without success, but last fall a change

came over the spirit of his dreams when

there marched into his store a trig young

woman, dressed in the height of fashion,

straight - front corsets, L'Aiglon dingle-

dangles, and all the rest of the latest ideas.

Following her was a hotel porter with two

big grips looking like sample cases. It did

not take long to find out that the woman
represented the firm whose drummer of the

male persuasion had been unable to secure

an order during the previous seasons, for

the woman, with the volubility for which
her sex is noted, opened fire and took the

merchant's breath away with the torrent of

her praise of the goods.

The dealer was at first courteous and

considerate, but firm in his previously

announced position that he was well satis-

fied with the firms with whom he was deal-

ing and did not wish to see the samples.

But that made no difference, and for three

solid hours that woman talked, wheedled

and cajoled in endeavoring to place an

order for those goods. The man's patience

had deserted him and when the lady com-

mercial ventured to remark: "You don't

seem really to like lady drummers," he was

hasty enough to give her a most forcible nega-

tive, at the same time consigning the entire

tribe of female salesmen to the old fashioned

orthodox locality of eternal punishment. It

was not a gentlemanly remark. He was

rot in the habit of saying such things, and

he was naturally courteous to women, but

he claimed afterwards that he lost his

temper under the unusual provocation.

The drummer did not sell the goods, and

this dealer told me that the change in the

policy of the firm in hiring female drummers
was abandoned before the saleswoman had

reached the further point of her outward

trip, and long before the return route was

entered upon there was a telegram calling

her back to the factory and she was given

a liberal cheque for the remainder of the

term for which she had been engaged and

allowed to seek some other and perhaps
more feminine field of industry. — Geo. E.
B. Putnam in Boot and Shoe Recorder.

G. M. Farrington is making a two storey

brick addition to his store in Picton, Ont.

The Iver Johnson
SEMI-HAMMERLESS (Trigger Action) : AUTOMATIC EJECTOR (Improved 1900 Model)

SINGLE GUN.

12 and 16 gauge. 30 and 32-inch barrel. Ejector or Non-Ejector Action at option of user.

NEW MODEL NEW FEATURES. NEW PRINCIPLE.
New Standard for Gua Value.

Sold everywhere by leading dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York— 99 Chambers St

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—36* Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

ASPINALL'S
0. White for Inside,

Indian White—Outside
for

Decorators' Use.

Imperial Gallons
and ^-Gallons

Free from Poisonous White Lead. Colours

Perfect. The original English make as supplied

to Royalty.

Agents: Ontario and the East, R, C. Jamieson &. Co, 13 St. John

Street. Montrea 1

. Winnipeg and Distric J, H, Ashdown,

Winnipeg.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

SHEEP SHEARS.

ONLY
WHOLESALE

Boker's,

Ni 1500. 11 Inch Blade, Bent.
" 1501 11 " " •'

" 6654B it " " "

Grass Catchers.

Wm. Wilkinson & Sons.

No. 5G. 6 Inch Blade, Polished, Bent
•' K20 SJ4

"
" " 6 ** ' '* " "

7 " " " ""4 5 -
" " " " Trowel Handle.

l~*.

Japanned Tin Grass Catchers. Inches, 16, 18, 20

Grass Catcher! will fit the " Woodyatt "

Mowc s only.

LAWN MOWERS.

No. 100- iY2 Inch,
No. 101— 8 "

No 101— g
"

No. 101— 10 "

Length of Knives.
12 Inches.
14
16

' Star.'
No. of Knives.

3

3

3

Woodyatt."
Diameter of Wheel.

9 Inch.
9 "
9 "

Length of Knives No. of Knives. Diameter rf Wheel.
12 Inches. 4 ioV< Inch.
14 " 4 io>£ "
16 " 4 xoVi "
18 "

. 4 10% "
20 " 4 io>£ "

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
OUR PRICES

ARE RIGHT Graham Wire and Cut Nails are the Best.
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY.
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THE FUTURE OF THE TINSMITH.

A
GROWING disposition on the part

of old-school tinsmiths to put their

sons to some other line of business

than that which they have long followed

gives rise to the question, if there are, as

they contend, fewer opportunities in the

trade than there formerly were, says T.

Worker in Metal Worker. The fact that

the sale of tinware has very largely passed

out of the hands of the tinner has made

some of the older members of the craft very

dubious about the future of the trade, and

one frequently hears comparisons made be-

tween the trade as it is to day and as is was

years ago, when the tinsmith made with his

own hands or those of his workmen nearly

every article he offered for sale. In those

days any man who established himself in a

good location, was a fair workman and in-

dustrious in his habits, was reasonably sure

to succeed. The bulk of his job work came

at certain seasons of the year, as it doM u

v, but he could always keep busy, asTOBifcfcjf.

full seasons were employed in making up

\
stock. He had competition , of course, but

his competitors were all in the same line as

he, the department store not being much in

>
evidence, and barbers, dentists and others

iid not carry tinware as a side line.

There was, no doubt, less headache con-

nected with doing business in those days

than there is now, but whether the oppor-

tunities were any greater is extremely

doubtful.' xA great deal of work is now

done in the fin shop that was never thought

of in years gone by. The job work is

more diversified in character, and there is

more of it than there was then. In those

days the country tinner did no plumbing

work to speak of, while now it is considered

an important and legitimate branch of his

business. New methods of heating have

also opened up to him a field for his skill

and a demand for his services. In the past

a man might succeed by reason of his

mechanical skill alone, but under present

conditions it is necessary for him to possess

business ability as well as technical skill.

The changes that have taken place in the

trade have come about as a result of im-

proved methods of manufacturing being

adopted, and do not necessarily indicate

that the trade of the sheet metal worker is

on the decline. On the contrary, the

Cape Colony, the open mileage of the Cape

Government railways is about 2,000 miles,

with 360 miles under construction and 350

miles of privately owned lines. In Natal,

there are upwards of 600 miles open, and

short extensions, totaling 60 miles, on the

north and south coasts, and between

Dundee and Vryheid, under construction.

In the Transvaal Colony, there are 890

miles open to traffic and 200 miles under

construction, exclusive of the Vereeniging-

Rand line. The Orange River Colony

possesses about 400 miles of open mileage

and about 100 miles under construction.

Rhodesia, although only a decade old,

already possesses about 1.600 miles of open

railway, and its three main sections under

construction—the Bulawayo-Zambesi, Bula-

wayo-Salisbury and Bulawayo Tuli—aggre

gate about 600 miles. Altogether, the open

mileage in South Africa amounts to upwards

of 5,900 miles, with at least 2,000 miles

under construction^ These figures are

xclusive of ffce^ projected extensions for

which funds have not yet been provided.

—

British and South African Export Gazette.

CHANGED HIS ADDRESS.

Knox Henry, Montreal, has moved into

a central and commbdLous officd ih~t

Canada Life Building this week. His ro

number is 32

OIL

#»

demand for his services will probably

increase, but along other lines than those

followed by his predecessors.

RAILWAYS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

South Africa is a country of immense

distances, and it is interesting, for the

purpose of realizing its area, to recall the

great extent of its railway systems. In the

TRADE CHAT.

The Dill & Hill Co., general merchants,

Wolseley, N.W.T.. are opening a branch

store at Fernie, B.C.

J. D. Klassen, hardware merchant,

Rosthern, N.W.T., has sold his stock to G.

E. Knechtel & Co., of that town.

J. W. Husband, hardware dealer,

Wallaceburg, Ont, has admitted his son,

D. A. Husband, under the style of J. W.
Husband & Son.

Two tanks of the Dominion Iron and

Steel Co. and their contents, about 300,000

gallons of coal tar, were destroyed by fire

April 30. The fire, which is supposed to

have caught from a locomotive spark, was

an extremely fierce one while it lasted. The

loss is fully covered by insurance.

The Sydney Hardware Co., Limited,

have been incorporated with $25,000

capital. The new company will be

managed by Messrs. Dana & McLennan,

who are now engaged in the retail hardware

business in Sydney. As soon as possible

the company will drop the retail part of the

business and devote its energies entirely to

jobbing. In May a traveller will be put on

the road, and Cape Breton will be thoroughly

covered. It is likely a strong effort will be

made to cover Prince Edward Island and

Newfoundland.

An order for a barrel of our

Pure Pale Boiled Linseed Oil is

as much appreciated as a general

assorted memorandum. How-

ever, freight on "smalls" comes

high, and, for our mutual benefit,

we ask our friends to look

through the index of our cata-

logue, page 53, and make their

orders as comprehensive as pos-

sible. We make everything from

Tube Colors to Putty, and from

Brown Japan to Coacl^feuilders'

Varnish.

We are experiencing an extra-

ordinary rush of business, but

clearly written orders, with ship

ping instructions plainly attached,

are being forwarded without

delay from our factories in

Toronto and Montreal.

THE

CANADA
PAINT
COMPANY
LIMITED

Toronto and Montreal
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

Ji
c&MM^:i p

a portion of your year's profit

if you are not handling

AYLMER

SPRAYERS

They are

sellers and

ire being successfully handled

by the hardware trade. Now
is the time to take them up as

spraying season is close at

hand. Write for Discounts.

AYLHER IRON
WORKS CO., Limited,

AYLMER, ONT.

^ALABASTINE

Made in 20

Beautiful Tints

Anyone can brush it on.

%

Ready for use

in Cold Water
No one can rub it off.

i ,

ALABASTINE IS A DURABLE COATING FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS. EN-
TIRELY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.

It is a cement that goes through a process of setting on the wall. Can be recoated from time to time as is neces-
sary to renew, and grows harder with age. Kalsomines are temporary and rub and scale off, to the annoyance of all who
use them. tet^

Wall paper with its mouldy paste and poisonous colouring matter is unsanitary.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time, is recommended by leading sanitarians
throughout the country. There is nothing "just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.
The trade supplied by

—

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.
Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont. Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
G. P. Stephens& Co., Winnipeg ,

Man. William Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

Ask your dealer for circular. Write us for Questions often asked, mentioning this paper.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
M - , t FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Sauare and Hexagon.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COMPROMISES.

T. H. Easton, carriagemaker, Minne-

dosa, Man., has assigned to C. H. Newton,

Winnipeg.

A meeting of the creditors of James Grady,

carriagemaker. New Glasgow, Que., will

be held on May 4.

A meeting of the creditors of J. E. Trem-

blay, general merchant, St. Anne de

Bellevue, Que., has been held.

Colborne & Williamson, stove and tin-

ware dealers, Trenton, Ont., have assigned

to George F. Hope, and a meeting of their

creditors was held on Tuesday.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DISSOLVED.

St. Armand Freres, hardware dealers,

Montreal, have dissolved, and a new partner-

ship has been registered.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

Charles Brown, general merchant, Hilton,

Rlan., has sold his hardware stock.

The assets of the estate of the late John

Y. Laidlaw, tinsmith. Shubenacadie, N.S.,

have been sold.

The assets of Miles Birkett. hardware

dealer, Ottawa, are to be sold by auction on

the 6th inst.

The stock of A. Bertrand, general mer-

chant, Edmunston, N.B., has been seized

under bill of sale.

A. Dulmage, general merchant, Lakelet,

Ont., has sold out to Wm. Bushfield.

W. R. McCormick, general merchant,

Didsbury, N.W.T., has sold out to J.

Studer.

The store of the estate of M. Weidman,

general merchant, Winnipeg, has been sold

at 50c. on the dollar.

CHANGES.

James Ellis & Co. have registered as coal

dealers in Quebec.

Hoskins Bros, have registered as tin-

smiths, etc., in Brome, Que.

John B. Owens, painter, Montreal, has

been succeeded by Peter Houle.

Henri Crevier has registered as Crevier &
Fils. hardware dealers, Montreal.

T. Weltin, blacksmith, Dashwood, Ont.,

has been succeeded by Alex. Zimmer.

Rosina St. Denis has registered as L. B.

Pigeon, coal and wood dealer, Lachine, Que.

Henry Redfearn, coal dealer, Brighton,

Ont., has been succeeded by D. C. Bullock.

C. M. Allaire has bought out W. R.

Walker, tinware dealer, etc., Welland,

Ont.

Hypolite Germain has registered as pro-

prietor of H. Germain & Co., blacksmiths,

Que.

R. Richardson, general merchant, Bed-

ford, N.S., has registered consent for his

wife, Lydia P. Richardson, to do business

in her own name.

Adams, Currie & Co., general merchants,

etc., Campbellton, N.B., have been suc-

ceeded by Wm. Glover.

Albertine Royer has registered as pro-

prietor of Bureau & Cie., hardware dealers,

Lake Megantic, Que.

Wilson & Son, blacksmiths, Okotoks,

N.W.T., have been succeeded by Wilson

Bros.

Cruise & Cummings, electricians, etc.,

Sydney. N.S., have been succeeded by

A. W. Cruise.

Hamilton & Sutton, hardware dealers,

Keyes, Man., have been succeeded by

Hamilton & Thurston.

Mrs. A. Leroux, who has for some time

been proprietress of A. Leroux, hardware
dealer, Montreal, has ceased doing business

under that style.

FIRES.

The premises of Henry Walters & Sons,

axe manufacturers, Hull, Que., have been
damaged by fire ; insured.

DEATHS.

Gordon Paterson, of Paterson Bros.,

general merchants, Fisherville, Ont., is

dead.

H. B. Elderkin, of H. Elderkin & Co.,

general merchants, Port Greville, N.S., is

dead.
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QUEBEC MARKETS

Montreal, May 3, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE different wholesale houses and

manufacturing establishments are

busy making shipments by the first

boats and barges, and it is expected that

the rush will be maintained till May 15.

All spring lines are selling well, with some

goods hard to procure. One dealer has

told us this week that he could sell 1,000

tons of barb wire if he had it on hand.

Nails are now in light stock, and will

be till the mills on the canal are in

full operation again. Fence wires of

all kinds are in heavy demand as

well as poultry netting, building paper,

harvest tools, ice cream freezers, churn i, oil

stoves, screens and gas stoves. Plumbers'

supplies are also moving well. Shelf goods

are in first class shape, with cutlery and

builders' hardware in fair inquiry. One

feature of the wholesale trade has been a

better demand for white lead ; although the

outlook in this article is much improved,

dealers are still buying from hand to mouth.

Early boats are arriving from England, and

the pressure that has been felt in some lines

will be relieved next week. Iron pipe and

bar iron are both strong and advancing.

Barb Wire — Supplies are urgently

needed to supply the demand. Spot stocks

are selling at a slight premium. The price

is still $3.05 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire—Trade is exceed-

ingly brisk, and the market presents nothing

new. We quote: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, S3. 10; No. 10,

53.75; No. 11. S3-85; No. 12,53.25; No.

13. #3-35; No - 14. 54-25; No. 15, 54.75;

No. 16, 55.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—Oiled and an-

nealed are being shipped in large lots, and

the situation seems healthy. We quote

oiled and annealed : No. 9, 5280 ; No.

10, 52.87 ; No.11, 52.90 ; No. 12, 52.95 ;

No. 13, 53 15 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal,

Toronto, Hamilton, London, St. John and

Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—Fair amounts are

moving at the same discount, 17^ percent,

off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire — A sma*T

inquiry is reported. The discount on brass

is 55 and 2^ per cent., and on copper 50

and iyt per cent.

Fence Staples—The orders for fence

staples are still numerous, and good

amounts are bej.ng sold. We quote: 53-25

for bright, and 53-75 i° r galvanized, per

keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails— The demand keeps up to

the volume of the past two weeks, and sup-

plies are running short on account of the

long inactivity of the mills. We quote 52. 85

for small lots and $2.yj}4 for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails—The demand for cut nails is

fair. We quote : 52.35 for small and 52.25

for carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25 per cent,

discount; coopers' nails, 30 cent, discount.

Horse Nails— There is nothing new to

report in the market, which varies accord-

ing to the different transactions. " C "

s=~^y^

Stove-Ordering Season.
\vw^^vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv\\\v^^A^VWWWWWWWWIiSVVV'VVWWWWWI*wwwwwwwv%

Our travellers will spend the next few weeks taking stove orders

fall delivery.

We GUARANTEE EARLY DELIVERY of every order placed now.

We make a study of the stove needs of every district in Canada, and
build stoves to suit those needs.

All our "Drummers" go to the Trade fully equipped to talk stoves

—

explain improvements, prices and terms.

Hear what they have to say before placing any orders—it will pay you.

THE IVI IVI

LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL. WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
"Everything for tho Tiushop."

WL \z ft01
3 ST. JOHN, NB.
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THE PAGE-HERSEY

IRON & TUBE 00.
» Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY,
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWERPIPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

'«E CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO. ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co,
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.
Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
& required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

brand is firm at the discount of 50 and 7^
per cent, off new list, while " M " brand is

selling in ordinary sized lots at 60 per cent,

off old list on oval and city head and 65 per

cent, off countersunk head.

Horseshoes—Although the demand is

not very active, there are a few more

inquiries this week. We quote as follows :

Iron shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

2 and larger, 53- 50; No. 1 and smaller,

53.75 ! snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3-75 ; No. 1 and smaller, 54.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, 5385 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, 55.95 f-°- D - Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—Business is reported

good this week, some large orders having

come to hand. Immediate delivery is now

the general request. The discount is still

55 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth — A fairly heavy

trade is being done in green wire cloth at

the former quotations, g5 1
. 35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Business

is brisk. We quote : Screen doors, plain

cherry finish, 58.25 per doz.; do. fancy,

511.50 per doz.; walnut, 57-4° per doz.,

and yellow, $7 45; windows, $2.25 to 53. 50

per doz.

Screws — A good business is doing

in screws. Discounts are as follows :

Flat head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off

list; round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent.; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.;

round head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts — Trade is rather brisk in bolts,

and fair quantities are movingout. Discounts

are as follows : Norway carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72 %, per

cent.; blank bolts, 70 per cent.; bolt ends,

61%, percent.; plough bolts, 60 percent.;

tire bolts, 67^ per cent.; stove bolts, 67^
per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4#c. per lb.

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

Xc. per lb. is allowed.

Building Paper— The demand con-

tinues heavy. We quote as] follows :

Tarred felt, 51.70 per 100 lb.; 2 -ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;
3-ply, 51.05

per roll ; carpet felt, 52.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, 528
per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets—A fair number of orders have

been filled this week. Discount on best

Plates and Sheets

Tank, Boiler and Firebox Plates,

Lysaght's Best Steel Sheets.

LOW PRICES FOR IMPORT TO WHOLESALE BUYERS

Sanderson's Tool Steel
in
stock.

A. C. LESLIE k CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW BLA860W, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIBMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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Have You Got It ?
It is just three years since we first introduced

our now Famous Elastilite Varnish to the Mer
chants and Varnish users of Canada.

To say we are pleased with its success is

putting it in the mildest form we know how.

The first year's sales of Elastilite were highly

satisfactory to us. The second year's sales of

Elastilite exceeded the first by about six times,

and this Spring sales of Elastilite so far have ex-

ceeded all of last year's sales by about five times.

We knew it had to come; quality did it. Good
goods in neat packages at popular prices, in spite

of all kinds of opposition, are bound to find a ready
sale.

Your customers want Elastilite. We want
your trade. Send us your next order.

-Manufactured only bv-

Tl Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.
m

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

iron rivets, section, carriage, and wagon

box, black rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets

and tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per

cent.; swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55

per cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per

cent, off; and coppered iron rivets and

burrs, in 5 -lb. carton boxes, are quoted at

60 and 10 per cent, off list.

Binder Twine—The amount of business

being done in this line is not large as yet.

We quote : Blue Ribbon, n^c. ; Red Cap,

9^c. ; Tiger, 8^c; Golden Crown, 8c;

Sisal, 8#c.

Cordage—The demand is hardly as

heavy as it was, yet a good business is still

being done. Manila is now worth I3j£c

per lb. for 7-16 and larger; sisal is selling

at ioc, and lathyarn 10c

Spades and Shovels— This line has

been quite active this week. The discount

is 40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools—The distributing trade

is fully up to the usual spring average. The

discount is still 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks—Sorting orders are coming in

daily. We quote : Carpet tacks, in dozens

and bulk, 80 and 15 per cent.; tinned,

80 and 20 per cent., and cut tacks, blued,

in dozens, 80 per cent.

Lawn Mowers—A good demand has set

in for lawn mowers, and stocks are moving

out freely. We quote as follows : High

wheel, 50 and 5 per cent, f.o.b. Montreal

;

low wheel, in all sizes, $2.75 each net
;

high wheel, 11 -inch, 30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—The demand for firebricks

is fair for small lots, and the movement is

about up to the average of the season.

Prices are unchanged at $18 to $24 per

1,000 as to brand ex store, and Scotch are

quoted at $17.50 to $22 and English at $17

to $21 per 1,000 for arrival ex wharf.

Cement— In foreign cement the volume

of business is very disappointing for the sea-

son of the year, which is entirely due to the

fact that, owing to the keen competition on

the part of Canadian and American manu-

facturers, importers are booking few orders,

as they find it difficult to compete with the

latter on high grades. The indications at

present are that the imports of foreign

cement this season will show a considerable

decrease, as compared with previous years;

in fact, importers say that up to the present

few orders have been placed with makers.

We quote: German cement, $2. 30 to $2.50;

English, $2.25 to $2.35 ; American, $2.25

to $2.50, and Belgian, $1.70 to $1.95 for

summer delivery, and spot prices are un-

changed at J2.45 to $2.55 for German;

$2.30 to $2,40 for English, and $1.95 to

$2 05 for Belgian, ex store.

METALS.
In bar iron, pipe, chain, and zinc, the

market is decidedly firm, but the sheet

metals are rather easy in anticipation of

arrivals of lower- priced goods from England.

The first steamers are now on the river.

Pig Iron—The feeling in pig iron is a

little steadier in sympathy with a slight

improvement in England. Canadian pig

iron is worth about 18 to $19, and Summer-
lee about $20. 50 to $21.

Bar Iron—The tendency of the market

here is upward. Dealers are selling mer-

chants' bar at #1.75, and horseshoe at $2.

Black Sheets — A fair amount of busi-

ness is being done, but the spot market is

falling, dealers generally quoting 10 to 15c
lower this week. We quote: 8 to 16 gauge,

#2.55 ; 26 gauge, $2.60, and 28 gauge,

82.65.

Galvanized Iron — English stock is

now coming in, and deliveries of new goods

will soon be made. Spot stocks are rather

light on account of the brisk trade that has

been doing of late. We quote : No. 28

Queen's Head, #4.65 ; Apollo, 10^ oz.,

84.50, and Comet, 84.40 to $4.45, with a

15c reduction for case lots.

Ingot Copper — There is little demand
for copper at present, and business is rather

limited. The ruling figure is 18c.
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Ingot Tin — Some sales are reported

this week at 30c.

Lead — The price of lead varies. Some
quote $3 85, others $3 75 per 100 lb.

Lead Pipe—Fair quantities are being

shipped. We quote: 7c. for ordinary and

7#c. for composition waste, with 25 per

cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The predominant tone of the

'^prketis strong and thefeeling is that further

advance will take place in the near future.

We quote : Black pipe, 'X, $3 per 100 ft.;

H- $3: %> #3 05; X, $3.30; i-in., $4-7o;

1 %, $6.40; 1 \i, $7.70; 2-in. $10.25. Gal-

vanized, j£, 54.60; #,$5.25; 1 -in. ,57.50;

1%, #9.80; i&, 511.75 ; 2-in., 516.

Tinplates—The receipt of goods by

first steamers weakens the market slightly.

We quote : Coke plates, $3.80 to $4 ;

charcoal, $4.15 to $4.25.

Canada Plate—Some firms are quoting

lower prices this week, on account of

expected receipts from England. We
quote: 52's, $2.50; 60' s, $2.60; 75's,

£2.70 ; full polished, 53-3S. and galvan-

ized, $4.20.

Steel — The steel market is steady and

rather brisk. We quote : Sleighshoe,

$1.95 ; tire, 52; bar, 51.95 ; spring, $2.75 ;

machinery, $2.75 and toe- calk, 52.50.

Sheet Steel—Business is fairly active

aud prices are steady. We quote : Nos.

22 and 24, 53, and Nos. 18 and 20, 52.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond is worth

8c. and Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—The demand for terne

plates is fair. The price rules about 57.75.

Coil Chain—The market is hrm and

active. We quote: No. 6, nj^c; No. 5,

ioc.; No. 4, 9j£c; No. 3, 9c; Jtf-inch,

7j£c. per lb.; 5-16, 5485; 5-16 exact,

5S3o; #,$4 4°; 7-16,54.20; #,53 95;

9-16, 53.85; #, 53-55: #. S3-45 \ %.
53.40; i-in., $3.35. In carload lots an

allowance of ioc. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The English zinc market

has advanced £2 on the week. The situa-

tion here is firmer in consequence. Spot

goods are worth about 55 75 to 56.25.

Antimony—Quiet, at ioc.

Zinc Spelter—Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, i8j£c;

wire solder, 20c.

GLASS.
The glass market seems to be tending up-

^Ifcrds. Trade is rather brisk. We quote

as follows : First break, 52; second, 52.10

for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, 53.80 ;

second, 54 ; third, 54.50; fourth, 54.75;

fifth, $5.25 ; sixth, 55-75. and seventh,

56.25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

In view of heavy arrivals of red lead, the

scarcity which has been apparent will shortly

be relieved. Quotations are now reduced

25c. per 100 lb. There is a heavy rush of

orders in just now at all the factories, and

prices are well maintained all along the

line. Whiting keeps firm at present quota

tions. Kalsomines. and what are termed

household colors, such as liquid paints,

handy and stains, are being shipped in im-

mense quantities all over the Dominion.

The outlook is exceedingly promising. Paris

green still keeps sluggish. Turpentine is

easier, but linseed oil is experiencing a

bright demand, and there is no change in

prices either for spot or future delivery. A
feature of the past week has been the grati -

fying inquiry for graphite and oxide of iron

for construction purposes, proving that there

is a good deal of building going on all

through the country. Shingle stains are

also being shipped in limited quantities, but

a better trade is looked for. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, 56.25 ; No. 1, 55 87 j£ ; No. 2,

55-5°: No- 3. $S- l2H< and No - 4. 54-75
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash
or four months.

Dry White Lead— 55.50 in casks
;

kegs, 55-75-

Red Lead — Casks, 5500; in kegs,

55.25.

White Zinc Paint—Pure, dry, 7c; No.
1, 6c; in oil, pure, 8c; No. 1, 7c; No. 2,

6c
Putty—Wequote : Bulk, in barrels, 51 90

per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, 52-°5 I

bladders, in barrels, 52.10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.25; in tins,

52.55 to 52.65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces ioc higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 72c; boiled, 75c
in 5 to 9 bbls., ic less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c for 4 months
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oihawa at 2c per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 57c; 2 to 4
bbls., 56c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51.25 to 51.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8% to 9^c in wholesale
lots, and l/2 c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 j£ to 49c
Cod Oil—32% to 35c

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

52 75 to 54 50, as to brand ; coal tar, 53 25
to 53 75 I

cotton waste, 4^ to $%c. for

colored, and 6 to 7>£c for white ; oakum,

S/4 to 6#c, and cotton oakum, 10 to lie.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100.

lb. drums, I7j£c; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb-

packages, i8#c; yi -lb. packages, 2o#c;
i-lb. tins, I9^c; ^-lb. tins, 2i#c f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four
months from date of delivery.

SCRAP META1S.

The scrap metal market is rather easier,

in view of arrivals of wrought scrap
from England, which will relieve the
scarcity that has been felt here. Dealers

Our Sheet

Metal Fronts
Offer you splendid improvement, at
small cost, for any style of building-

.

We make them complete, to suit

any sized or shaped structure— the

entire metal finish including door and
window caps, cornices, etc.—in a great
variety of styles.

They give a very handsome effect,

and enduring, practical satisfaction.

We giye estimates if you send
measurements and outline of the build-

ing.

Think it over.

MetaJlic Roofing Co.
Limited,

Wholesale Manufacturers,

Toronto, Canada.

are paying the following prices in the

country: Heavy copper and wire, 13 to

I3H C - Per lb.; "ght copper, 12c; heavy
brass, 12c; heavy yellow, 8)4 to 9c; light

brass, 6*4 to 7c; lead, 2%. to2^c per lb.;

zinc, 2% to 2}4c.; iron, No. 1 wrought.,515

to 516 per gross ton f.o.c Montreal; No. 1

cast, 513 to 514; stove plate, 58 to 59; light

iron, No. 2, $4. a ton; malleable and steel,

54; rags, country, 70 to 80c per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 6j^c per lb.

HIDES.
The market is steady. We quote : Light

hides, 6)4c. for No. 1; 5#c for No. 2, and
4^cforNo. 3. Lambskins, ioc; sheep-
skins, 90c; calfskins, 8c for No. 1 and 6c.

for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
The demand Is falling off. We quote

as follows :
" Silver Star," 14^ to

i5J^ cm "Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;
"SC. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's
Astral," 18 j£ to igj^c

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, May 4, 1901.

HARDWARE.
ALTHOUGH the wholesale hardware

trade is not, perhaps, as heavy as

it was a week ago, it is still

decidedly brisk. Very few changes have

taken place in our quotations, but the

manufacturers have notified the jobbers of

some advances in their figures For instance,

American makers of barn door tracks advise

the jobbers here of an advance of ioc per

100 ft., and sheet zinc is 10s. per ton dearer

in the primary market. An advance of 10

per cent, has taken place in asbestos goods.

The difficulty noted in previous issues in

getting supplies of barb wire still exists,

although the manufacturers promise to make
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some shipments next week. The demand

for oiled and annealed wire is fairly good,

and the same may be said of galvanized

wire. Orders are still fairly good for wire

nails, but they are still small for cut

nails. Trade in horseshoes and horse

nails is fair for the season. Screws, bolts,

and rivets and burrs are all meeting with a

fairly good demand. A steady trade is

being done in rope. In building paper the

demand continues active. A fair amount

of cutlery is going out, and a number of

inquiries are coming in for certain lines of

sporting goods. A fair movement is re-

ported in lawn mowers. A good movement

is reported in churns, and a little business

is to be noted in wringers. Fairly liberal

quantities of screen doors and windows and

green wire cloth are going out. The

demand keeps good for poultry netting.

Harvest tools are going out fairly well, and

there is quite a little demand for garden

tools.

Barb Wire—The demand for barb wire

is quite active, even more so than has been

usual for some years. However, a great

deal of difficulty is still being experienced

in getting delivery from the manufacturers,

and this is causing trade to be much more

limited than it otherwise would be. The

manufacturers in the United States are still

from three to four weeks behind with their

orders, but they advise jobbers in this

country that shipments will be made next

week. We quote $3.0$ per 100 lb. from

stock Toronto ; f.o.b. Cleveland #2.82j£

per 100 lb. for less than carlots and $2.70

for carlots.

Galvanized Wire—A steady trade is

being done in galvanized wire, and stocks

are in fairly good shape. The manufac-

turers, however, are somewhat behind

with their orders. Prices are steady

and unchanged. We quote as fol-

lows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to S3. 1 5 ; No. 10, #3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3.70 to $4 10 ; No. 12, $3 to

$3 30 ; No. 13. $3 10 to #3 40 ; No. 14,

$4 10 to $4 50 ; No. 15 $4 60 to $5 05 :

No. 16, $485 to $535. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57 yz in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—The demand is

fairly active for oiled and annealed wire,

and , as pointed out last week, the scarcity

of barb wire is stimulating business in

oiled and annealed. The net selling prices

for oiled and annealed are as follows :

Nos. 6 to 8, $2 90; 9, $2.80; 10, $2.87; 11,

$2.90; 12, $2.95; 13, $3 15 ; 14. $3-37 ; 15.

$3.50; 16, $3.65. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, with

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails—Although a very few large

orders are coming to hand, there is a fair

demand for 5 to 10 keg lots. In the United

States, there is an active demand for wire

nails, and, in fact, there has been for some

weeks past. Prices are unchanged, and

we quote less than carlots at $2.85, and

carlots at $ 2. yyyz . Delivery points : Toronto,

Hamilton, London, Gananoque and Mont-

real.

Cut Nails—Business in this line still

seems to be without any improvement. As

noted last week, a few shingle nails are

going out. We quote the base price at

$2.35 per keg for less than carlots, and

$2.25 for carlots. Delivery points: Toronto,

Hamilton, London, Montreal and St. John,

N.B.

Horse Nails—Trade is fairly good, but

without any particular feature Discount

on "C" brand, oval head, 50 and y% per

cent, off new list and on other brands 50,

10 and 5 percent., off the old list; counter-

sunk, 50, 10 and 10 per cent.

Horseshoes—A fair trade is being done,

but it is confined to small quantities.

We quote as follows f.o.b. Toronto :

Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium
and heavy, $3.60 ; snow shoes, S3. 85 ;

light steel shoes, $3.70 ; featherweight

(all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ; light steel

shoes, $3. 95; featherweight (all sizes), $4 95.

Screws — A steady trade is still to be

reported in screws. We quote discounts :

Flat head bright, Syj4 and 10 percent.
;

round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent.,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—Business in bolts and

nuts remains much about the same as it has

during the past week, being generally active,

and in a satisfactory condition. We quote

as follows : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 65 per cent. ; carriage bolts

full square, 65 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent.; coach screws, 70

per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 72 y2 per cent.

;

blank bolts, 60 per cent. ; bolt ends,62^ per

cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off ; nuts, hexagon,

4j£c. off; tire bolts, &y% per cent.; stove

bolts, 67 j£ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rivets and Burrs—A steady trade is

being done, and the chief business is still

for copper rivets. We quote : Iron rivets,

60 and 10 per cent. ; iron burrs, 55 per

cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35 and 5 per

cent.

Rope—A steady trade for small quantities

is still reported, and prices are unchanged

II A IX r If »O The original and only Genuine Pre

I U IV I* T l\ paration for Cleaning Cutlery.
Urtllfc.! \J 6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass aiRr*

Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England,
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL.

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.V.

YANKEE SNAPS.
Made in all styles and sizes.

For Sale by
%S all Jobbers at Manufacturers' Prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
lSK>-

* Largest Variety,
Toilet, Hand, Electric Power|

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep Shearing Machines

,

WE MAKE THEM.
6KND FOB CATALOGUI TO

•"l«u Saaarar Mfg. Co.. Banana. » .n .. 08J

Don't Forget the Name. . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRINCS

Strong, Quick, Reliable, Effective.

Will clo3e a door against any pressure of wind. Far
ahead of ordinary door springs, pneumatic or other-
wise. Ask your wholesaler.

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be had of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

wmmmmmmmm

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba,
j WINNIPEG,

Northwest Territories uud
British Columbia. '. MAN.

Correspondence Solicited. *-

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULL/HAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., US. A.
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and firm. We quote the base price of sisal

at ioc. and of madia at i3^c. per lb.

Cutlery—There is a fair demand this

week for table cutlery, and for pocket

cutlery. The table cutlery most wanted

this week is of the cheaper kind for the

summer trade.

Sporting Goods—There has been quite

an inquiry during the past week for guns

"flfcd rifles, and quite a little ammunition is

going out.

Enamelled Ware and Tinware—An
active business is being done this week

in both these lines, and prices rule

steady and unchanged. The discounts on

enamelled ware are as follows: "Granite,"

" Pearl," " Crescent " and " Imperial
"

wares at 50, 10 and 10 per cent.; white,

* 'Princess, " " Turquoise. " blue and white,

50 per cent.; "Diamond," "Famous"
and "Premier," 50 antl 10 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth —Shipments of this

are going out fairly well ; the price is still

$1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows— Fairly

large quantities of these are also going out

this week. We quote as follows : 4 inch

styles in doors, $7.20 to $7 80 per doz., and

3-inch styles, 20c. per doz. less ; screen

windows, Jfi 60 to $3 60 per doz., according

to size and extension.

Building Paper—Business in this line

is active. A number of orders that were

booked for shipment early in May are now

going forward. We quote : Plain building,

30c. ; tarred lining, 40c. , and tarred roofing,

$1.65.

Poultry Netting—Business which has

been good all the spring is still active. Dis-

count on Canadian is 55 per cent.

Ice Cream Freezers and Refrig-

erators—An active trade is still being done

in these lines. Business opened up earlier

this spring than usual, and it has been more

satisfactory than is even usual at this season.

Oil Stoves—A large trade is being done

in oil stoves, but business in gas stoves

appears to be but moderate, so far.

Churns and Wringers—There is an

active movement in churns, and the factories

are able to make fairly prompt shipment.

Not a great many wringers are going out.

Lawn Mowers—These are moving fairly

well, and quite a number have been shipped

^during the past week.

Harvest Tools—Although the trade is

gradually improving, the movement, gener-

ally speaking, is not large. Discount 50,

10 and 5 per cent.

Garden Tools—There is a fairly good

trade being done is such garden tools as

spades, rakes, etc.

Eavetrough —No doubt stimulated by

the low prices, the demand for eavetrough

and conductor pipe continues, good.

the ARCADE and KEARNEY & F"OOT file works
Now OWNED and CONTROLLED by the

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

These well known .Brands
will continue to be made at their respective factories PROVIDEVJE. R T.. U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

§ov»-— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

'elephone No. 68 St. Helens.

Bright Wire Goods — Business con-

tinues steady at the discount of 62^ per

cent.

Binder Twine — Trade is gradually

falling off in this line. We quote as follows:

American — Sisal and standard, 8^c.

;

manila, io^c; pure manila, iij£ to 12c.

per lb. Canadian—Sisal, 8#c.
;
pure manila,

wyt z. per lb.

Chain—There is a little demand for trace

chain, but otherwise business is quiet.

Sleigh Bells — The manufacturers of

sleigh bells have issued their prices for the

next season. The figures they quote are

the same as those which ruled last season.

Garden Syringes — There is not much

business being done yet. A feature of the

trade is the fact that both Canadian and

English syringes are lower in price than

those made in the United States.

Barn Door Tracks — The wholesale

dealers here have been advised by the

makers in the United States that prices

have been advanced ioc. per 100 ft. The

cause of the advance is attributed to the

high price of steel. The new price took

effect on May 1. Local wholesalers report

a good trade in this line at present.

Horse Blankets—The makers of horse

blankets announce that prices for next

season will be 10 per cent, higher.

Asbestos Goods—The manufacturers of

such asbestos goods as mill boards, building

papers and wicks have advanced their

prices 10 per cent.

Cement— Prices are easy throughout.

Canadian portland is 5 to ioc. lower. We
quote barrel lots : Canadian portland $2.25

to $2. 80; German, $3 to $3. 15; English, $3;

Belgian, $2.50 to $2.75 ; Canadian hy-

draulic, $1.25 to $1.50.

MKTALS.
The trade generally, is good this week,

and stock shipments are larger than they

were a week ago. The demand is chiefly

for tinplates, galvanized sheets, and ingot

metals.

Pig Iron—The iron market is quiet,

with prices steady. No. 2 Canadian pig

iron is worth $16.50 in large lots.

Bar Iron—The demand continues ac-

tive with the mills still behind with their

orders. We still quote the base price at

51.85 to $1.90 per 100 lb. from stock.

Steel—The demand for steel continues

active and prices rule firm. We quote tire

steel at 52 30 to $2.50 ; sleighshoe steel at

52.10 to $2 .25 ; reeled machinery steel,

53. Hoop steel, $3 10.

Pig Tin — The demand has been active

during the past week and the outside

markets are stronger. The monthly trade

statistics are more favorable than expected.

Locally, quotations are unchanged at 31 to

32c.

Tinplates — There has been a good

demand both from stock and for importa-

tion. Prices are unchanged.

Tinned Sheets— The demand during

the past week has been active. We quote

9 to 9^c. per lb.

Terne Plates — A little more is being

done in this line, although trade is not

active.

Galvanized Sheets — Trade is fairly

active in galvanized sheets, and shipments

are mostly case lots. The market is fairly

strong, and the American manufacturers

advise that they are unable to book orders

for delivery before June. At this rate

delivery can be obtained sooner from Great

Britain. Ruling prices from stock are still

54 60 for English and 54.50 for American.

Black Sheets — Trade is, moderate and
prices are unchanged

; 28 gauge is still

quoted at 5 2 -3o.

Canada Plates — The shipments from

stock are still quiet. Orders continue to be
booked for importation. We quote : All

dull, 53; half and half, 53.15, and all

bright, 53-65 to 53-75-

Copper — Trade is fairly active in ingot

copper in small lots, and a good business is

still being done in sheet copper. Prices

rule steady in the outside markets. Locally

they are without change. We quote: Ingot,

19c; bolt or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet, 23
to 23J^c. per lb.

Brass—Business is a little better than it
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was a week ago, now being reported fair.

Discount on rod and sheet is 15 per cent.

Solder—Trade is still fair. We quote :

Half-and-half, guaranteed, i8>£c. ; ditto,

commercial, 18c. ; refined, 18c, and
wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe — This is a quiet season for

iron pipe, and very little business is in con-
sequence doing. prices are unchanged at

quotations.

Lead — Trade conrinues fairly active,

and prices are steady in the outside mar-
kets. We quote 4% to 4j£c. per lb.

Zinc Spelter — Trade is rather quiet,

and in New York prices are rather easier.

Locally, we still quote 5^ to 6c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet— Importers here have been
advised of an advance of 10s. per ton in

the price of zinc sheet, but we still quote
6yic for casks, and 6|^c. for part casks
as the ruling prices.

Antimony—Trade is quiet at ioy£ to

iic. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Jobbers report April trade to have reached
the largest volume for April in the history

of the trade. The movement continues
exceedingly brisk. Some jobbers report an
improvement in the demand for paris green,
but there is not a great deal moving yet.

Linseed oil and castor oil are rather scarce.

Other lines are in liberal supply and good
demand. Turpentine keeps easy at primary
points, but linseed oil is firm. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white
lead, $6.37^ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. #5.67^ ;

No. 3. $5.25 ; No. 4, $487'^; genuine
dry white lead in casks, $5.37 %.
Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., #5 ; ditto, kegs of

100 lb., $5.25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7j£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.
White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c.;kegs, 17c;
50 and 100 lb. drums, I7j£c; 25-lb. drums,
18c. ; 1 lb. papers, i8^c; i-lb. tins, I9>£c.

;

J^-lb. papers, 2o^c; j^-lb. tins, 2i^c.
Putty— Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

$1.90; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100
lb., $2 05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than
100 lb., $2.90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90
per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to #1.30 per
gal.; No. 1 quality, $1 per gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io^c. per lb. and io)4 to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 71c;
boiled, 74c.

; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 70c.

,

boiled, 73c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2

to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,

Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5 -gallon packages,

50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

GLASS.
The movement among the jobbers for an

advance has been checked by the refusal

of one or two houses to make the change.

The feeling continues firm, however. We
quote as follows : Under 26 in., $4.15
26 to 40 in., $4 45 ; 41 to 50 in., $4. 85;

51 to 60 in., $5.15 ; 61 to 70 in., $5.50;
double diamond, under 26 in., $6 ; 26 to

40 in., $6.65 ; 41 to 50 in., $7.50; 51 to

60 in., $8.50; 61 to 70 in., $9.50, Toronto,

Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

SIDES. SKINS AND "WOOD.

Hides—The market continues dull, with

no change in prices. We quote: Cowhides,
No. i,6j£c. ; No. 2,5X0.; No.3,4j£c. Steer

hides are worth ic. more. Cured hides

are quoted at 7 to 7yz c.

Skins—A fair trade is doing. Prices

are unchanged. We quote : No. 1 veal, 8-lb.

and up, 8c. per lb.; No. 2, 7c; dekins,

from 40 to 60c; culls, 20 to 25c. Sheep-
skins, 90c. to $1.

Wool—There is nothing doing. We
quote : Combing fleece, 14 to 15c, and
unwashed, 8 to 9c.

OLD MATERIAL
There is a free delivery of most lines at

steady prices. The demand is moderate.

We quote jobbers' prices : Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt.; machinery cast, 60c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 50c; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, nyic. ; heavy
copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c.

;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass. 10 to

ioj^c. ; heavy red brass, \oyi to 11c.

;

scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,
6j^c.; good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c;
clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

PETROLEUM.
Prices are unchanged. There is not much

doing. We quote as follows: Pratt's Astral,

i6j£ to 17c. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)
;

American water white, 16 }4 to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 16 to i6^c. ; Sarnia
water white, 15 ^ to 16c. in barrels; Sarrsj^'

prime white, 14^ to 15c. in barrels.

COAL.

Prices for May delivery are 10c. higher

than were noted in April. We quote at

international bridges as follows : Grate,

S3- 75 Per gross ton ; egg, stove and nut.

#5 per gross ton with a rebate of 40c. off

for May shipment.

MARKET NOTES.

Horse blankets for next season are 10

per cent, higher.

Coal for May delivery is 10c. per ton

higher than for April delivery.

The manufacturers of asbestos goods

have advanced their prices 10 per cent.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. are in receipt

of another carload of screen doors and

windows.

The United States manufacturers of barn

door tracks have advanced their prices 10c.

per 100 feet.

Rice Lewis & Son, Limited, are in receipt

of another carload of "Jewel" brand paints,

of which they are the agents.

Next season's prices for sleigh bells have

been issued by the manufacturers. They

are the same as those which ruled last

season.

"Anchor" Liquid House Paint.

Before placing order buyers should get quotations for "Anchor" Brand,

as there is no better ready-mixed paint in the market.

It is made from the very best materials, giving maximum body, and
dries hard with great durability.

" Anchor " Liquid House Paint is made in a large selection of shades

for body colors, trimmings, roofs and floors.

Having made this Paint for over 20 years, we can warrant it to give

satisfaction to the consumer.

There are higher-priced paints on the market, but none are better
than the " Anchor " Brand.

Sample cards and quotations on application.

HENDERSON & POTTS
Manufacturers,

HALIFAX and MONTREAL
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.
IRON AND STEEL IN PITTSBURG.

So far as new business is concerned the

market in this district has been exceed

iuglj quiet during the past week. There
is little buying of piy iron, for the reason

that consumers have their requirements well

covered until the end of the first hall, and
the buying of steel billets lias been exceed-

ingly limited, for the reason that thej are

rfJMfc.rcely to be had. In finished lines, with
the exception of rails and structural mate-
rial, little uevi business has been placed.

The heavj tonnage placed during the first

three months of the year is the cause of

the light buying at the present time but

the lull has by no means disconcerted the
manufacturers. In fact, thej have been

wanting a breathing spell in order that

they might catch up on deliveries. Specifi-

cations on limning contracts continue to

keep the mills operating' at their utmost
capacity and immediate shipment is some-
thing' foreign to the trade at the present

time.—Iron Trade Review, April 25.

HARDWARE TRADE IN THE UNITED STATES.

With the progress of the season and the
liberal purchasing of the jobbers and retail-

ers there is in many lines a slight relaxing

of the demand upon the manufacturers.
This occasions, however, no uneasiness, as

in most cases their order books are well

filled and the difficulty of getting out goods
promptly is one of the features of the
situation. There is, however, less booking
of new business, and manufacturers are

looking forward to the opportunity of

replenishing stocks. The difficulty of get-

ting material promptly is the cause of

some delay in the execution of orders. It

is in heavy goods that most complaint is

heard of delayed shipments, most lines of

shelf and miscellaneous hardware being -up-

plied with a good degree of promptness.
The tone of the market remains strong and
confident. Some advances are being made
from time to time, with a few minor
changes in the direction of lower prices.

Export business continues in good volume.
Tt feels to some extent the effect of higher
prices here as compared with those current

abroad, and some trade lias been diverted

on tlii^ account.—Iron Age

REDUCTION IN BRITISH IPON

A cable despatch sa3's :
" In consequence

of the severe depression in the Midland iron

trade, a reduction of 20 shillings per ton
has been made in Staffordshire marked
iron."

THE UNDERSELLING IN WIRE KAIIS.

Ironmonger. London, England, says:
" Uter the recent period of underselling in

the German wire-nail trade, matters appear
to be gliding along a little more smoothly
again, although the distinct understanding
which used to prevail amongst the five

• firms c :erned is a thing of the past. The
persistent underselling which went on in

^Kic early part of hist year brought about
rl of the arrangement entered into

between the parties concerned, and at the
present Mine there is no fixed and agreed

bash of values. The leading Firm in the
trade, in reply to overtures for the purpose
of restoring the status quo ante, appear
to have told the firm who approached them
thai their present price was 7s. 3d. for

Nos. 11 to 7. and that they had no present

intention of altering it. but llii'V added
thai u they found others underselling them,
l In would meet such competition by swift

retaliatory measures. For the good of the'

trade as a whole it is [loped that these

measures will not be rendered necessary.

There can be no doiibl either of the ability

of the firm indicated to make matters ver\

unpleasant for 'cutters' or of their inten-

tion to fight hard if forced to take

action.''

THE SHEFFIELD IRON TRADE

Speaking generally, the new quarter has

opened unfavorably in the iron and steel

trades here, the amount of business done

this week being disappointing, especially to

those who anticipated a decided revival.

Opinions differ as to the position and pro-

spects of local trade, and a few manufac-
turers think that there are si^ns of

improvement, but the majority say that

things are as bad as ever, while some
report that the stagnation is more pro-

nounced than il was before the holidays.

The present market conditions are certainly

such as should stimulate trade if it reallv

possesses any latent life.—Ironmonger,
London.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET.

TIN—In anticipation of a statistical

showing at the beginning of May that will

be more favorable to their interests the

bulls in London succeeded in getting price

up 17s. fid. on spot and His. on futures.

but trading was moderate. The New York
market was sympathetically stronger and
higher, closing at 25.65c. bid and 25.95c.

asked for spot, and 25.50c. bid and 25.SO
asked for Ma\ .

COPPER—The London cable reported a

decline of Is. .'id. on both spot and futures,

the market being quiet, particularly for the

latter. The situation here was virtually

unaltered. The,movement into home con-

sumption is free, though largely on oh'

orders, but there is no new export business".

Prices are held steady up to 17c. for Lake
Superior and 16 5-8c. for electrolytic and
casting.

PIG LEAD—We have still, to report n

quiet, but steady market, with spot prices

based on 1.37 I -2c. for lots of 50 tons or

over. The St. Louis and London market
were quiet and unchanged,

SPELTERr-The local market was quieter,

and if anything not so firm as yesterday.
Still then- was no quotable change in
prices, the ranee still being 4.G2 l-2c. to

1.0."je. The St. Louis market was reported
firm at 3.85 to 3.87 l-2c. London was
unchanged.

AN'TTMONY-The demand for regulus is

moderate and is supplied at prices within
the range of S 1-2 to 10 1-lc. as to brand.
OLD METALS—Though trade is dull

prices are well maintained.

IKON AXIi STEEL-The quiet condi-
tions in control of the iron and steel mar-
kets at present do not detract from the
strength of tone which have characterized
them for weeks past. There are no indica-
tions of decreasing consumption, but the
disposition to buy far in advance of require-

ments has to a great extent disappeared.
This lull in trade gives the mills and foun-
dries an opportunity to catch up with
orders, ami for that reason it does not
appear to be unwelcome. There were no
developments of fresh interest to-day,
though advices from Pittsburg are to the
efied that one of the large steel mills has
beer buying several large blocks of B^sse-
mer pie. ami that The Carnegie Steel Com-
pany is taking a good deal of basic iron.

the latter being drawn chiefly from Eastern
furnaces. Since the announcement of the

advance in the [nice of steel rails to take

effect Mav I it is reported that little busi

ness has been done.

TINI'l ATI'".—There is nothing new in the

situation, the movement; continuing Free,

through contract deliveries, while a modei
ate volume of new business is noted.—New
York Journal of Commerce, May 1.

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible

terms, or who are willing to become agents for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-

ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

'SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over
the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-

ceipt of a post card.

THE OAKVILLE
BASKET CO.,

Manufacturers of

i, 2, 3 Bushel

Grain
AND

Root

BisEfs

THE OAKVILLE

BASKET CO,

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine
Far Sale by all Wholesale Dealers
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
SOME BUILDING NOTES.

COUNCILLOR SIMPSON has begun

to erect a new house on North

Station street, Weston, Ont.

Davey Bros., Lambeth, Ont., are erect-

ing two new houses.

It is proposed to erect a new Methodist

church at Riverview, Man.

N. R. Darrach, architect, is erecting a

new Presbyterian church at Cowal, Ont.

Mrs. John Mclntyre, Kingsley, Man., is

erecting a new house near Miami, Man.

A 525.000 Roman Catholic church will

be erected in London, Oat., this summer.

W. A. Pae intends building a cottage at

Big Bay Point, Barrie, Ont., this summer.

The Royal Bank of Canada is building a

three storey, 100 x 40 ft. building in Sydney,

N.S.

Ex Aid. H. M. Douglas is erecting three

brick houses on Central avenue, London,

Ont.

A new school will be erected by the

London, Ont., school board on Park street,

London.

A $100,000 Roman Catholic church will

be erected in St. Edward Parish, St. Denis

and Beaubien streets, Montreal.

Tenders are called before Monday for

large additions to the building of the Can-

adian General Electric Co., at Peterboro',

Ont.

Architect A. W. Peene, Hamilton, is

going to build 10 brick houses on St.

Matthew's avenue, Hamilton, for J. M.

Peregrine.

The Muskoka Navigation Company are

erecting a summer hotel at Wrenshaw's

Point, Muskoka, Ont., which is to be com-

pleted by July 1.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.

The sub committee which have charge of

the arrangements of the annual convention

of the National Plumbers' Association of

Canada, consisting of President Meredith,

Secretary Mansell and Messrs. Wtight and

Wilson, have decided on June 26, 27 and

28 as the dates of meeting. This will

enable delegates desiring to visit Buffalo,

Niagara Falls, or any place outside of

Toronto, an opportunity of doing so at

" First of July " rates.

The Toronto branch of the association

have appointed a committee, consisting of

H. Hogarth (chairman), W. J. McGuire,

K. J. Allison, James Wilson, J. E. Fuller-

ton, James Sherlock, Alex. Purdy and Geo.

Clapperton, to make arrangements for the

reception and entertainment of delegates.

The personnel of the committee is sufficient

guarantee that everything will be done to

give the visiting delegates a good time. In

addition to this, however, it is rumored that

the manufacturers and supply houses may
"take a hand " in entertaining the visitors.

The meeting this year should be a big one.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

The following building permits have been

issued in Toronto : to the Toronto Railway

Co., for a motor factory and blacksmith

shop at the corner of Esplanade and Sher-

bourne streets, to cost $22,000; to Margaret

Hayes, for a $1,200 addition to the rear of

50 Jarvis street ; to Dale & Harley, for a

bakery at the corner of Wolseley and Hack-

ney streets to cost $1,000 ; to Dr. Davidson,

for a $1,500 residence at the corner of

Beverley and College street; to Mrs. Teeter,

for a pair of houses near Cellege street, on

Dovercourt road, to cost $3 500 ; to the T.

Eaton Co., Limited, for a $4,000 addition

to 19 and 21 Albert street ; to H. J. Finch,

for a $2,500 residence at 479 Dovercourt

road ; to Thomas Lewis, for a $1,000 resi-

dence at 329 Davenport road. A total of

101 building permits were issued during

April representing a cost of $346,812, as

compared with $198,624 for April of last

year. The figures for the first four months

of 1901 are $606,167, as compared with

$504,904 for the corresponding period last

year.

Building permits have been issued in

O tawa as follows : James Mather on behalf

of the trustees of the French Presbyterian

church for a brick church, Wellington

street, south side, $4,000 ; Mrs. Jane Mc-

Kechnie, brick veneered dwelling, Preston

street, $1,200 ; Thomas Mitchell, brick

veneered dwelling, Concession street,

$1,800 ; F. S. Warwicker, double brick

veneered dwelling, Nepean street, $3,000.

CHANGING MEETING PLACE.

The Montreal Master Plumbers' Asso-

ciation has decided hereafter to meet in the

Liberal Contractors' Hall, 90 St. James

street. The first meeting was held in the

new quarters on Thursday evening. Since

its organization the association has held all

its meetings in St. Joseph's Hall, St.

Catherine street.

has assigned, and a meeting of his credi-

tors will be held on May 6.

Hypolite Gougeon, contractor, St. Henri

de Montreal, has filed consent of assign-

ment. **>

Mrs. Thos. Forest has registered as pro-

prietress of Thos. Forest & Co., plumbers,

Montreal.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.
Daze Freres, plumbers, St. Louis de

Mile End, Que., have dissolved.

Adelard Binette, plumber, Lachine, Que.,

GETTING BUSINESS.

MOST business men, no matter in

what line they may be engaged,

prefer to have trade corne to them

unsolicited, rather than be put to the trouble

and expense of going about hunting it up,

writes '

' Solicitor
'

' in Metal Worker. But

in these days of sharp competition there are

few so situated as to be able to hold a satis-

factory share of patronage without some

effort on their part. Even the mechanic of

to day can no longer depend on his me-

chanical skill alone to bring custom to

him ; he has got to do more or less solicit-

ing, or his more hustling competitors will

get a share of patronage away from him,

no matter how much he may excel them in

ability to do the work. People are getting

accustomed to being solicited for their trade

and seem to rather like it ; so that however

disagreeable this feature of the times may

be to a mechanic, it is a condition which he

has got to face, and he may as well do it

with the best grace possible.

There are some men so totally devoid of

the book agent instinct that they can never

make a success at soliciting trade. When
such is the case it is far better for them to

have someone in their employ to whom this

kind of work is not so repugnant and whom
they can trust to do it for them. When
one stops to consider how much is required

of a mechanic of to-day, it is a wonder that

so many succeed.

Experience teaches in connection with

soliciting work that it is seldom, if ever,

good policy to plead the need of money, or

any other personal reason, to induce people

to award one their work. For some reason

most people prefer to trade with the man
who does the most business, which goes t^.

prove the truth of the saying that "Nothing

succeeds like success." Neither is it good

policy to give a prospective customer the

impression that he is solicited simply be-

cause other business in the neighborhood

called the solicitor that way. Some men
are too insistent, others are not insistent

enough ; the successful man is he who can

strike a happy medium and adjust it to

different individuals.
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German. Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

glue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,
MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362>4 Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or
Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

either by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct
from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

^^s¥£jr&tt~*^
Q
*z?'^r

01

SThe James Morrison Brass Mfg.

Co., Limited, Toronto, ont.

Manufacturers of

J Engineers' Supplies
^^ including the celebrated

lj J.IVI.T. Valves
Sthe standard of valve

excellence in Canada.

CHOOSING

Your customer selects the color, you must select the

quality. It means business for you if the quality is

right. If quality is not right it means loss. There is a

big trade done in paint. It comes to those handling

well-established brands.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
are the oldest and best known paints in Canada.

Ground in pure linseed oil with just the right pigments

to put off longest the necessity for re-painting.

RAMSAYS PAINTS are guaranteed better than

pure lead paints. The price is not high. The dealer

makes his profit, and the consumer is pleased. The
result is profitable business and more of it.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Esfd 1842. MONTREAL.

Can be used most
satisfactorily inNatural Gas

KELSEY
GENERATORS

Corrugated
Warm Air

(Patented)

Caledonia, Ont., April 25th, 1901.

THE JAS. SMART MFG. CO., Brockville, Ont.

Gentlemen,—In reference to your "Kelsey" Generator,
in my house, it furnishes with ease, more heat with one
natural gas burner than I could get with two burners in a
large furnace the previous year. The "Kelsey" making the

fourth furnacs I have had in mv house in the past twelve
years It gives me perfect satisfaction, and I can now
heat all parts of my house, no matter how the wind
blows, with less fuel. I can certainly recommend the

"Kelsey."
Yours truly, R. E WALKER.

Only those who have hid experience with the different

systems are competent to make comparisons

Responsible Dealers given exclusive agency where
not now represented.

S3T Send for printed matter that tells all about the

'Kelsey."

THE JAMES SMART MFG. CO., Limited

BROCKVILLE, ONT.

When you write mention " Canadian Hardware and Metal Exclusive Makers for Canada

JAS B. CAMPBELL. WILLIAM PRATT.

THE ACME CAN WORKS
Manufacturers of

Paint and Color Cans, round and square, Varnish

and Oil Cans. Paint Irons; Paint

Packages, Lye Tins,

and every description of Tin or can required by the trade. Write us for

anything you need in our line. We will be pleased to quote you prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY
Ontario St. and Jeanne D'Arc Avenue, MONTREAL
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MANITOBA MARKETS.
Winnipeg, April 29, 1901.

BUSINESS is moving quite briskly,

especially in such lines as screen

doors and windows, wire screening,

garden tools, poultry netting and the like.

Wire fencings of all kinds are showing good

demand. The opening of navigation will

mean increased activity also, as there are a

good many summer lines waiting for open

water to come forward.

Prices of iron and steel are firm, in

sympathy with Eastern markets. The

discount on bolts has been increased

though regular quotations are not yet given

at a lower figure. As this is the time of

spring cleaning there is a corresponding

demand in paints, kalsomining materials

and the like. Linseed oil remains at last

week's figures but turpentine has dropped
2c. per gallon making the present quotation

63c. Coal oil is firm but is showing the

usual spring decrease in consumption.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barbed wire, ioo lb S3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" n 4 00
12 4 05

" 13 4 2°

14 4 35
15 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy , keg 3 45
16 and 20 3 50
10 3 55
8 365
6 3 70

4 3 85

3 4 10
Cut nails, 30 to bo dy 300

" 20 to 40 3 05
" 10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 ;• 3 °5
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 375
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50

24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 2S

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 12 75
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 35
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00

Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.
" Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-i6and larger $10 00

H 10 5°
"

yi and 5-16 11 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50

X 14 00

yt and 5-16 1450

Solder 21 %
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87K
Round " " 8254

Flat " brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57M p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c

Sleigh shoe] 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz. . $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 125
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion,OF.
,
pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5p.c.
OF. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black. ..'.... 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 75
Chilled 7 50

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.
" plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.
Water white American
Prime white American.

,

Water white Canadian .

.

Prime white Canadian.

25J4C.
24c.

22c.

2ic.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 63
Less than barrel lots 71

Linseed oil, raw 80 .

Boiled 83
Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25%

Eldorado engine 24^
Atlantic red 27 l

/i

Renown engine 41
Black oil . - 23 lA to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61
Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11

K

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5 50
51 to 60 " " " 6 00
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2%
kegs " 2K

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 25
No 1 7 00

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP.
Those having any items of news suitable for this column

will confer a favor by forwarding them to this office

addressed the Editor.

The Cleveland Sarnia Saw Mills Co.,

Limited, Sarnia, Ont., are seeking incor-

poration.

The John Tetrault Steel and Malleable

Iron Works have registered in St. Henri de

Montreal.

Hespeler, Ont.
, passed without a diss^fr

ing vote, last Monday, a by-law to provide

the Hespeler Furniture Co. with a free site.

The Toronto Street Railway Co. intend

erecting a $22,000 motor factory and black-

smith shop at the northwest corner of

Sherbourneand Esplanade streets, Toronto.

On Monday, Hanover, Ont., passed a

by-law to grant the Knechlel Furniture Co.

a bonus of $10,000 and another bylaw to

spend $25,000 on a system of waterworks.

On Monday the steamship Marian carried

from St. John, N.B., 2 700 tons of Koote-

nay, B.C., lead to Antwerp. This is the

largest shipment of Canadian lead ever

made.

The Pressed Steel Car & Wheel Co.,

with a capital of $700,000, head office

Perth, has been incorporated, with the

following provisional directors : James H.

Mitchell, John A. Currie, Neil McLean,

Alexander McL. Macdonell and Arthur C.

McMaster, all of Toronto. The company

is erhpowered to manufacture pressed steel

cars, car wheels, railway equipments, etr.

and as a contractor to construct cars and

other equipments, build ships, bridges,

elevators, etc.

INTERCOLONIAL ROLLING STOCK
In the House of Commons, on Wednes-

day, Hon. Mr. Blair, the Minister of

Railways, in explanation of the item of

$2,000,000 for rolling stock, said that

$380,000 of the amount was for the loco-

motives being constructed at Kingston, and

the balance was for freight rolling stock and

for passenger and dining cars, including a

car for the Royal party. The cars were

being built by contract at the lowest tender

price. The work was divided between The
Rathbun Co., The Crossen Co. and The
Rhodes & Curry Co.

LOOKING TO CANADA FOR HELP.

We have so often referred in this journal

to the prospects of the Canadian iron and

steel trades, and the great development.- in

special at Sydney (Cape Breton), that we

do not wish to-day to deal again with this

subject. Hut it is a significant fact thai

from a mere question of trade interest and

discussion in trade centres and periodicals,

it is now being brought before the general

public by dailj journals. On Tuesday a

long article from its own correspondent at

Toronto appeared in The Times, while on

Wednesday an interesting leader in The

Daily Telegraph referred to the same sub

iert. We have always agreed with the

general opinion in Canada of the : f~
future in store for the iron and steel indv*

tries of the Dominion, and it appears to us

that it may look an appropriate coinci-

dence to the help the colonial children of

the Empire have given in the South

African troubles that in the industrial

struggle we are promised with the United

Stales Steel Corporation it might be a

daughter of the Empire, who will help to

maintain its traditional supremacy in the

iron and steel trades.- Iron and Steel

Trades' Journal.
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THE AUTOMATIG CREAM SEPARATOR.

Newest and best
tbi Dg yet for sepa rat-

ing cream from
milk Will do the
same work with
better results than a
|1>0 power sepa-
rator, as it separates
it in the natural
way, making nic,
sweet, coarse-grain-
ed butter. Not so
with a power sepa-
rator, as the rate of
speed it goes breaks
the particles of
cream all to pieces,
consequently, mak-
ing salvy or greasy
butter. With this
machine the separat-
ing is done in the
natural way in a
very few moments
—no expense— tak-
ing out about 98 per
rent of the cream.
Only one or two
dishes to wash.

Price, only $2.50
Discount to agents, or dealers. Manufactured by

THE COLLINS MANUFACTURING CO.,

34 Adelaide Street West, ^e^"^^""-TORONTO

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
No. I Place Royale, MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS "C" Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Oonn Castor Co.
Limited. Birmingham, Eng.

The Robin Hood

Powder Company
If you want the best Trap or XJame load in

the world, buy " Robin Hood Smokeless,"
in " Rob;n Hood" Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against

any powder on the market. We make the

powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company—

SWANTON, VT.

REPEAT ORDERS FOR

ETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
mean that they are O.K.

836 Yonge St., Toronto, April 9, 1901.

Dear Sir, We wish that you would make for us
another lot of your shelf boxes, per specification
attached. We are delighted with the last equipment
you made for us. The boxes are all that you claim for

them, being light, strong and exceedingly neat. They
fit well too, showing care in turning them out. Altogether
we consider the satisfaction we have had from putting
in your system to be infinitely beyond comparison with
the monetary outlay. Yours, very truly,

J. W. ORAM.
For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is bestdone by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Montreal.

BROOM AISD MATTRESS
WIRE Hl8b 6rade - Double Tinned

Fine Annealed Brush Wire. Soft Coppered
Wire. Tinned Wire of all kinds.

THE PEERLESS WIRE CO.,

Hamilton, Ont.

Oneida

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

quality

may now be had in

either

"American
(Flat Link)

—OR

—

"Niagara
(Wire Link)

All Patterns.

Open and Closed
Ring

Three Chain,

and Dominion.

Your jobber can

supply you.

Manufactured by

Oneida Community,
www*nv\

Limited
Niagara Falls,

Ont.

MNAGE
VHYD0N7Y0UGET

Ellens
FLAT CRIMPED

ELBOW

2, 3, and 4-in. Tin and Galvanized Conductor

Elbows, for sale by all leading jobbing houses.

Made by GEO. ALLEN
BURLINGTON, ONT.
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WHERE VARNISHES ARE MADE.

SINCE The Sherwin-Williams Co.

erected their Canadian varnish factory

in Montreal, some five years ago, they

have been trying to gain for the products

of this branch of the business a reputation

equal to that held by TheSherwin-Williajos'

paints. Naturally, this was an obj<

cult of attainment, but Mrt BallaniO

manager of the Canadia

proud in the confideirtfe*

Tester's Laboratory.

the firm have not been in vain, but that

they are to day shipping varnish that ranks

as high in the varnish field as The Sherwin-

Williams' paints do in their own sphere.

One could hardly wish for greater recom-

mendation.

The firm has recognized that the excel-

lence of a varnish depends directly upon

the excellence af the factory in which it is

made, and the efficiency and carefulness of

the staff that makes it. Consequently, the

company has brought to its aid the best that

it can get in both of these directions. The

factory at Point St. Charles is a revelation

of system and cleanliness. One is impressed

with this idea immediately he enters the

storage-room. We are apt to associate the

idea of sticky filth with varnish, but not so

here. All the woodwork is highly polished,

the tanks and piping system painted, uni-

formity and regularity are evident in the

rows of tanks, and everywhere are signs

significant of a permeating system.

STORAGE ROOMS.

The total storage capacity is 40,000

gallons, comprising eleven 1,000-gal. tanks,

thirty- five 3,500-gal. tanks, and the rest

made up of innumerable smaller ones. There

are three storage rooms, one above the

other. A perfect record of the age of each

varnish is kept, for the quality of the pro-

duct depends as much upon the age as

upon the propriety of the ingredients and

cooking. On each tank is a card showing

when the goods were put into storage and

bearing the results of the tester's examina-

tion, giving the specific gravity, viscosity,

working qualities and age at which it can

be used. When it is matured, it is again

examined by the superintendent, who writes

" O.K. for use." Then, and only then, can

it be sold

In tWe main storage-room the bulk of the

IhiAp/ng is done. Each can is stamped on

\ttfe bottom showing the date on which the

/^varnish was made, and just what quality it

contains. Other measures are also taken

to keep track of any varnish that is

shipped. A sample is taken out of each

shipment, and kept in a separate vial for

reference if need be. The Sherwin-

Williams Co. can never be blamed for the

faults of other people's varnishes, for they

can always test their own shipments for

years after the shipments are made.

tester's laboratory

Up- stairs, to the rear of the top storage-

room, is the tester's laboratory, a neatly

arranged room. All the ingredients that

enter into the manufacture of the varnishes

are tested by a thoroughly practical man.

He also tests the finished goods, taking

their specific gravity, viscosity and other

properties. This is the sdejimc part ojrfne

establishment. Hf^ias |Npe very «fine

instruments here, >uJroitVsf? >» WaJphal

Press and Pumping Room.

balance and a viscosity meter. Off this

room is the varnishmaker' s headquarters,

where the veteran varnishmaker, the chief

of the staff, does his headwork. Their

varnishmaker was previously engaged in

many of the large American centres, in-

cluding New. York, Chicago and San

Francisco, and is reputed to be at the head

of his business, having fortified himself with

an experience of 30 years.

press and pumping room.

Down stairs, below this room, one comes

to the press and pumping-room. Here is a

filtering press, the only one of its kind in

Canada, through which all the varnishes

are squeezed after manufacture, clearing

them of all impurities. From here they are

pumped up to the storage rooms. A large

weighing kettle also figures here.allowing the

varnishmaker to test his results by weight,

as the practical tester does by much smaller

machines. A washing machine completes

the equipment of this room.

fire room.

To the rear of the establishment is the

fire room, containing five fires, and afford-

ing a daily capacity of 1,500 gallons. T.ie

fire apparatus includes all the most modern

conveniences in the way of furnaces,

thermometers and kettles, and even fire

appliances. An aluminum kettle is an

object of special pride.

After being cooked in the fire-room, the

varnishes are taken into the cooking shed,

where they are allowed to gradually cool

off. From there they go to the thinning-

room, where they are reduced down to

proper viscosity with turpentine. Various

machinery is employed in this room for

other purposes. The varnish is then taken

from the kettle, and, thereafter, handled by

pipes.

The engine-house is separated entirely

from the rest of the works, just as is the

fire room. Here the power is generated by

an electric gasoline engine of 7 -horse-

power. It is a neat, modern machine.

Outside is the gum house, where the gums

are kept and sorted, and where the oils are

admitted to the factory. It might be

mentioned in passing that all oil is kept in

storage for one year to have everything

capable ©(^settlement turn itself into sedi-

ment. Another sign of care.

HOUSE AND FACTORY COMBINED.

To keep the temperature of the storage-

rooms always at the same level, a trusted

employe lives and sleeps in the building.

He has a neat room fitted up off the storage-

room at the front of the factory, and,

throughout, the place is so clean that he

could not have a more comfortable place of

residence. Good varnish is essentially a

production involving much care in its

manufacture, and this seems to be a final

proof that The Sherwin-Wdli

could hardly be imprflvflpnipc

^0/

lhinning Room.
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THE MISPLACED SYMPATHIES OF CLERKS.
JEROME K. JEROME.

NOW and again, mingled with other

sounds of distress, comes to our

ears the cry of the clerk. Between

the huge forces of labor and capital, gird-

ing their loins for the coming struggle

—

b^ude which the feeble contests of the past

wnli when the entire history of the world

comes to be written, appear insignificant by

comparison—the clerkly band hovers un-

decided. With a snobbery which is partly

humorous, but more pathetic, it tries to

persuade itself that it belongs to the aristo-

cratic faction.

Of course, it pays the classes to encourage

the poor fellow in this more or less harmless

folly of his. His vote is useful at election

times, when capital—an utterly insignificant

laborer, dependent upon his labor and not

the labor of others, for his well-being, his

position will remain unchanged, may
possibly—though it is inconceivable—grow

worse. Women are being dragged into

the ranks now to compete with him, to still

further lower his scanty wage. Had he not

better dismiss this idea of his that his inter-

ests are those of the railway director and

the rich shareholder and grasp the simple

fact that his interests are opposed to theirs
;

that individually he is helpless in the hands

of his employers ; that only by combination

can he hope to gain a living wage ?

Numbers is the only weapon in the hands

of the laborer. If he voluntarily la^ that

aside

Fire Room.

force in itself—finds it necessary to collect

around it all those whom it can cajole or

bribe into assisting it. The clerk, poor

fellow, only gets the cajolery. Call him
1 ' Esquire

'

' and talk to him of '
' our party'

'

and the poor simple fellow asks no more.

The hidden lives of many of these poor

fellows are real tragedies—the semi starva-

tion Tfi the whole family, the overworking

of thl^poor young wife, who from a bright

jrl in a year or two is turned into a draggle-

led, worn, and fretful old woman ; the

cup of coffee and the bun, or the little

packet of dry sandwiches for dinner, eaten

covertly while walking in solitude the dreary

city streets. But then John is a gentleman,

with a silk hat and a frock coat, and,

maybe, by still more pinching, some little

overworked servant is kept, and gentility is

the reward.

Until he grasps the fact that he is a

and foot into the hands of the slave-driver.

Even a just employer, an employer wishful

to do the right thing, is powerless under the

circumstances. For him to attempt by

himself to institute better wages, easier

conditions of life, would be for him to ruin

himself in competition with those whose

instincts are to grind down and oppress.

Capital is a fixed quantity ; labor is worth

—what you can get for it. The contest

under such circumstances is not a fair one.

Until labor by combination fixes itself, good
employers and bad employers alike can
only take advantage of its weakness.

Until labor says to capital :
" The world

is mine as much as it is yours, it is for all

of us alike
;

I have my value and you
yours

; the respective amounts shall be
fixed between us ; it shall not be left merely

to you to decide," capital will naturally

make terms entirely to its own interest.

It is not just, and it is not honest. The
world could not succeed without the ex-

ploiter—the man who thinks and plans and
organizes. He on his side can not exist

without the laborer. The terms between

them are not for either of them to decide

without reference to the other. To say that

the matter should be left to the individual

employer and the individual employed is

mere jugglery.

A man for his business needs money, just

as he needs labor
; he buys it at a price

fixed by the money market. If money
were not organized for its own protection the

same state of things would exist to-day that

existed a thousand to five hundred years

ago, when the robber barons held their

castles, and every man with a groat in his

pocket was liable to become their victim.

Money organized itself against the robber.

It secured its police, its soldiery ; it made
its laws, and it fashioned its governments.

Unionism is not a new thing. In the

Middle Ages, the trade unions were huge
forces— the only things, indeed, powerful

enough to keep despotism in check. They
dictated terms to kings and emperors. The
liberties of modern Europe have sprung
from them.

The laborer, uneducated, uninformed,

untaught to think for himself, has hitherto

listened sheepishly. Of late, some glim-

mering of his own rights, of his own power
to enforce them, has come to him—much to

the indignation and disgust of those whose
interests, viewed from a narrow standpoint,

are diametrically opposed to his. But the

world cannot exist on injustice—at least,

not for long. It is to the interests of the

generations to come that a fairer arrange-

ment should be arrived at, lest worse things

befall.

INQUIRIES AND ANSWERS.
IDEAS ON NAIL COUNTERS.

Editor Hardware and Metal,— I am
going to build a nail counter, and would
like to ask my brother hardwaremen,
through your inquiry column, to give me
their ideas on the construction of same.

Subscriber.

TAKEN LARGER WAREHOUSE.
Mr. Hector M. MacKenzie, wholesale

dealer in heavy metals and plumbers' sup-
plies, Montreal, finds that his business has
out grown his premises on St. Paul St., and
has moved this week to more commodious
quarters at 745 Craig St. His brother,

manager of the Beaver Oil Co., lately at the

same address, is moving with him to the

new address.

Eliza Brown, general merchant, Brace-

bridge, Ont. , is dead.
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THE VALUE OF CHARACTER.

IT
has been repeatedly remarked by

those who have had large opportunity

for observation that there are not

enough honest, capable, reliable men to do
the world's work, says Michigan Trades-
man.

The saying is a true one and its truth

exemplified every day. How common it is

that men in important positions of trust

and responsibility, whether public or pri-

vate, are found to be defaulters or other-

wise false and untrustworthy. How much
more common is it that men in public or

private service have no other care than to

draw their salary or wages and to do as

little for it as possible.

Employers or persons in authority always

know the degree of reliability and useful-

ness of the men under them and, except in

cases where political or other influences

which create discriminations are concerned,

the persons whose services are most will-

ingly dispensed with are those who are*

least desirable and least valuable. Of

course, there arc exceptions to this rule in

times of great industrial depression, when
many establishments are closed or are

working on short time ; but, as an ordin-

ary thing, the really valuable and faithful

workers are seldom out of employment for

any length of time. There is always some-

thing against a man who is unable to hold

a place.

This subject comes up in an article on the

causes of poverty in The Journal of Ethics

for April, by J. G. Phelps Stokes. He
holds that, while poverty is usually attri-

buted to lack of employment, vice and
crime, it will be found that lack of employ-

ment is ordinarily due to some defect of

character and qualities in the individual.

If persons are given to crime and vice, it is

also because of defects in moral nature and
disposition.

Of course, poverty is often due to misfor-

tune or to circumstances beyond human
control. Undoubtedly much poverty is due
to sickness and death ; but sickness is most
often due to impairment of tissue vitality,

to defective physical personality, which
results either from unhelathy occupations

or environment, or from violation ( conscious

or unconscious ) of the recognized laws of

health.

The poverty that is ascribed to drunken-
ness and to various forms of vice and crime

can similarly be traced to defective person-

ality as its cause and fountain head. For
drunkenness and wrong-doing are but evi-

dences of moral weakness ; are but manifes-

tations of defective personality. The shift-

less, idle, drunken father of a family con-

signs his wife and children to misery and
want, and they are the innocent and help-

loss victims of his misconduct and worth-
lessness. Any charity that enables such a

creature to live without rendering am
compensation to society is on a wrong
basis. It ought to be so arranged as to

help the innocent while excluding from all

benefits the cause of their trouble.

If any system of socialism can ever be
made practicable, it must be so organized
as to punish the persistently idle and to

provide that no man shall be allowed to eat

who does not render some compensatory
service. As matters now stand, a vast

burden is placed upon the honest, industri-

ous classes by compelling them to support
criminals and the habitually idle and
vicious classes.

Mr. Phelps thinks that the outcry of an

excess of honest, efficient laborers unable to

secure employment is seldom based on fact

.

The exception is in times of extraordinary
commercial and industrial depression. Then
great numbers who would otherwise be at

work are, from no faidt of their own, con-

demned to enforced idleness. Except under
such conditions, he holds that there is

everywhere an oversupply of shiftless or

inefficient people in whom defective or unde-
veloped personality is a conspicuous charac-

teristic.

Eor the services of people of this latter

class there are comparatively few demands,
other than of temporary nature. Such
people are replaced as speedily as circum-
stances allow, by workers of more efficient

personality. Under ordinary circumstances
it is chiefly persons of inefficient or unde-
veloped personalities who swell so iargely

the ranks of the unemployed.

The greatest evil of poverty is that it

places so many women and children, by no
fault of their own, but through the pitiful

condition forced upon them by worthless
neifds. Qf fami]4#Sj*Amid surroundings that
familiarize them with wce^apd are^ likely...to

The fact that they had been faithful in
humble situations warranted the belief that
they would be faithful in still more impor-
tant positions. Combined with their honesty
and reliability, they were industrious, the.x

were intelligent, they were alert to
improve themselves and to increase their
usefulness and to promote the interests of

their employers. Their good qualities and
faithful services met due recognition, not
probably because of any gratitude on the
part of their employers, but because the\
had urgent need of such men in their 1JB£.-
ness.

And the need for honest, faithful and able
men in every department of business is

greater than ever before, because business
combinations and operations are on a vaster
scale than ever before. The stockholders in
the great trusts and corporations engaged
in carrying on the industries, the commerce,
the transportation and general business
interests of the country must trust the
management and the special details of their
enormous concerns to others. These others
are required to have all the high qualities
necessary for such great responsibilities

The men who start in the lowest places

drive them to erjrne. If they could T&» iav
f

everv
,
°PP°rtul»ty to rise to tin

rescued from such associations great good highest, and it rests upon them to do so.

would be accomplished, and it is to this
^.attaining success they will only be doing

that philanthropy should especially address wTM\pthers Tike them have done before.

itself a*^ Character .^/^iP?, °^ ^he most important

Charity should be so organized that i>*^HaJiti
es ^uirgoV • Le\ that fact be taken

would devote itself to rescuing the young
of both sexes from vicious surroundings, so
that they might be brought up in virtue,

honesty and industrious habits. As for

habitual adult male idlers, they should all

be put in a workhouse and condemned to

hard labor.

It is a conspicuous fact that many men
who hold foremost places in commercial,
industrial and financial affairs in this coun-
try started out as poor boys, often with
but scanty education. But they had all the
elements of character that make men valu-

able to society. They were honest, indus-
trious, faithful to every duty and responsi-

bility committed to them.

to heart by every boy who has a worthy
ambition ttvwlse in* the world.

J. S BENNETT INJURED.

J. S. Bennett, manufacturer of Bennett's

Patent Shelf Boxes, Toronto, has unfortun-

ately met with an accident that will prevent
him giving the personal supervision to the
manufacture of his boxes for a few days
which is absolutely necessary to insure the

satisfaction that has so far attended his busi-

ness. Mr. Bennett has many orders in

hand, but these will not be delayed many
days.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
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MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

^Mtry best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

SOMETHING SPECIAL

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.
Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook

to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, and is the most practical and up-to-date

Peavey on the market.
Made by

'

James Warnock & Co. Gait Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CURHENT JVTARKET QUOTATIONS
May 3, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large caBh buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire

is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 31 32

Tinplates.
Oharooal Plates— Bright

M.L.8., equal to Bradley. Pfrbox
I.C., usual sizes {6 75

I.X., " 8 25

I.X.X., " 9 75
Famous—

1.0 675
I.X 8 25

I.X.X 9 50
Karen & Vulture Grades—

I.O., usual sices 5 00

I.X., " 6 00

I.X.X " 7 03

I.XXX., " 8 00

D.O.. 12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50
Coke Plates—Bright

Bessemer Steel—
I.O., usual sizes 4 CO

I.O., speoial sizes, base 4 5U

20x28 850

Oharooal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.C., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I. X., Terne Tin 10 25

Oharooal Tin Boiler Platen.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X. , 14x56, 50sheet bis)
•• 14x60, " 00! 07%
•' 14x65, " )

Tinned Sheets

72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%""
26 " 08% 09

• 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 185 190
Refined " " 2 35

Horse Shoe Iron 2 25

Hoop steel, 1V4 to 3 In. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 10 3 25

Sleigh 8hoe Steel " base .... 2 10

Tire Steel..-. 2 39 2 50

Raeled Machinery ••- 3 00

Oast Steel, per lb 00 00

Toe Calk Steel............... ....

T,jJirtb& Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13

jflps Tool Steel 013

Boiler Tnbee.

i*-
1?.* ::::::::;:\\ :::: oii

H

j»V. ::;

;;

:

;::;:::::::::::: :::: Si.
%u. .. ' .'. 20p .. ;::::::::: 025

Steel Boiler Plate.
U inoh 2 50 260
3.16 inch 2 60 2 70

*4 inoh and thloker 2 50 2 60

Black Sheet*.
18gauge

J
00

20 gauge 3100

22to24 " 3 10

26 " 3 20

28 " 330

Canada Plater.
Al dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
Allbright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 4 45

% inoh 3 25

% " 3 30

% " 3 50

\ " 365
1 " 5 15

1% " 7 10
1% " 840
2 " 11 25
2% " 20 95
3 " 2155
3'/, " 3J 75
4 " 39 00
5 " 47 35
6 " 62 10

Galvanized pipe—
% inoh 4 90
% " 5 25

1 " 7 55
1% " 10 30
1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 45 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 40 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 35 4 10 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., Der 100 lb

% ' " 8 00 8 50
5-16 " "

4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 CO

M 7-16 " "
3 9J 4 *5

" % " "
3 »0 4 10

9-16 " "
3 65 4 C5

'•
V, " "

3 35 3 90

% " " 3 60 4 10
Halter, kennel and post chains, 4n and 50 p. o.

Cow ties 40 p.o.

Tie-out chains 65 p. c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 45 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.o.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. 8., ton lots 19
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round,% to% in. 23% 25

'
' round and square

1 to 2 inches. . . . 23V, 25
Sheet.

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16
oz., irregular sizes 23 23%

Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea. , per lb 25V,
" 35to46 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gange, 15 peroent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25
Tubing, base, per t 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 05% 06
Domestic "

Zinc Sheet

.

5 cwt. casks 00 6V,

Pan casks 10 6%
Lead.

Imported Pig, per lb 04% 0(4%
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06%
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs. "

.... 06
Notb.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lists

at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toronto.
Notb.—Out lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 100 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buok, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 25 p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, oash, freights equalized
on Montreal.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd .... 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary aocording to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10/, 11

White Lead. Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37
No. 1 do 6 00
No.2do 5 62%
No.3 do 5 !5
No.4do 4 8?%
Munro's Seleot Flake White 7 57%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuire 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" " No. 1 6 85
" " No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 ib. kegs, per cwt 5 75

No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 19
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 06%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 IC
Barn (inbbls.) 75 8?
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & Color Cos Pure.... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
MarineBlaok 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J.C.) bbls.... 1 35
Yellow Ochre J. F.L.8.), bbls ...
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10
Brussels Ochre
Venetian Red(best). per owt. i 80
Pnglish Oxides, per cwt 3 00
American Oxides, per owt. . 1 75
Canadian Oxides, per owt.,. 1 75
8uperMagnetioOxides, 93p.o. 2 00
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb. .

.

" Umber, " "

do Raw
,

Drop Black, pure ,\
Chrome Yellows, pure .'.

Chrome Greens, pure, per ib.
Golden Ocbre
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxes, per lb '.' n 08

fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb
Mortar Color, per 1001b
English Vermillion
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb
Whiting, per 100 lb

1 40
2 75
1 15
2 00
1 90
3 25
2 00
2 00
2 25

10
10
09
09
18

12

03%

24
1 00

07
1 25
80
80
55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b o 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb

, . 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls., .

j
gi

Bulk in less quantity ..." 2 ('5

Bladders in bbls 2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes or iol se.

"..'.
2 25

Bladders iu 25-lh. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins..,..,".]"" 2 6>
I ladders iolu kor.ius less than l66lb2 9)

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30" body 8 00
" rubbing 4 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00
Brown Japan 2 40
Elastic Oak 2 90
Furniture, extra 2 40

No. 1 1 60
Hard Oil Finish 2 70
Light Oil Finish 3 20
Demar 3 3]
Shellac, white 4 40

" orange 4 00
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60
Black Japan 2 40

" No. 1 1 60

The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each.
$3 Oj.

ranatine Floor Finish, per gal., $2.50.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, 60c ;

Size 2, 35c. ; Size 3, 2uc. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. . 10" " small lots 1U'/,

Cod Oil, Etc.
Cod Oil per gal 50
Pure Olive
" Neatsfoot

9 U0
5 00
3 40
2 80
3 30
2 80
2 00
3 10

3 60
3 70
4 80
4 40
2 00
2 81)

2 00

Glue.
Cjmmon 08%
French Medal 14
Cabinet sheet 12
White, extra 18
Gelatine 22
Strip 18
Coopers lg
Huttner

10%
II

55
1 20

90

G9
14'/,

13
20
30
20
20
18
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Joseph Rodgers & Sons
Limited

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Each blade of our Goods bears the

exact mark here represented.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL SOLE AGENTS
IN CANADA.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.
B. B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cant.
Rim Fire Pistol, diB. 40 p. c, Amer.
Kim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p.o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.
Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.

add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40
per cent. Amer.

Loaded and empty Shells, " Trap " and
"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent. Rival
and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in
%-ib.bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000
each, 12 and smaller gauges 2C

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

e ch, 10 gauge 25
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.

11 and smaller gauge ' 60
9 and 1C gauges 70
7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15
9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Per lb 10 C 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 09 09%
Wilkinson St. Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00
Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
Bestquality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 6 00
Copper, discount 15 p.o. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
" " " 2nd " 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

B " 21

C " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

FrictionleBB metal, per II 23
SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS

Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Spatial 25

Aluminum, 99 p.o. puro "Syracuse".. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.
Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, 8argant'8 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net Hat.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All Bizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway... . 65

" " full square 65
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60
Coach Screws 70
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon , .'. ... .4Vio. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove roda, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 6 .'% per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dls., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8 , " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred rooting, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt , per ton 45 CO

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 65, )0 and 2% per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

American, per doz 1 00 1 50
Milliard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 50 2 75
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per grosa 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
CrayoD, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, .$16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames^20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. caah in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets.
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 CO

" " " embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
Lnw Down Oat. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50

" " " " " emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Baaina, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 51
" " 19x 15 in ,.. 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figurea.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dia. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
"6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
' Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets.
Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.'

'

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 10 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per cent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholaon File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Jowitt'a, Engliah list, 25 to 27% per oent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dia., 50 and 10 per cent.

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00

26 to 40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to 60 5 15 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 75

86to90 14 00

91to95 15 50
99tol00 . 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 900
" %to% H00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 1 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, — per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dia.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, per lb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

Engliah and Can., per lb.... 22 2

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dia. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 125

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 per cent.

CroB8-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 1394

HANGERS. doz. pairs.

Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns, 4 inch 5 00

5inch 6 50

Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 10

No. 11%, 10-f t.run 10 80

No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane'a O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 10 to 12% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.

Heavy T and strap, 1-in., per lb. . . . 06%
" 5-in., " .... 06%

" " 6-in., " .... 06
" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.

Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 150
11 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.

Spring 12 00
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 150
HOLLOW WARE jfC

Disoount, 15 and 5 per c^?,

HOOKS. o*

Caat Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
ClotheB Line, per doz 27 63

Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00

Chandelier, per doz 050 100
Wrought Iron.

Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, discount 45 per cent.

Belt, per 1,000 60

Sorew, bright, dia. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"0"brand 50 and 7%p.o.off new liitl Ofal-

"M" brand 60 percent. J head
Ououtersunk, 60 and 10 peroent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

FartoriPs •
I
332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.

factories,
j and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.
Iron Shoes. and and

_ , . ,
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 GO 3 85
Featherweight (al Isizes) 4 85 4 83
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilt in, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weigh; steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
S'.ar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.
Copper, per lh 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door, japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz... 7 0j
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Fish, pergross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell &Erwiu, per doz 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.
Flat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head, discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths', per doz 1 25 1 50
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTER8.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

[man, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS,
count, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6 and 7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16 and 20d 2 40 2 90
30. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.7/ l

/£

Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.

Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent.

NAIL PULLERS.
German and Amerioan 185 359

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
U. S. Navy 725

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 161

/,
Prime White (US ) 015%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz : 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring sap buckets, di?. 45 p.c.
P, lu and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
P< r doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cenl.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
to 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins'radiator valves discount55 percent.
„ .'!

" " standard, dis., 60 p.c
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00

S°-?i,
Ful

.

1
.

ers ••'•'
2 50No 4'/s, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder

1001b. or less g5
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

„ PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz £5 1 00Axle 022 33
=crew 27 1 00Awning 035 2 50

„ J PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60Canadian pitcher spout , 1 40 2 10

„.., , , PUNCHES.
Saddlers

, per doz 100 185
Conductors', " ' 900 15 00
Tinners' solid.perset *.'.

00 72
hoI

J?
w
i

,

per inch.
. 00 1 00

n 1 • ., ?AIfGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 go

40 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
35 " 26 00

"
40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Ca8t8teel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5p,c.
Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 6C

and lu p c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c.

RAZORS.
per doz.

Geo. Butler*; Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00

" King Cutter 12 50 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00
Elliot's 4 00 18 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lu per cent.
Iron Burrs, Jiscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per ib. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per ib 10 13%
%in 11 14%
% and 5-16 in )5%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
" % inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope .

.

10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

11 No. 50, nickle-plated 67%SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% percent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
C.mery, 40 per cent.
Gartet(Rurton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. & D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

1 frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, 2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. & M. Scales, 45 p.c
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

Dominion, 55 p.c.
Richelieu, 55 p.c.

Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Warren.Champion 65 p c.

" Standard 45 p.c.
SCREW DRIVERS.

Sargent's per doz 65 100
SCREWS

Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 87% and 10 p.c.w°°d R- H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.o.
F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.c.

R.H. " 70 p.c.
Drive Screws, 87% and 10 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case hardeLed, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 pe r cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, dis. 65 p.c
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 11

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. lis
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.o.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plaiu •,••• 3 15 3 75
Coopers , discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per Ib,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

T
" , slip 09 09

Labrador q 13
-. ." Axe ..'.'.' 15^rkey „ 5„
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths .... 7 00
7 inch " "

.... 7 50
ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.

No. 4— 3 dozen in case, net cash $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... g 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
„. , , Per cent
Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 15

tinned 80 & 20
(in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . . 80"
Vt weights 60

Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned-
Jo bulk 80410
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk... "85, 12% & 12%
" brush, blued & tinned, bulk.. 70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 & 12%
Zinc tacks 35
Leather carpet lacks ...55
Copper tacks ...50
Copper nails ..55%
Trunk nails, black ...60 and 5
Trunk nails, tinned .65 and 10
Clout nails, blued.. 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads ' 40
Fine finishing .......

°

40
Picture frame points ...... °. 10
Lining tacks, in papers ..;.!"! 10
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STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
PITTSBURGH,

MANUFACTURERS
OF-

U. S. A.

OF ALL KINDS.

Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, p„,„M Ti«« I.«..„*otiiF«« A - c - LESLIE & CO.,
Mont.™*! -Canadian Representatives-

MontrealMontreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lining tackn, in bulk IS
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin oapped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Ohesterman'B each 90 2 85
" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

flame, Newhouse, dis. 2i p c.

Game, H. 4 N„ P. S. & W.. 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.

German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, per lb 22 26

Wrapping, mottled, per pack. 50 60

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES
Hand, peidoz '.

... 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Grescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices :

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
2 80
2 87
2 90
2 95
3 15
3 37
3 50
3 65

Other size! of plain wire outside of Ivos. 9,

10, 11, 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at 82 8) base with

eitrai as before. The prices for Nns 9'

to 13 irclude the charge of 1 c.

for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire. 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c— in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, S5-No.l8, 85.50—No. 19. 86-No. 20,

86.65-No. 21, 87—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,

87.65-No. 24, 88—No. 25, 89—No. 26,

89.50-No. 27, 810-No. 28.$ll-No 29.

$12 -No. 30, 813-No. 31,$14-No. 32. $lf
No. 33, $16—No. 34. $17. Extras net-
tinned wire. Nos. 17-25, 82—Nos. 26-31
84—Nos. 32-34, $R. Coopered, 5c—oil

ing, 10c.—in 25-1* . bundles,15c— in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in H-lh. hanks, 75c— in '4-lb. hanks, 81—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanised Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7.8, $3 51
to $3 8 T—No. 9. $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10,

33.60 to^3.9'—No. 11, J>3 70 to $4.10- No
12, 83 to 83 30-No. 13, 83.10*0 $3 41—
No. 14 $4.1" tn $».50-No. 15. 84.60 to
»5.05—No 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Bate sizes,

Nos. 6 to 9, 82.57V2 f.o h. Cleveland.
Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17

$4.25; No. 18, »2.65; No. 19, «3.35, f.o.b
Hamilt.n, Toronto, Monlrfal.

WIRE FENCING. F O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3(5
Galvanized, plain twist 3 OS
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, 82.82%

io less than carlots, and $2.73 in carlotn.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb

Colored 4% to 5

White, acoording to quality 6% to 7\
50C-lb bale lots shaded.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37V, per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00
" S., per doz 5 80 6 00

G. k K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket. per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 33 CO
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 28 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 00
Sampson " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per rent.

ADVERTISINGinWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG, CANADA

Incorporated

1851.WESTERN
** ASSURANCI

Fire and Marine

Capital, subscribed $2,000,000.00

Capital - - - 1,000,000.00

Assets, over - - 2,340,000.00

Annual Income - 2,290,000.00
Head Office: TORONTO. ONT.

Hon. Geo. A. Cox, President. J.J. Kenny, Vice-President

C. C. Foster, Secretary.

DIAMOND EXTENSION STOVE BACK
They are easily

adjusted and
fitted to a stove

by any one.

Please your
customers by
supplying them
immediately
with what
they want.

Patented, July 11th, 1893. Canadian Patent, June 14th. 1894.

Sold by
Jobber*
of . . .

Hardware
Tinware
and

Stoves.
EXTENDED.

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.

" A. R. WOODYATT & CO.. Guelph. Ontario.

r



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for export. With or without " Emlyn '

Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
" Machinery," Newport. Newport, Mon.,Enchnd.

/r* -

Mr. Retail
Hardwareman,
You have had trouble with Axes. ,>

Some were poor sellers, others did

not give youi customers satisfac-

tion.

You can avoid having all this

trouble in future. We can tell

you how. Write us.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, CANADA.

6uiK) fCVPAV -fHfri,

U/i-fH a ft en *np

DO YOU?
Advertisement
«$• in the *r

To^Or4<0
ufitl bring you.

tertdersfrem 1h%

fast contractors

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings frop any Canadian paper on
any subject.

CANADIAN PREISCUPPIIS BUREAU.

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1256.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

IS YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED IS25. IS YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.r ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. KK» Chamber' 8t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849..

.

T'
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized
world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA-
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS, C. IRVING, Gen. Man, Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A. FULTON, Gen. Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal.

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

THE . .

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

The stroogest, lightest and mostconvenientladderin the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder

made Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing

boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO,

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U.S.A.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS'

TOOLS

SOLD BY ALL HARDWAR

E

DEALERS.
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BlackDiamond FileWorks
6. & H. Barnett Company

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve •**- — »«- Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

\^*%t*W\>i%M\<%>WV%i%**w%wwv\^\

1901 [, 1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling: lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensh
(

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Guttapercha and Rubber Mfg. Co.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories 1 15- 165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

To arrive by early steamer

from Newcastle-on=Tyne

Foster, Blackett

& Wilson's
Dry White Lead, 10 cwt. casks

Orange Mineral, 5 cwt. casks

Refined Red Lead, 5 cwt. casks

Refined Red Lead, I cwt. kegs

Ground Litharge, 5 cwt. casks

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

B. &S.H. THOMPSONS CO'

Y

26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

\

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Houseline
Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD"
hemp obtainable

Transmission Rope from tlie finest quality Mai. -

m
laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative —

wm. b. stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.



Gauge and Lubricator Glasses

GEO. LANGWELL & SON
Manufacturers, - Montreal.

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.
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"TANDEM" ANTI-FRICTION METAL.

' Tandem" Metals are better than
any other lor their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.The largest smellers ofAnti-Friction

Metals in Europe,

KZfcyf^*£x

Cqrrugated Iron.

Lysaght's "Orb" and "Redcliffe" brands

are the standard—good iron, uniform

weights, best workmanship, no risk to

the buyer.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, um.teo.

\*'* A*

re

PICTURES

TELL BEST

You don't have to use your imagination much with our Illustrated Booklet on Steam and Hot Water Heating,

because the pictures tell the story, and truthfully, too—they are from photographs Of the SaffOFd
Radiators themselves.

The Safford Radiators

For Steam or Hot Water Heating
are the original invention in screw nipple threaded connections, which does away entirely with joints and rods,

bolts and packing, hence absolutely preventing leaks. " Pictures tell the story best " and the facts prove every
statement true. Send for the pictures and the facts—send for the Booklet. Send to the Largest Radiator
Manufacturers under the British Flag for it—it's free.

THE DOMINION RADIATOR COMPANY, Limited, TORONTO, ONT.
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SPORTING GOODS FOR 1901

THE TRADE
will be pleased with our new assortment of goods for the coming season

Our travellers are now on the road with samples ; if they have not seen

you, a card to us will bring them to you. It will pay to get our new prices.

writefor CATALOGUE AND PRICES.WWMAMMVWWMW

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIIMHTIEID

Cor. King and Victoria Sts., N

pother Fairbanks Specialty
We call your attention to our

Asbestos Packed Cock.

Many Valves and Cocks are. tight when first put on, but will

not stand severe service.

Ours will-It's "a tight stop."

The dove tailed U shaped grooves in the body are packed with

prepared Asbestos, and a Vulcabeston ring is used on the shoulder

of the plug for top packing. The Cocks are well known and exten-

sively used for Boiler service.

Prices and printed matter on receipt of post card.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY
749 Craig Street, MONTREAL
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Garden Hos
C^^j

Discounts for the new season

now out.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

5f£ 3|E S|J

CANADIAN RUBBER CO.,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

The

Mower
THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

If you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will disappear. The
Clipper will do it.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRIOES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co,
NORRISTOWN, Pa.

Lightning:, Gem
Blizzard ... FREEZERS

ARE
Well Advertised

In Demand
Easily Sold

Satisfactory in Use

Of Known Reputation

HAVE
Cedar Pails with Electric Welded Wire Hoops

Cans of Heavy Tin with Drawn Steel Bottoms

AUTOMATIC Twin Scrapers

"The Ice Cream Freezer Book" tells all about

these and our other Freezers, mailed free

EXCEL IN

Easy Running

Quick Freezing

Economy
Convenience

Practical Results

North Bros- Mfg. Co.,
Phi,ad

S!:
ia ' Pa '
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Oxford Gas Ranges
EMBODY ALL THE BEST IDEAS YET CONTRIVED

They are made in a full line of sizes and styles to meet all

demands.

Have large ovens, a special improved oven burner lighter, and the

most perfect valves and burners known.

The intense heat furnished by them from a most economical supply

of gas, delights every customer. It is a talking point of most

convincing worth in making sales.

This year we emphasize two new styles with 16 and 18 inch square

ovens, remarkably fine lines that satisfy the popular call for a

standard quality Gas Range at a very moderate price.

Correspondence invited. Fall Particulars and Price Lists at your service for the asking.

URINIEV FOUNDRY
TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

LIMITED

For the first season since 1897, we are in the
market for the supply of

Galvanized Wire, Plain Twist

f/ Barb Wire Fencing
OF OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.

4 Barb,
4" apart

When ordering Fencing do not forget

Bright and Galvanized Staples.
We solicit your orders also for

W: pA of all kinds and for all purposes,
lie of steel, Brass or Copper.

Wire Nails and Wood Screws
Bright Wire Goods Cotter Pins

Jack Chain Door Pulls

and "Crescent" Coat and Hat Hooks
Bed, Blind, and Netting Staples.

Prices quoted upon application to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special
r* frigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
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Wood, Vallance & Co.,

Iron Merchants.

Importers of British

and Foreign

HARDWARE
HAMILTON, OINT.,

Canada.

Branch House : George 0. Wood & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Onl,

GEO. D. WOOD & CO.,

Iron Merchants
Importers of British and Foreign

HARDWARE.
WINNIPEG, Canada

INDELIBLO

IS A

COLD WATER PAINT

pure and simple, and it is just what its name
implies—indelible. Once on, it stays on

for «. od. It becomes as hard as a rock and

is waterproof, weather proof, fireproof,

sanitary, clean, bright and cheerful. Just

the thing for factories, breweries, residences,

barns, fences, alleyways, shafts, etc.

Send for Color Card.

A. RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL.

J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY &. CO., - - VANCOUVER.

AGENTS

"DAISY" CHURN oe
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whil: churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has amost enviable record. A
perfection of its kind— will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co,,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que,

BROWN'S PATENT STEEL WIRE CHAIN,
PATENT NO. 32840.

If you are interested in chains examine carefully the perfect mechanical construction of the Brown's. It is the most

perfect chain made. We make it in 13 sizes. We use it exclusively in all our Halter, Dog, Tie-out, Cattle, Trace

Chains, etc. You will make no mistake in handling our line exclusively.

THE S, QREENING WIRE CO
Hamilton and Montreal.

LIMITED
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ESTABLISHED I860. INCORPORATED 1895.

flilk Can Trimmings
In all our Milk Can Bottoms sufficient space is left

between bottom proper and rim to allow body of can to be

inserted ^ of an inch, making permanent joint.

Bottoms are thus sweated in with half the solder.

Top Hoops are " Shouldered " and have cut-out at

joint, making neater and cleaner job in half time than the

old style hoop.

All Hoops have retinned edges.

For durability, finish, and economy in making up our

Trimmings are unequalled.

Iron Clad Pattern. Broad Hoop Pattern.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

Galvanized Sheets

From stock or for

Importation.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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Henry Disston & Sons (Incorporated)

F*hiMaclolphia

KEYSTONE FILES.

Will wear longer than any other File made.

DIsston's Square Files— All Sizes.

Dlsston's Round Files—All Sizes.

Ewwirii.

Disston's Great American Cross Cut Saw Files.

Disston s Mill Saw Files— All Sizes.

Disston's Flat Bastard Files- All Sizes.

Disston's Half-Round Bastard Files— All Sizes.

Disston's Horse Rasps.

Lewis Bros. & Co.

MONTREAL
AGENTS

Manufactured by

Henry Disston & Sons
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Rapid Grinding &
Pulverizing Mills $

\l>

"ENTERPRISE"
patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprising ^r\
Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST
Write for Descriptive

r~-m Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

.^.^.^.^.^..^.^^^^^^c
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of^_j|^^^

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

"Canada* and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., • MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.

EAVETROUGH AND CONDUCTOR PIPE

Write for prices.

E, T. WRIGHT & CO,, Mfrs,

HAMILTON, CANADA.

"JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $13 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co ^S5S^-?HL

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

Oneidam Cow Ties
may now be had in

either

"American"
(Flat Link)

—OR

—

"Niagara"
(Wire Link)

All Patterns.

Open and Closed
Ring

Three Chain,

and Dominion.

Your jobber can

supply you.

Manufactured by

Oneida Community, Limited

%%.%.vvwwv*
Niagara Falls,

Ont.

A LONDON FENCE MACHINE
ON EXHIBITION IN
YOUR STORE^~

will create more curiosity and bring in more
customers than any other implement.
There's money in handling the " London,"
as other merchants have found. You get a
snap if you get the ",London" agency for

your town.

WRITE'FOR TERMS BEFORE YOU MISS IT.

Coiled Spring Wire at right prices to the trade.

The London Fence Machine Co., w^e^rSe™, London, Can.
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Mrs. Potts

Sad Irons

No. 55—Plain Polished

No. 50—Nickel Plated

IF YOU ARE BUYING

COMPARE WEIGHT AND FINISH

and we are sure you will insist upon having our make.

Sold by all the leading Jobbers.

A. R. WOODYATT & CO. GUELPH, ONT.

SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

WATER COOLERS.
Our Water Coolers are well made.

They have Nickel-Plated Faucets.

They are finished in attractive designs and

colors.

WATERING POTS.
Six sizes. Plain, Japanned and Galvanized.

All Cans are made with Patent Rose, which

can be easily taken apart for cleaning.

Well finished, strong and durable.

That is why we sell so many.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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• WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENT10N THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER

THE PRICES OF READY-MIXED
PAINTS.

SINCE linseed oil made such a rapid

decline some months ago, the retail

trade has been quite solicitous over

the future of the mixed-paint prices. Not a

few inquiries have been received by the

manufacturers asking when the drop was to

tr 'Jj place.

The idea received its quietus this week

when the English oil market, nearly bare of

seed, advanced more than £2 per ton,

putting oil values back to almost what they

were last January, and causing an advance

in spot values in Montreal of 5c. per gal.

The market is growing in strength, as the

Argentine seed seems no longer to be forth-

coming and the Indian, Canadian and

United States crops will not be procurable

till September. Seed will be badly needed

before then.

There is but little doubt that, if oil had

remained at the low quotations made for

May, June and July import some weeks

ago, the prices of mixed paints would have

been reduced in June, at the latest. The

drop could not, perhaps, have come before

that time, for the manufacturers have been

working on high-priced oil, and no cheaper

goods were procurable until the first

steamers from England were in port. But,

just as the market was shaping itself for a

reduction, the oil market suddenly reacted,

and a steady bull movement set in, until

now oil is quoted above ^30 in London.

Raw could have been imported some time

ago at 46c; now, it would cost 68c, at

least.

Of course, most of the importers of oil

" got in " at the low prices, but, just as the

spot market of oil has advanced with the

latest English quotations, the mixed-paint

values will also be maintained in harmony.

Other constituents of paints, such as

chromes and ochres, are all in good demand

and firm, and, if it were not that zinc and

lead were somewhat lower, the manufac-

turers would be compelled to consider an

advance rather than a decline.

MANITOBA'S NEXT CROP.

The C.P.R. and N.P.R. have prepared

their May reports on crop indications in

Manitoba. The outlook is promising. In

nearly every district the reports show that

the acreage is greater than last year, the

increase ranging from a few acres to 40 per

cent., the average increase being placed at

10 per cent.

Even more satisfactory, however, are the

reports as to the condition of the crops. In

many districts from 75 to 80 per cent, of

the crop is in the ground; in others, seeding

is from one to two weeks later than a year

ago. But the weather has been favorable

in practically every section, and, as there is

abundance of moisture in the ground, the

reports unite in the confidence that next

year Manitoba will produce a harvest much

in excess of that of last year.

He who cuts prices usually cuts more

into his own profits than he does into his

competitors' trade.

HAS BOTTOM BEEN TOUCHED?

THE latest news from Wales indicales

thattheimproved tone in sheet metals,

mentioned in last week's issue, con-

tinues to manifest itself. H. I. Russel&Co.'s

(New York) weekly letter from South Wales

says that " considerable more activity is

discernible in the tinplate trade. There is

a good inquiry for plates, and the receipts

for the week amounted to 55,500 boxes.

The shipments exceeded 90,400 boxes, so

that stocks have been denuded to the

extent of nearly 35,000 boxes. They are

now exceptionally low, standing at 64,220

boxes, and prices have a distinctly harden-

ing tendency. For some sorts they have

gone up ij^d. per box, best brands of

C 14 x 20 Bessemer cokes selling at 12s.

i^d. and Siemens ditto at 12s. 3d. The

demand for steel bars is greater than the

supply."

It would seem that an American activity

is being slowly imparted to the English

market. English pig iron is also much

stronger and business is on the increase.
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INERTIA OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

ONE does not hear much these days

of the Department of Trade and

Commerce. By the monthly re-

port of the Department, which is issued

from two to three months after the month

whose trade it deals with is passed, we are

reminded that it is not dead, and by the

Auditor General's report we are reminded

that it is still a charge upon the revenue of

the country. Were it not for these two re-

minders we certainly would never know

that the Department had an existence.

Judging the Department by its fruits, it is

simply a sinecure, as far as its fulfilling the

purposes for which it was created are con-

cerned.

It was called into being, as its name

indicates, for the avowed purpose of

devising ways and means of developing the

trade and commerce of the country ; but it

has scarcely yet done anything to warrant

its existence. It has certainly done some-

thing ; but it has not yet done anything

that could not have been done just as well

under the supervision of one of the other

Departments, say, for instance, the Depart-

ment of Customs.

This unsatisfactory state of affairs is not

because the Department has no reason for

its existence ; it is simply and solely be-

cause the Department has been badly ad-

ministered.

The present head of the Department, Sir

Richard Cartwright, is a man whom we

have always rated above the average poli-

tician. His experience in Canadian politics

is wide and his attainments are many. And

in their attacks upon him his enemies have

never called into question his ability. The

point of attack has been his economical

doctrines or his alleged inconsistencies at

times in regard to them. But as Minister

of Trade and Commerce he has been a

failure, a decided failure.

We refuse to believe that Sir Richard is a

failure because he lacked the inherent

qualifications to administer the Department.

With his intelligence, his experience and

his scholastic attainments we believe that

there are few in this country who could

have done better than he had he applied

himself to the task. But therein lies the

trouble. He has not applied himself. His

administration is, therefore, all the more

worthy of condemnation.

It is well known that the office was not

one ot his own choosing. He was merely

assigned it because he could not be ignored

in the formation of the Laurier Cabinet in

1896. Sir Richard was unpopular with

the business men, and it was considered

unwise to place him in charge of the

Finance Department. For political exi-

gencies it might have been a good move,

but for the business necessities of the

country it has been a decidedly bad one.

Whether it be due to unsatisfied political

ambition or not we cannot say, but one

thing is certain, his administration of the

Department of Trade and Commerce has

been characterized by ennui of a most posi-

tive type.

It must be acknowledged that such

members of the Government as Messrs.

Paterson, Fielding, Mulock and Tarte have

exhibited most commendable energy in the

administration of their respective depart-

ments, whatever may be our views as to the

general policy of the Government of which

they form a part. And it is only to be

regretted, for the good of the country at

any rate, that the same cannot be said of

Sir Richard Cartwright.

He has been tried and found wanting.

And the necessities of the trade and com-

merce of the country demand that he give

place to someone of business experience

and ambition to make the Department of

Trade and Commerce what it really should

be—one of the most important and aggres-

sive parts of the Government machinery.

We cannot afford to wink at drones in the

administration of the Department of Trade

and Commerce whatever we may allow in

any other.

FREIGHT RATES AND FACTORY
LOCATION.

AT a meeting of the British Iron and

Steel Institute, London, England,

on Thursday, Mr. William Garrett,

of Cleveland, urged upon the manufacturers

of Great Britain the necessity of locating

factories at points most advantageous for

shipment, intimating that this was the policy

followed in the United States.

While intended for the British manufac-

turer the suggestion is not without its lesson

to the manufacturer in Canada, and par-

ticularly so at present.

The prosperity which Canada has enjoyed

during the last few years has given a dg^

cided stimulus to the manufacturing

industry ; and to the iron industry probably

more so than to any other. This is to be

commended, for the manufacturing possi-

bilities of this country are enormous. But

there is a grave danger of our ambition

getting the better of our discretion in the

location of new industries.

Unless the factory is situated where it

can command advantageous shipping facili-

ties there is little possibility of its being a

permanent success. When trade is abnor-

mally active it may be carried along with

the current. But when normal conditions

obtain, much less dull trade intervene, nine

chances to one the concern will drop out of

sight in the commercial stream.

The railways charge as high rates of

freight as they possibly can. In getting as

much as they can, they are probably no

worse than those engaged in any other

commercial enterprise. But that does not

alter the fact that those contemplating the

starting of a factory of almost any kind

should carefully ascertain how they will be

situated as compared with their competitors

in regard to freight rates. There are

factories in Canada to-day in which no

hum of machinery is heard, chiefly because

they are located where they could not com-

mand freight rates as advantageous as those

of their competitors.

Manufacturers, generally, in this country

are laboring under a great disadvantage in

regard to both the home and the export

trade as compared with their competitors in

the United States. In many instances is

this so great that it greatly or altogether

nullifies the protection which the manu-

facturers concerned enjoy under the

Customs tariff. If, in addition to discrim-

inating railway rates in favor of foreign

competitors,a manufacturer is situated where

he is at a disadvantage compared with his

home competitors as well, his position is

indeed grave.
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ARE RAILWAYS RESPONSIBLE TO SHIPPERS
FOR LOSSES ?

A
MATTER of the utmost importance

to every man who ships merchan-

dise has just been brought to the

attention of the Toronto Board of Trade by

Mr. P. C. Larkin, of The "Salada" Tea

Co*

In the conflagration that visited Ottawa

over a year ago, it will be remembered that

the freight sheds of the Canadian Pacific

Railway were destroyed. Those who had

goods in the freight sheds at the time made,

in due course, a claim upon the railway

company for compensation. The railway

company requested them not to press their

claims, as it had entered suit against the

insurance companies.

The shippers accordingly complied with

this request. And this week they were

astonished to receive a letter from the

Canadian Pacific Railway notifying them

that, as it (the railway company) had lost its

suit against the insurance companies, it was

not responsible to the shippers whose goods

were destroyed by fire in the railway freight

sheds. The railway, however, signified its

willingness to pay an amount equal to 50

per cent, of the loss. Attached to each letter

was a slip of paper on which was printed an

extract from the judgment of the court. It

read as follows :

That fire was an overwhelming catastrophe, not

arising through any negligence in any sense attri-

butable to the defendants, but arising on the pro-

perty of others, and sweeping down upon their

property with such irresistible suddenness and
force as no reasonable human forethought could
have guarded against ; nor could any reasonable

efforts have prevented the great destruction and
loss it caused them (the C.P.R. Co.) among many.

As manufacturers and merchants had,

heretofore, considered that transportation

companies were responsible for the delivery

of the goods placed in their hands, the

announcement of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way came to them like a bolt out of a clear

sky.

The matter is of such manifest importance

that it should not be allowed to rest, for it

opens up a vista of several important

questions.

Nothing is said in the judgment in regard

to the responsibility of the transportation

company to the shipper. It deals only

with the responsibility of the insurance

companies to the transportation company.

But even in this particular it is not without

interest to every man that insures his

property. Certainly the fire was not due to

any carelessness of the railway company.

But is payment from an insurance company

only to be obtained when carelessness can

be traced to the insured ? It is absurd to

conceive of any such law. And yet, on the

face of the judgment quoted, it was upon

that plea that the insurance companies are

exempted from payment of losses on the

goods destroyed in the fire at the railway

company's freight shed in Montreal.

It is possible, however, that the insur-

ance policy was a special one. Else how

could ever such a judgment be given ?

But if the policy is a special one, and

such as would relieve the insurance com-

panies, that does not to our mind relieve

the railway company from responsibility

unless the ideas of shippers and others as

to the responsibility of transportation com-

panies have been resting on a foundation of

sand.

If the railway companies are not re-

sponsible for loss by fire, why should they

be responsible for losses created by other

means not attributable to their carelessness,

say, for instance, the misplacing of a rail

by some miscreant which results in the des-

truction of merchandise as well as rolling

stock ?

We are pleased to see that the matter has

been submitted to the Toronto Board of

Trade, and it is to be hoped that it will

probe to the very bottom the questions

entailed.

STEAMSHIP DEAL AND CANADA.

THE big steamship deal appears to

have excited an interest scarcely

less general than the famous steel

and iron consolidation which Mr. J. Pierpont

Morgan brought about a short time ago

While it is doubtless true, as some allege,

that the importance of the deal is exagger-

ated, one cannot ignore the fact that it is

important and that its very uniqueness

naturally creates in it a greater interest than

would otherwise be attached to it. At the

same time, however, the deal is not as

comprehensive as a good many people seem

to think. The Leyland Line has not been

bought out and out by the United States

capitalists whom Mr. Morgan represents.

What they have done is to secure the

controlling interest. According to a state-

ment of Chairman Ellerman at the annual

meeting of the Leyland Steamship Co., held

a few days ago, the deal left the company
English, the boats will be worked by

Englishmen, and would fly the English

flag. Seeing that Mr. Morgan and his

fellow capitalists have the controlling

interest, no one can say, however, what

might eventually be done.

It is considered certain that the deal also

includes the Atlantic Transport Line. If it

is true, it includes 76 steamers, of an aggre-

gate of 353,465 tons gross, not to mention

eight new steamers building for the Atlantic

Transport Line.

Canada is not without direct interest in

the deal, as five steamers of the Leyland

Line last summer plied regularly between

Montreal and Antwerp. These steamers

are the Albanian, tonnage 2,930; Almerian,

tonnage 2,984 ; Assyrian, tonnage 2,899 >

Belgian, tonnage 3,740, and Mexican,

tonnage 4 202. The Belgian, which is a

new boat, and the Mexican were only put

on the route toward the end of the season.

The Leyland Line last season also main-

tained a new service from Quebec to Liver-

pool, the steamer Albanian taking the first

cargo of grain from the former port shortly

before the close of navigation.

Some concern has been manifested lest

the deal would lead to the withdrawal of

the line of steamers from the Montreal

route, but the following paragraph from

The New York Journal of Commerce, of

May 4, would indicate that the contrary is

the intention :

The Morgan purchase includes the various Ley-
land services, except that between Liverpool and
the St. Lawrence. A private cable yesterday stated
that for five days the Leyland Line held off for the
Canadian business, insisting that they should be
permitted to run their steamers to Portland, Me.,
if not to Boston, during the time that navigation
on the St. Lawrence is closed by ice. A com-
promise was effected, whereby Portland was
omitted and the demand for a Canadian route
granted. This means that for eight months of the
year the Leylands will maintain a passenger and
freight service between Liverpool and Montreal,
with a call at Quebec.

A paragraph which appeared in the

pamphlet on the export trade of the port of

Montreal for 1900, compiled by the com-

mercial department of The Montreal

Gazette and issued shortly after the close of

navigation last year, may be opportunely

quoted here. In part, it reads as follows :

The Leyland Line have maintained a regular
line of steamers from Montreal to Antwerp direct
* -s * ancj as these boats were despatched at
regular intervals, without calling at intermediate
ports, they have been fully appreciated by impor-
ters and exporters, and it is expected that next year
the fleet will be still further increased with sailings

almost every week.

What effect the deal will have on the

expected increase in the number of steamers

on the Montreal-Antwerp route this season

remains to be seen. Fortunately, the out-

look at oresent is not for a decrease.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.
ENORMOUS DEMAND FOR SOIL PIPE.

NKVER in the history of the cast iron

soil pipe business has there been

such an enormous demand as there

is at the present time. All the foundries

are behind in their orders, and, while there
is no immediate prospect of a change, it

would not lie a sin-prise to the trade if an
advance did take place, on account of the
inability of the foundries to handle all the
business that is coming to them. 'The

demand for goods is always a factor in the
pi iii.-. and the present continued extraordin-
ary demand for this line should necessarily
have a corresponding- effect on prices. Stocks
with the jobbers are exceedingly low, and it

is very hard for the manufacturers to fill a
complete specification for stock orders. It

is expected it will take two months before the
manufacturers of cast iron soil pipe and
fittings see their way clear to fill orders at
sight. The associated manufacturers of cast
iron soil pipe on April 23 made an advance
of 5 per cent, in the price of cast iron soil

pipe and fittings for all territory west of

the Alleghany Mountains.—Metal Worker,
New York, May 4.

STEEL CLAD BATH TUBS SCARCE.

There is a scarcity of steel clad and all

steel enameled bathtubs reported by the
jobbing trade in the vicinity of Greater
New York. This is due to the scarcity of
the galvanized steel sheets from which' the
tubs are made. It is said that some manu-
facturers are resorting to the use of ordin-
ary black sheets, or common Russia iron
sheets, and substituting them for the gal-
vanized sheets. Unless a person was
apprised that this was so he could never
detect the substitution,- as the sheets are
afterward painted over.—Metal Worker.

THE STEEL TRADE IN SCOTLAND.

The dullness is very acute in the steel
trade, and that fact must have been borne
very clearly home to the men. for they have
just agreed to another reduction -of 10 per
cent, in wages, after protesting that such a
step was not justified. Had thej nut ac-

quiesced, however, 20 per cent, would cer-

tainlj have beesn enforced at the rust of a

strike. Sunn- steelmakers advise that their
latest advices from Belgium and Germany
report a stiffening of prices. During the
last da\ or two it has transpired that
North of England makers of steel have been
selling largely in the Clyde district, and
that of course tells against the local makers.
Then sunt hern brethern must have " cut

"

in stiffly.—Ironmonger, London.

TINPLATE TRADE IN ENGLAND.
The market has shown increased firmness

duj ing i In- past week, and a fair amount of
business has been done. It cannot be said
thai the price offered for May-June are
higher than have been obtainable lately,
but there is mine inclination to buy for
extended delivery . and the fact Of so main
works being fully booked for some time
ahead naturally gives a good backbone to
the market. Prompt oilsi/.es are scarce,
ami for early delivery a small premium is

obtainable.—Iran and Steel Trades' Journal
April 27.

The burning question of the hour has Keen
the probable effect nf the proposed export
duty of the Is. a tun on the coal trade, and
it is thought by some that this mav lead

I" a downward movement, but that it must

take time to allow of its influence being
felt.

V- regards the tinplate trade, there are
novi two-thirds of the mills running full

time—leaving one-third of the latent power
still in suspense—and it is this Sword of

Damocles that hangs threateningly over the
market, and stifles any attempt at an
advance in values

; and it is this that leads
also to more forward sales, under the
ancient wisdom of the strategic policy of
the " bird-in-hand " principle.
The demand during the week has been of

a general character coming in from all
sides, and has been productive of consider-
able sales in full weights and light plates.
The inquiry has been running to a large

extent on prompt shipments, and for such
business some advance has been gained i

prices where special shipments had to be
made.—lion and Coal Trades' Review. \pi
20.

NEW YORK METAL MARKET.
'I he upward movement in the London

market continued under a fairly active de
mand, chiefly in forward deliveries. The
dose there was firm at an advance of 5s.
on spot and of 10s. on futures. Prices here
also advanced, but it was said that the
higher figures were due to bidding on behalf
Ol the bull interests. There was v.-rv little
actual buv ing and the market closed quiet
at 26.12 l-2c. bid and 26.25c. bid for spot
and 26 to 26.25c. bid and asked respec-
tively. The stock afloat was increased 400
tons today, making the total to date 5,089
tons, of which about 2,350 tons will be due
within the next ten days
COPPER—The shrinkage in \alues in the

London market continues, though the cable
reports indicate that there is still a con
siderable business in progress there for both
prompt and future delivery. The close was
quiet at 2s. 0d. under last night's figures
on spot and Is. 3d. on future-. Conditions
here were practically the same as for weeks
past. With export trade light and dimin-
ishing the steady tone of the market is

maintained as the result of a large home
consumption. The quotations remain at 17c
for Lake Superior and 16 5-8c. for electro
l\ tic and casting.

PIG LEAD—There was a moderate de-
mand for prompt deliveries at prices based
on 4.37 l-2c for lots of oil tons ,„ over.
St. Louis was quiet at 4.20 to 4.22 L-2c.
In London soft Spanish appeared in be
steadj at the previous quotation.
SPELTER—We find little business to

report and the tone of the market seems to
be rather easy. Shipments are freely offered
at 4c. while for spot 3.95c. is bid and 4c.
asked. At St. Louis 3.87 l-2c. was nomin-
ally quoted. London was unchanged.
ANTIMONY—Regulus finds a moderate

jobbing outlet at prices within the quoted
ranee of 8 1-2 tfi 10 1-lc. as to brand and
qualitj

.

OLD METALS — Though the market
remains quiet prices are steadily maintained
at t he quota! ions.

[RON AM) STEEL—Except for deliveries
on existing contracts there is not much
business reported in :in\ department at

present. There is, however, no abatement of

the feeling of confidence in the situation,

and while there may be a disposition here
and there to shade prices on pig iron in

order to interest buyers in futures the gen
eral tone of the market is one of firmness.
In fact, reports from Chicago are to the
i-iirri that even in pig iron the Feeling then-
is strong, and that after prolonging nego-

tiations which resulted in no concessions on

tin- part of sellers, several large lots of pig
iron have been taken for delivery over the
last half of the year.

TINPLATE—The movement of stock mi-'
consumption continues on a liberal scale,
though chiefly through the medium of
deliveries on existing contracts. Prices are
maintained and apply to all deliveries up
to the end of September.— N. Y. Journal of

Commerce, May 9.

WARRANTING TOOLS.

ONE of the vexed questions of »«
tool trade is that relating to the

exchange of implements alleged to

lie defective. If the tool will not stand the
usage to which it is subjected the workman
generally complains that the material is

bad, and demands another in exchange. In

this he resembles Old Nick, who, unable to

swim, found fault with the water. I'm.

like most others, this question has a con-
verse side which a provincial firm of manu-
facturers plead with no little force. They
show that a large proportion of the
" faulty " tools returned to them stand the

severest tests. The reason of the failure in

the workman's hands is due to the unskil-

ful regrinding- either lry a dry stone or else

by unduly reducing the bevel required to

give the needful support to the cutting-
edge. This contention is undoubtediv valid,

and retailers would do well to make a note
of it.

In this connection the retailer's position

is nut altogether a happy one. Often he
finds himself between the manufacturer's
anvil and the customer's hammer. To tell

a mechanic that he does not know how to

sharpen his own tools is to offer an affront

which the British workman is not inclined

to brook. But the remedy is not at this

stage of the transaction. If the retailer

wishes to avoid both monetary loss and
unpleasantness, he will be chary of Belling

jiinds mi warrant. He should remember
that, though he may have confidence in

them, he can have but little in the users,

and he need be sure of both before giving

an unqualified warrantry. Speaking gener-

ally, salesmen are much too ready to give

sjuarantees. Tiny would find it far bettei

invariably to decline to be answerable for

results.—Ironmonger , London

.

The shareholders of The Consolidated

Lake Superior Co. and of The Ontario Lake
Superior Co., both of which companies were
promoted by F. H. Clergue, will meet in

New Haven, Conn., to consider a proposal

to amalgamate and increase their capital

stock to $117,000,000. These two com-
panies will control the Michipicoten iron

mines, certain nickel mines in Sudbury, the

various manufacturing enterprises at Sault

Ste. Marie, the water-power in St. Mary's
river and the railway and boat lines pro-

moted by Mr. Clergue.

WIRE NAILS^
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT
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BUSINESS CHANGES.

DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COM-
PROMISES.

George Palmer, general merchant, North
Pay, Out., is offering- to compromise.

J . E. Tremblay, general merchant, Ste.
Anne de Bellevue, Que., is offering 30c. on
the dollar.

J. A. Poyd & Son, tinsmiths and stove
dealers, St. Stephen, N.B., have assigned
lo Geo. J. Clark.

li. Roberts & Co., general merchants,-
StrathcJair, Man., have assigned to C. H.
Newton, Winnipeg.

Gagnon & Caron have been appointed
curators of James Grady, earriagemaker,
New Glasgow, Que.

Assignment has been demanded of Pierre
Dauplaise, sash'and door manufacturer, St.

Cyrille de Wendover, Que.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND DIS-

SOLVED.

Johnson & Thompson, tinsmiths, Dan
ville, Que., ha\e dissolved.

Cameron & Palmer, blacksmiths, Green-
wood, B.C., have dissolved.

S. Courser & Co., general merchants,
Glen Sutton, Que., have dissolved.

II. Brookbank, blacksmith, Hartney,
Man., has admitted W. B. Brookbank ;is

partner.

Pepper & Toole, dealers in agricultural

implements, etc., Stonewall, Man., Iiiivo

dissolved.

Sanders ct MeCann, dealers in agricul-

tural implements, Killarney, Man., have
dissoh ed.

Morlej Carscallen, dealer in agricultural

implements, Dresden, Ont., has admitted
James Anderson into partnership*^

W. Wood, IJ. W. Stevens and *#* %.
Douglas have formed a partnership under
tii.' style of Douglas & Co., hardwire
dealers, Amherst, N.S.

A. I). Chisholm and K. Sweet have regis-

1 ei ed a partnership under the style of

Chisholm, Sweet &. Co., and have bought
out McCurdy & Co., general merchant?,
Anligonish, N.S.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

The stock of Joseph Quinlan, general mer-
chant, Manotick, Ont., has been sold.

The assets of G. A. Manning, general
merchant, Johnville, Que., are to be sold.

The executors of the estate of T. Ross,
general merchant, Amqui, Que., have sold

the real estate.

VVm. Laidlaw, general merchant, bicycle

dealer, etc., Durham, Ont., is advertising
his business for sale.

The stock of Miles Birkett, hardware
dealer, etc., Ottawa, has been sold at 30

and 3-4e. on the dollar.

The assets of Alp. Letourneau, general

merchant, Petit Mechins, Que., are to be
sold on the 17th hist.

CHANGES.
Frignon & Jourdain have registered as

painters in Montreal.

Lafontaine & Bastien have registered as

painters, etc., in Montreal.

Giasson & Freres have registered as

carriagemakers, Farnham, Que.

YV. E. Murray, harness dealer, Hamilton
Ont., is adding boots and shoes.

P.. Prefontaine «!c Fils have registered as

coal and wood dealers at Longueuil, Que.

Richard McDonald, blacksmith, Spring-

field, Ont., has sold out to Homer Lyons

\kS»umnwiuiuaf»0H

ON
EVERY SIDE

of the paint question JHE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS'

PAINT can show superiority.

No matter what sort of competition an S. W. P.

dealer has to meet, he can always beat it out. He

can always show greater durability, greater cover-

ing capacity, greater economy, easier working]

qualities, greater uniformity and greater beauty

of finish. You can't do it with lead and

oil or the low-priced paints. Neither can

you make good profit and build big-

business with them.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO.

Ntto YORK.

MONTREAL.
BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

,f W. J. Storey, general merchant. Wen-

M&RW' ^>nt.,
#
has given up business.

1 olfti^werv, general merchant, Wingham,
Ontt, shas, beeni^>ticceeded by J. and J. H.

J. Eilbeo^% Son, general merchants.
Crediton, Out., have sold out to W. W.
Kerr. ^
Gibson & Boner, hardware dealers, Stay-

ner, Ont., have been succeeded by Doner
Bros.

W. H. Milburn, general merchant, Tam-
worth, Out., has sold out to Wagar & Cars-

callan.

J. A. Turnbull, carriagemaker, 'Lawrence
Station, Ont., has sold out to David
Beattie.

P. Templeman, general merchant, Bona-
vista, Nfld., has opened a branch at Cata-

lina, Nfld.

C. H. Egan, general merchant, Blind
River, Ont., has been succeeded by Dobie
& Muncaster.

Geo. T. Leddingham, blacksmith. Nanai-
mo, B.C., have been succeeded by Ledding-
ham & Ross.

Murphy & Morgan, general merchants,
Head of Millstream, N.B., have been suc-

ceeded by W. S. Mason.

Starr, Son & Franklyn, hardware deal-

ers, etc.. Wolfville, N.S., have been succeed-

ed by C. E. Starr & Son.

FIRES.

I. K. Shantz & Co., founders, Berlin,

Ont.. have been burned out ; insured.

The pattern shop of J. Matheson & Co..

machinists, New Glasgow, N.S.. has been
destroyed by fire.

Hayes Bros., and Murphy & Morgan, gen-

eral merchants ; W. S. Mason, sawmiller.

and Ceo. Stewart, blacksmith. Head of

Millstream, N.B., have suffered loss l>\ fire.

DEATHS.
1). Rainville, sawmiller, Coaticook, Que.,

is dead.

W. T. Beadles, of W. T. Beadles & Co.,
general merchants, Salmo, B.C., is dead.

Thomas Kerr, of Kerr Bros., general mer-
chants, etc., Farran's Point, Ont., is dead.

WORLD'S COPPER OUTPUT.
According to a German authority on the

metal trade the world's production of cop-
per in 1900 aggregated about 479,000 metric
tons ( 2,204 pounds, English weight. ) This
shows an increase of 8,200 tons as compared
with the output of 1899, which is rather
small, considering the high price now ruling
for the metal, which price is nearly 50 per
cent, more than was realized in 1897.

Toward the last year's copper production
the United States contributed 268,800 tons
and Germany only 32,000 tons. Germany in
1900 imported 83,500 tons of copper and
exported 5,500 tons. Her consumption of
this metal amounted to 118,500 tons, anci
her exports of articles composed of copper
reached 46,900 tons. Germany's consump-
iiciii of copper has increased fivefold since
1880, exceeding the consumption of every
other country ; the United States alone
excepted. Of Germany's 'total consumption
it is estimated that 43,000 tons are used
for electrical purposes, 18,000 tons in rolled
plates, sheets and bars ; in brass foundries
and wire works, 35,000 tons ; in chemical
factories ( including the manufacture of
vitriol ), 2,000 tons, and in shipyards, rail-

road shops, for casting's, alloys, etc., about
20:000 tons.
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INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP.

Those having any items &f news suitable for this column
will confer a favnT by forwarding them to this office

addressed the Editor.

THE Dominion Iron and Steel Co.,

Limited, expect to "blow in" an-

other furnace in a few days. Two
more furnaces are also nearing completion.

Drayton, Ont., passed a bylaw on Mon-
day to loan $ 10,000 to a boot and shoe

factory there.

Thos. L. Kay, W. E. Mulholland and

Orlando Kelland have been incorporated

under the style of The Kay Electric Dynamo
and Motor Co., Toronto.

Shantz & Son's foundry, Berlin, Ont.,

was damaged to the extent of about $4. 000

by fire on Friday night, last week. The
loss is covered by insurance.

The Canadian Steam Carriage Co. pro-

pose erecting in London, Ont., a $25,000

factory to employ 50 hands and turn out

seven single carriages per week.

During the past four years 137 factories

have been erected or extended in Toronto

at a cost of about $1,500,000. In the same
time warehouses have been built or enlarged

at a cost of about $700,000.

TheNorthey Manufacturing Co., Toronto,

are building for the Montreal Water Power

Co. a pumping engine which will weigh

about 200 tons, and will probably be the

largest single electrical pumping engine in

Canada. The contract price is $27,000.

Charles J. McLennan, Henry Mackey,

and F. A. Lane, manufacturers, and W. M.
Kestin, accountant, Buffalo, and Andrew
Dods, solicitor, Toronto, have been incor-

porated under the style of The McLennan
Paint Co., Toronto, to acquire the business

of The McLennan-French Paint Co.

The Dominion Coal Co. are sinking a

large new shaft which will probably increase

the output to 20,000 tons per day. Mr. C.

Shields, formerly vice-president and general

manager of the Virginia Iron, Coal and

Coke Co., and also of the Virginia South-

western Railway, had been appointed vice-

president and general manager of the com-
pany, and will reside at Sydney.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. W. A. Drummond, who until recently
has been the manager of the hardware
department of the Robert Simpson Co.,
Limited, Toronto, left on Monday for

London, Ont., where he is to fill a
responsible position at Wood's Fair.

MAY ERECT ANOTHER STEEL
PLANT.

A Halifax despatch of Wednesday stated
that at their meeting in Truro last Monday
the Nova Scotia Steel Company bonded all

their property to an English and American
syndicate for 14 days, dating from May 6,

for an exceedingly large figure. The deal
includes the iron and steel works at New

Glasgow and Trenton, the coil mines and
works at Sydney Mines and elsewhere, the

iron mines at Bell Island, Newfoundland,
the limestone and dolomite deposits in

Cape Breton, and all their privileges and
franchises.

There is the greatest excitement amongst
those already in the secret, as it is under-

stood that the outcome of the deal will un-
doubtedly be the erection of iron and steel

works at North Sydney, rivalling in extent

those on the other side of the harbor. The
price is not yet known here.

W. T. Andrews is starting a paint and
varnish works in Victoria.

The Iver Johnson
SEMI-HAMMERLESS (Trigger Action) AUTOMATIC EJECTOR (Improved 1900 Model)

SINGLE GUN.

12 and 16 gauge. 30 and 32-inch barrel. Ejector or Non-Ejector Action at option of user.

NEW MODEL. NEW FEATURES. NEW PRINCIPLE.
New Standard for Gua Value.

Sold everywhere by leading dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches New York— 99 Chambers St

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

t^ttttth^

HOUSE CLEANING GOODS
should be kept well to the front during the

next few weeks, especially such lines as

BOECKH'S BRUSHES * BROOMS
BY PROMINENT DISPLAY

of such articles as Bannister Brushes,

Stove Brushes, Whisks, Brooms, Feather

Dusters, etc., sales are largely increased.

Boeckh Bros. & Company,
80 York St., TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

CORN PLANTERS.

ONLY
WHOLESALE

'Triumph" Corn Planters. \\^ ^ *" /9"*Jm "Triumph" Corn Planters, with Pumpkin seed attachment.

SHEEP SHEARS.

Bolters,

No 1500. 11 Inch Blade, Bent.
" 1501 11 " " "
" fi654B 11 " " "

Wm. Wilkinson & Sons.

No. 5G. 6 Inch Blade, Polished, Bent
" K20. s% "
" t( 6 " " " "

7"45" " " " Trowel Handle.

LAWN MOWERS.

itar."
Woodyatt."

Length of Knives No. of Knives. Diameter of Wheel.

Length of Knives.
12 Inches.
14
16

No. of Knives.
3

3

3

Diameter of Wheel,
g Inch.
9 "
9 "

12 Inches.
14
16

18

20

10% Inch.

10K

OUR PRICES
ARE RIGHT

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
Graham Wire and Cot Nails are tbe Best,

WE SHIP
PROMPTLY.
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A FINE NEW BUSINESS BLOCK.

NELSON, B.C., is still to the front in

the Kootenays, as instanced by its

multiplicity of new and handsome

private and business erections, last but not

the least being the very imposing solid stone

and brick building just erected by Kilpatrick

& Wilson, the pioneer grocers of Nelson, a

cut of which is herewith given. Built in

the most modern style of architecture, their

new store is fitted up internally with the

newest, up-to-date fittings of cedar and

Coast fir woods, making the general appear-

ance look cool, clean and comfortable—in

fact, inviting—customers having the com-

fort of patent piano seats along the counter.

There is ample cellar accommodation and

grocery establishments in the city, the latter

(Mr. McCammon) being the well-known

prize grocery window dresser, having

carried off favors from Nelson and the

diploma for " Essay on Window Dressing"

lately offered by a Chicago paper. I. M,

INTRODUCTION OF MATCHES.

The Atlas, a London newspaper, pub-

lished on January 10, 1830, the following

paragraph under the head of " Instan-

taneous Light"; " Amongst the different

methods invented for obtaining a light in-

stantaneously ought certainly to be recorded

that of Mr. Walker, chemist, Stockton-on-

Tees^ He supplies the purchaser with pre-

pared matches, which are put into tin

- * 1

A Fine New Business Block in Nelson, B.C.

every modern convenience lor running a

large business.

The office and partner's private room are

elevated at the back end of the store 12 ft.

from the shop level, and are approached by

a neat staircase, giving the "tout ensemble"

a very decided business appearance. The
floor space is 135 x 30 ft. One plate-glass

window, measures 18 ft by 15 ft. in height,

with a side window, 12 ft, broad by 15 ft.

high.

Having erected this—shall we say

—

monument to their commercial integrity

and acumen, they have retired on their

well-earned laurels, and have been suc-

ceeded by two of the smartest young grocers

in Nelson, viz., Mr. T. S. McPherson and

M. T. I. McCammon, the first having been

for some years manager of one of the largest

boxes, but are not liable to change in the

atmosphere, and also with a piece of fine

glass paper folded in two. Even a strong

blow will not inflame the matches, because

of the softness of the wood underneath, nor

does rubbing upon wood or any common
substance produce any effect except that of

spoiling the match ; but when one is pinched

between the folds of the glass paper and

suddenly drawn out it is instantly inflamed.

Mr. Walker does not make them for exten-

sive sale, but only to supply the small

demand in his own neighborhood."

INTO NEW PREMISES.

Leeder & Parsons, general merchants,

Quyon, Que., are moving into new premises

which have been made thoroughly up-to-

date. A plate-glass front, new shelving,

counters, etc., have been installed, and a

circular glass office is being built in the

centre of the store. As the store is

much larger than their former one, the firm

have put in about $10,000 worth of new

stock.

PETROLEUM IN CANADA.

THE United States Consul General at

Montreal sends, under date of Ap»J

15, the following interesting account

of the petroleum industry in Canada :

". The production of petroleum in Canada

is practically confined at present to the

counties of Lambton, Kent and Bothwell,

in the southwestern part of the Province of

Ontario. The town of Petrolia, in Lambton

county, is the centre of the principal district

of production, while the work of refining is

carried on in Sarnia, about 14 miles distant,

the crude oil being pumped through pipes to

the refineries. In this Ontario oil district,

there are about 9,000 oil wells in operation,

and the average monthly yield is nearly

60, 000 bbls. The ratio of crude petroleum to

refined oil is about 100 to 40, so that more

than two barrels of petroleum are required

to make one barrel of refined oil ready for

household use. The process of manufacture

is complicated, and an expensive plant is

required. The oil is first distilled from the

petroleum, the latter being dark in color.

The distilled oil is then refined, and, lastly,

it is bleached or clarified. From the mud-

colored petroleum, an illuminating oil as

clear as water is obtained. It is then ready

for shipment in barrels or tanks.

" The oil is in every case found in the

corniferous limestone, and the different

producing areas present local dome struc-

tures on the main anticlines, which afford

good reservoirs for the accumulation of oil.

"The oil is pumped from an average

depth of 465 feet.

"In 1899, there were produced in Can-

ada 11,883,627 gallons of illuminating oil

of a value of $1,197,870. The production

of that year was equivalent to 748,667

barrels.

" During 1899, there were imported into

Canada oils to the value of $1,408,000, up-

on which duty was paid to the amount of

$589,000. This included illuminating oils,

animal oils, and vegetable oils. The larger

portion of the total importation was made

up of coal and kerosene oils, several grades

used in Canada coming from the United

States. The importations of linseed oil were

also very large, running up to $332,000 in

value, exclusive of the duties, which

amounted to $64,000 upon this one article.

Lubricating oils are also very largely im-

ported, the value of the imports in 1899,

including duty, being upward of $100,000."
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

a portion of your year's profit

if you are not handling

SPflAYERS

They are

sellers and
are being successfully handled

by the hardware trade. Now
is the time to take them up as

spraying season is close at

hand. Write for Discounts.

AYLHER IRON
WORKS CO., Limited,

AYLMER, ONT.

&¥* Alabastine

Made in 20

Beautiful Tints

Anyone can brush it on.

V
Ready for use

in Cold Water

No one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE IS A DURABLE COATING FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS. EN-
TIRELY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.

It is a cement that goes through a process o' setting on the wall. Can be recoated from time to time as is neces-
sary to renew, and grows harder with age. Kalsomines are temporary and rub and scale off, to the annoyance of all who
use them.

Wall paper with its mouldy paste and poisonous colouring matter is unsanitary.
ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time, is recommended by leading sanitarians

throughout the country. There is nothing "just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

The trade supplied by

—

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.
Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont. Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
G. F. Stephens* Co., Winnipeg, Man. William Hill, Montreal, P. Q.

Ask your dealer for circular. Write us for Questions often asked, mentioning this paper.

ONTARIO SILVER CO,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
M.n..ferf„,-« „f FLATWARE, CUTLERY a
Manufacturers ot ELECTRO PLATE

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Pure Spirits of Turpentine
and Linseed Oil.

QUOTATIONS CHEERFULLY 1
FURNISHED.

*• *T* *V w* *V *T* *T* *T* *T* *T* *T* *T* ** ^^

**&£& f*2fifi&Q^

Sample barrel orders highly

appreciated and receive the same

prompt attention that larger

orders do.

The Atlantic Refining Co.

TORONTO.
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, May 10, 1901.

HARDWAEB.

THE activity that we have noticed for

some weeks continues even in stronger

form this week. The first boats left

for the west during the last 10 days, and

they have carried full cargoes. The market

shows few new features from last week.

Wire is still scarce, and cut nails are none

too plentiful. Horse nails and shoes are

selling fairly well. Screen wire cloth, screen

doors and windows, hose and lawn mowers

are active lines, while cutlery and builders'

hardware are moving out freely. Building

paper is being shipped in fair quantities,

and the wholesale houses are handling

immense quantities of paris green and

paints.

Barb Wire — It seems to be abso-

lutely impossible to obtain goods for

immediate delivery without paying a

premium. Supplies are expected in the

course of a week or so. The price is un-

changed at $3.05 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Mont-

real.

Galvanized Wire—This line is very

active. We quote : No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

83.75; No. 11, S3 85; No. 12, S3. 25; No.

13. $3-35: No - l *> 84-25; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 16, 85.00.

Smooth Steel Wire — The Canadian

mills are even with orders, but some deal-

ers are waiting for goods to come with other

vaiieties ordered. The demand continues

quite brisk. We quote oiled and an-

nealed as follows : No. 9. $2.80 ; No.

10, $2.87 ; No. 11, 82.90 ; No. 12, 82.95 ;

No. 13, S3 '5 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal,

Toronto, Hamilton, London, St. John and

Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire — The market is

steady under a moderate demand. The
discount remains at 17^ percent, off the

list.

Brass and Copper Wire—The demand

is limited. The discount on brass is 55 and

2% per cent., and on copper 50 and 2.%

per cent.

Fence Staples— Quite large large quan-

tities of staples have been sold this week.

We quote: S325 for bright, and ^3.75 for

galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails— The demand is h\rdly a£

brisk as it was last week, yet a gooa trade

continues to be done, and large amounts

are moving out. We quote 82. 8\ for

small lots and 82.77^ for carlots, Ao.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton\and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails—The cut nail demand shAws

a little improvement. Stocks are very hgi

We quote: 8235 for small and 82.

for carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25 per cent\

discount; coopers' nails, 30 cent, discount.^

Horse Nails—The market continues as

it has been for some time, discounts varying

on most brands with the size of the order.

" C " brand is held firmly at discount of 50

and 7^ per cent, off the new list. " M "

brand is quoted at 60 per cent, off old list

on oval and city head and 65 per cent, off

countersunk head.

Horseshoes—A few more inquiries have

been received this week, but the demand is

not exceedingly brisk. We quote as follows :

Iron shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

SUMMER ARTICLES!

LEONARD CLEANABLE REFRIGERATOR.'

RETURNED

"THE IVI

When You Sell

Refrigerators
You Want Talking Points.

An article without good convincing selling features is no good to sell.

The ** Leonard Cleanable" is the best selling refrigerator, be-

cause it has the strongest selling point— its ease in clean^
ing. Of course, we have other good selling refrigerators.

Our Oil Stoves and Ice Cream Freezers are also good articles for the

trade to handle at this season.

DEC 13 1901

IVI

LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
"Everything for the Tinshop."

AND ST. JOHN, N.B.
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THE PAGE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery

DRAIN PIPES,
PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY,
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

™* CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
I

LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

2 and larger, $3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3-75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ;
X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4-85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—A moderate trade is

being done at the former discount, 55 per

cent.

Green Wire Cloth — This is one of

the' most active articles on the market.

The price is still $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — The

demand is good. We quote : Screen

doors, plain cherry finish, $8.25 per doz.;

do. fancy, $11.50 per doz ; walnut, $7.40

per doz., and yellow, $7.45 ; windows,

$2.25 to $3. 50 per doz.

Screws—A moderate business is being

done. The market is featureless. Dis-

counts are as follows : Flat head bright,

87^ and 10 per cent, off list; round head

bright, 82^ and 10 per cent. ; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent, round head

brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—A heavy demand has been ex-

perienced from the large manufacturing

industries. Discounts are: Norway carriage

bolts, 65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72 j£ per

cent.; blank bolts, 70 per cent.; bolt ends,

62 j£ percent.; plough bolts, 60 percent.;

tire bolts, 67^ per cent.; stove bolts, 67%
per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4X C - Per lb-

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

%c. per lb. is allowed.

Building Paper — A very satisfactory

trade is. being done in all kinds of

building paper. We quote as follows :

Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb.; 2 ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X L
,

65c. per rrll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets and Burrs—There is nothing new

to report. Discounts on best iron rivets, sec-

tion, carriage, and wagon box, black rivets,

tinned do., coopers' rivets and tinned swedes

rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.; swedes iron

burrs are quoted at 55 per cent, off;

copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent, off; and

coppered iron rivets and burrs, in 5-lb.

carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10 per

cent, off list.

Binder Twine—A few more inquiries

have been received this week. We

Genuine and
Imitation.

CANADA PLATES,
Half Bright.

RUSSIA IRON,

INGOT TIN, 2PC*- f..

SHEET ZINC,
"VM

B:,„d.

In stock at Montreal. Low Prices

to wholesale irade.

A. C. LESLIE k CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Foroe, lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with

—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

rHE B. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WHITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASeOW, N.8.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIBMBNS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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E

Al QUALITY

We have 600 bbls. to offer

at close prices.

TheS Imperial Varnish & Color Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont.
t

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil Screen Doors

Paints Lawn Mowers
Window Glass Cordage
Building Paper Paris Green

Harvest Tools Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

quote: Blue Ribbon, n^c. ; Red Cap,

a^c. ; Tiger, 8^c; Golden Crown, 8c;

Sisal, 8^c.

Cordage—The demand keeps up excep-

tionally well. Manila is worth i3J^c

per lb. for 716 and larger ; sisal is selling

at ioc, and lathyarn 10c

Spades and Shovels—The activity

noticed last week continues undiminished.

The discount is unchanged at 40 and 5 per

cent, off the list.

Harvest Tools—Wholesalers report a

continued good trade in harvest tools and

manufacturers are quite busy. The dis-

count is as before, 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Tacks— Unchanged. We quote : Carpet

tacks, in dozens and bulk, 80 and 15 per

cent.; tinned, 80 and 20 per cent., and cut

tacks, blued, in dozens, 80 per cent.

Lawn Mowers— Quite a number of sales

have been effected during the week. We
quote as follows : High wheel, 50 and 5

per cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel, in all

sizes, $2.75 each net ; high wheel, 11-inch,

30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—A fairly good trade is being

done at $18 to $24 per 1,000 as to brand ex

store, and Scotch are quoted at $17.50 to

$22 and English at $17 to $21 per 1,000 ex

wharf.

Cement—The demand is still first class.

We quote: German cement, $2.30 to $2.50;

English, $2.25 to $2.35 ; American, $2.25

to $2.50, and Belgian, $1.70 to $1.95 for

summer delivery, and spot prices are un-

changed at $2.45 to $2.55 for German;

$2.30 to $2,40 for English, and $1.95 to

$2 05 for Belgian, ex store.

MKTAI>.
The metal market is in somewhat better

shape than it was last week. The tone of

the market is more generally firm. The

English market is now beginning to feel the

effect of the boom on this side of the water

and prices seems to have touched bottom.

English pig iron is also reported more

active and stronger.

Pig Iron—In the English market, which

has of late been influencing the Canadian

prices, the movements in prices have been

irregular, but, on the whole, the tendency

has been toward a higher level. Canadian

pig is worth $18 to $19, and Summerlee

about 820.50 to $21, per ton.

Bar Iron—The market is strong and

fairly active. Merchants' bar is worth $1.75,

and horseshoe $2.

Hoop Iron — Is rather lower this week.

One inch, 19 gauge is worth $2.85, and

No. 17. $3 10.

Black Sheets — A fair demand is being

experienced. The market is steady. We
quote: 8 to 16 gauge, $2.55 ; 26 gauge,

$2.60, and 28 gauge, $2.65.

Galvanized Iron — Dealers are buy-

ing rather heavily. We quote : No. 28

Queen's Head, $4 65 ; Apollo, 10^ oz.,

$4.50. and Comet, $440105445, with a

15c. reduction for case lots.

Ingot Copper — The market continues

firm and quiet at 18c.

Ingot Tin—In London ingot tin has ad-

vanced to ^119. Each day the market

there shows a slight rise. Sales have been

made at 31c during the week.

Lead—Unchanged at $3 75 to $3 85.

Lead Pipe—A fair business is passing.

We quote : 7c for ordinary and 7 j£c. for

composition waste, with 25 percent, off.

Iron Pipe—The demand is satisfactory.

We quote : Black pipe, \£, $3 per 100 ft.

;

H>$3\ ^.2305; M\ $3-30; 1 -in., $4-70;

1 lX, $6.40; t %. $7.70; 2-in. $10 25. Gal-

vanized, %, $4.60, #, $5.25; 1 in., $7.50 ;

iX. #9-8o
; 1 'A. $11.75 :

2 in -. #16.

Tinplates— The feeling is somewha

better this week. A fair distributing trade

is being done. We quote : Coke plates,

$3.80 to $4 ; charcoal, $4.15 to $4.25.

Canada Plate—There has been a fair

inquiry from the country this week. We
quote: 52's, $2.50; 60' s, $2.60; 75's,

$2.70 ; full polished, $3.35, and galvan-

ized, $4.20.
Steel — The feeling is steady and firm.

We quote : Sleighshoe, $1.95 ; tire, $2 ;
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bar, $1.95 ; spring, $2.75 ; machinery,

$2.75 and toe-calk, $2.50.

Sheet Steel—There is nothing new to

report. We quote : Nos. 22 and 24, #3,

and Nos. 18 and 20, $2.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond is worth

8c. and Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—Small lots are moving.

The general price is about $7.75.

Coil Chain—There is no change. We
••quote as follows: No. 6, nj^c; No. 5,

ioc.; No. 4, oj^c; No. 3, 9c; #-inch,

7}4c per lb.
; 5-16, $4.85 ;

5-16 exact,

l5-3o; #. $4-4o; 7-16, $4.20; }4,$3-9S'<
9-16, $3-85; H> #3-55! X. *3-45 ; H>
$3.40 ; i-in., $3.35. In carload lots an
allowance of ioc. is made.

Sheet Zinc—There is nothing new to

report. Spot goods are worth $5 75 to $6.25.

Antimony—Quiet, at ioc.

Zinc Spelter—Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, 18 j£c;

wire solder, 20c.

GLASS.
There is a brisk trade being done in

glass. The market is farm. We quote

as follows : First break, $2; second, $2.10
for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, S3. 80 ;

second, $4. ; third, 54.50 ; fourth, $4. 75;
fifth, $5.25 ; sixth, #5.75, and seventh,

$6. 25.

PAINTS AND OIL.S.

Linseed oil is 5c. per gal. higher. The
general paint and oil market may be de-

scribed as in the full swing of a very heavy
business with the exception of white lead,

upon which, it is reported, there has been

some cutting. Every other article is ex-

tremely firm, and values have a strong

undertone. The demand for white lead is,

however, improving, and standard makers

are selling all they can turn out at our

regular scale. Ample supplies of dry white

lead and zinc are coming forward. This

has had the effect of reducing quotations for

the dry article somewhat. Paris green, with

the advent of warm weather, is moving out

more freely. Prices, if anything, will have

a tend upwards from this until the end of

the season. Liquid paints have received a
tremendous spurt, and the manufacturers

have scarcely been able to keep pace

with the demand. Kalsomines have been

asked for, and carriagemakers throughout

the country, having more orders than they

can attend to, are liberal buyers of coach

-

builders' colors and varnishes generally. We
quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, #6.25 ; No. I, $5.87^ ; No. 2,

$5.50; No. 3, #5.12^, and No. 4, $4.75
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

• Dry White Lead — $5.25 in casks;

kegs, $5.50.

Red Lead — Casks, $500; in kegs,

$5.25.

Dry White Zinc—Pure.dry, 6#c. ; No.

!. S% c -'< in oil
> Pure> 7% c

-'i
No. I, 6#c;

No. 2, 5X C -

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels, $1. 90

per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, $2.05 ;

bladders, in barrels, $2.10; bladders, in

100 or 20olb. kegs or boxes, $2.25; in tins,

$2.55 to $2.65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

THE

Metallic

Roofing
Company l.m.Ted

Eastlake

Steel Shingles

ZfOR

™ROOF
There's truest economy

in choosing

EASTLAKE"

SHINGLES
They last indefinitely.

Are fire, lightning, rust and
leak-proof.

Fit together perfectly by means
of their special patented side lock,

can't possibly work apart.

GALVANIZED "EASTLAKES"
are heavily coated on both sides

with all the galvanizing material

that will adhere to them.

PAINTED "EASTLAKES" are

thoroughly covered on both sides

with Sherwin-Williams best paint.

"Eastlakes" lave been tested

by years of service in all climates,

everywhere giving thorough, lasting

satisfaction.

Write and let us give you further

information.

Toronto. Canada
Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 77c; boiled, 80c.

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20-bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oshawaat 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 57c; 2 to 4
bbls., 56c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8% to 9/4 c - in wholesale

lots, and yz c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 J£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

#2.75 to $4.50, as to brand ; coal tar, $3.25
to $3-75 ; cotton waste, \%. to 5^c. for

colored, and 6 to 7j£c. for white ; oakum,

5>£ to 6^c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100.

lb. drums, 17%c; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb-

packages, i8^c; j£-lb. packages, 2o^c;
i-lb. tins, I9j£c; J^-lb. tins, 21 %c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
There has been no striking feature

in the market this week. Supplies are

somewhat more liberal. Dealers are now
paying the following prices in the
country: Heavy copper and wire, 13 to

I3j£c. per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy
brass, 12c; heavy yellow, %% to 9c; light

brass, 6% to 7c; lead, 2*4. to2j^c. per lb.;

zinc, 2% to 2}4c; iron, No. 1 wrought, $ 1

5

to $16 per gross ton f.o.c. Montreal; No. 1

cast, $13 to $14; stove plate, $8 to $9; light

iron, No. 2, #4 a ton; malleable and steel,

$4; rags, country, 70 to 80c. per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 6j^c. per lb.

HIDES.
Trade is rather quiet. We quote : Light

hides, 6^c. for No. 1; $%c. for No. 2, and
4^c. for No. 3. Lambskins, ioc; sheep-
skins, 90c. ; calfskins, 8c. for No. 1 and 6c.

for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
Trade is only moderate. We quote

as follows :
" Silver Star," 14^ to

l S% c -'> "Imperial Acme," 16 to 17c;
"S.C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and "Pratt's
Astral," 18^ to ig'Ac.

MONTREAL NOTES.

The Canada Hardware Company,
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Limited, received quite a large importation
of cutlery by an early steamer.

Linseed oil is 5c. higher.

Hoop iron has been marked down this

week.

ONTARIO MARKETS.

Toronto, May 11, 1901.

HARDWARE.

TRADE is still fairly brisk, although,

generally speaking, it is perhaps

not as pronounced as it was a week

ago. Prices are, on the whole, steady.

Not many changes have taken place during

the week. In such lines as oil stoves, ice

cream freezers and refrigerators the demand
is in excess of the supply. The same can

be said of some lines of garden tools. In

fact, in most lines appertaining to the

hardware trade the manufacturers appear

to be pretty busy. The difficulty noted in

previous issues in regard to the scarcity of

barb wire is even more marked than it was

a week ago, for, while a great many orders

have come in, no supplies have come to

hand. Much the same condition of affairs

also exists in regard to plain galvanized

wire and plain twist. Orders for wire nails

are numerous, and prices keep steady.

Business in cut nails is still nearly altogether

confined to shingle nails. A moderate

business is being done in horse nails and

horseshoes. Both screws and rivets are in

active demand. Trade is active in eave-

trough and conductor pipe and prices

continue unsatisfactory. The manufacturers

of stoveboards announce a reduction of

about 10 per cent, in prices.

Barb Wire — Fresh deliveries of barb

wire have not yet come to hand, and, as

the demand is active and quite a number of

orders have been received, the condition of

affairs is even worse than it was a week

ago. As far as we can learn the jobbers

have not yet received even the invoices of

goods which the manufacturers promised to

ship this week. Nearly all the oiders

coming in for the wholesale trade are small,

and for immediate shipment. We quote

$3.05 per 100 lb. from stock Toronto; f.o.b.

Cleveland #2.82^ per 100 lb. for less than

carlots and $2.70 for carlots.

Galvanized Wire— There is also a

scarcity of galvanized wire, while orders are

coming every day for small lots. We quote

as follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to S3. 85
per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to 53.15 ; No. 10, $3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. II, $3.70 to $4 10 ; No. 12, #3 to

$3.30; No. 13, 53.10 to 53 40 ; No. 14,

$4.10 to $4 50 ; No. 15, 54-6o to $5 05 :

No. 16, 54.85 to 55.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—The scarcity of

barb and plain galvanized wire is still stimu-

lating trade in oiled and annealed, business

in which continues active. The net selling

prices for oiled and annealed are as follows:

Nos. 6 to 8, 52 90; 9, 52.80; io, 52.87; 11,

52.90; 12,52.95; 13, 5315; H.53-37 ; 15.

53- 50; 16, 53 65. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, with

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails — There is a brisk move-

ment in wire nails, although the quantities

wanted are not large. Prices are unchanged,

and we quote less than carlots at 52.85, and

carlots at 52. 77^. Delivery points : Toronto,

Hamilton, London, Gananoque and Mont-

real.

Cut Nails—Business in cut nails con-

tinues dull, and the kind chiefly wanted is

shingle nails. We quote the base price at

52.35 per keg for less than carlots, and

52.25 for carlots. Delivery points: Toronto,

Hamilton, London, Montreal and St. John,

N.B.

Horse Nails—Theie is a fair quantity

moving for this time of the year. Discount

on "C" brand, oval head, 50 and 7^ per

cent, off new list, and on "M" and other

brands, 50, 10 and 5 per cent., off the old

list. The discount on countersunk head is

60 per cent.

Horseshoes—In this line, there is a

steady trade being done for this time of the

year. We quote as follows f.o.b. Toronto :

Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium
and heavy, $3.60 ; snow shoes, 53.85 ;

light steel shoes, 53- 70 ; featherweight

(all sizes), 54-95 ; iron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), 53-85 ; snow shoes, $4. ; light steel

shoes, 53-95", featherweight (all sizes), 54 95.

Screws — An active sorting- up trade is

to be noted in this line. We quote discounts:

Flat head bright, 87 j£ and 10 percent.
;

round head bright, 82^ and 10 per

cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent.,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—The bolt trade con-

tinues active and the manufacturers report

that they are so pushed with orders that

they cannot fill them promptly. We quote

as follows : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 65 per cent. ; carriage bolts

full square, 65 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent.; coach screws, 70

per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 72 j£ per cent.

;

blank bolts, 60 percent.; bolt ends,62^ per

cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off ; nuts, hexagon,

4_J£c. off; tire bolts, 67% per cent.; stove

bolts, 67^ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

The original and only Genuine Pr<
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.OAKEY'S

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS Or

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and*
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y

Steel Carriage and

Wagon Jacks,
Harness Snaps, Chain, Rope and Web

Goods, etc.

for sale by jobbers atmfrs. prices.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
'i^^pA -"^fLareest VarieTr.

ARE THE BEST.
Higheit Quality Grooming and
Sbeep-Shearing Machinei,

WE MAKE THEM.
8KKD FOB OATAXOOTTJt TO

iMerleu Shearer Mtg. Co.. Raibna. H.H..CSA

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all the qualities desirable in a Door Closer.
They work silently and effectually, and never get

|

out of order. In use in many of the public build-
ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies.
MADE SOLELY BY

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be had of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

WINNIPEG,
MAN. t

Travellers covering Manitoba.
Northwest Territories and
British Columbia.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULL/WAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., US A.
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Rivets and Burrs — A fair trade

is being done. We quote : Iron rivets,

60 and 10 per cent. ; iron burrs, 55 per

cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35 and 5 per

cent.

Rope—There is quite a little business

being done, especially for the kinds wanted

for hay fork work and scaffolds. The base

price is unchanged at 10:. for sisal, I3^c.

*"for manila.

Cotton Wrapping Twine—The price ot

cotton wrapping twine has been reduced
;

also that of bed cord.

Cutlery— The improvement noted in

the cutlery trade last week has been main-

tained, and quite a nice business is being

done for this time of the year.

Sporting Goods—Quite a little powder,

shot, loaded cartridges and metallic cart-

ridges are going out. There is also quite a

demand for double and singled barrel shot

guns.

Enamelled Ware — The demand for

enamelled ware continues brisk. The dis-

counts on enamelled ware are : "Granite,"

"Pearl," "Crescent" and "Imperial"

wares at 50, 10 and 10 per cent.; white,

"Princess," "Turquoise." blue and white,

50 percent.; "Diamond," "Famous"
and "Premier," 50 and 10 per cent.

Tinware—A satisfactory trade- is still

being done in tinware, especially in such

lines as milk pans, milk pails, water pails,

kettles and boilers.

Stove Boards — The manufacturers of

stove boards have issued a circular to the

trade announcing a reduction of 10 per

cant, in the price of stove boards for the

coming season.

Green Wire Cloth — Trade is fairly

good in this line at $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Quite a

few of these are being shipped this week.

Building Paper—The demand for build-

ing paper is active, and quite a number of

shipments are being made. We quote :

Plain building, 30c; tarred lining, 40c,

and tarred roofing, $1.65.

Poultry Netting—Business continues

fairly good with the discount on Canadian

unchanged at 55 per cent.

Ice Cream Freezers and Refrig-

erators — Trade in this line is still more

4ftian usually active, and in some lines of

refrigerators the manufacturers are away

behind in their orders.

Oil Stoves — A large trade is still being

done in oil stoves.

Harvest Tools—The demand is good,

and some lines are hard to get in great

enough supply for the demand. This is

particularly true of such lines as garden

hose. Discount 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—A fair quantity

the ARCADE and KEARNEY & F"OOT file works
Now OWNED andl CONTROLLED by the

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

These well known Brands
will continue to be made at their respective factories. PROVIDENCE. R.I.. U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London. E.C —r28 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

of these are being shipped. Discount 40

and 5 per cent.

Eavetrough, etc.— The demand for

eavetrough and conductor pipe continues

brisk, while the manufacturers are still

doing business on an unsatisfactory margin.

Binder Twine — Trade is quiet. We
quote : American—Sisal and standardise;

manila, io^c; pure manila, nj£ to 12c.

per lb. Canadian—Sisal, 8#c; pure manila,

ii^c. per lb.

Cement— A big trade is doing. Another

decline of 5c is noted in Canadian port-

land. We quote barrel lots : Canadian

portland #2.25 to $2.75 ; German, $3 to

$3.15; English, $3; Belgian, #2.50 to $2.75;

Canadian hydraulic, $1.25 to $1.50.

METALS.
Business in metals is most active this

week. Since our last report trade has im-

proved quite materially. Prices are on the

whole firm, and the general tendency is

toward a higher rather than toward a lower

range of values. The strength of the pig

tin market has been one of the features of

the trade during the past week.

Pig Iron—Most of the large buyers in

Canada seem to have placed their orders

for the whole of the year's supply, and we

hear of little or no business on that account.

As far as we can learn the idea as to price

for Canadian iron is $16.50 for No. 2 in

large lots, and $16 per ton for No. 3.

Bar Iron — The demand continues

brisk and prices firm. Some of the mills

are refusing to entertain orders for prompt

delivery, so much business have they on

their books. The ruling price for bar iron

is $1.85 to $1.90 per 100 lb. according to

quantity.

Steel—The steel market continues fairly

active with prices unchanged. We quote tire

steel at $2.30 to $2.50 ; sleighshoe steel at

$2.10 to $2.25 ; reeled machinery steel,

$3. Hoop steel, $3. 10.

Pig Tin—The position of the tin market

is a decidedly strong one, particularly in

London, Eng., where there have been

several advances of late. On Wednesday

prices there advanced 12s. 6d. per ton, and

in New York the market advanced 25 points

during the same day. In both cities the

market closed strong. In Canada the de-

mand is fairly good, although it cannot be

called active, while prices are unchanged,

the idea as to price for Lamb and Flag

still being 31 to 32c. per lb.

Tinplates — Prices are advancing in

the British market, but locally quotations

are unchanged. The demand locally for

tinplates is good.

Terne Plates — While the demand is

improving, the volume of business is still

light.

Tinned Sheets — Trade is active, but

most of the orders are for small lots, large

lots being the exception. We quote 9 to

9>£c. per lb.

Galvanized Sheets — Business con-

tinues good, with stocks light. Some of the

orders call for large lots. Spring importa-

tions have not yet arrived, but they are ex-

pected almost any day, as the invoices and

bills of lading are to hand. We quote

$4.60 from stock for English and $4.50 for

American.

Black Sheets—A good demand is being

experienced in this line. We still quote 28

gauge at $2.30.

Canada Plates — Although business is

still light somewhat better demand is being

experienced. Import orders are still being

booked. We quote : All dull, $3; half-and-

half, $3.15, and all bright, $3.65 to $3.75.

Copper—The demand this week is good

both for ingot and sheet copper, "and prices

are unchanged locally, and in the outside

markets they are fairly steady. We quote :

Canadian advertising is bestdoneby the
e. desbarats advertising agency,

Montreal.

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.

A
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Ingot, 19c. ; bolt or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet,

23 to 23 j£c. per lb.

Brass—The demand for brass is fair.

Discount on rod and sheet is 15 per cent.

Solder—This article is going out freely

and prices are firm at quotations. We quote:

Half-and-half, guaranteed, i8^c. ; ditto,

commercial, 18c. ; refined, i8c, and
wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe— There is nothing new in the

situation. Prices are, on the whole, firm,

but there is not a great deal of business

being done.

Lead—There is a fairly good demand for

lead, and prices rule steady in the outside

markets. Locally, we quote 4X to 4^c.
per lb.

Zinc Spelter —Locally, trade is quiet,

and New York advices report trade dull

with prices fairly steady. We quote 6j£c.

for casks, and 6^c. for part casks.

Antimony — There is a little better

inquiry and some business has been done

as the result. We quote 10^ to 1 ic. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The feature of the week is the shortage of

linseed oil on spot. This, combined with

the high basis of prices in England, has

resulted in an advance of 4c. Deliveries of

turpentine have been delayed by washouts
in the Southern States, but, as the trade is

not anxious for immediate delivery, prices

are unchanged. White lead, prepared

paints, varnishes, etc., are in excellent de-

mand at firm prices. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.37^ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3. $5.25 ; No. 4, $4.87 '£ ;
genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37 j£.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5. 50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 ; ditto kegs of

100 lb., $5.25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Taris Green—Bbls., i6|^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, i7^c. ; 25-lb. drums,
18c. ; 1 lb. papers, i8^c. ; i-lb. tins, 19^0;
yi-Vb. papers, 2o^c; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

$1.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2.05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than
100 lb., $2.90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2. 50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per

gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

\o%c. per lb. and \oyz to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 75c;
boiled, 78c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 74c;
boiled, 77c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2

to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,

Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5 -gallon packages,

50c, and io-gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

GLASS.
There is an excellent demand, and some

lines are beginning to give evidence of a
shortage. We quote : Under 26 in., $4.15
26 to 40 in., $4 .45 ; 41 to 50 in., $4.85;

51 to 60 in., $5.15 ; 61 to 70 in., $5.50;
double diamond, under 26 in., $6 ; 26 to

40 in., $6.65 ; 41 to 50 in., $7.50; 51 to

60 in., $8.50 ; 61 to 70 in., $9.50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL
The movement is more liberal, but there

is no change in price. We quote job-

bers' prices as follows : Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt.; machinery cast, 60c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 50c; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, n^c. ; heavy
copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c. ;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c. ; heavy red brass, ioj£ to 11c.

;

scrap lead, 3c, ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,

6j^c.; good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c.

;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

PETROLEUM.
There has been a considerable reduction

in the price of crude oil, but the refined

product is unchanged. There is not much
doing, however. We quote: Pratt's Astral,

i6)4 to 17c. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)
;

American water white, i6}4 to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 16 to i6^c; Sarnia

water white, 15^ to 16c. in barrels; Sarnia
prime white, 14^ to 15c. in barrels.

coal.

A fairly good movement is noted. We
quote at international bridges as follows :

Grate, $3.75 per gross ton ; egg, stove and
nut, #5 per gross ton with a rebate of 40c.

off for May shipment.

market notes.

Cotton wrapping twine and cotton bei*

cord are lower.

A reduction of 10 per cent, has been

made in the price of stove boards for the

coming season.

H. S. Howland, Sons and Co. have placed

in stock a shipment of " 3 in 1
" bicycle

oil ; also a line of rust remover.

A shipment of clarified leather cement is

to hand with H. S. Howland, Sons & Co.

Linseed oil has advanced 4c. per gallon.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. Thomas Ellin, of T. Ellin & Co.,

Sylvester works, Sheffield, England, is in

Toronto this week. It is two years since he

last visited Canada.

Mr. A. A. McMichael, of Toronto, the

vice-president and general manager of

James Robertson & Co., Limited, and also

president of the Robertson-Godson Co., of

this city, with Mrs. McMichael, is paying a

visit to Vancouver. They are the guests of

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Godson.—The Pro-

vince, Vancouver.

As tlioir promises are too small Boutilier

<fc jMoreliouse, general merchants, Centre-

ville, VS., are erecting a new 25 x 50 ft.

store.

"Anchor" Liquid House Paint.

Before placing order buyers should get quotations for "Anchor" Brand,

as there is no better ready-mixed paint in the market.

It is made from the very best materials, giving maximum body, and
dries hard with great durability.

" Anchor " Liquid House Paint is made in a large selection of shades

for body colors, trimmings, roofs and floors.

Having made this Paint for over 20 years, we can warrant it to give

satisfaction to the consumer.

There are higher-priced paints on the market, but none are better
than the " Anchor " Brand.

Sample cards and quotations on application.

HENDERSON & POTTS
Manufacturers,

HALIFAX and MONTREAL
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BUTLER'S
FAMOUS

Sheffield Cutlery.

Fish and Dessert Knives ; Spoons and Forks

;

Cabinets and Cases of Cutlery and Plate.

**RTITF Fftw ^as re£lstered as a
Trade Mark, A.D. 1768.

Sole Makers of the celebrated

"KEEN" Razors, "CAVENDISH"
brand of Table Knives and Carvers.

HIGHEST AWARDS. SPECIAL MENTION.

—Full Line of Samples and stock at—

George Butler & Co.'s

kR°RNooM : 62 HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.
(Over Snow Hill Station.)

MANUFACTORY

:

Trinity Works, SHEFFIELD, ENG.

BURMAN & SONS' clippers
Estab.ished ,8,,. BIRMINGHAM, ENG. n*"*"*"*"

NO. 297.

NO 3-POWER CLIPPER, with "Wrist Joint.

(The Czar of Russia.
As supplied to The Kirjg of Denmark.

(Earl Boberts, Etc., Etc.

THE "LEOPOLD" TOILET

THE "WARWICK"
CLIPPER.

Cuts over three teeth.

As supplied to
His Majesty's
War Department.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND TERMS.

DELORME BROS., Agents, "'It""*
65 MOnt^l

MALLEABLE IRON RANGES.

MALLEABLE iron is apparently com-

ing to the front and perhaps it is

destined to play a more important

part than is anticipated by many east iron

manufacturers, particularly in the produc-

tion of stee] ranges and cook stoves. Of its

advantages and disadvantages J have no

opinion to express, but the fart is that

range peddling concerns are working and

have been working this thing for years.

The) make a deep impression on the farmer

and his family when the} drive up in the

farm yard and give the range a fling "in

of their v aeon anil it hits the ground with

that dull thud, but with a " never-touch-

me " expression. This aerial flight, if

attempted with a cast iron ranee, would he

\er\ apt tn jar it somewhat serionslj ;
but

the trick rouses the wonder , ,f the farmer's

familv when gaping at the caravan, and
afterward, when thex fire up the ranee.

right out in the open, and coax a batch of

dough out of the housewife, anil in a jiffy

turn out a lot of fine biscuit such as per-

haps the rustics never saw before, it is verj

apt to fetch the wife and daughter, anil the

^inlc is made. Now. xvas it the fine east

iiisj's. exquisite mountings, etc., of the stove

that sold it, or the ocular demonstrations
of its strength ?

A number of concerns are making malle-

able iron ranees, ami others are considering
the matter. It would rather astonish stoxr

dealers in the East to see sloxes rolled over
like barrels ; vet this is done at one of the

shipping stations of a maker of malleable
iron ranees, as the railroad hands never
bother to truck them, but roll them, right

along in any old wax. If fine casting's and
superior workmanship are a positive neces-
sity, as is so generally claimed, for the sale

of a cast iron stove, would its ability, in

addition to these qualifications, to stand a
flight through the air as a malleable article
does add to its salable qualities ?—Metal
Worker.

A
ieme
nun,

ALUMINUM PLATING.
GERMAN engineer, Herr Sichelstiiel,

has reported to the Nuernberg sec-

tion of tin' Yerein Deutscher [ngerj

iliout the Warkwitz process of alum
plating". If plates of aluminum,

which melts at TIKI decrees (\. and of cop-

per, melting point about I, Inn decrees ('.,

are placed upon one another and heated,

the aluminum will unite with the copper.

But it will form a hard, brittle alloy, rich

in aluminum. At lower temperatures the

two metals will not unite. Yet Warkwitz
proceeds somewhat as described, but his

aluminum sheet is exceedingly thin, form-
ing, when pressed on hard to avoid all oxi-

dation of the clipper, a copper alloy which
contains very little of the other metal. This
alloy welds under the rolls with other sheet
aluminum, and thus the plating is accom-
plished. In the case of iron and steel the
process is less simple ; but. on the whole.
the same method is applied for uniting an\
metals of widely differing melting points;
for instance, [or coppering zinc. Aluminum
plated-copper and iron can be worked like

white metal, and are. therefore, recommend-
ed for kitchen utensils. The lecturer also

said that there would be no difficulty in

coating aluminum wire 0.8 inch in diameter
with 0.08 inch of copper. In order to get

good conductors for alternating currents.
for which we need onlx a well conducting
outer copper shell. The following results
were obtained with sheet iron, aluminum
foil, and iron-plated on both sides with
aluminum, the combined metals consisting

of 70 parts i>.\ volume of iron with 15 parts
mi each side of aluminum. The figures ;<''

the average of six tests : the two strengths
are expressed in tons per square inch, the
elongations in percentages. The tests were
conducted at the Bavarian Technical
Museum :

Iron. Aluminum. Plated iron.

Tensile strength.... 21.14 9 T 4 11.87
Shearing strength .. . 17.21 5.14 7.36
Elongation 28.5 57" 167

The test pieces were further passed
through presses, and hollow semicy linders

were shaped of (hem ; cracks and pcclin_<

were not observed. It is claimed thai
aluminum plated /.inc. prepared in this way.
would lie cheaper than when obtained gat-

xanically.

TRANSIT IN BOND.
A United States Treasury Department

circular, dated Washington, D.C., April 26,
iqoi, savs :

Article 717 of the Customs regulation of 1899
provides that all merchandise entered and exported
to British North America, when the transportation
is made through the United States, whether by land
or by water, unless conveyed in sealed cars, shall
be corded and sealed. The requirement, heretofore
enforced, that such merchandise, when destined to
other portions of the Dominion of Canada than the
Northwest possessions, shall be forwarded in cars
specially appropriate for the purpose and secured
with Customs fastenings, is hereby modified, and
collectors are instructed, in instances where a
sufficient number of packages of such merchandise
to fill an entire car is not available, to allow such
packages to be forwarded, by bonded routes, when
properly corded and sealed, in cars not secured by
the prescribed Customs fastenings. This ruling will
apply to merchaniise passing through the United
States from places in the Dominion of Canada, for
exportation via the seaboard, as well a? to goods
arriving at the seaboard and destined for places in

said Dominion. In a 1 other respects the existing
regulations will continue to be observed.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
THE TORONTO PALACE HOTEL

CONTRACT.

Tiie contract for plumbing, heating, ven-

i Hating and lighting- Toronto's palace hotel,

which was awarded sonic time ago to The
Bennett iV Wright Co., Limited, is un-

doubtedly the largest contract of the kind

ever given out in Canada. The plumbing
alone will call for an immense amount of

stock and take much time and thought to

install. There will be 20U ordinary bath-

rooms and 50 shower-bath rooms. These
will all be fitted in the most modern style,

the former averaging about §100 each and
the latter §150 each. They will be so

placed that almost every suite of rooms
will include either a shower or an ordinary
bathroom. There will be 250 closets and
50 urinals ; 340 washstands and 30 sinks.

Another feature will be the Turkish bath-
room, which will be most elaborately

finished, comprising a complete plant with
shower baths, urinals, etc. A complete
laundry plant will also be installed, includ-

ing four sots of laundry tubs.

Both electricity and gas will be used for

lighting. There will lie over 5,000 incan-

descent lights and 3,000 gas jets. Between
50 and 60 chandeliers are called for, these

at a total cost of §15,000. Some of these,

especially those in the rotunda and recep-

tion rooms, will be magnificent affairs.

The electricity will also be used as motive
power for the laundry.

The building will be heated by low-pres-

sure steam heating, and will be ventilated

by the Stutvesant system.
It will be readily seen that this hotel

will not only be a large one, but will be

one of the most magnificent institutions on

the continent. A representative of one of

the largest supply houses of the United
States, who has examined the plans,

informed " Hardware and Metal " this

week that, outside of New York, Chicago
and Boston, there is not a hotel that will

surpass it, and that while the finest hotels

in these places are both larger and more
elaborate, none of them are better planned

to insure not only comfort, but the most

luxurious living to their guests than the

building now being prepared for in Toronto.

A REMEDY FOR ROACHES.
From A. E. Y., Toronto, Ont.—1 would

thank you to publish a remedy that will

banish water bugs or cockroaches from a

kitchen -ink and around hot water pipes.

I have tried liquid poisons, etc., but they

1

1

t seriously reduce their numbers.
Answer.— Jf, after the places where the

pests congregated have been washed with

lint water in which considerable borax has

been used, powdered borax is sprinkled

freely over the haunts of the insects, lhe\

will seek new quarters. If one of the little

blow guns used for distributing' insect

powder is used to blow borax powder into

the cracks and crevices and around boiler

pipes it will not take long to cause an

entire evacuation.—Metal Worker.

upon the plumbing of The Great Northwes-
tern Telegraph Co.'s building, for which
they have secured the contract. •

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limited, have
the contract for the plumbing, gas-fitting
and draining an addition to a factory at 2(1

Temperance street for Dr. Ritchie ; for

plumbing, gas-fitting and draining a house
for J. M. Bond, Glen road ; a house for G.
G. Roche, 167 John street ; five houses on
Cumberland street and three houses on
Franklyn Place, and for plumbing, heating
and gas-fitting in the Bank of Hamilton
building, Orangeville, Ont.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

Masninter & Co., Toronto, have the con-

bracl i"i- healing and ventilating the new

Manning Chambers. Queen street w e: t , E

J. Lennox, architect.

Le a r.l & Harris, Montreal, are at work

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to H. W. Wade for two three-

storey brick stores, corner of Queen and
Morse streets, to cost s.3,000 ; to John Dill,

for alterations to offices at 158 Bay street,

§1,900; to Thomas Davies, for a two-storey
brick factory, near Queen and River streets,

§3,600 ; to It. Brown, for two two-storey
dwelling's, College street, near Brock
avenue, §2,400 ; to J. M. Henderson, for a

brick residence, at 296 Avenue road. $2,500 ;

to Thos. Vallentyne for a pair of houses.

105 and 107 Delaware avenue, to cost

§7,000 ; The T. Eaton Co., Limited, for a

§3,500 residence at 340 Brunswick avenue ;

to Samuel Crane, for a §5,000 dwelling at

the corner of Lowther avenue and Walmer
road ; to John Malloy for two houses at

76 and 78 Markham street, to cost Si. 00(1 :

to J. M. Bond for a §5,000 residence near

Dale avenue, on Glen road ; to Geo. Roche,
for a §3,000 residence at 167 John street ;

to Dr. Ritchie for an addition to factorj

at 20 Temperance street, to cost §2,500.

During April building permits to the

value of §18,282 were taken out in Brant-

ford. Among the permits were the follow-

ing :

City of Brantford. Marlborough street,

erection of Technical School, to cost

§2,240; W. H. Inglis, Chatham street,

erection of brick residence, to cosl si,800:
J. F. Simmons, Colborne street, erection •

three brick stores to cost §1,500; Lloyd
Harris, Brant avenue, erection of stone

stable, to cost §1,400 ; Lloyd Harris, Brant

avenue, erection of a, stone cottage, to cost

§900 ;
Evangelist Booth, Darling street, the

erection of Salvation Army Barracks, to

cost §3,000; Miss Sadie Vansickle, erei

of brick residence on Chatham street, to

cost §1,300.

Building permits have been issued in

Ottawa to Shirley Ogilvy, solid brick

veneered residence, Somersei street, $8,000:

William Farmer, brick veneered store and

dwelling. Wellington street, §1.600; Ellen

Joanies, brick veneered house. Broad street,

§1,100.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

A by-law was carried in Parry Sound on

Monday in favor of municipal purchase of

the local electric light plant .

An expert is valuing the Almonte electric

light plant for the council of that- town.

which proposes to purchase the plant.

Wm. Delahey is erecting a three-storey

business block on Dominion avenue, I'hoe

nix, B.C. New buildings are also being

erected foi' The Phoenix Pioneer and The
Hunter-Kendrick Companj

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

Mm. Webster is building a house in Mel-

combe, Ont.
A. Barker intends erecting a house m^—

Glcncairn, Man.
A s

1 6,01)0 opera house is to be erected in

Kingston, Ont.
James Collins intends erecting a house in

Hintonburg, Ont.
A new Presbyterian church is being built

in Manhou, Man.
• I "hi i Milks is erecting a brick building on

Crooks street, Hamilton, Ont.
Contractor Purcell is erecting a house for

F. Friday, in Port Arthur, Ont.

S. E. Burton intends erecting a three-

storej frame hotel at Kamloops, B.C.
Moses Edey, architect, Ottawa, is design

ing a new school house for Quyon, Que.

Sterns Bros., Souris, P.E.I. , are asking

tenders for a new brick store in that place.

John Vance and Isaac Rink intend erect-

ing residences in Tavistock, Ont., this

summer.
Wm. Warcup is erecting a two-storej

residence on his farm, near Granton Comer,
Sherbrooke county, Que.
Architect Graham, Sault Ste. Marie, has

prepared plans for a §15,000 residence for

D. M. Gregor ; and for a §2,000 residence

for Mr. McAllister, of that place.

Among the buildings to be erected in

Petrolea, Ont., this summer will be a hotel

for Ed. Fletcher, a station for the G.T.R.,

and a factory for The Petrolea Packing' Co.

Architect Russell, Winnipeg, is calling for

tenders for new dwellings for J. A. M
Aikins, Longside avenue : for Henry ban

derkin. Ellen avenue : for Lisgar l.aing. on

Roslyn road, and for James McKay, on

Colony street.

A BIG CONTRACT LET.

The Bank of Montreal has awarded the inn

tract for erect ing its new building at Monl
real, which is to cost nearlj a million

dollars and will be one of tin- fines! build-

ings of the kini I. to Norcross Bros., Worces-

ter, Mass., whose tender was considerably

below that of the Canadian contractors.

The contract comprises the stone, brick,

marble, foundations, rooting, painting, glaz-

ing, elevators, and plastering, while the

contracts lor such work as plumbing, heat

ing. electric wiring, fittings, etc.. have yel

to l,e awarded. Mi Kim. Mead & White, of

New York, and Mr. Andrew T. Taylor, of

Montreal, are jointly associated as the

architects oi the new bank building.

CANADIAN PIG IRON IN ENGLAND.

We mentioned in these columns last week
that Canadian pig iron was about to be

shipped to this country, and are now able*

to give a little information on the subject. •

The brand will be known by the letters

" DISC," which plainly indicate the name
of the manufacturing company. The iron,

which, we understand, is identical with that

of Cleveland, will be in Nos. i, 2, and 3

foundry and basic, and shipments to this

country are likely to be large ; in fact, six

figures have been suggested as a minimum.
The effect of these importations on the

value of our manufactures here will be

watched with interest.—Iron and Steel

Trades Journal, London.
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

^lue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362 Main St., WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or
Heavy Hardware, Iron or Stetl Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

either by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

LOW TANK
WATER CLOSET
COMBINATIONS
THE MOST PER-
FECT ON THE
MARKET
NOISELESS IN

ACTION

BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

Write for Catalogue,

The James Morrison
Brass Mfg. Co.

Limited

TORONTO, ONT,

A
LEAD
THAT
PAYS

This lead pays because it gives better

satisfaction, brings more business, pleases

the painter better than any other lead

being offered to-day, whether it is Pure

Lead, Extra Lead or any other kind.

RAMSAYS
EXTERIOR LEAD

has been imitated in label and name, but

get RAMSAYS if you want what pays

you to handle. It goes further than pure

lead, looks better, lasts longer, can be

bought for less and can be sold for more.

RAMSAYS EXTERIOR is the best adver-

tised lead to-day. Want to see our

booklet ?

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Esfd 1842. MONTREAL.

TRADE

MARK

JWobles 4fr Moare.
CORNWALL F.OAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENC.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY
Which can be obtained direct from the works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada

STEVENS ALL STI
TOOLS

ARE

STANDARD FOR QUALITY.
Your stock is not complete without a full line of our Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols, Tools

and Victor Bicycles.

Handled by the Leading Jobbers.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p °
2I
*0X Chicopee Falls, Mass , U.S.A.

*

t

t

HOW TO SAVE 0A8 Peebles' Automatic Gas Govemors

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents. Mercurial Governor for Fixing at Meter.

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, May 4, 1901.

THE market here is active in all lines,

but without special features of any

kind. Among the changes of the

week is a decline in stovepipes of 50c. per

100 lengths, and a drop in shot amounting

to 40c. There are likely to be more

changes during the coming week.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barbed wire, ioo lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" 11 4 00
12 4 05

" 13 4 20

14 4 35
15 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 45
" 16 and 20 350

10 '•

3 55
8 365
6 3 70

4 385
3 4 10

Cut nails, 30 to body 300
" 20 to 40 3 05
" 10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 30

3 365
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Steel, No. o to No. 1 4 95
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $4.50 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00

Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 375
Tool steel , Black Diamond , 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00

Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50
20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50

24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 2S

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 55
26 gauge 8 80

28 gauge 8 00

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 1275
IXX " 14 75

Ingot tin 33
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18x24 3 75
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch.. . .50 an 10 p.c.

" Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $10 00
" H 10 50
" x

/i, and 5-16 1 1 00
Manila, 7-16 and larger 13 50

"
J< 14 00

"
\i and 5-16 1450

Solder 21

M

Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 5° to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87 J4

Round " " 82^
Flat " brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57/4 p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 P-c.

Tire 60 p.c

Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c
Rivets, iron 5° P-c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 5°. an <* 10 p.c.

16 50
18 00
21 00

23 00
6 25

7 15

4 75
5 00

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.. $2 50
No. 1 15°
No. 2 1 25

Octagon extra 1 7^

No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion ,C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black
chilled, 12 guage
soft, 10 guage
chilled, 10 guage

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb

Chilled
Powder, F. F. , keg

F.F.G
Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2'A p.c

" plain 70 and 15 p.c
Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.
Water white American 25 lA c .

Prime white American 24c.
Water white Canadian 22c.
Prime white Canadian 21c

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS
Turpentine, pure, in barrels $

Less than barrel lots

Linseed oil, raw
Boiled

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor
Eldorado engine
Atlantic red
Renown engine
Black oil 23%
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55
Harness oil

Neatsfoot oil $ 1

Steam refined oil

Sperm oil 1

Castor oil per lb.

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2

41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5

51 tooo " " " 6
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb.

kegs "

White lead, pure per cwt. 7

No 1 7
Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color. per gal. $1.30 to

63
7i

70

73
25H
24 ;s

27a
41
to 25
to 74
61

00

85
SO
11H

25
50
50
00

50
2K
2^

25
OO

$1-90

BUSINESS AND PLEASURE.

Mr. Alexander Gardner, of the firm of

Gardner <.V Co. the big hardware dealers of

Woodstock, Out., wa.- in Montreal this week
for a few days. He was accompanied bj

his wife. On Wednesday evening the} lefl

iai a pleasure trip to Quebec and points in

the east. He reports business in Western
Ontario to be \er\ good. Mr. Gardner is a

brother of Mr. James Gardner, SO long ami
favorably connected with Wood, Vallance •'

Co., of Hamilton.

FIRST DELIVERY.

The Canada Hardware Co., Montreal, have
1 his week made their firsl deliver} of sup-

plies on aecounl of the 52-car Government
contract for the Maissonneuve whan'

awarded them last fall. The firsl shipment

consisted of si\ carloads.

THE NEW WORKS IN OPERATION

'I hr Anne ('an Winks. Montreal, are imw

comfortabl} settled in their new quarters

mi Ontario street and in full operation

The management would ask their customers
in exercise a little forbearance toward them
on account of the slow deliver} of goods

during the removal period of the last

moiii h. The} now guarantee to fill all

orders entrusted to them satisfactoril} and

I

irompl 1} .

We manufacture

Superior Carriage

Varnishes. They are put

upin all sized packages,

full Imperial measure.

" Amberite" Finest Wearing Body.

"Amberite" Finest One Coat Coach Body.

" Amberite " Finest Elastic Gearing.

"Amberite" Fine Medium Gearing.

" Amberite " Medium Finishing.

"Amberite" Finest Pale Hard Rubbing.

"Amberite " Fine Medium Rubbing.

" Amberite " Best Black Rubbing.

THE

CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Toronto and Montreal

" Amberite " Best Elastic Carriage.

" Amberite " Fine Medium Carriage.

" Amberite " Pale Japan Coach Gold Size.

" Amberite " Magnetic Dryer.

" Amberite " Coach Brown Japan.

"Amberite " Coach Black Japan.

" Amberite " Carriage Body Primer.

Our Japans are clear

and bright, and are

very popular in the

Railway and Carriage *

Shops throughout

the Dominion.
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ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA

THE AUTOMATIC CREAM SEPARATOR.

Newest and best
thing yet for sep« rat-
ing cream from
milk Will do the
same work with
better results than a
$100 power sepa-
rator, as it separates
it in the natural
way, making nic°,
sweet, coarse-grain-
ed butter. Not so
with a power sepa-
rator, as the rate of
speed it go*s breaks
the particles of
cream all to pieces,
consequently, mak-
ing salvy or greasy
butter. With this
machine the separat-
ing is done in the
natural way in a
very few moments
—no expense — tak-
ing out about 98 per
cent of the cream.
Only one or two
dishes to wash.

Price, only $2.50
Discount to agent§, or dealers. Manufactured by

THE COLLINS MANUFACTURING CO.,

34 Adelaide Street West, ^^^^"-—~TORONTO

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS " C " Brand Horse Na
Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — <-»unn Castor
Limited, tiirmlngbam, Kng.

The Robin Hood
Powder Company

If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy " Robin Hood Smokeless,"
in " Robin Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against

any powder on the market. We make the

powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company ^-~

SWANTON, VT.

WANTED
SALESMAN familiar with Factory

and Hardware Trade, between Toronto and

Sault Ste. Marie, to sell pipe and valves

and fittings, mill and mining supplies.

Must be a hustler, and have recommenda-
tions as to ability and integrity. A good
salary to man who can fill the place.

ADDRESS

The Fairbanks Company,
749 Craig Street, ...MONTREAL

PERFECTION COOKERS.
LARGE SQUARE OVENS.

Excel Perfection
WITH GENUINE DUPLEX GRATES.

(For Coal or Wood)

Eclipse Perfection
(For Wood Only)

Special FEATURES:
Large Square Ovens.

Oreat Baking Capacity.

Small Fuel Consumption.

Fire-Box not taken out of Oven.
' Round Bottom Copper Tank.

^®~ Intending purchasers like this Oven, and users all like its satisfactory working.

PROGRESSIVE DEALERS should have this line on their floor.

Printed matter for the asking.

THE JAMES SMART MFG. CO., Limited, BROCKVtLLE. ONT.

(AGE
ytSE OLD

m^icLBOWS

\$HYDON'T YOU GET

ELLENS
FLAT CRIMPED

ELBOW
NO LEAK

"

2, 3, and 4-in. Tin and Galvanized Conductor

Elbows, for sale by all leading jobbing houses.

Made by GEO. ALLEN
BURLINGTON, ONT.
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RULES FOR THE HARDWARE STORE.

THE rules which are given below have

been in force for several years in a

Boston hardware store, and were

printed in last week's issue of The Iron

Age:

REMINDER TO OUR CLERKS.

The condition of trade shows us that we

are making no money, and that our expen-

ses are nearly as much as when trade was

good and a better margin of profits was to

be obtained. This being the case, if we

are to continue in business and keep our

present force of help, it will be absolutely

necessary that each one see to it how much
can be gained.

There are different ways of doing this, but

some of the most important which will have

to be kept in mind are, to remove dead or

unsalable stock, and that goods may not be

in this condition, sell the worst of any par-

ticular kind of goods first.

Bronze goods may be unpapered ; use

these, adding screws if necessary, and in

this way much of what otherwise would be

dead stock will be sold.

Another way is to get as much profit as

possible from each sale. Do not discount

2 or 3c. on each sale to make " even

money," as you can readily see that if each

employe does this on two or three sales a

day a considerable sum is lost.

Do not charge goods at dozen prices

except when necessary to regular customers,

and then in not less than half dozens. See

Rule No. 2. In getting the price for each,

a cent or two can be added to the dozen

price.

Another good and more important way is

to make a permanent customer out of each

one to whom a sale, no matter how small,

is made. This can easily be done by

politeness and care for the customer's

interest, and inquiring as to what may be

his possible needs. It should be the ambi-

tion of each not simply to sell the articles

called for, but something in addition, not,

of course, by any "Jew" method.

Other ways are to be constantly on the

lookout against waste or extravagance in

the little details of business. Promptness

in attending to a customers, in filling

orders, and in answering any demand made
upon you, is more than ever necessary at

this time, and you will observe that this is

one of the essential qualifications for suc-

cessful business.

A considerable proportion of loss sus-

tained has been through bad accounts. If

each salesman will feel a responsibility for

his customers, and watch the accounts, he

can very often collect them better than any-

one else. Sharp collections will help oul

on the profits of the future.

We hope each one will use every effort

to excel in these respects, and in others

which have not been mentioned. Rules

have been changed, and we wish each

employe to read them until familiar with

them.

STORE RULES.

Take every order on order book, or, if

not at hand, on pocket order book. First

put down complete address, including name

of "job." Carry out numbers and prices.

If by written order, enter before filling
;

mark with initials and place on file. In no

case enter on pass book or give bill or

memo, before charging. Keep pocket

order book in store coat pocket and ready

for instant use.

Price up charges at time of sale. This

must be done before charges are copied.

Extend prices by dozens, if half dozens or

more. If less, at so much each. See that

prices correspond with quantity—i. e., do

not put down gross prices where charged by

dozen. When more than one item is sold,

either cash or charge, always make memo,

as goods are laid out ; then compare item

with memo.

Have each lot of goods, including nails

and paper, looked over by one competent.

Fill out slips properly and inclose and make

note on order book of person calling back.

All goods leaving the store must be re-

ceipted for or name of person to whom
delivered put with entry of goods.

Make no private memo, charges on pocket

order book, or anywhere, except in regular

order of day's business. If for good reasons

it does not need to be entered on journal,

mark "don't copy," and carry any such

memo, and balance of orders to first work-

ing day of each month. Then going back-

ward, scanning each page, mark top " C "

when clear. Nothing but balances of

orders to be carried over to the following

month without being charged.

Make no new accounts until blank is

filled out and authorized by one of the firm,

and when done so state with charge, with

number of application for account. All

accounts made in any other manner will be

at the risk of salesman who made the sale

and who will be expected to settle for same.

All credits of cash must be made in office

by bookkeeper, cashier, or one of the firm,

and credits of merchandise must be

examined or rechecked by one of the firm.

All goods returned must be entered on the

pocket order book slip with name of persons

returning the same.

Call back each morning, or when re-

quested to do so, and make a "C" around

journal folio when called, or put down folio

page.

Examine invoices each morning, and

compare prices and quantity with sale. If

correct, check and put down initials on

invoice.

No new tool can be taken from stock to

be used except by permission of one of &'

firm. Those in use about store must be

marked and kept in their proper places.

Any store tool loaned must be charged to

parties taking them and credited if returned

in good order.

Each salesman can have for store use

one rule, No. 36 j£, which must be marked

in the slide with salesman's name.

Pencils hereafter will be kept in the office

and given out by the stenographer. No

other article can be taken for store use with-

out permission of one of the firm.

RULES FOR MANAGEMENT OF STOCK IN

INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS.

Each employe shall be responsible for

the condition of his section, as by observing

care and uniformity the stock can be kept

clean, in good order and well fronted up.

All goods received should be properly

marked and sampled. Sample box should

be marked with section and shelf number

and the location of overstock, if any.

All goods must be evenly arranged in

order from left to right by number, size or

grade. Largest packages should be placed

underneath, broken packages on top
;

nothing put behind but overstock of what is

directly in front.

Fill orders from overstock in the back,

using broken packages and shop-worn goods

first.

Unsalable stock must be put in good order

to push sales. Memoranda must be taken

of shortages in stock and properly reported.

These instructions are to be faithfully

followed.

CORROSION OF STEEL AND IRON.

F. H. Williams, of Pennsylvania, has

recently, according to an exchange, pub-

lished the results of some corrosion experi-

ments made with pieces of soft 1% 1

containing respectively 0.078, 0.145 an(*

0.263 per cent, of copper. The steel with-

out copper was found to lose 1.85 per cent,

of its weight under the conditions of the

experiment, while the pieces containing

copper lost only 0.89, 0.75 and 0.74 per

cent, in weight. Some experiments with

wrought iron showed that the addition of

0.393 per cent, of copper to the iron

materially reduced its rate of corrosion.
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THE EASE WITH WHICH THE

WHITE MOUNTAIN FREEZER
MAKES money for the dealer

and makes ice cream for his

customers, makes it the most

attractive and satisfactory

freezer to sell.

A White Mountain Freezer

sold means a perfectly satisfied

customer, a permanent adver-

tisement and a liberal profit.

Thousands of dealers selling

thousands of White Mountain

Freezers will testify that this

states the case exactly as it is.

OUR AGENTS IN THE DOMINION ARE

The McClary Mfg. Co

LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL,
WINNIPEG AND VANCOUVER.

Write them for complete descriptive cata-

logue, special information or prices

on our complete line.

3* WHITE MOUNTAIN FREEZER CO.
Nashua, ISI.H.
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THE LITTLE MACHINE SHOP.

IF
anyone has the idea that this is

exclusively the age for vast enterprises

and that there is no longer any chance

for the small man, a talk with some

machinery men will at least partially eradi-

cate that impression. Thus docs Iron and

Steel corroborate the statistics on accre-

tions to the business world which we pub-

lish from time to time. in support ot its

statement our technical contemporary cites

the sales oi equipment by machine-tool men
to a number of new little shops throughout

the country. This growth is particularly

true of the west. Here is a description ot

the genesis oi the little machine shop : "At
country crossroads enterprising young busi-

ness men start a general store or a black-

smith shop, a cluster of houses appear-, and

the hamlet is created. The hamlet becomes

a \illage and the village a town. At thous-

ands of points in territory tributary to

Chicago mat process of growth is in opera-

tion. L1 inally comes the time in the stage

of growth when a machine shop becomes

necessary ; most likely repair work is the

greatest need, in small, as in large affairs.,

w hen the man is needed he usually appears.

An ambitious young machinist hears of a

good opening. He has saved from his wages

a few hundred dollars. Terhaps he has a

chum ot two who have been equally pru-

dent, 'ihey pool their issues and start a

little repair shop, confident they can make
wages, hopeful that in time they can do

even a littie better. A new industry is thus

created. What it is to become depends upon

nothing else than the personalities behind

it. Jo occupy time when repair work is

slack the manufacture of some specialty is

begun. Expenses are light, and the article

can be made at little cost with modern

facilities. I he second step on the road to

success has been taken. Ihus have been

humbly Born and self-nurtured many of the

industrial plants of to-day. 'ihus are there

now in the earliest stages of apparent

weakness and doubt many enterprises that

cannot be prevented from developing into

strength and magnitude. Location cuts no

figure. Industries grow in the byways of

trade, then make lasting connection with

the world of commerce. The country has

lately been putting much currency into cir-

culation. It travels fast, ami is generally

useful wherever it goes. The modest

machine shop, potentially great, is largely

the product of these benign conditions.

I here is a broadcast industrial sowing-

to-day, so say some of the machine men,

and to-morrow, or a week hence, the crop

may be plenteous, a delight for impartial

contemplation."

BENDING EDGES OF SHEETS.

A simple little device for bending the

edges of sheet metal has been the subject of

a recent patent issued to two Frenchmen,
Messrs. Gaston and Clovis Delachartre, of

Paris.

It consists of three strips of rules, hinged

In each Other, one of the outer rules form

ing a base whereby it may be secured to a

bench or table, the other having its outer

edge sharpened and protected by a strip of

metal. The intermediate section is pro-

vided with upstanding pins, which are

arranged in longitudinal alignment, and fit

in sockets arranged in the co-acting face of

the outer hinge section or rule. These two
sections carry operating handles.

The sheet metal is placed across the base

section with its edge resting against the

pins of the intermediate section, which,

therefore, forms stops for the purpose. The

OUtei hinge section is brought down upon

the intermediate section, whereby the edge
of the metal is clamped between the two.

The two sections are then folded simul-

taneously upon the base, crimping the edge
of the metal. To complete the operation

the edge is released from between the two
movable sections, and the outer hinge sec-

tion is brought down upon the base, bend-

ing the edge of the metal and forcing it

tightly down upon the body of the same.

DO NOT PATRONIZE CUSTOMERS.

There is nothing so ridiculous and so

easily discernable in a merchant as an air

of patronage towards customers, says a

Western exchange. It is a species of vanity
which is as ludicrous as it is disagreeable.

This weakness is called bumptiousness, and
is repelling to the general run of customers,
who are quick to distinguish it from a
pleasant presence. A pleasant presence in

the store is one of the chief essentials

towards the success of a merchant. This
essential of a pleasant presence is made up
of simplicity. Just that and nothing else.

Simplicity is the most charming of all

qtualities and is and always has been

possessed by the men and women that the

world deems great. The simple man is

natural and is possessed of a suavity which
is real. Assumed suavity is generally made
up of bumptiousness and is as different

from the inherent quality as the sweet
violet is different from the violet of the
millinery counter. The bumptious mer-
chant in his vanity reckons himself some-
what of a philanthropist. His behaviour
towards his customers is an offence to those

amongst them who are of a keen or sensi-

tive nature. In his overweening vanity he
reckons himself the patron and the cus-

tomer the beneficiary. Every action of his

conveys that expression. When he is sympa-
thetic he is condescendingly so ; his

heartiness is luring and often vulgar ; his

insincerity is apparant

COST OF DOING BUSINESS.
Estimates of the proper cost of transact-

ing a retail general business are apt to
range between 15 and 25 per cent, of the
gross turnover, although it is considered by
some persons that the higher figures are
exaggei-ated, says Merchants' Review, New
York. From 15 to 20 per cent, is the usual
estimate. It would seem that when a gen-
eral merchant finds his expenses running
above the 20 per cent, mark it is time for
him to look for the leaks. The "expenses"
are supposed to include rent, clerk hie-
light, heating and motive power, adveiv^
ing, delivery service and general store
expenses.

Most merchants try and keep expenses
down to the lowest notch, and when they
find the cost is rising, when compared with
the gross turnover, they push sales with
greater vigor than usual. That is the best

way of keeping the cost down, and better
results can be obtained in that way than
by going over the clerk's salary account or
advertising expenses and clipping- off a little

here and a little there.

A fine roomy store, a good and efficient

staff of assistants, and all the other facili-

ties in modern storekeeping should be
employed, wherever they can be afforded,

the market prices being paid, and then the
merchant's calibre will be shown by the
amount of business he is able to do with
the facilities employed. The better tlm
merchant, the more skilful and energet ii

the more business he will do with a speci-

fied staff, storeroom, etc., and the lower
will be his perchntage of cost.

In old business, where dry rot has begun
to appear, searching for opportunities to cut
down expenses will often reveal plenty oi

them, but it is questionable whether it is

not largely a waste of time to attempt that

sort of thing when the business is youie

and so much remains to be done in respect

of developing the selling end of the busi-

ness.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets

*

Representatives for Canada
H & S. H. Thompson & Company

26 St. Sulpice Street
Montreal
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U
MIDLAND

55

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-

• land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

SOMETHING SPECIAL

'\James Waruogk & C<? Sal

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.

Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook

to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, and is the most practical and up-to-date

Peavey on the market.
Made by^-~"~^"i^

James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CUHKEflT JVTAHKET QUOTATIONS
May 10, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.
Tin.

Lamb and Flag and Straits—
56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 31 32

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates— Bright

M.L. S. , equal to Bradley. Pi r box
I.C., usual sizes J6 75
I.X., " 8 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
1.0 6 75
I.X 8 25
I.X X 9 50

Raven & Vulture Grades—
I.C, usual Bizes 5 00

I.X., " 6 00

I.X.X " 7 0J

l.XXX., " 8 00

D.U., 12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 SO

D.X.X 7 50
Coke Plates—Brig! t

BesBemer Steel

—

I.C. .usual sizes 4 CO

I.C., special sizes, base 4 5u

20x28 8 60

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.C, 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X., Terne Tin 10 25
Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X., 14x56, 50sheetbxs)
" 14x60, " > 07 07V5
•' 14x65, " J

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08>/2

•' 26 " 08% 09
28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 185 190
Refined " " 2 35

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 25

Hoop Bteel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes — 3 10 3 25

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base ... 2 10

TireSteel 2 30 2 50

Reeled Machinery 3 00

«t Steel, per lb 00 00

CalkSteel
irth & Co's special cast si eel, per lb. 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes,
1%-inoh 12%
2 " 13

2% " 15

3 " 016
3% " ° 20

4 •• 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
% inch 2 50 2 60

3-16moh 2 60 2 70

4& inoh and thicker 2 50 2 60

Black Sheets.
18gange 3 CO

2U gauge 3 00

22to24 " 3 10

26 " 3 20

28 " 3 30

Canada Plates.
Al dull, 52 sheets 3 00
Half polished 3 15
All bright 3 65 3 75

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 4 45
% inch -. 3 25

% ' 3 30

% " 3 50

% " 3 65
1 " 5 15

1% " 7 10

1% " 8 40
2 " 11 25
2% " '/0 95
3 " 21 5-1

3V2 " 3J 75
4 " 39 tiO

5 " 47 33
6 " 62 lu

Galvanized pipe—
% inch 4 90
34 " 5 25

1 " 7 55
1% " 10 30
1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 4 5 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 41 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 S5 4 £0 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

% "
8 00 8 50

5-16 " "
4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 TO

7-16 " " 391 4 ?5

% " "
3 ?0 4 10

9-16 " "
3 65 4 15

% " " 3 35 3 9U

\ •• " 3 10 4 10
Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 to 40 and
5 p.o.

Cow ties 40 p.c.

Tie-out chains 6i p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 45 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-
count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, Bingle and double, dis-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. 8., ton lots 19
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cutlength8round,y2 to%in. 23% 25

" round and square
1 to 2 inches ... . 23% 25

Sheet.
PlaiD, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23 '/2

Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers lln sheeiB.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25%

" 35 to 45 " " 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " 23%

Boiler and T.K. Pitts
Plain Timed, ptr lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25
Tubing, baae. per b 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 05% 06
DomeBtio "

Zinc Sheet.
5cwt. casks 00 6V,

Partcasks CO 6%
Lead.

Imported Pig, per lb 04% 14%
Bar.llb 05% 0t>%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... H6'a
SheetB,3to 6 lbB.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard.lisls
at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-lt. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 110 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 15 p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
TermB 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guaraot'd .... 18%
Bar half-and-half, cummer'l .... 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10V4 11

White Lead . Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37

No. 1 do 6 00

No.2do 5 62%
No.3 do 5 i5

No.4do 4 8/%
Munro'B Select Flake White 7 37'/2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram's B B. Genuir e 8 00

11 " Decorative 7 55
" " No. 1 6 85
" " No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. caBks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09

Pure White Zinc 08 19

No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25

No. 1,casks 5 60

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 10

Barn (inbbla.) 75 8?

The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45

Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
T. ronto Lead & C> 1< r Cos Pure 12)
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins. Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06
Irench " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colore, Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbla.... 1 35 1 40
Yellow Ochre J.F.L.S.), bbla ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 180 190
English Oxides, per owt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per owt.,. . 175 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides,93p.o. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 018
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre ... 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxes, per lb 08 24

tfire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 100
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb o 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls % l 90
Bulk in less quantity 2 15
bladders in bbls 2 ii)

Bladders in kegs, b^es or loc se. . ,

.

2 25
Bladders in 25-1''. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 6>
1 ladders in lu k on ins less than 1001b2 99

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

" No.l 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 160 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 8J

" " No. 1 1 6J 2 00

The Imperial Varnish & Color Cos

,

Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can. each.
$3 0u.

Granatine Floor Finish, per gal., $2.75.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, $1 2) ;

Size 2, 7Uc. ; Size 3, 4ic. each.

Castor Oil.

East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" " small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
CodOilpergal 50 55
PureOlive 1 20
" Neatsfoot 9u

Glne.
Cjmmon 08% 09
French Medal 14 tl U L

/,

Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra in 0'20

Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers '19 20
Huttner i 18
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THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Cloth
Corn
Flour *EMERY

We carry all numbers of Corn and Flour Emery in io-pound packages, from 8 to 140,
in stock. Emery Cloth, Nos. OO., O., F., FF., 1 to 3.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., Wholesale Agents for Canada, Montreal.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.

B. B Gap Dom. 50 and S per cent.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 P.O. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per oent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per oent. Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb-

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-lb. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxeB
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5U0 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1.0U0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 50

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
oloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.

11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and It gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior ohemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90
Adzes.

Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 C 12%
Anvil and Vise combined .... 4 50

Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 19 09%
Wilkinson & Co. 's Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy'B Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
Beslquality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Bnanieled.

5%-inch rolled rim, lBt quality 25 00
2nd - 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

" B " 21

C " 11%
Maznolia Anti-Friotion Metal, per lb. 25

Frictionless metal, per 11) 23

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special ••• ?5

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse .. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per oent.

Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro' , discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

Amerioan, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75

Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00

Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.
Belting.

Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway... . 65

" " full square 65

Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60

Machine Bolts, all sizes 60

Coach Screws 70

Sleigh Shoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60

Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60

Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4 1 ,c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M— 4 25

Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 62% per cent.

Broilers

.

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8 , " 6 00

Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30

Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65

Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50

Pitch, per 100-lb 85

Carpet felt, per ton 45 tO
Bull Rings.

Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis. , 6u per cent.

Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.

Sen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers

.

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Billiards, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, die. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nob. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English " 3 00
Belgian " 2 50 2 76
Canadian hydraulic 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per owt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4. $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonio, plain 16 CO
" " " embossed 17 00

Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
Lnw Down Oat. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50
" ' " emb'd. net 20 50

Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round. 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 50
" " 19 x 15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
"6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey'sRod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 1 60
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, die., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 percent

Faucets.
Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per oent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1 ,

per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20o. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per oent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per cent.
Kearney 4 Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., (lis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inob.es.
Uoder26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00

26 to 40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41 to 50 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to 60 5 15 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81to85 6 50 .... 1175
86to90 14 00
9Ito95 15 50
99tol00 18

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's diB. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 900
" %to% 1400

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, —per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 1 10 1 20
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08H
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 2

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50

Fork.
C. k B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 I 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 S 7i

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 585 600
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 1 5-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. . .. 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per ceo 1

.

Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06 l

/3
5-in., " .... 06%

" " 6-in., " 06
8-in., '« .... 05%

" 10-in., " .... 05%
Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.
8crew hook and hinge—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.

Spring 12 00
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 5#1
HOLLOW WARE ,,-

Disoount, 45 and 5 per oent

HOOKS.
Oast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63

Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, discount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dig. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"O "brand 50 and 7%D.o.off new li t ) Oval-
"M brand 50, 10 and 5 per cent. J h ad
Countersunk, 60 per oent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Fantnrifis •
I
332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.factories

. j and SYrACUS e, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. . . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Disoount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
Scar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.e. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door, japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw
, per gross 1 30 4 00

White door knobs—per doz. 1 25
HAY KNIVES.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.
LAMP WICKS.

Discount, 60 per cent.
LANTERNS.

Cold Blast, per doz 7 Oj
Ho. 3 "Wrights" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell & Erwin, per doz.... 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 100 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.

Plat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths' per doz 1 25 1 50
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
If Mm. 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 1 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
3i. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.77Vs
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent.

NAIL PULLERS.
Herman and Amerioan 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross '. 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent, for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.

Navy 6 00
U.S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) U 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized wash tubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring sap buckets, di?. 45 p.c.
P, lu and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p e.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAIL8.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian diB. 50 per cenl.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
to 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per ceni.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins'radiator valves discount55 percent.

" standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4'/j, " 3 oo

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. orless o 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz J5 100
Axle 22 33
Screw o 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners'solid.perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 1 00
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 £0 -

"
35 " 8 25
40 " 950

Copper, 30 " 22 00
u

35 " 26 00
40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.
Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 6C

and 1U p.c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps , 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Elliot's 4 00 18 00
Geo. Butler 4 Uo.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00

KingCutter 12 50 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile 4 Quack's 7 00 12 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lu per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %e.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
Hand 5-16 in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16%

" 5-32inch 21%
" % inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polifhed 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% peicent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Rmery, 40 per cent.
GarL et ( Rurton's), 5 to in p. c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron w ith hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Stand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
•S. 4 D. , dis. 35 p.p. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. 4M. Scales, 45 p.c
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

Dominion, 55 p.c."
Richelieu, 55 p.c.

Ohatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Warren Champion 65 p c.

" Standard 4i p.c.
SCREW DRIVERS.

Sargent's per doz 65 100
SCREWS

Wood, F. H., brightand steel, f7% and lOp.c.Wood R. H., *• dis. 82% and 10 p.o.
" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.o.
" R.H. " 70 p.c.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case hardened, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 peicent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 11 £0

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb o 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 50 and 5 to 50 and 10 p.c, rev. list.
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 15 3 75
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

„ " „
S1'P 09 09

Labrador 13

_ " Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths . 7 00
7 inch " "

.... 7 50
ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.

No. 4—3 dozen in case, net casn «4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 ft'io

8" '

Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned . 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 15

tinned 80 & 20
(in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only .80
% weights 60

Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—
In bulk 804 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk... 85,12% 4 12%
brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk.. 70

" gimp, blued, tinned and
japanned 75 4 12%

Zinc tacks 35
Leather carpet t acks ......... 55
Copper tacks .'.'.50

Copper nails 5-1/
Trunk nails, black. '.'.'.V.'.ki ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails

35
Patent brads .....,'",' 40
Fine finishing .'.'!!!"' 40
Picture frame points .."..'. 10
Lining tacks, in papers '.'.'.'.'.

10
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PITTSBURGH,
MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B.. Crane. Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties etc.

AIEX£?X°IBB
' -Canadian Eepr..Mta«i™- ft*"?"" * C0"

U. S. A.

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lining tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin oapped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
" " " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, asB skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chester-man 'a each 90 2 85

steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.o.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c
Game, H. &N., P. S. & W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.

German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D. , discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
•' " 4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, pe doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices :

No. 6 to 8 gauge '..$2 90
" 9 " 2 80
" 10 " 2 87
" 11 " 2 90
" '2 " 2 9',

" 13 " 3 15
" 14 " 3 37
" 15 " 3 50
" 16 " 3 65

Other size 'of plain wire outside of Nos. 9,
10, 11. 12 and 13. and other varieciea of
plain wire remam at $2 81 base with

extras as before The prices for Nns 9
to IS irc'ude the charge of 1 c
for oiling. Extras net per 100 lh.:
Coopered wire, 60c—tinned wire, 82—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire. 30c.
—spring wire, 81— best steel wire. 75c—
bright Boft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net. 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No.
17. 85—No. 18, 85.50—No. 19. S6-NO.20,
S6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, 87.30—No. 23,
87.65 -No. 24, 88—No. 25, 89—No. 26,
89.50—No. 27, 810-No. 28.811—No 29.

812-No. 30, 813—No. 31,814—No. 32, $1E
No. 33, 816—No. 34. 817. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
84—Nos. 32-34, 86. Coopered, 5c—oil
ing, 10c—in 25-1*". bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lh. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering. 10c.

Galvanised Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7 8.83 51
to S3 8"—No. 9. $2.85 to 83.15—No. 10,
83.60 to $1.9';—No. 11, 83 70 to $4.10- No
12, 83 to 83 30-No. 13, 83.1" to 83 41—
No. 14 84. 1" r« $t.50-No. 15. 84.60 to
«5.05—No 16 84 85 co 85 35. Ba«e sizes,
Nos. 6 to 9, $2 57'/, f o h Cleveland.

Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17

$4.25; No. 18,' f2.65; No. 19, $2.35, f.o.b
Hamiltjn, Toionto, Montreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3 05
Galvanized, plain twist 3 05
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82>/2

in less than carlots, and $2.70 in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5

White, according to quality 6V4 to 7%
50C-lb bale lots chtded.

WRENCHES.
4cme, 35 to 37W per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 Ofi

" S., per doz 5 80 6 0«
G. k K s Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket . per doz 25 2 B0

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $31 31 CO
Royal Canadian.. "

J6 00 98 on
Royal American., " 56 00 28 '0
Sampso 30 00

'I erms 4 months, or 3 p.c 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 irnd 5 pet rei 1

REPEAT ORDERS FOR

BENNETT'S PATENT SHELF BOX
mean that they are O. K.

836 Yonge St., Toronto, April 9, 1901.

Dear Sir, We wish that you would make for us
another lot of your shell boxes, per specification
attached. We are delighted with the last equipment
you made for us. The boxes are all (hat you claim for

them, being light, strong and exceedingly neat. They
lit well too, showing care in turning them out. Altogether
we consider the satisfaction we have had from putting
in your system to be Infinitely beyond comparison with
the monetary outlay. Yours, very truly,

J. W. ORAM.
For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

DIAMOND EXTENSION STOVE BACK
They are easily

adjusted and
fitted to a stove

by any one.

Please your
customers by
supplying them
immediately
with what
they want.

Patented, July 11th, IS93. Canadian Patent, June 14th. 1394.

Sold by
Jobbers
of . . .

Hardware
Tinware
and

Stoves.
EXTENDED.

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.

" A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Ouelph. Ontario.

<:•



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for expoit. With or without "Emlyn"
Patent Guard. So!e maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
'

'achinery," Newport. Newport, Mon, England.

Mr. Retail
Hardwareman,
You have had trouble with Axes.

Some were poor sellers, others did

not give your customers satisfac-

tion.

You can avoid having all this

trouble in future. We can tell

you how. Write us.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, CANADA.

Lockerby & McComb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S.—Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-

fda, reports from the city markets, stock

uotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PREKCUrrM BUREAU,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 90 Chamber! St
R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. KISa^CT3!a!

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849—

T"
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results mayjustify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS. C. IRVING, Gen, Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

"BRASSITE"

None genuine without the

above "Trad* Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.

Why not increase your salts ?

THE GUN CASTOR CO.

Limited.

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL



Brt.UK Inc. 1895

Black Diamond FileWorks
6. & H. Barnett Company

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

Awarded
By JURORS *

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

1901
E. '90'

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensiv f
but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Co.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-6 1 63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories- I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

To arrive by early steamer

from Newcastle-on=Tyne

Foster, Blackett

& Wilson's
Dry White Lead, 10 cwt. casks

Orange Mineral, 5 cwt. casks

Refined Red Lead, 5 cwt. casks

Refined Red Lead, I cwt. kegs

Ground Litharge, 5 cwt. casks

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
/Marline

Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne
Ratline
Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

B. &S.H. THOMPSON & CO'Y

26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

"RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality M.
1

hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative

wm. b. stewart, MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. Wast, TORONTO.



Gauge and Lubricator Glasses

GEO. LANGWELL & SON
Manufacturers, - Montreal.

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heatinq, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.
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"TANDEM" UTI-FMCTIOI METAL.
'Tandem" Metals are better than

any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friotion Preventing

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofA nti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals m Europe,

"FLEUR DE LIS" is not a second quality

iron. It is " Queen's Head " quality—every

sheet guaranteed—" Queen's Head " weights

and flatness, but galvanized the same as ordin-

ary brands. If you don't require the best

galvanizing, you are safe with "Fleur de Lis,"

and price is low.

JOHN LYSAGHT, Limited, Makers,

BRISTOL, ENG.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., MONTREAL,
Managers Canadian Branch,

A PRESSURE
OF 140 lbs

E^
•VERY specification of the leading

architects in the country are em-

bodied in the Safford Radiators for

Steam and Hot Water Heating. Every section of the

Radiator is subjected to a pressure of 140 lbs. to the square

inch, which is about double the pressure that other

Radiators even pretend to bear.

The screwed-nipple connection absolutely prevents leaking

at the joints in The Safford Radiators. Each section is held

firmly without the use of red lead or any other substance

—

each section is screwed together. There are no rods,

bolts or packings anywhere in the " Safford." Every statement

that we make about them is backed up by the prestige of the Largest Radiator

Manufacturers under the British flag. It will pay you and pay you well to send for

our Illustrated Booklet telling all about

THE SAFFORD RADIATORS.
THE DOMINION
RADIATOR CO., Limited,
TORONTO, ONT.



When
Looking

FOR A
COMPLETE
LINE OF

"HECLA" COAL OR WOOD FURNACE. "PRESTON" BOILER

Hot Air Furnaces
OE

A^ HOT WATER BOILERS
AT THE RIGHT PRICES

Write us for

Catalogue and

Discounts.

ii Styles

55 Sizes.

HILBORN" WOOD FURNACE. 'MARVEL" COAL FURNACE

CURE no.
PRESTON, ONT.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
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James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of * Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms: 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

HOSE...

—^PS^^S^^^g; lsj£»^^ ^=^z^^= ^-:j^^^^'
—

'

=^^=-

WATER SUCTION
STEAM ACID
AIR OIL
FIRE SODA WATER
BABCOCK HIGH PRESSURE

Our Patent Seamless Tube is, without doubt,

the only perfect construction.

The Canadian Rubber Co.,
CAPITAL $1,500,000 00.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

Other Tools are very

good Tools, but "YANKEE TOOLS" ARE
BETTER

Our "YANKEE" Tool Book

tells all about them. Mailed

free on application

No. 15. 'Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver, with Fioger Turn on Blade.

No. 30. " Yankee " Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver, Right and Left Hand.

No. 41. "Yankee" Automatic Drill, Eight Drill Points In Handle.

Manufacturers also of

LIGHTNING,
GEM and

BLIZZARD
Ice Cream Freezers.

Toy Freezers,

Ice Shaves and
Ice Chlppers.

Fluting Machines,

Hand Flitters.

No. 50. "Yankee" Reciprocating Drill, for Iron, Steel, Brass, Wood, etc.

Sold by Leading Jobbers
in Canada.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
No. 60.

Pocket Magazine
Screw Driver. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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Oxford Gas Ranges
EMBODY ALL THE BEST IDEAS YET CONTRIVED.

They are made in a full line of sizes and styles to meet all

demands.

Have large ovens, a special improved oven burner lighter, and the

most perfect valves and burners known.

The intense heat furnished by them from a most economical supply

of gas, delights every customer. It is a talking point of most

convincing worth in making sales.

This year we emphasize two new styles with 16 and 18 inch square

ovens, remarkably fine lines that satisfy the popular call for a

standard quality Gas Range at a very moderate price.

Correspjrdence invited. Full Particulars and Price Lists at your service for the asking.

URIMEY FOUNDRY
TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., Limited, MONTREAL.

LIMITED

WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK

Bright Goods, Door Pulls and

Hat and Coat Hooks.
ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Our Mills are now in full operation, and we are in position

to handle any requirements the trade may have.

YOUR ORDERS SOLICITED FOR

Plain, Galvanized and Barb Wire, Wire

Nails, Wood Screws, Copper and Brass

Wire, Bright and Galvanized Fence Staples,

Netting, Blind and Bed Staples, Jack

Chain, Cotter Pins.

Prices quoted on application.

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. C
Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.
n^t

the East
; special

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped relrigeraior plant in

run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods
refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
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The "IDEAL" Ice Cream Freezer
Made only in one size, but will freeze from half pint

to the capacity of the freezer (about one gallon)

IN POSITION TO RECEIVE CREAM PRACTICALLY ONLY FOUR PARTS N POSITION FOR FREEZING

Will Freeze Cream in from Two to Five Minutes According to Quantity.

Indurated Fibre Tub.

No Hoops to Fall Off.

No Staves to Shrink or Swell.

No Repacking Necessary to Keep Cream 5 Hours.

Saves 50 per cent, in Ice.

Simple in Construction.

Easy In Operation.

Rapid in Results.

No Wooden Tub with Leaky Seams.
No Danger of Spoiling the Cream with Salt.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton
Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. G. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver, B.C.

Geo. D. Wood & Co.,

Winnipeg, Man,

COLD WATER
PAINT

Did you ever know a cold water paint that was

weatherproof, sanitary, washable and fireproof all

in one ? Not unless you know

INDELIBLO
because it's the only water paint that comes up to

this standard. Indeliblo comes in the form of dry

powder. The powder is not dear and cold water

is free. There is money in it for all. It will clean,

freshen and brighten the dirlest hole, shaft, alley,

way, elevator, factory or any other that ever ex-

isted. Want to learn about it ?

WRITE TO
A. RAMSAY & SON, - - - -

J. H. ASHDOWN,

McLENNAN, McFEELY & CO.,

AGENTS

MONTREAL.

WINNIPEG.

VANCOUVER.

"DAISY" CHURN at
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand ste»dv whil- churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can be used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on bothsidtsto
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfection of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que,

IMPROVED STEEL WIRE TRACE CHAINS.

Every chain guaranteed. Most profitable and satisfactory chain to handle.

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited
HAMILTON, ONT, AND MONTREAL, QUE.
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flilk Carf^rimmings
In all our Milk Can Bottoms sufficient space is left

between bottom proper and rim to allow body of can to be

inserted l/^ of an inch, making permanent joint.

Bottoms are thus sweated in with half the solder.

Top Hoops are " Shouldered " and have cut-out at

joint, making neater and cleaner job in half time than the

old style hoop.

All Hoops have retinned edges.

For durability, finish, and economy in making up our

Trimmings are unequalled.

Iron Clad Pattern. Broad Hoop Pattern.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

IROfi PIPE
All Sizes.

OUR STOCK IS NOW COMPLETE.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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Lewis Bros. & Co.
MONTREA

We are Headquarters for Tools of All KinpjT ^-y

No. 50— Improved Mitre Box

Off Dividers.

Stanley's Patent
Pencil Clasp.

A Complete Line

of Rules.

i'l'MiM"* ;ii|liig

Stanley's No. 2
Plumb Bob.

IRON FORE PLANE.
Style of Nos. 5, SV2 . 6, 7 and 8.

No. 77—Pat. Marking and Mortise Gauge.

No. 14—Round Mallet, with Iron Rings No. 60—Double Cutter, Hollow and Straight.

No. 37—Metallic Plumb and Level.

Our Stock is Gompletn

PLUMBS AND LEVELS.

Style of Nos. 0, 00, 104, 11-2

NA/RI F"OR PRICES

MAIL ORDERS
Shipped Same Day as

Received. . . .

LEWIS BROS. & CO.
MONTREAL
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FAIRBANKS
VALVES

ALSO
The Fairbanks Standard Scales

Pipe Fittings

Pipe, and Mill Supplies

Fairbanks Gate Valve
Renewable Vulcanized Seat Rings

Send for our Catalogues -- A first class and reliable valve.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY
749 Craig Street, MONTREAL
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Wadsworth-Howland
Co. — Chicago.

^ewe^
BEST

PAINT

ON
EARTH

BEST

PAINT

ON
EARTH

MIXED PAINTS
BANNER BUGGY PAINT E*2j£3£

new work where a handsome, lasting and glossy

surface is required. Dries quickly and will not crack

or chip off.

ADAMANTINE
FLOOR
F»AIIMT I COTTAGE SHINGLE STAINS

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED.

Canadian Distributors Toronto.
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CAN^ETBEAT

EASIEST

RUNNING.

BEST

IN

FINISH.

EASIEST

ADJUSTED

A CHILD
CAN

USE IT.

MANUFACTURED AND PATENTED BY

A. R. Woodyatt & Co.,
GUELPH, ONT.

Sold only through the wholesale trade.

A MAN
WILL

#
APPRECIATE

L ,T

j

SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

WATER COOLERS.
Our Water Coolers are well made.

They have Nickel-Plated Faucets.

They are finished in attractive designs and

colors.

WATERING POTS.
Six sizes. Plain, Japanned and Galvanized.

All Cans are made with Patent Rose, which

can be easily taken apart for cleaning.

Well finished, strong and durable.

1 hat is why we sell so many.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President,

JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,
Montreal.

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.

Limited.

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia

,

North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P. E.
Island and Newfoundland.

OFFICES

MONTREAL 232 McGill Street,
Telephone 1255.

TORONTO 10 Front Street East,
Telephone 2148,

LONDON, ENQ 109 Fleet Street, B.C..
W. H. Miln.

MANCHESTER, ENG. - - - 18 St Ann Street.
H. S. Ashburner,

WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block.
J. J. Roberts.

ST. JOHN, N.B. - . - No. 3 Market Wharf,
1. Hunter White.

NEW YORK. 176 E. 88th Street,

. Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.
Great Britain and elsewhere - - - 12s.

Published every Saturday.

CabU Address
\ ^Ifr cTnad.!

•WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTHIS PAPER

PIG IRON OUTPUT IN ONTARIO.

A
REPORT dealing with the mineral

output in Ontario for the first three

months of the year has just been

issued by the Bureau of Mines in that

Province. A quarterly report is a new

departure, and a departure which is quite

acceptable. Hitherto, the annual reports

of the Ontario Bureau of Mines, like nearly

a"* reports issued by Governments, both

Provincial and Federal, have been issued

so long after the time with which they dealt

had passed as to have lost much of their

value.

The fact that the report is a good one

makes its early appearance all the more

gratifying.

The total value of the minerals produced

in Ontario for the three months was $827,-

860. As the total for last year was $2,541,-

191, the output for the quarter under review

shows a proportional increase of about 30

per cent. , compared with the same period

in 1900.

What is particularly gratifying to note is

that pig iron has become, in point of value,

the most important of the mineral products

of Ontario, the output during the three

months being valued at $438,659. The

quantity was 28,694 tons. There are now

three blast furnaces in Ontario, the furnace

at Midland having been, it will be remem-

bered, started up in December last.

The two furnaces during the whole of

last year produced 54 ,269 tons of pig iron.

This was at the rate of 13,567 tons quar-

terly. The three furnaces now in operation

are producing at more than double that

ratio.

Counting the second furnace of The

Dominion Iron and Steel Co., which was

blown in at Sydney this week, there are now

in Canada 10 blast furnaces in operation.

The quantity of iron ore melted in

Ontario during the first three months of the

year was 48,663 tons, of which 21,083 tons

were Provincial ores and 27,580 tons im-

ported. The quantity of iron ore mined in

the Province was 36,503 tons, valued at

$44, 100.

The quantity and value of various metals

produced in the Province were as follows :

Quantity. Value.

Iron ore, tons 36,503 $ 44,11)6

Pig iron, tons 28,094 438,659

Nickel, lb 1,805,691 190,858

Copper, lb 1,680,301 75,625

Arsenic, lb 236,054 12,046

Gold, oz 3,150 54,520

Silver, oz 20,077 12,046

Total $827,860

STEEL KEEPS ACTIVE AND STRONG.

THE strength and activity of the steel

market continues to be the chief

feature of trade.

In both the United States and Canada,

the demand exceeds the supply. In Great

Britain, too, there is a little more disposition

on the part of consumers to do business, but

prices there do not show any improvement,

there having been actual declines in some

localities. In Chicago, steel billets are

nominally $2 per ton dearer, and wire rods

are quoted $1 higher at $39 per ton deliv-

ered. Firm and all as steel billets are, they

are about $5 per ton lower than they were

a year ago.

Steel is being produced in enormous

quantities in the United States, the different

plants of the United States Steel Corpora-

tion turning out nearly 800,000 tons of steel

ingots during April. The production of

pig iron in the United States last month was

also large, being 293 915 tons, against

388,766 tons in March.

ENGLISH METAL MARKET BUOYANT
The English market has been a rather

interesting one during the past week to im-

porters of metals. One of the features of

the market is the strength of black sheets,

brokers having been advised of an advance

of 7s. 6d., making; the price now for 20

gauge base ,£8 5s.

As we pointed out last week, tinplates

are on the upward road, the rise on the

week amounting to 4^d., the base price

for coke plates being given at 12s. 3d. per

box. Canada plates are steady at £$, but

they are expected to soar with the other

lines, as are also terne plates. Galvanized

sheets are firmer and advancing, and Can-

adian importers have entered into quite a

few contracts during the last two weeks.
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A STRONG LINSEED OIL MARKET.

THE marked weakness which charac-

terized the linseed oil market a

short time ago has given place to

one of marked strength.

The centre of the market's strength is

Great Britain, the price in London having

advanced about £2 during the past week.

This makes the price there ,£33, which

would mean a laid-down cost here of about

76c. per gallon for raw oil.

The Argentine crop has faded away and

no one in England seems to have secured

the needed supplies. Even Russia, that

generally sells seed, has been a purchaser

of the Argentine crop and the United

States is also said to have bought rather

more heavily than usual. Altogether, the

English crushers find their present stocks

decidedly short and the strong feeling is

little short of a panic.

Strong as the market is in Great Britain,

it is not one whit less so in Canada. The

crushers here are completely sold out and

they will not, it is understood, accept any

more orders until fresh supplies of seed are

secured. Stocks, too, in jobbers' hands

are light. In Toronto it would be prac-

tically impossible to get a carload, as far as

we can gather, and it is not likely that much

in the way of replenishing stocks can be

done for another couple of months.

As a natural outcome of the condition of

affairs in this country, as well as in Great

Britain, prices here are very strong. In

Toronto on Monday prices were advanced

3c. per gal., and it is quite probable that

before this issue is in the hands of our

readers quotations may be again marked up.

Besides the influence of the conditions

already noted, there is another one that has

has a tendency to appreciate values in this

country. And that is the increase in the

primage rates charged by the regular steam-

ship companies. Hitherto, this primage

has been 10 per cent. Importers have,

however, been notified that it will be 20 per

cent, this season, although a rebate will be

given, provided they (the importers) do not

bring in oil by tramp steamers. Some of

the lines who are taking this arbitrary

course are doubtless receiving subventions

from the treasury of this country,

UNIVERSITY COMMERCIAL
EDUCATION.

THE proposal to establish a course of

commercial instruction in connection

with the University of Toronto is a

matter that merits more than passing

attention.

Hitherto we have been accustomed to

think, as President Loudon has said, that a

university course leads almost invariably to

theology, law, medicine or pedagogy. It

has been held to unfit a man for business,

converting his practical endowments into

a theoretic unbusinesslike nature. That

idea is passing away, as we find not only

that men of education make a success of

business, but that they can, in many cases,

make the greatest success. At times they

are even essential to success.

Business is not what it was. In these

days of rapid and cheap transportation and

communication, the sphere of action of the

manager of a large concern is wide—very

wide. He must have a brain that measures

just as wide. He must have a broad

knowledge, and his mind must be capable

of quick and accurate thinking. He must

be accurate and be possessed of a fund o

confidence. In other words, he must be

trained. Most business men are trained in

the pursuit itself. But why not train them

in a specially adapted place, as we train our

teachers, our doctors, or our lawyers ? The

idea seems feasible enough.

Yet, at present in Canada, we have but

little of what might be called university

commercial education. The nearest ap-

proaches to it we have in Toronto University

is her political science course, and in Mc-

Gill which has lately been endowed with

a similar chair. And these courses do not

furnish, do not pretend to furnish, a com-

plete university commercial education.

Additional subjects that should come on it

are touched upon but very unsatisfactorily

in business colleges and such commercial

departments as we have at the Montreal

Y.M.C.A. Many of our ambitious young

men are trying to get a commercial educa-

tion through American correspondence

schools.

But none of these existing arrangements

furnish just what we want. We should

probably copy the Germans, the leaders in

the present university movement. A com-

mercial course was founded at the University

of Leipzig two years ago, and similar courses

are being established at Hamburg, Frank-

fort and Magdeburg. Some of the special

subjects treated are : Commercial law,

economic theory, economic history, econ-

omic geography, public finance, insura^e,

banking, foreign exchanges and transporta-

tion. A beginning in the same direction

has also been made on this continent, vi/.,

at the Universities of New York, Pennsyl-

vania, California, Chicago and Wisconsin.

At the University of Toronto, it is pro-

posed to establish at first a two-years'

course, looking to a diploma in commerce,

not a degree. It will require an entrance

standard somewhat similar to the Ontario

matriculation, but without Latin or Greek as

essential subjects. The special feature of

the course will be the study of at least two

modern languages during both years,

English literature, economics, and chemistry

and physics in the first year, and, in the

second year, specialization of any of the

various subjects to which the students wish

to devote themselves, such as applied

chemistry, mineralogy, architecture, me-

chanical drawing or electricity. Regular

students will be allowed to combine these

with their other subjects.

There is much about this course that is

to be commended, but, at the same time, it

does not appeal to us as being as practical,

on the whole, as that laid down in the

curriculum of the German universities.

The subjects are not, in a word, hardly

what a business man would prescribe. And

therein is the test of their fitness.

One of the most significant results we can

see for a commercial course in the university

is that it will give us a more educated class

of business men and all that goes with that

qualification. Furnished and fortified with

a university culture and knowledge, we

may, among other things, expect to setA-ur

business men take the places of many of

our professional politicians in our legislative

chambers.

We hope not only that the movement on

foot in Toronto will result in the establish-

ment of the proposed commercial course of

instruction, but also that the other Cana-

dian universities will see their way clear to

"follow on."
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COST OF THE TRADE AND COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT.

ment system. And it is not the portfolio,

but its head, that needs removal.

IN
last week's issue we dealt with the

inertia of the Canadian Department of

Commerce. In this issue we propose to

deal with the expenditure of the Depart-

ment.

The total expenditure of the Deparment

last year was #676, 542, but, in estimating

the cost of the Department, it would be

manifestly unfair to include the whole of

that sum, for $599,831 was paid out in mail

subsidies and steamship subventions, pay-

ment of which was authorized by statutory

enactment. Then, there is the sum of $43, -

335 as a bounty on silver ore, and $3,195

on Chinese immigration, which would

obviously have to be paid through some

Department if the portfolio of Trade and

Commerce had no existence.

But omitting these, we think that most

people will agree with us that the country

is paying out a great deal ot money for a

Department that has become noted for its

inertness rather than for its activity.

Sir Richard Cartwright, the Minister of

Trade and Commerce, is, as pointed out last

week, responsible for this. There is no

man in the Government, or even in the

House, who, in a speech, can be more

masterful, or, in marshalling facts, can be

more effective. But, while in these and

many other parts he stands high, his stand-

ing as administrator of his Department is

anything but high.

The salary bill at Ottawa for the

Department of Trade and Commerce last

year was $20,712, over one-third of which

is for the Minister's salary alone. Printing

and stationery cost $941.73. Under the

classification of sundries the sum of

$2,052.57 was paid. Sir Richard's cab

hire at Ottawa, $282.75, is included in this

amount. To commercial agencies $8, 460. 67

is charged. We have here only referred to

item^of expendituse incurred in carrying

on the work for which the Trade and

Commerce Department was specifically

called into existence to perform and the

sum total of these items is $33,16697.

Viewed in the light of Departmental expendi-

tures the amount is small, but when one

considers the insignificant work which the

Department is doing along the lines of

foreign trade development it is a high price

indeed.

As far as a factor in developing the

foreign trade of this country is concerned,

the Department, over which Sir Richard is

the head, has become little short of a

sinecure, for which the country pays

$33,000 per year, or, capitalized at 3 per

cent., equal to an addition of $1,100,000 to

the public debt ; and, as already pointed

out, we are only including such sums as

are expended purely in the trade and

commerce branch of the Department's

work. With the High Commissioner's

Office in London, on which, last year, there

was an expenditure of $32,647, the Trade

and Commerce Department has nothing

to do.

The article which appeared in last week's

issue in regard to the Trade and Commerce

Department attracted quite a little attention.

The Hamilton Herald, in commenting upon

it, urges that the better plan would be to

abolish the portfolio of Trade and Com-

merce or combine it with that of Customs.

" The Department," it says, "was estab-

lished for the purpose of directing the

development of trade and commerce ; but

surely all that is to be done in that direction

can be done by the Customs Department."

We cannot agree with our contemporary.

As The Herald points out the Department

was created for the purpose of developing

the trade and commerce of the country. It

was therefore conceived that there was a

necessity for it. The question is : Does that

necessity still exist ? Undoubtedly, it does.

And if it does there is certainly work for the

Trade and Commerce Department to do.

When a manufacturer or a wholesale

merchant discovers that one of his depart-

ments has become unprofitable because of

the inertia or incapacity of the head of that

department, he merely removes the head

of the department and appoints as a suc-

cessor one who is deemed to be strong where

the other is weak.

It is this business principle that should be

applied to the Trade and Commerce Depart-

ment. The portfolio should be one of the

most important and useful in the Govern-

THE WHITE LEAD ASSOCIATION.

THE trade will be pleased to learn that

at a meeting of the White Lead

Association, held in Montreal on May

9, the troubles that have been hampering

the organization in its actions during the

last few months were amicably settled.

It was reported at one time that there

was nothing but dissolution in store for the

association. We are glad to know that

such an eventuality has been avoided, for

this association has amply shown in its past

history that it lives to exert a wholesome

influence upon the white lead business.

Its success of some years ago in securing

legislation which protects the public against

adulterated lead is not yet forgotten, while

at all times when it has set prices it has

guarded against extortion of the consumer,

charging only a fair and living profit for the

manufacturer and the jobber.

It was expected that if the association

were reestablished on a firm footing, as it

has been, prices would be advanced, for

manufacturers during the last few months

have been working at a loss. However, in

view of the arrivals of low priced lead, the

old prices have been confirmed, and the

members seem to be content with a small

margin. The advance in linseed oil may

justify higher prices later on, particularly

as the demand for white lead has materially

improved during the past month.

FIRMER GLASS MARKET.

The upward tendency in the price of

glass, which we have noted from time to

time of late, has resulted in an advance of

1 5 per cent, this week, according to cable

reports just to hand.

DECLINE IN PETROLEUM.

During the week the price of all lines of

Canadian petroleum has been lowered y£c.

per gallon throughout Ontario, both for city

and country delivery. The decline is

principally due to the reduction in the price

of Canadian crude oil, which has fallen

several cents in the past two or three weeks.

American crude oil has declined to an even

greater extent, but the price of American

petroleum is yet unchanged.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

UNFILLED orders for barb wire are

occupying the attention of manufac-

turers to a large exent, although new

business is continually being received.

Some jobbers are advising customers to

order sparingly, as considerable time must

elapse before shipments can be made, by

which time consumers may not want to take

the wire.—Iron Age.

UNITED STATES PIG IRON OUTPUT.

Our monthly blast furnace statistics show

that there has been a further expansion in

the output during April, the coke and

anthracite furnaces entering May with the

enormous total capacity of 293,915 tons

weekly, as compared with 288,766 tons on

April 1. In spite of this increase, the

furnace stocks declined 31,000 tons in

April, thus showing that consumption was

still in excess of the current make.—Iron

Age.

DULL ENGINEERING TRADE.

The condition of the engineering trade

shows very little change since our last

report. There is a slow but steady decline

in the industrial barometer. Here and there

firms may be found who report that orders

are coming in rather more freely than of

late, but they are exceptions to the general

rule. For the most part orders are being

executed more rapidly than they are being

replaced, while the steady decline in prices,

as a result of the increasing severity in

competition, shows no sign of abatement.

In the machine tool trade, especially, the

accounts to hand are discouraging, a

decline in business being notified from most

of the principal centres. On the other

hand, the electric industry maintains a high

level of activity, mainly due to the rapid

extension of electric traction and motive

power in all parts of the country.—Iron

and Coal Trades Review, May 3.

HARDWARE TRADE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Notwithstanding the large movement of

hardware from manufacturers and jobbers

to the retail trade, there does not appear to

be any special increase in retail stocks, and

those in jobbers' hands are in many cases

broken. The goods sold are apparently

going rapidly into consumption In response

to demands to meet the requirements of the

industries and activities of the country,

which are in an exceptionally prosperous

condition. In nearly every direction there

is evidence of enterprise in commercial and

manufacturing lines and the hardware trade,

including both the manufacturers and dis-

tributers of goods, are reaping the benefit.

In building operations there is especial

activity and the year promises to be marked

by a very satisfactory trade in the branches

immediately concerned.—Iron Age.

PIG IRON IN ENGLAND.

There has been a somewhat better feeling

in the pig iron market during the past week,

and, although the improvement has not

developed to any great extent as yet, prices

are stiffer in some quarters. In the Cleve-

land district, for instance, there is a de-

cidedly better feeling. AH qualities of pig

iron have advanced in price, and makers

are apparently in a strong position. Last

week the deliveries to local consumers and

to others inland by rail assumed almost

unprecedented dimensions, and the ship-

ments from Middlesbrough to foreign

ports during April have been very large.

Uictoria Day.
As Friday next will be kept as a
public holiday, HARDWARE AND

METAL will be
issued on May 23.
Consequently it will
be necessary for us
to have all advertis-
ing copy, changes,
etc., in hand Mon-
day evening, May
20. The insertion
of matter after that
day cannot be guar-
anteed

The Publishers.
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The stocks of makers in this district are

now very much reduced, and average price

of No. 3 during the week has been about

45s. 9d., and little has been procurable at

less. Hematite pig has been in somewhat

brisker demand this week, owing in some

measure to an improvement in the Sheffield

steel trade. In Barrow, the market for

hematite has undergone no change. It

continues quiet all around. From Lanca-

shire there is reported to be more inquiry;

but the actual business passing is still

somewhat small.—Iron and Coal Trades

Review, May 3.

THE BRITISH TINPLATE TRADE.

The depletion of stocks in tinplates at

Swansea has given fresh impetus to the

buying for prompt shipments, and some

considerable business has resulted at en-

hanced values. The demand for the 'Frisco

market has again come to the front—with

inquiries running up to November, and with

the promise of some further good orders

from this desirable quarter.

The " call" for plates in other directions

has also been well sustained, and makers

are fully supplied with orders for the balance

of this half-year, while more indents have

been placed for the following half, and at an

advance on previous sale prices. It is

evident that this continued hand to mouth

process of buying has aided the advance in

values, as it has produced a continuous

stream of orders, which has had to be

satisfied with quick shipments, and, conse-

quently, makers have been enabled to hold

for and obtain better value.

As regards the bete noir—the wages

question—this has been shunted for the next

week or so, to allow of the new wages list

being promulgated ; but it remains to be

seen how far the men are willing to fall in

with the new regime, and whether a lock-

out can be avoided by concessions on both

sides.—Iron and Coal Trades Review,

May 3.

NEW YORK METAL MARKETS.

Tin—There was a further advance of 5s.

in the London market, which was cabled

strong and active. The bulk of the busi-

ness, as heretofore, was in futures, but the

latter showed no further advance. The up-

ward movement in the English market was

without influence here. On the contrary,

the tone was weaker and sellers were seek-

ing business at 25 points under the figures

quoted last night. There was scarcely any

demand, and this, in the face of large and

increasing supplies, has a depressing in-

fluence which the improvement in London

is not sufficient to overcome. To day the

Minneapolis arrived with 425 tons, making

the total arrivals for the month to date

nearly 1,900 tons, while 521; tons more are

due this week. The market closed dull at

26.50c. bid and 26 75c. asked for spot and

May; 26.40c. bid and 26.75c. asked for

June.

Copper—Part of yesterday's improve-

ment in the London market was lost, the

close being easy at 2s. 6d. below last night's

quotation on spot, and 3s. 9d. on futures.

In New York, conditions were the same as

previously noted, the market being quiet,

with prices steady at 17c. for Lake Superior

and i6^s c. on electrolytic and casting.

Pig Lead—Consumers continue to buy

only when the stock is needed, and the

WIRE NAILS
TACKS "

WIRE
Prompt Shipment

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT,
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market has a tame appearance. Prices are

maintained on the basis of 4.37 %c. for lots

of 50 tons or over. St. Louis was reported

firm at 4.22^ to 4.25c. The advance of

is. 3d. in the price of soft Spanish noted

yesterday was lost to day.

Spelter—Nothing new was presented in

this market, which remained quiet but

steady at 3 95 to 4c. The St. Louis market

was 4^11 at 3.85c. The London cable re-

ported an advance of 2s. 6d.

Antimony— Regulus remains quiet at the

range of 8*4 to ioXc, as to brand.

Old Metals—Prices are steady, though

there is little demand.

Iron — Buyers of pig iron show little or

no disposition to anticipate their needs, and,

while current consumption continues on a

heavy scale, there is scarcely any business

for future delivery reported. Prices are

nominal. The movement in finished ma-

terial continues free, but consists chiefly of

deliveries on existing contracts. There is a

good demand for bar iron, and sheet steel

continues very active, but plates receive

less attention. Old iron and steel are dull,

but holders seem unwilling to make con-

cessions.

Tinplate—The distribution through all

channels of consumption continues on a

liberal scale, and the firm tone of the

market is retained.—New York Journal of

Commerce, May 15.

A PROPOSAL TO BRITISH IRON-
MAKERS.

Hon. J. W. Longley, Attorney General

for Nova Scotia, who recently returned from

a honeymoon trip throughout England, was

interviewed in Halifax last week. He was

in London while the large dailies there were

discussing the great American steel trust.

He endeavored to set forth through the

press and in other ways the great field

which Nova Scotia presented for the de-

velopment of a great iron industry, and

asked the iron men of England to consider

the propriety of transferring their works to

Nova I Scotia where the conditions would

enable them to compete with the trust on

British soil on equal terms. He found,

however, that the English manufacturers

were slow to move, and he was afraid they

would wake up too late to find that they

have^neglected their opportunities. They

seemed much surprised to learn that iron is

being shipped from Sydney, C.B., to the

Clyde. The facts he presented regarding

the iron production of Nova Scotia excited

considerable attention.

ST. JOHN HARDWARE STORES.

At a meeting of the Iron and Hardware

Association, St. John, N.B., last week, it

was unanimously agreed to close all the

Paint Sellers and Paint Users
both get the best results from S.-W.P. It isn't a paint made simply for

selling purposes. It's first of all made to give satisfaction to the man who

uses it. And it sells best for that reason.

" Cheap " paint is always a bad bargain—both for the seller and the

user, and as near as we can tell for the maker as well.

The Sherwin-Williams Paint
is always a good bargain. We have built a big, growing business on it

—

the biggest in the paint world. "Paint dealers can build the biggest busi-

ness in their town on it. And painters find it brings them more business

and better reputation than anything else they can use.

It's not too late to get in line. Write us.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Ntto YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

hardware stores at 1 o'clock on Saturdays

during the months of June, July and

August. The association adjourned until

the second week in September.

A committee was appointed, consisting of

W. H. Thome, Thomas McAvity. John P.

Macintyre, A. M. Rowan and John J.

Barry, to consider date and nature of an

excursion on the river during the summer.

The present idea of the association is—

the excursion so be confined to the mer-

chants, employes and families. The Mc-

Clary Manufacturing Co., of London, Ont.,

were elected members.

Those signing the agreement to observe

the Saturday half-holiday areW. H. Thome

& Co.; T. McAvity & Sons; James Robert-

son Co., Limited ; H. H. Hoiton & Son ;

Kerr & Robertson ; S. Hayward & Co.,

Limited ; Emerson & Fisher ; I. & E. R.

Burpee ; M. E. Ager
; James Addison.

Promoters of the steel shipbuilding

enterprise are getting surveys made of two

sites in the Dartmouth cove, near Halifax.

The Waterous Co., Brantford, Ont., has

just delivered to Ottawa a fire engine which

has a guaranteed capacity for pumping 750

gallons per minute, but at the recent test it

pumped 1,079 gallons in 1 min. 15 sec,

which is about 20 per cent, over the

guarantee.

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP.
Those having any items of news suitable for this column

will confer a favor by forwarding them to this office
addressed the Editor.

THE Chatham Binder Twine Co.,

Limited, have let the contract for

their new factory. It is to be ready

by June 15.

Angrove's foundry, Kingston, was badly

damaged by fire last week. It wtll be
rebuilt.

The second blast furnace of the Dominion
Iron and Steel Co., Limited, Sydney, N.S.,

was " blown in" this week.

J. L. Board's proposal to locate a machine
tool and metal works in Point Edward, Ont.,

will likely be carried out.

It is reported that Quebec capitalists have
offered to buy the Kingston, Ont., Loco-

motive Works and remove them to Quebec.

The Peterboro' Shovel Co., composed
almost entirely of local capitalists, propose

erecting a 50 x 125-ft. factory, with a

$25,000 plant to manufacture shovels, etc.,

in Peterboro', Ont.

An Ottawa despatch states that Hon. J, I.

Tarte has intimated that important develop-

ments were on foot in regard to the trans-

portation problem. In addition to the
employment of grain carriers of the largest

size on the upper lakes, a fleet of steel

barges, each costing $100,000, will before
long be placed on the route between Port
Colbome and Montreal.
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CATALOGUES. BOOKLETS, ETC.

A SPORTING GOODS CATALOGUE. ""

The special sporting goods catalogue

which Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton

and Toronto, have just issued, is one of

the best, most comprehensive works of the

kind ever sent out in Canada. Its illustra-

tions, descriptions and price lists include

scores of different styles ot guns, rifles,

air-guns, carbines, revolvers, sights, re-

loading implements, cartridges, primers,

caps, shells, gun wads, powder, shot, gun

oil, blue rocks and traps, bench closers,

cleaning rods, cartridge bags, belts, covers,

canvas coats and vests, hunting knives,

traps, dog collars, fish hooks, flies, min-

nows, traces, spoon baits, sinkers, floats,

fishing lines, rods and bells, safety razors

and nut picks and cracks. At the back of

the book is an excellent resume of the

Ontario Game Laws, which completes a most

creditable sporting goods catalogue.

A SEASONABLE CATALOGUE.

Lewis Bros. & Co., Montreal, have

issued, for the benefit of their customers, a

seasonable little catalogue of lawn requisites.

This illustrates one of the most complete

lines of lawnkeepers' instruments ever

shown in Canada. Of late years, manu-

facturers have displayed a great deal of

ingenuity in providing tools for this purpose,

and the range has grown to be a wide one.

For that reason hardware dealers through-

out the country will find this publication of

Lewis Bros, a decided convenience. The

book is neatly arranged and well illustrated.

Copies may be had on application. The

firm will be pleased to quote discounts on

the articles shown to intending purchasers.

expect before the close of summer to be

y shipping.

^ H*l E. Reid has opened as tinsmith in

Fort William. Ont.

The Lay Whip Co., Rock Island, Que.,

have registered as incorporated.

W. H. Johns, hardware dealer, South-

ampton, Ont., proposes to put a plate-glass

front in his store.

The Pennsylvania Coal Co., Limited,

have obtained a Quebec charter to do

businessin Montreal.

The hardware merchants of New West-

minster, B.C., have agreed to close their

SALESMAN WANTED.

The Fairbanks Co., 749 Craig street,

Montreal, are advertising for a traveller

familiar with the hardware trade between

Toronto and Sault Ste Marie, to sell pipes,

valves and fittings, and mill and mining

supplies. This is a good opening for a

bright salesman. Applications will be

received all next week.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. Geo. Stephens, M.P., hardware

merchant, Chatham, was registered at the

Windsor Hotel, Montreal, this week.

TRADE CHAT.

A
VICTORIA despatch says that two

groups of copper mines on Mount

Sicker, B.C., were sold to a New
York syndicate represented by W. A. Dier,

of Victoria, and E. E. Smith, of New York,

for 1336,000. The purchasers say that in

about a month they will have machinery on

the ground and put a big force to work, and

respective places of business on Saturday

afternoons from 2 to 7 o'clock to give their

employes a half-holiday. This agreement

takes effect to-day.

A new store is being built for E. J.

Boucher, general merchant, Bouchervilie,

Ont.

Johnson & Thompson, tinsmiths, etc.,

Danville, Que., have dissolved, Chas.

Thompson continuing. "**•'

The crockery and hardware store on the

corner of Mill and Main streets, St. John,
N.B., was sold on Saturday to Messrs.
Linton & Sinclair, the former proprietress,

Mrs. E. F. Copp, retiring.

IVER JOHNSON SINGLE GUNS
ARE ABOVE COHPARISON and BEYOND COMPETITION.

They should be--they possess the advantage of being manufactured
by the oldest and largest single gun makers in America.

Top Snap. Improved 1901 Model. Automatic Ejector.

12 and 16 gauge. 30 and 32-inch barrel. Automatic Ejector or Non-K'iector at option of user.

Sold everywhere by leading dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches- New York -99 Chambers St

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—361 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

WHEN ....
you are visiting the Pan American Exposition

AT BUFFALO
do not lose that good opportunity to

Investigate
the many special and valuable features only found in

KELSEY Z\
Rtt

GENERATORS—
IKF" Can send full particulars by mail.

THE JAMES SMART MFG. CO., Limited. BROCKVILLE. ONT.

EXCLUSIVE MAKERS FOR CANADA.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. ONLY
WHOLESALE

Garden Syringes

No. 600— 18 xi',in. dia., .Brass, 2 Nipples.

Insect Exterminators.

Cataract," Tin, Lacquered
All Brass, cannot R„„. f><^\S-

/<zr
NO. 11-All Tin.

14—Tin Barrel, Brass Reservoir.
16—All Brass, Lacquered.

Improved Brass Spray Pumps.
WITH PATENT AGITATORS.

No. SO.
Air Chamber i'4 x i<> in,

No 325
Air Chamber ij-s x 21 in.

No 324.
Ai- Chamber i lA x 21 in.

AGITATOR

No. 305.
Air Chamber 2 x •

No. 50—Brass Bucket Spray Pump, with Agitator, complete, with Hose and Nozzle.
325— " Imperial " '•

" " "

324— " Lever Bucket " " " "

305— " Improved Bbl. " " " "

Malleable Foot Rest.

WE SHIP
PROMPTLY

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
Graham Wire and Gut Nails are the Best,

OUR PRICES
ARE RIGHT
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The Art of Window Dressing.

HARDWARE TRIMS.

HARDWARE is admitted to be the

most difficult line of merchandise

to display, owing to its lack of

colorings, its shapes and weights. To

make an attractive display of hardware the

No. i.

trimmer has to resort to a fancy design in a

background or centre piece on which

different articles of hardware are arranged.

A look at the different hardware windows

soon convinces one that there is not much

interest taken in displaying the goods pro

perly.

If the man who has the window trim-

ming in charge will only give it a little

thought and study he will soon be convinced

that beautiful trims can be made with

articles from the hardware stock. If the

following suggestions were tried some good

trims (paying trims) could be carried out.

A small outlay of a few dollars would fur-

nish the trimmer with a few wooden frames,

such as circles, ovals, arches, half circles,

etc. These can be covered with any dark

material (black print preferred), and on

them could be arranged cutlery, tools, etc.

A hardware display requires a back-

ground to it, the same as any other trim.

It is no use without it. It is like a photo-

graph ; it needs a backing to show it off.

The illustration No. i shows a pretty back-

ground. With a couple of half-circles and

white tape, the top part is easily constructed.

The back is pleated in white cheesecloth

over white paper, which you can get at any

local printing office (newspaper stuff).

Arrange a nice design in front of this back-

ground, with oval frames, circles or arches,

cover them with white canton flannel and

show nothing but nickel goods. Around

the circles, ovals, etc., you can put scissors

or any line of nickel-plated ware. They

can be kept solid in position with wire

brads. Drapery effects can be made with

chain, under the arches. Cover the floor

with white canton flannel and show, nicely

arranged, here and there a piece of nickel-

ware. There are dozens of lines of nickel

goods, such as nickel plated teapots, kettles,

knives, forks, spoons, soap holders, coffee

pots, trays, match boxes, etc. A large

card calling attention to your line of nickel

goods should be placed in the centre. A
neat price card should be placed on each

article or each line of goods. These are

the kind of trims that are sure to make

people stop and admire your goods, and

are something out of the everyday, com-

mon, monotonous hardware trims as shown

in the average window. Many hardware-

men may say on reading this :
" Oh, these

are all very well for dry goods and other

window trims, but don't suit hardware

mm
W?JS&43..

No. 3.

trims !" I say, by way of experiment, try a

hardware trim with a fancy backing as

suggested and be convinced that they are

what is required to draw attention to your

wares.

Illustration No. 2 is a good stand for

showing hardware on. Have it made in

two sections. When you put it in the

window puff some colored stuff over it, and

around the top edge of each step puff a

piece of colored crepe paper or other

material.

Illustration No. 3 is a novel idea and one

that is easily carried out. It was the work

of a prominent trimmer in one of the big

hardware stores in Chicago. A solid circle

4 ft. in diameter was covered with black

cloth. On this was drawn th.e face of one
of Chicago's prominent citizens. This was
done in chalk and the outlining was filled

in with chain, tools, etc. Calipers, dividers,

and auger bits were selected as best suited

for the purpose, while a jack chain artis-

tically festooned formed the whiskers.

In order to create a good ad. for your
store, you may arouse the interest of the

public, by reproducing the picture of som^
person in your town or city. Have an
artist or some good sketcher outline the face

(of some prominent person) with crayon
and then fill in with hardware. Introduce

a guessing scheme, that you will present

some article to the first person guessing

whose face it is.

For a scissor exhibit, have a solid circle

made of lumber as large as your window
will [permit, cover this over with black cloth.

Start in the centre by placing your smallest

scissors in the form of a circle and increase

size of scissors until the outside edge of

circle is reached. Display on the floor

everything pertaining to this article.

It is always best to keep exclusively to

one line of goods at a time. In this way
a better impression is made on the public

than if you jumble all kinds of goods in at

once.

Now that the warm season will soon be

on, the man in charge of the windows can

be thinking out a good design on which to

show goods required for warm weather.

During this month housekeepers will be

looking for all kinds of housecleaning

articles. There are a " hundred and-one"
lines of goods carried by the hardware

merchant that the housewife will be looking

for. Here's a chance to make a good
window trim of housecleaning articles, such

as stepladders, mops, brushes, paints, dust-

pans, dusters, etc. Then this is also a

good time to show all kinds of gardening

tools. A good idea is to cover the bottom

of your window with sod, make a little

flower bed in the centre, arrange a nice

background in green, and on the sod place

a lawn mower, rake, hoe, spade, grass

shears, watering can, garden hose, etc.

Then, in June, make a good display of,

as I said before, "Hot-weather goods,"

viz. : Ice cream freezers, refrigerators,

lemon squeezers, corkscrews and dozens

of other lines of the same nature. During

June and September some very good catchy

trims could be made by the hardwareman
with sporting goods. These furnish great

suggestions for novel trims. H. H.
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ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13, St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

ciW yaxmisA wJfcyian/

Cfyuce.- )&X4JT cm, aj*4>£ica%ce

The Robin Hood
Powder Company

If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy "Robin Hood Smokeless,"
in " Robin Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against
any powder on the market. We make the
powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company— —

SWANTON, VT.

^ Alabastine

Made in 20

Beautiful Tints

Anyone can brush it on.

%
Ready for use

in Cold Water
No one can rub it off.

ALABASTINE IS A DURABLE COATING FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS. EN-
TIRELY DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER PREPARATIONS ON THE MARKET.

It is a cement that goes through a process of setting on the wall. Can be recoated from time to time as is neces-

sary to renew, and grows harder with age. Kalsomines are temporary and rub and scale off, to the annoyance of all who
use them.

Wall paper with its mouldy paste and poisonous colouring matter is unsanitary.
ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time, is recommended by leading sanitarians

throughout the country. There is nothing "just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

The trade supplied by

—

Sanderson Pearcy & Co., Toronto, Ont.
G. F. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Ask your dealer for circular. Write us for Questions often asked, mentioning this paper

Vancouver Hardware Co , Vancouver. B.C.
Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
William Hill. Montreal, P.Q.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
u, n„&^„„„„f FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

ONTARIO
NUTWORK
PARIS
ONT.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Sauare and Hexagon.

TRIPLE
MOTION

DUPLEX
DASHER

QUICKEST
FREEZING

BEST
RESULTS

STRONG POINTS
THAT MAKE

White Mountain Freezers
Superior to any ICE CREAM FREEZER made.

THAT'S WHY WE SELL THEM.

McCLARY MANUFACTURING CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE DOMINION

London, Toronto, Montreal, St. John, N.B., Winnipeg. Vancouver.

SOME ENLIGHTENING POINTERS.

The Ontario Lantern Co., Hamilton, Ont.,

recently put on the market a small brass

lantern which burns kerosene, which they

have named the " Little Bobs," and which

is paiticularly adapted for ladies or where a

small light only is required. The lantern

can be supplied in either brass, nickel

plated or tin. They are also offering a

line of colored bulbs with the Radiant

Shelby incandescent lamp for illuminating

purposes required during the summer holi-

days. The Radiant Shelby is finding a

sale throughout the Dominion where effici-

ency and long life is required. They expect

before the fall trade opens up to have a line

of aluminum reflectors of all sizes and

shapes, adapted for the Radiant Shelby in-

candescent lamp. Orders are solicited

from the large lighting stations.

MR. JOHN NEIL INJURED.

Many will regret to hear that John Neil,

the veteran traveller for Edwin Chown &
Son, Kingston, met with an accident on

Monday morning last. He had driven up

to the office door of the firm to get his

samples, etc. In getting out of the buggy

he tripped and fell heavily on his face, cut-

ting his nose, lip and hands, and bruising

his left arm and had to be helped into the

office, whence he was driven to his home
shortly after. He will be laid up for a short

time. His ground in the meantime is being

covered by Edwin Chown, jr., of the office

staff. Mr. Neil has been in the employ of

the senior member of the firm for 40 years.

The White Pass Railway Co., whose road
runs into the Klondyke from Skagway, have
decided to purchase their supplies in Van-
couver and Victoria. G. C. Glyn has been
appointed purchasing agent.
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, May 17, 1901.

HARDWARE.
BUSINESS maintains its volume re-

markably well and all seasonable

lines are selling well. There is only

one check to trade and that is the difficulty

found in getting quick deliveries from

manufacturers. Barb wire is cleaned out

and orders are some weeks behind. There

have been some arrivals of wire from Eng-

land this week, but these have not begun

to satiate the demand. Canadian factories

are working overtime. Other kinds of wire

are also in short supply and it takes a few

days to fill an order in galvanized or plain.

Neither are cut nails in the small sizes any

too plentiful. The irregularity of the horse

nail market continues ; 60 and 10 and 10

per cent, is frequently quoted on counter-

sunk heads in fairly large lots, while 6673

is also mentioned. Screens are active this

week, as also is screen wire cloth. Harvest

tools, building paper and other spring

goods are moving out freely, and stocks are

well reduced. Time is even being asked

by the wholesalers on several lines. Gas

and coal oil stoves are still meeting with a

good inquiry. The discount on steel

squares has been raised to 60, 10 and 5

per cent. The English market is reported

stronger all around.

Barb Wire—The difficulty found for

some weeks in securing sufficient supplies to

supply the trade has not yet been alleviated.

Some barb wire has been unloaded from

English ships this week, but it was only a

drop in the bucket that needs filling. Imme-
diate deliveries cannot be made by most

houses. The price is unchanged at 83 05

per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire—Orders for galvan-

ized wire are coming in very freely. Stocks

are light. We quote: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

$3.75; No., ii, S3. 85; No. 12, $3.25; No.

13. $3-35'. N°- 14. 24-25; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 16. 85.00. f&
Smooth Steel Wire —A good inquiry

is still being experienced for all fence wires.

We quote oiled and annealed as follows :

No. 9, g2. 80 ; No. 10, 82. 87 ; No. 11,

82.90 ; No. 12, 82.95 ; No. 13, 83.15 per

100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, St. John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—This has been a

quiet week in this line. The discount is

still \TYz per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire— There is

nothing new to report. The discount on

brass is 55 and 2^ per cent., and on

copper 50 and zyi per cent.

Fence Staples — Quite a number of

orders have been filled this week. We
quote : 83- 25 for bright, and 83-75 for

galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

The Trade Gets a Soap Here.

Owing to the tardiness of Spring and warm weather

our Novelty Blue Flame Wick Oil Stoves have not sold as

fast as we had counted on.

Now, to quicken the sale of these stoves, we are giving

them to the trade nearly 25 per cent, less than the original

prices.

As we guarantee these stoves to work perfectly they

should go with a rush at the reduced figures.

Our "Summer Queen " is a light, useful Oil Stove,

and a good seller wherever shown.

For full information on these stoves see our new Tin-

ware Catalogue. If you have not yet received one please drop1*

us a card.

WITH LOW FRAME. ^^T^J^*^^

McC M DEC 13 1901

LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER AND ST. JOHN, N.B
"Everything for the Tinshop."
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THE PAGEHERSEY

IRON & TUBE 00.
« Limited

Montreal
^ Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil',

Ammonia and Machinery.

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY,
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWER PIPE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
* LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.
Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

Wire Nails—The shipments during the

week have been large and a good business

is again reported. We quote $2.85 for

small lots and $2.77^ for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails—The demand for cut nails

has been rather heavier than usual this

spring. Orders still continue to come in

for fair-sized lots. We quote as follows :

$2. 35 for small and $2.25 for carlots
;

flour barrel nails, 25 per cent, discount
;

coopers' nails, 30 cent, discount.

Horse Nails -The situation is unchanged.

" C " brand is held firmly at discount of 50

and 7)4 per cent, off the new list. " M "

brand is quoted at 60 per cent, off old list

on oval and city head and 65 per cent, off

countersunk head.

Horseshoes—The demand is fair and

the market steady. We quote as follows :

Iron shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

2 and larger, #3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

S3- 75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L
steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—This is one of the

spring articles that is selling fairly well in

small lots. The discount is 55 per cent.

Green Wire Cloth— A good business

is again to be reported. The pi ice is steady

at $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — The

demand from the country has been quite

heavy this week. We quote : Screen

doors, plain cherry finish, $8.25 per doz.;

do. fancy, $11.50 per doz.; walnut, $7.40

per doz., and yellow, $7.45 ; windows,

$2.25 to S3. 50 per doz.

Screws — The wholesale houses uni-

formly report a brisk trade. Discounts are

as follows : Flat head bright, 87yz and

10 per cent, off list; round head bright,

82^ and 10 per cent. ; flat head brass,

80 and 10 per cent, round head brass,

75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts — The active inquiry we have

noted for the past few weeks is being main-

tained. Discounts are: Norway carriage

bolts, 65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72 j£ per

cent.; blank bolts, 70 per cent.; bolt ends,

62 >£ per cent.; plough bolts, 60 per cent.;

tire bolts, 67^ per cent.; stove" bolts, 67X
per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4X C - per lb.

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

%c. per lb. is allowed.

Bar

Hoop

Sheet STEEL
P lates,

Angles,

S hapes

FOR PROriPT inPORT AT
LOWEST PRICES.

Sanderson's Tool Steel

In Stock at Montreal.

A. C. LESLIE k CO,
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with

—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE R. MeDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW 8LA8B0W, N.8.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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FRONT AND BACK VIEW OF OUR

Elastilite Cabinet Show Can
One Free with first order for the 12-Gallon Assortment.

The 12 gallons and the Show Can, boxed, ready for shipping, weigh 150-lb.

Elastilite Varnish makes customers and holds them. Elastilite never gets
you into trouble where a natural finish is required, either outside or inside.

Elastilite will do \.he work and do it well. It is as durable as the best coach
varnishes, and has a brilliant finish which lasts.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

TheT
i? Imperial Varnish & Color Go.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Ont

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage

Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

Building Paper—The market remains as

reported last week, steady and active. We
quote : Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb. ; 2-ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, 5i-05

per roll ; carpet felt, 52.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets and Burrs — Business is con-

fined to sorting up proportions. Discounts

on best iron rivets, section, carriage,

and wagon box, black rivets, tinned

do., coopers' rivets and tinned swedes

rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.; swedes iron

burrs are quoted at 55 per cent, off;

copper rivets, 35 and 5 percent, off; and
coppered iron rivets and burrs, in 5-lb.

carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10 per

cent, off list.

Binder Twine — There is not a great

deal doing. We quote : Blue Ribbon

,

ii^c. ; Red Cap, 91/c. ; Tiger, 8^c;
Golden Crown, 8c; Sisal, 8^c
Cordage—Supplies of cordage still con-

tinue to be wanted, and a fair business is

reported. Manila is worth i3J^c. per lb.

for 7-16 and larger; sisal is selling at 10c,

and lathyarn 10c.

Harvest Tools — Business is good at

the former discount, 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels — The orders are

diminishing in size. The discount is still

40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Lawn Mowers — The inquiry continues

to be maintained, and quite a number of

lawn mowers have been shipped this week.

We quote as follows : High wheel, 50 and 5

per cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel, in all

sizes, $2.75 each net ; high wheel, 11 -inch,

30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—The inquiry for firebricks

during the past week has been very en-

couraging. Ex store they are quoted at

$18 to $24, while ex wharf Scotch may be

had for $17.50 to $22 and English at $17

to $21 per 1,000.

Cement— Trade is good in Canadian

and American varieties. We quote as

follows : German cement, $2.30 to $2.50;

English, 52.25 to $2.35 ; American, $2.25

to 52.50, and Belgian, 51 .70 to 51.95 for

summer delivery, and spot prices are un-

changed at 52.45 to 52.55 for German;

52.30 to 52,40 for English, and $1.95 to

52.05 for Belgian, ex store.

MKTALS.
The metal market shows much improve-

ment this week. The market for pig iron

is everywhere firm, and Canadian furnaces

are filled with orders for some weeks to

come. Brighter news also comes from

England in regard to sheet metals. Black

sheets are cabled 7s. 6d. higher and firm at

the rise. Postal advices from England say

that the tinplate market is firm, and,

although the fact that one-third of the mills

are yet closed down makes the market

bearish, yet advances are being paid. Hoop
iron is a little easier, and terne plates are

rather lower. There has been some heavy

dealing in galvanized iron. The London

ingot tin market has advanced a number of

points.

Pig Iron—The pig iron market is firm

and the furnaces are filled up with orders

for three or four weeks. The price of pig

iron here is 518.50 for No. 1. Orders are

said to have been taken at Hamilton for

517.50. No. 1 Summerlee is selling at the

wharf at 520.50 to 521.

Bar Iron—Prices are steady and busi-

ness quite active. Merchants' bar is worth

51.75, and horseshoe 52.

Hoop Iron — Hoop iron is rather easieK*

this week from stock. One-inch, 19 gauge

is worth 52 75, and No. 17. 53'

Black Sheets — Prices vary with the

different firms. The English market has

sharply reacted and one broker here quotes

an advance of 7s. 6d. We quote : 8 to

16 gauge, 52.50 ; 26 gauge. 52.55, and 28

gauge, 52.60.

Galvanized Iron — There have been

some heavy import orders given for galvan-
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ized iron during the past week. The
market Is steady to fiim. We quote: No. 28

Queen's Head, $4.65 ; Apollo, 10^ oz.,

54.50, and Comet, $4.40101445, with a

15c. reduction for case lots.

Copper— The market is steady with

values unchanged. The selling price now
is 1 8c.

Ingot Tin — The London market is

Rioted £2 IOS - higher on the week, at

£122 ios. In New York, however, there

is a lack of confidence in the stability of

the London market and prices there are

easy. Locally, quotations remain at 30 to

31c.

Lead—The general quotation is $3.75,

although we have heard of transactions

taking place at lower figures.

Lead Pipe—A fair trade is reported.

We quote : 7c. for ordinary and 7J£c. for

composition waste, with 25 percent, off.

Iron Pipe — A good trade is being

done at rising figures. We' quote as

follows : Black pipe, % , $3 per 100 ft.
;

X- 53; X- 53 05; %, $3.30; i-in., $4-70;

1X.J6.40; 1^, $7.70; 2-in. 510.25. Gal-

vanized, j£,$4.6o; ^, $5.25; i-in., 57.50;

IX. $9- 8° ; 1 V2< #ii-75
;
2 in., 5*6.

Tinplates—The tinplate market is firm

in England. Stocks continue to decline.

About one-third of the mills are, however,

still quiet and only this prevents a rise.

We quote : Coke plates, 53-75 to 54 ;

charcoal, 54 to 54- So.

Canada Plate—The feeling in Canada

plate is better. We quote : 52's, 52.50

to 52.60; 60' s, 52 '6o to 52.70; 75's,

52.70 to 52.80; full polished, 53-io, and

galvanized, 54-

Steel—Unchanged. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, 5195 ;
'""*. $ 2 ', Dar . $195; spring,

52.75 ; machinery, $2 75, and toe-calk,

52.50.

Sheet Steel—The market is quiet and
steady. We quote : Nos. 22 and 24, 53,

and Nos. 18 and 20, 52.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond is worth

8c. and Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—The English market is

steady. From stock, plates are worth 57-5o

and 57-75-

Coil Chain—The market is steady. We
quote as follows : No. 6, nj£c; No. 5,

ioc.; No. 4, 9j£c; No. 3, 9c; X-inch,
7%c. per lb.

; 5-16, $4-85 ; 5-16 exact,

55-3°; X> $4-4o; 7-16, 54-2o; yi, 53.95;
«*i6, 53.85; H, 53-55; #. 53-45 : X.
53.40 ; i-in., 53.35. * n carload lots an
allowance of ioc. is made.

Sheet Zinc — Business is confined to

small lots, which are worth 55-75 to 56.25.

Antimony—Quiet, at ioc.

Zinc Spelter—Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote: Bar solder, 18 %c.\
wire solder, 20c.

GLASS.
Cable advices from Belgium indicate that

the glass market there has advanced 15

per cent, during the past week. This makes
the market here much firmer. We quote

as follows : First break, 52; second, 52.10
for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, 53-8o

;

second, 54; third, 54.50 ; fourth, 54-75;
fifth, 55.25 ; sixth, 55.75, and seventh,

56. 25.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Turpentine is coming forward a little more
freely and quotations have been somewhat
relaxed, 53c. now being the figure for single

barrels. The meeting of the White Lead
Association being over and no change in

prices having been made the market is now
on a much more satisfactory footing as the

feeling of uneasiness has been removed. It

is anticipated that lead prices, barring any
unforseen accident, will remain unchanged
for some time. There is no diminution in

the immense turnover in liquid paints, and,

as we hinted in our last issue, with the

continued stiffening on the price of linseed

oil, enhanced figures for paints may be
looked for in the near future. It is well to

point out to prospective buyers of oil that,

although the present figures seem high,

prices in the Old Country give grounds for

further advances, and everything points to

an immediate rise, as the laid down cost to

import is above our schedule to the retailers.

We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government
standard, 56.25 ; No. 1, 55.87^ ; No. 2,

55.50; No. 3, 55.12^, and No. 4, 54-75
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead — $5.25 in casks
;

kegs, 55-5°-

Red Lead — Casks, 5500; in kegs,

55-25-

Dry White Zinc—Pure.dry, 6#c. ; No.
I. SU c -'< in °il> Pur*. 7X C -; No. 1, 6%c;
No. 2, 5X C -

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels, 5 1.90

per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, 52 05 ;

bladders, in barrels, 52.10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.25; in tins,

52.55 to 52.65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 77c; boiled, 80c.

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oshawaat 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 53c; 2 to 4
bbls., 52c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51.25 to 51.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8% to <)%c. in wholesale
lots, and yz c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47yt to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

52.75 to 54-5°. as to brand ; coal tar, 53 25
to 53-75 ; cotton waste, 4^ to sX c - for

colored, and 6 to 7 }£c. for white ; oakum,

SX to 6^c., and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100.

lb. drums, I7j£c- ; 25-lb. drums, 18c. ; i-lb-

packages, \%%z.\ ]/z -\h. packages, 20^0.;
i-lb. tins, ig}4c.; J^-lb. tins, 2i^c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The market is active and firm. Higher
prices are looked for on scrap iron. The
arrivals from England rather weakened the

market, but a reaction is confidently ex-

pected. Old rubbers are X c - per lb. higher.

Dealers are now paying the following prices

in the country : Heavy copper and wire, 13
to i$X c - per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy
brass, 12c; heavy yellow, Z% to 9c; light

brass, 6X to 7c; lead, iyi Xoi^z. per lb.;

zinc, 2% to 2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, 515
to 516 per gross ton f.o.c. Montreal; No. 1

cast, 513 to 514; stove plate, 58 to 59; light

iron, No. 2, 54 a ton; malleable and steel,

54; rags, country, 70 to 80c. per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 6^ c - pw lb.

HIDES.
There is no change to report in the hide

market as dealers are still paying 6j£c. for

No. 1 light and tanners 7 %c. The receipts

are improving in quality, and the demand
from tanners prevents any accumulation.
Dry hides in New York are still firm

and in limited supply. We quote : Light
hides, 6^c. for No. 1; 5^c. for No. 2, and

4X C - for No. 3. Lambskins, ioc; sheep-
skins, 90c; calfskins, 8c. for No. 1 and 6c.

for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
There is no change. We quote :

" Silver

Star," 14^ to is%c; "Imperial Acme,"
16 to 17c; "S C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and
"Pratt's Astral," 18X to ig lAc.

MONTREAL NOTES

Old rubbers are X c - per lb. higher.

Glass has advanced 15 per cent, in

Belgium.

The discount on steel squares has been

raised to 60, 10 and 5 per cent.

Black sheets have advanced 7s. 6d. per

ton in England and tinplates 3d. per box.
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ONTARIO MARKETS.

Toronto, May 18, 1901.

HARDWARE.

WHILE a good trade is being done, it

is hardly expected that the volume

of business will be as large for May
as it was for April. Refrigerators, ice cream

freezers, oil stoves, snaths, scythes, churns

and enamelled ware are among the most

active lines. On Thursday some small

shipments of barb wire arrived, but the

quantity is in no way sufficient to fill the

orders that are on the books, and there is

still in consequence a great deal of scarcity.

The same remarks apply to galvanized wire.

Oiled and annealed wire is still in fairly

good demand. Not much is being done

in wire nails and the few orders that are

coming in are for small quantities. The

feature in cut nails is the demand for the

shingling description, which somewhat at

the moment exceeds the supply. Just a

light business is being done in horse nails

and horseshoes. A fairly good trade is

being experienced in sporting goods. An
active trade is being done in screen doors

and windows and poultry netting. Trade

in building paper continues fairly active.

In rivets and burrs and bolts business is

still good. Rope is in fairly good demand.

Payments are fairly satisfactory.

Barb Wire — Some shipments were

received in Toronto within the last couple

of days which were promised early in the

month. They are, however, quite in-

sufficient to fill the orders that are on the

books, and there is still in consequence

quite a scarcity. Prices are steady and

unchanged. We quote #3.05 per 100 lb.

from stock Toronto; f.o.b. Cleveland $2. 2>2%

per 100 lb. for less than carlots, and $2 .70

for carlots.

Galvanized Wire — There is still a

scarcity of galvanized wire and the demanJ

is only fair. The-scarcity is most marked

in Nos. 12 and 13, which are used

for fencing purposes. We quote as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, S3. 50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3.15 ; No. 10, S3.60 to #3-95 ;

No. 11, $370 to $4.10 ; No. 12, $2 to

$3.30; No. 13, $310 to S3 40 ; No. 14,

$4. 10 to $4 50 ; No. 15, $4.60 to #5.05 :

No. 16, $4-85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57}^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—The scarcity of

barb and plain galvanized wire is still stimu-

lating the demand for oiled and annealed

wire. The net selling prices for oiled and

annealed are as follows : Nos. 6 to 8,

$2. 90; 9, $2.80; 10, #2.87; 11. #2.90 ; 12,

$2.95; 13, $3-15; 14. $3-37; 15. I3.50;

16, $3.65. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, with

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails —The demand is light and

is only for small quantities. Prices are

steady and unchanged at $2.85 for less than

carlots and $2.77% for carlots, Delivery

points: Toronto, Hamilton, London, Ganan-

oque and Montreal.

Cut Nails—There is a good demand for

4d. nails, the shingling description, which

are scarce. There is practically none to be

had in Toronto, Hamilton or Montreal.

Trade in cut nails generally is, how-

ever, dull. We quote the base price at

$2.35 per keg for less than carlots, and

$2.25 for carlots. Delivery points: Toronto,

Hamilton, London, Montreal and St. John,

N.B.

Horseshoes—There is only a light de

mand for horseshoes, but prices are steady.

We quote as follows f. o. b. Toronto :

Iron shoes.No. 2 and larger, light, medium

and heavy, $3.60 ; snow shoes, $3.85 ;

light steel shoes, $3.70 ; featherweight

(all sizes), $4-95 ;
lron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ; light steel

shoes, $3.95; featherweight (all sizes), $4 95.

Horse Nails — Theie is a little being

done, but the demand is never brisk at

this time of the year. Discount on "C"
brand, oval head, 50 and 7% per cent.

off new list, and on *' M " and other

brands, 50, 10 and 5 per cent., off the old

list. The discount on countersunk head is

60 per cent.

Screws — A good trade continues to be

done in screws at steady prices. We quote

discounts : Flat head bright, 87 j£ and 10

percent. ; round head bright, 82 j£ and 10

per cent. ; flat head brass, 80 and 10 per

cent.; round head brass, 75 and 10 per

cent.; round head bronze, 65 per cent.,

and flat head bronze at 70 per cent.

Rivets and Burrs — There is quite

an active demand for rivets. The boiler-

makers have been particularly free pur-

chasers lately, as they are all busily em-

ployed. The strike which has taken place

among the boilermakers, may, however,

interfere with business. We quote : Iron

rivets, 60 and 10 per cent. ; iron burrs, 55

per cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35 and

5 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts — There is a large

demand for bolts, notwithstanding that pur-

chases were pretty heavy before the recent

advance. We quote: Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 65 per cent.; carriage bolts

full square, 65 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent.; coach screws, 70

per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 72 % per cent.

;

blank bolts, 60 per cent.; bolt ends,62^ per

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON'
KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OP

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass anT-

Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y

Steel Carriage and

Wagon Jacks,
Harness Snaps, Chain, Rope and Wel>

Goods, etc.

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS ATMFKS. E'RICKS.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
'S^ss : O Largest Variety,

Toilet, Band, Electric Power]

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep Shearing Machine!.

WE MAKE THEM.
BIND FOB OATALOGCl TO _„

aaurlaaa Shearer Kfe . Co., Rashna. K.H..CS4

The Best Door Closer is . . .

NEWMAN'S INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRING

Will close a door silently against any pressure of
wind. Has many working advantages over the
ordinary spring, and has twice the wear. In use
throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. Gives
perfect satisfaction. Made onlv by

W. NEWMAN & SONS,
Hospital St., - - BIRMINGHAM.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be had of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

WINNIPEG,
MAN. ^

Travellers covering Manitoba,
Northwest Territories and
British Columbia.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Leads Them All

in Sales.

"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO..
ROCHESTER N.Y., USA.
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cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off; nuts, hexagon,

4J£c. off; tire bolts, 67% per cent.; stove

bolts, 67^ ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rope—There is a good demand for rope

of 1 and 1 "^ inch sizes. The base price is

steady and unchanged at 10;. for sisal, and
i3j£c. for manila.

Binder Twine— It is yet a little early
1 for the sorting up trade, and business in

consequence is still quiet.

Cutlery—Business in cutlery during the

past week has been quiet and featureless.

Sporting Goods — There has been a

good business doing in gunpowder and
shot, but very little in loaded shells. A
fairly steady trade is reported for this time

of the year in firearms.

Enamelled Ware—A large trade has

been doing, and prices are steady and

unchanged.

Tinware—Sales in tinware, as far as we
can learn, are larger than they were a year

ago. The demand .for kitchen utensils is

particularly good just now.

Oil Stoves — The activity noted in pre-

vious issues has been more than maintained,

and the outlook is for a good season's trade.

Ice Cream Freezers and Refriger-

ators—Trade in both these lines continues

active.

Churns, Etc —In churns, washers and

wringers the demand is exceedingly brisk,

and stocks are short, so that difficulty is

being experienced in filling orders.

Green Wire Cloth — A good deal of

green wire cloth has been sold ahead, but

the sorting up business has not yet begun.

We still quote $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—There is

a good demand for screen doors and

windows, and some difficulty is also being

experienced in this line in getting delivery

fiom the factories.

Building Paper—Trade is fairly good

and manufacturers claim that this is one

of the best seasons they have had. We
quote : Plain building, 30c. ; tarred lining,

40c, and tarred roofing, $1.65.

Poultry Netting—An active demand

is being experienced for poultry netting,

and some difficulty is being experienced in

getting supplies from the manufacturers,

who in turn are finding difficulty in getting

their raw material from the factories in the

United States. Discount on Canadian is

still 55 per cent.

Harvest Tools—There is a good move-

ment in snaths, scythes and forks. Dis-

count, 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—These are going

out fairly well. Discount, 40 and 5 per cent.

Eavetrough—The demand is not quite

as brisk as it was, the trade now being

the ARCADE and KEARNEY & F"OOT file works
Now OWNED and CONTROLLED by the

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

These well known Brands
will continue to be made at their respective factories. PROVIDENCE R.I., TJ S.A

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. F8tablished 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : ro7 Cannon Street, London, E.C —r28 Hope Street, Glas-
gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par. dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."
Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

"Globe Brand" FILES AND RASPS are Standard.

because they are manufactured from First Quality Crucible Cast Steel, by experienced workmen, and are warranted
to cut faster and wear longer than many brands of imported files, and prices are very much lower.

VVe manufacture files of every shape, cut, and SIZ3. Sold by all prominent merchants thioughout the
Domini n. Prices on application,

WALTER GROSE, Sole Selling Agent, » THE GLOBE FILE MFG. CO.,
MONTREAL. f PORT HOPE, ONT.

fairly well supplied. There is still, however,

a very good movement.

METALS.
The metal trade continues fairly active.

Prices on Canada plate are a little easier,

and pig tin during the last few days has

shown a little weakness. The demand is

particularly active in galvanized sheets.

Pig Iron—Business is rather quiet, but

prices are steady and nominally unchanged

at $16.50 per ton for No. 2 and $16 for

No 3.

Bar Iron—There does not appear to be

any falling off in the demand for bar iron,

and some, at least, of the mills are still

refusing to take orders for prompt shipment.

The ruling base price is $1.85 to $190 per

100 lb., according to quantity.

Steel—The steel trade continues one of

the active features of the metal business,

and prices rule firm. We quote as follows:

Merchantable cast steel, 9 to 15c. per lb.

;

drill steel, 7 to 8c. per lb ; "Black

Diamond" tool steel, 10 to lie; Jessop's

and Firth's tool steel, 13c; toe calk steel,

J2.S5 to $3 ; tire steel, $2 30 to $2.50 ;

sleighshoe steel, $2.10 to $2 25 ; reeled

machinery steel, S3; hoop steel, $3 10.

Pig Tin—Up to Wednesday there were

some sharp advances in pig tin on the

London market, but, as New York failed to

respond, prices in the former city on that

day dropped 15s. per ton for spot tin and

£1 per ton for futures. Locally, the demand

is rather light, and 31c. is the ruling price

for Lamb and Flag.

Tinplates — There is a fairly good

movement in tinplates and prices are

steady, the English matket having much
improved during the last week or two.

Tinned Sheets — The demand is pretty

well over, and there is not, in consequence,

much movement. We still quote g% to

9^c. per lb.

Galvanized Sheets—This is about the

most active line in the metal trade, and

stocks are light. An occasional order for

importation is being placed. We quote

$4.60 from stock for English and $4.50 for

American.

Black Sheets—The English market is

much stronger on black sheets, but, locally,

there is no change in quotations. We still

quote 28 gauge at $2.30.

Canada Plates — These are a little

easier and we now quote : All dull, $2. go ;

half polished, $3, and all bright, $3.50.

Copper—The copper market has been

fairly steady, although prices are a little

lower in London, England. Locally there

is no change. We quote : Ingot, 19c.
;

bolt or bar, 23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to 23 J^c.

per lb.

Solder—The demand is good, and
prices unchanged. We quote : Half-and-

half, guaranteed, i8j£c. ; ditto, commer-
cial, 18c. ; refined, 18c, and wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe— Prices continue steady, but

there is not much business being done.

One-inch black pipe is quoted at #5.15,

and i-inch galvanized at #7-55 per 100 ft.

Lead—The market is quiet, and prices

steady at \% to 4>£c. per lb.

Zinc Spelter —Trade is still only light,

but prices are steady. We quote 5 j£ to 6c.

Zinc Sheet—While the trade does not

expect much business at this time of the
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year, some fairly good quantities have been

shipped during the past week. We still

quote 6^c. for casks and 6^c. for part

casks.

Antimony—Trade is quiet and prices

steady at 10 to n >£c. per lb.

PAINTS AND OIJL.S.

4 big movement continues. The demand
for prepared paints, varnishes, white lead,

sundries, etc., is excellent. The demand
for turpentine is fair. Linseed oil is in

good request, but stocks, both in manu-
facturers' and jobbers' hands are extremely
light, and, as the British market is steadily

advancing, the feeling here stiffens daily.

An advance of 3c. has been made this week,
and a further rise is looked for. Other lines

are unchanged. Turpentine is easy in the
primary market. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white
lead, $6.37^ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3, $5.25 ; No. 4, $4.87 '£; genuine
dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., #5.75 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., #5 ; ditto kegs of
100 lb., $5 25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c.
Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.
White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'
whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 2 5c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, 17 %c. ; 25-lb. drums,
18c. ; 1 lb. papers, \%%c.\ i-lb. tins, ig}4c;
X-lb. papers, 2o^c; lA\b. tins, 2i^c.
Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

$1.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100
lb., $2.05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than
100 lb., $2 90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, gi.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per
cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.
in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1 .20 to $ 1.30 per
gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io^c. per lb. and ioj£ to 11c. for single
tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 78c.

;

boiled, 81c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 77c;
boiled, 80c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2
to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,
Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra
will be added, and for 5 -gallon packages,
50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

GLASS.

There is no change. The feeling keeps
firm and the demand steady. We
quote as follows: Under 26 in., $4.15
26 to 40 in., $4. 45 ; 41 to 50 in., #4 85;
51 to 60 in., #5 15 ; 61 to 70 in., #5.50;

double diamond, under 26 in., $6 ; 26 to

40 in., 86.65 ; 41 to 50 in., $7.50; 51 to

60 in., $8.50 ; 61 to 70 in., $9.50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
Prices are unchanged. The demand keeps

firm. We quotejobbers' prices: Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt.; machinery cast, 60c.
per cwt.; stove cast, 50c; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, ii^c. ; heavy
copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c.

;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c. ; heavy red brass, io}4 to 11c.

;

scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,

6^c.; good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c.

;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

PETROLEUM.
A decline of ',4c. has been made in all

lines but American water white. This is

due to the reduced price of crude oil noted
last week. We quote : Pratt's Astral,

16 to i6^c. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)
;

American water white, i6yi to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 15^ to 16c. ; Sarnia

water white, 15 to i$}4 c - >n barrels; Sarnia
prime white, 14 to \\]/z c. in barrels.

COAL.

A good demand is reported, owing to

the low prices for May delivery. We
quote at international bridges as follows :

Grate, 83.75 per gross ton ; egg, stove and
nut, 85 per gross ton with a rebate of 40c.

off for May shipment.

THE BRITISH INCOME TAX.
The British citizen is wont to look upon

the income tax as the most objectionable 01
the various duties levied upon him by the
State because it is a direct tax ; and
though we have now grown accustomed to
it as one of the necessary evils to which
llesh is heir, time was, and that not so
many years ago, when John Bull regarded
this imposition with anything but the
equanimity of to-day," remarks The London
Express. "It is 102 years since an income
lax. as we understand it. was first imposed *f
and from 1792 to 1901 there have been no
lower than thirty-nine changes in the
amount of the income tax, which has varied
from 2 pence to 2 shillings in the pound.
A penny in the pound nowadays realizes
£2,312,000. It was in order to furnish the
means for defraying the expenses of the
war begun with France in 1793 that Pitt
proposed, amid great opposition, a tax on
incomes. This tax, which produced an
average of £5,500,000 annually, was repealed
after the peace of Amiens in 1802, but in
the following year the income tax was
revised under the name of the property tax.
though it was finally repealed on Brough-
man's motion in 1816. The next appearance
of the income tax was in 1842, when Sir
Robert Peel's Bill imposing a tax at the
rate of 7 pence in the pound on incomes of

£150 and upward was passed, the measure
being limited in its operation to three
years, and was renewed for similar periods
in 1845 and 1848. Such is the story of the
income tax in brief. In 1842 it yielded
£5,710,550 ; in 1852, £5,509,637 ; in 1862.

£10,300,000 ; in 1872, £9,000,000 ; in 1882.

£9,950,000; in 1892, £13,810,000, and last

year, £25,300,000."

MARKET NOTES.

Linseed oil is 3c. per gal. dearer in

Toronto.

There has been a decline of yic. per gal.

in all lines of Canadian petroleum.

A little barb wire arrived this week from

the manufacturers, but it was soon all

shipped out again.

There is a movement on foot to have all

stores in St. Thomas, Ont., close at 9 p.m.

on Saturday evening instead of about mid-

night. In order to facilitate this, manufac-

turers in that city have been asked to pay

their employes on Friday night, or earlier in

the week, and most of them have expressed

readiness to do so.

"Anchor" Liquid House Paint.

Before placing order buyers should get quotations for "Anchor" Brand,

as there is no better ready-mixed paint in the market.

It is made from the very best materials, giving maximum body, and
dries hard with great durability.

" Anchor " Liquid House Paint is made in a large selection of shades

for body colors, trimmings, roofs and floors.

Having made this Paint for over 20 years, we can warrant it to give

satisfaction to the consumer.

There are higher-priced paints on the market, but none are better
than the " Anchor " Brand.

Sample cards and quotations on application.

HENDERSON & POTTS
Manufacturers,

HALIFAX and MONTREAL
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MANITOBA MARKETS.
Winnipeg, May 13, ic>oi.

MARKET is steady. With fair business

in all lines, there have been some

revisions of price lists, notably in

linseed oil, nails, Swedish iron, Russia
iron, Canada plates, and rope. The
bulk of trade at present is coming from
the city rather than the country, although a
good country trade is anticipated later.

In paints and oils there has been some
rather unexpected movements during the

past week. Linseed oil has advanced 5c.

per gallon, making present quotations 80c.

(or raw and 85c. for boiled. This advance
is in sympathy with the rise in the English
market.

Glass is very firm and all advices reach-

ing this point from Belgium indicate that,

as the strike troubles are still on, there is

little likelihood that orders from this side can
be filled. There is equally no possibility of

getting the needed supply from the American
side. All these things tend to make prices

very firm here.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

n 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
15 4 45

wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 40
'

'

16 and 20 3 45
10 3 50
8 3 60
6 365
4 3 80

3 4°5
Cut nails, 30 to bo dy 290

" 20 to 40 2 95" 10 to 16 300
8 305
6 3 10

4 3 2°

3 3 55
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.
Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 9°

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Steel, No. o to No. 1 4 95

No. 2 and larger 4 7°
Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $5.00 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge S 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12
Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 75
26 gauge 8 00
28 gauge 8 50

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX 12 75

" IXX 14 75
Ingot tin 33
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18x24 3 25
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $11 00
H 11 50

K and 5-16 1200
Manila, 7-16 and larger 14 00

H 14 5°
Vt and 5-16 1500

Lanterns / Lamps
STANDARD GOODS FOR

SEASON 1901 «v

New Century Banner Cold Blast

Lanterns. . .

Climax Safety Tubular Lanterns.

Little Bobs Brass Lanterns.

GASOLENE LAMPS, different patterns.

Radiant Shelby Incandescent Lamps.

THE ONTARIO LANTERN CO.

HAMILTON, ONT.
For sale by all prominent wholesale dealers.

Write for prices.

Solder 20
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 16

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87K
Round" " 82'A
Flat '

' brass 80
Round" " 75
Coach 57^ p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz. . $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion,OF., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol sp.c.
OF. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 25
Chilled 7 15

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 oo-

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.
" plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.
Water white American 25KC.
Prime white American 24c.

Water white Canadian 22c.

Prime white Canadian 21c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 63
Less than barrel lots 71

Linseed oil, raw 70
Boiled 73

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25M
Eldorado engine 24 «R

Atlantic red 27 J4

Renown engine 41
Black oil 23K to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61
Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85

Patented
April 16, 1889.

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES-
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible
terms, or who are willing to become agents for
British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-
ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
jn " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

'SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all ov< r

the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-
ceipt of a post card.

Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11'A

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 1050 " 100 ft. 5 50
5ito6o " " " 600
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2'A
kegs " 2yt

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 00
No 1 " 6 75

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-
cording to shade and color. per gal. $1.30 toji.go

NOTES.
Among the hardware travellers in town

this week were Geo. A. Boomer represent-

ing The Plume & Atwood Company,
manufacturers of brass and copper goods,
Connecticut. This is Mr. Boomer's first

trip here and he was both surprised and
pleased with the city ; Edward M. Levy,
representing The R. Hoehm Company
of New Yoik, thermometers, barometers,
etc. ; Mr. Griffin, representing The J.

Stevens Arms & Tool Company, of

Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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HEATING and PLUMBING
AN INTERESTING LAW SUIT.

THERE is now before the courts of

Sherbrooke, Que,, a lawsuit, Blondin

vs. Whiting, that intimately concerns

the plumbing trade. A. Blondin & Co.,

plumbers, of St. Hyacinthe, are suing

Madame Whiting, of Sherbrooke, for $5,-

500, the stipulation of a contract for the

heating of a house for the respondent.

It seems that A. Blondin & Co. accepted

a contract in which they were obliged to put

in 4.400 sq. ft. of radiation. They further

agreed to instal more if such was needed to

produce a temperature of 70 deg. when the

thermometer registered 10 deg. below zero.

One special clause of the contract mentioned

that they were to get no money till entire

satisfaction was given the proprietor.

Mr. Blondin now claims to have put in

600 sq. ft. of radiation over his obligations,

and to have put himself to nearly $ 1,200

expense over his contract in the attempt to

please the proprietor. It seems that the

building was erected by an American con-

tractor, who was supervised by an American

architect, and Mr. Blondin's witnesses held

the dwelling was not built for our climate.

The argument is then advanced that heating

contracts are always taken subject to the

normal condition that the building is built

so as to be habitable in our climate.

Since the difficulties commenced, the

proprietor has taken another plumber into

her employ, changed the position of the

radiators, nearly doubling their quantity,

changed the patterns, put the radiators

into the bay windows, and, when the new
system was tested, last March, it is alleged

that it did not seem, even on a fairly warm
day and with special fires, to give any more
heat than is ordinarily necessary in a build-

ing of the kind.

The judgment shall tell us when a pro-

prietor shall declare himself satisfied. On
the other hand, it shows us how careless

many contractors are in agreeing to unbusi-
nesslike stipulations.

Mr. Blondin has called in several plumb-
ing experts to his aid, including Messrs.

Lamarche, Ballantyne and John Garth, of

Montreal, and several architects, including

Messrs. Wright and Gauthier, of the same
city. These gentlemen have all testified in

his favor, the architects saying that the

building is fit only for Southern habitation,

and the plumbers that Mr. Blondin's work
is fully up to the standard.

Limited, Iroquois, Out., have been incorpo-

rated.

J. C. Orr iV Co.. have opened a plumbing
slidp at 350 Williams avenue, Winnipeg.

Assignment lias been demanded of Mrs.

Maxime Deslauriers, contractor, Montreal.

Thorold, Out.. has voted $6,900 for

extending the electric lighl system in that

town.

St. Armour & Doucet have been appointed
curators of Adelard Binette, plumber,
l.achine. Que.

EJorniisdas Lewis lias registered under the

style of -J. E. Lewis & Co., plumbers, etc.,

Nieolet, Que.

The stock of A. Binette, plumber,

Lachine, Que., is offered for sale on the

22nd instant.

Gagnon & Caron have been appointed

curators of Hy polite Cousjeon, contractor,

St. Henri de Wcndover, Que.

J. A. Chesterfield, plumber, etc., St.

Marys, Out., has moved into the store in

1 he ( )pcra House block, in that place.

Ma, Id. our street to extent of $1,400; F.

Parent, for building on Fabrique street
;

.Metropolitan Insurance Company, for build-

ing on St. John street, to cost $21, ;

P. Godbout, for property on Notre-Dame
street, to cost $2,500; Ls. Boivin, foi .

repairing property on St. .John street I"™
extent of $3,850, and F, U. Leveille, for

repairing of property on Desfosses street to

extent of SI 75.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

'The Windsor Electric Co. have

In Windsor Mills, Que.

Coaillei & < lautluer, contractors, Bow liei

ville, Que., have dissolved.

The Iroquois Electric Light & Power Co.,

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

The following building permits have been

issued in Toronto : G. E. Dobson, two-

storey $1,000 dwelling near Howland ave.

011 Simpson ave.; Mr. I'rowser, two house-

on Woodbine ave., to cost $1,100 ; to Thos.

W. Mur-rav, for a dwelling near "Howland

ave., on Callendar street, to cos! $5,500;

to T. K. llaffev, for a house at 21G Wilton

ave., and lii W. T. Kernahan, for two
houses at 31 and 33 Wellesley, to cost

$5,000.

Building permits have been taken out in

Ottawa by A. Paquette, lot II, Queen
street west, for brick veneered shop and
dwelling, spoon

; Hon. E. H. Bronson,

lots I and 2, Nepean street, solid brick

dwelling, $10,000 ;
William II. Munson, lot

5, Lei 1 street, brick veneered dwelling,

XI. 000 ; Theodore St. Germain, lol 61, Gil

mour street, brick veneered dwelling, $2,000;

Wm. Thackrav. lot 32. James street, brick

veneered dwelling, $3,500 ; Dr. J. G. Scott,

lot 58, Elgin street, solid brick veneered

dwelling and office. $6,000; R. J. Cowic
lot 21. .lames street. douhTe brick house.

$4,000; S. J. Davis, lots 41. 42 and 43.

Jane street, three frame dwellings, $1,800;
Holtbv & Shearer, lot 4, Dickey street,

brick veneered dwelling, $1,200 ; E. L. Hor-

WOod, on behalf of Sacred Heart Convent,

lots 3 and 4, liirleau street, stone building,

$8,000; Alex. Garvock, lot 46, Lewis street,

solid brick dwelling, $2,500 : Thomas Saun-

ders, lot IP Second ave.. brick veneered

dwelling, $1,400.

Building permits have been issued in

Hamilton to Peter Erskine for the erection

of two dwellings and store at the corner of

Tom and Dundurn streets, fco cost $3,500:

W. P. Wilton, for alterations to the dwell-

ing owned by W. M. Watson. 170" Hughson
streel south, to cos! $450 ; W. P. Witton,

for the erection of nine brick dwellings for

.1. M. Peregrine, on St. Matthew ave..

between Barton and Birge streets, to cost

sq. 111 iti.

The following permits have been taken out

iii Quebec : J. B. Jinchereau, for a two
store\ brick dwelling on Julia street, to

n 1 $3,000 : F. K. Maheux, for a wood and

brick building on d'Aiguillon street; J.

Berube, for repairing of property on

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

A new school is being built at Grenfell,

Man.

A. Cottle is building a residence in

Exeter, Ont.

L. McCallum is building a new residence

in llubrey, Ont.

0. B. Henry is erecting a hardware store

in Drayton, Ont.

Moses Knight will build a house in Brad-

ford, Out., this summer.

David Kitchen is building a new black

smith shop in Waterford, Ont.

McKaj Bros, are building a new house

for Win. Baker, . Bennington, Ont.

Erskine Church, Ottawa, propose erecting

a $9,000 church on Concession street.

Vgnew & Co. are erecting a two -tore;.

]n \ :i(i ft. building in Rossland, B.C.

The Salvation Army, at Brantford, Onl

have asked for tenders for new barracks.

The Pell Telephone Co. have received

Lenders for new offices in St. John, VI'.

E. W. Stone expects to start the creel ion

of a new hotel in Carstairs, Ont., in a lew

day s.

Joseph Taylor will erect a brick business

block in Portage la Prairie. Man., this

summer,

Pybus Pros.. Napanee, have the com
lor a brick residence for 11. A. Baker. Col
brook, Out.

Arthur Davis is building a new harness

shop and 1,). Laport a new blacksmith shop

in Warren, Out.

Benj. Miller, John Miller and Robeil

McConachie are erecting new houses in

Maple Grove, Ont.

About $1,000 will be spent on improve

ments to St. Allian's church. Grand Valley,

Ont., this summer.

J. A. Kussell, architect. Stratford. Out.,

is calling tenders for a new Methodist

church in Midland, Ont.

Mr. Wilson, of the G. T. P.. P.d. Bui

and (). It. Ferguson are building new

residences in Cookstown, Out.

Tenders are asked by J. W. Brown for

alterations and additions to the Hanover,

Out., Presbyterian church before June I.

\1.l1itect Robert Fawcett is preparing *
plans for a new residence on Vidal street.

Sarnia. Out., for ('apt. A. E. McGregor, lo

cost $2,500.

The Departmenl of Public Works is put

line up a modern 150x75 ft. building in

Quebec, for t he use of the I . S. immigm
I ion officials.

Contractor llorribin. Vancouver, is build

illg a large new factor} and warehouse on

t In ( I, [>. U, t rack, south of the drill hall.

for The Thorpe Soda Water Works, of that

city.
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

£lue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362 _ Main St., WINNIPEG.

Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

ei'her by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

LOW TANK
WATER CLOSET
COMBINATIONS

THE MOST PER-
FECT ON THE
MARKET
NOISELESS IN

ACTION
BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

Write for Catalogue,

The James Morrison
Brass Mfg. Co.

Limited

TORONTO, ONT.

RAMSAYS
EXTERIOR
i ii LEAD

This is a lead that delights the painter. He
wants it because it is better than Pure Lead, or any

other. He came to that conclusion the first time

he brushed it out. Because he found it was easier

to work, and that it goes further. Then he found it

was whiter and, finally, that it lasted longer—conse-

quently

RAMSAYS EXTERIOR LEAD
lis the most popular lead in Canada to-day. It is

jlar with the dealer as well. It never goes back

He sells it, and re-sells it. He has books

to shdTv" Cy photo production its superiority. We
'Ofxrnish these books to all dealers. It helps to sell

the lead. Exterior costs less than Pure Lead and

can be sold for more, if it's Ramsays—but, there are

imitations.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Esfd 1842. MONTREAL.

THE

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

The Strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension laddf r

made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironiig
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

STEVENS SINGLE BARREL SHOT GUN
LATEST AND
BEST SINGLE

GUN ON THE
MARKET.

MADE IN

THREE STYLES
THREE GAUGES
UP-TO-DATE.

FINEST SINGLE GUN YET PRODUCED.
Our Goods are Handled by the Leadirg Jobbrs.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p
°2,

Box Chicopee Falls, Mass , U.S.A.

JAS B. CAMPBELL. WILLIAM PRATT.

THE ACME CAN WORKS
Manufacturers of

Paint and Color Cans, round and square, Varnish
and Oil Cans, Paint Irons, Paint

Packages, Lye Tins,

and every description of Tin or can required by the trade. Write us for

anything you need in our line. We will be pleased to quote you prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY
Ontario St. and Jeanne D'Arc Avenue, MONTREAL
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PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

The Bennett & Wright Co., Toronto,
have the contract for plumbing and gas-
i'it tiny in houses at 93, !>•"> and '.IT Alexan-
der st reet, for R. Jaffraj .

• I. Ballantyne <.v Co., Montreal, have the
contract for plumbing', heating and ventilat-
ing : The Fehsom Elevator Co.', Toronto,
lot' tlie elevators, and The Dominion Bridge
Co., Montreal, for the steel work in the
Royal Insurance Oo.'s new building, Mont-
real.

Purely, ManselJ & Co., Toronto, have the
contract for steanr-fitting and plumbing in

The Royal Muskoka Hotel, Muskok'a, for

'I'lie Muskoka Navigation Co.. and for

plumbing and gas-fitting in a house for R.
L. Patterson, Wellington street west.
Toronto.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COM-

PROMISES.

P01R1ER, Dot-ion it Co., general mer-

chants, Sliediae, N.B., are offering

(35 cents on the dollar, Their liabil-

ities are estimated at about $19,000 ; their

assets at $.16,000.

D. Jobin, general merchant, Sacre-Coeui'

de Marie, Que., has assigned.

V. Lebliinc it Co., general merchants,
Hull, Que., are asking an extension.

A meeting oi the creditors of Roberts
Plaining Mill, Renfrew, Ont., has been held.

J. L. Gallagher, general merchant,
Frankville, Ont., has assigned to A. E.
Baker.

W. G. Armour, general merchant, Myrtle
Station, Ont., has assigned to J. F.
Paxton.

Morrow Bros., general merchants, Portage
la Prairie, Man., have assigned to C. H.
New ton.

C. Lindsay, general merchant, Roberval,
Que.) has suspended and is offering 40c. on
the dollar.

Samuel Bricker, hardware and COal dealer,

Listowel, Ont., has assigned to Wm. R.
Llobbs, jr.

Lefaivre & '1 aschereaii. Quebec, are pre-

paring a statement for the creditors of

Lafontaine & Lavoie, general merchants, St.

Cyril le de Wendover, Que.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AMD
DISSOLVED.

Duval iV Favreau, machinists, Mum red.

have dissolved.

Favreau it Monty, painters, Montreal,
have dissolved.

The St. Ma in ice Foundry and Machine
Co., Three Rivers, Que., have dissolved.

Mills, McKenzie & Ross have formed
partnership, and have bought out J. C.
.Mills, general merchant, Sydney, N.S.

Charles E. Starr and George L. Stan-
have registered partnership under the style
Of C E. Starr & Son. hardware dealers,

Wolfville, N.S.

SALES M \DE AND PENDING
The business of J. Mills & Sen. general

merchants, Granville Ferry, .VS., is adver-
t iseil for stile,

The general store stock of the estate of

II. Roberts & Co.. genera] merchants,
St i.it hclair Station, Man., is advertised for

sale bj auction on the 15th inst.

CHANGES.
I-'. C. Holes, general merchant, Beaverton,

B.C., is removing to C.irtni, B.C.

Empire Oil Co.,

from business.

Fulfprd, Que.The
retiring

Deslaurier & Ouellet have registered as

painters, in Levis, Que.

The National Coal Tar Co. have regis-

tered to do business in Montreal.

A. M. Ballak, general merchant, Port
Alma, Ont., is removing to Merlin.

W. A. Bayward, general merchant, Cold
stream, N.B., has closed his business.

M. J. Johnson, Son & Co. have regis-

tered as painters, etc., at Magog, Que.

merchants,
to H. S.

Green-

ranch at

C. W. McLeod & Co., g
Springhil), ?$^j??"-Jia

Terras. ^_
~

Co., general mer^
are opening a

Tell.

P. McCaJughiiffTgerieral merchant, etc., St.

Francois ^Cavier, Man., has sold out his

cheese factory.

Thos. A. Ca navan has registered under
the style of N. ihissault & Co., machin-
ists, etc., Montreal.

M. C. Buckberrough, blacksmith, Book-
ton, Ont., has given up business there and
lias gone to Sault Ste. Marie.

Mrs. Joseph Brodeur has registered as

proprietress of Joseph Brodeur & Co..

genera] merchants, St. Hyacinthe, Que.

G. B. McDermot it Co., general mer-
chants, Golden, B.C., have been succeeded

by The Golden it East Kootenay Trading
Co., Limited.

FIRES.

Thos. B. Angrove, founder, Kingston,
Out., has suffered loss by fire.

Chalmers Hros. it Bethune, hardware and
lumber dealers, etc. Pilot Mound, Man.,

have suffered loss by fire.

Louis D'Amour, blacksmith, Ottawa, has

been damaged lyv fire and water; insured.

Mailman Bros.' sawmill- at Milford, N.S.,
has been burned ; no insurance.

DEATHS.

James E. Sprague, general merchant,
Regina, N.W.T., is dead/

VV. S. Smith, of VV. S. Smith & Son.

blacksmiths, Bath, N.B., is dead.

Joseph Lafontaine, of Lafontaine &
Lavoie, general merchants, St. Cyrille de
Wendover, Que., is dead.

THEY ARE DOING WELL.

Mr. Adolphe Henry, of J. Henry it Son.
hardware merchants. Orono, Ont.. was in

Toronto on Tuesday, and in company with
Mr. II. T. Eager, manager of the Toronto
branch of Wood, Va I lance it Co.. Hamilton,
paid a flying visit to the office of "Hard-
ware and Metal." Henry & Son began busi-

ness after the Now Year, and they appro-

priately named their store the " New
Century Store.''

"Business is join- very well indeed, so

far," said Mr. Henry in reply to a ques-

tion, " and general trade in our part of the

country is opening up well."

LOOKING FOR CLOSE BUYERS

One of the most important industries in

the Dominion of Canada is that of the

Canada Paint Company, of Toronto and
Montreal. Their varnish plant is very

extensive and it is equipped with the very

inlet appliances. All drj colors are fnanu
helmed by this company in a factory

eparate and distinct from their grinding

WOrks, where all classes of painting material

are ground either in paste form or in liquid

ready for use. Street car. railvvaj and

coach builders' supplies receive special

attention. The company are prepared to

tender for high-class paint, varnishes and
colors for home and foreign trades. We are

toid that this company own very valuable

Canadian deposits of oxide and graphite,

and they make the statement that for

paint, colors and varnishes, The Canada
Paint Company is in the best position to

quote to large companies and close buyers
in all parts of the world.

GUELPH CLERKS ORGANIZE.
The Guelph, Ont.. Retail Clerks af^

Salesmen's Association met at the Welling-
ton Hotel, Guelph, on Thursday of last

week to complete organization. The follow-
ing officers were elected :

Honorary Presidents—W. A. Knowles, R. J.
Stewart, Hugh Macdonald, Gilbert Jackson, Wm.
Lillie, Josiah Gould.

President—A. H. Wallace.
ist Vice-President—John Lundy.
2nd —Jos. Clark.
Secretary—R. A. McGillivray.
Treasurer—Jas. Benson.

Executive Committee—Fred McPherson, Jos.
Foitz, Chas. Groom, F. Kickley, Wm. Hood. Geo.
McLeod, R. H. McLeod, Evan Macdonald, H.
Cull, R. Milar, Ed. Sloan, Alex. Shields, Jas.

Ryan, Alex. Henderson, Robt. Dowler and Wm.
Raddington.

MATCH FACTORY BURNED.
The plant of The Walkerville Match Co.

was totally destroyed by fire on Tuesday

morning. It is believed that an explosion

of natural gas was responsible for the con-

flagration. Fifteen minutes from the time

the first alarm was turned in the entire

plant was practically destroyed.

President Anderson, of the match com-

pany, believes the loss will not exceed

$115,000. There was only $75,000 insur-

ance on the plant, although a policy for

$25,000 more had been applied for. The

work of rebuilding will be commenced

shortly.

INQUIRIES AND ANSWERS.
EARLY CLOSING BY LAW

"Subscriber," St. Thomas, writes: Will you
please inform me if any municipality can pass a

by-law compelling merchants to close their places

of business at 9 o'clock on Saturday evening, pro-

viding two-thirds of the merchants sign a petition

to that effect ?

[Remarks : An Act was placed on the

Statute Book by the Ontario Legislature

about 12 years ago empowering munici-

palities, on a petition being presented

containing the signatures of two-thirds of

the merchants interested, to pass a by-law

compelling the closing of stores at a certain

hour. The hour of closing is not stipulated

by the Act ; that is fixed by the munici-

pality.

—

The Editor ] *>
Hirtle, Refuse & Co., general merchants,

etc., Lunenburg, N.S., have been in-

corporated.

J. W. Hughes & Co., Montreal, have the

contract for the heating and plumbing of a

factory for Hughs, Cooks & Co., Cote St.

Paul. They have also been awarded the

contract for the heating of Gault Bros.' new

factory on Inspector street, Montreal.
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THE

COLLINS
STEAM
COOKER

Cooks Quickly, Properjy,
and in Quantities. Every-
body likes this Cooker, as it

will cook, and cook well, a

whole dinner of about 5 or 6 articles at the same time over
one hole on the Range, Gas Stove, Coal Oil Stove, or

Gasoline Stove. Consequently, it is a great saver of fuel,

Mditime-saver, as you can be doing other housework or go
t^PPurch as it cannot burn the contents. Tough meat will

be made tender and food much more palatable and healthy,

as all the flavor and nutrition is retained in the food.

Door can be opened and any one article taken out without
molesting the whole. Write for catalogue and prices.

Manufactured solely by

THE COLLINS MFG. CO.,
34 Adelaide West TORONTO

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS "C" Brand Horse Nails -
Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Ounn Castor Co.
Limited, Birmingham, Erg.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine

For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

WANTED—
SALESMAN familiar with Factory

ara Hardware Trade, between Toronto and

Sault Ste. Marie, to sell pipe and valves

and fittings, mill and mining supplies.

Must be a hustler, and have recommenda-

tions as to ability and integrity. A good

salary to man who can fill the place.

ADDRESS

The Fairbanks Company,

749 Craig Street, ...MONTREAL

L
Every Description
Shape and C olors

ABELS
Stock Labels for Hardware trade

LEVY «5fc CO., 19 Leader Le.TOROTO

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is bestdone by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Montreal.

ADVERTISINGinWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG, CANADA

ASPINALL'S
0. White for Inside,

Indian White—Outside
for

Decorators' Use.

Imperial Gallons
and %-Gallons

Free from Poisonous White Lead. Colours

Perfect. The original English make as supplied

to Royalty.

Agents: Ontario and the East, R, C, Jamieson & Co., 13 St. John

Street. Montrea'. Winnipeg and Distric J, H. Ashdown,

Winnipeg.

2, 3, and 4-in. Tin and Galvanized Conductor

Elbows, for sale by all leading jobbing houses.

Made by GEO. ALLEN
BURLINGTON, ONT.
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METHOD OF DEALING WITH SLOW ACCOUNTS.

T
Hli following, which appeared in a

reeent issue of Ironmonger, London,

may prove of interest to our read-

Bad debts cannot be avoided altogether,
but to make them as few as possible should
be the aim of every firm. No single system
will suit all businesses, but, after trying
many, the writer some years ago adopted
one which has proved very successful, reduc-
wul losses from 5s. to about 2s. per £100
or^uvnoyijjr. a difference which is of con-
siderable importance in a large concern.

hi the writer's firm the value of the
sales is about £.'30,000 yearly to ironmon-
gers, colliery and quarry owners, and con-
tractors, large and small. The business is

both wholesale and retail ; the accounts
number about 1,000, varying in amount
from a few shillings to hundreds of pounds;
the credit allowed ranges from a few days
to twelve months, and the fact that the
risk of bad debts is not trifling has been
proved by the serious losses met with by
other firms appealing to the same circle of

customers.

On the 15th of each mouth statements of

accounts due in the same month have
always been sent to each customer since the
business was begun 2.") years ago, the
names, addresses, and amounts having been
first entered in alphabetical order in an
accounts-rendered book. Formerly, if an
account so rendered included items entered
in that book in a previous month, such
entries were marked " carried forward," and
when the accounts-rendered book was exam-
ined occasionally and irregularly so that
overdue accounts might be written for,

many of these entries were certain to
escape notice. The plan was therefore

adopted of going systematically through the
ledgers about the 20th of each month, and
entering on one or two sheets of foolscap
all overdue accounts, with details as follows.

carrying forward from the sheets written
out the previous month all accounts still

unpaid, with notes regarding applications
for payment of same: —

X

" replied to," promising remittances by
certain dates. Such a reply is always a
hopeful sign ; but it is quite a common
experience to write half-a-dozen times with-

out eliciting any answer, and after legal

aid has been enlisted, to receive an indig-

nant letter complaining about the account
being placed in a lawyer's hands for collec-

tion, notwithstanding that it seemed hope-
less to recover payment by any other
means.

New accounts require careful watching
until the financial standing of the cus-

tomer has been ascertained by experience ;

but the most worrying accounts to recover

are those of buyers who intend to do well

but are unable to meet their obligations

promptly owing to want of capital, care-

lessness, or giving too long credit to their

own customers. Such men, having paid

within a reasonable time for the small pur-

chases made in the past, and finding their

credit curtailed in other quarters, begin to

send all their orders to the one firm which
seems willing to supply them. Pleasure is

felt at the increase of business until diffi-

culty is experienced in obtaining payment,
when it is found that legal proceedings will

only lead to bankruptcy and loss. In such
eases the writer has found it an excellent

plan to stop further supplies, unless for

cash with order, and to insist on the pay-

ment of small amounts on account at

regular intervals, so that the whole amount
owing shall be paid up in six to 12 mouths.
Debtors of this kind arc generally being

dunned on all sides, and whenever they can

collect £5 it goes to the most pressing

creditor; but it is comparatively easy to

make them remit £\ weekly or fortnight i>

if they are regularly reminded of their

obligation a day or two before the amount
is due.

The tone of letters to customers who are

known to be of undoubtedly good financial

standing, Imt dilatory in their payments,
must, of course, be very different from that

to those who may reasonably be considered

as " doubtful." The former will not take

the trouble to reply, and may readily take

Account
Dates
from

July . .

.

April . . .

Sept. . . .

July ...

(uly ...

Feb. . .

.

July . .

.

Sept. . . .

Sept. . . .

Feb. .

^
Ledger-
folio

32

45
7i

103

10S
264
321

45°
5°5

6:2

A?, Name and Address*

V:

S. Willcox", Leeds ...,...,
N. Stevens, Otep'.^Jt*?. .

S. Benson, Edinbutfgb..

I. Hudson, Liverpool..
M . Strong , Kendal .,<<. . . .

P. Crone, Norwich. . . . vj . j,

T. Mittel, London .Y .<

.

N. Crosbie, Cardiff.. I

W. Mallis, Cork....!.......
1

M. Pride, Dublin.

Dates of Application
for Payment.

Dec. 14, Dec 28 and Jan. 12.

Nov. 27 and Dec. 28.

Jan. 15. Reply promised end of month.

Dec. 28.

Dec „28.

... Nov>27 and Dec. 28. Reply promised
* \ in 14 days.

. Dei. 28.

• The names in this table are nil fictitious.

When the list is made up it is carefully

checked, and then a letter is sent to each
debtor who is no( likely to be called on
personally for several months, pointing out
that the account is overdue, and requesting

payment, the date of each letter being
marked on the sheet, as shown. Two.
three, four, or more letters follow if no
attention litis been paid to the earlier

application, each letter beirg more curt tl an
the previous one, and the last of all intim-

ating thai the account will, without further

intimation, be handed to a lawyer for col lee

tion unless paid within week. In the

iiet it ions list given above 1 I he rea I
one

generally contains from 40 to 50 names I.

two applications have been marked as

offence if it is suggested that their credit

is doubted, but the latter hope to gain
time by silence. Such debtors should be
given no rest until their debt is greatly
reduced, and the account ought to be kept

within small limits (hereafter. To decide in

which category to place an overdue account
is very difficult at limes, but the st udv oi

previous settlements and information gath-
ered from travellers or personal visits may
prevent unfortunate errors.

To sum up the three important points-
examine the ledgers at frequent and regular
intervals, make frequent and regular appli-

cations for payment of all overdue accounts,

and lose no time in endeavoring to compel a

sett lenient.

VARNISH

+1,

LTD

-

JAPANS
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full lint

of samples.
Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
F. A. YORK, Manager.
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"JARDINE
"

-HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co,
SHELBURNE, ONT.

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Model
1900.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

ONEIDA
COMMUNITY quality Cow Ties

may now be had in

either

"American"
(Flat Link)

—OR—

"Niagara"
(Wire Link)

All Patterns.

Open and Closed
Ring

Three Chain,
and Dominion.

Your jobber can
supply you.

Manufactured by

Oneida Community,
*.vvvvw%v^*

Limited
Niagara Falls,

Ont.

A LONDON FENCE MACHINE
ON EXHIBITION IN
YOUR STORE ~~-~

will create more curiosity and bring in more
customers than any other implement.
There's money in handling the " London,"
as other merchants have found. You get a
snap if you get the " London " agency for

your town.

WRITE FOR TERMS BEFORE YOU MISS IT.

Coiled Spring Wire at right prices to the trade.

The London Fence Machine Co.,
Manufacturers aud
Wholesale Dealers, London, Can.
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THE QUESTION OF CANADIAN LEAD.
THE VIEWS OF AN AUTHORITY.

T11K
production of lead in Canada is

daily becoming a more momentous

question, not only to the public in

British Columbia but also to the paint and

lead product manufacturers throughout

Canada. A few days since. " Hardware and

Metal " was favored with an interview by

Mr. Robert Munro, Managing Director of

The Canada Taint Co., Limited, known as

one of our keenest students of Canadian

minerals in the sense of their adaptation to

practical purposes, and we feel sure that

his remarks and conclusions on the subject

cannot but be instructive and interesting

to our readers.

CANADA'S PRODUCTION OK LEAD.

" Do yon consider Canada's produetion of

lead as a matter of much significance?"

" Most certainly. The enormous expan-

sion of the production of lead in Canada

entirely alters our relation to the rest of

I he world in the matter of lead supply. In

IS'.U we produced only 100 tons
;

in 1898

our output had risen to 20,000 tons, while

the probable output for 190] is being-

estimated at over 30,000 tons with still

further expansion in sight."

"Lead mining is then a comparatively

new industry in Canada V

" Yes ; although we have long had a

knowledge of our great possession in lead

ores. Indeed, there has lone existed an

import duty on pig lead which was doubt-

less intended to stimulate the mining and

melting of lead in the Dominion, but it

has remained a dead letter, and all the lead

consumed in the Dominion has been import-

ed from other countries. These imports

take the form of pig lead, red lead, dry

white lead, litharge, etc., and while we
were not producing lead within ourselves.

the process of importing seemed quite

natural. Now, however, the anomaly exists

of our being importers of our manufactured

leads while we are actually exporting crude

lead in quantities much greater than our

imports."

ANOMALOUS CONDITIONS.

"
It is this anomaly that leads to the

present agitation, is it not?"
" Exactly. Canada has now become a

producer of lead far in excess of her own

requirements and the present agitation,

emanating mainly from British Columbia,

is intended to so adjust our tariff that we

mav manufacture from our own ores all the

lead pipe, lead shot, white lead. etc.
;

and

also to export to (he best advantage our

surplus lead, which is most readily market-

able in the form of pig. We are already at

the stage of having not only mining of ore

in active operation, but have also smelters

which reduce these ores to the form of con-

centrates. A further link is needed to

handle these concentrates, hence the call for

a rei'inerv in order to separate the precious

metals contained in the ores. The refinery

once established would From the concen-

trates produce gold and silver ready for the

mint, and pure pig lead ready for the

manufacture of the various products

named."

AN ATTEMPTED REMEDY.
" Mas the C.overnment never offered any

encouragement to the establishment of such

a rei'inerv ?
"

" No
;
but it did try bo rei lj matters.

Some 18 months ago, the Government

( evidentlv seeing the anomah I hat had

begun to' exist), passed an Order-in-Coun

cil re-admitting free of duty the pig lead

produced from concentrates of our own
smelters sent to the United States to be
refined. Under this Order-in-Council, pig

lead of Canadian origin is being used in the
manufacture of our lead pipe, lead shot, etc.,

which gives us a market for 3,000 or 4,000
tons of our lead. But it is not reasonable
or businesslike that our concentrates should
be sent abroad for the finishing process,

even if The American Smelting Trust oper-

ated them at a moderate rate, which they
do not. In proof of this we have just ship-

ped 3,700 tons to Antwerp, hauling it by rail

from the Kootenays to St. John, N.I'.,

thence by steamer to Antwerp, and it is

more than likely that much of this identi-

cal lead will find its way back to Canada
in some manufactured form.

BOUNTY ASKKD LOR.
" The British Columbian delegation have

applied for a bounty on pig lead produced
in Canada, or. optionally lor assistance in

establishing a refinery. Looked at dispas-

sionately it appears to me much more
important, as well as more reasonable, that

our British Columbian friends should be
assured of a market for their lead up to

the entire requirements of the Dominion for

all lead products, and this being assured

would probably render any further impetus
unnecessary.

THE TARIFF.
" A glance at the Customs tariff makes it

plain that it was drafted under conditions

entirely different from those now prevail-

ing. For example, pig lead is rated at 15

per cent, while litharge ( oxide of lead ) is

free, while white and red leads pay only 5

per cent. On the other hand, pipe and shot

pay 35 per cent.

" There is surely great room for adjust-
ment here, and it appears most reasonable
that such arrangement be made as will put
a stop to importation of lead in any form,
in order to secure our own markets to our
miners and smelters to the extent of our
domestic requirements. This reservation of

good business would enable the smelters to

compete with England and the United
States in the sale of pig lead, especially

for the supply of China and Japan, for

which we are favorably located.

it may lie objected that the change of

duties suggested would raise the price •»

lead products to the consumer.''

"1 do not recommend protection so

much as adjustment. The prices of some
products would be increased, but others
would be reduced and the average would
not show at all unfavorably. 1 believe it

will be cheaper and it is certainly more
businesslike to adapt our market to the
advantage of our mining industry rather
than supplement their operations hv pa\

ment of a bonus, which itself would not be

final, seeing that tariff adjustment is

required in any event."

INCREASED USE OF ALUMINUM.
In IS89 the production of aluminum in

the United States was about 22 tons, and
in all other countries 71 tons. In the
calendar year 1000 the United States pro-

duced about 4,000 tons of this metal.
against 7,500 tons in all other countries
It is believed that in the near future cop-

per telegraph and telephone wires will be
replaced to a great extent by those made
of aluminum, it having been demonstrated
that in order to do the same work coppei
wires must be twice as heavy as aluminum
oaies, and it is estimated that 6,000 tons of

aluminum used for sheathing for roofs will

replace 20.000 tons of copper. Aluminum
wires are now being used in many localities,

but the scarcity of the metal has until now
prevented its general use.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
Representatives for Canada

K. & S. H. Thompson & Company
26 St- Sulpice Street

Montreal
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a n

MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limiied

SOMETHING^SPECIAL1THING

"^wbw";,*^- Jamels War nock & G9 Gal

We direct your attention to the above illustration of our NEW PEAVEY. Its

good points will at once be apparent to and appreciated by all practical lumbermen.

Note the improvement in the socket—a fin running from the base of the hook
to point of socket.

It is made of the very finest material, andjs the most practical and up-to-date

Peavey on the market.
Made by -"^e*

James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF AXES AND LUMBERING TOOLS.

CUKREflT |VIAHKET QUOTATIONS
May 17, 1901.

These prices are (or such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail
dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-
quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS
Tin.

Lamb and Flag and Straits—
56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 00 31

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.8., equal to Bradley. Pi r box
I.O., usual sizes (6 75
I.X., " 8 25
I.X.X., " 9 75

Famous—
1.0 6 75
I.X 8 25
I.X.X 9 50

Raven & Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 5 00
I.X., " 6 00
I.X.X " 7 00

I.XXX., " 8 00

DC., 12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50
Coke Plates—Bright

Bessemer Steel

—

I.C. .usual sizes 4 00

I.C., special sizes, base 4 50
20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X., Terne Tin 10 25

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.
Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X., 14x56, SOsheetbis')
•• 14x60, " V 07 07 V,
•' 14x65. " J

Tinned Sheets
7 !x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

" 26 " 08% 09
' 28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs 185 190
Refined " " 2 35

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 25

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes .... 3 10 3 25

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base .... 2 10

TireSteel.. .. 2 33 2 50

Reeled Machinery 3 00

Oast Steel, per lb 00 00

ToeOalkSteel*Firth & Cos special cast st eel, per lb. 13

isop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
1%-inch 12%
2 " 13

2'/2 " 15

J •• 16

3% " 20
4 " 025

Steel Boiler Plate.
% inch 2 50 2 60

3-16moh 2 60 2 70

% inoh and thiokfr 2 50 2 60

Black Sheets.
18 jauge S 00

2U gauge 3100
22to24 " 3 10

26 " 3 20

28 " 3 30

Canada Plate?.
All dull, 52 sheets 2 90
Half polished 3 00
Allbright 3 !0

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% " 4 45

Vi inch 3 25

% ' 3 30

% " 3 50

% " 3 65
1 " 5 15

1% •* 7 10
IV, " 8 40
2 " 11 25
2% " 20 95
3 " 2155
3% " 3)75
4 " 39 00
5 " 47 35
6 " 62 10

Galvanized pipe—
V, iDch 4 90
34 " 5 25

1 " 7 55
1% " 10 30
1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 4 5 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 41 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 35 4 fO 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

" % " 8 00 8 50
5-16 " "

4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 CO

7-16 " "
3 9J 4 V5

% " "
3 70 4 10

9-16 " " 3 65 4(5
% " "

3 ?5 3 90

% " "
3 60 4 10

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 to 40 and
5 p.o.

Cow ties 40 p.c.
Tie-out chains 6 > p.c.
Stall fixtures 35 p.c.
Trace chain 45 p.c.
Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dip-
count 40 p.c

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, y2 to % in. 23V2 25

" round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23V2 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea.. per lb 25%

" 35 to 45 • " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 percent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25
Tubing, base, per t 24 25

Zlno Spelter
Foreign, per lb 06% 06
Domestic "

Zinc Sheet.
5cwt. casks 00 6V,

Partcasks 10 634

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04 1

/.. 0(4%
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... C6 lA
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.— Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, list s

at 7c. per lb. and 25 p.c. dis. f o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 1C0 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 15 p.o. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10V4 11

White Lead . Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37
No.l do 6 00
No.2do 5 62%
No.3 do 5 55
No.4do 4 87%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37y2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram's B B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt.... 5 25
No. 1, 1001b. kegs, perewt 5 00

White Zine Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
PureWhiteZinc 08 19
No.l 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. l.casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %. % and 1 gallon tinB.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon IIP
Barn (in bbls. ) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 145
Canada Paint Co's Pure 125
Toronto Lead & Color Oo's Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil .

25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.
Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colors , Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J.C.) bbls.... 135
Yellow Ochre J.F.L.S.), bbls ...
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10
Brussels Ochre
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 180
Fnglish Oxides, per owt 3 00
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,. . 1 75
Super MagneticOxides,93p o. 2 00
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb
" Umber, " "

. ,

"

do Raw '. ..."
Drop Black, pure '",

Chrome Yellows, pure ,.'..

Chrome Greens, pure, per lb.
Golden Oebre
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxes, per lb 08

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb
Mortar Color, per 100 lb ...

English Vermillion
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 ib
Whiting, per 100 lb

1 40
2 75
1 15
2 00
1 90
3 25
2 00
2 00
2 25

10
10
09
09
18
12
0:%

21
1 00

07
1 25
80
80
55

Blue Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Patty.
Bulk in bbls i 90
Bulk in less quantity ,,,,' 2 05
Bladders in bbls .'

2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes orlocse. ... 2 25
Bladders in 25-lh. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 65
bladders in tu'k or tins less than 1001b2 90

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.

Carriage, No. 1
" body
" rubbing

Gold Size, Japan
Brown Japan
Elastic Oak
Furniture, extra

" No.l....
Hard Oil Finish
Light Oil Finish
Demar
Shellac, white

). Per gal.

2 90 3 30

orange
Furniture Brown Japan,.
Black Japan

" No.l

00
4 00
3 00
2 40
2 90
2 10
1 60
2 70
3 20
3 30
4 40
4 00
1 60
2 40
1 60

9 00
5 00
3 40
2 80
3 30
2 80
2 00
3 10
3 60
3 70
4 80
4 40
2 00
2 80
2 00

The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's.,
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each
$3.00.

Granatine Floor Finish, per gal., $2.75.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, $1 2J ;

Size 2, 70c. ; Size 3, 40c. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. . 10
" " small lots 10%

Cod Oil, Etc.
CodOilpergal 50
Pure Olive
" Neatsfoot

Glue.
Cjmmon 08%
French Medal 14
Cabinet sheet 12
White, extra 18
Gelatine 22
Strip 18
Coopers 19
Huttner

10%
11

55
1 20
90

OS

14V,
13
20
30
20
20
18
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JAMES HUTTON & CO.
Sole Agents in CaDada for

Joseph Rodgers & Sons, Limited,
Steel, Peech & Tozer, Limited,
W. & S. Butcher,

Thomas Goldsworthy & Sons,
Burroughes & Watts, Limited,
Etc., Etc.,

Have reopened their offices in Victoria Chambers,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL.

f

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.

B. B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cant.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. c, Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p. o. Aner.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

"Dominion" grades, 25 per cent. Rival
and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%->b.t»gs 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wadB, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges £0

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.
11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and It gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90
5and6gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink

edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each-
Hand smaller gauge 115
9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90
Adzes.

Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 ( 12%
Anvil and Vise combined — 4 50

Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 19 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 18 0U

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
2nd " irl 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

" B 21

O " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

Krirtionless metal, per lb 23

SVRAOOSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo "f
Special •• •• ° 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse .. 50

Bells.
Hand.

BraSB, 60 per cent,

r- i kel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Oongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro' , disoount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jenuings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 65

" " full square 6)
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60
Coach Screws 7"
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square 4 c. off
Nuts, hexagon 4%c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 6 % per cent.

Broilers.
Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dls., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
American, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Kings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Loobo Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per c nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Bullard'B, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% per oent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 50 2 76
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— \'o. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittingsnet. 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teu'onio, plain 16 CO

" " embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net I 25
L"w Down Oat. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50
" " " ' " emb'd. net 20 50

Closet connection net . . 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 51
" " 19 x 15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Ktc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles. Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" " 5, " 22%
"6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets

.

Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 2U
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 70 and 5 per cent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inohes.
Under26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41to50 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to60 5 15 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5.50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81to85 6 50 .... 11 70
86to90 14 00

91to95 15 50

99tol00 18

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

% " 9 00
" %to% 1400

Leather, 1 in., per doz. 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, -per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 1 10 1 20
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 1 50 2 00

Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50
Fork.

C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No.ll%,10-ft.run .... 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 1 5-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.

Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb. . . . 06%
5-in., " .... 06%

" 6-in., " 06
" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in.. " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.

Screw hook and hinge—
6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50

14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50
Per gro. pairs

Spring 12 00
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE 4.^ -

Disoount, 45 and 5 per oent tjMCl
HOOKS.
Oast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63

Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dls.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C'brand 50 and 7%p.o.off new list lOval-
"M" brand 50, 10 and 5 per cent. J head
Countersunk, 60 percent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

TTontnriaa • 1 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.iaotones
. j an(J SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

IOE PICKS.
Soar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.o. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door, japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw, per gross 1 30 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz 7 0J
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
All glass 120 130

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russell 4 Erwin, per doz— 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock.
English and Am., per doz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 100 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and BrasB.

Flat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths' per doz 125 150
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking each 60 2 00

MATTOCK8.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTER8.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

erman, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Tacount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are ; Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 .152
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 ?o
16and20d 2 40 2 90
31. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 -85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.71V2
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 a'.d U p. o.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percei.t,

NAIL PULLERP.
Herman and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 50 and 5 per cent for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.

Navy 6 00
U. S.Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) '. 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can , with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 1 25 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 percent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring sap buckets, dip. 45 p.c.

6, lu and 14-qt. H ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
Pt r doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross.... 175 3 00
Brass head " .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cenl.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
to 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button 's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's wjrk, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins'radiator valves discount55 percent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4

" " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 300

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. orless u 85
1,000 lb. or more. o 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz £5 • 100
Axle 22 33
S-rew o 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz l 00 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 3gallons ,... 7 CO

35 " 8 25
<0 " 950

Copper, 30 " 22 00
15

35 " 26 00
40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 6C

and lu p.c.

Globe File Co. s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c
RAZORS.

per doz.
Elliot's 4 00 18 00
Geo. Butler* Co. 's, 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

" King Cutter 12 50 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile 4 Quack's 7 00 12 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lu per cent.
Iron Burrs, discount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
%and5-16in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16

" 5-32 inch 21
%inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15'/j

Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.o.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated C7V.
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% pe icent.
B 4 A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Rmery. 40 per cent.
Gari.et(Rurt n>), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.o.
S. & D., 40 percent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. 4 D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 P0
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
B. S. & M. Scales, 45 p.o.
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c."

Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chatillon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Warren Champion 65 p c.

" Standard 4) p.c.
SCREW DRIVERS.

Sargent's per doz 65 100
SCREWS

Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 67% and 10 p.cWood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.o.
" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.o.
" R.H. " 70 p.o.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75

Set, Case hardened, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co , full nickeled, dis. 65 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150
SOLDERING IRONS.

1, l%lb., perlb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 25 3 75
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07"

slip 09 09
Labrador 13

" Axe o 15
Turkey o 50
Arkansas 00 1 50
Water-of-Ayr o 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
1 inch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4— 3 dozen in case, net cash .... $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
„. Per cent.
Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80&12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 15

" tinned 80 & 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . 80" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 & 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk... 85, 12% 412%" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk. .70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 412%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks „.M
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails sv%
TruDk nails, black 65 and 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads .' 40
Fine finishing 40
Picture frame points ,.., 10
Lining tacks, in papers ,, \Q
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF'

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane. Dredge Chain, Trace Chains. Cow Ties etc.

AlEX
ffir

E
e!.°

IBB
' -Canadian Representative,- fcS»ff™ * C» •

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lining tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60
Tia capped trunk nails 15
Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
' bulk 40

TAPE LINE8.
Bnglish, ass skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00
English, Patent Leather... 5 50 9 75
Ohesterman's each 90 2 85

steel, each 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS." (Steel.)

dame, Newhouse, dis. 25 p c.

Same, H. &N., P. S. * W., 65 p.e.

Same, steel, 72%, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00
S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 2U
4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, pe doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices :

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
" 9 " 2 80
" 10 " 2 87
" 11 " 2 90
" '2 " 2 95
" 13 " 3 15
" 14 " 3 37

15 " 3 50
16 " 3 65

Other size! of plain wire outside of Nos. 9,
10, 11, 12 and 13. and other varieties of
plain wire remain at $2.81 base with

extra* as before. The prices for Nos 9'

to IS irc'ude the charge of 1 c.
for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:
Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10o.—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17'/2 per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5—No. 18, $5.50—No. 19, $6-No. 20,
86.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,
$7.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,
89.50-No.27, $10-No. 28. $11—No 29.
$12-No. 30, 813—No. 31. $14—No. 32, $1E
No. 33, $16—No. 34. $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil
ing, 10c—in 25-1K bundles,15c—in 5 ana
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c- in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanised Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7,8, $3 51
to $3 8

r—No. 9, $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10,
33.60 to $3.95—No. 11, $3 70 to $4.10- No
12, $3 to $3 30—No. 13, $3.10 to $3 40—
No. 14. $4.1" to $4.50—No. 15. $4.60 to
85.05—No 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Base sizes,
Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57'/2 f.o b. Cleveland.

Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17

§4.25; No. 18, J2.65; No. 19, S2.35, f.o.b
Hamilt.n, 'Joionto, Mont rial.

WIRE FENCING. FOB.
Toronto

3 15
3 15

Galvanized barh
Galvanized, plain twist
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less than carlotp, end $2.7J in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5

White, according to quality 6V4 to 7
J
4

50c -lb bale lots shided.
WRENCHES.

Acme, 35 to 37VS per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
TowerB' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. 4 K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket. per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 33 00
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 28 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 CO
Sampson " 30 00

i erms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per ceut.

REPEAT ORDERS FOR

BENNETTS PATENT SHELF BOX
mean that they are O.K.

836 Yonge St., Toronto, April 9, 1901.

DEAR Sir, We wish that you would make for us
another lot of your shelf toxes, per specification

attached. We are delighted with the last equipment
you made for us. The boxes are all that you claim for

them, being light, strong and exceedingly neat. They
lit well too, showing care in turn'ng them out. Altogether
we consider the satisfaction we have had from putting
in yoursystem to be infinitely beyond comparison with
the mouetary outlay. Yours, very truly,

J. W. ORAM.
For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

THE ADAMS STOVE PIPE REGISTER.
Design Patented

June 29, 1897.

Design Patented

August 31, 1897.

Made by

The Adams

Company

Dubuque,

Iowa, U.S A



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for export. With or without "Emlyn"
Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
"Machinery," Newport. Newport, Mon., England.

Mr. Retail
Hardwareman,
You have had trouble with Axes.

Some were poor sellers, others did

not give your customers satisfac-

tion.

You can avoid having all this

trouble in future. We can tell

you how. Write us.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, CANADA.

*^6wii.O fO»PAV <Mfrl,

Ia/i-th a fienn *"p

DO YOU"?

«#• in the «r

1\£QOf{0,
To^orJ-ro

uittl bring you,
tendersfrem t/it

' w/v r"-', fast contractor*

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-

ada, reports from the city markets, stock

uotations, etc. You can get commercial
ews from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject,

CANADIAN PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU,

232 McGill Street. MONTKEAL.QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, ete.* ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. KA
Y
Rn.°F

™f.a
90 Chambe" st

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849—

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized
world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS, C, IRVING, Gen, Man. Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal,

Awarded a Gold Medal at

PARIS EXPOSITION for

superiority. That's proof

enough of their quality, and

clearly shows that they are

the best.

The Bailey

Send for Catalogue

and ....
Price List.

Cutlery Co.
BRANTFORD, ONT.

THE MOWER
If you keep the weeds cut so

they do not go to seed, and cut

your grass without breaking the

small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will

disappear. The Clipper will do

it.

THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS

IN YOUR LAWNS.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.,
NORRISTOWN,

PA.
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* International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

Awarded
By JURORS at

'V^V^V%/%/%/%^»Vt*%^V^

1901 HOSE, 'so.

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expense

-

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfc. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms—
49-61-63 West Front St.,

Factories - I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.
124-148 O'Hara Ave.

TORONTO, Canada.

Galvanized
Steel Sheets

__ "LEVEL BEST" BRAND.

Black
Steel Sheets

" GRIFFIN " BRAND.

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

B. &S.H. THOMPSON & CO'

Y

26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Houseline
Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline
Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlin
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

"RED THREAQ" Transmission Rope from the finest quality M<
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wm. b. stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West. TORONTO.



Gauge and Lubricator Glasses

GEO. LANGWELL & SON
Manufacturers, - Montreal.

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.

VOL. XIII. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, MAY 25, 1901. NO. 21

"TAHDEM" ANTI-FRICTION METAL.

' Tandem" Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed,

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters of Anti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

"FLEUR DE LIS" is not a second quality

iron. It is " Queen's Head " quality—every

sheet guaranteed—" Queen's Head " weights

and flatness, but galvanized the same as ordin-

ary brands. If you don't require the best

galvanizing, you are safe with "Fleur de Lis,"

and price is low.

JOHN LYSAGHT, Limited, Makers, A. C. LESLIE & CO., MONTREAL,
BRISTOL, ENG. Managers Canadian Branch.

A PPF^MIRF A T^VERY specification of the leading

m^jm J Ja architects in the country are em-
140 ,bs bodied in the Safford Radiators for

Steam and Hot Water Heating. Every section of the

Radiator is subjected to a pressure of 140 lbs. to the square

inch, which is about double the pressure that other

Radiators even pretend to bear.

The screwed-nipple connection absolutely prevents leaking

at the joints in The Safford Radiators. Each section is held

firmly without the use of red lead or any other substance

—

each section is screwed together. There are no rods,

bolts or packings anywhere in the " Safford." Every statement

that we make about them is backed up by the prestige of the Largest Radiator

Manufacturers under the British flag. It will pay you and pay you well to send for

our Illustrated Booklet telling all about

THE SAFFORD RADIATORS.
THE DOMINION
RADIATOR CO., Limited,
TORONTO, ONT.



UCKS.
For Warehouse uses,^otels, Factory and Office, Railroad and

^Barrel Trucks.

We have a large and varied assort-

ment in stock, and can ship promptly.

We Make a Specialty of...

c
Rubber Wheeled Trucks
FOR HOTELS AND WAREHOUSES.

Send for our Truck Catalogue and Price Lists.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY
749 Craig Street, MONTREAL

u
ENTERPRISE"

1

/In

i

No. 2!<:

Fruit,Wine & Jelly Press &>

patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprising ^r<\

Meat and Food Choppers, J5 5/>£5 aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, J2

5/z<?5 tftft/ styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST

$ Meat Juice Extractor

t

i
vl/

/l\

%
% No. 21, - $2.50

4S •••.l<l*Mil«||M«»»MM|i»|«rt «•••-

Write for Descriptive

Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

W

\l/

I
T
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BUTLER'S
FAMOUS

Sheffield Cutler

<s;

HOSE...
Fish and Dessert Knives ; Spoons and Fori

Cabinets and Cases of Cutlery and Plate ^^^^^^P
jzA **ftITTI P&" was registered as a

*pl DU ILCA Trade Mark, A.D. 1768. r* ^^Skt^^B^^
Sole Makers of the celebrated

"KEEN" Razors, "CAVENDISH"
brand of Table Knives and Carvers.

HIGHEST AWARDS. SPECIAL MENTION.

Full Line of Samples and stock at—

George Butler & Co.'s

kSS^RooM: 62 HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.
(Over Snow Hill Station.)

MANUFACTORY

:

Trinity Works, SHEFFIELD, ENG.

WATER suction
STEAM ACID
AIR OIL
FIRE SODA WATER
BABCOCK HIGH PRESSURE

Our Patent Seamless Tube is, without doubt,

the only perfect construction.

The Canadian Rubber Co.,
CAPITAL - - - $1,500,000 00.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.
m in i i an i ii

Lightning, Gem
Blizzard . . . freezers

'Ibqsw''

ARE
Well Advertised

In Demand
Easily Sold

Satisfactory in Use

Of Known Reputation

HAVE
Cedar Pails with Electric Welded Wire Hoops

Cans of Heavy Tin with Drawn Steel Bottoms

AUTOMATIC Twin Scrapers

"The Ice Cream Freezer Book" tells all about

these and our other Freezers, mailed free

EXCEL IN

Easy Running

Quick Freezing

Economy
Convenience

Practical Results

North Bros. Mfg. Co.,
™,adSK,a ' Pa '
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m.

Woman is

Responsible
for the sale of ice cream freezers.

Fifteen million women have considerable influence.

Ten thousand of them wrote to us in three months.

We are talking to them all the time—winter and summer

They are all familiar with the Peerless Iceland Freezer.

Reports from them prove that we are right, and that

one motion is enough.

We want your help in distributing Peerless Iceland

Freezer JJANA & QO.,
New YorK Branch, 10 Warren St.

San Francisco Branch, 105 Front St.

Cincinnati.

k% if'

pi ~Y" T*IMF will soon be here. YOU will require a stock of

1 L, 1 I I' >l- DOOR PULLS for Screen Doors, etc.

WO Manilfartliro am°ng our many other lines both
e ivianuTaciure Japanned and Copper Coated

Wire Door Pulls (5 inches).

T
HAT and COAT HOOKS

2}4 in. 3 in. 3Y2 in.

In Japanned and Coppered.

-wood Screws and Wire Nails.

BRIGHT GOODS
(A full line of these goods always in stock.)

WIREWW lllka Bright, Annealed, Oiled and Annealed.

Coppered, Coppered Spiing, Tinned, Brass,
Staples, Galvanized and Barb Wire.

COPPER WIRE
For Merchant and

Electrical Purposes.

For Prices, etc , apply to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

THE NEW BALDWfNJ
f
f

i

i

1

DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Bubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped relrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special
rifrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

\
f

1

i
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The "IDEAL" Ice Cream Freezer
Made only in one size, but will freeze from half pint

to the capacity of the freezer (about one gallon).

IN POSITION TO RECEIVE CREAM PRACTICALLY ONLY FOUR PARTS N POSITION FOR FREEZING

Will Freeze Cream in from Two to Five Minutes According to Quantity.

Indurated Fibre Tub.

No Hoops to Fall Off.

No Staves to Shrink or Swell.

No Repacking Necessary to Keep Cream 5 Hours.

Saves 50 per cent, in Ice.

Simple in Construction.

Easy in Operation.

Rapid in Results.

No Wooden Tub with Leaky Seams.
No Danger of Spoiling the Cream with Salt.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton
Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver, B.C.

Geo. D. Wood & Co.,

Winnipeg, Man.

A COLD
WATER
PAINT

,v,), i.htu>

Willi!

is all that we claim

INDELIBLO
to be and su< h a paint that has not been known
around here before. It is made in beautiful colors

and a pure clear white. It is washable, sanitary,

weatherproof, fireproof all in one. It makes fresh

and clean Breweries, Factories, Sheds, Barns,

Fences, Alleyways, Shafts. It beautifies Private

Dwellings and is not at all dear, but very low in

price.

A. RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL.

J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLFNNAN, McFEELY &. CO., - - VANCOUVER,

AUF.NTS

"DAISY" CHURN ^
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand ste. dv whih churning When churn is locked to stand
the bow can h° used as bandies to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidts to
centre, giyingfree space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow Levers as desired.

Vollmar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfecti m of its kind— will wash
more clothes in lesslim'. do it better
and easier, with less wear and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman 4 Ward Mfg. Co,,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

Wire Guards
FOR

Store Fronts

Factory and Mill Windows
Basement Windows

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited
HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.
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ESTABLISHED I860.

OIL STOVES-
INCORPORATED 1895.

•x&MI

-agle
Tin, neatly painted and decorated.

Nos. 3 4 6

Burners 2 2 3

Wick, inches 3 4 4

" German "

Glass bottom.

Burners, 12 3

Wick, inches 2)4

"Summer Girl"
Iron bottom.

Burners, ,1 2 3

Wick, inches 4

Sole Agents in Canada for the " Standard " New Process Blue Flame Oil, Gasoline

and Gas Stoves. Prices on application.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

ZINC
SHEETS SPELTER

FROM STOCK OR FOR IMPORTATION.

SAMUEL, SONS 4 BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Motal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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Lewis Bros. & Co.
WHOLESALE HARDWARE, MONTREAL.

For Your Hot

Weather Trade.

THE CROWN ICE CHIPPER.
PEERLESS ICELAND

RAPID ICE CREAM FREEZER THE GEM ICE SHAVE.

MtHL '

ICE PICK—Arrow Point, Wooden Handle, with Heavy
Galvanized Malleable Ring.

FAMILY ICE TONGS. NO. I ICE TONGS- ICE CHISEL—Polished Steel or Galvanized Blade.

(4

ICE CHISEL—Polished Steel Blade, with Heavy Malleable Galvanized Ring on Handle.

Lewis Bros. & Co.
MAIL ORDERS E'EK^r DAY MONTREAL.
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Quick Heal
SUMMER STOVES.

Gasoline or Blue Flame Oil.

Used Most and Valued Highest.

The popular favorites with Canadian housekeepers,

because of their reliable trustworthiness, perfect adaptability

for all kinds of kitchen work, and their simple ease of

operation.

The " Quick Meal " Wickless Oil Stove is a marvel of

perfect construction, made to please the popular demand,
unique in its good points, an unfailing success.

Post yourself on the good points these fine stoves

offer you. Send for our descriptive catalogue, and make
up your mind to do a rousing Spring trade in these splendid

quick-selling " Quick Meal " Stoves.

As In former years,

we are Sole Canadian Agents.

The Gurney Foundry Co.,
Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL.

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS — " C " Brand HorBe Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Gunn Castor Co.
Limited, Birmingham, Eng.

THE

COLLINS
STEAM
COOKER

<""ooks Quickly, Properly,
and in Quantities Every-
body likes this Cooker, as it

will cook, and cook well, a

whole dinner of about 5 or 6 artii le at ibe same time over

one hole on the Range, Gas Stove, Coal Oil Stove, or

Gasoline Stove. Consequently, it is a great saver of fuel,

and time-saver, as you can be doing other housework or go
to church as it cannot burn the contents. Tough meat wi 1

be made tender and food much more palatable and healthy,

as all the flavor and nutrition is retained in the food.

Door can be opened and any one article taken out without

molesting the whole. Write for catalogue and prices.

Manufactured solely by

THE COLLINS MFG. CO., {%
34 Adelaide West TORONTO.

"BRASSITE''

'STEREO TBAOt **

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Brassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.

Why not increase your sales ?

THE GUNN CASTOR CO.
Limited.

KNOX" HENRY, Canadian Agent, Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL.
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Wadsworth -Howland
Co. — Chicago.

^we^ 4/Sl

wjt

BEST (^fcSB) BEST

EARTH I^^^PI EARTH

MIXED PAINTS
BANNER BUGGY PAINT FggSfc

new work where a handsome, lasting and glossy

surface is required. Dries quickly and will not crack

or chip off.

ADAMANTINE ™£? s COTTAGE SHINGLE STAINS

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED.

Canadian Distributors Toronto.
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^THE, wa^TO£
13 MADE OF THE BEST MATERIAL

BEFORE LEAVING FACTORY EACH ONE IS CAREFULLY ADJUSTED AND TESTED.

ARWOODYATT & C9, GUELPH, CANADA.
SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE .

SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

ytX
S WATER COOLERS.

Our Water Coolers are well made.

They have Nickel-Plated Faucets.

They are finished in attractive designs and

colors.

WATERING POTS.
Six sizes. Plain, Japanned and Galvanized.

All Cans are made with Patent Rose, which

can be easily taken apart for cleaning.

Well finished, strong and durable.

That is why we sell so many.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President,

JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,
Montreal.

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.

Limited.

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.E.
Island and Newfoundland.

OFFICES

MONTREAL 232 McQill Street,
Telephone 1255.

TORONTO 10 Front Street East,
Telephone 2148,

LONDON, ENG 109 Fleet Street, E.C..
W. H. Miln.

MANCHESTER, ENG. - • - 18 St Ann Street.
H. S. Ashburner,

WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block.

J. J. Roberts.
ST. JOHN, N.B. . - - No. 3 Market Wharf,

J. Hunter White.
NEW YORK. 176 E. 88th Street,

Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.

Great Britain and elsewhere - - 12s.

Published every Saturday.

Cable Address
{ ^cr&i Canada!
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THEIRADVERTISEMENT INTHISPAPER

BUSINESS MEN AND TOURIST
TRAVEL.

CANADA as a summer resort for

tourists from the United States and

Great Britain has come to the front

in a striking manner during the last few

years. But, obviously, we have been handi-

capped in attracting tourists because of

insufficient hotel accommodation at many

points.

Most of the people who travel duiing the

summer on pleasure bent do not demand

elaborate hotel accommodation, but they do

demand clean, wholesome and comfortably

equipped hotels and homes. Where these

cannot be had they do not resort.

There are many places in Canada lich in

natural beauties and in attractions to sports-

men which might have thousands of tourists

annually in their midst where they now

have scarcely hundreds, and largely on

account of the absence of proper accommo-

dation.

As we have repeatedly pointed out, a

large share of the money which is spent in

a place where tourists resort finds its way

into the stores of the merchants there. It is

obviously, therefore, to their interests that

every effort should be made by business

men to improve the accommodation in their

respective localities.

Every town that possesses natural attrac-

tions for tourists should have its organiza-

tion, call it tourist association or what you

like, whose office it should be to work up

enthusiasm among the people of the locality

in regard to the tourist question ; to induce

the hotelkeepers to improve their premises

and to secure lists of private homes where

accommodation can be secured.

One of the most energetic tourist associa-

tions is that at St. John, N, B., the president

of which is Mr. W. S. Fisher, of the

wholesale hardware firm of Emmerson &

Fisher, and day in and day out that

association is preaching the gospel of New

Brunswick as a tourist resort. The illus-

trated booklets it sends out annually are

models of what such booklets should be,

and the one which has recently been issued

is the best of all. Business men in the

western part of Canada who want a model

upon which to work, or who want to get an

inspiration where to go for their holidays,

should send to Mr. Charles D. Shaw, St.

John, N.B., for a copy of " St. John River,

the Rhine of America," But this associa-

tion is not content with merely issuing a

booklet and interesting the newspapers in

the Maritime Provinces, but it has a lady

employed to visit the different points of

interest in New Brunswick, and particularly

those on the charming St. John river, which

has well been named the " Rhine of

America," and interview the hotelkeepers

and private housekeepers in regard to

accommodation. This will no doubt all be

tabulated, and the information thus obtained

disseminated for the guidance of tourists.

What the New Brunswick Tourist Asso-

ciation has done, similar organization can

do elsewhere.

THE QUALITY OF MANILA ROPE.

A
GOOD many complaints are heard

this spring about the color of the

manila rope that is on the market.

As a rule, as the trade well know, the color

is bright and clean -looking, but a great

deal of that which is now being delivered

is dark and dirty-looking. Some retailers

have refused to receive their shipments on

that account.

The makers claim that it is impossible

this season to procure hemp of the usual

bright color, but they say that, although

defective in color, in strength it is unim-

paired. It is understood that the manu-

facturers of rope in the United States have

an experience similar to that of their

confreres in Canada.

Sisal rope is as usual bright and clean,

but, of course, sisal does not possess the

same strength as manila rope.

It is alleged that mixed rope is being

palmed off upon the trade as pure manila.

The hint to dealers is obvious.

If there is any friction in the attempt to

form the proposed powder combination in

the United States we may expect to see the

scheme explode.
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A DELIBERATE " HOLD-UP."

THE decision of the Members of Parlia-

ment to increase their sessional

indemnity by 50 per cent, is a

deliberate and preconcerted plan on the

part of Liberals and Conservatives alike

to raid the public treasury.

The Premier, in introducing the resolution

to increase the indemnity to $1,500, said he

believed the " increase would strike the

sense of fairness and justice of every

member of the House." What hypocrisy !

Were it not for the seriousness of the

matter, we might term it an unique sense of

humor. Sense of justice, to be sure ! What

other term might those engaged in the

" hold- up " be expected to give it ?

Fairness and justice, indeed ! No doubt

the employes of a large mercantile concern

would so term their action if it was possible

for them to get their heads together and

decide, with the connivance of the men

appointed to guard the treasury of the firm,

to increase their own salaries by 50 per

cent.

And then, Mr. R. L. Borden, the leader

of the Opposition, who seconded the resolu-

tion. His line of argument was different

from that of the Premier, but it was none

the less weak and illogical. The burden of

his plea was that, instead of being an

additional incentive to the professional

politician to aspire to a seat in the House,

it would, on the contrary, induce men of

'
' business interests to offer themselves for

election.'"'

What a species of fallacious argument !

Mr. Borden, like Sir Wilfrid Laurier, is a

man of parts, and much superior in intellect

to the average politician, but, like the leader

of the Government, he evidently believes

that an untenable argument is better than

none at all.

The idea that an extra $500 indemnity

would be more likely to induce a business

man than a professional politician to aspire

for a seat in the House of Commons is so

absurd that one can scarcely believe that a

man of Mr. Borden's intellect would

advance it. And the very fact that such

silly arguments are being used is one of the

best proofs we could have of the weakness of

the case for the increase in the indemnity.

At any rate if business men would aspire

to a seat in the House of Commons on

account of the indemnity that was to be

obtained, wherein would they differ from

the professional politician who is now so

much the bane of our public life? In no

other way than in name. In practice they

would both be the same.

Of the few men in the House, who, up to

the time of writing, have opposed the

increase in the indemnity, one of them is a

business man, namely, Mr. Blain, who sits

for Peel and carries on a hardware store in

Brampton. The stand that Mr. Blain has

taken is a rebuke to the fallacious argument

of the leader of the Opposition.

As the Senators are also to join in the

increased indemnity there are 285 members

whose allowance will be $500 more than

formerly. That number multiplied by 500

means an increase of 555142,500 in the

annual indemnity, which, capitalized at 3

per cent., equals an addition of $4,750,000

to the national debt. And yet none of these

things move the indignation of the leaders

on either side of the House.

Then, it must be remembered, there is the

mileage allowance. This means another

$10,000, which practically all goes into the

pockets of the members of the two Houses,

for it is notorious that, while the members

charge mileage, there is scarcely one of

them but carries a pass in his pocket.

While the Government is to be blamed

for allowing this raid upon the treasury,

the Opposition is equally to blame. If the

office of an Opposition is anything, it is to

act as a brake on Government expenditure,

but in this instance we find it assisting in

the authorization of an expenditure that is

tantamount to increasing the public debt by

nearly $5,000,000.

There is no question about it, our public

expenditure is increasing at a rate too rapid.

But how can the Opposition hereafter have

the temerity to raise even its little finger

against extravagant expenditure when it is

consenting to an expenditure a part of

which goes into the pockets of the members

on its side of the House ?

The plea that the length of the sessions

warrants the increase in the indemnity is the

principal stock in-trade argument. But

they are long, not because of the actual

business transacted, but because of the

extravagant and useless speeches with which

the time of the House is taken up. It is

not the practice of business men to increase

the salaries of their employes who waste

their time in wrangling and in delivering

long speeches traducing each other. And

what is the practice in business should be

the practice in the House.

THE MACHINISTS' STRIKE.

THERE are probably few people outside

the employers who are opposing the

innovation who do not sympathize

with the machinists who are now on strike

in the United States.

What they are contending for is a reduc-

tion of the hours of labor to nine hours a

day, the rate of wages to be the same as for

the present ten -hour day.

There are few of the skilled trades where

the day's labor exceeds nine hours, and in

many eight hours is the maximum. Under

such conditions the machinists must have,

no doubt, for some time felt that their con-

dition was anomalous, as far as hours of

labor were concerned, compared with

mechanics in other branches of trade.

Skilled workmen in some branches of trade

have enjoyed the nine-hour day for 30 years

or more.

A great many of the employers appear to

be only offering a half-hearted resistance to

the demands of the machinists, for a num-

ber of them have already surrendered and

the 50,000 men that quit their work a few

days ago have been reduced by probably

one-third, and it is estimated that by the

beginning of next week fully 90 per cent, of

the men will again be at their accustomed

places.

The pity is that arbitration had not taken

the place of the strike.

FIRES IN MATCH FACTORIES.

Match factories seem to be having their

full share of fires in Canada. Little more

than a year ago the plant of The ^ B.

Eddy Co., Limited, was completely de-

stroyed in the big Hull Ottawa fire. Last

January The Walkerville Match Co.,

Limited, suffered about $25,000 loss, and

last week their premises were destroyed,

causing a loss of $100,000.

It is estimated that new works can be in

operation in three months, but in the mean-

time there will be a big reduction in the

output of matches in Canada,
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LINSEED OIL STILL ADVANCING.
closing up of every silver and lead mine in

the United States was threatened.

THERE seems to be no let up in the

stiffening feeling re linseed oil. On

Monday, an advance of 3c. was

made by the Ontario jobbers, which makes

the basis in Toronto, Hamilton, London and

Gaeiph 80c. for raw and 83c. for boiled in

single barrels, with an advance of ic. for

delivery to outside points throughout West-

ern Ontario. This rise of 3c. makes a total

advance of 12c. in the last month.

Needless to say the present basis of prices

is a high one. Last year the range was

even higher, but during the ten years pre-

vious to 1900, the market during May never

got above 18c. for raw and 71c. for boiled.

The following prices have ruled on the

fourth week in May during the decades for

single barrel lots :

Raw. Boiled. Raw. B'l'd.

1890 68c 71c 1896 53c 56c

1891 64 67 1897 41 44

1892 56 59 L898 49 52

1898 55 58 1899 52 55

1894 53J4 56K 19(10 s4 87

1895 5:; 56 1901 80 83

It will be remembered that the exception-

ally high price of seed last season was due

to the big demand for, and consequent high

price of, flaxseed in America, and the

shortage of flaxseed in England, owing to

there being few, if any, arrivals from the

Argentine Republic, where there was a

good crop, which, however, could not be

exported, owing to bubonic plague at

Buenos Ayres, the port of that country.

The fact that the greater portion of the

whole season's crop of flaxseed had been

kept off the market naturally caused a

scarcity of oil, and boosted prices up to

exceptionally high figures.

It was just as naturally anticipated,

however, that when this seed began to

arrive on the British market prices would

at least resume their usual level. The

resul**was that, on the British market,

during the early months of the present year,

prices were so low that Canadian manufac-

turers and jobbers were forced to reduce

prices, though, owing to the manipulation

of American speculators, the price of flax-

seed was kept at a stiff figure. But, as the

season progressed, it became manifest that

British refiners could not depend on the

great quantity of flaxseed from the Argen-

tine Republic that had been anticipated,

and prices at once began to advance there.

In the meantime, American flaxseed,

being controlled by speculators, was held at

firm prices, so the Canadian refiners have

not been working at their full capacity, and

have practically no surplus stock on hand.

As stocks in jobbers' hands are scarce,

advantage of the advancing British markets

has been taken to put up figures here.

The indications seem to be that for at

least three weeks or a month prices will

continue at the present high basis. It would

be difficult to prophesy further than that,

as by that time British oil, bought during

the depression, will be on the market, and

holders of this may force a break in prices.

IMPORTANT LEGISLATION.

THE past week has seen some import-

ant legislation of interest to business

men introduced in the House of

Commons.

One was a Bill to establish a branch of

the Royal Mint in Ottawa where bronze,

silver and gold coins are to be made, and

an assay office in either British Columbia or

the Yukon.

Another important Bill was one to provide

for the giving of a bounty to the lead refin-

ing industry of Canada. The bounty is to

be $5 per ton, but the amount expended in

any one year for this purpose is not to ex-

ceed $ 1 00, 000. The bounty is to decrease

by $1 per ton each year, and at the end of

five years will cease altogether.

The bounties are to be paid half yearly,

but the total sum so payable is not to

exceed $100,000 in any year. If the sum

earned during any half year exceeds

$50,000 the bounties are to be reduced as

regards that six months, so that the maxi-

mum payable shall not be more than the

$50,000. If the sum earned is less than

$50,000 the balance is to be carried to the

credit of the next half year, and may be

paid out in addition to the amount falling

due for the latter period.

This form of aid, as our readers are

already aware, has been made necessary on

account of the smelter combination in the

United States, through whose action the

GLASS STRIKE IS OVER.

Cable advices from Belgium received this

week state that the great strike of glass-

blowers in that country, which was declared

last August and maintained firmly since by

the operatives, had been settled. This

strike, as is generally known, has been

responsible for the high prices ruling, for, as

fully two thirds of the glass-workers were

out, the production of glass was seriously

handicapped.

It is likely that the settlement of the strike

will give a big impetus to the production of

glass, and that Belgian prices will be ma-
terially lowered. Import orders, which

were refused some months ago, will now be

placed on more favorable terms, but these

will not likely be delivered until about the

close of navigation on the St. Lawrence.

The effect this settlement will have on

prices will be to prevent the advance which

was threatened by Canadian jobbers on

account of the local scarcity. It is not

likely, however, that there will be a decline,

at least for some months.

REDUCTION IN LEAD PIPE.

One of the effects of the weakness in the

lead market to be noted this week is a

decline in the price of lead pipe, the dis-

count now being 30 per cent, instead of 25

per cent, as formerly.

This means a reduction of 6 2/h per cent,

in the actual selling price.

HARDWAREMEN ORGANIZE.

On Thursday evening last week a good
representation of the retail hardware, paint

and oil, stove, tin and metal dealers of

Toronto gathered together to form the

Toronto Retail Hardware Merchants' Asso-

ciation.

The following officers were elected :

President—E. R. Rogers,

ist Vice-President— F. J. Russill.

2nd Vice-President—Albert Welch.

Treasurer—John Caslor.

Secretary—Fred. W. Unitt.

Executive Committee — R. Fletcher, VV. Emery, C.

Dale, J. VV. Peacock, C. Watkinsand J. T. Wilson.

The objects of the association are to look

after the interests of the retail trade in all

matters. Among the matters which will

receive early consideration are early- closing,

buying in the cheapest market, and selling,

as far as possible, at a uniform rate.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.
BRITISH ENGINEERING TRADE.

THE position of the engineering trade

continued far from satisfactory. In

si ime branches a state of absolute

depression prevails, while there is as yet no

modification of the general complaint among
those firms who are fortunate enough to be

working full time, that the orders they have
in hand arc being executed more rapidly

than others are coming in. The recent

cheapening of certain items ot raw material

seems to have had no other effect than to

increase the severity of competition and to

bring prices down still lower. The elec-

trical and locomotive industries are about,

the onlv branches that can be excluded
from this somewhat gloomy summary ; both
of them report crowded order books and full

pressure.

The general situation is not improved by
the spirit of unrest that seems to prevail

among the workmen. There appears to be a
disposition among them to magnify the
importance and urgency of various indus-

trial questions that have been simmering
for some time past, and to bring- matters
to a more acute stage of discussion. One
of the most prominent of these questions is

that of the payment of skilled labor wages
for the working of automatic machine tools.

It is to be hoped that the wiser counsels
will prevail, for it is hardly likely that un-

der the existing unsettled conditions employ-
ers will be willing, or, indeed, able to make
many concessions.—Iron and Coal Trades'
Review, May 10.

TRADE IN SHEFFIELD.

Although prices are decidedly firm there

have been very few transactions in raw
material during the week, and sellers find

things flatter than at anv time since the

Easter holidays. There is also increased
difficulty in disposing of scrap metal. Un-
doubtedly many firms in the bar-iron and
steel trades are experiencing depression, and
no genera] improvement appeal's to be in

operation. The export returns of steel for

April afford but little encouragement.
Canada and the United States only taking
about a third of the quantity credited to
them in April of last year. Fortunately.
Australasia remains a good customer tor

steel, and the decrease of business with
Germany is less than was the case in the

earlier months of the present year. The
Figures relating to Russia. Denmark. Hol-
land and France are bad.—Ironmonger.

THE BRITISH TINPLATE TRADE.

During' the past week the demand for tin-

plates has been well sustained both for

prompt and for forward deliveries, and some
extensive orders have been p'aeed out for

both these positions at advanced values.

The " coal scare " has led to many makers
withdrawing from the market until the

result of i hi proposed and preposterous
disturbance has further developed. In the
meant ime i he colliery proprietors have keen
quick to advance prices on the chance of a

strike, and this has caused considerable
excitement among the manufacturers
throughout the country, as a stoppage of

machinery at. this juncture would be verv

undesirable. Tinplate makers are all well

supplied with orders, ami are. therefore.

inclined to hold off from fin (her sales unless

they can secure full prices. On the other
hand, merchants are disposed to bu\ with

caut ion. in face of an expert ed ci m I Ci >1 la] i a

after the present e\eit enieiit ha blown over:

the.V do not, consider the present position

of affairs as calculated to " rush " the

market, and. therefore, decline to pay tiny

lui.v figures, in the fac; of what mi\ \t
come about to swing the pendulum the
other way. The inquiry has been consider-

able from all quarters, running largely upon
special sizes, light plates, black plates, and
Ganadas, while wasters have also met with
a large amount of favor.—Iron and Coal

Trades' Review, May 10.

THE BRITISH PIG IRON TRADE.

The position of the pig-iron market is

steadily improving, especially in the Cleve
land district, where, to all appearances, the

worst has been experienced. Consumers
seem to be convinced of this by the wa\
they are coming into the market and by the
pressure to buy. In other districts the
demand is only moderate, but prices arc

being well maintained, and in some brands
show a tendency to rather more firmness.

Producers at Middlesbrough have advanced
the price of No. 3 to 46s. (id. per ton, and
have done a large business at 46s. From
Lancashire only a slow business is reported,

and orders are still restricted to hand-to
mouth requirements.—Iron and Coal Trades
Review, May 10.

THE BRITISH GALVANIZED l<»ON TRADE.

During the last twelve months the gal-

vanized iron trade of South Staffordshire

has undergone some very remarkable experi

ences. Early in the year almost, unparall

eled prices obtained, but as the year advan-
ced the decline in value was large and con-

tinuous until the record in low prices was
reached. It is doubtful whether the tunic

in this district has ever experienced a rear

tion so remarkable in its severity. The
intense competition which set in with the

slump in prices resulted in the failure of

several important firms of sheet iron mak-
ers. The outlook for the galvanized iron

trade of the district is at the present

moment by no means encouraging, handi-

capped as the local industry is by almost

prohibitive railway rates of freightage The
exports of galvanized iron from England for

the past year are the highest, on record,

but the share that Wolverhampton ami

South Staffordshire have had in the trade

during the last twelve months is distinctly

less than for some time past. Wolverhamp-
ton is not losing so heavily as the district

around, but Messrs. Lysaght continue to

transfer mine and more of their work to

Newport ( Mon. ). and at the present time

the well-known Osier Bed Works are prac-

tically closed.— I lardwareman.

UNITED STATES LINSEED OIL MARKET.
We have a firm market to report, the

conditions being much the same as outlined

in our last review. Inside carload quota

tions remain 60c. per 7 1-2 pounds I 8c. per

pound) for raw and 61c. I 8 2-1 5c. I for

boiled. Some mills want more money for

what oil they have, naming figures 1 to 2c.

above prices already quoted. Outside mar-
kets generally are strong in sympathy with
Chicago, and nowhere except at New York
do values appear to be out of harmonv
with our market here. It is stated that

offerings of oil at 59c. for May and dune
tire being made in the eastern market meii-

I ioneil. lint t liev come from but one crush-

ing interest. Our information is to the

effect that it is doubtful if round lots can

I" purchased there any cheaper than in the

west. The developments within the week

have for the most part been of a bullish

characl it. Set d in t he hi me mai ket has

made an S l-2c, advance and oil in the

foreign market has gone lip sharply. On

the other hand, receipts have been unex-

pected!} large, allowing for such seed as

may have come from other receiving points.

The demand for oil is ouite large, more
brisk perhaps in small lots, single barrels

selling at 62c. for raw. and 63c. for boiled,

and 5-barrel lots Ic. less than last named
figures. The export cake market shows
increased firmness, Europe being short on
her f 1 supply. Bids this week range at

§2 I to $24.50 for prompt and nearby for-

ward shipments, an advance of 50c. in some
instances. Trading is light, limited byt*i£te

\ery small stocks available in crushers'

hands.-—Paint, Oil »fc Drug Review, Chicago.

IRON TRADE IN THE UNITED STATES

Taken as a whole the iron markets have
quieted down considerably and it seems
likely that some time may elapse before

buyers and sellers get together on the ques-

tion of the basis for the second half of the

year. In some sect ions and in some branches
sellers show some uneasiness, which points
to concessions in order to start the buying
movement for the third and fourth quarters.

The cl'led of the flurry in stocks has prob-
ably not been measured yet. It will cut off

many wildcat enterprises, which is an
advantage rather than a drawback. On the

other hand, some buyers show a disposition

to hold off in order to watch developments.
it is a significant fact that the agricul-

tural implement makers continue in the

market for supplies for the future, notably

charcoal pig iron and steel liars, thus show-
ing that the one industry which is nearest

to the farming interests enjoys unshaken
confidence.—Iron Age. May 16.

UNEXPECTED DROP IN BRITISH BAR IRON.

Some surprise has been occasioned in

.Midland iron-trade circles by an announce-
ment of i he leading marked-bar firms reduc

ing prices CI per ton as from May I. This
step has apparently been arrived at rallai

in a hurry, inasmuch as special inquiries

made last Thursday elicited the reply that
" nothing of the kind was contemplated, at

any rati: for the present." Of course, it

may be that the intention was purposely
kept a secret : but, if that is so. the object

of such a manoeuvre is scarcely obvious,

especially when the event itself was so close

at hand. The unexpected drop shows the

weakness of the commercial position. For
sonic time past producers of the leading

brands of iron, although they have been in

a better position than the makers of other

descriptions of iron, have been doing a

hand-to-mouth trade, and there is no doubt
that the alteration just declared has I n

made with the view of attracting orders,

both Mom home and foreign customers. All

classes of Midland iron are very weak, and

the action of the marked-bar makers i-

likely further to reduce the value of the

commoner qualities of iron.—Ironmongei
London. Mav I.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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HARDWARE TRADE IN THE UNITED STATES

The pas! week has developed little change
in the business situation. Prices remain
\rr\ steady, with less than the usual revis-

ions on tin- part of manufacturers. Manu-
facturers complain of the difficulty ct get-

ting raw material in certain lines, and the

trade, on the other hand, are obliged to

get along with a tardy execution of their
orders for a lew kinds of goods. There is

perhaps a little let up in the demand made
bjTOhe trade upon manufacturers, but the
volume of business is excellent. There is

relatively greater activity in the West than
in the Mast. Reports of the general condi-
tions of Southern trade arc very favorable.
Export trade continues large, but feels the
effect of having prices higher on certain
leading lines than are now prevailing abroad.
Apart from t he large foreign business in

staple lines, there is a rapidly extending
trade in specialties. Throughout the coun-
try hardware merchants arc generally doing
a good business, and report prettj lull

employment of labor and an increase in
building operations and other enterprises.-
Iron Age. May Hi.

NEW YORK METAL MARKETS.

TIN—The London cables reported a con
tinuance of the excite nt in tin. with the
market strong and still advancing. The
movement over there, as previously stated,

appears to Lie of a strictly speculative char-

acter, but is evidently exerting more influ-

ence here than it had at the start. The
advance recorded in the English market
to-day amounted to £2 5s. on spot and _€''>

15s. on futures, the difference between the
((notations on prompt and forward deliveries

being reduced to His. Under the stimulus
of the news from London and some specula-

tive bidding the New York market went up
GO points, sales of both spot and futures

being made at 27.50c. There was less buy-,
ing interest, manifested than toward the end
of last, week, consumers seeming to have
little confidence in the situation and keep-
ing out of the market. At the close 27.50c.
was bid and 28c. asked on both spot and
futures.

COPPER—Under the stimulus of an
increased demand the London market advan-
ced os. on spot and '3s. 9d. on futures this
morning, but reacted later, closing eas\ at

£69 18s. i)d. for spot and £70 8s. 9d. on
futures, which was 2s. (id. higher than Fri-

day's close on spot and but Is. 3d. better
on futures. Nothing new was presented in

the New York market, which was quiet but

steady at 17c. for Lake Superior and Hi

5-8c. for electrolytic and easting.

PIG LEAL)—'the market remains steady
though there is not much doing Quota-
tions are maintained on the basis of 4.37
J -2c. St. Louis was firm and unchanged at
4.22 to J.25e. There was no change in the
London market

SPELTER-Tlie New York market was
quiet at 3.95 to 5c, and St. Louis was
reported to be «in a similar position, the
ipiotii^pn there being 3.77c. London con
(inues to advance, and at the close was 2s.

fid. higher than on Friday last.

ANTIMONY—A moderate demand for

regulus is supplied at prices within the
range of 8 1-2 to 10 l-4c. as to brand.
OLD METALS—Continued dullness char-

acterizes this market, which, however, is

steady at the quotations.
IRON—The conditions governing this mar-

ket are much the same as for a couple of

weeks past. Business in pie iron has
nan-owed down to small dimensions outside
of deliveries on contracts made some time
since, and while it is intimated that some
concessions would be made to secure busi-
ness for delivery in the third quarter and

Your Chance to Stand Alone
comes in selling something of undoubted merit,

that no one else in your locality can sell.

• By making it a leader and pushing it persistently you can build

big business and a splendid reputation.

The Sherwin-Williams Paint

offers better opportunities for individual work of this sort than almost

any other article of merchandise.

S.-W.P. has exceptional merit.

It is sold by only one dealer in a town, and we protect him

thoroughly.

It is better advertised than any other paint on the market. There

are few articles of any kind so effectively advertised.

The dealer who takes hold of S.-W.P. can soon stand out as the

most prominent man in his line, if he uses all the methods and helps we

give him.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO.

NtVv YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

lie\ oi'lffVelleVs cW not Seem ver.y anxious and

arfi not ij\cji'ffe& /oJfqroe business. In fin-

j lied products of alr^kinds the movement
continues oil a An lar^e scale, but in this

department also CwSfrcss in deliveries after

duly 1 seems to be light, though the out-

look is held to be excellent for continued

activity for some time to come.

TINPLATE—Nothing new svas presented

in this market. The consumption continues

on a large rale, but the demand for for-

ward delivery does not seem to be urgent.

Prices are firm and unchanged.

BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS. COM

PROMISES.

Archibald MeCormack, general merchant,
Sydney, N.S., has assigned.

The creditors of M. Simon, general mer-

chant, Alexandria, Ont., are to meet.

II. Hudon &, Co., general merchants, Ste.

AngeJe, Que., arc offering 40c. on the

dollai

Lafoiitaine & Lavoie, general merchants.

St. Cyrille de Wendover, Que., have sus-

pended.

J. A. Russell, harness dealer, Fort
William, Ont., has assigned to Charles \\

Jarvis.

Gilbert Lewis, dealer in agricultural

implements. Clifford, Out., has assigned to

Anson Spotton.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND
DISSOLVED.

Brouillet & Frere, general agents, etc.,

Montreal, have dissolved.

Thos. H. Norman, general merchant.
Ruthven. Ont., has admitted 'J nomas Daw-
son.

J. S. Frost sV. Co., coal dealers, St.

Alfr Mil•lolm. N.B., have dissolved,

continues.

VV. L. Belyea & Co., general, merchants.
Brown's Flats, N.B., have dissolved. \Y.

L. Belyea continues.

Pierce it llowey, stove and tinware deal-
ers, etc.. Port Rowan, Ont., have dissolved.
• I

. R. Pierce continues.

Reeves Bros., general merchants, Port
llawkeshury, N.S., have dissolved ; suc-

ceeded by J. H. Reeves & Co.

CHANGES.
Thomas Kelly has registered as sawmiller,

etc., at Plessisville, Que.

J. A. Savoie. saddler, Wotton, Que., has
removed to St. Paul de Chester.

S. J. Brown, harness dealer, Campbell-
ton, N.B., is returning to Hartland.
Thompson & Co., general merchants.

Harrow, Ont., have retired from business.
d. S. McCracken &. Co., harness dealers,

Brandon, Man., have retired from business.
Burch & Co., general merchants, Red

Deer, N.W.T., have sold out to W. Phillips.
Henry Rogers, Sons & Co., have regis-

tered as hardware dealers, etc.. in Mont-
real.

Keith & Plummet -

, general merchants,
Hartland, N.B., are building a cheese fac-

tory.

Graves & Maguire, general merchants,
Vienna, Ont., have sold out to C. M.
Wilson.

H. H. Haliburton, general merchant, Port

au Port. N.S., has been succeeded by Hali-
burton & Teroux.
M. Campbell & Co., general merchants,

Glace Bay, N.S., are about opening a
branch at International Pier.

DEATHS.
G. E. Nugent, of G. E. Nugent, & Co..

general merchants, Wapella, Man., is dead.
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CANADA'S TRADE STILL GROWING

THE export trade of the Dominion of

Canada continues to expand. The

country's aggregate trade on the

basis of goods entered for consumption and

export exclusive of corn and bullion for the

ten months ended April 30 exceeded that

for the same period of the previous year by

nearly twenty millions. The actual figures

were $302,567,352, against $283 517,239,

showing an advance of $19,050 113. The

imports totalled $142,942,420 for the ten

months, as against $143303 759 in 1 9°°< a

falling off of $361,339. The exports, reck-

oning both foreign and domestic produce,

amounted to $159,624,932, as compared

pared with $140,213,480 for the preceding

ten months.

The following are the exports in detail for

the two periods :

Ten months ending April, 1900.

Domestic. Foreign.

Mines $10,831,379 $ 168,866

Fisheries 9,048,910 50,086

Forest 24,577,226 286,149

Animals 48,187,911 960,685

Agriculture 23,410,785 9. Q9 I >33°

Mnfrs 11,118,976 1,014,448

Misc --: 284,258 280,471

$127,461,445 $12,752,035

Ten months ending April, 1901.

Domestic. Foreign.

Mines $30,163,967 $ I21 .593

Fisheries 8,665,271 9.759

Forest 23,065,604 263,720

Animals 48,299,828 2,060,058

Agriculture 21,448,758 10,981,329

Mnfrs 12,834.520 1,428,957

Misc 42.955 238^613

Total $144,520,903 $i5. I04.°29

For the month oi April last the exports,

including foreign and domestic, show a

betterment of $1,622,414. as compared

with the same month of last year.

HOG BRISTLES.

A manufacturer of brushes says : "Hogs

are fattened and killed young in the United

States, and with the constant and wide-

spread improvement of breeds here the

hogs have run less to bristles. Some

extensive packers collect bristles, but the

American supply is probably less than 1

per cent, of the consumption. The longest

American bristles are about \% inches in

length. Imported bristles come from various

parts of Russia, but most largely from

Poland and North Germany. Some finer,

soft bristles come from France. The bulk

of the supply comes from cold countries

where the hogs are well protected by thick

coats, and many of the bristles are those of

wild hogs. The hogs shed their coats as

many other animals do, and there are men

who gather the bristles of wild hogs, know-

ing their haunts and where the bristles are

to be found. Other bristles are collected

in the usual way when hogs are killed. The

bristles are subjected to various processes

of curing and preparation before they

become commercial bristles and ready for

the market.

"Imported bristles range from 3^ to

TYz inches in length. Various vegetable

fibres are now used extensively in the

manufacture of cheap brushes, but for the

best kinds of brushes only the finest foreign

bristles are used, and their importation

continues steadily."—National Provisioner,

New York.

IVER JOHNSON SINGLE GUNS
ARE ABOVE COHPARISON and BEYOND COMPETITION.

They should be— -they possess the advantage of being manufactured
by the oldest and largest single gun makers in America.

Top Snap. Improved 1901 Model. Automatic Ejector.

12 and 16 gauge. 30 and 32-inch barrel. Automatic Ejector or Non-Kjector at option of user.

Sold everywhere by leading dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York-99 Chambers St

Boston—165 Washington at.
Worcester—364 Main

ington St.
tain St. 1

FITCHBURG, Mass.

3^
4» fr^T^y!

A Good Display Of

BOECKH'S
BRUSHES

is all that is necessary to insure then sale. Let your *
customers see them, and they will sell themselves.

They have the largest sale because of their

ABSOLUTE SUPERIORITY.

Boeckh Bros. & Company,
80 York St., TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. ONLY
WHOLESALE

Paris Green.
Government Standard.

Garden Syringes

-ib

25
50-100-ib.

200-ib.

Papers.
Tins.
Papers.
Tins.
Drums.

Kegs.

No 600— 18 x i'.j in. dia., Brass, 2 Nipples.

Insect Exterminators.

Improved BrassSpray Pumps.
Cataract," Tin, Lacquered

All Brass, cannot Rust.

No. 11- All Tin.
14—Tin Barrel, Brass Reservoir.
16—All Brass, Lacquered.

WITH PATENT AGITATORS.

No. £0.
Air Chamber I'/a x iq in,

No 3z>
Air Chamber i

l
/$ x 21 in.

No 324.
Ai' Chamber t V3 x 21 in.

No. 305
Air Chamber 2 x 30 in.

No. 50—Brass Bucket Spray Pump, with Agitator, complete, with Hose and Nozzle.
3^5 - " Imperial " ' " " " Malleable Foot Rest.
324— " Lever Bucket " " " " " "

305— " Improved Bbl. '• " " "

WE SHIP
PROMPTLY

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
Graham Wire and Cot Nails are the Best,

OUR PRICES
ARE RIGHT
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THE CRAMP ONTARIO STEEL
WORKS.

CD. CRAMP, president of the

Cramp Ontario Steel Co., who

• was in Toronto on Wednesday to

attend a meeting of the directors of the

company, stated that during this meeting

the purchase of 10,000 acres of coking

coal in Wise County, Western Virginia,

had been ratified. This coal had been

reported on as of exceptionally high quality,

not only for steam coal, but for coking pur-

poses, by both the company's engineer and

the engineers of the United States Geo-

logical Department. In two of the five coal

seams which occur above water level there

can be mined without any sinking 140,000,-

000 tons of good coal for coking purposes.

The company expect to be a large producer

of coke and coal, so that as a matter of

fact they will have their own coke for their

own plant free from cost.

It had generally been understood that

the Cramp company would purchase its ore

RIVER PLANT ii

feel ourselves now in that position. We are

now completing arrangements to let the

contract for the plant at Collingwood, and

expect to commence work shortly."

WORKS OF THE J. STEVENS COM-
PANY.

Under date of May 16, the J. Stevens

Arms and Tool Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

write: "Mr. H. M. Pope moved his special

machinery for the manufacture and boring

of his high-grade rifle barrels from Hartford,

Conn., to our plant yesterday. That this

is now being installed and Mr. Pope is now

permanently located here.

" Our force has increased from 44 six

years ago to 700 to-day ; that a year ago,

shortly after acquiring the large Overman

plant, which is one of the finest in the East,

and gives us an additional 220,000 square

feet of floor space, we tried to rent a part of

it. To-day we are occupying nearly

it ourselves and are contemplating a/$

tion to our river plant." fU**

HILL PLANT.

from the Clergue concern, but Mr. Cramp

states that the intention of the company is

to own its own coal and ore lands, and thus

to be independent of other enterprises.

They have secured several iron properties

in Northern Ontario. One of these pro-

perties their engineer has computed to con-

tain 100,000 tons of Bessemer iron ore in

sight, and another area has a showing of

iron extending over 300 x 1,200 ft., and it

is intended to secure other iron property

and be in a position to ship iron ore this

fall.

'

' From this date,
'

' concluded Mr. Cramp,
" We are satisfied we have enough iron ore

to do us for years to come, and we will be

in a better position than any steel company

in Canada by owning our own iron and coal

with the exception of the two companies

doing business in Cape Breton. Our aim is

to be independent of every other ore and

coal producer, and I am pleased to say we

The accompanying cut shows the two

plants, which doubtless will interest our

readers, few of whom probably realize the

present capacity of the works of the Stevens

Company.

AN APPRECIATIVE HARDWAREMAN.
"I would not think of being without

Hardware and Metal for 10 times its

cost," remarked Mr. S. D Ross, a Brighton

hardwareman, a few days ago, to a repre-

sentative of this journal who was in his

place of business. The quotations are

reliable and the hints and pointers it gives

are valuable."

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. A. Burdette Lee, vice president of

Rice Lewis & Son, Limited, sailed on

Saturday from Montreal on the ss. Tunisian

for Great Britain.

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP-
Those having any items of news suitable for this column

will confer a favor by forwarding them to ibis office

addressed the Editor.

VE. TANNER, Mount Forest, Ont,

proposes to organize a $100,000

• cooperative company and build a

binder twine factory in Brandon, Man., to

have a capacity of three tons per day.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., OrillTS^

Ont., are enlarging their works.

Another $10,000 building is to be added

to the nickle-copper works at Hamilton.

Henry Walters & Sons, axe manufactur-

ers, Hull, Que., have started the erection of

a new factory to cost between $8,000 and

$10,000.

It is jreport^ from Oshawa, Ont., that

The Det«l$AVire Fence Co. have accepted

e incitements from that town to establish

fence factory to employ 25 hands

start.

It is reported from Germany that the

British Admiralty have ordered eight tubular

boilers from the Durr Boilerworks at Ratin-

gen, near Dusseldorf, for the cruiser Medusa.

The value of the order amounts to $100,000.

EARLY CLOSING IN ST. THOMAS.
There is a strong movement in favor of

early closing in St. Thomas, Ont., but, like

the majority of agitations to this end, it

has not originated with the merchants of the

town, and proposes early closing on Satur-

day evenings, rather than on the other

evenings of the week.

On Thursday evening, last week, a

conference was held between members

of the Lord's Day Alliance and the

Trades and Labor Council, of St. Thomas.

The Alliance proposed securing by petitions

of the merchants a by-law compelling all

stores to close at 10 on Saturday evening.

The Trades Council fully endorsed the

movement, providing the Alliance would

change the hour proposed in the petition

from 10 to 9 o'clock, and appointed a com-

mittee of three to cooperate with the Alli-

ance committe in circulating the necessary

petition among the shopkeepers.

GUARANTEED SILVERWARE.

The S. L. & G. H. Rogers Co., manu-

facturers of sterling silver and silver-pA^id

ware, Hartford, Con., guarantee their extra

plate teaspoons to strip 48 dwts. per gross;

dessert spoons and forks, 72 dwts. per gross,

and tablespoons and medium forks, 96

dwts. per gross. Their medium knives are

guaranteed to strip 12 dwts. per doz. on

No. 12 ; 14 dwt. per doz. on No. 14, and

16 dwts. per doz. on No .16. All their

other extra plate goods are guaranteed to

have the same proportionate plate, which is

20 per cent, above standard plate.
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A
THE COKE INDUSTRY.

CENSUS bulletin on the coke

industry of the I tiited Statu.-.

based on its condition in the year

1899, -hows that a rapid increase in pro-

duction lias occurred since 18S0, (he first

year that the business received attention

from the census officials, says Bradstreets.

Thus, in 1880 the value of the country's

outpirt "i coke amounted to $15,250, and in

*]s;iii the production was worth $16,498,345.

while in 1899 the total of $35,585,445 had

been attained.

There were twenty-two States in which

Goke was produced in 1899, as against

eighteen States in 1889 ami nine in 1880.

At each census Pennsylvania has stood at

the head of the coke-producing' States,

more than two thirds of the total coke pro-

duction of the United States being made
in that State. But the proportion of her

product to the total lias decreased from 81

per cent, in 1880 to 73 per cent, in 1S90,

and (w per cent, in lSs<). West Virginia,

which was third in rank at the two preced-

ing censuses, became second in importance

in 1899 ; and Alabama, which was sixth iii

1880 and second in 1899, now -land- third.

Ohio, which was second in 1880, had fallen

to the eighth place in l

v ">'.t and held the

-a iclaii\c position in |s<M). Virginia,

which reported no coke produat in 1880.

was sixth in Ins'.) and fourth in L899,

Colorado, the only important coke-produc-

ing Staii.' west i.if the Mississippi river.

now- ranks fifth among the total number,
and Tennessee! which stood fourth in 1880

and 1889, was sixth in 1899. Massachusetts,
which had no coke product in 1SS0 or 1SS9,

was seventh in importance in 1899.

The bulletin says that the present ten-

dency toward large industries under one
management is illustrated in the statistics

of coke production in 1899". The total num-
ber of tons of coke produced lias increased

96 per cent, and the value of all products
has increased 115 per cent., while the num-
ber of active establishments reporting for

1899 was only twenty-three, or 10 per cent.

more than the number reporting for 1889.

The amount of capital invested in the

industry in 1899 was $36,502,679, as com-
pared with $17,462,729 in 1889 and $4,769,-

858 in L880. The increase of capital in 1899

over 1889 was §19,039,950, or 101) per cent.

As compared with 1880, the capital imestcd
in 1899 increased 665 per cent.

The report shows that there is an average
of 16,999 persons employed in the business,

aside from officer-, clerks, etc., the aggre-

gate salary roll amounting to $7,085,736.

There wen- 915 managers, clerks, etc., to

whom was paid in i In- wax of salaries

$797,296.

Boutilier & Morehouse, general merchants,
etc.. Centreville, .VS.. are building a new,
up-to-date two-storey 50 x 25 ft. store

I). & H. Becker, general merchants, New
Hamburg, Ont., have built an addition to

their store and are now rebuilding- their old

premises.

The Classic City Mills, Stratford, Ont.,
are to be rebuilt and modernized. Their
capacity is to be 150 bbls. per day at first,

but provision will be made in the new
premises for increasing the output above
that figure.

The Robin Hood

Powder Company
If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy "Robin Hood Smokeless."
in " Robin Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against

any powder on the market. We make the

powder, we make the shells, and we load

them. Write for our booklet, "Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company

SWANTON, VT.

Built on Right Lines.
Winnipeg, Man., May 16th, rooj.

The James Smart Mfg. Co., Broclcville, Ont.:

Gentlemen,—When erecting our School Board Office Building in the fall of
iqoo, your agent suggested we should use the " Kelsey " Warm Air Generator.
The chairman of our building cemmittee, Mr. John McKechnie, a thoroughly
practical man, owner of the Vulcan Iron Works, and myself made a careful
examination of the furnace, and we agreed it was what we wanted. It was in
use all last winter, and we are satisfied. It is a good heater, having a large
radiating surface, is free from gas or dust, sent heat into most distant part, and
we had to provide a register opening into basement in order to warm it

sufficiently for use.
From a long experience in heating plants I have no hesitation in saying the

"Kelsey" is built on right lines. Yours truly,

J B. MITCHELL,
Inspector of School Buildings and Supplies.

I® Only those who have had experience
with the different devices and systems
are competent to make comparisons.

"KELSEYS" are fully protected by patents. No other

device can be made like it. See it at the Pan-American
Exposition Our printed matter tells all about it.

THE JAMES SMART MFG. CO., Limited, BROCKVILLE. ONT.
EXCLUSIVE MAKERS FOR CANADA.

When you write say "Saw 'Kelsey' ad. in Canadian Hardware and Metal."

TRIPLE
MOTION

DUPLEX
DASHER

QUICKEST
FREEZING

BEST
RESULTS

STRONG POINTS
THAT MAKE

White Mountain Freezers
Superior to any ICE CREAM FREEZER made.

THAT'S WHY WE SELL THEM.

McCLARY MANUFACTURING CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE DOMINION

London, Toronto, Montreal, St. John, N.B., Winnipeg. Vancouver
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, May 23, 1901.

HARDWARE.
BUSINESS is fairly active and as brisk

as can be expected just at this season

of the year, nevertheless, the various

wholesale houses are not as busy as they

were last week. The spring rush is now

over, and so-called spring shipments are all

made. Yet seasonable goods continue to

be inquired for. and icecieam freezers, lawn

requisites, screens, refiigerators, wires, etc.,

are all moving out in regular order. Barb

wire is as scarce as ever, and supplies will

not be forthcoming to meet the demand for

weeks yet. The only change in prices this

week is the raising of the discount on lead

pipe to 30 per cent. Sheet metals are firmer

this week, and are rather scarce on this

market. Payments are first class.

Barb Wire—There have been but few

deliveries of barb wire during the last few

weeks, and relief does not seem to be in

sight, as the mills are several weeks behind

in their orders. Prices are unchanged at

$3.05 per 100 lb. f o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire—There is still a

scarcity of galvanized wire. New orders

are not as numerous as they were.

We quote as follows: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, $3. 10; No. 10,

#3-75: No - ". $3-85; No. 12, S3. 25; No.

13. $3-35: No - x 4. $4-25; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 1 6. S5.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—Those that have

smooth steel wire coming from the other

side with their barb wire are waiting for

supplies. But the stringency is hardly as

great in this line, as our Canadian mills have

been able to make shipments when reqnired.

We quote oiled and annealed as follows :

No. 9, $2.80 ; No. 10, $2.87 ; No. 11,

$2.90 ; No. 12, 52.95 ; No. 13, S3. 15 per

100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, St. John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—A fair trade is pass-

ing. The discount is 17*4 per cent, off the

list.

Brass and Copper Wire—The usual

demand has been experienced. The dis-

count on brass is 55 and 2>£ percent.,

and on copper 50 and 2j£ per cent.

Fence Staples—Business is good, but

hardly as brisk as last week. We quote :

$3.25 for bright, and $3.75 for galvanized^"

per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—Trade in wire nails has

somewhat improved upon that of last week.

We quote $2.85 for small lots and $2.77J4

for carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, London, To-

ronto, Hamilton and Gananoque.

Cut Nails—Business is picking up in

cut nails. Prices are unchanged. We
quote as follows : $2.35 for small and

#2.25 for carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25

per cent, discount ; coopers' nails, 30

cent, discount.

Horse Nails—The demand has slack-

ened during the last few days, as most

dealers have laid in stocks since the present

discounts went into force. " C " brand is

held firmly at discount of 50 and 7%. per

cent, off the new fist. "M" brand is

quoted at 60 per cent, off old list on oval

and city head and 65 per cent, off coun-

tersunk head.

Horseshoes—A fair trade is being done

in horseshoes. We quote as follows

:

Are You Selling Furnaces

This Season ?

If not, why not ?—there's money in

them.

If so, you should sell the "Sunshine,"
because there's money in it, and more—

a

delighted customer with every sale.

Made in three sizes.

Burns hard coal, soft coal or wood

equally well, and not much of either.

The "Sunshine" has lots of strong

talking points.

Write for descriptive pamphlets to

hand your customers—we send them free.

ifItlarj Mk Co.
3

DE(Pl3 1901
LONDON, TORONTO. MONTREAL, WINNIPEG,

VANCOUVER AND ST. JOHN, N.B.

"Everything for the Tinshop."
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THE PAGE-HERSEY

IRON & TUBE GO.
-Limited

*

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

DRAIN PIPES,
PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY,
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWEPtPIFE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

the CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, OUT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.
Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength

S required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

Iron shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

2 and larger, $3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

.S3. 75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L
steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.8$; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—There is still some

inquiry for poultry netting, but shipments

are only of a fair size. The discount is 55

per cent.

Green Wire Cloth— A fairly active

demand is to be reported in green wire

cloth. The price is steady at $1.35 per 100

sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows— Quite

a number of orders have been filled this

week. On the whole the screen trade has

been a satisfactory one this spring. We
quote : Screen doors, plain cherry finish,

$8.25 per doz.; do. fancy, $11.50 per doz.;

walnut, $7.40 per doz., and yellow, $7.45 ;

windows, $2.25 to $3. 50 per doz.

Screws— Sorting orders in fair nnmbers

and of good size have come to hand this

week. Discounts are as follows : Flat head

bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off list;

round head bright, &2*4 and 10 per cent.;

flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round

head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The manufacturing trade through-

out the country is flourishing and the

demand for bolts is quite brisk. Dis-

counts are as follows : Norway carriage

bolts, 65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72% per

cent.; blank bolts, 70 percent.; bolt ends,

62^ per cent.; plough bolts, 60 per cent.;

tire bolts, 67^ per cent.; stove bolts, 67 >£

per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, \%c. per lb.

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

%c. per lb. is allowed.

Building Paper—A good trade is being

done at former quotations. We quote

:

Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb. ; 2-ply,

ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $1.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets and Burrs—There is nothing

new to note. Discounts on j^best iron

rivets, section, carriage, and wagon box,

black rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

Plates and Sheets

lank, Boiler and Firebox Plates,

Lysaght's Best Steel Sheets,

LOW PRICES FOR IMPORTTO WHOLESALE BUVERS.

Sanderson's Tool Steel 1

a
stock.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait. Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW eLA8B0W, N.8.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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FRONT AND BACK VIEW OF OUR

Elastilite Cabinet Show Can
One Free with first order for the 12-Gallon Assortment.

The 12 gallons and the Show Can, boxed, ready for shipping, weigh 150-lb.

Elastilite Varnish makes customers and holds them. Elastilite never gets
you into trouble where a nalural finish is required, either outside or inside.

Elastilite will do the work and do it well. It is as durable as the best coach
varnishes, and has a brilliant finish which lasts.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

2 Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

JOHN BOWMAN
HARDWARE & COAL CO.,

....London, Oni

Large new stock of all leading lines.

Headquarters for . . .

Linseed Oil

Paints

Window Glass

Building Paper

Harvest Tools

Screen Doors

Lawn Mowers
Cordage
Paris Green

Etc.

Also large and full assortment of

CUTLERY
of all leading manufacturers.

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 percent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs,

in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60

and 10 per cent, off list.

Binder Twine — There is a little more

inquiry for binder twine this week, but trade

is not active. We quote : Blue Ribbon

,

n^c. ; Red Cap, o^c ; Tiger, 8^c.

;

Golden Crown, 8c; Sisal, 8^c.

Cordage—Quite large quantities con-

tinue to be shipped. Prices are steady.

Manila is worth i?>yic. per lb. for 7-16

and larger; sisal is selling at 10c, and

lathyarn 10c.

Harvest Tools — All lines of harvest

tools are selling well. The discount is un-

changed at 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels — The inquiry

has been well maintained during the week,

The discount is 40 and 5 per cent, off the

list.

Lawn Mowers — A moderate demand
has been experienced this week. We
quote as follows : High wheel, 50 and 5

per cent, f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel, in all

sizes, #2.75 each net ; high wheel, 11 -inch,

30 per cent. off.

Firebricks— The trade in firebricks has

only been fair, the demand being chiefly

for small lots at $17.50 to 522 for Scotch,

and at $1 7 to $21 for English per 1,000 ex

wharf.

Cement— The season so far has been

very unsatisfactory in foreign brands, but

a large trade has been done in American

and Canadian makes. A fair jobbing trade

is reported. We quote : German cement,

$2.35 to $2.50; English, 52.25 to 52.35 ;

Belgian, 51.70 to 51.95 per bbl. ex wharf,

and American, 52.30 to 52.45, ex cars.

METALS.

The metal situation is fairly strong, par-

ticularly so far as the English market is

concerned. Galvanized iron has advanced

this week, on some brands as much as 10c.

per ton. Orders offered at old prices have

been turned down this week. The other

metals are also strong. The cable advance

we noted last week in black sheets has been

confirmed by post, which also says that

further advances are anticipated. Canada

plate, tinplate and terne plates are all firm

and scarce on this market.

Pig Iron—The pig iron market is in a

healthy condition, and prices are well main-

tained. Sales are being made here at

518.50 for Canadian brands. Summerlee

No. 1 is quoted on the wharf at 520. 50 to

521.

Bar Iron— The feelling is steady and

prices are unchanged. Merchants' bar is

worth 51.75, and horseshoe 52.

Hoop Iron—Fair quantities of hoop iron

have been sold this week at 52.75 for No.

19 gauge and 53 for No. 17.

Black Sheets — The English market

is reported still firmer this week, and dealers

here show no desire to make concessions.

We quote : 8 to 16 gauge, 52.50; 26 gauge,

52.55, and 28 gauge, 52.60.

Galvanized Iron — Some brands of

English galvanized iron are quoted at an

advance of 10s. per ton. Further advances

are expected. We quote as follows : No. 28

Queen's Head, 5465 ; Apollo, 10^ oz.,

54.50, and Comet, 54- 40 to 54 45. with a

15c. reduction for case lots.

Copper — The market is firm. The
selling price now is 18c.

Ingot Tin — The market in London

is somewhat firmer, but New York is still

below the importation cost. Ingot tin here

is worth 31 to 32c.

Lead — The market at the prefeit

moment is steady. The general quotation

is 53-75-

Lead Pipe — The discount has been

raised from 25 to 30 per cent. We quote :

7c. for ordinary and 7J£c. for composition

waste, with 30 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—The market is strong and

active. We quote as follows : Black pipe,

V, 53 P« 100 ft. ; #. 53; #. 53 °S; #.
53.30; i-in., 54-7°; »tf. $6.40; 1 #,57-7o;

2-in. 510.25. Galvanized, %, 54-6o; #,
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$5.25; i-in., $7.50; 1%, $9.80; i'A,

$11.75 ;
2 in -. $16.

Tinplates—Tinplates are rather scarce

on the local market, and dealers have had

to scurry around for goods to fill orders.

Supplies are expected next week. We
quote : Coke plates, $3.75 to $4 ; charcoal,

$4 to $4. 50.
- f

Canada Plate—There is also a scarcity

of some gauges of Canada plate.due to light

arrivals from England this spring. More

goods are expected next week. We quote:

52's, $2.55 to $2.60 ; 60' s, #2.65 to $2.70;

75's, $2.70 to #2.80; full polished, $3.10,

and galvanized, $4.

Steel—Unchanged. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, $1.95 ; tire, $2 ; bar, $ 1.95; spring,

$2.75 ; machinery, $2 75, and toe-calk,

#2.50.

Sheet Steel — Some good business is

being done. We quote : Nos. 22 and 24,

$3, and Nos. 18 and 20, $2.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond is worth

8c. and Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—Terne plates are very

scarce in Montreal, and spot stock are

demanding full prices. The price for import

is now said to be $6.90. From stock, goods

are being sold at $7.35 to $7.50.

Coil Chain—Business is rather quiet.

We quote as follows: No. 6, nj^c; No. 5,

ioc.; No. 4, 9J£c; No. 3, 9c; j^-inch,

7^c. per lb.
; 5-16, $4.85 ;

5-16 exact,

$5-3°; H< $4-4o; 7-i6, $4-20; %, $3-95;

9-16, $3.85; %, $3.55; tf, $3.45 ; i/i,

$3.40; i-in., $3.35. In carload lots an

allowance of ioc. is made.

Sheet Zinc — Business is confined to

small lots, which are worth $5 75 to $6.25.

Antimony—Quiet, at ioc.

Zinc Spelter— Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, 18 \£c.\

wire solder, 20c.

GLASS.

Although the market is firm, prices

here are unchanged. We quote as

follows : First break, $2 ; second, $2. 10

for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, S3. 80 ;

second, $4 ; third, $4.50; fourth, $4.75;

fifth, $5.25 ; sixth, #5.75, and seventh,

J6.2S.

PAINT8 AND OILS.

^Cinseed oil is 3c. higher. White lead

keeps very fair ; the demand is brisk.

Building repairs are active and this tends to

make the paint and oil department in the

hardware business bright and active. A
large quantity of roofing and structural

paints are being shipped and the turnover •

is exceedingly gratifying. Linseed oil con-

tinues to be scarce and its firmness is

affecting other lines, such as paints and

white lead. It is said to be very difficult to

pick up a carload of oil anywhere, except at

the top figure. Turpentine is coming for-

ward freely and cables say there is no

change in prices. Ready mixed paints are

in great demand and the manufacturers of

them are running overtime. Whiting,

kalsomine, glue and painters' sundries are

all feeling the buoyancy in the market.

Red lead, litharge, orange mineral, and dry

white lead are coming in by almost every

steamer and the manufacturers report a

sufficiency of these materials. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, $6.25 ; No. 1, $5 87 >£ ; No. 2,

$5.50; No. 3. $5.12^, and No. 4. $475
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead— $5.25 in casks
;

kegs, $5.50.

Red Lead — Casks, #500; in kegs,

#5-25-

Dry White Zinc—Pure.dry, 6#c. ; No.

1. 5X C -: in °"> Pure > 7
1A c -'< No

-
l

>
6 lA c -'<

No. 2, 5X C -

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels, $ 1.90

per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, $2 05 ;

bladders, in barrels, $2.10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, $2.25; in tins,

$2.55 to $2.65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal. Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 77c; boiled, 80c.

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oshawaat 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 53c; 2 to 4

bbls., 52c; s bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—Stf to g
zXc. in wholesale

lots, and yz c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47^ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

$2. 75 to $4. 50, as to brand ; coal tar, $3.25

to $3. 75 ; cotton waste, 4% to 5>£c. for

colored, and 6 to 7>£c. for white ; oakum,

5^ to 6yic, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.

per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100.

lb. drums, I7^c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb-

packages, i8^c; ^-lb. packages, 2o^c.

;

1 lb. tins, I9j£c; J^-lb. tins, 21 }£c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The activity we have noticed in the scrap

metal market continues. Dealers are

now paying the following prices in the

country: Heavy copper and wire, 13

to I3^c. per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy

brass, 12c; heavy yellow, 8^ to 9c; light

Our Sheet

Metal Fronts
Offer you splendid improvement, at

. small cost, for any style of building-

.

We make them complete, to suit

any sized or shaped structure— the
entire metal finish including 1 door and
window caps, cornices, etc.—in a great
variety of styles.

They give a very handsome effect,

and enduring, practical satisfaction.

We give estimates if you send
measurements and outline of the build-

ing.

Think it over.

Meta.llic R.oofing Co.,
Limited,

Wholesale Manufacturers,

Toronto^ Canada.

brass, 6yi to 7c; lead, 2}i to2^c. per lb.;

zinc, 2% to 2j£c; iron, No. 1 wrought, $11

to $16 per gross ton f.o.c. Montreal; No. 5

cast, $13 to $14; stove plate, #8 to $9; light

iron, No. 2, $4 a ton; malleable and steel,

$4; rags, country, 70 to 80c. per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 6^c. per lb.

HIDES.
The hide market is without change. We

quote : Light hides, 6^c. for No. 1; 5>£c.

for No. 2, and 4X C - for No. 3. Lambskins,

ioc; sheepskins, 90c; calfskins, 8c. for

No. 1 and 6c. for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
There is no change. We quote :

'
' Silver

Star," 14^ to i5j£c; " Imperial Acme,"

16 to 17c; "S C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and

"Pratt's Astral." 18^ to igj^c.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, May 23, 1901.

HARDWARE.
BUSINESS is keeping up fairly well in

the wholesale hardware trade, ship-

ments being made pretty freely to all

parts of the country. The most unsatisfac-

tory feature of the trade is still the difficulty

which is being experienced in getting de-

livery of plain, galvanized and barb wires

from the manufacturers in the United States.

In oiled and annealed wire there is still a

good supply, and business in it continues

active. In wire nails business appears to be

a little more satisfactory, although not a

large trade is being done. In cut

nails there is scarcely any demand
for anything outside of shingle nails,

which continue scarce. The cooler

weather has affected the sale of refrigerators
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and oil stoves, but it does not seem to bave

the same effect on ice cream freezers, which

continue in good request. The bolt trade is

still fairly good, especially for special kinds.

Screws continue in good demand and the

same can be said of rivets and burrs.

Poultry netting is a little firmer and a

reduction has taken place in the price of

lead pipe. Sporting goods are beginning to

move a little better, the demand for oiled

and annealed wire has fallen off a little

during the week, but in tinware business is

being well maintained. A fair demand is

to be noted in spades and shovels and

harvest tools.

Barb Wire—The small shipments which

arrived as we were going to press last week

do not appear to have reached the ware-

houses, having been re-shipped to customers

and still the scarcity is as great as ever, and

the manufacturers advise jobbers that they

have enough orders on their books to keep

them going for the next six weeks or two

months. Prices are firm and unchanged.

We quote $3.05 per 100 lb. from stock

Toronto; f.o.b. Cleveland $2.82)4 for less

than carlots, and $2.70 for carlots.

Galvanized Wire—None of the wire

which came to hand last week went into

stock, all being shipped out to customers,

and still there are a great many orders that

have not been filled, and the manufac-

turers advise the jobbing trade that they

have enough orders to keep them going

for several weeks yet. We quote as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3. 50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3.15 ; No. io, $3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3 70 to $4 .10 ; No. 12, $3 to

#3.30 ; No. 13. $3 10 to $3.40 ; No. 14,

#4. 10 to $4. 50 ; No. 15, $4 60 to #5 05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—The scarcity of

plain galvanized and barb wire still stimu-

lates the demand for oiled and annealed

wire, and, as the supply of this is sufficient

for requirement s, a large trade is being

done. Both jobbers and retailers are en-

deavoring to get their customers to take

oiled and annealed rather than take the risk

of waiting several weeks for galvanized and

barb wire. The net selling prices for oiled

and annealed are as follows : Nos. 6 to 8,

$2.90; 9, $2.80; 10, $2.87; ii, $2.90; 12,

82.95 ; 13. $3-iS ; H. #3-37 ; 15. #3 5° ;

16, $3.65. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, wiih

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails—Business appears to be a

little better in wire nails and the manufac-

turers are fairly well employed. At the

same time, the orders arc not for large

quantities. We still quote $2 85 base fo
r

less than carlots, and $2.77^ for carlots.

Delivery points : Toronto, Hamilton, Lon-

don, Gananoque and Montreal.

Cut Nails—Shingle nails continue in

good demand and the scarcity noted last

week still exists. Outside this particular

kind the demand for cut nails is as dull as

ever. The base price 82.35 per keg for

less than carlots, and $2.25 for carlots.

Delivery points : Toronto, Hamilton,

London, Montreal and St. John, N.B.

Horseshoes—There is the usual steady

trade being done, with prices unchanged.

We quote as follows f. o. b. Toronto :

Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium

and heavy, 83.60 ; snow shoes, 3553.85 ;

light steel shoes, 83.70 ; featherweight

(all sizes), 84-95 ; iron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), 83-85 ; snow shoes, 84 ; light steel

shoes, 83 95; featherweight (all sizes), $4 .95.

Horse Nails— Theie is the usual quiet

seasonable trade being done in this line.

Discount on «'C" brand, oval head, 50

and 7% per cent, off new list, and on " M "

and other brands, 50, 10 and 5 per cent,

off the old list. Countersunk head 60 per

cent.

Screws —Trade is good and has kept so

all the month. " Screws are cheap now,

and people are realizing this," remarked a

dealer. We quote discounts : Flat head

bright, 87 >£ and 10 per cent. ; round head

bright, 82^ and 10 per cent. ; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent. ; round head brass,

75 and 10 per cent. ; round head bronze,

65 per cent., and flat head bronze at 70

per cent.

Rivets and Burrs — Trade in rivets

and burrs, both copper and iron, keeps

good, with prices unchanged. We quote :

Iron rivets, 60 and 10 per cent. ; iron burrs,

55 per cent.; copper rivets and burrs, 35

and 5 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—Trade is fairly good

in the regular standard bolts, and particu-

larly good just now for special makes, which

are rather difficult to get prompt delivery

of, as the manufacturers are pretty fully

employed on the standard descriptions.

We quote : Carriage bolts (Norway),

full square, 65 per cent.; carriage bolts

full square, 65 per cent. ; common carriage

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; machine

bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent.; coach screws, 70

per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 72 l
A. per cent.

;

blank bolts, 60 percent. ; bolt ends, 62 yi per

cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off ; nuts, hexagon,

4#c. off; tire bolts, 67# per cent.; stove

bolts, 67 yi ;
plough bolts, 60 per cent.

;

stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rope—Quite a few complaints are heard

in regard to the dark color of manila rope,

but the manufacturers state that they can get

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d, and is. Canisters.

' WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OP *

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England.
Agent:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y

Steel Carriage and

Wagon Jacks,
Harness Snaps, Chain, Rope and Web

Goods, etc.

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS ATMFRS. PRICES.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
* a>u- -a ^
$$* Largest Variety,

1. El(Toilet, Hand. Electric Power|

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep-Shearing Machine*.

WE MAKE THEM.
8INT) FOE CATALOGUE TO

aawfaaa Skeartr Ktg. Co.. Ka.baa. K.H..US.

Don't Forget the Name. . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRINGS

Strong, Quick, Reliable, Effective.

Will clooe a door against any pressure of wind. Far
ahead of ordinary door springs, pneumatic or other-
wise. Ask your wholesaler.

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May he had of all

johhers throughout Canada,

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

Travellers covering Manitoba,
Northwest Territories and
British Columbia.

COKRKSPONDKNf]

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

WINNIPr^.

r MAN.

<&J0em All

in Sales.

/"Pullman"
Lawn

Sprinkler.
Order now for later shipment.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., US A.
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nothing but dark hemp, and that the dark-

ness does not impair the strength of the

article. Prices are steady and unchanged,

sisal being quoted at 10:. and manila at

13KC. per lb.

Cutlery—Trade is fairly good. Quite a

number of pocket knives are going out, and

also a fair quantity of barbers' scissors and

^barbers' shears, and knives and forks.

Enamelled Ware—Trade lias fallen a

little during the past week, and there is not

a great deal now being done.

Tinware—The demand for this continues

active, and prices unchanged.

Oil Stoves — The demand has fallen off

during the week, and is generally attributed

to the cooler weather.

Ice Cream Freezers and Refriger-

ators—The demand keeps up well for ice

cream freezers, but in refrigerators the cooler

weather seems to have materially affected

trade.

Green Wire Cloth—This is going out

pretty freely, but jobbers' stocks are not yet

broken. The price is unchanged at $1.3$

per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows— Ship-

ments are still going out and as stocks in

the hands of the manufacturers are small,

some sizes are rather scarce.

Sporting Goods — The American Asso-

ciation manufacturing metallic ammunition

has issued a new list of prices. The trade

here is beginning to improve, there having

been received quite a few orders for guns

and ammunition for later shipment.

Building Paper — There is a good de-

mand for building paper and stocks are in

fairly good condition. We quote : Build-

ing paper, 30c; tarred lining, 40c, and

tarred roofing, $1.65.

Poultry Netting—The price of poultry

netting has been advanced by the manufac-

turers, but the jobbers are still quoting 55

per cent, to the retail trade. The manu-

facturers have been compelled to advance

their prices on account of the high price

they are now compelled to pay for wire.

The demand for poultry netting is not by

any means as heavy as it was.

Poultry Netting Staples.—The man-

ufacturers in the United States advise the

jobbing trade here of a slight advance in

.iie price of poultry netting staples.

Harvest Tools—All kinds of harvest

tools are moving fairly well. Discount, 50,

10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—A good business

is being done in spades and shovels, and, in

fact, in all kinds of goods of this description.

Discount, 40 and 5 per cent.

Eavetrough — The demand for eave-

trough is fair, although, as noted last week,

it is not as heavy as it was a short time

ago. Pnces ate still low.

the ARCADE and KEARNEY & F"OOT file works
Now OWN ED and -CONTROLLED byjtne

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

These well known Brands
will continue to be made at their respective factories. PROVIDENCE. R.I.. U S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,

or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par. dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens."

Telephone No. 63 St. Helens.

"Globe Brand" FILES AND RASPS are Standard.

Because they are manufactured from First Quality Crucible Cast Steel, by experienced workmen, and are warranted
to Cut faster and wear longer than many brands of imported files, and prices are very much lower.

We manufacture files of every
Dominion. Prices on application.

WALTER GROSE, Sole Selling Agent
MONTREAL.

shape, cut, and size Sold by all prominent merchants throughout the

CO.,THE GLOBE FILE MFG
PORT HOPE, ONT.

Bargain foMJieye lists.

I offer a limited quantity of the Victor Acetylene

Bicycle Lamps at $1.25 each (or will deliver in

any town on the line of railroad East of Winni-

peg for $1.50 each, cash with order). The Vic-

tor is a standard Acetylene Gas Lamp, and we *>£$

warrant them to give a brilliant light. A liberal

discount to the trade for quantities only.

This is a rare opportunity to obtain a good lamp
at half price and much below cost of production.

Address: Walter Grose, No. 30 St. Dizier St., Montreal,

Lawn Mowers—The demand for lawn

mowers keeps quite active.

METALS.
Trade locally is fairly good and quota-

tions rule as before. Tin, which has been

very strong has reacted a little during the

last day or so, but in other kinds of metals

prices are on the whole steady.

Pig Iron—The market is dull, and ad-

vices from United States say that holders

are willing to make slight concessions in

order to secure business. As pointed out in

a previous issue, the large buyers in Canada
have pretty well anticipated their wants for

sometime to come.

Bar Iron— The demand for bar iron

continues good and somewhat in excess of

the supply, and at least some of the mills

are a little firmer in their quotations, the

ruling base price is, however, still $ 1.85 to

51.90 per 100 lb.

Steel—Steel continues in good demand
with prices firm. We quote as follows :

Merchantable cast steel, 9 to 15 c. per lb.

;

drill steel, 7 to 8c. per lb.; "Black
Diamond" tool steel, 10 to 11c.; Jessop's

and Firth's tool steel, 13c; toe calk steel,

$2. 85 to #3; tire steel, $2 30 to $2.50;
sleighshoe steel, $2. 10 to $2.25 ; reeled

machinery steel, $3; hoop steel, $3.10.

Pig Tin—The demand has taken quite a
spurt during the past week, and quite a nice

business has been done. Until within the
last day or so the outside markets, and par-
ticularly London, have been quite strong.

At the time of writing, however, the market
has taken a weaker turn, and has declined
somewhat in London, although prices

appear to be fairly steady in New York.
Locally, 31c. is the ruling price, although
some round lots have changed hands at

30c.

Tinplates — The improvement noted
last week has been maintained, there having
been quite a fair movement during the
week.

Tinned Sheets — There is not a great
deal doing, as is, of course, to be expected
at this time of the year. We still quote q%
to 9>^c. per lb.

Galvanized Sheets — The demand
during the past week has been quite active,

and prices are firm. Advices from the

manufacturers in the United States state,

that as the demand in the home market is

so brisk they are unable to quote for the

Canadian market. At any rate on account
of the price and the difficulty of getting de-
livery, the importers in Canada have been
devoting their attention to English galvan-
ized sheets for sometime. We quote $4.60
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from stock for English, and $4.50 for

American.

Black Sheets—The firmness in the

English market noted last week has been
maintained, and the demand is fair. We
quote 28 gauge at $2.30.

Canada Plates —Trade continues dull.

We quote: All dull, $2.90 ; half polished,

#3, and all bright, $3.50.

Copper—The English market is weak
and lower, but we have no change to note

here. We quote: Ingot, 19c; bolt or bar,

23^ to 25c; sheet, 23 to 23 j£c. per lb.

Solder—The movement in solder keeps

up fairly well. We quote: Half-and-half,

guaranteed, i8^c. ; ditto, commercial,

18c. ; refined, 18c, and wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe — Just a moderate trade is

being done. Prices are steady and un-

changed at $5.15 for i-inch black pipe and

#7.55 for 1 -inch galvanized.

Lead—The outside markets are rather

easy, and locally there is not much business

being done. We quote 4X t0 4J^c. per lb.

Zinc Spelter—Prices rule steady in the

outside markets. Locally, trade is quiet at

5 'A to 6c.

Zinc Sheet— Although there is fairly

little doing in small lots stocks are running
low. We quote casks at 6^c. and part

casks at 6^c. per lb.

Antimony—Trade is just moderate, and
prices steady and unchanged at 10 to

lie. per lb.

Lead Pipe—In sympathy with the out-

side market prices are lower. The discount

now being 30 per cent., instead of 25 per

cent.
FAINTS AND OILS.

The featuie of the week is the advance
of 3c. in linseed oil, which is due to stiffen-

ing piices in Great Britain and scarcity

here. Turpentine is unchanged at primary

points and consequently is steady on the

local market. White lead keeps firm as do

also prepared paints and varnishes. We
quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6 2,7% '. No - * #6; No. 2. $5 67^ ;

No. 3. $5.25; No. 4, $4 87 '£ ;
genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.
Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5. 50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 ; ditto kegs of

100 lb., $5.25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c
Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c.;kegs, 17c;
50 and 100 lb. drums, 17 %c. ; 25-lb. drums,

18c. ; 1 lb. papers, i8^c; i-lb. tins, 19^0.;
j^-lb. papers, 20^ c; }£-lb. tins, 21 y£c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

51.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2.05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., 52.90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, 51.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, 52.50 per
cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, 51.20 to 51.30 per

gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

loyic. per lb. and 10^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 81c;
boiled, 84c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 80c;
boiled, 83c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2

to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,

Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5 -gallon packages,

50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

GLASS.
News has been received from Belgium to

the effect that the strike of glass-blowers in

that country has been settled. This will

relieve the shortage, and manufacturers will

be able to accept orders received to date.

This will prevent the threatened advance.
We quote as follows : Under 26 in., 54-15
26 to 40 in., 5445 ; 41 to 50 in., 54*85

;

51 to 60 in., 5515 ; 61 to 70 in., 55-5°;
double diamond, under 26 in., 56 ; 26 to

40 in., 56.65 ; 41 to 50 in., 57-5°; 51 to

60 in., 58.50; 61 to 70 in., 59.50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
There is a fair movement. Prices are

steady. We quotejobbers' prices: Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 60c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 50c. ; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, 11 J^c. ; heavy
copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c. ;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass. 10 to

\oyic ; heavy red brass, 10^ to lie;
scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,

6j£c; good country mixed rags, 65 1075c.

;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

HIDES. SKINS AND WOOL.
Hides—There is little doing, and the

market is weak. We quote : Cowhides, No.
i, 6%c. ; No. 2, 5Xc. ; No. 3, 4^ c - Steer

hides are worth ic. more. Cured hides
are quoted at 7 to 7>£c.

Skins—The market is steady since last

week's advance. We quote : No. 1 veal,8-lb.

and up. 9c. per lb.; No. 2, 8c; dekins,
from 60 to 70c; culls, 20 to 25c. Sheep-
skins, 90c. to 51 • *
Wool—The feeling keeps weak. Prices

are unchanged. We quote : Combing
fleece, 13 to 14c, and unwashed, 8 to 9c.

PETROLEUM.
The market is steady since the decline.

We quote as follows : Pratt's Astral,

16 to i6}4c. in bulk (barrels, 5i extra)
;

American water white, i6}4 to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 15^ to 16c. ; Sarnia
water white, 15 to i$%c. in barrels; Sarnia
prime white, 14 to I4^c. in barrels.

COAL.
There is a good movement, owing to

the low prices for May delivery. We
quote at international bridges as follows :

Grate, 53-75 per gross ton ; egg, stove and
nut, 55 per gross ton with a rebate of 40c.

off for May shipment.

market notes.

Linseed oil has been advanced another

3c. per gallon.

The discount on lead pipe has been
raised to 30 per cent.

The Canadian manufacturer of poultry

netting has advanced prices.

Higher prices are being quoted for

poultry netting staples by the manufac-
turers in the United States.

The Gurney Foundry Co., Limited, is in

receipt of another shipment of "Quick-
meal " wickless and gasoline stoves.

The discount on " Black Diamond " files

has for some time been given as 70 and 5

per cent. This was an error, the correct

discount being 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

Bga

.WHITE LEAD
.REGISTERED TRADE MARK.

ffiRSJA)W@

Sole Manufacturers in

Canada of

BRANDRAM BROS.,

*\ & CO., London, Eng..

agr B. B.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD.

Brandram's Genuine B. B. is the best White Lead made. It is unequalled for whiteness, and
fineness and body, and will cover more surface than any other White Lead Paint. It is the
favorite White Lead in England, Canada, United States, Australia, Russia, etc. Made by a
special process, and is superior to all other White Leads for durability.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
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ATTRACTING TOURIST TRAVEL.

THE following from a St. John, N.P...

paper, while designed for the people

of New Brunswick, contains -hum

hints which will apply to other parts of

the country as well :

" If the Province does not get a larger

share of tourist travel than usual this

season it will certainly not be the fault of

- 3|'he Tourist Association. The members of

that organization are leaving nothing

undone that will tend to attract travellers

to New Brunswick, and are specially inter-

esting themselves in ways anil means to

favorably impress the visitors both with
the natural beauties of the country, and the
hospitality of its people.

" The association naturally feels that,

while it has made rapid progress during
the past four years, a little more interest

and co-operation on the part of the people

generally would greatly facilitate matters,
and would bring about the desired object

more rapidly than, perhaps, any other
means.

" In speaking of the prospects of tourist

travel this year and the preparations
which are being made to divert it in this

direction, Mr. \V. S. Fisher, president of

the association, said this week
;

" 'There is a strong possibility that the

Pan-American Exposition will somewhat
interfere with the season's travel, therefore

a greater effort on our part is absolutely

necessary to offset that influence. The
association is making elaborate efforts

along various lines, and taking prompt
advantage of the knowledge gained in pre-

vious years. We have very direct evidence

that work in the past has been effective,

from the assurance of hotels and transporta-

tion companies, of largely increased busi-

ness ; and many subscribers, feeling the

direct gain which has come to them in this

way, have voluntarily increased their sub-

scriptions to the association.

" 'In the way of this season's work we
have now ready for distribution 25,000

handsome booklets, entitled :
' St. John

River—The Rhine of America.' It contains

a comprehensive description of the fairest

parts of the Province, written in a bright,

attractive manner ; and such other matters
as experience has enabled us to embody in

the work.
" ' There is also in preparation a booklet

dealing particularly with this city and the

unusual attractions which are to be found
in its vicinity. The book will be given to

\isitors upon their arrival, and will tell

them where to go, what to see and how
In see it. Last season's work in this line

was very effective, but we may claim an

improvement this year. There are, for

instance, separate paragraphs with illustra-

tions devoted to each subject, including the

falls, park, surf bathing, trout fishing,

Jttirbor excursions, bicycle trips, chives, river

"ffnrl rail excursions, cemetery, Martello

Tower, golf links, etc., together with a

wealth of other information, compiled speci-

ally to help in the pleasure of tourists.

" ' One of the most important of this

season's moves is the decision to establish

a tourist bureau, which will be opened the

first of June in the new Board of Trade
rooms, on Prince William street.

" ' The bureau will be in charge of Mrs.

Rupert <>. ('live, who, in the meant inie, is

engaged in collecting information for the

benefit of visitors. She will visit the St,

John river resorts, and all places between
here and Fredericton, Halifax and the

lllllllll! Lamps
STANDARD GOODS FOR

SEASON 1901

New Century Banner Cold Blast

Lanterns. . .

Climax Safety Tubular Lanterns.

Little Bobs Brass Lanterns.

GASOLENE LAMPS, different patterns,

Radiant Shelby Incandescent Lamps.

THE ONTARIO LANTERN CO.

HAMILTON, ONT.
For sale by all prominent wholesale dealers.

Write for prices.

be ited withAnnapolis Valley will

the same object.

' The association is preparing and (lis

tributing large pictures, extreme care being

taken to place them to,the best advantage.

We are issuing a further supply of illustrat-

ed post cards and adding- to their variety.

' Our work heretofore has been in adver-

tising by means of booklets and other

literature, and, while we are continuing
this, we are also going to try to impress
upon the people of this city the necessity

of making this particular spot, so pleasant

and attractive for travellers that once they
reach here they will want to stay fight in

St. John. We want to enlarge upon the

attractions at our doors, for the purpose of

holding visitors here.

' We want to get the people to feel that

they have a responsibility in this matter ;

and attractive surrounding's and clean

streets will accomplish what no amount of

advertising can do. Surely we have hitherto

failed to realize that right here in New
Brunswick we have the grandest scenery in

the world. Men and women who have
travelled extensively abroad, visited Italy.

Switzerland, the Highlands of Scotland and
other lands famed for beauty and grandeur
of their scenery, acknowledge that in none
of them is found anything more magnificent
than our river scenery. The opportunities
which we. as a people, possess will yet I

<

recognized at their full value ; in the mean-
time it is the duty of every person in this

city and Province to help along the good
work of making them known and rendering
the country a pleasant place for the
traveller and tourist of other lands.'

"

Mr. -las. Sadler, who braved the discom
finis uf two long midnight journeys between
Sheffield and London in order to sec his

favorite football team perform, is onlj a

year short of four score, and he has been

engaged in grinding razors ever since he was
I

''> years old.

At that age he was apprenticed lo the

well-known firm of George Butler iV' Co., of

Trinity Works, Sheffield, where he has ever

since been employed. The virility of this

veteran of the grindstone must be phenom
enal. lie spent |-J sleepless hours ill t lie

railvvav train, and. besides watching the

L;ame with close interest from beginning to

end, he filled up his spare time in " lining"

the sights of London, ami turned up at his

post punctually on the following morning.
Far from being knocked up by his outing,
Mr. .Sadler was unable to resist the attrac-

tion of the replayed tie at Bolton on tin

following Saturday. What a remarkable
constitution he must possess ! I wonder
how many millions of razors have passed
through his hands during the 56 years he

has -pent at his occupation?—'* Vulcan," in

Ironmonger.

A HARDY RAZOR GRINDER.

AN acquaintance of mine attending the

nielli fool ball cup final at the

Crystal Palace, discovered among the

Sheffield portion of the crowd a razor-grinder
who must surelv be the oldest member of

his craft. Owing to the deleterious character
of lie work and its surroundings, the life

of the grinder is a short without being a

uiei-rv one. Man) die before reaching the
prime of manhood, and those who attain
three score year.- and ten are so rare as to

be objects of interest and curiosity. But

ANOTHER LINSEED OIL MILL.

The R. W. English Refining Co., of

Montreal, has placed with The Steel Storage

and Elevator Co., of Buffalo, an order for

the erection of a linseed oil mill of 20 press

capacity. The contract also provides for

the erection of a steel elevator, capacity

400,000 bbls. , with warehouses for cake and

feed. George M. Metzger, who recently

resigned the vice presidency of The Ameri-

can Linseed Co., has joined The R. W.
English Co. in the enterprise.

HAS DISPOSED OF HIS INTEREST.

J P. Noonan, of Mount Forest, Ont., has

disposed of his interest in the Union Manu-

facturing Co. of Buffalo, NY., to the

Crosby Co., who will enlarge the business

and continue under the same name.
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HEATING and PLUMBING
THE OUTLOOK FOR THE MASTER PLUMBERS.

THE convention of master plumbers for

11)01 will be here and away with

tliose that have been. Just as quick

as all great events come ant! go.

Preparation then should be yoing on.

Every master plumber should sniff with

pleasure the breeze that once more tells him

another revolution of the wheel has been

made, another milestone towards his destiny

has been reached. The opening' of the twen-

tieth century has been grasped by leading

industrial critics to survey the wonders of

past achievements and to picture in lumini-

ous language the marvellous possibilities of

the future. Just pause a while and con-

sider whether the plumber has been uncon-

scious oi- inactive in the progression of

thing's !

Lie was no idle theorist who waged war
against the reeking pan closet, the unven
I dated drain, the closed pestiferous sink,

and all the incompetence that characterized

it. lie was simply an honest, practical and
progressive plumber.

1 am not particularizing, but the indivi-

dual formed with others and the results of

to-day are the outcome of associated effort.

It is not alone for the present masters of

the trade that associations are formed and
conventions held. It is, and I trust I will

be above suspicion in so saying, as much
for our posterity.

In general our objects, efforts and bene-

fits towards our fellow citizens are strictly

mutual and relative. Vv'e follow a trade that

follows civilization. We outcast plague by

installing preventatives. Yet the fact ; s

not recognized as it should be. For in-

stance, how many municipalities are there

in the; Dominion that have the same con-

cern for bad plumbing as they have for a

delinquent taxpayer1

V And yet it is a

cardinal principle that the health of a com-
munity is the basis of its wealth. Then
why allow any unit that forms the asset

to be discounted by neglecting to enforce

lli. conditions that a clean and healthy life

depend upon ?

Business may be business, but the plum-
ber may hoist his pennant stil higher and
on it inscribe :

" Value for value is busi-

ness only." He can truthfully say. what
doth it profit any community if health is

poisoned and the spectre of mortality in

epidemical form introduced '! Knowing
therefore, tic important relation that, his

work bears on humanity and remembering
that all his improvements are due to co-

operative effort, he enrolls in the associa-

tion and secures an identitv that he would
nut otherwise obtain. Any plan he may
explain to extend the benefit of the associa-

i ion nr I he abolition of an; evils always

receives active and sympathetic support. So
he plods alone not unmindful of his import-

a nee as a man nor of his dul \ ciel \
,

I |e may be killed by t \ phoid nr w recked by

rheumatism in its performance, in the

words of Kipling, though, for the sake of

his ideal he is ready to pay-pay-pay.

H. A. KNOX.
Ottawa.

SUMMER ACETYLENE BUSINESS.

OF course as a plumber you know

that the traditional time to sell

lighting apparatus is in the fall,

"as the days begin to lengthen." But has

it ever occurred to you that there are

chances for profitable contracts to which
most men are blind? And at a season
when things are supposed to be dead ? The
temporary summer resident in all his vary-

ing influences upon local commercial condi-

tions, presents a field for legitimate cultiva-

tion which, properly worked, will yield

large returns.

THE OPPORTUNITY.

The ideal conditions for placing acetylene
are realized in summer residents. They are

isolated, accustomed to the comforts and
luxuries of life, are frequently without the
usual household help, hoping to avoid
annoyances, seeking abnormal convenience,
avoiding all useless effort, entertaining-

friends. Generally they have the ready cash
to pay the bills. It is your business to
give them something for their money.
Who and where are they ''. Near all the

cities and large towns are the golf and boat
clubs and the summer gardens which, if

not provided with electric lights, must
finally have acetylene. Many of them will

use it in any event.

Farther away are the smaller lakes and
the great Jake, ocean and river fronts lined

with resting" places of those who have left

other homes for these months, during
which energy is stored up by coming a
little closer to nature's heart. The great
mansion, the landed estate, the pretentious
villa and the typical resort hotel are prin-

cipally in the hands of men who believe
that all good thing's come from the city,

knowing which the city plumber should
undertake to convince them that he has
the particular " good thing " in acetylene.
Next come the moderate summer homes,

neat cottages, bungalows, house boats and
camps, perhaps with their wharves, piers

or driveways, all presenting shining marks
for acetylene.

After these are the houses in the woods
and the farms, so many of which attract
city people, who come year after year with
pale peevish children, soon to go back to
the grind of modern schools with stored
up health and ideas.

Then there are the village houses, which
are rented to deluded persons who imagine
they are in the country, and the stores.

Have you ever attempted to show the small
storekeeper of the towns where sun -r

visitors are so easily induced to spend
i ley, how much of it he can secure if he
makes his place, light, bright and attrac-

tive ? So much for the opportunity, now
for

THE MAN.

Sooner or later, if the local man fails to

eiasp it. some outsider will go in and take
it, the traveling man or the manufacturer,
i he metropolitan plumber, or the faker,

who represents nobody and nothing, but
his own irresponsibility. Woe to your
acetylene business for a time if the faker

strikes your town first.

Owing to the conditions which surround

the average acetylene installation, the most

logical medium through which generator

sales are to be made would seem to be a

local man, preferably the plumber. A jol.T

of piping must be done, simple it may be.

but absolutely tight if it is to lie of use

when seeking more business.

If the plumber is not wideawake and
ready in the small town to do eas. water or

heating jobs, he will find part of his field

taken up by the tinner, the well driller, the

wind-mill man, the general machinist who
repairs the threshing engines, the black-

smith, the jeweler, and clock man. or.

worst of all. by the country schemer and

all round inventor ( ? ) beside whom the

traveling faker sinks into nothingness.

HIS WEAK POINTS.

All of us have our faults, but keen obser-

vers seem to agree that the average plum-

ber's crowning fault is diffidence, he is boo

shy. He does not go out and try to make
business, but waits for it to grow, this

habit develops a certain kind of indolence,

not laziness exactly, but the receptive

lethargy of Mr. Micawber, expecting some-

thing to turn up. The architect's notice.

the builder's request to figure, or the unfor-

tunate householder's " hurry up " call are

commonly his only gateways to business.

Few, if any plumbers try to make prosper-

ous farmers see how much they need bath

rooms. A plumber rarely follows up a

sewer or water pipe extension, seeking work.

It is thought more easy to have a health

inspector or physician order the fixing of

sanitary appliances. How many plumbers

go to their regular trade of the best class

to present the merits of the independent
domestic water heater ? Did you ever dis-

cuss acetylene light ?

Change all this, overcome your inexperience

or lack of assurance as a salesman, fcrj to

talk and say just what you mean, learn all

you can about this branch of your business.

Command confidence through your ability

to tell your •" prospective victim " all about

acetylene gas for lighting.

Talk light first and acetylene afterward.

SELECT INTELLIGENTLY.

First look up a number of reputable'

builders of acetylene apparatus which is

approved by underwriters and past the

experimental stage. If you have not the

means at hand to learn about their com-

mercial standing, ask some friend in the

establishment of a city jobber to do so.

Look over the files of your trade papers

when making up your list. Send for a

sample copy of The Acetylene Gas

Journal, Chicago. Write for printed

matter, tell what you are at. and when fe.

comes read with care and thought, use

ordinary prudence, and judge whether it is

accurate and credible. Ask for the terms of

the maker's guaranty. If extravagant, vague

or unsupported bj reasonable responsibility

reject it. Demand that the generator shall

be guaranteed to be precisely as represented

in the printed matter.

In short, apply correct business rules ;

buy tried goods from honorable houses pre-

pared to ship promptly and close the best

arrangements you can to represent them.

Buy no " rights " or " blue sky," pay

nothing for the privilege of becoming any

man's customer, and do not load up with a
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

i-iue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS'
AGENT

362/2 Main St., WINNIPEG.

Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

ei'her by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

LOW TANK
WATER CLOSET
COMBINATIONS

THE MOST PER-
FECT ON THE
MARKET
NOISELESS IN

ACTION

BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

Write for Catalogue.

The James Morrison
Brass Mfg. Co.

Limited

TORONTO, ONT.

RAMSAYS PAINTS
pay the dealer because, made upon scientific

principles from the best pigments to produce

the best paint, they never fail the consumer

and consequently are always the best friend of

the dealer. You can make money out of

paints if they are good paints. You can't

make it out of poor stuff. Cheap stuff is poor

stuff; it can't be anything else. You can make

more money out of Ramsays Paints, because

they are the best paints that can be made, be-

cause they are well known, because they are

well advertised, and because we charge them

at a price that leaves you a good margin of

profit.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL.

Patented
April 16, 1889.

• BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

CANADIAN ADVERTISING is bestdone by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Montreal.

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

STEVENS-MAYNARD J R RIFLE 4

If you want the best cheap rifle ever made we have it in the Stevens-Maynard Jr. It 1

will be a great seller this year. Better place order now.

The
Young Gentleman's

Rifle.

The
Young Gentleman's

Rifle.

The leading JobbeTs handle Stevens products.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p O
j,?

ox Chicopee Falls, Mass , U.S.A.

HOW TO SAVE GAS
. . USE . .

Peebles' Automatic 6as Governors

Gas, Fire and Stove Governor. House Governor Burner. Governor for Incandescents. Mercurial Governor. for Fixing at Meter

Sole Manufacturers, D. BRUCE PEEBLES & CO., Tay Works, Edinburgh, Scotland.
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stork of generators ; you have no way to

I <'ll what assortment you will need. Count
mi having one or two samples to show in

MARKET VIGOROUSLY.
The old receipt for rabbit stew com-

menced." First catch your rabbit." Make a

carefully prepared list of all the possible

opportunities to place acetylene light that

are in your range of travel. It will be

found most convenient to use uniform cards

or slips of stiff paper for this purpose, a

card for each or cheap envelopes, all

arranged in a box. Note all the facts you

can about each place.

Local owners are easily found, but it will

require hard work to learn the permanent
addresses of summer visitors. Many of

them are likely to subscribe for the local

paper, and your small ad. warrants you in

asking the publisher for information of

this class. The station agent probably will

know where many live and a few will be
favorably and definitely remembered by the

pastors of the local churches. A wide-awake
postmaster should be able to fill in vacant

places, as well as the bankers, doctors, meat
man and grocer, but the great mine of

information is frequently found around the

livery stable if the " stage " is regularly

used.

As fast as you make your list, urge your
generator builder to mail to your candidates

good acetylene matter, not too much at

once, but single pieces at intervals. Make
them conscious of your existence, and gain

their attention by writing short personal

letters which state how well you are situ-

ated to do that job of piping and acetylene

lighting and how well it will pay them to

let you do it. Too busy ? Nonsense, you

have time enough if you use it right.

Arrange with the acetylene man to call

on any owners who may be in cities within

his reach, and finally follow up your pros-

spective customers with personal solicita-

tion as soon as they land in town, and do

not quit a case till it is hopeless.

Present to the women the cleanliness and
sweetness of premises lighted by acetylene.

remind the old people how excellently it

helps out impaired eyesight, tell the young
ladies how beautifully it sets off gowns and
complexions, and impress the men with its

absolute safety.

Learn about acetylene yourself and your
enthusiasm will make you eloquent.

" Be wise to-day ; 'tis madness to defer."
— Plumbers' Trade Journal.

REDUCTION BY FRICTION.

Kditor Hardware and Metal,— If the pump
at a waterworks power house registers 125-lb.

pressure on a 6-inch service pipe, what will it reduce

by friction in two or three miles of service pipe of

the same size ? In answering question please

define amount of water to be forced in order to

obtain registered pressure and state what power is

lost by frictkn.

Innerkip, Ont., May 9.

Ans.—This questi an only lie answered
in part. The loss b\ friction in pounds per

square inch, no matter what the pressure al

the power house, can always be calculated

from the following schedule, which shows

the friction loss per mile through <i-in. pipe

iii proportion to the amount of water dis-

charged from t he pipes :

Discharge. Friction Loss.

100 gal. per minute. 2.65 lb. pressure per mile.

200 " 901
300 " 19 60

400 " 34 45
500 " 5°-8o

It will be, therefore, readily undci

that without knowledge of the disch

( or in other words the amount of water
taken from the pipe ) one cannot estimate
from the pressure at the pumping station

what the loss in two miles from friction

would be. If the pipes were full and no
water was being taken out the pressure at

the far end would be as great as at the
pumping house. To find the necessary pies

sure at the pumping station, to secure a

given pressure at a certain distance, one

must know the head ( or the difference in

level between the pumping station and the

point of discharge), and the fate of dis-

charge.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

Fred. Fulcher is building a house at

Mosa, Ont.

F. Gleb will erect a house iii Acton. Out..

this summer.

Several summer residences are being

erected at Orilla. Ont.

Herbert Matthews and Dr. Abbott are

building residences in London, Ont.

Martyn & Ha.mmett are buildin" a iesi-

dence of Wm. Chapman, in London. Ont.

M. Mitchell is builning for John A.

Campbell two cottages in Frederic-ton.

N.B.

Plans are being prepared by Architect

Talbot. Quebec, for a new convent at St.

Malo, near Quebec.

•1. J. Hall and J. Spence, Portage la

Prairie, Man., have gone to Delta, Man., to

build a storehouse for fish.

A Presbyterian church will be erected at

Minnedosa. Man. H. A. Griffith is asking
for building tenders before Monday next.

Oakley & Holmes, Toronto, have the con-

tract for erecting new works in Pcterboro'.

Out., for The Canadian General Electric

Co.

Schultz Bros., Guelph. Out., have been

awarded the contract for building the

Massey Hall and Library at the Ontario
Agricultural College, near Guelph. The
contract price is $40,000.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

Dulone it Grignon lave registered as

plumbers, in Montreal.

Deschatelet & Bertram! have registered as

plumbers, in .Montreal.

Sussex. X.H.. has voted to install water-

works for fire protection.

Met 'ullough iV l'awley, pliunleis. Rat

Portage. Out., have dissolved.

Anthiinc Carriere has registered under the

stvlc of J. Carriere & Co.. contractors,

Montreal.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have In en issued in

Toronto to I!. Manning, for two brick

dwellings at 7.3d and 736 Gerrard streei

east, to cost §3,500 : to The Cosgrave Brew
ing Co., for a $4,000 addition to rear of

•Jl).'') Niagara street ; to lnglis & Son, for a

$1,200 addition to their loiindrv at II

Strachan avenue: to — . Babster, for two
dwellings at 12] and 121 I i' Palmerston
avenue. I,i est $3,200 : to liobt. MeKee.
l'nr ;i $2,600 dwelling (ill laiisduwile avenue.

near Union street ; to Mrs. Crank Fleming,
for a $3,500 dwelling at ">s Bernard avenue:

to R. .1. Copeland, for a $12,000 dwelling at

(> Walmer road
;
to W. A. Young, for a two

storey brick stable at 145 College street, to

lust $2,000 ; to Win. Donohue, for a pair el

dwellings at "J'.) and 31 Robert street, to

cost $2,000 ;
t.i .1. I). Henderson, lor three

residences on Spadina avenue, near Welling-

ton Place, to cost §7, Olio.

The following building permits have been
iss I in Ottawa : R. B. Whyte, lot 'At\

Rideau street, wholesale warehouse. 40x80.
to cost $12,000 ; Mrs. Law. lot 8 Sherwood
street, row of four solid brick houses,
si. lion ; Fb Rivens, lot 11 Kenny street,

frame dwelling, $1,000; Andrew Ker, lot

Kill Arthur street, frame dwelling, $1,000.

THE STORE SIGN.

T
HE sign over a store door is an invit?^-

tion to enter, remarks Stoves and

Hardware Reporter. It designates

the nature of the business, tells in a general

way what is on sale and to all practical pur-

poses is a standing advertisement. The
sign should be no better and no worse than

the goods. If it is a glittering array of gilt

letters arranged in a fetching manner, the

casual observer has a right to believe that

the goods are after the same order. But

when, on entering the store, he finds the

goods of an inferior quality and sees that

the management is lax and inefficient, he

realizes that the sign is out of place and that

he has been caught by a trick, whether

intentional or not. But if the sign is a mere

daub of painted letters, the same casual

observer may be prevented from entering

the store simply because he will take it for

granted that the goods on sale are in keep-

ing with the sign, which is supposed to

represent the business as it is and not to

belittle or enlarge it. The same supposition

attaches to business stationery. Tidiness

and neatness, symmetry of arrangement

and the use of good paper make a com-

bination of advantages in the eyes of those

who read business letters and commend

the writer to those with whom he wishes to

be on good terms.

WANTED.

BY A HARDWARE MAN OF LARGE EXPERI-
ENCE, a situation as salesman, buyer, manager or

bookkteper, or would go on ihe road if necessary for a good
house with full line of stoves and shelf goods of household
hardware. Be t of references. Address, "Salesman,"
care Hardware and Metal, 232 McGill Street,

Montreal. '21)

TRAVELLER WANTED.

A CANADIAN HOUSE DESIRES TO SECURE
the services of a traveller thoroughly conversant with

the details of the furnace trade, but who can talk stoves

and ranges when necessary Applications with references

to Box 52, HARDWAI.E and Metal, Toronto. (21)

ONTARIO SILVER C0~
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
,. , , , FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE.

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Sauare and Hexagon.
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HINTS TO BEGINNERS IN ADVERTISING.
By Charles Austin Bates.

THE best thing for the beginner in

advertising to do do is to study i he

successes in advertising. Don't study

them with the idea of finding fault with

them. Try to find out what it is about

"^aem that has made them successful. If you
can't find out the particular point or points

that you believe has made them successful.

make it the effort of your life to copy the

entire plan just as closely as your ability

will let you.

A success is a fact. There is no getting
around it or getting over it. It is raghl
there in the road, and when a man bumps
his head against it, it's time to quit theor-

izing.

I take off my hat to a success, whether
it be a success in advertising pr bridge
building or selling peanuts. "Just yesterday
1 heard of a man who is actually getting
rich running a press-room in f^ew York.
He is cleaning up, beyond his business
expenses and living expenses, sli>,i)()0- or

$13,000 a year in net. cold cash. This man
can neither read nor writer li««iRan just

manage to sign his own nam**, but after he-

has signed it he can't tell whicl^ letter in

the signature is an " r " and Which is a
" p."

You would say that it was absurd that
such a man should succeed in the printing
business, but he has succeeded. And.
strange as it may seem, the \ er\ fact t hat

he cannot read nor write has been one of

the elements of his success. His ignorance
has made him afraid of business papers of

any sort, so that he has never taken a note
from any of his customers. The result has

been that as he would do work for nobody
who did not pay cash he has gathered
around him a lot of spot-cash paying cus-

tomers that the most highly educated prin-

ter of them all would be most happy to

have.

Of course, you may say that this printer

would have succeeded better if he had been
properly educated. 1 am not going to fol-

low my own reasoning far enough to make
the assertion that because this illiterate

man has succeeded all printers should cul-

tivate illiteracy. The point 1 make is that
it is bad business, and a waste of time, to
hunt out the faults in a success. The wise
man profits by the successes of others, and
he profits by them by finding out the
" why " of them.

It is the positive facts that are profitable

to know. Negative facts are much less

valuable. It is sometimes desirable to know
why a man did not succeed, but it is much
more valuable to know why some other man
did succeed.

Just why an advertiser should be willing

to spend his money in buying ~| ace in

which to put the efforts of a " new begin-
is something that I never should

understand.

Why a man of no experience in advertising
should consider himself competent to man-
age and place a large appropriation is also

something that I never could understand.

Business men seem to think that advertis-
ing ability is a matter of inspiration, and
that each man is born with the ability to

advertise, just as he is born with the abil-

ity to breathe and eat.

A tailor wouldn't employ a " new begin-
ner '•' to cut clothes for him. He would
laugh at a " new beginner " who proposed
such a thing. He wouldn't allow him to
cut into his cloth in his efforts to learn the

tailoring business. Tin.' most costly cloth

that ever was woven doesn't run into money
nearly as fast as advertising space in the

newspapers.

It' space didn't cost anything, it might be

well enough for people to allow the inex-

perienced artist and writer to try then

apprentice hands in it. but it passes my
comprehension whj they should let an artist

when you can buy it at wholesale. You can

buj 300,000 circulation from one publication

cheaper than you can buy the same quantity

from 10 publications, and the circulation is

likely to be better.

\ publication with 300,000 circulation has

a sufficient income and does a sufficiently

profitable business to make the cost oi

reading matter, engravings and composition

comparatively unimportant. It can afford

to pay better prices for its reading matter

than can a less prosperous paper.

If a paper with 50,000 publication furn-

ishes the quality and quantity of reading

THE PREFERENCE.
" THE COUNTRY "—He's half apologisin', that thar M.P. is, for askin' $500 more for the extry time

he talks. I'd willin'ly give him $1,000 if he didn't talk half as much and only sot six weeks.—From The
Toronto Daily Star, flay 21.

learn his trade at their expense, when good,
artistic ability is so cheap.

The more 1 see of advertising the more I

am convinced that it is wise to use only

the strong papers in any given class, unless

you have so much money tip spend that you
feel like going into absolutely everything
that is printed.

There is no use in buying space at retail

matter and pictures as dors the publication

of 300,000 circulation, it must of necessity

get a higher price per copy and a highei

proportionate price for its advertising.

Camlachie, Out., merchants have fjgteetl

to close every evening except Saturdays and

nights preceding holidays, at 7 o'clock

sharp.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, May 20, 1901.

ALL the {wholesale houses are busy

and lake shipments are arriving

rapidly. The only change of im-

portance to note is an advance of ioc. in

nails. This is not a surprise, as it was not

expected that the recent drop of that

amount would hold. Prices are again at

$3.45 and $3 base.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barbed wire, 100 lb S3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" 11 4 00
12 4 05

13 4 20

14 4 35
15 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 40
" 16 and 20 345

10 3 50
8 3 6o

6 365
4 3 8°

3 405
Cut nails, 30 to bo dy 290

" 20 to 40 2 95
'

' 10 to 16 3 00
8 3 °5
6 3 10

4 3 20

3 3 55
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 490
No. 2 and larger 440

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, 55.00 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00

Spring steel 3 2S

Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 °°

Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50
20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 °°

Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50

24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 °o

28 gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 7s
26 gauge 8 00

28 gauge 8 50
Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75

IX " 1275
IXX " 14 75

Ingot tin 33
Canada plate, 18x21 and 18 x 24 3 25
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-i6and larger $11 00
# . 11 5°

"
}i and 5-16 1200

Manila, 7-16 and larger 14 00

tt 14 5°
" yk and 5-16 15 00

Solder 20

Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 17

Axes, chopping % 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87K
Round" " 82%
Flat '

' brass 80
Round" " 75
Coach 57K p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe. 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz. . $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol.... 1

. 5 p.c.

C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 25
Chilled 6 75

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.
"

plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.

,

Water white Canadian .

.

Prime white Canadian.

25Kc
24c.

22c.

2ic.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $
Less than barrel lots

Linseed oil, raw
Boiled

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor
Eldorado engine
A tlantic red
Renown engine
Black oil 23K
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55
Harness oil

Neatsfoot oil $ 1

Steam refined oil

Sperm oil 1

Castor oil per lb.

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2

41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5

51 to 60 " " " 6
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb.

kegs "
White lead, pure per cwt. 7

Noi " 6
Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color. per gal. $1.30 to

63
7i

87
90
25%
24&
27 14

41
to 25
to 74
61
00

85
5°
11%

25
50
5°
CO

50
2%
2K

OO

75

$1.90

TRADING STAMPS IN QUEBEC.
The city of Quebec, some time ago,

placed a tax of $500 on trading-stamp con-

cerns. The Quebec Trading Stamp Co.

appealed against the tax. Last week the

recorder gave judgment in favor of the city

against the company and maintained the

special municipal tax as legal. The com-

pany, moreover, has been condemned to

the payment of the costs of the judicial pro-

ceedings which are very heavy. The com-
pany, however, will take the case to the

Superior Court, and will continue to do
business in the meantime. It will continue

in business, it declares, even if it has to

pay the tax.

RAT PORTAGE CLERKS MEET.
At the annual meeting of the Rat Portage

Clerks' Association the following officers

were elected :

Honorary President—A. M. Rose.
President—J. N. Murphy.
1 st Vice-president —N. J. Cummer.
2nd Vice-president—G. Bolton.

Treasurer—D. D. Stewart.
Guard— F. L. Taylor.
Sentinel—O. A. Mabey.

The treasurer's report showed the asso-

ciation to be in sound financial standing.

JAPANS

THE

CANADA
PAINT
COMPANY

LTD

*

VARNISH
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of__j^^Bk

"^jnion Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., • MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.
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"JARDINE"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

(< A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT."
Gold Dollars at 90c. each won't sell until you have convinced the customer that they are

genuine. Have you the time to make the argument to do the convincing ?

ALABASTINE is the standard wall-coating "The World Over." Would any dealer
want to spend the time to convince a customer that a substitute, or something else, is "just as
good as CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE ?
Besides, substitution is suspicious, and often bears earmarks of a swindle.

We do not claim to know all that can be learned about the manufacture of wall coatings,
but twenty-five years of experience must count for something, and the fact that ALABASTINE
is the goods that are in demand speaks volumes in its favor.

Never until M. B. Church introduced ALABASTINE was it found practicable to make wall-
coating adapted to be mixed with cold water.

We own the patents on the cold water prooess, and this statement is our only argument
at this time on that point.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time; is manufactured in

Canada, and recommended by leading sanitarians throughout the country. There is nothing
"just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by.

THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

We also manufacture "BUG FINISH,' 1 tne only practical Potato Bu£

Killer. Farmers will soon be calling for it. Order early and be prepared.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, 5555™5l$5L

The Latest and Best

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting
Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

A LONDON FENCE MACHINE
ON EXHIBITION IN
YOUR STORE^*—

will create more curiosity and bring in more
customers than any other implement.
There's money in handling the " London,"
as other merchants have found. You get a

snap if you get the '
' London '

' agency for

your town.

WRITE FOR TERMS BEFORE YOU MISS IT,

Coiled Spring Wire at right prices to the trade.

The London Fence Machine Co.,
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers, London, Can.
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MACHINERY AND THE MAN^

THli substitution of automatic or semi-

automatic machinery for hand labor

in industrial establishments lias pro-

gressed so rapidly and has attained such

large proportions, more especially in this

country, during the past few years, that

the subject is attracting much attention

and a wide diversity of opinion is expressed

I in students of industrial economics, em-

ployers and others, as to the probable

influence of this far-reaching evolution upon

the future intellectual development and

material welfare of the wage-earner.

An address was recently given by a well-

known teacher of economics upon the pres-

ent aspect of labor in this country, and it

was an able exposition of the views of one

who has apparently studied the subject

mainly from a theoretical and scholastic

point of view. According to this authority

the extensive substitution of automatic

machinery for hand labor, now evident in

all trades, is of necessity more or less detri-

mental to the intellectual development of

the wage-earner, since the work which he

is called upon to perform is reduced to the

simplest routine operations involved in feed-

ing a machine with raw material ; that the

monotony of his task is very depressing.

and that the modem system of minute sub-

division of labor develops a hopeless feeling

in the mind of the operative, because he

knows that there is little or no opportun-

ity for him to become a skilled master of

any trade through his daily work ; that in

the old days of the apprenticeship system,

when boys were indentured to masters and

taught the principles and practice of a

trade, there was more incentive to ambi-

tion, and consequently, a quicker intellec-

tual growth of the young mind, and a

keener desire on the part of the youth to

become a thorough workman. Tn a word,

we were told that the modern system is

injurious to the progress of the wage-

earner. This is, perhaps, a natural view

for one to take who looks at the subject

from a theoretical standpoint only, but

daily observation in large industrial works,

covering a period of years during which a

revolution has occurred in methods of con-

ducting manufacturing industries, has given

me a different opinion, based upon a

different point of view ; moreover, long-

before the invention of modern automatic

machinery, ami even before the birth of the

Factorj system, similar views to those

which have been given were expressed by

the best known writers on economics. In

1776, Adam Smith, in his great work,
" The Wealth of Nations," said :

"They (the working people) have little

time to spare for education. ... As

soon as they arc able to work they must

applj to -""!'' trade by which they can

earn' their subsistence. That trade, too, is

generally so simple and uniform as to give

little exercise to the understanding', while

ni t Ik- same time their labor is both so

roiistanl and SO Severe that it leaves them

little leisure and less inclination to apply

lo or even to think of anything else."

The elimination of exhausting manual

labor by the substitution of powerful

macliinerj for puny arms has emancipated

labor in our day from its hardest tasks,

and has given to the worker both incline

lion and leisure for the developmenl of his

intellect in various ways that were impossi-

ble under former conditions.

It is not merely the ability to turn out

a maximum amount of work from a modern
machine that constitutes a skilled opera-

tive. No matter how nearly automatic the

machine may be, it is still subject to

human guidance, and no matter how nearly

perfect its construction, its work is still

subject to final correction and control by

the' hand of the operator. 1 am satisfied

that in all trades where automatic machin-

ery has been extensively introduced for the

purpose, it may be, of supplanting hand

labor, the ultimate result has proved bene-

ficial to the workers in raising the general

average of intelligence, and, furthermore,

that it has largely increased the opportun-

ities for labor.

This statement may appear at first sight

somewhat paradoxical, but a little examina-

tion will. I think, convince you that it

follows as a logical sequence. The cheapen

ing of manufactured articles through the

aid of machinery enlarges the demand and

increases the production to such an extent

that those things which were heretofore

regarded as luxuries of the rich, soon

become ordinary conveniences in the econo-

mies of life. This increased production

necessitates the employment of a larger

number of operatives than were formerly

required to make the same articles by hand.

Several years ago a labor-saving machine
I an electric travelling crane ) was intro-

duced into a. certain department of a large

manufacturing establishment, and immedi-
ately displaced no less than 60 helpers.

Since then many other machines of like

character have been installed, yet the num-
ber of workers in this establishment is

more than 50 per cent, greater to-day than
before, the total number of wage-earners in

these works having risen from a little

under 5,000 at the time alluded to, to over

S.000 men at the present time, and the

works have grown to be the largest of their

kind in the world.

The introduction of labor-saving machin-
ery has proved beneficial to the workers in

many other directions. It has shortened
the hours of labor ; it has improved the
sanitary conditions in workshops ; it has

increased wages ; it has increased the pur-

chasing value of wages, and has elevated the
social plane of the worker of the present
day above that of his predecessors.

Finally, I may say that I believe V
opportunities for advancement of the wage-
earner in this country are to-day far

greater than at any previous time, and that
this fortunate condition of affairs is due
largely to the educational influence of

machinery upon the wage-earner, and to his

emancipation from grinding toil by the aid

of modern labor-saving machines.

The majority of men holding responsible

positions in large industrial establishments
to-day have risen from the ranks of the
operatives. As a striking illustration 1 may
allude to a remarkable instance, that of a

comparatively young man who now stands
at the head of the most stupendous indus-

trial corporation the world has ever known,
who, 20 years ago, began his work at the

bottom of the ladder, and has risen to a

position which is entirely unique, being now
the central figure in the iron and steel

industry of the country, and the president
of a corporation with a capital exceeding

11,000,000,000 ! This is, of course, at.

extraordinary instance, and is not to be

taken as representing an average case, but
other illustrations might be niven, all tend-

ing to show that the substitution of modern
labor-saving machinery for hand labor has

proved to be one of the greatest of all bene-

fits to the wage-earner. The opportunities

for lucrative employment and rapid advance-
ment to young men properly equipped
entering the industrial establishments to-

day, are greater than at any previous time
within my recollection.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

'V" CrimpediC

* An address to graduating students of the Schools of

Drawing Machine Design, and Naval Architecture, of the

Franklin Institute, April s6, 1901.

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets

%

Representatives for Canada
B. & S. H. Thompson & Company

26 St. Sulpice Street
* Montreal
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MIDLAND
BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
Jind' ' will rival in quality and grading the
very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

"The Peerless

J J is the best Bolster Spring ever

produced. A fine line for the

hardware trade. Write Us For Prices.

James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.

CUHHENT MARKET QUOTATIONS.
May 21, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures beiogfor larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.
Tin.

Lamb and Flag and Straits—
56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 00 31

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates— Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pi r box
I. O., usual sizes $6 75
I.X., " 8 25

I.X.X., " 9 75
Famous

—

I.C 6 75
I.X 8 25
I.X.X 9 50

Raven & Vulture Grades—
I.C, usual sizes 5 00

I.X., " 6 00

I.X.X " 7 0U

l.XXX., " 8 00

D.O.,12%xl7 4 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50
Coke Plates—Bright

Bessemer Steel

—

I.C. , usual sizes 4 00

I.C, special sizes,base 4 50

20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I. C. , 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X., Terne Tin 10 25
Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X. , 14x56, 50sheetbxs)
" 14x60, " > 07 07%
•' 14x65, " J

Tinned Sheets
7ix30upto24gauge 08 08%

' 26 " 08% 09
28 " 09 09 l/2

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 185 190
Refined " " 2 35

Borse Shoe Iron ! 2 25

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 10 3 25

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base .... 2 10

Tire Steel 2 30 2 50

Reeled Machinery 3 00

Ca^>el, per lb 00 00

ToetaTkSteel
T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13

J essop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tnbee.
1%-inch 12%
2 •• 13

2V2 " 15

S " 16

3'/2 " ° 20

4 •• i 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
V. iooh 2 50 2 60

3-16inoh 2 60 2 70

^ inch and thicker 2 50 2 60

Black Sheets.
18gauge 3 00

20 gauge 3<00

22to24 " 3*10

28 " 3 20

28 " 3 30

GanadaPlates.
All dull, 52 sheets 2 90
Half polished 3 00
All bright 3 £0

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% " 4 45

% nch 325
% " 330
% " 3 50

% " 365
1 " 5 15

1% " 7 10
iy2 " 8 40
2 " 1125
2% " 20 95
3 " 24 55

3V2 " 30 75
4 " 39 00
5 " 17 35
6 " 62 10

Galvanized pipe—
V, iDch 4 90

% " 5 25
1 " 7 55

1% " 10 30
1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge 4 ;-5 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15

26 " 4 40 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 35 4 50 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., pjsr 1001b

% "
8 00 8 50

" 5-16 " "
4 70 5 00

% " " 4 05 4 CO
7-16 " " 3 90 4 *5

y2 " "
3 iO 4 10

9-16 " '•
3 65 4 15

% " "
3 35 3 9u

% " " 3 60 4 10

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 to 40 and
5 p.c.

Cow ties 40 p.c.

Tie-out chains 65 p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 45 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, y2 to% in. 23% 25

' round and square
1 to 2 inches. ... 23% 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23

Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)

4x6f t. 25 to 30 lbs. ea. , per lb 25%
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T. K. Pitts

Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun.perlb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.

Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 .... 24 25

Tubing, base, per b 24 25

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, per lb 05% 06
Domestic "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 00 W°
Partcasks 00 6%

Lead.
Imported Pig, per lb 04% 04%
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06V4
Sheets,3to 6 lbB.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, list *

at 7c. per lb. and 30 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 1C0 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 15 p.c. Prices are f.o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l .... 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10 1

/, 11

White Lead. Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37

No. 1 do 6 00

No.2do 5 62y2
No.3 do 5 55

No. 4 do 4 87 l/2
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37'/2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12'/2
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85

" " No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75

No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25
No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09

Pure White Zinc 08 C9

No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6»/2

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25
No. 1,casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 1C

Barn (in bbls. ) 75 85

The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 125
Toronto Lead & Color Co's Pure 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J. C.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per owt. 180 190
English Oxides, per owt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per owt.,.. 175 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides,93p.c. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " o 10
do Raw , 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxes, per lb 08 24

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 100
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Blue Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Patty.
Bulk in bbls 1 90
Bulk in less quantity 2 05
Bladders in bbls 2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose 2 25
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 65
bladders in bulk or tins less than 1001b2 90

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No. 1 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" " No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's.,
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each.
$3.00.

Granatine Floor Finish per gal., $2.75.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, $1 2!)

;

Size 2, 70c. ; Size 3, 40c. each.

Castor Oil.

East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" " small lots 10'/2 11

Cod Oil, Etc.

CodOilpergal 50 55
PureOlive 120

" Neatsfoot 90

Glne.
Common 08% 09
French Medal 14 14ys
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White.extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 18
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STEEL, PEECH & TOZER, \m
Phoenix Special Steel Works. The Ickles, near Sheffield, England.

Manufacturers of_—^^^^g^^.

Axles and Forgings of all descriptions, Billets and Spring
Steel, Tyre, Sleigh Shoe and Machinery Steel.

Sole Agents for Canada.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL
HARDWARE.
Amm null ion.

Cartridges.

B B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cant.

Rim Fire Pistol, diB. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 arid 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, lOp.o. Airer.

Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.
30 per cent.

Central Fire Cartr'dges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
baKB 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each,12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of l,0u0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 10

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.

11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and It gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90
Adzes.

Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 ( 12%
Anvil and Vise combined .... 4 5U

Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils.. lb. t9 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. G9% 10

Angers.
Gilraour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 32% per cent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Bestquality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 600
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5>/,-lnch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
2nd " 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21

C " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

Frictionless metal, per lb 23

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special •• • 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse .. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.

r* i kel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, disoount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, 8argant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', disoount 45 per cent.
Farm.

Amerioan, each 125 3 00

House.
American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00

Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.
Belting.

Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.

Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per fross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07% 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 65

" " full square 65

Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60

Coach Screws 70
SleighShoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62 l/a
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4%o. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rodB, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M.... 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 6 .'% per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dls., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis.No.8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City .

" 7 50 00
Batchers' Cleavers.

German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Bnilding Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40

Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 165
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85

Carpet felt, per ton 45 10
Bull Rings.

Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 6U per cent.

Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.

Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65
Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list. dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

3 00
Belgian " 2 50 2 76
Canadian hydraulic 1 25 I 50

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4. $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Tdu ronio, plain 16(0
" " " embossed 17 00

Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net I 25
Low Down Oot. Sy. Jf t, plain net. . 19 50
" " " " " emb'd. net 20 50

Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval,17xl4in 2 51
" " 19x15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Ktc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets .

Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc, dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26 to 40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41 to 50 ... 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to60 5 15 .... 8 50
61 to 70 5 50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81 to85 6 50 .... 11 70

86to90 14 00

91to95 15 50

99tol00 18 U0

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, -per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 1 50 2 00

Store door, per doz 100 150
Fork.

C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross .. 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 per cent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.

Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11. 5-ft. run 8 40

No.11%. 10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.

Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%
" 5-in., " .... 06'/,

" " 6-in., " .... 06
" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.

Screw hook and hinge—
6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50

14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50
Per gro. pairs.

Spring 12 00
HOES

Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and lOp.i

Planter, per doz 4 00 "^-*
HOLLOW WARE

Disoount 45 and 5 per cent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
ClotheB Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00

Chandelier, per doz 50 100
Wrought Iron.

Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, discount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C'brand 50 and 7%p.coff new list 1 Ofal-

"M" brand 5", 10 and 5 per cent. J b ad
Coun.trsunk 60 percent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

iav

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

FaornHoa • J 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.factories,
j and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron Shoes. and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
S .ar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brassspun, 7% P-c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door, japanned andN.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz... 7 Oj
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined, per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

RussellA Erwiu, per doz.... 3 00 3 25
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock
English and Am., per doz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 100 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.

MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Braes.
Flat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head discount 20 p.c.

MALLETd.
Tinsmiths' per doz 1 25 1 50
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 125 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, per doz 5 50 6 50

-*-v MEAT CUTTERS.
Al., Jin, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d 83 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6 and 7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.T/ l/2
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent.

NAIL PULLERS.
Herman and American 185 359

NAIL SETS
3quare, round, and octagon

,

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 55 per cent for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
(J. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (US ) 16%
Prime White (US ) u 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 percent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. rlar'ng fan buckets. di°. 45 n.c.
P, 1' and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dip. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent.

American dis. 50.
Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%

tD 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, per doz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS' BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, E0 per per cent.
Jenkins 'radiator valves discount55 percent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " » 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%. " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less <j 85
1,000 lb. or more ,' 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, per set 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 CO

" 35 " 8 25
40 ' 950

Copper, 30 " 22 00
"

35 " 26 00
40 . " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.
Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 6C

and lu p c.

Globe File Co. 's rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Elliot's 4 00 18 00
Geo. Butler 4 Co. 's 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

King Cutter 12 5) 5U 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 '10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount, 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

»nd 1 • per 1 ent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37!4 Per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 ]."'.,

%in 11 14%
!4and5-16in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16

" 5-32inch 21

Ms inch 22%
Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% percent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.
Ganet(Rurton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Sand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. 4 D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft.... 35 55
S. 4 D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 075
SASH WEIGHTS.

Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES
B. S. &M. Scales, 45 p.c
Champion, 65 per cent.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c."

Richelieu, 55 p.c.
Chat.illon Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Warren Champion 65 p 0.

" Standard 45 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's per doz 65 1 00

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 87% and 10 p.c.
Wood R. H., '• dis. 82% and 10 p.c

" F. H., brasB, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.o.
" R.H. " 70 p.c.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case hardened, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Perdoz.net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATH8.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cullery Co , full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 percent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, per doz 2 40 2 55

Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40
Steel, dis. 60. 10 and 5 p.c.
Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. . 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized .3 50 4 00
Plain 3 55 3 75
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07"

slip 09 09
Labrador 13

m " Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
1 inch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, net cash .... #4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
r,. Per cent.
Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 4 15

tinned 80 & 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . 80" ^weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk. . . .85, 12% 4 12%
" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 4 12%
Zinc tacks 35
Leather carpet I acks '. 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails s ', %Trunk nails, black 65 ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued... 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads ,'..'.' 40
Fine finishing

\ 40
Picture frame points 10
Lining tacks, in papers

] 10
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, «-«««- TjanrMm foti«,, A. C. LESLIE & CO.,s Montreal. -Canadian Representatives- MontreaL

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
a For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

iaing tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid beads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5
Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz . . . 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesternian's each 90 2 85

steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Game, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. & N., P. S. * W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
" 4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, pe doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, oft the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices:
No. 6to8 gauge $2 90

2 80
2 87
2 90
2 9>
3 15
3 37
3 5U
3 65

Other sizes of plain wire outside of Nos. 9,

10, 11. 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at $2.8) base with

extras as before. The prices for Nos 9-

to 13 include the charge of V c.

for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:
Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c—in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extraB : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5-No.l8, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20,
$6.65 -No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,
$7.65 -No. 24, $8-No. 25, $9-No. 26,

«9.50-No.27, $10-No. 28, $11—No. 29.

$12-No. 30, $13—No. 31, $14—No. 32, $1£
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil

ing, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks creases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanized Wire, per 1001b.—Nos. 6,7,8, $3 50
to $3 8"—No. 9, $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10,

$3.60 to $3.95—No. 11, »3.7uto S4.10- No
12, $3 to $3 30—No. 13, $3.U>io $3 41—
No. 14. $4.1 ' to $4.50-No. 15. $4.60 to
$5.05—No 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Bate sizes,
Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57% f.o h. Cleveland. .

Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17 I

$4.25; No. 18, 42.65; No. 19, ••52.35, f.o.b
Hamilton, 'ioionto, Montreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3 15
Galvanized, plain twist 3 15

Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%
in less than carlots, and $2.70 in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net. . 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5

White, according to quality 6% to 7
3
i

501. .11 1 bale lots shaded.
WRENCHES.

A.cme, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.

Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. & K.'s Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket , per doz 35 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 33 CO
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 V8 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 (0
Sampson " 30 00

1 ernis 4 mouths, or 3 p.c 30 days.

I WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
[Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per ceut.

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA

s
HELF BOXES
CREW CASES
AMPLE HOLDERS

For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER.
U.S. Patent June 25th, 1895 Canadian Patent December 13th, 1894

Made by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A. A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ont.

'ih



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in
Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially
designed for export. With or without "Emlyn"
Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
es

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
fichinery," Newport. Newport, Mon., England.

Mr. Retail
Hardwareman,
You have had trouble with Axes.

Some were poor sellers, others did

not give your customers satisfac-

tion.

You can avoid having all this

trouble in future. We can tell

you how. Write us.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, CANADA.

Lockerby & McGomb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S.--Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value tc business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-

la, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial

news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject.

CANADIAN PRESsTLlPPING BUREAU,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. . Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.* ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. KKSoCh,Bbe,,>t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849—

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA—
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON. ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS. C. IRVING, Gen, Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A. FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal,

TRADE

MARK

J&obles & Hoare,
CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY

Which can be obtained direct from the works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada

THE MOWER
If you keep the weeds cut so

they do not go to seed, and cut

your grass without breaking the

small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will

disappear. The Clipper will do

it.

THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS

IN YOUR LAWNS.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.,
NORRISTOWN,

PA.



at. 1868 Inc. 1895

Black Diamond File Works
6. & H. Barnett Company

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve -<* ^ »- Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

1901
E.

1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensi^.

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Peroha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

Galvanized
Steel Sheets

a LEVEL BEST" BRAISD.

Black
Steel Sheets

" GRIFFIN " BRAISD.

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

B. &S.H. THOMPSON & CO'

Y

26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines
Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine

Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Martin
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines ^>

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
"Limited

Western Ontario Representative —

Tel 94.

WIYI. B. STEWART.
27 Front St. West, TORONTO.

MONTREAL, QUE.



Gauge and Lubricator Glasses

GEO. LANGWELL & SON
Manufacturers, - Montreal.

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware, Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.
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"TIMET ANTI-FR1CTI0H METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

"Tandem" Metals are better than
any other tor their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed.

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed,

Sole Agents :

LANIPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters of Anti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

A Simple Proposition.

If the object of galvanizing Sheet Iron is to

protect from rust, it pays to get the fullest

protection. In other words, it pays to use

" Queen's Head " brand, which is un-

equalled by any on the market.

JOHN LYSAGHT, Limited, Makers, A. C. LESLIE & CO., MONTREAL,
BRISTOL, ENG. Managers Canadian Branch.

A DDF^^IIPF A T"7VERY specification of the leading

*is£
J J. architects in the country are em-

OF 140 lbs bodied in the Safford Radiators for

Steam and Hot Water Heating. Every section of the

Radiator is subjected to a pressure of 140 lbs. to the square

inch, which is about double the pressure that other

Radiators even pretend to bear.

The screwed-nipple connection absolutely prevents leaking

at the joints in The Safford Radiators. Each section is held

firmly without the use of red lead or any other substance

—

each section is screwed together. There are no rods,

bolts or packings anywhere in the " Safford." Every statement

that we make about them is backed up by the prestige of the Largest Radiator

Manufacturers under the British flag. It will pay you and pay you well to send for

our Illustrated Booklet telling all about

THE SAFFORD RADIATORS.
THE DOMINION
RADIATOR CO., Limited,
TORONTO, ONT.



ISLAND CITY

PAINT &

VARNISH WORKS -

Consulting Chemist

Iton L. Hersey, M.Sc,
Provincial Analyst)

Manufacturers of

Island City Pure Lead

Island City Pure White Paint
Non-poisonous and covers more than pure White Lead.

Island City Decorators' Pure White Lead

Island City Ready-Mixed Paint
Made by the old process—made with Oil and Turpentine. 5K

Island City Floor Paints
1

have no equal, dry hard in 8 hours.

IVWWWWVWVWWVWW^VI

P. D. DODS & CO., 1

188 and 190 McGill Street, = = MONTREAL, fJ



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms: 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

HOSE
—-— '" " ^^s-

WATER SUCTION
STEAM ACID
AIR OIL
FIRE SODA WATER
BABCOCK HIGH-PRESSURE

Our Patent Seamless Tube is, without doubt,

the only perfect construction.

The Canadian Rubber Co.,
CAPITAL - - - $1,500,000 00.

/Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

Other Tools are very

good Tools, but "YANKEE TOOLS" ARE
BETTER

HH©

Our "YANKEE" Tool Book

tells all about them; Mailed

free on application

No. 15. 'Yankee' Ratchet Screw Driver, with Finger Tarn on Blade.

J "YANKEE" h
[RliL SP IRAL-HATCHET DRIVER 1

SS3
No. 30. " Yankee " Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver, Right and Left Hand.

No. 41. 'Yankee" Automxtic Drill, Eigh". Drill Points in Handle.

Manufacturers also of

LIGHTNING,
GEM and

BLIZZARD
Ice Cream Freezers.

Toy Freezers,

Ice Shaves and
Ice Chlppers.

Fluting Machines,

Hand Flitters.

No. 50. "Yankee" Reciprocating Drill, for Iron, Steel, Brass, Wood, etc.

Sold by Leading Jobbers
in Canada.

^5gv^

[£______i
1

J]

igpSSS;*^

No. 60.

Pocket Magazine
Screw Driver.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,

Philadelphia, Fa., U.S.A.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

SUPREMACY IN WARM AIR HEATING.

m LITTLE OX
Furnaces for Wood and Oxford
400 Series for Coal.

Cover a range of capacities

to suit all requirements.

The " Little Ox " Wood Furnaces are the most powerful

of their class on the market—they are supplied either portable,

as shown, or stationary for brick setting.

Their double, or triple, as shown, return flue radiators

afford an immense fire travel—in addition to which they are

smoke and dust proof, and will take 3-ft. rough wood.

As they are very easy to manage, and have a capacity of

from 15,000 to 50,000 cubic feet, they sell readily in every

locality.

Next week we will show our " Oxford 400 Series " furnace

for coal.

Full particulars on application.

The Gurney Foundry Co.,
Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.

THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL.

pi ~Y" "TlMF will soon be here. YOU will require a stock of
l_ I II II. DOOR PULLS for Screen Doors, etc

among our many other lines both

Japanned and Copper Coated

Wire Door Pulls (5 inches).

We Manufacture

HATand COAT HOOKS
2% in. 3 in. 3% in.

In Japanned and Coppered.

— Wood Screws and Wire Nails

BRIGHT GOODS
(A lull line of these goods always in stock.)

if 1 1\ L> Bright, Annealed, Oiled and Annealed.

Coppered, Coppered Spring, Tinned, Brass,

Staples, Galvanized and Barb Wire.

COPPER WIRE
For Merchant and

Electrical Purposes.

For Prices, etc , apply to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

I

I
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THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

1

?
?
?

?

I

f

i.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Bali-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. C^
Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND MET&^S^
The "IDEAL"

Made anly(^h

reezer
freeze from hall pintiviaae aaily/

to tjWterJDacity otttle (reezer (about one gallon)

N POSITION TO RECEIVE CREAM PRACTICALLY ONLY FOUR PARTS IN POSITION FOR FREEZING

Will Freeze Cream in from Two to Five Minutes According to Quantity.

Indurated Fibre Tub.

No Hoops to Fall Off.

No Staves to Shrink or Swell.

No Repacking Necessary to Keep Cream 5 Hours.

Saves 50 per cent, in Ice.

Simple in Construction.

Easy in Operation.

Rapid in Results.

No Wooden Tub with Leaky Seams.
No Danger of Spoiling the Cream with Salt.

Wood, Vallance & Co., Hamilton
Toronto Office : 32 Front Street West—H. T. Eager.

British Columbia Representative : W. 6. Mackenzie,
P.O. Box 460, Vancouver, B.C.

Geo. D. Wood & Co.,

Winnipeg, Man,

PAINT
WITH
WATER
ONLY.

WHEN YOU BUY

*
INDELIBLO

you get a dry powder that mixed with cold water

makes the only perfect water paint ever known.

No mess, no dirt, no smell, clean, healthy, pure

white, and clear tones. Washable, weatherproof.

A perfect paint for Factories, Breweries, Sawmills,

Barns, Fences, anything and everything where

cheapness combined with durability and beauty is

required.
AGENTS

A. RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL.

J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG,

McLENNAN, McFEELY & CO., • - VANCOUVER,

"DAISY" CHURN a
Has tempered steel cased bicycle ball bearings, strongest, neat-
est and most convenient frame. Only two bolts to adjust in
setting up. Steel Bow Levers, suitable for either a standing or
sitting posture. Has four wheels and adjustable feet to hold
stand steady whih churning When churn is locked lo stand
the bow can he used as handles to move it about on the front
wheels as handy as a baby carriage. Open on both sidt s to
centre, giving free space for pail. Made with wood or steel
stands, with Cranks only, or Bow L.:vers as desired.

Vol Imar Perfect Washer
Has a most enviable record. A
perfecti->n of its kind—will wash
more clothes in less time, do it better
and easier, with less wear -and tear,
than any other machine.

THE.

Wortman & Ward Mfg. Co.,

Limited

LONDON, ONT.
Eastern Branch, 60 McGill Street, Montreal, Que

Special list of low-priced Japanned

and Regalvanized Wire Cloth.

o
24, 30, 36 in. wire, in 50 ft. rolls.

SAMPLES SENT WHEN DESIRED. WRITE FOR PRICES.

The B. GREENING WIRE CO., Limited
Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.



W^V CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

ESTABLISHED I860.

^bll^ "STOVES-
INCORPORATED 1895.

'*\, •

-agle
Tin, neatly painted and decorated.

Nos. 3 4 6

Burners 2 2 3

Wick, inches 3 4 4

" German "

Glass bottom.

Burners, 12 3

Wick, inches %y%

"Summer Girl"
Iron bottom.

Burners, 12 3

Wick, inches 4

Sole Agents in Canada for the " Standard " New Process Blue Flame Oil, Gasoline

and Gas Stoves. Prices on application.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

HOOPS
IRON

FROM STOCK OR FOR IMPORTATION.

c

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

LEWIS BROS. & GO.
Wholesale

Hardware.

LAWN REQUISITES.

Cooper's Hose Mender—Brass. Hose Pipes, % and % in. WoodjHose^Mender, % and yi, in

pat. appo.FO k

Spiral Lawn Sprinkler.

No. 1—21 inch Head, 24 Teeth.

MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY
AS RECEIVED.

Teeth as set in Ole-Olesen Rake.

Ole-Olesen Lawn Rake. A good seller.

It will pay you to get our prices.

! LEWIS BROS. & CO., Montreal
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CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Wadsworth-Howland
Co. ——s

—

- Chicago.

ADAMANTINE
to any M^^S^^^i 0ne trlal

on the ^?P^^^I^ will convince

FLOOR PAINT
made to paint floors with. ^fL J^^» x

"V;
BANNER BUGGY PAINT ^t^^K

,

handsome, lasting and glossy surface is required. Dries quickly and will

not crack or chip off.

^

Jewel Mixed Paints and Roof and Barn Paints.

A single trial will convince you that these paints are all we claim, being far superior in body, more
lasting, will retain their color and lustre longer than strictly pure lead and oil mixed by hand. Uniform
in shade and consistency, and will not fade unevenly. Desirable paint to use on account of their

^reading and covering properties and their great durability.

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED.

Canadian Distributors "Toronto.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

HUDSON PATTERN

Apple
<fr Parer

WE GUARANTEE EVERY ONE MADE BY US TO BE EQUAL
IN EVERY RESPECT TO THE GENUINE HUDSON,

AND THEY WILL COST YOU LESS MONEY.

It will pay you to place your order for CANADIAN MADE.

Manufactured
by

SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE JOBBING TRADE.

A. R. WOODYAT & CO., G
UELPH,

CANADA.

^ZAgONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

WATER COOLERS.
Our Water Coolers are well made.

They have Nickel-Plated Faucets.

They are finished in attractive designs and

colors.

WATERING POTS.
Six sizes. Plain, Japanned and Galvanized.

All Cans are made with Patent Rose, which

can be easily taken apart for cleaning.

Well finished, strong and durable.

That is why we sell so many.

KEMP MANUFACTURING CO.,
TORONTO, Canada
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President,

JOHN BAYNE MacLEAN,
Montreal.

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.

Limited.

Publishers of Trade Newspapers which cir-
culate in the Provinces of British Columbia,
North-West Territories, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, P.E.
Island and Newfoundland.

OFFICES

MONTREAL 231 McGill Street,
Telephone 1255.

TORONTO 10 Front Street East,
Telephone 2148,

LONDON, ENQ log Fleet Street, EX..
W. H. Miln.

MANCHESTER, ENC. - - - 18 St Ann Street.
H. S. Ashburner,

WINNIPEG .... Western Canada Block.

J. J. Roberts.
ST. JOHN, N.B. - - . No. 3 Market Wharf,

I. Hunter White.
NEW YORK. 176 E. 88th Street,

Subscription, Canada and the United States, $2.00.

Great Britain and elsewhere - 12s.

Published every Saturday.

Cable Address {Adscript.Lond
a
O
d
n.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT INTH1SPAPER

DEFECTS OF THE HIGH COMMIS-
SIONER'S OFFICE.

IT
has for a long time been realized that

the High Commissioner in London is of

little or no use to Canada in a com-

mercial sense.

Business men in Great Britain who have

sought information there about Canada, even

in simple matters, have time and again told

us that the staff seemed to know little or

nothing about the country which they are

supposed to represent. In fact, outside

Lord Strathcona, who cannot be expected

to look after details, there is no one in the

High Commissioner's office who has any

practical knowledge of Canada.

Then, there are manufacturers and other

classes of business men in Canada who

have visited the High Commissioner's office

in quest of local information of a commer-

cial nature ; their experience has been

similar to that of Englishmen who were

in quest of information in regard to Canada.

In fact, to Englishmen on the other side

of the Atlantic, and to Canadians on this

side, the High Commissioner's office is

an absurdity as far as its office as a bureau

of information on commercial matters is

concerned. And yet, among the list of

commercial agents published monthly is

given the name of one of the officials of the

High Commissioner's office who " will

answer inquiries relative to trade matters,

and their services are available in further-

ing the interests of Canadian traders."

We have no complaint to make in regard

to the mannerisms of the staff in the High

Commissioner's office. As far as we are

aware, everyone is courteous and always

ready and willing to issue passes for the

House of Commons and other .interesting

places in the British metropolis. But, while

this is all right in its place it should at

any rate be of secondary importance. The

commercial interests of Canada should be

of the first importance, which at present

they obviously are not.

We have nothing to say against the High

Commissioner's office as a diplomatic insti-

tution. And as for Lord Strathcona, he is

not only an honor to Canada, but he is one

which this country should be proud to be

represented by in Great Britain. We have

no desire to abolish the office of High

Commissioner. What we want, and what

the business men of this country want,

is its reconstruction.

The cost of the office to Canada last year

was $30,517. This was made up as fol-

lows : Lord Strathcona, salary $10,000
;

salary of staff, $9,999.98 ; contingencies,

$10,517.11. Capitalized at 3 percent, the

annual cost of the High Commissioner's

office represents the sum of $1,017,235.

For what Canada receives the cost is alto-

gether too high.

What this country requires in London is

a commercial agent, one whose time is

devoted to the discovery of new channels

for Canada, and one who is a practical

business man and a Canadian. Australia

and New Zealand have had commercial

agents in Great Britain for some time. And,

although Canada has recognized the need

of one for some time, nothing has yet been

done by the Government in the direction of

supplying what it has been importuned by

different business men's organizations and

by the press to supply.

The High Commissioner's office does

not come within the purview of the Trade

and Commerce Department, but commer-

cial agencies do. Consequently, we must

hold Sir Richard Cartwright chiefly respon-

sible for the neglect of the Government to

comply with the demand of the business

interests of this country in this particular.

But Sir Richard is noted for his contempt of

the wishes of business men.

By his inertia he has brought the Trade

and Commerce Department into disrepute,

until, to-day, there is a strong opinion de-

veloping in favor of its abolition, a consum-

mation it is to be hoped will never be

realized.

But all these things serve to emphasize

the necessity of Sir Richard giving place

to someone whose sympathy is in accord with

the objects of the Trade and Commerce

Department and who has ambition to further

them,
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DISSATISFIED BRITISH COLONIES.

MORE interest has been taken in Can-

ada in the new British Customs

tariff than is perhaps apparent on

the surface. There are, doubtless, a large

number of people in this country who have

taken no more than a passing notice, but

thinking men who take an interest in public

affairs are taking a great deal more than

a passing notice. And the result is a deep

disappointment : There is a feeling that the

British Government has not acted kindly

towards the colonies.

Directly, the Dominion is little affected

by the tariff. Outside of canned fruits and

preserves, we know of no line we export that

is likely to bear the burden of taxation

under the new order of things, and, while

our export trade in that line is a growing

one, it is not of sufficient importance to ex-

cite general concern.

It is the general belief that the tariff is

more likely to increase than diminish the

anomalies which the sugars of the British

West Indies experience in the United

Kingdom in competition with the bounty-

fed sugars of Europe that probably excites

our displeasure most.

Purely out of sympathy with the deplor-

able condition of the sugar industry in the

British West Indies, the Canadian Gov-

ernment made a preferential reduction of

one-third in the duty on British sugars.

And what irritates us is the fact that what

one of the children of the Empire has done

the mother of the Empire has refused to do.

Although one of the political parties in

Canada has placed itself on record in the

House of Commons as being in favor of

asking the British Government to give

Canadian products preferential tariff treat-

ment, we believe that the majority of the

people in this country consider that, with

the British market free to the products of

our farms and factories, such a request was

hardly fair.

But here is a partial departure from the

strictly free trade line of demarcation. We
cannot get away from that, while, at the

same time, recognizing that revenue and

not protection was the motive of the

British Government in imposing the tax.

In this departure was the Imperial Govern-

ment's opportunity, not to insert the thin

edge of the wedge of protection, but to

enunciate the principle of free trade within

the Empire, something for which the British

people devoutly wish. Right Hon. Joseph

Chamberlain, Secretary of State for the

Colonies, has placed himself on record in

favor of that system of free trade which was

to be the basis of closer trade relations within

the Empire.

Although there is, of course, no close

comparison, we cannot help calling to mind

Rehoboam's unwise reply to the people of

Israel when they pleaded for an ameliora-

tion of their burdens, to the effect that,

whereas his father had chastised them with

whips he would chastise them with scorpions.

As everyone knows, this led to the perman-

ent dismemberment of the kingdom. It is

devoutly to be hoped that not an acre of

British territory will be alienated by the

action of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

but the feeling is very sore in the British

West Indies, and the sentiment in favor of

annexation to the United States, which has

been budding in some of the islands, and

notably Jamaica, is not likely to propagate

less freely in consequence. That a great

deal of discontent has been engendered is

evident from the cablegrams which have

been received in Great Britain by the West

Indian committee from the different colonies

in the West Indies. These cablegrams

were as follows :

From Antigua :

Meeting protests agaiust opportunity lost coun-

tervailing.

From Barbadoes :

Barhadoes protests against continued advant-

ages given bounty-fed sugar under budget ; appal led

at Chancellor's satisfaction at prospect ; flood

bounty-fed sugar in face Government's repeated

condemnation principle of bounties ; implores

opportunity be grasped to do justice to British

colonies by discriminating against foreign countries

granting bounties.

From British Guiana Planters' Associa-

tion :

Association deeply deplores neglect of British

colonies interested by Mother Country and lost

favorable opportunity imposing countervailing

duties.

From St. Kitts :

fct. Kitts strongly protests failing bounty

abolition against .duties on colonial sugar.

From Trinidad :

Profound discouragement felt ; opportunity

lost equalizing colonial and bounty sugars
; planters

protest.

We will better understand the intense

feeling that has been engendered in the

West Indies when we remember that the

tax will be heavier on the sugars imported

from there than on those from Europe.

The tax is not upon the sugar plus the

bounty. It is upon the sugar minus the

bounty. It is only after the bounty^Ts

taxed off that the balance of the tax becomes

a tax on sugar. For instance, the tax on

refined is barely sufficient to tax off the

French bounty. The effect of the duties as

set forth in a statement issued by the West

Indian committee is as follows : "In the

first place, they are necessarily a tax on

bounties, and only in the second place,

and after the bounty is exhausted do they

become a tax upon sugar. These counter-

vailing duties have been established upon

sugars coming fiom the continent, in the

receipt of a bounty, but the actual duty on

the sugar coming from each of these countries

is graduated in inverse ratio to the bounty,

i.e , the higher the bounty the less is the

duty on the sugar. France will practically

pay no duty at all ; Germany will pay

about £2 18s. ; Austria the same; Bel-

gium and Holland about £2 15s., and

the British colonies, £4 3s. 4d.

Remember, the sugar product of the

British colonies will pay £4 3s. 4d. Is it

any wonder that they are irritated ? Is it

any wonder that the people of Canada

sympathize with them ? We may have

been struck with only a straw, but they have

been struck with a club—and a pretty

heavy one too.

In order to retain the affection and the

fealty of her colonies, the Mother Country

must treat them as if they were a part of

the Empire, and not as if they were out-

siders.

Although we in Canada are not seriously

affected by the new tariff, the disapproval

of the policy of the British Governments

such that its continuance will undoubtedly

increase the ranks of those in this country

who are opposed to the present preferential

tariff on British products.

The world does not travel much faster

than does legislation through the House of

Commons designed to benefit the members,

but a snail travels faster than does legisla-

tion designed to benefit the country.
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BRITISH HARDWARE EXPORTS TO CANADA.

THE British exports of iron, steel, and styles required by this country and are

hardware and kindred lines to Can- more ready to make a new line when

ada cannot be said to have developed requested to do so. Then, their travellers

under the preferential tariff, as a good many make more frequent and more regular visits

hoped they would. This will be readily to the trade centres here. Primage, charges

gathered from a glance at the following for boxing, casing, binding, transportation

table, compiled from British returns, giving charges to the seaboard, dock charges,

the chief exports to Canada during the nine agents' charges, etc., which the importer

months ending March 31 and for the corre- usually has to pay on British goods and not

sponding periods in 1900 and 1899 : on goods imported from the United States,

nine months' exorts from GREAT are also sources of irritation which militate
BRITAIN TO CANADA. . . , .•.,.,,,.«

1899 1900. 1901.
against imports from the United Kingdom.

K^e/bon and rod V/...
' g& * $$$. * U^ Manufacturers in the United States and even

^rsheet'Srand
67

'
88

'
ilMB 169'"6 those in Germany sell their products

armor plates 245,506 383 207 2M.788
, ,. , . „

Galvanized sheets 211,026 244,386 207,797 delivered at some central point in Canada.
Tinplates and sheets 584,442 1,134,130 1,135,558

cast and wrought iron, etc.. 110,458 308,047 s-8,359 Tr,i s enables the Canadian importer to tell
Steel, unwrought 146,429 971,666 181,089 f
Piglead 132,272 138 667 86,512 , . ,. , ... . ,. ,

Tin unwrought 60515 14 398 i?.i 748 to a cent what his goods will cost him and
Hardware, unenumerated... 88,5)1 96,150 9^,923

cutlery 212,743 197,573 198,954 he can therefore, with confidence, send his

It is not possible to give figures dealing travellers out to take orders before the goods

with the exports to Canada from the United are in the warehouse. Under the system by

States in order that a comparison may be which he buys British goods he naturally

made, item by item, with the exports to has not the same confidence, for he is not

Canada from Great Britain. The following positive as to his ultimate cost.

table, however, which is for the eight-month
There^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ Canada

period ending February, will give our read- ^ ^ ^^ ^^ $ ^ Noya
ers some idea as to the condition of the „ . _ , . , „ ,

Scotia, 3 in Ontario and 2 in Quebec.
trade of both countries with Canada: „, ,,, , , .. ....

Three of them have been started up within

EIGHT MONTHS' EXPORTS FROM UNITED . . _. . t, , ..

states to canada. t*ie ^ast S1X months, and there are more to

1899. 1900. 1901. follow. It is obvious, therefore, that our
Agricultural implements $ 700,578 $1,083 395 $1,089,762

caniages.cars, aDd parts of 184,160 354,685 489,936 importation of pig iron is destined to gradu-
Copper, ingot, bars, etc 100,530 112,445 188,740

r r o a

^u
1

d1rs
aD

ha
P
t"w

S

a°re,''saws

24i '°23 ™M1 118>0M
ally diminish. Much the same may be

and tools 530,361 505,474 520,802 , . .

steel bars or rails tor rail- expected of steel, although, for some time, It

ways 1,358 666 1,671,447 2,566,832

may not be expected to be as marked as in

It is evident from these figures that, while ... . ,

pig iron. Builders hardware and kindred
the United States has not made much

.

lines are being supplied in increasing quan-
headway in the articles enumerated outside

tities by our own factories, and there is not
"steel bars or rails for railways," Great

much hope for the manufacturers of any
Britain has- decreased in her exports to

country in this particular.

Canada in spite of the favorable influence of

the preferential tariff of 33^ per cent. I" table and pocket cutlery, the British

Price and other things being equal the manufacturers still have almost a monopoly

people in this country prefer to place their in Canada, but both the United States and

yders with British firms rather than with Germany are gradually coming into greater

United States firms. It is because all things prominence in regard to these lines.

are not equal that they do not do so to the The United States has been competing

extent they otherwise would. Distance has on the Canadian market pretty keenly with

got something to do with it, for, under Great Britain in galvanized sheets, but for

normal conditions, delivery can often be some months this competition has been

obtained from points in the United States in practically nil, for the simple reason that

as many days as it takes weeks from the the manufacturers across the border have

United Kingdom. But this is not the most been so filled with orders that delivery could

important of the inequalities : The manu- be obtained much quicker from England.

facturers pay closer attention to the patterns And last week importers in this country

were notified that, as the demand in the

home market was so heavy, the manufac-

turers in the United States could not for the

present quote for the Canadian market.

This condition of affairs is, of course, only

temporary.

In tinplates, the British article still pos-

sesses the Canadian market, and tinplates,

it will be remembered, are on the free list.

While the British manufacturers of iron,

steel, and hardware generally are not even

holding their own on the Canadian market,

and are likely never to occupy the place

they once did in it, they can do relatively

better in it than they have of late years by

paying closer attention to its requirements,

and by doing away with some of the methods

we have pointed out which are so annoying

to importers in this country.

FLAGRANT INCONSISTENCY.

ON the day following the raid on the

Dominion Treasury by the members

of both sides of the House of Com-

mons, the Conservative newspapers resumed

their criticism of the increase of Govern-

mnnt expenditure.

We quite believe that the criticism is not

without reason. Our public expenditure is

increasing too rapidly. But why did not

the same newspapers, if they are so con-

cerned about the welfare of the country,

oppose the increase in the sessional in-

demnity, which bled the country for the

advantage of the politicians, Conservatives

as well as Liberals ? Simply because the

members of their own party were sharing the

spoils.

We have had nothing for many years

that has so exposed the inconsistency of the

party press as their action in regard to the

sessional indemnity.

What is wrong when political opponents

alone are enjoying it is all right when

friends as well as foes are participants. Is

it any wonder we hear so much about the

waning influence of the political press ?

A DECLINE IN SHOT.

Shot has followed in the wake of the lead

pipe market, a reduction in prices having

taken place this week. The discount is now

l 7/4 per cent., instead of 15 per cent, as

formerly. The reduction is due to the

lower cost of raw material.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.
THE COPPER MARKET.

THE mid monthly report of James

Lewis & Son, dated May 16, con-

tain the following upon the foreign

copper market :

" There is little change in the position of

copper since May i. From ^69 8s. 9c!.

for cash standard advanced on May 3 to

£70 10s. In consequence of the purchase

of about 1,500 tons of three months'

prompt by one firm. ' bears ' also rushing

to cover ; but with the cessation of these

purchases, values quickly fell away uatil

^69 7s. 6d. was accepted on May 15.

With a reduction in stocks and visible

supply, to-day's market closes with buyers

of cash at ^69 us. 3d. and of three

months' prompt at ^70 is. 3d. per ton.

"High conductivity copper continues

very scarce, and wire drawers have diffi-

culty in supplying their immediate require-

ments, purchases being made for delivery

i»p to September. English refined is in

but moderate demand, though 200 tons

have been taken by the Admiralty, as Bir-

mingham consumers will only buy from

hand to mouth.

"Our statistics show a considerable falling

off in European consumption for the past

four months, as compared with the same

period last year. This reduction is, how-

ever, more apparent than real, the stocks in

the hands of manufacturers being very much

less now than 1 2 months ago, after a period

of heavy arrivals from the United States.

Some large orders have been recently placed

for American copper for shipment to the

Continent, at full prices.

"The Board of Trade returns for the

months of January to April, show the follow-

ing results :

1898. 1890. 000. T901.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
Imports into England 44,745 43,(>!)2 54,199 45,88:?

Exports from. Engladd 17,077 21,847 21,722 20,129

Difference 27,668 21,815 32,177 25,754

Difference In stocks Jan. 1 to
May 1 *3,528 *1,"42 12,683 1 ,389

Consumption of England .. 22,094 17,592 22,778 20,712

" Decrease,
i
increase. ; Deducting sulphate of cop-

per made and lattir exported.

PIG IRON IN GREAT BRITAIN.

Iron and Coal Trades' Review, May 17 :

"In the maj ority of cases there appears to be

an improved demand for pig iron, and this

is especially so in the Cleveland district,

where several furnaces that were blown out

in the winter months have been restarted,

and where it is anticipated others will follow.

This result is to some extent a consequence

of the increased demands of Scotland, to

which the tonnage recently forwarded has

been phenomenally large. Foundry iron is

reported to be scarce. There is not much

probability of prices falling materially be-

low present quotations—the less so, that the

price of fuel, so far from having further

dropped, shows a tendency to harden.

Hematite iron supply is also reported to be

rather short of the recent demand. On the

whole, this branch of the trade has better

prospects. Reference has been made in

several journals to the fact that there has

been a considerable import of pig iron into

Glasgow from Canada within the last few

days. This is, no doubt, an interesting

fact, but it is not a new one. In April last

50 tons of pig iron were imported into

Liverpool from Canada, and small quan-

tities have been imported previous to that

date. It is, indeed, extremely unlikely that

the pig-iron exports from Canada will affect

the British market for many months to

come, if at all. It will be at least 12

months before the Dominion would be in a

position to export more than 100,000 to

150,000 tons a year to all countries. The

movement of stocks during the past week

has been distinctly favorable. While the

public stocks show an increase of 8.415 on

the year up to the present date, the change

during the week ended May 13 has been a

decrease of 2,080 tons, and the total public

stocks on that date amounted to 170,989

tons, the following being the details :

Change
during 1901.

Tons. Decrease.

67

658

Connal's at Glasgow 60,410
Connal's at Middlesbrough 69,966)
Railway Stores, Middlesbrough... 10,275 J

Connal's at Middlesbrough, hema-
tite 6,645

Cumberland & Barrow Stores 23,693

THE BRITISH TINPLATE TRADE.

It is satisfactory to note that the export of

tinplates for the month of April keeps up

with that of the same month of last year

—

although the shipments for the first four

months of this year fall some 228,240 boxes

below the corresponding period of last year;

the latter, however, must be remembered

as the last " boom " year of the last cen-

tury, and therefore something out of the

common on ordinary average.

Owing to the advance in tin, and the ex-

citement in coal, prices for tinplates have

shown a hardening tendency, and better

values have consequently been obtained.

Makers generally are comfortably off for

orders, and this has produced a scarcity of

prompt supplies and helped the upward

movement. Should the advance continue

there is the probability of the idle works

restarting, and already there are rumors of

one or two preparing to launch out.

The demand during the week has kept

up in full volume, especially in light sub-

stances, and squares and odds, while black-

plate has also shared in the demand.

The inquiry for Russian oil plates has

eased off for the time being, owing to large

supplies having been booked in the earlier

part of the year. For the States there have

been some good inquiries for deliveries over

the next half year, and some considerable

business resulted. Common, 14 by 20, are

quoted at 12s. 4d}£. for promptsand 125.3d.

for forwards, with business at both figures.

Common 20 by 28 Bessemers are quoted

at 25s. for 112 sheets, with 56 sheets at

12s. 9d. for prompt delivery.

Common light 14 by 20, ico lb. are held

for 1 2s., and are in good inquiry
; 95 lb.

quoted at 1 is. 9d., with buyers at 1 is. 7_^d.

;

90 lb. quoted at lis. 6d. ; 85 lb. at us. 3d.

to us 4J^d., and in good demand ; 80 lb.

held for us. i^d. to us. 3d. The demand

for light plates remains vigorous for sharp

shipments, as well as forward deliveries.

—

Iron and Coal Trades' Review, May 17.

MANUFACTURED IRON AND STEEL IN

ENGLAND.

It is impossible to ignore the fact that this

branch of the trade is somewhat weaker

than it was, and business is not coming

forward as it was expected to do. The

material reduction last week in marked bars

is an evidence of this fact. All manufactured

iron prices are naturally and inevitably

tending to a lower level, but the rate of

movement must largely be affected by the

cost of pig iron of fuel, and of labor, all

three being at this moment materially above

the normal range. The only branches ofc

the trade that are kept really busy are those

devoted to munitions of war, which means, of

course, mainly the Sheffield trades . The tone

of the steel trade is, however, most hopeful.

The chief rock ahead is the threatened in-

crease of American competition, when the

competitive firms in the United States find

home business slacken. There is increasing

keenness of competition in shipbuilding

material between the North of England and

the Scotch manufacturers, and although the

tonnage of new work on hand in shipyards

is considerably below what it was a year

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT,
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ago, and German manufacturers are now

offering plates and angles at low prices, the

trade is pretty well monopolized by British

firms, who are turning out large quantities

of material. — Iron and Coal Trades'

Review.

TRADE IN SHEFFIELD.

,^-Nothing very encouraging can be said of

the iron and steel branches this week.

Although rather more material has changed

hands as compared with the two previous

weeks, buyers are remarkably timid, and

refuse to order forward lest there should be

a fall in values. Business being so hard to

get, the competition among rolling mills

and tilts for that which is to be had is

intensely keen. The output of pig iron

being now only on a level with the demand,

prices are firm, and it is the belief of some
that the least spurt in trade would cause an

advance. A growing scarcity of hematite

irons is being experienced, and it is difficult

to give reliable quotations. The market

for this material appears to be in a sensitive

condition, consumers stating that buyers

promptly raise the price should they show a

disposition to place a substantial order.

Local makers of steel billets consider that

the position is slightly stronger. — Iron-

monger, May 18

NEW YORK METAL MARKET.

Tin—The London market opened weak

this morning after the holiday, and prices

declined /25s. during the day, with moder-

ate trading. The decline in futures was

even more decided, amounting to £2 1 2s. 6d.

The close there was easy. New York, in

sympathy with the news from London,

broke about 35 points and closed easy at

the decline. At the call on the Exchange,

15 tons spot sold at 28c, 10 tons at 27.95c.

and 5 tons at 27.90c, the market closing at

27.90 to 28c. for spot and May. There was

no disposition shown to trade in futures.

The consuming demand for tin continues

very light, buyers seeming to be well sup-

plied. The St. Paul from Southampton

brought 10 tons, making the total arrivals

since May 1, 2,626 tons.

Copper—With the opening of the London

market after the Whitsuntide holidays, the

ujiwnward movement of values was re-

sumed, and up to noon the tone was weak.

Later, the feeling was steadier under liberal

purchases of spot, but prices did not re-

cover, and closed 5s. under last Friday's

quotations. Trade here continues dull, and

the market is uninteresting. Prices, how-

ever, are maintained by the leading interests

at 17c. for Lake Superior and i6^c. for

electrolytic and casting.

Pig Lead—A fair business is reported,

with prices steady on the basis of 4.37^0.

DO YOU KNOW
just what our methods of paint selling are ?

We have often told you that they can build the biggest business in

town for any dealer who takes hold with us, but you may have con-

sidered these statements simply in a general way and, without knowing

in detail what the methods are, have given them little weight.

We want to tell you in detail just what we do to help our agencies

build big business.

The " B-13 " booklet can do it. Send for a copy.

Whether you have any thought of handling S-W.P. or not, send for

a copy of the " B-13." ^ may g've y°u pointers you can use in your own

business. It is full of illustrations of the best paint advertising in the

world, and will show you how we have made the pasint business pay us

and pay our dealers.

Send to day for the " B 13." It's free, but worth money to you.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Nkto YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

for lots of 50 tons or more. Lead is re-

ported to be scarce in St. Louis and that

market was strong at 4.27^. bid for com-

mon, 4.30c. for soft Missouri and 4 32c. for

chemical. London was firmer and closed

at an advance of 2s. 6d. in soft Spanish.

Spelter—The market is dull and easy at

3.95 to 4c. In St. Louis there was nothing

doing, that market closing dull at 377X C -

bid and 3.80c. asked. A break of 5s.

occurred in the London market to day.

Antimonv—Regulus is quiet but steady

at the range of %% to io^c. as to brand.

Old Metals—There was no change in

quotations and business in all kinds was

light.

Iron and Steel—Nothing of special

interest was developed in the iron market

to-day. Consumers are drawing freely on

existing contracts, but are giving little

attention as yet to probable future require-

ments. There is a fairly steady tone to the

market in the absence of any decided pres-

sure to sell. Cables from London report a

decline in prices for pig iron after a period

of steadiness lasting for a week or more.

Scotch warrants at Glasgow were 3d. lower

and foundry iron at Middlesboro showed a

similar decline.

Tinplate—The market is quiet so far

as future business is concerned, but current

consumption is large and prices are firm.

—

N.Y Journal of Commerce, May 29.

THOMAS PARKINSON DEAD.
Thomas Parkinson, of Parkinson & Co.,

stove dealers, London, Ont., died at his

home in that city on Saturday last, after

being confined to his home for the greater

part of the past winter with pulmonary

trouble. Mr. Parkinson was 28 years of

age, and was the eldest son of Mr. Thomas
Parkinson, of 192 Richmond street, London.

He was born in the Old Country, but had

resided in London for 30 years. He leaves

four children, the eldest of whom is nine

years of age. Mrs. Parkinson died in Au-

gust, 1899,

Mr. Parkinson was mach liked by those

who did business with him.

NEW LINSEED OIL MILL.

The Livingston Linseed Oil Co., Baden,
Ont., is to start a mill in Montreal. The
building formerly occupied by the William
Johnston Co. has tieen secured for the pur-

pose, and is now being fitted up with

machinery, which will be of the most
modern description. The capacity of the

mill will be 100 bbls. per day, and it will

be put into operation some time in Sep-
tember.

The linseed oil mill at Baden, wiH be
conducted as heretofore.

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. Thos. Robson, hardware merchant,

Fenelon Falls, Ont. , spent Friday (Victoria

Day) and Saturday last week in Toronto.
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THE "IDEAL" FREEZER.

ONE of the most unique ice cream

freezers that have ever been

offered to the Canadian hardware

trade is "The Ideal" icecream freezer,

handled in Canada by Wood, Vallance &
Co., Hamilton, Toronto and Vancouver,

and Geo. D. Wood & Co., Winnipeg. It

combines three excellent qualities, in being

so simple in construction, easy in operation

and rapid in results, that it is confidently

claimed to be the most practical and satis-

factory freezer ever offered for domestic use.

The mechanism of the machine can be

readily understood by a study of the three

cuts in the advertisement on page 3 of this

issue. Other freezers require a rapid mov-

ing mechanism inside the can to displace

the cream sufficiently to allow the freezing

process to take place. "The Ideal" has

a breast on the top of the tub which holds

the ice and salt securely, so that the freezer

can be tilted to an angle of about 45 deg.

This secures the displacement of the cream

without the necessity of an intricate mechan-

ism, thus, it is claimed, giving a capacity

and rapidity fully 25 per cent, greater

than other freezers. Only 15 lb. of

ice and 5 lb. of granulated rock salt are

required to operate the freezer at full

capacity. Common barrel salt will do,

but rock salt is cheaper and better.

As the ice and salt are kept in an air-tight

compartment there is no danger of spoiling

the cream with salt, as it is impossible for

liquefied ice and salt to get into the cream

while making or serving, nor is there danger

of oveiflow from the tub to slop the floor.

" The Ideal " will always freeze a quart

in three minutes, two quarts in four minutes

and three quarts in five minutes, so it is

ready to serve. It will freeze any quantity,

from one pint up to the capacity of the

freezer, with equal perfection, and repeat as

often as necessary to serve a reasonable

number of people, without renewing ice or

salt by simply pouring in more material as

fast as the supply of frozen cream is with-

drawn, and freeze as before. If the quan-

tity thus served is so great as to actually

exhaust the freezing power, it requires less

than a minute to empty the ice compart-

ment, and (after the ice is crushed) only

four minutes to refill it.

WORKMAN'S TIME SHEETS.

It is essential to the proper and econo-

mical conduct of a workshop that the

workmen's time sheets should be carefully

filled in by themselves and as carefully

checked by the employer or overseer. The

use of time sheets similar to that illustrated

herewith keeps on record the hours worked

during the day and week, and also shows

the different jobs on which the workman has

been engaged. The total column at the

right-hand side gives the hours worked per

day, and the row at the bottom of the sheet

shows the various hours spent on each job.

Should the number of jobs handled in any

week exceed the number of spaces provided

for entries two or more sheets may be used.

The method appears to afford an efficient

method of keeping time in small or large

shops, and by comparing one week's sheet

with another pertaining to similar work it is

possible to detect negligence or waste of

time. The sheet also acts as a pay voucher

at the end of the week. The width of the

actual sheet is 9 inches, and 20 spaces

across the paper are easily obtained.

workman's time sheet,

Workman's Name. No. Week ending.

ber of these plants materializing. An in-

ventory of all tank-block stock in sight and

available for the immediate future shows

that practically every tank-block is con-

tracted for until well towards fall, a con-

dition that will make it hard for many to

get ready for next fire. And then, again,

there are only 2, 100 blowers. It takes

blowers as well as factories to make glass. -=»

Paint, Oil and Drug Review.

Number of Job 106 74 99 Total.

3

1

4

7

11

irs at

2

2

8

9
9
9

Tuesday

Totals 4

Hoi

12£Total for week

BOOM IN TWEED.

The town of Tweed is one of the smartest

small places on the C.P.R. This spring

houses are springing up everywhere. Some
10 houses are now in course of erection,

including a Bay of Quinte Railway station

and a Presbyterian manse and a new store.

Business is booming in the two up to-date

hardware stores.

—Ironmonger.

WINDOW GLASS TRADE IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Never before in the history of the window

glass trade have so many new plants been

proposed as now, fully 25 tanks, not to

mention pot furnaces, now being negotiated

for. One fact that came to light last week

may cause a decided restriction to the num-

OLD-TIME GUN-PROVERS.

The main argument put forward by the

gunmakers in the reign of Charles I. in

favor of establishing the Gunmakers' Com-

pany was couched in the following terms,

the paragraph being an excerpt from the

charter granted by the King in 1637 :

Divers blacksmiths and others inexpert in the

art of gunmaking had taken upon them to make,

try and prove guns after their unskilful way,

whereby the trade was not only much damnified,

but much harm and danger through such unskilful-

ness had happened to His Majesty's subjects.

'
' Damnified," says The Kynoch Journal,

is distinctly good. Modern guns made

"after an unskilful way" are even now-

adays liable to be much "damnified," and

deservedly so.—"Vulcan" in Ironmonger.

ALL SATISFIED
Maker, Merchant and Sportsman,

—WITH THE—

IVER JOHNSON SINGLE GUN
Semi-Hammerless. Automatic Ejector. Trigger Action.

VI anil 16 Gauge. 30 aud 32-inch Barrels.
(.Improved 1900 Model.)

Ejector aud Non-Ejector at Option of User.

No gun feature extant, lu either single or double-barrel type, comparer with the Trigger Action principle
It's Safe, Positive and Convenient. Quality first, all other considerations secondary, is the secretofof this model

making a gun that wi

SATISFY ALL.
Sold Everywhere by Leading Dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York— 99 Chambers St

Boston 165 Washington St.
Worcester 364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto. ONLY
WHOLESALE

POWDERS;

"DEAD SHOT" Rifle Cartridge Powder.

Metal kegs, 25 lbs. each.

ifHt 8tikt

%>W' fe$m
F.FFG FT.G.

"DEAD SHOT

FG.

The Favorite Black Powder
Sportsmen.

r with-all

ELECTRIC BLASTING
APPARATUS

Batteries, Leading Wire, Connecting

Wire, Platinum Fuse, and
Blasting Powders.

Hemp Safety Fuse.

Single Tape Safety Fuse.

Double " "

Best Hard Grain, White Powder Made.
No. 1—Tin contains K-lb. actual weight.
No. 50—Tin " 25 "

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY Graham Wire and Gat Nails are tbe Best.
OUR PRICES

ARE RIGHT
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THE ONTARIO HARDWARE ASSOCIATION.

THE Retail Hardware Merchants' As-

sociation, of Ontario, the organiza-

tion of which was reported in last

week's issue of Hardware and Metal,

promises to be an exceedingly wide awake

association. An adjourned meeting was

held on Thursday night, in Templer's Hall,

Bathurst and Queen streets, Toronto, and

was attended by a representative gathering

of hardwaremen of Toronto and vicinity,

including the following : President, E. R.

Rogers, who occupied the chair; secretary

F. W. Unitt, F. J. Russill, A. Welch, John

Castor, J. W. Peacock, J. T. Wilson, C.

Dale, R. Fletcher, C. Watkins, W. Emery,

S. Hobbs, Wm. Batters, G. Alexander, J.

S. Hall and James Ivory, several of whom

were added to the membership since the

first meeting.

Mr. Fletcher, chairman of the committee

appointed to draft a constitution and by-

laws, reported that the committee had met

and had prepared such constitution and

by-laws. These were submitted and

adopted by the association.

OBJECTS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

In answer to a question from Mr. Batters,

one of the new members, President Rogers

stated that the object of the association was,

in brief, the mutual benefit of its members.

Many matters have to be fully discussed

—

early closing, for instance, and matters re-

lating to buying and selling. But one of

the essential features of the organization

would be to draw the members closer to-

gether, to bring about a better understand-

ing among the various retailers in the city.

Secretary Unitt followed, by expressing

the conviction that the association could do

a great work in bringing its members into

sympathy with each other, and by getting

them to meet together and discuss matters

of general interest. By united action they

could greatly advance the general good and

do much to elevate the retail trade through-

out the city.

Mr. Batters believed it would be a great

advantage, if it were possible, to adopt

means to keep track of credit customers.

EARLY CLOSING.

Mr. Hall thought that early closing was

one of the questions that should be con-

sidered at once. He had a card in his

window that his store was closed at 6.30

p.m., but found difficu'ty in doing so, as

customers insisted on coming later than that

hour.

Mr. Fletcher considered that there could

be no organization without benefit, and that

as union is strength, and as the members

are united in the desire to improve the con-

ditions of trade, there was no reason why

the association should not be a power for

good.

As the election of the third vice president

and of four members of the executive had

been deferred at last meeting, the following

were added to the list of officers : Third

vice-president, S. Hobbs, 1434 Queen street

west. Executive—Wm. Batters, 569 Queen

street west; G. Alexander, 586 Queen street

west
; J. S. Hall, 1097 Yonge street and J.

Ivory, 682 Queen street west.

It was then moved by Mr. Fletcher,

seconded by Mr. Russill.that "The Toronto

members of the Hardware Merchant's Asso-

ciation of Ontatio do hereby agree to close

our places of business at 7.30 p.m. on all

days except Saturdays and days before

holidays during the months of June, July

and August."

After discussion, in which Messrs. Dale,

Hobbs, Wilson, Peacock, Ivory, Welch,

Fletcher, Unitt and Rogers engaged, it was

agreed to close at 7 p.m. instead of 7.30

p.m., and to not make the agreement bind-

ing till June 10. In the meantime the

members will endeavor to persuade their

neighbors to agree to the proposal.

A letter was received from E.M.Trowern,

secretary of the Retail Merchants' Associa-

tion of Canada, stating that that body had

for some time been intending to form a.

hardware section in their body, and asking

that a deputation representing theirassocia-

tion might wait on the Retail Hardware

Association to discuss amalgamation. It

was decided to hear the deputation.

President Rogers, Secretary Unitt and A.

Welch were appointed a committee to pre-

pare cards to advertise early closing and

the association.

On motion of Messrs. Welch and Caslor,

the association adjourned to meet on

June 14.

A. Workman & Co., Wm. Graham, The

Ottawa Hardware Co., Blyth & Watt, N.

Hay, Thos. Birkett & Son Co., McDougal

& Cuzner, McKinley & Northwood, W. G.

Charleson, E. G. Laverdure, J. P. & F. W.
Esmonde.

INDUSTRIAL GOSSIP.

Those having any items of news suitable for this oolaTTTs

will confer a favor by fjrward.ng them to thiB office

addressed the Edito-.

A
DESPATCH from North Sydney

states that the Anglo - American

Syndicate have taken up the option,

and the properties of The Nova Scotia Steel

Co. have passed into the hands of these

capitalists. It is understood that the syndi-

cate will push development of these pro-

perties, and proceed at no distant date to

inaugurate gigantic steel works near Sydney.

A 10 ten drop hammer has been installed

in the Gait, Ont., axe factory.

The Algoma Steel Co., Limited, Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont., has been incorporated.

The Peat Development Syndicate propose

to manufacture gas from peat or some

similar material in Toronto Junction, Ont.,

and have asked that municipality to grant

inducements for the erection of a 83,500

factory for that purpose.

The G. L. Cosby Co. of Ontario, Limited,

are rebuilding the G.T.R. round-house at

Point Edward, Ont., into a large foundry

and machine shop. It is stated that, when

* the plant being installed is completed and

being run at its full capacity, it will employ

nearly 300 hands.

A despatch from Kingston, dated May 28,

says : "At the next meeting of the city

council, a local financier will lay a com-

munication before the aldermen asking if

the city will fulfil its part of the agreement

entered into with Messrs. Meyer, relative to

the establishment here of a smelter, provid-

ing another company agrees to fulfil the

agreement made by the promoters, who did

not carry out the enterprise.

HARDWAREMEN WILL CLOSE
AT I O'CLOCK P.M

There is a strong movement in favor of

closing at 1 o'clock Saturday afternoons

during July and August in Ottawa. Last

week a petition was circulated among the

hardware merchants, they being selected as

being known to be probably the most unani-

mous in favor of the closing, though not

more unanimous than some other lines.

Practically every hardwareman in the city

signed the following petition the first day :

"We, the undersigned hardware merchants,

agree to close our stores during the months

of July and August, each Saturday at

1 o'clock and keep them closed till Monday
morning."

The signatures were as follows : Graves

Bros., Grant Bros., Butterworth & Co
,

Mr. J. H. Roper has been in Toronto

this week representing Alexander Gibb,

Montreal. He will go on to visit the trade

in Hamilton and London.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.;
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
„ - . , FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE.

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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COLLINS
STEAM
COOKER

Cooks Quickly, Properly,
and in Quantities- Every-
body likes this Cooker, as it

will cook, and cook well, a

whale dinner of about 5 or 6 articles at the same time ovtr

oflPTiole on the Range, Gas Stove, Coal Oil Stove, or

Gasoline Stove. Consequently, it is a great saver of fuel,

and time-saver, as you can be doing other housework or go

to church as it cannot burn the contents. Tough meat will

be made tender and food much more palatable and healthy,

as all the flavor and nutrition is retained in the food.

Door can be opened and any one article taken out without

molesting the whole Write for catalogue and prices.

Manufactured solely by

THE COLLINS MFG. CO.,
34 Adelaide West TORONTO.

Incorporated

1851.WESTERN
** ASSURANC:

Fire and Marine
Capital, subscribed $2,000,000.00
Capital - - - 1,000,000.00
Assets, over - - 2,340,000.00
Annual Income - 2,290,000.00

Head Office: TORONTO. ONT.

Buy the Best.

Hon. Geo. A. Cox, President. J.J. Kenny, Vice-President

C. C. Foster, Secretary.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine

For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL.

SECCOTINE"
FOR STICKING EVERYTHING.

Samples sent free on application. BSf*
1

HORSE NAILS -" C " Brand Horse Nails -

Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Gunn Castor Co.
Limited. KirminKham, Eng.

THE OAKVILLE
BASKET CO.,

Manufacturers of

i, 2, 3 Bushel

Grain
AND

Root

BMTs
THE OAKVILLE

BASKET CO,

THE TIME TO INSURE IS

NOW
While you are WELL, STRONG and INSURABLE

THE

1

Confederation

Life
ASSOCIATION issues policies on all approved plans

of Insurance, and is a prosperous and progressive

Canadian Company.

PROTECTION FOR YOUR FAMILY.

PROFITABLE INVESTMENT FOR YOURSELF.

Pamphlets and full information sent on application.

Hon. Sir W. P. Howland, K.C.M.G., C.B.,

W, H, Beatty, Esq,, W. D. Matthews, Esq.,

W. C. MACDONALD, J. K. MACDONALD,

President.

Vice-Presidents.

ACTUARY.

HEAD OFFICE,

MANAGING DIRECTOR.

TORONTO.

BURMAN & SONS' clippers
Established 1871.

for Horsemen
BIRMINGHAM, ENG. •»« ""»"*

10. 297.

NO. 3-POWER CLIPPER, with "Wrist Joint.
(The Czar of Russia.

As supplied to< The King of DTtmark.
(.Earl Roberts, Etc., Etc.

THE "LEOPOLD" TOILET.

THE "WARWICK"
CLIPPER.

Cuts over three teeth.

As supplied to
His Majesty's
War Department.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND TERMS.

DEL0RME BROS., Agents, D
%\

r

r

e
e
s
e t'

es Montreal
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A CORNER FOR CLERKS.
By W. T. R.

6*

A
CHEAP CLERKS.

MERCHANT as a rule is unable

to estimate the value of a clerk

who endeavors to save stock

from wasting," said one of our most suc-

cessful merchants a few days ago. We hear

and read these days of " the utilization of

the by-production " in the manufacturing

line and how large amounts of money are

being made from that which was formerly

wasted or non-productive. So, in the mer-

cantile line everything must be used to the

best advantage in order to make money.
" An employer is constantly at the mercy

of his clerks " is true as it is simply impos-

sible for him to watch their every transac-

tion in a business of ordinary magnitude.

This point is frequently overlooked by the

merchant, i.e., his dependance on his clerks

No merchant can afford to keep a clerk who
has no regard for his employer's interest,

or should he be lax in this respect his use-

fulness to the business may be questioned.

Then again, on his clerks has a merchant

to depend to look after the constant leaks

which are always going on in every busi-

ness. Certain goods have not been sell-

ing. They are deteriorating in value; it is the

duty of the clerk to see that they are

brought to the front, cleaned up, and sold.

Some men are naturally careless. They

never look after anything except their

wanes. They are constantly complaining

because they do not receive more pay, when
in reality they don't earn what they now
receive, because they do not pay sufficient,

attention to their employer's interest,

except their wages. They are constantly

complaining because they do not receive

more pay, when in reality they don't earn

what they now receive, because they do not

pay sufficient attention to their employer's

interest.

Stock-keeping is a very important part of

a clerk's duties and one that must never be

overlooked. " A store is known by its

clerks," is an old axiom and one that is

true. Chas. F. Jones, in Printer's Ink-

says : "I doubt if one merchant in ten has

a proper appreciation of the influence

well-informed, intelligent salespeople exert

in the building up of a business. The aver-

age merchant in choosing between this class

of help and the kind that is neither experi-

enced, intelligent nor well appearing will

choose the latter in order to make a fancied

saving of a few dollars a week." This, our

best and most successful merchants have

found out to be false economy. Their experi-
ence has proved " the best to be the

cheapest " in the matter of this help, and
the so-called cheap man may be the most
expensive.

There are some young men behind our

counters to-day who are unquestionably out

of their proper sphere ; they lack the essen-

tials required for good salesmen. Tact
in dealing with customers, persuasiveness

and a keen insight into human nature

must be used by the successful sales-

man. First-class trade demands the

most careful attention. Customers in a good

store look for, and have a right to expect,

the most courteous treatment from the man
behind the counter.

" P.W.B." has been brought up in his father' s

store. He wants to know if it would be beneficial

to him to go into a store in another town, to get
experience and ideas.

Educationally, it would improve you very

much. The only difficulty in a case such

as yours, is in getting away ; the home ties

are usually so strong. However, there can

be no question of the benefit. You are

sure to learn considerable of value to you in

your business. New methods of doing busi-

ness and frequently new lines of goods are

being sold as one goes into new places and

one has always much to learn. Let me hear

from you again.

"J.R."has had two allowances in one week
from the railway company for overcharges on fre ght.

He thinks the boys should weigh their freight when
they think they are being overcharged.

I agree with you. They frequently add on

more weight than is right and they will

always stand watching in this respect. You
deserve credit for your carefulness in this

matter, " saving is good earning," and I

hope this will be appreciated by your

employer. Railroad companies have men
who sometimes are careless and every clerk

has a right to protect his employer's

interest.

" W.S." writes: Did you make any money on
the recent rise in stocks ? A traveller was telling

me of one of the boys who made a big haul.

We always hear of the success of others

who come out on the right side ; and we
have very little compassion for those who
lose all, who make a failure and wreck their

life in speculation. A few men may make
a fortune through side deals in wheat and

stocks, but they are in a great minority to

those who have lost. The man who sticks

to his business and lets outside speculation

alone is the safe man for his employer and

those dependent upon him. He may not get

suddenly rich ( through money he never

earned ), but the chances are that he will

go through life with an easier conscience

than the man who stakes his money on the

turn of the market—I am satisfied to let

the other fellow make money in this way.

If he likes to take the risk, all right ; that's

his affair, not mine, but just at present

I'm not in that business. The worst feature

of this to my mind is, that the fellow who
cannot afford to lose generally " gets it in

the neck " and then hopes to have some

one help him out of his difficulty. Reading

of Mr. Choate, of Toronto, and his making

8300,000 is apt to excite some young men
to speculate and to most young men this

is bound to prove unprofitable. Let us

hope their experience will not cost them too

much.

" A.C." : Should a young man work in a store
with the idea of starting in opposition to his
employer ?

It is required of every person to be fail-.

Take no underhand methods to influence

customers in your favor, other than are

honorable. The golden rule, "to do unto

others as you would have them do unto

you," will always hold good. The aspira-

tion of nearly every clerk who stands behind

the counter is to own a business ; to be his

own master—a free man. This is the incen-

tive to work, to save, to learn all about

his business, and prompted by this motive

when he is able he starts a store and takes

no unfair advantage of his former employer!'

seeking not to injure him, but to gain

trade by fair means. There should be no

objection to his starting for himself.

PROFESSIONAL STORE AC-
COUNTANTS.

A
REAL twentieth century departure is

announced in the following letter to

The Bookkeeper : "I am residing in

a town which Uncle Sam recently announ-

ced has some 10,000 inhabitants, and am a

bookkeeper with some few years of experi-

ence, from which I have gained considerable

amount of system, and, possessing some

hustle, I am establishing the business of

thorough, systematic bookkeeping for

smaller firms whose business would not

justify the salary of a permanent book-

keeper, though the need of such is none the

less imperative.

" Upon approaching a client I explain the

object of my visit and point out the value

and importance of a thorough system of

accounts. I soon gain sufficient data upon

which to base the remuneration problem.

This settled, T make a complete inventory

of assets and liabilities, make the proper

opening entries upon a new set of books.

Then, according to the exigencies of each

case, I visit the business at regular peri-

odical times, whether it be half a day, a

.

day or two days a week, and from the

entries on their day book I evolve a com-

plete system of bookkeeping and give the

firm, a statistical comparative balance record

of their business at the end of each month,

in this way they get the same effective

service as the largest firms and only pay

for the actual time occupied. I have now
on my list a stove and furniture firm, :J^

laundry, a livery stable, a retail grocer and

a butcher, with more to come. This gives

me a comfortable living. One of the

strongest arguments that can be used to

induce a merchant or manufacturer to have

the work done is to ask the question, ' If

a fire overtook you to-night, are you in a

position to inform the insurance company

what amount of loss you have sustained?
'

J. E. Tremblay, general merchant, Ste.

Anne de Bellevue, Que., has compromised

at 30c. on the dollar.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COM

PROMISES.

Fl'KRKKAULT & Cie., general me-
diants, Rimouski, Que., have

t assigned to V. E. Paradis, pro-

visional guardian.

Bedard. Bertrand & Gauvin, genera] mer-
chants, Quebec, have assigned.

&}, Paquet, genera] merchant, Roberval,
Que., is offering 20c. on the dollar.

Samuel Bricker, hardware dealer, Listowel,
Out., is offering 27 l-2c. cm the dollar.

Joseph H. Frigon, general merchant, St.

Tite, Que., has assigned to H. Lamarre.

J. .1 . Boese, general merchant, llosthern,
Man., has assigned to P. Weibe, llosthern.

M. Simon, general merchant, Alexandria,
Ont., has compromised at 75c. on the
dollar.

R. Tuplin & Co., general merchants,
Kensington, P.E.I., are offering 50c. on the
dollar.

Simon Johnson, general merchant, Moose
Creek, Ont., has assigned to John C.
Milligan.

Herbert A. Bigham, general merchant,
Cuiloden, Ont., has assigned to David P.

Cuthbertson.

H. N. Halpenny & Co., hardware dealers.

Mimic-dosa. Man., have assigned to C. H.
Newton, Winnipeg.

Lamarche & Benoit have been appointed
curators of Pierre Dauplaise, sash and door
manufacturer, St. Cyrille de Wendover.
Que,

David Jobin, general merchant, Sacre-
Coeur de Marie, Que., is offering 25c. on the
dollar, and V. E. Paradis has been appoint-
ed curator.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND
DISSOLVED.

Miller & Sloat, sawmillers, Tracey's
Mills, N.B., have dissolved, Mr. Sloat retir-

ing.

Leiscr & Hamburger, general merchants,
Wellington and Ladysmith, B.C., have dis-

solved and Simon Leiser continues.

Louis Dana has registered co-partnership
under the style of The Sydney Hardware
Co., hardware dealers, Sydney, N.S.

Buzzell Bros., grocers, hardware dealers.

etc., Cowansville, Que., have dissolved, and
a new partnership has been registered.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

Mrs. Z. Francccur, general merchant.
French Village, Que., has sold out.

W. H. Couse, blacksmith. Smithville,

Ont., is advertising his business for sale.

The stock, etc., of the estate of W. G.
Armour, general merchant, Myrtle Station,

Ont., is advertised for sale to-day ( Friday I.

CHANGES.
George Theriault, general merchant, Bon-

i'^d, Ont.. is giving up business.

(!. R. Vanzant, hardware dealer, Mark-
ham, Out., is closing up his business.

S. •) . Brown, harness dealer, Campbell-
Ion, N.B., has closed up his business.

Stanislas Lebel, blacksmith, French
Village. Que., has removed to Warwick.

Libberman Bros, k, Lipson have registered

as junk dealers, etc., at Waterloo, Que.
Philippe Marcotte, blacksmith, French

Village, Que., has sold out to Benj. Cayer,
T. J.. Stetson, harness dealer. Hart land.

N.B., has been succeeded by S. •). Brown.
George II. Wallace, tinsmith. Stouffville,

Ont.. is closing up and removing to Sutton.
Out,

B. 1.. Bishop, general merchant, Kent-

ville, N.S., has sold out to Spurgeon I..

Cross.

Charles E. Darling, blacksmith, Paradise

Lane. N.S., has Imen succeeded by Darling

& Burke.

W. S. Santo & Co., general merchants.
Peterboro', B.C.. have been succeeded by
The Peterboro' Trading Co.

Elias llarmer, general merchant, Norton
and Mechanics' Settlement, N.B., has sold

his branch at the latter place to dames
Webster.

FIRES.

Nathaniel MeNair's sawmill at River

Louison, N.I?. , has been burned : no insur-

ance.

Sylvester Shannahan, general merchant,
Sydney, N.S., has been burned out ; in-

sured.

DEATHS.

A. S. Pierce, grist and saw miller, New-
ton. N.B.. is dead.

W. K. Secord, general merchant, etc.,

Winona, Ont., is dead.

Thomas A. Parkinson, of Parkinson &
Co., stove dealers, tinsmiths, etc.. London.
Ont.. is dead.

FUMIGATED THE HARDWARE
STOCK.

A paper published in an Illinois town, in

announcing the purchase of a hardware
stock b\ a new firm, makes this very sug-

gestive remark :
" The first thing the boys

did was to clean up and fumigate the build-

ing, which now presents a neat and- clean

appearance and shows the work of experi-

enced men." What, a comment this lan-

guage is on the store habits of the original
owners ! A building that requires fumiga-
tion is hardly the place where customers
will willingly enter, and it is probably a

fact that the business had run down until

a sale in bulk was made necessary. There
are many such buildings used as retail

stores, and every one of them is a blot on
the fair name of the business with which
it is connected. Dust, dirt and uncleanli-

ness are not proper associates with business
unless it is the deliberate intention of the
owner to ruin it. yet they are often found
and the wonder is that even the few strag-

gling customers continue to patronize a

store where they are permitted to remain.

No matter how well selected a stock may
be. it is sadly out of place in a store that

has become a receptacle for dust, dirt and
other extraneous matter. Keep the store

clean, above all things, so that the business

itself may be clean and not suggest the
need for fumigation.—Stoves and Hardware
Reporter.

A SUGGESTION.

In a Western city a merchant recently

displayed in his window the following sign :

Cast Iron Sinks.

After a small boy had discovered the

joke the sign attracted considerable atten-

tion. Many people who had before passed

down the street looking straight ahead
paused and glanced in the window at the

sign, assumed an amused expression and
went on. The sign was talked about and
the public was made familiar with the name
over the door.—Iron Age.

SEALED TENDERS addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed " Tender for Iron Superstructure, Des

Joachims Interprovincial Bridge, across the Northern
Channel," will be received at this office until Wednesday,
June 19 inclusively, for the construction of an iron super-

structure for the Interprovincial Bridge over the Northern
Channel of the Ottawa River at Des Joachims, County of

Pontiac, P. Q., according to a plan and a specification to be
seen at the office of F. S. Rees, Esq., Dockmaster, Dry
Dock, Kingston, Ont. , at the Public Works Office, Mer-
chants Bank Building, Montreal, Que., on application to

the Postmaster at Hamilton, Ont., and at the Department
of Public Works, Ottawa.
Tenders will not b: considered unless made on the form

supplied, and signed with the actual signatures of

tenderers.

An accepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to the
order of the Minister of Public Works, for three thousand
dollars ($},ooo.oo), must accompany each tender. The
cheque will be forfeited if the party decline the contract or

fail to complete the work contracted for, and will be
returned in case of non-acceptance of tender.

The Department does not bind itself to accept the
lowest or any tender.

By order,

JOS. R. ROY,
Acting Secretary.

Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, May 23, 1901.

Newspapers inserting this advertisement without au-
thority from the Department will not be paid for it. (23)

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES-
Firms desirous of getting into communication

with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible
terms, or who are willing to become agents for
British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-
ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

'SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over
the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-
ceipt of a post card.

The Robin Hood
Powder Company

If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy " Robin Hood Smokeless,''
in " Rob'n Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against
any powder on the market. We make the
powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company —

SWANTON, VT.

IF THE WORDS

"Dundas Axe"
are stamped on an Axe, you can

rely on its being the best that

can be made.

DUNDAS AXE WORKS
Dundas, Ont.
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A CANADIAN CLERK IN ENGLAND.

MR.
L. C. A. HOWARD, who was

formerly employed with H. S.

Howland, Sons & Co., Toronto,

and who left for England some time ago,

eventually taking a position in a retail hard-

ware store in Southport, a town 18 miles

north of Liverpool, was requested by Mr. H.

A. Gunn, of H. S. Howland, Sons & Co.,

to write his opinion of hardware retailing in

England. He responded a few weeks ago

by an interesting letter to Mr. Gunn, extracts

of which are published below :

" I am working in a retail hardware store

in Southport, the best store in town for all-

round trade, including builders' and gen-

eral hardware, cutlery, brass goods, electro-

plate, grates, mantles, etc. Owing to my
bicycle and valise with my papers being

stolen, I had difficulty in establishing my
identity, which was necessary when I ap-

plied for this situation, but is now settled

satisfactorily. I have now been here three

weeks, and like the place very well.

" The place is too small for the large

stock carried, and goods have been shoved

and piled into every available corner. On
the shelves, wherever a vacant space oc-

curred, something had to be put in, whether

it belonged there or not. I have been doing

my best to straighten out the mess during

the past three weeks.

" I have been greatly surprised at the

quantity of American goods in the shop.

We have Yale and other locks (all the spring

padlocks come from the United States)

;

Whitman & Barnes' goods ; Stanley planes

and levels (very few rules, as they think

English rulesj are better marked—caliper

rules don't seem to be used, but I am going

to get my employer to order some No. 32) ;

wrought and brass butts are American, as

are also Victor and Torrey door springs
;

Dover and express egg beaters; Irwin auger

bits ; Out o" Sight traps (of these traps,

mouse size, five gross were sold in about

two months at 4d. each, but the price is

now 3^d.—they don't know anything about

the Gee Whiz)
;
Le Page's glue ; Victor

flour sifters ; Edgar's grates ; Eddy's fiber

scrubs, and a lot of other stuff. The wire

nails we sell are mostly oval, and are of

German manufacture. Our chisels are

Haworth's, and brass screw hooks, etc.,

Nettleford's. The spades are all T handled,

some of them being Hardy's. I don't care

for our cutlery : at least I don't like the

patterns of the pocket knives. We handle

Clark's razors and Harrison Bros. & Hew-

son's pocket and table knives, with just a

few of Rogers' pocket knives. They don't

know anything about I.X L. or Butlers'.

We handle a quantity of German goods,

such as clamps, small vises, skates and

cheaper stuff generally. Some of the skates

are 'Starrs.' Those of English manufacture

are the old wooden ones. Eclipse and

Columbia door spiings and Bissell's carpet

sweepers have a good sale heie.

"A great many articles go by different

names here to those usual in Canada. A
dishpan is called a washup, an auger bit a

twist drill, etc. There is a lake near the

town, but a Canadian canoe is unknown.

If I stay here any length of time I will

certainly send home for one."

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

CAVERHILL, LEARMONT it CO.

THIS firm have just issued two cata-

logues which should be secured by

all hardwaremen. One of these,

their 1901 sporting goods catalogue, de

scribes their comprehensive range of guns,

rifles, air rifles, revolvers, cartridges, powder,

shells, sights, locks, nipples, implements,

tools, oils, lubricants, rifle covers, belts,

bags, etc., as well as of skates, hockey

sticks, pucks, etc., sleigh bells, shaft bells,

saddle gongs and sewing machines. The

other catalogue is devoted to bicycles and

sundiies, and contains, besides the desciip-

tion of the firm's bicycles, illustrations of a

large variety of bicycle and driving lamps,

bells, cyclometers, wrenches, oilers, whistles,

locks, brackets, cement, stands, pumps,

clips and pedals. This catalogue also in-

cludes sewing machines handled by Caver-

hill, Learmont & Co.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Ness, McLaren & Bate, manufacturers of

telephones and electrical supplies, Montreal,

have issued a series of booklets that many

hardwaremen will be interested in. The

series comprise four booklets, devoted to

telegraphs, telephones, annunciators and

switch boards. The telegraph catalogue

contains illustrated descriptions with price

lists of the various telegraph instruments

and supplies handled by this house, together

with detailed instructions for learning tele-

graphy. The telephone catalogue includes

main line, portable and warehouse tele-

phones of various styles made by this firm.

The switch board catalogue gives in addition

to illustrations of switch boards, diagrams of

working parts and connections which enable

one to more readily judge of their value.

The most comprehensive of the four, how-

ever, is the annunciator catalogue, which

contains a large list of hotel, house, steam-

ship, office, railway, stock and special an-

nunciators and annunciator supplies. These

catalogues, as well as those previously

issued by Ness, McLaren & Bate, should

be secured for reference by hardware dealers

and electrical contractors.

THE BRADLEY STEEL SHELF
BRACKET.

LIKE many articles of mote complicated

design, the Bradley steel shelf bracket,

made by the Atlas Manufacturing Co.,

New Haven, Conn., is a result of evolution.

For over six years, its makers sought to

improve their strength, and, in that time,

three distinct changes have been mad<T7u

its construction.

FAT. APR. 6, 1893.

NOV. 8, 1S9S.

AFB. 1, 1893 .

First was the chang-

ing of the screw holes,

which originally were

placed one over the

other, and not side

by side as at present.

The original position

brought the screw

holes in line with the

grain of the wood, with

the result that very

often the wood would

split when the screws

were driven in. Al-

though it was an item of considerable

expense to put the necessary offsets in the

wire and to devise the improved form of the

bracket at this point, it was done im-

mediately upon attention being called to

this defect.

The next thing was the criticism that the

wire used in the bracket was too light, and,

although the changing of the guage

involved making new sets of dies all

through, this was also done.

Then it was pointed out that occasionally

the lock for fastening the ends of the wire

together did not hold. As first made, the

ends of the wire were brought together

under the metal clasp at the point "A." In

a few instances, when subjected to a severe

strain, the lock did not hold and the wires

pulled apart. This lock was made thus :a rz3
As row made, the wires are brought

together at the extreme end of the bracket

at the point " B." This secures two solid

wires through the whole length of the

bracket, eliminating entirely the last fault

found with the bracket.

V. Leblanc & Co., general merchants.

Hull. Que., have dissolved, and their busi-

ness will be continued by V. Leblanc under

unchanged style.
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There is a Difference
In the way ice cream freezers move.

Some go slow, but

{Unitemountain freezers
move rapidly and continuously, because there is a demand for

them. They always please the purchasers so well that they

recommend them. These recommendations make other customers,

and so on. The sure and splendid results that can always be

depended upon with "White Mountain Freezers have been a lasting

advertisement that makes them easy to sell, and

ANY DEALER SELLING FREEZERS CAJS DOUBLE HIS
SALES AND MORE THAIS DOUBLE HIS PROFITS BY
SELLING THE " WHITE MOUNTAIN."

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

McCLARY MANUFACTURING CO.,
Sole Agents

for the
Dominion

London, Toronto, Montreal, St. John, N.B., Winnipeg, Vancouver.
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, May 31, 1901,

HARDWARE.
TRADE continues to show a seasonable

volume, the number of orders coming

to hand this week being quite up to

the market. At present the demand is run-

ning along general lines, but spring gooas,

such as lawn requisites, spray pumps, freez-

ers and screens, are among the most called

for goods. Harvest tools have been shipped

quite freely during the week. Barb wire

continues very scarce, and the various ship-

ments that have come to hand have not

begun to fill orders. Wire nails have been

exceedingly scarce, and some sizes were

almost unobtainable for a few days. There

has also been a decided light supply of

poultry netting on the market, some sizes

being sold out in quite a number of houses.

The prices are somewhat higher on this

article at the moment. Sheet metals are

somewhat firmer again this week, and lin-

seed oil is 3c. higher and in short supply,

owing to disappointingly light arrivals from

England. Glass has been advanced 10c.

per 50 ft. Cutlery has moved out well this

week, while the manufacturing demand for

bolts, nuts, screws, etc., is quite encourag-

ing. The wholesale houses report a good

trade in ready mixed paints and painters'

supplies. Collections are improving.

Barb Wire—The scarcity that has been

the important feature of the market for some

weeks continues to annoy both wholesaler

and retailer. Some shipments have come

to hand from the American manufacturers,

but they have been quickly reshipped and

nothing has gone into stock. The price

remains as before, #3.05 per 100 lb. f.o.b.

Montreal.

Galvanized Wire—Business is rather

quieter than it was. Prices are unchanged.

We quote as follows: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

$3.75; No. 11, $3.85; No. 12, I3.25; No.

T 3. #3-35: N°- J 4. $4-25; No. 15, $4.75;

No. 16, 85.00.

Smooth Steel Wire—There is no-

thing new to note in this article. We
quote oiled and annealed as follows :

No. 9, $2.80 ; No. 10, $2.87 ; No. 11,

$2.90 ; No. 12, $2. 95 ; No. 13, $3. 15 per

100 lb. f.o.b. Mbntreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, St. John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—The demand is

moderate. The discount is still 17^ per

cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—A fair number
of orders have been opened this week. The
discount on brass is 55 and 2% per cent.,

and on copper 50 and 2% per cent.

Fence Staples—Trade remains much
as last reported. We quote : $3.25 for

bright, and 83.75 for galvanized, per keg of

100 lb.

Wire Nails—During the week there has

been quite a scarcity of certain sizes of wire

nails, but supplies are now forthcoming.

The demand is not brisk. We quote $2. 8 5

for small lots and $2.77^ for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails—Business is rather slow.

There is no change to be reported. We
quote as follows : $2.35 for small and

82. 25 for carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25

G-OODS THAT SELL IsTO^W^.

Oil Stoves
DANGLER WICKLESS, NOVELTY BLUE FLAME
I, 2 AND 3 BURNER TRIUMPH
SUMMER QUEEN, with or without extension top.

Ice Cream Freezers
WHITE MOUNTAIN
AND ARCTIC.

Refrigerators
LEONARD CLEANABLE
AND MODEL.

Water Coolers and Filters, Lemon Squeezers.

When you

LONDON, TORONTO,

rush order from . .

M M CP£C 13 1901

MONTREAL. WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
"Everything for the Tinshop."

AND ST. JOHN, N.B.
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THE PAGE-HERSEY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWERPJFE

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

ik CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Qeseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted tor Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
/s required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

per cent, discount ; coopers' nails, 30

cent, discount.

Horse Nails — The demand at the

moment is rather slow. " C " brand is

held firmly at discount of 50 and 7% per

cent, off the new list. "M" brand is

quoted at 60 per cent, off old list on oval

and city head and 65 per cent, off coun-

tersunk head.

Horseshoes—A fairly good business

is doing. We quote as follows : Iron

shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

2 and larger, $3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

53.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3-75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—The market has

been very bare of supplies during the past

week, particularly in medium sizes. Ship-

ments of new goods are expected next week.

The discount is now steady at 55 per cent.,

the extra 5 per cent, that has been allowed

in many cases and the 10 per cent, in 100

roll lots not now being granted.

Green Wire Cloth — The market is

steady and demand quite good. The price

is unchanged at $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—There

has been a good trade done in screens this

week, the demand keeping up exceptionally

well. We quote: Screen doors, plain cherry

finish, $8. 25 per doz.; do. fancy, $11.50 per

doz.; walnut, $7.4.0 per doz., and yellow,

£7.45 ; windows, $2.25 to $3.50 per doz.

Screws—Good sorting orders are to hand

this week. Discounts are as follows: Flathead

bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off list

;

round head bright, 82 j£ and 10 per cent.;

flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round

head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—There is a good demand coming

from manufacturing concerns for bolts, and

trade in this line is fairly active. Dis

counts are as follows : Norway carriage

bolts, 65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72 j£ pei

cent.; blank bolts, 70 per cent.; bolt ends,

62 >£ percent.; plough bolts, 60 percent.;

tire bolts, 67^ per cent.; stove bolts, 67^
per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, &,%c. per lb.

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

%c. per lb. is allowed.

Building Paper—Trade is fairly active,

We quote : Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb.;

2-ply,ready roofing, 80c. per roll; 3-ply.51.05

per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry

sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheathing,

CANADA PLATES,
Half Bright.

RUSSIA IRON,G
fX,l,

a
„
nd

INGOT TIN, "SHE* F ...

SHEET ZINC,
"v M

B:.„d .

In stock at Montreal. Low prices to

wholesale trade.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pun
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with

—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

rHE B. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait. Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

v WHITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW BLAS60W, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIM

Open Hearth Steel
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FRONT AND BACK VIEW OF OUR

Elastilite Cabinet Show Can
One Free with first order for the 12 -Gallon Assortment.

n e

4

I

I

JJ

The 12 gallons and the Show Can, boxed, ready for shipping, weigh 150-lb

Elastilite Varnish makes customers and holds them. Elastilite never gets

you into trouble where a natural finish is required, either outside or inside.

Elastilite will do the work and do it well. It is as durable as the best coach
varnishes, and has a brilliant finish which lasts.

MANUFACTURED ONLY 11

Y

2i Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

Binder Twine Binder Twine

The John Bowman

Hardware & Coal Co.,

London, Ont.

Write us for close prices on

best quality American

Binder Twine.

Binder Twine Binder Twine

40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll
;

tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L.,

65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28

per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets and Burrs — The demand is

moderate. Discounts on best iron rivets,

section, carriage, and wagon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs,

in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60

and 10 per cent, off list.

Binder Twine—There has been a little

business transacted this week. We quote :

Blue Ribbon, nj^c. ; Red Cap, 9^c.
;

Tiger, 8^c; Golden Crown, 8c; Sisal,

8^c.

Cordage — The activity is fairly well

maintained, although hardly in so large a

volume. Manila is worth I3^c. per lb. for

7-16 and larger; sisal is selling at 10c, and

lathyam 10c.

Harvest Tools — This is one of the

most active lines on the market just now.

Some good shipments have been made this

week. The discount is unchanged at 50,

10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels — A moderate

business is to be reported at the former

discount, 40 and 5 per cent, off the list.

Lawn Mowers—Sales have been fairly

numerous this week. We quote as follows :

High wheel, 50 and 5 per.cent. f.o.b. Mont-

real ; low wheel, in all sizes, $2.75 each

net ; high wheel, 11 -inch, 30 per cent. off.

Firebricks— A small distributing trade

has been done this week at $17.50 to $22

for Scotch, and at $17 to $21 for English

per 1,000 ex wharf.

Cement—The sales of foreign cement

have been disappointing. The demand
continues to run along the Canadian and

American varieties. On the whole business

is good. We quote : German cement,

#2.35 to $2. 50; English, $2.25 to $2.35;

Belgian, J 1.70 to $1.95 per bbl. ex wharf,

and American, $2.30 to $2.45, ex cars.

METALS.
In Canadian metals the market is steady,

but the English sheet metal prices seem to

be on the upward move. Tinplates have

advanced in sympathy with the advance in

pig tin ancf are quoted 4^d. per box higher

by cable. Canada plate is about 3s. 9d.

per ton higher, but selling here at ridicul-

ously low figures. Sheet zinc is reported

£1 per ton higher this week. Terne plates

are also higher at primary points and prices

here are hardening. Imports continue to

be very light and stocks here are short. In

consequence, values are being held quite

firmly.

Pig Iron—Business is reported to be

rather slow and few contracts are being

made. Canadian productions are worth

$18.50 here and No. 1 Summerlee, 520.50

to $21.

Bar Iron — The market is unchanged

at 51.75 per 100 lb. for Merchants' bar and

$2 for horseshoe.

Hoop Iron— Prices are steadier than

they were. The demand is moderate.

Sales are being made at 52.75 for No. 19

gauge and 53 for No. 17.

Black Sheets — Several brokers have

received notification of a further advance

this week, but the report is not general.

Certainly the market is strong. We quote:

8 to 16 gauge, 52.50 to 52.60 ; 26 gauge,

52.55 to 52 65, and 28 gauge, 52. 60 to

52 70.

Galvanized Iron — Prces are steady,

and, although there have been some ad-

vances the market is said to have settled

back to pretty much the same figures.

The demand from the country is fairly

good. We quote as follows ; No. 28

Queen's Head, 54 65 ; Apollo, 10^ oz.,

54.50, and Comet, 54 40 to 54-45. w 'tn a

15c. reduction for case lots.

Copper—Values are steady at about 18c.

Ingot Tin— The market is advancing,

and quotations here are ic. higher at 32

to 33c.
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Lead — The lead market is rather firm.

The ruling quotation is $3.75 to 53.85.

Lead Pipe—Fair quantities are selling at

the reduced price. We quote : 7c. for

ordinary and 7J£c. for composition waste,

with 30 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe—There have been no new

developments in the upward tendency of

trte market. The demand is good. We
quote as follows : Black pipe, % , $3 per

100 ft.
\ H. $3 ; %, 53 05 ; %, $3.30;

i-in., $4.70; 1%.. J6.40 ; 1%, $7.70;

2-in. $10 25. Galvanized, }4, 54.60; %,
#5.25; 1 in., $7.50; i'X, $9.80; i'A,

$11.75 ; 2 ir»-. 5i6.

Tinplates—Owing to the advance in pig

tin, tinplates are cabled 4j£d. higher. The

incoming supplies are very light. We
quote : Coke plates, $3. 75 to $4 ; charcoal,

54 25 to 54.50 ; extra quality, 55 to 55.10.

Canada Plate— Quotations are up 3s.6d.

per ton and quotations here are very firm,

although some houses are selling below our

schedule prices. We quote : 52's, $2.55

to 52.60; 60' s, 52.65 to 52.70; 75's, 52.70

to 5280; full polished, $3. 10, and galvan-

ized, 54.

Steel—Unchanged. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, 5'-95 ; 'ire, 52 ; bar, $1.95 ; spring,

52.75 ; machinery, 52 75, and toe-calk,

52.50.

Sheet Steel—We quote : Nos. 22 and

24. 53, and Nos. 18 and 20, 52.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond, 8c. and

Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—Supplies are none too

plentiful even yet, and, at times, there is

difficulty found in filling orders. Business

is rather quiet. The English market is

decidedly firm. From stock, goods are worth

57.50.

Coil Chain—Unchanged. We quote

as follows: No. 6, u&c; No. 5,

ioc.; No. 4, 9J£c; No. 3, 9c; J^-inch,

7%c. per lb.
;

5-16, 5485 ; 5-16 exact,

55-3o; H< 54-4o; 7-16.54.20; x. $3-95;

9-16, 53-85; H. 53-55; X. 53-45 ;
7A,

53.40; i-in., 53-35- In carload lots an

allowance of ioc. is made.

Sheet Zinc—At primary points sheet zinc

is £1 per ton higher, and quotations here

have been raised in some instances in sym-

pathy. Small lots are quoted at 86.25.

Antimony— Quiet, at ioc.

Zinc Spelter—Is wotth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, 18 &c.;

wire solder. 20c.

GLASS.
In sympathy with the strong foreign

markets, glass has been advanced ioc. per

50 ft. on this market. We quote as

follows : First break, $2 ; second, 52.10

for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, 53.80 ;

second, 54 ; third, 54.50; fourth, $4.75;

THE

Metallic

Roofing
Company l.m.ted

u
Eastlake

Steel Shingles

ZfOR

"-ROOF
There's truest economy

in choosing

EASTLAKE'
*3 1 Ft 1 .JL • • 4

SHINGLES
They last indefinitely.

Are fire, lightning, rust and
leak-proof.

Fit tog-ether perfectly by means
of their special patented side lock,

can't possibly work apart.

GALVANIZED "EASTLAKES"
are heavily coated on both sides

with all the galvanizing material

that will adhere to them.

PAINTED "EASTLAKES" are

thoroughly covered on both sides

with Sherwin-Williams best paint.

"Eastlakes" Irave been tested

by years of service in all climates,

everywhere giving thorough, lasting

satisfaction.

Write and let us give you further

information.

Toronto, Canada
fifth, 55.25 ; sixth, 55.75, and seventh,

56.25.
PAINTS AND OILS.

There is not much change to report. A
good, healthy feeling prevades the paint and

oil trade, and most of the manufacturers

report a heavy business. In fact, we hear

of complaints from the retail and jobbing

trade that they are unable to obtain supplies

promptly. The market is utterly bare of

linseed oil, but it is hoped that the famine

will be relieved next week as oil afloat is

expected to hand. Quotations are 3c.

higher. Shingle stains and bridge and roof

paints are in good request, while ready- mixed

colors seem to be still selling well into con-

sumers' hands, as large orders have been

received from all parts of the country.

Ground white lead is in ample supply, and

fair sales are reported. Turpentine is mov-

ing out freely and the price is steady. We
quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, 56.25 ; No. 1, 55.87^ ; No. 2,

55.50; No. 3, 55 .i2#, and No. 4. 54.75

all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead — 5525 in casks
;

kegs, 55. 50

.

Red Lead — Casks, 55 00 ; in kegs,

55.25.

Dry White Zinc—Pure.dry, 6^c; No.

1, 5X C> ". ' n °il« Pure . 7X C -; No. 1, 6#c;
No. 2, 5#c.

Putty—Wequote : Bulk, in barrels, 51. 90

per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, $2 05 ;

bladders, in barrels, 52.10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.25; in tins,

52.55 to 52.65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c; boiled, 83c.

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oshawa at 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 53c; 2 to 4
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bbls
,
52c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1.25 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^ to 9J^c. in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 j£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

$2.75 t0 $4-5°. as to brand ; coal tar, $3.25

t0 S3.75 ; cotton waste, 4>£ to 5>£c. for

colored, and 6 to "J}ic. for white ; oakum,

^]4 to 6}ic., and cotton oakum, 10 to lie.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.

per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100.

lb. drums, I7j£c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb-

packages, i8j£c; j£-lb. packages, 20y&c;

i-lb. tins, 19,54c; J^-lb. tins, 21 %c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.

The scrap metal market is firm and active.

Rags are easier and rubbers somewhat higher.

Dealers are now paying the following prices

in the country : Heavy copper and wire, 13

to 13J&C. per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy

brass, 12c; heavy yellow, S)4 to 9c; light

brass, 6yi to 7c; lead, 2^ to 2j^c. per lb.;

zinc, 2% to 2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, $14

to $16 per gross ton f.o.c. Montreal; No. 5

cast, $13 to $14; stove plate, $8 to $9; light

iron, No. 2, $4 a ton; malleable and steel,

$4; rags, country, 60 to 70c. per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 7J^c. per lb.

HIDES.

The prices are steady under an easy

demand. We quote : Light hides, 6^c.

for No. 1; 5J£c. for No. 2, and 4>£ c - f°r

No. 3. Lambskins, 10c. ; sheepskins, 90c;

calfskins, 8c. for No. 1 and 6c. for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
There is no change. We quote : "Silver

Star," 14)4 to 15^0.; '* Imperial Acme,"

16 to 17c; "SC. Acme," 18 to 19c, and

"Pratt's Astral." 18^ to igj£c.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, June 1, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE unfavorable weather is naturally

affecting business in a good many
lines, particularly in gas and oil

stoves, ice cream freezers and refrigerators.

It does not follow, however, that even in

these lines trade is dull. On the contrary

there is quite a nice volume of business

passing. This can be said of hardware

generally. There is still a scarcity of barb

wirejand plain galvanized wire. Oiled and

annealed wire, as before, is getting the

benefit of it. A fair business is being

done in wire _ nails in small lots.

The scarcity in shingle nails noted

in previous issues has been overcome.

Horse nails and horseshoes are seasonably

quiet. The demand for harvest tools is

good, and a large trade is looked for this

season. A moderate quantity of spades

and shovels are going out. Trade in screws,

bolts and nuts and rivets and burrs con-

tinues fairly brisk. Rope is still going out

in fair quantities. Just a moderate business

is being done in screen doors and windows,

and trade is steady in green wire cloth.

Business is fair in lawn mowers. A scarcity

has already being experienced in some sizss.

An active trade is reported in building

paper.

Barb Wire—The situation in barb wire

is much about the same as a week ago. No
fresh shipments have come forward as far as

we can learn. The scarcity is becoming

even more pronounced, and jobbers report

that it will probably be another two or three

weeks before they will be able to get their

orders filled. Prices are unchanged. We
quote $3.05 per 100 lb. from stock Toronto;

f.o.b Cleveland $2.82*4 for less than car-

lots, and $2.70 for carlots.

Galvanized Wire—This also continues

scarce and the demand good. We quote as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to #3.15 ; No. 10, $3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3.70 to $4 10 ; No. 12, $3 to

$3 30 ; No. 13, $3.10 to $3 40 ; No. 14,

$4.10 to $4 50 ; No. 15. $4.60 to $5 05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire — Oiled and an-

nealed wire is still deriving benefit from the

scarcity of barb and galvanized wires, and,

while the demand continues active, the

supply keeps ample. The net selling prices

for oiled and annealed are : Nos. 6 to 8,

$2.90; 9, $2.80; 10, $2.87; 11, $2.90 ; 12,

$2.95; 13, $3.15; 14, $3-37 ; 15. #3 5°;

16, $3 65. Delivery points, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Montreal, with

freights equalized on these points.

Wire Nails — Trade is fairly good,

although the quantities wanted are of a sort-

ing- up nature. We still quote $2 85 base for

less than carlots, and $2-77/4 *or carlots.

Delivery points : Toronto, Hamilton, Lon-

don, Gananoque and Montreal.

Cut Nails—The supply of shingle nails,

which has been short during the past couple

of weeks, is now sufficient for the demand,

and a fair business is being done in this

particular kind. Outside shingle nails, the

demand for cut nails is still dull. The base

price is $2.35 per keg for less than carlots,

and $2.25 for carlots. Delivery points :

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Montreal and

St. John, N.B.

Horse Nails— Business is only small

as usual at this time of the year.

Discount on "C" brand, oval head, 50

II A If r U 'O The original and only Genuine Pre-

1111 IV I I «\ paration for Cleaning Cutlery.WflllLI VI 6d. and is. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS Or

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL,

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y

Steel Carriage and

Wagon Jacks,
Harness Snaps, Chain, Rope and Web

Goods, etc.

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS AT MFRS. PRICES.

PRIEST'S CLIPPER5,
ffÂ eS -^^i*rBMt Variety,

.

BE-** Z^~~s//t Toll<*> H»°d .
Electric Power|

/ARE THE BEST.
Bigheit Quality Grooming »nd
Sb«p- Shearing Machine*.

WE MAKE THEM.
SEND POS CATALOGr/1 TO _.

aaarlua Shearer Mfg. Co., If aihoa, R.H.,DSi

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all tbe qualities desirable in a Door Closer. I

They work silently and effectually, and never get

out of order. In use in many of the public build-
ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. I

MADE SOLELY BY
W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be had of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGAEA FALLS, ONT.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

Travellers covering Manitoba, j WINNIPEG
Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. • MAN.

Correspondence Solicited.

THE PULLMAN PNEUMATIC
Combined

Door Check

and Spring,

for Screen Doors. Small, Simple, Strong, Perfect and
Ornamental. Low in Price.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., U S A.
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and 7 >£ per cent, off new list, and on " M "

and other brands, 50, 10 and 5 per cent,

off the old list. Countersunk head 60 per

cent.

Horseshoes—A small steady trade is

being done. We quote f. o. b. Toronto :

Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium
and heavy, $3.60 ; snow shoes, $3.85 ;

li^"*< steel shoes, $3.70; featherweight

(all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), $3.85 ; snow shoes, $4 ; light steel

shoes, $3.95; featherweight (all sizes), $4. 95.

Screws — These are moving in good

quantities, as they have been for some
time. We quote discounts : Flat head

bright, 87^ and 10 per cent. ; round head

bright, 82% and 10 per cent. ; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent. ; round head brass,

75 and 10 per cent. ; round head bronze,

65 per cent., and flat head bronze at 70

per cent.

Rivets and Burrs — The demand for

rivets keeps good, as the boilermakers are

all well employed. We quote : Iron rivets,

60 and 10 per cent. ; iron burrs, 55 per cent.

;

copper rivets and burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—The demand for

bolts keep good, and there is still a par-

ticularly good business being done in

special bolts. We quote : Carriage bolts

(Norway), full square, 65 per cent. ; carriage

bolts full square, 65 per cent. , common
carriage bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ;

machine bolts, all sires, 60 per cent. ; coach

screws, 70 per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 72%
per cent. ; blank bolts, 60 per cent. ; bolt

ends, 62 j£ per cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off;

nuts, hexagon, 4J£c. off; tire bolts, 67%
per cent.; stove bolts, 67 >£ ;

plough bolts,

60 per cent. ; stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rope—Business continues good in both

sisal and manila rope, and prices are steady

and unchanged, at 10c. for sisal, and

I3^c. for manila.

Cutlery—A fairly good sorting up busi-

ness is reported this week.

Sporting Goods— The season is begin-

ging to open up a little better. There is

quite a demand for ball and shot shells.

Shot—On account of the lower prices in

raw material a reduction has been made in

prices, the discount off the list now being

17 £ per cent., instead of 15 per cent.

Lawn Mowers—A good trade is being

done in lawn mowers, and already there is

a scarcity in some sizes. We quote

:

"Star" mowers, $2.35; discount on

Woodyatt mowers, 40 and 10 per cent, off

list.

Enamelled Ware and Tinware—The

demand in both these lines is just fair,

there still being no recovery from the

recent quietness. An improvement is looked

for during the coming month.

the ARCADE! ahd KEARNEY & F"OOT file works
Now OWNED and CONTROLLED by the

NICHOLSON FILE CO.

The«e well known Brands
will continue to be ma ,4 e at their respective factories PROVIDENCE Rl.US.A

"Globe Brand" FILES AND RASPS are Standard.

Because they are manufactured from First Quality Crucible Cast Steel, by experienced workmen, and are warranted
to cut faster and wear longer than many brands of imported files, and prices are very much lowc.

We manufacture files of every Shape, Cut, and Size. Sold by all prominent mercba-ts thioughout the
Dominion. Prices on application.

> THE GLOBE FILE MFG. CO.,
f PORT HOPE, ONT.

WALTER GROSE, Sole Selling Agent

MONTREAL.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : T07 Cannon Street, London, E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

§ow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens"
'elephone No. 68 St. Helens.

Oil Stoves—Trade is not as brisk as

dealers would desire, and no improvement

is looked for as long as the present unseason-

able weather lasts.

Refrigerators—There have been quite

a number of inquiries this week and a

fairly good trade is being done, particularly

in view of the unseasonable weather.

Ice Cream Freezers—There are a few

of these going out, but the demand is not as

active as it would be were the weather more

seasonable.

Green Wire Cloth —There is a steady

trade being done, although no great rush is

being experienced. We quote $1.35 per

100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Jobbers

report that some shipments have come to

hand, and a good many orders have been

filled, but trade throughout the country has

not, so far, been as heavy as the trade

would desire. We quote : Screen doors,

4 in. styles, $7.20 to $7 80 per doz. ; ditto,

3 in. styles, 20c. per doz. less ; screen

windows, $1.60 to $3.60 per doz., according

to size and extension.

Building Paper — Trade is active and

prices steady and unchanged. We quote ;

Building paper, 30c; tarred lining, 40c,

and tarred roofing, $1.61;.

Poultry Netting — Stocks in this line

are getting light, but the season is pretty

well over as far as the wholesale trade is

concerned. Discount is steady at 55 per

cent.

Harvest Tools—Stocks in the hands of

the wholesale trade are heavy, but they are

so on account of the fact that a heavy trade

is expected in scythes, snaths, cradles and

forks. It is now almost certain that the

crop of hay will be a heavy one, and jobbers

have supplemented their stocks in anticipa-

tion of it. Discount, 50, 10 and 5 percent.

Spades and Shovels— A fairly good

trade of a sorting-up nature is reported.

Discount, 40 and 5 per cent.

Eavetrough —Shipments of eavetrough

and conductor pipe continue heavy at the

low prices which are ruling.

Cement—As the building of granolithic

walks and cement cellars is brisk, a big

movement of cement is recorded. We
quote barrel lots : Canadian portland,

$2.25 to $2.75; German, $3 to $3.15;

English, $3; Belgian, $250 to $2.75 ;

Canadian hydraulic, $1.25 to $1.50.

METALS.
The metal trade continues fairly active.

About the only change in quotations is an

advance of ic. per lb. in pig tin in sympathy

with the outside markets. The demand for

ingot metals and galvanized sheets continues

active. The feature of the tinplate market

is its firmness.

Pig Iron—The market is dull and prices

are nominal. One of the features of the

pig iron market is the reaction in Great

Britain, there having been some declines

there during the past week.

Bar Iron—The demand has fallen off

somewhat, but the mills have still a large

numbars on hand. We still quote the base

price at $1.85 to $1.90 per 100 lb.

Steel—The steel trade is still active

and prices firm. We quote as follows :

Merchantable cast steel, 9 to 15c. per lb.

;
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drill steel, 7 to 8c. per lb; "Black

Diamond" tool steel, 10 to 11c; Jessop's

and Firth's tool steel, 13c; toe calk steel,

$2.85 to $3 ; tire steel, $2 30 to #2.50 ;

sleighshoe steel, $2.10 to $2 25 ; reeled

machinery steel, $3; hoop steel, $3 10.

Pig Tin—The market in the early part

of the week showed a great deal of strength

both in London and New York, and there

were some sharp advances. Towards the

middle of the week, however, there was

some reaction, but at the time of writing

there has been a recovery, and the market

is firm at the moment. In sympathy with

the outside markets, prices here are higher,

Lamb and Flag now being quoted at 32c.

per lb.

Tinplates—The position of the market

is a strong one, and, according to advices

received this week by importers, it would

cost importers iod. per box more than a

week ago to purchase in the British market.

The demand here for tinplates has not been

as heavy during the past week as it was at

the time of our last review.

Tinned Sheets—Wholesalers have been

sending out quite a few shipments of tinned

sheets, and also trimmings, during the past

week. We still quote 9% to 9J6C. per lb.

Galvanized Sheets—The demand dur-

ing the past week has been active and

stocks are becoming more reduced. As

pointed out last week the import lots have

come to hand for customers, but jobbers'

stocks have not yet arrived. Case lots of

English sheets are quoted at $4 50, and less

than case lots at $4 65. American sheets

are quoted at $4. 40.

Black Sheets—There is a fair business

to report. The ruling price for 28 gauge is

$3. Through an inadvertence the price

last week was given as $2.30.

Canada Plates—Very few of these are

going out, as is, of course, to be expected
at this time of the year. We quote : All

dull, J2.90 ; half polished, $3, and all

bright, $3.50.

Copper—A better tone obtains on the

English markets this week according to

cable advices, and on Wednesday the

market advanced 2s. 6d. and closed firm.

The New York market, on the other hand,
is dull and uninteresting. Locally, we
quote: Ingot, 19c; bolt or bar, 23^ to

25c; sheet, 23 to 23 j£c. per lb.

Solder—The demand is fairly good, as

is usually the case when galvanized sheets

are active. We quote: Half-and-half,
guaranteed, i8j£c. ; ditto, commercial,
18c. ; refined, 18c, and wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe — The situation is much as

before. The market is firm as to price,

and there is not a great deal of business

being done. We quote. 1 -inch black pipe,

$5.15 per 100 ft., and iinch galvanized,

$7-55-

Lead—A rather stronger feeling exists in

the outside markets. Locally, there is no
change. We quote 4% t0 4# c> Per lb -

Zinc Spelter—The market is quiet and
rather easy. We quote 5 j£ to 6c. per lb.

Zinc Sheet—Trade is rather quiet, with

prices unchanged at 6^c. for casks and
6^c for part casks.

PAINTS AND OILS.
May has been, like April, one of the

busiest months in years. " In fact," said

one dealer, " April and May have been so

busy that, though the early months of the

year were quite dull, we have done much
more trade in the past half year than during

any similar six months for some time." All

lines are in good demand. Paris green, which

has been the poor seller, is in better request

than formerly. Red lead is easier in prices.

All other lines are firm, with a possibility of

further advances in linseed oil. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.37^ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3. $5.25 ; No. 4, $4 .87 '4 ;
genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $ 5 ; ditto kegs of

100 lb., $5 25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7%c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Taris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c;
50 and 100 lb. drums. I7^c; 25-lb. drums,

18c. ; 1 -lb. papers, i8^c. ; 1 -lb. tins, \<$y2 c.\

Yz-Vo. papers, 20j£c; J^ -lb. tins, 2ij£c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2. 10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

$1.90; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2.05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $2 90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90
per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per
cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1 .20 to $ 1.30 per
gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io^c. per lb. and 10^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, *^..

;

boiled, 84c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 8ot\

;

boiled, 83c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2

to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,
Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5 gallon packages,
50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

GLASS.
Notwithstanding the settlement of the

strike of the Belgian glassmakers and the

consequent increase in supplies for fall de
livery, there is a stiff feeling in regard to

prices for immediate delivery from stock,

and there is still some talk of an advance.
We quote as follows : Under 26 in., $4. 15

26 to 40 in.. #4.45 ; 41 to 50 in., $4.85;
51 to 6o in., $5 .

1 5 ; 61 to 70 in., $5 50;
double diamond, under 26 in., $6 ; 26 to

40 in., 86.6; ; 41 to 50 in., $7.50; 51 to

60 in., $8.50; 61 to 70 in., $9.50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.

There is a fair movement. Prices are

steady. Wequotejobbers' prices: Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt.; machinery cast, 60c.

per cwt. ; stove cast, 50c; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, nj^c. ; heavy
copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c. ;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass, 10 to

io^c. ; heavy red brass, 10^ to lie;
scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

iSo:
Sole Manufacturers in

Canada of

*« <i^S4&€\ BRANDRAM BROS.,

• f & B.B . <P \A 4 CD., London, Em., .

&VWHITE LEAD )kj R R *
^%>£S^GISTERED TRADE MARJi!s^S^' &• &•

GENUINE WHITE LEAD.

^

(BRS.L0KDW

Brandram's Genuine B. B. is the best White Lead made. It is unequalled for whiteness, and
fineness and body, and will cover more surface than any other White Lead Paint. It is the

favorite White Lead in England, Canada, United States, Australia, Russia, etc. Made by a

special process, and is superior to all other White Leads for durability.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
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6^c; good country mixed rags, 65 to 75c.

;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

HIDES, SKINS AND WOOL.
Hides—The market keeps 'dull, with

prices easy at unchanged figures. We quote:
Cowhides, No. 1, 6%c. ; No. 2, $yic. ; No.
3, 4^c. Steer hides are worth ic. more.
Cured hides are quoted at 7 to 7% c.

Skins—The market is firm, but there is

r{^*$ great deal doing. We quote : No. 1

veal, 8-lb. and up, 9c. per lb.; No. 2, 8c;
dekins. from 60 to 70c; culls, 20 to 25c.

Sheepskins, 90c. to $1.

Wool—While this year's wool is being

clipped the demand keeps dull, last year's

clip still being in Canadian dealers' hands.

We quote : Combing fleece, washed, 13c,
and unwashed, 8c.

COAI.

A good demand is reported, but, owing to

the scarcity of coal and cars, local shippers

are behind in their orders. Prices for June
shipments are 10c. higher than was noted

during May. We quote at international

bridges as follows : Grate, $4. 75 per gross

ton ; egg, stove and nut, $5 per gross ton

with a rebate of 30c. off for June shipments.

MARKET NOTES.

Pig tin is ic. higher at 32c.

The discount on shot has been increased

to 17^ per cent. It was formerly 15 per

cent.

NEW PRODUCT FOR PRESERVING
IRON.

New Caledonia, the French convict settle

ment, has long been known to be richly

stored with minerals, but what development

has taken place—which is little—in these

islands has been effected almost entirely by

English capital and English enterprise, says

The London Express. The French, how
ever, are stated to have made recently a

somewhat singular discovery. Scattered

about the Island of Noumeo are deposits of

a sort of mineral ochre, which possesses

characteristics unlike those of any known
substance. The mineral contains some 65

per cent, of proxide of iron, six of alumina,

six of sesquioxide of chrome, besides pro-

portions of cobalt, nickel, silica, chalk and

magnesia. It is asserted that this sub-

stance, applied to the surface in the form of

paint, will preserve ironwork from rusting.

Should this be the case, Nature will accom-

\'fh that which has exercised the fruitless

toil of a multitude of chemists, and

engineers, henceforward, may be freed

from one of their most dangerous and

insidious enemies.

Jewel & Co., Toronto, have taken an
option on the Grimsby Agricultural Works,
Grimsby, Ont.

F. H. Clergue has organized a new com-
pany, the British American Express Co,,
which will do business on the Clergue
steamers and on the Algoma Central and the
Manitoulin and North Shore railways.

Lanterns i Lamps
Standard Goods for

Season 1901.

New Century Banner Cold Blast

Lanterns.

Climax Safety Tubular Lanterns.

Little Bobs Brass Lanterns.

Different
Patterns.GASOLINE LAMPS,

Radiant Shelby Incandescent

Lamps.

THE ONTARIO LANTERN CO.

HAMILTON, ONT.

For sale by all prominent wholesale dealers-

Write for prices.

STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN., U.S.A.

IMPROVED CARPENTERS'
TOOLS

SOLD BY ALL HARDWARE
DEALERS.

ASPINALL'S
0. White for Inside,

Indian White—Outside
for

Decorators' Use.
Imperial Gallons

and ^-Gallons.

4SPINALCS
OXIDISED

ENAMEL

Free from Poisonous White Lead. Colours

Perfect. The original English make as supplied

to Royalty.

Agents: Ontario and the East, R.C. Jamleson & Co., 13 St. John

Street. Montreal, Winnipeg and District, J, H, Ashdown,

Winnipeg,
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
ALUMINUM-ZINC ALLOYS.

MAN\ contradictory statements have

appeared regarding the properties

of aluminum-zinc alloys ; and since

these statements were all apparently made

in good faith, the divergent accounts are

probably to be ascribed to the use oi

impure aluminum or impure zinc, or to a

lack of the knowledge of how to properlj

alloj the pure metals. In fact, the experi-

ence gained in the practice of alloying

enables one to continually obtain better and
better results, such as are wholly unattain-

able to the unskilled metallurgist, writes

Dr. Joseph W. Richards in Aluminum
World.

Tissier Brothers, in the first book written

about aluminum, describe the alloys of one

part of aluminum with 2, 3 and Hi parts

of zinc-. They found these to be brittle,

looking like zinc, fine grained and more
fusible than aluminum, but less so than

zinc. These alloys were used at first in

attempts to solder aluminum, but * hey

would not run liquid, and made poor look-

ing joints. Aside from this, the alloys had
no mechanically useful properties. My own
experience confirms these statements. Out
of eight alloys, which I have made, contain

ing 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, 8 and 9 parts of zinc

to 1 part of aluminum, with specific gravity

from 4 1-2 to 6, there appears to be none
with any specially valuable mechanical

properties. Even the alloy of 1 part alumi-

num to 1 part of zinc, with a specific

gravity of 1, may be classed with the above
alloys. Alloys containing more aluminum
than zinc first commence to possess valuable

properties.

The alloy of 2 aluminum to 1 of zinc.

containing 33 1-3 per cent, of zinc, is a

remarkable alloy. W. F. Durand has des-

cribed it (Science. 1897, p. 3%) as being
" equal to cast iron in strength, melts

about 800 degrees F. (425 degrees C. ), does

not readily oxidize, takes a fine finish, per-

fectly fills the joints of the mold, and is,

like east iron, brittle, but resists corrosion

well." After several years' experience with
this alloy, commencing in 1895, I can sub-

stantiate the general correctness of Durand's
statements, and add to them the following

observations :

Experience in making this alloy has led

to considerable improvement in the results

obtained. The first samples made were
just about equal to cast iron in stength,

tests showing 18,000 to 24.000 pounds
breaking strain per square inch, with no
perceptible elongation ; but at present there
is no difficulty in reaching a tensile

strength of 40,000 pounds, in castings. Tt

resembles closely in its characteristics a

high carbon steel, being extremely rigid,

slightly elastic and breaking short with a

fine grained fracture. It works well under
the tools, in turning or boring, not requir-

ing lubrication. It is the hardest and
strongesl of the valuable alloys of alumj
imm and zinc, takes a high polish and
keeps its color very well. It is not SO
resistant to shock as the Other alloys con-

taining less zinc. Its specific gravity is

3.8, and calculation shows the remarkable
contraction of 17 per cent, taking place

during the alloying of its ingredients,

which suggests the cause of its

strength. Numerous uses for this Btrong,

rigid alloy will suggest themselves to every

hanical engineer.

The alloy of 3 parts aluminum to 1 part

zinc, containing 25 per cent, of zinc, is the

most generally useful of all the aluminum-
zinc alloys. it is softer than the previous

alloy, has a tensile strength of 35,000

pounds per square inch, and elastic limit

nearly the same, with a slight elongation
before breaking. It is. therefore, not a

malleable alloy, but yet it is not brittle,

for it bends slight!} before breaking. This
quality is a valuable one, for it enables one
to straighten out a casting to a certain

extent under the hammer. Remarkably
clean and sharp castings can be made with
it, when experience has been obtained with
the proper gating of the mold and the
exact temperature of casting. As with all

these alloys, overheating in the crucible

must be scrupulously avoided, as well as the
use of iron-stirring implements, since oxide
or dross does not separate out of the metals
easily, and may thus get poured into the
mold and injure the casting. Its specific

gravity is 3.4, and the contraction taking
place during alloy inn is, therefore, 14 per
cent., which indicates a close and intimate
combination. This alloy, when properly
made from the pure metals, is all that could
be desired in its working qualities, being
equal to the finest brass in the lathe, under
the drill, and in not clogging the file. It

casts sound, takes a high polish, and has as
fine a color as the best aluminum. It is

not so hard and short as the 33 per cent,
zinc alloy, nor quite so strong, but has
supplanted it for most purposes because of

its better working qualities and greater
reliability under shock. It is at present in

use for scale beamd, surveying and astro-
nomical instruments, light machine parts,
gear wheels cut from blanks, cash registers,
calculating machines, testing machines,
indicator drums, surgical appliances, cases
and parts of pneumatic tools, &c. It is

nonmagnetic, and therefore particularly use-
ful in scientific instruments. The use of

this alloy is increasing rapidly, and it bids
fair to be the most generally useful of the
light aluminum-zinc alloys.

Below 25 per cent, of zinc the strength
and hardness of the alloys decrease rapidly.
and when the zinc is 15 per cent, or less

the alloy can be forged, rolled or drawn.
The alloy with 15 per cent, of zinc has in
castings an elastic limit 16,000 pounds per
square inch, tensile strength 22,330 pounds,
elongation in 2 inches 6 per cent., and
reduction of area 10 1-2 per cent. It can
be rolled and drawn into wire if frequently
annealed. Mechanical tests of this alloy
after working have not yet been made.

The alloys with less than 15 per cent, of

zinc become softer and weaker, roll and
draw well, but require lubrication of the
tools during working. They may find
application for special purposes where the
previously mentioned alloys are too hard.

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION.

The Toronto branch of The National
I 'I umbers' and Steamfit tors' Association of

Canada are making preparations to give the
visiting delegates a good time this year.
Last week a joint meeting of committees
representing the manufacturers and the
masters of the city was held to consider
plans. On Monday, the Masters' Associa-
tion met and appointed W. J. McGuire, J.

B. Fitzsimons and 11. Hogarth represent

ing delegates, with J. K. Allison, George
Clapperton and R. Ross as substitutes.

They expected a report from the sul^jfeju-

mittee appointed to confer with the uls-
ters, but these were not ready to report, as

another conference is to be held. It is

likely', therefore, that the entertainment
provided the delegates will possess some-

what of the nature of a surprise. In any

case a good programme may be count eel on.

It has not yet been decided what hall the

convention will be held in.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have been issued in Van-
couver, B.C., to A, Smith, dwelling, Alex

ander street, §1,150; W. A. Lightheart.

Richards street, dwelling, 81,400; Oscar
Bruce Allen. dwelling, Nelson street,

82,000 ; Joseph Paul], dwelling, Nelson
street, §2,000 ; Mrs. M. Paterson, dwelling,

Burrard street. S 1,1 Oil.

A Winnipeg despatch of May 2^ says that

permits for new buildings to be erected in

Winnipeg to that date number 211,

gating §753,500. as against 151 for $454,959,
for the same period last year.

Permits have been issued in Ottawa to

Col. J. M. Wood, New York City, on behalf

of The Russell Theatre Co., rebuilding and
alterations to old theatre, §45,000 ; I low 1

1

Milling Co., Limited, Broad street

frame building, §1,000 ; E. L. Horwood, lot

15 Waverley street, brick house. *'J.">ihi ; J.

P. MacLaren, on behalf of Erskine Presby-

terian church, Concession street, stone

church, §8,000.

Geoi-ge Martel, lot 4 Murray streel

pairs to hotel, §3,350 ; The Harris, Camp
bell & Boyden Company, lot 12 Queen
street, addition to factory, §4,000; Bryson,
Graham & Co., solid brick building

warehouse, lot In Queen street.. 812,1 ,

E. C. (bant, lot 7 Blackburn avenue,

brick residence, §7,000.

Building permits have been issued in

Toronto to James Crang, for a §1,700
dwelling on Granby avenue, near Avenue
road; to J. F. Drown, for a §3,000 dwell

ing at 47 Queen street east; to P. Brady,

for two houses at 71 and 73 Birch avenue,

to cost §2,000 ; to Frank G. Gushingham,
for a §2,300 dwelling on Pearson avenue-,

near Sorauren avenue; to \. \. Allan, for

a § 1,500 residence near Dunbar road, on

Elm street, and to Wm. Greenway. for a

§3,000 dwelling on Brunswick avenue, near
Barton avenue.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS. jf

Purdy, Mansell <\- Co., Toronto, have the

contracts for plumbing in a residence cm

Dovercourt road for F. G. McCraney, and
for plumbing and heating in a residence on
Walmcr road, for Samuel Crane.

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limited,

were awarded this week the contracl tor

plumbing, heating, ventilating and lighting

a house in Queen's Park for J. W. Flavelle,

This house is to be the largest private resi-

dence in Toronto, it having a frontag

178 feet., and an average depth of 50 ft..

so this contract is a big one. Six bath
rooms are called for, each to be fitted in

the most luxurious style, five of them to

include shower baths, and the sixth a fine
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

J**e Bricks, Fire Clay,

Flue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

362 K Main St , - WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

He.."v Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

eiiher by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.
GOOD REFERENCES.

LOW TANK
WATER CLOSET
COMBINATIONS

THE MOST PER-

FECT ON THE
MARKET
NOISELESS IN

ACTION
BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

Write for Catalogue,

The James Morrison
Brass Mfg. Co.

Limited

TORONTO, ONT.

The Peoples Coal Co., Peterboro', Ont.,

have been succeeded by The McClellan Co.,

under the management of J. H. McClellan.

MONE
IN
THIS
LEAD.

„ RAMS
EXTERI
MITE# L

We're all in business for money, and

it's easy when a money maker appears.

There's money in RAMSAYS EXTERIOR
LEAD, because the painter has found it

out. It's the best advertised lead in Canada

to-day, and we help all who buy. The
painter wants RAMSAYS EXTERIOR
LEAD, because he has found it to work

easier, it goes further, it lasts longer, keeps

whiter, than Pure Lead, No. i Lead, im-

ported or domestic. Actual tests prove it.

Architects want it.

Painters want it.

You ought to have it.

It costs less than pure, can be sold for

more.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

PANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE^ E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,
Montreal.

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

- ARE
I STEVENS

J

I

I

ALL STI
TOOLS

STANDARD FOR QUALITY.
Your stock is not complete without a full line of our Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols, Tools

and Victor Bicycles.

Handled by the Leading Jobbers.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p °
2(

*ox Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.

JAS. B. CAMPBELL. WILLIAM PRATT.

THE AC/WE CAN WORKS
Manufacturers of

Paint and Color Cans, round and square, Varnish

and Oil Cans- Paint Irons* Paint

Packages* Lye Tins,

and every description of Tin or can required by the trade. Write us for

anything you need in our line. We will be pleased to quote you prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY
Ontario St. and Jeanne D'Arc Avenue, MONTREAL
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needle shower bath. Steam heating and a
modern system of ventilation will be

installed. The lighting will be by elec-

tricity, the contract Calling for about 200
incandescent lights;

SOME BUILDING NOTES
Dr. More. Brandon, Man., intends erecting

a new house.

Silas Myers, Coleridge, Ont., is erecting a

new brick house.

.1. Moulton is building a new house in

I'restonvale, Ont.

Nelson Teeter, Maple Grove, Ont., is

building a brick house.

A new Episcopal church is to be erected

at Millidgeville, N.B.

A new Anglican church will lie erected at

Cargill, Ont., this summer.

Gray, Cameron & Co. have received ten-

ders tor a new house in Wiarton.

Tenders were received on Tuesday tor the
new court house at Sydney, N.S.

W. Van Allan has started the construc-

tion of a new house in Flinton, Ont.

George Whetham has men engaged build-

ing a new residence in Sheffield, Ont.

The contract has been let for a new Pres-

byterian chinch at Bishop's Mills, Out.

I). H. Waterbury is asking tenders before
lime 12, for an armoury at Sussex, N.B.

Thomas Hamilton. Clover Valley, Ont.,
intends erecting a brick house this summer.

A Roman Catholic church is being erected

on the Couchiching Indian Reserve, Fort
Frances, Ont.

George Browne, architect. Winnipeg, has
received tenders for a bank building in

Carberry, Man.

W. M. Dodd, architect, Calgary, N.W.T.,
is calling for tenders before June 8, for the
erection of the Hall block, Calgary.

H. S. Griffith, architect. Winnipeg, has
received tenders for a dwelling house for R.

II. Myers, M.P.P., at Minnedosa, Man.

John Argue, David Johnston and Dr.
I". n tie and Mr. Christie will erect build-

ings at Parry Sound, Ont., this summer.

C. O'Connell, of The Tecumseth House,
Winnipeg, has bought a lot on King street,

Winnipeg, and intends erecting thereon an
up-to-date hotel.

Joseph Bernhardt, of the Cosmopolitan
Hotel. Winnipeg, has bought the Franklin
house property on the northwest corner of

Henry avenue and Main street, Winnipeg,
ami is going to erect a fine six-storey hotel.

Tenders are asked before June 8 by G.
M. Miller & Co., architects, Toronto, for

tin erection of the large new shops for The
Canada Foundry Co., Limited, corner of

MeKen/ie avenue and Davenport road,

Toron^).

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.
Maltinson & Pope have registered as

plumbers, etc., Montreal.
The Montreal Light, Heat and Power Co.

has registered in Montreal.
The Provincial Light, Heal and Power

Co. has been incorporated in Montreal.
Tenders are asked before -lime HI for

heating the Arthur. Out., public school.

The by-law to raise s:!ii.(iiin i,, extend the

waterworks system has been carried at.

< (wen Sound.
Mrs. Maxime Deslauriers has registered as

proprietress of M. Deslauriers & Cie, con-

tractors, Montreal.

The assets of Adelard Dinette, plumber,
Lachine. Que., have been sold, and Mrs.
Hinette has registereed as proprietress of

the business. ,

HONESTY AND ECONOMY.

I

'J' is entirely within the lines of different

points of view for the employer to

think that he may be paying his help

too much and for the employe to think that

he is receiving too little for the work he is

doing. There can be no dispute that both
sides have good points for contention and
that both sides are more or less right.

The employer undoubtedly looks at the
question from his point of view, and thinks
he is always pursuing that course which is

best for him and his business, yet that
manner of looking at the question is seldom
complete, and he is exceedingly apt to over-

look the possibility of self injury by the

attempt at self protection. The measure of

responsibility attached to a position should
surely be some sort of guage for the worth
of the work that is being done, and where
trust is of necessity a part of the require-

ments, the deepest incentives to dishonesty
should be removed. Jt is true that ail

business requires honest men, and no man
can succeed if he is dishonest, but there are

many places of employment where the

temptations to dishonesty are nil, even for

the underpaid employe, while other places

filled bv the equally underpaid employe,
offer illimitable temptation for the making
up of the deficiency by stealing.

Two cases of this kind have recently

attracted public attention. One of them
was the case of a bank cashier in an east-

ern town who defaulted for a considerable
sum. The evidence was plainly against
him and the judge was compelled to
sentence him to a long term in prison, but
in pronouncing the sentence this right-

minded judge made this forcible statement :

" I only wish that the law permitted me
to send along to prison with you every one
of the bank directors, who through a long
term of years, expected you to do your
work, live respectably and becomingly, bring
up a large family and be honest—all on a

salary of -%00."

The other case 'was in a western city. It

was the sentencing, for stealing a tray of

diamonds, of a young man who had been
employed as salesman in a jewelry store and
paid the munificent sum of $fi a week for his

work and the temptation to be honest.

Before pronouncing the sentence, the judge
questioned the young man closely as to his

salary and the necessities of his position,

then he said in almost as many words, that

the jeweler deserved to have his diamonds
stolen in punishment for being so miserly
and inhuman.

Under our own personal observation came
a case of an old and faithful employe, who,
for various stated reasons not necessary to

tell here, had his weekly pay reduced to

8f>. and was expected to appear respectably

in the store and at the same time support
a family. For a year or two this was done
through the aid of a little savings, but the
time came when he had to steal to keep
going. Tie took small amounts from his

sales and falsified the checks sent to the
cashier. Detection came, as it always will.

There was no prosecution, but he lost his

position and with it much of the good name
he had previously borne.

Tn all these cases, how much of the

responsibility for crime rested upon the

employe and how much upon the employer?
If these employers could honestly enter

the plea that their business would not war-

rant better pay, had they any right, as

citizens, to longer engage in that business

and submit temptation and aid and abet

crime ?

We must admit that if the grain of dis-

honesty is in a man he will steal more or

less, whatever his salary, but we must in

return contend that no excuse can excuse
the responsibility of an employer who will

take advantage of an employe by paying a

salary that he knows is entirely inadequate
to the requirements and responsibilities of

the position. Extravagances will not excuse
thefts of employes, nor can they be entered
as a part of considerations in making
engagements, yet the employer, knows very
well whether he is paying a price that is

sufficient to maintain the employe in the

manner which is expected of the posjjj^n.

How many unwilling thieves arc miTx^of
naturally honest people, and how many
business profits are undermined through the
false idea that business economy is attained
by paying the smallest possible salaries to

employes.—Drygoodsman, St. Louis.

FIXING THE PROFITS.

IN
estimating the profits that a stock of

goods should earn, too little attention

is sometimes paid to the cost of carry-

ing on the business, remarks Stoves and
Hardware Reporter. This is especially tin'

case with merchants who carry small stocks
and are not adepts in the science of figur-

ing. They confine their business manage
ment to the details of buying and selling,

paving and collecting bills, keeping the
store open and the stock in a more or less

presentable shape. They have not the time,

they think, to waste on figures when their

attention is required for more important
matters.

No matter how small or huge a business
may be, its success depends on a thorough
understanding of the figures. Invoices

must be compared with orders and carefulh
kept, a cost book be provided and each

item be recorded, and every matter of

expense Lie thoroughly guarded against if the
business is to be preserved against loss. In

figuring cost so as to determine the rate ol

profit, not a single known or ascertainable

item should be omitted. It is generally a
good plan for the owner to credit himself

with a certain salary each month and to

charge the amount against expense or mer-
chandise account. When a credit business
is done, a certain percentage should be pro-

vided for a loss on bad bills.

In figuring on the rate of profit, it is a

common mistake to group all goods under
one head and to add a fixed percentage for

profit. Under this system, all goods are
expected to realize the same percentage eveu
though some are necessarily quick sellers

and others comparatively slow. If a cer-

tain line is in good demand at a fair price,

there is more money in moving it quickly
for a reasonable profit than in holding it

at a figure which the customers will not

feel like paving. Slow selling goods ol I

staple character can stand a higher per

centage of profit and their sale will com
pensate for the smaller advance over COs(

made on others. In this way an average
rate of profit can be struck and tin' result

will lie more satisfactory than if it^ul
I n attempted by fixing a uniform ratWon
each separate line.

Nevertheless, each line should be made
to bear its proper burden of expense. This
can be determined h\ the amount of sale-

tor any previous period and b\ dividing the

different lines into departments. Condi
tions vary from time to time and in this

case a rule that was Formerly correct may
not have a propel- or profitable application,
but by comparing them together andstrik
ing an average it will not be difficult to

determine the share of expense which each

line should bear and where this has been

done the percentage of profit in each case

can be easily ascertained.
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Sterling Silver and

Silver Plated Ware
RTFORD, CONN.

Factory at

Walllngford, Conn.

SIMEON L. ROGERS,
Son of the late Simeon S. Rogers.

The late SIMEON S, ROGERS,
One of the three original Rogers Brothers.

GEORGE H. ROGERS,
Son of the late Simeon S. Rogers.

THE ONLY REAL ROGERS BROS.
IN THE BUSINESS.—__

We guarantee our Extra Plate to Strip,

On Tea Spoons, 48 dwts. per gross.

) - On Dessert Spoons and Forks, 72 dwts. per gross.

On Table Spoons and Medium Forks, 96 dwts. per gross.

We guarantee our Medium Knives to Strip,

On No. 1 2, 1 2 dwts. of Silver per dozen.

On No. 14, 14 dwts. of Silver per dozen.

On No. 16, 16 dwts. of Silver per dozen.

All Other Extra-Plate Goods are Guaranteed to have the same1 v

proportionate Plate, which is 20 percent, above Standard Plate.

All our Spoons, Forks, etc, are plated upon 18 pep cent. NICKEL SILVER; the Best Base fop Plating.

XII OR SECTIONAL PLATE.

H^* All goods plated by our process receive an extra coating of Silver three times the

usual thickness upon the parts most exposed to wear, rendering our XII Goods equal to

Triple Plate, and adding three times to the durability of goods so plated. The great ad-

vantage of our XII Plate will be readily seen, as Spoons and Forks always wear through

first on parts exposed to wear, while the plate is yet good upon all other parts of the

article. We put our XII or Sectional Plate upon all our Extra, Double and Triple Plates.
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, May 27, 1901.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS, OILS
AND GLASS,

THERE are no new features to report

this week. Business is brisk, but

not out of the ordinary. Of interest

to the building trade is the drop of 5c. per

roll of both plain and tarred "Anchor"
building paper.

Linseed oil has again shown a sharp

advance, being now quoted at 90 and 93c,

while turpentine shows a steady weaken-

ing, the market now being down to 61 and

66c. as against 62 and 71c. last week.

Glass is firm, with considerable demand.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Barhed wire, ioo lb S3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" n 4 00
12 4, 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
15 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 4°
" 16 and 20 3 45

10 3 5°
8 3 60
° 3 65
4 3 80

3 4°5
Cut nails, 30 to body 290

" 20 to 40 2 95
" 10 to 16 300
; s 305

6 3 10

4 3 20

3 3 55
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90
No. 2 and larger 440

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 7°

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, fo.oo basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 850

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 75
26 gauge 8 00
28 gauge 8 50

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 1275
IXX " 14 75

Ingot tin 33
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 25
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 5°

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

" Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope,sisal,7-i6and larger gn 00
H 11 5°

" % and 5-16 1200
Manila, 7-16 and larger 14 00

H 14 5°
"

y* and 5-16 1500
Solder 20
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 17
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00

" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87K

Round" " 82J4
Flat '

' brass 80
Round" " 75
Coach 57'A p.c

16 50
18 00
21 00
23 00
6 25
6 75
4 75
5 00

2S"Mci.
24c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.
Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz. . $2 50
No. 1 15°
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. r 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion.C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C. F. pistol 5p.c.
C. F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black
chilled, 12 guage. .

.

soft, 10 guage
chilled, 10 guage . .

.

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb

Chilled
Powder, F. F. , keg

F.F.G
Tinware, pressed j retinned 75 and 2% p.c

"
, " pi<ilfaaM.: 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according ro^*ltt^- 5° T*

_ PETROLEUM.

Wai|r white American . .T. .».i,

Prime white American
Water white Canadian. .v .

Prime white Canadian'. . . ffS. . .V

PAINTS, OILS AND GLAS5

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 61

Less than barrel lots 66
Linseed oil , raw 90

Boiled 93
Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor ;

.

25^
Eldorado engine 24 !&

A tlantic red 27%
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23 lA to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61
Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 11 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5 5°
51 to 60 " " " 6 00
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2K
kegs " zYt

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 00
No 1 6 75

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color. per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

NOTES.

This week work has again been resumed

on the St. Andrew's locks on the Red

River.

A new hardware store is reported at

Margaret, Manitoba, the proprietor being

Mr. J. Meldrum.

The decline in crude Canadian petroleum

has not yet affected the price of the refined

oil on this market, although a drop of ^c.

per gallon has been reported from Ontario.

W. A. Hayward, general merchant, Cold-

stream, N.B., has closed up his business.

W. D. Yoe, general merchant, Exeter,

Out., will move into larger premises

shortly.

McDonald & Hani'ahan's general store at

Sydney, N.S., was destroyed by fire on

Saturdaj last.

"As

"Familiar

"As

"Household

"Words."

Special to the Trade

:

On account of the extraordinary de-

mand for the PAINTERS PERFECT

LEAD, we could not keep pace with

the demand several weeks ago and

were compelled to withdraw our adver-

tisment for this item. We have now

increased our facilities for grinding

and maturing the PAINTERS PER-

FECT LEAD, and can fill all orders

promptly, either from Montreal or To-

ronto.

PAINTERS

PERFECT

WHITE ,^
LEAD
£ M-

THE

CANADA
PAINT
COMPANY

LTD
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLANI
Manufacturers of the celebrated

i

MRSAC
UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL.

F. A. YORK, Manager.
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"JARDINE
"

HAND DRILLS
Five different sizes to suit

all requirements. It pays

to sell the best tools.

A. B. JARDINE & CO.
HESPELER, ONT.

11 A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT."
Gold Dollars at goc. each won't sell until you have convinced the customer that they are

genuine. Have you the time to make the argument to do the convincing?

ALABASTINE is the standard wall-coating "The World Over." Would any dealer
want to spend the time to convince a customer that a substitute, or something else, is "just as

good as CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE ?
Besides, substitution is suspicious, and often bears earmarks of a swindle.

We do not claim to know all that can be learned about the manufacture of wall coatings,

but twenty-five years of experience must count for something, and the fact that ALABASTINE
is the goods that are in demand speaks volumes in its favor.

Never until M. B. Church introduced ALABASTINE was it found practicable to make wall-

coating adapted to be mixed with cold water.

We own the patents on the cold water process, and this statement is our only argument
at this time on that point.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time
;

is manufactured in

Canada, and recommended by leading sanitarians throughout the country. There is nothing
"just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by

.

THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

We also manufacture
(( BUG FINISH," the only practical Potato Bug

Killer. Farmers will soon be calling for it. Order early and be prepared.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. 55S5252!^2L

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

A LONDON FENCE MACHINE
ON EXHIBITION IN
YOUR STORE—mm

will create more curiosity and bring in more
customers than any other implement.
There's money in handling the " London,"
as other merchants have found. You get a
snap if you get the " London " agency for

your town.

WRITE FOR TERMS BEFORE YOU MISS IT.

Coiled Spring Wire at right prices to the trade.

The London Fence Machine Co.,
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers, London, Can.
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POSITIVE KNOWLEDGE.

THERE is no question but what this is

a cluj of positive knowledge; a time

when it is one of the first essentials

for a man entering into any business enter-

prise to know positivelj what he is doing,

and know it beforehand, and young America

is to-day being duly impressed with that

fact and receiving all manner of training in

keeping with this spirit, but—and that is

the point at issue here—how and what is

positive knowledge ?

We have long since come to understand

that there must hie some closer relation

between th y and practice than was had

in days gone by—that the mainspring of

theory must be wound by the keyof prac-

tice—and have added manual training to

our technical schools, have built various

and expensive devices for experimenting and

rle nstrating theories before offering them

to the world in a product. All this, too,

is as it should he, and there is no criticism

to offer on this point, but it will not hurt

us to stop and think a little once in a

while in the hope that we may see a way
to further extend the closer relationship of

theory and practice to get positive knowl-

edge of the kind that is in keeping with the

spirit of the day. In other words, experi-

ments and manual training schools, while

they do mueh in their way. do not go to

the' extent that might be desired in sur-

rounding these tests and experiments with

some of the various circumstances that arise

in the real industrial work of the day.

Every once in a while there is something

turns up which, while it was entirely

unlooked for. and can be easily explained

after it is over, might have been expected il

not prevented. It is not explanations and

excuses that we want in this day. though

they are pretty good guides for the future

and cannot be entirely eliminated, but it is

deeds we want, and as near an exact and

positive understanding of what is going to

happen as possible beforehand.

For example, there was a recent little tilt

between a couple of scientific authorities cm

riveted joints in a steam boiler as to its

efficiency, etc. On the question in con-

troversy here it is not the intention to

speak right now, but to point out from

this something taken from the impressions

of an old-school engineer on the whole ques-

tion of stress. He looks at a boiler as he

sees it at work in the factory, and when he

gets to thinking on the stress problem there

is present in his mind the strain on the

boiler due to its settings. Tf it simply has

a rest under the front end and another

under the back end, as is very common, he

ee in his mind a strain on the bottom
part of the boiler, the part, too, that is sub-

ject to the heat, which though rather indis-

tinct in his mind if he tries to reduce it to

figures, means in him a representation of

the weight of the boiler and the water it

contains. From this same source of _ reason-

ing he figures it out in the same dim way
that there is really a tendency toward com-

pression in the top part of his boiler. In

such ideas he has some of the richest soil

from which positive knowledge grows, and

more of ihis soil is what we need as a fer-

tilizer for scientific propagation of the

branch of knowledge that the spirit of the

t imes demands.

A point that must not be overlooked,

however, is the fact that we must have this

material of practical experience at first

hands, or as neatly so as possible, for like

some ,,f the stories of old that were handed

down from generation to generation, from

ii th to ear, the coloring is likely to

hange so that ridiculous errors will fre-

quent l\ result . An instance in illustrat Ion

of this point comes to mind at this writing.

An English scientific journal of the very

highest class, in treating on the subject of

corn as fuel following the time when Kansas
set the world talking by growing so much
corn that ii was used in instances as fuel

as being cheaper under the circumstances
than coal, had an illustrated headpiece to

I he article showing men at work in a field

of barley corn. 'this was nothing serious,

hi course, but it points us to what may
happen in handling information for positive

knowledge. The puzzling point in the

whole problem is then, how are we to com-
bine the two essential features for positive

knowledge in the mechanics of the day ?

How are we to get the unadult era t ed fer-

tilizer of experience, that which is gained
liv rugged men who have spent years in

harness and have learned, not from school*

as we know them now, but from experience

llllguided except by .the brain of the

individual, to and mixed with the sys-

tematic schooling of to-day ? We are pro-

gressing, of that there is no doubt, and we
are getting nearer each year to the point of

positive knowledge in mechanical undertak-
ings, but the soil is losing some of it-

qualities as we go alone and it is in order

to look closely after this feature lest a

future crop of positive knowledge turns out

to be only nubbins at the harvest time.—
Zeke in Age of Steel.

CANADIAN ORES IN THE STATES.

IT
is quite evident that the product of

Canadian iron mines is to play a more

important part in the ore business of

t lie lakes than was expected, says The

Marine Review. M. A. Hanna & Co., of

Cleveland, who have the agency for the

Helen mine at Michipicoten, just above

Sault Ste. Marie, which is eontroled by

Francis H. Clergue, of Sault water-power
fame. have sold ore up to the limit of what

can be spared from that mine after the

requirements of Canadian furnaces at M
land. Out., are provided for. A couple of

cargoes from Michipicoten were among the

first to be delivered at Lake Erie ports this

week. Four steamers of The Algoma
Steamship Company ( a Clergue organiza-

tion ) which went to Europe when naviga-

tion closed on the lakes last fall, are again
on their way up from Montreal to the

Sault with cement and other materials that

will be required in the constructing^ oi

manufacturing plants under way at vxTtt

point. The vessels are the Monkshavri
Leafield, Theano and Paliki. They will be

used during the present season in carrying
ore from Michipicoten to Midland and other

Canadian ports. The Clergue railway to

the Helen mine, twelve miles northeast of

Michipicoten, is being extended twelve miles

more to reach the newer Josephine mine,

which has been opened the past few

months. It is a Bessemer ore said to be

of better grade than the Helen. Some ore

will very probably be shipped from this

second mini' during the present season. It

is not improbable that a second ore dock
will have to lie built at Michipicoten. At
Fort William, Out. ( head of bake Super-

ior), an ore dock will probably be built

next spring, if not during the present sea-

son, for the transfer of ore that is to come
over The Canadian Pacific Railroad from the

Atikokan range, just across the Minnesota
border. These mining properties will prob-

ably hie eontroled by The United States

Steel Corporation, as they were taken under

option last fall by The American Mining
Company (American Steel and Wire), now
a part of the steel corporation, at a price

understood to have been ?500.000. If the

ore is carried by The Canadian Pacific it

will be necessary to construct about l.">

miles of road in addition to the ore dock at

Fort William. It is understood that a rate

of less than 75 cents a ton has been guaran-

teed by the road, and the lake rate will he

about equal to that from Duluth.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
Represent at ives for Canada

B. & S. H. Thomp<on & Company
26 "St. Sulpice Street

Montreal
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U
MIDLAND

J9

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron
^ide from carefully selected Lake Superior

>.^Tes, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

if

The Peerless

J J is the best Bolster Spring ever

produced. A fine line for the

hardware trade. Write Us For Prices,

James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.

CURRENT MARKET QUOTATIONS
May 31, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for largerquantitiesand
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of
any apparent errors in this list as the desire
is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS,
Tin.

Lamb and Flag and Straits—
56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 00 32

Tinplatee.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pi r box
I.O., usual sizes $6 75

I.X., " 8 25

I.X.X., " 9 75
Famous

—

1.0 6 75
I.X 8 25

I.X.X 9 50

Raven & Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 5 00

I.X., " 6 00

I.X.X " 7 00

I.XXX., " 8 00

D.O., 12%xl7 i 75

D.X 5 50

D.X.X 7 50

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.C. .usual sizes 4 00

I.C., special sizes,base 4 5u

20x28 8 50

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.C, 20x28, 112 sheets 8 25

I.X., Terne Tin 10 25

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X.,14x56,50sheetbxs")
" 14x60, " }• 07 07VS
•' 14x65. *" )

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 08 08%

• 26 " 08% 09
28 " 09 09%

Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 185 190
Refined " " 2 35

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 25

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes — 3 10 3 25

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base .... 2 10

T, Steel 2 3) 2 50

K A Machinery 3 00

Uast Steel, per lb 00 00

Toe Calk Steel
T. Firth & Cos special cast steel, per lb. 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 13

Boiler Tubes.
P/2-inch 12%
2 " 13

2V, " 015
3 " 016
3'/2 " 020
4 •• 25

Steel Boiler Plato.
y. ioch 2 50 2 60

3-16inch 2 60 2 70

^ iuch and thiektr 2 50 2 60

Black Sheets.
18gauge 3 (0

20 gauge 3(00

22to24 " 3 10

26
M 3 20

28 " 3 30

Canada Plate?.
All dull, 52 sheets 2 90
Half polished 3 00
All bright 3 !0

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe

—

% " 4 45

% nch 3 25

% • 3 30

y2 " 3 50

% " 3 65
1 " 5 15
1% " 7 (0

1% " 8 40
2 " 1125
2>/a " 20 95
3 " 21 5=>

3 l/2 " 3)75
4 " 39 HO
5 " 47 3>
6 " 62 10

Galvanized pipe

—

V„ inch 4 90

% " 5 25
1 " 7 55

1% " 10 30
1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge 4 5 3 90
18 to 24 gauge 4 15 3 85 4 35 4 15
26 " 4 40 4 10 4 35 4 40
28 " 4 65 4 E5 4 £0 4 65

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

Vt
"

8 90 8 50
5-16 " "

4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 TO

7-16 " "
3 90 4 '/5

% " "
3 70 4 10

9-16 " " 3 65 4 15
" % " " 3!5 3 90

% " " 3 £0 4 (0
Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 to 40 and
5 p.c.

Cow ties 40 p.c.

Tie-out chain* 65 p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 45 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dif-
count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 19
Lake Superior

Bolt or Bar.
Cut lengths round, y2 to% in. 23% 25

" round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23% 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 23 23
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 23 23%
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25y2

35 to 45 " " .... 24%
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23%

Boiler and T.K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 ... 24 25
Tubing, base, per t 24 25

Zine Spelter
Foreign, perlb 05% 06
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5cwt. casks 00 6V,

Partcasks CO 6%
Lead.

Imported Pig, perlb 04V, 0(4%
Bar.llb 05% 05%
SheetB, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... 06 lA
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs., " ' .... 06
Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.

Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lis! s

at 7c. per lb. and 30 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-K. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 1C0 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
oount, 17% p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Perlb. Perlb.
Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 18v2
Bar half-and-half, commer'l 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10/a 11

White Lead . Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37

No.l do 6 00

No.2do 5 62%
No.3 do 5 !5

No.4do 4 8?%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37'/2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram's B B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00

Bed Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75

No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 U0

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09

Pure White Zinc 08 0(9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75

Pure, kegs 6 25

No. 1,casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 10

Barn (inbbls.) 75 85

The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45

Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & Cc lor Co's Pure 1 25

Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20

Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors In Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05

Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06
French " 05

MarineBlack 09

Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per cwt. 180 190
Fnglish Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,. . 1 75 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides, 93p.o. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure... 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre .... ('39ji
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxes, per lb 08 24

Fire Proof Mineral, per 1001b 100
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Blue Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 1 90
Bulk in less quantity 2 05
Bladders in bbls 2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes orlotse. ... 2 25
Bladders in 25-lh. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 65
Bladders in bu'k ortins less than 1001b2 90

Varnishes.

In5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No.l 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 31 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 8

J

" No.l 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's.,
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each.
$300.

Granatine Floor Finish per gal., $2.75.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, $1 2) ;

Size 2, 7Uc. ; Size 3, 4)c. each.

Castor Oil.

East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc
Cod Oil per gal 50 55
PureOlive 120

" Neatsfoot 90

Glue.
Cjmmon 08'/2 09
French Medal 14 14 l

/a
Cabinetsheet 12 13

White.extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20

Coopers 19 20

Huttner 18
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Joseph Rodgers & Sons
Limited

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Each blade of our Goods bears the

exact mark here represented.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL

HAKDWARK.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.
B. B Cap Dom. 50and5ptr ujnt.
Kim Fire Pistol, dia. 40 p. c, Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. c.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, IOd.o. Aner.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartr'dges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.
Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer,

add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40
per cent. Amer.

Loaded and empty Shells, " Trap " and
" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival
and Nitro, net ist.

Brass -hot Shells, 55 per cent.
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb.

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in
%-ib. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of l,0u0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20
Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25
Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wade, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.
Hand smaller gauge 60
9and K gauges 70
7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in
boxes of 250 each

—

11 and smaller gauge 1 15
9 and 10 gauges 1 40
7 and 8 gauges 1 65
5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes .

Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined .... 4 50
Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. C9 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Angers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00
Double bit, " 1100 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00
Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75
Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00
Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
Best quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zino 6 00
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-lnch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
" 2nd " 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21

O " 011%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25
Frictionless metal, per lb 23

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45
Dynamo 29
Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse".. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per oent.
Nickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
Amerioan make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant'e 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Oilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Qen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65' 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, pergross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07% 12

Bol t s and Nuts . Per cent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway 65

" " full square 65
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60
Coach Screws 70
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4
'

, c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M.... 4 25
Small heel, per M. 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 62% per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dls., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., diB. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, perlOO-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loobc Pin, dis., Ou per cent.

Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per c nt.
Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 100 150
Milliard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, die. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% percent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

3 00
Belgian " 2 60 2 75
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayor, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— \o. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Waehout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 f

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
L"W Down Oat. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50
" " ' emb'd. net 20 50

Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 51
" 19x15 in 3 75

Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. &D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
"6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets .

Common, cork-lined, dis 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Disoount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per oent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc , dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamoud

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under 26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26 to 40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41to50 .... 4 85 .... 7 60
51to60 5 15 .... 8 50
61to70 5,50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81 to 85 6 50 .... 11 70

86to90 14 00

91to95 15 50

99tol00 18 U0

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 5u to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTEKS.
Rope, % per gross
" % " 900
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, -per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 1 10 1 20
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08H
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe.perdoz.net 150 2 00

Store door, per doz 1 00 1 50
Fork.

C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 125

Plane.
Amerioan, per gross 3 15 3 1f>

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 per cent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.

Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns, 4 inch 5 00

5inch 6 50
Lane's covered

—

No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40

No. 11%,10-ft.run 10 80

No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 1 5-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per oent.

Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb. . . . 06 l
/2

5-in., " .... 06'/4
" 6-in., " 06
" 8-in., " .... 05^
" 10-in.. " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.

Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50

14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50
Per gro. pairs.

Spring lsiiVHOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c. v
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount, 45 and 5 per o«nt

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63

Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00

Chandelier, per doz 50 100
Wrought Iron.

Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.

Belt, per 1,000 60

Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C'brand 50 and 7%B.o.off new Hat 1 Oial-
"M" brand 50, 10 and 5 per cent. j hi ad
Countersunk. 60 percent.
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u Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

EST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,

Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Far-tori™ I
332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.factories . <

and SYRACUSE N-Y . Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron ShoeB. and and
larger, smaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light '3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight Bteel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
S.ar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% PC. dis. off new list.

Copper, per In 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door, japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Geuuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per gross 1 30 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz 7 Oil

No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
All glass 120 130

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

Russel & Em in, per doz 300 325
Cabinet.

Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock
English and Am., perdoz.,.. 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " 100 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.

Flat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head discount 201 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths' perdoz 1 25 1 50
Carpenters', hickory, per doz. 125 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Caiman, perdoz 5 50 6 50

) MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.

German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are ; Cut. Wire.

2d and 3d S3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 .1 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 00
10 and 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.77Vi
Galvanizing 2o. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c.

Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent.

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 55 per cent for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.

Navy 6 00
(J. S.Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U S ) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) u 15%
Watbr White (Can.) 15
Prime Wbite(Can) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can . with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 percent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flar'ng sao buckets, di°. 45 p.c.
fl, lv and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis 45 p c.

PICKS.
Perdoz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross.... 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fanoy Canadian or American 7%
t3 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, perdoz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 percent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins' radiator valves discount 55 percent.

" " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " •' 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, •* 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less ...' 85
1.C0J lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per oent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz E5 100
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', perdoz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 CO
" 35 " 8 25
" 40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
r'

35 " 26 00
40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.
Wood, 25 per cent.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to 6C

and lo p c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.
Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c

RAZORS.
per doz.

Elliot's 4 00 18 00
Geo. Butler & Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

KingCutter 12 5) 5j 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount, 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and 1» per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %o.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per it), extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% Per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
Vi and 5-16 in 15%
Cotton ,3-16 inch and larger 16

" 5-32inch 21
Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. perset.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67'/2

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.
Gar< et(Rurton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Eland Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. & D., 40 percent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. &D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
8ectionaI, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," perdoz 6 50

SCALES
Standard, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 p c.

Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c." Dominion, 55 p.c."

Richelieu, 55 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS
Sargent's per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, £7% and lOp c
Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and lo p.c.

" F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.c.
" R.H. " 70 p.c.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent.
Bench, wood, perdoz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75
Set, Case harder ed, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 p< r cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cu'.lery Co . full nickeled, dia. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 percent,

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.
Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1160

SOLDERING IRONS.
1, l%lb., perlb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, perdoz 2 40 2 55

Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40
Steel, dis. 60 10 and 5 p.c.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. . 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 !5 3 75
CooperB', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

slip 09 09
Labrador 13

Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind, per ton 15 00 18 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
1 inch " "

1 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4— 3 dozen in case, net casn $4 8u
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " ,,,. 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
_. Per cent
Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned ... .85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 15

t'nned 80 & 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . 80" M weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk... 85,'l2% & 1?%
" brush, blued & tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 & 12%
Zinc tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacka 50
Copper nails 5;u
Truok nails, black 60 and 5
Trunk nailB, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads IM 40
Fine finishing 40
Picture frame points .' 10
Lining tacks, in papers \ 10
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains. Cow Ties. etc.

AlEX
ffi!£1

0IBB
' -Ca-adiau K.pr,.enta«i™- J^jf" * «>•,

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lung tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid beads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60
Tin capped trunk nails 15
Zinc glazier's points 5
Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

• bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
Rrtglish, ass skin, per doz ... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85
" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Game, Newhouse, dis. 23 p.c.

Game, H. &N,, P. S. & W., 65 p.c.

Same, steel, 72%. 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, pe doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2V2 per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices :

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
9
10
11

12

13

14

15
16

2 80
2 87
2 90
2 95
3 15
3 37
3 50
3 65

Other sizes of plain wire outside of Nob. 9,

10, 11, 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at $2.8) base with

extras as befjre. The prices for Nos 9'

to is icclude the charge of 1 c-
for oiling. Extras net per 100 1L.:
Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, Sp-
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c- in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c.

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17y2 per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5—No. 18, $5.50—No. 19, $6-No. 20,
$6.65 -No. 21, $7-No. 22, $7.30—No. 23,
$7.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,
$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28, $11—No 29.
$12—No. 30, $13—No. 31, $14—No. 32, $1E
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil
ing, 10c—in 25-Il. bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7,8, $3 50
to $3 85—No. 9, $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10,
$3.60 to $3.95—No. 11, $3 7u to $4.10- No
12, $3 to $3.30—No. 13, $3.10 to $3 40—
No. 14. $4.1» to $4.50—No. 15. $4.60 to
$5.05—No. 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Bate sizes,
Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57'/2 f.o h. Cleveland.

Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17

$4.25; No. 18, J2.65; No. 19, $2.35, f.o.b
Hamilton, Toionto, Montrtal.

WIRE FENCING. FO.B.
Toronto

3 15
3 1ST

Galvanized barb
Galvanized, plain twist
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less than carlote, and $2.7j in carlotx.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5

White, according to quality 6% to 7
r,

4

501 -lb bale lots shaded.
WRENCHES.

\cme, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. 4 K'b Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket , per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 33 CO
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 V8 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 (0
Sampson " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent.

ADVERTISINGinWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA

s
HELF BOXES
CREW CASES
AMPLE HOLDERS

For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

DIAMOND EXTENSION FRONT GRATE.
Ends Slide in Dovetails similar to
Diamond Stove Back.

Diamond

Adjustable Cook
Stove Damper

For Sale by Jobbers of Hardwan

Manufactured by THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
" A. R. WOODYATT & CO., GueJpb, Ontario.

X*



PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for export. With or without " Emlyn "

Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Emlyn Engineering Works,

inery," Newport. Newi-okt, Mon., England.%.

Mr. Retail
Hardwareman,
You have had trouble with Axes.

Some were poor sellers, others did

not give youi customers satisfac-

tion.

You can avoid having all this

trouble in future. We can tell

you how. Write us.

Dundas Axe Works
DUNDAS, CANADA.

DO YOU"?

r'veeusemetit
in the •*•

will bringyou.
fertdersfrem t/it

iest contractors.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
•'pplied by our Bureau. We can give you
Jirket quotations from any town in Can-

ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PRESS~CLIPPING BUREAU,

•232 McGill Street. MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS-

HEINISCH SHEARS

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.* ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST.

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. KK& Ch,mbtr,s'

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

.ESTABLISHED 1849.

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results mayjustify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized
world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS. C. IRVING, Gen, Man. Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal,

THE . . .

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

THE MOWER
If you keep the weeds cut so

they do not go to seed, and cut

your grass without breaking the

small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will

disappear. The Clipper will do

it.

THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS

IN YOUR LAWNS.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.,
NORRISTOWN,

PA.



Inc. ms

Black Diamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company

Twelve

PHILADELPHIA

s* ^^*^. Medals I

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895
-* ^1 *""

c^^%»%%^^%%^%%%^%^%%^%^%^%^%%>^i

1901 L 1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling- lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expense",

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Pergha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— 1 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

Galvanized
Steel Sheets

CORDAGE

"LEVEL BEST** BRAISD.

Black
Steel Sheets

" GRIFFIIS " BRAISD.

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

B.&S. H.THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne

Ratline
Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

"RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Manila
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wm b. stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. Wast. TORONTO.



Gauge and Lubricator Glasses

GEO. LANGWELL & SON
Manufacturers, - Montreal.

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.

VOL. Xlll. - MONTREAL AND TORONTO, JUNE 8, 1901. NO. 23

"TANDEM" ANTI-FRICTION METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Moat Durable.
Friction Preventing.

'Tandem" Metals are better than
any other lor their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe,

A Simple Proposition.

If the object of galvanizing Sheet Iron is to

protect from rust, it pays to get the fullest

protection. In other words, it pays to use

" Queen's Head " brand, which is un-

equalled by any on the market.

JOHN LYSAGHT, Limited, Makers,

BRISTOL, ENG.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., MONTREAL,
Managers Canadian Branch.

A PPF^IIRF * T^Vim'Y' specification of the leading

*£& J Jm architects in the country are em-
140 ,bs bodied in the Safford Radiators for

Steam and Hot Water Heating. Every section of the

Radiator is subjected to a pressure of 140 lbs. to the square

inch, which is about double the pressure that other

Radiators even pretend to bear.

The screwed-nipple connection absolutely prevents leaking

at the joints in The Safford Radiators. Each section is held

firmly without the use of red lead or any other substance

—

each section is screwed together. There are no rods,

bolts or packings anywhere in the " Safford." Every statement

that we make about them is backed up by the prestige of the Largest Radiator

Manufacturers under the British flag. It will pay you and pay you well to send for

our Illustrated Booklet telling all about

THE SAFFORD RADIATORS.
THE DOMINION
RADIATOR CO., Limited,
TORONTO, ONT.



Meat & Food Chopper

ENTERPRISE"
patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprising ^^=t-a

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power;^ Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST

Raisin Seeder

No. 36, - .85 yii

;

- ""
SI/

$ Meat Juice Extractor

Write for Descriptive

Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of (he Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

A i_iime: that will pay.

Fairbanks Renewable AsbestisIvS

Disc Valves.

A constant and steady demand for our valves is a

sure proof they are giving the steam user satis-

faction. Therefore a proof that it will pay you to

keep a stock.

Our renewable disc makes The Fairbanks

Valve outlast three ordinary valves.

A new disc inserted in 3 minutes.

Will we send you Catalogues
and Prices ?

Globe Valve with Renewable
Asbestos Disc.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
749 Craig
Street,

Gate Valve with Renewable
Asbestos Seat Rings.

MONTREAL



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

A LLOW us to

call your at-

tention to our

very complete

Incandescent

Gas

Lamps,

Mantles,

Burners, Etc.

Sole agents for

Canada for the

SOLAR LAMP.
The very best lamp on the market, for natural or artificial

gas. Prices on application.

THE ROCHESTER LAMP CO.
OF CANADA

24 Front Street West, TORONTO

HOSE

WATER
STEAM
AIR
FIRE
BABCOCK

SUCTION
ACID
OIL
SODA WATER
HIGH-PRESSURE

Our Patent Seamless Tube is, without doubt,

the only perfect construction.

The Canadian Rubber Co.,
CAPITAL - - - $1,500,000.00.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

Lightning, Gem
Blizzard . . . FREEZERS

IfiSaP"

ARE

a Well Advertised
a

In Demand
Easily Sold

Satisfactory in Use

Of Known Reputation

HAVE

Cedar Pails with Electric Welded Wire Hoops

Cans of Heavy Tin with Drawn Steel Bottoms

AUTOMATIC Twin Scrapers

"The Ice Cream Freezer Book" tells all about

these and our other Freezers, mailed free

EXCEL IN

Easy Running

Quick Freezing

Economy
Convenience

Practical Results

North Bros. Mfg. Co.,
Phlw

SS.;
ta ' Pa-



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

FOR WARM AIR HEATING.
Our many lines of coal and wood furnaces offer a range of sizes and styles

that afford complete satisfaction—everywhere.

OUR LATEST CONSTRUCTION"

"The Oxford 400 Series

M

Oxford 400 Series, Portable.

are unequalled in excellence—combining enormous power with gratifying economy.

Their improved points of construction will interest every practical dealer or buyer.

They are made with Steel Plate Radiators, and supplied either portable, as shown,

or stationary for brick setting.

Our Little Ox and Oxford Furnaces fOF WOOd are already in favorable use all over the country, their incomparable

popularity having been gained by superior merit.

Consult our catalogue for full information about these splendid lines—to handle them will insure the most satisfying

trade possible.

HEGURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.
THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO, LIMITED, MONTREAL.

pi "V" TlMF will soon be here. YOU will require a stock of
L. I II II- DoOR PULLS for Screen Doors, etc.

among our many other lines both

Japanned and Copper Coated

Wire Door Pulls (5 inches).

We Manufacture

HATand COAT HOOKS
2% in. 3 in. 3 l4 in.

In Japanned and Coppered.

—Wood Screws and Wire Nails.

BRIGHT GOODS
(A lull line of these goods always in stock.)

II I l\L Bright, Annealed, Oiled and Annealed.

Coppeied, Coppered Spring, Tinned, Brass,

Staples, Galvanized and Barb Wire.

COPPER WIRE
For Merchant and

Electrical Purposes.

For Prices, etc., apply to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Bali-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Bubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in ihe newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the yrar round on refrigerators exclusively ; - stock goods ; special
rtfrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
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WATEfc v
PAINT

is all right enough, but if it washes oft' where's the

good ?

INDELIBLO
is just the kind that does not wash off, and the only

kind. It comes in dry powder and is mixed with

cold water only. It conies in a beautiful pure white

and 17 colors. Its strength is wonderful. You
can build a trade en this if you like, because it's

good and mighty cheap too.

AGENTS

A. RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL.

J. H. ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY 4 CO., - - VANCOUVER.

IF THE WORDS

"Dundas Axe"
are stamped on an Axe, you can

rely on its being the best that

ran bp marlp "v- ».

DUNDAS AXE WORKS
Dundas. Ont.

The Robin Hood
Powde^O^m^ny

ie Ioac

okeles

ick, Si

nWpe
s Ma

If you want the BEs^"raf»r»Qe$rte load in
the world, buy " R&hjfl H«pd Smokeless,"
in " Robin Hood ' »iafTs. Bfis quicW safe,
and reliable. Try ll/lor pattfcu anWpene-
tration from forty to sevgnty Ifcrds ^fa,inst
any powder on the marlQ. . WV makefile
powder, we make the shWs, ani^e loa.4

them. Write for our booklet, ^Po
Facts.

The Robin Hood P<

Company ——

~

SWANTON, VT.

BROWN'S PATENT STEEL WIRE CHAIN.
PATENT NO. 32840.

If you are interested in chains examine carefully the perfect mechanical construction of the Brown's. It is the most
perfect chain made. We make it in 13 sizes. We use it exclusively in all our Halter, Dog, Tie-out, Cattle, Trace
Chains, etc. You will make no mistake in handling our line exclusively.

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO,
Hamilton and Montreal.

LIMITED

BUTLER'S
FAMOUS

Sheffield Cutlery.

Fish and Dessert Knives ; Spoons and Forks

;

Cabinets and Cases of Cutlery and Plate.

JaI "rMITI Pft" was registered as

*^fH DUILER. Trade Mark, A.D.
a
1768.

Sole Makers of the celebrated

"KEEN" Razors, "CAVENDISH"
brand of Table Knives and Carvers.

HIGHEST AWARDS. SPECIAL MENTION.
-

—Full Line of Samples and stock at—

George Butler & Co.'s

kSRooM: 62 HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.
(Over Snow Hill Station.)

MANUFACTORY :

Trinity Works, SHEFFIELD, ENG.

The

Mower
THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

If you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will disappear. The
Clipper will do it.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.
NORRISTOWN, Pa.
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ESTABLISHED I860.

OIL STOVES
INCORPORATED 1895.

-agle
Tin, neatly painted and decorated.

Nos. 3 4 6

Burners 2 2 3

Wick, inches 3 4 4

"German "

Glass bottom.

2 3Burners, 1

Wick, inches 2H

"Summer Girl "

Iron bottom.

Burners, 12 3

Wick, inches 4

Sole Agents in Canada for the " Standard " New Process Blue Flame Oil, Gasoline

and Gas Stoves. Prices on application.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

Black Sheets
Common and Dead Flat.

FROM STOCK OR FOR IMPORTATION.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, - - LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND-

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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LEWIS BROS. & CO., Montreal.

HARVEST TOOLS.

No. 1—Wire Bow, Bent or Straight Handle.

No. 2—Wire Bow, Straight Handle.

(]JJ<
£>-w^ 11 £;

Wood Bow, Bent or Straight Handle.

. 2—Wood Bow, Straight Handle.

. 1—Oiled Head, Wood Bow, Bent Handle.

§

Extra and 2nd Growth Bent Fork Handles.

aaass^P

No. 1 and Extra Straight Fork Handles.

Barley Fork, with or

2 Tine, Strap. 2 Tine, Plain. 3 Tine, Plain. 3 Tine, Strap. without Guard.

A large Hay Crop is now assured. You will do well to order Harvest Tools at once.

Manure Forks

Long or D Handle.

MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY
AS RECEIVED. WRITE FOR PRICES. i LEWIS BROS. & CO., Montreal.
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Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers oi___j^Jg±

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 Si. Sacrament St., • MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.
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KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS-" C" Brand Horse - Nails
Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Ounn Castor Co
Limited, Birmingham, Eug.

(fine*- Z&A*LtT cm- af>4>£ic*Jfcerv

"A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT."
Gold Dollars at 90c. each won't sell until you have convinced the customer that they are

genuine. Have you the time to make the argument to do the convincing ?

ALABASTINE is the standard wall-coating "The World Over." Would any dealer
want to spend the time to convince a customer that a substitute, or something else, is "just as
good as CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE ?
Besides, substitution is suspicious, and often bears earmarks of a swindle.

We do not claim to know all that can be learned about the manufacture of wall coM^Pgs,
but twenty-five years of experience must count for someihing, and the fact that ALABASTINE
is the goods that are in demand speaks volumes in its favor.

Never until M. B. Church introduced ALABASTINE was it found practicable to make wall-
coating adapted to be mixed with cold water.

We own the patents on the cold water process, and this statement is our only argument
at this time on that point.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time ; is manufactured in

Canada, and recommended by leading sanitarians throughout the country. There is nothing
"just.as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by,

THE ALABASTINE CO.. LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

We also manufacture "BUG FINISH," the only practical Potato Bug

Killer. Farmers will soon be calling for it. Order early and be prepared.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $13 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, 55S5E*Ei«5L

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Model
1900..

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

*»•

ENCE MACHINE
ON EXHIBITION IN
YOUR STORE^mmmF

will create more curiosity and bring in more
customers than any other implement.
There's money in handling the " London,"
as other merchants have found. You get a
snap if you get the " London" agency for

your town.

WRITE FOR TERMS BEFORE YOU MISS IT,

Coiled Spring Wire at right prices to the trade.

The London Fence Machine Co., who^eSSuew, London, Can.
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Wadsworth -Howland
Co. — Chicago.

ADAMANTINE

FLOOR PAINT
made to paint floors with.

BANNER BUGGY PAINT g^^u^
handsome, lasting and glossy surface is required. Dries quickly and will

not crack or chip off.

Jewel Mixed Paints and Roof and Barn Paints.

A single trial will convince you that these paints are all we claim, being far superior in body, more
lasting, will retain their color and lustre longer than strictly pure lead and oil mixed by hand. Uniform
in shade and consistency, and will not fade unevenly. Desirable paint to use on account of their

spreading and covering properties and their great durability.

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED.

Canadian Distributors "Toronto.
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The Simplicity of Construction and Accuracy of fit in

Every Part of the "Woodyatt" Lawn Mower
combined with material of the Highest Quality, make it

the most satisfactory mower in the market.

The Construction and Fit of the "Star" Lawn

Mower is just as good as in the "Woodyat." The

grade of material used is a lower quality, but it is the

greatest value in a cheap mower ever offered in this or

any other country.

-*»

Manufactured
by A. R. WOODYATT & CO., G

SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

UELPH,
CANADA.

SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

A REFRIGERATOR within the reach of every-

body's purse. Not a toy, but an article of utility, pre-

serving meats and other articles of food as well as any

refrigerator made, and consuming but a small quantity

of ice. It has a nickel-plated fawcet connected with the

ice chest, and will supply ice-water, c mbining all the

features of a water-cooler and refrigerator, without an

extra supply of ice.

Substantially made of Galvanived Iron, and finished

to imitate oak.

We also carry in stock a full range of the celebrated

LIGHTNING ICE CREAM FREEZERS We
can safely say there are none better.

We will be pleased to quote

you

Kemp Manufacturing Co.
Toronto, Canada
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• WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER

HEAVY SALES OF MIXED PAINTS.

IT
is a point worthy of the attention of the

retail trade that manufacturers of mixed

paints report they have just closed their

banner month's business. Perhaps every

firm cannot boast thus, but we have heard

vtiough such pleasant statements to assure

ourselves that more mixed paints will be

used—are being used—in Canada this sea-

son than ever before.

The mixed paint can has now come to

occupy even a more important place in the

hardware store than the white lead pot.

In other words, people are gradually coming

to be content to leave the paint-mixing

business to experts, securing their paints in

a convenient, ready-to-use form.

It is estimated that last year the sales of

white lead decreased from those of the year

previous by 40 per cent. This was not

entirely due to any suddenly-boomed popu-

larity of the paint can, although the splendid

advertisements of our wide-awake paint

firms must be held partially accountable.

But the chief factor was the high price

set on white lead.

White lead fairly went beyond consump-

tion value, and many a person refused to

paint his house, while others, obedient to

the laws of substitution, sought the cheaper

mixed paints. And now lead is still high,

and oil still at the top notch. Needless to

say the consumption of white lead will con-

tinue to be restricted. The trade recognize

this fact, and again the mixed paint manu-

facturers are reaping a harvest.

Whether the advent of Canadian refined

lead into the market will reduce prices in

time and restore the popularity of white

lead remains to be seen, but it would not

seem foolish prophecy to say that good

mixed paints ought to hold the market they

have lately won, for use will wear many a

prejudice away.

ADVANCE IN MATCHES.

When referring to the fire at the Walker -

ville match factory, we expressed the

opinion that an advance in the price of

matches might be looked for. The expected

has happened, prices this week having been

marked up 10 to 30 per cent.

Prices are now as follows : Telegraph,

#4 per case ; Telephone, $3.90 per case
;

Tiger, $3.80 per case ; Eagle parlor

matches, 200' s, $ 1

.

70 per case ; do., io's,

$ 1. 90 per case ; Victoria parlor matches,

53 per case.

On Telephone, Telegraph and Tiger

matches the price is 20c. less in 5-case lots,

and on Eagle and Victoria matches the

price is 10c. less for 5-case lots.

MANITOBA'S CRITICAL WEEK.

THIS is generally looked upon as being

what might be termed the pivotal

week in the crop experience of

Manitoba and the Northwest Territories,

particularly as far as danger of damage by

frost is concerned, and the pronounced cool

wave which is at the moment spreading

over that part of the country is naturally

creating much concern among those inter-

ested.

At the time of writing, the thermometer,

according to the report of the Weather

Bureau, has not yet touched freezing point,

but it is hovering dangerously near it.

It is to be hoped, after the beneficent

rains which fell in Manitoba last week and

dissipated the threatened drought, that the

bright expectations thereby created will not

be destroyed by serious damage by frost.

The business men of this country, who

now have so much interest centred in Mani-

toba, are scarcely less solicitous for the

welfare of the crop than the farmers them-

selves.

Advertising is just as essential to the

export as to the home trade ; and he is

a wise business man who recognizes and

acts upon it.
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LINSEED OIL PRODUCTION IN CANADA.

WITH the starting up of the Living-

stone linseed oil mill in Montreal,

referred to last week, that city will

have two mills in operation, while the total

number in Canada will be increased to six,

Winnipeg, Guelph, Elora and Baden each

having one.

It is estimated that the quantity of linseed

oil produced in Canada is about equal to

the quantity that has been imported during

the last year or two. The quantity imported

last year was a little over i, 000,000 gals.

From a glance at the following table it will

be noticed that the importation of linseed

oil during the last five years, with one ex-

ception, was near the million-gallon mark.

In fact, in 1888 the quantity was slightly in

excess of that of 1900, being 1,052,858 gals
,

valued at $393, 894.

IMPORTATION OF LINSEED OIL, RAW OR BOILED.

Gallons. Value.

1896 958,226 fe.36,114

1897 961,075 3 3.89

1898 539.676 I75.3I6

1899 1,032,308 328.487

1900 1,044,972 479.277

Nearly all the oil imported comes from

Great Britain, the quantities from that

country being 1,022,235 gals, in 1900 and

1,032,354 gals, in 1899.

A great deal of the seed crushed by the

Canadian mills is imported, and it is inter-

esting to note in this connection that the

imports of seed during the last two years

were the largest on record. The quantities

and values during the last five years were

as follows :

IMPORTS OF FLAXSEED.

Quantity in lb. Value.

1596 1,621,312 $ 30,440

I?97 12,992 375

1398 3,349,892 67,432

1399 45,708,682 1,119,539

1900 51,184,541 1,366,436

What proportion of the quantity imported

is used by the linseed oil mills we cannot

say.

We understand more attention is being

given to the production of flax in Canada,

particularly in Manitoba. The Dominion

experimental farms are engaged in doing a

good deal of experimental work in flax

cultivation, and we may in time expect

good results therefrom. The best result

last year, as far as yield of seed per acre is

concerned, was at the experimental farm at

Indian Head, Northwest Territories, the

number of bushels being 10 bushels and 44

lb. to 15 bushels and 1.8 lb. per acre. At

the Brandon, Man., farm the yield per acre

was from 5 bushels and 40 lb. to 7 bushels

and 8 lb. Experiments were also carried

on in Nova Scotia at the Nappan farm,

where as high as 1 5 bushels per acre was

obtained in one instance, although in

another it was as low as 10 bushels. In

the one instance, however, 80 lb. of seed

was sown to the acre and in the other 40 lb.

At the other experimental farms mentioned

the quantity of seed produced from 40 lb.

of seed sown was almost invariably within a

few pounds of being as large as from 80 lb.

of seed.

With the additional mill that is being got

ready in Montreal for next season's oper-

ations, Canada will be in a position to

satisfy more than ever the demand of the

home market. The output of the new mill

will probably increase the production of

linseed oil by a quantity equal to that

imported last year.

WASTED BUSINESS ENERGY.

IT
is not always the most energetic man

who accomplishes most, who makes

the greatest progress. Some men

seem to be tireless in their vigor, ceaseless

in their activity, yet at the end of 10, 20, or

50 years they are not as far advanced, nor

have they attained as great results as others

who have taken life, as a rule, more

leisurely. The result is that the opinion is

often expressed :

'

' The harder a man

works the less he gets for it."

This conclusion is, however, not only

hasty, but erroneous. Hard work, of itself,

will not put a man in front of his fellows,

for the simple reason that a man's physical

powers are so limited that he can excel his

fellows but little. The real reason for the

power of some men over others is that their

energy is wisely directed, being exerted

freely when some end is to be reached, but

never being expended with the mere purpose

of keeping busy.

The cut price that is thrown upon the

market is often a boomerang with a sharp

edge.

PUBLIC SPIRIT IN MERCHANTS

IN
most of the larger towns and smaller

cities of Canada are to Ijc found mer-

chants who have come to the conclusion

that they have reached the limit in the
extent of their business, basing this belief
on the facts that local competition is just
as keen and that the population of their
district is not materially greater than has
been the case for several years. They are
generally men of enterprise and ability.
Mam of them have proved this in the years
during which they fought their wafc** -oni
the position of parcel boy to that of pro-
prietor. They have secured the honor and
respect of their customers, and, in fact, of
their district generally, but have • reached
the conclusion that it is better to accept
the limitations that local conditions put
upon their business rather than disturb the
harmony of business by price-cutting, or
any such means.

There is another class in the same towns
or cities—those eager, restless, ambitious
men who accept no limitations as natural
and effectual, and who are constantly devis-
ing- methods of extending their trade and of
increasing their net profits.

To both of these classes, as indeed to
every business man, the present condition
of affairs in Canada is full of promise and
opportunity. The past quarter of a cen-
tury, and particularly the past decade, has
been an era of discovery and development
throughout Canada, from the coal areas of
Cape Breton to the gold regions of the
Klondike. Thousands of acres of new lands
lias been taken up for fanning purposes in
the great West and in New Ontario ; our
spruce and pine limits are being made use
of as- never before; the value of our mineral
deposits has been recognized and the\ are
now being developed by men of ability and
large wealth, which is a guarantee of per-
manence for the industry. In fact, every
possible condition is combining to make
Canada ready for a great influx of popula
tion.

On the other hand, the development of
our iron and coal deposits has led to the
erection of smelters in Canada which will
insure pig iron at prices on a par with
those in the great industrial centres of the
tinted States or Great Britain.

The practical result of these conditions
will be to build up, not onh the factories
and nulls throughout the country, bin
the various municipalities where these arc
situated. Here is where the opportunity
is offered to business men in all sections of
the country to build up their town 01
by enterprise and energetic public spirit'.
It a local industry is in sound condition and
has a -rowing trade, but lacks capital for
extensions which are not only desirable but,
wise, there should be enough of local enter-
prise to provide the necessary capital.

In another direction business men have
Hie power, by a display of public spirit.
to. develop their municipality and thus
extend the limits of their business, An
attractive town or city always attrod .4
itself a desirable class of people. The num-
ber of people who have a competence and
are content to live on it is steadily grow-
ing as is also the number of pleasure seek
ers who annually \isit the most picturesque
or attractive parts of the Dominion. Busi-
ness men should, therefore, take a keen
interest in the appearance of their stores
and streets, in the accommodations offer',!

by their hotels and should ever be awake
to advertise the attractions of any neighbor-
ing resorts and to further any schemes pro-
posed to al tract residents, either permanent
or transient to their town or district.
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WHAT TO DO IN HARDWARE IN JUNE.

WHAT is there to do but keep on

gathering the results of your spring

preparation ? It's the semi- mid-

month of the year, with all the getting ready

of the months in front of it, and the so called

dull months to follow it. Then June should

be the summing up of all the half-year's

work— the bringing in at the end of it the

welcome knowledge of money made, or the

disappointing fact of long weeks of work for

naught.

JUNE FOR RESULTS

is one of the best months of the year. It is

the season of haymaking and of harvest, the

time of year in which perhaps more matters

of moment are brought together and con-

summated than at any other.

It is the time for house building, for barn

finishing, for sales of hay riggings, mowers

and reapers, steel hay rakes and tedders,

for the all-important distribution of the tons

and tons of binder twine, for cultivator

trade, for all that goes to make the farmer

and the citizen prosperous, and through

them the hardware merchant. Then almost

as soon as sales are made settlements of

some sort should follow—the sooner the

better. For all this class of goods it would

seem a capital plan to have at hand and

ready a short form of due bill or acceptance,

closing every account of moment when made

or when full accounts are decided on, with

definite time of final settlement thus named,

avoiding the loss of time and expense in

getting at the same results in the weeks and

months to come.

JUNE FOR PLANNING

is not just the best month, because there is

so much else to occupy it, but for many of

us there must be borne in mind the old-time

hoodoo of dull July and August to come. It

is the writer's belief that with properly

selected stocks, with the right preparation

and looking forward to it, there is no excuse

for an actual dull month during the entire

year. Those of us who are content to go

along in the old ruts will, of course, have

them. There are instances where location

and circumstance may account for them,

but the fault is more often our own than

that of any combination of place or cir-

cumstance. If time can be found at all it

is well to make use of it in the effort at

finding—if for the first time, then in a small

way—stocks that will occupy us during July

and August and into September. Other

merchants do it ; it has been demonstrated

that every month can be a busy one ; it is

worth the trying.

JUNE FOR ADVERTISING.

In the height of the busy and prosperous

months of the year we are all prone to

neglect our advertising. It is miserable,

losing neglect, but occurs all along the line,

unless your store be large enough to have it

in the hands of one man whose entire time

is largely given to it.

At the season of the year when people

are all buying, they watch more closely

than at any other time. They want to know

where to buy the goods without hunting for

them. They largely get the prices from the

fireside, and the prices should always be

given. There has never yet been found a

medium to satisfy the general public equal-

ing the daily paper. The public is only

satisfied with plain facts and plain prices

well placed in a first-class daily.

JUNE FOR COLLECTIONS.

The end of the month should find every-

thing in readiness for extra work at collec-

tions. There are times in the year when
people expect to pay, that's a good time to

ask for money, and next to the first day of

the year in importance is the middle or first

of July, and, of course, the work of getting

ready must be June work. Perhaps you

have all noticed the fact in making collec-

tions, particularly those called seasonable,

that the merchant who is able to get his bills

and statements out on the first day of the

month receives by far the best results as to

payments. There is a reason for it. Your

customers' funds will often reach just so far,

and, as occasion offers, note the difference

where your statements reach the customer

on the first, and again where they have

gone in on the fifth or sixth. First bills to

reach him are always the ones paid, while

later ones often go over. It is an import-

ant and sometimes a hard matter to impress

this fact on a bookkeeper, but it is a fact,

nevertheless.

JUNE TO THINK OF A VACATION.

Until of late years very few hardwaremen

ever gave themselves the time or considered

the benefits of a vacation. No machine

can go on forever without resting, over-

hauling, and oiling. No machine but will

last longer and do better work for the

resting and reconstruction. If there is a

class of men on earth who need vacation it

is the hardware merchant, with his never-

ending worry over detail, discounts, pay-

ments, purchases, etc. It is gratifying to

note that some of us are coming to our

senses and giving ourselves each year a

few weeks of the oil of recreation. We
will last the longer and be the better for it.

Our work is too arduous to do without it,

and the months of June and July should see

our work done as nearly as possible, with

some sort of real vacation in view later on.

EARLY JUNE AND PERSONAL LETTERS.

The valued country trade—the large buy-

ers for the summer months—are, as a rule,

not quickly or always reached through the

daily papers, and it is here the value of the

stenographer for personal letters comes in.

The farming community as no other

thoroughly appreciate a personal plea for

their custom, and any slack time of the

typewriter cannot be used to better advant-

age than in this way. The letters should

go in 2c. or regular postage cover, not

under any circumstances as a circular, and

should be as personal as it is possible to

make them.

In the absence of a stenographer nearly

every good printing office is now fitted with

the new process of typewriter printing, show-

ing the copy effect, and in reality answering

every purpose at very small cost.

A MONTH FOR FARMERS

and their cultivation is the month of June,

and there is not another like it in the calen-

dar. Particular attention should be given

them on every hand. Show windows should
be gotten ready for them and attention

called to them through the weekly or country
newspaper. They are the most appreciative

class in the world, because as a rule so

little attention is given them.

Again, when you have made the farmer
your friend he can do you untold service

among his neighbors, and is more than
likely to do it on all occasions, and all out

of good feeling for you or your firm. The
best investment, the best advertising among
country trade, is a half dozen or so stefling

friends who are always at hand to say a
good word for you.

A SATISFACTORY MONTH
in every sense of the word is June, both in

the looking backward and over the work
gone through with and in the looking for-

ward and planning for the other half of the

year, which begins with the ending of the

month. As it is the month of roses socially,

so should it be with the merchant in his

business, if for no other reason than that it

is the busiest one in the whole year, and
busy men make happy men.— " H.C.W."
in Iron Age.

LAMPLOUGH-STARKE.

A marriage of some importance in Mont-
real society was solemnized on Wednesday
afternoon at the residence of the bride's

mother, Simpson street, when Miss Isabella

Starke, daughter of Mrs. Geo. K. Starke,

and sister of Messrs. Starke, of Howden,
Starke & Co., was married to Mr. Frank
Westrope Lamplough, of Lamplough & Mc-
Naughton. The wedding was a quiet one,

only the members of the families, and a few
friends being present. The bride was given

away by her brother, Lieut. -Col. Starke.

The honeymoon is being spent in Boston,

New York, Philadelphia and other American
centres.

To Mr. Lamplough, Hardware and
Metal extends its congratulations, and with

his many friends in the trade we hope that

the life partnership may be a happy one.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.

TRADE in Great Britain in galvanized

sheets has improved on foreign ami

colonial account., and the makers of

black sheets are standing out for better

terms.

BRITISH MACHINERY TRADE.

Throughout the engineering trade lazi-

ness remains verj much as last reported.

There is no material change in the general

situation, and a feeling of depression is

steadily growing. The only possible excep-

tion may -\>c found in a report from the
Midlands which speaks hopefully of the

outlook. An increase in the volume of

business received by local engineers has

been noted during' the past week in that
district. The opinion prevails in many
quarters that there is plenty of work read*

to come forward when buyers are persuaded
that the present downward tend in (he
prices of raw materials has reached its low-

est point. . *

Meanwhile the makers of machine-tool
specialties and the electrical industry con-
tinue to be practically the sole monopolists
of what prosperity exists. Shipbuilders
and marine engineers are running short of

orders, but in the ordnance factories reports
indicate the probability of great pressure
for some time to come. Since last writing
a Government order for the armor for the
new battleship Queen has been divided
between the three leading Sheffield linns.
Perhaps the greatest depression of all is

being experienced by the textile machinery
branch, which continues in an extremely
stagnant condition.—Iron and Coal Trades'
J Review.

TINPLATE TRADE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

the market for tinplates has been some
"hat excited owing to the continued
advance in tin. ami the higher values asked
tor tinplate bars, the combination resulting
in increased prices being paid for the manu-
factured article.

The demand lias been well sustained, both
for prompt and forward shipments, and has
met with considerable sales for both posi-
tions. The inquiry has been running on
ordinary and special sizes—light plate- of
all kinds, and with a strong "call" for

black plates.

This " betterment " has induced several
of the standing works to get ready to come
into action, and it is estimated that some
five or six works will restart next month
with an additional make of half a million
boxes t., add to the supply. In the present
temper of the market this increased make
may lie absorbed without much detri lit

i" prices, always provided that the demand
keeps up in the future as vigorously as in
the past.

As regards the oil sizes, buyers for the
jtussian and American markets are inclin-
ing to " take things easy." as both markets
have ample supplies to last them for months
to uoiin'. and se,.m therefore incline,! to go
sjow. There is some inquiry in for oil
<izes for the east, but

! deliverj is far
ahead, makers are not vei \ keen' for the
business.— Iron and Coal Trades' Review.

BRITISH IRON-MAKING COMPANIES.
The prospects of iron and steel concerns

are probably somewhat better Hi hex

were a few weeks ago. The reduet ion of

prices all round has helped the trade a d

deal, and the outlook is not so depressing

as in January, when there was a more com
plete cessation of inquiries in all branches

of the iron trade than has probably ever

before occurred, attributable to the fact that

British makers maintained a high level of

prices long after Americans had begun to

undersell them, thus enabling the United
States to secure the then pending orders.

As things now are prices are materially

lower here than in tile States. Whether
this can be maintained consistently with

the payment of good dividends remains to

In- seen, but there is certainly a more
assured tone with reference to iron pros-

pects and properties.—Iron and Coal
Trades' Review.

PIG IRON IN GREAT BRITAIN.

On the Glasgow pig iron warrant market
business luis been \er\ slack, and finally the

tone was dull. Once or twice not more
than a couple of warrants changed hands,

and how a matter of thirty brokers can

make ends meet on these conditions it would
lie hard to explain. Owing to New York
trade advices indicating tin easier tone in

America sellers have been in evidence, and
prices for all kinds of material have rather

lost ground. At tin- same time a fairly

good undertone has prevailed, and at the

declines there have been several reliable

buyers to the fore. The market closed on
Wednesday for tin- Whitsun holidays, and
will not reopen until Tuesday next. Con-
nal's Glasgow stocks have decreased 511)

tons, to 59,898 tons, but the stocks of the
I . Jx. have increased 1>\ 3,104 tons, to

171,771! tons.—Ironmonger, May 25.

BRITISH TRADE IN LEAD.

As lar as red lead and foreign white leads

tire concerned, the position is not different

from that of last month, but some British

manufacturers of white lead are inclined to

take advantage of the spring- trade to raise

their prices a little. There has been but

little change in the metal itself, and what
there litis been is against rather than in

favor of an advance in the value of carbon-
ate ; so that the action of these makers
docs not seem to be justified, and will only
lead to an extended use of foreign white
lead. The policy of keeping the [nice of

English lead above that of foreign—when
i lure is plenty of margin for profit—appears
to us altogether unwise.—Ironmonger.

SKS NEW VORK METAL MARKET.

TIN—There was a further break in the
London tin market to-day, and the close
was weak at a decline of X I 2s. (id. on
spot and £2 2s. 6d. on futures, according
in cables received here. The New York
market felt the depressing influence of the
London break, and although holders kept
the asking price up the bids of buyers indi-

cated a decided lack of confidence on their

part. The close was dull and unsettled,
Willi 27.55c. Hie best bid for spot, while

28.20c. was asked. Futures were not men
t ioned.

COPPER—There was no fresh develop
incuts in this market. The demand con
tinues slow, but prices are held steadily Up
to the quotation of 17c for Lake Superioi
and 16 5-8c. for electrolytic and casting.
London cables reported a further advance
of 2s. (id, there, the close being steady.
i hough quiet.

PIG LEAD A fair demand was reported.
with the market steady on the basis of

1.37 I 2c. for lots of ."in Ions or more. In

St, Louis the lone was easier, fche quota-

tions by wire being 1.27 I -2c. to 4.30c
London was unchanged.
SPELTER—We have to report a steady

though quiet market, spot stock being
quoted at 3.95 to -1.05c. The St. Louis
market was steady at 3.80 to 3.85c. In
London the quotation was the same as for
several days past.

ANTIMONY—Regulus remains steadj aft

the range of s|.o to 10 l-4c, though the
demand is moderate.
OLD METALS—Trade is slow and prices

arc nominal.
IKON—There were few developjwflpts in

the iron market. Interest in foundry pig
iron is lacking, but advices from I'itt'sbur

are to the effect that there is inquiry for a
round lot of Bessemer and that The United
States Steel Corporation is a prospective
buyer. There is little new business
reported in steel or finished iron. Old iron
and steel arc dull and the feeling docs not

seem to be so firm. Still there has been
no quotable change in prices.

TINPLATE—Nothing new has come to

the surface in this market. The distribu-
tion on old orders is of liberal dimensions.
but not much new business is reported.
Trices are firm.—New York Journal of Com-
merce, .June 5.

DIVIDENDS OF CANADIAN BANKS
The money disbursed in Canadian bank

dividends on June 1 was more than tit any
period in the history of the institutions.

This is due to the fact that in some instan-
ces the dividends have been increased, while
in others the banks have increased their
capital. The total paid-up capital of the
banks in the two Provinces of Quebec and
Ontario, which pay dividends in June, is

now §48,030,000, against $43,785,000, and
the aggregate sum to be distributed in

dividends amounts to $1,918,000, against

§1,724,325 last year.

CUTTING GLAZED TILES. .

It is probably no exaggeration to say thai

in cutting ordinary glazed tiles (as used

for grates, hearths, etc. I, one out of everj

three breaks in the wrong place and is

more or less useless, whilst another one out

of three is cut less truly and neatly than
hoped for. This is when a hammer and
chisel are used. It is only known to a few

persons (hat a pair of 7-in. carpenter's

pincers will do the work without breakages
and in much better style. If it is desired

to cut a tile in two pieces, and use lioth

parts, then the chisel must be relied on.

but when a eile has to be reduced in size

or cut to :m irregular shape it can be best

done li\ pinching pieces off with pincers.

(>nly about l-l-in. pices are taken off tit a

time, but (he end is attained more quickly,

and a straighter and sharper line,

better curve, ctm be obtained than a chisel

cut will give.- Ironmonger.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipmenti

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT,
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS. COM

PROMISES.

THOMPSON & LAHEY, general mer-

chants, Penetanguishene, Out., have

assigned to Henry Barber & Co.,

Toronto.

('. Belanger, genera] merchant, Portneuf,

One., has suspended.

Joseph Parent, general merchant, Rimou-
ski, Que., bas assigned.

.). B. Lafrance, genera] merchant, Crysler,
Out., iias assigned to J. G. Hay, Toronto.

V. ^phlanc & Co,, general merchants,
Hull. Que., have obtained extension of time.

Annie L. Graham, genera] merchant,
Owry, Out., has assigned to Richard I..

I iosnell.

Adelard Many, genei-al merchant} Si.

Sebastien, Que., has assigned t" Gagnon ifc

( 'aron.

J. B. Donville, general merchant, Si.
Stanislas. Que., has assej I to Lamarche
& Benoit.

A meeting of the creditors of S. Bricker,
hardware and coal dealer, Listowel, Out.,
has been held.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND
DISSOLVED.

Wells & Frary, general merchants, Fre-
lighsburg, Que., have dissolved.

The St. Maurice Tool and Axe Works,
Three Rivers, Que., have dissolved.

Win. Dickson, general merchant, Alex-
ander, Man., has admitted a partner.

Larochelle & Co., general merchants.
Levis, Que., have registered dissolution.

Godbout & Rathier, general merchants,
St. George de Windsor, Que., have dissolved.

R- H. Appleyard & Co., hardware and
stove dealers, etc., I lumberstone, Out., have
dissolved. I,'. II. Appleyard continues.

Co-partnership has been registered by
John White and William 0. Brandis. under
tin' style ut John White & Co. stove deal
'is, etc., Halifax.

Samuel Melanson, general merchant,
Bathurst, N.B., has admitted H. A. Melan-
son. under the style of S. Melanson & Son.
Charles and Harry S. Reeves have regis-

tered co-partnership under the style of
Reeves Bros., general merchants, Port
Havvkesbury, N.S.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.
The stock of R. A. Copeland & Co., gen-

eral merchants, Grenfell, Man., has been
sold.

The business of W. & J. Armstrong,
blacksmiths. Kerrwood, Ont., is advertised
for sale.

The assets of Z. Paquet, general mer-
chant, Roberval, Que., are to be sold on the
8th inst.

The stuck of J. H. Frignou, general mer-
chant, St. 'lite. Que., is to be sold to-da\
( iM'ida.v I.

The saw mi II of the estate of .1. \L Owen,
Ridgetown, Out., is advertised for sale by
aui t hi nn the ] 1th inst.

CHANGES.
II. M Keddy, general merchant, Ber-

wick, VS.. has been succeeded b\ X \\

K.ddy.

Boulan'ger & Co., genera] merchants,
Chaudiere Junction, Que., have removed in

Sillery, Que.

Graves & McGuire, general merchants,
Vienna, Out., have been succeeded by C. M.
\\ 1 1

- hi & Co.

Every Effort Counts

when you are pushing the sale of S.-VV.P. None of your

time, none of your energy, none of your money is wasted. Every bit of

it brings results that mean bigger business.

Push cheap paint, and you waste every effort you put forth.

Push lead and oil, and you get no profit and no reputation.

Push S.-VV.P. and you make money, increase your business, and

lay a foundation for the future that is worth everything to you.

If you doubt this fact, send for the "B-13" booklet. It will show

you that every effort counts in pushing S.-W.P. Send a postal card

to-day.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.
NtW YORK.
MONTREAL.

BOSTON.
TORONTO.

SAN FRANCISCO.
KANSAS CITY.

P. A. Dickie has started as harness

dealer in Kentville, N.S.
.) . W. Stout, savvmiller. Summit City, B.

('.. has Lliven up business.

The Pennsylvania Coal Co., Limited,

have registered in Montreal.
hi Inline & Charbonneau have registered

as painters, etc.. in Montreal.

J. H. Lambert & Cie., have registered as

as painters, etc., in Montreal.
Martineau ix. Duval have registered as

painters, in Three Rivers, One.
Turner Bailey, blacksmith, Cnunlin, Out.,

has sold out to John Stevenson.
The National Tool and Axe Works have

registered in Three Rivers, <
v
>ue.

Wm. M'cNair, harnessmaker, Russell, Out..
has been succeeded by Joseph Lascelles.

R. S. Hannah, hardware dealer, Mitchell,

Ont.. has sold out to Robert Campbell.
Thomas Mo.wvort hy. blacksmith, Thorn-

dali'. Out., has sold nut to I.. Kherhardt

.

I'YaSer IjI'o^. dealers in agricultural

implements, jmnjota, Man* have been sue

ceeded l>\ Frtreer- >.V Stewar
The stuck nl tl»C estate Ik II. N. Hal-

pciinv & Cm, liaedware ^JcaleVs, Montreal,
lias been >uld In .1 .- \\. -;ts]jdown.

_,

Fillip.

Alphnnse Melini. ena I nil i Icaler, .Ah wit rea I

,

has been burned nut
; part la 1 1.\ insured.

The Spieer Shingle MXI^i'o.. Limited.

Vancouver, P>.('., have suffered loss by fire:

insured.

A. L. Stickney, general merchant. Stick-
ing. N.P>.. has been bullied nut; insurance,

81,300. V*
DEATHS.

K. ). Scully, painter, Hamilton, Ont., is

dead.

Allan McMillan, general merchant, Mabou,

N.S., is dead.

WIRELESS TELEPHONY.

SINCE Dr. Simon discovered that the

electric arc acts as a telephone, var-

ious improvements and new applica-

tions of li is methods have been made \<\

Duddei I, Rulimer and others. Dr. Simon has

himself recently made a remarkable applica-
tion of ins discovery to the transmission of
speech to considerable distances by means
of the beam of light emitted from the reflec-
tor of an ordinary searchlight. The arc of
the searchlight is converted into a "speak-
ing are " by any of the known arrange-
ments such as Duddell's or Ruhmer's. The
variations of current produced by the influ-
ence of the telephone on the arc. naturally
give rise to corresponding variations in the
intensity of light emitted by the are. The
receiver is the same as that used by Graham
Bell in his photophone, nainelv , a selenium
(-ell planed at the focus of the parabolic
reflector which receives the pulsating beam
"i light. A telephone in the circuit of
the selenium cell translates the pulsations.
"' ,ni ' light into speech. Experiments
lamed nut by Dr. Simon at Frankfort
within the last tew mnnths have proved that
such a. method of " wireless telephony "

is
quite practicable. It is necessary,' how-
ever, that the selenium cell should be very
sensitive, and that its resistance should lie

as low as possible. The loudness of the
speech emitted was remarkable

; anil the
variations of current were sufficient^ strong
'" impress a record mi Poulsen's ' telegrtC
I' 1

• This invention of Simon's is likely
to be nl' groat value in the navy, since the
ordinary searchlight may be used to trans-

mit speech to any distance within its 1

—Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, Vol. 22. p.

1%.
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TORONTO RETAIL HARDWARE ASSOCIATION.

CONSTITUTION.
ARTICLE I.

NAME AND OBJECT.

Sec. i. The name of the Association shall be

The Retail Hardware Mrechants' Association of

Ontario.

Sec. 2. The object of the Association shall be

to promote the interests of and secure the friendly

cooperation of its members.

ARTICLE II

MEMBERSHIP.

Sec. i. Any person, firm or corporation in the

Province of Ontario engaged in the retail business

of selling hardware, stoves, tinware, paints, oils

and glass, and who carries a general assortment of

stock in any of the above lines known and recognized

as a regular retail dealer, may become a member of

the Association.

ARTICLE III.

OFFICERS.

Sec. I. The officers of the Associa'ion shall con-

sist of a president, three vice-presidents, a secre-

tary and a treasurer and an executive committee

consisting of 10 members.

ELECTIONS.

Sec. 2. The officers shall be elected annually

by ballot, and shall hold office until their succes-

sors are elected.

ARTICLE IV.

MEETINGS.

Sec. t. The annual meeting for the election of

officers and the reception of officers' reports shall

be held on the second Thursday in May in each

year at 8 o'clock p.m.

Sec.- 2. The regular meetings shall be held on

the third Thursday in each month at 8 o'clock p.m.

ARTICLE V.

Sec. i. Amendments to the constitution maybe

made at any regular meeting by a two-thirds vote

of the members present, provided a copy of such

proposed amendment be filed with the president of

the Association at least one month prior to next

regular meeting.

BY=LAWS.
ARTICLE I.

FEES.

Sec. t. The annual membership fee shall be $2,

payable in advance, and shall become due and

payable at the annual meeting in each year.

Sec. 2. All fees must be paid before a person

can be recognized as a member and entitled to vote

in the Association, and any member in default for

three months after reasonable notice may be

dropped from the roll of membership by a vote of

the majority of the members present at any regular

meeting.

Sec. 3. All applications for membership shall be

made on the blank form provided, and shall be

accompanied by the membership fee.

ARTICLE II.

VACANCIES.

Sec. 1. Vacancies in any office may be filled at

any regular meeting of the Association.

ARTICLE III.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Sec. 1. The president shall preside at all meet-

ings of the Association, and in his absence the vice-

presidents in their order.

Sec. 2. The secretary shall keep a record of the

proceedings of all meetings of the Association and

its committees, conduct all correspondence, collect

all dues from the members and pay the same to

the treasurer, notify all committees of their appoint-

ments, new members of their election, notily mem

bers of all meetings, and perform S'ich other duties

as prescribed by the constitution and by-laws.

Sec. 3. The treasurer shall receive all money
due to the Association and keep an account of the

same, pay all bills when certified as correct by the

secretary and approved by the president of the

Association, and make an annual report, and at

such other times as the executive committee may
require.

ARTICLE IV.

DUTIES OF COMMITTEES.

Sec. 1. The executive committee shall have
general charge of the affairs and funds of the

Association. They shall have full power, and it

shall be their duty to carry out the purposes of the

Association according to its constitution and by-

laws.

Sec. 2. They shall present at each annual meet-
ing a general report of the affairs of the Association.

Sec. 3. They shall appoint all standing com-
mittees for the current official year, not otherwise
provided for, and shall have power to make rules

for the government of such committees.
Sec. 4. An investigating committee of three

members shall be elected annually It shall be the

duty of this committee to secure and investigate all

complaints, provided such complaints are made in

writing and signed by the party or parties aggrieved,
and that such be accompanied by affidavits or other
evidence to form a proper basis of complaint or
source of investigation. They shall endeavor to

adjust amicably all <uch grievances or complaints,
and, if unsuccessful, shall bring the matter before
the executive committee for action.

ARTICLE V.

QUORUM.
Sec. 1. Seven members shall constitute a

quorum at any regular meeting, and 20 members
at any annual meeting of the Association.

ARTICLE VI.

Sec. I. Each member shall be entitled to one
vote (or may in writing appoint a proxy) at any
meeting of the Association.

ARTICLE VII.

AMENDMENTS.
Sec. i. These by-laws may be amended by a

two-thirds vote of those present and voting at any
regular meeting of the Association, providing notice

of such changes have been given at the previous
regular meeting.

Adopted at Toronto, Thursday, May 30, 1901.

Fred. W. Unitt, E, R. Rogers,
Secretary. President.

C. A. Anderson, vice-president ; Charles

Baxter and W. H. Bullen, of the Walker-
ville, Ont., Match Co., were in Ottawa
this week to consider the advisability of

moving their business from Walkerville to

0:tawa. It will be remembered that the

company's factory at Walkerville, Ont., was
destroyed by fire some time ago. If they

move to Ottawa, they purpose to manufac-
ture woodenware as well as matches.

IVI

ALL SATISFIED
;er, IVI©re Hiant and Sportsman,

-WITH THE—

IVER JOHNSON SINGLE GUN
Seml-Hammerless. Automatic Ejector. Trigger Action.

(Improved HiOO Model.)
30 and 32 inch Barrels. Jjector and Non-Ejector at Option of User.12 and 16 Gauge.

No guu feature extant, In either single or double-barrel type, compare* with Hie Trigger Action principle
uftliis mudel. It's Safe, Positive and Convenient. Quality Hist, all other considerations secondary, is the secret of
making a gun tlut will

SATISFY ALL.
Sold Everywhere by Leading Dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York—99 Chambers St

Boston—165 WaVUAng£pn, St.
Worcester—364 FITCHBURG, Mass.

OF OUR SPECIALTIES

"^fJEI^ftro Sterling Silver Polish
W — AND—

GrR^al Rogers Spoons and Forksaw
j*rXp$K \> ^ 1

W,TH THIS
'

I \\0 v/ Trade Marks

Ipr\ jfcA $? CQ: ROGERS

1* _ ^ If interested write for catalogs

Weeton Mfg. Co.,

ague and particulars.

Confederation Life Building,

TORONTO
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, TORONTO.
SOFREIEIISI DOORS

ONLY
WHOLESALE

NOTE-OUR DOORS ARE ALL 4-IN. STYLES, AND BOTTOM PART 7-IN. TO ALLOW FOR FITTING.
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CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

^A CANADIAN TRADE INDEX.

THE Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation have taken another step which

will strengthen their position as leaders

in industrial activity aad Canadian trade

expansion. They have recently issued a

classified membership directory, which, by

virtue of the large proportion of the principal

manufacturers of Canada represented, makes

the book an excellent Canadian trade index.

This index will be distributed free of charge

to all foreign merchants interested in Cana-

dian manufactures. It is, in fact, proposed

to issue similar editions in different foreign

languages, so that trade may be stimulated

with the countries where

these languages prevail.

The book will be even

more useful for domestic

trade, as the interchange

of commodities among
manufacturers is so great

that an authoritative and

not too comprehensive

classified list should prove

of inestimable value.

The Index is divided into

two parts. Part I. contains

an alphabetical list of mem-
bers of the association.

Part II. is an alphabetical

list of articles produced,

with under each item the

names ot the firms making

it.

be abundantly worth the money to all tin-

smiths.

THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.

A catalogue that every merchant should

have on his file is one on Graphite Produc-

tions, just issued by The Joseph Dixon

Crucible Co. It is well printed, excellently

illustrated and contains a lot of information

that will be of interest to dealers, quite re-

gardless of the fact that it is a catalogue of

a particular manufacturer. Any dealer

sending a post card asking for one, men-

tioning Hardware and Metal, will

receive a copy without charge, by address-

ing the offices of the company at Jersey

City, U.S.

Oil.

8,100

18JSP
12,300
12,300

8.900
18.300

11,200
18.500

10,800
15,700

VALUABLE BOOK
TINSMITHS.

FOR

The imprint of the David

Williams Co., New York

City, on a book dealing

with architecture, mech-

anics, engineering, metal-

lurgy, electricity or com-

mercial subjects is a stamp of authority when

on works dealing with such subjects. From

their press has just been issued "The Tin-

smiths' Helper and Pattern Book." The first

edition of this work was published in 1879,

and since then it has had a steady sale, as

it was written by a practical tinner in simple,

clear style. The new edition is printed

from new cuts and type, and the appendix

and tables have been brought thoroughly

up-to date. In the work 66 pages are

devoted to rules and diagrams, from the

simplest to the most complex. Almost as

many pages are in the appendix, which

contains, an epitome of mensuration and of

flhe various tables, rules and recipes which

are of value to practical tinners. The book

is neat, compact and of a shape to fit in the

coat pocket. The price is $1, and should

This is a window display of paints in the store of Hunt & Collister, hardware and paint

dealers, Cleveland. It attracted a great deal of attention, and our readers will, no doubt,

be able to gather some ideas from it that will be helpful to them in making similar display>

A DAINTY FIRE ARMS CATALOGUE.

One of the daintiest, yet most practical,

catalogues that Hardware and Metal has

received for some time is the fire arms

catalogue which the Harrington & Richard-

son Arms Co., Worcester, Mass., have

recently issued. The booklet fully describes

and illustrates the complete line of fire arms

manufactured by this house, and is made
doubly interesting by a series of colored

plates depicting hunting scenes. This cata-

logue can be had upon application.

CODFISH CATCH AND COD LIVER OIL

With the close of the Lofoden codfishing

season come the usual statistics as to the

size of the catch and the amount of oil

rendered. In the following table, taken

from The Oil, Paint and Drug Reportei, we

give the total catch of fish and the amount

of oil, in hectoliters, rendered each year

during the decade from 1892 to 1901,

inclusive :

Fish.

1892 ". 30,100,000

1893 26,700,000

1894 28,000,000

1895 32,600.000

1896 32,300 000

1897 31 300,000

1898 28,800,000

1899 24,500,000

1900 22,700,000

1901 13,000,000

It will be seen from the

foregoing that, compara-

tively speaking, the amount

of oil rendered this year is

out of all proportion to the

small catch of fish. The

reason for this is that the

cod livers this season have

been used almost entirely

for medicinal oil, and not

for tanners' oil, for which

purpose a large part of the

catch is ordinarily used. It

will be further noted that

this year's rendering of oil

is considerably in excess of

that of last year, but a care-

ful observation of the figures

will show that on alternate

> ears, in almost every case,

there is a large production

of oil, and the crop this

year is not up to the figures

of 1899 by upward of 3,000

hectoliters. This fact will,

in a great measure, prevent

any material reduction in

prices. Below is a table

of the high and low prices

from 1 89 1 to 1900, botheach year

inclusive

:

is; 11

High.

$23 00

1892 23.00

1893 22 00
1894 28.QD
1895 49.00

1896 60 00
18-17 43.00

1898 25.00

1899 26.00

1900 26.00

Low.

S13.50
21. IK 1

19.00
19.50

27.00

43.00
21.00
20 00
19.50

22.00

Carpenter :
" Well, boy, have you

ground all the tools, as I told you, while

I've been out ?
" Boy (newly apprenticed):

" Yes, master, all but this 'ere 'andsaw.

An' I can't quite get the gaps out of it !

"

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. C. S. Archibald, of St. John, N.B..

representing the Portland Rolling Mills, has

been in Montreal for a week, visiting the

different wholesale houses in his firm's

interests. They certainly ought to be safe

in his hands for he is an exceedingly affable

gentleman as well as shrewd and business-

like.
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HOW TO WIN SUCCESS.

CHAS. M. SCHWAB, President of

The United States Steel Corpora-

tion, in an address to the graduat-

ing class of St. George's livening Trade
School at the commencement exercises in

the Memorial Building, New York, a few
days ago, declared a college education usu-

ally a handicap to one who would succeed
in business. lie held the boy who got an

start: the one more ceitain to succeed
Chairman Frank K. Havemeyer, intro-

duced .Mr. Schwab as a man who had
— lit battles ami won victories in the

struggle of life and therefore was well quali-

fied to give boys advice founded on practi-

cal experience.

"J will speak to you," began Mr.
Schwab, "just as if you had come to my
office asking lor advice, and the first thing
1 will sa\ to you is to come alone. Don't

wiiii somebody's backing. Learn to

rel\ upon yourself. That is the first

lesson. If you come endorsed b\ some-
body of influence it always will leave room
for others to say that whatever position

you nun get you got by influence and not

because of your individual merit, No true
sice,-- is built on influence. You must
win your positions for yourself.

MUST DO WORE THAN HIS DUTY.
" Then., here is another thing that is

essential—you must do what you are

employed to do a little better than any-

body else does it. Everybody is expected

o his duty, but the boy who does his

duty, and a little more than his duty, is

the bo\ who is going to succeed in the

world. You must take an interest in what
you aie doing, and it must be a genuine

ill! i rest.''

Here .Mr. Schwab told a story which
body understood referred to himself.

Afterward he told another story which it

was equally well understood referred to H.
I '. Frick. The story follows:

" There were ten boys employed by a

concern :e, and one night the manager
said to his subordinate :

' Tell the boys
ire to stay a little longer to-night-

tell them that they are to stay until six

o'clock. Don't tell them why. Just tell

that and watch them.' So this was
done, and when six o'clock came around
there was just one boy who was wholly
interested in his work, and was not watch-
ing the clock to see what time it was. That
bo\ was the one the manager wanted, and
lie was taken into the office, and as he con-

tinued to manifest the same interest in his

Work he was promoted until at last he gol

a quite responsible place.

ALWAYS UN TIME.
" Then, there was another boy. He began

carrying water, and he did it so much bet-

i i 1 han any other boy, seeing to it always
that the men had Ltood waiter, cool water,

and plenty of it. that he attracted atten-

tion to himself. He was taken into the

office, where he became in time superin-

tendent and then general manager, and he
is now the man that is at the head of the
ffreal Carnegie Company with thousands of

men under him. As a boy he did more
than the ordinary run of boys did. and so

attracted attention, and that was the secret

of his first step upward.
" ] was in a bank down town the other

daj when a newsboy came in and sold the
i Linker a paper. After he had gone out

the banker said to me: 'For two years

now that boy has been coming in here at

the time J told him to come—two o'clock.

He does not come before two nor after two.

but at two precisely. He has sold me a

week-day in that way when I

have been liere. without a break. He sells

it just for one cent—its price. He neither
asks more nor seems to expect more.

NEWSBOY WHO HAS A FUTURE.
' It is a cold commercial transaction.

Now, a boy that will attend to business in

that way has got stuff in him. He docs
not know it yet. but I am going to put
him in my bank, and you will see that he
will be heard from.'

MANITOBA MARKETS.
Winnipeg, June 3, 1901.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS, OILS
AND GLASS,

BUSINESS continues steady in all lines

and with few changes in price,

excepting nails, which have ad-

vanced ioc. per keg, and linseed oil, which

has advanced 2c. per gal.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Rarhed wire, ioo lb S3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire io 3 95

ii 4 oo
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
J5 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 5°
" 16 and 20 360

10 3 60
8 370
6 3 75
4 3 9°

3 4 15
Cut nails, 30 to 60 dy 300

" 20 to 40 3 05
10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.
Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65

No. 2 and larger 4 40
Snow shoes, No. o to .No. 1 4 9°

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Steel, No. o to No. 1 495

No. 2 and larger 4 70
Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $5.00 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28 gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge..

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28 gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian ,1b 12
Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 75
26 gauge 8 00
28 gauge 8 50

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 12 75
IXX " 1475

Ingot tin 33
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 25
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 5°

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger gn 00

H 11 5°
Y\ and 5-16 1200

Manila, 7-16 and larger 14 00

X 14 5°
"

Yi and 5-16 1500
Solder 20
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 17
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00

" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87^

Round" " S2 lA
Flat '

' brass 80

Round " " 75
Coach 57 j£ p .c .

Bolts, carriage ^5 p.c.
Machine 55 p.c.
Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.
Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.
Copper, No. 8 35

Spades and shovels 40 p.c.
Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.
Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz. . $2 50

No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.
Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.
military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.
C.F. pistol 5 pc.
C.F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley 's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 25
Chilled 6 75

Powder, F. F. , keg 4 75
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2A p.c.
" plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American 25Ac
Prime white American 24c.
Water white Canadian 22c.
Prime white Canadian 21c.

61

66
92

95
25%
24 ;s

27a
41
to 25
to 74
61

00

85
5°
\\A.

25
5°
5°
00

5°
2K
2%

00

75

Si.90

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $
Less than barrel lots

Linseed oil, raw
Boiled

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor
Eldorado engine
A tlantic red
Renown engine
Black oil 23 lA
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55
Harness oil

Neatsfoot oil g 1

Steam refined oil

Sperm oil 1

Castor oil per lb.

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2

41 to 50 " 100 ft. 5

51 to 60 " " " 6
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb.

kegs
White lead, pure per cwt. 7

Noi "
6

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color. per gal. $1.30 to

NOTES.

The community of Winnipeg have been

very much shocked over the death, by his

own hand, on Friday last at Rat Portage, of

Mr.Wm.Hargreaves, one of the best known
travellers in the West. Mr. Hargreaves

was a man of the most sterling character,

and his daily life commanded as much
respect as his unquestionable business

ability. The reason of the rash act was,

without doubt, temporary insanity, induced
be severe and prolonged insomina following

upon an attack of la grippe last winter. Mr.
Hargreaves was last year the president of

the N.W.C.T. A. .having always been prom-
inently identified with the Masonic body.

He was an active and valued member of the

First Baptist Church. He leaves a wife and
two bright, manly lads, who have the deep
sympathy of the community in their terrible

bereavement..
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, June 7, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THE night work has ceased in most of

the houses, and, while a good trade is

still reported, it can be accommo-

dated in the day time now. In prices there

is no change to note this week. There is

reported to have been a little cutting going

on in screens, but we believe this has

stopped. Metals are as firm as ever. Barb

wire continues quite scarce, and every mail

brings inquiries. A goodly number of

orders booked some time ago are not yet

filled. Goods that came to hand during

the week were not brought near the ware-

house. Shipments are expected from Cleve-

land and England within the next few days.

Galvanized wire orders are also in many

cases unfilled, and Canadian mills say they

cannot catch up for some weeks yet. Oiled

and annealed wire are in supply. Wire

nails are none too plentiful, and both wire

and cut nails have been in exceptionally

good request during the week. Poultry

netting is in light supply, but the demand

is not heavy. Builders' tools are not sell-

ing as well as they were, but binder twine

and harvest tools are moving in fair quanti-

ties this week. Some refrigerators are still

wanted, as also are lawn requisites, oil

stoves, pipes and elbows. Payments are

first class; in fact, cash purchases are the

order of the day.

Barb Wire—There is still a scarcity of

barb wire and the wholesale houses are be-

sieged with inquiries for spot goods. Both

Canadian and American mills are behind

with their shipments. The price is un-

changed at $3.05 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Mont-

real.

Galvanized Wire—Deliveries are still

very slow, but the mills are catching up

with orders. Prices are unchanged.

We quote as follows: No. 5, $4.25; Nos. 6, 7

and 8 gauge, $3. 55; No. 9, $3.10; No. 10,

$3.75; No. 11, $3.85; No. 12, #3.25; No.

13. $3-35; No- 14. $4-25; No. 15, $4-75;

No. 16. 85.00.

Smooth Steel Wire — The demand

for oiled and annealed wire has been very

good. We quote oiled and annealed as

follows : No. 9, J2.80 ; No. 10, $2.87;

No. 11, $2.90 ; No. 12, $52. 95 ; No. 13,

$3.15 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto,

Hamilton, London, St. John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—A fair trade is re-

ported in this line. The discount is f/%
per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire—The demand
is moderate. The discount on brass is 55

and iyz per cent., and on copper 50 and

iyz per cent.

Fence Staples—The demand for small

lots is good. We quote : $3.25 for bright,

and $3.75 for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—There is still a good de-

mand for wire nails, and trade in this line

is rather active. The market is firm and

steady. Supplies are none too plentiful,and

it is difficult at times to have large orders

filled promptly. We quote $2.85 for

small lots and $2.77^ for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails—Inquiries for cut nails are

more numerous this week, and some 50 keg

orders have been filled. Shingle nails

METALS
We always have on hand a heavy stock of metals in every gauge and size.

You may require some of these :

GALVANIZED SHEETS, Flat and Corrugated
BLACK SHEETS

CANADA PLATES
TIN PLATES

TINNED SHEETS
TERNE PLATES

COPPER SHEETS
INGOT TIN.

We will be pleased to answer inquiries for both import and stock metals.

We are the only manufacturers in Canada who make or carry "Everything for the Tinshop."

By consolidating your account with us you can save money in both time and freight, and then

there are many other advantages we can give which one-line manufacturers cannot afford to do.

VI M
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

"Everything for the Tinshop."
AND ST. JOHN, N.B.
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THE PAGE-HERSEY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SWerW
Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

m CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, OUT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

* DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
S required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

are in particularly good request. We
quote as follows : $2.35 for small and

$2.25 for carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25

per cent, discount ; coopers' nails, 30

cent, discount.

Horse Nails—The feature of the horse

nail market is the demand for the higher

grade of nails. Those manufacturers who

are manufacturing two grades of nails, find

that the higher-priced goods are selling better

than their inferior brand. This should be

a standing illustration of the fact that it is

quality the public want. "C" brand is

held firmly at discount of 50 and 7*4. per

cent, off the new list. "M" brand is

quoted at 60 per cent, off old list on oval

and city head and 66 2
( per cent, off coun-

tersunk head.

Horseshoes—Business is rather slow.

We quote : Iron shoes, light and medium
pattern, No. 2 and larger, $3. 50; No. 1 and

smaller#3.75; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

S3. 75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L
steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, S3. 60 ; No. 1 and smaller, JS3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—There is not much
demand for poultry netting just now.

Stocks are light. The discount is 55 per

cent.

Green Wire Cloth—The demand con-

tinues fairly brisk. The price is still $1.35

per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—There

is reported to have been some slight cutting

going on in this line, but prices are now
being adhered to. We quote as follows :

Screen doors, plain cherry finish, $7.30 per

doz.; do. fancy, gu.50 perdoz.; walnut,

$7.30 per doz., and yellow, $7 45; windows,

$2.25 to $3.50 per doz.

Screws—A fairly- good business is being

done in screws Discounts are : Flat head

bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off list;

round head bright, 82 j£ and 10 percent.;

flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round

head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The demand for bolts is fair,

but hardly as brisk as last week. Dis-

counts are as follows : Norway carriage

bolts, 65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72 j£ per

cent.; blank bolts, 70 per cent.; bolt ends,

62 j£ per cent.; plough bolts, 60 per cent.;

tire bolts, 67^ per cent.; stove bolts, 67 yi

per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, $%c. per lb.

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

Xc. per lb. is allowed.

Building Paper—There is a continued

Bar,

Hoop,

Sheet, STEEL
Plates,

Angles,

Shapes

FOR PR011PT iriPORT AT
LOWEST PRICES.

Sanderson's lool Steel

In Stock at Montreal.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

fHE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait. Canada.

ADAiB HOPE & CO.
Hamilton. Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASCOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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FRONT AND BACK VIEW OF OUR

Elastilite Cabinet Show Can
One Free with first order for the 12 -Gallon Assortment.

r=t

As Follow
'e'C

l&ffALtPiHTs lb Pints

12 Quart* 6Half6ais

The 12 gallons and the Show Can, boxed, ready for shipping, weigh 150-lb.

Elastilite Varnish makes customers and holds them. Elastilite never gets

you into trouble where a natural finish is required, either outside or inside.

Elastilite will do the work and do it well. It is as durable as the best coach
varnishes, and has a brilliant finish which lasts.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Tie

Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

Binder Twine Binder Twine

The John Bowman

Hardware & Coal Co.,"

London, Ont.

Write us for close prices on

best quality American

Binder Twine.

Binder Twine Binder Twine

demand for building paper at unchanged

prices. We quote : Tarred felt, $1.70 per

100 lb.; 2-ply, ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $1.05 per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per

100 lb.; dry sheathing, 30c. per roll; tar

sheathing, 40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per

roll tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ;
O.K. and

I.X.L , 65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheath-

ing, $28 per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets and Burrs—A few orders have

been filled this week. Discounts on best

iron rivets, section, carriage, and wagon box,

black rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off ; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs,

in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60

and 10 per cent, off list.

Binder Twine—The demand is improv-

ing and business in this article will soon be

in full swing. Lots of several tons have

been sold this week. We quote as follows :

Blue Ribbon, II#C ; Red Cap, 9^c
;

Tiger, 8^c; Golden Crown, 8c; Sisal,

Cordage—Some good sales are reported

again this week. Manila is worth i3J^c.

per lb. for 7-16 and larger ; sisal is selling at

ioc, and lathyarn 10c

Harvest Tools—Business is rather brisk

in all the lines coming under this head.

The discount is 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—A small business

has been done in spades and shovels during

the week. The discount is 40 and 5 per cent.

off the list.

Lawn Mowers—A number of mail orders

have been filled during the past few days

and trade is, on the whole, very satisfactory.

We quote : High wheel, 50 and 5 per cent.

f.o.b. Montreal ; low wheel, in all sizes,

$2.75each net ; high wheel, 1 i-inch, 30 per

cent. off.

Firebricks—There is a fair business

doing in firebricks at $17.50 to $22

for Scotch, and at $17 to $21 for English

per 1,000 ex wharf.

Cement — Canadian and American

cements continue to sell well. We quote :

German cement, $2.35 to $2.50; English,

$2.25 to £2. 35 ; Belgian, $1.70 to $1.95

per bbl. ex wharf, and American, $2.30 to

$2.45, ex cars.

METALS.
The firm feeling that we have reported in

English sheet metals has encouraged im-

porters here to operate and a little more

business has been done this week. Dealers

in the country are also more inclined to do

some purchasing. Stocks of all metals are

extremely light and on that account values

are being well maintained. Ingot tin is

higher, while galvanized iron is reported to

be advancing. The manufacturers of iron

pipe have advanced quotations 15c this

week, but as there has been some cutting

among jobbers our schedule is unchanged.

Pig Iron—Business is fair while the

market has a firm undertone. Canadian

iron is worth about $18.50 per ton and

Summerlee, $20.50 to $21 ex wharf.

Bar Iron — A fair demand is reported

at unchanged prices. The market is firm

at $1.75 for merchants' bar and $2 for

horseshoe.

Hoop Iron—There is no change to re-

port in this line. The demand is only fair.

We quote $2.75 for No. 19 gauge and $3

for No. 17.

Black Sheets — The market is firm

and dealers are more inclined to operate.

We quote: 8 to 16 gauge, $2.50 to $2 60

;

26 gauge, $2.55 to $2 65, and 28 gauge,

$2.60 to $2.70. fc

Galvanized Iron — Cable advices to

hand this week report prices somewhat

higher on certain brands of galvanized iron.

The market is strong on account of the

advance in black sheets. We quote as

follows : No. 28 Queen's Head, $4.65 ;

Apollo, 10^ oz., $4.50, and Comet, $4.40

to $4.45, with a 15c reduction for case

lots.
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Copper—Fair sales have been made at

1 8c.

Ingot Tin — The market is somewhat

higher, and prices have been advanced here

in sympathy. Lamb and Flag is worth 35

to 36c. in a small way.

Lead—Unchanged at 5553.75 to $3. 85.

Lead Pipe—A fair trade has been done

at reduced prices. We quote : 7c. for

ordinary and 7j£c. for composition waste,

with 30 per cent. off.

I*4»N Pipe—The rolling mills are 15c.

higher this week, but, as some of the jobbing

houses have been cutting, our schedule will

stand still. We quote : Black pipe, % , $3

per 100 ft.; #.$3; ^,$305; %, $3-3° I

i-in., 54-75; i#. $6.45; i'A> $7-7$:

2-in. $10 35. Galvanized, %, $4.60; %,
55.25; 1 in., $750; *X. #9- 8°: llA>

511.75 ; 2-in., 516.

Tinplates—The market continues firm,

further advances are expected in conse-

quence of the upward trend of the tin market.

We quote : Coke plates, 53. 75 to 54 ; char-

coal, 54 25 to 54 50 ; extra quality, 55 to

55.10.

Canada Plate—Canada plates are also

very firm, and the 52 35 and 52.40 at the

wharf offers that were heard of last week have

been withdrawn. We quote : 52's, 52.55

to 52.60; 60' s, 52.65 to 52.70; 75's, 52.70

to 52.80; full polished, 53. 10, and galvan-

ized, 54.

Steel—Unchanged. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, 51.95 ; tire, 52 ; bar, 5195; spring,

52.75 ; machinery, 5 2 75i and toe-calk,

52.50.

Sheet Steel—We quote : Nos. 22 and

24, 53, and .Nos. 18 and 20, 52.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond, 8c. and

Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—On this market terne

plates are scarce, the arrivals of new goods

having been very light this year. Locally,

57.50 seems to be the prevailing value.

Coil Chain—The market is steady. We
quote as follows : No. 6, nj^c; No. 5,

ioc; No. 4, 9#c; No. 3, 9c; #-inch,

yyic per lb.
; 5-16, 54 85 ; 5-16 exact,

55-3°; ft. $4 4o; 7-16,5420; #,53-95;

9-16, 5385; ft. JS3-55 : #• »3-45 ; ft.

53.40; i-in., 53.35. * n car 'oad lots an

allowance of ioc. is made.

Sheet Zinc — Fair quantities of /.inc are

selling at last week's advance. The ruling

quotation is 56.25.

Antimony— Quiet, at 10c.

Zinc Spelter— Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, 18 &c;
wire solder. 20c.

GLASS.
The advance is well maintained. We

quote : First break, 52.10: second, 52.20

for 50 leet ; first break, 100 feet, 53.90 ;

second, 54.10; third, 54.60; fourth, 5485;

fifth, 55-35 ; sixth, 55-85, and seventh,

56.35.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Business continues decidedly brisk in

mixed paints, and May has been a banner

month with more than one manufacturing

concern. Linseed oil is still scarce, and

large lots of raw have changed hands at

76c. Turpentine is steady and unchanged.

We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, 56.25 ; No. 1, 55 87# I
No. 2,

55.50; No. 3, 55-i2#. and No. 4, 54.75

all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead— 55.25 in casks
;

kegs, 55. 50.

Red Lead — Casks, 55 00 ; in kegs,

55-25-

Dry White Zinc—Pure, dry, €>%c.\ No.

J
. 5X C -: ' n oil, pure, 7^c; No. 1, 6^c;

No. 2. 5X C -

Putty—Wequote : Bulk, in barrels, 51 90

per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, 52 05 ;

bladders, in barrels, 52. 10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.25; in tins,

52.55 to 52.65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c. ; boiled, 83c.

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oihawa at 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 53c; 2 to 4

bbls., 52c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—51-25 to 5'-45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^ to 9^c. in wholesale

lots, and %z. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 yi. to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

52.75 to 54- 50, as to brand ; coal tar, 53.25

to 53.75 ; cotton waste, \YZ to 5>£c. for

colored, and 6 to 7>£c. for white ; oakum,

5# to 6#c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.

per lb.; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, i7%c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb-

packages, i8#c; #-lb. packages, 20^0;
i-lb. tins, I9#c.; %\h. tins, 21 yic f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
Prices for wrought scrap are decidedly

firm, and dealers expect higher prices.

Dealers are now paying the following prices

in the country : Heavy copper and wire, 13

to i3#c. per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy

brass, 12c; heavy yellow, 8>£ to 9c; light

brass, 6# to 7c; lead, 2# to2^c. per lb.;

zinc, 2J( to 2)4c.; iron, No. 1 wrought, 514
to 516 per gross ton f.o.c. Montreal; No. 5

cast, 513 to 514; stove plate, 58 to 59; light

iron, No. 2, 54 a ton; malleable and steel,

54; rags, country, 60 to 70c. per 100 lb.; old

rubbers, 7%c. per lb.

HIDES.

The demand is rather light, and prices

remain unchanged. We quote : Light hides,

for No.i; 5#c. for No. 2, and 4#c. for6#c.

No. 3. Lambskins, ioc; sheepskins, 90c;
calfskins, 8c. for No. 1 and 6c. for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
Trade has now been reduced to small

proportion. We quote as follows :
" Silver

Star," 14^ to i5#c; " Imperial Acme,"
16 to 17c; "S C. Acme," 18 to 19c, and
"Pratt's Astral." 18 # to 19 %c.

TRADING STAMPS IN TORONTO.

The trading stamp question is nearing a

crisis in Toronto. At their last meeting, the

Toronto Retail Grocers' Association passed

a resolution asking the city council to pass

legislation abolishing trading stamps, as the

municipality has been empowered to do by

the Ontario Legislature duiing the last ses-

sion. This resolution was sent to the city

council a fortnight ago, and was passed

over by the board of control to the legisla-

tive committee.

On Monday, at the meeting of council,

Aid. Richardson moved that this committee

be instructed to frame and introduce a by-

law to abolish stamps. After a brief dis-

cussion the resolution was passed.
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ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, June 8, 1901.

HARDWARE.
BUSINESS in the wholesale hardware

and kindred trades is keeping up

well. The demand is particularly

good for scythes, snaths and goods of that

kind. Lawn mowers are also in active re-

quest, but scarce in some sizes. Business

continues active in ice cream freezers, also

in oil stoves. In tinware and enamelled

ware only a fair trade is reported. The

scarcity in barb wire and plain galvanized

wire appears to be even more pronounced

than before, and oiled and annealed wire,

which is in good supply, is still reaping the

benefit of the scarcity in the lines men-

tioned. Business has improved in wire

nails, although the quantities wanted are

not large. A feature of the trade in cut

nails is some good inquiries that have been

received from the Coast. Horse nails con-

tinue quiet, and in horseshoes trade is fair

for this time of the year. Screws, rivets

and burrs, and bolts and nuts are all meet-

ing with a good demand. Rope continues

active in small quantities. A fair trade is

being done in sporting goods. Cutlery is

only moving slowly. A good trade is re-

ported in spades and shovels. Building

paper is going out freely. Payments are

fair.

Barb Wire— It is still impossible to get

sufficient wire to supply the demand and

the scarcity, if anything, is even more

pronounced than it was a week ago. We
,
quote $3 05 per 100 lb. from stock Toronto;

f.o.b. Cleveland $2 82*4 for less than car-

lots, and $2.70 for carlots.

Galvanized Wire— Exactly the same

remarks apply to this line as to barb wire.

We quote : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to $3. 85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

#2.85 to $315 ; No. 10, $3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3.70 to $4 10 ; No. 12, #3 to

$3 30 ; No. 13. $3 10 to #3 40 ; No. 14,

$4.10 to $4 50 ; No. 15, $4 60 to #5 .05 :

No. 16, #4.85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—A good demand

is still being expeiienced for this line, and

the same causes, namely, the scarcity in

galvanized plain twist and barb wire, are

contributing to it. A little hay-baling wire

is also going out this week. The net sel-

ling prices for oiled and annealed are : Nos.

6 to 8, $290; 9, $2.80; 10, $2.87; 11,

JJ2.90 ; 12, $2. 95 ; 13, $3 15 ; 14, #3.37 ;

'5- $3- 5°; '6, $365. Delivery points,

Toronto, Hamilton, London and Montreal,

with freights equa ized on these points.

Wire Nails—The demand is rather

brisk this week, although the quantities

wanted are not individually large. The
makers report that, whereas a week or two

ago stocks were accumulating, they are now
decreasing slightly. We still quote 82.85

base for less than carlots, and $2.77)4 for

carlots. Delivery points : Toronto, Hamil-

ton, London, Gananoque and Montreal.

Cut Nails—A slight stimulus to business

has been given to this line by orders which

have been received from the Pacific Coast.

The demand, however, in this part of the

country, except for shingle nails, is

still decidedly dull. The base price is

$2.35 per keg for less than carlots,

and $2.25 for carlots. Delivery points :

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Montreal and

St. John. N.B.

Horse Nails—Trade is slow, with prices

as before. Discount on "C" brand, oval

head, 50 and 7% per cent, off new list, and

on "M" and other brands, 50, 10 and

5 per cent, off the old list. Countersunk

head 60 per cent.

Horseshoes—Although not a large trade

is being done, business in this line is pro-

portionately better than that in horse nails.

We quote f. o. b. Toronto as follows :

Iron shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium
and heavy, $3.60 ; snow shoes, 83.85 ;

light steel shoes, $3.70 ; featherweight

(all sizes), $4.95 ; iron shoes, No. 1 and

smaller, light, medium and heavy (all

sizes), S3. 8 5 ; snow shoes, $4. ; light steel

shoes, 83-95 1 featherweight (all sizes), $4. 95.

Screws— Business continues fairly good,

although no new features have developed

during the past week. Discounts are : Flat

head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent. ; round

head bright, 82 j£ and 10 percent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 percent.; round head brass,

75 and 10 per cent. ; round head bronze,

65 per cent., and flat head bronze at 70

per cent.

Rivets and Burrs — A brisk trade is

still being done in rivets and burrs, and

prices are steady and unchanged. We
quote : Iron rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.;

iron burrs, 55 per cent. ; copper rivets and

burrs, 35 and 5 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—A brisk trade is still

the feature of this line, and prices rule steady

and unchanged. We quote : Carriage bolts

(Norway), full square, 65 per cent.; carriage

bolts full square, 65 per cent. ; common
carriage bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent.

;

machine bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; coach

screws, 70 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 72 j£

per cent. ; blank bolts, 60 per cent. ; bolt

ends, 62^ per cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off;

nuts, hexagon, 4#c. off; tire bolts, 67%
percent.; stove bolts, 67%. \

plough bolts,

60 per cent. ; stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rope—A good demand is being experi-

enced for sisal and manila rope. One of the

features of the trade is the fact that dealers

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and rs. Canisters.

'WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Hills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL,

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N Y

Steel Carriage and

Wagon Jacks,
Harness Snaps, Chain, Rope and Wtb

Goods, etc.

FOR SALE BV JOBBERS ATMPRS. PRICES.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
' &A^sS -?^JP Largest Variety,L»rge»t Variety,

,
Toilet, Uand, Electric Power

ARE THE BEST.
Highert Quality Grooming and
Sheep-Shearing Machine*.

WE MAKE THEM.
euro FOB 0AT4LOOUI TO —...

• a..rle». Shearer Mfg. Co.. Nashua. W.H..C84

The Best Door Closer is . . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRING

Will close a door silently against any pressure of
wind. Has many working advantages over the
ordinary spring, and has twice the wear. In use
throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. Gives
perfect satisfaction. Made only by

W. NEWMAN & SONS,
Hospital St., - - BIRMINGHAM.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be had of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,
Travellers covering Manitoba, j WINNIPEG

Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. • MAN.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE PULLMAN PNEUMATIC^
Combined

Door Check

and Spring,

for Screen Doors. Small, Simple, Strong, Perfect and
Ornamental. Low in Price.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., USA.
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are beginning to place orders for hay-fork

rope. The demand for cotton rope is fair.

The base price for sisal is still ioc, and that

of manila I3j£c.

Binder Twine—The sorting-up demand

has not yet set in, and very little business is

in consequence doing. The ruling quota-

tions are : Pure manila, 650 ft., 12c. ;

manila,6oo ft., 9>£c. ; mixed, 550 ft., 8^c;
mixed, 500 ft., 8 to 8%c.

Cutlery—The movement in this line is

light at present, and there are no particular

features.

Sporting Goods — There is quite a little

gunpowder, shot, ammunition and small

rifles going out.

Lawn Mowers — A good many late

orders are coming to hand, and, as the

Canadian manufacturers have been doing a

large business this season, a scarcity is

reported in some sizes. We quote : "Star"

mowers, $2.35, and discount on Woodyatt

mowers, 40 and 10 per cent, off the list.

Enamelled Ware and Tinware —
Trade in both these lines is only fair.

Grindstones — Trade is beginning to

open up in grindstones and grindstone

fixtures. Asa result of the recent combination

among the manufacturers, prices are much

higher than they were last year. We quote

as follows : 2 inch thick, 40 to 20 lb., 525

per ton ; 2 inch thick, under 40 lb., $28 ;

under 2 inch thick, $29.

Oil and Gas Stoves—Business has been

good during the past week in oil stoves, but

not much is being experienced in gas stoves.

Cooking and Heating Stoves—

A

good many orders are being booked for fall

delivery. Shipments will begin about July

or August.

Refrigerators—There is a little doing,

but business is beginning to taper off.

Wholesale dealers, however, report that in

some lines they are getting short.

Ice Cream Freezers—These continue

to be one of the most active lines in the

wholesale hardware trade.

Green Wire Cloth —Trade is steady at

$1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Trade is

only moderate. We quote : Screen doors,

4-in. styles, $7.20 to 57.80 per doz.; ditto,

3 in. styles, 20c. per doz. less ; screen

windows, $1.60 to $3.60 per doz., according

to size and extension.

Building Paper—Trade continues active

find prices unchanged. We quote: Building

paper, 30c; tarred lining, 40c, and tarred

roofing, $1.65.

Poultry Netting — Not much is being

done, as is to be expected at this season of

the year. Discount 55 per cent.

Harvest Tools—A good many of these

are going out, and prices are steady. Dis-

count, 50, 10 and 5 percent.

theARCADE a«o KEARNEY & FOOTweworks
Now OWNED and CONTROLLED by the //^tJ A 4

NICHOLSON FILE CO.^
+H+CC. Uc

These well known BranJa
will continue to be made at their respective factories. PROVIDENCE. R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters. Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works : Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Age^jgs: 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C —i28Jlope Street, Glas-
;et , rlrmungham

.

gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street

Telephone No. 63 St. Helens.
Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens-'

Spades and Shovels—There is just the

ordinary demand to be noted this week.

Discount, 40 and 5 per cent.

Eavetrough — The movement in eave-

trough and conductor pipe continues good.

The ruling price of eavetrough is $3 25 per

100 (t. for 10 inch.

Cement—There is a big trade doing,

and prices are firm, but without change. We
quote barrel lots : Canadian portland,

#2.25 to $2 75 ; German, $3 to $3.15;

English, $3; Belgian, $2 50 to $2.75;

Canadian hydraulic, $1.25 to $1.50.

METALS.
The most active line in metals is still gal-

vanized sheets, which are held firm at

quotations. Pig tin rules firm, although

local business appears to have been checked

somewhat by the higher prices. The steel

market is still firm, although the demand is

not as active as it was. Pig iron is quiet,

but fairly steady as to price. In other lines

of metals trade is just moderate.

Pig Iron—We hear of a little inquiry

from local consumers of pig iron, and the

price quoted for round lots is still about #16
for No. 3 iron. Buyers, however, think

they will be able to do a little better than

this. As the large buyers in Canada have
placed their orders for the bulk of their sup-

plies for the present year, we naturally do
not look for much business in pig iron for

some time, as far as this country is con-

cerned. In the United States the pig iron

market is quiet with prices fairly steady.

Bar Iron—A good trade is being done,

although the orders are not, perhaps, as

numerous as they were. The mills, how-
ever, are still a good deal behind with their

orders. The ruling base price for ordinary

quantities is $1.85 per 100 lb.

Steel—A good demand continues to be
experienced, although the boom appears to

have reached its height for the time being.

This is evident from the fact that the

makers of steel plates are scarcely as inde-

pendent in regard to orders as they were a

short time ago. We quote as follows :

Merchantable cast steel, 9 to 15c. per

lb.; drill steel, 7 to 8c. per lb.; "Black
Diamond" tool steel, 10 to 11c.

; Jessop's

and Firth's tool steel, 12*4 to 13c; toe calk

steel, $2.85 to $3; tire steel, $2 30 to $2.50;

sleighshoe steel, 52.10 to $2.25 ; reeled

machinery steel, S3; hoop steel, $3.

Galvanized Sheets—The market is

even more stronger than it was a week ago.

Importers here have been advised this week
of a further advance of 10s. in the price in

England. Quotations which importers are

receiving here now are about £1 19s.

higher than in March last. The makers in

the United States are still withholding

prices from the Canadian market. We
quote 28 gauge English at $4 50, and
American at $4.40. The demand for

galvanized sheets is still active, and even

more so than in any other line of metals.

Black Sheets—These are also firmer in

the British market. A good many orders

for importation are being booked by local

wholesalers. We quote: 28 gauge, common
sheets, at $3, and dead flat at $3.50.

Canada Plates—Quotations from Eng-
land show that prices there are firmer. Some
good-sized orders have been placed on im-

portation account, but very little is being

done from stock. We quote : All dull,

$290; half polished, $3, and all bright,

$3-5°-

Pig Tin—The outside markets ruled

strong and higher, particularly in London
up till Tuesday last, when prices declined

both in London and New York. Since

then, however, the market has again taken

an upward turn, and at the time of writing

prices are firm. Locally, the higher prices

have checked consumption, but stocks are

rather light. Ruling quotations for Lamb
and Flag are 31^ to 32c. per lb.

Tinplates — The tinplate market sti'l

rules firm, but there is not a great deal of

business being done. Dealers have had to

pay 9d. per box higher this week for

importation. The stock of tinplates on the

local market is light.

Tinned Sheets—There is not a large

business doing, but the small orders that

are coming in are wanted quickly. What
tinned sheets are being used for just now is

cheese vat purposes.

Copper — Although some fairly good
sized lots have changed hands during the

past week in ingot copper, the demand is

not what might be termed active. We
quote: Ingot, 17^'c., and bar, 23 to 25c.

Solder — The demand for solder keeps
good. We quote : Half-and-half, guaran-
teed, i8j^c; ditto, commercial, 18c; re-

fined, 18c, and wiping, 17c.

Iron Pipe — Trade in iron pipe is fairly

good, and prices are steady and un-
changed. We quote : iinch black pipe,
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$5.15 per 100 ft., and i-inch galvanized,

$7-SS-
Lead —The market is fairly steady as to

price, and trade is moderate. We quote

4^ to 4Xc
Spelter—The outside markets are a

little easier, but locally we still quote $)4
to 6c.

Zinc Sheets—Business continues quiet.

We quote 6^c. for casks, 6^c. for part

casks.

Antimony —Prices are steady and trade

quiet at 10^ to uc. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

Owing to the high price of seed the cost

of producing linseed oil is claimed to be
higher than the jobbing prices ruling, so, as

very little is arriving from England, there is

a steady stiffening of the market. An ad-

vance of ic. was made early this week, and
a further rise is looked for. Turpentine is

steady at unchanged figures. Other lines

are also steady. There is an excellent

trade doing. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, #6.37^ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3, #5.25; No. 4, $4. 87 li ;
genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.
Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 ; ditto kegs of

100 lb., #5 25.

Litharge—Genuine. 7 to 7>£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.
White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Paris Green— Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, I7j£c; 25-lb. drums,

1 8c. ; 1 lb. papers, i8j£ c. ; lib. tins, 19^ c.

;

J^-lb. papers. 20^ c; J^ lb. tins, 2i^c.
Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

51.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2 .05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $2.90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, #1.90
per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to 51.30 per

gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

loyic. per lb. and \oyi to uc. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 82c.

;

boiled, 85c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 81c.

;

boiled, 84c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2

to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,

Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5 gallon packages,

50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

ULASS.
A meeting was held this week to consider

the advisability of making an advance, but

as prices are now at a high basis, it was
decided not to raise them further, as

the condition of the market warrants.

We quote as follows : Under 26 in., 54 15

26 to 40 in., $4.45 ; 41 to 50 in., $4. 85;

51 to 60 in., $5.15 ; 61 to 70 in., 55.50;
double diamond, under 26 in., 56 ; 26 to

40 in., 56.65 ; 41 to 50 in., 57 .50 ; 51 to

60 in., 58.50 ; 61 to 70 in., 59-5°. Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

HIDES. SKINS AND WOOL.
Hides—The maiket is dull. Prices are

unchanged. We quote: Cowhides, No.

1, 6j£c; No. 2, 5>^c. ; No. 3, 4^c. Steer

hides are worth ic. more. Cured hides

are quoted at 7 to 7*4c
Skins—There is a fair movement at

steady prices. We quote : No. 1 veal,

8-lb. and up, 9c. per lb.; No. 2, 8c;
dekins. from 60 to 70c; culls, 20 to 25c.

Sheepskins, 90c. to $1.

Wool—There is not yet much wool com-
ing in, but dealers have large stocks of last

year's wool on hand. We quote : Comb-
ing fleece, washed, 13c. and unwashed, 8c.

OLD MATERIAL.
A good trade is noted. Prices are

steady. We quotejobbers' prices: Agricultural

scrap, 55c. per cwt.; machinery cast, 60c.

per cwt.; stove cast, 50c; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, n^c. ; heavy
copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c.

;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass. 10 to

io^c. ; heavy red brass, 10*4 to uc;
scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,

6 J^c. ;
good country mixed rags, 65 1075c.

;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

COAL.
There is a good demand, but dealers find

difficulty in filling orders because of the

scarcity of both coal and cars. Prices are

unchanged. We quote at international

bridges as follows : Grate. 54 75 per gross

ton ; egg, stove and nut, 55 per gross ton

with a rebate of 30c. off for June shipments.

PETROLEUM.
There is a fair movement, with prices

unchanged. We quote : Pratt's Astral,

16 to \6%z. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)
;

American water white, i6}4 to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 15^ to 16c; Sarnia
water white, 15 to i$}4c in barrels; Sarnia
prime white, 14 to I4^c. in barrels.

MARKET NOTES.

Linseed oil has advanced ic, and a
further rise is expected.

In a recent issue it was said that cotton

twine was lower. It should have read
cotton rope.

UNSIGHTLY VIEWS FROM CAR.

A
TRAVELLER rapidly touring tne

country has to si/e things up from

the car window, writes G. M. L. B.

in Montreal Herald. He judges our agri-

cultural resources, the prosperity of the

towns and cities and our character in

general from what he sees in this way. It

isn't fair, but how can he help it ? He only

stops at a few cities for extended sight-

seeing—the rest of the country has to remain

in his memory as a series of snap shots from

his seat in the train or from the stations

along the route.

This fact people in most sections seem

very careful to ignore. The station is often

in the dirtiest section of the town. " Very

true," you say, " but that is unavoidable !

"

The line runs through two rows of back

yards. " Also unavoidable !

" The streets

around the station are often the

most ill kept in the place. "Can't

be helped !

" Hold on now—can't it ?

Shade trees are conspicuously absent

—

is this irremediable ? No policeman is

in sight to clear out that batch of

dirty children who are crowding the platform;

loungers are spitting tobacco juice on the

walks; soap advertisers have daubed all the

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

lAWHITE LEAD

Sole Manufacturers In
Canada of

BRAHDRAM BROS.,

& CO., London. Eng.,

B.B.
GENUINE' WHITE LEAD.ffiRS.LOW*S

Brandram's Genuine B. B. is the best White Lead made. It is unequalled for whiteness, and

fineness and body, and will cover more sut face than any other White Lead Paint. It is the

favorite White Lead in England, Canada, United States, Australia, Russia, etc. Made by a

special process, and is superior to all other White Leads for durability.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
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fences in the neighborhood; the river, which

the townspeople advertise as possessing

great secnic attractions, here presents a vista

of half-sunken scow, tumble down wharf, a

garbage pile on its banks, and, possibly, a

couple of youngsters preparing for a plunge.

Can none of these abuses be rectified ? Alas

for your claims to handsome, well-kept

streets, fine public buildings, beautiful

drives, delightful boating, etc. The travel-

ler* considers it a squalid, unbusinesslike

place to which he never desires an invita-

tion, and to which he certainly will not hie

him when on pleasure bent.

If Canada would better advertise her at-

tractions for summer tourists, the first thing

to be done is, clearly, to clean up. In this

there are few railroads unwilling to co-

operate ; often, indeed, the latter lead the

way. A town which wishes to present a

decent appearance to the travelling public

could act in its municipal capacity, its board

of trade could undertake the task, or a

mass meeting of the citizens could be called

and a committee formed to act through the

strength of public influence, the question

being taken up in the local papers and

those who hinder the movement or refuse

to do their part being shamed into tidiness.

Let the railroad authorities be taken into

consultation, and if they have not already

done so, they can be easily persuaded to

lay out a little garden, keep the buildings

and platforms in good condition, and, if the

station is old and the town shows signs of

progress, may be induced to rebuild. Next

approach those owning property along the

railroad and ask them what they are willing

to do for the town's sake. Urge them to

have the rubbish cleared away, the sheds

painted, a row of trees or vines planted, to

hide unsightly buildings, and appeal to

those intending to build that they have some

regard for the rear view of the premises.

Then urge the municipality to action. Pos-

sibly there is a vacant lot in front of the

station. Agitate having it taken over and

being made a public square. Perhaps the

old wharf and rubbish-lined banks of a river

in this vicinity are town property. Recom-

mend a clearing up.

If the town proposes erecting a new hall,

and the station is central enough, why not

build in that locality having grounds in

*y>ont, with fountain and well-kept flower

beds ? Plant trees along the streets ; send

the watering cart there occasionally ; keep

a policeman on duty when important trains

come in ; try to strangle the fence and roof

advertiser. " Why bless me !" a passer-

by will say, "is this Xville ?" Then the

Canadian just returned from a trip to

Europe will not be ashamed of his own
land, and our American visitors will have
something to praise besides the regions

where Nature is still unmolested."

Lanterns i Lamps
Standard Goods for

Season 1901.

New Century Banner Cold Blast

Lanterns.

Climax Safety Tubular Lanterns.

Little Bobs Brass Lanterns.

GASOLINE LAMPS, 0,ffer^t
.«.r-..

Radiant Shelby Incandescent

Lamps.

THE ONTARIO LANTERN GO.

HAMILTON, ONT.

For sale by all prominent wholesale dealers.

Write for prices.

E. B. SALYERDS
Manufacturer of

Hockey Sticks
PRESTON,

Ontario, - Canada.

The Best Stick.

Made of Rock Elm.

Wholesale Trade Only Supplied.

Ask your Wholesale House for

the Preston make of Stick.

^ Write for Prices.

EMPEROR PERFECTION
ALL CAST IRON

FURNACEHot
Air

Made in 3 Sizes.

For Wood Only.

Simple
Powerful

Economical
Durable

For Brick Setting with
Galvanized Iron Casing.

Get our prices and terms on
Heating Devices , Registers, etc.

THE JAMES SMART MFG. CO, LIMITED, BROCKVILLE, ONT.

If you write mention "Canadian Hardware and Metal."
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
THE MERITS OF ACETYLENE.

THE aim of the editor in this article is

to give convincing proofs to the

plumber that the merits of acetylene

are such that the most bias minded or

prejudiced person is soon convinced of the

merits of the new illuminant, and that really

all it needs is an introduction to the public,

when the real worth of the light speaks for

itself. By an introduction I mean show the

person interested first the light and then the

absolute simplicity of its production, viz.,

water and calcium carbide brought together.

It cannot be mistaken that the subject of

acetylene is one which appeals to the

masses, and that they have but to know the

true value of the light to have awakened

the deepest interest regarding it, for what is

more zealously guarded by every human

being than the eyesight ? And when the

public understand but one of the many

virtues of the light, viz., its true imitation of

the sun's rays, and the consequent restful

effects upon the eye, as well as the entire

nervous system, it goes without saying that

the public are going to demand the use of

the light.

The foregoing only accentuates what the

editor of this department has endeavored to

impress upon the plumber in preceding pub-

lications of this journal, i.e., that now is the

time for the plumber to get into the business,

for, if he does not, someone else is going to

have the money for the acetylene installa-

tions which are bound to be installed, for

have them, the people will, and why not

you, Mr. Plumber, be the man to step in

and take the opportunity by the forelock,

naturally equipped as you are with nearly

ali that is necessary in this line of work ?

Undoubtedly a great deal of harm has

been done by the so-called "tin can gener-

ator " in the past few years, manufactured

out of material both too light and too poor

to any more than hold together until installed,

but now that the generators have been so

thoroughly studied, and constructed upon

such scientific lines, it is no longer an ex-

periment when one of these generators is

installed, but is rather a charmingly inter-

esting little gas work, compact and pleasing

to the eye, which is a thing of admiration to

the purchaser as well as the plumbers who

install it.

The editor of this department takes this

occasion to say that it will be a matter of

genuine regret to him as well as surprise, if,

from now on, there so much as exists a re-

putable sanitary and plumbing establishment

without its line of generators; in fact.it would

seem to the editor that it behooves all first-

class plumbing concerns to at least repre

sent some one of the many excellent genera-

tors in order that it may be said that this

establishment is not lacking in up to date

appliances and the true progressive spirit of

the 20th century.

That the tradesmen may feel the pulse of

the public and be convinced of the en-

thusiasm and general interest displayed by

the usually indifferent press, we quote as

follows, from one of the leading papers of

the country :

" A great many people building fine

houses in the country, at some distance fiom

towns or villages, take the precaution to

have gas pipes put in during the course of

construction on the theory that some time

there may be a gas plant near enough to

provide them with light. Sometimes gas

works are erected in the vicinity and quite

as often not. Since the introduction of

acetylene gas, the generator for which can

be carried about and planted anywhere,

many of the owners of such houses are

availing themselves of the new gas.

'•Experiments by eminent European phy-

sicians prove that acetylene does not form

any combination with the blood. That it

has no specific poisonous action and is

much less dangerous in every way than

ordinary illuminating gas.

" The rays of acetylene gas being more

diffusive than those of any other illuminant,

and being in quality equivalent to sunlight,

it is not necessary to use as much as

ordinary gas. It adds less carbonic acid to

the atmosphere. An ordinary gas burner

produces carbonic acid equal to that in the

exhalations of 18 adults, while acetylene

gives off but one-sixth that amount, leaving

no injurious effects, and it heats the atmos-

phere of a room much less.

" Comparisons of deadly ana explosive

materials and their likelihood to cause fire

show that kerosene, gasoline, benzine, city

gas indoors and in street mains, electricity,

steam boilers, gunpowder and thousands of

chemicals and substances in everyday use,

and which the world could not conveniently

get along without, are far more dangerous

than acetylene gas."

The foregoing is but a fair sample of the

articles appearing in the press every day all

over the country, and necessarily arouse the

interest of the reader and which serve to

prove that now is the time for the plumber to

make his arrangements to represent some

good generator and go after business.

—

Plumbers' Trade Journal.

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

ARCHI TECT Mills has prepared plans

for a fine house for James Wilson

at the corner of Macnab and

Hannah streets, Hamilton.

Mr. Gray intends building a residence in

Port Credit, Ont.

Burchell & Howe are erecting a new store

on Rosser avenue, Brandon, Man.

Mrs. Swail, Mr. Ross and E. Z. Labrosse

are erecting new houses at Vankleek Hill,

Ont.

The Commercial Hotel, Wiarton, Ont., is

undergoing extensive repairs and improve-

ments.

R. Tivey is erecting a new hotel for Com-

modore Calcutt at Idyl Wyld, near Peter-

boro', Ont.

Mr. Coatsworth is erecting a two storey

brick building with a 49 ft. front on Talbot

street, Leamington, Ont.

Improvements to cost #25.000 are to be

made to the Russell House, Ottawa. Many
new bathrooms will be added.

Tenders are called by to-day (Saturday),

for the erection of the new buildings for the

American Cereal Co. at Peterboro', Ont.

A new schoolhouse is to be erected in

Port Arthur, Ont., to be finished by Sep-

tember i. It will be heated by steam.

A third storey is to be added to the

Peeter House, Waterford, Ont. D. P.

Carey, of the same town, will build a resi-

dence.

The Imperial ColtonCo , Hamilton, Ont.,

intend building 50 houses for their oper-

atives near their factory. C. T. Grantham

is manager ol the company.

Contracts have been let for a brick ware-

house for Martin O'Meara on Clarence

street, near the Grand Trunk track, London,

Ont. Its dimensions will be 40x75 feet,

and it will cost $10,000. ^

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.
It has been definitely settled that the

business meetings of the annual convention

of the National Plumbers and Steam Fitters'

Association of Canada will be held in the

Temple building, corner Bay and Richmond

streets, Toronto.

President Meredith informed Hardware
and Metal this week that the preparations
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

Flue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. ricNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

362K Main St., - WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

either by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factorv.
GOOD REFERENCES.

LOW TANK
WATER CLOSET
COMBINATIONS
THE MOST PER-

FECT ON THE
MARKET
NOISELESS IN

ACTION
BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

Write for Catalogue,

The James Morrison
Brass Mfg. Co.

Limited

TORONTO, ONT.

L. G. Fournier & Co., stove and furniture

dealers, Ottawa, have moved into larger

premises, at 300 Wellington street.

YOUR PAINT

TRADE

PLEASEDlM^ j?^

It's well to please your paint trade, because
there is money in it. There's more money
in paint to-day than there ever was before.

Because it's easy to handle, nicely put up,

quickly sold and no waste, and it won't do
to fool with this trade. A man who offers

poor paint will be found out almost as quick
as the paint touches a building. Now with

RAMSAYS PAINT
you take no risk. Here's a paint the painter

knows and asks for. It's the best that can
be made, and that's all he wants or anybody
else. It's easy to sell because we help with

booklets, cards, fence boards and many
other things, and the price is just right too

for pure paint.

A. RAMSAY & SON,
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL

Patented

April 16, 1889.

BRADLEY STEEL
SHELF BRACKETS

Greatly improved recently.

For sale by principal

Canadian Jobbers.

Write to factory for free sample

ATLAS MFG. CO.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

PANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
** E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,
Montreal.

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

»'

STEVENS SINGLE BARREL SHOT GUN
LATEST AND
BEST SINGLE

GUN ON THE
MARKET.

MADE IN

THREE STYLES
THREE GAUGES
UP-TO-DATE.

FINEST SINGLE GUN YET PRODUCED.
Our Goods are Handled by the Leading Jobb'rs.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p-°j,5°" Chicopee Falls, Mass , U.S.A.

White Mountain Freezers
are made in every size and for all purposes, from the tiny one quart hand

freezer for the small family, to the large 40 quart power freezer for hotels and

restaurants.

These freezers are invaluable to the home, and, if well pushed, one could be

sold to nearly every housekeeper in your town.

Other dealers are sending in orders for them every day. Why shouldn't you ?

No delay whatever in shipping.

We are the sole agents in Canada for these perfect freezers.

Write for descriptive pamphlets and prices to

THE McCLARY MANUFACTURING CO.

London, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver, and St. John, N.B.
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for the convention and for the entertainment

of visiting delegates are going ahead satis-

factorily, and that both good meetings and

a good time generally should be the result.

A committee representing the reception

committee of the Toronto association waited

on the legislation and reception committee

of the Toronto City Council asking for a

grant toward the entertainment of visiting

delegates. They were promised that tally-

hos should be provided to give all delegates

a ride around the city, visiting the principal

points of interest.

The joint committee representing the local

branch of the association and the supply

houses of Toronto are quietly preparing to

give their brethren a big time. They are

not making public their intentions, but it

has been whispered that a sail across the

lake is almost a certainty, the probable

objective point being Niagara Falls.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

BUILDING permits have been issued in

Toronto to James Walsh, for four

dwellings at 155 to 161 Park road, to

cost $25,000 ; to Geo. Gooderham, for three

dwellings near Huron street, on Prince

Arthur avenue, to cost $ 14,000 ; to the

Confederation Life Association, for #7,600

worth of alterations to their hotel property

on Yonge street, near Richmond ; to The

Walker, Parker Co., for a $10,000 factory

at the corner of Wellington and Emily

streets ; to Chas. Parker, for a $3 000

dwelling on Bernard avenue, near Avenue

road ; to The Bredin Bread Co., for a

$12,000 factory and stable on the corner of

Pears avenue and Avenue road ; to P.

Lzeliski, for a $2,500 dwelling at the corner

of Indian road and Radford street ; to

Robt. McGill, for a $4,900 residence on

Tyndall avenue, near King street
; to Prank

McMahon, for a $3,500 dwelling at 345

Brunswick avenue ; to Benj. Brick, for six

dwellings on Paul street, near Broadview

avenue, to cost $6,000, and to J. M.

Downer, for a two storey factory near Simcoe

street, on Richmond, to cost $2 500.

The following permits have been issued

in Ottawa : H. M01 eland, lot 19 Bank
street, four stores, $2,500 ; James Sommers,
lots 6 and 7 Second avenue, four tenement

houses, $3,000 ; M. Landreville, lot 54
Albert street, stables and dwelling, $4,000

;

G. M. Holbrook, lot 6, Cliff street, addi-

tions and alterations to present dwelling,

$5,500; Joseph Wilkins, lots 11 and 12

Elgin street, dwelling, #2,500; Joseph

Burnette, lot 17, Henderson avenue, two
dwellings, $3000; Albert Dunn, lot 16,

Henderson avenue, two dwellings, $3,000 ;

Hon. A. G. B air, Gladstone avenue, stable

and coach house, $2,000 ; Mrs. O Donnell,

lot 8, King street, dwelling, $1,800 ; F.

Peter, lots 23 and 25 Clarence street, dwel-

ling, $2,000.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.
G. F. McDonald, plumber, Dundas,

Ont., is giving up business.

The Canada Brass and Electrical Co..

Limited, have been incorporated.

Napoleon Des Chenes & Co., have
registered as plumbers in Three Rivers,

Que.

Aithur A. Burns, of Boyd, Burns & Co.,

wholesale plumbers' goods, Vancouver, is

dead.

Victor Laramee has registered as pro-

protor of Eugene Laiamee, plumber,

Montreal.

The journeymen plumbers of Ottawa, who
are now getting 22j£c. an hour, are asking

25c. per hour. They work 9 hours per day.

EARLY GUN-MAKING IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

Sinc-r Lhe war broke out in South Africa,

1 lie Government lias placed with The Carron
Company, of .Scotland, a considerable order

for shells, which is Interesting as recalling

the conditions under which munitions ot

war were supplied in the eighteenth cen-

tury. Carron works, which were founded
in L760, are now probably the oldest iron

works in this country that have had a con-

tinuously active existence for oearlj a cen-

tury and. a halt. In 1779, the} undertook
the manufacture of the so-called " Can in

ades " or " Smashers,'"' the origin of which
has been variously attributed to General
Robert Melville, to .Miller, of Dalswinton,
and to a well-known genius of that time
named Gascoigne. In the same year lhe.

carronades were Used against the French
fleet. This form of 141111 carried a relative!}

large hall, and varied in calibre from 6-

pounders to (iS-pounders. So rapidly were
they applied that by 1781 there were -'121)

ships in the British navy that mounter]
them. The " Carronadc " was discarded
by the British navy in 1852. 'lhe modern
gun is in every way typical 01 the vast
change in matters metallurgical and mechan-
ical that lias occurred in the interval.— Iron
and Coal Trades' Review.

THE SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE.
I am a firm believer in the principle

that a mutual dependence is a necessit) and
a blessing," writes the Hustler, in Stoves
and Hardware Reporter. " Did it ever
occur to you that we all make our living
"iii of each others' wants ? 1 want your
hardware and you want ni\ groceries. We
supply each others' necessities and establish
a mutual relationship which is helpful to
us both. We have certain needs in cum
mon and go to some one else to fill them
and he has needs which we supply. So
Oil it goes in a sort of endless chain mill!

we are bound together by a succession of

links which are practically unbreakable
unless one of them is given too much
strain and breaks, when another is immedi-
ately forged into place and the chain

becomes as strong as ever.

When I learn of a business man who
talks and acts as if he didn't give a rap for

the other fellow, who is so deeply dyed in

the sense of his own importance that he is

(he only color in the spectrum. I at once
set him down as a man who is too cyood
lor this earth but who ought to gather ill'

a little human intelligence before he leaves
it. '

I don't care for his trade' is a not
infrequent remark made by some merchant
who believes he can net along without it.

Perhaps he can. for a time, hut doesn't it

occur to him that business is the supplying

ol individual wants, that everything count?
and that when one trade is lost others max
I"' lost also '! A man has a right to be as
independent as his conditions permit, but

Lhere arc very few of us who realize how
actual!} helpless we are without the aid
and support of others and it is dangerous
to break any one of the links because our
own turn may come next and we'll snap in

two on account of the strain that w a - of

our own making.
'The most independent business man

that I know of is one who has a good trade
which he endeavors to keep, who pa v -: hi-

hills prompt l\ or discounts them, w£*vells
for cash and so has no had accounts to worry
him. who keeps his store on dress parade
and his stock insured, who has earned and
maintained the respect of his customers and
is yet willing to acknowledge that he is

dependent upon them for the support of his
business. Such a man comes as near real-

izin» I he ideality of independence as is

possible to human nature. J tc is close to
it but he can't quite touch it. and when he

begins to think that he really has it in his

grasp he will be promptly reminded of the
Irishman's description of a flea: ' Slnire.
he's wan of them birds that when yez puts
your finger on him he ain't there.'

'

FOR SALE.

A FIRST-CLASS HARDWARE AND TINWARE
business for sale. An up-to-date stock in an up-to-

date store. A splendid chance for anyone wanting a live
business. Satisfactoiy reasons given for selling. Address
Box 53, Canadian Hardware and Metal, Toronto. 173)

L
Every Description
Shape and C olors

ABELS
Stock Labels for Hardware trade

LEVY «Sfc CO., 19 Leader te,.TORONTO

COLLINS
STEAM
COOKER

Cooks Quickly, Properly,
and in Quantities. Every-
body likes this Cooker, as it

will cook, and cook well, a
whole dinner of about 5 or'6 articles at the same lime over
one hole on the Range, Gas Stove, Coal Oil Stove, or

Gasoline Stove. Consequently, it is a great saver of fuel,

and time-saver, as you can be doing other housework or go
to church as it cannot burn the contents. Tough meat will

be made tender and food much more palatable and healthy,

as all the flavor and nutrition is retained in the food.

Door can be opened and any one article taken out without
molesting the whole. Write for catalogue and prices.

Manufactured solely by

THE COLLINS MFG. CO.,
34 Adelaide West TORONTO.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
u . . , FLATWARE, CUTLERY t
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE.

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed

Nuts, Square and Hexagon.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

Pure Spirits of Turpentine and
Linseed Oil.

5»

* QUOTATIONS CHEERFULLY
FURNISHED.

4

•'i^jpis*^* feft-.

Sample barrel orders highly

appreciated and receive the same

prompt attention that larger

orders do.

The Atlantic Refining Co,

TORONTO.
THE FOREIGN OILSEED REVIEW.

THE confidence prevailing among hold

ers, and referred to a week ago, has

borne fruit the last few days and.

under an active and healthy consumptive

inquiry, prices have daily advanced. finallv

leaving off with a net gain of Is. 6d. to 2s.

3d. on the se'nnight. It onlv needed the

rekindling of demand to demonstrate how

very bare were the spot supplies and the

little stuff likely to be available when the

new Calcutta seed began to arrive. The

enhanced values have induced America to

offer ha.k for sale some of the La Plata

recently arrived there, and business 10 a

fair extent is already reported for immedi-

ate loading to Hull at IDs. to -IDs. 3d.

Considering that current spot prices here,

compared with the ls1 of \pril. are 7s. (id.

to 8s. 6d. higher, as against those in Amer-

ica are only equal to :?s. to .'is. Id. per qr.,

it is but natural to find the latter anxious

to resell at such a margin, the freight being

,|>ut Is. 8d. pei' qr. Just now the princi-

pal strength of the market is derived from

the active buying for Continental account.

where there seem to be large "bear ' con-

tracts still uncovered. A few weeks back

London operators were unsupported in their

"bullish" views and the Continent refused

to trade, but this week lias witnessed a

complete change of front and all offers of

seed are eagerly sought after by crushers in

Germany, France and Holland (-niostl'v the

hint-named) it a pautv d iull\ Is. >. i

I oited Kingdom values.—Dornbusch, May
I(L

O
TOBIN BRONZE.

NE of the most marvellous metals

during the last few years is Tobin

that has come into prominence

bronze, the invention of a United States

naval officer whose name it bears. It is a

combination of copper with other metals.

When rolled and hot it is remarkable for its

high elastic limit, tensile strength, hard-

ness, toughness and uniform texture. Jt

is as strong as ordinary steel rods or

plate-., and is being used largelj for a vari-

ety of purposes where a Strong, lion .hi im

sive tal i- required. When finished it

has a bright golden color. One of I In-

most celebrated uses to which this Tobin
bronze has been put lias been In connection
with the construction of the American
yachts defending the America Cup. Tobin
bronze plates having been used in t he

undeilioilv of the hull of tin- Vigilant in

1893, and later of the Columbia. Tin-

hulls of both the Constitution ami indepen-
dence are also constructed of Tobin bronze
plates. Manv manufacturers also use it

for valve stems, piston rods, shafting ami
ail- pump linines. bolt forgingS, ill fact in

any place where a superior article is wanted
iii give strength or prevent corroding.
Tobin bronze is made bj The Ansonia

Brass and ' Copper Company, Ansonia,
Conn., and Mr. Alexander Gibb, Montreal,
is the Canadian agent. A neat little des-
criptive pamphlet has been issued on the
metal, copies of which may be obtained on
application to Mr. Gibb.

DEPARTMENT STORE INSURANCE.

The Colonial Assurance Company, of New

York, has issued the following circular to

its au'-nts :

" For some time past the losses on retail

'\>'} g Is and department stores have been
mi v frequent and disastrous. Many causes
and hazards combine to produce this result.

Defective electric wiring1 has been the cause
of manv fires, although we think that this
feature has been exaggerated. The modern
department store combines the hazard of a
large ana of sensitive stm-k with that of

touching up and upholstering of furniture.

various manufacturing, packing, restau-
rants, exhibiting of gasoline stoves and
numerous other processes more or less

dangerous.

As it is unlikely that we can ever make
up whai we have lost on this class at t he
prevailing rates, and as there seems no

probability 'of the rates being placed on a
paying basis, we feel that we must either

decline to write such risks or obtain pre-
miums therefor which will more nearly pay
the losses. We have therefore fixed the
following minimum rates, anil desire our
agents In decline any and all lines on retail

dry g Is and depart nn-nt stores when the
same cannot Lie obtained

"On brick buildings or contents having
a gTOund floor area of Ml. 000 square )'<).

charge S2.25 ; on brick buildings or ton
tents having a ground floor area in c

thereof, for each 1,000 square feel in execs--.

charge 25 cents.

"We (rust that our agents will appre-

ciate our efforts (,, place tins verj

unprofitable class on a paying basis. These
rales ,| u )n,i apph i 'i risks equipped with
automatic sprink lers."
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in the Board

it one o'clock

BANK OF MONTREAL.

Proceedings at the 83rd Annual

Meeting.

A SATISFACTORY REPORT.

Mr. Clouston's Remarks on the General Commer-
cial Situation in Canada.

Till",
eighty-third annual meeting of

the shareholders of the Bank of

Montreal was helc

Room of the institution,

p.m. on Monday, June 3.

There were present : Hon. George A.

Drummond, Vice-President ; Sir William

Micdonald. Hon. James O'Brien. Capt.

Benyon, Messrs. R. B. Angus, A. W.

Hooper, Hector Mackenzie, David Morris.

F. S. Lyman, K.C.; F. T. Judah, K.C.; B.

A. Boas', J. G. Snetsinger, W. H. Evans,

W. .1. Buchanan, E. B. Greenshields,

Richard White, A. T. Taylor, J. Try-

Davies, Henry Dobell. Hugh Cameron, M.

S. Foley, Henry Mason, H. Drummond, A.

Walmsley, Nicholas Murphy, John Morrison.

On the motion of Mr. R. B. Angus, Hon.

George A. Drummond, "Vice-President, was
unanimously voted to the chair, in the

absence of the President, the Right Hon.

Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal.

On the motion of Mr. F. T. Judah,

seconded by Mr. Henry Dobell, it was

agreed :

" That the following gentlemen be

appointed to act as scrutineers : Messrs. F.

S. Lyman. K.C., and W. J. Buchanan ; and

that Mr. James Aird be the secretary of the

meeting."

DIRECTORS' REPORT.
The report of the directors to the share-

holders at their eighty-third annual meeting-

was (hen read by Mr.* E. S. Houston, Gen-

eral Manager, as follows :

The directors have pleasure in presenting

(he eighty-third annual report, showing the

result of the Bank's business of the year

ended April 30. 1901.

Balance of Profit and Loss Account, 30th

April, 1000 8 127. ISO. SO

Profits for the year ended 30th

April, 1901, after deducting
charges of management and

making full provision for all

bad and doubtful debts .. . 1,537,522.39

$1,964,703.19

Dividend 5 per cent

paid 1st Decem-
ber. 1 900 $600,000.00

Dividend 5 per cent.,

payable 1st .June,

1901 600,000.00
1 :200,000.00

Balance of Profit

earned 1 rward
and buss

.g 764,703.19

\s shareholders are aware, the present

bank charters would have expired on the

1st July next. Instead of introducing an

nit ire new Hank Art. the Government pro-

ceeded to continue the charters of the

banks, and has provided for the changes,

which, in its opinion, were advisable bj

amendments to the Hank \ci of 1890.

The accommodation in the bank's build-

ing at headquarters having become verj

inadequate for the propei eonducl of the

business, it has been found nece ar\ I"

erect suitable premises on the site recently

acquired on Craig street, and the work is

now in progress, The new premises are to

be connected with the present building by
a bridge over Fortification lane.

Premises are also being erected at the

corner of Wellington and Magdalen streets,

for the use of the Point St. Charles sub-

arctic \ . and since the last annual meeting

the bank's building at Sydney, N.S., has

been completed and occupied by that

branch.

It has been decided to open a branch of

the Bank at Glace Bay, N.S.. at once.

The head office and all the branches have

passed through the usual inspection during
the year.

STRATHCONA AND MOUNT ROYAL,
President.

Bank of Montreal,
Head Office.

3rd June. 190).

You will notice that our profits are a

little in excess of those of last year, and
the statement is one of the strongest we
have had the pleasure of laving before you.

As the charters of all the banks would
have expired in July of this year, a further

extension of ten years was granted, and
certain amendments to the Bank Act were
enacted.

The chief changes were :

The rate of interest on the notes of sus-

pended banks was reduced from 6 per cent,

to 5 per cent.

Power has been given to enable a bank to
purchase the assets of another, thus c*^r-

coming the barrier which formerly existed

to the amalgamation of banks.

In addition to the annual return of

unclaimed dividends and balances, we are

THE GENERAL STATEMENT.
The general statement of assets and liabilities of the Bank, 30th April, 1901, was read as follows:

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock $12,000,000 00
Rest 8 7,000,000 00
Balance of Profits carried forward 764,703 19

$ 7,764 703 19
Unclaimed dividends 2,432 01

Half-yearly Dividend, payable 1st | une, 1901 600,000 00
8,367 135 20

820,367, 13a 20
Notes of the Bank in circulation $ 6,482,214 00
Deposits not bearing interest lH, 184, 774 47
Deposits bearing interest 54,501,853 13
Balances due to other Banks in Canada 46,082 93

79,214.924 53

$99,582,059 73

ASSETS.

Gold and Silver coin current $ 2,564,358 30
Government demand notes 3,472,440 25
Deposit with Dominion Government required by Act of Parliament for

security o< general bank note circulation 310,000 00
Due by agencies of this bank and other banks in Great

Britain $ 2,536,166 61
Due by agencies of this bank an I other banks in Foreign

countries 2,264,257 63
Call and short Loans in Great Britain and United States. 23,536,628 00

28,337.052 24
Dominion and Provincial Government Securities 617,930 93
Railway and other Bonds, debentures and stocks 2 889,973 17
Notes and cheques of other Banks 1,690,470 10

$39,882,225 05
Bank Premises at Montreal and Branches 600,000 00
Current Loans and discounts in Canada and elsewhere t rebate interest

reserved) and other assets $58,850,449 34
Debts secured by mortgage or otherwise 131,135 27
Overdue debts not specially secured ( loss provided for) 118,250 07

59,099,834 68

$99,582,059 73

Bank of Montreal, E. S. CLOUSTON,
Montreal, 30th April, 1901. General Manager.

THE GENERAL MANAGER.
Mr. Clouston then said :

—
The statement before you requires a little

explanation, as it is made up to conform
to the Amended Hank Act of last session,

and now embraces our foreign business as

well as our Canadian. Previous state-

ments showeAonly the balances which would
be due us from other countries after our
business there had been liquidated. Con-
sequently, our statement now includes all

deposits and loans elsewhere than in Can
ada. This makes a comparison with former

Statements an impossibility, but for the

information of the shareholders. I maj say

that the principal changes in our Canadian
business are as follows: —
Circulation, increase § 321,000
Deposits not bearing interest.

increase 1,963,000
Di'posits bearing interest, increase. ."1, 122.000

Current loans and discounts,
decrease 360. noil

also required to furnish a statement of all

drafts and bills of exchange issued and
remaining unpaid,

In the case of a suspended bank. The Can-
adian Bankers" Association has been given

power to appoint a curator. The associa-

tion has also been entrusted with the work
of inspecting and supervising the note cir-

culating accounts of all the banks in the

Dominion, an added safeguard, if am \uik
I"l. to the circulating currency of tl"'

country. In this way the association has

practical].} become an agent of the Govern-
ment in 1 he administration of the Act.

The form of our statement to the Govern
iiieni bas been changed, and fuller details

are now required. It was this that ren-

dered advisable the new form of statement
now laid before you, Other changes were

more of interest to bankers themselves than

the public. Generally speaking, the altera-

tions we're in the direction of strengthening
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and improving- the Act under which we have

worked for the last ten years.

At the last session of Parliament the Fin-

ance Minister took power to establish a mint.

The opinion of the bankers, not from any
selfish point of view, but from what we
believed to be in the best interest of the

country at large, were set forth at the last

annual meeting of The Bankers' Association,

and I do not propose to say anything more
on the subject here. The Act was only
permissive, and it may be that on looking
more closely into the matter, the Govern-
ment may decide not to incur considerable

^Jense in order to deteriorate the value of

one of our products, as the gold is more
available to pay our foreign indebtedness
and more valuable for export, as bullion,

than if it were minted into coin. As a
circulating medium, it will not displace the
paper currency here, any more than it does
in the United States, while the miners
to-day can obtain from the banks the same
value for their gold as they would if the
mint were established even in British

Columbia.

Business during the last year has been
generally good, notwithstanding a short
crop in the Northwest, and in spite of the
unfortunate condition of affairs in the min-
ing districts. In other sections of Canada,
even the most pessimistic of farmers should
have been satisfied with the results of the
last two years. If, from a sentimental
point of view, we were eager and willing to

aid the Mother Country by the despatch of

troops, as will always be the case, the prac-

tical result is a magnificent advertisement
to Canada, and an additional market estab-

lished for our products, which will prob-
ably recoup the outlay of this country. In
the last year there has been an increased

demand for its products, in consequence of

the Boer War in South Africa.

On the other hand, the woollen manufac-
turing industry has not been prosperous,
and I am sorry to say the outlook for the
lumber trade is not of the best, prices rul-

ing low and the markets being congested,
and we can only hope for an improvement
before the season finishes.

There are also signs of overproduction
in textile goods, and in the manufacture of

pulp, which only need judicious restraint to

be put on a good basis. We must not for-

get the return of the wave and get so far

be,\ ond our depth as to lose our footing.

It is too early to speak of" the future
crops, though up to the present the reports

are good, and if they turn out according to
promise, we ought to have another good
year, and if that comes you can see that
this bank is in a position to take advan-

tage of it.

ADOPTION OF REPORT.

Hon. George A. Drummond said :
—

You have heard the statement of the Gen-
eral Manager and the report of the direc-

tors, and the statements placed before you
appear to me to be so full and complete
that I do not consider it necessary to make
any further amplification of them. I will

, content myself, therefore, with moving :

I
" That the report of the Directors now read,

be adopted and printed for distribution

among the shareholders."

The motion was seconded by Mr. E. 15.

(Jreenshields, and after a few remarks by Mr.

John Morrison, who thought that the Gen-

eral Manager had taken the correct view

with regard to the proposed establishment

of a Canadian mint, it was carried unani-

mously.

Senator O'Brien moved :
—

" That the thanks of the meeting be

presented to the President. Vice-President,

and Directors for their attention to the

interests of the bank."

This was seconded by Mr. David Morrice,

and was unanimously agreed to.

Sir William Macdonald moved :
—

" That the thanks of the meeting be given

to the General Manager, the Inspector, the

Managers, and other officers of the bank for

their services during the past year."

The motion was seconded by Mr. R. B.

VngUS, and having been unanimously con-

curred in. was acknowledged by the General

Manager.

Mi. B. A. Boas moved :
—

" That the ballot now open for the elec-

tion of directors be kept open until three

o'clock unless fifteen minutes elapse with-

out a vote being cast, when it shall be

closed, and until that time, and for that

purpose only, this meeting be continued."

This was seconded by Mr. Hector Mac-

kenzie, and unanimously agreed to.

On the motion of Mr. John Morrison,

seconded by Hon. James O'Brien, a hearty

vote of thanks was accorded the chairman

for his conduct of the business of the meet-

ing : and he acknowledged the same.

THE DIRECTORS.
The ballot resulted in the election of tin'

following directors :
—

R. B. ANGUS, ESQ.
HON. GEORGE A. DRUMMOND.
A. F. OAULT. ESQ.

E. B. (JREENSHIELDS. ESQ.

SIR WILLIAM C. MACDONALD.
A. T. PATERSON, ESQ.

R. G. REID, ESQ.

.JAMES ROSS, ESQ.

RIGHT HON. LORD STRATHCONA
AND MOUNT ROYAL, G.C.M.G.

PIPE - LINE TRANSPORTATION FOR
SOLIDS.

According to Cassier's Magazine, one of

the developments of the coming century,

worthy of at least passing thought, is tin'

extent to which the pneumatic-tube princi-

ple will be employed to expedite transpor-

tation which is now entirely dependent on

steam locomotives. Consider, for example,

the long lines of loaded coal ears on their

way from the mines to the seaboard, and

back again empty to the mines. If the

weight of a car is 25 per cent, of the moss
load, there is in this instance more than 50

per cent, loss or non-paying freight, the

empty train requiring about as much power

to haul it to the interior as was expended

in taking it to the shipping port. It dees

not seem altogether unreasonable, therefore,

to think that just as the miles of tank ears

loaded with nil. which were seen in former

years, have disappeared, and that commodity
is now sent hundreds of miles through pipe

lines, so may coal, grain and ore be sent

speeding through tubes to central stations

for local distribution. In the matter of

coal transportation, in fact, just such pipe-

line conveyance was tried experimental I j

something like ten or twelve years ago. the

coal for that purpose being ground into

powder, mixed with water in sufficiently

large proportion, and carried through the

pipes in semi-liquid form. At the delivery

nni\ of the pipe line there were to be

settling chambers for the mixture, enabling

the water to be drained off and the coal

paste to be pressed into cakes and dried For

consumption. The project, however, did

not extend beyond a brief experimental

career. In woollen mills it is a common
thing to blow wool from one building to

another through pipes by means of fans.

If you require good

VARNISHES
for every class of work, why

not purchase from the largest

makers in Canada,

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
LIMITED

Ample stocks of every de-

scription of painting material

at our factories and ware-

houses in

MONTREAL
AND
TORONTO

THE

Special

attention to letter orders.
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ESSENTIALS TO SUCCESS.

YOUNG man, a college education is

something to be desired ; is a help

in the struggle of life, but is not

at all indispensable to the greatest business

success. If your schooling is a limited

one, attention to business ; courtesy to

everybody ; seizure of chances as they turn

up ; a truthful and honest record, will land

you at the top, or so near it, you will be

in " comf'r'ble " circumstances all the later

years of your life.

[lead what Charles M. Schwab, President

of the billion-dollar United States steel cor-

poration, had to say about it to the boys

of the St. George's Evening Trades School,

at their commencement exercises. Here is

what he said :

" From my long experience I am led to

believe that/ many boys make the mistake

of depending upon influence to obtain for

them positions of profit. Go yourself to

seek work in life and depend upon your

own exertions and merits.
" No matter what business you enter,

the essentia] feature to success is that you

perform your tasks better than anybody

else. This alone will command attention.

Everybody is expected to do his duty, but

the boy or man who does a little more is

certain of promotion.
" Success is not money-making alone.

And I want to state that of the truly great

men I know in industrial and manufacturing-

lines, none are college-bred men. but men

who received an industrial or mechanical

education, and who worked up by persever-

ance and application.
" Let me advise you all to make an early

start in life. The boy with the manual

training and the commonfschool education

who can start in life at 10 or 17 can leave

the boy who goes to college till he is 20 or

more so far behind in the race that he can

never catch up."

STEEL-MAKING IN GERMANY.

Figures which have been collected and

published by The Association of Iron and

Steel Manufacturers of Germany show that

the total production pf steel in that coun-

try in 1900 was 6,645,869 tons, of which

6, 223,417 tons were produced by the basic

process, a system that was not applied

until 1*79. so that this remarkable advance

has been achieved within 20 years. So

recently as is 1
.)!, the total make of basic

steel iii Germany was only 3,241,000 tons.

Sp that the output has practically doubled

within the last six years. Of the total

output of basic steel in L900, 1,141,587 tons

were produced by the Bessemer process, and

1,997,765 tons by the open-hearth process.

It ma\ be added that while in Great Britain

four-fifths of our total steel output is by

the older acid process, in Germany that

process yields onl\ one-sixteenth of the

whole.

THE WINDOW GLASS STRIKE.

The strike of the window illass workers in

Belgium and France was declared off on

Tuesday, the 21st inst., as announced in

last week's Review, and the strikers have

returned to work at the manufacturers'

terms. The men have been on strike for

eleven mouths for recognition of the union

and advance in wages, and during that time

I he glaSS trade of this coiinl i v cut t hem
§35,000. The strike affected 8,000 men in

Belgium and 2,000 in France. The settle-

ment will have no immediate effect on

<_dass values in this country.

It will be some time before operation

will have proceeded to an extent that

imports of foreign glass into this market
will be possible. The European markets

next door to the- factories are bare of stocks

and this demand will, of necessity, be met
first. The trade in the far F.ast have suf-

fered from diminished supplies because ol

the strike and are clamoring for early ship-

ments to that quarter. So while our home
prices are above what under' ordinary con-

ditions the foreign glass can be imported

at, it is not likely that prices will be forced

down to a tariff-wall basis until a surplus

available for American importation is pro-

duced tit the Belgian factories, and this is

not likely to occur until after our present

Stocks are practical I \ exhausted. Hence,

we look for a continued steady market on
the high basis now ruling.—Paint, Oil and
Drug Review, Chicago.

HOW STEEL PENS ARE MADE.

Few people know, remarks an exchange.

what a heap of bother and expense it is to

make a pen. For instance, the steel is first

rolled into big sheets and then cut into

strips about three inches wide. These strips

are annealed. In other words they are softly

heated to a red heat and permitted to cool

very gradually, so that the brittleness is

all removed and the steel is soft enough to

be easily worked. Then the strips are

again rolled to the required thickness, or

rather thinness, for, as you know, the aver-

age steel pen is not thicker than a piece of

letter paper. The blank pen is next cut out
of the flat strip and the name of the maker
stamped upon it. Then comes the molding
process. The pen is put in a mold which
gives it grace and strength. The rounding
enables the pen to hold the requisite ink
and to distribute the ink gradually. That
little hole which is cut near the end of the
slit also helps to make the ink run properly
and regulates the elasticity of the pen.

Up to this time the metal is soft and lead-

like. To make it brittle and springy it is

tempered by being heated to a cherry color

and then suddenly plunged into cold water.

But it is then too brittle for use. so the

temper of the steel must be drawn. The
elasticity varies with the color, and each

color is obtained by suddenly plunging the

pen into cold water. Then follow the slit-

ting, polishing, pointing and finishing, all

of which is done by expert workmen.

CANADIAN PIG IRON ON THE CLYDE.

The Iron and Coal Trade Review, Lon-
don, has the following under date of lM:«gL

17 :

A new feature has been the importation
of the first half of a consignment of 7,000
tons of Canadian iron to the Clyde. The
iron is being imported at the instance of a

Glasgow house interested in a Dominion
iron company. The Canadian brand will

compete in point of quality with Cleveland,

but. in the meantime, the Scotch founders
and malleable ironmakers have not shown
any eagerness to experiment with the iron,

as their wants are being fully met in Mid-
dlesbrough. The dumping down of Can-
adian iron on the Clyde is brought about
by a bounty of 12s. per ton, but as the
freight is 10s. per ton and the cost for

reweighing, cartage, and storage amounts
to 5s., the bounty is more than absorbed.
The Canadian exporters hope to ship the
iron at a lower rate."

H. Armstrong intends building a fish-

packing house and a general store at Delta,
Man.

The stock of the estate of Morrow Bros.,

general merchants, Portage la Prairie, Man.,
has been sold to T. Finklestein, of Mooso-
min, at 50c. on the dollar. Mr. Finkle-

stein has sold his Moosomin stock to
Samuel Coppleman.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
Representatives for Canada

B. & 5. H. Thomp on & Company
26 St. Sulpice Street

Montreal
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U
MIDLAND

JJ

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

i Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

"The Peerless"

is the best Bolster Spring ever

produced. A fine line for the

hardware trade, write Us For Prices.

James Warnock & Co. Qalt, Ont.

CUKKEfiT JVIAHKET QUOTATIONS
June 7, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures lieing for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of

any apparent errors in this list as the desire

is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 31% 32

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates— Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. P. r boi
l.C, usual sizes {6 50
I.X., " 8 00

I.X.X., " 9 50
Famous—

1.0 6 50

l.X 8 00

IX.X 9 50

Raven & Vulture Grades—
I.O., usual sizes 4 50

l.X, " 5 25

l.X.X " 601
I.XXX., " 6 75

D.O., 12%xl7 < w
D.X...... 4 75

D.X.X 5 00

Coke Plates—Bright
PesBemer Steel—

l.C. .usual sizes 3 73

I.C., special sizes, base 4 00

20x28 7 75

Charcoal Plates—Terne
Dean or J. G. Grade—

I.O., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 00
I.X..TemeTin 10 10

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

XX , 14x56, 50sheetbiB-)
•• 14x60, " > .... C6 1

/,

• 14x65. " J
Tinned Sheets

7 ,»30 up to 24 gauge 07%
26 " 08

" 28 " 08%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 185 190
Refined " " 2 35

Horse Shoe Iron 2 35

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 00

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base ... 2 10

TireSteel 2 33 2 50

Reeled Machinery 3 00

cast Steel, per lb 00 00

Toe Calk Steel

T Firth &Co's cast steel.per lb 12% 13

Jessop's Tool Steel 12% 13

j', Boiler Tube!.
^1%-inoh 12%

2 • 13

2% " 15

J " 16

3% " 20
4 •• 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
V. inch 2 50 2 60

3-16inch 2 60 2 70

H inch and thioker 2 50 2 60

Black Sheets.
Com. D.F1.

IS gauge 2 75 3 00

20 gauge 2 75 3 CO

22 to24 " 2 75 3 25

26 " 2 ?5

28 " 3 00 3 50

Canada Platen.
All dull, 52 sheets 2 90
Half polished 3 00
All bright 3 tO

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 4 45
% nch 3 25

% ' 3 30

% " 3 50

% " 365
1 " 5 15
1% " 7 10

1% " 8 40
2 '• 1125
2% " 20 95
3 " 21 5*>

3% " 3)75
4 " .... 39 (10

5 " 47 35
6 " 62 10

Galvanized pipe

—

V» inch 4 90

% " 5 25
1 " 7 55

1% " 10 30
1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 4 10 3 75
18 to 24 gauge 4 00 3 85 4 25 4 00
26 " 4 25 4 10 4 25 4 25

28 " 4 50 4 35 4 40 4 50
Case lots 10 to 15c. less.

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lb

% " 8 90 8 50
5-16 " "

4 70 5 00
% " •• (05 K0

7-16 " " 3 9) 4 -5

% " " 3 lO 4 in

9-16 " " 3 f5 4 '5

% " " 3 :5 3 9»

% " " 3 (0 4 iO

Halter, kennel and post chains, 4< to 40 and
5 p.c.

Cow ties 40 p.c.

Tie-out chains i 63 p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 45 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c.
Copper.

Ingot
English B. S., ton lots 17%
Lake Superior

Bais
Cut lengths round, % to% in. 23 25

" round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., 14x48 and 14x60 24 '.4%
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 24% 25

Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)

4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24
" 50-lb. and above, " .... 23

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 per cent.

Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 i3

Tubing, base, per t 23
Zine Spelter

Foreign, per lb 05% 06
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5cwt. casks 00 6V„

Partcasks 10 6%
Lead .

Imported Pig, per lb 04% 14%
Bar.llb 05% 05%
SbeetB, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... P6 l/4
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lists

at 7c. per lb. and 30 p.c. dis. fob. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 1(0 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 17% p.c. PriceB are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l .... 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10/, 11

White Lead . Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37

No. 1 do 6 00

No. 2 do 5 52%
No.3do '..... 5 '5

No.4do 4 8'%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 S7%
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
' No. 1 6 85

" " No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50

Genuine, 100 ib. kegs, per cwt 5 75

No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, IU0 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09

Pure White Zinc ... 08 0(9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75

Pure, kegs 6 25

No. l.casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
•Second qualities,per gallon 1 IT

Barn (inbbls.) 75 85

The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45

Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25

Toronto Lead & Color Cos Pure 1 25

Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20

Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors In Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05

Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06

French " 05
MarineBlack 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J.C.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Oohre J.F.L.S.). bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per cwt. 180 190
English Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cv/t.. . 1 75 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides, 93p.o. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw , 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Oolden Ocbre .... 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..

boxes, per lb 08 24
Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb .... 1 00
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls. 1 9)
Bulk in leBs quantity 2 C5
Bladders in bbls 2 II
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose 2 25
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tinB 2 63
bladders in buk or tins less than 1001b2 9J

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

" No. 1 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 31 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 BO 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 8 J

'' No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish 4 Color Co's.,
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each.
$3.00.

Granatine Floor Finish per gal., $2.75.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, $1 2) ;

Size 2, 7oc. ; Size 6, 4jc. each.

Castor Oil.

East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" " small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.

CodOilpergal 50 55
Pure Olive 120
" Neatsfoot 90

Glne.
Common 08% 09
French Medal 14 14 V,
Cabinet Bhett 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 18
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THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Oloth
Corn
FlourEMERY

We carry all numbers of Corn and Flour Emery in io-pound packages, from 8 to 140, —
in stock. Emery Cloth, Nos. OO., O., F., FF., 1 to 3.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., Wholesale Agents for Canada, MOIltreal.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.
B. B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cent.

Kim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p. o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Uartr'dges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B. B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival
and Nitro, net .ist.

Brass Shot ShellB, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb-

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib.bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each,12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5:0 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of l,0u0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 10

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wade, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.

11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and It gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90
Adzes.

Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50

Wilkinson & Co. 's Anvils.. lb. 19 09%
Wilkinson & Co.'s Vices.. lb. C9% 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 18 Ou

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33V3 per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy'sAxes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00
Best quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inoh rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
" " " 2nd - 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21

O " 011%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

Kriutionless metal, per lb 23

8YRA00SE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special ,•••
JJ

25

Aluminum, 99 p.o. pure "Syracuse .. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.
Nickel, 55 per oent.

Cow.
Amerioan make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro' , disoount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per pross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 07% 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway.... 65

" " full square 65
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60
Coach Screws 70
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4
1

,c. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 6 ;% per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8. " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Batchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65

Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Ball Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 6u per cent.

Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.

Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65
Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 1 00 1 50
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% peroent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% peroent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

.... 3 00
Belgian " 8 50 2 75
Oauadi an hydraulio 1 25 1 50

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8

—

No. 1, $8.5U— So. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00-No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each lesB than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.

Clips.
Axle dis. 65 per cent.

Closets
Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet. 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 00

" " " embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Oat. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50

" emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 51
" " 19x 15 in... 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
S. & D., No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
"6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20

Door Springs.
Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets

.

Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz l 40
No. 2, per doz 1 2u
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Disoount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES.
Black Diamond, 60 to 60 and 10 per oent.
Kearney & Foote, 60 and 10 to 70 per cent.
Nicholson File Co., 60 to 60 and 10 per oent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size Per Per Per Per
United 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

Inches.
Under26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65
41to50 4 85 .... 7 50
51 to 60 5 15 .... 8 50
61to70 5,50 .... 9 50
71 to 80 6 00 .... 10 50

81to85 6 50 .... 11 70
86to90 14 00
91to95 15 50
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

,r % " 9 00
%to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web. —per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 1 10 1 20
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., perlb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe.perdoz.net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 585 600
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered

—

No. 11. 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%,10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-f t. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb. . . . 06%

" 5-in., " .... 06 (/4" " 6-in., " .... 06" " 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs.
Spring 1200

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.o.
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount 45 and 5 per osnt

HOOKS. A
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per oent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per oent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per oent.

HORSE NAILS.
"C'brand 50 and 7%p.o.off new list 1 Oval-
"M" brand 50, 10 and 5 per cent. J b ad
Countersunk. 60 per cent.
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u Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

Z}

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,

Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire. Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Fafitorifi* •
I
332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.factories,

j and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.

Iron ShoeB. and and
larger. Bmaller.

Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
P.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weighc steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 pc. oil list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
S.ur per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lh SO 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door, japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw, per gross 1 30 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz... 7 Oj
No. 3 "Wright's".. 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Pish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russel 4 Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock
English and Am., perdoz..., 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. V0 to 25 p.c
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.

Flat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
insmiths' perdoz 125 150

Carpenters', hickory, perdoz. 125 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking each 60 2 00

MATTOCKS.
Canadian, perdoz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.Ocount, 25 per cent.
NAILS.

quotations are : Cut. Wire
2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4 and 5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8 and 9d 2 50 3 00
10andl2d 2 45 2 95
16and20d.: 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.77%
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c.
Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent.

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 55 per cent for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.

Navy 6 00
U.S.Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16%
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,

per doz 10 00
Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 1 25 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.

10-qt. flaring san buckets, di?. 45 p.c.
6, lu and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.

Creamer cans, dis. 45 p c.

PICKS.
P>-r doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " .... 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
to 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, perdoz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, perdoz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOOD.S.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-

count, 60 per cent.
Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins 'radiator valves discount 55 percent.

" " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valces discount, 60 p.c.

No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4

" " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. orless 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz J 5 100
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', per doz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100
RANGE BOILERS.

Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 CO
35 " 8 25
40 " 950

Copper, 30 " 22 00
r'

35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.
Wood, 25 per ceDt.

RASPS AND HORSE RASPS.
New Nicholson horse rasp, discount 60 to EC

and lu p c.

Globe File Co.'s rasps, 60 and 10 to 70 p.c.

Heller's Horse rasps, 50 to 50 and 5 p.c
RAZORS.

per doz.
Elliot's 4 00 18 00
Geo. Butler 4 Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00

KingCutter 12 50 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and 10 per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
% and5-16in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16

" 5-32 inch 21
%inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. perset.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% per cent.
B 4 A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Rmery, 40 per cent.
Gan et(Rurti n's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c
S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. & D. , dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2 and 3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," perdoz 6 50

SCALES
Standard, 4> p.c.
Champion, 65 p.c.
Spring Balances, 10 p.c
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

Dominion, 55 p.c."
Richelieu, 55 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's perdoz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 87% and 10 p.c.
Wood R. H., '• diB. 82% and lu p.c.

" F. H., braBB, diB. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.c

R.H. " 70 p.c.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent.
Bench, wood, perdoz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75

Set, Case hardened, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co , full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 per cent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150
SOLDERING IRONS.

1, l%lb., perlb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, perdoz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 60. 10 and 5 p.c.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 55 3 75
Coopers', discount 45 percent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c

STONE. Per lb,

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07"

slip 09 09
Labrador 13

" Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe. per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind.2in,40 to 200 lb.per ton 25 00

under 40 lb. " V8 00
Grind, under 2 in. thick " 29 CO

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths .... 7 00
7 inch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, net cash .... $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
„ t . .

Per cent
Strawberry box tackB, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 15

tinned 80 & 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacke, blued, in dozens only . 80" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk... 85, 12% 4 12%
" brush, blued & tinned, bulk.. 70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 412%
Zmo tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 5} y2
Trunk nails, black 6j ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads '

] 40
Fine finishing '

\ 40
Picture frame points \q
Lining tacks, in papers ,] ifl
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains. Cow Ties etc.

A1BX
ffir

E
.!l

GIBB
' -Ca»adiaa Representatives- ft&Jff™

4 C0"

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

**

For other Provinces.

Lin 'ng tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

.Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60
Tin capped trunk nails 15
Ziuc glaziers points 5
Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

" " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz... . 2 75 5 00
English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75
Chesterman's each 90 2 85

"
steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Game, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. & N„ P. S. & W.. 65 p.c.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.
German, per doz 4 75 6 00
S. & D. , discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27
Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20

4-ply 26
Mattress, per lb 33 45
Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Hand, pe doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices :

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
2 80
2 87
2 90
2 95
3 15
3 37
3 5(1

3 65
Other size i of plain wire outside of JSos. 9,

10, 11, 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at 82 8) base with

extras as before. The prices for Nos 9"

to 13 include the charge of 1 c
for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:
Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— beBt steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c- in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, J5—No. 18, $5.50—No. 19, $6-No. 20,
86.65-No. 21, $7-No. 22, $7.30-No. 23,
87.65 -No. 24, 88-No. 25, $9—No. 26,
89.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28,811—No. 29.

$12—No. 30, 813—No. 31, $14—No. 32, $1E
No. 33, $16—No. 34, 817. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31
$4—Nos. 32-34, 86. Coppered, 5c—oil
ing, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7,8,83 50
to $3 85—No. 9, $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10,
$3.60 to $3.95—No. 11, $3 7U to $4.10- No
12, $3 to $3.30-No. 13, $3.1(1 lo $3 4'!—
No. 14. $4.10 to $4.50-No. 15, $4.60 to
$5.05—No. 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Base sizes,
Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57% f.o b. Cleveland.

Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17.

•S4.25; No. 18, »2.65; No. 19, $2.35, f.o.b
Hamilton, Toionto, Montreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb 3 15
Galvanized, plain twist 3 15
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less than carlots, and $2.70 in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5

White, according to quality 6% to 7%
50l-lb bale lots shaded.

WRENCHES.
\crae. 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.o.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. & K.'s Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket , per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 33(0
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 18 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 00
Sampson " 30 00

1 erms 4 months, or 3 p.c 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent

ADVEKTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG. CANADA

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER AND CLIP

S
HELF BOXES
CREW CASES
AMPLE HOLDERS

For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

rw°SM U. S. Patent June 25th, 1895.

vj°*o^ Canadian Pat. Dec. 13th, 1894.

mgrk Lfr wk Sold by Jobbers of - - -

iP>\Bi|P HARDWARE
r S TINWARE

and STOVES,

<sm&- /.A for furnace pipe, to support

h&*^*£dm the sheet steel blade

/
y

4
\

Manufactured by
THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.

A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ontario.

*



"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially
designed for export. With or without " Emlyn
Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

Cables—
" Machinery

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Emlyn Engineering Works.

Newport. Newpokt, Mon., England.

SEALED TENDERS addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed " Tender for Iron Superstructure, Des

Joachims Interprovincial Bridge, across the Northern
Channel. " will be received at this office until Wednesday,
Jur inclusively, for the construction of an iron super-
strucn./e for the Interprovincial Bridge over the Northern
Channel of the Ottawa River at Des Joachims, County of
Pontiac, P. Q., according to a plan and a specification to be
seen at the office of F. S. Rees, Esq., Dockmaster, Dry
Dock, Kingston, Ont. , at the Public Works Office, Mer-
chants Bank Building, Montreal, Que., on application to

the Postmaster at Hamilton, Ont., and at the Department
of Public Works, Ottawa.
Tenders will not bi considered unless made on the form

supplied, and signed with the actual signatures of

tenderers.

An accepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to the
order of the Minister of Public Works, for three thousand
dollars ($3,000.00), must accompany each tender. The
cheque will be forfeited if the party decline the contract or
fail to complete the work contracted for, and will be
returned in case of non-acceptance of tender.
The Department does not bind itself to accept the

lowest or any tender.

By order,

JOS. R. ROY,
Acting Secretary.

Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, May 23, igoi.

Newspapers inserting this advertisement without au-
thority from the Department will not be paid for it. (23)

Lockerby & McComb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S.--Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
-.quotations, etc. You can get commercial

I news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PRESSTUPPING BUREAU,

132 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 TEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO.
Not connected with any Shear Combination.

NEW YORK OFFICB, 90 Chamber! St.
NEWARK. N.J., U.S.A.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849.

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results mayjustify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized
world.

Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing
and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.s.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS. C. IRVING, Gen. Man. Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen, Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal,

JITobles 8p Hoarc,
CORNWALL ROAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY
Which can be obtained direct from the -works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada

((BRASSITE"

^'STEREO «AO« I***

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Grassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales ?

THE GUNN CASTOR CO.
Limited.

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, .Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL



Inc. 1896I
Eat. 1S6S

Black Diamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

Awarded
By JURORS ^

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

>%%»%%%%'%%^^»%^%^%%%^%^^%^%'J

1901 [. 1901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the po:*" ^r

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms—
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, CANADA
Factories— I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

Galvanized
Steel Sheets

CORDAGE

"LEVEL BEST" BRAISD.

Black
Steel Sheets

" GRIFFIN " BRAISD.

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

B.&S. H.THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. Sulpice'st., MONTREAL,

ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne
Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Martin
'Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

"RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality \i^fch
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

~
«

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
vr 'Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wm. b. stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO



Gauge and Lubricator Glasses

GEO. LANGWELL & SON
Manufacturers, - Montreal.

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal, Heating, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.

VOL. Xlll. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, JUNE 15, 1901. NO. 24

"TIBET ANTI-FR1CTI0H METAL.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

'Tandem" Metals are better than
any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed.

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed,

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters of Anti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

Corrugated Iron.

Lysaght's "Orb" and "Redcliffe" brands

are the standard—good iron, uniform

weights, best workmanship, no risk to

the buyer.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, limited.

Around the Empire
There is an unbroken chain of

Safford Radiators"
Girdling the British Empire—Girdling the world, voluminous testi

mony of the solid worth of the "Safford." In thousands of quiet

homes and great buildings, here and over the seas, are the links of

this great chain, each a recommendation that you disregard to your

cost. The world has experimented for you and the result is "SAF-
FORD" the world over. There's all the advice you need about

Radiators. We will be pleased to give you any information you de-

sire. Send for free booklet about heating. Remember we are the

largest Radiator Manufacturers under the British Flag—that's the

recommendation the British Empire gives the "Safford."

THE DOMINION RADIATOR COMPANY, Limited,

^ Toronto.



FISHING ? doles
TACKLE -

,»lV

Including Lines, Reels, Hooks,

Spoons, Bait Pails, Poles,

Baskets and Minnow

Traps.

AND

AMMUNITION
Ask for

Hazard Powder. Toronto.

Black Sheets
Common and Dead Flat.

FROM STOCK OR FOR IMPORTATION.

SAMUEL, SONS ft BENJAMIN, - - LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

HOSE...

-- " -^s-

WATER SUCTION
STEAM ACID
AIR OIL
FIRE SODA WATER
BABCOCK HIGH-PRESSURE

Our Patent Seamless Tube is, without doubt,

the only perfect construction.

The Canadian Rubber Co.,
CAPITAL - - - $1,500,000.00.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

Other Tools are very

good Tools, but "YANKEE TOOLS" ARE
BETTER

"YANKEE"
RATCHET SCREW DRIVER

N2I5

Our "YANKEE" Tool Book

tells all about them. Mailed

free on application

No. 15. "Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver, with Finger Turn on Blade.

,-^r^ HIL SP IRAL-BATCHE! DRIVEBl

^-^
ll ss"Trvi

."gTr.T'."gru s-t .tei

4|Wjl'.l'li'nJlUf.rVWM
i

No. 30. "Yankee" Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver, Right and Left Hand.

No. 41. Yankee" Autonutic Drill. Eight Drill Points in Handle.

Manufacturers also of

LIGHTNING,
GEM and

BLIZZARD
Ice Cream Freezers.

Toy Freezers,

Ice Shaves and
Ice Chippers.

Fluting Machines,

Hand Fluters.

No. 50. "Yankee" Reciprocating Drill, for Iron, Steel, Brass, Wood, etc.

Sold by Leading Jobbers

in Canada.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
It

No. 60.

Pocket Magazine
Screw Driver. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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QUICK MfAU

QUICK MEAL

OUWK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

,rr^}|
QUICK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

Quick meal

it

Quick Meal
99

QUICK MIAL

QUICK MEAL

For Gasoline or Summer Stoves 2&
Blue Flame Oil. —,

"^t,
QUICK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

QUICK MEAL

"Used Most Valued Highest."
They are popular favorites with Canadian housekeepers, because of their reliable trustworthiness, perfect

adaptability for all kitchen needs, and simple ease of operation.

The " Quick Meal " Wickless Stove is a marvel of perfect construction, made to please the

popular demand, unique in its good points, an unfailing success.

When the hot days coming bring customers to your store, you're sure to satisfy their requirements

from the splendid variety of sizes and styles in "Quick Meal" stoves—they are always "quick-sellers."

The Gurney Foundry Co., Limited
TORONTO, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVERTHE GURNEY-MASSEY CO

MONTREAL
LIMITED,

Omsk meal

PI Y TTlMF will soon be here. YOU will require a stock of
I L, I I II IL. DooR PULLS for Screen Doors, etc.

\A/o IWIonilfortnro among cur many other lines bothwe 'vanuTaciure
Japanned and c Coated

Wire Door Pulls (5 inches).

CRESCENT
HAT and COAT HOOKS

2% in- 3 in. 3% in.

In Japanned and Coppered.

—Wood Screws and Wire Nails.

BRIGHT GOODS
(A lull line of these goods always in stock.)

11 1 1\ Ih Bright, Annealed, Oiled and Annealed.

Coppered, Coppered Spring, Tinned, Brass,

Staples, Galvanized and Barb Wire.

COPPER WIRE
For Merchant and

Electrical Purposes.

For Prices, etc., apply to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN. SPRUCE LININGS.

{ THE NEW BALDWIN

i

!

I

\

\

f

I

T
?
?

!

\

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation-

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks

Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Built in the newest, largest and Lest equipp°d refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

refrigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
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LEWIS &W&'
Wholesale i r y ' W\ pf^

i

& CO.
Hardware flONTREAL.

i

Long Range,

Quick,

Strong

and

Safe.

No Jar,

Perfect

Combustion,

Reliable.

i

EXTRA HARDENED, DOUBLE WATERPROOF, A GENERAL FAVORITE.

— MADE BY

The Smokeless Powder & Ammunition Co., Limited
LONDON, ENGLAND.

We are sole Agents for this Celebrated Powder in Canada and can recommend it as the best

Smokeless Powder on the market.

WRITE FOR PRICES. MAIL
SHIPPED SAME DAY AS RECEIVEDSSSS I LEWIS BROS. & CO., Montreal
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

HRS.&C(D~

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

PLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office

:

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
F. A. YORK, Manager.
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KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL.

Samples stilt free on application.

HORSE NAILS-" C" Brand Horse- Nails
Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS - Gunn Castor Co.
Limited, Ulrmingbam, Eng.
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t* "A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT."
^^t!k>ld Dollars at qoc each won't sell until you have convinced the customer that they are

\ genujpe,. Have you the time to make the argument to do the convincing ?

^ ALAJ|A6TIHE is the standard wall-coating "The World Over." Would any dealer
"want to spend thWtime to convince a customer that a substitute, or something else, is "just as
good s CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE ?
Besides, substitution is suspfctous, and often bears earmarks of a swindle. f*
We do not claim toKnW all that can be learned about the manufacture of wall coatings,

but twenty-five years of experience must count for something, and the fact that ALABASTINE
is the goods that are in demand speaks volumes in its favor.

Never until M. B. Church introduced ALABASTINE was it found practicable to make wall-
coating adapted to be mixed with cold water.

We own the patents on tlie cold water process, and this statement is our only argument
at this time on that point.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time ; is manufactured in

Canada, and recommended by leading sanitarians throughout the country. There is nothing
"just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by

.

THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

We also manufacture "BUG FINISH." tne oniy practical Potato Bug

Killer. Farmers will soon be calling for it. Order early and be prepared.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gaage iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co,
shelburne,ont.

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

LONDON FENCE
MACHINES Lead on Every Point.

London Safety Tackle Blocks are equally efficient for

stretching Coiled Spring Wire and for use as a Hoisting
Block. They are Ai and rapid sellers.

TOWNSEND (Lever) STRETCHERS
BERNARD CUTTING PLIERS

Only one agency for our machines in each town. Get
our prices, terms and discounts.

Coiled Spring and other Fence Wire at right prices to

the trade.

London Fence Machine Co., London, Can.
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Wadsworth -Howland
Co. n Chicago.

i *£W£/
BEST
PAINT

ON
EARTH.

ONE
PRICE.

BEST
QUALITY.

WE PUT OUR NAME ON ONLY ONE BRAND OF

MIXED PAINTS
The Best Wall Paper Cleaner

j n
The only one bff^red for sale in the Canadian market.

'. it/ ^
Will not set hard in

Will

le most satis-

JeWel Wall FiniSh A perfect sanitaria
the pail overnight. Can be tinted with any dry color? ^J'es not necessary,

not crack, peel or rub off the wall. 4/W a

Terebine ShellaC—A substitute for Grain Alcohol^Shellac.'^Th

factory first-coat Varnish or Surfacer offered for sale anywher«(at any price.

Adamantine FlOOr PaintS are the most reliable goods for the pur-

pose yet produced. The only paint on the American continent that will dry

between supper and breakfast.

Write our customers regarding their success in these lines.

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED-

Canadian Distributors —TORONTO."**
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PLATED HAT AND COAT HOOKS.

IN BRASS, BRONZE, OR OLD COPPER.

THREE SIZES: Nos. 102, 103, 104.

IN WEAR AND APPEARANCE ARE EQUAL TO

THE SOLID METAL, BUT COST LESS MONEY.

ALL PACKED WITH SCREWS TO MATCH.
ORDER A SAMPLE LOT FROM YOUR JOBBER.

Manufactured
by A. R. W00DYATT & CO., G

SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE.' <£

UELPH,
CANADA

SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

OR within the reach of every-

Not a toy, but an article of utility, pre-

eats and other articles of food as well as any

rator made, and consuming but a small quantity

f ice. It has a nickel-plated fawcet connected with the

ice chest, and will supply ice-water, c mbining all the

features of a water-cooler and refrigerator, without an

extra supply of ice.

Substantially made of Galvanived Iron, and finished

to imitate oak.

We also carry in stock a full range of the celebrated

LIGHTNING ICE CREAM FREEZERS. We
can safely say there are none better.

We will be pleased to quote
you

Kemp Manufacturing Co.
Toronto, Canada
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ENGLISH METAL MARKET BULLISH.

THE bullish tendency that we have

noticed in the English metal markets

continues to manifest itself in pro-

nounced form.

The cable quotations received in Montreal

this week indicate advances all along the

line.

Ingot tin is one of the first on the list,

the New York values having reached nearly

to 30c. The London speculative movement

in this metal is strong and one of those

continued upward trends of this market is

expected.

The sheet metals are all moving in the

same direction. Tinplates, in sympathy

with pig tin, have scored an advance of is.

for coke plates and is. 3d. for charcoals,

which means a total movement of nearly

2s. per box. Terne plates are quoted at

24s. 3d., an advance of is. yd. to 2S„ or

about 3s. higher as compared with the price

six weeks ago. Canada plates are up 5s.

per ton, or a total advance of 7s. 6d. since

the beginning of the movement. Galvanized

iron is also reported 10s. per ton higher,

with every probability of further advances.

Sheet zinc is quoted £1 10s. higher, while

steel sheets, dead flat, cannot be procured

at lower quotations than 10s. per ton above

those of some weeks ago.

All the mills are said to be filled with

orders, and it is difficult to place contracts

for July or August delivery. Most of the

mills refuse to guarantee delivery before

September.

What aggravates the situation in Canada

is the fact that the early shipments con-

traded for last February and March have,

in many instances, not come to hand, and

the Canadian metal market is rather bare

of supplies. The ss. Assyrian, that went

on the rocks a few days ago, had a ship-

ment of sheet zinc on board consigned to

Montreal, and there is now a genuine dearth

of this article.

As yet Canadian importers are said to be

ordering fall importations very lightly.

The Ironmonger, published in London,

England, comes to hand this week, ponder-

ous in size, and arranged in a prettily de-

signed cover of five different colored

printings. It is the annual spring issue,

and the size may be gathered from the fact

that it contains about 465 pages, 370 of

which is advertising matter.

UNITED STATES TRADE WITH
CANADA.

UNITED STATES returns showing the

trade of that country with British

North America during the nine

months, ending March 31, have just been

issued. They show a decided gain com-

pared with the same period of 1900, the total

trade being $109,529,618, of which $77,-

891,138 were exports to and $31,638,480

imports from British North America. The

total for the nine months of 1900 was

$99,353 506, of which $69,780,474 were

exports and $29,572,932 imports.

It will be noticed that the increase is

proportionately greater in exports to than in

the imports from British North America.

In the one it is 11.62 per cent, and in the

other scarcely 7 per cent.

The increase in the exports to this country

is largely due to the increases in the number

of cattle and in the quantity of breadstuffs,

provisions, steel, carriages, copper, raw

cotton, tobacco leaf. The following table

shows the exports to British North America

from the United States of articles apper-

taining to the iron and hardware trade

during the nine months for the past three

years :

Agricultural i 1 plements. .. $ 842,449 (1,295,987 (1,368,585

Carriages, cars, and parts of 2.19 293 378,46s 341,918

Copper of different kinds... 119,517 132,211 211,557

Cycles, and parts of 338,412 205,3.8 173,725

Builders' hardware and
saws and tools 62 ',151 588,4115 601/36

Sewing machiues.and parts 107,573 145,617 1.18,901

Typewriting machines. .. . 42,1 25 38,424 43,953

Steel bars or rails for rail-

ways 1,362,199 1,722,326 2,671,112

Turpentine 146,160 2(7,979 203,402

Oils, mineral, relined 629,549 839,147 889,530

Among the articles which chiefly contrib-

uted to the increase in the imports from

British North America were : Coal, tin-

plates, lead, sugar, hides and skins. Lumber

imports declined nearly $1,500,000. In the

increases the most important was in lead

and manufacturers of, which jumped from

$103 814 in 1900 to $1,509,777 in 1901.
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BECOMING A SERIOUS MATTER.

RECENT developments in the strike of

the machinists in the United States

instead of tending toward a shorten-

ing of the period of hostilities threaten to

extend it. It is not that more men have

quit work ; it is due to the fact that it has

become more than a fight for shorter hours

of labor. The employes struck for a nine-

hour day at a ten-hour pay ; but the em-

ployers have now thrown another bone of

contention into the fray. They have decided

that they cannot allow the union to interfere

in the administration of their shops.

The strike is now practically on all fours

with that of the famous engineers' strike of

a few years ago in Great Britain. The

principles involved are the same. And it

is this, together with the fact that the hands

of both strikers and employers have been

strengthened during the past week, that

tends to prolong the strike and increase its

seriousness.

The machinery manufacturers of the

United States have an organization known

as the National Metal Trades' Association.

Until its members, a few days ago, decided

to take an aggressive stand, it had lacked

the support of a good many machine manu-

facturers. Numbers are now, however,

flocking to the association's banner.

The platform of principles which the

employer's association drew up the other

day is both clear and comprehensive. Its

principal clauses read as follows :

Since we, as employers, are responsible for the

work turned out by our workmen, we must, there-

fore, have full discretion to designate the men we
consider competent to perform the work and to

determine the conditions under which that work
shall be prosecuted. The question of competency
of the men being determined solely by us, and,
while disavowing any intention to interfere with

the proper functions of labor organizations, we will

not admit of any interference with the management
of our business.

Disapproving absolutely of strikes and lockouts,

the members of this association will not arbitrate

any question with men on strike. Neither will this

association countenance a lockout on any arbitrable

question unless arbitration has failed.

No discrimination will be made against any mem-
ber of any society or organization. Every workman
who elects to work in a shop will be required to

work peaceably and harmoniously with all his fellow

employes.

The number of apprentices, helpers and handy
men to lie employed will be determined solely by
the employer.

We will not permit employes to place any restric-

tion on the management, methods or production of
our shops, and will require a fair day's work for a
fair day's pay.

It is the privilege of the employe to leave our
employ whenever he sees fit, and it is the privilege

of the employer to discharge any workman when he
sees fit,

The above principles being absolutely essential to
the succe sful conduct of our business, they are not
subject to arbitration. '

Incase of disagreement concerning matters not
covered by the foregoing declaration, we advise our
members to meet their employes either individually
or collectively, and endeavor to adjust the difficulty
on a fair and equitable basis. In case of inability
to reach a satisfactory adjustment, we advise that
they submit the question to arbitration by a board
composed of six persons, three to be chosen by the
employe or employes. In order to receive the
benefits of arbitration the employe or employes
must continue in the service and under the orders
of the employer, pending a decision. In case any
member refuses to comply with this recommend-
ation he shall be denied the support of this asso-
ciation unless it shall approve the action of said
member.

As we stated, there has been a great deal

of sympathy with the employes in their

effort to secure a nine-hour day ; but one

thing is liable to be overlooked, and that is

that the strike is a direct violation of an

agreement entered into between masters

and men 13 months ago. This agreement,

which is dated May 18, 1900, specifically

declared that pending arbitration there

should be no strikes or lockouts, but not-

withstanding this the machinists refused

arbibration and struck.

While we in Canada are not directly

interested in the strike, we cannot view it

with equanimity, for a prolonged strike

would not fail to seriously affect the iron

and steel trades. Already its influence is

being felt to some extent, and it is estimated

that, influenced by the backward season

and the strike, the Lake Superior iron ore

trade has been shortened by 15 per cent.

WHY NOT, INDEED?

THE American Grocer asks: "Why
should we persist in saying ' Eng-

lish ' when we speak of American

speech?" That is so, although we would

prefer it being called "United States"

speech, as far as its use in the neighboring

Republic is concerned, because Canada is

a part of the North American continent,

and rather the larger half of it, and in this

movement for speech reform we want to

take a place.

When referring to the predominating

speech in this country, why should we

persist in saying "English," when we

speak of Canadian speech ? Then, there

is the Commonwealth of Australia. The

people of that country should certainly fall

into line. Ceylon, too, cannot afford to

ignore the movement. Nor can the islands

of the sea.

Of course, this movement is not to be

confined to the language that is spoken in

the United Kingdom. Whatever the native

tongue of a man may be he must not call

it by its original name ; it must be "United

States," "Canadian," " Australian," ac-

cording to the country in which he happens

to be residing.

The politicians in Canada to whom the

French language is unsavory have in this

movement a panacea for all their woes, for

the people in the Province of Quebec who

speak the language of France (we must

not say French language) will certainly

not object to calling it " Canadian."

And then why stop at languages ? Why
not apply the principle to—well, architec-

ture? When we put up a building in what has

heretofore been called the Gothic, Roman,

and so forth style, why should we persist in

calling it by such names ? Let us call it

Canadian. And every other nation can

do so after its kind. Of course, pillars

will have to fall into line with buildings.

Why should we persist in saying " Corin-

thian," "Ionic," and "Doric," when

they are made in this country ? Let us call

them Canadian. The United States can

call them " United States."

Antiquated people will probably object.

But let them. Forward movements have

always met with opposition. Educational-

ists may also object. But let them. They

do not know everything. We are a self-

contained people. And so are our cousins

to the south.

SUMMER TEMPERATURE OF
ST. JOHN.

Arrangements have been made by the

tourist association of St. John, N.B., for

publishing in one of the New York papers

daily reading of the temperature in the

former city.

The summer temperature in St. Johnr's

delightful, as those who have been fortunate

enough to visit there well remember. The

ocean breezes always keep the temperature

down to a comfortable point, no matter how

people may be sweltering elsewhere.

The business men of St. John should lend

all the aid they can in disseminating

information to the outside world regarding

the temperature of their pretty city.
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, AND NOT THE CENSUS, THE TEST
OF CANADA'S GROWTH.

IF
we are to judge by the hints we receive

through the Ottawa correspondents of

the daily papers, quite a little concern

is (rJveloping in official circles in regard to

the recently-taken census : The figures are

apparently not totalling up as well as

expected. We are all sorry for this, for we

have all been pluming ourselves upon the

sure and certain hope of a large increase in

the population of the country. And now

that we have been weighed by the census

we are beginning to fear that we have been

overestimating ourselves, although the

official figures have yet to be issued. The

figures of 1891 were a bitter disappointment.

It is only to be hoped that those of 1901

will be a little more to the liking of our

palate.

Rut, after all, are we not disposed to lay

too much stress on the importance of popu-

lation as a factor of national greatness ? We
believe we are. In saying this we are by

no means blind to the need of population in

this country. The greater the number of

people we have in Canada the greater will

be the consumptive demand of the home

market.

If si/.e of population was the most impor-

tant factor China would be in the lead and

we should all be trying to emulate her. But

Canada has no desire to emulate her, for in

every phase of national activity this country

far transcends the Celestial Empire with its

400,000,000 people. At any rate, we, as

Canadians, are so persuaded in our own

minds.

It is evident, therefore, that there are

things that should concern us more than

population. One of these is the character

of the people in whose hands the weal or

wje of the country rests. Another is the

development of our natural resources. It is

our purpose here to deal only with the latter

phase of our national development.

In the development of her natural re-

sources, in the expansion of her industrial

life, Canada has made strides during the

past decade which far exceed the anticipa-

tions current at the beginning of that period.

Ten years ago there were the disappoint-

ments of the census to displease us, and the

high rate of the McKinley tariff to worry

us. Pessimism so abounded that a great

many people seemed to be almost afraid to

take a peep into the future. The McKinley

tariff was aimed against the agricultural

industry of this country. But, instead of

of crippling it, as nearly everybody feared, it

seemed to put new life and energy into it.

At anyrate it is no more the agricultural

industry of 10 years ago than is the aver-

age stalwart Canadian youth of 20 the child

of 10 years ago.

The exports of agricultural products, the

produce of our own fields, were over 100 per

cent, larger in 1900 than in 1891, when the

previous census was taken, the figures being

527,516,609 and $13,666,858 respectively.

And it must be remembered that during

that period our exports of agricultural pro-

ducts to the United States declined from

$7,291,246 in 1891 to $2,041,110 in 1900,

but in the meantime our sales to Great

Britain have swelled from $5,254,028 to

$21,674,965. The following table shows

the course of trade in the chief items of ex-

port from 1 89 1 to 1900 :

CHIEF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS EXPORTED.

1891. 1000.

Fruits $1,567,137 $3,305,662

Barley 2,929,873 1,010,425

Oats 129,917 2,143,179

Peas 2,032,601 2,145,471

Wheat 1,583,084 11,995,488

Flour 1,388.578 2,791,885

Oatmeal 45,195 474,991

Hay 559.489 1,414,109

The exports of all kinds of grain last year

aggregated 30,055,000 bushels, against

10,760,018 in 1891. The decline in the

exports of barley is, of course, due to the

McKinley tariff, but even in this grain our

export trade is again expanding, for, whereas

in 1899 the quantity shipped was only 238,-

948 bushels, last year it was 2,156,282

bushels. When the McKinley tariff went

into operation our exports of barley were

nearly 10,000,000 bushels.

Turning to animals and their produce,

we find that here again is a more than

doubling up, for in 1891 our exports under

that classification were $25,967,741, while

last year they were $56, 148,807, largely

due to our increased trade with Great

Britain, although even with the United

States we did a little more in 1900 than 10

years before.

CHIEF EXPORTS OF ANIMALS AND THEIR PRODUCE
1891 1900.

Horses $1,417,244 $1,166,981
Horned cattle 8,772,499 9,0*0,776
Sheep 1,146,465 1,894,012
Furs 1,429 229 1,806 966
Hides and skins 508,925 1,406,339
Butter 602,175 5,122.156
Cheese 9,508,800 19,856,324
Kggs 1,160,359 1,457,902
Bacon and hams 628,469 12,758,025
Beef and mutton III. 1)11 223,424
Wool 215,503 418,119

The increase in the exports of bacon and

hams is one of the most remarkable in the

trade experience of the country. It is the

reward of strict attention to quality, and

conveys a lesson which, in these degenerate

days, when price and not quality is so

great a factor, business men cannot afford

to ignore. That the trade in horned cattle

has increaseed at all is rather remarkable,

when one considers the high tariff that

obtains in the United States and the dis-

abilities under which it labors in Great

Britain.

A feature of the cheese industry worthy

of note is the fact that the percentage of

increase in the number of factories in Can-

ada and the increase in the export trade

from 1 89 1 to 1900 was almost the same, it

being no in the one and in in the other.

Our exports of forest products have not

shown the same extraordinary expansion as

those appertaining to the farm, yet, last

year they were, with one exception, the

largest on record. The largest on record

was in 1897, when $31,258,729 worth was

shipped. Last year the figures were $29, 663, -

668 ; but even that is an increase of over

22 per cent, in the 10 year period.

In all the experience of this country

during the past ten years, nothing has prob-

ably been more striking or attracted more

world-wide attention than the development

of our mining industry. The Yukon and

the Kootenay gold fields have both come

into prominence during that period. Our

production of gold last year was about
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$28, 000,000, whereas ten years ago it was

less than $1,000,000. Next to gold, in

order of importance, comes coal, and its

output last year was valued at $12,668,475,

whereas in 1891 it was but $7,000,000. Of

lead we only produced 88,665 ton Si valued

a* $3 857 in 1891, but last year the quantity

was over 63,000,000 tons and the value

$2,760,521. The quantity of nickle pro-

duced in Canada last year was the largest

on record, being 7,080,227 lb. valued at

$3,327,707, against 4,626,627 lb. valued at

$2,775,976 in 1 89 1. Copper production

increased from 8,928,921 lb. valued at

$1,149,598 in 1891 to 18,910,820 lb.

valued at $3,063, 1 19 in 1900.

The total value of the minerals produced

in Canada last year was $63,775,090, an

increase of 236 per cent, in 10 years. And

the exports were a reflex of the production,

for they grew from $5,784,143 in 1891 to

$24,580,266 in 1900, an increase of about

380 per cent.

Among our natural industries, that of

fishing occupies an important position.

And, although one does not look for a

large expansion in this particular industry,

it requires no stretch of the imagination to

say that the conditions are, on the whole,

more satisfactory than they were 10 years

ago. We have not yet the figures for 1900,

but those of 1899 show the value of the

catch in that y ear to have been $2 1 , 89 1 , 706,

an increase of nearly $3,000,000 compared

with that of 10 years ago. The capital

invested in the industry increased by a

similar approximate amount, the sums being

$7,376,186 and $10, 149,840 respectively.

In spite of the fact that our shipments of

fish to the United States do not grow, and

that what was once the Spanish West Indies

are not as accessible since falling into the

hands of the United States, it is gratifying

to note that our export trade last year was

the most valuable on record, being $11,-

169,083, compared with $9,715,401 ten

years ago.

Until the census is completed figures can-

not be adduced in regard to the manufac-

turing industry of this country, but everyone

who is at all of an observing mind cannot

fail to have noticed the development there

has been in this particular during the past

decade.

The manufacture of iron and steel ten

years ago was in a languid condition, and

a good many people who were solicit-

ous for its welfare began to question whether

it ever would amount to much. To day

everything is changed. We have at Sydney

iron and steel works which, in extent and

possibilities, were not dreamed of ten years

ago. At Sault Ste. Marie we have nickel-

steel works in course of construction, which

promise to equal anything on this continent.

Then there are the iron and steel works in

Hamilton, the blast furnace at Midland and

another at Deseronto, none of which were

even in contemplation when the last census

was taken.

Wood pulp making is another industry

which has jumped into prominence during

the last decade. In different paits of

Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime Pro-

vinces pulp mills of enormous size have

been constructed within the last few years.

With her enormous supplies of spruce and

her wealth of water power, Canada's possi-

bilities in the manufacturing of pulp are

almost unlimited.

Still another staple industry which has

made much headway since 1891 is that of

cotton making. Within the last two or

three years some of the larger mills have

doubled their capacity and otherwise im-

proved their facilities.

With an increase in the manufacturing

capacity of this country we naturally look for

an increase in the export trade of manufac-

tured products. And we look not in vain,

for, from 1891 to 1900, the increase was 126

per cent. , the figures for the two years being

$6,296,249 and $14,224,287 respectively.

Some of the principal articles of export

during the two years in question were :

1891. 1900.

Agricultural implements $252,020 $1,092,155
Cottons 159,954 414,259
Iron and steel of various kinds 257,471 1,425,163
Leather 950,456 1,871,030
Liquors 62,021 406,156
Musical instruments 401.553 507,983
Household furniture 138,705 380,029
Wood pulp 280,619 1,816,016

Now, as to the transportation phase of our

industrial condition. The miles of railway

in operation in 1891 were 14,009 ; last year

they were 17,656. The freight carried in-

creased from 21,753,021 tons in 1891 to

35,946,183 in 1900, and the number of

passengers from 13,222,56810 21,500,175.

During the same period the freight carried

through the canals of Canada increased

from 2,902,526 tons to 6,225,924 tons, a

gain of more than 114 per cent.

In regard to the sea-going vessels, inward

and outward, the following table tells the

tale.

SEA GOING VESSELS.

Inward— 1891 1900
Number of vessels 15,548 14,007
Tons register 5,273,935 7, 2(12,721

Freight, tons 1,028,736 1,587,762
Outward

—

ga
Number of vessels 15.773 1.T939
Tons register 5,421,261 6.912,400
Freight, tons 2.100,987 4,163,404

In the coasting trade in 1891 125,564

vessels of all descriptions, with an aggregate

tonnage of 24,986,130, were employed and

in 1900 there were 143,229 vessels with an

aggregate tonnage of 33.631,730.

The returns in regard to navigation on

the inland waters of the Dominion are also

favorable. In 1891 the number of vessels

engaged was 19,008, with a registered ton-

nage of 4,009.018, and the freight carried

was 715,861 tons. In 1900 the number

of vessels was 21,195, tne tons registered

6,300,050, and the freight carried 817,971

tons.

A large increase in the population of

Canada is much to be desired ; but the

development of our natural resources and

the expansion of our trade are more im-

portant. And in the essentials most im-

portant Canada has ceitainly made a tre-

mendous stride during the past decade.

VISIT FROM A PAINTMAN.

Mr. W. A. Campbell, general repre-

sentative of the Wadsworth Howland Co.,

Chicago, was in Toronto last week. He
has been calling on the trade in Ontario

and was introduced by Rice Lewis & Son,

Limited. Business in the east is particularly

good and customers are saying some nice

things about the "W.-H." paints. Mr.

Campbell left for St. John, N.B., on Sunday

morning, having a special inquiry there

which he desired to answer in person.

The Canadian Wholesale Hardware

Association meet at the Windsor Hotel,

Montreal, on Friday June 21.

WIRE NAILS i

TACKS
WIRE^~.

Prompt Shipment*

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.
DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COM-

PROMISES.

JK.
SANDERS & CO., general mer-

chants, Fort Frances, Ont., have

• compromised at 75c. on the dollar.

G. Kioux, general merchant, Trois Pistoles.

Que., has assigned.

I). Gauthier, general merchant, St. Fele-

cien, Que., is seeking an extension.

jfcidson Settle, blacksmith, Cole Harbor,
VS.. has assigned to Colin McNab.
N. A. Big ham, general merchant. Oil

loden, Out., is offering to compromise.

D. Jobin, general merchant, Sacre-Cceur
de Marie, Out., is offering to compromise.

Adelard Many, general merchant, St.

Sebastien, Que., is offering 50 cents on the
dollar.

John P>. Lafrance, general merchant,
Crysler, Ont., has assigned to .John G.

Hay, Toronto.

The stock of K. W. Richardson, general

merchant. Uartland, N.B., lias been seized

under execution.

A meeting of the creditors of Annie L.

Graham, general merchant, Ouvry, Ont..

was held on Wednesday.

A meeting of creditors of George D.

D'Entremont, general merchant. Middle

Kast Pubnico, N.S., has been held.

A lick K. Chandler, general merchant,

Plumas. Man., has assigned to C. H. New-
ton, and a meeting of creditors has been

called for the 14th inst.

Fred. A. Taylor, harness dealer, Fullar-

ton. Ont., has assigned to George Kastner,

Sebringville, and a meeting of his creditors

will be held on the 18th inst.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND
DISSOLVED.

Mag nan Freres, hardware dealers, etc.,

Monl real, haVrT dissolved.

Henry Short & Sons, sporting goods deal-

ers. Victoria. B.C., have dissolved.

Graham & Adams, contractors, Vancou-

ver, B.C., have dissolved partnership.

Benson & Borland, coal dealers, Quebec,

have dissolved, and Andrew Borland has

registered as sole proprietor of the com-

pany.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

Win. Hope iV Co., tinsmiths, Perth, Out.,

have sold out.

The assets of J. H. Frigon, general mer-

chant, St. Tite, Que., have been sold.

Morse & Jack, general merchants, Blen-

heim, Ont., are advertising to sell ont.

The tssets of F. Perreault & Cie., general

merchants. Uimouski, Que., are to be sold.

The stock of Z. Paquet, general merchant,

Roberval, Que., has been sold at 51 1-lc. on

the dollar.

The stuck of the estate of R. A. Cope-

Jhid & Co., general merchants, Grenfell,

Man., has been sold.

The stock of the estate of Samuel Bricker,

hardware and coal dealer, Listowel, Ont.. is

advertised for sale by auction on the 18th

inst.

CHANGES.

Daniel McDonald, blacksmith, Collins'

Bay, Ont., has been succeeded by .

Garret.

A. Brandenbui'ger, dealer in stoves and
tinware, Stratford, Ont., has sold out to J.

Read & Co.

\\ . C. Brine has registered as sole pro

>£ flu****** W^^u^o-ntn^t^l -*>o

Out Of Step.

The dealer who tries to push "cheap" paint soon finds himself out

of step with his trade, and out of step with success.

He's in no position to fight competition ; he cannot hold his trade
;

he cannot win ntw business without misrepresenting the quality of his

goods.

If you have been trying to make a market in your locality for

"cheap" paint you have been wasting your time, and the sooner you

drop it and take hold of

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT
the sooner you will see where the real profit of the paint business comes

in.

There's money in paint if you sell S-W.P.

The Sherwin-Williams Co,

t?ti&

PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

Cleveland. New York. Boston. San Francisco.

Chicago. Montreal. Toronto. Kansas City. €**$

prietor of H. H. Fuller & Co., wholesale

hardware dealers, Halifax, N.S.

H. S. Law, general merchant, Albcrni, B.

C, is giving up business.

H. P. Reed, general merchant, Bear River,

N.S., has given up business.

N. Piche & Fils have registered as general

merchants in St. Raymond, Que.

Frank Schurman, general merchant, etc.,

Collingwood Corner, N.S., has sold out to

James Higgs and John W. Schurman.

FIRES.

James Brown, sawmiller, Acton. Ont.,

has been burned out
;
partially insured.

Gross &. Granger, wholesale and retail

hardware dealers, Whitby, Ont., have been

burned out ; partially insured.

DEATHS.
J . Pierre Michuad, general merchant, New

Brunswick, is dead.

FLAT AND STALE STORE NAMES.

WILL somebody with the inventive

faculty please arise in his might and

plan out a set of names for the

retail clothing stores. We get tired of such

everlasting titles as " Globe," " Model,"
" Boston," " One Price," " Excelsior " and

the others which are repeated over and over

again. It would seem that when it comes
to names the proprietors are as destitute of

originality as many of their advertisement

writers, which is, we admit, a pretty severe

criticism. If the names describe anything,

we might pardon the labored staleness, but,

they don't.

Thus " Model " may be the name of a
cheap and trashy little affair holding the

same relation to what a really model cloth-
ing store is, that an apple stand does to an
exposition. "The Excelsior" is applied
with flaunting insolence to an E flat con-
cern whose proprietor's sole ambition is to
sell the lowest quality of " duds " the
times can stand. We have known One
Price stores where any old price was accept-
ed rather than let the customers leave the
place alive.

Why call a store the " Boston " store
when there is absolutely nothing Boston
about it, simply because the manager can't
think of any other name, and once saw a
very good looking store so christened. We
have seen " Boston " stores that might
better have been called " Gowamis,"
" Stagnant Pool," " Staring Elk," or
'' Frozen Mitt," so far as descriptiveness of

title was concerned.

When a name indicates a chain of stores,

the indefinite signboard business is not so

bad, but when the title is simply there
because the manager's name can't go up,
why not plan out something refreshing V

Take the old English tavern signs, for

instance ; see how effective an advertisement
would be if it opened with :

"At the sign of the Copper Pants," etc.,

or
" Buy Woollen Mitts from the Bone But-

ton Toggery," etc., or
" Great mark down, fire and blood sale

at the Square and Compass," etc., or
" Awful slaughter, fierce mangle of prices,

dull trade runs amuck and slashes with a

two-edged sword, right and left. Ridiculous
reductions race red-handed and all our
profits perish at the Clothing Cozy Cor-
ner," or

In fact, anything, so long as you startle

the community by not doing what every-

body else does.—Northwestern Clerk.
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A NATIONAL COMPANY.

WITH a staff of over 400 employes

The Canada Paint Co., of Mont-"

real, is entitled to rank among the

largest and most important color and varnish

companies in the Dominion of Canada. The

Canada Paint Co. is, furthermore, a national

Canadian institution par excellence, owned

and managed by men of experience who

employ the highest skill obtainable to per-

fect their products. The Magnetic Oxide

and Indian Red Works at Malo, Que.,

have, by the distribution of liberal wages

and expenditure for fuel, etc., wrought a

complete change, and in no small measure

contributed to the advancement and pro-

sperity of the district around Three Rivers,

and the products of the mines there are

scientifically treated and shipped all over

the Dominion, and to the United States and

the Old Country.

The company also controls a graphite

property in New Brunswick, and the works

in Montreal and Toronto are equipped with

the finest up-to date machinery for the pur-

pose of manufacturing white lead, zinc,

paints, colors and varnishes by the most

approved methods.

Mr. Robert Munro, a prominent member

of the Montreal Board of Trade and a gentle-

man of wide experience and technical

knowledge, is the managing director, and

he is assisted by a well-trained staff who

are acknowledged experts in their various

departments.

AN ATTRACTIVE STORE.

Blyth & Watt, of Ottawa, are to be con-

gratulated on the improved appearance of

their premises. The store has been

remodelled and enlarged and new offices

have been added. It is now one of the most

attractive hardware stores in the east.

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

gurney's catalogue, no. 58.

The Gurney Foundry Co., Limited,

Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver, seem

to have adopted the same rule regarding the

production of their catalogues that they

observe in the manufacture of their stoves,

ranges, etc. , namely, to make each edition

superior in every respect to those preceding

it. The catalogue they are just issuing,

" Stove Catalogue, No. 58," is undoubtedly

one of the finest publications of the kind

that has ever been printed in Canada. The
cover is exceptionally artistic, and the

typography throughout excellent. In addi-

tion to over 100 pages of illustrations,

descriptions, and price lists of the great

variety of Oxford stoves and ranges, hot

water heaters, steam boilers, warm air

furnaces, radiators, hollow-ware, general

castings, etc., this catalogue comprises

many pages pf useful information regarding

feTfrhs, ' directions fof
f''/,

rfpe'ratin'g ^toves,

ranges, furnaces, etc. The back cover is a

fac-simile in colors of the guarantee bond

given by the company with Oxford stoves,

ranges and furnaces. This catalogue is

being sent out now, and, as it is an exceed-

ingly valuable one, every stove dealer

should make sure of securing one.

C. A. Dickie, of Shediac, N.J3.. has sold

out his general store to S. D. White and
bought the business of C. C. Hamilton.,

trcncnil merchant, Shediac.

INTELLIGENT BUYING
implies careful discrimination, and that

means making comparison.MAKING COMPARISON
would result in the certain knowledge
that

IYER JOHNSON SINGLE GUNS
Semi-Hammerless.

"are the best that money can buy, that

experience can produce."

Automatic Ejector. Trigger Action.

12 and 16 Gauge.

Sold by Leading Dealers Everywhere.

(Improved 1!>00 Model.)
30 and 32-inch Barrel. KJector or Nou-Kjector at Option of User.

Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,

FITCHBURG, Mass.
Branches—New York -99 Chambers St

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

It Pays to sell the Best.

If you do not stock reliable articles

such as

BOECKH'S "~~

BROOMSHANDLE

your customers will go where they

can get them.

The following letter is proof of our assertion

ORILLIA, May 30th, 1901.

BoECKHS, Toronto :

Gentlemen,—My wife had one of your bamboo handle brooms about two years

ago ; says it was the finest thing she ever had in the way of a broom. Since then I have
tried to get another, but failed. Not a single dealer in Orillia sells them. Why is this ?

Could I get one or two from you by express at a reasonable price ? Would you
pay the carriage on say a % doz. at the retail price for cash in advance with order ? If

so, let me know amount and I will send it to you. Yours truly,

Boeckh Bros. & Company,
80 York St., TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, TORONTO.
SCREEN DOOR:

ONLY
WHOLESALE

CREEN \A/IINJDO\A/S.

"PERFECTION" SCREENS.
No. 1—18 in. high, extends 14 x 22 in., for Bathrooms
" 2—18 " " 20 x 33 in., for Windows.
" 3—18 " " 24 x 40
" 4—22 " " 24 x 40
" 5—24 " " 24 x 40

PROMPT SHIPM

**;$•>* %u>

NOTE-OUR DOORS ARE ALL A-IN. STYLES, AND BOTTOM PART 7-IN. TO ALLOW FOR FITTING.
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, June 14, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THIS week we have heard several loud

complaints about the state of trade,

referring both to new business and

to payments. Certain lines are not as

brisk as they might be and there is not
t hat regular flow that one expects at this

time of the year. The Province of Quebec
account is probably the least pleasing. Yet,

t he country is prospering, the markets have

rounded into good shape and the outlook
must be regarded as hopeful. Probably it

is the bad weather of the past month that
lias restrained business. Wires are not
sharing in this dullness, for orders are not
nearly filled yet. Nails, too, are among
the active lines, certain sizes of wire nails

being scarce, with 15-in. hardly obtainable.

Poultry netting is scarce and firm, 50 and
5 per cent, being now the discount quoted
on the B, C and P lists. American loaded
shells are higher this week ; the discount
lias been lowered from 33 1-3 per cent, to

'2o per cent. Tin and enamelled ware is

selling quite freely. The English sheet

metal market shows still further strength

this week ; supplies are arriving but slowly

and goods are scarce.

BARB WIRE—There is nothing new to

note. Alain retailers will not have their

orders filled till the first week in July. The
price is $3.05 per 100-lb. f.o.b., Montreal.

GALVANIZED WIRE—The situation is

unchanged. We quote as follows : No. 5,

$4.25 ; Nos. 6, 7 and 8 guage, $3.55 ; No.
9, $3.10; No. 10, $3.75; No. 11, $3.85;
No. 12, $3.25 ; No. 13, $3.35 ; No. 14,

$4.25 ; No. 15, $4.75 ; No. 16, $5.

SMOOTH STEEL WIRE-Shipments of

fair quantities have been made this week at

former quotations. We quote oiled and
annealed as follows : No. 9, $2.80 ; No. 10,

$2.87; No. 11, $2.90; No. 12, $2.95; No. 13,

$3.15 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal, Toronto,
Hamilton, London, St. John and Halifax.

FINE STEEL WIRE—A moderate amount
of business is being done. The discount is

17 1-2 per cent, off the list.

BRASS AND COPPER WERE—The mar-
ket is stationary. The discount on brass

is 55 and 2 1-2 per cent., and on copper, 50

and 2 1-2 per cent.

FENCE STAPLES-Business is good. We
quote : $3.25 for bright, and $3.75 for gal-

vanized per keg of 100 lb.

WIRE NAILS—The demand for wire nails

is fairly good and supplies are not coming
forward any too freely. In fact, 3-inch

nails have been hardly obtainable. Wo
quote $2.85 for small lots and $2.77 1-2 for

carlots, f.o.b. Montreal, London. Toronto.
Hamilton and Gananoque. v

CUT NAILS-There is a mode'l&te^is.i-

ness being done in cut nails. Shingle nails

are rather active. We quote as follows :

$2.35 for small and $2.25 for carlots ; flour
barrel nails, 25 percent, discount : coopers'
nails, 30 per cent, discount.

HORSE NAILS-Dealers seem to hffce
taken sufficient to fill their requirements
for some time. " C " brand is held at a

discount of 50 and 7 1-2 per cent, off the
new list. " M " brand is quoted at 60 per
cent, off old list on oval and city head, and
66 2-3 per cent, off countersunk head. Mon-
arch's discount is 66 2-3 per cent.

HORSESHOES-A small business is pass-

ing. We quote : Iron shoes, light ami
medium pattern, No. 2 and larger, *:>,..%

;

No. 1 and smaller, $3.75 ; snow shoes, No.

2 and larger, $3.75; No. 1 and smaller. SI;

X L steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and
larger, $3.60 ; No. 1 and smaller, 83.85 .

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85 ; toe weight,
steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal,
f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph. 10c,

extra.

POULTRY NETTING-Stocks of poultry

netting arc very low on this market and
prices have been generally advanced to a

discount of 50 and 10 per cent, off list A.

and 50 and 5 per cent, off lists B, C and D.

Supplies are not forthcoming from the

manufacturers owing to the difficulty of

procuring wire.

GREEN WIRE CLOTH- Unchanged at

$1.35. Business is active.

METALS t
-**v

We always have on hand a heavy stock of metals in every gauge and size.

You may require some of these :

GALVANIZED SHEETS, Flat and Corrugated
BLACK SHEETS

CANADA PLATES
TIN PLATES

TINNED SHEETS
TERNE PLATES

COPPER SHEETS
INGOT TIN.

We will be pleased to answer inquiries for both import and stock metals.

We are the only manufacturers in Canada who make or carry "Everything for the Tinshop."

By consolidating your account with us you can save money in both time and freight, and then

there are many other advantages we can give which one-line manufacturers cannot afford to do.

M M
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

"Everything for the Tinshop."
AND ST. JOHN, N.B.
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THE PAGE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE CO.
-Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

DRAIN PIPES,
PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK . .

Salt Glazed Vitrified

SEWErfPM
Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

[he CANADIAN SEWER PIPE GO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
* LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
iS required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

SCREEN DOORS AND WINDOWS-The
advent of warn: Weather has induced a g 1

demand for screens. We quote as follows :

Screen doors, plain cherrj finish, $7.30 per
doz.; do. fancy, $11.50 per do.z.; walnut.
$7.30 per (Id/., and yellow, ST. 15; windows.
$2.25 to $3.50 per- doz.

SCREWS llir market is firm and busi-
ness is good. Discounts are: Flat head.
bright, 87 1-2 and 10 per cent, off list

;

round head, bright, 82 1-2 and It) per cent.;
flat head, brass, 80 and It) per cent.; round
head, brass. 75 and 10 per cent.

BOLTS Some good orders are to hand
this w.ck. Discounts are as follows : Nor-
way carriage Ik. Its. 05 pier cent.; common, 60
pel cent.; machine holts, 00 per cent.;
coach screws. Tit per cent.; sleigh shoe bolts,
72 1-2 per cent.; blank bolts, TO per ,;; t \ .;

l>olt ends, 02 1-2 per cent.; plough bolts, Oh
per cut.; (ire holts. 67 1-2 per cent.; slow
bolts, 0T 1-2 per cent. To any retailer an
extra discounl of 5 per cent, is allowed.
Nuts, square, tc. per ll>. off list

; hexagon
mils

- 1 1-lc. per II). off list, To all retail-
er's an extra discount of 1-lc. per II). is

a Mowed.

BUILDING PAPER-There is nothing
new to note. There is a moderate demand.
We quote: Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb.;
2-ply, ready roofing-, 80c. per roll; 3-ply,
$1.05 per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per lot)

lb.; di\ sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar sheath-
ing, 40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per roll

;

tanvd fibre. 00c. per roll ; O.K. and J.X.L..
65c. per roll

;
heavy straw sheathing, $2>s

per ton ; slaters' felt. 50c. per roll.

RIVETS AND BURRS-The demand is

fair. Discounts on best iron rivets, sec-
tion, carriage, and wagon box, black rivets,
tinned do., coopers' rivets and tinned
swede's rivets, 00 and 10 per cent.

;

swedes iron buns are quoted at 55 percent.
off : copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent, off

;

and coppered iron rivets and burrs, in 5 lb.

carton boxes, are quoted at 60 and 10 per
cent, off list.

BINDER TWINE—A fairly good trade is

being done in binder twine at unchanged
quotations. Some firms are charged higher
prices than those we quote but, as a general
rule, these prevail: Blue Ribbon, II l-2c;
tied Cap. 9 3-4c; Tiger, 8 3-4c: (.'.olden

Crow n. 8c; Sisal. 8 I- Ic.

CORDAGE—Some good orders have come
to hand again this week. Manila is worth
13 l-2c. per lb. for T-10 and larger ; sisal is

selling at 10c, and lathyarn, 10c.

HARVEST TOOLS-Are very active. The
discount is still 50, 10 and 5 per cent.

SPADES AND SIIOYELS-A small busi-

ness is being done. The discount is 40 and
5 per cent.

LAWN MOWERS-Like all lawn requisites
lawn mowers arc in good request. We quote:

High wheel, 50 and 5 per cent, f.o.b. Mont-
real : low wheel, in all sizes. S2.T5 each
net; high wheel, 11-inch, 30 per cent, off.

FIREBRICKS—-The demand is quiet, as

i.~ usual at this season. Prices are steady.
We quote; Scotch at S17.50 to $22, and
English at sit to $21 per 1,000, ex-wharf.

CEMENT—The turnover for the season is

not large. There are no new features to

note. Wc quote : German cement, $2.35
lo $2.50 : English, $2.25 to $2.35 . Belgian,
si. Tit t<. $1.95 pci- bbl. ex wharf, and
American, $2.30 to $2.45, ex ears.

METALS.
The feature of the market, is the all

round advance in England, Coke plates are
quoted Is. higher, charcoals are up Is. 3d.;

teine plates. Is. 0d. to 2s. per l.o\. galvan-

ized iron, JOs. per ton. Canada plates, 5s.

per ton and pig tin about l'C. per lb.

Plates and Sheets
Tank, Boiler and Firebox Plates,

Lysaght's Best Steel Sheets.

Low Prices for Import to Wholesale Buyers.

Sanderson's Tool Steel
in

Stock.

A. G. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Foroe, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE R. McDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAJW HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.
Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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FRONT AND BACK VIEW OF OUR

Elastilite Cabinet Show Can
One Free with first order for the I2-Oallon Assortment.

,13 t

Cam

Contain

The 12 gallons and the Show Can, boxed, ready for shipping, weigh iso-lb,

Elastilite Varnish makes customers and holds them. Elastilite never gets
you into trouble where a natural finish is required, either outside or inside.

Elastilite will do the work and do it well. It is as durable as the best coach
varnishes, and has a brilliant finish which lasts.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

1 Imperial Varnish k Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

Binder Twine Binder Twine

The John Bowman
,

Hardware & Coal Co.,

London, Ont.

Write us for close prices on

best quality American

Binder Twine.

Binder Twine Binder Twine

Sheet zinc- is also scarce ami advancing. The
early orders placed by the Canadian firms

for delivery by earh steamers are not com-
ing In hand as expected and stocks air

quite light. The English mills are now
crowded with orders and will nut guarantee
shipment before September.

PIG IIHiN There is not a great deal of

business being done as foundrx men are sup-

plied I'm some lime to come. Canadian iron

is worth $18.50 per ton. and Siinnnerlee,

$20.50 to $21 ex wharf.

P.AI! [RON—The market is stationary and
active. Merchants' bar is worth $1.75 and
horseshoe $2.

HOOP IRON—The demand is moderate.
We quote xi'. To Tor No. P.) guage and S:>, for

No. 17.

BLACK SHEETS-The market is steady
all round. At the moment there is not a

heavy demand. We quote : S to Id guage,
82.50 lo $2.60 : 2(5 guage, $2.55 to s2.i'>:>.

ami 2s guage, $2.60 to si>.7<i.

GALVANIZED IRON—Latest advices from
England report an advance of His. per ton

on previous quotations. The market there

is stiff and under a fairlj good demand. We
quote as follows : No. 28 Queen's Mead.
84.50 ; Apollo, in :>>

I ../.. ^4.50, and (' 'I.

$4.30 to $4.45, with a 10c. reduction for

ease lots.

COPPER- Prices are steady at 18c.

INGOT TIN -The market is booming
under a heavy speculative movement, till

the eosi price in New York is nearly 30c.

lien- :',| and 35c. IS asked for Lamb and
Flag.

LEAD—There is a fair demand at $3.70

to $3.80.

I. PAD PIPP Quotations are unchanged.

We quote: 7c. lor ordinary and 7 I 2c. for

compoi ii ion wale, wit h -".h per cent
.

off.

IRON PIPE—Trade is good ai the ad
vance. We quote: Black pipe. II. $3 per
Mill ft.; 3-8, $3 ; I 2. S:i.05

: 3-4, $3.30 :

I in. . $4.75 : I 1-4, $6.45 : I 1-2, $7.75 ;

2 -in.. Sin.:',-). Galvanized, 1-2, $4.60 ;
:'.-l.

S5.2o ; lin.. S7.5U ; I 1-1. $9.80 : I 1-2.

$11.75 ; 2-in., sir..

TINPLATES-Cable advices from Eng-
land denote a rising market, specifying a

rise of Is. in coke plates and another of Is.

.'!d. in charcoals. The demand on spol is

fairly good. We quote: 52's, S2. .">.") to

$2.60 : (ill's, $2.65 to S2.7H
; 75's, s-j.TU in

$2.80; full polished, s;>,.in. and galvanized,
si.

STEKL—Unchanged. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, $1.95'; tire. $2; bar. $1.95; spring,
S2.75

: machinery, $2.75, and toe-calk,

$2.50.

SHEET STEEL—We quote : Nos. 22 and
21. $3, and NOS. IS and 211. $2.85.

TOOL STEEL—Black Diamond, 8c. and
• lessop's, I He.

TERNE PLATES Terne plates are also

reported Is. '.Id. to 2s. higher in England,
the price now being 21s. lid. The demand
here is fair and stocks light. The price is

$7.50.

COIL CHAIN—There is nothing new lo

report. We quote as follows: No. ii. II

I -2c: No. 5, Hie.; Nu. I. '.I
I 2e.: No. 3.

9c; I- bin.. 7 l-2e. per lb.: 5-16. $4.85
;

5-16 exact, sr>.:iii
; 3-8. spin

;
7 111. $4.20 :

i-2. *:',.'.>.>
; 9-16, s:'>.sr,

; ;, s. $3.55 :
:', 1.

$3.45 : 7-8, $3.40 ;
I in.. $3.35. In carload

lots an allowance of Hie. is made.

SHEET ZINC Sheet zinc is very scarce

and I lie market is firm. The prevail ills

idea as lo price is Sli to $6.25.

ANTIUOW Quiet, at Hie.

ZINC SPELTEE Is worth 5c.

SOLDER—We quote : Bar solder, 18 l-2c;
v\ ire solder. 20c.

GLASS.
Prices arc firm under a fairly good

demand. We quote : First I. leak.' $2.10 :

second, $2.20 for oil ft.; first break. 100 ft..

$3.90; second. $4.10; third, $4.60; fourth.

$4.85 : fifth. $5.35 : sixth, $5.85, and
seventh, $6.35.

PAINTS AND OILS.

There is a continued brisk demand for

mixed paints and manufacturers are still

exceedingly busy. Linseed oil is scarce and
i he arrivals are disappointingly slow. Tur-

pent ine is steady. We quote :

WHITE LEAD Best brands. Governmenl
standard, $6.25; No. I. s.->.s7

I 2 : No. 2.

$5.50; Nu. .",. s:,. 12 1-2. and No. 1. $4.75

all I'.o.b. Montreal. Terms, :', per cent.

cash or lour months.

DRY WHITE LEAD—$5.25 in casks:

kegs, $5.50.

RED LEAH—Casks, $5; in kegs, S.V2.V.

DRY WHITE ZINC—Pure, dry. 6 I Ic. .

No. 1 . 5 1- Ic. ; in oil. pure 7 I- Ic. : No. I .

(i I- Ic ; No. 2. 5 I Ic.

PI TTY We quote : Bulk, in barrel .

SI. mi per inn lb. : bulk, in less quantitv*
S2.ll.-) : bladders, in barrels. $2.10 ;

bladders,

in 100 or 2iiii lb. kegs or boxes* $2.25 ; in

(ins. $2.55 to $2.65; in less than 100-lb,

lots, $3 f.o.b. Montreal. Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guclph. Maritime
Provinces, 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

LINSEED OIL- Paw, 80c. ; boiled. 83c.

In 5 tO '.I bbls.. Ic. less. Ill to 20 bbl. lots,

open, nel cash, plus 2c. for I months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and OshaWfl at 2c. per gal. advance

and freighl allowed.
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TURPENTINE—Single bbls., 53c. j 2 to

I lilils.. ">2r. ; 5 Nils, and over, • >| »-m terms,

) he same terms as linseed oil.

\]|\KI> PAINTS $1.25 to 81.45 per gal.

CASTOH oil.—s :M to 9 l-4c. in whole-

sale lots, and I 2c. additional for small

Ids.

SEAL OIL- 17 1-2 to 19c.

COD OIL—32 1-2 (o 35c.

NAVAL STORES We quote: Resins,

§2.75 to 84.50, as to brand : coal tar.§3.25

to £3.75 : cotton waste. I I 2 to 5 I 2c. for

eol.Ted. ami (i tci 7 \-'2<-. for while : oakum,
5 1-2 to (5 l-2c, an. I cotton oakum, In to

I Ic.

PARIS OUKKN Petroleum barrels, 1(1

.''. |i-. per III. : arsenic kegs, 17c. : ."id and
loo Ik drums, 17 I 2c. ; 25-11). drums, 18c. ;

I II). packages, Is l-2c. ; I 2-lb. packages,

20 l-2c. : I Hi. tins. Ill l-2c. ; I -2-lb, tins,

l'I I
-"_'<•. I'.o.l). Montreal : terms, :'. per rent.

30 ila\s, or four months from date ot

del i\el \ .

SCRAP METALS.
The market is rather active and firm.

Dealers arc now paying the following price

in the eountr\ : fleavv copper and wire, 13

tci 13 I -2c. per Hi. '; light copper, 12c. ;

heav\ brass, IlV. : liea\\ vellow, 8 1-2 to

9c.
:' light brass. C, 1-2 to 7c. ; lead. 2 1-2

to 2 I'.-le. per lb. : zinc, 2 I I to 2 l-2c. ;

iiiiii. No. I. wrought, S M in sic, per gro

ton I'. n.e. Montreal ; No. 5 east. 813 to 814;

tove plate, 88 to 89 : light iron, No. 2, >'\

a ton ; malleable and steel. S I ; rags, coun-

try . 60 to 70c. per 100 lb. : old rubber ,

7 1 I- per lb.

HIDES.
The demand \nr green hides is sufficient

tu prevent an\ accumulation. We quote:

Light hides, (i I 2c for No, I ; 5 l-2c. for

No. 2, and I l-2c. for No. I'.. Lambskins.
l.V. ; si pskins, 90c. to 81 ;

calfskins, 8c.

for No. I and (ic. for No. 2.

PETROLEUM.
The demand is slow and quotations' lower.

We quote .

" Silver Star," I I to IV. .

" Imperial Acme," 15 to Hie. :

" S I

'

Acme," 17 to 18c, and " Pratt 's \ .-( ral."

17 tu 13 I -2c.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, June 15, 1901.

HARDWARE.
BUSINESS is fairly satisfactory, al-

though nothing particularly new has

developed during the past week.

Such seasonable goods as snaths, scythes,

lawn mowers, screen doors and windows,

ice cream freezers and refrigerators, are all

going out fairly well. The scarcity of barb

wire and galvanized plain wire is as pro-

nounced as ever, and in the meantime oiled

and annealed wire continue to derive bene-

fit of this condition of affairs. Quite a nice

Ufsiness is being done in wire nails, bolts,

rivets and burrs, and screws. In cut nails

there is practically nothing doing outside

shingle nails. Rope is still meeting with a

fair demand, and the same may be said of

building paper. Enamelled ware and tin-

ware is in moderate request only. In bright

wire goods a steady trade is reported.

Eurther improvement is to be noted in

sporting goods. In horseshoes and horse

nails trade is quiet.

Barb Wire—There is still a scarcity of

supplies in barb wire. The manufacturers

seem to be about as far as ever behind with

their orders. We quote 53 05 per 100 lb.

from stock Toronto; and $282^ f.o.b.

Cleveland for less than carlots, and $2.70

for carlots.

Galvanized Wire—This too is still

scarce and wanted, with prices unchanged.

We quote : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, #3.50 to $3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3 15 ; No. 10, 53.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3 70 to $4. 10 ; No. 12, #3 to

$3 30 ; No. 13. $3 10 to S3 40 ; No. 14,

)?4.io to $4 50 ; No. 15. $4 60 to 55 05 :

No. 16, $4 85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—The demand for

oiled and annealed wire is still active and

business is larger than is usual. As already

pointed out this is to some extent due to the

scarcity of baib wire and plain galvanized.

On account of the large trade that has been

done, some of the factories are this week

reported to be running short of stock. Very

little is being done in hay-baling wire. The

net selling prices for oiled and annealed are:

Nos. 6 to 8, 5290; 9, 52.80; 10, 52.87; 11,

52.90; 12, 52.95 ; 13, 53 15; 14, 53.37 ;

IS. 535o; 16, 5365. Delivery points,

Toronto, Hamilton, London and Montreal,

with freights equalized on those points.

Wire Nails—The demand is good, and,

if anything, rather better than it was a week

ago. As far as we can learn the factories

have got about all they can do to

meet the demand. We still quote 52.85

base for less than carlots, and $2.77*4 for

carlots. Delivery points : Toronto, Hamil-

ton, London, Gananoque and Montreal.

Cut Nails—There is a fair demand for

shingle nails, but otherwise there is practi-

cally nothing doing in cut nails. The base

price is 52.35 per keg for less than carlots,

and 52.25 for carlots. Delivery points :

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Montreal and

St. John, N.B.

Horse Nails — Very little is being

done. Discount on " C " brand, oval

head, 50 and 7% per cent, off new list, and

on "M" and other brands. 50, 10 and

5 per cent, off the old list. Countersunk

head 60 per cent.

Horseshoes — These are seasonably

quiet with quotations as before. We quote

f.o.b. Toronto as follows : Iron shoes. No.

2 and larger, light, medium and heavy,

53.60; snow shoes, 53.85 ; light steel shoes,

53.70; featherweight (all sizes), 54.95; 'ron

shoes, No. 1 and smaller, light, medium
and heavy (all sizes), 53-85; snow shoes,

54 ; light steel shoes, 53. 95; featherweight

(all sizes), 54 95-

For either new or old Buildings

OUR
Metallic Cornices
can't be equalled for practical

service and artistic beauty.

They arc light In weight, easily handled
and economical in cost—giving fire-proof

protection as well as a handsome effect.

Almost countless stock designs—or an;
particular size, shape or pattern to order.

Write for full details.

METALLIC ROOFING C0.,umited
"Whulesale Mfrs.

TORONTO, CANADA.

Screws—There does not appear to beany

falling off in the demand, the trade still

being reported brisk. Discounts are : Flat

head bright, 87^ and 10 per cent.; round

head bright, 82^ and 10 percent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head brass,

75 and 10 per cent. ; round head bronze,

65 per cent., and flat head bronze at 70

per cent.

Rivets and Burrs—A good trade con-

tinues to be done in rivets and burrs,

although no new features have arisen dur-

ing the week. We quote : Iron rivets, 60
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and ioper cent.; iron burrs, 55 percent.;

copper rivets and burrs, 25 and 5 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—The situation remains

much as before, an active demand still

being reported. We quote : Carriage bolts

(Norway), full square, 65 per cent. ; carriage

bolts full square, 65 per cent. ; common

carriage bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ;

machine bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; coach

screws, 70 per cent. ; sleighshoe bolts, 72 j£

per cent. ; blank bolts, 60 per cent. ; bolt

ends, 62^ per cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off;

nuts, hexagon, 4>£c. off; tire bolts, 67%,

percent.; stove bolts, 67 >£ ;
plough bolts,

60 per cent. ; stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rope—There is a good steady demand

for small quantities and the result is a fairly

large trade in the aggregate. Prices are

unchanged at 10c. for sisal and I3j£c. for

manila.

Binder Twine—There is a quiet sorting-

up demand. We quote : Pure manila, 650

ft., 12c; manila. 600 ft., 9>£c; mixed, 550

ft., 8^c; mixed, 500 ft., 8 to 8#c.

Cutlery—There is not a great deal being

done this week in cutlery, although trade is

not quieter than is usual at this time of the

year.

Sporting Goods— Trade shows further

improvement, the demand being specially

good for Nos. 6, 7 and 8 loaded shells for

target practice.

Enamelled Ware and Tinware —
The situation in both these lines is much

the same as a week ago, namely, rather

quiet.

Grindstones—A nice steady trade is

being done. We quote : 2 inch thick, 40

to 200 lb., $25 per ton ; 2 inch thick, under

40 lb., $28 ; under 2 inch thick, $29.

Ice Cream Freezers and Refrigera-

tors—Trade in these lines continues fairly

good.

Green Wire Cloth —There is still some

movement at $1.35 per 100 ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Jobbers

have received shipments during the week,

and they are now in a better position to fill

orders than they were. Quite a large num-

ber are going out this week to the

retail trade. We quote : Screen doors,

4 in. styles, $7.20 to $7.80 per doz.; ditto,

3-in. styles, 20c. per doz. less ; screen

windows, $1.60 to $3.60 per doz., according

to size and extension.

Building Paper—A good steady trade is

still to be reported in building paper. We
quote : Building paper, 30c. ; tarred lining,

40c, and tarred roofing, $1.65.

Poultry Netting —Stocks have been

light for the last 10 days, the makers claim-

ing that they are unable to get a sufficent

quantity of wire to fill their orders. They

are now, however, better supplied in this

respect and are running night and day in

order to catch up to their orders. Ruling

discount 55 per cent.

Harvest Tools — There has been a

fairly good movement during the week, the

demand has been particularly brisk for

scythes and snaths. Discount 50, 10 and 5

per cent.

Spades and Shovels — The movement

in this line continues only light. Discount

40 and 5 per cent.

Eavetrough—There is still a fairly good

movement in eavetrough and conductor

pipe, the ruling price still being $3. 25 per

100 ft. for 10 inch.

Cement—The demand continues excel-

lent. We quote barrel lots : Canadian port-

land, $2.25 to $2.75; German, $3 to $3.15;

English, #3; Belgian, #2.50 to $2.75;

Canadian hydraulic, #1.25 to $1.50.

METALS.

The metal market continues on the whole

in a fairly satisfactory condition, the

demand being fairly good for seasonable

lines, while prices are, on the whole, fairly

steady. The demand is still chiefly for

galvanized sheets.

Pig Iron—The pig iron market in the

United States is decidedly dull, and prices

have an easier tendency in sympathy. In

Canada, there is not much being done, as

the large users of pig iron have made con-

tracts for some time ahead. The furnaces,

however, all appear to be pretty busy

supplying these orders, and it is reported

that some of them are not delivering fast

enough to please purchasers. The idea as

to price on track Toronto is $18 per ton for

No. 1, $17. 50 for No. 2, and $17 for No. 3,

for Canadian iron.

Bar Iron—The demand continues good

for bar iron, and prices are firm at $1.85

per 100 lb.

Steel—The demand is not as active as

it was, as is to be expected at this season.

Prices, however.rule fairly steady. Wequote:

Merchantable cast steel, 9 to 15c. per lb.

;

drill steel, 8 to 10c. per lb. ; "BC" and

"Black Diamond" tool steel, 10 to lie;

Jessop's, Morton's and Firth's tool steel,

12^ to 13c; toe calk steel, #2.85 to $3;

tire steel, $2 30 to #2.50; seighshoe steel,

$2.10 to $2.25 ; reeled slachinery steel,

S3; hoop steel, $3.

Galvanized Sheets—The demand for

galvanized sheets continues the feature of

the metal trade. Prices are firm, and it is

still practically impossible to get delivery

from the United States. We quote 28 gauge

English at $4 50, and American at $4.40.

Black Sheets — Business is not very

active, but prices rule firm. We quote : 28

gauge, common sheets, at $3, and dead flat

at $3.50.

Canada Plates—Business in this line

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-
paration for Cleaning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

WELLINGTON

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Load, Emery, Glass a^i
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England.
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL.

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, NY

Steel Carriage and

Wagon Jacks,
Harness Snaps, Chain, Rope and Web

Goods, etc.

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS AT MFRS. PRICES.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
' S^t-ftS ~^t L*reeBt Varietr.

/ARE THE BEST.
Highert cjuality Grooming and
Sheep-SheuiDg MacMnet,

WE MAKE THEM.
8IND FOB CATALOGUE TO - -.^

Amerlea. Shearer Mfg. Ce., ITaihiia, K.H..CS4

Don't Forget the Name. . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRINCS

Strong, Quick, Reliable, Effective.

Will clo3e a door against any pressure of wind. Far
ahead of ordinary door springs, pneumatic or other-
wise. Ask your wholesaler.

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES. SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be had ofall

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, OUT.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,

ivellers covering Manitoba,
Northwest Territories and
British Columbia. :

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
MAN.

THE PULLMAN PNEUMATIC
Combined

Door Check

and Spring,

for Screen Doors. Small, Simple, Strong, Perfect and
Ornamental. Low in Price.

PULL/WAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., U.S.A.
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continues quiet. We quote : All dull,

$2.90 ; half polished, #3, and all bright,

$3-5°-

Pig Tin—The outside markets are some-

what irregular as to price at the moment,

but since our last report there have been

some material advances in London, and,

locally, dealers are naturally firmer in their

views in sympathy. We quote 32 to 32^c.

Tinplates — This market continues to

advfcice. A cable despatch received on

Wednesday announced a further advance

of ad. per box in England. Locally, prices

are firmer, and some jobbers are quoting

ioc. higher than they were a week ago.

Tinned Sheets—There is just a small

business being done, and we quote 28 gauge

at 8^c.

Copper—The outside markets are strong,

and in London prices advanced 2s. 6d. on

Wednesday. Quotations are firm in New
York in sympaihy. We quote : Ingot,

17^'c, and bar, 23 to 25c.

Solder — A good demand is still the

feature of trade in this line. We quote :

Half-and-half, guaranteed, i8^c; ditto,

commercial, 18c; refined, 18c, and wiping,

17c.

Iron Pipe — A good demand is reported

for iron pipe, and, although local quotations

have not yet been advanced, the views of

the manufacturers are firmer than they were

a week ago. A good demand is being ex-

perienced. We quote : 1 -inch black pipe,

$5.15 per 100 ft., and 1 inch galvanized,

S7.55-

Lead —The market is rather firm and

business moderate. Locally, we still quote

at 4^ to \yz c. per lb.

Spelter—The spelter market is still

easy, although local quotations are un-

changed at 5^ to 6c. per lb.

Zinc Sheets—Business is only moderate

at 6>£c. for casks, and 6^c. for part casks.

Antimony — Trade continues quiet at

1054 to iic. per lb.

PAINTS AND OILS.

There is a good movement of all paint

materials. The warm weather has started

much painting that was delayed during

May. There is also an improvement in the

inquiry for paris green, which is now moving
briskly. Prices are steady and unchanged
throughout. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

le«$, $6.37 }4 ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3, #5.25 ; No. 4, $4 87 '4\ genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 ; ditto kegs of

100 lb., #5.25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7j£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8j£c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

-asaa^HI

7 FACTORIES
9 BRANDS

1~~~~%$-•••

NICHOLSON l_E OO. Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. E8tablisheA_i!L3

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,
Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters, Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies : 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C — 128 Hope Street, Glas-
gow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Paradise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens"
Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

{ STEVENS-MAYNARD JR RIFLE J

i The
tr
--^S

s?" y
'

, / The
X Young Gentleman's ^a^^ r"-*H-^_^~" f^fj Young Gentleman's A

Rifle. ,^8***^^ <* ^~-~^^\ Rifle.

[ If you want the best cheap rifle ever made we have it in the Stevens-Maynard Jr. It j

y will be a great seller this year. Better place order now.

9
The leading Jcbbes bandle Stevens products. A

I J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p °
2l ?

ox Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A. A

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases. 25c.

Faris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c;

50 and 100 lb. drums, I7j£c; 25-lb. drums,

18c. ; i-lb. papers, i8^c; i-lb. tins, 19^0.;
j£-lb. papers, 20^ c. ; J^-lb. tins, 21 y£c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., #2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

$1.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2.05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., JJS2.90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, $1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, #2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1. 30 per

gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io%c. per lb. and io^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 82c.

;

boiled, 85c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 81c;
boiled, 84c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 54c; 2

to 4 barrels, 53c, delivered. Toronto,

Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5-gallon packages,

50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be

charged.

GLASS.

Stocks are running low. It is reported

that several hundred boxes were lost on the

Assyrian, which went ashore at Newfound-
land 10 days or so ago. Prices are

stiff, but still remain unchanged. We
quote as follows : Under 26 in,, $4. 15

26 to 40 in., #4.45 ; 41 to 50 in., 54.85;
51 to 60 in., $5.15 ; 61 to 70 in., $5.50;
double diamond, under 26 in., $6 ; 26 to

40 in., 86.65 ; 41 to 50 in., 87.50; 51 to
60 in., $8. 50; 61 to 70 in., 89-50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
There is a fair movement at steady

prices. We quotejobbers' prices: Agricultural
scrap, 55c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 60c.
per cwt.

; stove cast, 50c; No. 1 wrought
50c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,
12c. per lb. ; bottoms, Ii^c. ; heavy
copper, 13c. ; coil wire scrap, 13c. ;

light brass, 7c; heavy yellow brass. 10 to
io^c. ; heavy red brass, 10% to 11c.

;

scrap lead, 3c. ; zinc, 2c ; scrap rubber,
6 'Ac.; good country mixed rags, 65 1075c.

;

clean dry bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

HIDES, SKINS AND WOOL.
Hides — There is little doing. Prices

are unchanged. We quote : Cowhides, No.
1, 6^c; No. 2, 5^c. ; No. 3, 4^c. Steer
hides are worth ic. more. Cured hides
are quoted at 7 to 7 >£c.

Skins—There is a fair movement at
steady prices. We quote : No. 1 veal,
8-lb. and up, 9c. per lb.; No. 2, 8c;
dekins, from 60 to 70c; culls, 20 to 25c.
Sheepskins, 90c. to $1.

Wool—Offerings of wool are liberal, but,
as stocks in dealers' hands are heavy, buyers
are cautious. Present prices are well main-
tained. We quote : Combing fleece,

washed, 13c, and unwashed, 8c.

COAL.
There is a steady demand, but de-

liveries are delayed somewhat by scarcity

of both coal and car.c . Prices are
unchanged. We quote at international

bridges as follows : Grate, 84 75 per gross
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ton ; egg, stove and nut, $5 per gross ton
with a rebate of 30c. off for June shipments,

PETROLEUM.
A fair movement is reported, with

prices steady. We quote : Pratt's Astral,

16 to i6)4c. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)
;

American water white, i6j4 to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 15^ to 16c; Sarnia
water white, 15 to I5>£c. in barrels; Sarnia
prime white, 14 to \\ x/z c. in barrels.

MARKET NOTES.

Manufacturers of iron pipe are holding

for higher prices.

A shipment of black rubber snaps with

brass springs has been taken into stock by

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co
H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. are in

receipt of a shipment of screen doors and

windows and are now able to fill orders

promptly.

Rice Lewis & Son, Limited, have a dis-

play of sporting goods in one of their

windows that is attracting a great deal of

attention from passers-by. They carry a

large stock of these goods.

THEIR STEEL TRADE WITH CANADA
IS GROWING.

Mi. A. K. k'lioilcn, representing B. K.
Morton & Co., Sheffield, England, manu-
facturers 01 (Ik- " B. ('." among other
brands of steel, is in Toronto (his week in

tiic interest of his firm.

This is Mr. Lihoden's fourth annual visit

tn Canada, ami he is making one of his

regular business trips around the world.
\\ I. Vallanee & Co.. Hamilton, are Mor-
ton & Co.'s agents in Ontario, ami Mr.

tihoden, in his visits to the trade iii Tor-
onto, is accompanied l>\ Mr. EL. T. Eager,
the manager' of Wood, Vallanee & Co.'s

Toronto branch.

I have met with quite a ileal of success

in Canada," said Mr. Khoden to " Hard-
ware a ml Metal." " Cur t rade here is

becoming more encourag'ing from year to

year, [he special obj?et ol m\ present

visit is to work up trade in tool steel with
engineers and manufacturers. We have
already a lj > < • I connection in Australia.

China and Japan, ami we arc now trying
to work Canada with the same results."

I
><i you find the preferent ial tariff of

an\ assistance to \ on V
"

Yes, we do; but more particularly in

the low priced steel. As far as the general
tariff un high grades of steel is concerned
il would suit us if it was increased. The
general dutj on high-grade steel is so lov

that the preferential tariff makes ven little

difference.

"

Mr. lihuilen leaves on Monday for British
Columbia en route for Australia, for which
COUntrj he will sail about (he end m|' .lulv

Mr. I'.. K. Morton, the head of the firm.
is at present in Melbourne on a visit to the
branch business of the firm that is situated
there.

SS. SMOKELESS POWDER.
Several years eso Lewis Bros., Montreal.

accepted the Canadian agency for the SS.
smokeless powder, made In The Smokeless
Powder and Ammunition Co., Limited, Bar
wick, Herts, Eng. This thej have made one
of their leaders in sporting goods and their

efforts to introduce it into Canada have met
'-villi such SUCCeSS that last year there was.
it. is claimed, mure S. S. powder consumed
ill Canada than all ether powders of the
same class.

S.S. powder is adapted to all uses and
has most reliable testimonials in its favor.

For cla\ bird shoot inu it has the largest

number of wins to its credit of all spurt-

ing powders. It is now sold by the lean-

ing hardware and sporting goods houses in

Canada. Lewi- Bros, are just receiving

importations for the fall trade, and no

dea ha- should be w it hout a supply.

thick stockings, 29,000 pairs moccasins,
1,500 pairs fur-lined gloves, and 2.81'ti I'm

caps.

WAR OFFICE PURCHASES
IN CANADA.

Lord Si ral henna's annual report to the

Trade ami Cot erce Department as High
Commissioner for Canada was made public

on Tuesday. His Lordship states that belli

1 he import ami export trade of Canada from

and to the United Kingdom during last year

seem to have expanded in a satisfactory

manner. If the correspondence received at

the High Commissioner's Office is an\

criterion, Canadian trade is attracting more
at hut ion than ever in (beat Britain. Cor-

respondence mi trade matters is consider-

able ami continually growing, and the per-

sonal inquiries are also exceedingly numer-

ous. The number of callers at (he office

during (he year was nearlj 14,000, of which
L'.Tdti represented travelling Canadians who
registered (heir names. Lord Strathcona

gave a list of orders which he induced the

War I •ll'iee and Indian Office to give for t he

supply from Canada of articles required by

the Imperial (roups in South Africa and

China. The eiders aggregated several mil

lions of dollars in value, and included the

following-: Hay, 5:5,700 ions; 1,073 tons of

eorned beef, one hundred tons of oats, six-

teen hundred Ions of flour. 280,000 lbs.

( 10-lb. (ins) jam. thirty thousand "real

cents, fifiv thousand serge suits, one thous-

and cases containing -lb. cans of baked

beans, one thousand cases containing 12,000

pllb. (ins of boneless chicken: also over

8,000 sets of saddlery. For the China

expedition of 1900 the following unices were

given : Greatcoats, 33,670 ; 43,300 pairs

APPOINTED APPRAISER.

Mr. A. Magnan, of Magnan Frerejs, St.
Laurence street. Montreal, and Secretary of
The Montreal Retail Hardware Association,
has been appointed to fill the vacancj in

1
he Appraiser's office, caused by the death

Of .Mr. G. I'ichc. s e months ago! Mr.
Magnan is a young man of ability and is

certainly well fitted to discharge hf^new
duties capably. He has sold out his inter-

est in the retail business to his brother and
his departure from the trade has led him
to hand in his resignation from the
Secretaryship of The Hardware Association.

TRADE CHAT.

F. S. Malcolm, general merchant. Lake-
side, Out., is putting ;i new floor in his
store.

I!. It. Bishop, grocer and hardware dealer.
Kentviile. N.S.. has sold his grocery busi-

ness (o SpUI'geOll L. Cross.

W. II. Miller, general merchant. Severn
Bridge, Out., is erecting a new store and
expects to oeellpv it about July I.

Charles Labreton, general merchant, Tra-
cadic, N.l'.. has notified his creditors that

h: is ra iiltcult i: s mil will have to assign
His liabilities are $3,500 and his a ei

$2,300.

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr. W. L. Allen, of Cobourg, was in

Toronto last week.

Mr. R. S. Davidson, secretary-treasurer

of The Peterboro' Hardware Co., Peter -

boro', has been confined to his home the

last two or three weeks through illness.

Mr. Rupert M. Watson, representing The
Dominion Cartridge Co., Montreal, was in

Toronto on Thursday. He was showing
the new lines manufactured by his company,
which he claims will be equal to the very
best on the market.

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

Mo.
Sole Manufacturers in

Canada of

<£<^PX^DR^^A BflANDRAM BROS.,

4? B.B . <* V 1 4 COL. London, Eng.,

WHITE LEAD M g fi >sl
^REGISTERED TRADE MARK

$KS.L0W)W GENUINE WHITE LEAD,

Brandram's Genuine IV B. is the best White Lead made. It is unequalled (or whiteness, and

fineness and body, and will cover roore surface than any oilier White bead Paint. It is the

favorite While bead inEnjdand, Canada, United States, Australia, Russia, etc. Made by a

special process, and is superior to all other White Leads for durability.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
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HARDWARE STORE WINDOW DISPLAY.

ALMOST any kind of advertising

effort will show results. Window

advertising is tlie least expensive.

and the results are must immediate. 'Two
per cent, of gross sales would be a conser-
vative estimate for newspaper and circular
advertising ; which means $500 yearly on a
$25,000 business. The window advertising
will Apst practically nothing, as at least.

cost ran be realized out of any of the g Is

which might become simp worn, and no
goods at all should be damaged if windows
are properU secured against flies and the
trimming changed every week.

THE NEWSPAPKU ADVERTISEMENT.
Newspaper, circular and window advertis-

ing should be worked in conjunction. The
combined result is best. We are uncon-
sciously directed by impressions. The say-
ing that " We are creatures of habit." is

simply in line with the psychological fact
thai impressions once formed in our minds
are constantly recurring when anything
Kindred is under consideration. What we
wish lo do j s to place psychological sign
boards of our business in the minds of the
public. The newspaper ma,\ make a faint

impression, and the window display clinch
i(. <>r vice versa. They help each other.

If you will write a newspaper advertise-
ment each week and trim your windows
each week', and ne\^v fail, doing the One
will make tin' other easier. The advertise
ment suggests the window trim and the
window trim the advertisement. This may
be hard work for the first six months, but
it will gradually become easier, and soon
your material for advertising, both news
paper and window, will exceed your space.

The passing public will come to recognize
i In' regular changes and look for them.

MAKE GOODS WINDOWS.
As far as possible make " goods win-

dows." Freak windows may be all right
occasionally, as during carnival or fair time,

but the.} take a great deal of time, destroy
goods and bring no immediate results.

Use neat display cards. They help rivet

the impressions you are striving to make.
Do not put prices on trade-mark goods, or
standard brands, which are carried elsewhere
in your city. Your competitors will study
your windows, and if your prices are high
i law will use them against you. If the
prices arc low, I law uia.v go si i 1 1 lower, and
the tendency will be to reduce the profits

on good staple lines that you all carrj

Prices arc. of course, always attractive, and
uia.v be put on lines of which you control

the saie or on any line where qualities vary
ami i la- make is not known. Besides
prices, display cards might describe new
goods or make pointed suggestions. In a

builders' hardware window a card might
read. " Let us figure on your building

bill."

CONSTRUCTION OF THE WINDOW.
"s to the windows themselves the win-

dow seat should be quite deep, and not

more than 15 or 18 inches high inside; the

glass noi being over two feel from the side-

walk. The entire window should be
inclosed with wire cloth screens, made in

sections, and held in place by buttons, one
section being in a door on loose pin binges.

This will keep insects out in summer, and
prevent pilfering of small articles. Sections

can lie removed at any time to admit
articles too large to be taken through the
door. If the frames are made light and oil

finished, they will obstruct the light verj

* A Prize Essay in The Iron Age.

little, are easik cleaned, and will serve as
a background for the trimming : though
background trimming shuts off the light,

and the effect of the window from the cus-

tomer w ho has eiil erod ( hi' store.

For the bottom of the window a frame,
made in sections, raised about six inches a!

the back anil slanting lo the front, covered
with black cloth, is very serviceable in dis-

placing tools, builders' hardware and small

articles.

SHOW ONE LINE OF GOODS.

One line of goods at a time in a window
is generally better unless the windows are

vers large. Large quantities of one article

always attract attention. Few people

would notice one only of a common, over)

da \ article, like a 10-gallon carrying can or

milk cooler, but a window full of either of

t lain iii a graduated pile extending to the

large warehouse at 1 Hi St. Paul street, but
in the near future Mr. I'arkes intends to

have tin' five Storeys utilized as sample
storerooms, carrying a. full line of screws,

stove and tire bolts, iron and copper rivets

aial bright wire goods.

PRICE PRACTICALLY THE SAME.
"

I have just returned from a trip through
the States of New York ami Pennsylvania,'.'

said a traveller, "and I found that the

price of bar iron and holts, although not

exactly, is practically the same as in Can-

ada. The steel trust, I heard very few

I

pie talking about. except theorists.

Business men do not seem to be bothering
I lair heads about if.

PLAN OF A NAIL COUNTER.
" Wanderer " writes as follows :

" In a

lecent issue of Hardware and Metal I

noticed a request for description or plan for

N*

Front vie u/ of Rail Count e

/9k /y

.». K e i

fc inch fl&se /3c Coi-ji-s scant /trig ond f'ouf
l a /> 4 «'/eu.

7

ceiling would cause any number of people

to stop. My neighbor, the grocer, tells

me that when he puts on the walk one en-

two watermelons, very few ask for them,

but when he stacks up half a carload, pver.s

other man buys one. Thus a great many
attractive window displays can be made b\

using quantities of common articles.

WINDOW DISPLAY BENEFICIAL TO
WHOLE STORE.

A study and faithful practice of window
trimming will lead to better store service

in e\er\ way. You become more critical of

each individual line as you take it up for

display. You ask yourself if you are carry-

ing the right quality of goods, in

proper quantity at the right price?

In establishing your sign boards in the pub-

lic mind you will sec the more clearly how
necessary also is intelligent, courteous and

prompt service. This study will shake you
out of the rut in which you may be work-

ing, you will read the trade journals, scan

The Iron Age more eagerly for. ideas, and

come to realize that the prosperous mer-

chant has no time for kicking against the

that the retailer cannot look to

for success, and if he is making
t he cause "t it is in he own

f
'orvt /" ° " S ' op i n g boo>-<t

a nail counter. Last week on my route I

found one of my customers building one,

a plan of which I enclose. The floor of the

counter was built on 3 x 4 scantling laid

flat with tongued and grooved iinch boards

on top. The spaces were then made 14 x

14 and 24 inches deep. Then another

bottom laid and another row of spaces the

same size made on top and the top of the

counter then put on, making height when

finished 34 inches. He then set up a

2 inch piece in front of each row of spaces

and sloped a board back to each floor,

allowing it to project enough over the strip

iiaw ttable

legislation

a failure;

methods.

A CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT.

Col. Massey, who has lone been identified

with the Montreal branch of The Canada
Screw Co., has resigned his position and
has been succeeded in the management h\

Mr. dames S. I'arkes. for 15 years his

assistant. Mr. I'arkes is well known to the

trade ami the change will not necessitate

the building of new connections.

At present The Canada Screw Company
are oni\ occupying two storeys of their

Ope nin. <% in to.c h

spo.c (. , 1/x.iH u//te n

j- 1 <\ 1 $ h. e. d.

in front to permit a scoop to be held under
the edge of it and the nails pulled with a
c'aw made for the purpose. If this is any
use it can be extended to any number of

spaces."
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
SOME [BUILDING NOTES.

TllOS. POCHLMAN & CO., grocers,

etc., Hanover, Out., have bought

one of the best business sites in

Hanover, and will build a two-storey 80 %

l'J block thereon.

The Garleton Baptist Church, St. John,
N.B., is to be extended.

('apt. J. J. Grafton intends erecting' a

new house in Dundas, Ont.

About $3,000 will be spent in improving
Queen street school, Chatham, Ont.

The Commercial Hank intend erecting a

modern business block in Nanaimo, 13. C.

Jones & Hancock, Merlin, Ont.. have the

contract for erecting a new hotel in Wheat-

lev . Ont.

A new immigration building is to be
erected at St. John, N.B. It will cost

about $22,000.

Downing & Co. are building a GO x 20 ft.

block at the corner of Pearl and South
Water streets, Port Arthur, Ont.

H. 11. Halton, architect, Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont., lias received tenders for a house for

11. A. Moore, of the same place.

G. M. Bayley is asking for tenders before

June IT, for the erection of a building on

Sparks street, Ottawa, for Mayor Moms.
The J. Micklcborough Co., Limited, St.

Thomas, Out., are having plans for a new
business block prepared by Architect N. R.

Darrach, St. Thomas.
The Parkhill Basket Co., Limited, are

erecting in Owen Sound, Ont., a two-storey

60 x 50 ft. warehouse. The exterior of the

warehouse will be covered with corrugated

iron.

WINNIPEG BUILDING OPERATIONS
An unusually large amount of building is

being done in Winnipeg this year both in

new residences up town and new business

blocks down town. Among the principal

buildings going up are the new blocks for

the Bank of Hamilton and the Merchants

Bank ; for The Lake of the Woods Milling

Co., Limited, for the new Baker, Alexan-

dria, ami the Alloway and Pulford blocks

are well under way. The Winnipeg Hotel

will be extended to have a frontage of 60

feel The Massey-Harris Company and
The Toronto Type Foundry Company in-

tend enlarging their premises. About
$35,000 will be spent in converting the

Young' block into a modern hotel. Residen-

ces are being erected by li. Jackson, A. F.

Martin, Prof. Osborne, Mrs. Galtie, Welfej

<fc McLean, E. (.'ass and others.

party, a stop was made at McConkey's, for

lunch, which proved to be not the least

enjoyable experience of the day. The party
returned to Buffalo on the evening boat.

PLUMBERS EN TOUR.
On Thursday afternoon the steamer Corona

brought over from Niagara a party of Wash-
ington, U.S.A. plumbers, consisting of

Warren W. Briggs, of The Briggs Heating
and Ventilating Go. ; G. II. ZellarS, of

Zellars & Co., and E. J. Febrey, of E. J.

Febrey & Co., each of whom were accom-

panied by I heir families. The party were

ni ,i ; ,i The boat by W. L. Heliwell, of The
Ournc.v Foundry Co., Limited, and taken

[or a tally-ho ride through the city, the

principal public buildings and poinl il

resl being visited. After (he drive,

i was thoroughly enjoyed bj the entire

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

Building permits have been issued in

Hamilton to Alex. Mercer for seven brick
houses at the corner of Mary and Murray
streets, which are to cost §7,000, and to
W. P. Witton, for a new frame ward at the
hospital to cost 84,200.

Building permits have been issued in
Ottawa to A. Anderson, lot 7 Wellington
street, brick veneered dwelling, $4,800 :

Edward Clarke, lot 12 Frank street, solid

brick dwelling, $6,000 : Michael O'Leary,
lot 13 Nicholas street, brick veneered store
and dwellings. $5,000.

1 )r. Greene, lot 49 Gloucester street, brick
dwelling, $4,000; Miss Thistle, brick dwel-
ling, Somerset street north, to cost $7,5011;

W. G. Bronson, stone and brick dwelling
Concession street, to cost $13,600, and Geo.
Bannister, lots 11 and 12 Elgin street, brick
veneered dwelling, $2,500.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.

S. Rochon & Fils, contractors, Montreal,
have dissolved.

Keegan & Hefferman, contractors, Mont-
real, have dissolved.

Peter Conroy & Bros, have registered as
plumbers, etc., in Montreal.

Graham & Pickles, electricians, Halifax,
N.S., have sold out to John A. Dunn.
Win. 11. Creed has registered as proprietor

of W. H. Creed & Co., plumbers, Montreal.

Thomas Watson, dealer in electrical sup
plies, etc., Victoria, B.C., has sold his elec-

trical department to C. C. Mackenzie.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

The Bennett & Wright Co., Limited, have
secured another big contract—that of heat-
ing, lighting and plumbing the large resi-
dence to be erected for A. E. Kemp, M.P.,
at Castle Frank, Rosedale. This will be
almost as big a job as that in the Flavelle
house, the contract calling for six bath-
rooms, etc.

Joseph Lamarche, Montreal, has secured
the contract for the plumbing, heating and
roofing of St. Edouard Church, being
erected in St. Denis ward. He also has
charge of the overhauling of the heating
apparatus in the Montreal post office, where
three new boilers are being installed.

DELEGATES APPOINTED
The Montreal Master Plumbers' Associa-

tion held its regular meeting last Thursday
evening with Mr. James A. Sadler, Presi-
dent, in the chair and a goodly attendance
of members present.

The chief item of business was the election
of representatives to the National Conven-
tion to be held in Toronto. There were
five chosen tn go with the three who are
connected with the National Executive,
Messrs. Harris. Lamarche and Joseph Tin
bault. Th' 1 five appointed are President
Sadler. J. A. GirOUX, John Watson, I'. J.

Carroll and E. ('. Mount. Alternatives arc
P C. Ogilvie, J. W. Hughes. ({. C. Den-
man. T. Christie and E. Bonhomme.

ENGLISH COOPERATIVE STORES

THE great co-operative stores of Eng-

land report in the aggregate sales

last year amounting to £6,968,921,

a substantial increase over the sales of anv
previous year as far back as 1891. The
gross profit, says The New York Journal
of Commerce, is not only larger in amount
than in any previous year, but its percent
age upon the sales • is larger than in anv
previous year. The increase over last

year is extremely small, but there has been
a pretty steady increase in the ratio of
gross profit to sales from 11.42 in 189] to
13.76 in 1900. The salaries and wages have
increased a little both absolutely and in

(heir ratio to sales. The percentage of the
directors' remuneration remains unchanged.
Rent, gas, taxes and insurance have been
increasing pretty steadily from .76 percent
in 1891 to 1 per cent, in 1900. The total
expenses have also increased pretty con
stantly from 8.5 per cent, in 1891 to 9.5
per cent, in 1900.

The net revenue last year was not quite
so large as the year before, but with verj
slight movements in the opposite direction
the net revenue has increased from £210,646,
or 3.21 per cent, of sales in 1891, to £319,
559, or 4.59 per cent, of sales in 1900. Not
only does this gross and net profit show a
gain during these nine years, but the stock
on hand at the close of the year shows a
gradual increase, amounting to about £200,-
< it 10 during the nine years.

Eighteen years ago the gross profit was
less than 10 per cent. Viewed from the
customer's standpoint, prices are now
loaded with a charge of nearly 14 per cent,
for costs of management, taxes and interest
on capital, as against less than 10 per cent,
eighteen years ago. But as the sales have
been increasing it is quite evident that the
stores have not been driving their custom-
ers away by their charges. There has been
some increase in the expense of doing the
business, but the growing margin between
receipts and disbursements is filled to the
extent of less than one-half by larger
amount of salaries, taxes, etc. the total
expense account increased £104,000 in the
nine years, and the net revenue increased
£115,000.

It is said that the co-operative feature
of the business is not the leading one now;
originally they sold at cost and expenses

;

now they are trying to get as good a return
as possible on the capital invested. One^>f

the odd features of the statement i^

the larger sales of the Armj and Navy stores
in 1899 than in .1900 is due to the fact that
it had on hand a large quantity of diamonds,
which it was enabled to sell at high prices
on account of the South-African War.
The sales in the last year of these con-

cerns were as follows :

A rni \ and Navv Co operative
Societv £3,313,995

Civil Service Supply Association. 1,769,656
Army and Navv Auxiliary C. S. 608,009
Junior Army and Navy Stores. 684,712
Civil Service Co-operative Society. 423,610
New Civil Service Co-operation. 109,297
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CANADIAN ADVERTISING is besl done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Montreal.

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

Will Hold Dp a Shelf!
That's what a shelf bracket is for.

For this purpose there can be

NOTHING BETTER
NOTHING CHEAPER

than the ....

BRADLEY STEEL SHELF BRACKET
It is well Japanned, Strong and Light.
'1 he Paving in freight la a good profit, aside

from t lie lower price at which the goods are sold.

flST" Order director through your jobber.

ATLAS MFG. CO., New Haven, Conn.. U.S.A

LOW TANK
WATER CLOSET
COMBINATIONS
THE MOST PER-
FECT ON THE
MARKET
NOISELESS IN

ACTION

BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

Write for Catalogue.

The James Morrison
Brass Mfg. Co.

Limited

TORONTO, ONT,

^r 1

M

j&jxtmov Xure

FENCE PAINTS BARN PAINTS
In the summer time and between seasons, the farmer thinks of his barns, outhouses, fences,

an i every wooden thing standing. They require paint! Don't ask him to use our high-
grade house paints on rough board barns and fences. He can't afford it, and they don't
need it. Now,

RAMSAYS OUTSIDE PAINTS
are made just for rough work on barns, roofs, fences, and such like. They are made of
Oxides, Ochres, etc., and heavy Linseed Oil, and there is nothing better in the world than
just such ingredients, properly mixed, to withstand the weather and add a double length of
years to the farmer's barn and roof. We have shade cards, and there is money in this.

A. Ra>
PAINTMAKERS,

say &
Est'd 1842.

Son
MONTREAL.

THE DIRT Patent |oio|iouplings

The best in the

world.

Adapted

to all uses.

The Standard

for Railroad

and

Locomotive Service.

* BRONZE METAL GROUND JOINT SEATS.

Beware of Imitations. Buy the Genuine Article.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
749 Craig
Street, MONTREAL

Canadian Agents,
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A WEST SUPERIOR HOPPER SCALE
TEST.

AVERY instructive hopper scale

story comes from West Superior,

Wis., U.S.A.

Over a year ago the Great Northern Rail-

way, one of America's greatest transcon-

tinental lines, decided to build a new steel

elevator at that point. Every

part of its construction is of A*n
steel, and it has a storage

capacity of 3,200,000 bushels.

It stands between the'lake and

a siding of the Great Northern

Railway, and it was necessary

to have a track scale on the

siding and 18 hopper scales in

the elevator to weigh the grain

before it was loaded into the

boats. The St. Paul house

secured the order for a Fair-

banks scale for the siding and

shipped one in the night to

West Superior. It took just

1 1 hours to set this great scale

on the track. The scale is

known at the factory as a 42 -ft.

platform, with a capacity of 60

tons. The Fairbanks peo-

ple were then asked to bid on

18 hopper scales, each with a

capacity of 100,000 lb. They

were underbid by a rival Penn-

sylvanian firm, who filled the

order in due time. The State

inspector of weights and measures then

came to test the scales. The Fairbanks

scale was accepted, while the other 18

standard scales were condemned asihey

were not accurate and were too lighly con-

structed for the place.

A serious problem now confronted the

Great Northern people. Navigation was

soon to open on the great lakes, carloads

of grain were being loaded into the new

elevator; but no wheat could be loaded into

the boats without first being weighed on the

hopper scales. The Fairbanks, St. Paul

house, then secured an order for the 18

scales at the price of the original bid. The

manager and mechanical suprintendent

went to the factory at St. Johnsbury, Vt.,

and 10 days later went back with the first

scale, sent by express at a cost of about

$600. Just 18 working days after the order

was received, the last installment of five

scales left the St. Johnsbury depot for the

Northwest. It was a supreme test of what

skilled workmen could do. The State

inspector tested them with standard test

weights up to their fullest capacity, and they

had the most severe test ever given a scale.

They weighed perfectly and showed no

sign of weaknesss at any point.

This, the Fairbanks Scale Co. regard as

quite a triumph. In Canada these scales

are well known. They are used in all the

C.P. R. elevators, at the Canada Atlantic

depot, Harbor Coteau, by the Montreal

Transfer Co., as well as by many s*u)rfl

elevators. Quite recently Ah$ CaftadTan

branch has taken orders frcp^Jws'sraFRlac-

kenzie & Mann and from t^e G4T/IR. Cc

for scales for the large elevator which they

are building at Portland, Me. The latter

two will be furnished with the Fairbanks

Typer Registering Beam.

• *K
4 SaKaoA AT GLASGOW.

From Ritesia to Canada is a far cry, but

you may do it with ease in the Exposition.

You hardly pass from the echo of the strange

Russian tongue till you are greeted with the

homely English, with that crisp, sharp ring

in it that is peculiarly trans-Atlantic.

Recently I met Mr. J. D. Stewart, who is

looking after the agricultural products of

that great and aspiring colony. Canada is

everywhere in the Exposition. She has a

magnificent building all to herself, and

besides has one of the best sites in the

Industrial Hall. " We are bent on being

to the front everywhere," observed Mr.

Stewart, and they have certainly got there.

Among the exhibits of the section are a

great quantity of Klondike nuggets. These

look very inviting, and excite the cupidity

of the onlooker.—Glasgow Evening News.

(Jharles A. Dickie, general merchant,
Shediac, N.I'., has sold oul his business to

Stewart l>. While and has bought out G.
('. Hamilton, general merchant, of the same
I u\\ II.

"One ounce of Fact is worth
"more than a ship load of

"Argument."

J. T. Windsor, Esq
,

New Mills,

New Brunswick,

writes to

—

THE

CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY,
LIMITED,

under date June 7th, 1901:

"Your manufactures are, in

"my opinion, the best goods
"in Canada."

THE
CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY,
LIMITED.

MAKERS of

FINE COLORS
and

VARNISHES.

MONTREAL
and

TORONTO.
THE
CANADA
PAINT

COMPANY,
LIMITED.
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ESTABLISHED I860.

STOVE PIPE

INCORPORATED 1895

Made in

5, 6, 7-Inch.

Prices on Application.
Steel— " Empire." Cast Iron— "Star.'

Stove Pipes, Elbows, Stove Boards, Coal Hods, Fire Shovels, Lanterns, etc.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

THIS
IS
WATER
PAINT

and you know a water paint must prove an easy

seller if it's any good. A very small trial order

will convince you that

s

INDELIBLO
is not only good but the very best that has ever

been known in that line of business for covering

walls of brick, wood or stone, on breweries, fences,

shafts, factories, alleyways and anything else.

Washable, weatherproof, sanitary.

AGENTS

A, RAMSAY & SON, - -

J. H. ASHDOWN, - - - -

McLENNAN, McFEELY &. CO,

MONTREAL,

WINNIPEG.

VANCOUVER,

ONTARIO SILVER 00.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.
M , . , FLATWARE, CUTLERY a
Manufacturers of ELECTRO PLATE.

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

8R0WN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

THE

COLLINS
STEAM
COOKER

Cooks Quickly, Properly,
and in Quantities. Every-
body likes this Cooker, as it

will cook, and cook well, a
whole dinner of about 5 or'6 articles at the same lime ov> r

one hole on the Range, Gas Stove, Coal Oil Stove, or
Gasoline Stove. Consequently, it is a great saver of fuel,

and time-saver, as you can be doing other housework or go
to church as it cannot burn the contents. Tough meat will

be made tender and food much more palatable and healthy,
as all the flavor and nutrition is retained in the food.

Door can be opened and any one article taken out without
molesting the whole. Write for catalogue and prices.

Manufactured solely by

THE COLLINS MFG. CO.,
34 Adelaide West TORONTO

PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in
Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

The Atlantic

Refining Co.

Manufacturers and Importers of

Lubricating Oils,

Greases, and

Boiler Compound.

Phono 2033.

Cor. Jarvis and Esplanade Sts.,

TORONTO, ONT.
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TRADE JOURNALS AS SALESMEN.

THE trade journal is a purveyor of

news and information for the busi-

ness lines in whose interests it is

published, writes H. B. Ford in an
exchange. It covers its chosen field with
an ability that is demonstrated by its suc-

cess in keeping- at it and is very often relied

upon to furnish "facts and information
which are not otherwise obtainable. It poes
to the place of business of its subscribers
and is' read because of the mercantile or
trade intelligence that it conveys, being-

valued in exact accordance with the reader's
ideas of what intelligence consists. Even
the most unthinking- readers, and possibly
those who are thoroughly well posted in
their particular lines of business, will admit
that a very considerable amount of good can
be obtained from any trade journal that has
facilities for gathering news and is edited
by men who understand what they are
doing.

The functions of a trade journal are
primarily to provide items of interest for

its patrons and to consider such questions
as concern them in their business, or to
publish technical articles for the instruc-

tion and benefit of the trade. The news
notes are valuable because they keep the
business world posted, as do also the mar-
ket reports. Editorial matter also has its

value because of the suggestions therein
contained. Most men of business like to
know what others are doing and saying- in
matters either directly or indirectly connect-
ed with that business and they are not
averse to hearing such opinions as are
expressed on subjects that concern their own
affairs. These opinions may differ from
those entertained by a reader, but if their
appearance in print causes him to think
and he applies his thought to the better-
ment of his condition he will derive a bene-
fit from the expressed opinions even if they
do not coincide with his own views.

These functions, when well performed, are
of great and decided benefit to the business
world, but their work is not well done, nor
can it be expected to be, without the aid
of the advertisements. Practically speak-
ing, a trade journal is a medium for the
transmission of trade intelligence and in this

sphere of usefulness its value depends as

much upon its advertisements as upon any
other consideration.

An advertisement is nothing' else than a
salesman. Instead of going to a few buy-
ers each week, it goes to as many buyers as

the journal has subscribers, and in each
case makes its offering in a way that is

intended to carry conviction. It pays its

visits at stated periods, does not encounter
any of the difficulties met with by sales-

men, is always in a good humor and never
aggressive, does not endeavor to run down
a rival's goods, e\en though claiming- to offer

the very best, and is successful in the same
degree that it is convincing. Such is the
advertisement as it appears in and becomes
a part of the trade journal,

I do not mean to say that the trade

journal is a better salesman than the

traveller, but I do say most emphatically

that in each ease and every one of its func-

tions it is an aid to tin/ traveller in the

introduction and sale i>f goods. It goes
before him and carries the news. It intro-

duces those whom he represents in eases

where they are not known before, or has
carried to the buyers information i'f what
he has to sell. In short, the trade journal,

in my opinion, is the advance agent of suc-

cess for the traveller and gives him .in

opportunity which he could not find under
any other conditions. I say this as a

travelling man who leads his trade journals

because he finds a profit in so doing, anil

the only criticism I expect to meet is from
other travellers who fear that if they lav

too much stress on the value of printed
matter as a salesman they may be obliged

to seek some other occupation.

ALL THE TIME.

WHY he should advertise all the time

is one of the mysteries that bother

the new advertiser. " After a

time," he thinks to himself, " everyone has

seen my advertisement, everyone who will

ever be convinced is convinced, so why
should I continue to spend money buying
advertising space ? " When he is told

that the man or woman who did not want
a thing yesterday may desire it to-day, it

does not make much of an impression on
him. Let us, therefore, take an instance of

how new readers are constantly being-

secured.

Mr. John Smith is a young man, say 25
years old, who some months ago fell in love

with a young lady, who reciprocated his

affection, and they engaged themselves to be
married in the near future. Previous to

this time Mr. Smith had never gazed at any
business announcement which related to

articles of household use, for, of course, he
had no earthly use for such articles. For
the past several months, however, Mr.
Smith has taken great interest in such
advertisements, and has discussed with his

fair one the relative merits of the various

things in this line that are being brought
to public attention. She had also taken
but slight interest in such matters. The
two are now constant readers of such adver-

tisements.

Not only has this change taken place in

Smith's relation to advertisements, but in

hundreds, nay, thousands. In this way

household advertisers are securing thousands
of new readers constantly.

The next year John Smith's wife may
have a child. Then Mr. Smith and Mrs.
Smith will become interested in advertise-
ments of children's clothing, of baby foods,
of toys, and of numerous other things that
come in a household with a child. Not
oidy Mr. Smith, of course, but thousands
of others, whose trade the advertiser misses
if he misses inserting his ad.

Thousands of people to-day apparcnUv in
the prime of health, and laughing Tv all

announcements of medicine or treatment, or
healthful foods, find themselves in the sue
ceeding year deprived of their vitality and
anxiously seeking, through the business
announcements in newspapers and magazines,
for something from which they may be able
to secure again the health that was once
their own. The advertiser who advertised
only last year is entirely unknown to them;
they have probably never heard his name or
read a line of his previous announcements.
If these advertisements were inserted to-

day, what anxious readers and purchasers
they would be ! And this cumulative
effect, this adding of one year's customers
to those of previous years, is what makes
success in advertising.

It is unnecessary to draw out instances
like this. The moral is that new readeis
for advertising are being made by the con-

ditions of human life ; by its constant
changes and metamorphoses, its births, its

sicknesses and its deaths ; that all the

people who are interested in one article or

one idea can never be , reached within a cer-

tain limit of time ; that to become a suc-

cessful ' advertiser, you must advertise day

by clay and year by year.—Information.

A. D. Cormier's general store and the

warehouse of Anthony Grattan, general mer-
chant, Buctouche, N.B., have been burned.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and
;V" Crimped«

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
Representatives for Canada

B. & S. H. Thompson & Company
26 St. Sulpice Street

Montreal
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

Flue Linings,

Drain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

362)4 Main St., - WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or
Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

ei'her by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct
from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

IF THE WORDS

"Dundas Axe"
are stamped on an Axe, you can

rely on its being the best that

can be made.

DUNDAS AXE WORKS
Dundas. Ont.

The Robin Hood
Powder Company

If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy " Robin Hood Smokeless,"
in " Robin Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against
any powder on the market. We make the
powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company —-~

SWANTON, VT.

IMPROVED STEEL WIRE TRACE CHAINS.
Every chain guaranteed. Most profitable and satisfactory chain to handle.

Improved Quality and Cheaper Prices for 1901.

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., limited

Hamilton, Ont., and Montreal, Que.

A LLOW us to

^ * call your at

tention to our

very complete

Incandescent

Gas

Lamps,

Mantles,

Burners, Etc.

Sole agents for

Canada for the

SOLAR LAMP.
The very best lamp on the market, for natural or artificial

gas. Prices on application.

THE ROCHESTER LAMP CO.
OF CANADA

24 Front Street West, «^^TORONTO

The

Mower
THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

If you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will disappear. The
Clipper will do it.

^R^^w

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.
NORRISTOWN, Pa.
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JAS. B. CAMPBELL. WILLIAM PRATT.

THE ACME CAN WORKS
Manufacturers of

Paint and Color Cans, round and square, Varnish

and Oil Cans, Paint Irons, Paint

Packages, Lye Tins,

f
and every description of Tin or can required by the trade. Write us for

anything you need in our line. We will be pleased to quote you prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY
Ontario St. and Jeanne D'Arc Avenue, MONTREAL

MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, June 10, 1901.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS, OILS
AND GLASS.

BUSINESS has materially improved

with the coming of an abundant rain,

and already orders are coming in

more briskly. In paints and oils there are

no change of prices to report, but the

market is firm.

Quotations for the week are as follows

:

Rarhed wire, 100 lb fe 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" 11 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 20

14 4 35
15 4 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 50
" 16 and 20 3 60
" 10 3 60

8 3 70
6 3 75
4 ' 3 90

3 4 IS
Cut nails, 30 to 60 dy 300

" 20 to 40 3 05
" 10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°
" 3 3 65

Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 490
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, fc.oo basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00

Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00

Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50
20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50

24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 775
26 gauge 8 00

28 gauge 8 50

Tinplate, 1C charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 1275
IXX " 14 75

Ingot tin 33
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18x24 3 25

Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50
Broken lots 8 00

Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00

Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch 50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $11 00

H n 5°
"

}i and 5-16 1200
Manila, 7-16 and larger 14 00

H 14 5°
'

' \i and 5-16 15 00
Solder 20
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 17

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87 lA
Round " " 8254

Flat '
' brass 80

Round" " 75
Coach 57% p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz. . $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion, C.F., pistol 30 p.c.
" military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 p.c.

C. F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per ioo lb 6 25
Chilled 6 75

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American 25KC.
Prime white American 24c.

Water white Canadian 22c.

Prime white Canadian 21c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels
jjS 61

Less than barrel lots 66
Linseed oil, raw 92

Boiled 95
Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25M

Eldorado engine 24^
Atlantic red 27^
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23K to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55 to 74
Harness oil 61

Neatsfoot oil jjS 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. 1 1 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 " 100 ft. 550
51 to 60 " " " 600
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2K
kegs " 2K

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 00
No 1

"
6 75

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

LAKE ORE STOCKS.
" The stocks of Lake Superior ore

reported on Lake Erie clocks on May I

.

when account is usually taken," according
to The Engineering and Mining Journal,
"amounted this year to 3,050,183 long
tons, and were the largest reported since

1898. On May 1, 1900. they were only

1,720,655 tons. The accumulation of ore

reflects the slackening in furnace activity

toward the close of last year, and also the

fact that most furnaces vising lake ore laid

in large stocks during the navigation

season. The following statement shows bhe
movement to furnaces through Lake Rne
pints during the years ending April 150,

1000 and J 901, in long tons :

1899-1900. 1900-OT. Changes.

Stocks on Lake Erie
docks, May 1 2,073,254 1.720656 Dec. 352,598

Receipts for the
season 15.222,187 15,797,787 Inc. 575,600

Totals 17,295441 17,518,443 Inc. 223,002

Stocks on docks Apr 30. 1,720,656 3,050,1831^.1,329,527

Shipments to furnaces ic, 574,785 14,468,260 Dec. 1,106,525

"As the stocks reported on docks on Decem-
ber I, 1900, at the close of navigation, were

5,904,670 tons, and these had been reduced

by May I to 3,050,183 tons, the winter
movement to furnaces amounted to 2,854,487
tons. The remaining shipments— 11,613,773

tons—were made between May 1 and Decem-
ber I. 1900. much of the ore going almost
directlv from boats to cars."

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES.
Firms desirous of getting into communii ^

:

in

with British manufacturers or merchants, or * So
wish to buy British goods on the best possible

terms, or who are willing to become agents for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-

ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editor

'SELL'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all over
the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re-

ceipt of a post card.
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.(

MIDLAND
JJ

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior

Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

vejiw best of the imported brands.

Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
MONTREAL, QUE.or to

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

"The Peerless"

is the best Bolster Spring ever

produced. A fine line for the

hardware trade. Write Us For Prices,

James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.

CUKKEflT JVIflR^ET QUOTATIONS
June 14, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit,, the

lowest figures being for largerquantitiesand
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is auxious to be informed at once of

any apparent errors in this list as the desiie

is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per ib. 32 32%

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates— Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pi r boi
I.C., usual sizes (6 50

I.X.. " 8 00

I.X.X., " 9 50

Famous—
1.0 6 50

I.X 8 00

I.X.X 950
Raven ft Vulture Grades—

I.C., usual sizes * 50

I.X., " 5 25

I.X.X " 6 00

l.XXX., " 6 75

D.O.,12%xl7 4 00

D.X *
J5

D.X.X 5 00

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.C., usual Bizes 3 75

I.C., special sizes,base 4 00

20x28 7 75
Charcoal Plates—Terne

Dean or J. G. Grade—
I.C., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 00

I. X., Terne Tin 10 10

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X. ,14x56, 50 sheet bxs)
" 14x60, " > .... 0(6'/,
•' 14x65, " )

Tinned Sheets
7^x30 up to 24 gauge C7'/2

• 26 " (8
•' 28 " ObVi

Iron and Steel.
Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 185 190
Refined " " 2 35

Horse Shoe Iron 2 35

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 00

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base ... 2 10

TireSteel 2 33 2 50

Reeled Machinery 3 00

Toe Calk Steel 2 85 3 00

T Kirth&Co's tool steel.per lbO 12% 13

.lesson's tool Steel 12% 13

MiCfc's toolfteel C 12v, 13

KlaeWDiaoiond and " B.C,"
tool stell 10 11

Drill Steel, per lb 0(8 10

Boiler Tubes.
1%-incb 12%
2 " 13

2% " 015
3 " 16

3% " °20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
Winch 2 50 2 60

3.16mch 2 60 2 70

K inch and thick< r 2 50 2 60

Black Sheet*.
Cjm. D.F1.

18 gauge 2 75 3 00

20 gauge 2 16 3 CO

22 to 24 " 2 75 3 25

26 " 2?5 ....

28 " 3 00 3 50

Canada Plate?.
All dull, 52 sheets 2 90
Half polished 3 00
All bright 3 £0

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 4 45

% nch 3 25

% ' 3 30

% " 3 50

% " 3 65
1

"
5 15

1% " 7 to

1% "
8 40

2 " 1125
2% " 20 95
3 " 2155
3V4

" 30 75
4 " 39 00
5 " 47 35
6 " 62 10

Galvanized pipe—
V, inch 4 90

% " 5 25
1 " 7 55
1% " 10 30

1% " 12 35
2 " 16 50

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge 4 CO 3 75
18 to 24 gauge 4 00 3 85 4 25 4 00
26 " 4 25 4 10 4 25 4 25
28 " 4 50 4 J5 4 40 4 50

Case lots 10 to 15o. less.

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 100 lh

% "
8 90 8 50

5-16 " "
4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 CO

7-16 " "
3 9) 4 v5

% " "
3 50 4 10

9-16 " " 3 65 4(5
% " " 3 .»5 3 90

% " " 3 60 4 (0
Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 to 40 and
5 p.c.

Cow ties 40 p.c.

Tie-out chains 65 p.c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 45 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 17%
Lake Superior

Bats
Cut lengths round, %to% in. 23 25

1 ' round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 24 54%
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 24% 25
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.

|

4x6f t. 25 to 30 lbs. ea. , per lb 25
35 to 45 " " .... 24

" 50-1 b. and above, " .... 23
Boiler and T. K. Pitts

Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 percent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 i3

Tubing, base, per t 23
Zinc Spelter

Foreign, per lb 05% 06
Domestic "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 00 RV„

Partcasks CO 6%
Lead.

Imported Fig, per lb 04% C4%
Bar, lib 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... C6'A
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard,lists

at 7c. per lb. and 30 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Sbot.
Common, $6.50 per 1C0 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 17% p.c. Prices are f.o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per Ib.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd .... 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l .... 18

Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of

solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10/a 11

White Lead. Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37

No. 1 do 6 00

No.2do 5 62%
No.3 do 5 i5

No. 4 do 4 87%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37 l/2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandrams B B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" No. 1 6 85
" No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50

Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75

No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, 1001b. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09

PureWhiteZinc 08 0(9
No. 1 06 07%.
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75

Pure, kegs 6 25

No. l.casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 10

Barn (inbbls.) 75 85

The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45

Canada Paint Co's Pure 125
Toronto Lead & Color Go's Pure 1 25

Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20

Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05

Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06

French " 05

Marine Black 09
Green 09

Chrome " 08

French Im peria Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Ochre ( J. C.) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 1 10 1 15
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red(best). per cwt. 180 190
Knglish Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,.. 175 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides,93p.o. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb. 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-1 b..

boxes, per lb 08 24
Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 100
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Blue Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Pntty.
Bulk in bbls 1 90
Bulk in less quantity 2 05
Bladders in bbls 2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose 2 25
Bladders in 25-lh. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 65
bladders in bulk or tins less than 1001b2 90

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No. 1 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 160 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

r
' No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish 4 Color Co's.,
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each.
$3.00.

Granatine Floor Finish per gal., $2.75.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, $1 20 ;

Size 2, 70c. ; Size 3, 4Jc. each.

Castor Oil
East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%

" small lots 10% 11

Cod Oil, Etc.

Cod Oil per gal 50 55

PureOlive 120
" Neatsfoot 90

Glne.
Common 08% 09
French Medal OH 14 1

/,

Cabinetsheet 12 13

White, extra 18 20

Gelatine 22 30

Strip 18 20

Coopers 19 20

Huttner 18
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JAMES HUTTON & CO.
Sole Agents in Canada for

Joseph Rodgers & Sons, Limited, Thomas Goldsworthy & Sons,
Steel, Peech & Tozer, Limited, Burroughes & Watts, Limited,
W. & S. Butcher, Etc., Etc., 4

Have reopened their offices in Victoria Chambers,

232 McGill Street, ^ MONTREAL.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.
6. B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cent.

Kim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p. o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom,

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.
Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.

add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival
and Nitro, net tist.

Brass shot Shells, 55 per cent.
Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb-

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-lb.bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1.0U0

each, 12 and smaller gauges 20

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wads, in boxeB of 250 each— Per M.

11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and 1C gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90
Adzes.

Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.
Perlb... 10 12%
Anvil and Vise combined 4 50

Wilkinson & Co.'s Anvils, .lb. 19 09%
Wilkinson & Co. 's Vices.. lb. 09% 10

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33V3 per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

liestquality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
' 2nd " 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A perlb. 27

B " 21

O " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

Krirtionless metal, per lb 23

SYRACUSE SMELTING WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special ••
J

25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse .. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent.

N ickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00

Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.
Belting.

Extra, 60 percent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per cross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway.. . . 65

" " full square 65
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60
Coach Screws 70
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 721

/.

Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4' ,c. off

Tire Bolts -. 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M. 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 62% per cent.

Broilers.
Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis,No.9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 165
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50

Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 00

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and 81.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 60 per cent.

Wrought Steel.

Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per o nt.

Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65

Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 1 00 1 50
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English " 3 00
Belgian " 2 50 2 76
Canadian bydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.
Clips.

Axle dis. 65 per cent.
Closets

Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittingsnet 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 00

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
Liw Down Ont. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50

" " •' " emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 50
" " 19x15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33 1

.', per cent.
Crosscut Saw Handles.

S. &D., No. 3, per pair 17%
" 5, " 22%
"6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20
Door Springs.

Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets.
Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.

ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)
No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES AND RASPS.
Great Western 75 and 5 per cent.
Disston 75 " 5 "
Arcade 75 " 5 "
Kearney * Foot 75 " 5 "
American 75 " 5 "
McClellan 70 " 5 "
Eagle 70 10 and 5 "
Nicholson 70 " 10 "
Heller 70 " 10
Royal & Keystone 80 p.c. and 80 and 10 p.c.
Black Diamond, 60 to I'ni and 10 per oent.
Jowitts, English list, 25 to 27% per oent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size United Per Per Per Per
Inches. 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft

Under26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26to40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65

41to50 4 85 .... 7 50
51to60 5 15 .... 8 50
61to70 5,50 .... 9 50
71to80 6 00 .... 10 50

81to85 6 50 .... 11 70
86to90 14 00

91to95 15 50
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, \ per gross
" % " 900
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz S 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, -per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, perlb ... 07% 08*
Ball Pean.

English and Can., per lb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe.perdoz.net 150 2 00

Store door, per doz 100 150
Fork.

C. & B. , dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. & B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 100 125

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 S 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.

Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%
" " 5-in., " .... 06'/«
" " 6-in., " .... 06
" " 8-in., " .... 05%

" 10-in., " .... 05%
Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. _

Spring 12
HOES.

Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Discount, 45 and 5 per cent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 1 00

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, die. 55 per cent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

T

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,
Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

Fflororifla • I 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.factories . j and SYrACuSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSE NAILS.
"C'brand 50 and 7%p.e.off new Hot") Oval-
"U" brand 50, 10 and 5 per cent. /head
Countersunk. 60 per oent

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.
Iron Shoes. and and

larger, smaller.
Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
Soar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lh 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.o.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door, japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, P. & L.

screw, per gross 1 30 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz.., 7 00
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined, per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russel & Erwin, per doz.... 3 00 3 25

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c. x

Padlock
English and Am., perdoz.... 50 6 0*0

Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.

Flat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
insmiths' per doz 125 150

Carpenters', hickory, per doz 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
Caulking each 60 2 00

MATTOCK8.
CahWdian, perdoz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Disoount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
lOand 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30. 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.77%
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails 10c. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 aud 1) p. c.

Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 1 85 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 55 per cent for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.

Navy 6 00
U.S.Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16 1

/,
Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime Wbite(Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz , 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized wash tuba, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-<]t. flaring sap buckets, dis. 45 p.c.

6, lo and 14-qt. fl .ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis. 45 p.c.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 1 00

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
to 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, perdoz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, perdoz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 percent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins 'radiator valves, discount 55 percent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. orless 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
Axle 22 33
Sorew 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', perdoz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 100

RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 GO

" 35 " 8 25
" 40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
fi

35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.

Wood, 25 per cent.

RAZORS.
per doz.

Elliot's 4 00 18 00
Geo. Butler & Co.'s 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

King Cutter 12 50 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and 10 per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %e.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
%and5-16in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger • 16

" 5-32inch.... 21
Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15y2
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9y2
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67'/2

SAND AND EMERY PAPER.
Dominion Flint Paper, 47% pe cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.
GarcetfRurton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz... 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.c.
S. & D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft.... 35 55
S. & D., dis. 35 p.o. on Nos. 2 and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

1 frame only., 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 00
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," perdoz 6 50

SCALES
Standard, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 p.c.
Spring Balances, 10 p.c.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

Dominion, 55 p.c."
Richelieu, 55 p.c.

SOREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's perdoz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 87% and 10 p.c.Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.o.

F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.o.
" R.H. " 70 p.c.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent.
Bench , wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75

Set, Case hardened, 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.

Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 percent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150
SOLDERING IRONS.

1,1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 60. 10 and 5 p.c.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52y2 p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. , 75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.

Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 25 3 75
Coopers', discount 45 per cent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb.

Washita 28 60
Uiiidost.au 06 07"

slip 09 09
Labrador o 13

Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind.2 in,40 to 200 lb.per ton 25 00

" under 40 1b. " .... 28 00
Grind, under 2 in. thick " 29 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
7 inch " "

.... 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, net cash .... $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " ,,,, 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
' Percent

Strawberry box tacks , bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk taoks, blaok and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 & 15

" tinned 80 & 20
" ". (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . . 80" % weights ..60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 & 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk. . . .85, 12% & 12%
" brush, blued & tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75&12%
Zino tackB 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 5!%
Trunk nails, black 66 and 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads 40
Fine finishing 40
Picture frame points 10
Lining tacks, in papers 10
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains. Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, .„»*„ T, OT„.ai,aTlfatlTT« A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal. -Canadian Representatives- Montreal>

OF ALL KINDS.

4
Montreal.

For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lin'iig lacks, in bulk 15
'• •' solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz... 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chestertuan's each 90 2 85

steel, each ... . 080 800
THERMOMETERS.

Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.o.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 2>p.c
Game, H. & N„ P. S. & W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per oent.

German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
» " 4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES
Hand, pe doz 4 00 6 00
Bench, parallel, each 2 00 4 50
Coach, each 6 00 7 00
Peter Wright's, per lb 12 13
Pipe, each 5 50 9 00
Saw, per doz 6 50 13 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.
Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10

and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices :

" 9 " 2 80
"10 " 2 87
" 11 " 2 90
" 12 " .. 2 95
"13 " 3 15
" 14 " 3 37
"15 "

Other sizes of plain wire outside of INos. 9,

10, 11, 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at $2.81 base with

extras as before. The prices for Nos 9,

to 1J include the charge of 1 c
for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10c.—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.
—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.
bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c.

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No.
17, $5-No. 18, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20,

86.65-No. 21, $7-No. 22, $7.30-No. 23,

$7.65-No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

$9.50—No. 27, $10-No. 28, $11—No 29.

$12-No. 30, *13-No.31,$14-No. 32, $15
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil

ing, 10c—in 25-lr. bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c.

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7,8, $3.50
to $3 8"—No. 9, $2.85 to $3.15—No. 10

$3.60 to $3.95—No. 11, $3.70 to $4.10- No
12, $3 to $3 30—No. 13, $3.10 to $3.40—
No. 14, $4.10 to $4.50—No. 15, $4.60 to
$5.05—No. 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Bate sizes,

Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57% f.o b. Cleveland.
Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17.

•$4.25: No. 18, J2.65; No. 19, $2.35, fob
Hamilton, Toionto, Montreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

3 15
3 15

Galvanized barb
Galvanized, plain twist
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less than carlots, and $2.7 j in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5
White, according to quality 6% to 7%
50l-lb bale lots shaded.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c.
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c.
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G. & K.'b Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 33 (0
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 18 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 CO
Sampson " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERP.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
attended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG, CANADA.

cxCQ4*7u£&£v

s
HELP BOXES
CREW CASES
AMPLE HOLDERS

For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

DIAMOND VISE AND DRILLING ATTACHMENT
U. S. Patent Jan. 15, '95. Canadian Patent July 22, '95.

JAWS are faced with steel % inch wide, 4 inches long,
firmly fastened to jaw, checked and hardened.

VISE weighs 38 pounds. DRILL weighs 13 pounds.
For Sale by Jobbers of Hardware.

Made by

—

The Adams Company, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
Made by A. R. Woodyatt & Co., Guelph, Ont.

«



"THE ENILYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for export. With or without " Emlyn "

Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
" Machinery," Newport. Newport, Mon. .England.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine

For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

6im-P fO-PAV fHfti,

t
£rt{otiQ AMP S\iftC.

U/l-TH A fiQr>\ anp
/?Mpi-e 0*5^"

DO YOU?
Advertisemetz.t
•&• in the «r»

- witI bring yocc
tendcrsfrem tM

J™. *-', test contractors

>

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject.

CIUDIIN PftESUUPPING BUREAU.

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.

Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. KiwA^Vr^90 Ch'mbe" 8t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

•ESTABLISHED 1849.

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results mayjustify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS. C, IRVING, Gen, Man, Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A. FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal,

THE

Waggoner
Extension Ladder.

11 1 11 mi 11 r|jpa JUULJ"ffl^fflrTT

The strongest, lightest and most convenient ladder in the market. The only really satisfactory extension ladder
made. Pulls up with a rope. Made in all lengths. Also extension and other step ladders, sawhorses, ironing
boards, painters' trestles, etc. All first-class goods. Write for quotations to

The Waggoner Ladder Company, Limited, London, Ont.

ASPINALL'S
0. White for Inside,

Indian White—Outside
for

Decorators' Use.

Imperial Gallons
•wd ^-Gallons.

4SPINALLS
OXIDISED

ENAMEL. ,*>

Free from Poisonous White Lead. Colours

Perfect. The original English make as supplied

to Royalty.

Agents: Ontario and the East, R.C, Jamleson &. Co,, 13 St, John

Stree*. Montreal, Winnif egfand District, J, H, AshrJown-

Winnipeg.



Eat. 1868 Inc. 1895

Black Diamond File Works
6. & H. Barnett Company

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve ^^^^J***, Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

1901
E. '901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expen £ 1,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Peroha and Rubber Mfg. Co.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— 1 1 5- 1 65 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

Galvanized
Steel Sheets

"LEVEL BEST" BRAISD.

Black
Steel Sheets

a GRIFFIN " BRAISD.

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

B.&S.H. THOMPSON &C0'Y
26 St. SuJpice St., MONTREAL,

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Houseline
Hambroline
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne
Ratline
Plow Lines

"RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

Lathyarn
Shingleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

the finest quality M aniluilT

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wm b. stewart. MO NTR E AL, QU E.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.



Copper, Tin, Antimony, Etc.

LANGWELL S BABBITT
Montreal. ec l ff^D

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware. Metal. Heatinq, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.

VOL. XIII. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, JUNE 22, 1901. NO. 25

"TIIIEM" ANTI-FRICT10H METAL.
'Tandem" Metals are better than

any other lor their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed.

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpice Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smelters ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals in Europe.

Corrugated Iron.

Lysaght's "Orb" and "Redcliffe" brands

are the standard—good iron, uniform

weights, best workmanship, no risk to

the buyer.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Managers Canadian Branch,

MONTREAL.

JOHN LYSAGHT, limited.

Around the Empire
There is an unbroken chain of

Safford Radiators"
Girdling the British Empire—Girdling the world, voluminous testi

mony of the solid worth of the "Safford." In thousands of quiet

homes and great buildings, here and over the seas, are the links of

this great chain, each a recommendation that you disregard to your

cost. The world has experimented for you and the result is "SAF-
FORD" the world over. There's all the advice you need about

Radiators. We will be pleased to give you any information you de-

sire. Send for free booklet about heating. Remember we are the

largest Radiator Manufacturers under the British Flag—that's the

recommendation the British Empire gives the "Safford."

THE DOMINION RADIATOR COMPANY, Limited,

v Toronto.



SEASONABLE REQUISITES.

bULr bUUUo—our stock includes the latest patterns

in English and Scotch clubs and balls.

CRICKET SUPPLIES -including bats, balls*
GLOVES, WICKETS, PADS, Etc.

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED

TORONTO.

Black Sheets
Common and Dead Flat.

FROM STOCK OR FOR IMPORTATION.

SAMUEL, SONS ft BENJAMIN, - - LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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BUTLER'S
FAMOUS

Sheffield Cutlery.

» Fish and Dessert Knives ; Spoons and Forks

:

Cabinets and Cases of Cutlery and Plate.

"ftTTTf V>\>" was registered as aDl ILCIV Trade Maik, A.D. 17 68.

Sole Makers of the celebrated

"KEEN" Razors, "CAVENDISH"
brand of Table Knives and Carvers.

HIGHEST AWARDS. SPECIAL MENTION.

—Full Line of Samples and stock at—

George Butler & Co.'s

k»°RNooM: 62 HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.
(Over Snow Hill Station. 1

MANUFACTORY:

Trinity Works, SHEFFIELD, ENG.

HOSE...

iJlljL
-~
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WATER SUCTION
STEAM ACID
AIR OIL
FIRE SODA WATER
BABCOCK HIGH-PRESSURE

Our Patent Seamless Tube is, without doubt,

the only perfect construction.

The Canadian Rubber Co.,
CAPITAL $1,500,000 00.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

Lightning, Gem
Blizzard . . . FREEZERS

EE***

ARE
*s Well Advertised

In Demand
Easily Sold

Satisfactory in Use

Of Known Reputation

HAVE

Cedar Pails with Electric Welded Wire Hoops

Cans of Heavy fin with Drawn Steel Bottoms

AUTOMATIC Twin Scrapers

"The Ice Cream Freezer Book" tells all about

these and our other Freezers, mailed free

EXCEL IN

Easy Running

Quick Freezing

Economy
Convenience

Practical Results

North Bros. Mfg. Co.,
Phl,ade

u
,
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CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

FOR WARM AIR HEATING.
Our many lines of coal and wood furnaces offer a range of sizes and styles

that afford complete satisfaction—everywhere.

OUR LATEST CONSTRUCTION'

it

The Oxford 100 Series

H

Oxford 400 Series, Portable.

are unequalled in excellence—combining enormous power with gratifying economy.

Their improved points of construction will interest every practical dealer or buyer.

They are made with Steel Plate Radiators, and supplied either portable, as shown,

or stationary for brick setting.

Our Little Ox and Oxford Furnaces for WOOd are already in favorable use all over the country, their incomparable

popularity having been gained by superior merit.

Consult our catalogue for full information about these splendid lines—to handle them will insure the most satisfying

trade possible.

THE GURNEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG- VANCOUVER.
THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO, LIMITED, MONTREAL.

pi "Y* "T* I r^F w*** s00n ^e nere - ^OU w^^ require a stock of
LI II It- DOOR PULLS for Screen Doors, etc

among our many other lines both

Japanned and Copper Coated

Wire Door Pulls (5 inches).

We Manufacture

HAT and COAT HOOKS
2% in. 3 in. 3% in.

In Japanned and Coppered.

—Wood Screws and Wire Nails.—

BRIGHT GOODS
(A lull line of these goods Always in stock.)

WIRE Bright, Annealed, Oiled and Annealed.

Coppered, Coppered Spring, Tinned, Brass,

Staples, Galvanized and Barb Wire.

COPPER WIRE
For Merchant and

Electrical Purposes.

For Prices, etc , apply to

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.

MONTREAL and TORONTO.

THE NEW BALDWIN
DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes

METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS.

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures—The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Looks

Bail-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Bubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight. C™
Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prioes.

v

Built in llie newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special

rt frigerators and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready.

Baldwin Refrigerator Co.,
BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

t

t
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CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

HENRY DISSTON & SONS <—
PHILADELPHIA Pa., U.S.A.

Handles for Hand Saws.

i MEM—

I

IBBj

Dlsston's No. 4 Duplex Saw.

Hand

Saw

Handle

Screws

No 5 No. 4. Disston's Hand Saw No. D 8.

mmu! i'

No. 1. No. 2. Dlsston's Rip Saw No. D 8.

Dlsston's Special Narrow X Cut Saw FOR CANADIAN LUMBER TRADE.

The New St. Lawrence X Cut Saw.

Lewis Bros. & Co., Agents,

MONTREAL

WRITE FOR PRICES.

Made by Henry Disston & Sons,

PHILADELPHIA, Pa, U.S.A.
incorporated)

MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Henry Rogers,

Sons & Co.
Wolverhampton, England.

Manufacturers of___^^^H^

"Union Jack" Galvanized Sheets

Canada and Tin Plates

Black Sheets

Sleigh Shoes and Tyre Steel

Coil Chain, Hoop Iron

Sheet and Pig Lead

Sheet Zinc

Quotations can be had from

Canadian Office :

6 Si. Sacrament St., • MONTREAL

F. A. YORK, Manager.
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KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HORSE NAILS-" C" Brand Horse- Nails
Canada liorse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS - Gunii Castor Co.
Limned, Birmingham, i£ng.

(C A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT."
Gold Dollars at 90c. each won't sell until you have convinced the customer that they are

genuine. Have you the time to make the argument to do the convincing?

ALABASTINE is the standard wall-coating "The World Over." Would any dealer
want to spend the time to convince a customer that a substitute, or something else, is "just as

good as CHURCH'S

ALABASTINE ?
Besides, substitution is suspicious, and often bears earmarks of a swindle.

We do not claim to know all that can be learned about the manufacture of wall coatings^—
but twenty-five years of experience must count for something, and the fact that ALABASTINi^
is the goods that are in demand speaks volumes in its favor.

Never until M. B. Church introduced ALABASTINE was it found practicable to make wall-

coating adapted to be mixed with cold water.

We own the patents on the cold water process, and this statement is our only argument
at this time on that point.

ALABASTINE is healthful and beautiful, has stood the test of time ; is manufactured in

Canada, and recommended by leading sanitarians throughout the country. There is nothing
"just as good." Buy only the genuine.

Manufactured by

.

THE ALABASTINE CO., LIMITED, Paris, Ont.

We also manufacture "BUG FINISH," the only practical Potato Bug

Killer. Farmers will soon be calling for it. Order early and be prepared.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gauge iron
and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co. 55£5™2!i™l

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting
Single Gun.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Model
1900.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

LONDON FENCE
MACHINES Lead on Every Point.

London Safety Tackle Blocks are equally efficient fir

stretching Coiled Spring Wire and for use as a Hoisting
Block. They are Ai and rapid sellers.

TOWNSEND (Lever) STRETCHERS
BERNARD CUTTING PLIERS

Only one agency for our machines in each town. Get
our prices, terms and discounts.

Coiled Spring and other Fence Wire at right prices to

the trade.

London Fence Machine Co., London, Can.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

Wadsworth-Howland
Co. O Chicago.

&wec
BEST
PAINT

ON
EARTH.

ONE
PRICE.

BEST
QUALITY.

WE PUT OUR NAME ON ONLY ONE BRAND OF

MIXED PAINTS
The Best Wall Paper Cleaner—

The only one offered for sale in the Canadian market.

UeWei VVail riniSfl ^ perfect sanitary Kalsomine. Will not set hard in

the pail overnight. Can be tinted with any dry color. Dyes not necessary. Will

not crack, peel or rub off the wall.

Terebine ShellaC ^ substitute for Grain Alcohol Shellac. The most satis-

factory first-coat Varnish or Surfacer offered for sale anywhere at any price.

Adamantine Floor Paints
arethemostreliablegoodsforthepur.

pose yet produced. The only paint on the American continent that will dry

between supper and breakfast.

Write our customers regarding their success in these lines.

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED.

Canadian Distributors TORONTO.



CANADIAN HARDWARE AND METAL

ATLAS
No. O— 3 in. wheel.

\—3'/2 in. "
" 2—4 fn.

ROYAL
No. 1—3 in. wheel.
" \<A-4 in.
" 2—5 in.

PERFECT
No. I—3 in. wheel.
" 114-4 in.
" 2-5 in.

Our Steel Barn-door Hangers and Track equal those of

the best United States makers, in quality, finish or price.

Manufactured
by A. R. WOODYATT & CO.,

SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

GUELPH,
CANADA

Kemp's Deluge Sprayers

will give your

customers

perfect satisfaction.

They are well made.

They will last.

They will do the work.

They are supplied with galvanized or copper reservoir, accord-

ing to the size of your customer's purse.

We will be pleased to tell you how little they cost.

Kemp Manufacturing Company, Toronto,
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• WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS

PLEASE M ENTION THAT YOU SAW

THEIR ADVERTISEMENT IN THIS PAPER

AN IRREGULAR TIN MARKET.

MARKED irregularity has character-

ized the pig tin market during the

past week. In New York, up to the

close on Saturday last, there was a net de-

fine of 32^ points in five days, while in

London, during the week, there was a net

decline of £i 15s. The opening of the

market this week witnessed a still sharper

decline, for on Monday spot tin declined

£2 5s., and in New York, on the same day,

spot and June tin dropped 60 points. On

Tuesday there were signs of a reaction, for,

although New York opened at a decline of

2s. 6d. on spot and 10s. on futures, there

was subsequently an advance of 5s. on the

former, and of 10s. on the latter. New

York, although quiet, closed rather firmer.

The better tone which developed on Tues-

day has been maintained up to the time of

writing.

It is the opinion that the advances of a

few weeks ago were largely the result of

speculative influence, and were unwarranted

by the statistical position. Up to the end of

May the supplies for the year, according to

European compilation, were 68, 163 tons, an

increase of 6,676 tons compared with

the preceding year, while the deliveries

were 65 782 tons, against 67,984 tons, a

decrease of 2,202 tons. In other words, the

statistical position is worse by nearly 9,000

tons than it was a year ago.

THE ADVANCE IN MATCHES,

The item which appeared in our issue of

two weeks ago in regard to the advance in

matches was somewhat ambiguous. It was

stated that the advance was from 10 to 30c.

per case. It should have read 10 to 15c.

per case on parlor matches, and 30c. per

case on sulphur matches.

It is of very little use wanting to be suc-

cessful in life unless something definite in

life is aimed at and persistently striven

after.

THE DEMAND FOR CUT SHINGLE
NAILS.

AS will have been noticed by our

market reports lately, a brisk trade

has been doing in cut shingle

nails. We are told by those in the trade

that this is not the result of any impulsive

and sudden demand ; it is due to a reaction

which has been gradually developing in

favor of cut nails for shingling purposes.

It is said that after long experience it has

been found that the cut shingle nail is less

subject to impairment by rust than the wire

shingle nail. In the United States the wire nail

manufacturers have been trying to overcome

this objection by galvanizing their shingle

nails. But there arises another difficulty,

for galvanizing, while it increases the wear-

ing property of the nails, also increases their

cost, and this enhances their price to such

an extent as to put them out of serious com-

petition with the cut article.

Owing to the increasing demand, together

with the brief temporary closing down of

one of the makers, the supply of cut shingle

nails in Canada fell below the demand, but

this difficulty no longer exists.

Philanthropically-inclined people in Eng-

land are establishing stores for the poor.

It will now be in order to inaugurate a

movement to provide customers for poor

shopkeepers.

OUTLOOK FOR BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

Judging from the large quantity of

coarser building materials, such as nails,

building paper, roofing materials, cements,

etc., which have been sold this spring, a

good trade may be expected this fall

throughout the country in finishing lines of

builders' hardware.

Hardwaremen who realize this are, no

doubt, considering ways and means of taking

care of this trade.
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THE MISMANAGED TRADE DEPARTMENT.

THE articles which have appeared in

" Hardware and Metal " in regard

to the Trade and Commerce Depart-
ment have come in for .some criticism from

The Free Press, of London, Out. It agrees

with ns that the Department is doing little

or nothing to advance the trade interests

of the Dominion, but it at the same time
does not agree with the position which we
have taken. It does not blame the head

of the Department, Sir Richard Cartwright.
" It is the office rather that the man that

i.s inert and superfluous," declares our con-

temporary. In a word. The Free Press

would have the Department abolished. " The
Department of Trade and Commerce," it

holds, " will ever lie a sinecure, or fifth

wheel to the Government coach, for the good

reason that any furtherance of trade by the

Government must be by tariff arrangement,

and this belongs to the Finance Depart-

ment." And again : " The only object to

be served by the article under notice is to

create the semblance of an outcry against

Sir Richard himself, and to favor the Gov-

ernment's suspected desire and intention to

dethrone him It is well-meaning',

but it does not go far enough. It should

give some indication of the direction in

which a more energetic Minister of Trade

and Commerce could make himself import-

ant and aggressive to the country's advan-

tage."

The Free I'ress i.s to be congratulated

upon the magnanimity it shows toward Sir

Richard. It blames the office, not the man,

yet the office was the creation of its own
party while Sir Richard is an exponent of

the principles of a party it opposes. It is

something- we do not see every day in papers

devoted to the cause of party politics. But
mananimity toward Sir Richard does not

make untenable the position " The Canadian

Grocer " has taken in regard to the Depart-

ment over which he presides.

We cannot agree with our contemporary

that it is the " office rather than the man
that is inert and superfluous."

We believe that The Free Press will read-

ily agree with us that the prosperity of this

country depends upon its trade. We have

no design on other countries than to get

into their markets. This recognized, it is

obvious that it is the duty of the Govern-

ment to provide machinery whereby the

expansion of trade may be facilitated. We
know our contemporary will not dispute
that, for it suggests that the Finance
Department take the matter in hand. Here
arc two points upon which we agree.

Now, then, seeing that trade is so import-
ant to the country, and that it is the office

of the Government to aid in its develop-

ment, it follows that the Government should

delegate the duty of doing so to the De-
partment which is best adapted therefor.

It is on this point that we and our con-

temporary disagree. It asserts that the

Finance Department is the proper portfolio.

We, on the other hand, claim that the

Trade and Commerce Department is the
propei- portfolio. And we do not think we
shall have much difficulty in proving our
case.

If there is one phase in the industrial

world that stands out prominently to-day

it is the decided tendency towards special-

ization. The individual who would make
the best of his vocation must specialize. It

is the same with the manufacturer. It is

the same with the merchant.

Does it not, therefore, stand to reason

that what is most to be desired and what
is most aimed at in the industrial world

should also be desired and aimed at by the

Government in its co-operative duties of

developing the trade of the country. This

is, in fact, the principle upon which the

Government of the country is carried on.

Finance. Marine, Railways and Canals,

Inland Revenue, Trade and Commerce, etc..

have each their several specified Depart

ments. And yet, The Free Press, because,

forsooth. Sir Richard Cartwright has

inefficiently administered his Department,
would do with it what it would not dream
of doing in regard to any other should

inefficiency be brought home to it as it has

against the Trade and Commerce Depart-

ment.

" If thy right hand offend thee, cut it

off." is what we are enioined to do in Holy
Writ. What The Free Press proposes is a
reversal of this order. Instead of having
the offending- head of the Department cut

off. it would have the Department de-

stroyed. The illogical character of the pro-

position is too obvious to be seriously enter-

tained. The business men of this country
certainly do not favor such a proposition.

At this very moment, for example. The
Canadian Manufacturers' Association is try-

ing to endue the Trade and Commerce
Department with new life, and not. as The
Free Press would have done, take away the
little life that it has.

But, suppose, for example, that the duties

now appertaining to the Trade and Com-
merce Department were delegated to the
Finance Department, what can we expect to

gain thereby ? It is generally acknowl-
edged that the Trade and Commerce
Department is doing very little toward
fulfilling its office. And if it cannot do
what it is specially designed to do. how
can we expect another Department, designed
for another specific purpose, to succeed

where the other has failed V Clearly, we
could not expect it. The shoemaker must
si ick to his last.

The premise of The Free Press that "any
furtherance of trade by Government must
be by tariff arrangement, and this belongs
to the Finance Department," is again

scarcely logical. The office of the Trade
and Commerce Depart m is to ascertain

the requirements of foreign markets, to
facilitate transportation, and to hunt up
new avenues of trade. In a word, it should
be a sort of bureau of commercial intelli-

gence for the business men of the country.
Now, in regard to the suggestion of The

Free Press that " ' The Canadian Grocer
'

" should give some indication of the direc-
tion in which a more energetic Minister
of Trade and Commerce could make himself
important and aggressive to the country's
advantage."

We have already indicated in prevtets
issues the direction in which this should' be
done

; but it doubtless escaped the eye of

our contemporary. We will first take
Great Britain, with which we have not for-

gotten, as our contemporary appears to
think we have, the bulk of our trade is

done. But, while the bulk of our trade is

done with the Mother Country, that bulk,
measured by the total imports of Great
Britain, is almost insignificant.

Great Britain imports over §2,250,000,000
worth of merchandise annually. As our
exports to that country last year were
§0(1,500,000, it is obvious there is a -great
deal of room for expansion notwithstanding
the expansion that has been experienced
during the last few years. But what is
the Trade and Commerce Department doing
in the matter V Very little. For two or
three years the need of a commercial agent
in London has been strongly felt, and
although such organizations as boards of
trade and The Canadian Manufacturers'
Association have repeatedly urged the
appointment of such an official Sir Richard

'

has not yet moved in the matter.
A couple of weeks ago "The Canadian

Grocer" announced that the British Gov-
ernment had decided to use Manitoba
Hour in the British navy. As far as we
are aware we have nothing to thank the

I rade and Commerce Department for in this
particular. And yet it could do a great
deal of good in little matters of that kind.
Then there is South Africa. We have not
had any evidence that the Trade and Com-
merce Department has lost any sleep over
getting Canadian products into that part of
the world.

Just now the eyes of the Governments of
Great Britain, the United States, Germany
and Russia arc turned toward China and
the Fast where, for the opening up of new
markets the possibilities are greater than
any other part of the world. But what is
the Canadian Trade and Commerce Depart-
ment doing '. Nothing. Our export trade
to Lhina and Japan combined last year wa ?
1 1- smallest since 1893, and there 'has been
a gradual decline sin,,. [894. The condi-
tions with regard to the West Indian trade
are not much better.

As we have said in previous issues, Sir
Kichard Cartwright is one of the most able
men m the House of Commons. In his
knowledge of financial matters he stands
without a peer in the House. But he has
Proved his utter unfitness for the portfolio
oi I rade and Commerce and it is he that
should be removed and not the Department
abolished.
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TRADE IN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN OUR OWN.
HARDWARE TRADE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Business with the jobbing trade con-

tinues active, but naturally with sonie

diminution in volume as the season advan-
ces. Jt is, however, on the whole remark-
ably good. Manufacturers, as usual at this

time ot' the year, find the demands of the

trade relaxing somewhat, giving them an
opportunity in most lines to accumulate
something of a. stock and to get factories

into shape. It is noticeable that many
improvements or enlargements are contem-
plated or begun, as there is a felling that

business is to continue good, and manufac-
turers desire to be in a position to get their

full share of it. The form labor matters
are assuming induces an element of uncer-

tainty. The tone of the market in prices

uiiu be described as steads rather than
strong, with a confidence that no radical

reductions are to be anticipated. Some
lines are characterized by a decided firmness
on account in some cases of difficulty in

obtaining raw material. Export business

sho\\> a good deal of fluctuation, according

to the special conditions affecting the differ-

ent classes of goods, some kinds of hard-

ware going out in increased volume and
others finding it difficult to hold some mar-
kets which within a year or two it has

been feasible to enter. On the whole the

variety of goods sent abroad is larger than
ever and the volume and the general condi-

tions arc such as to make the outlook for

business promising.—Iron Age, June 13.

BRITISH PIG IRON MARKET.

The pig iron market is keeping compara-
tively steady on the whole, and the weight
of orders offering, although not heavy, is

not altogether unsatisfactory, and in many
instances makers are getting better prices,

buyers finding themselves unable to place

their contracts at the very low rates which
have occasionally been accepted during the
past few weeks. These remarks do not
apply to the Cleveland district, however.

where the week has been a disappointing

one and prices have receded, No. 3, which
last week was quoted at Wis. per ton, hav-

ing dropped to 45s. (id. The hematite mar-
ket in this district, however , is very strong
and active, and producers are holding their

own well, notwithstanding the extra pro-

duction following upon the recent restart-

ing of several furnaces, and the tendency of

prices is decidedly upwards. It is note-

worthy that the largest shipment of spiegel-

eisen ever sent from the Tees was sent last

week, amounting to 3,500 tons. In. Bar-
row, too. hematite is steady, and stores of

iron are very low.—Iron and Coal Trades'

Review, June 7.

THE BRITISH TINPLATE TRADE.

The tone of the market continues as strong
as ever under the ample demand, and
prompt shipments are scarce and conse-

quently held for a premium. Makers arc
all well booked and somewhat indifferent

about adding to their heavy engagements
over the next quarter. The inquiries con-
tinue in full force, and although the volume
of business passing is not so large as it

was, still sellers are contented to wait and
take their chances of better things in the
future.

Meanwhile, materials are all in a strong-

position, without any appearance of giving
way, the trend being rather in the other
direction. Nothing further has been settled

with regard to the wages question, and it

is thought that the brighter prospects of

the market may probably convert this move-
ment into a " back number."
The demand for light plates has I urn

prominent, while squares and odds have
come in for their full share of attention,

and charcoals also have gained ground
again.-— Iron anil Coal Trades' Review, June

WIRE NAILS IN THE UNITED STATES

There is a noticeable falling off in the

demand for wire nails throughout eastern

portions of the country. In the West
requirements appear to lie about the same
as for some time past. Quotations remain
unchanged as follows, f.o.b. Pittsburgh,

terms, 60 days, or 2 per cent, discount for

cash in 10 days :

To jobbers in carlots, !*2.30
; to jobbers

in less than carlots, $1.35 ; to retailers in

carload lots. 82.10 ; to retailers in less

than carlots, §2.50.—Iron Age, June 13.

NEW YORK METAL MARKETS.

TIN — The London pig tin market
took an upward turn this morning and by
noon showed an advance of £1 5s. on spot

and of Ills, on futures over last night's

close. Part of the improvement in spot

and all of the gain made by futures was
lost during the afternoon and the close was
easy, spot quotations standing 7s. 6d. below

the highest for the day, but 7s. 6d. above

last night's price. Futures were quoted at

yesterday's closing figures. The early news

of a substantial rise in London appeared to

give courage to the bulls in this market.

as they began bidding up prices and eventu-

ally forced them 05 points above the figures

buyers were ready to pay for immediate
delivery yesterday. The close was quiet at

2S.15e. bid and 28.35c. asked for spot and

June. The only forward delivery men-

tioned was September, for which 27.25c.

was bid and 27. Htc asked. The Mackinaw
landed five tons at Philadelphia to-day.

making the total arrivals at Atlantic ports

since June I. 1,585. The Amsterdam has

sailed from Rotterdam for New York with

55 tons. The Mesaba is due here from Lon-

don with 100 tons.

COPPER — The improvement in London
prices made further progress to-day, though

trading was moderate in spot and very

light in futures. The London market

closed at 2s. (id. above last night's quota-

tions. In the New York market conditions

were much the same as for some time past.

Little new business was reported, but the

steady tone of the market was maintained,

the quotations remaining 17c. for Lake

Superior and 16 5-8c. for electrolytic and

casting.

PIG LEAD — The market remains quiet

but steady on the basis of 4.37 l-2c. for lots

of 50 tons or more. St. Louis was steady

at 4.30 to 4.32 l-2c. London closed Is. 3d.

higher.

SPELTER — Trade continues light and

prices are nominal at 3.95 to 4c. The S(

Louis market also was quiet, the quotation

remaining 3.77 1-2 to 3.80c. In London

there was a further decline of 2s. 6d.

IRON AM) STEEL — There is reported

to be rather more interest shown in pig

iron, to the extent that buyers are begin-

ning to inquire for prices on deliveries in

the last half of the year, but no actual busi-

ness of consequence is reported. Steel

billets and finished products generally are

firm, with no surplus of stocks for imme-

diate delivers-. Old iron and steel are dull

and nominal, with old steel rails 50c. per

ton lower.

TINPLATE Nothing of fresh interest

transpired here, but cables from London
reported a further advance of 3d., the f.o b
.Swansea price now being 13s. 6cL New
York Journal of Commerce, June 20.

ADVANCE IN TURPENTINE.
'I hi' pasl week has witnessed what seems

1,1 be an upward movement in turpentine.
It will be remembered that all last yeaT
prices were higher than had been the case

tor some seasons and that during the tw.,

months preceding the opening of this season
prices fell steadily until the opening price

was 10 I -2c, lower than in March. 1900. A
Further decline of 2c. was reported at Sawui-
.nah during April, since which time there

has been practically no change there until

this week, when it became evident that,

with a steady demand and with the supply
somewhat below the average, the present
basis of prices is low.

The result has been an advance of I I -2c.

during the week at Savannah and other
southern points, while in both Montreal and
Toronto prices are 2c. higher in sympathy.

A PUSHING HARDWARE FIRM.
One of the enterprising retail concerns of

Manitoba is E. Williams & Co., Stonewall,
Man. This company have so extended their
business (hat in addition to a general black
smithing, hardware and tinsmithing busi-
ness, the\ manufacture lime and handle
stone, etc. This year they have built a 20
x 40 ft. addition to their store, which makes
it now 20x84 ft. They report business
good in their district and state that on
account of the favorable weather for grain
prospects are still better.

AN AMUSING INCIDENT.
A man recently came into a hardware

store in VV Istock with a most extraordin-
ary •• tale of woe." It seems he bought a
tin ot enamel which was guaranteed to dry
" overnight." He applied the enamel to
Ins bath-tub during the Saturday half holi-
day ami, on Sunday, essayed to take bis
weekly " dip." Alas ! the enamel came
otl and various and sundry parts of his
anatomy arc covered with a beautiful com of
sky-blue paint with an egg-shell gloss which
" sticketh closer than a brother " and defie
removal. Seeking a remedy, he applied m
despair to the hardware shop and event u

ally purchased a quart tin of Paint and
Varnish Remover, which, according to the
label, is warranted to remove anything and
everything without raising the grain of the
wood !

THE TARIFF ON SHIPS.
A curious question has arisen with refer-

ence to the importation, or admission to
the Canadian register, of foreign-built ships.
Our tariff law imposes a ten per cent, duty
on such ships. But it is claimed that
a vessel built in the United States can
register in England, and then, seeing that
it has become a British vessel, enter Can-
adian waters, and participate in the coast-
ing trade free of any charge. The point is

to be tested. If the position taken should
turn out to be correct, our tariff is practi-
cally a dead letter. Any United States
vessel can be transferred to Canada via the
British register. But we OUffht to have the
privilege of building and selling to our
neighbors if this view prevails.—Mail and
Empire.
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PRICE GUARANTEES IN THE HARDWARE TRADE.

w I

' bave had more or less experience

with guarantees in their different

forms. Prineipa I ami >ng i hese are:

Price < iuaranl eei I.

Price Guaranteed against decline,

Trier 'luaranteed against Manufacturer's

own decline.

" Price * tua ranteed." —
• Price ' luara nt eei i against decline

expressed in ;i few words, bul of great igni

I. .1 nee.

I \eni hi i 1 1 1 saj I bat in t he vocabulary
in common use between manufacturer and
jobber, there are no oilier sentences thai

can be placed on an order or on a contract

that mean more. A stipulated prici

-in h an oriler or contract often means noth-

ing ; it is a secondary consideration, being

something; nominal, and not the invoicing

or t he sel I ling price. From

THE MANUFACTURERS' POINT OF
VIEW.

this broad form of guaranteeing, as it might

be called, lias its drawbacks, and these are

serious. A jobber will make out his order

to a certain maker. He may even specify

a preferred make or brand of goods, and
with " price guaranteed," or "price guar-

anteed against decline" stated thereon, he

is in a position where he can apply a lower

price received by him, perhaps under

peculiar conditions. Tie may have received

a quotation from another manufacturer on a

more favorable specification, or it may be

the result of irresponsible competition.

GOOBS OF CHEAPER QUALITY,
or of mil ried make may be offered, a new

Richmond in the manufacturing field (and
this is a crop that never fails 1 , or, perhaps,

in ignorance of what his goods may eost

him may offer an enticing price for a firs!

order. Tie will go to the iobber, who. of

course, has no compunction in beating him
down: and the price so made, the manu-
facturer of already established goods is asked

to meet, nor is he always asked. Tn a num-
ber of eases he first learns, that he must

meet, or is expected to meet, by having a

deduction made on the remittance sheet. Tf

can readilx lie seen that a mimlier of such

deductions, if allowed, will

PLAY HAVOC
witli (lie profits of the business. Il max

not occur to the jobber t hat should he and

his brother jobbers place their orders with

sueli parlies, (here might 1"' difficulty in

getting prompt shipment or standard goods,

proper credit not being eiven the manufac

direr, who. in good faith, manufactures

promptly, oi ships from his stock on hand

a standard article. This 1 maintain, gen-

t lemon, is not legit imate t rading.

These ar ily some of the instances t hat

Id be cited. Il means the ret urning of

checks, the carrying1

, of unpaid balances, and

correspondence on both sides, which

TAKES TIME AND CREATES WORRY.
Now and then a jobber will be of thf

opinion that he is being discriminated

aerain i , and I hat his is an isolated ease
;

but not so ; where he ha - a few manufac

hirers from whom lie buys a certain line,

cadi manufacturer will number his custom-

ers by the thousands, and this returning of

i i
,, , l .

, or cam in I standing balances

i under such circumstances, a mat ter ol

almost dailx occurrence.

Now, while spoakina of these broader

form of guarantees, it is but proper to a.>

that there an- some jobbers who will always

con id. i a guarantee of price against the

manufact urei -
i w decline, even if not si i

specifically stated. But unfortunately these

gentlemen are few, and. of course, a jobber

should not be blamed for getting all he

can.

We ii,,w come to

ANOTHER FORM OF GUARANTEE,
« Inch i generallj expressed :

" Price I hiai

a nt e© I aga inst Manufact urei i i\n a i
Ice line."

The wonls " up lo date of shipment " are

sometimes added to this form, and this is

where it becomes susceptible to various

meanings. The manufacturer will contend
that his lowest price on or at date of ship-

ment should rule. Some jobbers, however,

go furl her and will ask for the benefit of

i he lowest price (hat ruled between the date

of the placing of the order and the date of

shipment. As a consequence, we find guar-

antees worded: " Price guaranteed at

(instead of up to i. dale of shipment." A
chance in prepositions making them differ

en! propositions.

Broadly guaranteeing up to date of ship-

ment on a contract or order contemplating-,

siy, six months deliver} is as can readily be
seen, a serious matter to the manufacturer,
especially on a fluctuating market. He is

then in a position, according to some
authorities, where on such contracts all

goods are sold al lowest price ruling during
I lie period of contract, while, as a matter
of fact, the price al time contract was
placed and when contract was completed
might he verv much higher. The fact is.

that generally speaking, this matter of guar-

anteeing prices

OPENS A WIDE DOOR
and if it were done awav with entirely, our
trade relations would he smoother. more
straightforward, and more business [ike.

The manufacturer of hardware staples onlj

hears of price guarantees when he sells the

jobber. In other words, he himself finds it

impossible t" make his purchases in this

manner. In England every order is a eon-

tract just as " eyerj tub stands on its own
bottom." The British manufacturer would
not dream of guaranteeing prices any more
than he would allow an order once placed

to he cancelled. With our natural resour

ces, improved machinery, and up-to-date
facilities, we can outdistance England in the

manufacturing field, yet in some points of

trading she is still our teacher, and her

manufacturers would hold up their hands in

iii 1 1 \ horror if it was even intimated that

t hc\ should guarantee their prices. This,

il seems to me. is an instance where some
of us have been progressive in the wrong
direction. having keen overcome hv the

blandishments of our friend, the jobber.

THE BUYER OF RAW MATERIAL.
If the manufacturer of staple goods could

on his part purchase his billets, rods or

wire, as the case may lie. with price guar-

anteeil. il would then lie an easy matter to

make guaranteeing general. Hut such is

not i he case. The buyer of raw material is

not, privileged to deduct a dollar a ton off

the face of an imoice In claiming that

"another manufacturer has offered this

price," or. " (his is made to incel one ol

your competitors." These phases will

appeal to you as being inventions of the

ji ihbcr. Thex do not emanate from 1 he

manufacturer, hut come to him. No, the

buyer of raw material is not even allowed
to cancel an order on a declining market

being held strictlj to his contract (o take

out the last pound, no matter how much

the market is off. If you gentlemen, did

not have the cancelling privilege you would
.on ider v -selves much abused, and here

comes the question, "Ho you mi your part
give your customers in the retail trade the
benefit of a guarantee against your brother
jobbers ? " " What is sauce for the goose
is sauce for i he gander." When it eotmes
to price guarantees, the manufacturers allow-
ing same have evidently been the gee e

Whv should von not purchase your goods
al a fixed price, and sell at a. fixed price?
We purchase our raw material, our fuel and
our labor, all at fixed prices, and expect to
make a fair margin ol profit (hereon, .lust

as the price on our raw material, I'
u<

-t m< 1

labor is fixed, so should our

SELLING PRICE BE FIXED.

and this rule should obtain in all trading.
hike all questions, however, this has its

two sides. On one side you will find
airavcd (he manufacturers or the sellers : on
the other, the jobbers, or the buyers, each
looking at it from his own point of view.

one considering guaranteeing as altogether
obnoxious, and the other as something
necessary. We should, therefore, strike a

happy medium, and reach such a com
promise as will be mutually satisfactory.
It seems to me, therefore, that the manu-
facturer, if he give anything, should not
jive moii' than a guarantee that at flate of

shipment, if his price be lower, the jobber
will get the benefit of such lower price, also

giving him the privilege of timely cancel-

lation of his order, if such order be for

staple goods. If he has been quoted a
lower price than the manufacturer is willing
to give, he has the privilege of cancella-

tion. More than this should not be given
on one side, nor should more be expected
on the other, and if questions such as
these, which might be called " points of

variance" between the manufacturer and
jobber, were solved in a mutually satisfac-

tory way. through the medium of om
Hardware Jobbers' Associations, and were
then observed to the letter, much will be
gained in the promotion of harmony in our
business of trading one with the other.

TORONTO TRAVELERS' MOONLIGHT
The big topic of interest at the meeting

of The Toronto City Travellers' Association
on Monday evening was the annual moon-
light excursion of the Association, which is

to lie held on Wednesday evening, July •''>.

The Excursion Committee, Messrs. W.
Anderson. Chairman; W. F. Daniels,

Secretary : J. M. Wright, C. II. Wilson.
• lames Scott and Jerry Burns, reported
(hat they had secured the steamer Chip-
pewa, the 48th Highlanders' Band and
Glionna's orchestra, and that in every way
i he excursion this year should be fully up
io i lie standard of those of past years. \

Ihl: crowd is expected. The double tickets

will be 75c: the siirrle tickets. 50c.

WIRE NAILS
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT,
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BUSINESS CHANGES.

DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS. COM
PROMISES.

A MEETING of the i reditors of Brown

Bros. (W. G. H. Brown, pro-

prietor), dealers in tinware and

fancy goods. Campbellford, Out., has been

held.

J. Daly, general merchant, Strathcona.
N.W.T., has assigned.

• I. B. Douville & Co., general merchants.
St. Stanislas, Que., have compromised at

» tits; on the dollar.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND
DISSOLVED.

Lamothe & Lemay, sawmillers, St. SyJ
vere. Que., have dissolved.

Theoret & Frere have registered partner-

ship as grocers, in Montreal.

W. A. Beckham, bicycle dealer. Aylmer,
Out., has admitted E. Millard.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.
Win. Orr, general merchant, Breckin,

Ont., is advertising his business for sale.

0. B., llulin. dealer in, lime, etc., Chat-
ham, Ont., is advertising his business for

sa le.

The stock of Thompson & Lahey, general
merchants, Penetanguishene, Ont., is adver

d for sale by auction.

F. Perreaull & Cie general merchants.
Rimouski, Que., have sold their stock at 12

cents or the dollar.

The -luck, etc., of the estate of J. J.

Bosse, general merchant, Rosthern, N.W.T.,
is advertised for sale by tender on the 21st
inst.

The stock of the estate "I" Samuel Bricker,
hardwai'e and coal dealer. Listowel, Ont..
has been sold at 17 l-2c. on the dollar to

Grant & Co.

CHANGES.
1. S. Hamilton, painter, etc.. Winnipeg,

«rn si ild nut by bailiff.

Howard I'. Jones & Co.. have registered
as general merchants, at Sabrevois, Que.

S. B Mitchell, genera] merchant, Grand
View, Mlhi., has sold out to W. J. Swain.

Moses Landry, general merchant, 'Maria
apolis, Man., ha.s sold out to C. Landry.

Jaynes & Co., general merchants, Alvin

ston, <»nt.. have sold out to A. S. Hark-
ness iV Son.

Mai Kav iV Brooks, hardware dealers.

Indian Head, N.W.T., have been succeeded
In F. L. McKay & Co.

Charles LeBreton, geueral merchant. Tra
cadie, N.B.. has sold his general store to.

Holdengraber & Rosenberg.

I. B. Johnson and .). G. Thomson have
registered as proprietors of The Acme
Bicycle Agency, Sydney, N.S.

Abraham Silverman has registered under
the style of The International Iron and

*-
1

1 Co., Three Rivers, Que.

C. & V Kennedy, general merchants.
Douglaslown and Fox River, Que., have dis-

posed of their Fox River branch.

DEATHS.

N. Letnieux, general merchant, Lake
Mcganl ic, Que., is dead.

Win 1'iaudis. of John White <S Co.. stove

anil tinware dealers. Halifax. N.S.. is dead.

FIRES.

('. II. Stiver, general merchant, Union
\ille. (Jut., has suffered loss by fire.

WE DO
only those things that can make S.-W.P. give the greatest satis-

faction both to the man who sells it and the one who uses it.

At the beginning of our business career we decided that the

best paint sells best—that a good article (the best that can be made),

sold at a fair price, is the surest to succeed. And we've clung to this

principle persistently. It has brought us success and built for us the

biggest paint business in the world.

If the best paint has sold best for us and brought us success, it

will do the same for you. We apply the same methods to our agencies

that we do to our own business.

Send for the "B 13" booklet for the details of these methods.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.

CLEVELAND.
CHICAGO, NEWARK, BOSTON, SAN FRANCISCO.
NEW YORK, MONTREAL, TORONTO, KANSAS CITY.

Joseph Morrison, harness dealer, Harrow,
Out., has suffered Loss by fire ; insured.

The Summer Co., hardware and lumber
dealers. .Monclon and Bathurst, N.B., have

suffered losy by fire in Bathurst, N.B.

OFF FOR EUROPE.

A merry party left Montreal by the Grand
Trunk Railway, from Bonaventure station

on Tuesday tor Portland, en route by the

Dominion Line's palatial steamer New
England, for Liverpool. Mr. Andrew A.
Brown, the Montreal representative of The
McClary Manufacturing Company, of Lon-
don. Ont., with branches at a number of

important points, accompanied by Mrs.

Brown, were amongst the number, as also

>\ere Mis. I)a\id Milne, and her daughter,
from Sarnia. Mr. Basis Milne (of Mac

c
Kejizie. Milne iV^'ompany ). came as far as

Torojfto. but piesV of business forbade a

li ncer |oiirney ' at present .

Mr. Brow-u.. is on a business and pleasure
trip eombineiV* He"fvill visit the manufac
tmin^ .em res 'i.f Greal Britain to make
purchases of rawV material, and will, in

turn, lfmke a ugoroiWpush to introduce the
mnneioii^speeialt ies of Tin; McClary Mann
fact uri riff . Company. who, it may be

remarked; have an extensive exhibit at

Glasgow, which. has evoked nunujjous ini|tiir-

ies from the trade in the Old Lana. Having
unlimited capital. The McClarv Manufactur-
ing Company arc naturally luokiiv for a
wider field, and their Montreal manager,
who has by his energj and personal mag-
netism built up a magnificent business in

Eastern Canada for the "Famous" brand
of stoves and tinware, is the one chosen to

make their wares known in new territory.

TORONTO SILVER-PLATE WON.
The games scheduled in the Silverware

Manufacturing League for Saturday were
played in Bayside Bark. Much interest was
attached to them, on account of a tie for

first place between the Toronto Silver Plate
Company and Standard Silver Blate Com-
pany, which came was played at 2 o'clock.

resulting in a clean victorj for The Toronto
S. P. Co.. who completely outclassed their

opponents, winning with comparative ease,

thus taking the lead. Joe Jordan, the
clever (wirier of The Toronto S. B. Co..
was invincible only three hits being
obtained from his delivery. Bred Wilkes
did some clever backstop work for the win-
ners, and the general all-round stick work
of the wii is was very commendable. The
score :

—
R. H. E.

Toronto S. P. Co 6 2 2 20 0—12 11 2
Standard S. P. Co 12 10 0—4 3 8

Batteries—Jordan and Wilkes
; Storey, Brown,

Beatty. Umpire—Beard.

The second game at 4 o'clock was a con-
test between Eckardt Casket Company and
Roden Bros., resulting in a defeat I'm tin

Eckardts, the game being" featureless, with
one exception, that of Charlie Leandon, the
veteran, who scampered about in left garden
like a youngster, doing the best work of

the dav. The score :
—

n u r"

Eckardts 3 12 3 0—0 13 8
Rodens 14030 2 13*—14 8 6

Batteries—Dine, Hussev. fobin
; Johns and

Graham. Umpire—Jim Beard.

The standing of the league :

Won. Lost.

Toronto S. P. Co 3
Standard S. P. Co 2 1

Rodens 1 2
Eckardt Casket Co 3
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NATIONAL WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

THE United States Treasury Depart-

ment has just issued an immensely

valuable list of the weights and

measures of all the nations of the globe,

with their American equivalents. The names

on the list, so odd to American ears, the

strange and arbitrary weights and measures

for which the foreign denominations stand,

will interest many besides the Americans

engaged in foreign trade.

The list of weights and measures, the

names of the countries in which they are

used and their American equivalents follow :

Almude (Portugal), 4.422 gallons

.

Ardeb (Egypt), 7.6907 bushels.

Arobe (Paraguay), 25 pounds.

Arroba, liquid, (Cuba, Spain, Venezuela), 4.263

gallons.

Arshine ( Russia), 28 inches.

Artel (Morocco), 1 12 pounds.

Baril (Argentine Republic and Mexico), 20.0787
gallons.

Barrel (Spain, raisins), 100 pounds.

Berkovets (Russia), 361.12 pounds.

Bongkal (India) 832 grains.

Bouw (Sumatra), 7,096.5 square metres.

Bu (Japan), 0.1 inch.

Caffiso (Malta), 5.4 gallons.

Candy (India, Bombay), 529 pounds.

Cantar (Morocco), 113 pounds.

Catty (China), 1.333% (lfc) pounds.

Centaro (Central America), 4 2631 gallons.

Chih (China), 14 inches.

Joch (Austria- Hungary), 1.422 acres.

Ken (Japan), 6 feet.

Klafter (Russia), 216 cubic feet.

Koku (Japan), 4.9629 bushels.

Korree (Russia), 3.5 bushels.

Kwan (Japan), 8.28 pounds.

Last (Belgium and Holland), 85.134 pounds.

Last (Germany), 2 metric tons (4,480 pounds).

Last (Prussia), 112 29 bushels.

Last (Russian Poland), llj-fi bushels.

Last (Spain, salt), 4,760 pounds.

Li (China). 2,115 feet.

Load (England, timber), square, 50 cubic feet;

unhewn, 40 cubic feet ; inch planks, 600 super-
ficial feet.

Manzana (Costa Rica), lf| acres.

Marc (Bolivia), 0.507 pound.

Maund (India), 827 pounds.

Mil (Denmark), 4.68 miles.

Milla ( Nicaragua and Honduras), 1.1493 miles.

Morgen (Prussia), 0.63 acre.

Oke (Egypt), 2 7225 pounds.

Oke (Hungary and Wallachia), 2.5 pints.

Pic (Egypt), 41K inches.

Picul (Borneo and Celebes), 135.64 pounds.

Pie (Argentine Repub'ic), 0.9478 foot.

Pie (Spain), 91407 foot.

Pik (Turkey), 27 9 "inches.

Pood (Russia), 36.112 pounds.

Quarter (Great Britain), 8. 252 bushels.

Quarter (London, coal), 36 bushels.

Quintal (Argentine Republic), 101.42 poundi.

Sun (Japan), 1.193 inches.

Tael (Cochin China), 590.75 grains. Troy.

Tan (Japan), 0.25 acre.

To (Japan), 2 pecks.

Tonde, cereals (Denmark), 2,84783 bushels.

Tondeland (Denmark), 1.36 acres.

Tsubo ( Japan), 6 feet square.

Tsun (China), 1.41 inches.

Tunna (Sweden), 4.5 bushels.

Tunnland (Sweden), 0.22 acres.

Vara (Argentine Republic), 34.1208 inches.

Vedro (Russia), 2.707 gallons.

Vergees (Isle of Jersey), 71.1 square rods.
Vlocka (Russian Poland), 41.98 acres.

HAVE ADOPTED THE METRIC
SYSTEM.

Tin' Wadsworth, Rowland Co., of Chicago,

have adopted the Metric System of liquid

measure and hereafter the products will ho

labelled accordingly. Wadsworth, Ilowlancl

& Co. are thu first people < I o i 1 1 Li business in

Canada to adopt this system, which is a

legal measure in the Dominion and has the

support of the Dominion Government. There

are efforts now being made to adopt the
system throughout the world.

A COMMERCIAL STANDARD
is a value established by a product that has achieved a reputation above others. It's a criter**-, by
which other products are, or may be, judged. Take, for instance, the

1VER JOHNSON SINGLE GUN.
It's universally recognized as a

SINGLE GUN STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.

(Improved I'JOO Model.)

Semi-Hammerless. Automatic Ejector. Trigger Action.
12 and 16 Gauge. 30 and 3'2-inch Barrel. Ejector or Non-Ejector at Option of User.

Sold Everywhere by Leading Dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York -99 Chambers St.

Boston—165 Washington St.
Worcester—36* Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

E. B. SALYERDS
Manufacturer of

Ontaiio,

PRESTON,
Canada.

The Best Stick.'

Made of Rook Elm.

Wholesale Trade Only Supplied.

Ask your Wholesale House for

the Preston make of Stick.

Write for Prices.

OUR SPECIALTIES:

o Sterling Silver Polish
.

5 —AND

—

f^ Rejfr Rogers Spoons and Forks
t

l II II1M[| li^. WITH THIS

^S^®ROGERS®
If interested write for catalogue and Particulars.

PRKJl 25 cci

The G. Weeton Mfg. Co.,
Confederation Life Building,

TORONTO
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
WHOLESALE

ONLY 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

FRUIT and LARD PRESSES. LEMON JUICE EXTRACTORS.

ONLY
WHOLESALE

"UNIVERSAL"
FOOD CHOPPERS.

No. 2, Two Quarts.

A well made and handsome
press for making Jellies, Wines,
Syrups, etc.

IRONING WAX.

6-inch long, Polished Handle. j(_fD \\^Q

ICE CHISEL. 1l/L/6i'3»C£.
STEEL IUE. TONGS.

"Handy" Wax.

FRUIT, WINE and JELLY PRESSES.

5-inch, Polished Handle.

SWINGS.

"1

m W Tin
!

/#
1 %w

jk

J^. & 1^1
J^Ska

^^^^^^^^"^mL Bv^^^H

m*- ^|

12, 16, 24-inch.

CHERRY STONEE.

"Enterprise" Fruit Presses. Lawn Swing. "Enterprise" Stoner.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
WE SHIP

PROMPTLY Graham Wire and Cut Nails are the Best.
OUR

Bright
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, June 21, 1901.

HARDWARE.

MOST of the wholesale houses continue

to give gloomy reports of business.

Some lines are fairly active, such

as railway supplies and paints and paris

green, but, on the whole, the hardware

business cannot be said to be what it should

be. Even the most optimistic business men
confess to that this week. What reason

there is for the quiet seems difficult to de-

termine. Manufacturers of wire are begin-

ning to catch up with their orders this week,

but it will be some time yet before there will

be much barb wire offering. Nails are still

scarce, and 3 in. wire nails are by no means

plentiful. The demand for lawn requisites

is only fair, as is also the call for harvest

tools. Cordage is moving in fair-sized

^quantities-. In metals,* the English market

again shows advance, while the scarcity of

rrt£tals on spot is accentuated. Payments

are only fair.

Barb Wire— The situation remains

much about the same as last week. The

mills are now catching up with orders, but

they are not yet able to ship all that is

required. The selling price is $3.05 per

100 lb. f.o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire—There is no new

feature to report. We quote : No. 5, 54- 25;

Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge, $3.55; No. 9, #3.10;

No. 10, $3.75 ; No. ii, 23.85 ; No. 12,

#3.25; No. 13, $3.35; No. 14, $4-25; No.

15, 14.75; No - l6
- 55-

Smooth Steel Wire—There has been

quite a brisk demand for smooth wire, while

the other varieties have been scarce, and the

inquiries are still fairly numerous. We
quote oiled and annealed as follows : No.

9, $2.80; No. 10, $2.87; No. 11, $2.90; No.

12, $2. 95; No. 13, 53.15 per 100 lb. f.o.b.

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, London, St.

John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire— Moderate amounts

are selling at 17^ per cent, off the list.

B^ass and Copper Wire —The market

is featureless. The discount on brass is 55

and 2% per cent., and on copper 50 and

2% per cent.

Fence Staples—There are not as many
orders coming in as there were. We quote

:

53.25 for bright, and 53-75 for galvanis-d,

per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails—There is still a fairly good

demand for wire nails, and certain sizes are

none too plentiful. We quote: 52.85 for

small lots and 52.77^ for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails — Trade is rather dull in cut

nails, only shingle nails moving in quantities.

We quote as follows : 52.35 for small and

52.25 for carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25

per cent, discount ; coopers' nails, 30 per

cent, discount.

Horse Nails — At present business is

quiet, although the better grades are sell-

ing in moderate quantities. "C" brand is

held at a discount of 50 and yyi per

cent, off the new list. "M" brand is

i. *&>- Victorian.
TWO STYLES AND FIVE SIZES.

THREE SIZES PARLOR, AND TWO WITH OVEN.

Every stove a double heater, and so arranged

as to draw the cold air from floor under

base.

A powerful, economical, durable and hand-

some stove.

Before ordering your base burners, write us

for full information about the Victorian*

We know it will interest you.

THE McCLARY MFG. CO.
LONDON,
WINNIPEG,

TORONTO,
VANCOUVER, and

MONTREAL,
ST. JOHN, N.B.
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THE PACE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE GO.
Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

'he CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
% LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.
Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted for Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
£ required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

quoted at 60 per cent, off old list on oval

and city head and 66 2
j per cent, off coun-

tersunk head. Monarch's discount is 66^
per cent., and 70 per cent, in 25 box lots.

Horseshoes — There is no change to

report. We quote as follows : Iron

shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

2 and larger, $3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3-75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L

steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—The market is un-

changed from last week. Goods are scarce

but the demand is limited. We quote 50

and 10 per cent, off list A and 50 and 5 per

cent, ofl lists B, C and D.

Green Wire Cloth—A fair business is

passing at $1.35.

Screen Doors and Windows — Fair

amounts are selling, and the demand shows

some improvement. We quote as follows :

Screen doors, plain cherry finish, $7.30 per

doz.; do. fancy, $11.50 perdoz.; walnut,

$7.30 per doz., and yellow, $7 45; windows,

$2.25 to $3. 50 per doz.

Screws—The market is firm and dealers

are ordering freely. Discounts are: Flat head

bright, 87^ and 10 per cent, off list;

round head bright, 82^ and 10 percent.;

flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round

head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts—The manufacturers throughout

the country are good buyers of tire,

carriage and stove bolts. Discounts

are as follows : Norway carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72% per

cent.; blank bolts, 70 per cent.; bolt ends,

62^ percent.; plough bolts, 60 per cent.;

tire bolts, 67^ per cent.; stove bolts, 67%
per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4X C - Per lb-

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

Xc. per lb. is allowed.

Building Paper—The ordinary demand

is reported. Prices are unchanged. We
quote as follows: Tarred felt, $1.70 per

100 lb.; 2 -ply, ready roofing, 80c. per roll
;

3-ply, $1.05 per roll ; carpet felt, $2.25 per

100 lb.; dry sheathing, 30c. per roll ; tar

sheathing, 40c. per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per

oil tarred fibre, 60c. per roll ; O.K. and

I X.L., 65c. per roll ; heavy straw sheath-

ing, $28 per ton ; slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets and Burrs — Trade is moder-

ate. Discounts on best iron rivets,

section, carriage, and wagon box, black

Genuine and
Imitation.

CANADA PLATES,
Half Bright.

RUSSIA IRON,

INGOT TIN, ^L'^r,'
SHEET ZINC,

"v
"b^.

In stock at Montreal. Low prices to

wholesale trade.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE It. McDQUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait. Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton. Ont.

We have in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER
PIG LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WHITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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FRONT AND BACK VIEW OF OUR

Elastilite Cabinet Show Can
One Free with first order for the 12-Gallon Assortment.

The 12 gallons and the Show Can, boxed, ready for shipping, weigh 150-lb.

Elastilite Varnish makes customers and holds them. Elastilite never gets
you into trouble where a na'ural finish is required, either outside or inside.
Elastilite will do the work and do it well. It is as durable as the best coach
varnishes, and has a brilliant finish which lasts.

MANUFACTURED ONLY KY

Theh Imperial Varnish & Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

Binder Twine Binder Twine

The John Bowman

Hardware & Coal Co.,

"

London, Ont.

Write us for close prices on

best quality American

Binder Twine.

Binder Twine Binder Twine

rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.

;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs,

in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60

and 10 per cent, off list.

Binder Twine—A fairly good trade has

been done in binder twine during the week.

We quote : Blue Ribbon, nj£c. ; Red
Cap, 9^c; Tiger, 8|^c; Golden Crown,

8c; Sisal, 8#c.

Cordage—Some transactions involving

fair quantities have been made this week,

and altogether cordage is rather active.

Manila is worth i3J£c. per lb. for 7 16

and larger ; sisal is selling at 10c, and lath-

yarn, IOC.

Harvest Tools—A moderate business is

being done, with the demand not what it

should be. The discount is 50, 10 and 5

per cent.

Spades and Shovels— Inquiries are few.

The discount is still 40 and 5 per cent.

Lawn Mowers—A number of mowers

have been sold this week, but business is

not exceedingly brisk. We quote : High

wheel, 50 and 5 per cent, f.o.b. Montreal

;

low wheel, in all sizes, #2.75 each net
;

high wheel, 1 i-inch, 30 per cent. off.

Firebricks—A small local trade is being

done at former prices. We quote : Scotch

at $17.50 to $22 and English at 517 to

$21 per 1,000 ex wharf.

Cement— The importation of foreign

cement continues to be limited. We quote :

German cement, $2.35 to $2.50; English,

$2.25 to $2.35 ; Belgian, 81.70 to $1.95

per bbl. ex wharf, and American, 52.30 to

82.45, ex cars.

METALS.
The metal market maintains a firm tone,

and advances are still reported in England.

Stocks here are light and goods are not

arriving as expected. Canada plates, 60 •

sheet, are particularly scarce, as are also

terne plates.

Pig Iron—Just now there is not much

business being done, as buyers are well

filled up. No. 1 Canadian is worth about

$18.50 per ton on the track and Summerlee,

$20.50 to 821 ex wharf.

Bar Iron—The market is steady, though

firm, at $175 for merchants' bar and 82 for

horseshoe.

Black Sheets— The English market is

reported steady to firm. Stocks on the

Montreal market are light. We quote: 8 to

16 gauge, 82.50 to 82 60; 26 gauge, 82.55

to $2 65, and 28 gauge, $2.60 to 82 70.

Galvanized Iron— Prices are well main-

tained at the advance quoted last week.

We quote; No. 28 Queen's Head, $4.50 ;

Apollo, 10^ oz., $4.50, and Comet, $4. .30,

with a ioc. reduction for case lots.

Copper—The copper market is decidedly

firm at 18 to i8j£c.

Ingot Tin — Lamb and Flag is from 34

to 35c. The market is strong.

Lead—The demand for lead is reported

rather brisk at $3.70 to $3.80.

Lead Pipe—A fair business is reported.

We quote : 7c. for ordinary and 7J£c. for

composition waste, with 30 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe— The market is decidedly

firm, and the demand is active. We
quote as follows : Black pipe, %, 83

per 100 ft.; #. $3 ; >4. 83 05 ; «", $3.30 I

i-in., 84-75; '*. *6.45 ; 1%, $7.7$;

2-in. 810 35. Galvanized, #, 84 60; #,

85.25; 1 in., 87-5°: iX. $9- 8°: lfA>

$11.75 ! 2-in., $16.

Tinplates—Coke plates are again higher

this week, an advance of 3d. to 13s. 6d. £

being the last news. Dealers here are firm

in their ideas, particularly as shipments are

not coming to hand as was expected.

We quote : Coke plates, 83-75 to 84 ; char-

coal, 84-25 to 84- 50 ; extra quality, 85 to

85.10.

Canada Plate—Although Canada plates

are quite scarce, dealers have not advanced

quotations perceptibly. 60' s are hardly to

obtained. We quote : 52's, 82.55
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to $2.60; 60' s, $2.6$ to $2.70; 75's, $2.70
to #2.80; full polished, $3.10, and galvan-
ized, 54.

Steel—Unchanged. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, $1.95 ; tire, $2 ; bar, $1.95; spring,

$2.75 ; machinery, $2 75, and toe-calk,

$2.50.

Sheet Steel—We quote : Nos. 22 and
24. 53. and Nos. 18 and 20, #2.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond, 8c. and
Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—There is a fair demand
for terne plates and supplies are rather light.

T|i a jobbing way the price is $7 50.

Coil Chain—The demand at present is

slow and prices are unchanged We
quote as follows : No. 6, nj£c; No. 5,

ioc.; No. 4, 9J£c; No. 3, 9c; J^-inch,

7'/ic. per lb.
; 5-16, $4.85 ; 5-16 exact,

$S3o; #.$4.40; 7-16, $4.20; #,53-95;
9-16, 53.85; ft, $3.55; x, $3.45 ;

7/i.

53.40 ; i-in., $3.35. In carload lots an
allowance of ioc. is made.

Sheet Zinc —Although sheet zinc has
advanced £1 per ton, and is scarce in this

market, holders continue to sell at low
figures. Some large lots have changed
hands this week at 55 25. The regular

jobbing quotation should be $6 to $6 25,

while, as a general rule, it is 55 75-

Antimony—Quiet, at ioc.

Zinc Spelter—Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, i8'^c;
wire solder. 20c.

GLASS.
There is no change to report. The

market is rather quiet. We quote as fol

lows : First break, 52.10; second, 52.20
for 50 leet ; first break, 100 feet, 53.90 ;

second, 54- 10; third, 54-6o; fourth, 54.85;
fifth, 55.35 ; sixth, 55-85, and seventh,

56.35.
PAINTS AND OILS.

Turpentine has advanced 2c. per gal.

owing to stiffening in the Southern mar-
kets. It is now 55c. in single barrels. A
change has come over the spirit of the paris

green dream. As we mentioned some weeks
ago, stocks have been very much attenu-

ated, and a rapid demand has sprung up
from all parts of the Dominion. The
holders of any fair amount of stocks are

seriously thinking of advancing their prices,

as it is not at all likely that any more will be
made this year. Linseed oil is still not over-

plentiful. It is going into consumption the

moment it arrives either from England or

the Canadian crushers. The air is full of

business, and good business at that. White
lead is in fair demand on a steady market
and dry colors are being called for, while

decorators' and painters' supplies are in an
exceedingly healthy condition. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands. Government
* standard, 56.25 ; No. 1, 55 87^ ; No. 2,

55.50; No. 3, 55-12^, and No. 4, 54.75
all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead— 55.25 in casks
;

kegs, 55- So-

Red Lead — Casks, 5500; in kegs,

55.25.
Dry White Zinc—Pure.dry, 6#c. ; No.

1, 5X C -: 'n 01 '> Pure > 7H c -'< No. 1, 6%c;
No. 2, 5^ c -

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels, 51 90
per 100 lb. ; bulk, in less quantity, 52 05 ;

THE

Metallic

Roofing
Company L'miTED

Eastlake

Steel Shingles

™ROOF
There's truest economy

in choosing

"EASTLAKE'
1 1,1 ,L* » # *

SHINGLES
They last indefinitely.

Are fire, lightning, rust and
leak-proof.

Fit together perfectly by means
of their special patented side lock,

can't possibly work apart.

GALVANIZED "EASTLAKES"
are heavily coaled on both sides

with all the galvanizing material

that will adhere to them.

PAINTED "EASTLAKES" are

thoroughly covered on both sides

with Sherwin-Williams best paint.

"Eastlakes" have been tested

by years of service in all climates,

everywhere giving thorough, lasting

satisfaction.

Write and let us give you further

information.

Toronto, Canada
bladders, in barrels, 52.10; bladders, in

100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 52.25; in tins,

52.55 to 52.65 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

53 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime
Provinces ioc. higher, f.o.b. St. John and
Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c; boiled, 83c.

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.
Delivered anywhere in Ontario between
Montreal and Oihawaat 2c. per gal. advance
and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 55c; 2 to 4
bbls., 54c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—5120 to 51.45 per gal.

Castor Oil— 83^ to g){c. in wholesale

lots, and %c. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47# to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

52. 75 to 54 50, as to brand ; coal tar, 53 25
t0 53 75 ;

cotton waste, \% to 5X C - fo r

colored, and 6 to 7 %z. for white ; oakum,

\\% to 6#c, and cotton oakum, 10 to 11c.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6^c.
per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, i7J^c ; 25 lb. drums, 18c. ; i-lb-

packages. i8#c; ]/z -Vo. packages, 2o#c.

;

i-lb. tins. i9^c; j^-lb. tins, 2\%,z. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four
months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
The scrap metal market is rather active

under a brisk demand. Piices are un-
changed. One of the features is a
keen demand for old rubbers. Dealers
are now paying the following prices in

the country : Heavy copper and wire, 13
to i5%c. per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy
brass, 12c; heavy yellow, %yx 109c; light

brass, 6*4 to 7c. ; lead, 2% to 2^c. per lb.

;

zinc, 214; to 2*4c; iron, No. 1 wrought, 514
to 516 per gross ton f.o.c. Montreal; No. 5
cast, 513 to 514; stove plate, 58 to $9; light

iron, No. 2, 54 a ton; malleable and steel,

54; rags, country, 60 to 70c. per 100 lb.; old
rubbers, 7 *4c per lb.

HIDES.
Green hides are steady at an advance of

%,c, and dealers are now paying 7c. for

No. 1 light, with round lots selling to tanners
at 7% to 8c. The American markets are
also firmer. We quote : Light hides, 7c.

for No. 1 ; 6c. for No. 2, and 5c. for No. 3.

Lambskins. 15c; sheepskins, 90c. to 5 1 ;

calfskins, ioc. for No. 1 and 8c. lor No. 2.
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ONTARIO MARKETS.

Toronto, June 21, 1901.

HARDWARE.
ALTHOUGH the activity is not as

pronounced, generally speaking, as

it was a week ago, a good business

is still being done in the wholesale hardware

trade. The business, however, is largely

of a sorlingup character. If anything,

business on British Columbian account is

rather better than it was, while local busi-

ness is, perhaps, not as good. A good

many screen doors and windows and har-

vest tools are going out. Quite a good

trade is still being done in wire nails,

although some of the makers report

that new orders are beginning to fall

off a little. The demand is still good for

cut shingle nails. In screws, bolts and

rivets and burrs, a good movement is still

being experienced. Building paper con-

tinues in good demand. Business is moder-

ate in tinware and enamelled ware. Oil

stoves are in active demand, but gas stoves

are only in moderate request. A good

business is still being done in eavetrough.

Horseshoes and horse nails continue quiet.

Business is keeping up well in rope.

The crop conditions in both Ontario and

Manitoba are more than usually promising.

A business man who has been travelling in

Ontario for 30 years says he never saw

vegetation in such a uniformly healthy con-

dition.

Barb Wire—The local barb wire mar-

ket, as far as stocks are concerned, is again

in a fairly normal condition. Shipments

have been more freely received, and the

wholesale trade have not only been able to

fill back orders, but now have a little barb

wire in stock. The demand continues fairly

good and prices steady and unchanged.

We quote $3 05 per 100 lb. from stock

Toronto; and $2 82^ f.o.b. Cleveland for

less than carlots, and $2.70 for carlots.

Galvanized Wire— Quite the same

remarks apply to this line as to barb wire,

the shipments which have been received

having enabled the trade to fill back orders

and keep a little on hand for stock.

We quote : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, $3.50 to #3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

$2.85 to $3.15 ; No. 10, #3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, #3.70 to $410; No. 12, $3 to

53.30; No. 13, $310 to $3.40 ; No. 14,

$4.10 to $4. 50 ; No. 15, $4.60 to $5.05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to S5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at $2.57 %A in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—Business is keep-

ing up well in oiled and annealed wire. Very

little is yet being done in hay-baling wire,

but, of course, the season is early to expect

much business in this line. Net sell-

ing prices for oiled and annealed are :

Nos. 6 to 8, $2.90; 9, $2.80; 10, $2.87; n.

J2.90 ; 12, $2.95 ; 13, 5315; 14. $3-37;

'5- #3-5°; 16, $365. Delivery points,

Toronto, Hamilton, London and Montreal,

with freights equalized on those points.

Wire Nails — Although some of the

makers report that new business is not as

brisk as it was, a good trade is still being

done, and orders are being filled none too

promptly. We quote as follows : $2 85

base for less than carlots, and $2.72^ for

carlots. Delivery points : Toronto, Hamil-

ton, London, Gananoque and Montreal.

Cut Nails — Business has improved a

little, but it is more largely confined to

shingle nails. Very few cut nails of other

descriptions are going out. The base

price is $2.35 per keg for less than carlots,

and $2.25 for carlots. Delivery points :

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Montreal and

St. John, N.B.

Horsenails—Business in this line is

confined to a few sorting up orders. Dis-

count on " C " brand, oval head, 50

and 7 %. per cent, off new list, and

on "M" and other brands, 50, 10 and

5 per cent, off the old list. Countersunk

head 60 per cent.

Horseshoes —There is only a small

sorting up trade being done in this line also.

We quote f.o.b. Toronto as follows : Iron

shoes, No. 2 and larger, light, medium

and heavy, $3.60; snow shoes, $3.85 ; light

steel shoes, $3.70; featherweight (all sizes),

54.95; iron shoes, No. 1 and smaller, light,

medium and heavy (all sizes), 53.85 ; snow

shoes, 54 ; light steel shoes, 53.95; feather

weight (all sizes), 54 95-

Screws— Business continues fairly good

and prices steady and unchanged. Dis

counts are as follows : Flat head

bright, 87 j£ and 10 per cent. ; round

head bright, 82^ and 10 percent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round head brass,

75 and 10 per cent. ; round head bronze,

65 per cent., and flat head bronze at 70

per cent.

Rivets and Burrs— Business in this line

continues fairly good. We quote : Iron

rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.; iron burrs, 55

percent.; copper rivets and burrs, 25 and

5 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—An active business is

still the feature of the bolt, nut and washer

trade. In some sizes of bolts it is difficult

to get a sufficient quantity to satisfy

the demand. We quote : Carriage bolts

(Norway), full square, 65 per cent. ; carriage

bolts full square, 65 per cent. ; common

carriage bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent.
;

machine bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; coach

screws, 70 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 72 >£

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-

paration for Cteinin? Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and
Flint Cloths and Papers, etc.

Wellington Mills, London, England
Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL,

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y.

Steel Carriage and

Wagon Jacks,
Harness Snaps, Chain, Rope and Web

Goods, etc.

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS ATMFRS. PJRICES.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
&"At

fiGS -i?"JPL»rge«t Variety,

B^^iat'V'v/ Toilet, Hand, Electric Power]

/ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep Shearing Machine.

WE MAKE THEM.
8«KD FOB CATALOGUE TO

• ».rl««. Shearer Hfg. Co.. Banana. M.H..US*

NEWMAN'S PATENT
INVINCIBLE FLOOR SPRINGS

Combine all tbe qualities desirable in a Door Closer.
They work silently and effectually, and never get
out of order. In use in many of tbe public build-
ings throughout Great Britain and the Colonies.
MADE SOLELY BY

W. NEWMAN & SONS, Birmingham.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be bad of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFAC HIRERS' AGENTS,

WINNIPEG,
MAN.

Travellers covering Manitooa,
Northwest Territories aud
British Columbia.

C'ORRKS PON DEN ( !E SOLICITED.

THE PULLMAN PNEUMATIC
Combined

Door Check
g

and Spring.

for Screen Doors. Small, Simple, Strong, Perfect and
.Ornamental. Low in Pi ice.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., USA.
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per cent. ; blank bolts, 60 per cent. ; bolt

ends, 62^ per cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off;

nuts, hexagon, 4>£c. off; tire bolts, 67

#

per cent.; stove bolts, 67^ ;
plough bolts,

60 per cent. ; stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rope—Business continues good in both

sisal and manila rope, and trade continues

steady in cotton rope. The base price is

unchanged at 10c. for sisal and i3J^c. for

manila.

Binder Twine— Business is still confined

t^»a sorting-up demand. We quote : Pure

manila, 650 ft., 12c. ; manila. 600 ft., 9j£c

;

mixed, 550 ft., 8^c; mixed, 500 ft., 8 to

Cutlery—The cutlery trade is still quiet

and without any particularly notable

features.

Sporting Goods— Business in this line

continues to show a slight improvement.

During the past week inquiries for guns and

ammunition have been more frequent than

for some time.

Enamelled Ware and Tinware —
The demand for both these lines is rather

better than it was, although it is still only

fair.

Gas and Oil Stoves—There is not a

great deal being done in gas stoves, but

quite a number of oil stoves are going out.

Cooking and Heating Stoves—The
manufacturers report that they are booking

a good many orders for cooking and heating

stoves for later delivery.

Ice Cream Freezers—Some business

is still being done, but the season is natur-

ally drawing to a close, as (ar as the whole-

sale trade is concerned. The season, taking

it all the way round, has been an exceed-

ingly good one in the ice cream freezer

trade.

Green Wire Cloth —Wholesale jobbers

report that trade is just fair in this line. We
still quote $135 per 100 sq.ft.

Screen Doors and Windows—Ship-

ments in this line continue brisk. We quote:

Screen doors, 4 in. styles, #7.20 to $7.80

per doz. ; ditto, 3-in. styles, 20c. per doz.

less ; screen windows, $1.60 to $3.60 per

doz., according to size and extension.

Building Paper—A large business is

being done this week in building paper. We
quote : Building paper, 30c. ; tarred lining,

40c, and tarred roofing, $1.65.

4 Poultry Netting—There is not much
doing as the season's trade is about over.

Discount 55 per cent.

Harvest Tools—Trade conditions are

satisfactory, and the demand is particularly

heavy for scythes and snaths. Discount 50,

10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels — A nice sorting-

up trade is reported in spades and shovels.

Discount 40 ami 5 percent.

Eavethough— Business is keeping up

7 FACTORIES
9 BRANDS

mu.in.iiiiiiiiiiHi"-n . .................. .. ::;;":<:&:

NICHOLSON OO. Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished, Silvered, Bevelled, Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also
of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters, Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies: 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C — 128 Hope Street, Glas-
§ow— 12 East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par. dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens"
'elephone No. 68 St. Helens.

ALL. STI
TOOLS

ARE -
STEVENS

- AR

STANDARD FOR QUALITY.
Your stock is not complete without a full line of our Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols, Tools

and Victor Bicycles.
Handled by the Leading Jobbers.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., p
°2i?

ox Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.

well in eavetrough. The low price at which

this article is selling this season is evidently

inducing dealers to buy the manufacturers'

article instead of making it up themselves.

The ruling price is $3.25 per 100 ft. for 10

inch.

Leather Belting—A few large con-

tracts have been let recently, but, as a gen-

eral rule, trade is quiet in this line. Prices

are being cut a great deal, but the ruling

discounts are as follows : Extra, 60, 10 and

5 percent.; standard, 70 percent.; No. 1,

70 and 10 per cent.

Cement — There is an excellent de-

mand and prices are firm throughout.

We quote barrel lots : Canadian port-

land, $2.25 to $275 ; German, $3 to $3. 15

;

English, $3; Belgian, $250 to $2.75;

Canadian hydraulic, $1.25 to #1-50.

METALS.
A feature of the local metal market is the

lowness in stocks of tinplates, tinned

sheets, and galvanized sheets. Business is

fairly good. Pig tin has been very

irregular since our last issue, but has again

taken a steadier turn during the last few

days. There is also a little better feeling in

regard to pig iron. Bar iron is steady and

in fair demand. Iron pipe has been

advanced 5 per cent, by the jobbers in

sympathy with a similar advance by the

manufacturers.

Pig Iron— While nothing new has

developed on the Canadian market, as far

as we can learn, there is a somewhat better

feeling in the United States on account of

the heavy purchases which have been made
of Bessemer pig. In foundry iron, how-
ever, business does not appear to have
shown any appreciable improvement. Cana-
dian iron on track Toronto we quote at

$18 per ton for No. 1, $17.50 for No. 2, and.

$ 1 7 for No . 3

,

Bar Iron—The demand on new business
account is about moderate, but the mills

are still decidedly busy filling orders taken
some time ago. The ruling base price is

still Ji. 85 to $1.90.

Steel—There is not a great deal of new
business being transacted, but the mills are
all busily employed on orders booked some
time ago. Prices steady and unchanged. We
quote : Merchantable cast steel, 9 to 15c. per
lb.; drill steel, 8 to 10c. per lb. ; "B C" and
"Black Diamond" tool steel, 10 to 11c;
Jessop's, Morton's and Firth's tool steel,

12^ to 13c; toe calk steel, #2.85 to $3;
tire steel, $2 30 to #2.50; seighshoe steel,

$2.10 to #2.25 ; reeled slachinery steel,

S3; hoop steel, $3.

Galvanized Sheets—Stocks of galvan-
ized sheets are still much reduced, and a
great deal of difficulty is being experienced
in filling orders. A fairly good business is

being done on importation account. The
ruling quotation on 28 gauge English is

$4.50, and on American $4.40.

Black Sheets — The market continues
firm as to price, but there is not a great

deal of business being done. We quote: 28
gauge, common sheets, at $3, and dead flat

at $3. 50.
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Canada Plates — Piices continue firm,

and some wholesalers are holding their im-

port figures a little higher than they did a

month ago. Very few shipments are being

made from stock, but a few orders continue

to be booked for import, although the bulk

of the orders on this account were placed

some time ago. We quote : All dull, 52.90;

half polished, $3, and all bright, $3.50.

Pig Tin—The pig tin market has shown

a marked irregularity during the past week,

and some sharp breaks in prices took place

in both London and New York. A couple

of days ago, however, the market took a

more favorable turn, and at the time of

writing prices are firm. Locally, quotations

are slightly lower than they were a week

ago, and we quote 31 }4 to 32c. There is

not a great deal of business being done.

Tinplates — Firmness is still the feature

of this market, and within the last few days

there has been a further advance of iod. in

the British market. Business here is fair,

but stocks are decidedly low, and whole-

salers report that they will be placed in a

rather uncomfortable position shortly unless

they are able to get deliveries more promptly

than they have of late.

Tinned Sheets—There has been quite

a little demand during the past week, and

stocks in this line are also being reduced.

It is the opinion that business is rather

better than is usual at this time of the year.

We quote 28 gauge at 8j£c.

Copper — Business is moderate. We
quote: Ingot, ljtfc, and bars, 23 to 25c.

In both New York and London prices have

advanced during the past week.

Solder—A reasonable quantity of solder

has been moving during the past week.

Prices rule as before. We quote as follows:

Half-and-half, guaranteed, i8j£c; ditto,

commercial, 18c. ; refined, 18c, and wiping,

17c.

Iron Pipe— In sympathy with the ad-

vance in manufacturers' prices noted last

week, the local jobbing trade has advanced

its prices 5 per cent. One inch black is

now quoted at $5.40, and one inch gal-

vanized at $7.95 per 100 ft.

Lead —Trade is quiet at 4X to 4>£c.

Spelter—Business is just moderate at

5^ to 6c. per lb.

Zinc Sheets—There is a little doing,

but business is confined to part casks. We
quote 6^c. for casks, and 6^c. for part

casks.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The demand has moderated since the

end of May and now there is only a fair

sorting trade doing. The movement of

pans green is large, and the feeling is

decidedly firm as bugs are reported

numerous, and the frequent rains necessitate

frequent spraying. The sale of both oil

and turpentine is light, and it is believed

that some houses are cutting prices on oil to

force sales. The primary markets in both

oil and turpentine are decidedly stiff, how-

ever, and the general desire seems to be to

maintain local prices firmly. Turpentine is

2c. higher. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.37^ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. #5.67^ ;

No. 3. 85.25 ; No. 4, $487*^ ;
genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.
1, in casks of 560 lb., 85 ; ditto kegs of

100 lb., $$ 25.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7j£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100 lb. drums, 17 j£c. ; 25-lb. drums,
18c. ; 1 -lb. papers, i8^c; 1 -lb. tins, I9^c.

;

}4 lb. papers, 20 >£ c; j£-lb. tins, 21 %c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., $2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

51.90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100
lb., 52 05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $2 90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, 51.90
per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, 52.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per

gal.

Castor Oil— East India, in cases, 10 to

io^c. per lb. and io}4 to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 82c.

;

boiled, 85c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 81c.

;

boiled, 84c, delivered. To Toronto,
Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 56c; 2

to 4 barrels, 55c, delivered. Toronto.
Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra
will be added, and for 5 gallon packages,
50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be
charged.

GLASS.
The stocks of some lines are decidedly

small, but as some stocks have been re-

ceived from Belgium, and further stocks are

due to arrive during the next few weeks, it^.

is likely that prices will not be changed.
We quote as follows : Under 26 in., 54 15

26 to 40 in., 54-45 ! 4 1 to 50 in., 54 85;

51 to 60 in., 55 15 ; 61 to 70 in., $55°;
double diamond, under 26 in., 56 ; 26 to

40 in., 56.65 ; 41 to 50 in., 57.50; 51 to

60 in., 58.50; 61 to 70 in., 59.50, Toronto,
Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months
or 3 per cent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
There is little demand, and jobbers have

lowered their prices 5 to 10c. per cwt. on
scrap iron, %c. per lb. on copper, and
%c. per lb. on lead. We quote job-

bers' prices as follows : Agricultural scrap,

50c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 50c. per
cwt.; stove cast, 45c; No. 1 wrought
40c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,
12c. per lb. ; bottoms, nc; heavy cop-

per, lzyic ; coil wire scrap, I2j£c. ;

light brass, 7c. ; heavy yellow brass, 10c;
heavy red brass, ioj£c. ; scrap lead, 2^c.

;

zinc, 2c. ; scrap rubber, 6}£c.
;

good
country mixed rags, 65 to 75c; clean dry
bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

HIDES. SKINS AND WOOL.
Hides—There is a fair trade. Prices

are unchanged. We quote : Cowhides, No.
1, 6#c; No. 2, 5^c. ; No. 3, 4>£c. Steer

hides are worth ic. more. Cured hides
are quoted at 7 to 7 y£c.

Skins—There is a good demand with

prices unchanged throughout. We quote :

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

Sole Manufacturers In
Canada of

BRANDRAM BROS.,

& CO., London, fog.,

B.B.
GENUINE WHITE LEAD.

Brandram's Genuine B. B. is the best White Lead made. It is unequalled (or whiteness, and
fineness and body, and will cover more surface than any other White Lead Paint. It is the

favorite White Lead in England, Canada, United States, Australia, Russia, etc. Made by a
special process, and is superior to all other White Leads for durability.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
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No. i veal, 8-lb. and up. 9c per lb.;

No. 2, 8c; dekins, from 60 to 70c; culls,

20 to 25c ; sheepskins, 90c. to $1.

Wool—The low prices have caused

farmers to hold their wool, but as dealers

have large stocks, and the market is not

strong, there seems to be no disposition to

offer higher prices. We quote : Combing
fleece, washed. 13^.. and unwashed, 8c.

PETROLEUM.
The movement is light. Prices are

unchanged. We quote : Pratt' s Astral,

16 to i6^c. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)
;

'^American water white, 16^ to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 15^ to 16c; Sarnia

water white, 15 to I5>£c. in barrels; Sarnia

prime white, 14 to i4^c. in barrels.

COAL.
There is a good demand. Prices are

unchanged. We quote at international

bridges as follows : Grate, $4. 75 per gross

ton ; egg, stove and nut, $5 per gross ton

with a rebate of 30c. off for June shipments.

MARKET NOTES.

Local stocks of tinplates, turned sheets.

and galvanized sheets are getting much
reduced.

Iron pipe is quoted 5 per cent, higher l>\

i I jobbers. One-inch black pipe is now
s.yji) ami line-inch galvanized, §7.95.

A. i;

A NEW MANGLE.
Wooctyatt iV Co. Gnelph. Out..

b»ve just placed in the hands of the jobbers

a new :: roller mangle. It is called the
" Victor," is a handsome machine, and

is much appreciated by the trade.

Mr.

PERSONAL MENTION.
\Y. A. Campbell and family, of The

Wadsworth, Uowland Co., of Chicago, wen.'

in Toronto this week on their way to their

summer island on the St. Lawrence river.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HAMMER.
Tracing the development of the hammer.

The International Monthly says :

" Man's

first tool was the uplifted hand grasping

a stone, and from this came, after many
years, the hammer. As heavier blows

became necessary the hammer grew in size,

until it was operated by machinery in the

form of the tilt or helve hammer. When
-team succeeded water as a motive power, a

steam cyclinder replaced the tripping cam.

but the first half of the past century had

pearly expired before the original form of

this tool was at all changed by -lames Nas-

myth's invention of the upright steam ham-

mer. Since then the falling weight of this

design of tool has gradually been increased

from a few hundred pounds up to bill and

even 125 tons; but excepting the smaller

sizes, up to 25 tons, it has since 1890 been

superseded by the hydraulic press, which

by its own slow motion produces a more

thorough working of the metal. Presses

have grown until the capacity of I 1,000

tons was reached in IS'):',, requiring a

15.DUO horse-power engine to drive it. Such

a tool, with its accompaniment of 200-ton

electric cranes for handling the work under

neath. is capable of forging ingots over 75

inches in diameter and weighing more than

250,000 pounds. This whole plant, costiiiL:

over $250,000, was not projected without an

adequate understanding (hat it was to meet

the commercial demands of main years to

come, and industrial developments, great as

they have been, have not as yet called for

anything that has tasked its lull capacity,"

CHAMPION FIRE and

BURGLAR-PROOF . .
SAFES

ESTABLISHED HERE SIXTEEN YEARS.

We sell direct to

the user, and save
all commissions.

SIXTEEN SIZES
IN STOCK.

Our small Safe is

the best low-priced

safe in the market,

GET PRICES, ETC.

BEFORE BUYING.

S. S. KIMBALL,
577 Craig: Street, - Montreal

The Atlantic

Refining Co.

Manufacturers and Importers of

Lubricating Oils,

Greases, and

Boiler Compound.

Phone 2033.

Cor. Jarvis and Esplanade Sts.,

TORONTO, ONT.

SITUATION VACANT.

WANTED—AN EXPERIENCED HARDWARE-
man, capable of managing a retail hardware ar.d

stove business. Will pay good salary to a fir»t-class man.
Address, Box 55, Canadian Hardware and Metal,
Toronto. (25)

THIS
IS
WATER
PAINT

Jpoo.ao.asol

lL ,v,
»'-:i.ii«u>

and you know a water paint must prove an easy

selLer if it's any good. A very small trial order

will convince you that

INDELIBLO
is not only good but the very best that has ever

been known in that line of business for covering

walls of brick, wood or stone, on breweries, fences,

shafts, factories, alleyways and anything else.

Washable, weatherproof, sanitary.

AGENTS

A, RAMSAY &. SON, MONTREAL,

J. H. ASHD0WN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY &. CO,, VANCOUVER.

TRIPLE MOTION

White Mountain Freezers.
Made of the best raw materials that can be bought.

Are strong and durable.

Parts are finely made and perfectly put together, insuring easy running.

Triple Motion makes them the best cream freezers sold in Canada, because,

on account of this motion, they make the smoothest ice cream.

We are the exclusive Canadian agents for these freezers.

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

THE McCLARY MANUFACTURING CO.

London, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver, and St. John, N.B.
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
THE PLUMBERS' CONVENTION

PROGRAMME.

THF arrangements Eoi the annual con-

vent ion of The V,t iona I \ ociation

of Plumbers and Steamfitters of

1
i " "la. which have I ieen abi >ui pleted

bj ili" Executive Committee, show that the
ates have rea on bo expect an exceed-

ingly enjoyable as well as profitable time.

The first sessii f the convention ia

called for 9.30 a.m. on Wednesday, when the

executive will meel to receive and consider

reports and map out the business for the

ireceeding sessions. Two other sessions on
Wednesday, at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. respec

bively, will be strictly business meetings.
At the firs! Thursday session at 9.30 a.m..

business arising out of the officers' and
committees' reports will be considered.
Ihii is, |a \ afternoon will be devoted to a

drive around the city, dnrine' which the

principal points of interest will be visited.

It is expected that a group photo of the

delegates will he taken at Quean's Park.

The annual banquet will be held at Mc-
('oukev's on Thursday evening. The list of

speakers has not yet been made up, but it

is intended to invite several prominent
representatives of the manufacturing indus-

tries.

On Friday morning at \)M0 o'clock the
closing business session of the convention
will he held. At this meeting officers for

1901-1902, and the next place of meeting,
will he chosen and all business not previous-
ly settled will lie completed. Friday after-

noon will he devoted to a trolley ride

around the city, and eventually going by
The Miinico and Lake Shore Electric Road
to Lonu Branch, where a supper and a good
programme of music will be provided.

Delegates desiring to visit Buffalo and the
Pan American Exposition can do so at July
l rates, leaving Toronto Saturday and
returning Mondav of Tuesday.

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED.

The following permits have been issued in

Ottawa : Andrew Kerr, for a $1,000 house,
Division street

; Public School Board.
§3,000 chool house, Wellington street ; W.
N. Edge, tenement, Bell street, $1,200;
Margaret Brennan, residence and hotel.

Clarence street. $1,500 ;
T. W. Alexander.

dwelling, Daly avenue. $2,500 ; L. L.
Brown, dwelling, Tackaberry avenue. $1,000;
Richard Hare, t hr Iwellings, Maria street,

$5,000.

Building permits have been issued in

Montreal for I lie following: Oarsley's exten-

sion, $70,000; Silverman Boulter, warehouse
on St. Paul st ic I. $20,000 : Canada Switch
Company, extension in their factor} in St.

Gabriel Ward, $10,000 : Oaull Bros., shirt,

and collar factory, corner Inspector and
William streets.

'

$42,000 ; Mrs. Phillips.

widow of the iate llaiiv Phillips, residences

on Dorchester- street. $8,000 : P.ellevue Flats,

cornea- of St. Catherine and Metcalfe street,;

I 21 dwellings i. $45,000.

Building permits have been issued In

Toronto to Wm. Middleton, for a $3,500

residence On McMaster avenue, near- Avenue

Road ; to J. and II. ('. Cooper, for a pair

of semidetached houses on Bloor street,

mar Alliany, to cost, $8,500; to A. Nichol-

son, f"i a $6,000 house at 89 Walmer Road
l,. M. A Marshall, for- a pair of $2,500 resi

, near Bl D Albany : to R. Big-

fo] i

- I 500 factorj at :: Mutual (red
;

i.i IIh T. Eaton Co., Limited, for stables

oeai tame breet on Louisa, to cost $20,-

000 : to T. T. Clark, for a *2,600 factory

,u If, Harvard : to .1. Agnevv. for a $2,500

house at ili,- corner of .lones and Hunter;
to ('lias. Stark, lor two $-1,001.1 houses on
rescent Road, near South Drive. Rosedale.

Out., to supply the buildings with water.

An electric plant will also be installed in

the laundry.

HOT-WATER FITTERS vs. PLUMBERS
During; the discussion on the paper relat-

ing to the Plumbers' Registration Bill, read

at the last meeting of the Institution of

Heating and ventilating Engineers, some
members gave their experience of what they
considered arbitrary and unfair acts on the

part of plumbers with whom they had
worked, hut probably no one could record
such an unique experience as the following;

The contract for a large hot-water- heating
plant was secured and put in hand. In due
course the cold service to the boiler- had to

be run, and then the plumbers threatened
trouble. The architect was appealed to. and
he pointed out to them that it was an iron

pipe and not a lead one. hut without avail.

The consequence was that a plumber had to

he hired. He came, hut could not run iron
pipe, did not know how to cut it, screw it,

or handle it anyhow. The outcome was
that the plumber was allowed to have one
of the hot-water fitters as a mate, and this

extemporized mate did the work while the
plumber- stood by and handed things to earn
his money.—Ironmonger.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTS.

Ballantyne & Co., Montreal, have been
g'iven the plumbing anil heating contract

for the Royal Insurance Co.

W. J. McGuire & Co.. Montreal, were the
successful tenderers for the plumbing and
heating of Silverman iV Boulter's new ware-
li, iuse.

Lessard & Harris have been awarded the

contract for the roofing of the new Royal
Insurance Co.. and they will also do the

roofing of Silver-man & Boulter's new ware-
house. Their tender- for- the plumbing,
heating and roofing of a house for- Mr.
Laveiideau. ill Westmount, has recently I n

accepted.

The John Ritchie Plumbing and Heating-

Co., Toronto, have contracts for- plumbing
and heating residences far -I. I. Jackson,
Oakville, (int.; P. X. Cousineau, I Orde
-i ret

. Toronto : for- steam-heating The Pen-
son House. Oakville; for alterations to the

plumbing and heating of the Equitable
Chambers, Adelaide street west, and for

remodelling the plumbing in Wm. Scott's

residence, Church street.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES.
Hugh C. Canil and Wallace F. Wet more

have registered partnership under the style
of ('arm & Wet more.

The Chatham. Out., Electric Light Com
panv . Limited, have sold out.

An electric pump is to he placed in the
basement of the Victoria Hospital, London,

V
WANTED AN EXPLANATION.

Owing to an unfortunate error-. The
Ramsay <x Son's advertisement in Ic

week's issue, could hardly he understood by
our readers. Two cuts were received at our
office and the wrong one was inserted in

the advertisement. The reading matter
spoke of Ramsay 's Barn Paints while the
cut used was made to show the great super-
iority of Ramsay's Exterior Lead. The
experiment leading to the making of this

cut has been very interesting. A. Ramsay
.V Son are producing a lead which they
believe superior to all others ; and have
adopted the novel idea of substantiating
their- contention liv a photographic test.

Three boards were painted, one with No. 1

white lead, one with absolute pure white
lead anil one with Ramsay's Exterior. These
boards were then exposed to the weather
under- exactly similar conditions for six

months with the result that Ramsay's
Exterior lead remained the whitest. The
firm has issued a handsome little booklet

showing the result of this test in which
appears the cut of the hoards photographed.
This cut, appeared without any suitable

comment in last week's " ad.
'

An artist when he wishes to see the
strength of light and shade in any object
he is sketching, half closes the eyes, to gel

the full strength of the shadows. So if

any one wishes to see the full effect of the
superiority of Ramsay's Exterior Lead, they
will set up this cut of the three panels
about a couple of yards distant and look at

it through half-closed eves. " Any one can
see it with half an eve.

-

' Or- a good way
to see the force of the cut is to use the
hands as a shade for the eyes in the shape
of a telescope, as artists sometimes do. This
week appeals tin.' rearranged "ad." of

Ramsay's Barn Paints.

USING LAMPBLACK.

It sometimes happens that ill using lamp-
black considerable difficulty is experienced
in inducing the pigment to mix properly,
says Ironmonger. This is generally proof
that the black is pure, as in its natural
state it, is the lightest of all pigments, hut
when it is adulterated with harvtes or with
some Other black it is. of course, much heav-

ier and mixes with greater ease. If the

black used is ground in oil it will mix
more readily when thinned with a little

turpentine, As a rule, in mixing paint For

use. the turpentine must, always be added
last, but, -in this case it is permissible to /
employ a part at first. Lampblack is

iif those pigments which require a very large

proportion of oil. fully eighteen times as

much as docs white lead, and four or five

t lines as much as the earth colors, such as

yellow ochre, etc.

The Dominion Iron & Steel Company, of

Sydney, Cape Breton, have awarded a con-

tract io Thayer & Co.. of New York city.

I'm- a 5,000 horse-power Canal] boiler equip-

ment, which will he installed in the rolling

mill of the Canadian plant.
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CANADIAN ADVERTISING is best done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Montreal.

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms

wishing to be represented in Canada.

Will Hold Dp a Shell

!

That's what a shelf bracket is for.

For this purpose there can be

NOTHING BETTER
NOTHING CHEAPER

than the ....

BRADLEY STEEL v HELP BRACKET
It is well Japanned, Strong and Light.
'lhe faving in freight is a good profit, aside

from the lower price at which the goods are sold.

K9T Order director through your jobber.

ATLAS MFG. CO., New Haven, Conn.. U.S.A

LOW TANK
WATER CLOSET
COMBINATIONS

THE MOST PER-

FECT ON THE
MARKET
NOISELESS IN

ACTION
BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

Write for Catalogue,

The James Morrison
Brass Mfg. Co.

Limited

TORONTO, ONT.

FENCE PAINTS BARN PAINTS
In the summer time and between seasons, the farmer

thinks of his barns, outhouses, fences, an 1 every

wooden thing standing. They require paint ! Don't

ask him to use our high-grade house paints on rough

board barns and fences. He can't afford it, and they

don't need it. Now,

RAMSAYS OUTSIDE
PAINTS

are made just for rough work on barns, roofs, fences,

and such like. They are made of Oxides, Ochres,

etc., and heavy Linseed Oil, and there is nothing better

in the world than just such ingredients, properly mixed,

to withstand the weather and add a double length of

years to the farmer's barn and roof. We have shade

cards, and there is money in this.

A. Ramsay & Son
PAINTMAKERS, Est'd 1842. MONTREAL.

ONTARIO SILVER CO.,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA

Manufacturers of

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
ELECTRO PLATE. . . .

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

Good Valves
are absolutely essential to

the steam-user.

Then it is quite as necessary you

should sell an article to fill the

O 111* *^ t^ t^ *&' e£* •£* ^* &*' *£* e£*

This is what fills it—

The Fairbanks Renewable Disc Valves.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
749 CRAIG STREET, Montreal, Que
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TNE SUPERIORITY OF CANADIAN
PAINTS.

MR.
ROBERT MUNRO, managing-

director of The Canada Paint Co.,

Limited, Montreal, has beea in

Boston during the past two weeks as a

delegate to the Y.M.C.A. Jubilee Conven-

tion held in that city. He took advantage

of his trip south to visit other American

coast cities, among them New York.

Mr. Munro was through quite a number

of factories when away, but he claims that

none of them compare with the one he

manages. According to his ideas, the

American manufacturers are not called upon

to exert themselves as are the Canadians.

They have a large field to cater to and they

can easily work up a satisfactory business.

They are not called upon to study and

scheme as the manufacturers are on this

side of the line.

As a result, not only are the factories

here better plants, but the formulae are

more scientific and the paints and all finish-

ing materials infinitely better. They do not

produce paints that give the gloss of the

Canadian paints, at least in those coast

cities, and where Canadian paints are used

over there, they are easily distinguishable

from the dull New York productions. Mr.

Munro found the distinction very noticeable

in the beautifully finished Casino of The

Gorham Silver Plate Co., Providence, R.I.,

where the white gloss finish of The Canada

Paint Co. has been used.

WILL PICNIC AT OSHAWA.

The sixth annual picnic of the employes,

office staff and friends of The Gurney

Foundry Co., Limited, Toronto, will be held

at Prospect Park, Oshawa, on Saturday by

steamer Argyle and electric cars. A big

programme of sports and games has been

arranged for, including a baseball match

between the mounters and moulders. The

picnics of the Gurney company in past years

have always been a success, and the pre-

parations indicate that this year's outing

will be right up to the mark.

HEMP FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

The following comparative statement

showing the exportation of hemp from the

Philippines during the calendar years 1900

and 1899 respectively has been prepared in

the Division of Insular Affairs of the United

States War Department.

The statement shows an increase in the

quantity exported in 1900 of 20,390 tons, or

29.05 per cent., and an increase in the

value of $5,296,8:6 over the 1899 figures.

The average price per ton for 1899 was

$115.77 and for 1900 $14860. Manila

hemp being the leading article of export

from the Phiippines, it is particularly

gratifying to note this increase, which indi

cates that as peace and order are being

restored in the archipelago, agriculture is

rapidly returning to its normal condition.

The exports by countries during the re

Fpective periods were as follows :

190 1899
(.'ountrit-B Tjm, Value Tons. Value.

United States 20,3;4 s ,7a6,668 26,713 s 1,015 7:6

United Kigdom 46,419 7,102,711 21,511 2 574 76)

France 109 l'.EOO 42 360
Spain 544 116,' 54 6C9 53,46)

Canada 1!) 3 45J

Egypt ........ vv 3,K6 4l",830

Chiua 13,557 1.939,581 17,6 9 1,972,175

Japan 1,157" 515,932 19) 22,095

British East Indies'... 1,'92 2.9,6.3 820 lz7,310

Austraasia 2 631 4 8,8 8 1,185 224,448

Total 89,133 $.3.290,4.0 69,(43 17,993.571

RUST AND " BUST."

Here is one of the latest salutes to callers

which business men are hanging on their

walls

:

If I Rest
I Rust

If I Trust
I Bust.

Therefore

—

No Rest
No Rust
No Trust
No Bust.

It comes in red and blue printing.

A TRAVELER'S DEATH.

The Rat Portage News has the following

respecting the recent death of a city travel-

ler : Mr. Wm. Hargraves, the representa-

tive of G. F. Stephens & Co., Winnipeg,

one of the most popular travellers in

Western Canada, died last night in the

Hilliard House. The attending physician

certified that the immediate cause of death

was heart failure. The deceased was last

year president of the Western Traveller's

Association, was highly respected, and his

death cast a gloom over a large circle.

EXPORTING REFRIGERATORS-

Though The Baldwin Refrigerator Co..
Burlington, \t., have an extensive domestic
trade, the demand from various foreign
countries, including Australia. New South
Wales. India. France, England, etc., has
become so great that it is now an important
part of their business. To secure this
export trade has not lieen an easy matter
as the demand from the different count I'ies

is quite diversified. The English public,
for instance, not only liu\ larger goods than
the American trade usually calls for, but
they want good, plain, solidh built goods,
and for such goods cheerfully paj a reason-
able advance on prices charged in the United
States for the same sizes. The Baldwin
Company, have, however, adopted their pro-

duct to the market and have been success

ml iii building up a fine trade. As a

result, of their doing business on different
markets the varietj of their output, both of

refrigerators and cooling rooms, is particu-
larly large and they are able to meet the
wishes Hi' every buyer. Any dealer men-
tioning " Hardware and Metal " can secure

literature describing these refrigerators by
writing for them. Thej are worth having
for reference.

PAN-

AMERICA
*

IN

ALL
AMERICA
THERE ARE NO
BETTER PAINTS
AND VARNISHES
THAN THOSE
MANUFACTURED BY

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY,
LIMITED

MONTREAL and TORONTO.

NOR,
AS A MATTER OF
FACT,
IN

ALL
THE WORLD.

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY,
LIMITED,

Montreal and Toronto
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ESTABLISHED I860.

STOW PIPE

INCORPORATED 1895

Made in

5, 6, 7-Inch.

Prices on Application.
Steel—" Empire." Cast Iron— "Star.'

Stove Pipes, Elbows, Stove Boards, Coal Hods, Fire Shovels, Lanterns, etc.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE,

"ENTERPRISE"
patented

Hardware Specialties
Comprising ^^rr\

Meat and Food Choppers, 35 sizes aud styles for hand

and power; Rapid Grinding and Pulverizing Mills, 32

sizes and styles for hand and power; Fruit, Wine and

Jelly Presses; Meat Juice Extractors; Cherry Stoners;

Raisin Seeders, for hand and power; Ice Shredders;

Vegetable Slicers; Mrs. Potts' Cold Handle Irons;

Sausage Stuffers and Lard Presses, etc., etc.

ARE THE BEST

IrH.I'WM.J'ti'^'* 1

\l>

$2.00 w
w
\l/

iiV Rapid Grindjnq &
jK Pulverizim

/ft

/ft

/ft

/ft

/ft

^ /ft
««.!«—«- X

• jW Fruit,Wine& Jelly Press*

/ft

No. 2!4, - $4.50 $

Write for Descriptive

Catalogue
Sold by the Leading Jobbers of the Dominion

The Enterprise Mg. Co. of Pa

I Meat & Food Chopper W

\l/

I
v!/

$3.00 Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. No. 12, $2.50
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, June 17, 1901.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS. OILS
AND GLASS.

THE trade here is feeling the benefit of

the generally improved crop con-

ditions and business is good. No
change of price in any line is to be recorded,

and there is a general absence of " news."

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Karhed wire, ioo lb $3 45
Plain twist 3 45
Staples 3 95
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

" 11 4 00
12 4 05
13 4 2°

14 4 35
15 \ 45

Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 50
" 16 and 20 3 60
" 10 3 60

8 3 70
6 3 75
4 3 9°
3 4 15

Cut nails, 30 to 60 dy 300
" 20 to 40 3°5
" 10 to 16 3 10

8 3 15
6 3 20

4 3 3°

3 3 65
Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.

Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65
No. 2 and larger 4 40

Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 90
No. 2 and larger 4 4°

Steel, No. o to No. 1 495
No. 2 and larger 4 70

Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, fo.oo basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 375
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28 gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb. . , 12

Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 75
26 gauge 8 00
28 gauge 8 50

Tinplate, IC charcoal, 20 x 28, box 10 75
IX " 1275
IXX " 14 75

Ingot tin 33
Canada plate, 18 x 21 and 18x24 3 25
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch ... .50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.

Rope, sisal, 7-16 and larger $11 00
% 11 5°

"
*A and 5-16 12 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 14 00

# 14 50
"

Yi and 5-16 1500
Solder 20
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 17
Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00

" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00
Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87 \i

Round" " 82K
Flat '

' brass 80
Round " " 75
Coach 57 J4 p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 5°. and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.

.

$2 50
No. 1 1 5°

No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 1 75
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60
Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion.C.F., pistol 30 p.c.

military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 P-c
C. F. military 10 p.c. advance.

Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00

chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot, Ordinary, per 100 lb 6 25
Chilled 6 75

Powder, F.F., keg 4 75
F.F.G 5 °°

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.
" " plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 00
No 1 6 75

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, per gal. $1.30 to $1.90

NOTES.

The Lac du Bonnet Brick Co. have

opened comfortable offices in The Tribune

block, and Mr. Crispin, late of Kelly Bros.,

will act as manager.

PETROLEUM.

Water white American
Prime white American.

,

Water white Canadian .

,

Prime white Canadian.

25KC
24c.

22c.

2ic.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS.

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 61

Less than barrel lots 66

Linseed oil , raw 92
Boiled 95

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25K
Eldorado engine 24IS

Atlantic red 27^
Renown engine 41

Black oil 23 'A to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) .

.

55 to 74
Harness oil 61

Neatsfoot oil $ 1 00

Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil 1 50
Castor oil per lb. n'A

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
41 to 50 " 100 ft. 550
51 to 60 " " " 6 00
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes 6 50

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 2%
kegs " 2%

A FOUR-DAY ATLANTIC SERVICE.

The first steps for the inauguration of a

fast steamship service between Sydney,

C.B., and Southampton, Eng., have bef*

taken. H. M. Whitney, of Boston, who is

so largely interested in Sydney, has given

the contract for three very fast steamships,

which will be put on the service as soon as

ready. The vessels are intended to make
the passage from Southampton to Sydney

in four days, and it is claimed that by the

new service it will be possible to land

passengers in Chicago in the same time as

it now takes to get to New York. It is also

the intention of the capitalists who are

interested with Mr. Whitney to establish an

extensive steel shipbuilding plant at Sydney.

BUSINESS GOOD.
Mr. E. G. E. Ffolks, manager of the

Wilkinson Plough Co., Toronto, was in

Montreal this week on special business,

looking exceedingly well. He reports that

trade with his firm is exceedingly brisk and-

that they have orders in sight for ploughs,

land-rollers and ensilage cutters that

will keep them busy for some time to come.

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets •

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

V" Crimpedu

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
Representatives for Canada

B. & S. H. Thompson & Company
26 St. Sulptce Street

Montreal
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

Flue Linings,

T^rain Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Contractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

362K Main St., - WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or
Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

either by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct
from factory.

GOOD REFERENCES.

Properly,

kand in_Quatiliti^s^«E^r%
this^Dooker'/c!

_t!l
whole dinner of about 5 or 6 articles at

one hole on the Range, Gas Stove, Coal CUT Stove,"

Gasoline Stove. Consequently, it is a great saver ofj

and time-saver, as you can be doing other housework'
to church as it cannot burn the contents. Tough meat wil

be made tender and food much more palatable and healthy,

as all the flavor and nutrition is retained in the food.

Door can be opened and any one article taken out without
molesting the whole. Write for catalogue and prices.

Manufactured solely by

THE COLLINS MFG. CO.,
34 Adelaide West TORONTO

The Robin Hood
owder Company

^•*^rf«>u want the best Trap or Game load in

^"l/reworld, buy " Robin Hood Smokeless,"
in " Robin Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-
tration from forty to seventy yards against

"arf^ powder on the market. We make the

powder, we make the shells, and we load
them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company —

-

SWANTON, VT.

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO. LIMITED

HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.

MllMfUfl
MANUFACTURERS

OF

Wire Rope
of every description and
for all purposes.

Lang's Patent Wire
Rope for

Colliery and Mining
Use.

Incandescent Gas Lamps

Mantles,

Burners,

Etc.

A full line of

Coal Oil Lamps
and Chimneys,

We carry a stock of

best

American Lead

Flint Lamp
Chimneys.

The only wholesale house in Canada for the celebrated

Rochester Lamps and Oil Cook Stoves.

THE ROCHESTER LAMP CO.
OF CANADA

24 Front Street West, TORONTO

The

Mower
THAT WILL KILL
ALL THE WEEDS
IN YOUR LAWNS

If you keep the

weeds cut so they do

not go to seed, and

cut your grass with-

out breaking the small feeders of roots, the grass
will become thick and weeds will disappear. The
Clipper will do it.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper Lawn Mower Co.
NORRISTOWN, Pa.
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ORDERS FOR SPECIAL GOODS.

fO wholesaler, however large and

NU wholesaler, however large ana as

sorted his stock maj be, keeps every

t hiiiy iii his warehouse thai

tains to his particular line of business. TheJjj*

are specialties which he must get as U.iev air

wanted, sometimes being compelled to get

them manufactured. To procure

advertise the district,-, and a copy of which
has been sentSVto " Hardware and Metal"
ht (3St rV--S*ur iv^Soir: The typograph;
amd* illust uations .are dL the highest stan-

t upper' Wardi " taljeu'lrowi ^ipTff7 photographs, while

ikeTrctrJrcCivencsjs ot . WoJt\ille and the coun-

Ntry adjaeept, &h account of its historic

(*'<y:i^prn£ly told. Every-

fclie booklet is one of the

pcciaJ goods sometimes requires a good deal*^Ostfiftest^nd most attractive productions of

these tl0U

of time, and occasionally the customer has

refused, upon sonic ground or other, to

ac.cpt them. This frequently means that

the goods arc left on the wholesaler's hands
or that they have to be sold at a loss before

a customer can be found. Wood, Vallance
iV Co., the wholesale hardware merchants.

ueaut

nJilr

year in Canada. Persons wishing' to

enjoy a quiet holiday in the midst of

romantic, peaceful surroundings and great

natural beauty, or persons desiring to get

some pointers in tourist advertising should

secure a copy of this booklet by writing to

(he Wolfville Board of Trade.

WOOD, VALLANCE & CO.,

Wholesale Hardware Merchants.

M.

HAMILTON, ONT.,
Canada.

.190...

We will tie pleased to procure for you, as quickly as possible, the

special goods which you require. These goods are not regular stock

lines with us, and we cannot accept the order unless you will guarantee

to accept the goods upon arrival, nor can we be held responsible for delay

through causes beyond our control, but we will do all that we can to give

you every satisfaction. If you desire us to order the following lines kindly

sign and return the attached special order to us.

Yours truly,

WOOD, VALLANCE & CO.

WOOD, VALLANCE & CO.,

Hamilton, Ont, 190..

Dear Sir

:

Kindly procure for us, as quickly as possible, the following goods, which
we agree to accept upon arrival

:

Shipping instructions

Yours truly.

Hamilton and Toronto, have been casting

about for a remedy, with the result that

they have devised a, form of agreement which
the\ ask customers to sign when ordering

special goods which are not carried in

regular slock. This agreement is herewith

given. Ill 'iginal form is printed on

paper letterhead size.

WOLFVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA.

A booklet which attempts to illustrate or

describe the beauty or attractiveness of the

Grand Pre, of the "Home of Evangeline,"
must needs be in itself a work of art and
beauty. This standard is reached, how-

ever, in the booklet which the Wolfville

Board of Trade have gotten up this year to

SPORTING GOODS FOR HARDWARE-
MEN.

The J. Stevens Arms & Tool Company,
Chicopee Falls, Mass., has recently placed
on the market a full line of high grade
golf clubs at popular prices. The company
is also notifying the trade that it is prepared
to furnish a full line of rifle-cleaning rods

—

from the plain slotted coppered to the fancy
jointed with cocobolo swivel handles—and
is making attractive prices for quantity
orders.

E. Forrest iV Co., genera] merchants, Ste.
Anne de Beaupre, Que., have suffered loss

l>\ fire
;
part ially insured.

Now is the time to look for a line of

Hot Air Furnaces.

It will pay you to investigate the

merits of the

HECLA
It has more convincing talking

points than any other furnace on

the market.

It will burn Coal, Wood or

Peat ; Fitted with a Patent

Fused Joint; Double Fire Door;

Heavy Flanged Sectional Fire

Pot; Provision for Positive

Radiation of Heat.

So great has been its success

that we have added to the line

making

FIVE SIZES

with capacity ranging from io,ooo

to 75,000 cubic ft.

We can interest you if you will

send for a catalogue.

-M

Clare Bros.

Mo.
PRESTON and
WINNIPEG.
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a
MIDLAND

55

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior
Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

ijT% Write for Prices to Sales Agents:

Drummond, McCall & Co.
or to MONTREAL, QUE.

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

"The Peerless

JJ is the best Bolster Spring ever

produced. A fine line for the

hardware trade. Wr ite Us For Prices.

James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.

CURRENT JVIAHKET QUOTATIONS
June 21, 1901.

These prices are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buytrs can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of

any apparent errors in this list as the desire

is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lamb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 31% 32

Tinplates.
Charcoal Plates— Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. F' r boi
I.C., usual sizes $6 50

I.X., " 8 00

I.X.X., " 9 50

Famous

—

I.C 6 50

I.X 8 00

I.X.X 9 50

Kaven & Vulture Grades—
I.C, usual sizes 4 50

I.X., " 5 25

I.X.X " 6 00

l.XXX., " 6 75

D.C., 12%xl7 4 00

D.X 4 75

D.X.X 5 00

Coke Plates—Bright
Bessemer Steel—

I.C. , usual sizes 3 75

I.C, special sizes,b*se 4 00

20x28 7 75
Charcoal Plates—Terne

Dean or J. G. Grade—
I.C. , 20x28, 112 sheets 8 00
I.X.,TerneTin 10 10

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X.,14x56,50sheetbxf")
" 14x60, "

> .... 0(6 l/8
•' 14x65. " )

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 17%

26 " 08
28 " 08%
Iron and Steel.

Common Bar, per 100 lbs 185 190
Refined " " 2 35
Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 35

Hoop Bteel, l J/2 to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller si7.es 3 00

Sleigh Shoe Steel " base ... 2 10
TireSteel 2 3] 2 50
Reeled Machinery 3 00

Toe Calk Steel 2 85 3 00

T. Firth & Cos tool steel,per lb 12% 13

Jessop's tool Steel 12% 13

A. Morton's tool steel C 12y, 13

KJ black Diamond and " B C,"
tool stell 10 11

Di ill Steel, per lb 18 10
Boiler Tubes.

1%-inch 12%
2 " 13

2% " 15
3 " 16

3% " 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plato.
V, inch 2 50 2 60
3-16 inch 2 60 2 70
\ inch and thicki r 2 50 2 60

Black Sheet*.
Com. D.F1.

18 gauge 2 75 3 00
W gauge 2 7 i 3 CO
22 to 24 " 2 75 3 25
26 " 2 ?5

28 " 3 00 3 50

Canada Plate?.
All dull, 52 sheets 2 90
Half polished 3 00
Allbright 3 !0

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 4 65

% inch 3 40

% • 3 45

% " 3 70

% " 3 85
1 " 5 40

Hi " 7 35
1% " 8 80
2 " 1180
2y2 " It 00
3 " 2 80
3 l/2 " 32 30
4 " 40 95
5 " 49 70
6 " 65 20

Galvanized pipe—
V„ itch 5 15

% " 5 50
1 " 7 95

1% " 10 80
]'/2

" 12 95
2 " 17 35

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G C. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge ... 4 00 3 75
18 to 24 gauge 4 00 3 85 4 25 4 00
26 " 4 25 4 10 4 25 4 25
28 " 4 50 4 25 4 40 4 50

Case lots 10 to 15c. less.

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

% "
8 00 8 50

5-16 " "
4 70 5 00

% " "
4 05 4 CO

" 7-16 " "
3 90 4 ?5

y2 " " 3 70 4 10
9-16 " " 3 65 4 15

" % " "
3 35 3 90

" % " " 3 60 4 10
Halter, kennel and post chainB, 40 to 40 and

5 p.o.

Cow ties 40 p. c.

Tie-out chains 65 p. c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 45 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-
count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lotB 17%
Lake Superior

Bats
Cut lengths round, y2 to % in. 23 25

" round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 24 24%
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 24% 25
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (In sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea.

, per lb 25
" 35to45 " " .... 24
" 50-lb. and above, " 23

Boiler and T. K. PittB
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 percent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 23
Tubing, base, per t 23

Zinc Spelter
Foreign, perlb 05% 06
Domestic "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 00 6V,

Partcasks 00 6%
Lead.

Imported Pig, per lb 04V.J C4%
Bar.llb 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... C6'/t
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
.... 06

Note.—Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, list s

at 7c. per lb. and 30 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toronto.
Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe

8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per 1C0 lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 17% p.c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Perlb. Perlb.
Bar half-and-half, guarant'd .... 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l .... 18
Refined 17%
Wiping 17
Note.—Prices of this graded according to

quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10/, 11

White Lead . Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37

No. 1 do 6 00
No.2do 5 62%
No.3 do 5 J5

No. 4 do 4 8?%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37y2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram'sB B. Genuine 8 00

" " Decorative 7 55
" " No. 1 6 85
" " No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50
Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75
No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09
Pure White Zinc 08 19

No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75
Pure, kegs 6 25

No. 1,casks 5 50
No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
In %, % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities,per gallon 1 1C
Barn (in bbls.) 75 85
The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45
Canada Paint Co's Pure 1 25
Toronto Lead & Color Co's Pure.... 1 25
Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20
Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05
Chrome Yellow 11
Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black 09

Green 09
Chrome " 08
French Imperia Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Oohre(J.C) bbls.... 135 140
Yellow Ochre J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per cwt. 180 190
English Oxides, per cwt 3 00 3 25
Amerioan Oxides, per owt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,.. 175 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides, 93p o. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " o 10
do Raw

, o 09
Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 018
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb. ..'.'. 12
Golden Oobre 033i
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb..
boxeB, per lb 08 24

Fire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 100
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .. 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 1 25
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb.

.'.'.'. 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls., \ gj
Bulk in less quantity

, . .

.

'

2 05
Bladders in bbls .'.'.'.'."

2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose. ... 2 25
Bladders in 25-lh. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins ."."„."

2 65
Bladders in bu'k or tins less than 1001b2 90

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
" body 8 00 9 00
" rubbing 4 00 5 00

Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No. 1 1 60 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 331 370
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 160 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 81)

" " No. 1 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish & Color Co's.,
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each
S3.0J.

Granatine Floor Finish per gal., $2.75.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, $1 2)

;

Size 2, 70c. ; Size 3, 4'Jc. each.

Castor Oil.
East India, in cases, per lb. . 10 10%
" " small lots 10'/2 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
CodOilpergal .. 50 55
Pure Olive 1 20
" Neatsfoot 90

Glne.
G'jmrnon . 08% 09
French Medal 14 14'/S
Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 (J 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Cooperj 19 20
Huttner 18
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STEEL, PEECH & TOZER, \m
Phoenix Special Steel Works. The Ickles, near Sheffield, England.

Manufacturers ~ f ,gjg^

Axles and Forgings of all descriptions, Billets and Spring
Steel, Tyre, Sleigh Shoe and Machinery Steel.

TSole Agents for Canada.

JAMES HUTTON dc CO., MONTREAL
HARDWARE.
Amm anit ion.

Cartridges.

B B Cap Dom. 50 and 5 per cent.

Kim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. c, Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, 10 p. o. Amer.
Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.

30 per cent.
Central Fire Cartr'dges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire. Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival

and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb-

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-ib.bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes

of 500 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1.0U0

each, 12 and smaller gauges M
Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge • • • • • • ° 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge . .

Chemically prepared black edge grey

cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.
11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and 1C gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90

5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pmk
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90

Adzes.
Discount, 20 per cent.

Anvils.

Wright's, 80-lb. and over 10%
Hay Budden, 80-lb. and over .... 09%
Brook's, ••• 11V4

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " UOO 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.

Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordiuary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best quality... 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zinc ;.. 600
Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-Inch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
" 2nd '• 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal,
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

B " 21

C " 011%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

l'ri'tionless metal, per lb 23

SYRACUSE 8MELTINO WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special ;,•• 25

Aluminum, 99 p.c. pure "Syracuse .. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per cent,
r i kel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 66% per cent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Oongs, 8argant's 5 50 8 00

" Peterboro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00

Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.
Belting.

Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 1 00 1 50
Nail and Spike, per gross.... 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolls, full square, Norway... 65

" " full square 65
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60

Coach Screws 70
SleighShoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4Vj. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 6 .% per cent.

Broilers .

Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred rooting, per 100 lb 1 65

Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 6u per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per a nt.

Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65
Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 1 00 1 50
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent
Plate, die. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English " 3 00
Belgian " 2 50 2 75
Canadian hydruulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per owt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad'8,dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 per cent.
P. S. 4 W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns.
Revolving Churns, metal frameB—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4. $12.00-No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stook in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.
Clips.

Axle dis. 65 per cent.
Closets

Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout. ... 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, pi ain .... . 16 00

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Dowa Out. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50

'
' emb'd. net 20 50

Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17x14 in 2 5)
" " 19 x 15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.c, except on net figures.
Compasses, Dividers, Ktc.

American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.
Cradles .Grain.

Canadian , dis. 25 to 33% per cent.
Crosscut Saw Handles.

S. 4D.,No. 3, per pair 17%
" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20
Door Springs.

Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37% to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets

.

Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 2U
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES AND RASPS.
Great Westerj 75 and 5pir cent.
Disston 70 " 10 '
Arcade 75 " 5 "
Kearney 4 Foot ...70 " 10 "
American 75 " 5 "
McCiellan 70 " 5 "
Eagle 70 10 and 5 "
Nicholson 70 " 10
Heller 60 " 10 "
Royal & Keystone 80 p.c. and 80 and 10 p.c.
Black Diamond, 60 to 6u and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27% per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc, dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size United Per Per Per Per
Inohes. 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft

Under 26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26 to 40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65

41 to 50 4 85
51 to 60 5 15
61 to 70 5, 50
71 to 80 6 00
81 to 85 6 50
86 to 90
91 to 95
99 to 100

7 50
8 50
9 50

10 50
11 70
14 00
15 50
18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc

Stanley's dis. 50 to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each. . . 1 65 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross
" % '• 9 00
" %to% 14 00

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87% 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, —per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, per lb ... 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., per lb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe.perdoz.net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 per cent.

Oross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-ft.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.run 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 21 00

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cenl.
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

" " 5-in., " .... 06'/4" " 6-in., " .... 06
" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in., " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge

—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs 4 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs 3 50

Per gro. pairs. /

Spring 12 00 f

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc. , dis. 50 and 10 p.c
Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Discount., 45 and 5 per ceut

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88
Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00
Chandelier, per doz 50 100

Wrought Iron.
Wrought Hooks and Staples, Can., dis.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, discount 45 per cent.
Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright, dis. 55 per cent.
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Uso Syracu Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,

Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Factories

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass
Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc.

QUE.

Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

always in stock.

332 William St., MONTREAL,
and SYRACUSE, N.Y. Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSE NAILS.
"C'brand 50 and 7%p.c.off new li tlOval-
"M" brand 50, 10 and 5 per cent. /head
Countersunk. 60 percent

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.
Iron Shoes. and and

_. larger, smaller.
Light, medium, and heavy. . 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
S;ar per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass sunn, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.
Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.
Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,

Am. per gross 60
KNOBS.

Door, japanned and N.P., per
doz 1 50 2 50

Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. & L.

screw, per gross 1 30 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. . , 7 Oil

No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined per doz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
All glass 1 20 1 30

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk " 1 90 7 40

LOCKS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russel 4 Erwin, per doz.... 3 00 3 25

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock
English and Am., perdoz 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. '20 to 25 p.c
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.

Flat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
insmiths' perdoz 1 25 1 50

Carpenters', hickory, per doz 1 25 3 75
Lignum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
laulking each 60 2 no

MATTOCKS,
anadiau, perdoz 5 50 6 50

MEAT OUTTER8.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are : Cut. Wire

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85

f
d .••-•-• 3 00 3 52

J
a°d5d 2 75 3 35

6and7d 2 65 3 20

?n
and

.
9d

ri
; 2 50 3 00

10 and 12d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.7714
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra,
steel (Jut Nails lOo. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p e

Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 185 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 55 per cent for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
U. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16'/,

Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime Wbite(Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.
Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.c.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized washtubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 40 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring sap buckets, dis. 45 p.c.
6, lu and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, diB. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis. 45 p c.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per gross 175 3 00
Brass head r

' 40 100
PICTURE WIRE.

Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent.

American dis. 50.
Wood, fanoy Canadian or American 7%

1 j 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, perdoz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.
Button's Imitation, per doz.. 5 00 9 00
German, perdoz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins'radiator valves discount55 percent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.
Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " '

,
" 2 00

No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 300

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. or less 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
Axle 22 33
Screw 27 1 00
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 180 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 140 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', perdoz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch 00 1 00

RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 CO

35 " 8 25
" 40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
fi

35 " 26 00
" 40 " 30 00

Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10and5p,c.
Wood, 25 per cent.

RAZORS.
per doz.

Elliot's 4 00 18 00
Geo. Butler 4 Co. 's 8 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 1100

King Cutter 12 50 50 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount, 40 per cent.

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lu per cent.
Iron Burrs, discount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets 4 Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.

and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.
Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets

%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
% and 5-16 in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16

" 5-32 inch 21
" Vsinch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67ys
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% pe cent.
B 4 A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Rmery, 40 per cent.
Garret (Burton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.o.
S. 4 D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. 4 D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

1 frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, " 200 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," perdoz 6 50

SCALES
Standard, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 p.c.
Spring Balances, 10 p.o.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

Dominion, 55 p.c."
Richelieu, 55 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's perdoz 65 100

„ SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 87% and 10 p.c.Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.c.

' F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.c.

R.H. " 70 p.o.

Drive Screws, 87% and 10 per cent.
Bench, wood, perdoz 3 25 4 00

! iron, " 4 25 5 75

Set, Case hardened, 60 percent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Perdoz.net 9 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cuilery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 percent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150
SOLDERING IRONS.

l,l%lb., perlb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No 493, per doz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 60 10 and 5 p.c.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. ,75 and 12% p.c. off revised list.

Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 J5 3 75
Coopers', discount 45 percent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb.

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07

" slip 09 09
Labrador 13

Axe 15
Turkey 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind.2in,40 to 200 lb.per ton .... 25 00

" under 41 lb. " S8 00
Grind, under 2 in. thick " 29 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths 7 00
7 inch " " 7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4— 3 dozen in case.net cash $4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
Per cent

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
Cheese-box tacks, blued 80 & 12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 4 15

" tinned 80 & 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . 80
Vt weights 60

Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—
In bulk 80 & 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk 85, 12% 4 12%
" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk..70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 4 12%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 5?%
Trunk nails, black 60 ana 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and
Chair nails 35
Patent brads , 40
Fine finishing 40
Picture frame points 10
Lining tacks, in papers 10
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil. B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains. Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GI8B, «„..*„. T> fl„ raoat, fQH™c A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal. -Canadian Representatives- MontreaL

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

r
For other Provinces.

Lhi'iig tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" in bulk 15

Tufting buttonB, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5

Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10
bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz... . 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85

steel, each ... . 080 800
THERMOMETERS.

Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.e.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 25 p.c.

Game, H. &N,, P. S. * W.,65p.o.
Same, steel, 72>4, 75 p.o.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.

German, per doz 4 75 6 00

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
" 4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
13%
12>4

Pi oe Vise, Hinge, No. 1
" " " No 2 ....

'. 45 J

3 55
5 50
9 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blueand White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.

Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10
and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, off the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices :

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
9
1U
11
12

13
14

15

16

2 80
2 87
2 90
2 95
3 15
3 37
3 50
3 65

Other sizea of plain wire outside of Nos. 9,

10, 11, 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at $2.81 base with

extras as before. The prices for Noa 9. $4.25; No. 18, $2.65; No. 19, S2.35, f.o.b
to 13 include the charge of 1 c. Hamilton, Toionto, Montreal,
for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.: wtdc wvKwxir' nnp
Coppered wire, 60c.-tinned wire, $2- WIRE FENCING. ^O.^-
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bagging or papering, 10c. WIRE CLOTH.
Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17V2 per cent. painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 135

List of extras : In 100-lh. lots : No. „...„ nnTmnM ik
17,$5-No.l8,$5.50-No.l9, $6-No.20, „, .

WASTE COTTON. per lb

$6.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, $7.30—No. 23, £°J?5
ed •*••••. /.; 1$' ?-.,

$7.65 -No. 24, $8-No. 25, $9-No. 26, W
„
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89.50-No.27, $10-No. 28,$ll-No 29. 5°C-lb bale lots shaded.

$12-No. 30, $13-No.31,$14-No. 32, $15 WKUMUHUS.
No. 33, $16—No. 34, $17. Extras net— 4.cme, 35 to 37 1

/, per cent,

tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, $2—Nos. 26-31 Agricultural, 60 p.c.

$4—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil Coe'a Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.o.

ing, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles,15c—in 5 and Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c— " S., per doz 5 80 6 00

in ys-lb. hanks, 75c-in 14-lb. hanks, $1— G. Js K. s Pipe, per doz 3 40

packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00

papering, 10c. Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.-Nos. 6,7,8, $3.50 T „ .. WRS,E
«n n « rn

to $3 8i-No. 9, $2.85 to $3.15-No. 10 fe*
B*?rp"-

-i'-kV;
- per

,

doz
' *?? °

n ?? £2
$3.60to$3.95-No 11, $3.70 to $4.10- No 5°*a ?a?

a?'a°" .. I6 S? <f ?°

12, $3 to $3 30-No. 13, $3.10 to $3 4')- Royal American., • 26 00 28 H)

No. 14, $4.1» to $4.50-No. 15, $4.60 to
Sa
^S!?.

D
i'-"-;vV „,<.„„ <in *L \

85.05-No. 16. $4.85 to $5 35. Bate sizes,
J erms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 daya.

Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57% f.o b. Cleveland. WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17 it Canadian make, discount, 40 tnd 5 per cent

ADVERTISING inWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
ttended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG, CANADA.

s
HELF BOXES
CREW CASES
AMPLE HOLDERS

For particulars apply to the patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave.. TORONTO

DIAMOND STOVE PIPE DAMPER AND CLIP.

U. S. Patent June 25th, 1895.

Canadian Pat. Dec. 13th, 1894.

Sold by Jobbers of - - -

HARDWARE
TINWARE

and STOVES,
for furnace pipe, to support

the sheet steel blade

-6

Manufactured by
THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
A. R. WOODYATT & CO., Guelph, Ontario.

>



"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for export. With or without " Emlyn "

Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
" Machinery," Newport. Newpokt, Mon., England.

PERSONS addressing advertisers
will kindly mention having

seen their advertisement in
Canadian Hardware and Metal
Merchant.

IF THE WORDS

"Dundas Axe"
are stamped on an Axe, you can

rely on its being the best that

can be made.

DUNDAS AXE WORKS
Dundas, Ont.

Lockerby & McGomb
AGENTS IN CANADA

FOR THE

Celebrated P. & B.

Cold Storage Lining
AND

. . Ruberoid Roofing . .

P. S.— Prices on Application.

65 Shannon Street, MONTREAL.

>

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you
market quotations from any town in Can-
ada, reports from the city markets, stock
quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from , and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject."

CANADIAN PRESS-CLIPPING BUREAU,

!32 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 75 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS.

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, ete.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST

NEW YORK OFFICE, 90 Chamber! St
NEWARK. N.J.. U.S.A.R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO.

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

...ESTABLISHED 1849...

T"
Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World.

Executive Offices ; Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be denned as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results may justify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial, fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

OFFICES IN CANADA-
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN. N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL, QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

TRADE

THOS. C. IRVING, Gen, Man, Western Canada, Toronto. JOHN A, FULTON, Gen, Man, Eastern Canada, Montreal,

JVobles 8$ Hoare.
CORNWALL EOAD STAMFORD STREET.

LONDON, ENG.
Manufacturers of

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES ONLY

Which can be obtained direct from the works
or from the principal Color Dealers in Canada.

((BRASSITE"

^'Sl-EREO TRADE •**"

None genuine without the

above "Trade Mark."

"Gunn's"
Patent

"Grassite"
Goods.

Equal to Solid Brass in every
particular. Cost less money

—

look and wear as well. Our
sales are increasing all the time.
Why not increase your sales ?

THE GUNN CASTOR CO.
Limited.

KNOX HENRY, Canadian Agent, Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL



I Black Diamond File Works
G. & H. Barnett Company

Inc. 18»6

PHILADELPHIA

Twelve Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

j
International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

>%%>%%^%>%^%^%^%^%%%^v%^%%>^v^-5

1901
E. '901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our ••Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so expensive,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the popular,

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leacu.r

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at any

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Peroha and Rubber Mfg. Go.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms-
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, CANAPA -

Factories-l 15-165 West Lodge Ave.
124-148 O'Hara Ave.

Galvanized
Steel Sheets

"LEVEL BEST'* BRA1SD.

Black
Steel Sheets

*t GRIFFIN " BRAND,

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

B.&S. H.THOMPSON & COY
26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines

Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Seallne
Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlln
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
Sand Lines

'RED THREAD" Transmission Rope from the finest quality Mani,\
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wm b stewart. MONTREAL, QUE.
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.



Copper, Tin, Antimony, Etc

LANGWELLS BABBITT
Montreal.

The Weekly Organ of the Hardware, Metal, Heatlnq, Plumbing and Contracting Trades In Canada.

VOL. Xlll. MONTREAL AND TORONTO. JUNE 29, 1901. NO. 26

"TWM" ANTI-FRICTION METAL.
'Tandem" Metals are better than

any other for their purpose,
and are, therefore :

Resistance Reducing.
Journal Preserving.

Power Increasing.
Lubricant Saving.

The Most Economical.
The Least Wearing.

The Most Durable.
Friction Preventing.

A QUALITY
For Heaviest Pressure and Medium Speed

or Heavy Pressure and High Speed,

B QUALITY
For Heavy Pressure and Medium Speed

or Medium Pressure and High Speed,

C QUALITY
For Medium Pressure and High Speed

or Low Pressure and Highest Speed,

Sole Agents :

LAMPLOUGH & McNAUGHTON, 59 St. Sulpico Street, MONTREAL.

THE TANDEM SMELTING SYNDICATE, LIMITED
The largest smellers ofAnti-Friction Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.

Metals zn Europe.

"FLEUR DE LIS" is not a second quality

iron. It is " Queen's Head " quality—every

sheet guaranteed—" Queen's Head " weights

and flatness, but galvanized the same as ordin-

ary brands. If you don't require the best

galvanizing, you are safe with " Fleur de Lis,''

and price is low.

JOHN LYSAGHT, Limited, Makers,

BRISTOL ENG.
A. C. LESLIE & CO., MONTREAL,
Managers Canadian Branch,

^'*»

4!^£tt Empire

M

There is an unbroken chain of

Safford Radiators
Girdling the British Empire—Girdling the world, voluminous testi-

mony of the solid worth of the "Safford." In thousands of quiet

homes and great buildings, here and over the seas, are the links of

this great chain, each a recommendation that you disregard to your
cost. The world has experimented for you and the result is "SAF-
FORD" the world over. There's all the advice you need about
Radiators. We will be pleased to give you any information you de-

sire. Send for free booklet about heating. Remember we are the

largest Radiator Manufacturers under the British Flag—that's the

recommendation the British Empire gives the "Safford."

THE DOMINION RADIATOR COMPANY, Limited,

-Toronto.
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ICE CHOPPING
MACHINES

RICE LEWIS & SON
LIMITED

Write for Prices.

TORONTO.

Black Sheets
Common and Dead Flat.

FROM STOCK OR FOR IMPORTATION.

SAMUEL, SONS & BENJAMIN, - - LONDON AND LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

M. & L. Samuel, Benjamin & Co.
General Importers and Exporters and Metal Merchants

27 Wellington Street West, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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James Cartland & Son
Manufacturers of every description of Limited

CABINET, BUILDERS', FURNISHING AND NAVAL BRASSFOUNDRY

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

London Showrooms : 57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

HOSE

WATER
STEAM
AIR
FIRE
BABCOCK

SUCTION
ACID
OIL
SODA WATER
HIGH-PRESSURE

Our Patent Seamless Tube is, without doubt,

the only perfect construction.

The Canadian Rubber Co.,
CAPITAL $1,500,000.00.

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg.

Other Tools are very

good Tools, but "YANKEE TOOLS" ARE
BETTER

No. 15. "Yankee" Ratchet Screw Driver, with Finger Turn on Blade.

No. 30. " Yankee" Spiral-Ratchet Screw Driver, Right and Left Hand.

No. 41. 'Yankee" Automatic Drill, Eight Drill Points in Handle.

Our "YANKEE" Tool Book

tells all about them. Mailed

free on application.

Manufacturers also of

LIGHTNING,
GEM and

BLIZZARD
Ice Cream Freezers.

Toy Freezers,

Ice Shaves and
Ice Chlppers.

Fluting Machines,

Hand Fluters.

No 50. "Yankee " Reciprocating Drill, for Iron, Steel, Brass, Wood, etc.

Sold by Leading Jobbers
in Canada.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.,
No. 60.

Pocket Magazine
Screw Driver. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
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Oxford Gas Ranges
EMBODY ALL THE BEST IDEAS YET CONTRIVED.

They are made in a full line of sizes

demands.

ind styles to meet all

Have large ovens, a special improved oven burner lighter, and the

most perfect valves and burners known.

The intense heat furnished by them from a most economical supply

of gas, delights every customer. It is a talking point of most

convincing worth in making sales.

This year we emphasize two new styles with 16 and 18 inch square

ovens, remarkably fine lines that satisfy the popular call for a

standard quality Gas Range at a very moderate price.

Correspondence invited. Full Particulars and Price List at your service for the asking.

THE GURINEY FOUNDRY CO., Limited

TORONTO. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.
THE GURNEY-MASSEY CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL,

WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK.

Bright Goods, Door Pulls and

Hat and Coat Hooks.
ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Our Mills are now in full operation, and we are in

position to handle any requirements the trade may have.

YOUR ORDERS SOLICITED FOR

Plain, Galvanized and Barb Wire, Wire Nails,

Wood Screws, Copper and Brass Wire, Bright

and Galvanized Fence Staples, Netting, Blind and

Bed Staples, Jack Chain, Cotter Pins.

Prices quoted on application.

Dominion Wire Manufacturing Co.
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

THE NEW BALDWIN
j

DRY AIR CLEANABLE

REFRIGERATOR.
f

135 Modern Varieties. Ash, Oak and Soft-wood Finishes 9
METAL, PORCELAIN, SPRUCE LININGS. •

BALDWIN
Positive Circulation

—

Sanitary—Odorless.

Latest Cleanable Fea-

tures — The Strongest

and Best System of

Patent Removable
Metal Air-Flues.

Air-Tight Lever Locks
Ball-Bearing Casters.

Swing Base—in and

out.

Rubber around Doors

and Lids, making
them doubly air-tight.

Handsome Designs.

Moderate Prices.

Buill in the newest, largest and best equipped refrigerator plant in the East
run all the year round on refrigerators exclusively ; stock goods ; special
rtfrigeralors and coolers in sections.

Handsome Trade Catalogue Ready. i

Baldwin Refrigerator Co., t
BURLINGTON, VERMONT. i
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LEWIS BROS. A CO.
30 St. Sulpice St.,

f
379 St. Paul St., MONTREAL

WHOLESALE HARDWARI

Headquarters for Tools of Every Description.

* * •• •
1 * 3 4 5 6 7

Graves' Automatic Drill, No. 2

Hand Drill, No. 4 A/1

Breast Drill, No. 12

Patent Universal Angular Bit Stock

Hand Drill, No. I

Drill Brace, with Bali-Bearings Ratchet Drills, Nos. I, 2 and 3

We Ship Mail Orders Same Day as Received and Billed at Lowest Prices.

LENA/IS BROS. & OO.
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HENRY ROGERS,
SONS & CO.,

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
Manufacturers of the celebrated

UNION JACK

CUTLERY
We make a specialty of

APLATED WARE,
FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Canadian Representative carries a full line

of samples.
Canadian Office :

6 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
F. A. YORK, Manager.
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KNOX HENRY
Heavy Hardware and Metal Broker
Room 32, Canada Life Bldg., MONTREAL.

Samples sent free on application.

HOR8E NAILS — " C" Brand Horse - Nails
Canada Horse Nail Co.

"BRASSITE" GOODS — Gunn Castor Co.
LnuiieO, Birmingham, Eug.

THE MOWER
If you keep the weeds cut so

they do not go to seed, and cut

your grass without breaking the

small feeders of roots, the grass

will become thick and weeds will

disappear. The Clipper will do

it.

THAT WILL KILL

ALL THE WEEDS

IN YOUR LAWNS.

CANADIAN PATENT FOR SALE.

9 SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Clipper LawnMower Co.,
NORRISTOWN.

PA.

This eight-foot Brake bends 22-gange iron

and lighter, straight and true.

Price, $60
Very handy header attachment, $15 extra
if required.

Send for circulars and testimonials to

The Double Truss Cornice

Brake Co, 255Sgt55L

The Latest and Best.

H. & R. Automatic Ejecting

Single Gun.

Model
1900.

Steel and Twist Barrels

in 30 and 32-inch.

12 Gauge.

Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.
Descriptive Catalogue on request.

LONDON FENCE
MACHINES Leaj « "•» **•

London Safety Tackle Blocks are equally efficient for

stretching Coiled Spring Wire and for use as a Hoisting
Block. They are Ai and rapid sellers.

TOWNSEND (Lever) STRETCHERS
BERNARD CUTTING PLIERS

Only one agency for our machines in each town. Get
our prices, terms and discounts.

Coiled Spring and other Fence Wire at right prices to

the trade.

London Fence Machine Co., London, Can.
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ESTABLISHED I860 .

RE *E0

ft/**
STOVE PIPE

INCORPORATED 1895

-»

Made in

Prices on Application
Steel— " Empire." Cast Iron— "Star.

Stove Pipes, Elbows, Stove Boards, Coal Hods, Fire Shovels, Lanterns, etc.

THE THOS. DAVIDSON MFG. CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.

Just the Weathcr^-^
The past week is the kind of weather that hustles people after Ice Cream Freezers.

And when they are in a hurry they don't want to be bothered examining half a dozen makes.

So they depend on their dealer's word, afterwards blaming him for a poor one or thanking
him for a good one.

Sell your cus'omers the

TRIPLE MOTION
WHITE MOUNTAIN
Sold only in Canada by the

and you are sure to win their thanks and future custom.

THE McCLARY MANUFACTURING CO.

London, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver, and St. John, N.B.

JAS B. CAMPBELL. WILLIAM PRATT.

THE ACME CAN WORKS
Manufacturers of

Paint and Color Cans, round and square. Varnish

and Oil Cans, Paint Irons, Paint

Packages, Lye Tins,

and every description of Tin or can required by the trade. Write us for

anything you need in our line. We will be pleased to quote you prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY
Ontario St. and Jeanne D' Arc Avenue, MONTREAL
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Whitewear Requisites .
Q

^jr<fne "Star" Fluting Iron

Made of best material.
-r a

Handsomely finished in Nickel Plate and Bronze.

The "Adams" Clothes Line Reel

Made of best grade Gray Iron, Japanned. Is the

strongest and most satisfactory clothes line reel in

the market to-day.

fWVWWVVWW/VWWVW

Manufactured by

A. R. WOODYATT & CO.,
GUELPH, CANADA.

SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

Kemp's Deluge Sprayers

will give your

customers

perfect satisfaction.

They are well made.

They will last.

They will do the work.

They are supplied with galvanized or copper reservoir, accord-

ing to the size of your customer's purse.

We will be pleased to tell you how little they cost.

Kemp Manufacturing Company, Toronto.
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THE HOLIDAY SEASON.

WHAT use should be made of the

holiday season ? Weather con-

ditions and the slackening of busi-

ness activity during July and August have

combined to make these months the natural

holiday season for practically all Canadian

business men except the fruiterer and re-

freshment vendors.

The wise merchant or clerk does not

treat his holidays merely as a time of relax-

ation from business, but recognizes in them

an opportunity for recuperation and possibly

'{enlargement.

The human body is like a large electrical

storage battery, and the summer holidays

should serve to charge the battery with

renewed power, which should energize and

invigorate him for another year's work.

Therefore the holidays, to be beneficial,

should be restful.

Primarily, holidays should be spent in

such a way as to be entirely outside the

ordinary groove of life. There is nothing

which so effectually prevents a merchant

from "falling into a rut" as to get com-

pletely away from his store and his work

for a fortnight or a month, and to spend his

time in such a way that business matters

shall occupy but little of his time, and that

little of a nature to make it possible for him

to criticize his own methods and compare

them with others.

Fortunately, every section of Canada is

blessed with quiet retreats beside a lake or

stream where a short season can be spent

enjoyably and peacefully. Close to almost

every town or city in the country is a resort

where many of the business men are able to

send their families for the summer and

where they can spend their evenings them-

selves. This is good ; the early retiring

and equally early rising constitute an excel-

lent antidote for nervous exhaustion. But

it is not enough. For at least two weeks

every merchant and clerk should be away

from the store—away in mind and body.

A COMMERCIAL CURRICULUM.

IN
the awakening that is taking place in

Canada in regard to the importance of

commercial education, it may be profit-

able for us to keep our eye on the methods

that are being employed by European

countries with a similar end in view, for we,

after all, are only following where they

have led in this important movement.

Germany is the centre of this movement

;

and from time to time we can gain a great

deal of information in regard to what is

going on there. Cologne has lately come

into prominence in this respect, through the

opening there on April 1 of a commercial

school which aims to be the best of its kind

in the world. It is the first of its kind in

Germany that has been started as a per-

fectly independent institution. Every kind

or sort of knowledge that can in any way be

used in commercial, banking or counting-

house life is to be taught in precise detail

and from a practical standpoint. The

school has attracted the attention of the

United States consuls in Germany, and it

has been the subject of some of the reports

which have been sent to the Government at

Washington.

The studies comprise : Science of com-

merce, knowledge of wares, chemical and

mechanical technology, commercial arith-

metic, bookkeeping and correspondence,

and exercises in foreign languages. The

order of study is :

First term—General political economy ; com-

mercial geography of the countries outside of

Europe ; civil law and colonial politics.

Second term—Commercial history up to 1800 ;

civil law ; tariff and transportation.

Third term—Agrarian and trade politics ; com-

mercial geography of Europe (including statistics);

commercial exchange and martime law ; trade and

social legislation.

Fourth term—Finances ; commercial history of

the 19th century ; international private law ; State

and Government law ; banking ; exchange, money

and credit.

A young man leaving the college well

grounded in these subjects would evidently,

provided he also possessed adaptation, be

well fortified for the struggle which a com-

mercial career entails. It seems to us that

there are at least parts of the course which

might be taken up by those who either have

not the time or the money to take a com-

mercial course in a university or college.
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AN INTERESTING TARIFF REVELATION.

MAN! interesting things might be

w lit i en in regard t" the influent e

unseen and unknown to the public

which are at the back of Parliamentary

measures if those who write could get

behind the cene more frequently than they

do.

' > t n - of the mosl famous Acts of the Dom-

inion Parliament was that of 1879 which

created a protective tariff on home indus-

tries. Everyone, of course, knows that it

the Government of Sir .John Macdonald

that introduced and carried the tariff

through the Bouse, but very few people

know the circumstances surrounding the

tarifl when it was in actual course of pre-

I

ui ;>l Kin.

Some time alter the return of Sir John

Macdonald to power on the platform of pro-

tection to native industries. The Canadian

Manufacturers' Association took a great

deal of interest in the tariff question, and

in pursuance of this interest a meeting of

the Association was held in Ottawa. The

President of the Association, a well-known

manufacturer in Toronto, had given the

question a good deal of consideration and

by the time the Association had convened

he had his plans ready. His suggestion was

to the effect that the members of each

branch of manufacturing industry should

nine to a separate room and there draft a

tariff consonant with its requirements.

This was done.

When those interested in the iron duty

submitted their draft to the meeting it was

found that pig iron had been left on the

live list. The President, although a large

user of pig iron and consequently interested

In keeping its price down, said in effect

Gentlemen, if we want to build up an

iron industry in this country, pig iron must,

lie protected. We must be fair. What we

want ourselves we must allow others."

At his suggestion those having in charge

the iron tariff retired and when the\

returned pig iron was on the dutiable list.

W Ion i he tariff, as dialled lo, the differ

eut interests was drawn up the President

was deputed to laj it before Sir Leonard

Tilley, the Finance Minister. " Mr. Tilley,''

he said, " there is a tariff which has been

carefully drawn up by men representing the

different manufacturing interests of thi

country. 1 would advise you to accept it as

it stands."

And the tariff that was introduced in Sir

I nard Tillev's budget speech of that year

was, with a tew alterations, the same as the

President of The Canadian Manufacturers'

Association had submitted to him. One of

the alterations was the elimination, how-

ever, of the pig iron from the dutiable list,

to which it was not restored until seven

years later.

MERCHANTS AND THE MINT.

CANADA'S having a mint of her own
forces into notice the question of

what changes it may bring in the

use of money.

The new mint will coin Canadian gold

coins—$2.50, $5 and $10 pieces. These will

be new additions to our money. We imagine

they will become very popular, and that the

demand for them will exceed expectations.

Paper money will continue, as before, to be

legal tender. But when people ask for gold,

and get to like it, the merchants will have

to ask the banks to give them a supply oi

gold lor change. To refuse it might offend

good customers. To have gold with which

to make change- will become a mark of a

store doing a high-class trade.

Now, if this taste for gold monev becomes

general, it will displace paper bills. Who
will be to blame V The Canadian Depart-

ment of Finance which issues the $2 and $1

notes, and the chartered banks which issue

the $5, $10 and other notes. These are

frequently dirty, offensive-looking, and by

no means a credit to the country. What

must be the opinion of a tourist from

abroad on receiving in change one of these

filthy bills '! What kind of advertisement

of Canada are they ?

Our paper is as good as gold any day.

Behind it is the credit of Canada which is

above par in the markets of the world.

Bills are for most people a more convenient

form of money than gold coin. But if

allowed to deteriorate in appearance, as it

has in the last few years, the result will be

to deprive it of its old popularity.

We have frequently called attention to this

long before a Canadian mint was spoken

of, and the Canadian banking authorities

have received the same advice from other

quarters, but clean bills are still the excep-

tion in this country. The authorities will

have themselves to thank if our new gold

coin displaces bills.

Years ago, when the smallpox scan' raged

in Central Canada, the < liit \ bills were

SOaked and sprinkled with disinfectants.

Thej reeked of carbolic and other ill smell

ing stuff. Mad the bills being called in and

clean ones issued this would not have been

necessary,

Canada does not keep its silver uionej in

as good a condition as it should be. Man\

of the coins are defaced and mutilated. This

should not be.

GALVANIZED SHEETS

The steady demand for galvanized sheets

has practically exhausted all stocks of

American sheets, and as the demand is

equal to the supply in the United States

where prices are fully ic. per lb. higher

than in this market, no shipments are being

received here from that country. United

States manufacturers state that they have

domestic orders so far ahead that thfywill

guarantee no deliveries here before October.

In the meantime, stocks of English

sheets, which had been greatly depleted

during the past few weeks, have been

increased by the arrival of several ship-

ments during the past week. As further

arrivals are expected, it is not likely there

will be a shortage of this stock, the price of

which remains firm at $4 50 for case lots

and $4.65 to #4.75 for less than case lots.

American galvanized sheets are not quoted.

EARLY CLOSING.

From one end of Canada to the other,

and in almost every kind of community,

from the small village to the principal

cities, there has been a general movement

in favor of uniform early closing during the

summer months. In most cases, the hard-

waremen have been party to the move-

ment ; in some instances, they have taken

the prominent part in locally agitating the

movement.

This movement should find favor with

hardwaremen everywhere, especially during

the hot summer months. There is virtually

no necessity for keeping hardware stores

open after 6 p.m., except possibly on

Saturday evenings. Granting the lack of

necessity, there should be enough of mutual

good-will among the hardwaremen in any

town to make workable an agreement to

close at a given hour.

PARIS GREEN ACTIVE.

The movement of paris green during June

has been so large and steady that the syc-

plus stocks, which at the beginning of the

season were extensive, have been rapidly

depleted, and both jobbers and manufac-

turers are talking of possible shortage.

The demand seems general, no section

being blessed (?) with more bugs than

others, yet all providing in the aggregate a

big consuming demand for paris green.

Prices are steady, and are not likely to be

changed.
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THE GURNEY COMPANY'S PICNIC.

NEARLY everything that successful

firms undertake appears to be

crowned with success. This is true,

at any rate, as far as the Gurney Foundry

Co., Limited, of Toronto, is concerned. In

its business everyone knows it is successful ;

in the annual excursion, which it gives its

em^J^es, success is again the characteristic

feature. This was demonstrated on Satur-

day last, when the firm's employes had an

excursion to Prospect Park, Oshawa.

It was the original intention to go to

Oshawa by the Argyle, and that, steamer

was chartered for the occasion, but, while

commercial concerns may propose, the

military authorities dispose, for about -^
o'clock on the afternoon preceding the day

of the excursion the firm was notified that,

as the Argyle had been ordered to report'at

the wharf at Niagara at 9 o'clock on Satur-

day morning toconvey a portion of the troops

home from camp there, she would be unable

to fill her contract with the Gurney firm.'''

Nothing daunted, recourse was at once

had to Mr. M. C. Dickson, district passen-

ger agent of the Grand Trunk Railway, and

that gentleman immediately relieved them

of their dilemma. He promised to have a

special train at the foot of Yonge street at

8.15 next morning, and, furthermore, to

have excursion tickets printed and in the

hands of the firm by the same time. All

his promises were complied with, and at

8.25 on Saturday morning a train of six

cars containing 400 passengers was speed-

ing towards Oshawa, which was reached a

little over an hour afterwards.

Mr. Edward Gurney, the president, and

Mr. T. B. Alcock, the secretary of the com-

pany, were on board, and during the whole

day were as solicitious for the welfare of the

excursionists as if they had been their own
children. In addition to the employes and
their friends there were a number of the

firm's customers on board the train.

Messrs. W. H. Carrick, vice-president and
manager, and W. C. Gurney were in Great

Britain, and could not, of course, be pre-

sent. And they were missed.

The weather was at times rather warm,
A, on the whole, was rather delightful, and

on arrival at the park each excursionist

sought the amusement or recreation which

suited him or her the b;st. And there was
such a variety that none needed to lack

means of entertainment. There was base-

ball and various forms of athletic sports
;

dancing in the pavilion and music, and, for

those who preferred to lounge, there was an
abundance of shade trees and seats for their

comfort.

Shortly after 7 o'clock the excursionists

again entrained, and, by 8.15, had reached

the city in safety, after having spent an

exceedingly pleasant day.

NOTES.

" There," said C. S. Williamson, one of

the firm's travellers, as the train swept past

Pickering station, "the train has not

stopped, and I sold a furnace here the

other day."

The 100 yards' race, open to employes

who had been with the firm 18 years or

over, had a number of competitors, but the

winner was old Ambrose Turner, a man of

76 years of age. It was the event of the

day.

CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.

MARLIN FIREARMS.

ONE of the most striking and, at the

same time, thoroughly practical

catalogues that has been received

by Hardware and Metal for some time

has just come to hand from the Marlin

Firearms Co. The striking feature of the

work is an exceedingly artistic reproduction

on the front cover of a full-blooded Indian

in native costume examining with evident

admiration one of the 1901 Marlin repeaters.

Shown in the background is the Indians'

wigwam and campfire. This cover is

printed in nine colors. The catalogue is

fully as useful inside as it is attractive out-

side. It is, like the 1900 catalogue, ar-

ranged in three sections. Part I. is designed

for the quick reference of dealers and ex-

perienced buyers who desire briefly detail re

Marlin arms, Part II. gives more detailed

information for general buyers. Part III.

comprises hints calculated to interest and

help shooters generally. There are alto-

gether over 120 pages in the book. It will

be sent to anyone mentioning Hardware
and Metal and sending 3c. in stamps to

The Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven,

Conn., U.S.A.

HEATING BY WARM AIR.

Such is the title of the latest advertising

production of the Gurney Foundry Co.,

Limited, Toronto, an illustrated catalogue

and price list of "Oxford" warm air and

combination furnaces. In addition to the

various lines of furnaces which they have

made for some time, this catalogue includes

a new line of warm air heaters, the " Ox-

ford 400 series," which is claimed to be

superior in both design and construction,

and exceptionally efficient and economical

in operation. Like most of the Gurney

advertising literature this catalogue is ppt

merely an illustrated price list, but is full of

detailed descriptions, practical hints and
general directions about setting furnaces,

etc. The illustrations of the various fur-

naces are thoroughly practical, sectional

views being presented in every case, show-
ing clearly the points of superiority claimed
for the "Oxford." In every respect this

catalogue is up to date and should be
secured by any of the trade who are

interested in heating. It can be had upon
application.

A SHOP BETTERMENT PLAN.

A CONSPICUOUS example of shop

betterment institutions in an

industry ordinarily considered

irremediably given over to grime and dis-

comfort and the severest tax upon the endur-

ance of operatives is, according to The Iron

Trade Lieview, tin; drop forging plant of a

Brooklyn, N.Y., firm. One of the lust of

the institutions started by this company is

the mutual aid society contributed t<> bj
the firm and the members—and every
employe may In; a member—providing
weekl) cash payments for tin.' sick and
immediate cash payments in case (if death.
A physician under salary attends sick mem-
bers and provides medicine without further
charge. None of the men who are mem-
bers of this society need pay doctors' bills,

medicine liills, or go without income in

time of sickness. Should any employe
leave who has been a member of the mutual
aid a year without receiving sick benefit, lie

is refunded one-half of all his payments.
The men make an annual contribution to
local hospitals and the firm gives an equal
amount, the total being the largest from
an\ plant in Brooklyn, for hospital work.
The men own their own tools, but the com-
pany insures these, asking in return the
service oi the men in the works fire depart-
ment.

The plan of giving prizes for suggestions
of improvement in methods is adopted, and
in a. given six months prizes of $50, $25,

$15, and $10 respectively were given. The
company some time ago, without any
motion by the men, put its works on a
nine hour day, with 10 hours' pay. The
'ml put has been rather increaseu than
diminished. Piece-work is the rule in some
departments. The company gives the piece-

workers the bench! of rapid work. The
reason is that the well-paid man cares for

machinery, since he loses by the time
required for repairs; nor does he wasp.

material. It, is found, also, since it is tic

rule of the' shop that the men replace bad
work and pay for the materials, that well-

paid men save in the item of imperfect
work, as well as in repairs, interest, fuel

and other ways.

The comment of the treasurer of the com-
pany, upon the work it has done in shop
betterments is that it pays. " It pays
because a man is more than a machine. It

pays because the rate of wages is not. the

ilini' factor in cost, but rather the rate of

production. A clean man produces more in

the long run than a dirty man. A well

informed man produces more than an ignor-

ant man . A justly treated man produces

more than one who is unjustly treated. A
contented man is a better and cheaper pro-

ducer than a discontented man. A well

paid man is a mine economical producer

than an ill-paid man."
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CANADIAN VS. UNITED STATES
PAINTS.

EDITOR '• Hardware and Metal "—

1

am a regular subscriber t" your verj

excellent publicat ion and read it \\ it h

interest everj

1 have just finished looking over youi

issue of June 22, on page 24 of which I

have read with much astonishment the

article headed " 'The supej j ol Can-

ad Paints."

It so glaringlj misrepresents the facts

t hat 1 fei l forced to an endi avor to coi rei I

i he false impra - ion it is meant to convej

.

I want to saj at t he start I hat I am -till

a good Canadian, proud of the countrj of

mj birth, and a loyal British subject.

Therefore, I greatlj dislike making anj

disparaging remarks regarding Canada or

Canadian industries. l'ait as a man with

business experience in both countries, and

interests still in both, I want to I"- fair

and sec fair )
>t:i\ all around.

I do nut know what paint factories Mr.

MunrO visited on this -ide, hut 1 do know
he could not have seen the principal ones

and truthfully say *' that none of them

compare with the one lie manages " in the

sense In- meant to convey. Neither could he

truthfully say " not onlj are tin- factories

here t in Canada I
better plants, but the

formulae are more scientific and the paints

and all finished materials infinitely better."

It is a fact known world-wide that the

United States is by far the greatest paint

market in the universe. It is not strange,

therefore, that paint-making should reach

the highest perfection here. It would be

stransre were it not so.

The very argument that Mr. Munro use-

to try and establish a reason for American
paints being inferior is the one that natur-

ally and satisfactorily explains the cause of

their acknowledged superiority. The fact

that the field is large is what excites and

creates competition. It is so in every line

the world over. Where the market is

largest there will always be found the

greatest competition. Competition enforces

stud;) and compels ever\ exertion towards
excellence. A manufacturer cannot hope to

succeed under such conditions except on
merit.

If Mi. Munro hail even a slight knowl-
edge of the real conditions over here he

would not be foolish enough to say "Amer-
ican manufacturers are not called upon to

evert themselves as are the Canadians. Thej
have a large field to cater to and they can

easily work up a satisfactory business. They
arc not called upon to studj and scheme
a- the manufacturers are on this side of the
line."

Mj company are on both side of the line,

and I want to sa \ to Canadian manufactur-
ers t he\ don't know what paint compel I

tion such as is engaged in over here is.

There is simply tit iparison. The Can-
adian market, to use a forcible slant;

expression, is a "cinch." compared with the
American. Canadian competition is keen.

I know that well enough. Over here, it's

intense; it's field'. Where our Canadian
a le men meet eight or < en compel it ors our
salesmen on this side have to i I III to

oil on a territory of the same size. The
comparison is similar to I :e where 10

compete, against one where inn compete. To
win against 99 means something. Against
nine it's ea \ .

The great difference in mj mind between
Canadian and American paint competition,

and I have thoughtfully observed the condi

lions, is (his. In Canada the manufac-

i ui ers 1 1\ to see how " cheap "
I hej can

make their paints ; in America thej

endeavor to see how good thej can make
To Saj that Canadian paint plants

He better than \mcrican is rank absurdity,
and must be attributed either to ignorance

oi prejudice.

With such a tremendous output as the

large American factories enjoj tnej are able

to introduce machinery-, equipment, method
and system that would be impossible in

UCh small plants as Canada affords. I

have been through the principal Canadian

pa mi fact < iries and t hrough t he leading

British factories, and am familiar with the

ortani fai 1 1 n tes on t his side. Thei i
i

simply do fair comparison between them.

It's like comparing a river steamer with an
ocean greyhound.

If the Canadian paint makers would give

up all this silly, useless "guff" about the

mi iieiiiv of American paints which 1 ire

quentlj see in certain Canadian papers, anc"

gei down to g I business sense and maki
a paint equal to the American, and such a>

the people want, they would make sonic

substant ial headway .

Canadians are not fools. They are 110 more
easily fooled than Americans. They know
as quicklj as anj people on earth when thej
eel a dollar's worth and when they don i

It's an insult to their intelligence to sup-

pose they will buj American paints at an

advance of 25 per cent if thej arc not worth
n.

Canada wants good paint, just as 2 1 <

this countrj demands. It was a firm belief

in this fact that influenced me to induce

The Sherwin-Williams Company to join me
in supplying such a demand. The fact thai

every day since we began making paint in

Canada our trade has increased, and
increased largely, proves we were right. We
have succeeded beyond my most sanguine
hopes. We have succeeded because we
deserved to—because we give the greatest

value for a dollar of any one in the busi-

ness. We solicit trade only on these

grounds.

WALTEB II. COTTI NC II AM.

A Canadian Paint-Maker.

Cleveland, 0., June 25, 1001.

THE EARLY-CLOSING MOVEMENT.
The early-closing by-law recentb' "8

by New Westminster, B.C.. and which w cm
into force a few days ago, enacts that all

-lores and business places throughout the
city must be closed in the evening as
follows: Men's furnishings, clothins", boot.-,

and shoes, dry goods, hardware. "TOCericS.

furniture or jewelerj stoic-, not later than
(i p.m. ; butcher simps, (i.lill p.m. ; book-
sellers oi- stationers, 7. .'In p.m.

; and barber
shops. 8 p.m. On Saturdays and other
days preceding holidays, 10.30 p.m. will be
the closing hour for all except barbershops,
which will have till midnight, Exceptions
arc also provided for exhibition and Christ-
mas weeks.

At a largelj at I ende< I meet inn ,,f The
lo'tail Merchants' Association, of St.
I'liomas, Out., a resolul ion was p
unanimously thai if a by-law be passed b\
i lm oitj council regulat ing the hour foi

closing on Saturday nights, that the horn
he lii o'clock. \ committee was also
appoint ed to secure signal urcs to an aoree
ment to close stores Wedne daj afternoon
durine' July and August, commenoino the
econd week in Julj

The merchants in Winchester. Out have
agreed to close their places of business on

Tuesdaj and Friday evenings of each week
ai 7 o'clock. A by-law to enforce the

agreement will be introduced at the next

meeting of the council. In the meantime
the stores and shops will commence their

early closing to-morrow ( Friday ) evening.

The merchants of Spring-field, N.S., have

agreed to close their stores on Wednesday
afternoons during July, August and Sep-
t e n 1 1 ier.

TROUSER OR SKIRT HOLDER.

Rice Lewis & Son, Limited, are "Sowing

a cheap and effective trousers or skirt holder,

which can be retailed, if necessary, as low

as ioc. each, although usually such goods

command a much higher price. Cuts of

same are herewith shown.

BACK FROM THE COAST.

Mr. H. Sapery, manager of the Syracuse

Smelting Works, Montreal, has just arrived

from an extended trip of three months to

the Pacific Coast and San Francisco, and

reports the condition of affairs good.

WIRE NAILS,
TACKS
WIRE

Prompt Shipment!

The ONTARIO TACK CO.
Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
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BUSINESS CHANGES.

DIFFICULTIES, ASSIGNMENTS, COM-
PROMISES.

E
FORREST & CO., general merchants,

Ste. Anne de Bcaupre, Que., have

• assigned, anil V. E. Paradis has

been appointed provisional guardian.

Hector Leblanc, hardware dealer, Hull.

Que., has assigned to Lamarche & Benoit.

Joseph Morneault, sawmiller, Notre Dame
du Lac, Que., is offering 40c. on the dollar.

Ttejk creditors oi J!. W. Richardson, gen-

eral merchant, Hartland, N.B., meet to-day.

Geo. M. Dalglish, match manufacturer.
Hull, Que., has assigned to A. 1

J
. Mutch-

more.

Charles Lindsay, general merchant, Rober-
val, Que., has compromised at 5Uc. on the

dollar.

E. J . Belanger, general merchant, Port-

neul' ( Saguenav I. Que., is offering to com-
promise.

Mrs. Octave Beaudet, general merchant
and grocer, St. Pierre les Becquets, Oue..

has assigned.

PARTNERSHIPS FORMED AND
DISSOLVED.

Johnson & McPhail, hardware dealers,

Vancouver, B.C., have dissolved.

A. Durocher & Sancartier, carriage mak-
ers, etc., Montreal, have dissolved.

Joseph, James and Herbert Robb have
registered partnership, dating from June
3, under the style of Robb <fc Sons, machin-
ists, Pictou, N.S.

SALES MADE AND PENDING.

The assets of Wilfrid Renouf, foundryman,
Trois Pistoles, Que., have been sold.

Moore & Davis, general merchants, Prince
Albert, N.W.T., are reported to be selling

out.

James Hyslop, general merchant, Cro-
marty, Ont., is advertising his business for

sale.

The assets of A. Cote & Fils, general

merchants, St. Fabien, Que., have been
sold.

The stock of H. A. Big ham, general mer-
chant, Culloden, Ont., is advertised for sale

by auction.

The stock, etc., of the estate of A. E.
Chandler, general merchant, Plumas, Man.,
has been sold by auction.

The stock of the estate of Annie L. Gra-
ham, general merchant, Ouvry, Ont., is

advertised lor sale by tenuer.

The stock of Thompson & Lahey, freneral

merchants, Penetanguishene, Ont., which
was valued at $4,300 has been sold at 76c.

on the dollar.

CHANGES.
A

I
ph. Audet has opened a general store at

Shawenegan Falls, Que.

John W. Peck, general merchant, Kars-
.iale, N.S., has given up business and -one
to Boston, Mass.

Mrs. M. Shields, general merchant, Lynd-
hurst. Ont., has removed to Osgoode Sta-
tion.

A. D. McLean, general merchant, Sydney,
N.S., has been succeeded by Neil H. Mc-
Lean.

C. H. Smith, hardware and stove dealer.

etc.. Listowel, Ont., has sold out to Geo.
Zilliax, jr.

Crysler & Stratton, general merchants.
Delhi, Ont., have been succeeded bv E. D.

Heath & Co.

S-

CJ^flkW
of the Sherwin-Williams Paint lives up to to its reputation.

Our factory system is such that we get uniformly good

quality in every batch of paint we make. There's no

variation.

This fact is worth a great deal to the dealer and to his

customers. It gives them a paint to depend on. It gives

the dealer confidence in selling—he knows that the use

of S.-W.P. will bear out what he says about it. It gives

the customer the assurance of good results every time—no

risks—every part of his building uniformly painted. .

This is one of the many reasons why you should be

selling THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT.

The Sherwin-Williams Co.

CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS.
CLEVELAND.

NEWARK, BOSTON, SAN FRANCISCO.
MONTREAL, TORONTO, KANSAS CITY.

Isaac Villeneuve, carriage aker, Fallow-

field, Ont., is about giving up business.

Murphy, Brown & Co., hardware dealers,

Carberry, Man., have opened a branch at

Wellwood, Man.

Mrs. M. A. Hilton has retired from The
Boyce Carriage Company. Winnipeg, and

Edward Boyce continues.

Mrs. W. R. Lefebvre has registered as pro-

prietress of W. R. Lefebvre & Co., lumber
dealers, etc., Waterloo, Ont.

F. X. Charbonneau, general merchant,

etc.. Notre Dame de la Sallette, Que is

removing to Ferme Neuve.

Mrs. S. Cartier has registered as pro-

prietress of S. Cartier & Co., coal and

wood dealers, St. Henri de Montreal, Que.

DEATHS.
Moses E. Rice, general merchant. Bear

River, N.S., is dead.

J. L. Pruneau, general merchant. St.

George east, Que., is dead.

BRITISH VS. UNITED STATES
LOCOMOTIVE*.

Gradually the truth is coming out about

the relative merits of British and American
locomotives. The Midland Railway saved

£400 apiece on the initial price of the

American engines ordered about the time of

the engineering strike at home ; but these

locomotives cost 20] -4 per cent, more for

fuel, 50 per cent, more for oil, and 60 per

cent, more for repairs than similar engines

built in this country. That seems pretty

well to settle the question.—Financial News,
London,

PHOENIX, B.C., TRADE NOTES.
Phoenix, June 14, J 901.

Morrin, Thompson & Co., general mer-
chants have completed the moving of their

old store to the rear end of the lot, where
it will be used as a warehouse, connecting
with the second storey of the new building
which they purpose erecting in the near
future. As soon as completed the stock
now in the building on Ironside avenue will

be placed on the shelves and the new build-

ing will be connected with the store they
are now doing business in on the corner of

Dominion avenue and Phoenix street.

Mr. A. H. Rumberger ( late of Houtzdale,
Penn. ), who has had wide experience in the
business has taken charge of the hardware
department, and Mr. 1. Crawford, late with
Cholditchfe Co., has taken charge of the
office.

When all is completed Morrin, Thompson
& Co. will have a neat and well-equipped
grocery and hardware store, for which they
deserve credit.

Mr. Thos. Hardy, proprietor of " The
People's Cash Store," purposes erecting a
new building on Dominion avenue almost
immediately. If we can judge by appear-

ances and Mr. Hardy's increasing business,

the cash system succeeds as well in a min-
ing camp as anywhere else.

Mr. L. Y. Birnie, late with Morrin,

Thompson & Co., has accepted a similar

position, though somewhat better, with The
Hunter-Kendrick Co., Limited, of this

place. He has charge of the hardware

department.
SUBSCRIBER.
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STEEL RANGE PRICES.

TIIK impression appears to prevaU in

at least u portion of the trade thai

prices of steel ranges should be

reduced, because the tendencj of some items
"i cos) has recently been downward. Those
Who take this view of steel inline prices are

ii"! thoroughlj conversant with the general

situation. Vcrj little change has been made
in the price of tuny material entering into
i he construction of steel ranges for ome
time, with the exception <>t' steel sheel and
asbestos. Prices of these, however, afford
no encouragemenl t" those \\h" are looking

for lower prices nt ranges. On the contrary,

if the sheel steel and asbestos situation
sluiuM be taken as governing market con
ditions, the prices of steel ranees should be
advanced. Sheets are ver) much higher than
hist fall, anil fully as high as at the curies

ponding time last year. The advance ovei

last tail's prices is at least 87 per ton, and
in some eairjes it is still higher. The per

centagc of advance in this item of cost is

about 12 1-2. Asbestos, also, is much
dearer than it was. It will therefore I"

~eeii that tile cost , ,f the leading items in

the production of steel ranges would justify

it decided advance in price over those of last

fall.

This, however, does not present the entire

situation. Sheets have for some time been
in such short supply that many manufactur-
ers have been put to serious inconvenience.

They have frequently been unable to run
their Factories to full capacity, simpl\
because it was not possible to secure deliver-

ies according to the terms of the contracts.

This necessarily interfered with the smooth
running of factories and added to the cost

"I construction. At present it seems out of

the question to expect lower prices foi

sheets, as the mills are not only crowded
with work, but the trade is faced with the

strong probability of a general shutdown
after duly I, to await the adjustment of

ua'jes for the coming year. It is to be
hoped that the sheet manufacturers will In:

able to secure a settlement with their work
men in shorter time than last summer,
when, it will lie remembered, nearlj three
months elapsed from the time the mills

closed down until t In- scale for the new year
was signed and the mills could he started.

If by any disagreement a long stoppage
should take place this summer, sheets will

lie still scarcer in the fall and prices will

certainly he prevented from going anj
lower.—Metal Worker.

THE NEW PARTNER.

There is an old gentleman in Detroit who
might be called Peace, so gentle is his
nature and so deficient is he in comhative-
ness. He has been greatly imposed upon
be some an enough to lake advantage of

his disposition. Recently he took a part-
ner in. his son, a strapping young fellow.
who pulled in the " varsity " crew and was
the all round athelcte of his class.
" Is this Peace ? " he was asked the other

day when he answered the telephone. If

wiis. " Well sir, J got your impudent
letter. That stuff J sold you was just
what I said it was and just what you
agreed to pay for it. What do you mean
bj telling me I sent you an inferior grade
of goods ?

"

I think you did." And the lusts
youth purposely weakened his voice

" What , you old shrimp ! You dare
accuse me of rascality ! I'll lie down I lien

inside of half tin hour, and if you don't
apologize and then settle, I'll use you foi B

club to wreck the office. I 11 show you !

"

And the roar would have terrified the timid
old -cut leman

\ oung I 'eace -•>' hie fat hei t o go and ee

al I0U( some stal ioners for t he new fira

a table and a few chairs against the [rails

and then waited. The bully came big

red, noisy and abusive. I or about a

minute he had vague thoughts of a wind-
mill, a freight train and an earthauaKe in

conjunction. When the old gentleman

returned, everything looked natural except

the grinning office boy and the trembling

credit or.
" Mr. Peace," said the terror tamely,

" I'm sorry I did not send the goods you
ordered. I'll take them off your hands, or

\ an pa\ me what you think is right."

Detroil Free Press.

A COMMERCIAL STANDARD
is a value established by a product that has. achieved a reputation above others. It's a criterion by
which other products are, or may be, judged.- lake, lor instance, the

a-"^

IVER JOHNSON SINGLE GUN.
It's uni^rsally recogn'zed as a

SINGLE GUN ST^NDAWl) OF EXCELLENCE.
J*

I
improved .900 Model. I

Semi-Hammerless. >C£itomatic Ejector. Trigger Action.
12 and 16 Gauge, 30 and 82 inch parrel. Ejector or Non-Ejector at Option ol" User.

Sold Everywhere by Leading Dealers. Send for Catalogue.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works,
Branches—New York- 99 Chambers St.

Boston 165 Washington St.
Worcester—364 Main St.

FITCHBURG, Mass.

Have you investigated the merits of-

BOECKH'S
Adjustable

TABLES ?
They will

enable you to make attractive

displays, with very little work.

They are handsomely finished and are an ornament to

any store.

Write for Illustrated Booklet and Price List.

t

Boeckh Bros. & Company,
80 York St., TORONTO.
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H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO.
ONLY

WHOLESALE 37-39 Front Street West, Toronto.

HARVEST TOOLS
WHOLESALE

ONLY

I—awn, Grass, and Cradle Scythes.

Snaths.

Hay Forks

Manure Forks

Spading Forks

Hay Forks

Straw Forks

Barley Forks

lay Rakes.
Wood and Iron Bows.

Grain Cradles.
With and without Scythes.

Emery Knife
Sharpeners.

WE SHIP
PROMPTLY

mery Stones. Scythe Stones.
We have a full stock of Harvest Tools.

H. S. HOWLAND, SONS & CO., Toronto.
Graham Wire and Cat Nails are the Best.

Factory: Dufferin Street, Toronto.

OUR PRICES
ARE RIGHT
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QUEBEC MARKETS
Montreal, June 28, 1901.

HARDWARE.

IN
spite of the intense heat of the past

week, business has not suffered ap-

preciably. The mills have now about

caught up with their barb wire orders, and

next week the wholesalers will be able to

ship from stock. Previous to the meeting

of the wire nail manufacturers in St. John

on Tuesday, there were some rumors that

the price would be ratsed. They proved

unfounded, as the price remains unaltered.

There is still reported a scarcity of wire

nails, the mills not having caught up with

the brisk demand that set in this spring.

The long shut-down when the water was out

of the canal, coupled with the inability to

secure quick shipments of wire rods, have

been sources of annoyance to the rolling

mills. The scarcity of wringers and washing

machines is still felt, and the manufacturers

say that they are weeks behind. Outside

of these facts the market presents little that

is new. Although business is not rushing

just now, dealers expect to see affairs take a

better turn when the bountiful harvest

promised us has been husbanded.

Barb Wire — The manufacturers have

pretty well come up with their orders, and

wholesalers expect to have stocks next

week from which they will be able to fill

new orders. The price is $3. 05 per 100

lb. f.o.b. Montreal.

Galvanized Wire — The demand is

hardly as brisk as it was, yet there is still a fair

inquiry reported. Goods are now more

plentiful. We quote as follows: No. 5,54.25;

Nos. 6, 7 and 8 gauge, $3. 55; No. 9, $3.10;

No. 10, 53.75 ; No. 11, 53.85 ; No. 12,

53.25; No. 13, 53-35: No - J 4. 54-25; No.

15. 54-75; No. 16. 5S-

Smooth Steel Wire—A steady trade is

being done in oiled and annealed. We
quote oiled and annealed as follows : No.

9, 52.80; No. 10, 52.87; No. 11, 52.90; No.

12, 52.95; No. 13, 5315 per 100 lb. f.o.b.

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, London, St.

John and Halifax.

Fine Steel Wire—The regular trade

is passing at 17^ per cent, off the list.

Brass and Copper Wire— Prices are

steady at 55 and i% per cent, on brass,

and 50 and 2^ per cent, on copper. **

Fence Staples—These goods keep going

out. We quote: 53.25 for bright, and 53.75

for galvanized, per keg of 100 lb.

Wire Nails — The scarcity of wire nails

continues to be felt quite keenly. The

manufacturers held a meeting at St. John,

N.B., on Tuesday, but no change was made

in the price. The situation, however, is

firm. We quote as follows : 52.85 for

small lots and 52.77 j£ for carlots, f.o.b.

Montreal, London, Toronto, Hamilton and

Gananoque.

Cut Nails — The demand is rather

slow, although shingle nails have been in

good request. We quote: 52.35 for small

and 52.25 for carlots ; flour barrel nails, 25

per cent, discount ; coopers' nails, 30 per

cent, discount.

Horse Nails—There is not a great deal

doing in this line just now. Discounts are

Camping

and

Summer

Cottage

Outfits.
BUILT UP. IS NESTABLE. JAPANNED ICE CHEST.

Just now the summer campers are preparing for a couple of months' outing.

This gives the live merchant an opportunity (only comes once a year) to push camping utensils.

We make everything required by the camper.
Sheet Steel Cook Stoves for the tented camper, Small Cast Iron Cook Stoves for the cottager,

and Ice Chests, etc., for both.

We can fill promptly any number of rush orders.

See our catalogue or write for full particulars of all lines.

BETURNBO

M M
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER AND

TOT 13 190f
ST. JOHN, N.B.
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THE PAGE-HER8EY

IRON & TUBE 00.
-Limited

Montreal
Manufacturers of j

Wrought Iron Pipe
For Water, Gas, Steam, Oil,

Ammonia and Machinery.

DRAIN PIPES,

PORTLAND CEMENTS,
FIRE BRICKS AND CLAY
SILICA AND MAGNESIA

BRICKS,
with specially prepared mortar.

Contractors' and Founders'

Supplies.

F. HYDE & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST., MONTREAL

. . FULL STOCK

Salt Glazed Vitrified

Double Strength Culvert Pipe

a Specialty.

» CANADIAN SEWER PIPE CO.
HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT.

ST. JOHNS, QUE.

Deseronto Iron Co.
LIMITED

DESERONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Charcoal Pig Iron
BRAND "DESERONTO."

Especially adapted tor Car Wheels, Malleable
Castings, Boiler Tubes, Engine Cylinders, Hy-
draulic and other Machinery where great strength
Is required ; Strong, High Silicon Iron, for Foundry
Purposes.

unchanged. " C" brand is held at a dis-

count of 50 and 7*4 per cent, off the new

list. " M " brand quoted at 60 per cent,

off old list on oval and city head and 66%,

per cent, off countersunk head. Monarch's

discount is 66% per cent., and 70 per cent,

in 25 box lots.

Horseshoes — The horseshoe market is

featureless. We quote as follows : Iron

shoes, light and medium pattern, No.

2 and larger, #3.50; No. 1 and smaller,

$3.75 ; snow shoes, No. 2 and larger,

$3.75 ; No. 1 and smaller, $4.00 ; X L
steel shoes, all sizes, 1 to 5, No. 2 and

larger, $3.60; No. 1 and smaller, $3.85 ;

feather-weight, all sizes, $4.85; toe weight

steel shoes, all sizes, $5.95 f.o.b. Montreal;

f.o.b. Hamilton, London and Guelph, 10c.

extra.

Poultry Netting—The demand is slow;

if it were brisk there would not be enough

goods to supply it. Stocks are very light.

We quote 50 and 10 per cent, off list A and

50 and 5 per cent, off lists B, C and D.

Green Wire Cloth—There is a con-

tinued active demand for screen cloths, in-

tensified by this hot weather. The price is

$1-35-

Screen Doors and Windows — A
good business is also being done in screens.

We quote as follows : Screen doors, plain

cherry finish, $7.30 per doz.; do. fancy,

$11.50 per doz.; walnut, $7.30 per doz.,

and yellow, $7.45; windows, $2.25 to $3. 50

per doz.

Screws—Prices are steady as also is the

demand. Discounts are : Flat head

bright, 87 j£ and 10 per cent, off list;

round head bright, 82^ and 10 percent.;

flat head brass, 80 and 10 per cent.; round

head brass, 75 and 10 per cent.

Bolts — Dealers report that the de-

mand for bolts has been good this

season and is well maintained. Discounts

are as follows : Norway carriage bolts,

65 per cent. ; common, 60 per cent.;

machine bolts, 60 per cent. ; coach screws,

70 per cent. ; sleigh shoe bolts, 72 % per

cent.; blank bolts, 70 per cent.; bolt ends,

62 }i percent.; plough bolts, 60 percent.;

tire bolts, 67^ per cent.; stove bolts, 67%
per cent. To any retailer an extra discount

of 5 per cent, is allowed. Nuts, square, 4c.

per lb. off list ; hexagon nuts, 4XC - per lb.

off list. To all retailers an extra discount of

#c. per lb. is allowed.

Building Paper—A good inquiry has

been felt this week. We quote as follows:

Tarred felt, $1.70 per 100 lb.; 2-ply ready

roofing, 80c. per roll
;
3-ply, $1.05 per roll;

carpet felt, $2.25 per 100 lb.; dry sheath-

ingi 3oc - Per roll ; tar sheathing, 40c.

per roll ; dry fibre, 50c. per oil tarred fibre,

60c. per roll ; O.K. and I.X.L., 65c. per

Bar,

Hoop,

Sheet,STEEL
Plates,

Angles,

Shapes

FOR PROnPT I/IPORT AT
LOWEST PRICES.

Sanderson's Tool Steel

In Stock at Montreal.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.
MONTREAL.

IRON AND
BRASS

Pumps
Force, Lift and Cistern

Hand and Power.

For all duties. We can
supply your wants with
—quality the best and
prices right. Catalogues
and full information for a
request.

THE B, MeDOUGALL CO., Limited
Manufacturers, Gait, Canada.

ADAM HOPE & CO.
Hamilton, Ont.

We nave in stock

PIG TIN
INGOT COPPER
LAKE COPPER

PIG- LEAD
SPELTER
ANTIMONY

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

Nova Scotia Steel Go.
Limited

NEW GLASGOW, N.S.

Manufacturers of

Ferrona Pig Iron

And SIEMENS MARTIN

Open Hearth Steel
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astilite Varnish
For inside, for outside, for buildings,

for carriages, for front doors, for boats,

for furniture, for bathrooms, for anything
and everything to be beautified or pre-

served by varnishing.

Why carry a stock of five or six dif-

ferent lines of varnish when ELASTILITE
will fill the bill for them all ?

Put up in \ pints to i gallon sealed

with our Brass Cap.

THIS IS WHAT A CUSTOMER SAYS ABOUT ELASTILITE

:

"When once tried, when in need of more varnish

my customers usually ask for the same as they had bought

from me before."

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

H! Imperial Varnish k Color Co.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA.
LIMITED

Binder Twine Binder Twine

The John Bowman .

Hardware & Coal Co.,

London, Ont.

Write us for close prices on

best quality American

Binder Twine.

Binder Twine Binder Twine

roll ; heavy straw sheathing, $28 per ton ;

slaters' felt, 50c. per roll.

Rivets and Burrs—There is nothing new

to report. Discounts on best iron rivets,

section, carriage, and wagon box, black

rivets, tinned do., coopers' rivets and

tinned swedes rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.

;

swedes iron burrs are quoted at 55 per

cent, off ; copper rivets, 35 and 5 per cent,

off; and coppered iron rivets and burrs,

in 5-lb. carton boxes, are quoted at 60

and id per cent, off list.

Binder Twine—There is fairly good de-

mand for binder twine at the moment.

Prices are firm. We quote : Blue Ribbon,

ii^c. ; Red Cap, q^c. ; Tiger, 8#c;
Golden Crown, 8c; Sisal, 8^c.

Cordage—Dealers find a ready sale for

all kinds of cordage. Manila is worth I3>£c

per lb. for 716 and larger ; sisal brings 10c.

and lath-yarn, 10c.

Harvest Tools—The demand is only

fair. The discount is 50, 10 and 5 per

cent.

Spades and Shovels—A small business

is passing. The discount is 40 and 5 per

cent.

Lawn Mowers—The trade in this line

has rather slackened. We quote : High

wheel, 50 and 5 per cent, f.o.b. Montreal
;

low wheel, in all sizes, $2 75 each net
;

high wheel, n-inch, 30 per cent. off.

Firebricks— Business is of small pro-

portions. We quote : Scotch at 317.5010

522 and English at $17 to $21 per 1,000

ex wharf.

Cement—The bulk of the business is

confined to foreign cement. We quote :

German cement, $2.35 to $2.50; English,

$2. 25 to $2.35 ; Belgian, 51.70 to $1.95

per bbl. ex wharf, and American, $2.30 to

52.45, ex cars.

METALS.
The metal market is steady and firm.

The arrivals coming to this market are

rather small, and the market continues to

be lightly supplied. The demand from the

country is moderate, and prices are steady.

Pig Iron—The market for this article is

rather dull at the moment. No. 1 Canadian

is worth about $18 per ton, and Summerlee

$20.50 to 521 ex wharf.

Bar Iron—Bar iron is steady to firm at

$1.75 to 51.80 for merchants' bar and 52

for horseshoe.

Black Sheets—Some firms are cleaned

out. Prices are steady. We quote : 8 to

16 gauge, 5 2 -5° to 52.60; 26 gauge, 52.55

to 52 65, and 28 gauge, 52.60 to 52 70.

Galvanized Iron — Good sales are

reported at firm prices. We quote as

follows: No. 28 Queen's. Head, 5450;
Apollo, 103^ oz., 54-5Q. and Comet, 54 .30,

with a ioc. reduction for case lots.

Copper—There has been a small demand

at 18 to i8^c.

Ingot Tin— Lamb and Flag is worth 33

to 34c.

Lead—Steady at 53-7° to 53 80.

Lead Pipe—There is no change. Busi-

ness is fairly brisk. We quote : 7c. for

ordinary and 7 'Ac. for composition waste,

with 30 per cent. off.

Iron Pipe — The market maintains its

firmness. We quote : Black pipe, % , 53

per 100 ft.; #. 53 ; ^.$3<>5; tf, $3-3<>;

i-in., 54-75 1 1 H> J6.45 ; i#. $7-75;

2-in. 510.35. Galvanized, #, 54-6o; % ,

55.25; 1 in., 57-5°: I /4. $9- 8° '.
1 '^>

511.75 ; 2-in., 516.

Tinplates—The prices of tinplatesareon

the upward trend. The demand is at

present quite strong. We quote : Coke

plates, $3 75 to 54; charcoal, 5425^0
54.50 ; extra quality, 55 to $5. 10.

Canada Plate—Canada plate is still

rather scarce, and the demand for small

lots is active. We quote.: 52's, 52.55

to 52.60 ; 60' s, 52.65 to 52.70; 75's, 52.70

to 52.80; full polished, 53- 'o, and galvan-

ized, 54-

Steel—Unchanged. We quote : Sleigh-

shoe, 5i-95 ; tire, 52 ; bar, $1.95; spring,

52.75 ; machinery, 52 75, and toe-calk,

52.50.
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Sheet Steel—We quote : Nos. 22 and

24, $3. and Nos. 18 and 20, $2.85.

Tool Steel— Black Diamond, 8c. and

Jessop's, 13c.

Terne Plates—Supplies are none too

plentiful. The jobbing price is $7 50.

Coil Chain — There is no change

to report. Trade is quiet. We quote

as follows: No. 6, nj^c.; No. 5, 10c;

No. 4, Qj£c. ; No. 3, 9c.
;
# -inch,

?S& Per lb-
> S- l 6> $4 8 5 '. 5-16 exact,

$5-3^>; H. $4 4o; 7-16, $4.20; >£, $3-95;

9-16, $3.85; #, $3.55; y, $3.45 ; yit
S3. 40 ; i-in., $3.35. In carload lots an

allowance of 10c. is made.

Sheet Zinc—The market is firm since

the recent advance in England, but dealers

have not taken full advantage of the rise.

The selling figure is $5 75 to $6 25.

Antimony— Quiet, at 10c.

Zinc Spelter— Is worth 5c.

Solder—We quote : Bar solder, 18 Jfc;

wire solder, 20c.

GLASS.
Trade is fairly brisk. We quote as fol-

lows : First break, J2.10; second, $2.20

for 50 feet ; first break, 100 feet, $3.90 ;

second, $4.10; third, $4.60; fourth, $4.85;

fifth, $5.35 ; sixth, $5.85, and seventh,

86.35.

PAINTS AND OILS.

June business is decidedly brisk, and no.

a complaint from the manufacturers do we

hear. Turpentine is steady at the rise.

Linseed oil is firming up on forward quota-

tions, which was not expected by the trade.

Paris green is in excellent demand, and

stocks are running low. We quote :

White Lead—Best brands, Government

standard, $6.25 ; No. 1, $5.87^ ; No. 2,

85.50 ; No. 3, $5.12^, and No. 4, $4.75

all f.o.b. Montreal. Terms, 3 per cent, cash

or four months.

Dry White Lead— 85.25 in casks
;

kegs, 85.50.

Red Lead — Casks, 8500; in kegs,

85.25.

Dry White Zinc—Pure, dry, 6#c; No.

!. 5% c -'< in oil, pure, 7'/c; No. 1, 6^c.;

No. 2, 5X C -

Putty—We quote : Bulk, in barrels.81.90

per 100 lb.; bulk, in less quantity, $2. 05 ;

bladders, in barrels, 82.10 ; bladders, in

,,
100 or 200 lb. kegs or boxes, 82.25; in tins,

$2.55 to 8265 ; in less than 100-lb. lots,

$3 f.o.b. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, London and Guelph. Maritime

Provinces 10c. higher, f.o.b. St. John and

Halifax.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 80c. ; boiled, 83c,

in 5 to 9 bbls., ic. less, 10 to 20 bbl. lots,

open, net cash, plus 2c. for 4 months.

Delivered anywhere in Ontario between

Montreal and Oihawaat 2c. per gal. advance

and freight allowed.

Turpentine—Single bbls., 55c; 2 to 4

bbls., 54c; 5 bbls. and over, open terms,

the same terms as linseed oil.

Mixed Paints—$1 .20 to $1.45 per gal.

Castor Oil—8^ to 9J^c. in wholesale

lots, and y^a. additional for small lots.

Seal Oil—47 >£ to 49c.

Cod Oil—32^ to 35c.

Naval Stores — We quote : Resins,

$2 .75 to 84 50, as to brand ; coal tar, 83 25

to 83 75 ; cotton waste, 4^ to $H C - f°r

colored, and 6 to 7%c. for white ; oakum,

5^ to d)/z c., and cotton oakum, 10 to lie.

Paris Green—Petroleum barrels, i6|4'c.

per lb. ; arsenic kegs, 17c; 50 and 100-

lb. drums, 17 %c. ; 25-lb. drums, 18c; i-lb-

packages. i8^c; J^-lb. packages, 2oj£c;

lib. tins, I9j£c; "^ -lb. tins, 2i^c. f.o.b.

Montreal; terms 3 percent. 30 days, or four

months from date of delivery.

SCRAP METALS.
There is no important change to report in

this market, which continues active. Dealers

are now paying the following prices in

the country : Heavy copper and wire, 13

to i3J^c. per lb.; light copper, 12c; heavy

brass, 12c; heavy yellow, 8^ to 9c; light

brass, 6% to 7c; lead, 2% to2^c. per lb.;

zinc, 2% to 2^c; iron, No. 1 wrought, $14

to $16 per gross ton f.o.c. Montreal; No. 5

cast, 813 to 814; stove plate, 88 to $9; light

iron, No. 2, 84 a ton ; malleable and steel,

$4; rags, country, 60 to 70c. per 100 lb. ; old

rubbers, 7 l4c per lb.

HIDES.
Hides are steady at the advance quoted

last week. The demand from tanners is

active and prices are firm. We quote

:

Light hides, 7c. for No. 1; 6c. for No. 2,

and 5c. for No. 3. Lambskins, 15c; sheep-

skins, 90c. to $1 ; calfskins, 10c. for No.

1 and 8c. for No. 2.

ONTARIO MARKETS.
Toronto, June 28, 1901.

HARDWARE.

THERE has been a great deal of ship-

ping from Toronto during the past

week, business being largely of a

sorting-up nature, principally in harvest

tools, screen doors and windows, poultry

netting and fence wires. There has been

an excellent demand for cut shingle nails

and wire nails of all sizes. Jobbers, as well

as manufacturers, are experiencing difficulty

in filling orders in several iizes of nails.

There is a good movement in building

paper, cement, tar, pitch, etc., as building

operations seem to be active in all parts of

the country. The demand for rope in sizes

suitable for hay-fork purposes is excellent.

There is a good trade in ice cream freezers,

also in oil stoves. The only change in

prices during the week is an advance of 10c.

per keg in cut nails.

Our Sheet

Metal Fronts
Offer you splendid improvement, at
small cost, for any style of building.

We make them complete, to suit

any sized or shaped structure— the
entire metal finish including door and
window caps, cornices, etc.—in a great
variety of styles.

They give a very handsome effect,

and enduring-, practical satisfaction.

We give estimates if you send
measurements and outline ot the build-

ing.

Think it over.

MeteJlic R.oofing Co.
Limited,

Wholesale Manufacturers,

Toronto* Canada.

Barb Wire—The local market is bare

of stock, but some shipments are expected

to arrive during the next few da>s. There

is a steady demand, with prices unchanged.

We quote $3 05 per 100 lb. from stock

Toronto ; and $2 Zzyi f.o.b. Cleveland for

less than carlots, and $2.70 for carlqts.

Galvanized Wire—There is an excel-

lent trade doing, as some arrivals of

stock have been noted recently. There

is no change in prices. We quote as

follows : Nos. 6, 7 and 8, #3.50 to #3.85

per 100 lb., according to quantity ; No. 9,

#2.85 to $3.15 ; No. 10, $3.60 to $3.95 ;

No. 11, $3.70 to $4.10 ; No. 12, $3 to

$2 30 ; No. 13. $3 10 to $3 40 ; No. 14,

$4.10 to $4 50 ; No. 15, $4.60 to $5.05 :

No. 16, $4.85 to $5.35. Nos. 6 to 9 base

f.o.b. Cleveland are quoted at #2.57^ in

less than carlots and 12c. less for carlots of

15 tons.

Smooth Steel Wire—The demand for

both oiled and annealed wire continues

excellent, with prices firm. Net sell-

ing prices for oiled and annealed are :

Nos. 6 to 8, $2.90; 9, $2.80; 10, #2.87; 11,

$2 90 ; 12, $2.95 ; 13, $3.15; 14, $3.37;

15. $3.50; 16, $365. Delivery points,

Toronto, Hamilton, London and Montreal,

with freights equalized on those points.

Wire Nails—There is an excellent

demand for all sizes, and though prices are

firm, there is no change. We quote : $2.85

base for less than carlots, and $2.72^ for

carlots. Delivery points : Toronto, Hamil-

ton, London, Gananoque and Montreal.

Cut Nails — The feature of this market

is the advance of 10c. per keg. The only
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line moving well is cut shingle nails. The
base price is JS2.45 per keg for less than car-

lots, and $2.35 for carlots. Delivery points :

Toronto, Hamilton, London, Montreal and
St. John, N.B.

Horsenails—There is still a fair sorting-

up trade doing. Discount on "C" brand,

oval head, 50 and 7% per cent, off new list,

and on "M " and other brands, 50, 10 and

5 per cent, off the old list. Countersunk

head 60 per cent.

Horseshoes — A moderate demand is

reported. Prices are steady. We quote

f.o.b. Toronto as follows : Iron shoes,

No. 2 and larger, light, medium and

heavy, $3.60 ; snow shoes, $3.85 ; light

steel shoes, $3.70; featherweight (all sizes),

$4.95; iron shoes, No. 1 and smaller, light,

medium and heavy (all sizes), $3.85 ; snow

shoes, $4 ; light steel shoes, $3.95; feather-

weight (all sizes), $4.95.

Screws — Business continues fair, with

prices firm and unchanged. Discounts

are as follows : Flat head bright,

87^ and 10 per cent. ; round head

bright, 82 j£ and 10 per cent.; flat head

brass, 80 and 10 per cent. ; round head brass,

75 and 10 per cent. ; round head bronze,

65 per cent., and flat head bronze at 70

per cent.

Rivets and Burrs — A fairly good

trade is doing. We quote as follows : Iron

rivets, 60 and 10 per cent.; iron burrs, 55

percent.; copper rivets and burrs, 25 and

5 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts—There is a brisk de-

mand. In fact, it is so large that dealers

have difficulty in securing supplies to

meet it. We quote : Carriage bolts

(Norway), full square, 65 percent.; carriage

bolts full square, 65 per cent. ; common
carriage bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ;

machine bolts, all sizes, 60 per cent. ; coach

screws, 70 per cent.; sleighshoe bolts, 72^
per cent. ; blank bolts, 60 per cent. ; bolt

ends, 62^ per cent.; nuts, square, 4c. off;

nuts, hexagon, 4J£c. off; tire bolts, 67X
per cent.; stove bolts, 67% ;

plough bolts,

60 per cent. ; stove rods, 6 to 8c.

Rope—The principal demand is for sizes

suitable for hay-fork purposes. The base

price is unchanged at 10c. for sisal and

13 %c. for manila.

Binder Twine—A fair sorting up trade

is doing. We quote : Pure manila, 650 ft.,

12c; manila, 600 ft., 9>£c.; mixed, 550 ft.,

8^c; mixed, 500 ft., 8 to %%c.

Sporting Goods—The inqury for shot-

guns, rifles and ammunition shows consider-

able improvement, and it is likely to be

brisk in a week or two.

Enamelled Ware and Tinware —
There is a fair demand for most lines of

both enamelled ware and tinware.

Gas and Oil Stoves — The sale of oil

stoves show that these stoves are steadily

coming into favor for summer purposes,

especially in the older towns and cities.

There is not much doing in gas stoves.

Cooking and Heating Stoves—Orders

for later delivery are good, up to the

average at this season, though, of course,

no deliveries will be made for some time.

Ice Cream Freezers—The hot weather

has given a great impetus to the demand for

freezers, and a good trade has been done in

them all week.

Refrigerators—The demand has kept

up rather longer than anticipated, and

stocks in jobbers' hands have, as a conse-

quence, been reduced to a very small com-

pass. One house was practically cleaned

out early this week.

Green Wire Cloth —Quite a large trade

has been done during the past week, the

trade being of a sorting up nature. While

jobbers have not yet experienced difficulty

in getting the sizes required, it is predicted

that they will have trouble before long.

Prices are still at $1.35 per 100 sq. ft.

Screen Doors and Windows — The

demand continues brisk. There is diffi-

culty in securing some sizes and styles.

There is no change in prices. We quote :

Screen doors, 4 in. styles, $7.20 to $7.80

per doz.; ditto, 3 in. styles, 20c. per doz.

less ; screen windows, $1.60 to $3.60 per

doz., according to size and extension.

Building Paper—A brisk trade is doing

with prices steady. We quote : Building

paper, 30c; tarred paper, 40c, and tarred

roofing, $1.65.

Poultry Netting—There is a fair trade

doing. Discount is still 55 per cent.

Harvest Tools—The demand, particu-

larly for scythes and snaths, and generally

for all lines keeps good. Discount 50,

10 and 5 per cent.

Spades and Shovels—A good sorting-up

trade is reported. Discount 40 and 5 per

cent.

Eavetrough—There is a good trade

doing as has been the case for most of the

season. The ruling price is #3.25 per 100

ft. for 10 inch.

Leather Belting—There is a moderate

trade doing. Prices are being cut some-

what, but the ruling discounts are as follows :

Extra, 60, 10 and 5 per cent. ; standard, 70

per cent.; No. 1, 70 and 10 per cent.

Cement — There is a steady demand
with prices firm and unchanged. We quote

barrel lots as follows : Canadian port-

land, $2.25 to #2.75 ; German, #3 to #3.15;

English, $3; Belgian, $2.50 to #2.75;

Canadian hydraulic, $1.25 to #1.50.

OAKEY'S
The original and only Genuine Pre-

paration for Cle ning Cutlery.

6d. and is. Canisters.

WELLINGTON '

KNIFE POLISH

JOHN OAKEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

Emery, Black Lead, Emery, Glass and

Flint Cloths and Papers, etc. *^

Wellington Mills, London, England.

Agent

:

JOHN FORMAN, 644 Craig Street
MONTREAL.

COVERT MFG. CO.
West Troy, N.Y.

Steel Carriage and

Wagon Jacks,
Harness Snaps, Chain, Rope and Web

Goods, etc.

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS AT MFRS. PRICES.

PRIEST'S CLIPPERS
largest Variety,
Toilet, Hand, Electric Power

ARE THE BEST.
Highest Quality Grooming and
Sheep-Shearing Machine.

WE MAKE THEM.
6«NT> FOE CATALOGUE TO _

tmarlaa. Shearer Mfg. Co.. Haahna, R.B..D8A

The Best Door Closer is . . .

NEWMANS INVINCIBLE
FLOOR SPRING

Will close a door silently against any pressure of
wind. Has many working advantages over the
ordinary spring, and has twice the wear. In use
throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. Gives
perfect satisfaction. Made only bv

W. NEWMAN & SONS,
Hospital St., - - BIRMINGHAM.

Oneida Community Goods
HALTERS, COW TIES, SNAPS, etc., etc.,

in all sizes and styles. May be had of all

jobbers throughout Canada.

Factory—NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

Mackenzie Bros.
HARDWARE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS,
vellers covering Manitoba,

J
WINNIPEG, /•

Northwest Territories and ,
'

British Columbia. * MAN.
Correspondence Solicited.

THE PULLMAN PNEUMATIC
Combined

Door Check

and Spring.

for Screen Doors. Small, Simple, Strong, Perfect and
Ornamental. Low in Price.

PULLMAN SASH BALANCE CO.,
ROCHESTER N.Y., U.S.A.
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METALS.
The feature of the market is the firm feel-

ing which is manifested in practically every

line, though there is no change whatever

in prices. There are no American gal-

vanized sheets on the market. Tinplates

are scarce, but some stocks are due to

arrive in a few days. Last week's advance

in iron pipe was well maintained.

Pig Iron—The market is in a sound

coi^^on and prices are firm throughout.

Canadian iron on track Toronto we quote at

$i& per ton for No. i, #17.50 for No. 2, and

$17 for No. 3.

Bar Iron—There is a moderate demand,

but mills are filling old orders. The ruling

price is still $1.85 to $1.90.

Steel—There is considerable movement

of old orders, but little new business is

reported. Price is steady and unchanged. We
quote : Merchantable cast steel, 9 to 15c. per

lb.; drill steel, 8 to 10c. per lb. ; "B C" and

"Black Diamond" tool steel, 10 to lie;

Jessop's, Morton's and Firth's tool steel,

12 }4 to 13c; toe calk steel, $2.85 to $3;

tire steel, $2 30 to #2.50; sleighshoe steel,

$2.10 to #2.25 ; reeled machinery steel,

53; hoop steel, $3.

Galvanized Sheets — The market is

cleared up of American sheets, but there is

a sufficiency of English material to supply

the trade. The ruling quotation on 28 gauge

English is $4.50 in cask lots.

Black Sheets — There is a moderate

trade, and prices are firm. We quote: 28

gauge, common sheets at $3, and dead flat

at $3.50.

Canada Plates — There is very little

doing. Prices are stiff. We quote : All

dull, J2.90; half polished, $3, and all

bright, $3.50.

Pig Tin—The market is steady this week,

but there is little doing. We quote 31X to

32c.

Tinplates—There has been considerable

scarcity, but stocks are beginning to arrive.

Tinned Sheets—The season is about

over. We quote 28 gauge at 8^c.

Copper — Business is moderate. We
quote: Ingot, 17^0., and bars, 23 to 25c.

In both New York and London prices have

advanced during the past week.

'; Solder—There is an excellent demand

tor solder.

Iron Pipe— The market is firm, since the

advance of 5 per cent, noted last week, and

a fair trade is doing. One-inch black is

now quoted at $5.40, and one inch gal-

vanized at £7.95 per 100 ft.

Lead —Trade is quiet at 4^ to 4>£c

Spelter—There is a fair demand at 5yz
to 6c. per lb.

Zinc Sheets—A fairly steady trade is

noted, but generally in small lots. We

FILES 7 FACTORIES
9 BRANDS

...-:.''/.'".";

NICHOLSON F~II_E: CO., Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

BRITISH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, Limited. Established 1773

Manufacturers of Polished. Silvered, Bevelled. Chequered, and Rough Plate Glass. Also

of a durable, highly-polished material called " MARBLETTE," suitable for Advertising Tablets, Signs,

Facias, Direction Plates, Clock Faces, Mural Tablets, Tombstones, etc. This is supplied plain, embossed,
or with incised gilt letters, Benders, Embossers, Brilliant Cutters, etc., etc. Estimates and
Designs on application.

Works: Ravenhead, St. Helens, Lancashire. Agencies: 107 Cannon Street, London, E.C —128 Hope Street, Glas-

gow— iz East Parade, Leeds, and 36 Par dise Street, Birmingham. Telegraphic Address: "Glass, St. Helens"
Telephone No. 68 St. Helens.

j STEVENS SINGLE BARREL SHOT GUN. \

% LATEST AND «^ MADE IN A

J

\

J

BEST SINGLE

GUN ON THE
MARKET.

THREE STYLES
THREE GAUGES
UP-TO-DATE.

FINEST SINGLE GUN YET PRODUCED.
Our Goods are Handled by the Leading Jobb rs.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., po±*°* Chicopee Falls, Mass., U.S.A.

t

I

I

F"OR SAL!

RE-LAY

STANDARD and LIGHT SECTIONS.
Subject to inspection. Prompt deliveries.

For further ini'ormatijn,

SESSENWEIN BROS., 101 Shannon St., MONTREAL

quote 6%c. for casks, and 6^c. for part

casks.

PAINTS AND OILS.

The feature of the market is the continued

big demand for paris green, which has been

so great that a scarcity is predicted. The

movement is larger than usual during June,

but small in comparison with May or April.

Prices are firm throughout. We quote :

White Lead—Ex Toronto, pure white

lead, $6.37 >£ ; No. 1, $6; No. 2. $5.67^ ;

No. 3, #5.25; No. 4, $4.87'^ ;
genuine

dry white lead in casks, $5.37^.

Red Lead—Genuine, in casks of 560 lb.,

$5.50; ditto, in kegs of 100 lb., $5.75 ; No.

1, in casks of 560 lb., $5 ; ditto kegs of

100 lb., 1525.

Litharge—Genuine, 7 to 7j£c.

Orange Mineral—Genuine, 8 to 8^c.

White Zinc—Genuine, French V.M., in

casks, $7 to $7.25; Lehigh, in casks, $6.

Paris White—90c. to $1 per 100 lb.

Whiting — 70c. per 100 lb. ; Gilders'

whiting, 80c.

Gum Shellac — In cases, 22c; in less

than cases, 25c.

Paris Green—Bbls., i6^c. ; kegs, 17c.

;

50 and 100-lb. drums, I7j£c; 25-lb. drums,

18c. ; i-lb. papers, i8^c. ; i-lb. tins, igyic;

yz -Vo. papers, 20^ c; J^-lb. tins, 21 j£c.

Putty — Bladders, in bbls., #2.10; blad-

ders, in 100 lb. kegs, $2.25; bulk in bbls.,

Si. 90 ; bulk, less than bbls. and up to 100

lb., $2.05 ; bladders, bulk or tins, less than

100 lb., $2.90.

Plaster Paris—New Brunswick, #1.90

per bbl.

Pumice Stone — Powdered, $2.50 per

cwt. in bbls., and 4 to 5c. per lb. in less

quantity ; lump, 10c. in small lots, and 8c.

in bbls.

Liquid Paints—Pure, $1.20 to $1.30 per

gal.

Castor Oil—East India, in cases, 10 to

\oyz z. per lb. and 10^ to 11c. for single

tins.

Linseed Oil—Raw, 1 to 4 barrels, 82c;

boiled, 85c; 5 to 9 barrels, raw, 81c.

;

boiled, 84c, delivered. To Toronto,

Hamilton, Guelph and London, ic. less.

Turpentine—Single barrels, 56c; 2

to 4 barrels, 55c, delivered. Toronto,

Hamilton and London ic. less. For less

quantities than barrels, 5c. per gallon extra

will be added, and for 5 -gallon packages,

50c, and 10 gallon packages, 80c. will be

charged.
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GLASS.
Prices are firm. New goods are arriving,

but the total stocks of some sizes held here

are light. We quo!e : Under 26 in., $4. 15

26 to 40 in., #4. 45 ; 41 to 50 in., $4 85;

51 to 60 in., $5 15 ; 6t to 70 in.. #5 .50;

double diamond, under 26 in.. $6 ; 26 to

40 in., $6.6j ; 41 to 50 in.. $7 50 ; 51 to

60 in., $8.50; 61 to 70 in.. 59.50. Toronto,

Hamilton and London. Terms, 4 months

or 3 percent. 30 days.

OLD MATERIAL.
Prices are firm and unchanged throughout,

with a light trade doing. We quote job-

bers' prices as follows : Agricultural scrap,

50c. per cwt. ; machinery cast, 50c. per

cwt. ; stove cast, 45c; No. 1 wrought

40c. per 100 lb.; new light scrap copper,

12c. per lb. ; bottoms, lie; heavy cop-

per, \i%c. ; coil wire scrap, I2j^c. ;

light brass, 7c. ; heavy yellow brass, 10c;

heavy red brass, io^c; scrap lead, 2^c.

;

zinc, 2c. ; scrap rubber, 6>£c. ;
good

country mixed rags, 65 to 75c. ; clean dry

bones, 40 to 50c. per 100 lb.

HIDES. SKINS AND WOOL.
Hides—A fair demand is reported. Prices

are unchanged. We quote : Cowhides, No.

1, 6^c; No. 2. 5^c. ; No. 3, 4^c. Steer

hides are worth ic. more. Cured hides

are quoted at 7 to 7^ c.

Skins— Prices are firm, but unchanged

throughout. We quote : No. 1 veal, 8-lb.

and up, 9c. per lb.; No. 2, 8c; dekins,

from 60 to 70c; culls, 20 to 25c ; sheep-

skins, 90c. to $1.

Wool—The market is dull and holders

are loth to accept present prices and buyers

are not disposed to make an advance. We
quote : Combing fleece, washed, I3<\, and

unwashed, 8c.

PETROLEUM.
There is very little doing. Prices are

unchanged. We quote : Pratt's Astral,

16 to i6j£c. in bulk (barrels, $1 extra)
;

American water white, 16^ to 17c. in

barrels; Photogene, 15^ to 16c. ; Sarnia

water white, 15 to I5^c in barrels; Sarnia

prime white, 14 to 1454 c. in barrels.

COAL.
An advance of 10c. is noted for July ship

ments over June prices. We quote at

international bridges : Grate, $4 75 per gross

ton ; egg, stove and nut, #5 per gross ton

with a rebate of 20c. off for June shipments.

shot. These sizes are particularly well

adapted for trap shooting.

MARKET NOTES.

Cut nails are 10c. per keg. dearer.

American galvanized sheets are not

offering, and present stocks are practically

exhausted.

H. S. Howland, Sons & Co. are in receipt

of a shipment of "Robin Hood " smokeless

loaded shells, 12 gauge, and 6, 7 and 8

CANADIAN SCALES.

C. Wilson & Son, scale manufacturers,

Toronto, have just completed their 50th

year in the manufacture of scales. Their

scales are in use in different parts of the

world, but their main business is in Canada.

They make over a hundred different kinds

of scales, from the 100 ton railroad track

scale for weighing a loaded train down to

the finest tea scale that will turn with a

postage stamp. They make a specialty of

fine grocers' computing scales, with agate

and ball bearings. They were awarded

highest medals at Paris Exposition, France.

PERSONAL MENTION.
Mr, David Parks, who formerly repre-

sented The Canada Paint Co. on the road,

and who has for some time been foreman in

the McLaughlin Carriage Works, Ojhawa,

is severely ill. Owing to a serious attack of

pneumonia his life was despaired of, but

late repoits give hope of his recovery.

adian agent for The Rapid Rifle Company,
Limited, of Grand Rapids, Mich. The
"Rapid" Rifle is all tal full nickled and
looks like a fine high-grade hammerless sport-

ing rifle. It is light and of a size that will

please everj boy who once sees and shoots
It

.

I he manufacturers of the " Rapid " claim
tiiat it has nil the good points of old air

rifles and is wanting the weak ; this new
gun is the result of many years of exueri-

ence. They guarantee no more louse stocks.

no worn out plungers, no weak reports, and
no broken draw wires. It is sold under an
absolute guarantee and. moreover, it >|5&m
pie and adjustable. In fact, any liov^vith
a screwdriver and a little common sense

can take down and put up a " Rapid." It

retails in the States for f 1 .25. PI', shol is

used as ammunition.
Mr. Gibb reports that the nun has alread\

met with a good reception. Hardware deal-

ers all over the country OUghl to find it :i

saleable article next tall and durin" the
Christmas season.

A ROLLING MILL BOILER.

A Sydney, N.S., despatch says that the

Dominion Iron and Steel Co. have awarded

a contract to Thaher & Co., New York, for

a 5,000 horsepower boiler and equipments,

which will be installed in the rolling mill of

the company. The boiler will be built by

the Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co., of

Mansfield, Ohio.

A RECOMMENDABLE AIR RIFLE.

A new air rifle that has much to recom
mend it is being shown to tin- trade In

Mr. Alexander Gibb, of Montreal, The Can-

SILVERWARE MANUFACTURING
LEAGUE.

The yame scheduled for this league for

Saturday between the Toronto Silver Plate
Company and Roden Bros, was to have
been played on Stanley Park at 3.3(1 p.m.
Rodens failed to appear up to 4.15, and
I mpire Uniac requested Captain Carpenter
of the Toronto Silver Plate Company to
place his men on the field, and when Rodens
diil not appear awarded the game to the
T. S. P. Co. In default. Score, 11 to

The Rodens subsequently appeared hav-
ing obtained the battery anil shortstop of

the St. Mary's Senior League team, and
tried to arrange a game, which, according
to the league constitution, was illegal. The
Toronto Silver Plate Company rightly,
refused to participate, judging it a small
piece of business on the part of Rodens
heing parties to a scheme which thej con
siller is on foot to try to besmirch the repu
tiit ion of tiic Toronto Silver Plate Company,
who have won games purely on their merits.
The Toronto Silver Plate Companj eniov the
reputation of leading the league bj a per
centage of 1 ,000 points.

HENDERSON & POTTS
HALIFAX and MONTREAL.

lAWHITE LEAD
^REGISTERED TRADE MARK^A^!

WRSIONDW

Sole Manufacturers la
Canala of

BRANDRAM BROS.,

& CO., London, Eng.,

B.B.
GENUINE WHITE LEAD.

1

Brandram's Genuine B. B. is the best White Lead made. It is unequalled for whiteness, and
fineness and body, and will cover more surface than any other White Lead Paint. It is the
favorite White Lead in England, Canada, United States, Australia, Russia, etc. Made by a
special process, and is superior to all other White Leads for durability.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

wmmmmmmm
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THE MAKING OF TINPLATES

T1IK condition of the Welsh bin-plate

trade, which is the chief industry of

this district, is the source of great

anxiety to local manufacturers, according to

United States Consul I'rees, at Swansea.

The cause of this depression is attributed

to the keen competition of the United
States. Since the boom preceding the

adoption of the tariff of 1890 by the United
States, the Welsh tinplate trade has been
very irregular. All works have been peri-

odiyjjlly idle, although the reasons given by
the' roisters for closing down are " restric-

tion of make," *' remodeling of finishing

department." etc.

During the past five years, methods of

work in the tin house or finishing depart-

ment have undergone a complete change,

and the coating of the black-plate sheet is

now done in an entirely different manner.
Formerly, a tinman, wash man, greaser.

cleaner, and duster were employed to coat

and finish the black-plate ; the work is now

effectively done by a tinning machine, mani-

pulated by a tinman and a boy.

Following is a description of the method
of operating these tinning, cleaning, and
dusting machines :

The tinman places a wet black-plate sheet

in the tinning pot, which contains a chem-
ical compound called " flux "

: from this

receptacle the sheet, by means of guides and
rolls, which I shall call rolls No. I, passes

through a bed of molten tin. Then, by

means of guides and rolls No. 2, the sheet

is conducted to a urease pot, which is a

bath of hot palm oil. From this bath the

sh«et, now thoroughly coated, emerges
between three pairs of rolls No. 3. and is

transferred by the boy to the cleaning

machine. In the cleaning machine, the tin

sheet is conveyed by small rollers through
layers of bran, and all grease or oil spots

are removed. The sheet is finally placed in

a dusting' machine. This last is a very

simple affair, consisting of three or more
pairs of rollers covered with sheepskin,

bet ween which the sheet passes. The latter

is then ready for the assorting room.

This method of coating and finishing tin-

plates is a great improvement on the old

style. In addition to saving time—the
whole process occupying but a few seconds

—labor, and expense, the finished article is

better. It bears a clearer and more uniform
surface : the " yield," also, is greater, an

average of about two pounds of tin being-

used per standard box of plates.

Notwithstanding the extensive improve-

ments, Welsh manufacturers still find com-
petition keen, and a new workmen's wap'e

list is under consideration, to replace that
of 1874. This means a reduction of wages
of from I!) to 70 per cent.

The present rate of freight on tinplates So

New York is 9s. ( $2.19 ) per ton, and the
bulk of plates shipped to that port consists

of IS :!-l by 14 oil plates.

Every effort of shippers is now concen-

wated on opening up new markets for this

trade in the Far Fast, and frequent ship-

ments are made to Singapore, China ami
Japan. Uxtenshe exports arc also made to

France, Germany, Austria, Italy. and
Russia.

MARITIME BOARD OF TRADE.

The executive officers ol the Maritime
Board of Trade are making arrangements
for the annual convention to be held in

Chatham, N.B.. in August next. Since the
last convention two boards of trade have
been organized, one at Digby, N.S.. and the

other at Woodstock, N.B.

SEALED TENDERS addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed " Tender for Iron Superstructure,

Battleford Bridge," will be received at this office until

Friday, July 19, inclusively, for the construction of an iron

superstructure for the Bridge over the Battle River at

Battleford, N.W.T. , according to a plan and a specification

to be seen at the offices of H. A. Gray, Esq., Resident
Engineer, Confederation Life Building, Toronto ; Zep ^

.

Malhiot, Esq., Resident Enginrer, Winnipeg, M.in. ; C.
Desjardins, Esq., Post Office, Montreal ; and on applica-

tion to the Postmaster at Hamilton Ont , and Battleford,

N.W.T ; also at the Department of Public Works,
Ottawa.

Tenders will not b considered unless made on the form
supplied, and signed with the actual signatures of

tenderers.

An accepted ch'que on a chartered bank, payable to the

order of the Minister of Public Works, for three thou and
dollars ($i,000,00), must accompany each tender. The
cheque will be forfeited if the p^rty decline the contract r r

fail to complete the work contracted f>r, and will be

returned in case of non-acceptance of tender.

The Department does not bind itse'f to accept the

lowest or any tender.

By oider,

FRED. GELINAP.
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, lune 22, iqoi.

Newspapers inserting this advertisement without au-

thority from the Department will not be paid for it. (27)

Will Hold Dp a Shelf

!

That's what a shelf bracket is for.

For this purpose there can he

NOTHING BETTER
NOTHING CHEAPER

thi.n the ....

BRADLEY STEEL HELP BRACKET
It is well Japanned, Strong uml Light.
'I he raving in freight is a good profit, aside

from the lower price at which the goods are Eold.

JKT Order director through your jobber.

ATLAS MFG. CO., New Haven, Conn.. U.S.

A

A
PAINT

that mixes with water only and is ready for the

brush. Wouldn't it pay you? No smell, no

dirt, no failure.

INDELIBLO
is the paint that does it. Comes in white and

colors. Is washable and weatherproof. Lasts

where others fail. It comes in dry powder. Does

not cost much, and goes a long way. This is

economical paint.

AGENTS

A, RAMSAY & SON, MONTREAL.

J. H, ASHDOWN, WINNIPEG.

McLENNAN, McFEELY k CO., - - VANCOUVER.

CHAMPION FIRE and C A CCC
BURGLAR-PROOF . . diirE.3

ESTABLISHED HERE SIXTEEN YEARS.

We sell direct to

the user, and save

all commissions.

SIXTEEN SIZES
IN STOCK.

Our small Safe is

the best, low-priced

safe in the market.

PET PRICES. ETC.

BEFORE BUYING.

S. S. KIMBALL,
577 Craig Street, - Montreal,

*0UlK> fO-OAV <H€fi,

U/ifH A fiflri anp

DO YOll?

tadirertisemetit
•*• in the «r

1\£QORO,
Tof{ot\io

'* witI bring you,
tendersfram thl

**i). $ -?, test contractors

The Atlantic

Refining Co.

Manufacturers and Importers of

Lubricating Oils,

Greases, and

Boiler Compound.

'hone 2033

Cor. Jarvis and Esplanade Sts.,

TORONTO, ONT.

TEMPERATURE OF HALIFAX-

At a meeting of the Nova Scotian Tourist

Association in Halifax, a few days ago, it

was decided to arrange for the publication

in a New York paper of the temperature
daily in Halifax during the hot season.

The paragraph would read like this :

" H .lifax, June 21. thcr. 60
NewYo.k. 95
Go to a cool pla e for vacation."
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HEATING AND PLUMBING
SANITARY EARTHENWARE.

We understand thai the demand for sani-

tary earthenware at the present time is so
great that the majority of the putters are
about two months behind on their orders.
This is rim- to the fact that the consump-
tion of all kinds of plumbing materia] is

extraordinary heavy throughout the entire
Western and Middle States, and as then- bas

I n considerable labor trouble in the East

Liverpool potteries, orders which heretofore
went tn the Western potteries have been
pouring into the Trenton manufacturers in

such volume that the tegular Eastern trade
is |mt to considerable trouble in getting
goods from there. The business in this

vicinity is opening up in good volume at

the present time. This is particularly true

of the summer resorts on the -'-ashore and
in the mountains, as all work which is

In-ihL: done in these places has to he done
promptly or not. at all, in order to insure

comfort to the guests who \isit them. The
plumbers in these localities are being given

the preference on shipments over the local

trade in Greater New York. The jobbers
can always net a higher price for their

wares from the out-of-town plumber than
thc\ can for those nearby, owing to the

fact that the greater part of the out-of

town orders come through the mail, and a

man situated at a distance from his point

of purchase is unable to shop around and
get the lowest prices which are being quot-

ed.—Metal Worker, June 22.

VENTILATING A SCHOOLROOM.
From R. R. M. C, Wilkesbarre, Pa-

in rcpl\ to the inquiry of " W. P. G." in

The .Metal 'Worker of June 8 in reference to
heating and ventilating a schoolroom, 32 x

21 feet in si/e, I would say that neither of

his methods is correct. Allowing 15 square

feet of floor surface for each pupil, the room
will accommodate 50 scholars. In accord-

ance with the general rule of allowing 30
cubic feet of air per scholar per minute,

1,500 cubic feet, of air pel' minute will he

required in the room, or iifl.tilil) cubic feet

must In- warmed per hour from zero to 100

degrees. This would require 360 square feet

of indirect radiating surface, and it would
he placed in the basement at the base of

tin- warm ail- flue. The flue should have
an area of four square feet, and lie smooth
on the inside Tin-re should lie an opening
from the flue into the room at a point

about eight feet from the floor, and the

opening should have an area of 20 per cent.

larger than that of the flue. The ventila-

tion flue should lie on the same side of the

room, with .in Opening near the floor and
having an area of about five square feet,

this flue tu terminate above the highest

point of the roof and lie wanned with the

coils or a stack heater. Metal Worker.

GAS WATER HEATER IN FRANCE.

The United States Consul at Nice, under

date of Mav 17. writes :
" T have had an

Opportunity to examine a new gas walei

heating machine, which it is claimed fur-

M lie- h,,i water to a number of rooms, and

the gas In which can be lighted or extin-

guished at, any distance from (he heater.

The apparatus may lie placed in anv part

of the house. In the ease of buildings fur-

nished with water by a reservoir in the

garret or mansard, the only requisite is that

the apparatus shall be placed nut less than

five feet belovt tin- reservoir. A second

contrivance closes that portion of the mechan
ism used in provide hot water, so that the

-upph ma\ In- received cold, as desired.

i i" apparatus contains a device whereby gas
nut consumed is prevented from accumulat-
ing in the apparatus, and explosion ari

ul.V iatei I.

In tin- experiment witnessed by me, one
faucet wa placed immediately at the appara-
tus and another some 50 feet away. The
diminutive gas-jet was lighted and turned

into tin- apparatus, and tin- water feed-pipe

faucet turned. Upon opening? the discharge
faucet, the gas was instant Is lighted, and
III seconds later about 12 quarts of watei
at 35 degrees C. was issuing from the fau-

cet pipe pei- minute. On opening the fau-

cet half way, the supply came cold ; on
Opening it a little more, hot water came :

and on closing it. the gas was instantly

extinguished. The inventor asks from $60
to $70 each fur the apparatuses."

SOME BUILDING NOTES.

A Homan Catholic church is being erected

in Yarmouth. N.S.

The Acton, Ont., Flour Mills are being
enlarged and improved.

Metcalfe & Son, Portage la Prairie, Man.,
intend erecting a new warehouse.

F. (ilcli intends erecting a new brick
house in Acton, Out., this summer.

Tenders have 1 n received l>.\ I >. M.
Curry, for a new court house in Sydney,
N.S.

G. F. & J. Gait, Winnipeg, are to build
a new factory for their package tea busi-
ness in Uinnipeg.

Tenders are asked by Alt'. Young, Allan-
dale, Out., before Jul) 26, fur a m-w Pres-

byterian church in Allandale.

The Sussex Mercantile Co., Sussex. N.B.,
arc building a warehouse fur ('. \\. Upham.
Edwin Eairweather has the contract.

Am $80,000 wing is to lie added to the
Laval Normal School iii Quebec. The eon-
tract has been given to Joseph Gosselin.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION,

The annual convention of The National
Association of Master Plumbers of Canada
is being held in the Temple building,
lui uiilu. as we go tu press. A report of

the pruc lings will lie given in next week's
issue.

PLUMBING AND HEATING NOTES
Miitfatt & Deering, contractors, Sydney,

N.S.. have dissolved.

Llheume S Gratton have registered as oon-
t ractors, in Maissonneuve, Que.

Tenders are asked by W. II. LangWOl'th)
before Julj ~. fur steamheating the Port
\i t hur, t tnt

. . public school.

I;. II. O'Brien, who has carried on the
plumbing business on Regent street,

Fredericton, N.I'., fur a couple of years,

formcrlj McGoldrick & O'Brien, has made
an assignment tu Sheriff Sterling, The
principal creditors are: James S. Neil],

Geo. S. Stanger, R. Chestnut & Sons, F.

B. Edgecombe, Bank of Nova Scotia, Bank
of British Nurth America. Royal Bank of

Canada, -las. I*. McManus, R. H. Simonds,
Hun-;, Id McCatlu-rin. M. A. Tweedale, John
Macplieisun, Daniel Lucy.

r:-

ST. JOHN PLUMBERS MAY
ORGANIZE.

Frank Power, of Lunenburg, was at The
Royal yesterday en route t,> Toronto to

attend tin- convention ni The Master Plum
bers' Association, which will open then- on

Wednesday. While here he arranged for a

meeting of the master plumbers of this cit^

in consider the question of forming a local

branch of The Master Plumbers' Associa-

t a hi.

Tin- meeting was held at The Ko>al yes-

terday afternoon, but the attendance was so

small that nothing definite was decided

upon, the whole matter being laid over

until Mr. Power's return.

The association is not a new one to St.

John, as it was formerly in operation here.

Interest in it waned, however, with the

result that its existence ceased. It is now
hoped that Mr. Power will be successful in

iis reorganization, as the master plumbers
feel that such a society is a necessity to

them and will do much to justify its exis

tenee.—St. John Sun, June 25.

A NEW METAL.

ANEW metal which promises to be of

much use to the trade has lately

been introduced into Canada by
the inventor of the process, Mr. P. P.

Ditzel, of New York City.

This product has the color of silver, but

it does not tarnish like that metal ; it takes
a high polish and is claimed to be vast I v

superior to plated ware as there is nothing
in it to show use ; it is absolutely imper-
vious to the action of organic acid or salt

water and cannot lie affected, corroded or
otherwise injured liv any atmospheric con-
ditions. It is especially adapted to wash-
stands, water tanks, ice coolers, hot water
and coffee urns, alcoves, trays, spittoons,
hath tubs, butlers' pantries, liquor shakers,
spoons, forks, piping and trimming for open
plumbing; in fact, for all purposes w\ (li-

the color of silver is required. Practiiiiv
speaking it can lie used in a thousand
different ways, being solid, it is susjontible
of carrying engraving as well as so id sil-

ver and can be worked into any shape
desired, spun or stamped.

Another metal, manufactured by tie faniti
process has the color of nickel ; it rakes /
high polish and is impervious tu organic
acid or atmospheric conditions ; it w II hold
an edge almost equal to steel and is espe-
cially adapted fur the manufacture of fine
cutlery, carving, table and fruit knives and
lurks, surgical instruments, springs, optical
and electrical purposes.

\ company is being organized and has
alreadv liecn incorporated with a capital

stock of half a million dollars to manufac-
ture tin- metal in Toronto for the Canadian
trade. A qua, nt ilv ui it has been used for

fittings on steamships, etc., and is giving

general satisfaction.
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CANADIAN ADVERTISING is bes done by THE
E. DESBARATS ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Montreal.

BRITISH BUSINESS CHANCES.

Firms desirous of getting into communication
with British manufacturers or merchants, or who
wish to buy British goods on the best possible

terms, or who are willing to become agents for

British manufacturers, are invited to send partic-

ulars of their requirements for

FREE INSERTION
in " Commercial Intelligence," to the Editoi

'id^L'S COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE,'
168 Fleet Street, London, England.

"Commercial Intelligence" circulates all ovti

the United Kingdom amongst the best firms. Firms
communicating should give reference as to bona
fides.

N.B.—A free specimen copy will be sent on re

ceipt of a post card.

LOW TANK
WATER CLOSET
COMBINATIONS

THE MOST PER-

FECT ON THE
MARKET
NOISELESS IN

ACTION
BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

Write for Catalogue.

The James Morrison
Brass Mfg. Co.

Limited

TORONTO, ONT.

Buy it

Make
Money

and

EXTERIO
WHITE* LEAD!

RAMSAYS EXTERIOR LEAD is known

to painters and architects all over Canada.

It pays to handle it because it's in demand.

The Maritime Provinces are large consumers

of it because it withstands the effects of sea

And it will withstand the effects of any

air better than Pure Lead. RAMSAYS
._ ^ XJERIOR LEAD is the best advertised

*^l^ad in Canada. We assist you to sell it

with handsome booklets and show cards.

Costs less than Pure Lead, can be sold for

more. Gets customers for you and keeps

them.

:r^0^':

A. Ramsay & Son
PAINTMAKERS,

Est'd 1842. MONTREAL.

ONTARIO SILVER GO,
Limited,

NIAGARA FALLS, CANADA.

Manufacturers of

Ask for our Catalogue and Quotations.

FLATWARE, CUTLERY and
ELECTRO PLATE. . . .

Ontario Nut Works, Paris

BROWN & CO.

Manufacturers of

All sizes of Hot Pressed
Nuts, Square and Hexagon.

We are persistent in calling your attention to

The Fairbanks

Asbestos Disc Valves.

THE REASON IS THIS:
We have perfect confidence in our goods and know we

have a good thing, and want you to know it.

Its wide use by the largest steam plants throughout the

X United States and Canada justify this statement.

Do not buy a cheap imitation of the genuine article.
Write us for prices and catalogue.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,
74.9 CRAIG STREET, Montreal, Que.
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HARDWARE WINDOW DRESSING.
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TICKET writing. ,,,,1 brashes and soil the beginner's bands

NOTHING is more important in the »)ike Bhe «unts_with shellac syid turpentine

grocery window trim than the |iiijfr ^'ID^^^^.^jlBL #5° heginnc* kas nacl :l

ii . -i few Tir;\i ices wim^ilxi sn.it it coior the
and show cards. In lact, a window •

, , , 7v •
. , . .

n \, . ,

blacb lettcfcnig should be tried us rt

"""
'

'
||,l " ,

' '

;
f

''
'

'ndu^ ~Ut.<wg>^i card and i tin ca ii I read ol

inj the customer to purchase, unless bhe> m\ caBoi's, ly^t it is bardci to work with

- I are t. iekel ed. H hen a n art icle is

ticketed it always appears n bargain. For
those w ho canno( or vs iio have never tried I o

make their own show ranis, the following

remarks rnaj be of some value : First of all.

"practice" is the watchword. Nothing
ucceeds without constant studj and prac

tice. One will be surprised at the advance
t hal can be made if \ ou " si ick to it

."

Naturally, most of those who try it once
are not satisfied with their attempt and

I

mi ch it up as a bad job.

When I first started ticket-writing I could

not form a letter or a figure decentlj and
became discouraged, as I never was a good
sketcher ; in fact, J could not draw am
thing, but I made up m.\ mind that it was
iipi - ;u \ for me I ake mj ow ranis.

\ii.r h few weeks' practice I was surnrised
to find I was improving splendidly and
found it more interesting each time I tried.

I\ watcliing the different styles of letter

ing mi bill-boards, illustrated magazines,

etc., a prison si • hi gets acquainted with the

format ion of let tcrs ami figures.

Card writing can be well executed b\

almost any young man of intelligence with
a few weeks' practice, and in most rases it

is not only an interesting and instructive

l

i.i but a t rimmer who is able I o

write Ins own ranis ran generally have n

dollar or two added to Ii i - salary. Ever>

merchant w ho has a man about t he e tab

lishment who ran make pood show card

has an assistant wlmsr services he oughl to

value, for nothing brings the monej in anj

better than good window and interior dis-

play s "well t icket ed."

To begin, purchase a couple of sable

brushes. Nos. 5 or 6 are g I practical

sizes for general ,, ,. The best paint s for

general show rani work are wain color

These are to be preferred for the beginner's

hi ,i - 1 1 1 1 \ are easily made, and 'I i

than i he wal or ci ill ir am
attempted by the beginner
let i ering w ith the wat ei' cok u

well.

hi mil I

t i I he
low

iii il I c

has the

n fairly

The water colors can be made in the

following way: Buy a package of "Diamond
Dye,' the shade you want to use. I'nt

about a half a teaspoonfull of the dye in

enough mucilage or liquid glue to form a

thick paste, then add about a half a cup of

water and stir same until the dye has dis-

solved. Then it is ready for use. By
adding or diminishing the quantity of water

the different shades of your coloring ran be

made. For instance, saj you desire a dark

ced. ['ill very little water on the red dye,

I mt if a light red add more water. Any
color can be made with the dyes except the

black. The best black to use is eay^f

paint or a little lampblack dissolvi

turpentine, in which drop a few drops of

alcohol. The brushes should be kept thor-

oughly 'Iran after using the water colors.

Dip the brush in water and drj it. Never

leave the brushes standing on end as it will

(urn the hair up and your brush is useless

after. Alter using the brushes in the

black, or any color that, has shellac or

varnish in it. dip your brush in turpentine

several times so as to keep it soft for future

l'.\ steady practice with the water ooloi

the beginner « ill find it dors not take long

i .|uirr a marked degree of proficiency

and will also find it profitable and interest-

ing work. Don't <_!<( discouraged at your

ii I attempt. Nothing- can be accomplished

l,\ becoming discouraged the first time one

tries to make a ticket. Keep your eye on

the style nt' lettering seen on trade n

papers and colored advertisements, and after

a while you will be able to form your let-

ters in any style of lettering-. Draft out

your letters on cardboard with your lead-

pencil first. These letters can be erased.

A GRUNITEWARE DISPLAY.

Illustration No. i2 is a display of granite-

ware. The idea is a good one but the

arrangement of the pails and dishes under
the arrhwav should have been more uni-

No. | Sporting Goods Window.
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form. The two piles of pails seen on the

left of picture should have been divided, one

pile to each side of arch and the others

arranged at a uniform height in the centre.

The idea though, is a neat one. The goods

should have been better ticketed. There is

nut enough of them. Every article, in fact,

should have been ticketed in order to make
tiiis a selling window.

A SPORTING GOODS DISPLAY.

The illustration No. 1 is a splendid dis-

plaj for a hardware trim to put in durintr

the hunting season. It is verj easily made
in ' \ sized window and would be sure to

draw a crowd, and the results in sales

from such a display would more than repay

with good interest the time spent in its

arrangement. All that is required to carrv

nut this display is about six scantlings 2 \

2-inches, an oval or circular frame, some
white cheesecloth for a background and for

covering the framework, anil a few Ion;;-

brads. The figure of a man or boy can

lie borrowed or rented from some hovt=e hav-

eard on each basket and arrange it to the
best advantage in your window, placing the
articles that are most likely to attract

attention ( beiiiL; the most needed I in the

prominent positions. For instance, fill one
basket with egt; beaters and put, a ffOod

sized card ill this basket reading similar to

this :

EGG -:- BEATERS

JUST IOC.

Fill another with, say, corkscrews,

another with tin cups, or can openers, tin

spoons, forks, salt and pepper shakers,

mouse traps, match safes, scissors, tack

hammers, screwdrivers; in fact, there arc

hundreds of lines of goods (small stuffs)

that can be shown. People will come in

for some of these little articles that they

saw ticketed in the window and while in

may see something else of much greater

1
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No. 2— A Graniteware Window.

ing them in stock. The swamp reeds could
be substituted by any shrubbery found in

the woods. The rifles are supported on
revolvers which are kept in place by a long
nail driven into the framework. The floor

could be covered with excelsior dyed grass
green. Fishing tackle could be shown
along with this trim. The rifles ought to

be price-ticketed. A large card in the cen-

tre should read similar to the following :

}

A COMPLETE RANGE
OF

SPORTING GOODS,

Note At Right Prices.

the prices.

DISPLAYS FOR DULL SEASONS.

A good idea during the dull season com-
ing on and one that may result in i good
many sales is to make a good display of

household and other articles ranging in

price from 5 to 25c—not higher. Take a lot

of medium. sized baskets and fill each with
one line of goods. Put a good sized nrice

value and possibly purchase it. The main
thing is to get them in anyway. Have the
displays inside ticketed with price and
explanatory show-cards, and you'll find hun-
dreds of sales can be made that otherwise
would not be effected were it not for the

displays and the tickets. The warm season

is at hand and this is the time to make a
good catchy display of warm-weather goods.

Get out your ice cream freezers, your
refrigerators, ice picks, lemon squeezers, and
everything pertaining to hot -weather neces-

sities. Make a design of some kind, and
show these articles well ticketed.

" The Hardware and Metal " will be
pleased lo give its readers any information
it possesses or to render them any assist-

ance in LV'ttiiiL: up good window trims. We
request hardware trimmers to send in

photos of any hardware window trims that

have received special mention. They will be
reproduced in these columns if possible. The
time to have a trim photographed so as to

Liet the best results is late at night when
the window is lit up. A long exposure
with a sharp diaphragm will bring the
desired results if the lights in the window-
are all right. Any trimmer desiring any
assistance , may write " H. H.," care of

The Window Department.

BATH ENAMEL
VVVVVVVVVXAA^VAWVAAWVWVWWVWV1

TO RE-ENAMEL A BATH. i

For this you must use the proper bath \
enamel, preferably The Canada Paint
Company's Oxidised Art Enamels.
Wash the bath thoroughly with hot soapy
water first, and rub all over with sand-
paper to make the surface smooth before
using the enamel. In cold weather,
heat the enamel slightly by standing the

tin in a bowl of hot water before using.

This thins it, and it is easier to apply it

evenly. It will need two or three coat-

ings, and each must be allowed to thor-

oughly dry before the next is applied.

WWWWW%VWWlWWWWW\fc>WWWV

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY
,

LIMITED

Makers of Enamels and

HANDY
VARNISH
STAINS
A Varnish and Stain combined, imitating

the natural wood with one application.

In handy tins. Ready for use.

Write for Shade Cards.

THE

CANADA

PAINT

COMPANY,
LIMITED,

Montreal and Toronto
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MANITOBA MARKETS.

Winnipeg, June 24, 1901.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS, OILS
AND GLASS.

THE hardware market is steady and
fairly active in all lines. There has

been some slight shading in prices

during the week, but nothing of moment.
The weather throughout the week has been
perfect for crops as it has been turning

gradually warmer, until today the ther-

mometers have again reached 90 in the

shade. All reports from country points go
to show that present conditions are about as

favorable as they can be. In consequence

business is firm in tone and increasing in

volume, although the country roads have

been in too bad condition after the rain to

admit of many farmers getting into the

towns.

Quotations for the week are as follows :

Rarhed wire, 100 lb $3 45
Plain twist

3 45
Staples

3 gr
Oiled annealed wire 10 3 95

n 4 00
'.'. 12 4 °5

'3 4 20
14 4 35
15 4 45Wire nails, 30 to 60 dy, keg 3 50

16 and 20 3 60
10 3 60"a

3 7°
6 3 75
4 3 90
3 4 15

Cut nails, 30 to 60 dy 300
20 to 40 3 05"
IO to 16 -

q IO" Q° 3 IS
o 3 20

4 3 3°
3 365

Horsenails, 45 per cent, discount.
Horseshoes, iron, No. o to No 1 4 65

No. 2 and larger 4 40
Snow shoes, No. o to No. 1 4 9°

No. 2 and larger 4 4°
Steel , No. o to No. 1 4 95

No. 2 and larger 4 70
Bar iron, $2.50 basis.

Swedish iron, $5.00 basis.

Sleigh shoe steel 3 00
Spring steel 3 25
Machinery steel 3 75
Tool steel, Black Diamond, 100 lb 8 50

Jessop 13 00
Sheet iron, black, 10 to 20 gauge, 100 lb. 3 50

20 to 26 gauge 3 75
28gauge 4 00
Galvanized American, 16 gauge. .

.

2 54
18 to 22 gauge 4 50
24 gauge 4 75
26 gauge 5 00
28 gauge 5 25

Genuine Russian, lb 12
Imitation " " 8

Tinned, 24 gauge, 100 lb 7 75
26 gauge 8 00
28 gauge 8 50

Tinplate, IC charcoal , 20 x 28, box 10 7c
'* 12 75
IXX 14 75

Ingot tin 33
Canadaplate, 18 x 21 and 18 x 24 3 25
Sheet zinc, cask lots, 100 lb 7 50

Broken lots 8 00
Pig lead, 100 lb 6 00
Wrought pipe, black up to 2 inch . . . .50 an 10 p.c.

Over 2 inch 50 p.c.
Rope, sisal, 7-i6and larger jn 00

H 1 1 50
H and 5-16 12 00

Manila, 7-16 and larger 14 00
H 14 50

H and 5-16 i 5 00
Solder 20
Cotton Rope, all sizes, lb 17

Axes, chopping $ 7 50 to 12 00
" double bitts 12 00 to 18 00

Screws, flat head, iron, bright 87K
Round" " &2*/i

Flat '
' brass 80

Round " " 75
Coach 57 J4 p.c.

Bolts, carriage 55 p.c.

Machine 55 p.c.

Tire 60 p.c
Sleigh shoe 65 p.c.

Plough 40 p.c.

Rivets, iron 50 p.c.

Copper, No. 8 35
Spades and shovels 40 p.c.

Harvest tools 50, and 10 p.c.

Axe handles, turned, s. g. hickory, doz.. $2 50
No. 1 1 50
No. 2 1 25
Octagon extra 175
No. 1 1 25

Files common 70, and 10 p.c.

Diamond 60

Ammunition, cartridges, Dominion R.F. 50 p.c.

Dominion.C.F., pistol 30 p.c.
" military 15 p.c.

American R.F 30 p.c.

C.F. pistol 5 p c.

C. F. military 10 p.c. advance.
Loaded shells

:

Eley's soft, 12 gauge black 16 50
chilled, 12 guage 18 00
soft, 10 guage 21 00
chilled, 10 guage 23 00

Shot , Ordinary, per 100 lb 625
Chilled 6 75

Powder, F.F., keg 475
F.F.G 5 00

Tinware, pressed, retinned 75 and 2% p.c.

plain 70 and 15 p.c.

Graniteware, according to quality 50 p.c.

TETROLEUM.

Water white American 2554c-

Prime white American 24c-

Water white Canadian 22c-

Prime white Canadian 21c.

PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS

Turpentine, pure, in barrels $ 61

Less than barrel lots 66
Linseed oil , raw 92

Boiled 95

Lubricating oils, Eldorado castor 25K
Eldorado engine 24^
Atlantic red 27^
Renown engine 41
Black oil 23K to 25
Cylinder oil (according to grade) . . 55 to 74
Harness oil 61

Neatsfoot oil S 1 00
Steam refined oil 85
Sperm oil I 50
Castor oil per lb. 11 %

Glass, single glass, first break, 16 to 25
united inches 2 25

26 to 40 per 50 ft. 2 50
411050 " 100 ft. 550
51 to 60 600
61 to 70 per 100-ft. boxes <-^r\o

Putty, in bladders, barrel lots per lb. 4^^2'A
kegs " 2ji

White lead, pure per cwt. 7 00
No 1 6 75

Prepared paints, pure liquid colors, ac-

cording to shade and color, per gal. $1.30 tojji.oo

NOTES.

Miller, Morse & Co. announce their inten-

tion of erecting a large new warehous this

season.

EXPORT REBATE ON GERMAN
STEEL.

I nder 'late of Ma\ 25, 1901, Consul-Gen
eral Guenther, of Frankfort, quotes from
The Cologne Gazette thai tin- German iron

trust, between Mas I and December 31,

1901, will pa\ a rebate of 10 marks | $2.40
per ton on all exported puddled steel thai

is bought from the trust. Proof of export

niusi lie produced, however, ami the rebate
will lie paid on I he basis of the actual raw

iron contained in „the article exported. It

is added that sales to shipyards enjoying
the benefit of free importations will he

regarded as exports.

1.. O. Pepin, of L. O. Pepin & Fils, gen-
eral merchants, Arthabaskaville, Que., is

American Sheet Steel Company
Battery Park Building

New York

Manufacturers of all varieties of

Iron and Steel Sheets

Black and Galvanized

Plain and Painted

Flat, Corrugated and

"V" Crimped

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Patent Planished Iron

W. Dewees Wood Company's

Refined Smooth Sheets

Wellsville Polished Steel Sheets
Represenlatives for Canada

B. & S. H. Thomp-on & Company
26 St. Sulpice Street

Montreal
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PORTLAND
CEMENTS

Best German, Belgian and
English Brands.

Fire Bricks, Fire Clay,

Flv^ tLinings,

Drain* Pipes,

Calcined Plaster,

Granite Hard Wall Plaster,

Wheelbarrows,

Mortar Stains.

A full stock of Builders' and Conlractors'

Supplies. Write for Quotations.

W. HcNally & Co.,

MONTREAL.

DAVID PHILIP
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT

362K Main St., - WINNIPEG.
Correspondence invited from manufacturers of Staple or

Heavy Hardware, Iron or Steel Bolts and Nuts, etc.,

either by carrying stock in Winnipeg or by selling direct

from factory.
GOOD REFERENCES.

STOVE PIPE THIMBLE.
This is our Improved

Fire Proof, Asbestos-
Lined, Stovepipe
Thimble, for Boors
which extend from 8 to

16 inches; also showing
Register placed in

thimble after removing
pipe, for covering up
hole or ventilating

room, opened or closed

as des'red. Write us
for catalogue showing
full line ot these goods
and our other hardware
specialties.

THE COLLINS MFG. CO.,
34 Adelaide Street West TORONTO

The Robin Hood
Powder Company

If you want the best Trap or Game load in

the world, buy "Robin Hood Smokeless,"
in " Rohin Hood " Shells. It is quick, safe,

and reliable. Try it for pattern and pene-

tration from forty to seventy yards against

any powder on the market. We make the

powder, we make the shells, and we load

them. Write for our booklet, " Powder
Facts."

The Robin Hood Powder
Company —

-SWANTON, VT.

Wire Guards
FOR

Store Fronts

Factory and Mill Windows
Basement Windows

THE B. GREENING WIRE CO., LIMITED

HAMILTON, ONT., AND MONTREAL, QUE.

ENCOURAGE SUMMER VISITORS.
Fishermen from the United States spend $5,000,000 a year in

Canada—Merchants Get Nearly All of It.

TITR following from E. T. D. Chambers^ Quebec, written

June 22, is a practical proof of the actual cash value of

visitors to Canada. A great part of this money is

spent among the merchants. There are hundreds of waters in

every Province where the fishing can be developed under the

direction of the local business men and to which every year an

increasing number of wealthy men can be brought. They not

onlj spend money on supplies for a couple of weeks' fishing",

but many of them will buy land and erect houses. A number

who have come to Canada this way have become permanent

summer residents. Sununer residents are good customers for

the average merchant.

Even if they are not the familiar millionaires they spend

more money on their vacations than they do at home. Some
of (hem spend large sums. We know of one American who
came to this country for a week's fishing about five years ago.

Since then he has acquired the land about a lake and has

expended over $500,000 in buildings and improvements besides

his current living expenses, which must now amount, to mam
1 housands a year :

The annual spring migration of American anglers to Canada
is at its height just now, and promises lo exceed that of any

preceding year. So rapid has been the growth of the sport-

ing and tourist travel to the Dominion that, new hotels have

sprung up like mushrooms in many newly opened up sections

of the country, and even Quebec, with its stationary popula-

tion, has 50 per cent, more hotels running than it had five

years ago.

American visitors probably

SPEND UPWARD OF $5,000,000

a year in Canada. The Ontario Commissioner of Fisheries

says in his last report: "Hare now is the locality one may
visit during the summer months where he will not find the

summer visitor with creel slung over his shoulder and rod in

hand, meandering along some chattering brook or rushing

river, or seated in his buoyant canoe in search of the speckled

beauties of their golden and green robed rival, the black bass.

Scarcely a day passes from the beginning to the end of these
months that whole trainloads of tourists are not carried to

our holiday districts ; and each year brings an increasing num-

ber, all in search of health, rest or recreation, to which the

pastime of fishing is so valuable an adjunct. Some of these

have beautiful cottages at various [joints, while others are

accommodated at the numerous hotels and boarding houses or

among the farmers.''

RIGHTS IN QUEBEC.

In the Province of Quebec, where the system of leasing out

the fishing rights of various lakes and rivers belonging to the

Government is followed, nearly $40,000 is annually collected

from this source alone. There are small rights for which

not more than $5 or $10 a year are paid, while a club formed

by II. W. de Forrest, of New York, pays $7,500 a year for a

part of the salmon fishing in the Grand Cascapedia, and J. J.

Hill, of St. Paul, pays $3,000 a year for that of the St. John
river on the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Half a

million dollars would not be a very high estimate of the value

of the salmon fisheries of the Restigouche, so beautifully des-

cribed and illustrated in the rare folio of Dean Sage. The

shares of this club are worth $7,500 each and the membership
is fairly large, including W. K. Vanderbilt, Dr. Webb, the Rev.

Dr. Itainsfoi-d and several of their friends. The club does not

control nearly all the fishing of the Restigouche, yet it pays

nearly $1 ,500 a year rental to the Government of Quebec for
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the smaller portion of its rights, and rents others from the

Government of New Brunswick, besides considerable property

which it has purchased outright from former riparian pro-

prietors. Ami it is not so very long ago that the fishing of

the entire river and its tributaries was let I'm- Xl'iki a vear.

This is an earlier season for fishing than usual, and many
salmon fishermen are already on the banks of their rivers,

though it is seldom in other years that anglers go down (.1

their preserves before June 8 or 10. Some of them went

down this year to the ItestigoUohe on June 1. Net fishermen

report that the salmon are running into the rivers in large

quantities, and there is everj prospect of a most successful

eason. This is the more gratifying that last year was a

kind of off year fur angling of all kinds in Canada.

OUANANICHE AND SALMON.

Canadian anglers are watching with deep interest for the

result of a remarkable experiment that has been under way for

•nine lime at Lake St. John, looking to the introduction of

salmon into " the chosen waters where the ouananiche is wait-

ing." Every fisherman who keeps abreast of the angling

literature of the day, even if he has not formed the personal

acquaintance of (he leaping finny warrior of Lake St. John,

knows that the ouananiche is a pure salmon of northern Que-

bec, dwarfed, of course, by the love of home and consequent

abandonment of the ancestral habit of anadromy, but every

whit as gamy, in proportion to his size, as the salmon of the

sea that may boast descent from the same common stock. For

the last two ye*.rs thousands of young salmon have been

hatched at Lake St. .John, and planted, at a certain age, in

siune of its feeders, with the expectation that they will run

out to the sea, after the manner of their kind, returning to

the river whence they came, to reproduce their species.

A CHIEF ATTRACTION.

Ouananiche fishing has been for some years past one of the

chief Canadian attractions for anglers. There are more reasons

for this than the rare sport afforded by the fish itself. The

Canadian environment of the ouananiche is of scarcely less

interest to lovers of the contemplative man's recreation than

the angling for the fish. It reaches away far into the unin-

habited northern forests, where the fish ascends the feeders of

the great lake for hundreds of miles. In his charming intro-

duction to Walton's " Complete Angler," James Russell Lowell

asks :
" Where now would the fugitive from the espials of our

modern life find a sanctuary which telegraph or telephone has

not deflowered? " The answer is known to. those who have

fished I he "chosen waters" in the northern part of the Can

adian environment of the ouananiche, and explains one of thin

chieftest charms.

The best fishing of the season for ouananiche is now about

opening in the waters of the Grand Discharge, where Lake St.

John pours its surplus waters over a series of rocky obstruc-

tions down into the deep and dismal Saguenav. Here, in the

eddying and foam covered pools, lying amid the roaring

rapids, the ouananiche are now lying in wait for the insect

life upon which they feed, and greedily take the angler's

artificial hues. For the next few weeks there will be good

fishing in these waters, and after .Inly anglers will find the

In- i sport with the ouananiche in that far northern forest

amluarv which neither telegraph or telephone has yet del'lnw

ered. In this paradise of the spoilsman there are manj g I

trout waters, which would lie famous if their possibilities were

more generally known to anglers. They arc reached by

several days' canoe journey from Lake St. John. Many Amer-

ican anglers are already in this territory for spring fishing

and a few have returned home after making good catches, ami

will revisit Quebec later in the summer. Most visiting trout

fishermen are now at the headquarters of the different Aim i

ican fish and game clubs along the line of railway that runs

from Quebec to Lake St. John. Here the sport is at present

all that can be desired, and will likely continue so until very

hot weather sets in. Among a number of pretty specimens

of brook trout lii<iught down from some of these waters, and

notablj from Lake Edward, were several four and five-pound

fish. In fact, the reports from all the trout waters in this

Province indicate that t he fishing is exceptionally good.

Several parlies of New York anglers, principally members of

the Laurent ian Fish and Came Club, one of which was headed

bv Mr. and Mrs. J. Grant Lafarge, have returned home after

enjoying excellent trout fishing upon the club preserves in the

Si. Maurice district of the Province of Quebec.

IN THE NE PICON. %£g
The far-famed Nepigon will next month attract, as usual,

those ambitious disciples of the gentle Izaak who are anxious

in led a heavy trout at the end of their line and can spare the

time to go to the north of Lake Superior to fish what is proli

ably (he most noted stream in the world for large specimens of

Salvelinus fontinalis, fish of II pounds having been taken here

on the fly. The river falls 313 feet in its course of ,'?1 miles,

and there is a railway station of the Canadian Pacific at its

mouth. There are many beautiful sites for camps all along

the river, trout from two to five pounds each are readily taken

on any of the best pools, and white fish are plentiful and afford

fine sport, rising eagerly at gnat flies.

LAKE TEM1SCAMING.

Among the newest and most attractive of the many new

northern canoe routes opened up for anglers and tourists in

Canada perhaps the most delightful is that to Lake Temag-

caming, which is a large "haunted" lake, containing 1.400

islands and limpid waters teeming with game fish. Much of

l I ii time and trouble hitherto necessary to reach Temiscaming

—on the way to beautiful Temiscaming—may now be saved by

taking the new branch railway line running from Mattawa, on

the upper Ottawa, to the foot of the lake, which thereafter

continues on to the famous Kippewa country, where a bewild-

ering variety of canoe routes is at the angler's choice. Most

of the .smaller streams which flow into the Mattawa arc well

stocked with brook trout, while almost all the larger waters

passed on the way to Teniaganiing contain small mouth black

bass up to five and even seven pounds in weight, lake trout.

maskinonge, pike, dore or pickerel, sturgeon and white fish.

In Temiscaming salmon trout have been taken up to 50 pounds

in weight. From Temiscaming to Temagaming the route is

bv portage from Haileybury and by canoe up the Montreal

river, and thence through the charming Lady Evelyn and

Diamond Lakes. The return to Temiscaming can be varied by

canoeing through the northeast arm and the Rabbit Lakes.

If a longer and still more northern trip be desired, the

angler can reach James Bay in about three weeks from Temis-

caming, and can vary the return trip by ascending the Moose

liver from Moose Foi't to Missanabie, north of Lake Superior,

on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railroad—a canoe journey

of 15 to 18 days.

TO DEVELOP GRAPHITE AREAS.
A despatch from Ottawa says that a large company of

American and Canadian capitalists, with Mi'. 11. P. H.

Brumell, of Buckingham, as Canadian manager, has been*

Organized to develop the graphite properties in Labelle count v

Mr. Brumell, speaking to a reporter, said his company con-

trols eight I I sand acres of graphite lands In Labelle and five

water powers, capable of developing eight thousand horse-

power. Graphites is used in crucibles, lubricants, paint,

pencils, electrotyping, and in many other processes. Canadian
graphite is said to be of superior quality for crucible pur-

Miller. Morse ty Co., hardware dealers, Winnipeg, contem-
plate erecting a handsome new warehouse on the corner of

Adelaide street and McDermot avenue. Plans are to be pre-

pared and the work proceeded with before long.
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U
MIDLAND

J5

BRAND

Foundry Pig Iron.
Made from carefully selected Lake Superior

Ores, with Connellsville Coke as fuel, "Mid-
land" will rival in quality and grading the

very best of the imported brands.

*mfee for Prices to Sales Agents :

Drummond, McCall & Co.
MONTREAL, QUE.or to

Canada Iron Furnace Co.
MIDLAND, ONT. Limited

"The Peerless"

is the best Bolster Spring ever

produced. A fine line for the

hardware trade. Write Us For Prices,

c

James Warnock & Co. Gait, Ont.

CUKKEfiT JVfAKKET QUOTATIONS.
June 28, 1901.

These priceB are for such qualities and
quantities as are usually ordered by retail

dealers on the usual terms of credit, the
lowest figures being for larger quantities and
prompt pay. Large cash buyers can fre-

quently make purchases at better prices. The
Editor is anxious to be informed at once of

any apparent errors in this list as the desire

is to make it perfectly accurate.

METALS.

Tin.
Lsmb and Flag and Straits—

56 and 28 lb. ingots, per lb. 31% 32

Tlnplates.
Charcoal Plates—Bright

M.L.S., equal to Bradley. Pi r boi
I.C., usual sizes $6 50
I.X., " 8 00
I.X.X., " 9 50

Famous—
1.0 6 50
I.X 8 00
I.X.X 9 50

Raven 4 Vulture Grades

—

I.O., usual sizes 4 50

I.X.,
"

5 25

I.X.X " 6 00
I.XXX., " 6 75

D.V., 12%xl7 4 00

D.X 4 75

D.X.X 5 00
Coke Plates—Bright

Bessemer Steel—
I.C. , usual sizes 3 75

I.C., special sizes,base 4 00

20x28 7 75
Charcoal Plates—Terne

Dean or J. G. Grade—
I.C., 20x28, 112 sheets 8 00
I.X. , Terne Tin 10 to

Charcoal Tin Boiler Plates.

Cookley Grade— Per lb.

X X.,14x56,50sheetbxB")
" 14x60, " >• .... 0C6</3
•' 14x65. " J

Tinned Sheets
72x30 up to 24 gauge 07%

26 " 08
" 28 " 08%

Iron and Steel.
Common Bar, per 100 lbs.... 185 190
Refined " " 2 35

Horse Shoe Iron ' 2 35

Hoop steel, 1% to 3 in. base,

extras for smaller sizes 3 00
Sleigh Shoe Steel " base 2 10

TireSteel 2 39 2 50

Reeled Machinery 3 00
Toe Calk Steel 2 85 3 00

T Fir'* & Cos tool steel,per lb 12% 13

Jessdji tool Steel 1254 13
Mo'^b tool f teel C 12V, 13
BlacliDiamond and " B.C,"

tool stell 10 11

Drill Steel, per lb 0(8 10
Boiler Tabes.

1%-inch 12%
2 " 13

2% " 15

3 " 16

3% " 20
4 " 25

Steel Boiler Plate.
U inoh 2 50 2 60

3-16moh 2 60 2 70
«6 inoh and thicker 2 50 2 60

Black Sheets.
Com. D.F1.

18gauge 2 75 3 0U

20 gauge 2 75 3 CO

22to24 " 2 75 3 25

26 " 2 ?5

28 " 3 00 3 50

Canada Plates.
All dull, 52 9heets 2 90
Half polished 3 UO
Allbrigbt 3 £0

Iron Pipe.
Black pipe—

% " 4 65
% inch 3 40

% ' 3 45

% " 3 70

% " 3 85
1 " 5 40
1% " 7 35
1% " 8 80
2 " 1180
2% " 22 00
3 " 2"< 80
3% " 32 SO
4 " 40 95
5 " 49 70
6 " 65 20

Galvanized pipe

—

V-* inch 5 15

% " 5 50
1 " 7 95
1% " 10 80

1% " 12 95
2 " 17 35

Galvanized Sheets.
Queen's

G O. Comet. Amer. Head.
16 gauge .... 4 00 3 75
18 to 24 gauge 4 00 3 85 4 25 4 00
26 " 4 25 4 10 4 25 4 25
28 " 4 50 4 35 4 40 4 50

Case lots 10 to 15c. less.

28 gauge American equals 26 gauge English.

Chain.
Proof Coil, 3-16 in., per 1001b

" % 8 90 8 50
5-16 " "

4 70 5 00

% " " 4 05 4 CO
" 7-16 " "

3 90 4 v5

% " "
3 70 4 10

9-16 " "
3 65 4 (5

" % " " 3 35 3 90
% " " 3 60 4 (0

Halter, kennel and post chains, 40 to 40 and
5 p.o.

Cow ties 40 p. c.

Tie-out chains 65 p. c.

Stall fixtures 35 p.c.

Trace chain 45 p.c.

Jack chain, iron, single and double, dis-

count 35 p c.

Jack chain, brass, single and double, dis-

count 40 p.c.

Copper.
Ingot

English B. S., ton lots 1734
Lake Superior

Bats.
Cut lengths round, % to % in. 23 25

'

'

round and square
1 to 2 inches.... 23 25

Sheet.
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz. , 14x48 and 14x60 24 14%
Plain, 14 oz., and light, 16

oz., irregular sizes 24% 25
Tinned copper sheets 26
Planished 32

Braziers (in sheets.)
4x6ft. 25 to 30 lbs. ea., per lb 25
" 35 to 45 " " .... 24
" 50-1 b. and above, " .... 23

Boiler and T. K. Pitts
Plain Tinned, per lb 28
Spun, per lb 32

Brass.
Rod and Sheet, 14 to 30 gauge, 15 percent.
Sheets, hard-rolled, 2x4 23
Tubing, base, per 1 23

Zine Spelter
Foreign, per lb 05% 06
Domestio "

Zinc Sheet.
5 cwt. casks 00 BV,

Partcasks CO 6%
Lead.

Imported Pig, per lb O4V4 0(4%
Bar, lib 05% 05%
Sheets, 2% lbs. sq. ft., by .... C614
Sheets, 3 to 6 lbs.,

"
... 06

Note.— Cut sheets % cent per lb. extra.
Pipe, by the roll, usual weights per yard, lists

at 7c. per lb. and 30 p.c. dis. f.o.b. Toront o.

Note.—Cut lengths, net price, waste pipe
8-ft. lengths lists at 7% cents.

Shot.
Common, $6.50 per HO lb. ; chilled, $7.00

per 100 lb. ; buck, seal and ball, $7.50. Dis-
count, 17% P-c. Prices are f o.b. Toronto,
Hamilton, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Terms 3 per cent, cash, freights equalized.

Soil Pipe and Fittings.
Discount, 60 and 10 per cent, on medium and
extra heavy, and 60 per cent, on light.

Solder. Per lb. Per lb.

Bar half-and-half, guarant'd 18%
Bar half-and-half, commer'l .... 18

Refined 17%
Wiping 17

Note.—Prices of this graded according to
quantity. The prices of other qualities of
solder in the market indicated by private
brands vary according to composition.

Antimony.
Cookson's, per lb 10/2 11

White Lead . Per 100 lb.

Pure 6 37

No. 1 do 6 00

No.2do 5 62%
No.3 do 5 !5

No. 4 do 4 87%
Munro's Select Flake White 7 37 l/2
Elephant and Decorators' Pure 7 12%
Brandram's B B. Genuine 8 00

" *' Decorative 7 55
'• " No. 1 6 85
" " No. 2 6 00

Red Lead.
Genuine, 560 lb. casks, per cwt $5 50

Genuine, 100 lb. kegs, per cwt 5 75

No. 1, 560 lb. casks, per cwt 5 25

No. 1, 1001b. kegs, perewt 5 00

White Zinc Paint.
Elephant Snow White 08 09

PureWhiteZino 08 0(9
No. 1 06 07%
No. 2 05 C6%

Dry White Lead.
Pure, casks 5 75

Pure, kegs 6 25

No. 1,casks 5 50

No. 1, kegs 5 00

Prepared Paints.
I» %i % and 1 gallon tins.

Pure, per gallon 125
Second qualities.per gallon 1 10

Barn (inbbls.) 75 85

The Sherwin-Williams Paints 1 45

Canada Paint Cos Pure 1 25

Toronto Lead & Color Cos Pure. . .

.

1 25

Sanderson Pearcy's Pure 1 20

Stewart & Wood's Champion Pure. 1 20

Colors in Oil.
25 lb. tins, Standard Quality.

Venetian Red, per lb 05

Chrome Yellow 11

Golden Ochre 06
French " 05
Marine Black... V 09

" Green 09
Chrome " 08

French Imperia Green 09

Colors, Dry.

Yellow Ochre (J.O.) bbls.... 1 35 1 40
Yellow Ochre J.F.L.S.), bbls ... 2 75
Yellow Ochre (Royal) 110 115
Brussels Ochre 2 00
Venetian Red (best), per cwt. 180 190
English Oxides, per owt 3 00 3 25
American Oxides, per cwt.. 1 75 2 00
Canadian Oxides, per cwt.,.. 175 2 00
Super MagnetioOxides,93p.o. 2 00 2 25
Burnt Sienna, pure, per lb 10
" Umber, " " 10
do Raw 09

Drop Black, pure 09
Chrome Yellows, pure 18
Chrome Greens, pure, per lb 12
Golden Ocbre 03%
Ultramarine Blue in 28-lb .

boxes, per lb 08 24
Kire Proof Mineral, per 100 lb 100
Genuine Eng.Litharge, per lb .... 07
Mortar Color, per 100 lb 125
English Vermillion 80
Pure Indian Red, No. 45 lb 80
Whiting, per 100 lb 55

Bine Stone.
Casks, for spraying, per b 07
100-lb. lots, do. per lb 08

Putty.
Bulk in bbls 1 95
Bulk in less quantity 205
Bladders in bbls 2 10
Bladders in kegs, boxes or loose. ... 2 25
Bladders in 25-lb. tins 2 35
Bladders in 12%-lb. tins 2 65
Bladders io buk or tins less than 1001b2 99

Varnishes.

In 5-gal. lots.). Per gal.

Carriage, No. 1 2 90 3 30
body 8 00 9 00

" rubbing 4 00 5 00
Gold Size, Japan 3 00 3 40
Brown Japan 2 40 2 80
Elastic Oak 2 90 3 30
Furniture, extra 2 40 2 80

No. 1..... 160 2 00
Hard Oil Finish 2 70 3 10
Light Oil Finish 3 20 3 60
Demar 3 30 3 70
Shellac, white 4 40 4 80

" orange 4 00 4 40
Furniture Brown Japan 1 60 2 00
Black Japan 2 40 2 80

" !
* No. 1 ; 1 60 2 00

The Imperial Varnish 4 Color Co's.,
Limited Elastilite Varnish 1 gal. can, each.
$3.00.

Granatine Floor Finish per gal., $2.75.

Maple Leaf Coach Enamels ; Size 1, $1 21

;

Size 2, 70c. ; Size 3, 4.1c. each.

Castor OH.
East India, in cases, per lb.. 10 10%
" " small lots 10 l/2 11

Cod Oil, Etc.
OodOilpergal 50 55
PureOlive 1 20
" Neatsfoot 90

Glne.
Common 08% 09
French Medal 14 14'/,

Cabinet sheet 12 13
White, extra 18 20
Gelatine 22 30
Strip 18 20
Coopers 19 20
Huttner 18
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i Joseph Rodgers & Sons
§ Limited

I

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

Each blade of our Goods bears the

exact mark here represented.

JAMES HUTTON & CO., MONTREAL SOLE AGENTS
IN CANADA.

HARDWARE.
Ammunition.

Cartridges.

B. B Gap Dom. 50 and 5 per cant.

Rim Fire Pistol, dis. 40 p. o., Amer.
Rim Fire Cartridges, Dom., 50 and 5 p. o.

Central Fire Pistol and Rifle, lOp.o. Aroer.

Central Fire Cartridges, pistol sizes, Dom.
30 per cent.

Central Fire Cartridges, Sporting and Mili-

tary, Dom., 15 and 5 per cent.

Central Fire, Military and Sporting, Amer.
add 5 p.c. to list. B.B. Caps, discount 40

per cent. Amer.
Loaded and empty Shells, "Trap" and

" Dominion " grades, 25 per cent. Rival
and Nitro, net list.

Brass Shot Shells, 55 per cent.

Primers, Dom., 30 per cent.

Wads per lb-

Best thick white felt wadding, in %-lb
bags 1 00

Best thick brown or grey felt wads, in

%-lb. bags 70

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 12 and smaller gauges 99

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 500 each, 10 gauge 35

Best thick white card wads, in boxes
of 5U0 each, 8 gauge 55

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 12 and smaller gauges 10

Thin card wads, in boxes of 1,000

each, 10 gauge 25

Thin card wads in boxes of 1,000

each, 8 gauge
Chemically prepared black edge grey
cloth wads, in boxes of 250 each— Per M.

11 and smaller gauge 60

9 and 1C gauges 70

7 and 8 gauges 90
5 and 6 gauges 1 10

Superior chemically prepared pink
edge, best white cloth wads, in

boxes of 250 each—
11 and smaller gauge 1 15

9 and 10 gauges 1 40

7 and 8 gauges 1 65

5 and 6 gauges 1 90
Adzes.

Discount, 20 percent.

Anvils.
Wrights, 80-lb. and over lO?*

Hay Budden, 80-lb. and over .... 09'4

Brooks, " " " ... ll'i

Augers.
Gilmour's, discount 65 and 5 p.c. off list.

Axes.
Chopping Axes

Single bit, per doz 5 50 10 00

Double bit, " 11 00 18 00

Bench Axes, 40 p.c.

Broad Axes, 33% per cent.
Hunters' Axes 5 50 6 00

Boy's Axes 5 75 6 75

Splitting Axes 6 50 12 00

Handled Axes 7 00 10 00

Axle Grease.
Ordinary, per gross 5 75 6 00

Best quality 13 00 15 00

Bath Tubs.
Zino 6 00

Copper, discount 15 p.c. off revised list

Baths.
Standard Enameled.

5%-inch rolled rim, 1st quality 25 00
2nd " 21 00

Anti-Friction Metal.
"Tandem" A per lb. 27

" B " 21

C " 11%
Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, per lb. 25

Frktionless metal, per lb 23

SYRACUSE SMELTINO WORKS.
Aluminum, genuine 45

Dynamo 29

Special 25

Aluminum, 99 p.o. pure "Syracuse '.. 50

Bells.
Hand.

Brass, 60 per oent.

N ickel, 55 per cent.

Cow.
American make, discount 663/3 per oent.
Canadian, discount 45 and 50 per cent.

Door.
Gongs, Sargant's 5 50 8 00

" Peter boro', discount 45 per cent.
Farm.

American, each 125 3 00
House.

American, per lb 35 40

Bellows.
Hand, per doz 3 35 4 75
Moulders', per doz 7 50 10 00
Blacksmiths', discount 40 per cent.

Belting.
Extra, 60 per cent.
Standard, 60 and 10 per cent.

Bits.
Auger.

Gilmour's, discount 60 and 5 per cent.
Rockford, 50 and 10 per cent.
Jennings' Gen., net list.

Car.
Gilmour's, 47% to 50 per cent.

Expansive.
Clark's, 40 per cent

Gimlet.
Clark's, per doz 65 90
Damond, Shell, per doz 100 150
Nail and Spike, per gross 2 25 5 20

Blind and Bed Staples.
All sizes, per lb 0734 12

Bolts and Nuts. Percent.
Carriage Bolts, full square, Norway— 65

" " full square 65
Common Carriage Bolts, all sizes 60
Machine Bolts, all sizes 60
Coach Screws 70
Sleigh Shoe Bolts 72%
Blank Bolts 60
Bolt Ends 62%
Plough Bolts 60
Nuts, square 4 c. off

Nuts, hexagon 4!4o. off

Tire Bolts 67%
Stove Bolts 67%
Stove rods, per lb 5% to 6c.

Boot Calks.
Small and medium, ball, per M. .. . 4 25
Small heel, per M 4 50

Bright Wire Goods.
Discount 61% per cent.

Broilers.
Light, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Reversible, dis., 65 to 67% per cent.
Vegetable, per doz., dis. 37% per cent.
Henis, No. 8, " 6 00
Henis, No. 9, " 7 00
Queen City " 7 50 00

Butchers' Cleavers.
German, per doz 6 00 1100
Amerioan, per doz 12 00 20 00

Building Paper, Etc.
Plain building, per roll 30
Tarred lining, per roll 40
Tarred roofing, per 100 lb 1 65
Coal Tar, per barrel 3 50
Pitch, per 100-lb 85
Carpet felt, per ton 45 10

Bull Rings.
Copper, $2.00 for 2% in. and $1.90 for 2 in.

Butts.
Wrought Brass, net revised ist

Cast Iron.
Loose Pin, dis., 6u per cent.

Wrought Steel.
Fast Joint, dis. 65, 10 and 2% per cont.
Loose Pin, dis. 65, 10 and 2'

j per cent.
Berlin Bronzed, dis. 70, 70 and 5 per u nt.

Gen. Bronzed, per pair 40 65
Carpet Stretchers .

Amerioan, per doz 1 00 1 50
Bullard's, per doz 6 50 ....

Castors.
Bed, new list, dis. 55 to 57% percent.
Plate, dis. 52% to 57% per cent.

Cattle Leaders.
Nos. 31 and 32, per gross 50 9 50

Cement.
Canadian Portland 2 50 2 80
English "

3 00
Belgian "

2 50 2 75
Canadian hydraulio 125 150

Chalk.
Carpenters Colored, per gross 45 75
White lump, per cwt 60 65
Red 05 06
Crayon, per gross 14 18

Chisels.
Socket, Framing and Firmer.

Broad's, dis. 70 per cent.
Warnock's, dis. 70 percent.
P. S. & W. Extra 60, 10 and 5 p.c.

Churns,
Revolving Churns, metal frames—No. 0, $8—
No. 1, $8.50— No. 2, $9.00—No. 3, $10.00—
No. 4, $12.00—No. 5, $16.00 each. Ditto,
wood frames—20c. each less than above.
Discounts : Delivered from factories, 58
p.c. ; from stock in Montreal, 58 p.c.

Terms, 4 months or 3 p.c. cash in 30 days.
Clips.

Axle dis. 65 per cent.
Closets

Plain Ontario Syphon Jet $16 00
Emb. Ontario Syphon Jet 17 00

Fittings net 1 00
Plain Teutonic Syphon Washout 10 00
Emb. Teutonic Syphon Washout .... 11 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Teutonic, plain 16 CO

" embossed 17 00
Plain Richelieu net 3 75
Emb. Richelieu net 4 00

Fittings net 1 25
Low Down Out. Sy. Jet, plain net. . 19 50

" ' emb'd. net 20 50
Closet connection net 1 25
Basins, round, 14 in 1 00

" oval, 17 x 14 in 2 53
" " 19 x 15 in 3 75
Discount 40 p.o, except on net figures.

Compasses, Dividers, Etc.
American, dis. 62% to 65 per cent.

Cradles, Grain.
Canadian, dis. 25 to 33% per cent.

Crosscut Saw Handles.
8. &D.,No. 3, per pair 17%

" 5, " 22%
" 6, " 15

Boynton pattern " 20
Door Springs.

Torrey's Rod, per doz (15 p.c.) 2 00
Coil, per doz 88 160
English, per doz 2 00 4 00

Draw Knives.
Coach and Wagon, dis. 50 and 10 per cent.
Carpenters, dis. 70 per cent.

Drills.
Hand and Breast.

Millar's Falls, per doz. net list.

DRILL BITS.
Morse, dis., 37 l/2 to 40 per cent.
Standard dis. 50 and 5 to 55 per cent

Faucets .

Common, cork-lined, dis. 35 per cent.
ELBOWS. (Stovepipe.)

No. 1, per doz 1 40
No. 2, per doz 1 20
Bright, 20c. per doz. extra.

ESCUTCHEONS.
Discount, 45 per cent.

ESCUTCHEON PINS.
Iron, discount 40 per cent.

FACTORY MILK CANS.
Discount off revised list, 40 per cent.

FILES AND RASPS.
Great Westetj 75 and 5 per cent.
Disston 70 " 10 '
Arcade 75 " 5 "
Kearney * Foot 70 " 10 "
American 75 " 5 "
McClellan 70 " 5 "
Eagle 70 10 and 5 "
Nicholson 70 " 10
Heller 60 " 10 "
Royal & Keystone 80 p.c. and 80 and 10 p c.

Black Diamond, 60 to till and 10 per cent.
Jowitt's, English list, 25 to 27'/2 per cent.

FORKS.
Hay, manure, etc., dis., 50 and 10 per cent,

revised list.

GLASS—Window—Box Price.
Star D. Diamond

Size United Per Per Per Per
Inches. 50 ft. 100 ft 50 ft. 100 ft

Under 26 2 15 4 15 .... 6 00
26 to 40 2 30 4 45 .... 6 65

41 to50 4 85 .... 7 50
51to60 5 15 .... 8 50

61to70 5,50 .... 9 50
71to80 6 00 .... 10 50
81 to85 6 50 .... 11 70

86to90 14 00
91to95 15 50
99tol00 18 00

GAUGES
Marking, Mortise, Etc.

Stanley's dis. 5u to 55 per cent.
Wire Gauges.

Winn's, Nos. 26 to 33, each... 165 2 40

HALTERS.
Rope, % per gross

% '• 9 00
" %to'4 HOO

Leather, 1 in., per doz 3 87'/2 4 00
" l%in., " 5 15 5 20

Web, -per doz 187 2 45

HAMMERS.
Nail

Maydole's, dis. 5 to 10 per cent. Can. dis.

25 to 27% per cent.
Tack.

Magnetic, per doz 110 120
Sledge.

Canadian, per lb 07% 08X
Ball Pean.

English and Can., per lb.... 22 25

HANDLES.
Axe, per doz. net 150 2 00
Store door, per doz 100 150

Fork.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Hoe.
C. 4 B., dis. 40 per cent. rev. list.

Saw.
American, per doz 1 00 1 25

Plane.
American, per gross 3 15 3 75

Hammer and Hatchet.
Canadian, 40 percent.

Cross-Cut Saws.
Canadian, per pair 13%

HANGERS. doz. pairs.
Steel barn door 5 85 6 00
Stearns , 4 inch 5 00

" 5 inch 6 50
Lane's covered-
No. 11, 5-ft. run 8 40
No. 11%, 10-f t.run 10 80
No. 12, 10-ft.ruu 12 60
No. 14, 15-ft. run 2100

Lane's O.N.T. track, per foot. ... 4%
HARVEST TOOLS.

Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

HATCHETS.
Canadian, dis. 40 to 42% per cent.

HINGES.
Blind, Parker's, dis. 50 and 10 to 60 per cent.
Heavy T and strap, 4-in., per lb 06%

5-in., " .... 06%
" " 6-in., " 06

" 8-in., " .... 05%
" 10-in.. " .... 05%

Light T and strap, dis. 65 and 5 per cent.
Screw hook and hinge—

6 to 12 in., per 100 lbs * 50
14 in. up, per 100 lbs f

Per gro. (f 'tin-

Spring 12

HOES.
Garden, Mortar, etc., dis. 50 and 10 p.c.

Planter, per doz 4 00 4 50

HOLLOW WARE
Disoount, 45 and 5 per c ent

HOOKS.
Cast Iron.

Bird Cage, per doz 50 110
Clothes Line, per doz 27 63
Harness, per doz 72 88

Hat and Coat, per gross 1 00 3 00

Chandelier, per doz 50 100
Wrought Iron.

Wrought Hooks and Staples, Cat., die.

47% per cent.
Wire.

Hat and Coat, disoount 45 per o int.

Belt, per 1,000 60
Screw, bright.'dis. 55 per cent.
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Use Syracuse Babbitt Metal

IT IS THE

BEST MADE.

For
Paper and Pulp
Mills, Saw and
Wood Working
Machinery, Cotton
and Silk Mills,

Dynamos, Marine
Engines, and all

kinds of
Machinery
Bearings.

Wire, Triangular and Bar Solder, Pig Tin, Lead, Ingot Copper, Ingot Brass, Antimony, Aluminum, Bismuth, Zinc Spelter,

Phosphor Tin, Phosphor Bronze, Nickle, etc., always in stock.

FantorinR- 1 332 William St., MONTREAL, QUE.factories . j and SYRACUSE( N Y Syracuse Smelting Works

HORSE NAILS
"C'brand 50 and 7%o.o.off new li tlOval-
"M" brand 50, 10 and 5 per cent, j head
Countersunk. 60 per oent

HORSESHOES
F.O.B. Montreal.

No. 2 No. 1.
Iron Shoes. and and

larger, smaller.
Light, medium, and heavy. 3 50 3 75
Snow shoes 3 75 4 00

Steel Shoes.
Light 3 60 3 85
Featherweight (all sizes) 4 85 4 85
F.O.B. Toronto, Hamilton, London and
Guelph, 10c. per keg additional.

Toe weight steel shoes 6 70

JAPANNED WARE.
Discount, 45 and 5 p c. off list, June 1899

ICE PICKS.
Star per doz 3 00 3 25

KETTLES.
Brass spun, 7% p.c. dis. off new list.

Copper, per lb 30 50
American, 60 and 10 to 65 and 5 p.c.

KEYS.
Lock, Can., dis., 45 p.c.

Cabinet, trunk, and padlock,
Am. per gross 60

KNOBS.
Door, japanned and N.P., per

doz 1 50 2 50
Bronze, Berlin, per doz 2 75 3 25
Bronze Genuine, per doz 6 00 9 00
Shutter, porcelain, F. 4 L.

screw, per gross 130 4 00
White door knobs—per doz. 1 25

HAY KNIVES.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

LAMP WICKS.
Discount, 60 per cent.

LANTERNS.
Cold Blast, per doz. 7 00
No. 3 "Wright's" 8 50
Ordinary, with O burner 4 00
Dashboard, cold blast 9 00
No. 5 75
Japanning, 50c. per doz. extra.

LEMON SQUEEZERS.
Porcelain lined perdoz. 2 20 5 60
Galvanized 187 3 85
King, wood 2 75 2 90
King, glass 4 00 4 50
Allglass 120 130

LINES.
Fish, per gross 105 2 50
Chalk "

1 90 7 40
LOCKS.

Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.
Russel 4 Erwin, per doz 3 00 3 25

Cabinet.
Eagle, dis. 30 p.c.

Padlock
English and Am., perdoz.... 50 6 00
Scandinavian, " .... 1 00 2 40
Eagle, dis. 20 to 25 p.c
MACHINE SCREWS. Iron and Brass.

Flat head discount 25 p.c
Round Head discount 20 p.c.

MALLETS.
Tinsmiths' per doz 125 150
Camenters', hickory, per doz 1 25 3 75
Li Bum Vitae, per doz 3 85 5 00
CaSking each 60 2 00~ MATTOCKS.
Canadian, perdoz 5 50 6 50

MEAT CUTTERS.
American, dis. 25 to 30 p.c.
German, 15 per cent.

MILK CAN TRIMMINGS.
Discount, 25 per cent.

NAILS.
Quotations are ; Out. Wire

2d and 3d $3 35 $3 85
3d 3 00 3 52
4and5d 2 75 3 35
6and7d 2 65 3 20
8and9d 2 50 3 00
10andl2d 2 45 2 95
16and20d 2 40 2 90
30, 40, 50 and 60d. (base) 2 35 2 85
Wire nails in carlots are $2.7 1 y2
Galvanizing 2c. per lb. net extra.
Steel Cut Nails lOo. extra.
Miscellaneous wire nails, dis. 70 and 10 p. c

Coopers' nails, dis. 30 per cent.
Flour barrel nails, dis. 25 percent

NAIL PULLERS.
German and American 1 85 3 50

NAIL SETS
Square, round, and octagon

per gross 3 38 4 00
Diamond 12 00 15 00

NETTING.
Poultry, 55 per cent for McMullen's

OAKUM. Per 100 lb.
Navy 6 00
U. S. Navy 7 25

OIL.
Water White (U.S.) 16'/,

Prime White (U.S ) 15%
Water White (Can.) 15
Prime White(Can.) 14

OILERS.
McClary's Model galvan. oil

can, with pump, 5 gal.,
per doz 10 00

Zinc and tin, dis. 50, 50 and 10.

Copper, per doz 125 3 50
Brass, " 1 50 3 50
Malleable, dis. 25 per cent.

GALVANIZED PAILS.
Dufferin pattern pails, dis. 45 p.o.
Flaring pattern, discount 45 per cent.
Galvanized wash tubs, discount 45 per cent.

PIECED WARE.
Discount 10 per cent, off list, June, 1899.
10-qt. flaring sap buckets, dip. 45 p.c.
P>, lu and 14-qt. fl ring pai s, dis. 45 p.c.
Creamer cans, dis. 45 p.c.

PICKS.
Per doz 6 00 9 00

PICTURE NAILS.
Porcelain head, per groBs 175 3 00
Brass head " 40 100

PICTURE WIRE.
Tin and gilt, discount 75 p c.

PLANES.
Wood, bench, Canadian dis. 50 per cent.

American dis. 50.

Wood, fancy Canadian or American 7%
to 40 per cent.

PLANE IRONS.
English, per doz 2 00 5 00

PLIERS AND NIPPERS.
Button's Genuine per doz pairs, dis. 37%

40 p.c.

Button's Imitation, perdoz.. 5 00 9 00
German, perdoz 60 2 60

PLUMBERS BRASS GOODS.
Compression work, discount, 60 per cent.
Fuller's work, discount 65 per cent.
Rough stops and stop and waste cocks, dis-
count, 60 per cent.

Jenkins disk globe and angle valves, dis-
count, 55 per cent.

Standard valves, discount, 60 per per cent.
Jenkins

'
radiator valves discount 55 per cent." " " standard, dis., 60 p.c.

Quick opening valves discount, 60 p.c.
No. 1 compression bath cock 2 00
No. 4 " " " 2 00
No. 7, Fuller's 2 50
No 4%, " 3 00

POWDER.
Velox Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

1001b. orless u 85
1,000 lb. or more 80

Net 30 days.

PRESSED SPIKES.
Discount 20 to 25 per cent.

PULLEYS.
Hothouse, per doz 55 100
A*'e 22 33
Screw 27 100
Awning 35 2 50

PUMPS.
Canadian cistern 1 80 3 60
Canadian pitcher spout 1 40 2 10

PUNCHES.
Saddlers', perdoz 100 185
Conductors', " 9 00 15 00
Tinners' solid, perset 00 72

" hollow, per inch.... 00 100

RANGE BOILERS.
Galvanized, 3 gallons 7 CO

" 35 " 8 25
40 " 9 50

Copper, 30 " 22 00
35 ' 26 00

" 40 " 30 00
Discount off Copper Boilers 10 per cent.

RAKES.
Cast steel and malleable, 50, 10 and 5 p.c.

Wood, 25 per cent.
' RAZORS.

per doz.
Elliot's 4 00 18 00
Geo. Butler * Co.'s 4 00 18 00
Boker's 7 50 11 00

King Cutter 12 50 5') 00
Wade & Butcher's 3 60 10 00
Theile & Quack's 7 00 12 00

REAPING HOOKS.
Discount, 50 and 10 per cent.

REGISTERS.
Discount 40 per cent,

RIVETS AND BURRS.
Iron Rivets, black and tinned, discount 60

and lu per cent.
Iron Burrs, liscount 55 per cent.
Extras on Iron Rivets in 1-lb. cartons, %c.

per lb.

Extras on Iron Rivets in %-lb. cartons, lc.

per lb.

Copper Rivets & Burrs, 35 and 5 p.c. dis.
and cartons, lc. per lb. extra, net.

Extras on Tinned or Coppered Rivets
%-lb. cartons, lc. per lb.

RIVET SETS
Canadian, dis. 35 to 37% per cent.

ROPE ETC.
Sisal. Manila.

7-16 in. and larger, per lb 10 13%
%in 11 14%
% and 5-16 in 15%
Cotton, 3-16 inch and larger 16

" 5-32 inch 21
" y8 inch 22%

Russia Deep Sea 15%
Jute 8
Lath Yarn 9%
New Zealand Rope 10

RULES.
Boxwood, dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
Ivory, dis. 37% to 40 p,c.

SAD IRONS. per set.
Mrs. Potts, No. 55, polished 62%

" No. 50, nickle-plated 67%
SAND AND EMERY PAPER.

Dominion Flint Paper, 47% pe cent.
B & A. sand, 40 and 5 per cent.
Emery, 40 per cent.
Garnet (Rurton's), 5 to 10 p.c. advance on list.

SAP SPOUTS.
Bronzed iron with hooks, per doz. . . 9 50

SAWS.
Hand Disston's, dis. 12% p.o.
S. 4 D., 40 per cent.
Crosscut, Disston's, per ft 35 55
S. 4 D., dis. 35 p.c. on Nos. 2and3.
Hack, complete, each 75 2 75

' frame only 75

SASH WEIGHTS.
Sectional, per 100 lbs 2 75 3 CO
Solid, "

2 00 2 25

SASH CORD.
Per lb 23 30

SAW SETS.
"Lincoln," per doz 6 50

SCALES.
Standard, 45 p.c.
Champion, 65 p.c.
Spring Balances, 10 p.o.
Fairbanks Standard, 35 p.c.

Dominion, 55 p.c."
Richelieu, 55 p.c.

SCREW DRIVERS.
Sargent's per doz 65 100

SCREWS
Wood, F. H., bright and steel, 87% and 10 p.c.Wood R. H., " dis. 82% and 10 p.o.

F. H., brass, dis. 80 and 10 p.c.

Wood, R. H., " dis. 75 and 10 p.c.
" F.H., bronze, dis. 75 p.o.

R.H. " 70 p.c.
Drive Screws, 87% and 10 percent.
Bench, wood, per doz 3 25 4 00

" iron. " 4 25 5 75

Set, Case hardened. 60 per cent.
Square Cap, 50 and 5 per cent.
Hexagon Cap, 45 per cent.

SCYTHES.
Per doz, net B 00

SCYTHE SNATHS.
Canadian, dis. 45 p.c.

SHEARS.
Bailey Cutlery Co., full nickeled, dis. 60 p.c.
Seymour's, dis. 50 and 10 p.o.

SHOVELS AND SPADES.
Canadian, dis. 40 and 5 per cent.

SINKS.
Steel and galvanized, discount 45 percent.

SNAPS.
Harness, German, dis. 25 p.c.

Lock, Andrews' 4 50 1150
SOLDERING IRONS.

1, 1% lb., per lb 37
2 lb. or over, per lb 34

SQUARES.
Iron, No. 493, perdoz 2 40 2 55
" Mo. 494, " 3 25 3 40

Steel, dis. 60. 10 and 5 p.c.

Try and bevel, dis. 50 to 52% p.c.

STAMPED WARE.
Plain, dis. ,75 and 12% p.c. off revised list
Retinned, dis., 75 p.c. off revised list.

STAPLES.
Galvanized 3 50 4 00
Plain 3 55 3 75
Coopers', discouot 45 percent.
Poultry netting staples, 40 per cent.

STOCKS AND DIES.
American dis. 25 p.c.

STONE. Per lb.

Washita 28 60
Hindostan 06 07"

slip 09 09
Labrador o 13

m " Axe 15
Turkey o 50
Arkansas 00 150
Water-of-Ayr 00 10
Scythe, per gross 3 50 5 00
Grind .2 in,40 to 200 lb.per ton 25 00

" under 40 lb. " 28 00
Grind, under 2 in. thick " 29 00

STOVE PIPES.
5 and 6 inch Per 100 lengths .... 7 00
7 inch " "

7 50

ENAMELINE STOVE POLISH.
No. 4—3 dozen in case, net cash .... #4 80
No. 6—3 dozen in case, " .... 8 40

TACKS BRADS, ETC.
. Per cent

Strawberry box tacks, bulk 75 & 10
CheeBe-box tacks, blued 80 4,12%
Trunk tacks, black and tinned 85
Carpet tacks, blued 80 4 15

tinned 80 & 20
" " (in kegs) 40

Cut tacks, blued, in dozens only . . 80" % weights 60
Swedes, cut tacks, blued and tinned—

In bulk 80 4 10
In dozens 75

Swedes, upholsterers', bulk... 85, 12% 412%
" brush, blued 4 tinned, bulk.. 70
" gimp, blued, tinned and

japanned 75 4 12%
Zino tacks 35
Leather carpet tacks 55
Copper tacks 50
Copper nails 5' y2
Trunk nails, black 65 and 5
Trunk nails, tinned 65 and 10
Clout nails, blued 65 and 5
Chair nails 35
Patent brads 40
Fine finishing

, , 40
Picture frame points 10
Lining tacks, in papers ,, 10
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PITTSBURGH,
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
OF"

STANDARD CHAIN CO.,

CHAIN
Proof Coil, B.B., B.B.B., Crane, Dredge Chain, Trace Chains, Cow Ties, etc.

ALEXANDER GIBB, Pntlo/iia „ !»«,„««„*„,„« A. C. LESLIE & CO.,
Montreal. -Canadian Representatives- Montreai.

OF ALL KINDS.

Montreal.
For Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. For other Provinces.

Lining tacks, in bulk 15
" " solid heads, in bulk 75

Saddle nails in papers 10
" " in bulk 15

Tufting buttons, 22 line, in dozens only 60

Tin capped trunk nails 15

Zinc glazier's points 5
Double pointed tacks, papers 90 and 10

" '• " bulk 40

TAPE LINES.
English, ass skin, per doz .. . 2 75 5 00

English, Patent Leather.... 5 50 9 75

Chesterman's each 90 2 85
" steel, each .... 80 8 00

THERMOMETERS.
Tin case and dairy, dis. 75 to 75 and 10 p.c.

TRAPS. (Steel.)

Same, Newhouse, dis. 2) p.c.

Game, H. &N., P. S. * W., 65 p.o.

Game, steel, 72%, 75 p.c.

TROWELS.
Disston's discount 10 per cent.

German, per doz 4 75 6 0J

S. & D., discount 35 per cent.

TWINES.
Bag, Russian, per lb 27

Wrapping, cotton, 3-ply 20
•• " 4-ply 26

Mattress, per lb 33 45

Staging, " 27 35

VISES.
Wright's 13VJ
Brooks 12"!:,

Pioe Vise, Hinge, No. 1 3 51
" No 2 ft 50

Saw Vise 4 5) 9 00

ENAMELLED WARE.
White, Princess, Turquoise, Blue and White,

discount 50 per cent.
Diamond, Famous, Premier, 50 and 10 p.c.

Granite or Pearl, Imperial, Crescent, 50, 10
and 10 per cent.

WIRE.
Brass wire, 50 to 50 and 2% per cent, oft the

list.

Copper wire, 45 and 10 per cent, net cash 30
days, f.o.b. factory.

Smooth Steel Wire, is quoted at the
following net selling prices

:

No. 6 to 8 gauge $2 90
2 80
2 87
2 90
2 95
3 15
3 37
3 50
3 65

Other sizes of plain wire outside of Nos. 9,

10, 11, 12 and 13, and other varieties of
plain wire remain at $2.81 base with

extras as before. The prices for Nos. 9.

to 13 include the charge of 1' c.

for oiling. Extras net per 100 lb.:

Coppered wire, 60c—tinned wire, $2—
oiling, 10o.—special hay-bailing wire, 30c.

—spring wire, $1— best steel wire, 75c—
bright soft drawn, 15c— in 50 and 100-lb.

bundles net, 10c—in 25-lb. bundles net
15c—packed in casks or cases, 15c—
bagging or papering, 10c

Fine Steel Wire, dis. 17% per cent.
List of extras : In 100-lb. lots : No.
17, $5-No. 18, $5.50-No. 19, $6-No. 20,

86.65-No. 21, $7—No. 22, 87.30—No. 23,

7.65 -No. 24, $8—No. 25, $9—No. 26,

89.50—No. 27, 810-No. 28. 8U No 29.

$12-No. 30, 813-No. 31,814-No. 32. $15
No. 33, 816—No. 34, 817. Extras net-
tinned wire, Nos. 17-25, 82—Nos. 26-31

84—Nos. 32-34, $6. Coppered, 5c—oil

ing, 10c—in 25-1K bundles,15c—in 5 and
10-lb. bundles. 25c—in 1-lb. hanks, 50c—
in %-lb. hanks, 75c— in %-lb. hanks, $1—
packed in casks orcases, 15c—bagging or
papering, 10c

Galvanized Wire, perlOOlb.—Nos. 6,7.8, S3 50
to $3 8i—No. 9, 82.85 to $3.15—No. 10

33.60 to $3.95—No. 11, $3.70 to $4.10-No
12, 83 to $3.30-No. 13, $3.10 to $3 4)—
No. 14. $4.10 to $4.50—No. 15, $4.60 to
$5.05—No. 16. 84.85 to $5 35. Baee sizes,

Nos. 6 to 9, $2.57V4 f-o b. Cleveland.
Clothes Line Wire, solid 7 strand, No. 17.

S4.25; No. 18, $2.65; No. 19. $7.35. f.o.b
Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal.

WIRE FENCING. F.O.B.
Toronto

Galvanized barb , 3 05
9 al van ized, plain twist 3 05
Galvanized barb, f.o.b. Cleveland, $2.82%

in less than carlots, and $2.7J in carlots.

WIRE CLOTH.
Painted Screen, per 100 sq. ft., net.. 1 35

WASTE COTTON. per lb.

Colored 4% to 5
White, according to quality 6ft to 794
50C-lb bale lots shaded.

WRENCHES.
Acme, 35 to 37% per cent.
Agricultural, 60 p.c
Coe's Genuine, dis. 20 to 25 p.c
Towers' Engineer, each 2 00 7 00

" S., per doz 5 80 6 00
G . ft K 's Pipe, per doz 3 40
Burrell's Pipe, each 3 00
Pocket, per doz 25 2 90

WRINGERS.
Leader per doz. $30 31 00
Royal Canadian.. " 26 00 S8 00
Royal American., " 26 00 28 00
Sampson " 30 00
Terms 4 months, or 3 p.c. 30 days.

WROUGHT IRON WASHERS.
Canadian make, discount, 40 and 5 per cent

ADVERTISINGinWESTERN CANADA
will be Carefully, Efficiently, and Promptly
ttended to, by

The Roberts Advertising Agency,
WINNIPEG, CANADA.

<
H^aMiidAe&, £<ifum<y,

u/xmtidor-', Qizt.

s
HELF BOXES
CREW CASES
AMPLE HOLDERS

For particulars apply to tlio patentee

and manufacturer.

J. S. BENNETT, 20 Sheridan Ave., TORONTO

DIAMOND VISE AND DRILLING ATTACHMENT
U. S. Patent Jan. 15, '95. Canadian Patent July 22, '95.

J AWS are faced with steel % inch wide, 4 inches long,
firmly fastened to jaw, checked and hardened

VISE weighs 38 pounds. DRILL weighs !3pouuds.

For Sale by Jobbers of Hardware.

Made by—
The AcUms Company, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.A.
Made by A. R. Woodyatt & Co., Guelph, Ont.

ft



"THE EMLYN" SAW BENCH
Made in 6 sizes. Best value obtainable. Specially

designed for expoi t. With or without " Emlyn "

Patent Guard. Sole maker

—

CHARLES D. PHILLIPS,
Cables

—

Emlyn Engineering Works,
"Machinery," Newport. Newport, Mon., England.

IF THE WORDS

«

Dundas Axe"
are stamped on an Axe, you can
rely on its being the best that

can be made.

DUNOAS AXE WORKS
Dundas. Ont.

Buy the Best.

HERCULES
Sash Cord.

Star Brand Cotton Rope

Star Brand Cotton Clothes Lines

Star Brand Cotton Twine

For Sale by all Wholesale Dealers

BUSINESS
NEWS
of any kind that is of value to business men
supplied by our Bureau. We can give you

• market quotations from any town in Can-
m. ada, reports from the city markets, stock

quotations, etc. You can get commercial
news from any Canadian paper through us.

Write us, giving us particulars of what
you want and where you want it from, and
we will quote you prices by return.

"Clippings from any Canadian paper on
any subject,"

CANADIAN PRESHUPPIXG BUREAU,

232 McGill Street, MONTREAL, QUE.
Telephone Main 1255.

10 Front St. East, Toronto. Telephone 2148.

75 YEARS.

CELEBRATED

ESTABLISHED 1825. 15 YEARS.

HEINISCH SHEARS

Tailors' Shears,

Trimmers, Scissors,

Tinners' Snips, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST

R. HEINISCH'S SONS CO. SIMK.?.Ff
^l:A

p0 c,,amber, 8t

Not connected with any Shear Combination.

CHAS. F. CLARK, President. JARED CHITTENDEN, Treasurer.

..ESTABLISHED 1840.

Capital and Surplus, $1,500,000. Offices Throughout the Civilized World,

Executive Offices : Nos. 346 and 348 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

THE BRADSTREET COMPANY gathers information that reflects the financial condition and
the controlling circumstances of every seeker of mercantile credit. Its business may be defined as of the
merchants, by the merchants, for the merchants. In procuring, verifying and promulgating information no
effort is spared, and no reasonable expense considered too great, that the results mayjustify its claim as an
authority on all matters affecting commercial affairs and mercantile credit. Its offices and connections have
been steadily extended, and it furnishes information concerning mercantile persons throughout the civilized

world.
Subscriptions are based on the service furnished, and are available only by reputable wholesale, jobbing

and manufacturing concerns, and by responsible and worthy financial , fiduciary and business corporations.
Specific terms may be obtained by addressing the Company at any of its offices. Correspondence Invited.

-OFFICES IN CANADA-
HALIFAX, N.S.
OTTAWA. ONT.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAMILTON, ONT.
QUEBEC, QUE.
VICTORIA, B.C.

LONDON, ONT.
ST. JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL. QUE.
TORONTO, ONT.

THOS, C, IRVING, Gen, Man, Western Canada, Toronto, JOHN A, FULTON, Gen. Man. Eastern Canada, Montreal,

PERSONS addressing advertisers

will kindly mention having
seen their advertisement in

Canadian Hardware and Metal

Merchant.

ALEXANDER GIBB
Manufacturers' Agent and Metal Broker,

13 St. John Street, Montreal.

Representing British and American Manu-
facturers. Correspondence invited from firms
wishing to be represented in Canada.

ASPINALL'S
0. White for Inside,

Indian White—Outside
for

Decorators' Use.

Imperial Gallons
^ncl %-Gallons.

SPINALIS
Mi: OXIDISED

ENAMEL

Free from Poisonous White Lead. Colours

Perfect. The original English make as supplied

to Royalty.

Agents: Ontario and the East, R, C. Jamleson &. Co,, 13 St. John

Street. Montreal. Winnipeg and District, J, H, Ashdown,
Winnipeg-
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Black Diamond FileWorks

6. & H. Barnett Company
PHILADELPHIA

Twelve ^^^j***. Medals

Awarded
By JURORS at

International Expositions

Special Prize

Gold Medal at Atlanta, 1895

>%%%%»%%>%%%%^%>%%%^%%^%^lk%%^

1901 E.
'901

We manufacture the most popular and best

selling lines of Garden Hose in Canada. Our "Mal-

tese Cross" brand we confidently recommend as

the finest Garden Hose on the market.

We have other grades not quite so ex,

but good reliable brands, viz. : "Lion" (the po^tur r

medium-priced hose), "King" "Sun" and "Leader."

Our "Kinkproof " (wire wound) hose is wired

by a special process controlled solely by ourselves,

and is so constructed that it may be cut at a..>

wind of the wire without loosening or uncoiling,

the wire being self-gripping throughout each

length.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Co.
OF TORONTO, LIMITED.

Head Office and Warerooms—
49-61-63 West Front St.,

TORONTO, Canada.
Factories— I 15-165 West Lodge Ave.

124-148 O'Hara Ave.

Galvanized
Steel Sheets

n LEVEL BEST'* BRAISD.

' Black

\

Steel Sheets
" GRIFFIN " BRAISD.

PRICES ON APPLICATION TO

3. &S.H. THOMPSON & CO'

Y

26 St. Sulpice St., MONTREAL,

CORDAGE
ALL KINDS AND FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Manila Rope
Sisal Rope
Jute Rope
Russian Rope
Marline
Housellne
Hambrollne
Clotheslines
Tarred Hemp Rope
White Hemp Rope
Bolt Rope
Hide Rope
Halyards
Deep Sealine
Ratline

Plow Lines

Lathyarn
Shlngleyarn
Bale Rope
Lariat Rope
Hemp Packing
Italian Packing
Jute Packing
Drilling Cables
Spunyarn
Pulp Cord
Lobster Marlin
Paper Cord
Cheese Cord
Hay Rope
Fish Cord
S?nd Lines

"RED THREAD" Transmission Rope im the finest quality Manila'
hemp obtainable, laid in tallow.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY,
*» Limited

Western Ontario Representative—

wu. b. stewart, MONTREAL, QUE
Tel 94. 27 Front St. West, TORONTO.



THEDRINKWATER
BOOKBINDING CO.

!S MUTUALST.

TORONTO




